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INDEX 

Achillea, 145. 
millifolium, 135. 
tomentosa, 135. 

Acorus calamus, 137. 
Acteea spicata, 135. 
Adam’s needle 136. 
Adonis vernalis, 135. 
Agapanthus, 27. 

umbellatus, 136. 
Ageratum, 300,* 304. 
Ajuga reptans, 135. 
Akebia quinata, 306. 
Allen, J. K., photographs by, 110. 

article by, 110. 
All the Spireas Worth Growing, 206.* 
Alocasia, 27.* 
Alpine Flowers of Easiest Cultivation, 133.* 
Althza rosea, 212. 
Alyssum, 139, 149. 

argenteum, 135. 
maritimum, 139, 141. 
saxatile, 135. 

Amarantus caudatus, 140. 
“American gardens,” 334. 
Ames, Oakes, photograph by, 323. 
Ampelopsis quinquefolia, 24. 
Anderson, J. A., article by, 230. 
Andromeda, 336, 338. 

floribunda, 136. 
polifolia, 338, 340. 

Anemone, 135, 210,* 212, 242. 
Canadensis, 134, 135.* 
coronaria, 135. 
Japonica, 135, 210,* 211, 212. 
Pulsatilla, 135. 

St. Brigid, 135. 
sylvestris, 135. 
Whirlwind, 135. 

Angell, H. E., photographs by, 132, 133, 

138, 143, 144, 152, 153, 162, 211, 324. 
I. M., article by, 20, 71, 223, 330. 
I. M., photographs by, 20, 21, 32, 71, 

7p 18s Yip 2 Ly 
Annual flowers, how to get early, 82. 

Most Fragrant, 226. 

started in coldframe, 82.* 
Answers to queries, 242, 306, 352. 
Anthracnose, 234. 
Ants, 352. 
Aphides, 150,* 151,* 352. 
Apples, dwarf, 13.* 

spraying, 65.* 
Apple Tree Pests, 36.* 

worm, 36. 

Apricots, dwarf, 13.* 
Aquatics in a tub, 78.* 
Aquilegia Canadensis, 135. 
Arabis albida, 135. 

Aristolochia macrophylla, 306. 
Armeria maritima, 135. 

Arsenate of lead, 66, 346, 348. = 
Art of Growing Exhibition Chrysanthe- 

mums, 213.* 
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An asterisk signifies that the article is illustrated 

Arundinaria Fortunei, 272. 
Japonica, 270,* 272.* 

Simoni, 272. 
Arundo Donax, 

271.* 
Ashes, hardwood, 117c. 
Asparagus, 61, 155. 

fertilizers for, 61, 129. 

Aspen flowers, 18.* 
Asplenium Filix-foemina, 26. 

platyneuron, 25. 
ruta-muraria, 26.* 

Trichomanes, 25.* 

viride, 26. 
Aster, 27, 135, 139, 148. 

alpinus, 135. 
cordifolius, 210, 211.* 
disease, cure for, 166. 
grandiflorus, 210. 
Nove-Angliz, 135, 210, 212. 

ptarmicoides, 210. 
Stoke’s, 135. 

trinervis, 210. 

Astilbe Japonica, 135. 
Azalea, 136, 306, 336. 

ameena, 136. 

arborescens, 336. 
calendulacea, 136, 335. 
Canadensis, 335. 

Gandavensis, 136, 336. 
Indica, 136, 335- 

nudiflora, 136, 335, 340. 
occidentalis, 336. 

Pontica, 136, 336. 
Sinensis, 334;* 335- 

Vaseyl, 335- 
viscosa, 336. 

var. macrophylla, 270, 

Baby’s breath, 135, 139. 
Bachelor’s button, 135. 

Backyard Gardens, 27,* 28,* go. 
Japanese, 27.* 
Play-Garden with a Japanesque Idea, 

27. 

Bagging grapes, 232. 
Balloon vine, 139. 

Balsams, 27,* 140. 
Bamboo, 272. 
Bambusa aurea, 272. 

Metake, 272.* 
nigra, 272. 
pygmea, 272. 

Banding trees, 38. 
Barnes, P. T., articles by, 139, 155, 188, 

270, 294. : 
Barron, E. M., articles by, 143, 354- 

Leonard, articles by, 62, 130. 
photograph by, 130. 
L. and E. M., articles by, 158, 318.* 

Bartonia, 139. 
B. B., article by, 196. 

Beans, 73, 155, 156, 283, 317, 330, 331,* 

333- 
Beard-tongue, 135. 
Beauty in Garden Grasses, 270.* 
Beavis, Walter R., article by, 27. 

photographs by, 27. 
Beckwith, Florence, articles by, 94, 226. 

photograph by, 94, 226. 
Bedding Plant Grown as a Tree, A., 142.* 

Beds and borders, 148,* 149,* 300.* 
Beets, 73, 155, 156, 283,* 317, 33%, 333- 
Beetles, 151, 234, 246. 
Beginner’s Garden, 10,* 11.* 
Begonia, 27, 149, 242, 304. 
Bellflower, 27,* 135, 138, 212. 
Berry moth, 234, 350. 

Best Hardy Plants qf the Heath Family, 
The, 334.* 

Better Stakes or None, 340. 

Bettis, J. R., article by, 228. 

photographs by, 228. 
Bird’s foot trefoil, 135. 
Blackberries, 327. 
Blanching celery, 332. 
Blanket flower, 135. 
Bloodroot, 134. 
Blue bells, 135. 

flag, 137- 
lotus, 323. 

sage, 135- 
spirea, 145. 

Bog garden, 80. 

Boltonia, 340. 
Book Reviews. 

Manual of the Trees of North America, 

112. 
The Vegetable Garden, 112. 

Bordeaux mixture, 65,* 346, 348. 

Border, hardy, 212.%* 
Borers, 36,* 38,* 244, 265. 

elm bark, 244. 
Boult, E. M., photograph by, 14, 81. 

Brachycome iberidifolia, 139. 

Braunton, Ernest, articles by, 242, 

284. 

Bridge, the garden, 110,* 
Brown, Caroline M., article by, 88. 

Brugmansia as a House Plant, 194. 
Brunella grandiflora, 135. 
Bud worm, 36. 

Bugbane, 211. 
Bugle-weed, 135. 
Building of a Hotbed, The, 22. 
Bulbs, 61, 96, 188. 

and roots, keeping, 242. 

to School Children, 182. 

Butterbach, N., article by, 166. 

248, 

Cabbage, 151, 155, 156, 283, 317, 331, 

332) 333- 
Caladiums, 304. 
Calendula officinalis, 140, 141. 

Californian’s Reminder, The, 104, 160, 248. 
Callirhoé involucrata, 135. 
Callistephus hortensis, 139. 
Calluna vulgaris, 335,* 336.* 
Campanulas, 246. 

Carpatica, 135. 
persicifolia, 212. 

Camptosorus rhizophyllus, 25,* 26. 
Candytuft, 135, 140, 141. 
Cane-borer, 234, 329. 
Cannas, 188, 304. 

Canning, 304. 
Canning, E. J., photographs by, 82, 133. 

article by, 82. 
Canterbury bells, 246. 
Caper substitute, 88. 
Carbolic-soap wash, 244. 
Cardinal flower, 80. 

Flowers as Annuals, 180. 
in the garden, 86. 

Cardiospermum Halicacabum, 139. 
Carnations, 148. 

for Cut Flowers Next Winter, 292, 
294. 

Carrots, 72, 156, 317, 330;* 331, 332, 333- 

Caryopteris Mastacanthus, 146. 
Case-bearers, 36. 

Castor-bean, 330. 

Catch-fly, 140. 
Cattleya labiata, 42,* 44. 
Cauliflower, 155, 156, 333- 

Celery, 155, 156, 3175 331) 3325* 333- 
Centaurea Cyanus, 141. 

gymnocarpa, 138. 
moschata, 139. 

Ceratostigma plumbaginoides, 135. 
Cerastium tomentosum, 134, 135. 
Chafers, 346. 

Chamedaphne calyculata, 338, 340. 

Channon, F. E., photographs by, 106, 108. 
Chard, Swiss, 73. 

Cheapest Kind of Hotbed, The, 76.* 
Cheese-cloth Protection for Garden Seeds, 

168. 
Cheilanthes lanosa, 26. 
Chelone Lyoni, 186.* 

Cherry branches, 19.* 
Chickweed, 135. 
Child’s Garden, 27.* 
Chionodoxa gigantea, 135.* 
Christmas rose, 212. 

Chrysanthemum Indicum, 212. 
uliginosum, 138, 212. 

Chrysanthemums, 138, 141, 148, 212, 213,* 

214,* 215,* 216,* 217,* 274,* 275,* 280,* 

298. 

disbudding, 215, 274.* 
Pompon, 280,* 281.* 

Cimicifuga foetida, 211. 
Clark, W., articles by, 118, 300.* 

Clarkia elegans, 140, 141. 
Classified Planting List for Annuals, 139. 

Vegetables, 155. 



Clematis paniculata, 27, 306. 

Clethra, 340. 
acuminata, 340. 
alnifolia, 338. 

Cliff-brake, 25. 
Clintonia borealis, 26. 

Coal ashes, 92. 

Codling moth, 36. 
Cohosh, 135. 
Coix Lacryma-Jobi, 272. 
Colchicum autumnale, 135. 

Coldframe, 9,* 82,* 129, 133.* 
Coleus, 304. 
Columbine, 135. 

Compost, 92, 214. a 
Conard, Henry S., article by, 78, 321. 

photographs by, 322. 
Confections, 225. 
Conoclinium ceelestinum, 135. 
Constant Succession of Hardy Flowers, A., 

145- 
Convyallaria majalis, 134, 135. 
Coogan, W. P., photograph by, 27. 
Cooking utensils, 145.* 
Cooperia Drummondi, 273. 

pedunculata, 273.* 
Copper sulphate solution, 65. 

Coral bells, 135. 
Coreopsis rosea, 135. 

tinctoria, 139. 
Corn, 21,* 73, 155, 156, 283, 317, 330,* 

331, 332» 333, 344- 
Cornell Countryman, photograph by, 144. 

Experiment Station, photographs by, 

139 SAY 
Cornflower, 141. 
Cortaderia argentea, 270. 
Cosmos, 27, 342. 

Until November, 118. 

Cowpeas, 20.* 

Cover Crops, 70.* 
Craig, John, photographs by, 66, 277, 330. 

W.N., article by, 142. 

Cranesbill, 135. 

Crocus, autumn, 135. 

Crocuses, 81.* 

Cropping aids fertility, 333. 
Crown imperial, 145. 
Cucumber, 21, 74, 155, 156, 283, 317, 330, 

Sh 
tree, 267. 

Culture of Magnolias, The, 292. 

Cuphea ignea, 137. 
Cut-worm, 230, 306. 
Cyperus alternifolius, 28,* 136. 

vine, 139. 
Cypripedium, Edwardi, 62.* 

Fairieanum, 62,* 63.* 

spectabile, 94.* 

Dabeecia polifolia, 336.* 

Daffodils, 61.* 

Dahlia, 147, 188. 

Daisy, 138, 212. 

Swan River, 139- 
Darlington, E. D., article by, 325,* 342. 
Day lilies, 138. 

Delphinium formosum, 210, 212. 
grandiflorum, 212. 

Deutzia, 130, 131.* 

Device for Reaching Over the Border, A, 
110.* 

Dewberries, 329. 
Dianthus barbatus, 212. 

Caryophyllus, 211. 
Chinensis, 139. 

latifolius, 211. 

Diervilla florida, 246. 
Digitalis ambigua, 135, 211, 212. 

Janata, 212. 
purpurea, 212. 

Disbudding, 215,* 274.* 
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Disgraceful “Annual Cleaning,” The, 92. 
Dodecatheon Meadia, 135. 
Dodging the Cutworm, 230. 
Dolichos Lablab, 139, 140, 141. 
Domesticating Fringed Gentians and Cardi- 

nal Flowers, 86. 

Drain pipe rollers, 106.* 
Drake, F. B., article by, 168. 

Dryopteris Goldieana, 25. 
marginalis, 25. 
spinulosa, 25. 

Dugmore, A. R., photos by, 213. 214, 215, 
217. 

Dunbar, John, article by, 206, 244, 33 
Dwarf fruit trees, 12, 13,* 14.* 

Eames, E. A., article by, 15. 
photographs by. 17. 

Earlier and Better Annual Flowers, 82.* 

Earthworms, killing, 84. 

Easiest Way to Can, The, 354. 
Edelweiss, 134, 135, 162.* 

from seed, 162. 
Edgings, 136.* 
Eggplant, 155. 
Eichhornia crassipes, 78. 
Eight Varieties of Apples on One Tree, 52. 
Eldredge, Arthur, photograph by, 266. 
Endive, 333- 
Erianthus Rayenne, 270. 
Erica carnea, 336. 

herbacea. 336. 
Tetralix, 335,* 336. 
vagans, 336. 

Erigeron grandiflorus, 210. 
Villarsi1, 210. 

Eupatorium ceelestinum, 135. 
Evening primrose, 135. 

star, 273. 
Everlasting, 140. 

False goat’s-beard, 135. 
Fastest Growing Vine, The, 240.* 

Felt, E. P., article by, 36,* 244. 
photograph by, 38. 

Fern, 25,* 26,* 27, 246. 
Fertilizers. 68,* 69, 158, 196. 
Fertilizing the Home Garden, 196. 

fruit garden, 68.* 
Festuca glauca, 271. 
Fifty-two Lily Blossoms from a Hopeless 

Bulb, 96.* 
Filix bulbifera, 25,* 26. 

fragilis, 25.* 

Firecracker plant, 137. 
Fleabane, 210. 

Fletcher, S. W., articles by, 68, 220, 232. 

276, 327. 
photographs by, 68, 69, 70, 220, 221, 

222, 276, 277, 327, 328, 3209- 

Flies, 150. 

Flower That Blooms in Three Days, A, 

273-* 
Flowers After the Fall Frosts, 210.* 

for bulb bed, 352. 

Flowering Shrubs from April to November, 

130.* 
Forcing Large Branches — A New Idea, 19. 

twigs, 18,* 19.* 
Twigs in the Home Window Sill, 18.* 

Torget-me-not, 134, 135, 212. 

Forsythia, 130.* 

Foxglove, 212, 246. 
Fraser, Samuel, article by, 75. 

French, Allen, article by, 280. 

photographs by, 280, 281. 
Frost, 50, 205. 

protection from, 275.* 
Fruit garden, 232. 

on Walls, 14.* 

Fruit trees, 276,* 277,* 279.* 
dwarf, 12,* 13,* 14.* 

Fuchsia, 27. 
Fullerton, E. L., article by, 22. 

photographs by, 22. 
Fumigating frame, 288.* 

melons, 288.* 
Paper, 290. 
with Tobacco, 290. 

Fungicides, 65, 346, 348. 
Funkia, 27. 

cordifolia, 135, 137- 

lancifolia, 135, 137- 
ovato, 137. 
subcordata, 135, 137, 212. 

Gaillardia. 140, 145. 

aristata 135. 
pulchella, 140. 

Garbage, 92. 
Garden Enemies, 288. 

Garden in June, 10.* 

July. 11.* 
August, 11.* 
irrigating the, 282.* 
Planted after July Fourth, A, 330.* 

Rock, 133. 

tools, 106, 110.* 

Garden publications. 112. 
Gardener’s Reminder, 9, 61, 129, 205, 265, 
RN 

Gardens, 10,* 152,* 153,* 154.* 
plan of vegetable, 74. 
prairie, 282.* 

Gathering Nasturtium Pods for Seed or 
Pickling, 88.* 

Gayest Flowers for Late Fall, The, 280.* 
Gentians, fringed in the garden, 86. 

Geranium, 137, 149, 304. 

sanguineum, 135. 
maculatum, 135. 
pratense, 135. 

Gerard, J. N., article by, 240. 
photograph by, 240. 

Gladioli, 148, 188, 342. 

Globe amaranth, 140. 
Glory-of-the-snow, 135.* 
Gloxinias, 84. 
Gnaphalium Leontopodium, 134, 135, 162. 
Godetia, 140, 141. 
Golden bells, 130. 

glow, 340. 
tuft, 135. 

Goldflower, 212. 
Gomphrena globosa, 140. 
Good News for Late Beginners, 205. 

Gourds, 218,* 219.* ; 
Gowran, C. C., photograph by, 223. 
Grafted apple tree, 52.* 
Grafting, 52,* 61. 

Granger, Edith, article by, 164. 
Grape, 27, 220, 232, 350. 

arbor, 220. 

leaf-folder, 348. 
leafroller, 346.* 
root-worm, 348. 
planting, 221. 
training, 221. 

vines, 149. 
Grass, The unmowable, 34.* 

Grasses, 270,* 271.* 

Graves, Henry, photographs by, 62. 
Nathan R., article by, 76. 

photographs by, 76, 77, 131, 132, 207, 

210, 213, 214, 215, 216, 266, 270, 

300, 302, 325, 326, 335, 336- 
Greenhouse for $100, A 12 x 19 ft., 176.* 
Greensmith, Herbert, article by, 186, 210. 
Growing Alpine Plants from Seeds and 

Cuttings, 178. 
China Asters Free from Disease, 166. 

Edelweiss from Seed, 162.* 
Growing Gourds for Fun, 218.* 

Quality Potatoes, 158. 

Gynerium argenteum, 270. 
Gynerium saccharoides, 270. 
Gypsophila muralis, 139. 

paniculata, 135. 

Haight, A. B., photograph by, 279. 
Hairy Ruellia, 135. 
Hamamelis Virginiana, 131, 132. 

Happy Owner of a Hotbed, The, 92. 
Hardy border, 145,* 186. 

Flowers tor.the Suburban Garden, 
212.* 

Hartley, Charles A., article by, 230. 
Hawk moth, 348.* 
Hawkweed, 135. 

Hawks, go. 

Heath, 335,* 336.* 
Heather, 335,* 336.* 
Heating the window garden, 15,* 16,* 17.* 
Helenium, 211. 

Helichrysum bracteatum, 140. 
Helipterum Manglesii, 140. 
Heliotropes, 142,* 304. 

Helleborus niger, 212. 

Hemerocallis, 138. 

flava, 212. 
Heuchera sanguinea, 135. 
H. H. H., article by, 96. 

photograph by, 96. 
Hibiscus Moscheutos, 80, 212. 
Hieracium aurantiacum, 135. 

Hill, W. H., photograph by, 78. 
Hollyhock, 212. 
Home-made contrivances, 168, 228.* 

Straw Mats for the Hot-beds, 23. 

Horned violet, 135. 

Hotbeds, 22,* 76,* 77,* 92, 129. 

House Plants from Seeds, 84. 
How I Became an Orchard Grower, 42.* 

to Avoid the Spring Rush and Have 
a Better Garden, 129. 

to Get Any Plant You Want, 194. 
to Get Penny Packets of Seed, 100. 
to Make Your Garden Cost You Noth- 

ing, 317- 
to Use a Planting Plan, 146.* 
We Sold 80,000 Bulbs to School 

Children, 182. 
Humulus Japonicus, 139, 140. 
Hyacinths, 27. 

bean, 27, 139, 140, 141. 
Hydrangea, 27, 131, 132,* 145. 
Hypericum Moserianum, 212. 

Iberis amara, 140, 141. 

sempervirens, 135. 
Ice-plant, 141. 
Iceland Poppy, 135- 
Ideal Edging Plants for Walks and Flower 

Beds, 136.* 
Immortelles, 140. 
Impatiens Balsamina, 140. 
Important Indoor Jobs, 104. 

Vegetables for July Planting, 332.* 
Insect trap, 38. 
Insecticide, 36, 38, 64, 65, 112, 151, 290. 

Insects, 36, 38, 150, 230, 232, 234, 288, 

290, 329, 346, 352- 
That Bother the Melon Patch, Some, 

288.* 
Investigator’s Club, 98. 
Ipomcea Bona-nox, 139. 

fistulosa, 352. 

hederacea, 140. 
purpurea, 139. 
Quamoclit, 139. 

Tris, 27, 137, 145, 212, 242. 
Germanica, 212. 
levigata, 27, 242. 

Tris pallida, 212. 
Sibirica, 137- 
tectorum, 135. 



Iris, versicolor, 137. 
Xiphium, 137. 

Irrigating, 282. 

Jacob’s ladder, 28, 135. 
Japanese hop, 139, 140. 
Jasminum nudiflorum, 130. 
Jensen, Jens, article by, 136. 
Johnson, E. R., article by, 15. 
Johnston, J. F., photographs by, 148, 149. 

article by, 148. - 

Kaleidoscopic Series of Small Gardens, A., 
148.* 

Kalmia angustifolia, 334,* 335. 
glauca, 335. 
latifolia, 136, 335. 

polifolia, 335. 
Kerosene emulsion, 64, 65,* 151, 244. 

Killing the bugs, 36,* 112. 

Knap-weed, 138. 
Knight, Hattie L., article by, $4. 
Kniphofia uvaria, 138. 
Kohlrabi, 20, 21.* 
Kudzu vine, 240.* 

Labrador tea, 338. 
Lady’s Slipper, 94.* 
Lagurus ovatus, 271. 
Lantanas, 304. 

Large Flowered Chrysanthemums 
doors, 274.* 

Larkspur, 211,* 212 

Lathyrus odoratus, 139, 141. 
Laurel, 136, 334,* 335- 
Lawn, 61, 117-c. 

seed mixture, 117-c. 
Lawson, K. W., article by, 170. 
Leadwort, 135. 
Leather cap, 338. 

leaf, 340. 
Leaves for leaf-mould, 92. 
Ledum latifolium, 338. 
Lemon verbena, 148. 

Leontopodium alpinum, 135, 162. 

Lettuce, 73, 155, 156, 283, 284, 317, 318,* 

319, 320,* 333, 344- 
Leucothoé Catesbzi, 334,* 338. 

Liatris pycnostachya, 145. 
Lilacs, 18, 130.* 
Lilies, the best spotted, 30. 

unspotted, 30. 
the World Really Needs, 29.* 

Lilium auratum, 96, 212. 

candidum, 29,* 30, 212. 
elegans, 30. 
longiflorum, 30.* 
speciosum, 30. 
superbum, 212. 

testaceum, 30. 
tigrinum, 30. 

Lily, 29,* 212, 273. 
Annunciation, 29.* 

Bermuda, 30.* 
bulbs from Seeds, 29.* 
gold banded, 96.* 
Madonna, 29.* 

of-the-Nile, 27. 
of-the-Valley, 134, 135. 
of-the-valley-bush, 338. 

Lime haters, plants which are, 136. 
sulphur wash, 36, 64, 112. 
Recipe for, 112. 

Limy soil plants for, 136. 
Little Known Vegetables Worth Growing, 

20.* 

Out- 
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Lobelia cardinalis, 80,* 180. 
syphilitica, 210. 

Lotus, 79. 

corniculatus, 135. 

Love-entangled, 135. 
Love-lies-bleeding, 140. 
Lysimachia nummularia, 246. 

McCollom, William C., article by, 12. 
photographs by, 13, 14. 

McColm, G. E., photographs by, 282, 283. 
Viola, article by, 282. 

McDonald, J., photograph by, 138. 

MacElwee, Alexander, article by, 180. 
McFarland Co., J. H., photographs by, 

133, 134, 135, 268, 269, 292. 
Madia elegans, 140, 246, 304. 
Magnolia, 266,* 292.* 

All the, Worth Growing, 266.* 
acuminata, 267. 
Alexandrina, 266. 
cordata, 269. 

cyathiformis, 266. 
Fraseri, 267. 

feetida, 269. 
fuscata, 269. 
Gallisonieri, 269. 
glauca, 267, 268. 
glauca, published as M. macrophylla, 

269.* 
grandiflora, 267, 268,* 269. 

hypoleuca, 268. 
Kobus, 267, 268,* 269. 
Lennei, 266, 268.* 
macrophylla, 268. 
macrophylla, published as M. glauca, 

269.* 
Norbertiana, 265, 292.* 
obovata, 266, 267. 
pumila, 267. 
Soulangeana, 266, 268.* 
speciosa, 266. 
spectabilis, 266. 
stellata, 267,* 268.* 

superba, 266. 
Thompsoniana, 268. 
tripetala, 267, 263. 
triumphans, 266. 
Watsoni, 268. 

Yulan, 266.* 
Making of a Water Garden, The, 78.* 

new varieties, 29.* 
Manure, barnyard, 69.* 

green, 68. 
Manuring trees, 69.* 
Maple flowers, 19.* 
March Flowers without a 

18.* 
Marigold, 140, 141. 
Marsh-mallow, 80, 212. 
Mason, A., article by, 32.* 
Matteuccia Struthiopteris, 25. 
Matthiola, bicornis, 226.* 

incana, 139, I4I. 
Maze flower, 226. 

Meadow cranesbill, 135. 
Melon, 284. 

Mentzelia Lindleyi, 139. 
Mertensia pulmonarioides, 135. 
Mesembryanthemum crystallinum, 141- 
Michelmas daisies, 135, 211.* 
Michelia, 269. 
Mignonette, 27,* 148, 226. 

Mildew, 234. 
Milfoil, 135. 
Mimulus moschatus, 140. 
Miscanthus Sinensis, 136, 271.* 
Mistflower, 135. 
Mitella diphylla, 26. 
Miller, Louise Klein, article by, 100, 182. 

Wilhelm, article by, 29, 266. 

Greenhouse, 
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Moneywort, 246. 
Montgomery, Jr., A., article by, 238. 
Moon flower, 139. 
Moore, Clement, article by, 42. 

photograph by, 42. 
Mordaunt Laura French, article by, 18. 

photographs by, 18. 
More Garden Problems That We Want to 

Solve, 236. 

Morning glory, 27,* 139, 140. 
Mosnat, H. R., article by, 34 

photograph by, 34. 
Moss pink, 135. 
Most Fragrant Annual Flowers, The, 226.* 

Mountain aster, 135. 

spurge, 135. 
M. T. R., article by, to. 

photographs by, ro, rr. 
Murray, Thomas, article by, 162. 

Musk, 140. 
Muskmelon, 155, 156. 

Myosotis palustris, 134, 135, 212. 

Narcissus, 145. 
Nasturtium, 88,* 139, 140, 141, 190. 

seeds for pickles, 88. 
Nemophila insignis, 140. 
New Remedy for the Chicken Nuisance, 

A., 9o. 
Type of American Rose, A., 238. 

Nickerson, Abbie S., article by, 86. 
Nicotiana alata, 27. 

decurrens, 27. 

Tabacum, 140. 
Nitrate of soda, 117-c. 
Not All Sentiment and Roses, 265. 
Nothing Venture, Nothing Have, so. 
Novelties and varieties, 194. 
Nymphea Amazonum, 323. 

ampla, 323. 
cerulea, 323. 
Capensis, 323.* 
Devoniensis, 79. 
elegans, 323. 
flavo-virens, 322, 324. 
gigantea, 322. 
Lotus, 79. 
Mrs. C. W. Ward, 321. 

Pennsylvania, 322,* 323. 
pulcherrima, 323. 
stellata, 322. 
StuhImannii, 324. 
Sturtevantil, 79. 
sulphurea, 324. 
Wm. Stone, 321, 322.* 

Zanzibariensis, 321, 322,* 323.* 

(Enothera ameena, 140, I41. 
Missouriensis, 135. 

Old Palm Re-discovered, An, 284.* 
Onion, 72, 156, 283. 

culture, new, 92. 

Opuntia Rafinesquii, 135. 
Orchard Fruits in a Rented Garden, 12.* 

Orchard, T. S., article by, 178. 
Orchards, 276,* 277,* 279.* 
Orchids, 42,* 62,* 63,* 94.* 
Order early, 61. 
Osmunda Claytoniana, 25, 26. 

spectabilis, 25. 

Peonia albiflora, 212. 
officinalis, 212. 
tenuifolia, 212. 

Pachysandra procumbens, 135. 
Palafoxia, 140. 
Palms, 304. 
Palm, weeping, 284.* 

Pampas grass, 270. 
Pandanus, 352. 

Pansy, 137,* 139, 140, 141. 
Papaver nudicale, 135, 212. 

Rheeas, 140. 
Parasitic fly, 348.* 
Paris green, 151. 
Parrot’s feather, 79. 
Parsley, 72, 155, 330.* 
Parsnips, 156, 283.* 

Pasque flower, 135. 
Path, 138.* 
Pea lice, 150. 

Peas, 20,* 21,* 72, 155, 156, 283, 3175 3325 

333- 
Peaches in sod, 68.* 
Pear, dwarf, 13.* 

slugs, 66. 
Pellza atropurpurea, 25. 
Pennisetum, 306. 

longistlyum, 136, 271. 
Ruppellii, 271. 
villosum, 136, 271. 

Pentstemon diffusus, 135. 
barbatus, 135. 

Peonies, 145, 212. 

Pepper, 155, 283, 325,* 326.* 

bush, 338. 

growing quality, 326. 
Periwinkle, 135, 138.* 

Perennials for Late Summer Flowers, 186.* 
protected, 149. 
retarding, 210. 

Petroleum emulsion, 64. 
Petunia, 141, 304. 
Phalaris arundinacea, 137, 271. 
Phegopteris polypodioides, 25. 
Phlox, 27, 140, 141, 145, 212. 

ameena, 135. 
divaricata, 135. 
Drummondi, 140, 141. 
paniculata, 21. 

subulata, 133, 135. 

Phyllitis Scolopendrium, 26. 
Phyllostachys aurea, 272. 

nigra, 272. 
viridi-glaucescens, 272. 

Phylloxera, 232. 
Physalis, 224. 
Pickles, 223. 

Pictorial Diary of a Beginner’s Garden, A. 
10.* 

Pierce Co., C. C., photographs by, 284, 286. 
Pieris floribunda, 136, 334,* 336. 

Japonica, 136, 338. 
Mariana, 338. 

Pink, 139. 
Pinxter flower, 340. 
Pistol case bearers, 36. 
Plan, backyard garden, 27. 

Hardy borders, 145,* 147,* 212.* 
radial Garden, 12.* 

Plantain lily, 135. 
Plant breeding, 242. 

food most needed, 70.* 
Planting water-lilies, 80. 
Plant lice, 150,* 151.* 
Plants, month of flowering, 135. 
Plaster for land, 352. 
Platycodon, 27. 

grandiflorum, 138, 145, 212. 
Plumbago Larpenta, 135. 
Poisons, 151. 

Poker plant, 138. 

Polemonium caruleum, 28. 
reptans, 135. 

Polystichum acrostichoides, 25. 
Braunii, 25. 

Polypteris Hookeriana, 140. 
Pond, F. H., article by, 52. 

photograph by, 52. 
Poppies, 27, 148, 164. 

as Cut Flowers, 164. 
Poppy, 140, 212. 



Poppy mallow, 135. 
Portable Tomato Trellis, A., 228.* 

Window Forcing Box Heated by Gas 
ihe TR 

Portulaca grandiflora, 134, 140, I4!. 
Posts for trellises, 12. 

Potatoes, 72, 75,8 143.8 144,* 156, 158, 
160, 283, 330- 

baking 144. 
in Eight Weeks, 75.* 
Planting, 158. 
sprouting tray, 75.* 
steaming, 144. 
sweet, 156. 

Powell, I. L., article by, 213. 

Pussy willows, 18.* 
Prepare for Fall and Winter Vegetables, 

342- 
Preserves, 223, 225. 

Prickly pear, 135. 
Propagating water-lilies, 324. 

spireas, 244. 
Protection from frosts, 276.* 

winter, 276. 

Pruning berry bushes, 50, 129. 
errors 1M, 132. 

fruit trees, 13, 129. 

grapes, 129, 221,* 222.* 
raspberries, 328.* 
shade trees, 242. 
shrubs, 50, 129, 132. 

trees, 242. 
vines, 61. 

Pteridium aquilinum, 25. 

Pueraria Thunbergiana, 240.* 
Pumpkin, 155, 284. 
Purves, B. P. C., article by, 176. 

Quality Lettuces for the Home Garden, 
318.% 

Potatoes for the Home Table, 143.* 

Radial garden plan, 12.* 
Radish, 156, 282,* 283,* 284, 317, 330, 332, 

333- 
Rain lily. 273.* 
Rantankerous Brood of Aphides, The, 

150.% 
Ranunculus acris- 135. 
Raspberries, 327,* 328,* 329,* 

Blackberries and Dewberries, 327.* 

Reading Course on Pruning, A, 50. 
Recent discoveries, 284.* 
Record Breaking Nasturtium, A, 190.* 
Red cranesbill, 135. 

spider, 215. 
Reed, 270. 
Rented garden, 12.* 
Repairing the Lawn, 117-c. 

Reseda odorata, 139, 226. 
Rhodanthe, 140. 
Rhododendron beds, 334. 
Rhododendrons, 335.* 

Rhodora, 335. 

Rhubarb, 61, 129. 
fertilizer for, 61- 

Rhus Cotinus, 131, 132.* 

Robinson, N. W., photographs by, 23. 
Rock cress, 135. 

Rockery, 24,* 133.* 

Rock-loving Ferns in the Garden, 24. 
Rohn, Hedwig, photograph by, 176, 178. 

Rollers Made from Drain-pipes, 106.* 
Romance of a Lost Orchid, The, 62.* 

Rose, 27, 238, 265. 
bugs, 346. 

chafer, 329. 
garden, 342. 
MOss, 140, I4I. 

Rosemary, 338. 
Rot, 234. 
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Round-up of the Garden Peppers, A, 325.* 
R. T. F., article by, 273. 
Ruellia ciliosa, 135. 
Rue, wall, 26.* 
Rutabaga, 342. 

Sage, 137. 
Salvia, 27, 135, 137, 304. 

Sanderson, E. Dwight, articles by, 64, 150, 

288, 346. 
photographs by, 64, 67, 150, 151, 288, 

346, 347- 
Salpiglossis, 27. 
Sanguinaria Canadensis, 134.* 
San José Scale, remedies for, 64.* 
Santolina chamecyparissus, 137. 
Sauromatum, 27. 
Saw-fly, 329. 
Saxifrage, 135, 136.* 

Scale, oyster shell, 64. 
scurfy, 64. 

Schizonotus discolor, 207.* 

Schizopetalon Walkeri, 226. 
School gardening, 100, 182. 
Scirpus cernuus, 271. 

Scott, James I., article by, 133, 174, 332- 
Seakale, 61. 

Sea lavendar, 135. 

Sea pink, 135. 

Secrets of Growing Good Sweet Peas, The, 

170. a 

Sedums, 135. 

Seed, penny packets of, roo. 
Self-heal, 135. 

Setting Out the Summer Bedding Plants, 
300. 

Seven Delights of March, 104. 
Shady Places, Plants for, 246. 
Shasta daisy, 145. 
Shooting star, 135. 

Shrubs, 242. 

Silene Armeria, 140. 
Silver-tuft, 135. 

Small gardens, 148 
greenhouse, 176.* 

Smokebush, 131, 132.* 

Snapdragon, 148, 149. 
Sneezeweeds, 211. 
Sneezewort, 212. 

Soil, 82, 84, 334- 

Some Suggestive Gardens, 152.* 
Sowing Sweet Peas for Succession, 172.* 
Speedwell, 135. 
Spencer, James H., article by, 172. 

photographs by, 170, 172. 
Spider wort, 27. 

Spinach, 155, 317, 3315 333, 344: 
Spikegrass, 272. 
Spirea, 27, 130,* 206,* 244. 
Spireea alba, 209. 

albiflora, 207.* 209 

Anthony Waterer, 208. 

arguta, 207. 
arizfolia, 207.* 
Billardii, 209. 

bracteata, 208. 

Bumalda, 208. 

callosa, 208, 209. 
Cantoniensis, 208. 

crenata, 208. 

Douglasi, 209. 
Japonica, 208. 
Lenneana, 207.* 

Menziesii, 207.* 

prunifolia, 208 2 

rotundifolia, 208. 

Thunbergi, 206,* 207. 
tomentosa, 209. 
Van Houttei, 131,* 207,* 208. 

Spleenwort, 24,%* 
Spray Grapes Three Times in July, 346.* 
Spraying apparatus, 64,* 65,* 67.* 

codling moth, 65. 

Spraying grapes, 350.* 
lime-sulphur wash for, 112, 129. 

Paris green for, 66. 
pears, 66. 
profits of, 66. 
roses, 129. 
rust, scab and rot, 65. 
the Home Garden, 64.* 

Squash, 74, 155, 156, 282,* 283, 284, 317, 

3312p Sshetc 
Stachys lanata, 135. 
Stagger bush, 338. 
Stakes, 340. 
Starting Cannas and Dahlias, 188. 
Statice latifolia, 135. 
Stocks, 139, 141, 226.* 

Stokesia cyanea, 135. 
Stone crop, 135. 
Strawberry bed, care, 61. 

Straw mats, 23.* 
Strip Between Fence and Sidewalk, 34.* 
Succession of flowers in window garden, 15. 

hardy flowers, 145. 
Suggestions, 98, 236. 
Suggestive Gardens, 152.* 
Superior Home-grown Grapes, 220.* 
Sure Way to Have Grapes Free from 

Blemish, 232. 

Sweet alyssum, 137, 141, 145. 

flag, 137. 
pea, 139, 141, 148, 170,* 172, 174. 
Peas Worth Growing, 174. 
sultan, 139. 
William, 27, 135, 212. 

Swiss chard, 20.* 

Syringa Chinensis, 130. 
vulgaris, 130.* 

Tabor, I. G, article by, 146,* 212.* 
plans by, 147,* 212.* 

Tagetes patula, 14r. 
Talauma pumila, 267. 

Tarweed, 140, 246, 304. 
Taylor, H. G., article by, 145,* 274.* 

photographs by, 145, 274, 275- 
plans by, 145. 

Tecoma radicans, 306. 

Tender Day Blooming Water Lilies, The, 
221.* 

AeneN i aitecaeDayGardect A, 71.* 
Texas, University of, photographs by, 273. 
Thalictrum aquilegifolium, 135. 
Things Worth Trying, 304. 
Thuya occidentalis, 136. 
Thyme, 135. 
Thymus Serphyllum, 135. 
Tiarella cordifolia, 26. 

Tibbets, H. C., photograph by, 78. 
Tickseed, 135. 

Tiger lily, 145. 
Tilling, fertilize by, 69,* 277.* 

the Home Orchard, 276.* 

Toad lily, 135, 211 
Tobacco, 27, 140, 151, 290. 
Tomatoes, 20, 21,* 74, 155, 156, 223,* 

224, 225,* 230, 284, 331.* 
as a Wall Fruit, 230. 

training, 223.* 
trellis, 228.* 

Torenia Fournieri, 140. 
Tree Names, 246, 
Trees and shrubs, 50, 292.* 
Trees in sod, 69. 
Trellis, 221,* 222,* 228.* 

Tricyrtis hirta, 135, 211. 
Tropzolum, 139, 140, 141. 
Troth, H., photographs by, 9, 15, 16, 61, 

79, 80, 88, 130, 136, 137, 138, 142, 1$2, 

153, 154, 186, 206, 208, 209, 267, 271, 

Zifers) eK) hap) 313}5)2 
Truth About Early Orders, The, 61.* 
Tulips, 27. 
Turnips, 151, 156, 331, 332, 333» 342- 
Turtle head, 186.* 

Two crops, 146. 

Ingenious Window Gardens, 15.* 

Umbrella plant, 28, 136. 
tree, 267. 

Uniola latifolia, 272.* 
Unusual Tomatoes 

Pickles, 223.* 
U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, photographs by, 

30, 318, 319, 32¢, 321. 

for Preserves and 

Vegetable Garden, An 8 x 30, 32.* 
Garden in the Semi-arid Region, 

A, 282.* 

Vegetables, 71,* 72,* 73,* 74,* 155, 158, 

330,* 332,* 342. 
late planting, 330. 
storage of, 104, 342. 
worth growing, 20,* 21.* 

Verbena, 27, 300,* 304. 
Vermont Experiment Station, photographs 

by, 29, 138. 
Veronica incana, 135. 

Vinca minor, 135, 138.* 
Vines, 240,* 306. 

Viola cornuta, 135, 138.* 

tricolor, 140, 141. 
Virginia creeper, 24, 304. 

Wallflower, 248. 
Wall-rue, 26.* 

Walking fern, 25.* 
Walks, 61. 

Washingtonia filifera, 284.* 
robusta, 286.* 

Water gardens, 78,* 79,* 80.* 

hyacinth, 78, 79. 

Water-lilies, 79, 322,* 323.* 
from seed, 324. 

under glass, 324.* 
Water-poppies, 79. 
Webster and Albee, photographs by, 207. 
Weed, C. M., photographs by, 65. 

seeds, killing, 84. 
Weeks, Grace L., article by, 190. 

photographs by, 190. 
Weigela rosea, 246. 
Whale oil soap, 64, 129, 151. 

Whitlock, Gertrude L., article by, 19. 
photographs by, 19. 

Wild Lady’s-Slipper Tamed, The, 94.* 
Wild rosemary, 340. 
Willcox, E. E., article by, 218. 

photographs by, 218, 219. 
Willows, pussy, 182* 

Windflower, 134, 135.* 
Window garden, 15,* 16,* 17,* 84, 294. 
Wish-bone flower, 140. 
Witch hazel, 131, 132.* 
W. M., article by, 293. 
Wonderful Things You Can Do With a 

Hotbed, 9.* 
Wood anemone, 135. 

ashes for garden, 61, 117-c, 166. 

ripening, 278. 
Wood-Ward, article by, go. 
Woodsia Ilvensis, 26. 

obtusa, 26. 
Woolson, G. A., article by, 24. 

Woundwort, 135. 

Xeranthemum annuum, 140. 

Yarrow, 135. 

Yucca filamentosa, 136. 

Zenobia speciosa, 338- 
; 

Zephyranthes, 273- 
Zinnia, 141. 
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the Home Garden 
| 
| DIRECTIONS HOW TO GROW 

THEM IN YOUR OWN YARD 
THE SITE. Sunny and free from the close neighborhood of trees. Southern exposure desirable. 
THE SOIL. A deep loam is best. Well drained ground is essential. 

THE BED. Dig toa depth of about fifteen inches—fill with mixture three parts rich loam (found under the sod in any pasture) and one 

part well rotted cow manure. Mix thoroughly—so that the roots of roses are not in direct contact with the manure. Then wet the roots of the 

rose bushes thoroughly before planting—place bush in position and tramp soil down thoroughly with the feet. 

NOW COMES THE IMPORTANT POINT. Don’t plant weak slips that come from hot houses and will not stand the change to the open 

air. Plant good, strong mature rose bushes, Unless you do—all the directions in the world will do no good. 

WATERING. Necessary in dry weather—and copious; a gallon to a plant. Break up soil frequently. In mid-summer cover bed with two 

inches of old manure to keep the moisture in. 

CUTTING. Pick as freely as possible—with long stems—to a joint at least two eyes below flower. 

How You Can Make Success Sure—Plant Mature Rose Bushes—Use the Heller Method 

Now as to what constitutes a rose in perfect condition for planting, and to give you the proper information on this we must tell you the 

different steps through which we take them before we ship them out for garden culture, and to show you how different these plants are from 

the many thousands of little rose slips which are yearly sent out at fifteen to twenty for a dollar, and which have caused more discourage- 

ment to the amateur than anything else, for success with them, or even a moderate amount of success, is impossible. The cuttings are 

then put in sand in especially prepared beds where they are left for several weeks to form roots. They are then taken ovt and potted 

into soil in very small pots. Now they are in the condition of the “twenty for one dollar kind’”—the little slips you may have 

bought before—but we do not stop here. We put them into a larger pot, three inches in diameter, and leave them in these for 

several weeks. They are then taken and planted out in the field where we leave them about a year, and in the case of 

some varieties even two years. They are then again taken up and placed in the cool greenhouses, where they are kept 

in a partially dormant condition. Now they are ready for you—ready to go ahead and grow quickly and produce 

hundreds of beautiful flowers. 

Our new catalog will give you much interesting information—much that we would like to tell you 

here, but cannot for want of space. It will also tell you all about the many new American and 

foreign kinds, and give you information as to how to design your garden and your rose beds. 

HELLER BROTHERS 
961 SOUTH MAIN STREET 

NEW CASTLE, IND. 
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TIFFANY & CoO. 

Comparison of Prices 

Tiffany & Co. always welcome a comparison of 

prices and an examination of thei merchandise. 

This applies to their entire stock of rich as well 

as inexpensive jewelry, silverware, watches, 

clocks, bronzes, fine pottery, glassware and other 

artistic objects, on all of which their prices are as 

reasonable as is consistent with the standard of 

quality and workmanship strictly maintained by 

the house 

Upon advice as to requirements and limit of 

price, Tiffany & Co. will send photographs or 

careful descriptions of what their stock affords, 

free of all obligation to purchase 

To persons known to the house, or to those who 

will make themselves known by reference from 

any national bank or responsible business house, 

Tiffany & Co. will send a selection from their 

stock 

Fifth Avenue New York 
Formerly at Union Square 

Tiffany & 

Co. 1906 

Blue Book 

will be sent to in- 
tending purchasers 
without charge. 
This catalogue 
contains 

no 

illustrations 

It is a compact little 
volume of 530 
pages and over 
6,000 suggestions 
of jewelry, silver- 
ware and choice 
artistic objects suit- 
able for wedding or 
other gifts, with the 
minimum and max- 
imum prices at 
which they may be 
purchased 

Mail Order 

Department 

Tiffany & Co.’s re- 
moval to their new 
building, Fifth Av- 
enue and Thirty- 
seventh Street, has 
enabled them to 
materially increase 
the scope and fa- 
cilities of their Mail 
Order Department. 
Patrons unable to 
visit the establish- 
ment are assured 
expeditious service 
and the same care- 
ful attention as is 
given to purchases 
made in person 

Tiffany & Co. are 
strictly retailers. 
They do not em- 
ploy agents or sell 
their wares through 
other dealers 
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) 
Twenty Years’ Experience 

in close practical touch with large and small estates in all parts of the country enables us to offer to every owner of Grounds and 
Gardens our special help in Designs and suggestions for the improvement of such, and with greater economy and saving than can 
be secured in any other way. We study to meet the individual requirements of each place, and supply both Plansand Material 
in the most economical manner. ‘{ Whether in Iowa or Maine our practical suggestions enable you to plant your Lawn, your 

Garden, or any other portion of your place, with a great saving, 
and we ask you to write us and we will help you, giving our 
time to accomplish something for you in a practical and pains- 
taking fashion. {{ We send men of experience at any time at 
nominal rates to advise upon every leading question of Land- 
scape work. Drainage, House location, Road making, Formal 
and old-fashioned Gardens and every feature of Landscape 
work, we give close and careful attention to. We will refer 
to many hundreds of private properties which we have brought 
to perfection. {] Our Nurseries are among the largest in the 
United States, and we ask but one profit in supplying our 
clients, selling at lowest rates possible. We offer every 
known hardy form of e 

Trees, Shrubs, Rhododendrons, 

Evergreens, Herbaceous Plants, 

Vines, Dahlias, ; Bulbs, Ete. 
at prices which, after you investigate, will attract your close 
attention. § If you have any problem to solve; any diffi- 

culty to meet in the way of Landscape work and Gardening we are willing to assist, and will be elad to have you write us. 
From all parts of the country we have had inquiries in past seasons and with good results, and we invite correspondence 
with those who wish’aid of an expert character. , WRITE US, FOR CATALOGUES, which are the most valuable printed. 

THE SHADY HILE- NURSERY CO} 
155 Milk Street, Corner Broad BOSTON, MASS. 

The Gardentlagazine 

EQ No. 4 Combined Drill 

are known and used the world over, because 
they make Planting, Hoeing and Cultivating 
easy. Ournew 1906 Catalog describes and illus- 
trates Seeders, Wheel Hoes, Harrows, Riding 
Cultivators (one and two row), Sugar Beet and 
Orchard Cultivators, etc. No. 4 Planet Jr. is 
the most popular combined tool made. A per- 
fect seeder, wheel hoe, weeder, cultivator and plow. ntinuous 

rows or in hills 4, 6, 8, 12 or 24 inches apart. Easily changed and is useful at every stage of the garden work. 
No, 12 Double Wheel Hoe will enable you to hoe every day two acres of onions or any similar crop and do it faster and better than 
three men with hand hoes. It runs either astride or between the rows and kills all weeds. Our 1906 Catalog shows many garden 
scenes at home and abroad that will interest you. S. Th. /NIEIEADIN & CO: Box 1108 S, Philadelphia, Pa. Be sure and get it. We mail it free on request. 

HEALTHY, NATIVE-GROWN FRUIT TREES 
ORNAMENTAL TREES, VINES, SHRUBS, ETC. 

It pays you many times over to take pains to get reliable and healthy stock. The well-known Dwyer stock can always be 
relied on, for it is all selected stock, grown on our home grounds and receiving constant expert inspection. JVE GUARANTEE 
that every specimen is true to name, free from disease, and sure to grow. We also do landscape gardening. Write now for our 

FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE T. J. DWYER & COMPANY, N. Y- Box 4, Cornwall, 

VERYONE will want this phenomenal new rose this year. Blooms outside 
all summer and inside all winter. Never without flowers, throwing truss 

after truss of huge bouquet-like clusters of forty to sixty flowers each. Indi- 
vidual flowers and trusses larger and brighter crimson than Crimson Rambler. 
Hardy as an oak. Insect-proof. 

SPECIAL OFFER of this Gold Medal Rose at this low price to get my 
catalogue of 7oo varieties of seeds and 100 kind of bulbs in hands of flower lovers. 

STRONG, GUARANTEED PLANTS, isc EACH, 2 FOR 25 5 FOR POSTPAID 
TWO-YEAR-OLD PLANTS, 40c EACH, 3 FOR §1.00. 

MISS MARY E. MARTIN, FLORAL PARK, NEW YORK 

A choice collection PA Oana Sie eee 
select from. The destin the world. Lists free. 

E. J. SHAYLOR, Wellesley Hills, Mass. 

NEW, RARE AND 

BEAUTIFUL PLANTS 

From the World Over 

Choicest Palms, Ferns, and all Deco- 
rative stock; Tropical Fruit and Econo- 
mic Trees; Bamboos, Orange Trees, 
Conifers, Aquatics, etc. Established in 
1883. Send for unique and interesting 
Catalogue. Our naturally grown plants 

are much superior to hothouse stock in every way. Wesend by 
mail, express and freight to all parts of the world, every week in 
the year—safely. 

REASONER BROS., 

PRICES: 50c, 

Ferry’s Seeds are best because 50 
successful years have been spent in 
their development—half a century 
of expert care in making them 
superior to all others 
We are specialists in growing 
flower _and vegetable seeds. 
1906 Seed Annual free. 

D. M. FERRY & CO., 
Detroit, 
Mich. 

FERRYS 
SEEDS 

ONECO, FLORIDA 

| BIG PRIZES 
TO SEED USERS 

RITE for our interesting 1906 Cata- 
logue of Seeds for the garden, farm 

and /awn, and read pages 2,3 and 4. Get 
the book and vead z+—the quicker the better 
for you. It tells how you can secure 

S FREE 
These are our specialties of unusual value, offered with the 

view of acquainting seed users with their rare merit. Read the 
full details of these striking offers in our free catalogue bfore 
you invest a penny in seeds. 

Our catalogue zei/s the plain truth about seeds and quotes 
pric-s on eve y variety you can possibly want. 
We want everybody to get the benefit of these splendid offers. 

GRAIN GROWERS’ $1,000,00 CONTEST 
If you plant wheat, corn or oats, read page 2 of the free 

catalogue and learu how you can compete for the greatest prizes 
ever offered graiz growers. By all odds the most colossal 

Worth Vegetable 
or Flower Seeds 

prize competition ever conceived in this or any other country. 

OUR CATALOGUE IS FREE 

Address just like this 

NORTHRUP, KING & COMPANY 
213 Northrup-King Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn. 

(QLIFORNIASEEDS 
are the besk WHY o 

> ra 
Because California’s superb growing cli- 

U) mate and soils insure a plumper seed with AT 
_ more vitality, and hence having positive germin- 

ating qualities. Beconvinced of this fact by sending 2 
rial order for one or more of these superb collections of 

SURE-GROWING SEEDS 

Pkts. California Nasturtiums, all 
named, three tall and three dwarf » ‘ee 
varieties : E . : 
Pkts. California Sweet Peas, 

6 the finest named strains, full 2 Ge 
weight 2 : . . 
Pkts. California Wild Flowers, 

6 such as Escholtzia, Tidy-Tips, J G; 
Cream Cup, etc. F 3 

The Three Collections only 50c. 
together with a copy of our monograph giving cultural ff 

directions, descriptions and illustrations of Cali- _ 
§)_ fornia flowers and vegetables, together with @ A) 

AUS) our special list of strong field-grown o: 

SES CALIFORNIA ROSES 

GLENDALE.CAL. 

It Is Worth While 
Buy a machine that does the work nght— 
that cleans its strainerautomatically with 
a brush, mixes liquid mechanically so that 
foliage is never burned, but gets its due 
proportion. 

Empire King, and 
Orchard Monarch 

do these things. They throw finest spray, 
are easiest to work and they never clog. 
You ought to know more about them. 
Write for instruction book on spraying, 

etc. Mailed free. 
IELD FORCE PUMP CO., 

No. 48 11th Street, Elmira, N. Y. 

A THRIELY GARDEN 
whether large or small, needs proper tools for seeding and cultivating. 
We make garden implements of all kinds, a tool for every purpose, 

MATTHEWS’ NEW UNIVERSAL 
HAND SEEDERS AND CULTIVATORS 

singly or combined with Hoes, Plows, Rakes, 
Markers, etc. Over 2ostyles. Free Book- 
let giving description, prices and valuable 
information mailed to any address. Send for 
~ it now. 

Garden Tools for Every Purpose 

AMES PLOW CO., 20 Market Street, Boston, Mass. 

Tommi) 
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DWARF FRUIT TREE TRELLISES 
ARBORS, GARDEN ARCHES, FENCES, GATES 

The Espaliers and Trellises illustrated here are the most perfect form of 
supports for trained fruit trees and vines. They combine neatness with the 
requisite strength and give the garden a trim appearance. 

The Wall Espalier is constructed of steel upright supports, on which 
are bolted arms with pointed ends so that they can be driven into the seams of 
the wall between the bricks, thus insuring rigidity and strength. The wires 
are kept taut by means of ratchets at the ends of the Trellis. 

The Trellis illustrated below is built with heavy galvanized anchor posts 
and pipe top rail. The same construction as in the Wall Espalier is arranged 

for keeping taut 
the wires. 

Send for our illus- 

trated catalog No. 29 

describing these in de- 

tail, also our Wrought 

Iron and Wire Fences, 

Entrance Gates, Tree 

Guards, Poultry Runs, 

Stock Paddocks, etc. 

THE ANCHOR F POST IRON “WORKS Te OLS Ga NEW 

for hand work. Free your trees and 
vines of injurious insects by use of 
the Auto-Spray No. 1, and the yield 
of apples, peaches, cherries, pears, 
grapes, currants, etc., will be largely 
increased. The Auto-Spray No. 1 
is a 4-gallon cylinder of brass, 2 feet 
high and 7 inches in diameter, to 
which is attached a three-ply extra 
quality rubber hose with nozzle. 
Inside the brass cylinder is a solid 
brass air pump, simple in construc- 
tion and practically indestructable. 
Just a few strokes of the piston be- 
fore starting out compresses enough 
air in the cylinder to force out 
through the nozzle all the solution 
when the valve is open. Our patent 
valve is called the Auto-Pop, and 
with it the operator absolutely con- 
trols the amount of solution being 
used, at the same time automatically 
keeping the nozzle clean so it can’t 
possibly clog. 

AUTO-SPRAY No. 1. 

We manufacture the largest of hand or power prayers in America—em- 
bracing everything from hand atomizers to power sprayers for use on largest 
trees. Let us send you our free catalog and a copy of the most comprehen- 
Sive spraying calendar ever issued. 

E. C. BROWN & CO., 34 Jay Street, Rochester, N. Y. 

Five New Vegetables 
which are offered in 

Dreer’s 

Garden Book 

For 1906 
Early Model Beet. A beautiful 

globe shape variety, rich blood red and 

matures very early. Pkt., ro cts.; 0z., 

15 cts.; 14 lb., 40 cts., postpaid. 

Dreer’s Aristocrat Sugar 

Corn. The sweetest of all. Ears large 

Pkg., 10 cts.; pt., 

30 cts.; qt., 50 cts., postpaid. 

May King Lettuce. Heads de- 

lightfully crisp and tender; quick growth, 

good for forcing or opening ground. Pkt., 

10 cts.; 0z., 30 cts.; 14 lb., $1.00, postpaid. 

The Harbinger Pea. An Enzlish variety which is very dwarf but produces large pods 

in abundance. Peas are very tender and sweet. Pkt., 10 cts.: pt., 33 cts.; qt., 55 cts., postpaid. 

Dreer’s Earliest Cluster Tomato. The earliest and best extra early variety. Pro- 

duces fruits in immense clusters and the quality is excellent. Pkt., 15 cts.; 44 0z., 30 cts.; 0z., 

50 cts.; % lb., $1.50, postpaid. 

We will send postpaid one packet each of the above five grand vegetables for 40 cts., and also 

to all who order any of the above seeds a copy of 

Dreer’s Garden Book for 1906 
A handsome book of 224 "pages, with six colored plates of Vegetables and Flowers and contain- 

ing the most complete list of SEEDS, PLANTS, BULBS, etc.,ever offered. It will also be 

sent free to all applicants who mention this magazine. 

HENRY A. DREER 
714 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

and mature early. 

OTHING will make the 
Home Grounds so cheerful, 
attractive and interesting, at 

low cost, as 5 Teta Herbaceous Plants, yielding as they do, a wealth of 
flowers of an almost endless variety of form and color from early spring 
until late autumn—not only during ‘the first year but for many years—from 
a single planting, and increasing in beauty as the years pass by. They 
flourish in almost ev ery soil, need but little care, and it requires no special 
knowledge to succeed with them. That those who have never ordered of 
me may, at a small outlay, learn of the excellence of my Hardy Herbaceous 
Plants, I offer the following special collections by mail post-paid, all well- 
developed plants which will bloom freely the first season ; 

12 Double Hollyhocks, all different $1.00 10 Day Lilies, no two alike ......... $1.00 
12 Hardy Phlox, no two alike ( 5 Columbines, no two alike ......... 
15 German Iris, choicest sorts - 6 Foxgloves, no two alike 
10 Hardy Pink, choicest varieties. . 6 Hardy Sunflowers, no two alike 
12 Hardy Chrysanthemums, named. 6 Rudbeckias, no two alike.. 
6 Larkspurs, no two alike. 6 Veronicas, choice named . “ 
12 Hardy Asters, no two alike 10 Hardy Grasses, 5 kinds, two ofa kind 1, 
6 Japanese Anemones, no two alike 10 Kitchen Perennials, 5 kinds. Mes 

q All are choice named varieties. I will send the 16 collections by Express 
for $10, purchaser paying charges. {J My special catalogue of Hardy Her- 
baceous Plants, a beautiful book of 50 pages, which truthfully describes and 
illustrates a most complete assortment of these charming flowers (over one 
thousand varieties), is replete with information useful to all interested in 
floriculture; free by mail for the asking. 

J. T. LOVETT, LITTLE SILVER, NEW JERSEY 
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for sale, of all varieties for breeding or exhibition. 2 

GEDNEY FARM POULTRY YARDS 

S. C. Buff Orpingtons White Wyandottes 
S. C. Black Muinorcas 

Yards stocked with birds of the most noted prize-winning strains in America. 
,000 to select from. 

FRANK W. GAYLOR, Manager, White Plains, N. Y. 

Old and young stock 

Are you willing to give four pair of our 

PURE-BLOOD HOMER SQUAB BREEDERS 
atrial? If sosend us a five-dollar bill and we 
will forward four pair of A-1 mated Homers. 
This trial order will convince you of the quality 
of our stock. As it will be impossible to fill or- 
ders at the present low price when the spring ff 
season opens, we will ship now, or book for 
shipment, all orders received before March ist 
at the following low prices: 12 pair, $18 3} 
25 pair, 830; 50 pair, 857; 100 palr,| 

can assure that we can take car : 
ders an ive absolute satisfaction, at a price 
away below the regular. 
Our White Wyandottes have again been 

winners during the show season just closed. 
Should you perhaps be in need of a good Trio, 
Male bird, or a few Hens or Pullets, we can serve | 

@ayou. Thisis the best time to order your eggs | 
for hatching purposes, as it will insure prompt | 

gm delivery when desired. Prices, $3 for one or $5 
= for two Settings of 15 eggs each. 

Let us kno0z wants and we shall be 
Pleased to fur ht all information desired. 
TRUE WHITE POULTRY YARDS 
x STEWART & LOEBER. 

Mm Office, 1717 Walnut Street, Milwaukee, Wis. 

Greider’s Fine Catalog 
of Prize-Winning Poultry for 1906. 
‘his book is printed in several Beautiful 
Colors and is larger than ever. Contains 
a Fine Chromo of lifelike fowls. It 
illustrates and describes 60 varieties of 
poultry, ducks, geese, pigeons, etc. It 
shows best equipped poultry yards and 
houses—how to build houses; cure for 
diseases, and all kinds of information in- 
dispensable to poultry keepers. Send 10 
cents for this noted book. 
P.H. GRFIDER, RHEEMS, PA. 

“The Breed that Lays is the Breed that Pays” 
Singie 

com White Leghorns | 
are the greatest layers known. We are the largest breeders in the world 
of this deservedly popular variety. A penof these fowls will make big 
money for you. A customer in 1904 bought two sittings from our special 
matings and raised from them a peu that won at the great Chicago Showin 
1905. Our stock will win prizes for you in the hottest competition. Our 
Mating list for 1906 gives many pictures of our farm and birds. We want 
you to have a copy of this booklet. Send for it to-day. It is free. 
WHITE LEGHORN POULTRY YARDS €O., 2 ; Hooker St., Waterville,N.¥. 

~* SHOEMAKER’S soon’: | POs akateaya 
and Almanae for 1906 contains 224 pages, with many 
fine colored plates of fowls true to life. It tells all about 
chickens, their care, diseases and remedies. All about 
incubators and how to operate them. All about poultry 
houses and howto build them. It’s really an encyclo- 
pzdia of chickendom. You needit. Price only 15 ci-. 

C. C. SHOEMAKER, Eox 457, Freeport, Iil. 

Rhode Island Reds 
WHITE AND BARRED ROCKS, 
WHITE WYANDOTTES AND 
LEGHORNS, LIGHT BRAHMAS 

Hardy, prolific, farm bred, pure stock. For 
RIRDS (moderate prices) or “EGG to 
HATCH” at eight cents each, write 

WALTER SHERMAN 
Meadowslope, Newport, R. I. 

al, costs but little. A safe guide to beginners, in- § 

ble to old poultry raisers. We teach you how to make 
any plot of ground, large orsmall, pay a sure dividend of 
from 25 to 50 per cent on the investment. Individual 

attention given each student. Write for free booklet telline how to 
make poultry pay. COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF POULTRY 
CULTURE, 158 Harvey Bldg., Waterville, N. Y. 

WM. COOK & SONS 
Originators of all the 

Orpington Fowls 

» Box 33, SCOTCH PLAINS, N. J. 

If you want to keep the best fowls 
you must keep Orpingtons, and if you 
want the best of these you must send 
to their originators, who naturally 
have the best. By far the largest 
winners wherever we exhibit. 

Illustrated catalogue,70 pages, 10 cents to cover postage. 

OrpPINGTON PouLtTRY JOURNAL, 5 Cts.; yearly, 60 cts. 

Inspection of farms cordially invited. Trains met. Advice free 

Eggs in Winter 
Your hens will lay freely when they are 

properly housed and have the right food. 
Write for our free lustrated Poultry Supply Book that 

tells about our “‘ Vigor”? Foods, Cyphers’ Incubators and 
Brooders and other Poultry Helps. 

Johnson & Stokes 217-2 19 [larket Street 
Philadelphia 

YOUR LUCKY STAR 
never brought you greater success than will 

STAR Incubators and Brooders 
They make poultry raising profitable, easy 
and certain. Sold ona guarantee that makes 
you safe. Free catalog tells why. Write. 

STAR INCUBATOR CO. 

682 Church Street. Bound Brook, N. J, 

EYSTONE 
INCUBATOR 

has “‘ success”? stamped all over it. 
You’ll know wuy when you leam 
How it’s built and operates. New ; 
catalog tells wHy and How. Free. 

Write for it today. 

THE DIEHL-SCHILLING 

Box 610. Easton. Pa. 

co. 

Green Bone 
INTO 

Greenbacks 
by feeding your hens green 
bone cut with the modern 

Stearns 22% Cutter 
Cuts hard or soft bones, meats, 
vegetables—quicker, better, easier 
than any other. Our 30 days 
free trial offer will prove it. In- 
eresting booklet free. 

&.C. Stearns & Co., Box 2, Syracuse, N.Y. 

BEES FOR 
FERTILIZING BLOSSOMS 

If you raise fruit, vegetables or flowers, you cannot obtain 

the best results without bees to fertilize the blossoms. 

They pay well in honey with little care. A booklet on 

managing bees mailed for ro cents. Catalog free. My 

business is furnishing bees and Apiarian supplies. Visitors 

welcome at my Apiaries. Our Italian bees are not cross. 

I. J. STRINGHAM, 105 Park Place, N. Y. 
APIARIES, GLEN COVE, L. I. 

SPRING LAWN FERTILIZER 
Sheep manure is unequalled for top dressing the lawn in early 
spring. Spread on while the ground is still frozen, the early 
spring rains will wash in the fertilizing elements ready for the 
young roots immediately growth starts. There is no danger 
of carrying in weed seeds if sheep manure is used. 

10 Ibs., 35c; 50 Ibs., $1.00; 100 fbs., $1.50; perton, $25.00 

New City, N. Y.- CAIRNSMUIR FARM 

Kiln Dried and Pul- 
eep Manure. vesics. Best known 

fertilizer for lawn or 
garden. Large barrel full (more than _4 wagon loads of 
ordinary manure) freight prepaid east of Denver, $4.00. No 
weeds. No odor. Dormant Sod Co., 19 Union Stock Yards, Chicago. 

The Only Fertilizer that will Satisfy You 

Blatchford’s Garden Fertilizer 
BLATCHFORD’S CALF MEAL FACTORY, Waukegan, Ill 

IMPERIAL ICE Pies 
Best and Cheapest of its Kind. A Labor and 

Time Saver. Made in Four Sizes 
$12.00 to $20.00 Net 

Send for Snow-Plow and Ice Tool 
Circular 

J. S. WOODHOUSE; 
191 and 195 Water Street - New York 

D. and GC. Roses 
are the best. Always on their own roots. Plants mailed to any point 
in the United States. Safe arrival guaranteed. Over 50 years’ experi- 
ence. Flower and Vegetable Seeds a specialty. A premium 
with every order. Write for 

NEW GUIDE TO ROSE CULTURE 
for 1906—the leading rose catalogue of America. 116 pages. Mailed FREE. De- 
scribes over 1.000 varieties. Tells how to grow them and all other desirable flowers. 
Fstablished 1850. 70 greenhouses. ; 
THE DINGEE & CONARD CO. _- - West Grove, Pa. 

K FRUIT BOOK 
shows in NATURAL COLORS and 

accurately describes 216 varieties of 
fruit. Send for our liberal terms of distri- 

bution to planters.—Stark Bro’s, Louisiana. Ma. 

° 

Ileadquarters for 

SEEDS, BULBS, PLANTS, CACTUS 
Everbearing Crimson Winter Rhubarb 
< 15 choice plants, our selection, all different, for ®1.00 

Special 20 varieties Cactus and Sueeculents for #1.00 
— 

Mail Offer Venture Begonia, 1 packet Good Venture 
Geranium, 1 packet Rare Stocks for 

12 plants of Crimson Winter Rhubarb for $1.50 
1 packet seeds Shasta Daisy, 1 packet Good 25 

Send roc. for Catalogue and Special Crimson Rhubarb Circular 

Mention this Magazine. THEODOSIA B. SHEPHERD CO., Ventura, (al. 

10 Main 8t. 

Newark, N. ¥- 

Shrubs, Roses, etc., from grower to 
planter. Free Book, 62 pages, gives 
prices, describes 528 varieties, tells how 
to plant and care for them. 

Cuts from 
both sides of 
limb and does 
not bruise 
the bark. 
We pay Ex- 

press charges 
on all orders. 
W rite for 

circular and 
prices. 

BRHODES MFG. C6. 
f 431 West Bridge St., Grand Rapids, Mich, 
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Early Crops Mean Big Prices 
The sooner your early vegetables are on the market, the higher the prices they command. You 

know this and you know also that our : . es 
row fastest, mature earliest, and make largest crops. 

Hardy Northern Grown Seeds Sion know why. The Northern BOWING Seaton ie Noten 
plants grow quicker and mature sooner. This makes them strong and sturdy. ‘heir vitality is greater. 
‘Their seeds sprout very quickly, grow very rapidly and mature in the shortest possible time. ‘This means 
early crops. Early crops mean first markets, and first markets mean fancy prices. ‘I'ry it yourself and see. 
TAKE POTATOES 1 We grow all the popular varieties, but Our Extra Early Petoskey is the fastest grower— 

* the quickest to mature—the biggest producer. You can get them on the market from two to three 
weeks ahead of all other varieties. And the potatoes are big, tempting beauties—snow white, mealy and delicious eating. 

FOR 25 CENTS (stamps or coin) we will send you a big Petoskey Potato and our complete catalog of Hardy Northern 
Grown Seeds. Catalog alone FREE. Write to-day and get your seed in the ground early. You won’t be sorry. Remember 
you can prove all we say if you act promptly and send at once. 

DARLING & BEAHAN, 402 Michigan Street, PETOSKEY, MICH. 

ee a 
DOVBLEDAY PAGE «CO NEW YORK 

A NEW kind of maga- 

zine for the Farmer 

of to-day, beautifully illus- 

trated, telling interestingly 

and simply what every 

farmer should know. 

|Amenican Farming 
An Illustrated Home Magazine Devoted to the 

Living and Growing Things on the Farm 

ae 

THE BEST WE ARE CONVINCED IS NOT “TOO 

GOOD FOR THE FARMER.” | 
4 

WHY YOU NEED “AMERICAN | 
FARMING” 

(1) It will lay special emphasis on the farm 
home. It will not only help to show how to 
make a living, but how to get the most satisfaction | SPECIAL NOTICE 
and happiness from farm life. 

CmitienllU nei esnecially strong. onc domesiie | AMERICAN FARMING will be the fourth magazine 
. . | D bl J 1 Br con Norseas chess wine, pouliey, aid €6 onl oubleday, Page & Company have started. Invariably 
(3) It will describ Z See ee | the first numbers have gone ‘‘out of print,’’ and the 

will describe men in every section who }f early issues have sold at a high premium. Begin with 
have succeeded, and will show just how they did it. oh a A cae ¥ Number One and send your $1.00 NOW. Here is a 

(4) Farming as practised throughout the States | subscription blank. 
will be adequately treated. H 

(5) While thoroughly up-to-date in theory, | 
and using to the full the knowledge gained by the 
scientists, it will be eminently practical. 

(6) Schools, roads, irrigation, systems of storing 
and marketing, telephones, etc., will be covered 
elaborately. 

(7) In a word, with the broadest field and the 
most inspiring subject there is in America, 
AMERICAN FARMING will combine beauty and | 
practical helpfulness as does its: most successful 
forerunner, THE GARDEN MAGAZINE. 

ae 

fjo----------: GUT OFF HERE? ='s=>>- =: == 
|S a RT 

DousLepay Pace & Company, 
133-137 East 16th St., New York City. 

Enclosed find $1.00, for which send AMERICAN FARMING for 
One year to 

[G. M., 2,’06] 
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HE almost entire exclusion of the great wealth of hardy plants from American gardens in favor of a few—hardly 
a score—of tender ones has so impoverished them of all real beauty as to make them monotonous. In almost 
every garden are seen the same stereotyped carpet and ribbon beds, mere lines of color, that are as unchanging 

during their season of four months as the patterns of carpet, and that perish entirely with the first frost. The 
entire labor and expense is renewed the next season, and the annual outlay is limited only by one’s willingness or ability 
to pay. Hardy flowers have all the artistic advantages and all the practical ones as well. Their first cost being their 
only cost, and their greatly increasing in size and beauty year after year, makes an investment in them yield an annua! 
dividend of loveliness not to be computed in any ordinary way. 

We have seen a garden where early spring is ushered in with mynads of snowdrops, crocuses and violets peeping 
through the grass, with yellow daffodils ard scarlet tulips, with rarest blue of scillas, and with odor of hyacinths; and 
later with |_tes-of-the-valley, and lilac, and hawthorns, and numerous flowering shrubs. | June—the month of flowers 
finds our garden fairly aglow with floral beauty, roses everywhere, in groups, on fences, sprawling on the grass with their 
wreaths of loveliness, clambering over bushes, ard here and there covering even the tops of the trees with flowers of 
pink or white bloom. Not only roses, but monarch poppies, peonies, columbines, early-flowering clematises and irises in 
a multitude, and Easter lilies in all their purity, ard the grand rhododendrons, second only to roses, and with them 
later, the glorious Auratum lilies showiag stately above their rich greens. | 

With this grand June overture to summer, our garden follows quickly with a succession of lovely and changing 
scenes—of day lilies, hardy pinks, exquisite Japan ines, and a procession of stately lilies, commencing with June and 
ending only with frost; of phloxes, hollyhocks—single and double—and clematises with their wreaths ard garlands of 
purples, pmks and whites; of foxgloves, larkspurs and evening primroses; and our garden, daily, until frost, will have 
new attraction. 

Arranged with some judgment at first, this garden might be left to take care of itself; time would but add to 
its attractions, and the happy owner might go away for years and find it beautiful on his return. 

We have gathered together the best collection of hardy plants and bulbs in America, and will send catalogue 
and information about hardy gardens on request. 

"A Plea for Hardy Plants," by J. Wilkinson Elhott, gives much information about hardy gardens, with plans 
for their arrangement. We have made arrangements with the publishers of this book to furnish it to our customers at 
a very low price. Particulars will be sent on request. 

NURSERY €O. 
“PITTSBURG, PA. 
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The Wonderful Things You Can 
Do With a Hotbed 

HOTBED is a device that will enable 
you to get fresh vegetables a month 

earlier than usual this spring. 
It costs $3.00 plus a little elbow grease. 
March is plenty soon enough to sow the 

seeds, but the time to get a hotbed is now. 
There are seventeen desirable kinds of 

vegetables you can grow in hotbeds, but it 
is worth while to have one of these structures 
simply to grow tomatoes. 

Every day you gain on tomatoes before 
August 1st is clear profit, because no matter 
when a tomato plant begins to bear it will 
continue to do so until killed by frost. 

You can have tomatoes all through July 
and possibly even in June, if you have a hot- 
bed. 

You can also have in July the heat-loving 
relatives of the tomato, viz., the eggplant and 
pepper—a month ahead of time. 

YOU CAN GAIN 

On the whole cabbage outfit: Cauliflower, 
kohlrabi and cabbage in July; Brussels 
sprouts in August and the Englishman’s 
frequent substitute for cauliflower—broccoli. 

On that delicious home vegetable—celery— 
you can make a notable saving. 

On vines of the gourd family: Fancy 
fresh slicing cucumbers in June; luscious 
muskmelons in July. 

As to the short-season crops, like lettuce 
and radishes, which only need a month or 
so, you can reel them off any time in the 
year. With three or four hotbeds you can 
enjoy these two all winter. 

The things that require two months of 
growth are beans, beets and parsley. 

A MONTH 

FRESH VEGETABLES THIS MARCH 

In fact, if you had a hotbed right now you 
could taste home-grown lettuce and radishes 
in March; beans, beets and parsley in April. 

Figure it out for yourself. A hotbed is 
three feet by six. It will hold twenty-eight 
heads of lettuce—two heads a day. 

That means enough to last a family of six 
for a fortnight. 

At forty cents a pound or ten cents a head 
(midwinter prices) a single crop of lettuce 
would cost you, if bought from the grocer, 
$2.80, nearly as much as you paid for the 
sash. A hundred per cent. in two months! 

Has your boy ever earned any pocket 
money? I wonder if he wouldn’t like to 
raise a lot of young tomato plants to sell this 
spring ? 

DOES IT REALLY PAY? 

Perhaps not, if you charge up your time, 
cost of the manure, the old boards you pick 
up around the place, doctor’s bills in case 
you catch cold, etc. 

But it’s fun. And you get better varieties. 
The tomato plants you buy of the local 
grocer are “‘any old kind,” with fruit that is 
too big perhaps, or wrinkled, or an unat- 
tractive pink instead of an honest red. In 
short not suitable for dainty slices. 

YOU NEED A COLDFRAME TOO 

A coldframe differs from a hotbed in not 
having any artificial heat. It has seven 
reasons for existence. 

1. It can supply lettuce, radishes and 
spinach all winter. 

2. You can winter cabbages and cauliflower 
in one and thereby gain a month because 
you can set out good big plants in April. 

3. If tea roses are not hardy in your 
climate you can store them in a frame all 
winter. 

Early vegetables are the most: pleasing returns from a hotbed 

4. The very choicest foxgloves and lark- 
spurs can be raised cnly with the aid of cold- 
frames. 

5. You can have no end of pansies, violets, 
English daisies and polyanthus primroses in a 
coldframe. They will bloom for a month or 
more between February and April. 

6. When your vegetable plants this spring 
are too large for your hotbed, you want to 
put them in a coldframe where they can 
“harden off”? before you set them out in the 
garden. 

7. Last, but not least, with a coldframe 
alone you can gain a week or two on the 
vegetable season this spring. 

HOW TO GET THEM 

If you are not handy with tools and don’t 
want the bother, you can buy ready-made 
sash locally or have them made by a car- 
penter. Or you can order them from the 
seedsmen or makers of greenhouses. 

If you want to save money you can buy 
the glazed sash and do the rest with hammer 
and saw. 

For ‘“‘The Making of a Hotbed,” see THE 
GARDEN MAGAZINE for March, 1905, page 
58. 

For ‘“‘What Coldframes are Good For and 
How to Make Them,” see February, 1905, 
page 30. 

The bound volumes of THE GARDEN 
MAGAZINE are a fund of information like 
that. 

Do you bind your volumes ? 
Better do so now, or it will be too late. 



May. The first charm of the garden from plans made the previous fall. All ablaze with yellow tulips 

Cleveland, A Pictorial Diary of a Beginner's Garden—By M. T. R. 
SHOWING WHAT A BEGINNER CAN ACCOMPLISH WITH NO HELP EXCEPT FROM BOOKS AND MAGAZINES— 

THE FUN OF MAKING YOUR OWN MISTAKES IN YOUR OWN 

MY” SURPRISE and delight knew no 
bounds when I was able to gather a 

few flowers from my first gardening attempt, 
which consisted of some roses and shrubs 
purchased at random from a “‘floral agent.” 

They had been hurriedly planted in promis- 
cuous beds made by simply turning the soil, 
which had lost all of its vigor by having 
grown grapes for years. 

I knew enough to put them on the south 
side of the house, but had a hard time con- 
vincing the old German gardener that the 
prospective lawn would not be improved by 
having flower beds scattered upon it. 

Realizing that, after all, gardening was 
not a mystery, and that one need not be a 
genius to raise flowers, I became absorbed 
in the next summer’s plans, which resulted 
in this little garden. 

After reading every readily obtainable 
book on the subject, I was ready by the 
middle of September with my design, and 
the work began. 

Where the former beds had been seemed 
to be an ideal place for a little formal garden, 
and the helpful old gardener entered into my 
plans with zest. Together we staked and 

Photographs by the author 

planned, the borders and beds were dug out 
a foot in depth, the ground removed, and 
good light soil with plenty of weli-rotted 
manure put in. 
My various readings had put one idea upper- 

most in my mind—that ‘‘manure is the boss 
of the garden,” as an old gardener once said 
to me, so my quest was for old manure. One 
day, after bargaining for a fine lot, I was 
called into the house to receive a book agent. 
She looked the horror she felt when I assured 
her that I would far rather buy manure than 
books. She probably thinks me too degraded 
to ever visit me again. My own experience 
has proved that one of THE GARDEN MAGa- 
ZINE contributors was right when he said 
that “‘ with five dollars for a garden, three 
of it should go for manure.” 

Mrs. Ely’s ‘“A Woman’s Hardy Garden” 
has been invaluable to me, and my gratitude 
has prompted me to thank Mrs. Ely, but I 
fear she must be burdened with letters from 
grateful beginners. I stood in the garden 
directing the planting from her book, which, 
until the advent of THE GARDEN MAGAZINE, 
was our text-book on all’ gardening subjects. 
From her directions I’ started a seed bed 

WAY—SOMETHING SURE TO SUCCEED 

which, although not put in until the latter part 
of July, was quite successful, and the plants 
were as large as those one buys at.a nursery- 
There were sixty Sweet Williams, innu- 
merable foxgloves and Canterbury _ bells 
(called by the old gardener ‘‘the williams,” 
“the gloves” and “‘the bells”), thirty chrys- 
anthemums, three dozen hardy pinks and 
two dozen hollyhocks. My other perennials 
I chose while in bloom from a nearby nursery 
which guarantees all plants. The few that 
were winter-killed were replaced in the early 
spring, proving to me the wisdom of fall 
planting for they were much larger and 
abead of the spring-planted ones. 

Annuals I had in profusion, and I tucked 
them in everywhere. Four of the long centre 
beds which my friends try to tease me by 
calling “graves” I filled with seedlings 
started in the house March 1st, and owing 
to my inexperience many were my trials over 
them. Up to this time I had not seen THE 
GARDEN MAGAZINE, or I should never have 
made the mistake of planting my seeds in 
such heavy soil, in which the poor things 
could not grow. The seedlings appeared, 
were transplanted, but seedlings they re- 

June. The herbaceous plants take up the succession. Columbines, iris, poppies, Sweet William and Canterbury bells in evidence 

10 
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JULY AND AUGUST—THE SUMMER RIOT OF COLOR 

The three upper views were taken in July. In August gladioli, phloxes and hydrangeas were in full bloom 
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mained until I planted them out May rst, 
expecting daily to find they had succumbed 
to the cold. But they thrived, and when the 
blossoms finally appeared I felt rewarded 
for my tribulations. Another year I shall 
transplant all of my seedlings to the hotbed, 
as the asters, cosmos and salvias with which 
I filled the one sash alloted to me grew so 
well that it prov ed to me a hotbed is ue 
only place to raise early plants. 

One of the beds was filled with Puapress 
candytuft, which bloomed in the middle of 
June and stayed in bloom several weeks. Two 
weeks later a bed of stocks in all the lovely 
pastel shades was in bloom, another had 
Phlox Drummondi and calendula in bloom, 
and the fourth was of Shirley poppies, which 
of course bloomed where they were sown. 
The four other long beds were planted with 
roses and gladioli, which was effective but 
will never be repeated, as the roses were 
handicapped. They have been put in my 
new picking garden (poor things, the third 
time transplanted) in a specially prepared 
bed where they will be unmolested. 

The old rose beds have been planted with 
irises, each bed a different color, and gladioli 
will be put in with them in the spring. 

Gladioli I tucked in wherever it was possible 
and found them most attractive for filling in 
gaps left by early perennials which could be 
cut down. 

That there were no bare spots in the garden 
I was proud, but I could never persuade the 
gardener that his way of “fine bik bets” on 
the lawn would not have been better. I did 
overhear him asking the laundress one day 
if she had ever seen such a fine garden and 
‘“‘was it not like a park?” so I believe he 
secretly admired. With his knowledge of 
planting, manuring and with my ‘book 
knowledge,” we pulled smoothly together, 
and even if he had never before raised a 
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flower or knew hardly one by name my gar- 
den could not have been the success it was 

without him. 

Between us we gave my dear old dog a 
“oarden adacakien and only those who 
have had both a garden and a ‘dog can sym- 

pathize. At first my despair was great but 
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The garden was laid out on the radial plan 

he is wise and was soon walking only the 
straight and narrow path of grass. 

The hedge or ‘‘fence,” as old Schmidt 
calls it, of dwarf helianthus or sunflower was 
extremely pretty until the first hard storm 
wrought havoc with it and it never looked 
the trim little hedge again. But it bloomed 
until frost and was a pretty background. 

Another year we shall support it securely 
by driving stakes into the ground at intervals 
on both sides and nailing long strips between 
the stakes to the height of about two feet. 

One day in May the garden looked so 
charming to me with its 500 yellow tulips 

Orchard Fruits in a Rented Garden—By 
THE ADVANTAGE OF THE TRAINED 

AND MAINTAINING A SUCCESSION 

(Ces apples and pears two years after 
planting the trees? Impossible, you 

say! Not at all. I have done it, others do 
it, and so may you. Of course the large 
orchard trees commonly seen take five or six 
years to reach fruiting age, but by planting 
dwarf trained trees the seemingly impossible 
may be attained. The owner of a very small 
garden need not despair of enjoying luscious 
pears and juicy apples from his own trees 
either. Let him plant dwarfs. They occupy 
so little room that even the average city plot 
would easily accommodate a score. 

There are several reasons why the trained 
dwarf trees are so precocious. 

In the first place, the nurseryman selects 
his very best specimens for training because 
he knows that in the end they will bring him 
the biggest prices; and he gives them the 
best of care and attention afterw ards. They 
are expensive to buy, of course, because the 
nurseryman has to give them individual atten- 
tion. About seventy-live per cent. of the 
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blooming that I was tempted to take a snap- 
shot with my panorama kodak. In June 
and each month with its successive bloom 
the change was so great and so interesting 
to me that my camera was made to testify. 

After the tulips, which were planted as 
borders and which remained in bloom for 
several weeks, came columbines, peonies, 
oriental poppies, German iris, Sweet Will 
iams, hardy pinks, candytufts, and Canter- 
bury bells and foxgloves, the latter planted 
behind the former, making one of the most 
charming effects in the w liole garden. 

The July photographs show the garden 
with a riot of flowers and color. The sun- 
flower ‘‘fence” is in bloom, and hollyhocks, 
Shirley poppies, Japanese iris, snap dragon, 
stocks, Phlox Drummond of all colors, and 
one or two varieties of the perennial hardy 
phlox, calendula, platycodon, Gaillardias, 
Shasta daisies, golden glow, Achillea The 
Pearl, California poppies, and the annual 
and hardy coreopsis. 

In August the garden became more gor- 
geous in ‘coloring with the hardy sunflowers; 
all the hardy phloxes, planted with each color 
massed; hydrangeas in white, with the border 
of sweet alyssum around them, salvia, with 
hibiscus (crimson eye) planted near; the 
whole making a pretty effect, and the asters 
and gladioli were blooming profusely. 
The September garden is nearly the same 

as in August, with ‘the appreciable change of 
dullness coming over all. The hydrangeas 
are changing to pink, and everything looks 
faded and worn, with the exception of white 
Boltonia asteroides which blooms in Septem- 
ber, and looks like large white bouquets. 
After this there was nothing to anticipate but 
the cosmos and chrysanthemums. The lat- 
ter were a disappointment; the reason I 
have yet to learn. But the cosmos I picked 
in armfuls. 

Long 
Island William C. McCollom 

DWARF TREE—A PRACTICAL METHOD OF GROWING SEVERAL VARIETIES 

OF FRUITS ON A SPACE THAT ACCOMMODATES ONE ORDINARY 

young shoots have to be removed during the 
first season or two and they haye to be rubbed 
off before they are any size. It is by leaving 
only a few branches instead of a hundred or 
more that these trees are given stout, heavy 
stems and limbs, which are the proper founda- 
tion for clean, vigorous branches. 

An important factor in the production of 
perfect fruit is proper pruning, which can be 
easily done in the case of trained fruit trees, 

as all parts of the tree are easily reached. 
As the nurseryman starts the trees so must we 
continue, selecting the best wood and tying 
it in position, cutting out the weak, straggling 
shoots that are only a detriment to the plant 
and which are largely overlooked in the ordi- 
nary type of fruit tree. 

THE ESSENTIALS OF CULTIVATION 

The first and the most important point in 
the management of trained dwarf trees is a 
thorough preparation of the soil. Trench 
deep and put in plenty of manure. It is 

TREE 

foolish to pay big prices for fruit trees and then 
to plant them in hardpan or sand; it is just 
as foolish as paying ten thousand dollars for 
a house and spending only ten dollars on 
the foundation. Trench the soil at least 
three feet deep, putting in not less than four 
layers of manure; you will never regret the 
money expended. 

This preparation should have been done 
in the fall and the soil allowed to lie and settle 
over winter. As scon as the ground opens in 
the spring build up the trellis on which the 
trees are to be trained. Make this strong 
and have the posts set down so deep that the 
frost will not heave them. Iron posts are 
better than wood posts because the latter 
will rot and there is always the chance that 
just as scon as the trees are nicely trained the 
posts will give way at the earth line, and in 
a hard wind will topple over. The cross lines 
of the trellis should be of strong galvanized 
wire with a bolt in each strand so it can be 
tightened to take up any stretching of the 
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By planting dwarf trained trees the amateur can grow a collection of several varieties on a space that would support only one large orchard tree 

wire. Build the trellis four to five feet high 
with wires nine inches apart, the lowest being 
one foot from the ground. It may be objected 
that this seems a lot of expense to go to for 
fruit trees, but I venture to say no ama- 
teur who goes to this expense will regret it, 
for the fruit grown in this manner is far better 
in quality than that grown in the regulation 
way. And surely that is what we want— 
quality, the best in the world. Besides, don’t 
forget the quick returns. 

Pears and apples screening the vegetable garden 

The dealers in dwarf fruit trees offer them 
in various forms, such as pyramid, globe and 
standard and it is important when ordering 
from the nursery to state which shape you 
desire. The forms just named are not 
adapted for growing on a trellis, of course, 
but are for open ground culture. For trellis 
work they come in palmetto, cordon and espa- 
lier forms. I like espaliers best as they are 
kept in shape more easily than the others. 

Planting should be done in the spring. 

ei ee 

Showing method of training an apple tree. The 
branches are tied to the wires of the trellis 

When the trees arrive from the nursery plant 
them close to the trellis and about eight to ten 
feet apart. As soon as the trees are planted 
give a heavy mulch of loose stable litter to 
prevent evaporation of the soil moisture. 
Take all possible care you can of the trees 
because the loss of one in a row makes an 
unsightly gap. 

After mulching go over the trees with 
pruning shears, cut out all damaged and 
undesirable wood and tie the best shoots in 
position. The two strongest shoots at the 
bottom should be tied to the lowest wire 
and allowed to grow until they meet the 
shoots from the next tree and there stopped. 
Strict attention to pruning is absolutely neces- 
sary. The principle to follow is to leave just 
enough wood to cover the trellis, removing 
all the thin, weak shoots. Never leave more 
than eight inches of the previous season’s 
growth and be careful to retain branches that 
have fruit buds. 

In June. further attention to pruning must 
be given and the number of shoots reduced. 
This tends to strengthen those that are left 
and hastens the bearing time. ‘They will need 
attention again about the latter part of August 
or the first part of September, when you 
must tie the shoots to the trellis in the posi- 
tion you wish them to grow. ‘This must not 
be done too early or the shoot will break off 
at the bottom, but it should not be left until 
the wood hardens as it is apt to crack when 
you are tying down the branches. If at this 
time you notice a branch carrying a large 
number of fruit buds, cut it back 
slightly to throw some strength into those 
buds. 

If you have been careful of the trees and 
they have not suffered much in the trans- 
planting, you may get a little fruit the first 
season. Of course you cannot expect much 
but the few you may have will be a revelation 
in quality. 

These trained fruit trees are mostly im- 
ported and as they are not used to our severe 
winters, must be helped through the first sea- 
son at least. Don’t run any risk. A little 
fall pruning will help. Go over the trees just 
before the leaves fall and remove a few inches 
of wood from each of the branches; after 
the ground is slightly frozen mulch heavily. 
This attention is not really necessary after 
the first season, but it will be a great help 

until the trees become acclimated, and should 
if possible, be followed up for two or three 
years at least. 

If there are any signs of rust or other fungi 
on the foliage during the summer, spray with 
Bordeaux mixture. 

THE SECOND YEAR’S NEEDS 

In the second year pruning should be done 
in the spring, and do not be afraid to cut 
back hard, as it is this cutting that induces 

Apricots are planted to the right, pears to the leit 

the development of good, clean heavy wood 
with which comes fruit spurs. Look over 
the trees when the fruit starts to swell and 
after all fear of dropping is passed, and if you 
notice a small tree with an excessive quantity 
of fruit, remove some. Strive rather for qual- 
ity than for quantity and the life of the tree 
will then not be endangered. 

For varieties of dwarf trees for the garden 
I should advise the following: In apples, 

BOB is eoaics ite 

A common complaint is that dwarf trained trees do 

not live long. These are eight years old 
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The dwarf trees are more easily sprayed and a high 

quality of fruit is assured 

Bismarck you will find a good, short, heavy 
grower, a good cropper, and the fruit of good 
quality. 

Alexander is a good second to Bismarck. 
The fruit is large but not as attractive. 

Oldenburg is the best carly apple. 
Beauty of Kent is carly and good. The 

fruit is as large as Bismarck but it is a short 
cropper. 

Last, but not least, I should recommend 
the Baldwin, which is too well known to 
need mention here. 

vested. 
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In pears, I should recommend Williams’ 
Duchesse d’Angouléme, a good early one; 
Nouveau Taiteau, a much better pear except 
that it winter kills in the latitude of Long 
Island. I think it would be hardy as far 
north as Philadelphia. 

Bartlett is very good for this work— a little 
rapid in growth—but the fruit repays the 
extra labor. 

Banjo is also an excellent pear. 
Among late pears I have found the follow- 

ing the best: Howell, Worden Seckel, Duch- 
esse d’Angouléme, Beurré d’Anjou and Fer- 
tility. 

Peaches, plums, apricots and other small 
fruit require treatment of much the same 
kind as the larger, except that their rapid 
crowth requires more tying. On account of 
early flowering the peach crop is often injured 
by late frost; this can be eliminated by throw- 
ing frost-proof blankets over the wires and 
letting them hang down over the trees. 

One of the best features of these trees is 
the economy of space. If you have a stable 
or an outhouse which you wish to cover, you 
can plant a trained fruit tree against it. 
If you are contemplating planting a hedge 
to shut off something unsightly, put in a row 
of trained fruit trees instead,and you will 
have something that not only answers the 
purpose but will give you some return for 
your money. 

Fruit crops on useless walls. One advantage of the trained tree is that it can be planted against a wall and if the soil is properly enriched a crop of fruitis har- 

No waste space about the base of the tree. The shoots are tied to a wire trellis, as if trained against the wall they would be too hot in summer 
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Planted two years, this tree bore a good crop of fruit 

last year. It is full of fruit spurs for next season 

People who do not wish to go to the ex- 
pense of buying high-class trees, can have 
good results by buying young stock from the 
nursery, ‘‘whips” as they are called. 

Get good short-jointed growers and plant 
them about eight feet apart. After planting 
cut the top off just above the bottom wire, 
and when they start to grow train them to the 
other wires in the position you want. You 
will find by this method that you will have a 
nice little fruit tree in three years. In fact, 
I have fruited this class of trees in the third 
season from the time of planting. 



Two Ingenious Window Gardens 
EASY SOLUTIONS OF THE PROBLEM OF WINTER PLANTS IN THE HOUSE—SUGGES- 

TIVE HEATING SCHEMES, AND FORCING BULBS FOR FLOWERS ALL WINTER 

A Small Conservatory Heated 
from the Living Room 

By E. R. JoHNnson, Pennsylvania 

MY WINDOW garden may not be the 
most perfect garden there is, but it 

has given me a great deal of pleasure. It is 
a small structure, only seven feet long, five 
feet wide and ten feet high, composed entirely 
of glass and wood. The cost of erecting it 
was about $30. Situated on the south side 
of the house, it receives all the morning sun, 
which keeps the flowers constantly blooming. 

The worst difficulty I had to overcome at 
the outset was to keep the garden properly 

heated; I found upon experimenting that the 
best results could be obtained by watering the 
plants frequently and keeping the adjoining 
library at an even temperature of 70°. 

About the first of October every year I fill 
it with chrysanthemums. It holds about 
four dozen of these, and a pretty and artistic 
effect can be had by using several varieties 
and many colors. These flowers last till the 
end of November, when I replace them with 
the real winter flowers. First among these 
are the geraniums, which are hardy, do not 
require much care and will remain in flower 
throughout the entire winter. Heliotropes 
also do very well. Candytufts in boxes do 
much better than if placed singly in pots, and 

This miscellaneous collection of plants—geraniums, callas, candytuft, heliotropes—gives flowers all winter. 
The only heat is from the adjoining living-room. The little conservatory is built in a doorway 
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make a better showing. Nasturtiums with 
plenty of room and strings to climb on will 
remain in flower all winter. Mignonnette 
and begonias can also be grown with ad- 
vantage, and do not require much care. In 
fact any flower of a hardy nature will flourish 
in one of these gardens. 

CONTROL OF TEMPERATURE 

Never forget one thing—the temperature 
of the room. Never let the cold, frosty air 
strike your plants for any length of time, for 
it will kill them; nor do not let the tem- 
perature of the room vary between two wide 
limits. If at one time the plants are over- 
heated, and the next moment chilled, their 
growth is stunted and their bloom killed, 
Strive at all times to maintain an even tem- 
perature. With little care these plants will 
live for years, and by using slips and cuttings 
you will not need to buy new plants. 

Although intended for winter, these gar- 
dens also have their summer uses. When 
spring arrives I move all my plants out into 
the open air, where they thrive till it is again 
time to place them under cover. During the 
hot summer months I hang the sides of my 
window garden with curtains. It forms a 
cool, shady retreat in which I place palms 
and ferns. Later on in the summer I place in 
it boxes containing my spring seeds, pansies, 
canterbury bells, English daisies, etc. By the 
time these are large enough to transplant in 
hotbeds, it is again time to fill my window 
garden with chrysanthemums. 

A Portable Window Forcing Box 
Heated by Gas 

By E. A. Eames, Buffalo, N. Y. 

Bees fall my wife and I force all kinds of 
bulbs. Our success has led us to pot 

a constantly increasing number and variety 
until last year the problem of where to put 
them while coming into blossom became 
really serious. Our windows were crowded; 
up stairs, down stairs and even the cellar 
windows were made use of. We needed a 
green house—a forcing house, but could not 
afford one. Something we had to have for 
our precious bulbs were over-running us 
and throwing them away could not be 
thought of for a moment. 

It was early in October when I hada happy 
thought. While overhauling the storm win- 
dows preparatory for winter, I came across 
two tall, narrow ones which had been made 
useless by remodeling our sitting room the 
summer previous. It occurred to me that 
perhaps here was a start toward the little 
conservatory of which we were in so much 
need. Careful measurement showed that 
they were of exactly the same height as the 
storm sash of the south dining-room window. 
Here, then, were three sides of a window 
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The growing plants give a touch of welcome life in 

the depth of winter 

green house; moreover, they exactly fitted 
each other and the window in question, so 
the problem was practically solved. 

By means of four long screws on a side I 
fastened the two narrow sashes to the window 
frame at the exact places where the vertical 
edges of the regular storm sash belonged— 
only they were at right angles to the wall of 
the house, projecting into space. The regu- 
lar storm sash was now screwed to the outer 
edges of the two sashes already in place and 
behold, without any cutting or fitting of any 
kind I had three glass walls enclosing my 
window—forming a generous space, ideally 
lighted, requiring only a top and bottom to 
make a splendid window conservatory. 

For a bottom I simply nailed half-inch 
boards to the bottom of the three sashes and 
held it in place by two oak brackets (made 
from old bed slats). For the top I cut two 
tapering boards and fitted them to the top 
edges of the side sashes so that when the half- 
inch boards were nailed across them for a 
roof it had a pitch and overhanging eaves 
sufficient to shed any kind of weather. 

Before moving in, I made both the roof 
and the floor waterproof, and warmer, too, 
by tacking some old rubber floor matting to 
the half-inch boards. On the roof I easily 
made a tight joint with the house by continu- 
ing the rubber back and up under the bottom 
of the first clapboard. 

Three six-inch shelves were placed across 
both side sashes by means of five-inch brack- 
ets. When still more room was necessary, 
additional 6-inch shelves were laid across 
the front with their ends resting on the first 
set. This provided three complete tiers 
of shelves running around the three sides of 
the conservatory. 

Without crowding we could manage about 
seventy-five pots and pans of various sizes. 
We were able to have a continuous series of 
bloom from mid November until spring 
weather lured us out to our garden again. 
Our tulips, crocuses, hyacinths, freesias, etc., 
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were a continuous delight to us and the envy 
of our friends. 

Until really severe weather we were easily 
able to regulate the temperature by partially 
opening or closing the window—which formed 
the fourth wall of the conservatory. How- 
ever, as zero weather approached, the warmth 
from the dining room proved inadequate and 
other means of maintaining the requisite 
temperature to keep the plants growing were 
found to be necessary. 

A MINIATURE FURNACE 

I ran a three-eighth-inch pipe from the 
natural gas main in the cellar through the 
cellar window and up through the bottom of 
the conservatory, ending in an ordinary gas 
burner. This gave plenty of heat but the 
fumes from the gas proved objectionable. 
Various kinds of burners were tried in suc- 
cession, but all had to be discarded for the 
same reason. 

After considerable thought I hit upon the 
following scheme, which served the purpose 
admirably: 

For $2.25 I purchased a tiny gas stove 
which I placed on the cellar floor directly 
below the cellar window under the conserva- 
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tory; I ran a short smoke pipe to the nearest 
chimney-opening in order to dispose of the 
fumes. A nearby tinsmith made to my 
dimensions a galvanized iron hood which 
fitted down over and completely enclosed the 
stove. It had a number of one-inch holes 
along its bottom edges for circulation, and 
a sliding door for access to the stove. Its 
top was drawn up to form a collar about 
eight inches in diameter. From this collar 
I ran an eight-inch flue straight up, then 
slanting up, out through the cellar window 
(from which a pane had been removed), then 
up again to where it ended at a 5 x7 inch 
register set into the floor of the conservatory. 
Of course the flue was enclosed in a wooden 
box or outer flue for insulation throughout 
its entire length outdoors. 

This formed virtually a miniature hot-air 
furnace. The tiniest flame warmed the 
stove, which in turn warmed the air enclosed 
in the galvanized hood. This warm air 
flowed up the pipe through the register and 
cave our plants just what they needed—pure, 
moist, warm air. The apparatus worked 
perfectly from the first, the supply of heat 
was easily regulated and the furnace gave 
off neither odors nor dirt. 
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The conservatory is built on the outside of an unused doorway and acts also as an efficient storm box. It 

is ten feet high, seven feet long and five feet wide. Cost complete $30 
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Heated from the cellar by a shaft 
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A white-flame stove costing $2.25 was built into an iron jacket, making a miniature The heated air entered the forcing box through an ordinary register where it; 

heating furnace could be controlled 



March Flowers Without a Greenhouse 
FLOWERING SHRUBS AND TREES THAT WILL BLOOM 

AND PUT IN WATER—AN 

ARE BARE—A NEW IDEA 

I. Forcing Twigs in the Home 
Window Sill 

LaurA FRENCH Morpaunt, Michigan 

N FEBRUARY in a city flat, when one 
' is weary of winter and spring seems 

drearily far off, a bunch of glowing red 

A vaseful of aspens in flower 

maples in full bloom is a pleasant, com- 
forting and reassuring sight. 

It is surprising how much can be learned 
about the ways of growing things from 
one twig. Shade trees in city parks and 
Streets are usually pruned so high that most 
of us get only a general impression of color 
and outline, and miss the beauty of the indi- 

The fertile or pistillate flowers of the aspen 

(Populus tremuloides) 

IN HOUSE DECORATION: 

vidual flower. Some do not even realize 
that the flush of color high in a tree is from 
flowers rather than leaves. 

If you wish to know a few trees and shrubs 
intimately and personally there is no better 
way to accomplish it than to cut a few twigs, 
put them in a vase of water in a sunny win- 
dow, and watch the development of the 
tightly closed and frozen buds from the first 
indication of their awakening to the opening 
of the flower and unfolding of the leaves. 

If window space is limited a few twigs, 
not more than a foot or two in length, will 
be less likely to shut out needed light from 
the room and to be in the way generally. 
For a few short twigs ordinary vases are all 
that is required. 

For larger twigs and branches large jars 
are better than vases. If one is careful to 
keep vases and jars perfectly clean and the 
water fresh by frequent changing—once in 
three or four days, or less frequently if a 
small piece of charcoal is placed in each 
jar—the window nursery need never become 
objectionable to the housekeeper. 

The twigs, too, must be kept free from 
dust by occasional spraying or dipping into 
a pan of cool water. 

No doubt many varieties of trees and 
shrubs could be forced into bloom early, 
perhaps any time after the first severe frost, 
but I have never cared to do so with any 
except forsythia. 

One seems to need and to enjoy young 
leaves and buds more when winter is far 
advanced than in the early months. 

The sterile or staminate flowers of the aspen shake 

out a wealth of golden pollen 
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IN MARCH FROM TWIGS CUT IN FEBRUARY 

INDOOR FESTIVAL OF CHERRY BLOSSOMS WHEN THE TREES OUTDOORS 

SIX-FOOT BRANCHES LADEN WITH FLOWERS 

Whether the twigs are long cr short, few 
in number or many, it is always a mistake 
to crowd them, and I enjoy having each 
kind by itself, at least until the flowers are 
almost or quite open. All twigs are better 
for a soaking in slightly warm water when 
first brought into the house. Those which 
are cut from trees in dusty, smoky city yards 
especially need cleansing. 

Beech buds have an exciting story to tell. 
Poplars are waiting to scatter the gold of 
their pollen, and are ready to open their 
white stars in the warmth of a living rcom. 

If woods and roadsides are out cf reach, 
the old fruit trees in the city backyard are 
not to be despised, although cuttings from 
vigorous young wood are always desirable. 

Your friends in the South or California 
can send you twigs of sub-tropical shrubs 
through the mails. Last winter a small 
branch of rhodora which traveled half way 
across the country before reaching me was 
an object of interest from the beginning 
and a revelation of beauty when in its per- 
fection. An English filbert showered pollen 
from its graceful catkins and opened its 
quaint little reddish-purple pistillate flowers 
a few days after its journey. 

All twigs must be cut carefully—a clean, 
slanting cut, with no rough edges to harbor 
impurities. Large or partly opened buds 
are easily injured by a careless touch. 

All the early blossoming shrubs are desir- 
able for forcing, especially those which bloom 
before the leaves. Forsythia is the earliest 
and easiest; it will flower in two weeks. 

Pussy willows. Many species of Salix can be utilized 

in this manner 
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These cherry branches reached a ten-foot ceiling 

and spread six feet on either side. They were in 

bloom for six weeKs when the ground outdoors was 

covered with snow 

For those who love old-fashioned, com- 
mon things, nothing will give more pleasure 
than the flowering currant with its spicy 
yellow flowers. Even the garden currants— 
especially the black—are interesting. 

Magnolia buds are fascinating in their 
gray-green velvet calyx, even if never more 
than a glimpse of pink is seen. 

Wonderful things are done with lilacs by 
some people, but I am content with the 
spring-suggestive delicate fragrance of the 
tender young leaves though the buds fail 
time after time. 

Peach, plum and cherry buds are usually 
the first to open. Pears and apples are 
more deliberate. 

In cutting twigs from fruit trees, select 
the full, round buds. They are the flower 
buds; the slender, more pointed ones being 
leaf buds. 

Anything is worth trying, but here are 
some of the most satisfactory: 

Most people fail to make as small a branch of 

lilac as this bloom indoors. Miss Whitlock has had 

great success with whole plants cut off at the base 
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FOR FLOWERS 

Magnolia Pear 
Rhododendron Cherry 
English filbert Plum 
Forsythia ; Quince 
Almond, pink and white Apple 
Japanese quince Crab apple 
Currants of all varieties Maple 
Lilac Alder 
Dogwood Willow 
Rhodora Elm 

FOR LEAVES 

Horse-chestnut Poplar 
Beech Rose and sweet briar 

II. Forcing Large Branches- 
A New Idea 

GERTRUDE L. WuiTLock, Long Island 

HAVE had five kinds of shrubs in flower 
during the Christmas holidays by bring- 

ing branches indoors the first of December 
—cherry, forsythia, lilac, quince and Japan 
quince. It is not practicable to cut them 
earlier in the vicinity of New York City, 
but it is easy to provide a succession until 
spring. 

It makes a wonderful difference if you can 
cut limbs six to twelve feet long instead of 
mere twigs. These big branches make gor- 
geous decorative effects. The quality of 
the flowers is better and they last for several 
weeks. 

It is utterly useless to cut small sprays 
from the lilac and expect them to bloom. 
They will start out bravely but will soon 
droop. With the lilac I always cut off a 
whole bush at the ground, and have yet 
to fail in having a wealth of exquisite 
bloom. 

To avoid the uneven and weak develop- 
ment of your flowers put the pails of water 
containing the branches in a semi-dark, 
cool (not cold) place for a week or two. All 
the flowers will then be lighter in color and 
more ethereal in texture than if left to bloom 
outside. Especially is this change notice- 
able with the lilacs. Bushes that wear the 
purple out of doors will, when forced in the 
house, bear sprays pure white or faintly 
tinged. Without direct sunlight there is no 
pronounced color. 

The most satisfactory plan I have yet 
tried is to devote a room to the branches. 
We had a small, unused room on the top 
floor, out of harm’s way, where the average 
temperature was but fifty degrees, which 
seemed to be just right. Into this room I 
brought on the third of December, boughs 
of apple, quince, pear, crab apple and 
cherry, forsythia, lilac, weigela and Japan 
quince. I keep each variety by itself, and 
put a large piece of charcoal in each pail 
to keep the water fresh. I refill the pails 
once a week. It is not necessary to change 
the water entirely oftener than once a month. 
Do not remove the branches from the 
pails, as this will break off the buds and 
flowers. 

The forsythia was the first to blossom in 
four weeks. A week later the Japan quince 
had begun to unfold its graceful angularity 
of brown, thorny branches and flame-colored 
blossoms. From this time until the first of 
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First of the trees to flower outdoors is the red maple 

Staminate flowers on the left, pistillate on the right 

April we were never without quantities of 
flowers. 

One learns more and gets more real enjoy- 
ment from a single twig opening under one’s 
closest scrutiny than from a whole armful 
of full-bloom branches when cut out of 
decors. 

It is not possible to count with absolute 
certainty upon any sort of flower to develop 
within a given time, but boughs that have 
been well frozen and then put into an ordi- 
narily heated room should be in full bloom 
in a month or six weeks. 

The only distinct failure I have to record 
of the many varieties I have tried is with 
the magnolia, which has baffled all my coax- 
ings. Bridal-wreath, dogwood, honeysuckle, 
snowballs, wisteria and weicela all bloomed, 
but not freely, which failure I attribute to 
the short stems. But apples, crab apples, 
cherries, wild cherries, pears, quinces, for- 
sythias, lilacs and Japan quinces bloomed 
with glorious abandon. 

The luxuriance with which the cherry blossoms 



Little Known Vegetables Worth Growing—By I. M. Angell %% 
SOME GOOD THINGS THAT THE ORDINARY GARDEN DOES NOT HAVE, BUT WHICH ARE EASILY 

GROWN AND ADD VARIETY TO THE HOME TABLE—SUGGESTIONS FOR COOKING AND SERVING 

pee never was an amateur gardener 
who could resist the temptation to ex- 

periment with some of the odd, unusual vege- 
tables offered in the catalogues. Among 
many sorts tried in our own garden there are 
something less than a dozen kinds that we 
should wish to have again. We have found 
the following to be worth adding to our list, 
in company with the more common vegeta- 
bles: Swiss Chard, Kohlrabi, Edible Podded 
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Swiss chard, a sort of beet of which the leaves are 

eaten as asparagus. Gives continuous crops 

Peas, Black Mexican Corn, Large Yellow 
Tomatoes, Lemon Cucumber and Edible 
Cow Pea. These are seldom seen in small 
gardens, at least in our section of the country, 
but they possess many good points that make 
them suitable for such use. 

SWISS CHARD 

Chard is so much liked by two members 
of our family that if it does not appear on the 
table at frequent intervals there are inquiries 
as to the cause. This is one of the good 
things for a small garden, because it combines 
two kinds of vegetables in one—the young 
leaves to use as greens and the stalks to cook 
like asparagus. A well-known cook book 
asserts that chard ‘‘makes one of the most 
delicate and delicious of dishes.” 

There are several points in its favor—it can 
be planted very early because of its hardiness; 
the young leaves will be of suitable size for 
greens in about two months from sowing; 
from the time it is eight inches high until full 
size it is in usable condition for one dish or 
the other. The plants may be left to stand 
in the garden all summer, to be used as 
wanted, but, as they have a tendency to 
become tough as the season advances, the 
wisest way is to sow for early use only, and 
clear off the ground for some latter planting 
when they have lost their tenderness. We 
have found chard useful as a fall-planted 
vegetable. Some sowed at the end of October 
showed considerable gain on the April ist 
planting; the latter gave us greens June oth 
and fair-sized stalks about ten days later. 
The plant in the photograph measured two 
feet. Although pulled after the middle of 
August it retained its tenderness, and was so 
brittle that the stalks broke in the handling. 
Chard demands the same cultivation as do 
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beets, except that it is not necessary to dig the 
ground so deeply. Seeds can be sown in 
April or May in rows a half yard apart and 
the plants thinned to a foot apart. A good 
supply of water and occasional cultivation 
are recommended by the seedsmen. The 
outer leaves should be cut from the plant, 
which will continue to produce throughout 
the season. 

In cooking, the chard leaves and stalks can 
be used either separately or together. One 
rule directs that the young and tender leaves 
and midribs be made into bundles and boiled 
and treated like asparagus on toast, then 
served with Hollandaise sauce or English 
drawn butter. Even with older stalks we 
have had success when carefully cooked. 
We cut them into inch lengths, then put them 
into boiling water with a little vinegar; after 
a few minutes we changed to fresh boiling 
water containing a pinch of baking soda. 
When cooked till very tender, properly salted 
and covered with thick cream sauce, this dish 
makes an acceptable addition to the bill of 
fare. 

KOHLRABI 

Kohlrabi is another vegetable with good 
points to recommend it for the small garden. 
This is one of the best vegetables for any 
family that likes the turnip-flavored tribe. 

One way of preparing Swiss chard for cooking. Old 

leaves are chopped, young ones are cooked whole 

It is a cabbage-cauliflower-turnip combina- 
tion. The stem-bulbs mature successively 
during a period of about a month, an advan- 
tage over a crop that ripens all at once. One 
of its valuable qualities is that it can be used 
in June,when so few vegetables are in bearing. 
Our April rst sowing was ready the third 
week in June. It is a remarkably clean and 
healthy plant, and free from disease so far 
as our experience goes. It is economical of 
space; enough to make a good dishful can be 
gathered from a yard of row, which cannot 
be said of many of our vegetables. It is 
remarkably hardy, and is well fitted for extra 

early sowing or midsummer sowing for fall 
use, on account of its ability to endure the 
cold. On the other hand it stands a drought 
well. None need be wasted, for if not all 
used for the table it is valuable for feeding 
horses or cows. Our row was about thirty 
feet long and every seed must have ger- 
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minated, for, beside the plants left to mature, 
we had seventy-two for transplanting as well 
as several dozen to give to a neighbor. These 
latter flourished in spite of being set out in a 
very dry time, and were ready for use in about 
a month after transplanting. They should 
always be pulled young, for they are much 
more sweet and tender than when they reach 
full size. Our investment gave good returns: 
we used only a fraction of a five-cent package 
of seed, yet the yield was nearly a hundred 
fair, sound bulbs. Kohlrabi is a good suc- 
cession vegetable, and for this it can be sowed 
every two weeks from May ist. to July rst. 
The plants should be thinned to stand several 
inches apart and should be cultivated in the 
same way as cabbage. They are good, 
cooked in any of the ways that turnips are 
used, or sliced and eaten raw like radishes. 
Our favorite rule is to peel and cut them into 
half-inch dice, boil thirty minutes in salted 
boiling water and cover with thick cream 
sauce. 

EDIBLE PODDED PEAS 

Edible podded peas, cut in short pieces and 
cooked according to the rule given for kohl- 
rabi, make another good dish. ‘The flavor 
is like both peas and asparagus. Cultivation 
is the same as for common peas and the vines 
are identical in appearance. The pods 
should be picked when the peas are just 
beginning to form, never left on the vines till 
tough and yellow. Their season is short; as 
they all mature in two or three weeks and are 
too old to use, it is best not to sow too many 
atatime, Our April 22d planting was ready 
for use on June 2oth and past its usefulness 
by the Fourth of July. 

LARGE YELLOW TOMATOES 

Large yellow tomatoes, stewed, sliced or 
canned, we have never seen on any table but 
our own, neither have we seen them in the 
stores. This state of things we do not under- 
stand, for they are so satisfactory that we do 
not consider our garden complete without 
them. They make a very attractive dish 
sliced with the red ones. For stewing they 
are as good as the common tomatoes. Doubt- 

Shelled and unshelled edible cow-peas. Growing they 

look like beans. Cooked their flavor is intermediate 
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Edible podded peas are ready to pick when the 

peas are just beginning to form; about eight weeks 

from planting. They are very sugary 

less any rule for cooking red ones would be 
equally satisfactory for yellow tomatoes. 
Ours have always been particularly fair, 
large and sound. 

BLACK MEXICAN SWEET CORN 

Black corn is a striking sight to anyone 
who has not seen it before. Ours caused 
considerable comment among our friends. 
It is suitable for a small garden, because it is 
very productive but does not take up much 
space. The stalks are short and slim and can 
‘be planted close together. Good returns will 
be obtained in a spot where corn of a ranker 
growth could not be accommodated. It is 
one of the sweetest kinds, and bears a good- 
sized ear for a small growing sort. On May 
8th we sowed a row thirty feet long. Al- 
though it was a very dry season the seed 
sprouted so thickly that we had to thin out to 
keep it from growing too close. We trans- 
planted enough to make eight hills. In spite 
of the fact that this was done more than five 
weeks after sowing, when some of the corn 
was a half yard high, it did not appear to be 
injured by its removal, and came into bearing 
only a week later than that in the original 
row. ‘The result would not have been so 
satisfactory if we had not taken precautions, 
such as transplanting when the soil was damp 
from recent heavy rain, and also shielding 
the plants for several days from the sun. The 
black corn in the original row was in tassel | 
just two months from the date of sowing, and 
three weeks afterward, July 28th, we picked 
the first ears. The bearing season lasted a 
month, and the yield from the thirty-foot row 
was seventy ears. We picked as many as 
twenty ears in a day, and that after the corn 
had been in bearing for two weeks. The 
stalks stood six or eight inches apart in the 
row. 

Corn is hungry for both food and culti- 
vation. A handful of commercial fertilizer 
rich in nitrogen is a good addition to the 

A good sort of sweet corn for the small garden is 

Black Mexican, because it does not make a rank 

growth, and is productive. Some people object to its 

color 
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hill when planting. Our black corn was 
slightly troubled with “smut.” Knowing 
there was “‘no remedy that will not kill the 
plant also,” we broke off the parts of the 
stalks affected and burned them, and also 
burned the whole planting after the season 
was over, for fear of spreading the disease 
another season. ‘The crows also troubled us 
until we covered the corn with old chicken 
wire so they could not scratch it up. Another 
way to circumvent these pests is to put the 
corn in coal tar and then give it a dusting of 
plaster. 

LEMON CUCUMBER 
The lemon cucumber was a_ suspicious 

novelty until we tasted it. Now it has a per- 
manent place on our lists. Of all the many 
varieties of cucumbers raised in our garden 
none have had a finer flavor than the lemon 
cucumber. There is a strong resemblance 
to its namesake in its size, shape and color. 
It has a thin skin, the crispness, tender- 
ness and sweetness are all that could be 

The lemon cucumber, round and pale yeiiow, 

can be cheerfully recommended for the small garden. 

It is tender, sweet and of a desirable flavor 

desired, and it seems to lack the bitterness of 
the common cucumber. We made two 
sowings, the second week in June and the 
second week in July. Doubtless earlier 
sowings would have done equally well. It is 
attractive in appearance for using sliced, 
whole or as pickles. ‘The best time for pick- 
ing is just as it turns yellow. It requires 
rich mellow soil and good cultivation. All 
cucumbers grow best in cool; moist weather, ° 
but a touch of frost kills them. The vines 
always make a good growth at the end of the 
summer; in order to take advantage of this it 
is well to make a sowing late in June for fall 
bearing. Earlier sowings will do well if they 
can be shaded by planting between corn or 
similar crops. The vines are very sensitive 
and will not bear bruising, so that the fruit 
should be cut with a sharp knife, not pulled 
or twisted from the stem. They will produce 
longer if none is allowed to ripen. Those for 
the table should be picked early in the morn- 
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Kohlrabi, a deep rooted cabbage is one of the 

most useful vegetables for the amateur; it matires 

early, is hardy, and economical of space. Best when 

used young and tender 

ing, because they are superior in quality to 
those gathered under the heat of the sun and 
will keep much longer. The first month 
after sowing is the time to watch for cucum- 
ber enemies, after that the vine can take 
care of itself better. Frames of wire netting 
or old window screens are a help in keeping 
off the bugs; tobacco stems are also good for 
this purpose. Ashes finely sifted will discour- 
age the black fly; this must be applied when 
the plants are wet with dew, or radishes 
sowed in the same hill will attract the flies 
from the cucumbers. 

EDIBLE COW PEA 

Another queer vegetable that was good 
eating was the edible cow pea. It was al- 
most impossible to tell, from the looks and 
taste of the shelled and cooked peas, whether 
they resembled peas or beans the more closely. 
The vine and pods were decidedly like beans, 
while the blossom was like that of a pea vine, 
only larger and gayer in color, being both 
purple and yellow. A bunch of the flowers 
would be taken for some new and attractive 
sort of sweet pea. The pods are long and 
thick-set, some containing as many as twenty 
good-sized pea beans. The vine makes a 
slighter growth than the ordinary pole bean, 
so that a three-foot trellis made of chicken 
wire gave them sufficient room for climbing. 
We sowed them April 22d, but did not try to 
use them young; they were full-sized early 
in September. A part of the crop is to be 
used dry as a winter vegetable. Be sure not 
to sow until the ground is warm; the cul- 
tivation is the same as for any ordinary garden 
crop. 
A vegetable that resembles the cow pea in 

every particular except that the pod is ona 
larger scale is the asparagus bean. Those 
on our vines grew to ten inches in length and 
a quarter of an inch in width. 

The yellow-fruited tomatoes are as prolific as the 

commoner red ones, are less acid and more sugary. 

They do not look as rich however 



The Building of a Hotbed—by E. L. Fullerton Long 
Island 

COMPLETE DIRECTIONS, INCLUDING THE BUILDING OF THE FRAME, PROTECTION FROM S:VERE COLD AND HEAVY 
WINDS, AND THE PREPARATION 

A HOTBED is a necessity to the ama- 
teur who raises his own seedlings of 

tomato, cauliflower, lettuce, celery and early 
cabbage instead of buying them in the spring 
from the seed stores. The great advantage 
of knowing exactly what varieties one has is 
obvious. There is no mystery about the 
making of one, yet many people, just because 
they never understood how to make one, are 
content to go on year after year in the old 
way. ‘The warmest and most sheltered spot 
on the place is the one situation for the hot- 
bed. Of course the ideal corner in our garden 
was that which had been selected for the 
young chicks. So they had to give way. 

‘There was room for seven sash, each 3 x 6 

The frame made from 2x3 joists and 1x10 cypress 

planks. The ground dug to give a four-ioot depth 

Pieces of 2x3 lumber brace the sides An form 

slides for the sash 

Select a site sheltered on the north side 

OF THE HEATING MATERIAL. 

feet. For the frame 2x3 joists and some 
Ix1to cypress planks were boucht. On 
the ground where the hotbeds were to 
stand a space about 20% x 54 feet was dug 
to a sufficient depth so that when the frame 
work of the planks was set up and: leveled 
the interior space was four feet deep. 

Locust posts set firmly at each of the four 
corners and others at equal intervals on each 
side furnished support for the planks. 

The south front of the frame was made 
by one plank, the back being formed by two 
planks. This gave the ‘‘slope to the south” 
at an angle of about 30 degrees, which means 
catching the most of the sun’s heat and light. 

Six I x 3 joists running from back to front 
(north to south) support the sash. No 
grooves were made, as the sash was plain 
and without the tongues formed on moye 
elaborately finished sash frames. 

Three feet of fresh stable manure, well 
drenched with water from the garden hose, 
made the heating material. The frame was 
then closed up, and two days later the soil 
for making the bed was thrown in. Earth 
was banked firmly around the frame, then 
an outer fence of old boards was built about 
two feet from it on the north side, and 
the intervening space filled with manure, 
more of which was tightly banked around 
the ends and on the south side to prevent frost 
from entering. 

It is no use making a hotbed and allowinz 
all the heat to escape, so the glass of the sash 
must have some covering, otherwise it will 
radiate to an excessive degree. ‘There are 
various possibilities of course—straw mats, 
covered with old matting or carpet, boards, 
burlap, oiled or paraffined cloth, ete. 

Our preference was for salt hay, and, as 
this is too short to braid or weave, we made 
a thin mattress-like affair about four inches 
deep of unbleached muslin sheeting. It 
takes five yards of unbleached muslin two and 
a quarter yards wide, a couple of wheelbar- 
row loads of salt hay, a small quantity of 
twine and about four hours time to make the 
mattress mat. The regular six-foot straw mat 
made on a frame takes four sheaves of rye 
straw, a ball of twine and two and a half 
hours’ time. 

The whole is covered with a waterproof 
covering of some sort, to prevent snow or 
rain from soaking through. This can be 
accomplished by having the waterproof cover 
long enough to fasten down on the ground at 
each end of the frame. If attached to a 
wooden roller, it will facilitate the uncovering. 

The fun of a hotbed comes in when you 
are gathering lettuce and radishes from it 
before the regular outdoor seeding time. 
The small ones of the family can be provided 
for, too, if given a small section for sweet 
violets. They will derive great joy in the 
thought of sending the flowers to brighten 
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USING UP OLD ARTICLES ABOUT THE GARDEN 

the desk of some city friend who loves nature 
as they do. 

Last November was so mild that I had 
pansies still in bloom, so I lifted some roots 
to the hotbed, cutting them back severely. 
Of course I know I should have sown seed in 
August, and had planned to do so, but best 
intentions sometimes fail, and, although I had 
vowed terrible and awful things in recard to 
the various seeds I would plant in August, 
they still remain unsown. 

It is in making up for lost opportunity, as 
well as in forestalling the spring advent, that 
the home gardener will find abundant satis- 
faction in owning a hotbed. 

Mats of straw or mattresses of salt hay are serviceable 

covers for retaining heat 

The foundation of success—plenty of green manure 



Home-Made Straw Mats for the Hotbeds—By N. W. Robinson 

NABLE to find in the stores mats thick 
enough for warmth in the earlier part 

of the season, I decided to make some myself. 
I took two pieces of 2 x 4 inch rough spruce 

timber about ten feet long, laid them on the 
floor, parallel and about eight inches apart, 
joining the ends with pieces of $-inch stock, 
four inches wide. 

The frame. Two pieces of 2x4 inch spruce ten 

feet long and eight inches apart. The central piece, 

or rod, pulls the mat down during the making process 

aay ESE 
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Lay it across the strings, heads toward the centre 

making sure that the straws lie close and parallel 

Starting about 18 inches from one of the 
ends of this frame and about an inch from 
the edge, I drove in six-penny wire nails at 
intervals of seven inches. Back of these rows 
and a little to one side, I drove two other rows 
of wire nails, making rows of cleats on both. 
Among the odds and ends of lumber about 

the place I found a pole such as rugs are 
wrapped around, which I placed between the 
outer pieces of the frame. 
My first outlay of cash was for tarred mar- 

lin, known to the trade as No. 44. A ball 
usually contains about 300 feet. 

' Having decided on the size for the mat, 
mark off the necessary number of cleats for 
the width of the mat, allowing for three or 
four inches of the straw to extend beyond 
the outside strings of marlin. For example, 
for a mat to cover a 6 x 6 foot sash, eleven 
cleats will be used, giving ten seven-inch 
spaces. The straw when trimmed should 
extend beyond the outside strings of marlin 
three inches on each side. 

To begin operations, cut the tarred marlin 
into lengths 34 times the length of the mat. 
Fold the marlin, to get the centre of the 
length, and with the centre over the pole 
fasten it to two opposite cleats. Repeat until 
you have a sufficient number of strands 
fastened on the frame. This is the warp in 
the weaving process. For convenience 
shorten up the lengths of marlin by making 
loops on the ends. 

With staples, tack the marlin to the pole. 
Support the frame at a convenient distance 
from the floor or suspend from a beam 
overhead. Take a handful of rye straw— 
the larger the handful, the thicker the mat— 
and lay it across the strings of marlin, heads 
toward the middle of the frame; add enough 
straw to cross over all the strings, and extend 
beyond the ends about a foot. Distribute 
the straw so that the strand is of uniform 
thickness (a 14-inch diameter gives a good, 
heavy mat). Unfasten a length of the mar- 
lin—the centre one is the best to start with— 
cross over the ends, pull taut and fasten again. 
Repeat, working toward the ends, smoothing 
out the straw and don’t forget that putting 
the heads and loose ends inside the strand 
makes a neater piece of work. The weight 
of the mat as it hangs in the frame will cause 
it to stretch, and therefore allow three or four 
extra strands of straw. 

Use straw sufficient to extend beyond the size of the 

finished mat, to allow for trimming 
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Massa- 

chusetts 

When you have woven in sufficient strands 
finish off by tying with a square knot the 
pieces of marlin as you weave the last time. 

With a pair of shears cut the projecting 
strands of straw, to give the sides of the mat 
a straight edge, leaving a margin of at least 
three inches beyond the outside strings of 
marlin. ‘Trim off loose ends and heads all 
over the mat, and the work is done. 

Liha aaetnte 

Tighten each string, working from centre to the ends 

Finish off by tying each string with a square Knot and 

trimming the sides of the mat 

A mat like this—a little larger than the frame—will 

Keep all quite snug 



Rock-Loving Ferns in the Garden—By G. A. Woolson *%. 
HOW TO INTRODUCE INTO OUR HOME GARDENS THE CHOICEST FERNS OF THE WCODS 

AND ROCKS, AND MAKE THEM FEEL AT HOME—A PRACTICAL WAY OF GROWING THE 

WALKING-LEAF AND OTHER DAINTY SPECIES THAT REQUIRE EXCEPTIONAL CONDITIONS 

HE association of rock and fern is not 
accidental, but a simple device of Na- 

ture for inducing a lower temperature, moist- 
ture for the fern roots, and the needful supply 
of disintegrating limestone or other mineral 
matter. 

The owners of large estates may be fortu- 
nate enough to possess naturally shaded dells 
or at least ravines which can, with little ex- 
pense and trouble, be converted into charm- 
ing glades full of nooks and corners, where 
hardy ferns from all parts of the earth may 
be naturalised. 

Rockwork plays an important part in the 
landscape gardener’s art. But great under- 
takings which require skilled artisans, an 
endless amount of stone and much expense 
are confined chiefly to public parks and 
gardens. Boulders artistically arranged about 
a fountain, with a leafy canopy overhead, 
are for the favoured few; but a few stones 
judiciously placed are within the reach of 
the majority and will afford more pleasure 
in proportion to the time consumed in the 
making and in space occupied than could be 
obtained in any other way. 

A shady nook is of course the ideal loca- 
tion, but is not always available. Partial 
shade, however, is imperative. Pines and 
spruces make an artistic background and 
soften the abrupt transition from smooth 
lawn to ragged rocks. The color effect of 
rock and fern against a screen of Virginia 
creeper (Ampelopsis quinquefolia) is particu- 
larly fine, and within the reach of all. 

In the selection of rocks most people have 
to take what they can get; but, given a choice, 
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grow almost anywhere. The maidenhair spieenwort (Asplenium Trichomanes) does well in 

Photographs by the author and H. H. Swirr 

sandstone and calcareous rocks are the most 
desirable. Much of the so-called artificial 
rockwork is composed of tufa, a soft, porous 
volcanic stone of light weight. 

Nothing, however, can surpass the pic- 

cies require a richer and lighter compost in 
which leaf-mould predominates. 

In building rockeries on our lawns we may 
follow general principles but may not imitate 
Nature in detail of construction, for too much 

The foundation of a practical rockKery where plants will grow. Every crevice connects with the ground. No 

water-tight pocKets to swamp and then dry up. Weathered and porous rocKs used 

turesque quality of a bit of old limestone in 
process of decay. Freshly quarried stones 
of any kind should never be used; the more 

rugged and weather-beaten they are the 
better for the place assigned. 

Rock plants in general require light, sandy 
soil mixed with old mortar, if decomposed 
limestone is not at hand; brick rubbish also 
makes a satisfactory mixture. Certain spe- 

Lm ee eS Bed Lait © 

either sun or shade. When planting make the earth firm and tight 
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confusion is out of place on a well-ordered 
lawn; therefore we have recourse to some- 
thing ‘‘’twixt art and Nature.” Happily the 
stone-wall abominations, with dry, cramped 
pockets in which no respectable fern would 
attempt to grow, are things of the past. 

The more exposed the position however, 
the greater the need of something approach- 
ing regularity, in outline at least, for proper 
deference must be paid to the lawn mower. 

Whatever form of architecture is adopted, 
see to it that there is a soil connection through 
every pocket and crevice with the earth 
beneath, and that the top soil is firmed 
down to that which is underneath, otherwise 

capillary attraction will have no more chance 
of keeping the earth damp than in an imper- 
fectly drained flower pot. ‘This is the funda- 
mental principle on which depends success- 
ful garden rockwork or rockeries, whether 
for ferns or anything else. 

Environments usually suggest the proper 
style, which should always be simple and 
unpretentious. 

THE CIRCULAR ROCKERY A CONVENIENCE 

As a matter of convenience, I have a cir- 
cular rockery on my lawn. Careful selection 
of stones gives a varied outline; a curved slab 
of calcareous rock is highly valued, as it is so 
advanced in decay that layers are easily sprung 
and ferns inserted as fancy dictates. Regu- 
larity ceases with the marginal tier of stones. 
Four good-sized rocks artistically irregular 
in shape are placed at right angles slightly 
inclined toward the centre; the space between 
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the big stones is walled up to a height of two 
or more feet, with a six-inch wall across the 
open front. This gives four large receptacles 
below the central pocket, with a twelve-inch 
border and no end of tiny nooks. 

A BAD MISTAKE TO BUILD HIGH 

Unless a rockery is in a sheltered nook the 
height should be limited to two and a half 
feet. No great expectations need be indulged 
in even at this low point, for none of our regal 
beauties that would answer for a centrepiece 
can endure the winds if thus elevated and 
isolated. 

I had in my mind’s eye an elegant vase- 
like ostrich fern (Matteuccia), which should 
crown my rockery with dignity and grace. 
My aspirations, however, were blown away, 
for no sooner did a frond unroll its curly tips 
than a wind promptly snapped the brittle 
stalk, and an inglorious and untidy “‘study 
in ferns” marred an otherwise successful 
creation. The plant was eventually removed 
but stolons had penetrated in all directions 
and a fringe of young ostrich ferns ap- 
peared. 

MAKING AND SHADING THE ROCKERY 

In building rockwork it matters little what 
sort of earth is used for the foundation; but 
if taken from a rubbish heap it must be freed 
from vegetable matter, which may decompose 
and eventually cause the earth to settle away 
from the stonework. 

In the construction of small rockeries of 
the style described, part of the ground tier 
of stones may be laid and the filling piled 
high in the centre, and either tamped or thor- 
oughly wet down with the hose before the 
inside stones are placed. 
A shady corner allures the fern grower, and 

affords scope for bewildering confusion of 
rocks and ferns or an artistic sectional ar- 
rangement, as fancy dictates. The latter is 
much more satisfactory in every way and 
may be as picturesque and informal as the 
material will admit or the ingenuity of the 
builder suggests. 

An odd lot of calcareous sand-rock and 
pudding stone compose the larger part of 
my rockwork. ‘These stones look as if they 
might wash away, but, having withstood the 
elements for some fifteen years, they are not 
likely to vanish in the near future. 

They are, however, sufficiently disinte- 
grated to make the limestone with which they 
are impregnated available for the cliff dwell- 
ers to be grown thereon. A few other con- 
glomerates, chiefly limestone and quartz, are 
in the foreground. 

INSURING PLENTY OF MOISTURE 

Mine has an especially dry corner, as the 
trees and shrubbery absorbed the natural 
moisture from the soil. For this reason, 
after the ground was cleared the hose was 
turned on and the water allowed to play for 
many hours before any filling was piled on. 
This in turn was wet down in instalments. 
Evaporation was thus checked and the soil 
thoroughly settled. 

To insure a good slope of the side slabs, 
which diverge from a beautiful central up- 
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The bladder ferns are ideal for dry and exposed 

rocks. Filix fragilis above, Filix bulbifera below. They 

grow freely and will overpower others if not restricted. 

May be lifted in spring and brought indoors 

right, the earth was piled much higher in the 
rear and sloped toward the open front. 

Some foundation stones were laid beneath 
the main divisions and cement used in a few 
of the joints. This was immediately dusted 
over with coarse sand and pebbles inserted 
to match the conglomerates. 

Experienced handling is imperative, as the 
stones, so replete in tufts and turrets, are 
easily injured by small breakages, which 

The Walking Fern (Campfosorus rhisophyllus) is indis- 

pensable for the rockery. The ends of its curious 

fronds penetrate into fissures of rock and take root 
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lessen their artistic value. Careful selection 
and grouping of material are also necessary, 
for there is great difference in color and 
wave of sandstone; a beautiful stone may 
look like a new patch on an old garment and 
spoil an otherwise harmonious whole. 

Nature is so lavish of material that it is not 
difficult to blend one neutral tint into another, 
thus avoiding abrupt transitions which are 
so detrimental to any color scheme. 

Space should be left for massing tall ferns 
outside the walls. The large pockets are of 
course designed for vigorous growers. 

Even though it is designed to make your 
rock garden a repository for a botanical col- 
lection, no attempt should be made toward 
grouping genera and species, since artistic 
value is not a secondary consideration. Only 
single specimens of the larger ferns should 
be omitted, but the lesser growths may be 
largely in evidence. 

Leave space outside the walls for massing 
the common bracken or brake (Pteridium 
aquilinum), ostrich fern (Matteuccia Strutht- 
opteris) and the interrupted fern (Osmunda 
Claytoniana). ‘The tall fronds arching over 
the fawn-colored stones will exquisitely 
frame the picture in the near future. 

The royal fern (Osmunda spectabilis) is an 
admirable queen for the central pocket. 

Rocks are so unique and beautiful in them- 
selves that special care should be taken not 
to overload them in stocking and to prevent 
ultimate growth from hiding their formation. 

THE BEST FERNS FOR ROCKERIES 

Large clumps of osmundas and Goldie’s 
fern (Dryopteris Goldieana) were literally built 
into the four sections described. Lower 
down in the border are specimens of maiden- 
hair. The dark, glossy fronds of the Christ- 
mas fern (Polystichum acrostichoides) are 
largely in evidence, contrasting well with the 
reliable marginal shield fern (Dryopteris mar- 
ginalis); both in turn foil the more delicately 
cut and colored spinulose shield fern (D. 
spinulosa), with its varieties. ‘The most dis- 
tinguished member of the polystichum group 
is Braun’s holly fern (P. Braunii). 

Fine clumps of the purple cliff brake (Pel- 
lea atropurpurea) are apparently as much at 
home as they are among the outcropping 
ledges at the base of scraggy cliffs. They are 
not only beautiful in design but unique in 
color, a dark blue-green emphasizing all the 
varying tints about it. They begin to unfold 
their fronds late in comparison with others, a 
desirable habit, for the oak fern (Phegopteris 
Dryopfteris) is so intensely brilliant earlier in 
the season that nobody looks at anything 
else. 

The beech fern (Phegopteris polypodioides), 
on the contrary, appears late in the season 
and keeps so fresh and looks so cool long 
after other deciduous ferns are fading that no 
rockery can afford to be without it. 

The common polypody is perhaps equally 
to be desired and should be lavishly used in 
rockwork. Of the smaller spleenworts, the 
ebony spleenwort (A. platyneuron) stands here 
as elsewhere like a small sentinel. Pretty 
rosettes of the maidenhair spleenwort (A. 
Trichomanes) are cropping out here and 
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there, and tucked down in a shady corner is 
the green spleenwort (Asplenium viride). 
To the casual observer these two are much 
alike. ‘The former likes the sun, but the 
latter thrives only in the shade. 

Very unlike any other of its genus is the 
wall rue (Asflenium ruta-muraria), the shy 
cliff dweller with sea-green fronds, which is 
as much at home in a rockery on the lawn as 
the walking leaf (Cam/ptosorus rhizophyllus), 
which fastens its tapering points on every side. 

The pretty little rusty woodsia (W. I/ven- 
sis) is excellent for rockwork, requiring little 
soil and thriving best in the sunniest corner. 
There is no mistaking this, for rusty indeed 
it is in dry weather, but it freshens up in a 
shower. The obtuse woodsia (Woodsia ob- 
tusa) requires more shade. Nearly all of the 
genus are cultivable. 

The bulbiferous bladder fern (Filix bulbi- 
fera), graceful and fragile looking, is the first 
to fling a mantle of green over rock and stone, 
and, as a natural sequence, the first to pass. 
The only remedy for this is to break away 
the old fronds in midsummer. This species 
reproduces itself in two ways, by spores, and 
by bulblets located on the under side of the 
fronds; the latter start to grow so quickly 
after they fall that the species may become 
a nuisance, crowding out others equally desir- 
able. The aftermath, however, is a compen- 
sation, for a second fragile mantle of green 
covers the trail of Jack Frost with fresh prom- 
ise of the coming spring. 

The hairy lip fern (Cheilanthes lanosa), 
an attractive little Southerner which super- 
ficially resembles the rusty woodsia (W. I/ven- 
sis), is one of the very best ferns for the 
lawn rockery. Growing naturally on the 
crest of rocks, it accepts trying situations 
with a better grace than many transplanted 
Northern species. In my own experience it 
is perfectly hardy, looking remarkably fresh 
after the severest Vermont winter on record. 
A light covering, however, is to be recom- 

mended for exposed situations. 

AT tan 

The ferns do not obliterate the rocK-forms, which are 

merely clothed and complemented by the plants 
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The commonest of all rocK-loving ferns. The 

Wall-rue (Asplenium rufa-muraria) like the two ferns on 

the preceding page, needs a cranny in the rocks. 

It grows with a minimum of soil 

No rockery is complete without the hart’s 
tongue (Phyllitis Scolopendrium). It is easily 
cultivated, but also needs light protection 
through the winter in northern New England. 

FLOWERS ON THE ROCKS 

It is a profanation of Nature to force ferns 
to live in the midst of gorgeous geraniums or 
other cultivated plants blazing with color. 
But where nature has the selection of the 
floral accompaniments of ferns, her touch 
will be light and delicate. Wild flowers are 
the only permissible adjuncts of the fern 
rockery, whether as invited guests or as 
chance comers. Beauty of design is often 
greater than that of color, hence variety of 
foliage is often desirable. Orchids of any 
kind are especially fitting. A trillium here 
and there, or a jack-in-the-pulpit, may preach 
the gospel of good effect by contrast. Solo- 
mon’s seal droops gracefully beneath the in- 
terrupted fern (Osmunda Claytoniana), and 
is nearly as interesting in its unfolding and 
development. The ever present Herb Robert 
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spreads itself about and Clintonia borealis 
carpets space well. This wildling is not as 
well known as it should be. There is an 
aristocratic exclusiveness about it which does 
not appeal to those who wish for something 
gayer than the graceful umbel of greenish- 
yellow bells; however, with its orchid-like 
foliage, it is highly decorative. The wild 
strawberry gives an ideal finish to our June 
picture. A mass of the foam flower (7 7zarella 
cordifolia) is especially pleasing. Once estab- 
lished, it takes the situation in hand and the 
ferns literally rise out of the spray of bloom 
in self-defense. But the daintiest concep- 
tion which Nature has dropped among the 
ferns is the bishop’s cap (Mitella diphylla). 
This exquisite bit of floral conservatism is in 
perfect harmony with the ‘feathery fern, 
whether it groweth wild and free” or as a 
willing captive. 

Hepaticas, violets, white and blue, may 
bloom among the ferns; even the rock-loving 
columbine loses none of its loveliness in its 
adopted home; but the ideal accessories of 
ferns in the rock garden are harebells. 
Such strength and delicacy are not elsewhere 
found in the floral world. Like a rare trait 
in a rough character, they grace the rugged 
rocks on which they grow. Just a foothold 
and a chance to swing and sway as the breezes 
do, are all that this flower of the air demands. 

Once established, the care of ferns is prac- 
tically nothing. My ferns are rarely watered, 
and never with the hose, unless a small stream 
is turned on and the hose allowed to lie on 
the ground for the purpose of soaking the 
roots in extremely dry weather. 

One application of the full spray is as dis- 
astrous as a tornado. I have had the beauty 
of many choice ferns spoiled for the season 
by the veering of the wind which blew the 
spray from a hose, supposed to be out of 
reach, upon them. Even the maidenhair, 
that so-called voucher for the purity of 
waters near which it grows, turns brown and 
withers. 

Keep careful watch that the Lady Fern (Asplenium Filix-foemina) does not oust its companions. 

It is hardy, aggressive, impertinent, springing up even where it was not planted 
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A Backyard Play-Garden With 
a Japanesque Idea. 

By WALTER R. BEavIs. 

Photographs by the AutHor and W. P. Coocan. 

[Eprror’s Notre. Here is a garden designed to amuse 
the children, which should not be judged by conventional 
standards. It has the essential idea of the Japanese gar- 
den—a landscape in miniature. In this respect it is a 
truer translation of the Japanese idea than a mere jumb- 
ling of their materials (e. g., stone lanterns, and dwarf trees 

in pots), without relation to anything else. Anyone who 
criticizes this from an adult standpoint will miss enjoying 
its imaginative quality and its effectiveness for its own pur- 
pose, viz., that of amusing the children] 

HE backyard garden of which I write is 
on a lot 40 x 80 feet. As the time that 

I can devote to its care is limited, I have 
planted freely of permanent shrubs, as these 
require but little care when once set out, and 
increase in beauty with each succeeding sea- 
son. 

For instance, I have near the spirzea (No. 35 
on the plan) a very large plant of Begonia 
gigantea. rosea, and near the hydrangea 
(No. 37) is a specimen of the curious Sauro- 
matum venosum, with its peculiarly-shaped 
leaves. In the corner formed by the arbor 
(No. 24) is a fuchsia four feet high, trained 
on a trellis, and which is in constant bloom 
throughout the summer. 
My iris bed shows a wonderful combina- 

tion of form and coloring, and is a particu- 
lar favorite of mine, as I can get such great 
results with the simplest culture. 

In bed No. 34 are some representatives of 
the principal varieties of English and German 
iris, with their richly marked and mottled 
flowers, and the Japanese J. Jevigata, having 

Princes 

A Japanesque landscape idea in a city backyard. Umbrella plant and cat-tails form 

A delight to the children bold masses of scenery. 
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gorgeous blossoms measuring eight to ten 
inches across. ‘The several types, and even 
different colors of the one type of iris, come 
into bloom at different and overlapping 
periods, and thereby give a succession of 
bloom. 

The clumps of iris are planted with spaces 
four or five feet between them and in these 
spaces are various plants which come into 
bloom after the iris season is over. These 
include such flowers as balsams, asters, Shir- 
ley poppies, Sweet Williams, Japanese bell 
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of Clematis paniculata, hyacinth bean, morn- 
ing glory,and grapes. The playhouse I built 
myself. The uprights are 2 x 44-inch pine, 
set on posts sunk in the ground. The rafters 
and half rafters are cut out of inch stuff a foot 
wide, to allow for the curves of the roof. The 
roof is shingled, the shingles being nailed on 
three-inch strips fastened to rafters. The 
sides are latticed with {-inch stuff, one and 
a half inches wide, and the strips are placed 
about four inches apart, giving good open 
work for the vines to cling to. The platform 

Planting plan for the 

1. Virginia creeper vines 16. Mill 
2. Persian lilac 17. Bridge 
3- Dahlias 18. Umbrella plant (CyZerus 
4. Syringa alterntifolius) 
5. Lilac common 19. Portulacca 
6. Japan quince 20. Cat-tails 
7- Artichokes 21. Elephant’s ear (Caladium 
8. Zanzibar castor bean Iris, wild and cultivated 
g- Children’s play house 

. Platycodon. white 
fe blue 

2. Sfirza Van Houttet 
. Waterlily pond 

14. Hill 
15. Castle 

Forget-me-nots 
Seat, and arbor of honeysuckle 

- Geraniums and tuberous begonias; 
border of silver leaf geranium 

Lily-of-the-valley 
. Fringe tree 
- Tuberoses 

flower (Platycodon), hardy phlox, blue lily of 
the Nile, (Agapanthus), mignonette and ver- 
bena. 

On the opposite side of the walk, and be- 
tween the bay windows are climbing roses, 
Baltimore Belle and Prairie Queen, and in 
the bed, besides the clumps of shrubs indi- 
cated on the plan are early and late flowering 
cosmos, tobaccos (Nicotiana alata and 
NN. decurrens), salvia, fuchsia, alocasia, sal- 
piglossis, sauromatum, spiderwort, and funkia. 
In this bed, and also across the walk are 
planted tulips, hyacinths, and some crocuses. 

Around the children’s playhouse are vines 

castle. The lake 

40x 80 city garden 

29. Gladiolus Sweet pea shrub 
30. Japan quince Salmon peony 
31. Weigela er seat. Vines of 
32. White lilac atts paniculata 
33- Ferns 7- Lila 
34. Iris 48. Golden elder 
35. Sfirza Van Houtter g 
36. Bush honeysuckle 
37- Hydrangea 
38. Roses 
39. Madeira vine . Rack of nasturtiums 

love} 40. Japan honeysuckle - Rhubarb 
41. Sweet Mary and Columbine Tomatoes 
42. Spiderwort . Compost heap 
43- Red peony O. Trees 

is 6x6 feet and six feet high, and made of 
2-inch pine, and is intended for a toboggan 
slide in winter, the incline coming down into 
the lawn and the slide continuing to the house. 

The seats under the arbors are made of 
two-inch sidewalk plank of narrow widths; 
the seat at No. 46 is five feet long and about 
twenty inches wide, the one at No. 24 is four 
feet long and fifteen inches wide. Both are 
painted light stone color, so as to maintain a 
pleasing contrast to the dark shadows of the 
arbor recesses. 

One of the most interesting features of the 
garden is formed by the water-lily pond. 

The hill of slag is covered with Othonna and a forest of “old man”"’ shelters the 

is planted with water-lilies and irises, etc. 



Showing the steps leading up the hill to the castle over which cypress vine is 

Elephant’s ear in the foreground. Water-lilies in flower growing. 

From whatever position this little pond is 
viewed, a most charming picture is obtained, 
the clear water reflecting on its surface the 
lights and shadows of its surroundings and 
enhancing the beauty of the plants grow- 
ing on its banks, and just enough formal 
lines are presented in castle, mill and 
bridge to contrast with and render still 
more beautiful the natural grace of plant 
forms. 

To construct it, 1 had a plumber make and 
sink a galvanized-iron pan, ten feet long, six 
feet wide and one foot deep, the pan shown 
by dotted lines on plan. 

The excavation was made deep enough 
and large enough to allow a depth of eight to 
ten inches of ashes and cinders to be placed 
under and around the pan, to prevent any 
lifting by frost. : 

The pan is connected with the sewer drain, 
and the outlet pipe is so arranged as to pre- 
vent the water overflowing in summer. It 
can be removed after the first heavy frosts, 
and the pond is kept entirely drained during 
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the winter. The pan, sunk and connected 
with sewer drain, cost $8. 

The earth from the excavation was thrown 
up near the fence (and here I made an inner 
wall of inverted tomato cans to keep the dirt 
from rotting the fence) and this hill covered 
with slag from iron works. 

This was covered with low-trailing plants 
and a few miniature buildings and topped 
with a “forest,” and the whole forms a very 
pleasing background to the “lake.” 

The “castle” is cut out of half-inch pine 
and painted a light stone color. 

The “mill” with its old-fashioned over- 
shot wheel is made of half-inch stuff, and little 
boughs halved and nailed on the sides give it 
the appearance of being constructed of logs. 
The bridge is cut out of inch pine, painted 
stone color ,and makes a very pretty effect 
where placed; particularly pleasing is the 
reflection of its arch in the water of the pond. 

To construct the waterfall troughs were 
made and so placed that when water was 
turned on it would be carried from a pipe 

A lawn for croquet and other games. 

and abundance of flowers are in the border. 
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The arbor is covered with Japan clematis 

Fruit trees in the bacKground 

back of the castle, over the waterfall, through 
a little stream down over the wheel of the 
mill; then the troughs were built up with 
stones, slag and earth and planted with trail- 
ing plants and moss, the whole to simulate a 
natural waterfall and stream. 

In the corners of the pan I piled up earth 
to three or four inches above the water line, 
and continued it outside of the pan, to form 
beds. These are planted with various 
moisture-loving plants. In one corner is the 
umbrella plant (Cyperus alternifolius) and 
Jacob’s-ladder (Polemonium ca@ruleum); in 
another corner is a huge mass of cat-tails. 

Plants of elephant’s-ears thrive wonder- 
fully in the moist soil adjoining the pond; 
here also some iris, both wild and cultivated, 
find themselves in their natural home and 
show their appreciation by a profusion of 
bloom. 

Last but not least, all weeds pulled up, 
leaves and grass clippings and some manure 
go to make up a compost heap, which is dug 
into the soil the following spring. 

Entrance to the backyard. Annuals give a mass of 

gorgeous color all summer 

Luxuriant growth of the Zanzibar castor bean. Largest 

leaf measures 42 inches across 

The complete landscape in the bacKyard is a great 

delight to the children 
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Lilies the World Really Needs 

By WitHetm MILLer 

ee well illustrate the most important 
fact in plant breeding, viz., that at 

least half the battle is to find out what the 
world wants. You and I could walk through 
a ten-acre cauliflower patch on Long Island 
and never know whether there was a single 
plant in the whole outfit that ought to be 
saved for seed. Professor W. W. Tracy, the 
veteran seedsman, could tell. He could tell 
us the points of a cauliflower just as you may 
know the points of a St. Bernard dog. But. 
you and I do not know what kind of a cauli- 
flower the market demands, nor what one, 
most important quality the existent varieties 
lack. If we did, we could seize upon the 
slightest advance along that particular line. 

Without such knowledge, you and I would 
not be plant breeders—merely gamblers, with 
the chances a thousand to one against us. 
Yet the one thing that amateurs almost never 
do is to study the market end of a problem. 
America is full of dilettante inventors, who pin 
their faith on “inspiration” and never try 
to find out what value the world puts upon a 
thing. The patent office is full of inventions 
by country mechanics, who work alone and 
never get their ideas corrected by commerce 
with other people in the same line of work. 
And, sad to say, there is a regularly organized 
system of “bleeding” these good people by 
preying upon their vanity. So, too, there 
are, or have been, thousands of varieties of 
potatoes, dahlias, chrysanthemums,  etc., 
raised by amateurs which are utterly and 
justly forgotten, simply because they were 
not along the main line of development. 
They were side issues. Nobody wanted 
them. ‘They were not enough better. 

There is no short and easy way to find out 
what the world needs in lilies or in anything 
else, but there is one method which is generally 
pursued by the masters of invention—the 
method of comparative study. Your trained 
inventor, like Edison or Elihu Thompson, 
does not work by chance or by “inspiration”’; 
he painfully finds out something the world 
lacks—not a little want, but a big one. 
Then he sends for all the patents along that 
line. He gets a whole “sub-class” for $10 
or $15. In a week’s study of previous in- 
ventions he can find out what is the matter 
with them all, what they lack, and the line 
of effort is then clear. So, too, with lilies. 
You must grow them all and talk with other 
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growers before you can create varieties worth 
while. 

There are orly two lilies, in my opinion, 
that the world really needs—a better Easter 
lily and a hardy wnite lily that will live out- 
doors all winter in the North. As nearly as 
I can make out, there are more dollars spent 
for Easter lilies than for any other kind. 
The dollar sign is usually a safe guide, but 
not always. In this case the true cause lies 
deeper. The lily at Easter appeals, not 
merely to a sense of beauty but to a funda- 
mental religious instinct. You find white 
lilies in some of the oldest pictures of the 
Resurrection. Easter is the greatest flower 
festival of the year; white is the favorite colcr 
then; lilies have been an Easter symbol for 
many centuries. No wonder we spend a 
quarter of a million annually for Easter 
lilies. 

I presume that the people of southern 
Europe do not have to force lilies for Easter 
as we do. Their lily—the lily of history— 
used to be forced by American florists until 
the Bermuda lily took its place. The old 
Annunciation or Madonna lily (Liliawm can- 
didum) has a bell-shaped flower, the Bermuda 
lily (Lilium longiflorum, var. eximium) has 
a large trumpet-shaped flower. These are 
the only two lilies that have ever taken 
kindly to forcing, and the main reason why 
the Bermuda lily displaced the Annunciation 
lily is that the florists could make it flower 
with greater ease and certainty than the 
other. 

The Bermuda lilyis reallya native of Japan, 
and it has been injured by the slovenly 
methods of “get-rich-quick” bulb growers 
in Bermuda. It has at least seven impor- 
tant insect enemies and diseases. Bermudan 
greed has nearly, if not quite, killed the goose 
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that laid the golden egg. The only sure way 
to get rid of the troubles which cause such 
heavy losses to our florists seems to be the 
revolutionary method proposed by the United 
States Department of Agriculture, viz., to 
grow the bulbs ourselves from seed. Mr. 
George W. Oliver, of the Bureau of Plant 
Industry, has grown salable bulbs from seed 
in ten months—a feat which everybody 
supposed would require three or four years. 
He has even grown lilies from seed in six 
months and thirteen days. 

The problem of the Easter lily, therefore, 
is in good hands. Meanwhile the best thing 
the amateur and the florist can do is to pay 
a high price for Bermuda-grown bulbs for 
Christmas forcing and get the Japan-grown 
bulbs in November for Easter forcing. It 
may be years before the Department dis- 
tributes the new stock. ‘The regular course 
is to send novelties to commercial growers 
who are interested, and let them multiply 
the stock for the people; the public would 
only waste such things. I wouldn’t write 
the Secretary now for bulbs. He will tell 
us all at the proper time. We cannot get 
them any sooner. 

However, if you can’t wait you can grow 
Easter lilies yourself from seed. You can 
send for the Department bulletin, which tells 
you just how to do it. You can read “The 
Easter Lily—a Romance of Horticulture” 
in Country Life in America for April, 1904. 
After this, if no clear-cut plan of action sug- 
gests itself you will never be a second Bur- 
bank. You will only “putter.” 

It is more than likely that the problem of 
the hardy white lily will be solved, as a by- 
product of the Easter lily study, because 
Lilium longiflorum is said to come from a 
part of Japan whence we get other things 

The Annunciation, or Madonna lily (L. candidum) is the best white hardy lily we have, but it is not good enough. 

There is a fortune awaiting the man who can give us a better one 
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that are hardy in the northern United States. 
How could a man get bulbs of Lilium longi- 
florum from the northernmost spot in Japan, 
where they grow wild, I wonder? Who has 
grown Lilium longiflorum the farthest north 
of any one in America ? 
Why isn’t Lilium candidum good enough 

for a hardy white lily? Because it is more 
susceptible to disease than any other; be- 
cause no one knows whether to plant it deep 
or shallow, give manure or not, divide fre- 
quently or leave alone. Plenty of people 
have succeeded temporarily by opposite 
methods; no one is sure of permanent suc- 
cess and knows why. Can the facts be dis- 
covered and proved? Can the difficulties 
be overcome? There is a small fortune 
waiting for the man who will first give us a 
hardy white lily; possibly, also, a GARDEN 
MacGa4ZINE Achievement Medal. 

While there is no quick way of finding out 
what the world wants there is an excellent 
way of clarifying your ideas as to what the 
market does and does not get. Make a 
chart like the one on this page, which shows 
at a glance the kinds of lilies we do not have. 

In order to do this consider what are the 
two most valuable characteristics of the 
group of plants in which you are interested. 
In this case, the shape and color of the 
flowers are clearly the most important items. 
Therefore, range your important colors 
across the page and the shapes down one 
side. Try to fill each space with the name 
of the best variety of that shape and color. 
In this case there were so many good varieties 
in certain squares that I have made two 
tables, one for the spotted lilies and one for 
the lilies without spots. 
Now see what interesting flashlights such 

a chart throws upon our problem. Consider 
the spotted lilies. Practically all of them 
are turban-shaped, and it is evident that in 
this class there is room for a yellow tiger lily. 
The tiger lily is the commonest and cheapest 
of all lilies, the easiest to grow and one of the 
most permanent. Why should we not have 
this type in all colors, with and without 
spots? Evidently the tiger lily should be 
the basis of the plant breeder’s work, because 
it has every desirable quality except a wide 
range of colors. 

The other spotted lily of supreme impor- 
tance is Lilium speciosum. it is one of the 
most informal-growing lilies; the tiger lily 
one of the most formal. The rosy pink 
form of Lilium speciosum is the common- 
est, and the best for general purposes. The 
white variety, I fear, is neither so robust nor 
attractive. We have two series of colors in 
lilies—the strong ones red, orange, yellow, 
and the delicate ones white and pink. No 
species has been known to cross the color 
line. But why should we not have white 
and pink tiger lilies? Or Lilium speciosum 
in red, orange and yellow? I should think 
it would be worth $100 to create any of these 
varieties. I don’t want a blue lily or a green 
or purple one; andI believe the world doesnot, 
any more than it wants such monstrosities 
as blue roses, carnations, chrysanthemums 
or peonies. 

As to the unspotted lilies, the chart shows 
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The best Easter lily we have is the so-called 

“Bermuda” lily (ZL. longiflorum, var. eximium), but the 

getting of healthy bulbs is too much of a lottery. 

Something radical must be done 

that we have no funnel-shaped flowers in 
red or orange; no cup-shaped flowers in white 
or pink; and no turban-shaped flowers in the 
latter colors. All these combinations would 
seem to be attractive, and the chart suggests 
how to go at them, e. g., the first by crossing 
L. longiflorum and L. tigrinum; the second, 
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L. elegans and L. candidum; the third, L. 
tigrinum and L. speciosum, var. album. 

All this sounds delightfully simple. The 
trouble is it doesn’t work. Nothing is easier 
than to cross lilies, because the ‘flowers are 
so large, but nothing ever comes of the crosses. 
You get seeds and they grow and look won- 
derfully unlike in their young stages, but 
when they come into flower they are the 
same old thing. Peter Barr once told me 
that he had about an acre of lily seedlings. 
He spent no end of time hybridizing lilies, 
collecting seed, sowing it, and gloating over 
his thousands of young plants, no two of 
which were alike, but when they bloomed 
did he get anything new ? Not one solitary lily. 

“T saved P. ,’ exclaimed Mr. Barr, 
naming a famous American botanical ex- 
plorer. “I saved him from wasting his life 
trying to grow lily hybrids. He had started 
into the business and I warned him in time.” 

It is a singular thing that no lily hybrids of 
importance have ever been produced. True, 
the nankeen lily (Lilium testaceum) looks like 
a hybrid, and its native country is unknown. 
Who will solve this mystery for us? Why 

is it so easy to cross lilies and so hard to 
“break the type.” Who will give us lilies 
the world really needs—not a trifling lot of 
varieties which are just a little different from 
those mentioned in this table? And who 
can tell us varieties that are better than any 
that are named in this connection? The 
columns of THE GARDEN MAGAZINE are open 
to anyone who can carry our knowledge of 
the subject beyond this point. 

THE BEST SPOTTED LILIES 

WHITE PINK RED ORANGE YELLOW PRIMROSE 

Runnels eee 

Bellet alse eepaeteeee 

Chbibclossccsassace 

tigrinum superbum 
ARWAEING ooiocasscces speciosum speciosum speciosum Henryi Leichtlinii 

var. album var. Melpomene| pardalinum 
puberulum 

THE BEST UNSPOTTED LILIES 

WHITE PINK RED ORANGE YELLOW PRIMROSE 

Japonicum 
INA 5 oo Soscse55- longiflorum var. roseum Parry 

Belton miscistoseine candidum rubellum Canadense Canadense Canadense 

elegans, var. | elegans, var. | elegans, var. elegans, var. 
(Cibo ssossodeaoud Best Red fulgens alutaceum 

tenuifolium partheneion 
ANAL Oo Soncseess testaceum 

Chalcedonicum monadelphum 

A chart showing the best lilies of every shape and color. The blanks show which types have no hardy representa- 
tives in cultivation. A method of indicating opportunities for the plant breeder which can be adapted to any group 
of plants. The Pacific Coast species are L. pardalinum, puberulum and Parry. 
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GIANT PANSIES 
VAUGHAN’S INTERNATIONAL The World's Best. 

This mixture has been 
made up and sold by us for fifteen years. It contains the most varied colors, types, 
blendings and unique kinds that can be found in all the world. During the past 
three or four years we have added only the Giant strains which have been produced 
by French and German growers. Enormous in size, many with ruffled edges, with 
extremely thick velvety petals. This is the best general mixture in existence, and is 
the most widely known and popular. The worth of our Pansy Seed is best known to 
professional florists. Probably more than half of the American florists use our seeds. 

Price, Pkt. (250 seeds) 25 cts.; 5 Pkts. (1,250 seeds) $1.00 

NEW ORCHID-FLOWERED PANSIES 
A mixture of the most surprising, novel, unique and beautiful color combinations, 

entirely new among Pansies. The ground color of nearly all the flowers is in light 
shades; the petals are marked with large brown or golden yellow blotches which 
diffuse into rays and veins toward the edge. The upper petals are upright and sort 
of plaited, which gives the flowers their resemblance to orchids. The colors range 
in the terra-cotta shadings as well as in the flesh, orange, rose, pink and lilac. 

Pkt. 15 cts. 

Vaughan’s “ Elite’’ Mixture of Pansies 
This is not a complete mixture like our International; it does not contain any 

pure white, yellow or any self colors, nor any other of the well-known kinds. It is 
comprised of the Cream of four Pansy specialists’ choicest and most expensive 
mixtures and such new and novel kinds as listed above. It is a mixture that will 
please everybody who likes Pansies and can appreciate quality in color, shape, size 
and substance—in fact everything that makes a perfect Pansy. 

Aan Pkt. (250 seeds) 50 cts. 

Was awarded a Medal at the World’s Fair in Chicago in 1893, a Medal at the Trans-Missicsippi Exposition in Omaha in 1898, a Medal at the Pan-American 
Exposition in Buffalo in 1901. 

Parks and cemeteries East and West have used our International Pansy Mixture. Among these we may mention Oakwoods, Rose Hill and Mt. Greenwood 
Cemeteries and Linco’n Park and Washington Park, Chicago; The Public Garden, Boston; Prospect Park, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

TESTIMONIALS, 
Henley Beach, South Australia. 
I had not intended growing any 

Pansies next season, but your ‘*‘ Elite 
Mixture ”’ is so good everybody who 
sees the flowers will want some. 
Your “‘International’’and‘‘Giant’’ 

Pansy Mixtures are also splendid, in 
fact the very best I’ve secn. 

I am pleased to be able to say that 
all seeds I have had from you have 
been fresh and good, and in every CF 
Way just as yourepresentthem to be. =: mea | A 

f the seeds I am now ordering are SATO ~ 
equal to the previous lots I have had 
I shall be more than satisfied. 

J. Ernest PApMAN. 
= = 

Honolulu, H. T., Oct. 4th, 190s. 
Your International Pansies were 

grand. People who have traveled 
extensively in America and Europe 
said they had never seen my Pansies 
equaled. Et SNYDER. 

S Se 
<i SZ) Ze 

Z) 

Team 

La 3) 

Tekamah, Neb., Feb. roth, rgos. 
I wish to say that I had the largest 

Pansies from the seeds I got of you 
that lever saw. Everyone that saw 
them said that they had never seen 
such lovely Pansies. 

Jennre CLARK. THREE SPLENDID SALVIAS 

NEW SALVIA SPLENDENS, DROOPING SPIKES 

This new, large flowering Salvia (Scarlet Sage) has three times the flowering capacity on each spike of the 
ordinary Salvia Splendens. ‘Ihe flowers are produced in great numbers, causing the spikes to droop by their 

“ VAUGHAN'S BEST”” LARGE-FLOWERING SINGLE PETUNIA weight. The flowers are of the most brilliant, dazzling scarlet, produced in endless profusion and until late 
in the Fall. Pkt. (75 seeds) 10c., 3 for 25c., 1% oz. 40c. 

For freedom of bloom, variety of colors, ease of culture and effectiveness Petunias take 
rank with Astors, Phlox and Verbenas. If only a little care is bes‘owed upon them SALVIA SPLENDENS «“SILVERSPOT” 
Petunias will produce their handsome, sweet-scented flowers in their delicate and 
gorgeous colors throughout the whole Summer. The leaves are rich soft dark green with cream-colored spots. Pkt. 10c. 

“ Vaughan’s Best”? Mixture of Large Flowering Petunias GOLDEN-LEAVED SALVIA 

This mixture is made up by ourselves and includes all the best sorts and colors of the 4 2 mele ue f Foliage of a fine yell hade, hardly i arlet flow re of exceptional 
Large flowering and Fringed sorts, and the unsurpassed Superbissima varieties, with S SOG SRENGEy NEVE Os CERO OL FECON EINE Ui UNS Set AIG ES © e i ¢ a s s brilliancy, far more brilliant than the common Salvia Splendens. The color of the foliage is constant, and 
their delicately veined throats in various colors and their truly mammoth flowers. We Acs Gralloye * iby q if as : 
are positive that no other Petunia Mixture can produce flowers with as wide a range ges hoO ove per na bsanrensiaed wyibeat yb (sco) secds) sc: 7 Sitor25c- 
of colors as our Vaughan’s Best. Packet, 25c.; 3 packets for 60c. THREE NEW SALVIAS MIXED, Pkt. (150 seeds)715c. 

ALL THE ABOVE SHOULD BE SOWN SOON 

For 1906 our 150-page Catalogue, covering the MOST COMPLETE LIST OF FLOWER SEEDS OFFERED IN THIS COUNTRY, FREE 
on request. Please mention GARDEN MAGAZINE 

Address VAUGHAN’S SEED STORE. #1 5.t6 S2208hs ot" 
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Hundreds of Interesting Plant Offers 
And hundreds of valuable suggestions. You will like our good, readable catalogue entitled 
“HARDY ORNAMENTAL PLANTS OF THE BETTER CLASS.” 

We have cause to be proud of it—you will be proud of it, be glad to own a copy and 
to profit by the useful, interesting information it plainly gives. The chapters it contains 
are shorn of the usual confusing technicalities and are lacking in dryness. 

This catalogue tells just what you want to know about one of the greatest and most 
valuable collections of hardy ornamental trees in the world—and tells you in a way you 
will enjoy. 

LOW RATES. Our stock is low-priced, far lower than you could expect in plants 
of such high quality. Then, too, the assortment is so complete that you can often obtain 
from one source all the plants you would otherwise find necessary to buy from two or 
three places. You save both ways when dealing with us—you save the several shipping 
expenses and you get the advantage of very attractive rates that we make on quantities. 
Every item in the immense stock that we offer is in perfect condition. 

Here are but three samples of our many exceptionally attractive offers : 

HARDY GARDEN NUMBER SEVEN—$5.00 

A grand assortment of beautiful and most desirable Hardy 
Plants for an Old-fashioned Garden ; choicest Phlox, Pzo- 
nies, Larkspurs, Iris, etc, Will give a glorious display and 
make the garden gay with color from early spring until late 
fall. Will plant about 150 square feet of space. Lives for- 

lovers will be delighted with this assortment and with the 
charming effects it will create. 

(Read all about it on page 58 of our catalogue.) 

JAPANESE BLOOD-LEAVED MAPLE 

One of the most ornamental plants in American cultivation. 

Spraying with tobacco water will surely kill these enemies. 

This is the beautiful little tree, dwarf and compact, which 
has leaves of a bright, blood-red color. It takes little 
room and makes a great showing for the space it does take. 
Ours are directly opposite in character to the common, 
mean, little stunted things which are usually sold. OURS 
ARE GROWN ON THEIR OWN ROOTS and 
are not sickly or puny. Our plants will grow into magnifi- 
cent specimens. Two feet high, bushy, grown on their own 
roots. $2.50 each, five for $10.00. 

(Read all aboutJapanese Maples on page 64 of our catalogue) 

ever. Will furnish plenty of bouquets for house decoration, 
and will be one never-ending source of pleasure. 

(Read all about it on page 56 of our catalogue.) 

HARDY GARDEN NUMBER EIGHT—$10.00 

Contains over double the quantity in Hardy Garden Num- 
ber Seven,which allows us to make even a more attractive 
combination of pretty, hardy plants. Hundreds of garden 

Send ten cents in postage and we will place your name on our mailing list; then you will receive our 
catalogue and also our interesting booklets, folders, special offers, etc., issued from time to time. 
You will also have the full benefit of our ‘Special Information Department,” a service which 
may save you dollars, as it annually saves thousands for our friends. Tell us something about 
your property, its size, location, surroundings, and give us some idea of your needs and your plans. 

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS, Inc. Box R, Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa. 

SPRAYING INDOOR PLANTS 
For spraying plants indoors and out, the LENOX 

IMPROVED SPRAYER is the most serviceable for 
the house and garden. House plants generally suffer 
from lack of moisture, such as rain or the morning 
dew give them. This produces a misty shower that 
supplies the plant most naturally and completely, as 
absolutely necessary to real success with house plants. SPRAYING UN Jcaus THE LEAVES 

Spraying for insects and dust, it reaches every part of the plant over and wer the leaves, where insects breed. 
Had we the space, we could tell you many 

things about your plants, how essential it is to spray them while in the house, on the under side of the leaves. 

Sent complete with a cake of tobacco soap free. 
Make asuds and spray. Your plants will surprise you. 

THE LENOX MFG. CO., 1292 Broadway, New York 

How much 
Mother would 
like one, for 
her plants! 

cts. 
Post- 
paid 

An 8x30 Vegetable Garden 
[E WAS only a small patch, 8 x 30 feet, but 

we gathered five dollars’ worth of 
vegetables from it. Our success was due to 
planting succession crops and never allowing 
the ground to be idle. 

The first crop was three rows of peas, four 
feet apart, planted April rith and 28th. 

ay ‘he 

The patch July 20th when the peas were past their 

height and the corn still small 

Between these we sowed two rows of corn on 
June 26th and July 6th. One of the rows 
of peas was on a trellis, on the other side of 
which we planted Limas that gave us nearly 
another dollar’s worth. The peas were all 

The patch Augus{t 7th when the peas had been 
removed and the corn had begun fo spread itself 

finished and out by August ist, just as the 
corn was getting high enough to need the 
space, and by the first of September it needed 
all the ground. The corn was sowed about 
a foot to one side of the peas instead of 
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If you wish an Up-to-date Flower or Vegetable 
Garden the Coming Season YOU MUST HAVE 

SEED BOOK 
FOR 1906 

Because it contains the ost Com- 
blete List of Flowers and Vegetables 

known to Horticulture, together 
with many Striking Novelties that 
can be obtained nowhere else, among 
which I might mention: 

A Hothouse Cucumber that can be grown 
in the open ground. 

A Delicious Corn the Fourth of July. 
A variety of Onion that will keep in good 

condition a year. 

Absolutely the earliest Tomato in cultivation. 
A Green Pod Bean that is at all times with- 

out strings. 
Together with hundreds of other things that 

will insure you without question the 
finest garden in your neighborhood and 
the prizes at your fair next fall. 

This Seed Book costs me this 
year very close to fifteen cents per 
copy, but I will be pleased to send 
one free to every reader of [THE 
GARDEN MAGAZINE who will take 

the trouble to send me their address on a postal card. 

WM. HENRY MAULE, bawaterena enn. | 
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through the middle of the space. This had 
several advantages. It was near-enough to 

TO KNOW -THIS BEAU AE Ue oN veriias the peas so that they could be picked by 
reaching over it, and yet far enough away 

DAPHNE Is TO SURELY LOVE IEE to be cultivated. If it had been sowed half 
Sato (MS eT z way between the pea rows, the space would 

have been too crowded and the corn trampled 
in trying to get at the peas. The first photo- 
graph was taken on July 2zoth, when the peas 
were past the height of their season ard the 
corn less than a foot high. The second 
photograph was taken on August 7th, after 
the peas were pulled out, when the corn had 
begun to spread itself and the Limas on the 
trellis were beginning to fill the place occupied 
by the peas. The first sowing of peas 
yielded a crop worth $2, as did the corn. 

New York. A. Mason. 

ar eee The Strip Between Fence and 
“ . : Couatry Lite tnAmeric $ SIRE BRE SS Ears Eh Re EAD Sidewalk 
DAPHNE CNEORUM 

; IVING in a town which is not fenceless, 

E have succeeded in getting up a large stock of this rare evergreen hardy Daphne, which it was found that the foot-wide strip 
excels the arbutus for fragrance. It is a most beautiful evergreen, low-growing, of sod outside the fence between it and the 

spreading shrub, and in June, when in the glory of its first blooming (see illus- salk was = xj 
tration) , it would be hard to find its rival for beauty or fragrance. It ee freely at cement sidewalk. yas ane to Sez) ee 
intervals all summer, even late into the fall, and will grow almost anywhere, thriving “best presentable. It was impossible to cut that 
in full sunlight. Splendid for foreground work and rockeries, where good generous masses grass with a lawn mower and hand-clipping 
can be made to produce charming effects. Blooms freely the first season planted. 

Prices: Very bushy plants, each $1.00; per 10, $9.00. Strong plants, each 50c; per 10, $4.00 

OUR 1906 CATALOGUE If you anticipate purchasing choice hardy trees, shrubs, roses, and other hardy 
plants, borh fruit and ornamental, and appreciate quality, our stock is sure to 

meet with your approval. This, our new 1906 catalogue, is a priced index to our stock, and a copy of it is yours for the asking. 

THE ELM CITY NURSERY COMPANY, NEW HAVEN, CONN.’ 
VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME AT THE NURSERY 

SAVE. YOUR TREES tan ct eee 
66 
SCALECIDE,”’ WATER, and a good SPRAY PUMP 

Mr. A. N. BROWN, of Wyominc, DeEL., writes: ‘‘ You have conferred a boon on the American Fruit Grower.’’ 

Simple—more effective and cheaper than Lime, Sulphur and Sait. _ For sample, testimonials and price delivered at your railroad station 

address B. G. PRATT CO., 11 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y. 

RAWSON’S NEW HOTHOUSE CUCUMBER 
A variety of sterling merit—not by experiment but practical use—for we grow this 

A solution of “the unmowable grass by the fence” 

problem. Plant flowers 
variety in our twenty greenhouses at Arlington. Its origin is at Av/imgton. The seed is 

grown at Arlington on our own 

Jarms. We know what it is: the 

best for growing in greenhouses or 

hotbeds. 

120 feet of frontage is something of a task. 
The difficulty was finally met in the manner 
shown in the accompanying picture. The 
sod was turned under, and a rowof portulacca, 
mignonette and sweet alyssum seed planted. 

The second season enough self-sown 
“Volunteers” appeared to make re-seeding 
unnecessary. In the two seasons there has 
been no instance of a blossom or plant being 
disturbed, although many people, including 
school children, pass daily. 

One of the greatest pleasures of this idea 
is that it is being copied by others in this 
town, and, if the plan is new, it is hoped that 
this mention of it will ‘“‘pass it on.” 

Nearly any low-growing plant suitable 
for borders will do nicely for this purpose. 
Pansies, dwarf nasturtiums or bush sweet 
peas may be used where soil, moisture and 
other conditions are suitable. 

Towa. H. R. Mosnat. 

BEET, CROSBY IMP. EGYPTIAN. 

The smallest top, the quickest growing, 

the best for forcing or early planting. 

FLOWER SEEDS. Our strain of 

Giant Ten Weeks’ Stocks is in every way 

superior; larger flowers, ninety per cent. 

double. 

This and many other specialties in 

flower and vegetable seeds are found in 

our catalogue of 1906, “A7lington Tested 

COVER 1906 CATALOGUE Seeds.” It has been compiled with great GIANT STOCKS 

care as to description and illustration of a complete collection of Flower and Vegetable Seed. We 

want you to receive this catalogue. Write us; we will mail it free. 

W.W. RAWSON & COMPANY SEEDSMEN 

12 and 13 Faneul Hall Square BOSTON, MASS. 
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The Fountains of Paris 
represent the most beautiful and artistic works of their kind in the world. 

oD This detail, from the Grand Basin of Neptune at Versailles, gives, of course, 
Wis an inadequate idea of its surpassing beauty. Louis XIV spent five million 
fr francs ($1,000,000) in bringing water to Versailles; yet to-day any country 

ll dweller may bring water and have a fountain in his own door-yard by using a 

Hot-air Pump 
His water supply will cost him about five hundred instead of five 
million francs. So much has this wonderful invention of Captain 
Ericsson done for mankind in cheapening its domestic water supply 
and bringing water within the reach of the humblest cottager. 

Remember that these pumps are not steam-engines, but 
machines of low- -power, operated solely by hot air, automatic in 
their action, requiring no skilled attention, so simple that any 
servant or farmer’s boy can start and stop the little flame that 
gives them life. The cost of operation is almost nil, while the 
delivery of water is absolutely reliable at all times and seasons. 

Capacity 100 to 100,000 gallons of water per 
diem. One of these pumps, representing a 
permanent investment which will outlast a 
generation, can now be bought at the very 

low price of $108. Descriptive catalogue 
**U ” sent free on application. 

iba ee iw = 

ider-Eri E Co. ider-Ericsson Engine Co. #77 
bd 35 Warren Street, New York. 239 Franklin Street, Boston. Is = 

40 Dearborn Street, Chicago. 234 Craig Street West, Montreal, P. Q. == 

Tr a e 1 nN es 40 N. 7th Street, Philadelphia. 2z Pitt Street, Sydney, N. S. W. —S— 
Teniente-Rey 71, Havana, Cuba. The Hot Air Pump. 

N° garden is complete without a sufficient number 
of grape vines to supply an abundance of this 

delicious fruit. For nearly 40 years we have been 
furnishing high-grade vines for this purpose. 

_ @ We will send ten large vines of the best table varieties, including 
three red, three white and four black, for $1.00, delivered free. Send 

Everybody Likes ‘°proaucca by ©Cabot’s Shingle Stains 
7 : ike velv nd show the 

for our elegant Illustrated Descriptive Catalogue and Price-list. It They GUS deep and sott, like \ ely ct; a d 
will tell you how to plant, cultivate and train them. beauty of the wood. ‘They wear as long as the best 

T. S. HUBBARD CO. ||| paint, and wear better; cost half as much, and are 
Grape Vine Specialists Freponia, N. Y. the only Stains made of Creosote, “the best 
pase Soe En : 2 aig 

, wood preservative known. Lambert’s Pure Culture P Ate , 
Send for Samples of Stained Wood and Chart 

Mushroom Spawn, of Harmonious Combinations. 

Produced by new grafting process from SAMUEL CABOT, Sole Manufacturer, 
selected and prolific specimens, thoroughly Z 
acclimatized, has never failed to run. 1 Oliver Street, Boston, Mass. 

Sold by Leading Seedsmen. Practical ries pe oe eS 
27 Agents at all Central Points. 

Instructions on ‘‘ Mushroom Culture’’ a se Sa 
mailed free on application. } 

| 

z Little, Brown & Moore, and Woodruff Leeming. Architects. 
SHEATHING “QUILT’’—makes warm houses. 

MINNESOTA SPAWN CO., St. Paul. 

The Evergreen Hedge 
and Spectmen Crees 

shown below were bought 
of us and cost less than $10 

ae 

If you want to make the most 
of your chances, you want 

EVEN 
FIRE ARMS 

You put yourself at a disadvantage if you 
attempt to do without them. ‘‘Stevens”’ 
accuracy is noted the world over. 

Stevens Single Barrel Shotgun, No. 107, . . . . . $ 8.50 
Stevens Double Barrel Hammer Shotgun, No. 250, . 20.00 
Steyens Double Barrel Hammerless Shotgun, No. 350, 25.00 

Every sportsman should have the 140-page catalogue of ‘‘Stevens’’ 
rifles, shotguns and pistols, showing all sorts of styles, the various 
parts, different cartridges, the selection and care of firearms, notes on 
ammunition, sights, targets, etc. Send 4 cents in stamps and we will 
send it free. Insist on ‘‘Stevens’’: no 
other is as good. If your dealer tries RIFLES FOR BOYs: 
to pass off something else, order from “Steyens-Maynard, Jr.” 
us direct. Any ‘‘Stevens’’ firearms Sergi IG =e 
sent, express prepaid, on receipt of eee Re 
catalogue price. 

J. STEVENS ARTIS AND TOOL COMPANY 
420 High Street, = = CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS., U.S. A. 

Six Million Ev erpreens and other trees in Neuen 
If interested in fine Evergreens, write us. SPRUCE 
and PINE for re- foresting in any quantity. 30 

_ years’ experience growing Evergreens. 

Evergreen Nursery Company 
STURGEON BAY, WIS. 
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Residence of E. L. Atkins, 
Paducah, Ky. 

Equipped with Kewanee Water Supply Outfit 

in Your Country Home 

A KEWANEE PNEUMATIC TANK 
in the cellar, or buried in the ground, delivers water 
to all hydrants and plumbing connections by air pressure. 
Every comfort and convenience of a city water supply. 
Fresh, pure water at any moment of the day or night—just 
turn on the faucet. Splendid fire protection. No elevated 
tank to freeze or blow over. No leaky attic tank. Will last 
a lifetime without additional expense. 4,000 in operation. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. Read what a few users say: 

E. T. Crawford, Augusta, O. “Equal to any city water 
works.”” 

Rev. J. Wilbur Chapman, New York. 
lighted.” 

Emme Spafford, N. Bennington, Vt. ‘Does all you claim, 
and more too.’ 

U. R. Fishel, Hope, Ind. ‘““My Kewanee System is giy- 
ing splendid results.’ 

“Perfectly de- 

Write for names of users in your state and 
illustrated catalog No. 16, free if you mention 
The Garden Magazine. 

KEWANEE 

WATER SUPPLY CO. 
Drawer S. KEWANEE, 

Sure To Please You 
Send us the names of five Garden Enthusiasts and 
one dime for postage, and receive our new catalogue 
of choice seeds and 

ONE PACKET SPARK’S EARLIANA TOMATO ) VALUE 
ONE DANISH BALL-HEAD CABBAGE 
ONE WHITE ICICLE RADISH 50 
ONE FINEST MIXED ASTERS 

CENTS ONE CHOICE NAMED SWEET PEAS 

Mailed in a coupon envelope which we will accept 
as 25 cents when returned to us with an order for 
our superior Seeds amounting to $1.00 or more. 

STANDARD: SEED CO. 
210 Easr StreET, VALPARAISO, INDIANA 

Apple Tree Pests 
NUMBER of destructive enemies, aside 

from scale insects, attack the apple tree 
or its fruit in early spring. ‘The presence of 
the common apple borer may be detected by 
extruded fresh chips or borings hanging from 
the wound. The grubs may be cut out or 
killed by inserting a hooked wire in the bur- 
row. Egg laying and consequent infestation 
may be warded off largely by banding the 
base of the tree from the middle of May 
through August with tarred paper, or even 
newspaper, wrapped tightly around the 
trunk. 

Several leaf feeders are quite destructive 
to apple foliage and blossoms in early spring, 
the most important being the bud moth or 
bud worm, the cigar and pistol case-bearers, 
and the tent caterpillar. The bud worm is 
about half an inch long, with a brown body 
and dark brown head. It occurs among the 
webbed-together, unfolding leaves or opening 
blossoms. The two case-bearers are easily 
recognized because of the peculiar shelters 
they carry around. The cigar case-bearer 
has a long, slender, cigar-shaped, brownish 
case one-quarter inch long, while that of the 
pistol case-bearer is stouter and curled at 
the extremity much like the handle of a revol- 
ver. The bud moth winters in a minute 
brownish cocoon spun beside some projec- 
tion on the twigs, while the case-bearers live 

in their peculiar retreats then firmly attached 
to the bark. 

All are checked considerably by spraying 
with the lime-sulphur wash employed against 
scale insects. They can be easily controlled 
by an early poison application, preferably 
arsenate of lead, just as the leaves unfold and 
where they are at all abundant, the treatment 
should be as early as possible. The common 
tent caterpillar is too well known to require 
description. The brown egg-belts are easily 
detected and cut off or the young pests re- 
moved from the tree, though neither is neces- 
sary where spraying is practised. 

THE COMMONEST WORM PEST 

The codling moth or apple worm is alto- 
gether too abundant in most orchards. ‘The 
moths fly about a week after the trees blos- 
som, deposit eggs from which young cater- 
pillars emerge in seven to ten days, and then 
after feeding a little on the foliage, usually 
enter the fruit at the blossom end. ‘The pest 
is amenable to poison sprays. The first 
application should be made soon after the 
blossoms fall, and this may be supplemented 
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CANDIES, 
COCOA anv 

CHOCOLATES. 

ONE REASON wiv Maylory PRODUCTS 
MAINTAIN THEIR POPULARITY WITH THOSE 
WHO DEMAND THE BEST GOODS IS THAT 

STANDARD OF QUALITY 
IS NEVER LOWERED 

IN ORDER 10 JOIN THE RACE FOR QUANTITY. 

| TRADE-MARK 
I, Is Guaranteed to go twice 

; as far as paste or liquid polishes. X-Ray 
gives a quick, brilliant lustre and 

DOES NOT BURN OFF. 
FREE Sample sent 7 jou address Dept. 9. 

LAMONT, CORLISS & CO., Agts., 7S IHndson St., New York 

= miCHARDSO} a Ya FUAN = 
WORKING GLOVES FOR WOMEN 

AUTOMOBILE GLOVES FOR MEN 
Used in all kinds of housework, 

sweeping, clothes-hanging, tend- 

ing furnace, gardening, etc. 

DURABLE and ROOMY. Protect 

hands and wrists. 25 cents per 

pair, 5 pairs $1.00. Sent prepaid. 

Guaranteed satisfactory. 

S82 Wood St., Fremont, Ohio FREMONT MITTEN & GLOVE (0.. 

HORSFORDss 
HARDY PEANGS 
AND FLOWER SEEDS 

have a reputation of their own. If you want plants that will last 
from year to year, get them from a hardy climate like Vermont. 
New catalogue for 1906 offers all the most desirable kinds for the 
decoration of summer homes, without cenfusing the purchaser with 
the names of so many plants of doubtful hardiness and durabiliity 
It includes herbaceous plants, wild flowers and ferns, shrubs, 

trees, vines, bulbs, etc., for wet or dry ground, sun or shade, and 

all for outdoor culture. Ask for it. 

FRE DiKeHe A ORS FORD: 
Charlotte, Vermont. 
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Sas 

A Special Lot of Imported 
Roses at Special Prices 

For Immediate Acceptance Only 

Hardy Perpetual Roses 
(dormant plants) grafted on the Manetti Stock, in 
excellent condition. $7.00 per 100, or 75 cents a 
bundle of 10, one variety in each lot, no bundles 
assorted. These are the varieties—no C. O. D’s. 

This lot represents a surplus importation and is 
offered for prompt clearance. 

Baroness Rothschild, light pink. 
Anna de Diesbach, lively carmine. 
Charles Lamb, carmine crimson, 
Prince Camille de Rohan, deep velvety crimson. 
Madame Charles Wood, reddish crimson, very free. 
General Washington, red, shaded crimson. 
Reine Marie Henriette, dark red. 
Perle des Blanches, pure white, 

Samples Sent Free W&® 
to any one who asks. 

Make This Red-Hot Coal Test 

It is a “rue test. The spread of fire is generally due 
to flying sparks, white-hot embers or blazing brands falling 

“pure on shingle or far roofs which quickly catch. On Rex Flilntkote 
stems isaac Bereire, Bright cerise. ra they smolder and die—try it and see for yourself. 
Amalia, velvety red. si We do zof claim that Rex Flintkote is fire proo/—light it on 
Monsieur Boncenne, crimson. ‘A . . 

Jules Margottin, glossy pink. | the cut edge and it will slowly burn—but there are no cut edges on a 
roof—the method of laying avoids this. The surface only is exposed. Pius IX, pink. 

Madame Gabriel Luizet, satiny rose. 
Duke of Edinburgh, bright crimson. 
Frau Karl Druschki, pure white, waxy foliage. 
General Jacqueminot, brilliant crimson. 
La France, silvery rose. 
Madame Plantier, pure white. 
Magna Charta, pink, suffused carmine. 
Paul Neyron, dark rose. 
Peonia, large rose red. 
Mrs. John Laing, soft pink, extra. 
Countess Jules de Schulenburg, dark crimson red. 
Madame Joseph Combet, soft pink. 
Baron Bonstztten, velvety maroon. 
Abel Carriere, purplish crimson, 
Duke of ‘Teck, bright crimson. 
La France, lilac (climbing). 

TREE OR STANDARD—STRONG STEMS AND IN Ex- 
CELLENT CONDITION, FIVE OF ONE VARIETY 

IN EacH BUNDLE 

Madame Gabriel Luizet, satiny pink. 
Mrs. John Laing, deep crimson. 
Perle des Blanches, snow white. 
Crimson Rambler, crimson cluster. 
Ulrich Brunner, cherry red. | 
Gloire de Dijon, salmon and yellow. | 

80 CENnTs A BUNDLE 

WM. ELLIOTT & SONS, 
Seedsmen and Horticultural Auctioneers 

201 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK CITY 
Our 1906 illustrated catalog is now ready for mailing. 

Would you like us to mail it? 

Rex Flintkote is Good Fire Insurance 

It fulfills its purpose. Quality is not sacrificed, and never will be, 
to meet or undersell cheap competition. Rex Flintkote is an honest 
roofing in conception and execution. It resists fire; it resists rain, 
snow, heat, cold and wear. It is a perfect roofing for public build- 
ings, factories, railroad buildings, residences, barns and _ poultry 
houses. Two hundred thousand square feet cover the new 
Atlanta Railroad Terminal. Azy workman can apply 

. it. Complete laying outfit with directions in 
every roll. Simple as A-B-C. 

Our Handsome Booklet 220°"? 
the samples, also photos of Rex Flintkote buildings of 

all kinds. We answer roofing questions of every 
\ nature. For your own protection, do not accept 

\ cheap imitations. “Look for the Boy” in the [@y— 
octagon on every roll. Send us your name to-day. 

J. A. & W. BIRD & CO. 
29 India St.. Boston, Mass. 

Agents eyerywhere. 

A Well Painted House 
not only looks more valuable but is more valuable than a house on 
which painting is neglected. Good paint is the most profitable in- 
vestment on earth. ‘‘Good paint’’ means always a high-grade 

ready-mixed paint based on Oxzde of 
An Interesting Pamphlet: , 

“Paint: Why, How and When.” Zinc. 
Free. The NEW JERSEY ZINC CO. 

We do not grind xinc in oil. A listof Manufacturers 
of High-Grade Zinc Paints sent on application. 74 BROADWAY NEW YORK 

we still keep up 
the old habit of giving 

special directions, when 
asked, in addition to those for 
raising each variety of vegetable 
and flower contained in our 

catalogue—sent free. 
* 3.3. H. GREGORY 

& SON, 
Marblehead, 
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GARDEN CALENDAR 
Start these bulbs in the house in FEBRUARY to have fine 

young plants for the garden in spring: 

ALL BULBS DELIVERED—EXPRESS OR MAIL 
PREPAID—BY US 

SPECIAL THIS MONTH: 

by another a week or ten days later. The 
spray should be coarse and thrown upon the 
trees so that it will drop in the uptu.ned open 
blossom ends of the young fruit. The idea 
is to put the poison where the young cat- 
erpillars must eat it when entering the 
apple. 

There is sometimes a somewhat destructive 
second brood, which can be checked with 

FEBRUARY 
SMTW:-T-F:S 
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Hieguruberous Rooted Besoniss jen oan ne difficulty owing to the large amount of foli- 
Single white, rose, crimson, scarlet, salmon, | Red, yellow, tigered, white, rose, vermilion; i 25 

yellow, orange, a separate colors: each, 7c.; separate named sorts: each, roc ; doz., $1.00, age at the time the caterpillars hatch—the 
doz., 75¢.; 100, $3.75. 100, $6.50. : 

All colors mixed: each 6c.; doz., 65c.; 100, | Cannas a fine mixture: each, 8c.; doz., 85c.; latter part of July or early In August. Not 

$3.25. er Belen 
Caladium (Elephant’s Ears) Caladium’s, Fancy Leaved 

Large bulbs: each, 15c.; doz., $1.50; 100, $7.co Superb coloring, named sorts: each, 15¢.; doz., $1.50. 

Sow SEEDS in the house now to set out plants when spring comes 

Pkt. Pkt. Pkt. 
Ageratumy -ererreriiceieeieemce BGs Dahlias, Burbank’s single fancy... soc. Salvia Splendens ................ 10c. 
Sweet Alyssum......-....--..- a ec. Daisies, Burbank’s Shasta sorts .. roc. Snapdragon, brilliant colors ..... 5c. 
Alyssum, compacta, perfect little Heliotropes, in mixture........... 100. INicotianaleSanderi <2. |i) 1-1) LOC. 
ballyofsbloomprerereeeseeeee eer Fes Lobelia, finest border and ribbon Pansies, Berger's Never Fail, 

Asters, in choicest sorts .....-... 10€. planteeeaeeee eet ee Se AGuSC! superb collection. ............. I0C. 
Coreopsis, large flowered......... 5c. Sweet Mignonette, giant spikes.. 5c. Verbena, mammoth mixture of 
Candytuft, Giant Hyacinth ....... 5c. Petunia, single frilled and ruffled . roc. Sie) SOUS scodeseuncasonovase 10C. 
Crysanthemum, hardy garden sorts toc. Petunia, double fringed.... ..... 10 Wallflower, mixed................ 5c. 

These 20 packets of TESTED PRIME FLOWER SEEDS for $1.00 

NOTICE a For $1.00 you can select $1.15 worth from above lists 
e For $2.00 you can select $2.35 worth from above lists 

For $3.00 you can select $3.50 worth from above lists 

OUR SPRING CATALOGUE READY FEBRUARY Ist. 

H. H. BERGER & CO., 47 Barclay St., New York 1338 

y JAMES KSONSy SOW 
eS Ds 

ay? — GARDEN AND 
we ELORAL GUIDE 

FREE FOR THE ASKING. 

A Piedmont Red Cedar Chest 
protects furs and clothing against moths. No 
insect can endure the delicious fragrance of the 
real Southern Red Cedar. 

A lasting, useful present for weddings or 
birthdays. Shipped direct from the factory to 
your home on approval, freight prepaid, 

Write for booklet and factory prices. 
PIEDMONT FURNISURE CO., Dept. G, 
Statesville, N.C. 

Ten cents will bring you a packet of Vick’s 
Branching Aster, mixed colors, our 1906 Cata- 
logue, and a coupon good for ro cents on purchase 

of $1.00 fromit. The Guide describes Vick’s Violet 
King and Mikado Asters, two absolutely new ones 
of our own production,—good specimens of Vick 
Quality. Send for the Catalogue anyway, it’s free. 

JAMES WICK’S SONS, 
362 Main St. Rochester, N. Y. i 

a 

BC Cx ; 
: dG NAHUATL NUT LOU ANAS THIN PPLD 

Awarded TWO GRAND PRIZES at the St. Louis Exposition, one for Seeds 

and another for Vegetables, also a SILVER MEDAL for Hyacinths and Crocus. 

7 

The fine white “‘saw-dust’’ a few inches up the 

trunk of the apple tree is the borer’s tell-tale. The 

only effective means of attack is to poKe a wire 

in the hole and so Kill the creature 

all care to resort to arsenical poisons, and in 
that event advantage may be taken of the 
insects’ habits by banding the trees with 
either burlap or straw in June. Large num- 
bers of the caterpillars assemble under such 
shelters, and should be destroyed at ten-day OUR 1906 CATALOGUE—Now Ready— 

contains a wealth of information invaluable to all interested in horticulture. The half- intervals till the latter part of August and 
again in late fall. Control in this manner 

tones and illustrations are superb, and the cultural directions are reliable and complete. : Pecaite : 
Petes > P is more effective if the bark of the trees is 

No seed annual published can in any respect approach kept smooth. Fallen, infested fruit should 
ane OUR Wh SUGECESOTME sana edkeon be destroyed by feeding or otherwise before 

: ‘ the worms therein escape. Winter birds are 
Mailed FREE on application. valuable allies of the fruit growers as they 

empty many cocoons, and therefore they 
J. M. THORBURN & CO., 36 Cortlandt Street, New York should be attracted to orchards and gardens 

Over a Century in business in New York City as much as possible. E. P. FEtt. 

New York State Entomologist. 
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Of SEEDS, PLANTS, BULBS, TOOLS, BOOKS, Etc., 
For the Garden, Greenhouse, Lawn and Farm. 

BEAUTIFUL — INSTRUCTIVE — ELABORATE. 
188 large pages, richly illustrated with photographs from nature; \ 

8 colored and 6 duotone plates, and art cover. It weighs 1 pound. 

TO GIivE 

Henderson's Gatalogue “Everything for the Garden’ 
the largest possible distribution, we make the following liberal offer: 

EVERY ESIPTY ENVELOPE 
COUNTS AS CASH 

To every one who will state where this advertisement was seen and who encloses Ten 

Cents (in stamps or coin), we will mail the catalogue and also send free of charge 

Our famous 50c. “HENDERSON” COLLECTION OF SEEDS 
containing one packet each of Giant Mixed Sweet Peas; Giant Fancy Pansies, 

Mixed; Giant Victoria Asters, Mixed; New York Lettuce; Larly Ruby Tomato 

and White-tipped Scarlet Radish in a coupon envelope, which, when emptied 

and returned, will be accepted as a 25-cent cash payment on any 

order amounting to $1.00 and upward. 

(0 | 35.AND 37 
* CORTLANDT ST., 

gees cree en ete a 

Wisve, 

OBSERVATORY BEE HIvE 

‘¢Saved Twenty Times Its Cost ”’ 
“T am writing this,’’ says E. C. Parmelee, Highlands, N. J., ‘‘ by the light of one of your 

| Angle Lamps. In fact I would not think of using any other light. They are the lamps. 
| eS Everyone who has seen mine is impressed with them. Why, I have saved at least twenty 
{ q One of the best educators for beginners times their cost in oil, burners, chimneys and ‘cuss words.’”’ 

The Angle Lamp is not an improvement on the old style lamp but an entirely new 
In Bee Keeping 1S the Observatory Hive principle of oil lighting which has made common kerosene (or coal oil) the most _satisfac- 

tory of all lighting methods. Safer and more reliable than gasoline, or acetylene, yet 
as convenient to operate as gas or electricity. 

Books are good, but what you read is easily forgotten, 
and nothing will impress facts upon your mind as : The ANG LE LAMP 
readily as witnessing them. We manufacture the most 
complete line of bee-keepers’ supplies in the world. | is lighted and extinguished like gas. May be turned high or low without odor. No 

smoke, no danger. Filled while lighted and without moving. Requires filling but once 
ci 4 or twice a week. It floods a room with its beautiful, soft, mellow light that has no equal. 

Write for Catalog and for little bee boboks—AI] Free. Write for our catalog ‘41’ and our proposition for a 

Ee ROOT CO. Main Office, Medina, Ohio || OU DESY SPREE TRIO. 
Write for our catalog 4r listing thirty-two varieties of The Angle Lamp from 

BRANCHES $1.80 up, now—before you forget it—before you turn this leaf—for it gives 
New York City, 44 Vesey Street Philadelphia 10 Vine Street you the benefit of our ten years of experience with a// lighting methods. 

Chicago, 144 E. Erie St. Washington, D. C., 1100 Maryland Ave., S. W. fs THE ANGLE MFG. CO., 78-80 Murray St., New York 
rise 
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DO YOU KNOW WHAT 

Trane Shrubs and Plants 
| are hardy in 

CANADA? 
If not 

write for our beautifully illustrated book, 

“WHAT TO PLANT IN CANADA.” 

A particular feature of this book is a map 

| of the Dominion showing the hardiness of 

If you 

in Montreal, Toronto or Winnipeg, 

or if your summer home is at Murray Bay, 

The Thousand Islands, Muskoka, etc., 

| | you can avoid disappointment by obtaining 

|| this book. 

|| ornamental plants in any locality. 

live 

Sent free to anyone intending to do planting, 

on receipt of 12 cts. to cover cost of mailing. 

|| CANADIAN NURSERY COMPANY 
(LIMITED) 

2210 St. Catherine Street, Montreal, Canada 

RAPES draw large quantities of 
PotasH from the soil. This 
must be replaced in the ferti- 

lizer, else the vine cannot thrive. 
Interesting pictures of grape vines, 

grown with and without Portas, are 

shown in “Plant Food,” one of a 

number of valuable books for the 
farmer, which we send free for the 

asking. Send name and address. 
} Address, GERMAN KALI WORKS, 

93 Nassau Street, New York. 

TREES 
FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL 

STRAWBERRIES 
AND HOWTO 
“GROW THEM 1906 

Worth its BOOK Bae 
FREE pe i 

The Book that beats them all because it tells how big crops 
of big fancy strawberries can be grown every year and how to 
pick and pack them for big prices. It keeps Experienced Growers 
posted on new discoveries in plant breeding and latest cultural 
methods. It takes beginners through a complete course of 
instruction ; tells just when and how to do ev erything to get Big 
Results, and how to start a Profitable Berry Farm with little 
capital. Beautifully illustrated with photo-engravings. Don’t 
order your plants until you read this book. It is free. 

R. M. KELLOGG CO., Box 690, THREE RIVERS, MICH. 

The Best Fruit Paper 
monthly at St. Joseph, Mo. The reg- 

p dollar a ye. ut if you will write for free 
py aad mention this paper, you will receive a proposition 

vy may secure it one year WITHOUT COST. Every one 
who has a few fruit trees or a garden, should read 

Evergreens 
|| Shrubs Roses 

Hardy Plants 
All the Best and Hardiest Varieties 

Largest and Most Varied Collections in America 

is The Fruit-Grower, publisted 

ELLWANGER & BARRY 
Nurserymen—Horticulturists 

MOUNT HOPE NURSERIES 

Established 1840 

ST JOSEPH. MISSOURI 
very issue is handsomely illustrated and from 32 to 64 pages a month 

are filled with interesting matter pertaining to 

fruit-growing and gardening. The first four issues 

of 1906 will be handsome special numbers devoted 

to the following subjects: January, The Horticul- 

tural Societies; February, Spraying; March, Gar- 

dening; April, Small Fruits. Any one of these 

numbers will be worthadollarto you. We publish 

the ** Brother Jonathan Series” of fruit books. Send 

your name and learn how to secure these books free. 

iW 

ROCHESTER NEW YORK 

Illustrated Descriptive Catalogue (144 pages), 
also Descriptive List of Novelties and Spec ial 
ties with beautiful colored plate of the New 
Hardy White Rose Frau Druschki, mailed FREE 
on request. 

TRADE MARK 
BRO. JONATHAN 

Fruit-Grower Co., 104 S. 7th St., St. Joseph, Mo. 

WHEN YOU WANT 

WRITE FOR COMPLETE CATALOG 

HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON ARMS CO. 
373 PARK AVE.., 

WORCESTER, MASS. 

Pruning Shears 
Will Snip a Broom Handle 

That gives you an idea of the strength and quality of the 
pruner. Wiss Pruning Shears will outlast a dozen ordinary 
ones. They will cut tissue paper. That shows how nicely 
they are adjusted. 
Nurserymen and growers of fine trees use them in preference 

to all other shears—they will cut clean the thickest twigs or the 
most delicate tendrils without tearing. 

Wiss dealers will replace free of charge any shears returned 
defective or unsatisfactory. 

All parts are interchangeable. If any part (say the blade) 
becomes worn, itcan be replaced, thus making the shears as 
good as new at a slight cost. 

in two sizes—9 inch, $2.25; 10 inch, $2.50 
Extra blades, 50 cents each. For sate by all dealers. 

J.WISS & SONS CO., 15-33 Littleton Ave., Newark, N.J. 

Made 

SPECIAL PREMIUM OFFER 
To all readers of the GARDEN MAGAZINE we are 

offering special inducements on Seeds. Our 64- 
page Descriptive, Illustrated Catalogue will 
give you full particulars. 

Don’t miss this grand opportunity. Write to-day. 
Mailed Free. A postal will bring it. 

W. E. MARSHALL & CO., 146 W. 23d St., New York 

JAMES VICKS 
pil 

SEWAGE AND GARBAGE: DISPOSAL 
problems are solved for Country homes and summer 

camps by 

INTERNATIONAL INCINERATORS 
Sanitary, odorless, thoroughly practical. Illustrated book- 
let and prices on request. Special proposition to agents. 

INTERNATIONAL INCINERATOR CO., 648 Prudential Bldg., Buffalo, N.Y. 
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Bush of Frau Karl Druschki, fourteen months from planting. 

Why not have the Best Roses 

Since they require no more space or care 
(except to cut the extra blooms) ? 

OUR OFFER for 1906 includes: 12 Best Garden Roses, 12 
Best Everblooming Hybrid Teas, 22 New Roses, and the cream 
of the old. 

Our Roses were awarded a Gold Medal at St. Louis. 

Killarney, Baby Rambler, Frau Karl Druschki, 

Franz Deegan, Gruss an Teplitz, etc., etc. 

Chowe Shrubs and Trees of all kinds. 

CATALOGUE FREE. 

S. G. HARRIS, = Tarrytown, N. Y. 

THE GARDEN MAGAZINE 

The Garden Magazine 

WINDBREAK AND SCREEN PLANTING AT WESTBURY NURSERIES 

F.vergreens for Winter Comfort 

Evergreens are often considered as expensive, isolated ornaments for 
the lawn. There is a work they will do if planted in quantity. Plant 
them as windbreaks, shelter belts, screens, for ornament, and increase the 
beauty, comfort and value of your property. 

The foresight and skill of the WESTBURY 
We have evergreens by the 100,000 

and make them profttable. 
NURSERIES make this possible. 

Reforest your barren lands 

grown oz Long Island, from Long Island seed, to fit Long Island conditions. 
Send for price list of transplanted and seedling evergreens—the white, 

Austrian, Scotch and densiflora pines, the spruces, at low rates in quantity. 
Order now for Spring planting. 

Cedars, pines, firs, spruces, 15 to 45 feet high. 400 feet of old sheared 
Hemlock hedge, 8 by 8 feet, moved at any season by the HICKS’ TREE- 
MOVERS, built for various types of tree and soil. 

ISAAC HICKS & SON, Nurserymen and Scientific Treemovers 
WESTBURY STATION, LONG ISLAND, N. Y. 

HOME STUDY COURSES 
| Pe. interested 

in farming or garden- 

ing, everyone who 

owns or who expects to own 

asuburban oracountry home, 

should know about The 

Home Study Courses in Agri- 

culture, Horticulture, Land- 

scape Gardening and Flori- 

culture, which we offer under 

Prof. Wm. P. Brooks of the 

Massachusetts Agricultural 

College and Prof. John Craig 

of Cornell University. 

@ There is money and pleasure, 
too, in farming and gardening, in 
the growing of fruit and of flowers, 
for those who understand the ways 
how and the reasons why of 
modern agriculture. A knowledge 
of landscape gardening and flori- 
culture is indispensable to those 

JOHN CRAIG 

Professor of Horticulture in Cornell University 

who would have the pleasantest homes. 
q Every reader of THE GarpeN MacaziNe who is interested in these matters 
is invited to send for a free copy of our eighty-page catalogue and full infor- 
mation in regard to our home study courses. 

THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL 
Dept. 8, SPRINGFIELD, MASS. 

MAKE YOUR GROUNDS BEAUTIFUL 

<i 

Bobbink & Atkins, Rutherford. NJ 

zor 

WEEPING BLUE SPRUCE, This most wonderful 
weeping conifer is the most distinct weeping 
tree in existence. No lawn is ccmplete without 
one; ask price. 

ROSES, 500 varieties. 
CONIFERS and EVERGREENS, 150 varieties. 
RHODODENDRONS, so varieties. 
EVERGREEN SHRUBS, 35 varicties. 
FLOWERING SHRUBS, 350 varieties. 
JAPANESE MAPLES, 25 varieties. 
ORNAMENTAL DECIDUOUS SHADE TREES, 125 

varieties. 
WEEPING and STANDARD DECIDUOUS TREES, 

50 varieties. 
HEDGE PLANTS, 25 kinds. 
HARDY VINES and CLIMBERS, 90 varieties. 
PLANTS and TRAILING VINEs, 12 varieties. 
SPRING and SUMMER FLOWERING BULBS, 250 

varieties. 

Se Ee 

mS 

Bobbink & Atkins 

NURSERYMEN 

end FLORISTS 

RUTHERFORD, NEW JERSEY 

eS IE 

DECORATIVE and FLOWERING PLANTS, 50 
varieties. 

TRAINED and OTHER FRUIT TREES. We can 
supply in any quantity and in all varieties; Nec- 
tarines, Peaches, Plums, Apricots, Cherries, 
Pears, Apples, etc. 

SMALL FRUITS, 75 varieties. 
JT TREES, ro varieties. 
ISCELLANEOUS NEW and RARE PLANTS and 
VINES, 25 varieties. 

NEW and RARE TREES, SHRUBS and EVER- 
GREENS. 35 varieties. 

HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS (Old Fashioned 
Flowers), 1,500 varieties 

NEW and RARE CHOICE HARDY PERENNIALS, 
65 varieties. 

ORNAMENTAL GRASSES, 30 varieties. 
HARDY FERNS, 50 varieties. 

All of the above and many others now growing in our Nurseries are enumerated and 
described in our New Illustrated General Catalogue, which we will mail free to parties 
desiring to beautify their grounds. We will be glad to have intending purchasers visit our 
Nurseries, where they will find the most complete collection of stock to make their grounds 
beautiful. 

BOBBINK & ATKINS (an*2rorists) RUTHERFORD, N. J. 
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How I Became an Orchid Grower 

I WAS attracted to the orchids that have 
now become my hobby by seeing a few 

miscellaneous blooms displayed, ten years 
ago, outside Rolker’s old auction rooms in 
Liberty Street, New York. Wandering down 
past that spot, I was curiously attracted by 
the fantastic forms and the superb colorings 
of the flowers. A moment’s hesitation and 
I stepped inside to satisfy my curiosity, for, 
though I had a natural love of flowers, my 
experience and acquaintance so far had been 
with the commoner carnations, roses, and 
such like—the every-day flowers that every- 
one knows—but which to-day I must confess 
appeal to me no longer. 

Once inside the auction rooms I soon en- 
pO gaged in conversation with the consignee’s 
A se ages. ( : representative, who, in answer to the ques- 

Be SS a ‘ wat . tions as to cultivation, said: “They are as 
easy to grow as geraniums.” You may smile 

G R O V4 IN G O R G H somewhat at that idea, and after I had made 

only a few fitful attempts to grow a mixed lot 
ROM the common yellow Moccasin found in our woods to the exquisite purple- 

garbed Cattleyas from the jungles of South America, the Orchid is the most 

beautiful, mysterious and lasting of all flowers. 

Contrary to general impression, the growing of Orchids is not a difficult task. In fact 
they can be grown in any of our greenhouses in connection with other plants, the Orchid 
demanding but little care and comparatively small expense. One plant costs but the 
price of a single bloom and yields abundant flowers for three months. The cut flowers 
will remain fresh for two weeks. 
In the interior view shown, the Orchids in their attractive wooden-framed baskets hang 
from the rafters, while in the beds below are growing ferns, potted plants and other 
flowers and vegetables. 
The Burnham-Hitchings-Pierson Company’s houses are designed to meet every require- 
ment of the amateur. These houses yield you all the year around joys in flowers for 
the home and out-of-season vegetables for the table. 

Send for U-A collection of cuts showing a number of these houses. 

b, eS 3 
A WE: a. <4 we ? a en 

s 2 

The giant orchid (Cattleya labiata, var. Sanderiana, v. 

gigas) which flowers in midsummer. Its gorgeous 

coloring has shades of purple with two yellow spots. 

| 

of stove, intermediate and cool members of 
the orchid family, I too was ready to disbelieve. 

To-day, however, I am free to assert that 
Mr. Dimmock was right—quite right—and 
in this way. If you would really grow good 
geraniums—grow them in sucha way as to get 
out of them the best that they are capable 
of—you must give them special attention, they 
must be studied. Of course a geranium will 
grow to a certain degree under almost any 
condition, but the plant will not be a speci- 
men—a thing of beauty, growing better year 
by year. And so it is with orchids. 

You cannot grow orchids as you would 
grow geraniums; each kind has its peculiar 
needs, which must be supplied. 

“Try a few,” he said to me, andI did. I 
bought a half-dozen plants, and so absorbed 

BURNHAM-HITCHINGS-PIERSON COMPANY 
Boston Branch: 819 Tremont Bldg. Greenhouse Designers and Manufacturers. 1433 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY 

; “TN £ KILLS SAN JOSE SCALE 
“a’¢ HAMMOND'S SLUG SHOT WORKS, Ps2#itkoyttedson, 
SOLD BY SEED DEALERS OF AMERICA. SEND FOR PAMPHLET 

John Nolen_offers his services as landscape architect to owners of private 
MET TT a aes : places; park commissioners; hotel proprietors; owners of factories; real 

estate companies and yoluntary improvement associations. He will be glad 
TI M E JEAG PR UN ING to co-operate with anyone who desires assistance in developing property for 

; use, having due regard to the beauty and appropriateness of its appearance, 
Mr. Nolen will furnish plans showing the best location for buildings, paths. 

OF roads and other constructions; also planting plans. Correspondence is 
. F ; O l invited. For further information address 

jeieuate orest and rnamenta JOHN NOLEN, Landscape Architect, 

j bridge, : Trees av be done now Harvard Square, Cambridge ‘hata CORE Ie 
Massachusetts. 5 y 

We send out experts whose work will save the : ee One learns best by experience. My first 

trees which are suffering from neglect. The Agricultural Experts Association plants were consigned to a pit, which was 

Write for Estimates GEORGE T. POWELL, President heated by an oil stove. It would not do for 
s 120 Broadway - = NEW YORK orchids. It was impossible to give them a 

Catalogue of Shiubs and Herbaceous Plants 
sent on application. 

proper supply of*buoyant fresh air. That is 
the one point in orchid growing on which 
beginners are usually wrecked at the outset. 
Orchids must have fresh air and abundant 

XAMINATION of soils to determine condition and methods 
for improvement. Laying out of country estates, including 

architect’s services, residences, greenhouses and other buildings. 
Shatemuc Nurseries BARRYTOWN, Building and landscape gardening. Problems relating to engineer- 
ee DUC ESST CORON enYs ing and sanitation. Selection and purchas> of blooded stock. 

Consultation on all land problems. Correspondence invited. 
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If it isn’t an Eastman, it isn’t a Kodak. 

There’s a world of delight in 

KODAK 
Home Portraiture, and it is simpler than 

most people think. Beautiful results are 

obtainable by the light of an ordinary 

window, or by flashlight. A _ portrait 

attachment, at fifty cents, adapts the 

small Kodak to the making of good sized 

bust photographs. The simple methods 

are made clear in: 

‘““Amateur Portraiture by, Blashlight, Wy by Wm. S. 
Ritch, : - = $| 10) 

‘“Home Portraiture, Me by FE. M. Sicadhaen, -  - 25 
“Modern Way of Picture Making ’’ contains full 

text of both of above, and special articles by 
the leading authorities, including Stieglitz, 
Eickemeyer, Dugmore, Demachy, etc., 200 
pages beautifully illustrated. Bound in cloth. 
The most clear, concise and comprehensive 
book ever published for the amateur, - 

and Hardiest Known 

DENDRON 

awbiense 

na Mountain Species. 

by Highlands Nursery 

Carolina Mountains, 

yation. By the single 

lots. The most unique 

catalog published (ex- 

tive Plants). 

The Best 

RHODO. 

Cat 
True Caroli 

Grown only 

in the high 

3,800 ft. ele 

plant or car 

All Kodak dealers or by mail. 

EASTMAN KODAK CoO. 

Rochester, N. Y., The Kodak City. 

Amateur Kodak Portrait 

made by the light of an 

ordinary window. 

and beautiful 

clusively Na Garden =Seed Wisdom 
Can we persuade you to plan your vegetable 

HARLAN P. KELSEY 
6 Beacon St., Boston 

e€ 

FERRIS 
Trademark 

1s never put on a Ham or 
Bacon that has not been 
cured and smoked under 
our personal supervision! 

garden at. onceP Your keen enjoyment will 
amply compensate you for the little time and 
effort necessary in the early spring. 

Study the seed catalogue, as so much of your later success 
depends upon the varieties ordered. You get results from 
your garden that money cannot buy—better than anything in 
the market, and fresh every day. 

Our **q Little ook About Roses” 
IT LEADS THEM ALL 

Washburn College, 
Topeka, Kansas, Feb. 11, 1905. 

“ After reading the big padded catalogues 
in which the most common things, even 
trash, are described in the superlative, it 
is a tonic to take up your little book, which 
dares to tell the truth.”’ 

(Prof.) W. A. Harshbarger. 

Tufts College, Mass., Feb. 6, 1905. 

““Your modest catalogue, just received, is 
worth some whole volumes on accountof its 
concise and complete directions on the cul- 
ture of the Rose, and I own a good many 
works on floriculture.”’ G. W. Bullard. 

Easton, Md., Oct. 8, 1905. 
“Tl admire your frankness, and if there 

were more such catalogues floriculture 
would be brought to a higher plane.”’ 

C. D. Lee. 

1906 edition ready Feb. Ist. May I send 
you acopy? It’s free to intending planters. 

G. H. PETERSON, Rose and Peony Specialist 
FAIR LAWN, NEW JERSEY 

Therefore, 
Cs little higher 

In price— 

\ But!” 7 

Gardenisakann 
Manual 

For 

1906 

describes all choic- 
: | est varieties of vege- 
Inousetaseee | tables and flowers. 

The Iron Age Hor- 
ticultural Label 
and Row Index 
marks place and 
date of planting, 
shows name, varie- 
ty, fertilizer used, 
and date of maturity. 
Card removable, pro- 
tected by weather-proof 

Grits al {i mica cover, and held at 
Label convenient angle for reading 

naval yY Forms valuable record at end of 
Raw season. Made of high quality of 

4 iron, galvanized, and will last a life- 
Index fey time. For sale by all prominent deal- 

ers and seedsmen or sent, charges paid, on 
receipt of 30 cents in stamps. 

IRON AGE 
Horticultural Lable and Row Index 

Our Two New Tomatoes 

JUNE PINK and STRAIN No. 10 SPARKS’ EARLIANA J 
are without peers in their respective classes. The earliest 
of all, one in pink and the other in red sorts; perfectly 
smooth. Two weeks ahead of any other varieties. Round, 
solid, fleshy and of fine flavor. 

Price: JUNE PINK—Pkt., 20c; 3 pkts., 50c; 7 pkts., $1. 
STRAIN No. 10 SPARKS’ EARLIANA—Pkt., 15c¢; 

¥% oz., 60c; oz., $1. 

Put the seed in NOW. Transplant into pots or berry § 
baskets and keep them in warm place until danger of frost is 

f over. Then transplant outside and have choice fruit the 
latter part of June. 

2 mM | JOHNSON & STOKES "Philadelphia 

is only one of the famous Iron Age Garden Implements. _—A full 
line of Wheel Hose, Hill and Drill Seeders, Cultivators, etc., are illustrated and 
described in our New Iron Age Book. Mailed free on petuere 
BATEMAN MFG. CW., Box C, Grenloch, N. J. 

For Liquor and 
Drug Using 

A scientific remedy which has been 
skilfully and successfully administered by 
medical specialists for the past 25 years 

Seeds, Plants, Roses, 
Bulbs, Vines, Shrubs, Fruitand Ornamental Trees 

The best by 52 vears test, 1,200 acres, 40 in 
hardy roses, ne better grown, 44 green- 

houses of Palms, Ferns, Fieus. Geraniums, 
Everblooming Roses and other things too 

numerous to mention. Seeds, Plants, Roses, 
ete., by mail postpaid, safe arrival and sat- 
istnetion guaranteed, larzer by express or 
freight. You will be interested in our extraordi- 

nary cheap offers of over half a hundred choice 
24 collections in Seeds, Plants Roses, Trees, 

ete. Elegant 168-page Catalogue FREE. 
Send for it to-day and see what values we give for 
a little money. 

THE STORRS & HARRISON CO. 

Box 180, PAINESVILLE, OHIO 

AT THE FOLLOWING KEELEY INSTITUTES: 

Harrisburg, Pa. 

Pittsburg, Pa., 

4246 Fifth Ave. 
Providence, R. I. 

Salt Lake City, Utah 

Buffalo, N. Y. 
White Plains, N. Y. 
Columbus, ©., 

1087 N. Dennison Ave. 
Philadelphia, Pa., 

812 N. Broad St. 

Des Moines, Ia. 
Lexington, Mass. 
Portland, Me 
St. Louis, Mo., 

2808 Locust St. 
North Conway. N. H. 

Rirmingham, Ala. Washington. D. C., 
Hot Springs, Ark. 211 N. Capitol St. 
San Francisco, Cal., Dwight, Ill. 

1190 Market St. Marion, Ind. 

West Maven, Conn. Plainfield, Ind. 
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| KELLERS 
GORGEOUS 

Hardy Garden Flowers 

“* Little wonder that a plant so boldly decorative 
in outline and bearing a flower of exquisite coloring 
so marvelously formed should make its strongest 
appeal to the artistic Japanese. From these fore- 
most gardeners of the world has come a strain of 
irises that neither orchids nor lilies can rival in 
beauty of form, texture coloring, markirgs and 
general effectiveness. Yet the /7zs Kemfferi may 
be as easily grown as the potato. Moreover, it is 
perfectly hardy. High, dry lands do not suit its 
moisture-loving roots, but good garden soil, en- 
riched with thoroughly decayed manure, deeply dug 
in and well watered during May and June—the blos- 
som months in the northeastern United States—will 
produce flowers of wonderful size. Do notselecta 
shady place for your irises. They thrive under full 
exposure to the sun, but moisture they must have 
to bloom their best, and sometimes their roots will 
penetrate two feet deep to get it. Naturalized in 
the water garden, they are ideally situated; but let 
no one forego the delight of growing Japanese 
irises merely because he has nota pond or stream 
on his place. Some exceedingly fine specimens 
have been produced in a city backyard.”’ 

—Neltje Blanchan in the Garden Magazine. 

The Japanese Iris is one of the 
many beautiful perennials that make up 
a hardy garden, a garden of charm that 
gives continuous bloom from frost to frost, 
year after year, with practically no other 
expense than that incurred the first season. 
We are specialists on hardy perennials, 
growing them exclusively, having in our 
nurseries all the best varieties. 
We shall be glad to send you our 1906 

catalogue and advise in the planning and 
selection of stock for the hardy garden. 
Write us to-day. 

I. Bo KELLER SONS 
1023 SOUTH AVE., ROCHESTER, N,Y. 

light. My oil stove would smoke at times— 
the orchids resented it. It soon became 
clear that either the pit or the orchids must 
be given up. The latter won, and a small 
greenhouse measuring 18x20 feet was 
built, and success of a sortcame. ‘The plants 
did not die, and I succeeded in producing 
some of the most gorgeous of flowers. 

The collection was still a mixed one, and it 
was soon evident that all kinds could not be 
grown together to perfection. My fancy ran 
to cattleyas, as they seemed to yield the 
greatest return in the way of large and su- 
perbly colored flowers. As the newer addi- 
tions to the collection came into flower, they 
were compared with the older ones, and the 
best only were kept for future cultivation. 
This is the exciting and attractive feature of 
orchid growing. It must be remembered 
that practically no two imported plants are 
alike. Herein lies the overwhelming differ- 
ence between these plants and the ordinary 
run of the more popular flowers, which dupli- 

| cate one another to the limits of multiplica- 
tion. All orchids have an_ individuality. 
The glorious uncertainty of not knowing ex- 
actly what blending of coloring will develop, 
and the always present poss sibility of some- 
thing very fine or rare being flowered in your 
collection removes the orchid cult from that 
of the other greenhouse plants. 

By rapid strides the addition of finer types 
crowded the space in my greenhouse, and 
larger quarters were planned. By successive 
stages more glass was provided, until to-day 
I have my choicest plants, numbering into 
the thousands, in a structure of 25 X 125 feet. 

Unflowered imported plants are added from 
time to time, and the surplus finds its way 
back to the auction rooms to sell for what 
it may. 

If one can successfully grow the cattleya it is 

quite possible to have blooms all the year | 
round. The best types for cut flowers are these: 

Name Season of Bloom 
Cattleya labiata, var Sandertana. 

(C. gigas), and C. War- 

GYAN ee er June-August 

aa Wars \Dozcrana== seen eee September—November 
“ “ Perctvalliana........ .November—December 

x “ Trianz ...... .......December—February 
x < Schradertana........-March-Apmnil 
“e “ Mossia-.-...-.....-..May—June 
a So Mendelli 2 es eed May-July 

The first named is the most gorgeously 
beautiful, and the most difficult to manage— 
it wants all the light possible, and a peculiarly 
cool buoyancy of the air that can be learned 
only by experience. Hardy’s cattleya, which 
flowers with it, is easier to grow, and to many 
people is even more pleasing in its coloring. 
It isa natural hybrid of C. gigas and C. aurea, 
and is remarkable for the large size of the 
flowers and the beautiful mottled or honey- 
comb effect on the purple-mauve petals. 

The easiest of all to grow is C. Jabiata, 
which will thrive in an ordinary greenhouse. 
It is preéminently the amateur’s orchid, and 
can be purchased at very moderate prices. 

Orchids are not necessarily expensive. 
Some of those I have named can even be 
bought for one dollar each, but the man who 
pays more for well-selected plants will get 
more than the extra money’s worth. 

New Jersey. CLEMENT Moore. 
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THE GARDEN UNIT PACKET 

DES 
A NEW IDEA FOR THE GARDEN 
EVERY LOVER of the garden will be pleased to 

hear of my new and onginal method of putting up all 
garden seeds. Every packet that | now send out is guar- 

anteed to contain just enough seeds to fully plant one 10- 
foot row; two packets will fully plant 20 feet; three 
packets 30 feet, etc. This method eliminates all guess- 
work and enables you to estimate exactly the cost of your 
garden. You pay for just the exact amount you want— 
not for more than you want. 

MY SEEDS 
have been for years recognized as the standard. 

NASTURTIUMS 
are my specialty. My Flowerlover’s Mixtures are un- 
questionably the finest ever offered. They are especially 
mixed from selected named varieties by my own formulae, 
insuring giant flowers of the most beautiful colors, and so 
carefully proportioned as to give the greatest variety in 
every package. [| also make a specialty of Acom Shirley 
Poppies. 

MY SPECIAL OFFER 
is good for a limited period only and entitles you to all 
the following privileges : 

Membership in the Flowerlover’s Club. 
My Little Green Book for the Garden for 1906. 
The Flowerlover's Bulletin for one year. 
My Little Brown Book of Dutch Bulbs. 
Hints by Peter the Gardener. 

The biggest and best investment you can make for your 
garden this year. 

10 cents covers ALL . . 10 cents 

Write to-day for pamphlets and full particulars. 

HENRY SAXTON ADAMS 
WELLESLEY, MASS. 

TRY THE NEW 

vierenn Tomato 
The greatest vegetable novelty of the season. 
By all odds the largest, finest flavored and most 
productive in existence. Thousands of our cus- 
tomers have written us that it surpassed 
other sorts and produced 100 Ibs. to 147 Ibs. of 
fruit to the plant. Many reported single toma- 
toes weighing 3 Ibs. to 64s Ibs. each. Just think 
what this kind of crop w ould mean on an acre of 
ground. The fruits are not coarse-grained and 
poor like other large sorts, but are smooth, 
solid, have few seeds, and are unsurpassed in 
quality. Of fine shape and beautiful color. The 
first season the seed sold at 40c. a packet of 100 
seeds, but this season we have reduced price to 
z5 Cents, and in addition to this we are offering 

$100.00 in Cash 
prizes this year on them. 

Our large illustreted catalog de- 
scribing the above and many other 
choice novelties will be sent free 
if you mention this paper. 

IOWA SEED CO. 
Des Moines, lowa 

with or without PEDESTALS 

Send for illustrated Price List H 

Hartmann Bros. Mfg. Co. 
Mit. Vernon, N. Y. 

SPRING TS COMERS 
Arouse to the necessity of ordering EARLY 

Hardy Perennials May Soon be Planted 

We offer a Choice Collection, also the 

BEST OF CHRYSANTHEMUNMS, CARNATIONS, 
CANNAS, GERANIUMS AND OTHER 

TENDER STOCK 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue 

NATHAN SMITH & SON, ** “So ace e= 
Adrian, Mich. 
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P ] A N f I . S FOR DARK SHADY 
PLACES 

_While we grow many thousands of the hardy garden flowers 
which require open sunlight for their growth, like Phloxes, Cam- 
panulas, Peonies, Digitalis, etc., there is a demand for something to 
grow in dark shady places where the hardy garden plants will not 
thrive. We find just such a class of plants in the HARDY WILD 
FERN AND FLOWERS of New England. ‘These we have been 
studying and growing for 25 years, and can help you in your selec- 
tions. ‘They are adapted fora great many places, and selections can 
be made for beautifying the dark corner by the porch, the shaded 
wall of hedge, shady hillsides, wet places in both open sun, deep 
shade, dry woods and rocky places. Brilliant lobelias for planting 
in small brooks; dainty gentians for planting by brookside. Before 
purchasing send for my illustrated descriptive catalogue of over 50 
pages, which tells about this class of plants. 

EDW. GILLETT, Southwick, Mass. 

OLD-FASHIONED 
FLOWER GARDEN 
The sweet old-fashioned flowers Grandmother used to 
plant are again coming into prominence. Nothing so 
sweet and pretty for cut flowers as those of olden 
times. A corner of your garden devoted to them will 
be a delight the whole season through. 
For 20c (cash or 2c stamps) we will mail you postpaid 
our “‘Grandmother’s Flower Garden,” with full cul- 
tural directions. Consists of 10 full-size packets of seed 
of these beautiful flowers. Don’t miss this opportunity 
for securing hours of enjoyment. 
This offer we can afford to make only as a means of in- 
troducing ourselves to new customers. We send with the 
collection our 72-page illustrated catalogue describing 
the best things in flowers and plants. Honest, truthful de- 

scriptions with no exaggeration, therefore no disappoint- 
ments. 

Send to-day before our supply of collections is exhausted 

MONADNOCK GREENHOUSES 
KEENE, N. H. 

STRAWBERRY 
PLANTS 

Virginia and Chesapeake, winners of $100 GOLD PRIZE offers; also 
Cardinal, Commonwealth, North Shore, Oaks Early, New York, Glen 
Mary, Stevens Champion, and go others; best list, good stock, reason- 
able prices. Dewberries: Lucretia and Austin’s. Cabbage: New 
Volga and 20 other S Cucumbers: Pen- 

varieties. E E D insula Prize, 

Allen’s Pride of the Market, Arlington Spine, Shamrock, etc, 
Cantaloupes: Allen’s First Choice, True Rocky Ford. Toma- 
toes: Livingston s Globe, Allen’s Best, Chalk Jewel, Maule’s Ear- 
liest, Earliana, etc. Kansas King, Eighty Day Yellow Dent, Mary- 
land Queen Field Corn. Best new and standard Garden, Field and 
Flower seeds, Asparagus Roots, Special Agricultural Implements, etc. 
60 PAGE CATALOGUE FREE. Send address on postal 

NOW. It tells about lots of good things for the farm and garden and 
where to get them. 

W.F. ALLEN, Dept. 42, Salisbury, Md. 

Ay 
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‘RED RIVER VALL! 
EARLY OHIOS 

grown in the cold Northwest are unsur- | 
passed for vigor and early maturity. Olds’ 
pure select seed is the best that can be 
obtained. Prices reasonable. 
Send postal for 80-Page Catalog Potatoes, ; 

Corn, Oats, Barley, Clover Seed, Grass Seed, 
Garden Seeds, ete, Z 

L. L. Olds Seed Co., Drawer 17 , a Wis. 
CT ll Uv 
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Multiply the Joys 

of Gardening 
The home gardener who uses the 

Iron Age Garden Implements gets 
far the greatest returns of pleasure 
and profit from the occupation. The 
wonderful adaptability of these tools 
to every need of the garden and wish 
of the gardener is a pleasure in itself. 
The delightful ease of operation is 
another source of satisfaction, and 
gives the user all the enjoyment of 
gardening with the work left out. 

Be teON AGE wee, NO IMPLEMENTS : 

Strong and durable in construction, yet ‘light enough to be easily operated by a woman. With the No. 6 
Iron Age Combined Double and Single Wheel Hoe, Hill and Drill Seeder and its interchangeable attachments 

you can prepare the ground and distribute the fertilizer. At a single operation it will open the ground, : 
plant and cover seed, in either rows, hills or drills. A slight change of attachments, 

enables you to plow, hoe, rake, roll, weed or cultivate the garden. The No. x Iron 
Age Double and Single Wheel Hoe is fully equipped with hoes, plows, rakes : A 

No. 6 Iron \ and cultivating teeth. Adjustable in a moment, it completely filling every Uy, g No. 1 
dee Combined \ desire in handling the soil. Makes it easy to keep down weeds between y Yd Tronics 

one gem the showers, or to conserve the moisture in time of drouth. Y 4 and Single 
There are many other labor-saving Iron GY 4 Wheel Hoe, 

~ \Ex Age Implements fully described in our 
WS. K\ D> New Iron Age Book. Contains many 

Sao valuable garden hints, and is mailed 
Fo free on request. S=! IF ae BATEMAN MFG. CO., Box C,Grenloch,N.J. 

and Drill \ S. 
Seeder. ry 

GENUINE PERUVIAN GUANO 
FOR THE FRUIT ORCHARD 

Experienced fruit growers are learning that they should not 
use acidulated fertilizing materials in their fruit orchards. 

NOTE HOW THEORY AND PRACTICE AGREE 
TH EO R Prof. F. A. Waugh, of the Department of Agriculture of the Massachusetts 

Agricultural College, writes us concerning Peruvian Guano: “‘ Theoretically, I 
have a notion that it (Peruvian Guano) is one of the best forms in which to use Nitrogen on fruit trees.”” 

Pp RACTICE Mr. David L. Fiske, of the Massachusetts State Fruit Growers’ A ssoct- 
ation, with large orchards in Worcester Co., Mass., writes us under date of 

August 21st, 1905 : “‘ Lwillsay that Ihave been growing peaches for market for the past thirty years, and 
though the summer has been unusually dry in this section zever had more vigorous foliage or finer 
fruit. Usedin the spring of this year for the first time PERUVIAN GUANO overall my orchard ground; 
this in connection with Sulphate of Potash seems to be just right. Hope to use more next year.”’ 

Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Potash, Muriate of Potash, at very low prices 
Our beautifully illustrated 80-page book is sent free if youmention THe GARnEN MaGazine. Our 

agricultural expert will test your soil free of charge and advise you how to fertilize it properly. 

COE-MORTIMER COMPANY, 136 FRONT STREET, NEW YORK CITY 

Reproduction of a sketch submitted by us for a proposed garden to be planted this spring at Oyster Bay, L.I. The garden in 

the foreground was sketched on a photograph of the grounds so that the effect ts accurately portrayed 

LET US MAKE ONE FOR YOU 
Then you will know before planting what the finished effect will be. If you are thinking of fixing up the 
old homestead or have just started a new home and desire immediate effect you will require some of our 
large trees and shrubs. We are prepared with our new tree-moving machine to move trees up to 16 inches 
in diameter at a reasonable cost. Our collection of evergreens is very choice. They were awarded a 
silver medal last November by the American Institute in New York City. A complete assortment of the 
most satisfactory herbaceous plants are grown at our Nursery, as well as our famous gold medal peonies. 

Write to-day before the busy season opens up for suggestions and plans for your grounds. Price list of 
nursery stock sent on request. 

COTTAGE GARDENS COMPANY, QUEENS, LONG ISLAND 
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SN ee 
nab fas 

WHEN: YOU BUY A 
DIAMOND 

you look for quality first—before any other point of 
excellence—it must be pure and without flaw. 

WHEN YOU BUY SEEDS 
you naturally expect them to germinate —this is an abselute necessity. But the most 
important point is the quality of the flower or vegetable produced. 

MY QUALITY SEEDS cover all these points—because I go to acknowledged 
specialists for individual varieties, and I spare no expense in procuring the best and 

finest seeds of germination and productiveness. 

MY ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, containing premiums, 
sixty-four pages and nearly one hundred full-page and other 
photo-engravings, seed, plant and bulb information and cul- 
tural directions. 

This superb catalogue MAILED FREE if you say where you 
saw this advertisement. Send for it to-day. 

ARTHUR T. BODDINGTON 
SEEDSMAN 

342 West 14th Street, New York City, N. Y. 

The Glen Steel Folding Mat 
Prevents Anyone Tracking Mud or Snow Into the House. 

One scrape of the foot in any direction across a Glen Steel Mat takes off all those balls of mud 
and snow which cling so tenaciously and resist all the ordinary mats. The Glen Mat is neatand 
attractive, is easily cleaned, does not curl up. Its wonderful construction and flexibility will make 
it wear a lifetime. Unexcelled for residences and entrances to all public and private buildings. All 
first class dealers handle the Glen, if yours don’t, write today for catalog and particulars. Wemake 
bar anj soda-fountain mats on same principle. 

Glen Mfg. Go., 149 Mill St., Ellwood Gity, Pa. 
Also Mfrs. Hartman Steel Picket Fence, Hartman Flexible Wire Mats and Ilartman Stoekade Woven 

Wire Fence. 

“@, HOW TO GROW ROSES 
Growing Roses successfully and abun- 

dantly is easy when you have learned 
a few simple facts and have good 

rose bushes to start with. 
Our handsome, helpful book 
“How to Grow Roses”’ tells 

lect the best Roses for your 

and protect them; and how 
2g to grow the finest blossoms. Beau- 

describing the choicest Roses. 
We are the pioneer Rose Growers of America. Our plants have 
areputation. From our complete assortment you can be sure of 
getting the kinds that do bestin your locality. We pack carefully 

F and guarantee each plant to reach you in perfect growing condition. 
For roses next summer begin planning now. It will pay to get our two 
books. Write for them to-day. 

“Helen Gould” - ae ee BOLE Be hf Conard & 
One of our many choice varieties, J C 

noted for its rich’ color, beautiful shape ones C0O., 
and delightful fragrance. A great rose Box P 
to make a showy bed or a magnifi- 

Shades to a rich crim- West Grove,Pa. cent bouquet. : 
son. Grows luxuriantly 

- 5 i a Strong Plants $5 a Dozen. 
“Growers of the 

Best Roses in 

America.” 

you these facts; how to se- | 

locality; howtoplant, prune | 

4 tifully illustrated with photographs. | 
Free to readers of this Magazine. | 

So is our new 136-page catalogue, | 

Seeds in Early Sowin g 
The varieties of flower seed offered below 
can be sown in pots or flats in the house 
during February and March and will be 
ready for transplanting in the garden dur- 
ing the latter part of April and early May, 
thus saving from a month to six weeks. 

PKT, 
Alyssum, Little Jem .05 
Aster, Queen of the Market .o5 
Aster, Semple Branching .10 
Balsam, Camelia flowweed -10 

Pansy, Giant mixed 
Phlox, Dwarf mixed 
Petunia, large flowering, 
mixed 

Stock, large flowering 
Salvia, Bonfire s 
Verbena, Mammoth mixed . 
Linnia, large flowering 

Carnation, Giant Marguerite.10 
Dahlia, double mixed 
Lobelia, Crystal Palace 
Marigold, African mixed 

One packet each of the above collection of 15 pack- 

ets mailed with our fine 1906 catalogue for 50c. 

STUMPP & WALTERCO. 
50 BARCLAY STREET, NEW YORK 

Everything for the Fruit Garden, 

Flower Garden, Lawns and Avenues 

A full stock of fine trees. Please 

send in orders early to ensure 

the best stock. Send for our 

free catalogue. Address 

THE STEPHEN HOY T’S SONsSsGO- 
NEW CANAAN, CONN. 

Telephone 148-2 South Norwalk 

> y Bridgeman’s 
Vegetable, Farm 
and Flower Seeds 
GARDEN TOOLS 
and HORTICUL- 
TURAL BOOKS 

Descriptive illustrated catalogue 
mailed free on application 

BRIDGEMAN’S SEED WAREHOUSE 
37 East 19th Street, New York City 

Joveererme 94 TTT 

FAIRFAX ROSES 
CANNOT BE EQUALLED 

Catalogue for 1906 row ready, 
describing hundreds of varieties. 

BABY, JRA MUR IGEAR 
and all the new ones. Mailing size 
and strong two-year dormant plants. 
Also all greenhouse and bedding 
plants. New dahlias a specialty. 

W R GRAY BOX 6, OAKTON, 
: . ) FAIRFAX CO., VA. 



The Burpee-Quality in Seeds! 
B 9 Cost but little more than do 

u r p e e iS e e i) usual commercial grades,—and 
yet are woxth much more. At 

LE = Or Omi lanns im Ramis iiage 
and New Jersey, as well as in the gardens of Planters 
everywhere,—_BURPEE’S SEEDS are proved by test to 
be the BEST SEEDS THAT GROW. Consequently, we hold 
the largest mail-order seed trade in the world. 

With a view to serving our customers even better and to 
provide for further increase in business, we purchased—a 
year ago and have equipped—an additional building on 
Fifth Street and a double warehouse on York Avenue, 
south of the BURPEE BUILDING, erected in 1898. We also 

bought a farm in New Jersey, to supple- 
ment the work of our Pennsylvania 
FORDHOOK FARMS, so long famous as 
the most complete trial grounds’ in 
America. 

We began in the Centennial year of American 

Independence. The little building that first 

saw our declaration of independence is shown 

herewith. Wedo more business now zz a week 

than in the two years (1876 and 1877) that we 

occupied this little building. And yet our great 

organization to-day is the wholesome growth 

from the seeds then sown. Asa leading horti- 

culturist once wrote, ‘‘It is because BURPEE’S 

HEE CIE BSE SEEDS GROW —that the Burpee Business FIFTH STREET FRONTAGE OF THE 

IN 1876 Grows!” BURPEE BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA 

OUR “SILENT SALESMAN’? eit dssodin a cont of 
the plain truth, with photographic pictures of the superior products of BURPEE’S 
‘“SEEDS THAT Grow,” will be sent by return mail,—if You will write a postal card for 

1876 Thirtieth 

Anniversary 

1906 Edition 
Pe 

FARM ANNUAL 
‘“‘*The Leading American Seed Catalogue.” 

This isa HANDSOME BOOK OF 168 PAGES, carefully edited and neatly 
printed, bound in cover lithographed in nine colors. ‘With the CoLoRED 
PLATES, also in nine colors, it shows, painted from nature, Seven Superb 
Specialties in VEGETABLES of unequaled merit and Six Novelties in 
FLOWERS,—including LUTHER BURBANK’S New Floral Wonder for 1906. 

to write for our NEw COMPLETE CATALOGUE and then parti- 
This Invitation cipate in the Special Celebration of OUR THIRTIETH ANNI- 
VERSARY, is given FREE to all who will appreciate the BURPEE QUALITY IN SEEDS. 

If you intend to garden this spring. you will want time to lay your plans, 
and therefore we urge you to write a postal card TO-DAY !—the very 
day you read this ‘advertisement. Name fhis Magazine and address 

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., Seed Growers 
BURPEE BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA, PA., U. S. A. 

Aes Please poem Der: if you should > iz 
orget our full firm name, that it is hged faites Game aun Burpee Ph iladelphia 
letter, telegram, or cable message,— 9 

Correjpondenjzen in deutjher und jranzojijher Sprade erhalten die jorgjaltigite Xujmertjamfert. 
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BURBANK SPECIALTIES 
Many of which are for the first time offered for sale 

Australian Star Flower (seed) 
New Yellowish Calla (bulbs) - 

New Hybrid Amaryllis (bulbs) 
‘*Burbank’’ Rose 

Verbena Mayflower (seed) 
‘“Burbank’’ Canna (plants) 
Shasta Daisy (seeds and plants) 

Crimson Winter Rhubarb (seeds and plants) 

Burbank Dahlia Seed 
Potato Seed, new varieties 
Cream Cup (seed) 
Hybrid Crinums (bulbs) 

These are all fully described in Vaughan’s 1906 Catalogue 

Vaughan’s 

Flower 

Seeds 

are ditterent) from 

titosec Of mo SH 

We sell to 

7,000 greenhouse 

dealers. 

gardeners— most 

critical buyers. 

Vaughan’s seeds 

‘have “high vitality, 

are true to name, and 

produce flowers ideal 

in size, form and 

color. 

VAUGHAN 
SPECIALTIES Five new Pansies. 

co ee PT welenye 

Nice. _ 

PLANTS VADGHA [)S scens 5 SEEDS 
This is a reproduction of the cover of pana 1906 Catalogue. 

The complete 150-page edition will be MAILED FREE to all who 

mention The Garden Magazine. 

A new Giant Primrose. 

New Sweet Peas. 

ping. New Beans, New Peas, New Lettuce, Cucumbers and Turnips. 

VAUGHAN’S SEED STORE 
NEW YORK, 14 Barclay Street 

(INCORPORATED) 

Vaughan’s 

Vegetable 

Seeds — 

have for thirty years 

been staple: with the 

best market garden- 

ers and critical pr 

vate planters. 

For convenience 

we have made up the 

three following col- 

lections: 

Collection A. 

For the City Garden 

Twenty varieties, $1.25 

Collection B. 

For the Suburban Garden 

Thirty-two varieties, $2.50 

Collection C. 

For the Farm Garden 

Forty-seven varieties, $5.35 

Gladiolus Princeps—the new giant flowered. Gladiolus America—shell pink. 
Chicago Giant self-blanching 

Five new Giant Petunias. 
Baby Rambler Rose—New Everblooming Rose which blooms all summer without stop- 

New Stock Beauty of 

84-86 Randolph Street, CHICAGO 

Greenhouses, Trial Grounds and Nurseries, WESTERN SPRINGS, ILL. 

THE WORLD’S WORK PRESS, NEW YORK 



March STARTING THE SPRING WORK 4 
1906 Gaining Time with Hotbeds and Coldframes Fertilizing tbe Soil 

Making a Water Garden Finding a Lost Orchid $1.00 per Year 

_ THE GARDE 
|AZIN 

COVATRY LIFE 8@@ ~=—- POVBLEDAY. PAGE CO : THE WORLDS 
> IN AMERICA: 133-135a137 EAST 16TH ST. NEW YORK _* WORK - 
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T is the beautiful tone of these instruments that has given them world- 

wide celebrity. @ This, with durability, insured by the highest quality 
of workmanship and finish, leads the purchaser to pay cheerfully the 
somewhat higher price asked for them. @ Catalogue free. 

CHICKERING & SONS, 827 Tremont Street, Fenway Station, BOSTON 

Established 1823 
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and 37th Street 

TIFFANY & CoO. 
DIAMOND AND GEM MERCHANTS 

GOLD AND SILVERSMITHS 

The Price of Silver 

Notwithstanding the increasing cost of silver 
bullion, Tiffany & Co. will continue, until further 
notice, to offer Sterling Silver Forks and Spoons 
of their current copyrighted patterns at 

$1.00 per ounce 
Upon this basis, the prices per dozen range as 
follows 

Tea Spoons, - - - - dozen, $11. upward 
Dessert Spoons, = - = cI Sh So. 
Soup or Table Spoons, - - fo G2Os 2 
Breakfast, Entrée or Dessert Forks, “ $17. 

_ Dinner or Table Forks, - ep aoe 

Cuts of Patterns Sent Upon Request 

This method of marking prices furnishes patrons 
with exact information as to weights and enables 
them to more readily compare values with articles 
for similar uses sold elsewhere 

Silverware on Approval 

Upon receipt of satisfactory references from any 
National Bank or responsible business house, 
Tiffany & Co. will send on approval selections from 
their stock to any part of the United States 

Fifth Avenue New York 
Formerly at Union Square 

49p 

Tiffany 

@ Co. 
always welcome a 

comparison of prices 

All of Tiffany & 

Co.’s silverware is 

of English Sterling 
quality, 925/1000 

fine. A\ll their pat- 

terns are copyright- 

ed, and as Tiffany 

& Co. are strictly 

retailers, these de- 

signs never lose 

their — individuality 

by overproduction 

or promiscuous sale 

through other 

dealers 

Tiffany & 

Co. 1906 

Blue Book 
will be sent to in- 
tending purchasers 
without charge. 
This catalogue 
contains 

no 

illustrations 

It isa compact little 
volume of 530 
pages and over 
6,000 suggestions 
of jewelry, silver- 
ware and choice 
artistic objects suit- 
able for wedding or 
other gifts, with the 
range of prices at 
which they may be 
purchased 
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GARDEN BOOKS 
For any information concerning publications on gardening, the 

improvement of the home grounds, and allied subjects, address 

THE GARDEN 

SIXTEENTH 

GARDEN BOOK DIRECTORY, 

MAGAZINE NOS. 133-137 EAST 

STREET, NEW YORK CILY 

OUT OF DOOR BOOKS 
FIELD BOOK OF AMERICAN WILD FLOWERS 

By F. SCHUYLER MATHEWS. 
44x74 in. 525 pp. 350 Illustrations (24 Colored). 
Limp leather, net, $2.25. 

““A triumph in presenting scientific facts in the most agreeable manner. 
lovers.””—WV. ¥. Tribune. 

FIELD BOOK OF WILD BIRDS AND THEIR MUSIC 
By F. SCHUYLER MATHEWS. 

44% x7% in. 38 Colored and 15 other Full page Illustrations and numerous Musical Diagrams: 
Let, $2.00; Limp leather, net, $2.50. 

A description of the songs and the coloring of wild birds which will enable any one to identify 
the species common in the Eastern United States. The book fills a place never before occupied by 
any volume devoted to bird study. 

LANDSCAPE GARDENING 
Notes and Suggestions on Lawns and Lawn Planting, Laying out and Arrangement of Country 
Places, etc., etc. 

By SAMUEL PARSONS, JR., Ex-Superintendent of Parks, N. Y. City. 
Large vo. 200 lllustrations. $3.50. 

“We commend it highly to all landowners.””—Country Gentleman. 

850 plants described. Net, $1.75; 

Indispensable to all flower 

Send for Full Descriptive Circulars 

New York 
and London 

At all 
Booksellers G. P. PUTNAM’S SONS 

27 West 23rd St. 

100 HOUSE PLANS 
FOR $1. 

If you are thinking about building, 

don’t fail to buy the book, PALLIS- 

ER’S MODERN BUILDINGS, 
containing 104 pages, 11x14 inches in 

size, consisting of large 9x12 plate 

Pages, giving plans, elevations, per- 

spective views, descriptions, actual cost of construction (No GUESS 

WoRK), and instructions HOW TO BUILD 1oo cottages, villas, double 

houses, brick block houses, suitable for city, suburbs, town, and 

country, costing from $500 to $7,000, together with specifications and 

form of contract. Sent in paper cover by mail, postpaid, on receipt 
of $1. 

200 OLD-TIME SONGS. 
This volume contains the words and music of choicest gems of 

the old and familiar songs we used to sing when we were young. It 

has been arranged with great care and is the best book of the kind 

published. The book contains 200 songs, and would cost $50 in 

sheet-music form. All the popular old-timers are in this book. Buy 

it and sing the songs, and make believe you are young again. It 

contains 176 pages, and will be sent in paper cover by mail, postpaid 

for 25 cents; bound in cloth, 75 cents. 

Either of the above books will be sent by mail, postpaid, on re- 

ceipt of price. Address all orders to 

J.S. Ogilvie Publishing Company, 
6¢@ ROSE STREET, NEW YORK. 

SUN-DIALS 
with or without PEDESTALS 

> Send for Iilustrated Price List H 

Hartmann Bros. Mfg. Co. 

New York Office, 1123 Broadway Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 

ont Pia ee BS TS 

shown in this adv’t—Violets by Mary E. Hart, Roses by Paul de Lougre, and Tug of War (Kittens and Puppies) each 10 x 35 inches. Any two for 25 cents. 

See 
Soda B 22225) I want my new catalogue of beautiful pictures in color to get into every home, and to give you an idea of the high character 

ot my line of oiland water color pictures--suitable for every purpose (framing, oil and water color painting and china decoration)—I will send to any address for only 38 cents, the four lovely pictures 
These three studies alonesell for §1.50. 

My new 36-page catalogue illustrates hundreds of subjects, and will be sent anywhere on request. Send now. All orders filled same day as received. W. A, OERTEL. Art Publisher 

Postcards I have the finest 
assortment of Souvenir Postcards— 

thousands of subjects—in exquisite 

colors, and in new Graphure process 

—the latest process known to 

printer’s art. Send 15 cents for 

sample set of ten ‘‘Buster Brown’’ 

or set of six exquisite Views—two 

sets for 25 cents. 

P. O. Box 69, Branch O0, NEW YORK 

“The Best for American Photographers’’ 

PHOTOGRAPHY FOR PROFIT 
AN COMPREHENSIVE survey of the many ways by which the amateur or 

professional photographer can make his camera work add to his income. 

Plain and practical information on easily cultivated lines of work, such as Picture 

Post Cards; Prints on Fabrics; Carbon Prints on Metals; Portraiture at Home 

and Outdoors; Interiors; Groups; Copying Paintings, Legal Documents, 

Daguerreotypes; Specialist Photography in Machine Shops; Nature Photo- 

graphy; Photographic Souvenirs on Watch Dials, Caps, etc., as well as Photo- 

graphing for Newspapers, Magazines, Booklets, and so on. This volume is 
one of a practical series covering the whole field of Photography for American 

amateurs and professionals. 

Beautifully Illustrated, 5x8 Inches. 

PRICE, 25 CENTS, POSTPAID. 

The coupon below will introduce you to THE PHoTO-MINIATURE SERIES—the most comprehensive 
library of photographic information available in the English language—including such books as 

” 
‘Photography in Advertising,’’ ‘‘ Photographing Flowers and Trees,’’ “‘ Landscapes,’’ ‘‘ Clouds,”’ 

‘“The Dark Room,”’ ‘‘ Enlarging Negatives,”’ 

“* Decorative Photography,’’ ‘‘ Coloring Photo- 

graphs,’’ and fifty other subjects. 

TENNANT & WARD, Publishers 
287 Fourth Avenue, New York 

Enclosed find 25 CENTS for “PHOTOGRAPHY FOR 
PROFIT,” postpaid. 

Send 25 cents additional and secure the volume on © Vaca- 

tion Photography,’’ a practical book on outfits and methods Address 

to make the vacation trip with the camera successful. 

Two New Indispensable Volumes Comprising 

The American 
Horticultural Manual 

In Two Volumes 

By Proressors N. E. Hauser & J. L. Bupp 

VolumeI. Howto Grow.—The Lead- 
ing Principles and Practices connected with 
the Propagation, Culture and Improve- 
ment of Fruits, Nuts, Ornamental Trees, 
Shrubs and Plants in the United States 
and Canada. 417 pages, 107 figures. 
Price, Cloth, $1.50, prepaid. 

VolumelIl[. Systematic Pomology.— 
Containing Descriptions of the Leading 
Varieties of the Orchard Fruits, Grapes, 
Small Fruits, Subtropical Fruits, and the 
Nuts of the United States and Canada, to- 
gether with those of special promise in 
local parts. 491 pages, over 100 illustra- 
tions. Price, Cloth, $1.50, prepaid. 

FRUITS AND FRUIT TREES OF AMERICA—By A. F. Downing 
The great authoritative work in this country. Price, cloth, $5.00 

Send for catalogue and circulars of many of the best 
hooks in Horticulture Science. Free un application 

JOHN WILEY & SONS, Publishers 
43 and 45 East 19th Street, New York 
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Practical Books for the Garden 
Ferns and How to How To Make a 

Grow Them Flower Garden 

Are You Lnterested in Photography ? 

THEN YOU SHOULD READ 

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC TIMES | 

America’s Oldest Photographic Magazine 

pes publication furnishes a greater variety of interesting pho 
tographic matter fora dollar than any other magazine in its 

class. 
Nicely printed, finely illustrated, and valuable to any one who 

follows the many phases of photography. By G. A. Wootson. A charming and practical book by ex- 

2 | An authoritative little hand-book, dealing perts on every branch of the subject. 
ee ONE DOLLAR A YEAR with the growing of hardy ferns both in 219 beautiful photographic illustrations. 

ees a r é 

Se == the garden and indoors. | Profusely Net, $1.60. (Postage 16c.) 
TEN CENTS A COPY. 

illustrated. Net, $1.10. (Postage 10c.) 

How To Make 

Roses and How to School Gardens 
Grow Them By H. D. HEMENWay. 

Illustrated. $1.10 postpaid. 

Send 10 cents for the 
current tssue 

Subscribe now through | 

your nearest photo supply 

man, newsdealer, bookseller, 

or send direct to the 

publishers. 

A very practical volume, uniform with 

the above. Profusely illustrated. Net, 
$1.10. (Postage 10c.) How To Plan the 

Home Grounds 
PUBLISHING SES GaHGN How to Make a By SAMUEL Parsons, JR. 

T Illustrated. $1.10 postpaid. 

39-G. Union Square NEW YORK Vegetable Garden 
i By EpitH L. FULLERTON. A. Plea for Har dy 

A real necessity for a suburban or a 

country home. 250 beautiful photo- Plants 

graphic illustrations. Net $2.00. (Post- By J. W. Evxiort. 

age 20c.) Beautifully illustrated. 

COVNTRY LIFE <3 THE WORLDS 
IN AMERICA WORK 

$1.76 postpaid. 

THE GARDEN 
MAGAZINE THE GARDEN 

MAGAZINE 

We will send it free, postpaid, to each reader of the Che Garden 

QWPagasine who sends us fwo yearly subscriptions at one dollar each 

(one of them should be new, not a renewal; the other subscription may be 
your own paid for another year.) 

REMEMBER THE DOUBLE SPRING PLANTING NUMBER and THE GREAT FALL PLANT- 
ING NUMBER are two of the most important gardening publications issued during the year in this 

country. They are indispensable. When purchased separately they cost twenty-five cents each. Altogether regular subscribers for one 

dollar get twelve numbers that would otherwise cost $1.50. Some friend of yours cannot afford to miss the April Planting Number. 

eee HOW TO PLAN THE HOME GROUNDS. 
Samuel Parsons, Jr., the author, is a Fellow of the Society of American Landscape 

Architects, and was for years Superintendent of the New York Parks. He gives practical 
directions not only for laying out the home grounds, selection of site, the care and making of 

roads and paths, lawns, woodlands, hedges, gardens, selection of plants and trees, etc., 
but also in a second section he treats of the village improvements, designed to 

elevate public taste, as it concerns the highways, the schoolhouses, the stations, 
and the village outdoor life generally. 

Prevent Mislaying numbers of 

The Garden Magazine 

The New Temporary Binder 

Is very convenient end will hold 

copies until volume is complete 

and ready for permanent binding. 

It is worth its cost several times 

over each year. You will have the 

copies together when you need 

them. and if will last for years for 

succeeding volumes. Black cloth 

neatly stamped in gold. Made on 

an improved pattern. Size, 5x 7343 pages, 249; illustrations, 56; 

binding, cloth; price, net, $1.00. 

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY, 

133 EAST SIXTEENTH STREET, NEW YORK 

SAMUEL-PARSONSSR: | 
Price, $1.00 prepaid 

Doubleday, Page & Company, 
133-137 East 16th Street, New York. 
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IMPLEMENTS 
For any information concerning the purchase or use 

of any garden or farm implement, etc., address 

IMPLEMENT DEPARTMENT, THE GARDEN MAGAZINE 

NOS. 133-137 EAST SIXTEENTH STREET, NEW YORK CITY 

The Dollars that Grow 
in the Garden 

The time has passed when old-fashioned methods of garden planting and 
cultivation can be made to pay. Planting by hand and cultivation by hoe is 
too slow and too expensive to be possible with profit. 

Get our New Iron Age Book and see what wonderful economy in time, 
labor, seed and fertilizer is accomplished by the Iron Age Farm and Garden 

Implements. Think what a change it must be from the tire- 
EPs some labor of old-fashioned garden planting by hand, to Ye 
Iron Age AN be able to open the ground, plant and cover seed at # 
Double X\ any desirable depth or spacing at a Joo Tran’ Age 
Wheel > Xs single operation and at an fo A vend Single 
mi’ WAS NERAYD) easy walking gait. Vet this ¥ solfHoe: 
Seeder. GPNE NES, § J is just what is made possi- 

ble by the 

IRON AGE 
No. 15 P \ 
Iron Age S Y 
Combined N S 
Single Wheel No. 20 
Hoe, Hill and ~ ~N é Iron Age 
Drill Seeder. . . \ <t The Sammie tool, the No. 6 —— pj Z Pingle Wheal 

SS) Combined, has interchange- 
5 IN able parts that will weed, 
i aan Hoey plows take levellson Ke 

cultivate with half the work and twice the speed of hana methods. 

The No. 1 and No. 20 Wheel Hoes, which are forms of the No. 6 and No. 
15 Combined tools, may be equipped with fertilizer attachment for sowing in 
furrow or applying as side dressing to growing crops. 

The No. t Combined Harrow and the No. 6 Horse Hoe shown have a range 
of adjustment and adaptability that make them earn their cost, timeand again in 
the garden, field or truck farm. 

Cat our New Iron Age Book, which fully describes these and other 
labor-saving tools. Also a full line of Potato Machin- 
ery, consisting of Planters, Sprayers, Cultivators 4 

Wa and Diggers. FREE on application. y 

tronaze,  \ EA BATEMAN MFG. CO., 
Caltivator.  \GIL SSN = a 6 Box C, 

Az weds Grenloch, N. J. 

The Problem of Spraying 
END for Legget?’s Spray Calendar, illustvated,a free booklet to those interested, showing the 

whole subject at'a glance: what to apply and when to doit. This concise information will be 

of the greatest value to any grower. A fostal card will bring you the booklet. The 

IDIOTS WS IP IRA, VOTE IRS 4 

are the most effective, easiest and swiftest for all vegetables and fruits. Two acres of potatoes per 

hour; no barrel of water to haul; does the work of a power machine; dusts two rows as fast as a man 

can walk; adjustable. Will not get out of order and will last for years. 

ILINEGITIIY Se TINO, 203 ead Simece, Iai Woks Cisy + 

A Reading Course on Pruning 

Don’t let your shrubs be ruined by alleged 
“experts” who treat all things alike. 

Study the subject yourself. It is fascinat- 
ing. You cannot read the articles men- 
tioned below without wanting to buy a pair 
of pruning shears. You are missing one of 
the keenest pleasures in gardening if you let 
anyone else do your pruning. 

March is the great pruning month. You 
can cut out dead limbs any time of the year, 
but that is not pruning. Pruning is the re- 
moval of live wood, and the ideal time to do 
most of it is just before the sap rises, because 
the wounds will heal more quickly then. 
Now is the appointed time for pruning 

fruit trees and grapes. 
For fruit trees, see Vol. I., pages 64 to 66. 

For grapes, see Vol. I., pages 18,10. 
The proper time for pruning berry bushes 

is directly after their fruiting season. There 
will be a long article on this subject before 
August in THE GARDEN MAGaAZzINE. Unless 
you have a good fruit book, or the advice of 
an experienced grower, you would better not 
touch your currant and gooseberry bushes 
now if they have been neglected. 

However, if your brier patches are over- 
grown it is perfectly safe to trim and train 
them anyway at all, so that you can get 
through without tearing your clothes. Bet- 
ter still, cut out all the canes that are three 
years old or more. You can easily distin- 
guish the one-, two- and three-year-old wood. 

For the training of berry bushes, see Vol. 
I pagemec. 

Don’t prune your flowering shrubs before 
June unless you have read Vol I. , pages 225, 
226. Otherwise you are likely to cut off a 
lot of lilac and other flower buds that were 
formed last fall. For the pruning of roses, 
see Vol. I., pages 84 and 126. 

‘Nothing Venture Nothing 
Have ”’ 

The very first day you can find a patch of 
ground 5 x 20 feet that is fit to work sow 
extra eariy peas and Golden Bantam corn. 
This can often be done in the latitude of 
New York by March rsth. 

In this way you may gain three or four 
weeks over your neighbors, who usually sow 
peas on April rsth and corn on ) May rst. 

Be prepared to cover the young plants on 
frosty nights with old newspapers. The 
Fullertons have beaten their neighbors for 
five years without having to cover a single 
plant. 

Total loss if you fail—ten cents. 
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SOLID STEEL 
Pruning Shears 

Will Snip a Broom Handle 

That gives you an idea of the strength and quality of the 
pruner. Wiss Pruning Shears will outlast a dozen ordinary 
ones. They will cut tissue paper. That shows how nicely 
they are adjusted. : 

Nurserymen and growers of fine trees use them in preference 
to all other shears—they will cut clean the thickest twigs or the 
most delicate tendrils without tearing. 

Wiss dealers will replace free of charge any shears returned 
defective or unsatisfactory. 

All parts are interchangeable. If any part (say the blade) 
becomes worn, it can be replaced, thus making the shears as 
good as new at a slight cost. 

Made in two sizes—9 inch, $2.25; 10 inch, $2.50 
Extra blades, 50 cents each. For sale by all dealers. 

J. WISS & SONS CO., 15-33 Littleton Ave., Newark, N.J. 

A THRIFTY GARDEN 
whether large or small, needs proper tools for seeding and cultivating. 
We make garden implements of all kinds, a tool for every purpose. 

MATTHEWS’ NEW UNIVERSAL HAND 

SEEDERS AND CULTIVATORS 

singly or combined with Hoes, Plows, Rakes, 
Markers, etc. Over 20styles. Free Book- 
let giving description, prices and valuable 
information mailed to any address. Send for 

it now. 
Garden Tools for Every Purpose 

AMES PLOW CO., 20 Market Street, Boston, Mass. 

It Is Worth While 
Buy a machine that does the work right— 
that cleans its strainer automatically with 
a brush, mixes liquid mechanically so that 
foliage is never burned, but gets its due 
proportion. 

Empire King, and 
Orchard Monarch 

do these things. They throw finest spray, 
are easiest to work and they never clog. 
You ought to know more about them. 
Write for instruction book on spraying, 
formulas, etc. Mailed free. 

FIELD FORCE PUMP CO., 
No. 48 11th Street, Elmira, N.Y. 

Cuts from 
both sides of Rhodes Double Cut 

i limb and does 
Pruning ne pee aus 

the bark. 
Shear We pay Ex- 

press charges 
on all orders. 
W rite for 

circular and 
prices. 

RHODES MFG. CO. 
431 West Bridge St., Grand Rapids, Mich, 

Cur THIS OUT. Worth 25c. 
We will accept this adv. for 25 cents on all seed orders 

amounting to $1.00 or over. he Best Seeds at the 
Lowest Prices. Catalog tells why. Send for it. If you 
enclose 5 two-cent stamps with your request, we will send you 
five packets choice seeds free. 

STANDARD SEED CO. 
210 East St. Valparaiso, Ind. 

‘Strawberry Plants That Grow 
BEST STANDARD VARIETIES 

Also Raspberry, Blackberry, Currant and Grape Plants, Asparagus 
Roots and Seed Potatoes in assortment. All stock warranted 
high grade and true to mame. Forty-page Catalogue with 
cultural instructions, Free. 

C. E. WHITTEN, Box 10, BRIDGMAN, MICH. 

EVERGREENS 
Largest Stock in America 

including 

Colorado Blue Spruce and 
Douglas Spruce of Colorado. 

Also Ornamental, Shade and 
Forest Trees, Tree Seeds, etc. 

R. DOUGLAS’ SONS 
Waukegan, Ill. 

he Necessary Implements 
Purchased from the New York headquarters for all garden and farm implements, of the latest improved 
manufacture, may be shipped by freight zow witha saving of time, expense and worry to you. The gardener 
who possesses a Satisfactory collection of tools only knows the pleasures of gardening, and the profits as well. 

$5.00 COLLECTION 
An indispensable garden outfit; all imple- 

ments of the best makes; offered this us nth 
at the above liberally discounted price. This 
outfit includes the following: 

Lawn or Golf Green Roller 
This new pattern Roller is made with our 

Improyed Wood Handle strongly braced, hay- 

ing counterpoise balance p 

weights on shaft for hold- 

Gardening Without Backache 
“The wheel hoe is the mostimportant garden 

tool invented within a century."' (see Garden 
Magazine, March, 1905). 

This Wheel Hoe ne ae Size A, Steel Spade 
ing the handle up when 150 lbs,, Pp ‘ ac - ee He tom A 
we lerienot mice: 5 **  Spading Fork an ultiv ator is a new and attractive im- 

aie Deeteolice oak R7.25 plement, with five attachments, including one 
© Rake (12 Teeth) 

These special prices Draw Ive 
are for this month Size B, ly eae “6 Trowel 

ap Ana aa * Grass Mook 

? sé “* Shears 

Also 
larger 
sizes 
up to 

soo lbs. 

«¢  Prunning Shears 

W ood Lawn Rake, 24 Teeth 

Reel and 100 ft. braided line 

Hand Weeder 

Turf Edger 

Weeding Fork 

Order it now, and it will reach you safely 
in auiple time, 

large garden plow. The other sweeps range 
from 2toz1oinches. This is a most effective 
and economical tool for large or small garden 
operations. 

» $3.25 
Indispensable for successful lawn and garden 

work next month, and tennis courts, drive- 
ways, walks and paths. 

PRICE, COMPLETE 
(if ordered this month) 

Our new Catalogue “‘N,”’ containing over 600 illustrations of Tools and Implements for the Field, Farm and 
Garden, mazled free, if you mention The Gurden Magazine. 

J.-S. WOODHOUSE, 191-195 Water Street, NEW YORK 

Save Half Your Time 
using the Planet Jr. Line of farm and garden tools. They do the work faster, easier and better than it can be done in any other way. 

Our No. 8 Horse Hoe is:a perfect one horse cultivator for corn, potatoes, cotton—indeed 

all crops planted in rows. Our Planet Jr. No. 25, is a Hill and Drill 

Seeder, Wheel Hoe, Cultivator and Plow combined. Sows all garden 

seeds in continuous rows or drops in hills, 4, 6, 8, 12 or 24 in- 

ches apart. Works astride or between the rows throw- 

ing the earth to or from as desired. 
Ournew catalogue shows Seeders, Wheel Hoes, Horse Hoes, 
Harrows, Riding Cultivators—one and two row—Beet Culti- 
vators, etc. This book will delight and instruct everyone 
interested in farming and gardening. Write for it to-day. 
Mailed free. 

S.L. Allen & Co., Box 1108S, Philadelphia, Pa. 

: ASNED ESM (GrAUR DEIN 
THE [ou Dillon CUES VeACIEOIR: 
Suits the practical gardener because it cultivates either between or astride the rows, and he goes 

along at an easy, continuous walk. One simple movement without the use of wrench or tool 
of any kind makes it possible to always furrow the soil at just the desired depth. You must 

not put this cultivator on a par with the common hit and miss garden cultivator. It works 
so easily and accurately that it is the greatest help to amateur gardeners, women, truck 

farmers, and, in fact, anyone who wants to save time and do good accurate work. 
The Lou Dillon cultivator works as easily as a lawn mower. It is in fact, the only 

garden cultivator that is practical for a woman or child, as it is the only one 

made that they can push. We will take the cultivator back and give back 
your money if it don’t do your work better and in less time than any 
garden cultivator you ever used. Write for free descriptive catalogue 
and prices. 

SCHAIBLE MANUFACTURING CO., Albion, Michigan 

SPRAYING INDOOR PLANTS 
For spraying plants indoors and out, the LENOX 

IMPROVED SPRAYER is the most serviceable for 
the house and garden. House plants generally suffer 
from lack of moisture, such as rain or the morning 
dew give them. This produces a misty shower that 
supplies the plant most naturally and completely, as 
absolutely necessary to real success with house plants. SE SEN GUE THE LEAVES 

Spraying for insects and dust, it reaches every part of the plant over and wder the leaves, where insects breed. 
Spraying with tobacco water will surely kill these enemies. Had we the space, we could tell you many 
things about your plants, how essential it is to spray them while in the house, on the under side of the leaves. 

cts. 
Posi- 
paid 

HELP THE PLANTS 

Sent complete with a cake of tobacco soap free. 
Make asuds and spray. Your plants will surprise you. 

How much 
Mother would 

| like one, for 
her plants! THE LENOX MFG. CO., 1292 Broadway, New York 
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DOVBLEDAY PAGE CO NEW YORK FAL MING % 
Living and Growing Things on the Farm 

YN NEW kind of maga- 

zine for the Farmer 

of to-day, beautifully illus- 

trated, telling interestingly 

and simply what every 

farmer should know. 

An Illustrated Home Magazine Devoted to the 

Living and Growing Things on the Farm 

x 

THE BEST WE ARE CONVINCED IS NOT “TOO 

GOOD FOR THE FARMER.” 
WHY YOU NEED “FARMING” 

(1) It lays special emphasis on the farm 
home. It not only helps to show how to 

make a living, but how to get the most satisfaction 
and happiness from farm life. 

xy 

SPECIAL NOTICE- 

FARMING is the fourth magazine Doubleday, 
Page & Company have started. Invariably the first 
numbers have gone “‘out of print,’’ and the early issues 
have sold at a high premium. Begin now and send 
your $1.00 for a year’s subscription. A blank is 
appended for your convenience. 

(2) It is especially strong on domestic animals: 
horses, sheep, swine, poultry, and so on. 

’ (3) It describes men in every section who have 
succeeded, and shows just how they did it. 

(4) Farming as practised throughout the States 
treated regularly. 

(5) While thoroughly up-to-date in theory, 
and using to the full the knowledge gained by the 
scientists, it is eminently practical. 

pice SSeS Ss CUT OFF HERE---------- 

DovusBLeDAay Pace & Company, (6) Schools, roads, irrigation, systems of storing , 
133-137 East 16th St., New York City. and marketing, telephones, etc., are covered 

elaborately. 

(7) In a word, with the broadest field and the 
most inspiring subject there is in America, 
FARMING combines beauty and practical help- 
fulness as does its most successful forerunner, 
THE GARDEN MAGAZINE. 

Enclosed find $1.00, for which send FARMING for one year 

POULTRY, KENNEL AND LIVESTOCK DIRECTORY—Continued on opposite page. 

Scottish Terriers U. 8. REGISTER. 
Offered as companions. Not AND STUD BOOK 

=e, ° : : 400 addresses, 539 descriptions, 
given to fighting or roaming— 67 illustrations, $2.00 cloth; $3.00 

Best for children’s pets. leather, Gilt top. 

THE CATTARIAN 
NEWCASTLE KENNELS 

Brookline, Mass. 

Toc. a copy. $1 a year. 

1EISSOUSE N. W. Washington. 

Cairnsmur Fox Terriers 
Major G. M. CARNOCHAN 

New City, ROCKLAND Co., NEW 
YorK (N.Y. office 44 New St.,) offers 
youn puppiés. either wire or smooth 
haired.to be shipped as soon as weaned. 
DOGS $15, BITCHES $10. This is an 
excellent opportunity to obtain the 
Caimsmuir blood at very reasonable 
prices. Purchasers should sen c 
with order, stating sex and ety. 
Grown dogs and older puppies for sale 

Also Welsh terriers. 

A Percheron or French 

Coach Stallion will pay for 

Write himself at your place. 

now to 

E. S. AKIN, Auburn, N. Y. 
at all times. 

Eight Varieties of 
One Tree 

M* apple trees were about fifteen ye ars 
old. Two of them were quite useless 

because they bore no fruit and the third bore 
quantities of small crab-apples of little value. 
This latter tree I arranged to serve a double 
purpose. The lower limbs drooped, form- 
ing a canopy which the children used for a 
play-house, and into the upper branches 
I grafted scions of good winter varieties, in- 
serting a few each year to avoid giving the 
tree a shock. I have done away with all the 
old bearing wood of the original trees. 

I have eight varieties on the tree shown in 
the photograph: Golden Sweet, Fall Pippin, 
Winter Pippin, Baldwin, King, McIntosh, 
Wealthy and Hubbardston. 

From the three trees I gathered two bar- 

Apples on 

The 
eight good varieties by grafting. 

tree which bore useless apples now yields 
A saw and a 

heavy jacK-Knife are the necessary tools 

rels of fruit last season, where a couple of 
years before there was none. 

Most of my grafts came into bearing the 
third year and I can see no difference in the 
growth or bearing between the sweet and 
sour varieties on the same trees. 

I spray my trees three times during the 
season, once before the leaves appear and 
twice during the growth of the fruit. 
My methods are simple. I take care to 

choose healthy, stocky growth, rather short 
than otherwise. For a stump I choose a 
healthy branch an inch and a half to two 
inches in diameter, and set one scion at each 
end of the cleft, so that it sets flush with 
the outer bark. Then cover the wound and 
stump-end evenly with wax and occasionally 
look at it to see that it does not split or scale 
off, thus admitting moisture. 
When the shoots are far enough advanced 

to make a choice, cut out the weaker one, to 
allow all the nutriment to go into the most 
promising scion. 

Connecticut F. H. Ponn 
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WM. COOK & SONS 
Originators of all the 

Orpington Fowls 

Poultry, Kennel and Live Stock Directory 
Information about the selection or care of dogs, poultry and live stock will be gladly given. 

Address INFORMATION DEPARTMENT, THE GARDEN MAGAZINE, 133 E. 16th St., New York 

Box 33, SCOTCH PLAINS, N. J. 

EGGS sare FOWLS 
As an inducement to secure new customers, I will sell 
eggs this spring at half price, as follows: 

Per setting, Per setting. 
Buff P. Rocks R.C. B. Leghorns... - 
Barred P. Rocks... Black Minorcas...-..- 
White P. Rocks... Partridge W’d’s 
Light Brahmas S.C.B. Ospingtons = 255 
B. Wyandottes..... S.C.B’k Oxpinsionss 
S. Wyandottes...... R.C.B. Orpingtons. - 
W. Wyandottes.. 
Buff Leghorns.. 
S.C. W. &B. Le’ ns13 

S. C. Buff Orpington eggs, $3, for 30; $8, for 100; c 
Black and White Orpington eggs, $5, for 26; $10, for 60. 
other eggs $6, per 100. 40 years among poultry and now have 
the largest and best equipped poultry establishments in America. 

Circular Free. 

LEWIS C. BEATTY, Box 174, Washington, N. J. 

If you want to keep the best fowls 
you must keep Orpingtons, and if you 
want the best of these you must send 
to their or joiners who naturally 
have the best. far the largest 
winners wherever oH exhibit. 

Illustrated catalogue,70 pages, 10 cents to cover postage. 

ORPINGTON PoULTRY JOURNAL, 5 cts.; yearly, 60 cts. 

Inspection of farms cordially invited. Trains met. Advice free, 

Are you willing to give four pair of our 

PURE-BLOOD HOMER SQUAB BREEDERS 
a trial? 1f so,send us a five-dollar bill and we |” 
will forward four pair of A-r mated Homers. / 
This trial order will convince you of the qu: ulity | 
of our stock. As it will be impossible to fill or- 
ders at the present low price when the spring | 
season opens, we will ship now, or book for | 
shipment, all orders received before April 1st > 
at the following low prices: 12 pair, 418; | 
25 pair, 850; 50 pair, $975 100 pair, | 
8110; 200 pair, $200. Those that are} 
looking for a beautifully colored Homer, or one 
of extra good shape or producing qualities, we | 
can assure that we can take care of their or-Le 2 - 

ders and give absolute Bate taeeion at a price 
away below the regular. 

GE DINENe FARM POULARM..YARDS 
Our White Wrandottes have again been S. C. Buff Orpingtons Cornish Indian Games 

winners during neé show season ust closed. ¢ 7 

Should you perhaps be in need aan good trio, Ss. Cc. Black Minorcas White Wyandottes 
@ Male bird, or a few Hens or Pullets, we can serve 

you. Eggs for hatching, packed in strong ship- 
ping boxes $3.00 per setting ; 2 settings, $5 00. 

Let us know your wants and we shall be 
- Ee Pleased to furnish all information desired. 

SPECIAL—A FEW CHOICE, WBLL MARKED 
SCOTCH COLLIE PUPS FOR SALE. 

UE WHITE POULTRY YARDS 
STEWART & LOEBER, PROPS 

Office, 1717 Walnut Street, Milwaukee, Wis 

Greider’s Fine Catalog 
of Prize-Winning Poultry for 1906. 
This book is printed inseveral Beautiful 
Colors and is larger than ever. Contains 
a Fine Chromo of lifelike fowls. It 
illustrates and describes 60 varieties of 
poultry, ducks, geese, pigeons, etc. It 
shows best equipped poultry yards and 
houses—how to build houses; cure for 
diseases, and all kinds of information in- 
dispensable to poultry keepers. Send 10 
cents for this noted book. 
B.H.GREIDER, :: RHEEMS, PA. 

We breed our prize Winners and can sell you birds that will enable you to do the same. 
At Madison Square Garden we won first and Club special on S. C. Buff Orpington pen—14 pens 

competing. Also third pullet—39 pullets in the class. 
At Albany, N. Y., we made a clean sweep. Our Buff Orpingtons won every regular prize offered, except 

one third—64 Buffs competing. Also eight specials, including silver cup for best display —all varieties com- 
peting. On C. I. Games we won two Ist, four 2d and three 3d at the same show. 

Our Black Minorcas are bred for egg production and shown for exhibition only. Stock and eggs for 
sale at right prices. Satisfaction guaranteed. Frank W. Gaylor, Mgr., White Plains, N. Y. 

| Catalogue Free—Exhibition | 
Barred, White and Buff Plymouth 

Rock Eggs $3.00 also $2.00 per 1s. 

Grand Pekin Duck Eggs $2.00 also | 

$1.00 per 1x. Incubator eggs by 

# the 1000. Stock for sale. 

BRED TO LAY BRED TO WIN 
The Triumph Strain of 

White Wyandottes 
LINE-BRED for fifth of a century. For 

heavy BROWN EGG production and SHOW 
ROOM HONORS this STRAIN is to-day 
recognized as the leader. Choice cockerels 
and pullets yet to spare. Finely illustrated 
catalogue free. Write your wants to 
HARRY W. BRITTON, Moorestown, N. J. 

} Plymouth Poultry Farm Co. | 
Route 22, York, Pa- 

SHOEMAKER’S POIl | TR Y 

BOOK on 

and Almanae for 1906 contains 224 pages, with many 
fine colored plates of fowls true to life. It tells all about 
chickens, their care, diseases and remedies. All about 
incubators and how to operate them. All about poultry 
houses and how to build them. It’s really an encyclo- 
peedia of chickendom. You needit. Price only 15 cts 

C. C. SHOEMAKER, Boz 457, Freeport, Iil. 

RAISE EVERY CHICK 

you hatch. CHICK MANNA makes your chicks 
grow up strong and healthy. Nothing 1s 
nearly so good. 

Plenty of other helpful supplies, and Cyphers’ Incubators 
and Brooders. 
Read all about them in our J//ustrated Poultry Supply Book 

—mailed free. 

JOHNSON @ STOKES, 717,219 Market St. 

“‘The Breed that Laysis the Breed that Pays” 

“"tan> White Leghorns 
are the greatest layera known. Weare the largest breeders in the world 
of this deservedly popular variety. A penof these fowls will make big 
money for you. A customer in 1904 bought two sittings from our special 
matings and raised from them a pen that won at the great Chicago Showin 
1905. Ourstock will win prizes for you in the hottest competition. Our 
mating list for 1906 gives many pictures of our farm and birds. We want 
you to have a copy of this booklet. Send for it to-day. It is free. 
WHITE LEGHORN POULTRY YARDS CO., 2% Hooker St., Waterville,N.Y. 

We can teach you thoroughly, siccessfully. Our original’ 
personal correspondence course of instruction is interest” 
ing, practical, costs but little. A safe gnide to beginners, in- 
valuable to old poultry raisers. We teach you how to make 
any plot of ground, large or small, pay a sure dividend of 
from 25 to 50 per cent. on the inyestment. Individual 

"attention given each student. -Write for free booklet telling how to 
make poultry pay. COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF POULTRY 
CULTURE, 178 Harvey Bldg., Waterville, N. Y. 

POULTRY SUPPLIES 
We sell SENS the poultryman needs. Incubators, 
Brooders, Fouds, Tonics, Powders, Fences, Bone 

Cutters, Egg Boxes, ete. Write to-day for a free 
copy of our Poultry Supply Catalogue. You'll be 

surprised how much you can save by 
buying all your supplies from one place. 

JOSIAH YOUNC, 
23 Crand Street, Troy, N. Y. 

Why--Gentlewoman’s Hen ? 
So profitable 

So tame 

Eggs best cake & complexion 

write free booklet. Mary Ray, Dedham, Mass 

EYSTONE 
INCUBATOR 

has ‘‘ success ” stamped all ever it. 
You’ll know wHy when you leam 
How it’s built and operates. New 
catalog tells wHy and How. Free. 

Write for it today. 

THE DIEHL-SCHILLING CO. 
Box 610. Easton, Pa. 

VOURWWCEY S LAK 
never brought you greater success than eae tha ald 

STAR Incubators and Brooders 
They make poultry raising profitable, easy 
and certain. Sold ona guarantee that makes 
you safe. Free catalog tells why. Write. 

STAR INCUBATOR co. 
682 Church Street, Bound Brook, N. J, 

. Complete fire-proof hatching and brooding 
if you have the best HOTIER ‘ plant for $7.50. 2 qts. oil hatches 50 eggs E : 
PIGEONS. Wecan supply a and raises chicks. Catalogue free. CYCLE 
limited number of very choice HATCHER CO., Box 289 Salem, New York. 

: TURN \ 

‘| Green Bone 
INTO 

Greenbacks 
by feeding your hens green 
bone cut with the modern 

Bone 
Stearns 20%. 
Cuts hard or soft bones, meats, 
vegetables—quicker, better, easier 
than any other. Our 30 days 
free trial offer will prove it. In- 
teresting booklet free. 

E. C. Stearns & Co., Box 2, Syracuse, N. Y: 

breeders at right prices. 

NEWARK SQUAB CO. 
NEWARK NEW YORK § 

If you havenot beensuccessful | 

with fruit, flowers, or vege- 
tables, your trouble is proba- 

bly lack of fertilization. The 

past severe winters have nearly exterminated many 

kinds of insects. Bees are the best insects for fertiliz- 

ing blossoms and are profitable as well. A booklet 

on managing bees for profit, 10 cents. Catalogue free. 

Colonies of Italian bees in chaff hives, $9.50. 

eo OO RIN GANS 
105 Park Place, N. Y. Apiaries: Glen Cove, L.I. 
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The ‘Tree Book JULIA E. ROGERS 

** This is 

the most 

valuable, 
ACCUTALC 

and elab- 

orate book 

ever pub- 
lished in 

Mim eniea 

on our na- 

tive trees.’’ 

—New York 

Herald. 

Opening shoots of a beech tree 1n May 

‘THis book has 

many features 
It is extraordinary how little known, 

comparatively, are the blossoms of 

the beech tree. The Tree Book 

that no other reveals some interesting facts here 

«—as well as for all the other impor- 

tant American trees. work on trees 

It 

tells how to know the trees; 

approaches. 

the uses and 

value of trees; the care of trees; how to 

grow trees; the preservation of forests. 

The 350 beautiful photographic illus- 

by A. R. DuGmore, show bud, 

full leaf, fruit and the wood of 

trations, 

blossoms, 

all the important species. 

Sixteen plates in color. 

Net, $4.00. 

(Postage, 34 cents.) 

THE GARDEN @.) Comte LIFE ES eons 
MAGAZINE IN AMERICA 

DOVBLEDAY sae CO NEW “YORK 

WANT DEPARTMENT 
A special low rate is made in this department for the convenience of readers to advertise for a gardener» 

or for gardeners to offer their services. 

OO as Head Gardener or Super- 
Position W anted intendent by _ practical 

° experienced man to take 
Aged 34, married, no children. 

Address Henry, 572 Park Ave.. 

wishes position, thoroughly experi- 
GARDE N E R enced in all branches of gardening, 
capable to take charge of gentleman’s country place; nine years in 
present position, best of references; Scotch, age 35, married, 2 
children, disengaged March ist. Address, 

- WAYSON. South Kortright, N. Y, 

WANTED 
RELIABLE SALESMEN 

to sell our hardy Nursery Stock. We pay liberal salaries 
and commissions. Write to-day for terms. 

KALAMAZOO NURSERIES, 
KALAMAZOO, MICH. 

charge of first class country estate. 
Refer by permission to last employer. 

New York City. 

| Gardeners’ Register 
High-class men, with good records, can be 
obtained at VAUGHAN’S SEED STORE, 

14 Barclay Street, New York City. No fee. 
84 Randolph Street, Chicago. ————— 

Marcu, 1906 | 

AM About Dogs 

ae tremendous increase 
of interest in dogs and 

canine matters was never 
more truly evinced than this 
year. “Every dog has his 
day’’—and these are the days’ | 
for exhibition dogs. All | 
kinds of dogs are treated | 
adequately, for, the first time 
in America, in The Dog Book, 
by JAMES WaTson. To be_ | 
in ten parts. I. to VI. now | 
ready. Well illustrated. 

($1.10 each, subscription) 

AM About Poultry | 

OU can lear aliseaatms ; 
known about the raising, | 

breeding, care and sale of 
every kind of feathered pro- 
duct in The Poultry Book, 
It is the most complete and | 
authoritative bookonthesub- 
ject ever printed in America. | 
Superbly illustrated in color 
and black-and-white, by 
HARRISON WEIR. 

($13.60, sold by subscription) 

THE GARDEN COVATRY LIFE THE WORLDS 
MAGAZINE , IN AMERICA ~ WORK 

DOVBLEDAY PAGE «CQ NEW YORK 

MAULE’S SEEDS LEAD ALL. 
Illustrated Catalogue free 

WM. HENRY MAUI 
1701 Filbert Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

JAPANESE GARDENS 
and plants. Extensive nurseries in Japan and America. 
Send for Catalogue. 

HINODE FLORIST COMPANY, Whitestone, Long Island 

Largest importers and growers of 
ORCHIDS in the United States 

LAGER & HURRELL 
| Orne CrOwers and NTO OTS SUMMIT, N. J, 
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The Famous 

MaGaAZINE subscriber. 

fully illustrated by photographs and plans. 

How to [ake a Lawn 
BY LEONARD BAKRON 

Relation of the greensward to the coun- 
try place—preparing the soil—the best 
kinds of grass, etc. 

A New Kind of Wall Garden 
BY H. E. PENDLETON 

A unique story of a house in Pittsburg 
which was bought “sight unseen” by a gen- 
tleman who liked the looks of the vines on 
the wall. 

A Garden By Hand 
BY MARTIA LEONARD 

Saving the good features of a deserted 
home. Transforming a brook into a pond 
and rock garden. Why early design was a 
moral failure, and how a tornado suggested 
a new view. 

The Country Home Reminder 

Duties and activities made necessary by 
March weather. Early garden planting. 
The best time to prune trees. An active 
month for the poultry man. 

Planning Your Own Place 
BY I. G. TABOR 

The fundamental principles of gardening 
reduced to a few simple rules, with the 
reasons therefor. 

Pe We (GOIN Ia AN dhs 

It is brimful of practical suggestions—besides being beautiful and interesting. 

Sun Dials in Modern Gardens 
BY WALTER A, DYER 

A charming garden ornament which is 
becoming more and more popular. The 
various styles and how to select. 

Wild Gardening by a Wooded Lake 
BY WILHELM MILLER 

Showing how anyone who can afford a 
New England farm at $10 an acre can dam 

a woodland stream and create a charming 
wild garden, such as Mr. Griscom, of Hay- 
erford, Pa., and others have done. 

Flowers from Frost to Frost 
BY HENRY MAXWELL 

A garden that is famous for its uninter- 
rupted succession of flowers. Some of the 
best combinations that may be produced in 
any garden. 

Dwari Fruit Trees for Suburban Gardens 
BY F, A. WAUGH 

Good fruit in one or two years. Dwarfing 
the trees and training them in special forms. 
Ornamental treatment for pears, apples, 
peaches, plums and cherries, that help, not 
hinder, bearing. 

An Insect That Makes Us «Do or Die” 
The San José Scale—the worst insect 

pest of modern times; new ways of fighting it. 

COUNTRY LIFE IN AMERICA 
MARCH _ Double Number 

A COMPLETE GARDENING MANUAL 

This sumptuously illustrated magazine is a practical guide book in itself that will prove of great usefulness to every GARDEN 

It contains many definite outlines for laying out various types of gardens in different localities and situations, all 

MARCH COVER 

YOUR SUBSCRIPTION 
sent to us now for a year will include this special 50c. number without extra charge. Not only is every issue of CountTRy LIFE IN AMERICA 

of gardening value to you, but will interest you in many ways, as each regular number sweeps the whole field of outdoor activities. Some 

regular subjects : 

Sailing, Fishing, Automobiling Country Home Making 

Furnishing and Decorating Inside the Country House 

The Country Home Reminder 

Masterpieces of Nature Poetry 

Landscape Gardening 

Cheap Lands for Successful Farming Horses, Dogs, Cattle, Poultry, etc. 

The Planter’s Guide Walter J. Travis on Golf 

Wild Foods Discoveries and News of Outdoor Interest 

The March issue is one of the three special 50-cent numbers (Christmas Annual, Housebuilding Number, Gardening Manual) 

but all three are included in the regular subscription, $4.00, without extra cost. 

Send $4.00 at once and we will enter your subscription beginnirg with the Gardening Manual. 

THE - GARDEN 2) COVNTRY LIFE (@ 
ae <.. 

MAGAZINE — \eedsex7_ IN AMERICA ¢3 

DOVBLEDAY PAGE «CO NEW 

THE WORLDS 
WORK 

YORK 
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From ‘Top to Bottom 
THE 

. NATURE LIBRARY 
$b 
so is filled with live interest and all the charms of the out- 

Mrs. Sy, doors. It forns the only complete American library of 
HELEN Ye the open air. The value and comprehensiveness of 
R.WELLS, Ds 
Akron, Ohio, the set is well evidenced by the titles of these 
says: 

“*T can hardly say 
enough in praise of 
Tue Nature Liprary. 
The whole family, from 
the grandmother to the 
youngest child, are delighted 
with them. My boys hang over 
them like butterflies and anticipate 
the greatest pleasure in their use. 
The elder one, who is sixteen, will soon 
have studies in which they will be most 
helpful,'and the ten-year-old will get much 
from them. He says: ‘Oh, I feel as if 
we're just rich to have these books.’ While 
the father, who is quite an enthusiastic on mush- 
rooms, is particularly interested in that book.” 

%, jase 
Se, 4,000 pages, 10+ x 7 inches 

> 300 plates in full colors ; 

g). 450 half-tone photographs 

hy 1,500 other illustrations, and 

YX, A General Introduction by 

Fohn Burroughs 

Miss LETTA BERNICE BURNS, 
o> Superviser Nature Study, State Nor- 
bh mal School, Jamaica, N. Y., says: 

€ You will want to know more 

about this great work. 
4 We have prepared an elaborate 
booklet that gives some idea of the 
beauty and authoritative character of 
the books. It shows how this library, 
most valuable for reference, is, above all, 

readable and interesting. It contains striking 

O) ‘<T esteem it a pleasure to say a word of 
Pp appreciation concerning THe Nature 
red) Library. The subject matter is well 
A chosen, the presentation clear and 
“pb concise; the illustrations excellent 
o> and abundant. These books 

S) meet a real demand and will 

: : ano og tie ie be of grea vi aeh- .. 

specimens of the wonderful three-color photo- : = Ss pa Te, "ers and arulene Cae 
graphy and some of the full-page black-and-white a ; >, study. 

plates. This book is too costly to be mailed in- = ee Sh 

discriminately, but the return of the coupon 
opposite, with your name, will bring one to you 

promptly, with details of a particularly attrac- 
tive offer we make for a limited time. 

Better Do It Now 

Doubleday, Page & Co. 
Publishers 

Country Life in America The Worlds Work 

133 East 16th Street 

New York City 
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mae New Cyclopedia 

American Horticulture 
(A new and enlarged edition of the work formerly published in four volumes by The Macmillan Company) 

is Now in process of publica- 

tion, and will soon be ready 

for delivery. In the mean- 

time special inducements 

are offered to “ Before-Pub- 

lication” subscribers. Write 

for full particulars. 

Every man or woman 

who cares for outdoor mat- | 

ters actually needs this 

Cyclopedia. It will be the one great authority, containing in its six great 

quarto volumes 2,100 pages of: 

1. Descriptions, alphabetically arranged, of all—over a thousand—of the native trees, plants and 
flowers worth cultivating, with keys enabling you to name any species as well as to find out all about it. 

2. Fullest cultural instructions for every flower, fruit and vegetable, trees and ornamental plants 
you may want to grow. 

3. Hundreds of elaborate articles on such subjects as the tools necessary for all sorts of 

work in the ground, railroad gardening, spraying, thinning, transplanting, and so on. 

4. Over 4,357 articles in all, by 450 expert writers, occupying about 2,100 pages and 

covering 24,434 plant names. 

5. 2,800 detailed illustrations, enormously increasing the ease of identifica- 

tion to the amateur, and 146 beautiful full-page plates. 

6. An inexhaustible mine of information from practical cultivators 
on culture, marketing, localities, and the horticultural capabilities of 

each State and section. 

THE GARDEN COVANTRY LIFE THE WORLDS 
MAGAZINE IN AMERICA WORK 

DOVBLEDAY PAGE =CO NEW YORK 
133-135-137 EAST 16TH STREET, NEW YORK 
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THE NEW MAGAZINE 

Farming appeared during the last week 
in January. At first it seemed as if, with the 
printers’ strike on hand, we would occupy 
our work-rooms to their fullest capacity for 
the first month in the year, but when we 
found that things were going well we decided 
to bring out the first number at once. It is by 
no means a perfect specimen of what we de- 
sign the magazine to be, but it does show the 
general line on which we are trving to work, 
and the cordial reception of it by readers and 
advertisers alike astonishes us quite as much 
as it encouragesus. We realize our obli- 
gations and shall try to live up to them. 
The March number, which is now nearly 
ready, contains a good many interesting 
articles. Here are a few of them: 

The Possibilities of Swine Breeding, How 
to Make the Farm Pay, How Cowpeas Made 
a Profit of $6,000 in a Year from an Unsal- 

able Farm, Farm Buildings with a Typical 
Plan, The Jersey Cow, A Novel Chicken 
Brooder from a Piano Box, Plowing and 
Harrowing; besides the monthly depart- 
ments of the magazine on the subjects in 
which the farmer is most interested, inclu- 
ding Dairy Notes, Horses, Cattle and Sheep, 
Grain Notes, Irrigation, Farm Law, Good 
Roads, Farm Implements, etc., etc. Always 
Farming will bear in mind the great sub- 
ject Farmers as Business Men, a topic of 
unvarying interest, and, if properly treated, 
of lasting helpfulness. 

THE SUBSCRIPTION SEASON 

The two months of December and January 
are the publisher’s harvest time so far as sub- 
scriptions go, and every one of our magazines 
shows a most splendid increase for which 
we now express our gratitude. The World’s 
Work, Country Life in America and THE 
GARDEN MaAGazInE have received from 
twenty per cent. to forty per cent. more 

subscribers than ever before, and last year’s 
increase was a good one, which makes this 
year’s record still more satisfactory. 

REPRESENTATIVES WANTED 

We need a few good people to represent 
our magazines and to secure subscriptions 
for us. We do not want many representa- 

““To business that we love to rise betime 

And go to’ with delight.” —A xtony and Cleopatra. 

atives, and we only wish to have connected 
with us people on whom we can absolutely 
rely—people in character as good, or bet- 
ter than the magazines. Those who have 
acted for us have made good incomes, and 
we shall be glad to advise with you on the 
subject if you will send us your name and 
address with the request for some account 
of our agency plans. The spring-time, 
which is now upon us, is particularly favor- 
able for the work on THE GARDEN 
MacazineE, Farming, and Country Life in 
America. 

THE COUNTRY HOUSE 

To anyone who is planning to build a house, 
this volume, by Chas. Edw. Hooper is 
worth its price many times over. Will be 
sent to you on approval. Now isa good 
time to buy: 

“Ferns and How to Grow Them,” $1.10 net. 
“How to Make a Flower Garden,” $1.76 net. 
““How to Make a Vegetable Garden,” $2.20 

net. 

“Roses and How to Grow Them,” $1.10 net. 
“The Tree Book,” $4.40 net. 
“The First Book of Farming,’ $1.10 net. 

THE GARDEN MAGAZINE 

For April will be the special double Plant- 
ing Number, for which we charge twenty-five 
cents on the news-stands, but it is furnished 
in the yearly subscription to subscribers. 
An especial feature is the Planting Tables for 
annuals, vegetables, and perennials that 
bloom the first year from seed. These are 
extensions and great improvements upon the 
very successful tables of last year, carrying 
the information a point or two further than 
was then done. A unique article, the first of 
its kind that has been published in a horti- 
cultural magazine, tells you exactly how to 
use a planting plan; it explainsexactly how to 
transfer the plan from the paper to the gar- 
den. A suburban garden which is full of 
flowers from the first days of spring until frost 
is described, with planting lists. Following 
out the scheme of last year, there are three 
pages of beautiful pictures of suggestive gar- 
dens. The whole subject of spring planting 
is entertainingly discussed and copiously 
illustrated, including special articles on the 

- OFFICE: | 

treating cf edgingsand rock gardens. The 
first of a series of articles on quality in vege- 
tables appears in this number, and is devoted 
to potatoes, the ultimate test of table quality 
being applied. 

RDEN 

Beautiful three-color cover for April 

THE GARDEN ANNUAL OF COUNTRY LIFE 

IN AMERICA 

This month we issue the Double Number 
of Country Lije in America devoted to the 
the garden. It sells for fifty cents on the 
news-stands, but is included in a yearly 
subscription for $4.00. 

Here are some of the features: 
How to Make a Lawn. 
A New Kind of Wall Garden. 
A Vagabond Garden Reclaimed. 
A Japanese Garden on a Village Lot. 
Sun-Dials in Modern Gardens. 
A Garden Hidden by Informal Planting. 

Wild Gardening beside a Wooded Lake. 
Flowers from Frost to Frost. 
The Country Home Reminder. 
Planning the Home Grounds. 
An Insect that Makes Us Do or Die. 
Dwarf Fruit Trees for Suburban Gardens. 
Quality Vegetables and Fruits for the Home 

Garden. 
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AGENTS who represent THE 
GARDEN MAGAZINE 

receive large special inducements for work done during the early 
subscription season of 1906. Write for samples and particulars. 
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OR twenty-five years we have been urging the many advantages of gardening with Hardy Plants, and now that these advantages are pretty gener- 
ally recognized we wish to call attention to some of the better varieties which are not wellknown. Everybody knows about the good qualities cf 
Paeconies, Phloxes, and Ho!lyhocks, but there are scores of plants equally as good which are comparatively unknown. Among the best of these are 

the superb English Delphiniums. Tall, stately and picturesque in habit, they produce immense spikes of flowers of every imaginable shade of blue fora 
very long season during the summer. The colors are often combined with various shades of bronze, sometimes with white eyes, and the range of colors 
includes plums, purples, white, and primrose yellow. The flower spikes are sometimes two feet in length, and the variety and combination coloring is 
lovely beyond description. The plants range from three to seven feet in height and will thrive in any soil except in a very light and sandy one, and even 
in this if it is liberally enriched with well-rotted cow manure. We have the best and the only good collection of English Delphiniums in America. They 
are grown from the finest collections in England. 

s . ( Fine mixed English, - - - - - $1.50 perdozen, $10.00 per 100 
Special Offer of f English, in separate colors, ei, ings 2.00 <s 13.00 “ 

Selected varieties, selected from thousands of seed- 
lings grown from a famous named collection, - 3.00 = 20.00 < 

Improved English Delphiniums Extra selected varieties, - -  $ .50 each, 5.00 oo 
White varieties, - 1.00 

We have the largest, finest and most comprehensive stock of Hardy Plants in America, including three hundred varieties of the choicest Paeonies, one 
hundred varieties of Japanese and European Tree Paeonies, including extra large specimens, and also the largest collection of Japanese Iris in the 
world and an unsurpassed collection of named Phloxes. Our illustrated catalogue describing these and hundreds of other Hardy Plants, Trees, and Shrubs 
will be sent on request. 

“A Plea for Hardy Plants,’’ by J. Wilkinson Elliott, contains much informa‘ion about Hardy Gardens, with plans for their arrange- 
ment. We have made arrangements with the publishers of this book to furnish it to customers at a very low price. Particulars on request. 

ELLIOTT NURSERY. CO. 

SAAN A | PANS BURG, PAL 
2 
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The Truth About “ Early 
Orders”’ 

VER since I can remember, the seedsmen 
have been urging the public to order 

early. 
I used to wonder whether they had any 

selfish motive, and whether the amateur had 
anything to lose by delay. 
Now ‘hat I have had a peep behind the 

scenes, I doubt if the seedsmen get any more 
orders by pressing this point. 
Their sole idea is to avoid killing them- 

selves by overwork in April and May and 
having nothing to do the rest of the year. 

On the other hand, there are four impor- 

tant reasons why it is to the advantage of 
the purchaser to order in March rather than 
in April. 

1. You have more time to plan a better 
garden and, therefore, a better chance of 
discovering the quality varieties. 

2. You run no danger of ‘‘substitution ””— 
an odious disappointment. No other variety 
is as good as the one you want. 

3 You avoid the spring rush on your own 
place. The extra help can be hired before 
everybody else wants it. And you will have 
time to see that the right things are planted 
in the right way at the ‘right time. 

4. You get your trees and plants as soon 
as it is safe to ship them. Thousands of 
plants are ruined every April and May by 
delays in transit, which cause the roots to 
dry out or decay. 

In spite of these advantages the public is 
just as late as ever, and the same volume of 
complaint goes up every year about “ substi- 
tution,” “plants ruined in transit,” and “a 
whole year lost.” 

I cannot see that the thousands of dollars 
spent by the seedsmen have made any im- 
pression upon the public. 

It is only the few who have the best gardens 
who have sufficient foresight to order in 
March. The others have commonplace. un- 
interesting gardens—gardens without imagi- 

nation, without new vegetables, without fruit 
enough to last all winter. 

WHAT IF PLANTS SHOULD FREEZE? 

No decent seedsman or nurseryman will 
send you anything in March that is likely to 
be ruined in transit by cold weather. 

The best thing is to tell your nurseryman 
when to deliver the plants, but if you don’t 
know what the dangers may be, say so, and 
put your dealer on his honor. 

The leading firms always take care not to 
ship tender things before it is safe, whether 
you caution them or not. 
Many people now order roses in January 

for April delivery. It pays. 
Order your seeds, trees, plants, tools, fer- 

tilizers and spraying outfit, in March rather 
than April, if you want to avoid the spring 
rush and get better goods for the same 
money. 

OUTDOOR WORK FOR PLEASANT DAYS 

Rake, fertilize and roll the lawn. Dig 
out perennial weeds (plantains, docks, dande- 
lions) and sow grass-seed in the bare spots. 
Sprinkle bonemeal on the lawn. Have you 
any sodding to do ? 

Walks and drives need new gravel and a 
thorough rolling. You will be too busy to 
attend to grading and draining in April. 

Remove from the garden bricks, stones, and 
other rubbish that will not decay. 

Have you any shrubs out of place? Move 
them to positions where they will look 
better. 

Is your shrubbery too crowded? Remove 
enough to let the others have full room to 
develop. Cut back and tie up vines on porch 
and trellis. 

Uncover bulb beds and the hardy border 
March tsth, or earlier. Leave the mulching 
material handy, so that you can replace it 
at nightfall if a freeze threatens. Uncover 
early and do all you can to harden the young 
growths. 

Rearrange hardy border and rock garden 
for better mass and color effects, and plan to 
fill the gaps left by winter. 

Unless you live by the seashore sprinkle 
salt on your asparagus bed. Scatter half a 
pound over a square yard. 

Manure beds of asparagus, rhubarb and 
sea-kale. In default of manure use nitrate 
of soda. Apply one ounce to the square 
yard.and rake it in. Repeat three weeks 
later. Or, use one ounce of nitrate to three 
gallons of water and apply in liquid form. 

Graft old trees of worthless varieties of 
fruit with scions of good varieties and they 
will bear well in three years. 

Cut off strawberry runners, if you failed to 
do so last season. Manure the bed. 

Preserve wood ashes for April use in the 
garden. ‘The pile must be kept dry. 

Tue Epitror 

“Daffadils 
That come before the Swallow dares, and take 
The windes of March with beauty” 



The Romance of a Lost Orchid—By Leonard Barron * 
THE STORY OF A MUCH-PRIZED LADY’S-SLIPPER, LOST FOR HALF A CENTURY, ALTHOUGH THE 

PARENT OF MANY CHOICE 

YOUNGHUSBAND’S INVASION 

OTHING within recent years has cre- 
ated so much excitement among plant 

connoisseurs as the rediscovery in the mount- 
ains of Tibet of the long-lost lady’s-slipper 

Opening the boxes containing 

the first two hundred plants of Fairie’s cypripedium 

Like digging gold! 

orchid, Fairie’s cypriped (Cypripedium Fair- 
1eanum). 

Orchid lovers have been watching for 
years for the rediscovery of this plant, the 
actual source of which was unknown. They 
svanted it, not merely because it had been 
utterly lost to cultivation, but because it was 
the parent of many of the most beautiful 
hybrids we have. It had remarkable pre- 
potency, imparting to its descendants its 
beautiful purple venation. 

Fifty years ago a Wardian case full of 
orchids was offered for sale in the celebrated 
Stevens’s plant auction rooms in London. 
They were sold, and not considered of very 
much account at the time, and pieces of the 
plants were fairly generally distributed among 
the orchid collections of the world. This 
was the original importation of Cypripedium 
Fairieanum, and from that time to this no 
other plant has ever been seen. All these 
original plants died. Undoubtedly, like 
many others introduced in the early days of 
orchid cultivation, they were cooked to death. 
Now we grow orchids cooler. 

A few plants lingered on in collections 
around New York, and some interesting 
hybrids have been raised from them, which 
were all that remained to remind orchid 
lovers of the existence of this species. 

So great had been the desire to rediscover 
the plant that one large firm of English 
orchid dealers had a standing offer of $5,000 

HYBRIDS NOW IN CULTIVATION—ITS REDISCOVERY ON COLONEL 

OF MYSTERIOUS TIBET—WORTH $500 ONE MONTH, $25 THE NEXT 

in the Indian papers for a consignment of the 
plants. There was a belief that this lost 
plant was native to Assam, but all that was 
positively known about the source of the 
original importation of a half century ago 
was that the case in which they arrived had 
come from Calcutta. It often happens that 
the exact source of a new orchid is kept secret 
(and, indeed, there have been instances of 
deliberate misrepresentation). This is one 
of the unfortunate exigencies of trade. The 
importer wants to make as much money as 
possible from a new find. 

yee mee: 

Among the hybrids of American origin, Cypripedium 

Edwardi is one of the most remarkable. The down- 

ward droop of the petals is a characteristic of the 

Fairieanum hybrid. Color white shaded green, purple 

veinings 

That Fairie’s orchid has eventually been 
rediscovered and reintroduced is the direct 
result of the British Government’s mission 
to Tibet. A Government officer engaged on 
the mission discovered certain plants in the 
mountains of Tibet, and shipped a few to a 
friend in Calcutta, under the suspicion that 
they were something new and valuable. 
Other plants were sent to Kew, England, and 
were immediately identified as being the 
long-lost lady’s-slipper. 

Naturally, the news of the rediscovery 
spread quickly. Here was an opportunity 
Cable dispatches were hurried off. Collect- 
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ors were sent into the region of the orchid, 
and within a very short time after the identity 
of the orchid had been announced, a well- 
known firm of orchid importers in England 
had a special consignment on the seas, en 
route for London. Plants of the original re- 
discovery were coming along slowly from 
Calcutta. It was a race, and the second 
dispatch arrived first! They were rushed to 
the auction rooms, and so keen was the ex- 
citement in the orchid world that plants of 
two or three growths sold at prices ranging 
from $300 to $500. The secret of another 
shipment being on the seas had been well 
kept, but it arrived in due time and to-day 
the lady’s-slipper, lost for half a century, can 
be purchased in good specimens for $25. Al- 
ready American collectors are in possession 
of the rarity, and it has even flowered in the 
collection of Mr. Brown at St. Louis, Mis- 
souri. 

Cypripedium Fairieanum transmits its 
high coloring and its peculiar droop of the 
petals to all its hybrids. 

The flower of Fairie’s orchid, which is 
borne on a stalk about six inches long, has a 
remarkably attractive combination of bright 
colors. The upper standard is white, yellow- 
ish green at the base and is veined with rich 
purple. The same colors appear in the 
petals, and the slipper or pouch is reddish 
green, veined with purple. 

At first, plants like this sold for $300 and $500 

each on arrival. Within a month a second arrival 

reduced the value to $25 



niin _ 
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showing the first flowers of the rediscovery, was made at Kew, England. 
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After an interval of fifty years, a member of the Government mission to Tibet re-introduced the long-lost Cypripediam F2irieanum. This photograph, 

A plant has since flowered at St. Louis, Mo. 



Spraying the Home Garden—By E. Dwight Sanderson 4.8: 

PRACTICAL WAYS OF SAVING THE HOME FRUITS FROM INSECTS AND DISEASES 

—THE RECIPES, METHODS AND APPLIANCES THAT ARE ADAPTED SOLELY FOR THE 

AMATEUR, NOT THE COSTLY METHODS USED BY PROFESSIONALS ON A LARGE SCALE 

[Eprtorrat Norr.—The great trouble with the mass of bulletins and articles on spraving is that they are of no use to the amateur who has half a dozen trees and a vegetable 
garden. They are written for the professional fruit grower, who uses apparatus that costs too much for the home garden. Moreover the recipes for use on a large scale are quite 
different from the ones that should be used at home. In this article Professor Sanderson, who is the entomologist at the New Hampshire experiment station, and has had a 
wide experience in various parts of the country, has boldly turned his back upon the commercial methods which only serve to confuse and discourage the amateur, and tells 
just what kind of tools to get, the best recipes, the main’ enemies to look for, and how to spray, powder or otherwise destroy them.] 

Bordeaux and Vermorel nozzles, the ones recom: 

mended by Professor Sanderson for home use 

“FOUR years ago when we bought this 
place we set out several fruit trees, 

which have been well cared for and have 
made a good growth, having some fruit this 
year, but late in the summer they showed 
signs of disease. We are unable to deter- 
mine the trouble. Will you not come and 
examine them, or send a man to do so, when 
in this section 2?” 

This is the message an experiment station 
often receives from amateurs who have a 
few trees. We examine the trees and find 
them covered with the San José scale—the 
most dreaded of orchard pests. ‘‘What can 
we do for it?” is not easy of answer, for the 
home gardener with a few trees can ill afford 
the expensive apparatus used by the commer- 
cial orchardist. 

Well protected, the San José scale insect 
safely passes the winter under its scale-like 
armor. To slay it we must apply a sub- 
stance that will eat through the scale and 

A handy spraying rig for the home garden. An 

outfit like this will last for many years and guarantee 

good fruits and vegetables 

destroy the insect beneath. ‘The insecticide 
must be applied so thoroughly that every par- 
ticle of the tree is covered, else the few scales 
missed may by the next August be the great- 
great-grandmothers of thousands of lusty 
progeny which will require further treatment. 

The first thing to do is to cut back the tips 
of the limbs or “‘head in” rather severely, 
for many of the scales are just under the 
leaf buds where it is hard to reach them. 
We have seen peach trees excessively scaly 
cut back to mere stumps, from which grew 
out healthy trees in a few seasons. 

REMEDIES FOR THE SCALE 

If you have but two or three trees, prob- 
ably whale-oil or fish-oil soap can be most 
easily secured and applied. Dissolve two 
pounds in a gallon of hot water and apply 
hot. 

Kerosene and crude petroleum have been 
extensively used, both in emulsions with soap 
and in mechanical mixtures with water, 
with varying success, but altogether they can 
hardly be indorsed for general use. Recently 
preparations of crude oil which have been 
treated chemically so that they mix with 
water without emulsifying have been placed 
on the market. They promise to be among 
the best of remedies for the scale and are 
much the easiest to prepare, but they have 
hardly been tested sufficiently to be recom- 
mended unreservedly. 

Most popular and generally efficient of all 
the winter washes now used in the East is 
the lime-sulphur mixture. This wash is 
deservedly popular, for not only does it kill 
the scale but it has great value in destroying 
many of the fungous diseases of fruit trees, 
as well as several other insect pests which 
pass the winter upon them. Thus it has 
proved an efficient remedy for the pear blister 
mite which makes the black spots on pear 
leaves, making them drop prematurely and 
thus stunting the growth of the tree. Also 
it checks the ravages of the precocious bud 
worm and case-bearers upon the buds and 
opening foliage of the apple. As a fungicide 
it will control the peach leaf curl, so that for 
scale on peach trees it is preferred over all 
other washes. Upon the apple lime-sulphur 
has been shown to equal the first application 
of Bordeaux mixture, or copper. sulphate 
applied before the foliage opens for the scab 
and some other diseases. 

Spraying against the scale seems to be 
more effective when done in late fall, or early 
spring just as life is starting in the tree, 
rather than in dead of winter when the insects 
seem to be more resistant. It is best to spray 
on a still day, but if wind is unavoidable 
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Atomizer and hand-bellows, the cheapest appliance 

for dusting bushes. No good for trees 

spray with the wind and on a later day, when 
it has changed, from the opposite direction. 
A tree should be sprayed from four sides, for 
every bit of bark must be covered, and spray- 
ing from two or sometimes even three sides 
will leave places untouched. The same 
treatment will apply to currants and other 
bush fruits or shrubs affected with the San 
José scale. 

OTHER SCALE INSECTS 

But there are other scales that affect the 
apple and pear, such as the oyster-shell scale 
and the scurfy scale, and on raspberry canes 
frequently the rose scale, which cannot be 
successfully combated in winter. For they 
differ from the San José scale in that the 

The compressed-air sprayer designed for the 

amateur who doesn’t like hard work. It saves a lot 

of pumping. Trees of this size can be sprayed by 

using an extension rod 
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mother insect dies in late fall and leaves only 
the eggs to pass the winter heneath the cover- 
ing scale. Insect eggs are not easily killed 
by most washes which will not injure a tree. 
Hence we must wait until the young hatch 
in May or June, the exact time depending 
upon the latitude of the locality. Watch the 
trees carefully, examining with a hand lens 
if possible, and as soon as the small, mite- 
like, yellowish young are found crawling 
abundantly spray the trees thoroughly with 
kerosene emulsion or whale-oil soap. These 
applications will also be effective against any 
plant lice or aphides, such as the bright- 
green aphis which curls up the young foliage 
of the apple or its blackish cousin which forms 
a disgusting mass upon the young peach 
shoots. Whale-oil soap may be used on 
trees in foliage at rate of one pound in five 
or six gallons of water. 

RECIPE FOR KEROSENE EMULSION 

Dissolve a half pound of hard soap in a 
gallon of hot water and then, away from fire, 
add two gallons of kerosene. Churn the 
mixture briskly for five minutes or more until 
the whole mass has a uniform creamy con- 
sistency. This may be readily done with a 
bucket pump by taking the nozzle from the 
hose and pumping the stream back into the 
mixture. Then dilute with fifteen to twenty 
gallons of water. The cottony maple scale, 
which often becomes a serious pest on city 
shade trees, is protected by the cottony mass 
from these sprays, but may be readily con- 
trolled by a stiff stream of cold water from 
a garden hose, which will wash it from the tree. 

ANYONE MAY SAVE HIS APPLES 

“We have an old Baldwin apple tree in 
our yard,” says a friend, “‘but the apples all 
drop off and are full of worms, so that we get 
but a few for pies and the chickens get the 
rest.” How common an experience. 

‘““And did you ever spray them?” I ask. 
Of course he had not, but, as usual, I learn 
that it wouldn’t pay to bother spraying them. 
As a matter of fact, that old tree might have 
furnished a half dozen barrels of good apples, 
sufficient for the winter in many families, 
and saved buying at three dollars a barrel. 
What would it cost ? Possibly twenty-five cents 
each where but one or two trees are sprayed, 
but where many are treated not over fifteen 
cents for the three sprayings usually necessary. 

The first spraying should be made with 
copper sulphate or bluestone solution, used 
at the rate of one pound to twenty-five gallons 
of water before the buds have begun to ex- 
pand in early spring. This is wholly for 
diseases such as rust, scab and rot, which 
exist over winter as small dormant spores on 
the tree and start to grow with the foliage if 
not checked by the fatal copper compound. 
Pure copper sulphate cannot be applied after 
the leaves appear. 

The next spraying is usually made just as 
the petals fall. This time use Bordeaux 
mixture for the diseases and with it mix 
arsenate of lead or Paris green for the insect 
pests, particularly the codling moth or com- 
mon apple worm. 

Similar application should be made a week 
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Churning Kerosene emulsion with a bucket pump 

or ten days later, before the blossom end or 
calyx of the young apple has completely 
closed and the apple has begun to turn over. 

It is of the utmost importance that the 
spraying be done at exactly the right time, 

Pour the dilute lime and dilute 
copper sulphate together into a third vessel 

Bordeaux mixture. 
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and the reason for spraying at this exact sea- 
son is interesting. ‘The codling moth lays 
her eggs on the apple and leaves some little 
time after the blossoms drop. When the 
young caterpillar hatches in June, it crawls 
over the apple and enters at the most inviting 
point, which is the calyx or blossom end. 
The great majority enter there. In spraying 
just after the blossoms drop and again before 
the calyx is closed the calyx cavity is given 
a good coating of poison, so that usually the 
first meal of young codling moth is his last. 
If spraying be delayed the calyx closes, it is 
impossible to spray inside it, and the poison 
on the surface of the apple is not efficient. 

It is also essential that the spraying be done 
from above the tree or so that the spray will 
fallinto the cavity. For small trees this can be 
done by means of an extension rod of light 
gas pipe threaded to fit the nozzle and hose, 
or by tying a light hose to a long pole. With 
a knapsack or compressed-air sprayer eftec- 
tive work may be done on a few small trees 
with a step-ladder. Where a number of 
large trees are to be sprayed a platform made 
to set in an ordinary one-horse express wagon 
will be found a time-saver, and with it a barrel 
pump will be better, though a bucket pump 
mounted on a half barrel may be used. Such 
a platform can be made out of rough boards 
and bolted on to the wagon in a few hours, 
at slight cost, and is easily removed. A rig 
like this is satisfactory for any orchard up to 
several hundred trees. With it an ‘‘extension 
rod,” made of bamboo or gas pipe, as sold 
by the spray pump dealers, should be 
used. 

Where disease has been specially prevalent, 
or where bud worms or other insects attack- 
ing the buds and young fruit have been par- 
ticularly troublesome, another spraying, simi- 
lar to the second, applied just before the 
blossoms open will be profitable. Never 
spray a tree in blossom. It will kill your best 
friends, the bees, without whose aid you need 
not expect a good crop. 

RECIPE FOR BORDEAUX MIXTURE 

To make Bordeaux mixture for a few trees, 
dissolve one pound of copper sulphate (blue- 
stone or blue vitriol) in a gallon of hot water, 
by hanging in a bag. In another gallon of 
water slake one pound of fresh stone lime. 
Now add three pints of the copper solution 
to a bucket of water and four and a half pints 
of the lime wash to another bucket of water. 
Pour the buckets of dilute copper sulphate 
and dilute lime together into a third vessel 
—a large kettle, butter or lard tub will do— 
stirring thoroughly, and add enough water, 
if necessary, to make five gallons. The re- 
mainder of the gallon of lime and bluestone 
can be similarly diluted and mixed when 
needed for later sprayings. 

For larger amounts proceed in the same 
way, using four pounds or gallons of the cop- 
per sulphate solution and six pounds or gal- 
lons of the lime to a barrel of water, diluting 
each first in a half barrel and then pouring 
together. Bordeaux mixture may be bought 
ready made. Some brands are good, many 
are poor. Secure the advice of someone 
familiar with them before buying. 



Never spray a tree in bloom. You will Kill the bees 

and get less fruit 

With the Bordeaux mixture an arsenical 
poison must be used to kill the codling moth 
and other insects. Arsenate of lead has been 
found much the best, as it is remarkably 
adhesive, so that it remains on the apple 
through the summer after the hardest rains 
and is much more effective, both for the sec- 
ond brood of the codling moth and leaf-eating 
insects. It should be used at the rate of one 
pound to a barrel of the Bordeaux, or say 
two ounces to five gallons. In New England, 
where it is often advisable to make the same 
spraying do for the gypsy and brown-tail 
moths, ten pounds to the barrel must be used, 
or a pound to five gallons. Paris green or 
several of the substitutes for it which are 
somewhat cheaper and in many ways better, 
and which are sold under trade names, 
should be used at the rate of four ounces to 
the barrel of Bordeaux. It should be made 
into a paste with water before putting in the 
mixture or it will not mix well. There is 
absolutely no danger to health from eating 
apples poisoned in May or June. 

PROFIT $1 TO $5 A TREE 

Will it pay? Try it and see. Our expe- 
rience shows that instead of three-fourths of 
the fruit dropping and half of the rest being 
wormy we keep three-fourths on the tree and 
but 5 per cent. are wormy. In the most 
carefully conducted tests we have shown that 
with apples at $3 a barrel there has been a 
difference in value of fruit on twenty-year old 
trees of $7 on unsprayed trees against $20 
on sprayed trees. Proper spraying will show 
a net profit of from $1 to $5 a tree in value 
of picked fruit on full bearing trees, if the 
average of the years be taken. 

SPRAYING PEARS 

The sprayings outlined above for the cod- 
ling moth will also control most of the leaf- 
eating caterpillars attacking the apple, such 
as the tent caterpillar, canker-worms, etc., 
and the sprayings before blossoming will have 
considerable influence in controlling the cur- 
culio whose crescent-shaped scars blemish 
the fruit. Pear trees should be sprayed in 
the same manner and at the same season as 
apples, for the same pests attack them. 

Somewhat later the foliage of the pear and 
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cherry often looks as if scorched by fire as 
the result of the work of the pear slugs, small 
larvee of sawflies, which eat off the surface 
of the leaves, thus turning them brown. They 
will succumb readily to an arsenical spray, 
or may be killed by a thorough dusting with 
hellebore or even air-slaked lime, for they 
are easily killed by clogging the breathing 
pores. For dusting trees or vegetables the 
portable powder guns now sold are by far 
the most desirable apparatus. They may 
also be used for dusting a few apple trees 
with dry Bordeaux mixture and Paris green, 
as is now advocated by many in Missouri and 
elsewhere. 

SPRAYING PEACHES AND PLUMS 

Peach and plum trees should be sprayed 
thoroughly with Bordeaux mixture before 
the buds open for the leaf curl, rot, and 
other diseases affecting them. Where there 
has been considerable rot the previous season, 
all the dried-up fruit, or ‘‘mummies” hang- 

Just before the buds open you want to spray your 

home fruit trees 

ing on the tree should be picked off and de- 
stroyed in the winter. Then spray with 
dilute Bordeaux as soon as the fruit is set 
and every two weeks through the season, as 
experience proves necessary, as these dis- 
eases are much worse in some localities and 
in wet seasons. Dilute Bordeaux is made 
exactly as previously described, except that 
just one half as much copper sulphate and 
lime are used to the same amount of water. 
Bordeaux should always be used in the dilute 
form on peach and plum in foliage, and care 
must be taken to have it well mixed and 
properly made. 

BUSH FRUITS AND GRAPES 

The diseases of bush fruits may also be 
controlled with Bordeaux. Spray the raspber- 
ries when the new canes are six to twelve 
inches high and currants and gooseberries as 
soon as they are in foliage, adding Paris 
green for the caterpillars attacking the latter, 
the same as on apple. Further applications 
of Paris green or other arsenical poison will 
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be necessary through the season, which may 
better be made with Bordeaux added. The 
cost of spraying is in the labor, not for the 
materials, and while doing it one may as 
well seek to prevent all the maladies possible. 

The black rot and mildews of the grape are 
also controlled by thorough spraying with 
Bordeaux mixture, commencing before blos- 
soming and continuing every ten days or two 
weeks after fruit has set until it is nearly ripe. 
Add an arsenical poison for the insects. For 
spraying a few bush fruits or grapevines a 
knapsack or compressed-air sprayer is the 
most convenient, and either of them are also 
best for tomatoes and other close-growing 
vegetables. 

APPARATUS FOR HOME USE 

The question of apparatus is a serious one 
to the man with a small garden. Expensive 
apparatus is impossible; the cheap kind is 
equally expensive for it fails to do the work 
and is soon broken. 

Simplest of all are the hand atomizer and 
powder bellows. These have their places for 
spraying and dusting flowers and small bushes, 
but it is poor economy to attempt to spray a 
tree with either as we have often seen tried. 
A good atomizer with tank of copper or glass 
-can now be bought for fifty or seventy-five 
cents, and every gardener should have one, 
for small jobs are constantly arising for 
which they are just the thing. 

Where more force is required to produce 
a larger volume of spray, and where the 
pump does not need to be carried far, a good 
bucket is most useful and is the cheapest of 
those really reliable. A good bucket pump 
should have an air cylinder so as to keep up 
pressure, a foot extending over the bucket - 
with which to steady it while pumping, and 
four feet of light hose. Such a pump costs 
from $3 to $5, according to the make and 
accessories. 

Where it is necessary to carry the pump 
around much, as for bush fruits, most vege- 
tables and small trees, a knapsack carried 
on the back or compressed air sprayer 

Just as soon as the petals fall you want to spray 

your fruit trees again 
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slung under one arm is the best. Of these 
the home gardener will probably prefer the 
latter. The compressed air sprayer is de- 
servedly popular. It is lighter than the 
knapsack, holding about three or four gal- 
lons, and with it both hands are free to direct 
the stream, for, after pumping up the air 
pressure, a spray may be thrown for several 
minutes. It is also considerably cheaper 
than the knapsack. The main objection is 
that there is no means of agitation of the 
liquid except by shaking the whole tank. 
This is important, for Paris green being 
much heavier than water settles rapidly, and 
unless stirred constantly the poison will be 
unevenly applied and consequently morc or 
less ineffective. A knapsack sprayer should 
have a good pump; those working with rub- 
ber bulbs or by gravity are of no value. 

Galvanized-iron tanks should not be pur- 
chased for either of these types for using Bor- 
deaux mixture, as the copper will quickly 
eat through them. 

The small air sprayers holding only two 
quarts or a gallon are usually but toys and 
hardly as good as a first-class atomizer. 

A GUIDE IN BUYING 

A good rule in the purchase of both pumps 
and insecticides is to see that the name of a 
well-known and reliable manufacturer, in 
addition to that of the dealer if that occurs, 
appears on the pump or package. A product 
which the manufacturer does not place his 
name upon is of doubtful value. The main 
requisite of either of these pumps is that they 
have sufficient force to throw a fine mist from 
a standard nozzle for three or four feet, with 
a steady spray. A spray which will carry 
ten feet or so by its own force is too coarse 
for good work. 

Where there are many bearing orchard 
trees a barrel pump may be found economical 
in the end. One costs from $10 to $25, with 

hose and nozzles. A good barrel pump 
should have as little of the working parts 
above the head of the barrel as possible, to 
avoid breakage; should have the cylinder, 
plunger, valves, etc., of brass (no leather or 
iron); should have the valve seats readily 
removable; a good agitator or paddle at- 
tached to the handle so that it moves with each 

Tall fruit trees can be sprayed from a step-ladder 

The compressed-air sprayer again 
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stroke; an air chamber inside the barrel, so 
that a constant high pressure may be main- 
tained; and the parts outside the barrel, such 
as the hand e, should be of malleable or gal- 
vanized iron, for castings will break. 

THE TWO BEST NOZZLES 

With a pump that will give sufficient pres- 
sure the main thing is the nozzle, for 
the nozzle produces the spray and it is 
the fineness of the spray that determines its 
efficiency. Probably more amateurs fail in 
spraying through using cheap nozzles than 
through any other cause. For general use 

Plenty good enough for a few bushes in the home 

yard—a mere whisk broom. No excuse for not spray- 

ing. Everybody spray! 

there are but two types which can be recom- 
mended, the Vermorel and Bordeaux. The 
former produces the finer spray in a cone- 
shaped form, is the favorite for fruit-tree 
spraying, and with some for all purposes. 
The Bordeaux nozzle makes a flat, fan-shaped 
spray and is preferred by many for vegetables, 
potatoes, and even for tree foliage where it 
is desired to cover a large surface quickly, as 
in fighting caterpillars, which must be checked 
at once. Either will do good work. The 
Bordeaux should be regulated to produce the 
finest mist possible, and has the advantage 
that it is quickly and easily cleaned of any 
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If you have twenty trees in your suburban or 

country home orchard, it will pay to use a platform 

On a one-horse wagon 

clogging, while the Vermorel, though fur- 
nished with a pin for cleaning, is sometimes 
annoying in this respect. The Bordeaux is 
preferred for lime-sulphur washes on this 
account. 

Nozzles which make a spray by hitting on 
wire netting, of the rose-nozzle type, or which 
give a fan-shaped spray from a solid stream 
playing on a flat lip are to be avoided; they 
are usually sold with cheap apparatus by 
hardware dealers unfamiliar with the use to 
which they are tobe put. The finer the spray 
a nozzle will make the better, and the less 
material used. The foliage is to be covered 
with the thinnest possible film of the spray, 
and as soon as it drips spraying should stop 
at once; drenching should be avoided. 

With these points in mind, suitable appara- 
tus may be purchased from any reliable seeds 
man or agricultural warehouse or direct from 
the manufacturers, according to the size of 
the orchard and garden. 

A PROMISING BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 

In many cases, however, where it is possible 
to hire the work done by someone making a 
business of spraying, that will be more satis- 
factory and cheaper. Unfortunately, this is 
impossible in most communities at present. 
Here is a good opening for an energetic young 
man in every suburban community to secure 
considerable profitable work, if the business 
be rightly managed, for the demand for such 
work is not being met in many a locality. 

But in case no one can be secured to do the 
work buy an outfit and see that the spraying 
is done, for fruit cannot be grown in this age 
without spraying. Five or ten dollars should 
buy the necessary apparatus and materials 
for the average home garden, and if cared for 
—washing thoroughly after use and keeping 
well oiled— a pump should last several years. 
The benefit derived in a single season will 
usually more than repay the cost. There is 
some pleasure in gardening besides that of 
the product secured, is there not? But if 
the fruits are few, small and diseased, and 
the trees sickly, one is soon disgusted and is 
inclined to blame Dame Nature for such con- 
ditions when he alone is responsible through 
his lack of care. We grow fruits and vege- 
tables under artificial conditions and expect 
an abnormal product. 



Fertilizing the Home Fruit Garden—By S. W. Fletcher Michigan 
Agricultural College 

ECONOMICAL WAYS OF ENRICHING THE LAND—WHEN TO FEED AND WHAT TO 

GIVE—WHY YOUR ORCHARD IS UNFRUITFUL, AND CLEAR-CUT GUIDES TO THE 

PROPER USE OF BARNYARD MANURE, CHEMICAL FERTILIZERS AND COVER CROPS 

WE should disillusionize ourselves of 
the popular notion that fruit trees 

are less exhaustive to the soil than other 
crops, as the grains, grasses, and vegetables. 
For many years the trees occupy the same 
site, making a unremitting drain upon the 
soil of the same kinds of plant food and in 
about the same proportions. 

Fertilizers are expensive. The first con- 
sideration of the fruit gardener should be to 
utilize home sources of fertility as much as 
possible. The soil itself is the nearest and 
largest source of fertility. It is a common 
saying among farmers’ institute speakers 
that good tillage may be equivalent to fertiliz- 
ing. Many soils that are considered poor 
and produce indifferent crops are found to be 
really quite rich when subjected to analysis; 
the trouble is, much of the plant food in them 

Be sure you Know what Buying fertility in sacKs. 

your soil needs and what the fertilizer contains. 

Look at the analysis tag on the bag, and make a 

fertilizer test on your soil 

prec is “locked up,” “unavailable,” ‘‘unpalatable.” 
Every time a tillage tool is run through the soil 
ithelpsto make available this unavailable plant 
food. ‘Tillage lets in the air, the sunshine, and 
promotes the activity of many other agencies 
that change this unpalatable food into palat- 
able form, so that plants can feed upon it. 
The man who keeps his orchard permanently 
in sod must expect to be obliged to fertilize 
it more often and more liberally than if it 
were stirred with cultivator teeth. It must 
not be understood, however, that even the 

best of tillage will entirely replace fertilizing, 
but the amount of fertilizer that it is necessary 
to apply to the fruit garden for best results 
may be quite materially reduced by excellent 
tillage. The comparative advantages of 

tillage and sod for fruit trees were pointed 
out in THE GARDEN MacGaAziIneE for June. 

We hear much in these days about ‘‘ cover 
crops,” and “green manures.” These new 

Photographs by the Author 

terms stand for an old idea and an ancient 
practice—the enrichment of a soil by growing 
plants in it and returning them to it. This 
is Nature’s method of keeping up the fertility 
of the soil. 

The home fruit garden, however small, 
profits by this practice as much as the field 
or the commercial orchard. 

Usually it is wise to cease the tillage of 
fruit trees from the last of July to the middle 
of August, depending upon the season, the 
soil, and the crops, so that wood and buds 
may mature before winter. Thus the ground 
is idle for eight or nine months during the 
year. This opportunity is eagerly seized 
upon by a host of ambitious weeds, which 
have been quietly lying in wait for this time. 
Weeds enrich the soil when plowed under 
just like other plants, but only a shiftless 
man grows weeds to turn under. 

During this idle period, which lasts in the 
latitude of New York from about the first of 
August until the first of April, the soil is 
losing fertility and losing it rapidly, up to the 
time when the ground freezes. Plant food— 
especially nitrogen—is being leached out and 
washed away, or carried down into the soil 
beyond the roots of ordinary plants. Winter 
brings sudden thaws and freezes that heave 
the ground and expose it to erosion. If the 
land is sloping, this loss may far exceed the 
value of all the fertilizer that has been applied 
to the orchard. If, after tillage has ceased, a 
crop is sown that will occupy the ground 
from late summer to early spring, these 
several advantages are gained, wholly aside 
from the fertilizing value of the crop when 
plowed. under: 

The weeds are kept from getting a foothold, 
so that the land is cleaner the next year. 

The leaching plant food is saved, being 
used by the cover crop in its growth, and 
turned back into the soil the following spring. 

The ground is protected from heaving. 
The soil is held by the roots and by the 

tops of the cover crop so that it does not wash 
as badly. 

A cover crop blankets the tree roots, and 
may save them from winter injury. 

These benefits alone are sufficient to 
justify the use of a cover crop in the home 
orchard in many cases, even without its 
additional value as fertilizing material. 

HOW .TO GROW FERTILITY 

The first point to decide in choosing a 
cover crop is whether the orchard soil needs 
more nitrogen. If it does, a leguminous 
cover crop should be selected. If it does 
not, grow a non-leguminous cover crop. 
Leguminous plants that are commonly used 
for green manuring are Canada field peas, 
vetch, crimson clover, horse bean, cow pea, 
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velvet bean, alfalfa. The especiai value of 
leguminous plants for green manuring lies 
in their ability, peculiar to leguminous plants 
alone, to gather nitrogen from the air. Hence 
when a leguminous crop is plowed under, it 
enriches the soil not only with the plant food 
that it has drawn from the soil, but also with 
the nitrogen that it has drawn from the air. 
Nitrogen is the most expensive of plant 
foods; it costs three times as much as potash 
or phosphoric acid when bought in fertilizer 
bags. Therefore, if nitrogen is needed, this 
is by all odds the cheapest and simplest way 
of getting it. 

If the orchard soil does not need nitrogen 
but does need more humus to hold moisture 
and improve its texture, and needs a crop to 
catch wasting fertility and to prevent washing, 
then a non-leguminous crop should be used. 
Rye, oats, rape, buckwheat, barley, and 
wheat are commonly used for this purpose. 
When the orchard soil is so hard and lumpy 
that a good stand of clover cannot be secured, 
rye or oats may be used to advantage for a 
few years, or until the soil has been brought 
into better heart. 

GREEN MANURE MUST NOT GET WOODY 

It is a common mistake to let the green 
manuring crop get large before plowing it 
under. The cover crop need be but a few 
inches high in order to accomplish all the 
good results during late fall, winter, and 
early spring that we expect from it. The 
green manuring crop, in the orchard at least, 
always should be plowed under as soon as 
the soil is dry enough to work up mellow. 
Furthermore, herbage decays in the soil 
much quicker when it is young and succulent. 
In early spring the soil is more moist than it 
is in late sprng, and herbage decays in it 
more quickly. For green manuring in the 
orchard, a few inches of herbage is better 

An un- These peach trees need a stimulant. 
thrifty sod orchard is usually benefited most by a 

top-dressing of manure. The nitrogen in it stimulates 

the growth and the humus mulches the soil 
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The feeding roots 

are at some distance from the trunk 

The right way to manure trees. 

than a few feet. Even though the crop 
comes out of the winter as a mere mat over 
the surface, it has served its purpose and 
may be plowed under with profit. 

Green manuring is fundamental to the 
most economical fertilizing of most orchards, 
whether home or commercial. But not 
every orchard would be benefited by green 
manuring; not every orchard that needs green 
manuring should have it every year. The 
guide in every case is the need of the soil as 
expressed in the growth of the trees. 

BARNYARD MANURE IN THE ORCHARD 

The home orchardist may reduce his fer- 
tilizer bill by a judicious use of animal 
manures in addition to tillage and the use of 
green manures. Farm manures are richer 
in nitrogen than in the other essential plant 
foods that may be needed—potash and 
phosphoric acid. Usually nitrogen can be 
supplied to fruit trees cheaper by excellent 
tillage and by green manuring than by the 
use of farm manures. I feel perfectly safe 
in saying that, as a general rule, farm manures 
can be used to much better advantage in 
garden, field, and meadow than in the 
orchard. This is because they tend to pro- 
mote a very vigorous growth, which is usually 
very desirable for vegetables, grains and 
grasses, but generally very undesirable for 
fruit trees. One frequently sees trees that 
have become ‘‘intoxicated with nitrogen,” 
as-I have heard it put. The owners, with 
well meant zeal, have lavishly manured them ~ 
from year to year, thinking, no doubt, that 
the more food the trees have, the more fruitful 
they should be. But many of these petted 
and overfed trees are ungrateful; they grow 
a large crop of wood—not fruit. 

MANURING FRUIT TREES IN SOD 

Farm manures, then, should be used with 
caution in the orchard, because they are 
rich in nitrogen. Nitrogen is a plant stimu- 
lant as well as a plant food. Only listless 
trees, those that are making an unsatisfactory 
growth, or young trees that need bracing up, 
need a stimulant. Young trees, especially 
if tilled, usually make enough growth without 
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a nitrogen fertilizer. It is the business of 
young trees to grow; they have nothing else 
to absorb their energies. Hence it is well to 
manure young trees sparingly, if at all. 
When trees come into bearing, however, 
their vitality is subjected to a severe drain, 
and their growth checked. I have seen the 
annual growth of an apple tree reduced from 
twenty inches to six inches by one heavy 
crop of fruit. In later years, as the strain 
on the trees increases, they may show, by 
feeble growth, that a nitrogen stimulant is 
needed. ‘Then is the opportunity to use farm 
manure. 

Barnyard manure is commonly considered, 
and rightly so, an excellent fertilizer for sod 
orchards. Sod trees usually need just such 
a bracer as the nitrogen in manure supplies, 
and the soil also needs the humus of the 
manure to partially offset the drying out 
effect of the sod. But top dressing an orchard 
with manure usually introduces weeds, and 
it is a question if better results cannot be 
secured and the weeds avoided by pasturing 
with swine or sheep. ‘The latter especially 

me 

The wrong way to manure trees. This method of ap- 

plication is a very common mistaKe among amateurs 

may be depended upon to distribute their 
droppings fairly uniformly, but particularly on 
the knolls, and also to keep down both grass 
and weeds. Pasturing the orchard was 
discussed in THE GARDEN MAGazINeE for 
July. Manuring alone usually works won- 
ders in a sod orchard, especially if it has been 
neglected; but it is well to remember that the 
trees need the mineral plant foods also, and 
if the fruit is ill-colored and keeps poorly, 
manuring may be supplemented to advantage 
with bone, superphosphates, muriate of 
potash or other mineral fertilizers. 

The best time to apply manures to fruit 
trees, and the amount to use, depends upon 
many things. The very best way, if it can 
be made expedient, is to spread the manure 
in the orchard as soon as it is made, both in 
summer and in winter. On steep land 
some of the virtue of manure spread in winter 
will be washed away before spring, but 
usually not nearly as much as would have 
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been lost by ordinary methods of. storing 
manure. ‘The amount that it is best to apply 
depends upon the character of the soil, the 
needs of the fruit, and many other factors; 
from ten to twenty tons or two-horse loads 
per acre would be considered a light dressing, 
from twenty to thirty tons a heavy application. 

COMMERCIAL FERTILIZERS IN THE ORCHARD 

After the home resources in the enrichment 
of the soil have been exhausted it is time to 
turn to commercial fertilizers to supply de- 
ficiencies. It isa very simple matter to spread 
around the trees each year the contents of a 
few fertilizer bags. This is much easier than 
spreading several loads of manure or sowing 
and plowing under a green manure crop. 
It takes less time and less worry. Hence 
many people who own a few fruit trees come 
to rely upon commercial fertilizers alone, 
neglecting the other sources of fertility that 
have been mentioned. This is a great mis- 
take. The home fruit grower should use 
commercial fertilizers to supplement—not to 
replace—tillage, green manures and barnyard 
manures. Some fruit gardens, like some 
farms, are fertilizer sick. They have been 
dosed with large quantities of high-grade 
fertilizers, but the humus content of the soil 
has not been kept up. If fertilizers are used, 
and usually they must be, let them be in 
conjunction with manuring. 

The purchaser of commercial fertilizers is 
in the way of many pitfalls, for some fer- 
tilizers, like breakfast foods, are not as nour- 
ishing as the advertisement suggests. Fur- 
thermore, they are very frequently used with- 
out definite knowledge of what the soil needs 
or what they contain. 

FERTILIZER TESTS 

There is but one satisfactory way of finding 
out the first query, that is by making a fer- 
tilizer test upon the land. Sending a sample 
of the soil to a chemist for analysis will not 
answer it, although many people still appeal 
to this convenient but unreliable guide. The 
chemist can tell how much plant food the 
soil contains, but he cannot tell how much of it 
is in such shape that the trees can use it. 
Only the trees can tell this. A fertilizer test 
is not difficult to make, nor is it inexpedient 
for the home fruit grower. 

Plowing and cultivat- 

ing makes the plant food in the soil more available. 

Good tillage will reduce the fertilizer bill 

Fertilizing by tilling the soil. 



How fertility is lost. The finest and richest soil is being washed away. 

A part can be saved by a cover crop in fall and winter 

It is asimple matter to fertilize two or three 
trees with a fertilizer containing nitrogen only 
(such as dried blood or nitrate of soda), two or 
three more with a fertilizer containing potash 
only (such as muriate of potash), and two or 
three with a fertilizer containing phosphoric 
acid only (such as superphosphate). ‘Then 
watch results. Questioning the soil in 
this way usually reveals the fact that it does 
not need all three of these essential plant 
foods; possibly only one, perhaps two. It 
may show that applications of phosphoric 
acid, for example, are wasted; no increased 
vigor or fruitfulness results from applying it. 
Lime may be needed even more than fertilizer; 
barnyard manure may give better results 
than applications of commercial fertilizers 
costing many times more. All these things 
come to light in a fertilizer test. 

Ii the results of a definite fertilizer test are 
not available as a guide to fertilizing, the fruit 
grower can hazard a guess as to what is 
needed by observing the nature of the soil, 
the growth of the trees and the appearance 
of the fruit. Clay soils are usually richer 
in potash than in the other plant foods. 
Sandy soils, as a class, need nitrogen. If the 
trees are making a poor growth, and it is 
not due to lack of tillage, disease, uncon- 
genial climate or soil, the conclusion is 
justified that the soil needs nitrogen. 

When the trees grow late and luxuriantly, 
and the fruit ripens late, is poorly colored 

and lacks flavor, it is probable that there is an 
excess of nitrogen and a deficiency of potash 
in the soil. These 
and other indications 
should have more or 
less weight in deciding 
the question of ferti- 
lizers. . Ask the advice 
of your nearest neigh- 
bor who has~ grown 
fruit successfully; his 
opinion is worth far 
more to you than 
mine is. 

If a brand of ferti- 
lizer can be found that 
fits the need of your 
soil, by all means use 
it; but the safest (and 
usually the cheapest) 
method is to buy the 

The roots of fruit trees forage widely. 

fore, put the fertilizer out between the rows, where the feeding roots can get 
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raw materials and mixthemat home. There 
are certain materials, celled ‘‘standard high- 
grade fertilizers,” which are uniform in com- 
position and can be bought in quantity of 
most fertilizer dealers. Thus, as sources of 
nitrogen, may be mentioned cotton-seed meal, 
sulphate of ammonia, nitrate of soda, high- 
grade driedblood. As sources of phosphoric 
acid the buyer may choose between South 
Carolina rock, or “floats,” and high-grade 
superphosphate. If potash is desired, some 
of the standard unmixed fertilizing materials 
that may be bought are kainit, muriate of 
potash and high-grade sulphate of potash. 
These are a few of the more prominent raw 
materials used by the fertilizer manufacturer. 

WHICH PLANT FOODS ARE MOST NEEDED ? 

No fruit tree can be well nourished and 
productive unless all the plant foods are 
present to some extent. But fruit growers 
have noticed that in general a liberal supply 
of potash is more essential for fruit than 
a liberal supply of phosphoric acid or nitro- 
gen, because it is used most in the growth of 
the tree and the dey elopment of the fruit. 
Fifty per cent. of the solid part of fruit is 
potash, and this plant food is also the chief 
constituent of the fruit juices. Hence orchard 
fertilizers should usually contain a large pro- 
portion of potash, unless it has been found 
that the soil is already- rich in it.- Do not 
neglect, however, nitrogen or phosphoric 
acid, nor yet lime. An abundance of lime 
in the soil strengthens the trunk and the 

Those of this twelve-year-old apple tree are about 20 feet long. There- 

This cover crop of crimson clover was sown August 2,to be plowed 

under in April. It prevents leaching and enriches the soil when turned 

branches, and has a very important influence 
in hastening the time of ripening. Ii the soil 
is deficient in lime or inclined to be sour, 
liming may be more profitable than any 
other treatment that could be given. 

HOW MUCH FERTILIZER TO APPLY 

Ii possible fertilize bearing trees by the 
deficiencies of the soil as determined by ex- 
periment, not by any general advice such as 
is here given, but a few suggestions may not 
come amiss. On poor soils it will usually pay 
to fertilize at the rate of about 600 to 800 
pounds of high-grade fertilizer per acre every 
year. On moderately rich soils 300 to 500 
pounds is usually sufficient. The amounts 
used would vary with the age, productiveness 
and vigor of the trees, the needs of the soil and 
the kind of fertilizer used. One of the very 
best orchard fertilizers for general purposes, 
especially if green or barnyard manures are 
used, is a mixture of equal parts ground bone 
and muriate of potash. Six hundred pounds 
of this per acre per year would be considered 
a very liberal application for bearing trees on 
soil of average fertility. If more nitrogen is 
needed, and the use of barnyard or green 
manures is not deemed expedient, nitrate of 
soda may be used at the rate of from too to 
250 pounds per acre, or dried blood at the 
rate of from 300 to 500 pounds per acre. 
Another deservedly popular orchard fertilizer 
is unleached wood ashes. An average sample 
usually contains about 6 per cent. of potash, 
2 per cent. of phosphoric acid and 32 per 

cent. of lime. The 
price paid for them 
should always be de- 
pendent upon analy- 
sis. Ashes like the 
above are likely to 
cost about ten to 
twelve dollars per ton, 
and may be used at 
the rate of about forty 
to sixty bushels per 
acre on rather poor 
soil. Ashes have a 
wide-spread popular- 
ity for fertilizing fruit, 
not only because they 
contain potash and 
phosphoric acid in 
about the right pro- 
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portions for fruit on average soils but also 
because the lime in them is often very bene- 
ficial in correcting sourness and improves the 
soil in several other ways. If potash can be 
bought about as cheaply in the form of ashes 
as it can be in the form of muriate by all 
means take the ashes. Were any such thing 
as “the best orchard fertilizer” possible, ashes 
would get a majority of votes. 

These are all very liberal applications; in 
many cases half the amounts mentioned, or 
less, would be ample. Fertilize fruits with 
judgment, not by rule. It is as easy to over- 
fertilize as it is to over-prune. If there are 
but a few trees on the home grounds, the 
natural tendency is to give them more fertil- 
izer than if there are many. If applying 
300 pounds of muriate of potash per acre 
and the trees are twenty-four feet apart each 
way, each of the seventy-five trees gets four 
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pounds, which seems like a very small amount 
to the man who has only a few trees to 
fertilize, and would gladly multiply that 
amount several times if it were best. In a 
general way it may be said that from four to 
ten pounds of most high-grade fertilizers is 
sufficient for bearing fruit trees, except per- 
haps on very poor soil or for very large trees. 

HOW AND WHEN TO APPLY COMMERCIAL 

FERTILIZERS 

Usually the best way is to broadcast them, 
and plow, harrow or dig them into the soil. 
When the trees are young it is especially 
desirable to work the fertilizer into the soil 
deeply; if left on or near the surface the roots 
tend to become established there, where 
plant food is most abundant, thus making 
a shallow-rooted tree. After the trees come 
into bearing surface applications may be 

al 

made if necessary—as it would be if they are 
in sod—but it is always desirable to work the 
fertilizer into the soil whenever expedient. 
Put the fertilizer where most of the feeding 
roots are—at some distance from the trunk. 
In bearing trees they are mostly in the 
middle between the rows, not under the 
Lranches. 

When to apply commercial fertilizer to 
fruit depends chiefly upon the solubility of 
the fertilizer. Nitrate of soda, blood, tank- 
age, ashes, muriate and sulphate of potash, 
acid phosphate, and in fact most high-grade 
fertilizers, and most brand fertilizers also, 
are quickly dissolved in the soil water, and 
hence should be applied in the spring or 
summer. A few, as untreated South Carolina 
rock, and bone in various forms, become 
available slowly and may be applied in the 
fall. 

A Ten-Minutes-a-Day Garden—By I. M. Angell ¥ 
PHOTOGRAPHIC PROOF OF WHAT CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED ON 

RAISING SUMMER VEGETABLES FOR A 

A 15X30 FOOT PLOT IN 

FAMILY OF FIVE—A NOVEL SCHEME FOR UTILIZING 

EVERYTHING BY MEANS OF SUCCESSIVE THINNING OF THE LARGE PLANTS INSTEAD OF THE 

LITTLE ONES—DOUBLE CROPPING IN SAME ROW AND FIVE CROPS FROM ONE FOOT OF GROUND 

INT ANY possessors of small pieces of 
ground never think of raising their 

own vegetables because they imagine that in 
order to make vegetable growing worth while, 
a half-acre plot and a man to work it are 
necessary. But we know differently. For 
on a garden spot, measuring fifteen by thirty 
feet, and with only ten minutes’ work a day, 
we grew twelve dollars’ worth of vegetables. 
There were twenty kinds and each planting 
yielded enough at a picking to supply a 
family of five grown persons. The seed cost 
less than a dollar. Except in cases where we 
knew the actual value, we have reckoned it 
as one cent, because the quantity necessary 
was only a small portion of a five- or ten-cent 
package. One week’s picking alone would 
more than equal the entire cost of the seed, 
as the following table shows: 

LARGEST PICKING FOR ONE WEEK 

Fune 14th to 20th 
atcley merece eit acre eon ee $ .20 
CAS Hesse Tee eee a ae avs 15 SP IS sie we SESE 25 

Carrots 25 

RE Hae Sereersc nt eee oreo ene Saaialoecicin Bese sae cies 10 

TLGGal Gis son So aceon OS Ap pup cone nEcoe Sodnosene 45 
LISS 5S Soca OOP OO OR RC OAS Ee On erD ECU oE mere cesar 05 

$1.30 

LARGEST PICKING FOR ONE DAY 

September 14th 
2, G{TES ALT ae eeor ad coe nouen cae Sea Goes $ .10 
2 ©  Faile WeTS. Golosctes scoodcesoocosmecce 9 doy 
2 © TEC G76. codscssosscsouaspasecoodeogasec -10 
4 GEES GUinikos osougsakoocpaseses aseceepaseabas 5 
QUCALLOES eee iiss es a voueclsesa ne oar cess cet | OG 
SH CEMMDENS r= 25) oso er Neca ota cele ess eee cic ise ese .20 

7) (OME a ose baoretonnebor scion mon seseneeee C5 

$ .60 

The largest picking for a single day was on 
September 14th, when, at the regular market 

Photographs by the author 

value, the lowest income from seven different 
plots was worth sixty cents. And, of course, 
what we had was fresh and therefore far 
superior to the store goods. 

Our first thought was to plant the rows 
north and south in order to get the full benefit 
of the sunshine. Next we arranged rows of 
three different lengths—thirty feet for those 

The biggest single day’s piciiing of vegetables was 

worth sixty cents. September 14 

vegetables of which we wanted the largest 
possible quantity, twenty feet for others and 
ten feet for the sorts that would yield a suf- 
ficient amount from a small space. In every 
case where it was possible, a succession cr 
doubling up was done. Sometimes two or 
even three crops grew on the same line. In 
the case of the potatoes and corn alternate 
hills of the former were promptly dug and the 
space replanted with a July-rst-sowing of corn. 

The 30-foot row of early peas was followed 
by three crops that made use of the same 
trellis, each occupying one-third of the row. 

As both onions and parsley are the better 
for transplanting, the young plants of each 
simply exchanged locations; the parsley went 
into the place vacated by the onions and seed 

of a later crop of onions was sown in the 
parsley row. In instances where the ground 
was not to be vacated early enough for the 
later planting, the sowings of the successive 
crops were made in odd corners or in flower 
pots and the plantlets transplanted as soon 
as there was a vacancy; tomatoes, cucum- 

bers, squash, bush Limas, kohlrabi and let- 
tuce were treated in this way. 

FIVE CROPS ON ONE FOOT 

The trellises and adjacent ground were 
used for two, three, four or even five crops. 
One foot from the eastern boundary line the 
garden was an arched trellis, on the opposite 
sides of which peas and Lima beans grew. At 
the foot of the trellis were radishes, and as 
soon as they were harvested, lettuce plants 
(that had been started in another part of the 
garden) were moved in. A tomato plant 
occupied one of the uprights of this trellis, so 
that the one-foot strip of ground actually ac- 
commodated five crops. 

The 12-foot trellis at the back of the garden 
had a similar history. It was sowed the en- 
tire length with pole beans. At each one of 
the five uprights there was a tomato plant. 
A lemon cucumber climbed on this trellis, 
also some asparagus beans, making four 
crops at the same time. 

Sometimes a second crop was sown before 
the first one was off the ground. This was 
accomplished by planting a row a few inches 
away from the old one, and as scon as the 
latter was removed the young crop had all 
the rcom it required and yet had the advan- 
tage of several days’ start. Double rows are 
another help to economy of space. Slow 
maturing crops can be either sowed or trans- 
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planted on each side of a row of small vege- 
tables, such as onions, which will be cleared 
in time for the later crops to fill the space. 

The garden provided for use outside of 
its own boundaries about three hundred car- 
rot plants, nearly three dozen corn plants, 
about two dozen Lima beans, and several 
chard seedlings, all of which were success- 
fully transplanted. It also provided parsley 
roots to supply three families for winter. 

WHAT THE GARDEN GREW 

Potatoes.—Cost of seed, ten cents; length of 

row, twenty feet. This crop was produced 
from one pound of seed potatoes that made 
enough pieces to plant a dozen hills, half on | 
March g1st and the rest two weeks later. We 
preferred earliness to size, and the variety was 
chosen accordingly, with the result that we 
were digging potatoes on June 24th, by which 
time they had attained the size of eggs. A 
week later we dug some that weighed a half 
pound. Each hill supplied a meal or more, 

June 4. The earliest crops. Peas in flower on the trellis; potatoes almost ready. Corn well started and the last was dug on August 23d, so that 

during the two months we bought no potatoes 
at the store. We do not use many potatoes, 
of course, when we can get fresh summer 
vegetables, still the record was a good one for | 
so small a garden. 

Onions.—Cost of seed, one cent; length of 
row, ten feet. Sown on March 31st and 
transplanted May 26th. This gave a suf- 
ficient supply for seasoning, which was all 
that could be expected from a ten-foot row. 
The last of the crop was pulled the end of 
August and kept in the cellar until used, some 
time in October. 

Parsley.—Cost of seed, one cent; length of 

row, ten feet. By a little management the 
parsley season was extended throughout the 
entire year. In March some roots were 
transplanted from the window garden, and 
some thriving young plants that had wintered 
outdoors were moved into place; between 
them seed was sown to give a succession crop 
when the year-old plants had run their course. 
Outdoor pickings were made from March 

- 31st to November 18th, and by potting some 
July 4. One month later—the last of the peas. Bush beans almost ready to pick of the young plants in November we had a 

house supply for all winter. 
Peas.—Cost of seed, twenty-two cents; 

length of row, thirty feet for early; twenty- 
eight feet for late. In order to get the longest 
season of peas from the least outlay of ground, 
we sowed the earliest kind on March 31st and 
a late sort on April 28th. The former bore 
from June 8th to 24th, and the latter from 
July 3d to 28th. 

Carrots —Cost of seed, one cent; length of 
row, twenty feet: They had a very long sea- 
son. Seed was sown on April rst. By June 
gth the roots were three inches or more long; 
the last was pulled on October 30th. As with 
the onions, these were planted for seasoning, 
but the thinnings gave us several dishes of 
tender, young carrots. The usual order of 
things was reversed. Thinning was delayed 
until the largest were of usable size, when 
they were pulled and successive thinnings 
continued as the remainder grew, until the 
plants stood six inches apart. These were 
left to mature. In this way we managed to August 7. The height of the harvest. Vegetables in abundance. Picking corn, with another lot growing up 
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get nearly a hundred carrots to use young, 
that would otherwise have been destroyed, 
and all without trespassing on the permanent 
row. If you have never enjoyed the pleas- 
ure of eating very young carrots, do not fail 
to make the trial this year. 

Chard.—Cost of seed, two cents; length of 
row, ten feet. A sowing on April 1st gave us 
greens by the middle of June and stalks a 
week later. At the end of August, after the 
crop was past, the roots were pulled out, as 
the room was more valuable than its com- 
pany. 

Lettuce.—Cost of seed, two cents; length of 
row, ten feet. This gave us more than a hun- 
dred plants. As soon as they reached trans- 
plantable size, we set out sixty plants along 
the Lima bean row, leaving forty in the 
original row. This was rather crowded for a 
10-foot row, but as the first heads were gath- 
ered while still quite small there was space 
for the others to spread. Well-developed 
heads were ready by June 16th from the 
April 12th sowing. They were so tender 
that they fell apart in the handling, and the 
flavor and quality were excellent. 

Beets.—Cost of seed, two cents; length of 
row, twenty feet. Sowed April rath, and less 
than two months later we were pulling young 
roots the size of plums. These thinnings 
were good eating and they left space for the 
others to spread, as they attained full size, 
during the month following. 

Corn.—Cost of seed, fifteen cents; length of 
row, thirty feet, early; seven hills, late. The 
first planting, May 8th, came up so thickly 
that we transplanted all that could be accom- 
modated on another part of the grounds, and 
still had a quantity of thinnings to feed to the 
horse. The original row yielded seventy 
ears and the transplanted hills about fifty 
more. ‘The bearing season lasted a month, 
from the end of July to the end of August. 
The late corn was sowed July 1st, where the 
potatoes had been taken out, and gave us two 
dozen ears about the middle of September. 

Wax beans.—Cost of seed, five cents; 
length of rows, forty feet. The early planting 
was made May 2oth, and was in bearing from 
July 8th till past the middle of August, and 
after that scatteringly till frost. The late 
planting was made August roth and, as bad 
luck would have it, had just reached the 
pickable stage when frost destroyed it. 

Bush Lima beans.—Cost of seed, one cent; 
length of rows twenty feet. The cost of this 
seed is not worth computing, as the plants 
were thinnings from another part of the gar- 
den and would have been destroyed had we 
not transplanted them. 

rcustring beans.—Cost of seed, three cents; 
length of row, twelve feet. These did them- 
selves credit. Sowed June 3d, they had 
reached the top of a 6-foot trellis by the 
middle of July and began to bear a week 
later. They did not yield any large pickings 
until the middle of August, but after that 
covered themselves with glory, and on Sep- 
tember 6th a picking of three hundred pods 
—about four quarts—was made. After that 
time they bore in small quantities until frost. 

Pole Lima beans.—Cost of seed eight cents; 
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September 6. Corn that was planted between the potato hills now in tassel. Tomatoes on the 

October 7. The garden on the wane. 

November 13, ‘he end of the season. 

Remnants of crops still yielding until frost comes 

The summer crops replaced by fall-sown seeds 

trellis 
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length of row thirty feet. These were sowed 
on the east side of a trellis, the west side of 
which was covered with pea vines. The lat- 
ter had a month's stait and by the time they 
were out of the way the beans were ready to 
occupy the whole trellis. We sowed an early 
kind on May 25th, and they came up so 
thickly that we transplanted about two dozen 
young plants. Although it was done after 
they had several inches growth of vine, they 
flourished and more than paid for the risk. 
The Lima crop ripened August rst and con- 
tinued to yield till frost. 

Cucumbers—Cost of seed one cent; four 

hills. These replaced the early peas. They 
were started in another spot and transplanted 
when the ground was 1eady for them. Natu- 
rally they | were somewhat late, but otherwise 
were all that could be desired. Two kinds 
were grown, the Japanese climbing, and the 
lemon. 

SCALE IN FEET 
oo SCOCNORTH 

0 1 ry 3 4 5 6 

STTTRLL 

SOUTH 

The space was closely planted and as soon as one 

crop was gathered another was putin. Details below: 

A. Pole string beans and five tomato plants, planted June 2—B and C. 
Onion sets, March 31x. Second crop, double row transplanted bush Lima 
beans, June 1o—D. Swiss chard, April x—E. Onion seed, March 31, moved 
June 19. Second crop transplanted parsley, June 19—F. Transplanted 
onions, May 26—G and H. Lettuce, April 12, all out ee June 24. Second 
crop double row transplanted bush Lima beans, June 10—I. Parsley, March 
21, transplanted for second crop, kohlrabi. 

1. Radishes, March 31, pulled May 12—2. Corn May 8, harvested August 
29. -Second crop transplanted kohlrabi—3. Beets April 12, pulled August 
8. Second crop wax beans, August 19—4. Wax beans May 20, pulled 
October 21—5. Lettuce, a failure—6, Carrots April x, pulled October 30— 
7. Potatoes March 31 and April 12; seven hills dug J July z. Second crop, 
seven hills corn July 1, harvested September 23. Third crop, hardy 
spinach, September 29—8. Peas March 31, picked June 24. Secoz-3 crop, 
cucumbers, five tomato plants, Crookneck squash, all transplanted—o. 
Peas, Apzil 28—10. Lima beans, May 25—11. Radishes, April 12, pulled 
May 25. Second crop, transplanted lettuce, May 25. 
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The trellis on October 2. This was carrying peas in 

the early part of the season 

Squash.—Cost of seed one cent; two hills. 

The history of the squash is the same as that 
of the cucumbers, as they were started and 
transplanted to fill another portion of the 
vacated pea trellis. 

Tomatoes ——Cost of seed one cent; ten 

plants. The tomatoes were kept in flower 
pots until the pea ground was cleared when 
they were set out to fill the remaining third 
of the trellis. Five plants had already been 
transplanted to the pole bean trellis on June 
2d, and these later ones, moved on June 2oth, 
made the total eleven plants. There were 
four varieties: Freedom, Ponderosa, Golden 
Sunrise, and a solitary plant of Yellow Cherry 
on the trellis. All proved satisfactory and 
gave good yields. From the eleven plants 
we gathered more than two hundred large 
tomatoes and nearly two hundred of the 
Yellow Cherry. Green ones, used for 

pickles, are included in the number. The 
five tomatoes on the pea trellis bore almost 
forty pounds of fruit. We extended the 
season by keeping some plants under cover 
when frost threatened. 

SOME FAILURES THAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN 

AVOIDED 

Of course, there were some failures. I 
never knew of a garden that was ali successes, 
still the misses were not as noticeable as the 
successes, but the latter might have been still 
greater had we used more ounces of pre- 
vention. Two plantings of radishes were 
lost. They were sowed so early that the cold 
weather checked their growth, and rapid 
growth is one of the essentials in radish cul- 
ture. The second crop of radishes was lost 
because of the abnormally dry season. This 
could have been counteracted by thorough 
watering. 

The late peas were the victims of an un- 
fortunate combination of dry winds and a 
week of record-breaking hot weather, just as 
they were coming into bearing. The yield 
would have been larger and longer if this had 
not happened, or if we could have kept them 
supplied with water. Thirty heads of let- 
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tuce were lost simply because they were not 
gathered in time. Better pick them too 
young than wait and lose them by “bolting” 
to seed. Another sowing of lettuce was 
started during a very dry period. Wax 
beans were risked a little too late. If the 
sowing had been made on August 1st instead 
of on the 19th, we should have had (as we 
have had in cther years), a supply of the best 
quality beans for three weeks before frost. 

A SUMMARY 

The exact return from our 15 x 30-foot 
garden will be better appreciated by stating 
in tabular form. We had the greatest value 
from the garden in August, naturally, and the 
returns before May and after October were 
nominal. 

TOTAL YIELD, RECKONED EY MONTHS 

Maya e-p-eesa- ) 0s 20) eRadishes: 
June ee 2.95 Lettuce over a dollar, peas and 

carrots also plenty. 
pula ee 2.10 Peas, wax beans and lettuce the 

chief crops. 
August...... ... 3-30 Corn, Limas and chard bring 

up this total. 
September.. . 2.70 Cucumbers, corn and squash 

make over half this amount. 
@ctober=2 ~-.-- .80 Mostly tomatoes. 
Before May and 

after October. -50 Parsley 

$12.55 
TOTAL YIELD RECKONED BY VEGETABLES 

Potatoes: i;2:..2.3 R004 uc esha eee ¥ .50 
Qnions: -355..35234224 2. ee eee 10 

Radishest 5 2i<..-.ni-i2.0-<:ers sine 2 So eee 20 

Parsley? ..2.0..200 50d e sca ssh se eee eee 80 

PASS 5). 23.05, 30 Fes bla ste ie esse ee ee ee I.10 

Carrots 75 
Chard.. -60 

TeettniGe. = 6060. sei ss oe eee cote sen eeee 2.co 

Reetss.d6 ec guce tid aes aoc ios oe eee -50 

Gorn). . 5s i ae eee ee eee 2.00 

Wax: beans. 2 -.5220.5.5.0202 Ss eee -50 

Bush) Limas} x; 027s. 22)-c2.-0aeen: « «ee eee eee -30 

Pole ‘string beans:-----=-2-s--- == ee ee eee .60 

Pole: Tuimas. a2): $< 2:s00h0 tcc ee -65 

Cucumbers: 22525. ech oes, 3 eee -80 

Squashste resent eee eee eee eee eee eee 3° 

Tomatoes. .1.: 5 ss 001s 2 o24ho2 cose ot ee Ree 85 

$12.55 

The * shows the months in which the vegetables were in 

use. 

2/5) =) 2|2] 12. Z| 213) cis 
Vegetable Sl<al= Z) Ele BIS 2/2) |e 

a= 

Potato * Ee 
Onion PE Re 
Radishes * 
Parsley jx) *|x x] x] x] ex] x] ela] x] = 
Peas (2 kinds | 
Carrots KR) KR) K KK K/L KE 

Chard * |) * 
Lettuce *)* 
Beets fol fall al 
Corn (2 kinds) | | *) 
Wax beans *| * * 
Bush Limas *)¥|* 
Pole string beans | AIFS |e aes 
Pole Limas | *) | * 
Cucumbers 

(lemon and Japanese), #1 % 
Squash | | * 
Tomatoes (4 varieties) | | | 2k) 

Parsley and carrots were housed for winter use, so 
we have given them credit for bearing during the winter 
months. 



Potatoes in Eight W eeks—By Samuel Fraser ©! 22enes: 

SPROUT YOUR POTATOES BEFORE YOU PLANT THEM AND YOU WILL GET NOT ONLY 

AN EARLIER BUT A LARGER CROP—AN EXPERIMENT WORTH TRYING THIS YEAR 

Photographs by courtesy of the Cornel] Experiment Station 

N THE Northern states varieties of pota- 
toes are frequently spoken of as being 

early, second early, or late. The usage of 
these words is not strictly literal, and refers 
to the length of time taken to reach maturity, 
and not to the time of planting. 

Some early varieties of potatoes will pro- 
duce a crop of tubers in from seventy to 
ninety days after planting. Second earliest 
or medium varieties require from ninety to one 
hundred and thirty days, while late varieties 
may continue to grow for two hundred days. 
In many places it is possible to reduce con- 
siderably the period of growth, and when the 
conditions are good some of the early varie- 
ties will produce a crop of tubers in from 
fifty to sixty days after planting. 
From the practice dev eloped in the Island 

oi Jersey and used by the writer for several 
years, it would seem that some of the most 
important factors in ihe production of a suc- 
cessful crop of early potatoes are: 

(a) To secure a good strain ot seed of a 
suitable variety; 

(b) To hold this seed during winter in 
such a manner that it will be in the best 
possible condition for planting; 

(c) To plant the potatoes under favorable 
conditions. 

The Eureka (medium) and Uncle Sam 
(late) tend to become coarse and rough when 
grown on heavy loam soils, but are good on 
light loams. The Early Ohio and Bovee 
(early) set so many tubers that they require 
a rich loam soil in order to give the best re- 
turns. One of our earliest potatoes, Bliss 
Triumph or Stray Beauty, is of rather poor 
quality and is undesirable on this account, 
although in some parts of the Southern states 
this character is not so marked. The Early 
Rose is a good quality potato and is not so 
fastidious as some others, being in fact one 
of the oldest and one of the most cosmo- 
politan varieties now grown. It seems to 
do equally well in Great Britain, South 
Africa, Australia and America and, on this 
account manv ‘strains have been developed 

Potatoes can be grown in eight weeks if the seed 

is first allowed to sprout like this. The ideal length 

for the sprouts 

from it which are now on the market under 

other names. 

Some oi the best-known varieties are: 

EXTRA EARLY 

Early Ohio 

SECOND EARLY OR MEDIUM 

Burpee’s Extra Early 
Six Weeks Market Eureka 

Bliss Trumph or Stray Beauty of Hebron 
Beauty Polaris 

Insh Cobbler 
Early Rose (some strains) 

EARLY LATE 

Early Thorcughbred Carman No. 3 
Bovee Raleigh 

Reliance Rural New Yorker No. 2 
Green Mountain 

Vermont Gold Coin 

State of Maine 

Uncle Sam 

Crown’ Jewel 
Early Rose (some strains) 
Noroton Beauty 

Anyone having seed potatoes of some good 
variety May grow as good seed potatoes as 

Open trays are used for the sprouting. These 

can be piled in tiers and can be carried to the field 

without disturbing the tubers 

can be purchased if he will select the best 
plants from year to year and use their produce 
for seed; but if seed is not on hand it should 
be secured as soon as convenient, care being 

yi 
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The sprouting tray is easily made 

taken that it does not become frozen in 
transit. 

The tubers should be kept dormant and 
firm until sprouting is started, and should 
not be wilted when planted. Seed potatoes 
may be stored in the fall in shallow trays, 
which should not be piled more than two 
deep, in a cool cellar where there is good light 
and ventilation. If the temperature of the 
cellar can be maintained between 32° and 40° 

F. it would be advisable, but a few degrees 
higher will do no harm. Ti the temperature 
be much higher the tubers will wilt. In 
February, or two months before planting, 
the temperature may run to between 50° 
and 70° F., or the trays may be transferred 
to a coldirame or any other place of suitable 
temperature and provided with plenty of 

i) 

light and good ventilation. This change in 
temperature will induce the tubers to sprout 
The shoots will not grow longer than one- 
hali to three-quarters of an inch, will 
appear thick and stocky, with a number of 
small roots emerging from their surface, and 
will carry a number of scale-like leaves. 
These characteristics indicate a healthy shoot. 
Tf the sprouts are long and thin and white in 
color, as is frequently seen when tubers are 
sprouted in the dark, they will not give as good 
results. The tubers should be planted within 
two months after the first appearance of the 
sprouts. 

The most suitable soil is a light friable loam 
which has been manured the previous season 
and is in good condition. Prepare it as early 
as possible in spring and apply a dressing of 
acid phosphate at the rate of from one to one 
and a half pounds for every eight or ten 
square yards. In the writer’s experience 
this fertilizer has always tended to hasten 
maturity. The potatoes should not be planted 
too deeply, preferably two to three inches, 
and, with good tillage and in some places 
a little protection from frost, should it 
occur, new potatoes may be secured early in 
June. 

It is interesting to know that all the experi- 
ments reported in this country from various 
experiment stations show that not only does 
sprouting the tubers hasten the maturity of 
the crop, but it also increases the yield, so 
that for the gardener who desires to secure 
the heaviest possible yield, this method of 
starting tubers is of decided value. 

A convenient tray may be made by using 
half-inch material for the bottom and sides 
with 14 x 13 inch corner pieces. The corner 
pieces should be 6% inches long, the side 
pieces 24 inches long, and the end pieces 104 
inches long, 3 inches wide and $or 4 inch 
thick. The support for the handle should be 
1o4 x 1 x 4 inches, and the handle 23 x1 x# 
inches. Nail the end pieces and the support 
for handle to the corner pieces, letting them 
come flush, then nail the sides on, the bot- 
tom and handle across being put on last. 

Sprouts of this size result in a much lessened yield. 

Better not sprout the seed at all 



The Cheapest Kind of Hotbed—By Nathan R. Graves Rochester 
New York 

A SIMPLE DEVICE FOR GETTING VEGETABLES A MONTH EARLIER—CAN BE MADE AT HOME 

WITH NO EXPENSE, SAVE THE GLASS FRAME WHICH COSTS $3.00—THOUGH TEMPORARY, IT 

IS THE BEST FOR MOST BEGINNERS AND WILL MORE THAN 

NOUGH plants can be started in one 
small hotbed to stock a good-sized gar- 

den with vegetables and flowers. 
There are three types of hotbed that are 

within the means of the ordinary amateur 
gacdener. 

The first is the temporary bed in which the 
manure is spread on the top of the ground to 
the required depth, and a portable frame 
placed over it. 

The second differs only in having a shallow 
pit dug to hold the manure. 

‘The third type is a permanent bed, the 
frame being made two and a half feet higher, 

Detail of the end pieces and of the grooves which 

Keep the lid from sticKing 

The permanent type of hotbed 

Photographs by the Author 

and built directly in a pit of that depth. In 
a bed of this kind the bottom should be tile- 
drained, and it is a good plan to cover it also 
with a lay er of small cobblestones or plank. 
The outside should be well banked up with 
manure, earth or coal ashes. (Fig. No. 3.) 

The last type can be used not only as a hot- 
bed in the early spring, but also when the 
manure and earth are cleaned out, it can be 
used in the fall as a storage place for plants 
that are not quite hardy, such as tea roses or 
for bulbs that are to be forced for winter 
bloom. 

Of the three forms above mentioned the 
first is the easiest and cheapest to make, and 
therefore the one best suited to most begin- 
ners. It is the making of such a hotbed that 
I shall try to explain. 

The frame itself is best put together at odd 
moments during the winter. You are then 
sure to have it all painted, dried and ready 
for use when wanted in the spring. 

For making the frame use cypress. It 
may be a bit more expensive at the start, but 
more than pays the difference in the long run. 

The sash can be bought much cheaper 
than it can be made, and as the commercial 
sash are 3 x 6 feet, the frame should be built 
to conform with these dimensions. 

I have found that a frame taking three of 
these sash is most convenient to work with 
and gives most satisfactory results. Such a 
structure is approximately 6 x 9 feet. 

Figure 1 gives a good idea of the construc- 
tion of a simple, easily made, practical hotbed 
frame. It is 9 feet 2 inches long, 5 feet 6 
inches wide, 2 feet high at the rear and 18 
inches high in front. 

It is made of 13-inch matched cypress, with 
the corners well braced by 2 x 4-inch pieces 
of the same material. The crosspieces are 
2x 4 inches and as long as the sash. These 
are set into the upper boards of the frame 
34% inches from the outside of each end, 
allowing the extra length to extend out over 
the lower side. 

Along the centres of these crosspieces are 
nailed strips 1 inch wide and of the thickness 
of the sash. Grooves # of an inch wide are 
run into the upper surface of the crosspiece 
and close to the edges of the strip. These 
serve to carry off the drip of the sash, pre- 
venting their freezing down, thus eliminating 
one of the serious obstacles in the way of 
properly ventilating and caring for the bed. 

Pieces, 1x 4 inches and 6 feet long, are 
now nailed along the outside ends of the 
frame, extending above the thickness of the 
sash. This completes the woodwork. (Fig. 
No. 2.) 
Now putty all nail holes, give the wood- 

work two coats of paint, and you will have a 
hotbed frame which will serve for many years. 

In preparing material for heating the bed, 
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PAY FOR ITSELF IN.ONE YEAR 

the object is to get a slow, moist, lasting heat, 
not one that will give out before the crop is 
half grown. 

The commonest material for this pur- 
pose is fresh horse manure, in which there is 
a fair quantity of straw or loose litter. If the 
manure is inclined to be fine, old leaves should 
be mixed with it. 

Get the quantity of manure you require at 
one time; pile it in a place where it will be 
fairly well protected from snow or rain, and 
let it ferment for a few days. 

If the manure is inclined to dryness, or if 
leaves have been used, this fermentation may 

4 

The method of turning the manure to prevent the 

rapid escape of nitrogen or ammonia 

Spreading the manure. The lower layer should be 

at least three feet wider than the frame 

‘1reauing (to pack the layers) 
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take place rather slowly. In such case, 
sprinkle lightly throughout with warm water, 
work over thoroughly, repile and let it stand 
until fermentation takes place again. This 
can be easily told from the vapor that passes 
off. Again work over thoroughly and repile. 
(Fig. No. 4.) 

Usually two turnings of the manure are 
enough, but if one has time, it is well to let it 
stand and heat a third or even a fourth time. 
We are now ready to put together the bed. 
Choose a spot that has the southern ex- 

posure and is protected from north and north- 
west winds, and where the natural drainage 
is away from the bed. Start by spreading 
evenly a layer of manure, which is 3 feet larger 
each way than the frame and about 1 foot in 
depth. (Fig. No. 5.) 

Pack this down well, especially around the 
outside edges, and put on a second and third 
layer until you have a well-trodden and 

x 

After placing the frame, sprinkle manure around the 

inside edges and corners and pack well 

Banking up (outside in order to protect the hotbed 

from cold. Windbreaks are still better 

Now put on the sash and leave it for a few days 

until the heat steadies 

THE GARDEN MAGAZINE 

compact bed of manure at least 24 feet in 
depth. (Fig. No. 6.) 

Place the frame in the centre of this bed, 
and press it down well. Sprinkle a little 
manure around the sides and corners and 
pack down firmly. (Fig. No. 7.) 

A 2-inch layer of decayed leaves spread 
over the manure in the frame and well packed 
down also serves to retain the heat in the bed. 

Bank up the outside of the frame with 
manure or, if desired, build an open frame 
outside and 1 foot distant from the hotbed 
frame, and fill the space between with 
manure. (Fig. No. 8.)- 

The sash should now be put on, and the 
bed allowed to set for a few days, or until a 
thermometer sunk well into the manure, 
shows a temperature below 95°. (Fig. 
No. 9.) 

During this time the bed should be well 
ventilated in the heat of the day, to allow the 
steam and ammonia fumes to pass off. 
Now put in the soil. This should be equal 

parts of good, sifted garden loam and well- 
rotted barnyard manure. Tramp well the 
first layer of 3 inches. If you plan to sow 
your seed in shallow boxes, this depth will be 
sufficient, but if the seeds are to be planted 
directly in the soil of the hotbed, another 
layer of 2 or 3 inches should be added. (Fig. 
No. to.) 
When the seeds are sown do not drench the 

whole bed with cold water, but sprinkle 
lightly with lukewarm water only along the 
rows where the seeds have been put in. The 
commonest cause of failure is the use of too 
much water. 

Take care that the plants do not become 
pale and spindling, as they certainly will do 
if they get too little light and air and too much 
water. 

The heat of the bed is derived from two 
sources, that resulting from the fermentation 
of the manure, and that received from the 
sun’s rays. ‘The first source, if the bed has 
been properly made, will maintain a tem- 
perature of from 50 to 60° during ordinary 
weather. When it is very cold or stormy, the 
sash should be covered either with burlap, or 
a 4- to 6-inch layer of loose straw or manure 
to retain this heat. (Fig. No. 11.) 

With sun heat the temperature may go up 
to 85° or higher; but it is better not to let it 
get above that point. On warm days, you 
must watch the bed closely to prevent over- 
heating and burning. The best way to regu- 
late the temperature is by raising and lowering 
the sash. Small blocks of wood, 2x4x8 
inches are convenient for this purpose. (Fig. 
No. 12.) 

It will be necessary often to use some 
additional protection for the bed; especially 
when the sun’s rays are too strong. For this 
purpose screens made of cotton cloth stretched 
on frames the size of the sash, or those made 
from laths, are the best, although one may 
get satisfactory results from spreading a light 
layer of straw over the glass. 

A general rule to follow is: Open the sash 
on pleasant mornings about an hour after 
sunrise, and close it about an hour and a half 
or two hours before sundown. ,On cold, 
stormy days it is well to leave the bed alone 

v7 

but when work is to be done, do it during the 
pleasant part of the day, being careful not to 
have the sash off the frames for too long a 
lime. 

In the summer after the young plants have 
been removed to their permanent quarters, 
the spent hotbed will prove a good place for 
caring for the plants which have been grow- 
ing all winter in the window garden. It is 
also an admirable place in which to start and 
winter such plants as violets, pansies, Eng- 
lish daisies, and the polyanthus. These 
though they are hardy outside, can be had 
in bloom a month earlier if started under 
cover in August or September. 

Foxgloves and Canterbury bells, started in 
August and September from seed in the spent 
hotbed and wintered there will make much 
better plants than if grown and wintered in 
the open. 

Putting in the soil. Pack the first four inches 

rather firmly; then if you wish to raise seed in the 

bed without flats, put in two inches more rather 

loosely 

Protection for cold nights. Sprinkle four inches of 

loose straw over the glass 

pis 

Ventilating. Lift the upper end of the frame and 

put in a blocK of wood of the dimensions given in 

the article ; 



The Making of a Water Garden—By Henry S. Conard Baltimore, 
Maryland 

WATER TIGHT CONSTRUCTION AND DRAINAGE—WHAT TO PLANT IN PONDS OF DIFFERENT 

SIZE—THE TREATMENT OF THE MARGINS AND IDEAS ON THE SELECTION OF THE SITE 

Y FIRST water garden was half a kero- 
sene barrel, sunk in the ground at the 

southwest corner of my father’s house, where 

a rain pipe from the roof emptied into it. 
Here the water-hyacinth (Eichhornia crassi— 
pes) grew and flowered, to the delight of all the 
family. The tub was nearly full of earth in 
which the plants anchored themselves by 
their roots and were able to resist the tremen- 

yf 
PS ais cele. Aa | 

A well planned and properly edged water garden, 

but too thickly planted: result, few scattering blooms, 

too solid foilage mass and loss of water effects 

dous floods of water from the reof. All 
through the summer we had a succession of 
spikes of big azure flowers, each one with a 
vellow eve-spot; and the glossy, heart-shaped 
leaves, with their stout, spongy petioles, were 
themselves an ornament and a curiosity. I 
thinned out more than a tubful of the plants 
during the season. The fault of this garden, 
aside from its smallness, was the irregularity 
and violence of the water supply. No other 

Photographs by Henry Troru and H. C. Tresetrs 

plant, except perhaps a cat-tail (Typha), 
could have stcod the strain. 

COMMON-SENSE PRINCIPLES 

The real water garden will conform as 
nearly as possible to the conditions under 
which nature herself constructs one. 

Place it at the foot of a terrace, not on 
top. 

Let the ground slope down to it on all 
sides. 

Jf it is to stand in a broad, sloping plain, 
grade down the upper side as much as is 
necessary to bring the lower side about on 
the natural level of the ground. 

It is essentially artificial to find anything 
like a long dam or terrace descending from 
the margin of a pond. 

OUTLINES IN RELATION TO SIZE 

It does not offend if the small tank takes 
some conyentional shape. A sunken tub is 
essentially round, and a wooden or iron box 
will unavoidably be square-cornered. A 
brick or concrete construction, if not over 
ten feet long, may be rectangular. But if 
possible avoid geometry in the garden. A 
bald circle with a gaping ring of cement be- 
tween the sod and the water is not a thing of 
beauty, though ponds of geometrical figure 
edged with stone coping are effective in for- 
mal gardens. 

I like best a narrow, curving pool, like the 
bed of some slow stream. Let it widen out 
here and there into broad, open strectches if 
you wish. At the ends, also, or in shallow 

pockets on the side, the water may give place 
to a bog garden. On the north side a thicket 
of trees and shrubs may come out to the 
water’s edge. But keep the south side clear, 

so as to admit every available ray from the 
sun. 

It is in the treatment of the margin that 
we make or mar a pond’s natural beauty. 
There is no one way in which native waters 
always meet the land, but there are some 
ways in which they never do. Nature never 
made broad borders of concrete or brick or 
hewn stone. Therefore avoid these in mak- 
ing a water garden. Rough stone walls are 
permissible at inlet and outlet only, and even 
here they may be avoided if clayey soil can 
be had. And in place of stones there will 
spring up beds of moisture-loving mosses, 
liverworts, and smooth sheets of Pellea, 
whose delicate fruit-stalks shoot up in the 
first warm days of spring. 

Beside the pond itself a path of gravel will 
enable us to come close to the water’s edge. 
Now we must bend away from the water 
around the bog garden; now we cross it on a 
stone causeway or rustic bridge. 

All around the grass and flowers run right 
out to the water’s edge. This is the essential 
point, and verfectly easy to attain. The 
water-tight construction of the bottom of the 
pond only needs to come up to the height of 
the desired water level. From this point a 
grassy bank may be raised as steep and high 
as one desires. Four to six inches above 
mean water level is high enough. We can 
hide the junction of land and water com- 
pletely by means of water-clover (Marsilia). 
This curious fern-like plant, with leaves like 
a four-leaved clover, grows equally well in 
the wet edge of the sod or in the pond to a 
depth of eighteen inches. In the former 
situation the leaves stand up three or four 
inches, in the latter they float. 

The bed cf the pond may be variously 

This style of pond is proper near buildings. 

its surroundings, and perfectly fitted to the accompanying architecture. 

not overplanted 

Frankly formal, but adequate for 

It is 
A California water garden. “Tender” and “hardy” water plants do equally 

well, and grow with an amazing strength. They have to be thinned out per- 

sistently : 



Informal basin in the hollow of a lawn. When the stone margin is hidden, such The high rim of this basin is unnatural. It necessitates bold plantings around, to 

a pond is ideal. Don’t overplant 

made. It must be water-tight, not liable to in- 
jury by frost, and of a suitable size and depth. 
I knew one little garden which was made 
simply by scooping out the earth like the 
bowl of a spoon and laying in a thick coat 
of cement—no brick, no stone. Here grew 
the big red Devon water-lily ( Nymphaea 
Devoniensis), Sturtevant’s massive pink 
(Nymphea Sturtevant), both tender; the 
white night lotus (Nymphaea Lotus), and 
several hardy varicties,and all with the great- 
est luxuriance. But, alas, one hard winter 
frost cracked the cement, the water ran out 
and all was lost. But. then, no artificial 
pond can last indefinitely without repairs. 

Another friend had a gorgeous show of 
water-hyacinths, big yellow water-poppies, 
plumes of parrot-feather, and water-lilies in 
pink, yellow and white. This tank was 
built of a single course of brick carefully laid 
incement. The place was excavated to a depth 
of sixteen inches, and the bottom and walls 
were covered with a coat of the best Portland 
cement. Its dimensions were four and a half 
by six and a half feet. It had a partition 
near one end coming up nearly to the 
water level. The larger part contained rich 
earth to a depth of about six inches for 
water-lilies and lotus, the smaller was filled 

An excellent arrangement. The margin is low and unobtrusive. 

light on the water, with heavy background 

with earth and served for bog plants. Such 
delight as this garden furnished to the family 
and neighbors! And all summer there were 
flowers and roots to give away. 

The safest construction, however, is that 
recommended by Mr. Tricker: “Dig down 
two feet six inches and lay a wall of brick 
eight inches thick below, tapering (if desired) 
to four inches at the top. The bottom is 
packed with broken stone, and this and the 
walls are heavily coated with the best cement.” 
In winter the margins should be protected 
with litter or leaves. Indeed, it is a good 
thing to draw off all the water and pack the 
tank tightly with dead leaves, piling them 
several inches deep over the whole. Hardy 
plants will survive perfectly so long as the 
water does not freeze to the bottom. As to 
depth, twelve to eighteen inches is all that is 
absolutely necessary for water-lilies, and 
eighteen to twenty-four will do for Victoria. 
The additional depth for Victoria is best 
arranged by making a pit in the bottom of 
the pond in which to place its tub. Thus 
room is given for the development of its 
gigantic leaves and flowers without greatly 
increasing either the work of excavation or™ 
the volume of water required. It is very 
desirable to have the water shallow enough 

give it a semi-formal setting 

for the gardener to walk through it with hip 
boots, though with ponds of twelve feet width 
or less a plank can be laid across and access 
to the plants is easy. 

Another method of construction, which 
has marked advantages, 1s called ‘‘ puddling.” 
Here an excavation is dug out as before, but 
the sides are made sloping (about 45 degrees) 
instead of vertical. The whole interior is 
now covered three or four inches thick with 
firm, tough brick clay, well packed and 
beaten down. ‘The clay is fairly impervious 
to water and is not injured by freezing. The 
margins, from mean water level to a depth of 
twelve inches, are lined with stones pounded 
into the clay. This prevents washing away 
by ripples or by moving ice. It is advised to 
cover the clay bottom with a few inches of 
sand so that the puddling may be protected 
and the mud not so easily stirred up. 

It is doubtful whether it is easier to build 
a pond in a natural water way, or to make 
it from the foundation up. Unless the 
natural water course can be easily diverted 
I prefer not to use it. For every stream at 
a distance of a hundred feet or more from 

sits spring head is subject to flooding from 
heavy rains. 

Should a violent current sweep over and 

oom 

Plenty of sun- A puddled garden, where open water effects are not expected. It resembles a 

slack water of a meadow, where plants grow thickly 
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among our aquatics it would destroy all the 
tender plants, break down our lotus, papyrus, 
and the like, and cover everything around 
with a thick layer of mud. The season’s 
hopes would be gone. We shall do best, 
therefore, to secure a more even supply of 
water. A good spring will suffice for any- 
thing except Victoria and the tender water- 
lilies. Indeed, south of Philadelphia spring 
water will materially help many of the hardy 
nympheas to endure the summer heat. Lack- 
ing a spring, water may be drawn by a pipe 
or sluiceway from any near-by stream. The 
sluice will of course be so arranged by gates 
or by position of intake, as to avoid the 
flooding of the pond in case of freshets. But, 
after all, the easiest plan is to draw the water 
froma pipe with a spigot. It is not necessary 
to maintain a continuous flow and change 
of water. Just as a balanced aquarium will 
go for weeks or months without attention, 
so with the pond. It is only requisite to 
replace the water lost by evaporation and 
leakage. From a surface of sixteen square 
feet about a bucketful of water per day es- 

Tender water lilies must be taken up and. stored over winter. 

THE GARDEN MAGAZINE 

capes by evaporation and transpiration of the 
plants. Stagnation is prevented by having a 
few fish and some submerged plants like 
cabomba or myriophyllum. It is therefore 
very easy to care for a garden up to six by 
twelve feet, even with only a bucket to sup- 
ply water. On the other hand, a large pond 
fed bya natural stream will often be in dan- 
ger from floods. _ Unless the stream be very 
small in proportion to the lake it will be 
necessary to have means of diverting it 
into a culvert or sluice on occasion. 

Floating parts of plants have very remark- 
able powers of accommodation to the depth 
of the water. Water-lily leaves may be en- 
tirely submerged in the evening, and by next 
morning their stalks will have grown just 
enough to spread them on the surface again. 
But on all considerations, it is desirable that 
the water level should not vary more than 
four inches at the most; even this amount 
may bring into view ugly strips of mud or 
masonry. An outlet of ample size is as neces- 
sary as an inlet for the regulation of the water 
supply. Small ponds on level or gently slop- 

‘plants flourish. 

Set them out May 15 (latitude of Philadelphia). 

They are best planted in tubs 
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ing ground may be allowed to overflow their 
sodded margins. If fed by a continucus 
open stream, it may be most artistically led 
away in a similar manner, either directly, or 
by a waterfall, or through a bog garden. 

It is often very desirable to drain the pond, 
in order to repair its walls, to clean it out, or 
to replant or take in tender species. Pro- 
vision should be made for this. Both outlet 
and drain may be provided as follows: Lead 
a large (4 or 6-inch) pipe from the deepest 
part of the pond to some lower outlet—sewer 
or stream. In the pond attach an elbow 
joint so as to let the pipe turn vertically up- 
ward. Screw into the joint a piece of pipe 
just long enough to reach up to the desired 
water level. Now when the tank is full any 
overflow may go down the pipe and out. To 
empty the tank it is only necessary to unscrew 
the upright piece from the elbow. The outlet 
should in any case be covered with a wire net 
to prevent clogging of the drain, to retain fish, 
and to keep floating plants from being lost. 
Should the regular outlet be over a waterfali 
or dam, a large pipe may be laid in the lower 
part of this wall. A wooden plug at its inner 
end will close it on ordinary occasions, and 
can be removed when the pond is to be emp- 
tied. From small ponds the water can be 
dipped or siphoned out. 

WHEN TO PLANT 

Hardy water-lilies may be planted at any 
time. If started in early spring they should 
bloom throughout the summer. 

Tender water-lilies must not go out of doors 
until warm weather is established. A cold 
storm often occurs in the first ten days of 
June (in the latitude of Philadelphia), and if 
it does it will sadly damage or destroy any- 
thing tender. Lotus (Nelumbo) should be 
planted about the first of May. 

Where the pond is very large, or if but one 
variety of plant is to be grown, the roots may 
be allowed to run freely in the bottom of the 
pond. Ordinarily it is much preferable to 
plant in definite tubs or beds of wood or 
masonry, be they of whatever size or shape. 
If this is done the strong-growing kinds will 
not smother out the weak, and those which 
naturally spread rapidly will stay within 
proper limits. Lotus rhizomes may run 
thirty or forty feet ina season if not restricted. 
Floating plants, like water-hyacinth, must be 
kept in place by means of floating wooden 
pens made fast to stakes. The pen, which 
should be made of inch-square or 1x2-inch 
lumber, will soon be hidden by vegetation. 

THE BOG GARDEN 

The bog garden consists merely of very 
wet ground in which a host of interesting 

It must, of course, be beside 
a. pond or along a stream. In spring the 
brown woolly fronds of cinnamon fern will 
first show themselves, uncoiling as they rise. 
The marsh-mallow (Hibiscus moscheutos) 
will give a wealth of great white or pink 
flowers in mid-summer. In autumn blue 
mists of asters or a yellow glow of coreopsis 
and dazzling shafts of cardinal flower (Lobe-- 
lia cardinalis) will brighten the spot. 
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Earlier and Better Annual Flowers—By Edward J. Canning “. 
STARTING SEEDS EARLIER THAN CAN BE DONE IN THE OPEN GROUND AND RAISING PLANTS OF 

EXTRA GOOD QUALITY—AN EASIER AND BETTER WAY THAN HANDLING FLATS IN THE GREENHOUSE 

NEY plants give larger returns on the 
small amount of money and labor in- 

vested than the common garden annuals, 
such as China asters, stocks, marigolds, ver- 
benas, petunias, zinnias, etc. They are 
called annuals because they grow from the 
seed, flower, fruit and die within a year— 
most of them within a few months. Some 
are more persistent than others, that is, some 

Seeds of annuals sown in a coldframe from April 1st to 10th will give strong plants much earlier and better 

Photographs by the Author 

will blossom all summer until killed by the 
frost, while others flower but once and die— 
often early in the summer. I need hardly 
comment upon their value, either fer filling 
in the hardy perennial border, for massing 
by themselves or for planting in lines for cut 
flowers for indoor decoration. Most people 
know how bright and attractive the flowers 
of these annuals are. 

than those sown later in the open ground. They do not suffer from storms 

Six weeks after sowing the young plants are ready to be moved into the borders. 

taKing a little soil with the roots. Water copiously when set out 
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Lift them by a trowel, 

Some, like the poppies, mignonette, and 
nasturtiums, which make but few roots and 
do not transplant as readily in consequence, 
are better sown in the garden just where they 
are wanted to blossom. For the great ma- 
jority this would be too late to obtain the best 
returns from them, since we could not sow 
the seeds in the open ground till the first 
week in May at the earliest, and then heavy 
rain may wash them away, so I am going to 
tell the simple and easy way by which we 
raise annuals, and what we do on a large 
scale may be practiced in a small garden by 
the most inexperienced person. It involves 
the use of a coldframe, a structure which may 
cost about ten dollars—an expense which 
will be amply repaid by the betterqu ality of 
flowers. 

We prepare the soil in a coldframe by 
mixing leaf-mould, sand, well-rotted sod and 
manure. Put plenty of good drainage in the 
bottom, then the soil, the surface of which 
should be very fine and smooth. 

Any time between April 1st and roth we 
sow the seeds, quite thickly in shallow drills 
eight inches apart. The drills may be made 
by a marker which is made as follows: Take 
a piece of inch board as long as the frame 
and three or four inches wide, along the centre 

nail a strip three-eighth inch square. To 
make the drill press it into the soil. 

The frame is kept close and moist until the 
seed-leaves appear above the soil, when air is 
gradually admitted more freely as the seed- 
lings increase in size and vigor and as the 
days and nights grow warmer. (The first 
photograph shows the seeds being sown). 

Choose a dull or moist day for transplant- 
ing the young plants to the garden where 
they are intended to flower, and they gen- 
erally grow right along without the slightest 
check. This plan of raising seedlings is 
easier and better than the florists’ method of 
sowing in flats in the greenhouse. 

A two-sash frame which would be about 
6x6 feet and made of two-inch chestnut 
plank would cost about ten dollars, and with 
ordinary care would last several years, be- 
side which it can be used for other crops, as 
raising salads, wintering pansies, etc. 

In a two-sash frame, nine seed drills may 
be drawn at eight inches apart or a total of 
about fifty feet of drill. Twenty-four seed- 
lings may easily be raised in every foot, 
which would be a total of 1,200 plants. 

The cost of the seed, even with a large 
variety would probably not exceed two dol- 
lars. Therefore, 1,200 annuals would cost— 

plus the little trouble in raising—about 
seventeen cents per too plants, and ‘these 
figures I am sure are a very low estimate of 
the returns for the money invested. The 
aspect of such a frame is unimportant, though 
a southeastern one has some advantages. 

: 

| 
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This Book =) FREE 
Tells how to beautify ae Wait—write 

or it now 
Consult this book and 

you'll save time, money 

and worry 

your home at little 

expense 

Contains ideas worth 

$25.00 or more to dis- 

cerning persons two 

Discriminating, home-lovinz 

persons are enthusiastic im 

their praise of this, the most 

elaborate and practial book on 

wood- finishing ever published 

enjoy and desire a 

beautiful home 

Write us now for above book, ‘‘The Proper Treatment for Floors, Woodwork and Furniture,”’ 

and learn how easily and inexpensively you can beautify your new or old home. Gives confidential information 

from skilled wood-finisher of 23 years’ experience about all kinds of wood, wood-cleaning, finishing and 

polishing. Tells how soft pine can be made to look like beautiful hardwood. Don’t delay—write to-day. It’s 

sent FREE by the manufacturers of 

_———$————— —_—_—_ 

Johnson’s Prepared Wax | 
“4 Complete Finish and Polish For All Wood” 

Unequaled for Woodwork, Furniture and Floors 

Applied with cloth to bare wood or over dye, filler, varnish or shellac, it produces a lasting, artistic 

sanitary finish to which dust and dirt will not adhere. It will not crack, blister, peel off, show laps, scratches or 
heel marks. Johnson’s Wax is far superior to any other, one reason is that it contains the most polishing wax 

to the pound. Fine for preserving and polishing oilcloth and linoleum. Just try it. 

Johnson’s Polishing Mitt, our latest device for polishing furniture and 
This Mitt woodwork with our wax. Made of sheepskin with wool on, is open across the 
~ FREE /j . back and slips on hand. Sent FREE for label from one pound or larger can of 

4 Johnson’s Prepared Wax. Remove label by placing can 
in steam or hot water. 

Johnson’s Prepared Wax is sold by all dealers in 
paint—¥, lb. can, 30 cents; 1 and 2 lb. cans, 60 cents 

per pound; 4, 5 and 8 lb. cans, 50 cents per pound. 

Write to-day for book and mention edition G. M. 3. Don’t forget 

the label either. 

S. C. JOHNSON & SON 
Racine, Wis. 

D wax 
2 

Read 

Offer 

“The Wood-Finishing Authorities” 
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The Latest Word 
In Sanitation 

The name Sy-CLO on a closet means health insurance for your 
home or any building in which the closet is placed; it means free- 
dom from all those diseases which are usually traceable to noxious 
odors and poisonous gases arising from ordinary closets. 

Sy-CLo stands for more than mere flushing; it stands for a won- 
derful syphonic action of great power—an action which literally pulls 
the contents of the bowl into the drain, cleansing the non-reachable 
parts, instantly sealing the outlet channel witha water trap to an 
unusual depth, and absolutely preventing all danger of gas. 

The Sy-CLo Closet stands for an interior cleanliness and purity 
impossible in an iron closet, and unknown in any closet but one made 
of china—like the Sy-CLo. Hand-moulded of china all into one 
solid piece like a vase, the SY-CLO is without crack, joint or rough 
surface to collect dirt or disease germs. It is as clean inside and 
out as a china pitcher, being made exactly the same way and of the 
same¢ material. 

The surface of the Sy-CLo Closet cannot chip off, is not affected 
by acid, water or wear, and hence cannot rust or discolor as an iron 
closet does. The Sy-CLO is strong, simple, durable; it cannot get 
out of order and, with ordinary care, will last as long as the house 

‘in which it is placed. 
It costs but little more 
than the common closet, 
and when health and 
comfort are considered, 
it really costs less; in 
fact, your doctor pays 
the bill. Your plumber 
will tell you that Sy-CLo 
is absolutely the latest 
word in perfect sanitation. 

Send for booklet on 
“Household Health’— 
mailed free. 

POTTERIES SELLING CO., 
IL Trenton, N. J. 

The Iron Age Hor- 
ticultural Label 
and Row Index 
marks place and 
date of planting, 
shows name, varie- 
ty, fertilizer used, 
and date of maturity. 
Card removable, pro- 
tected by weather-proof 

Mmicz cover, and held at 
convenient angle for reading. 
Forms yaluablerecord atend of 

p season. Made of high quality of 
iron, galvanized, and “will las talife- 

time. For sale by all leading dealers 
and seedsmen or sent charges paid on re- 

j ceipt of 30 cents in stanips. 

IRON ACE 
Horticultural Label and Row Index 
is only one of the famous Iron Age Garden Implements. A full 

lines of Wheel Hoes, Hill and Drill Seeders, Cultivators. etc.,are illustrated and 
described in our New Iron Age Book. Mailed free on request. 

BATEMAN MEC.CO., Box C, Crenloch,N.J. 

For Years the 

FERRIS 
HamsSana Bacon 
have maintained their 

unique position as the 
leading brand for quality 

Your dealer will supply 
you if you mnsist 

“A little higher 
in price— 

But!” 

Tee WINDOW GARDEN! 

House Plants From Seed 

J HAVE successfully grown greenhouse 
plants from seed in common living 

| "rooms, and have derived more pleasure from 
the experiment than from growing outdoor 
garden plants. Plants procured in this way 
are doubly valuable to me because of having 
raised them myself through every stage of 
their growth. 

I do not hesitate to grow the most delicate 
sorts during the months of June and July, 
but the large-seeded sorts such as carnations, 
chrysanthemums, cyclamen, etc., may be 
sown earlier,as there is not so much danger 
of the young seedlings ‘‘damping off” dur- 

; ing cold, cloudy weather, and they require no 
more careful treatment than a garden annual. 

The seeds of some greenhouse plants do 
not germinate so quickly as garden annuals. 
Gloxinias are about three, and cyclamen four 
weeks in making their appearance above 
sround, while cineraria will germinate in 
three days. I find that it is sometimes neces- 
sary to bore through the shell of Swainsona 
seed near the point where the sprout starts, 
with the point of a small knife, and then soak 
them in water until the sprout starts, before 
sowing them in the soil. 

J like to sow early in April or May, in order 
that I may have plants of larger growth for 
winter than if I sowed them later. I sow 
chrysanthemums as early as the middle of 
March, but nothing else earlier than April. 

T use soil composed of equal parts loam 
and leaf mold and heat it in a hot oven two 
or three hours, to destroy the earth-worms 
and weed seeds, and when it becomes cool 
sift it through a fine sieve. For very fine 
seed I put the soil in pots, as water can be 
applied to the soil in these by placing the 
pots in saucers of water, and thus prevent a 
crust forming upon the pot. 

I sow as evenly as possible over the surface 
of the soil, by taking a pinch of the fine seeds 
between the thumb and forefinger and rub- 
bing them around by a rotary motion, holding 
lightly that they may drop one or two at a 
time. 

Place panes of glass over the pots and 
keep them in a sunny window until the seed- 
lings begin to appear, after which remove 
the glass and keep the sun-loving sorts, like 
the heliotrope, in full sunshine, and those 
which like less sun, suchas the begonia and 
fuchsia, in a partially shaded position. Put the 
sorts that require shade, such as the gloxinia, 
where no sun can strike them, but take care 
to give these a strong light. 

Before the seedlings appear keep the soil 

————— 
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The Most Satisfactory Light 
\\~ The Angle Lamp is not the only method of lignting your home, 

ms but taken all in all, it is the most satisfactory. 

y : For while it floods your room with the finest, 

Hf softest and most restful light, making your home j 5 
Hi) more cosy and inviting, it requires almost as little 

> { f 

Rutan 

& 

Russell 

| Arch’ts, 

Pittsburg 

j /} attention as gas or electric light, is as simple and 

. convenient to operate as either and actu= 

_ pally costs less to burn than the ordinary 
my troublesome old style lamp. 

> 

Our Catalogue 41 (sent free on request) explains 

how this new principle applied to burning common 

kerosene has socompletely done away with all the 

smoke, odor and bother of ordinary lamps that such 

people as ex-Pres. Cleveland, the Rockefellers, Carme- 

le Lamp 
for lighting their homes and estates in preference to gas or électricity, gasoline, acetylene, or any other methed of lighting. 

This catalogue tells how the special Angle burner and the shape of the glassware (see above illustration give combustion so 

perfect that the Angle Lamp never smokes or smells whether burned at full height or turned low: why the lamp is lighted 

and extinguished like gas; the advantage of having the under-shadow of other lamps done away with completely, also 

why the Angle Lamp burns % to % less oil than any other for the same amount of light. And then offers you a 

+ And it does more—gives you the benefit of our ten years expemeuce with all lighting methods. 
30 Days Trial Before you forget it—before you turn over this leaf—write for catalog 41 listing 32 varieties of ae y g y s & 3 
The Angle Lamp from $1.80 up. 

For all Picturesque Buildings 
The soft, velvety coloring effects of 

Cabot’s Shingle Stains 
are peculiarly adapted. They have no gloss, and the rich 
tones harmonize completely with nature. Made of the 
best pigments, linseed oil, and creosote; ‘the best wood 
preservative known.”’ 

Send for samples of stained wood and color-chart. 

SAMUEL CABOT, Sole Mfr., 

1 Oliver Street, Boston, Mass. 
Agents at all Central Pots 

THE ANGLE IiFG. CO., 73-80 Murray St., New York 

SEEDS, PLANTS, ROSES 
Bulbs, Vines, Shrubs, Fruit and Ornamental Trees 

HenHOUSE on the coasts of the United aoe are all 
painted chiefly with Oxide of Zinc (75%). 

The best by 52 years test; 1200 acres, 40 | | If such paint is the only kind that will stand sea-exposure in all climates, 
will it not still better stand the milder exposure on an ordinary dwelling? } 
High grade prepared paints are all based largely on Oxide of Zinc, which 
makes them beautiful, durable, economical. 

in hardy roses, none better grown; 
44 greenhouses of Palms, Ferns, Ficus, 
Geraniums, Everblooming Roses, and 
other things too numerous to mention. 
Seeds, Plants, Roses, etc., by mail 
postpaid, safe arrival and satisfac- 
tion guaranteed; larger by express or 

ue aa Dennis eta nOur ea FREE—Our Practical Pamphlets: ‘‘ The Paint Question,” ‘‘ Paints in Architecture,’’ ‘“‘ Speci- 
hundred choice collections in Seeds, fications for Architects,” ‘“‘ Paint: Why, How and When,” and ‘‘French*Government Decrees.” 
Plants, Roses, Trees, etc. Elegant 

16s nanc|CataloenciEREE 9 Send! for THE NEW JERSEY ZINC CO., 7! Broadway, New York it to-day and see what values we give for a little money. 

THE STORRS & HARRISON CO. We do not grind zinc in oil, A list of manufacturers of high grade zinc paints will be furnished on application. 

Box 180 Painesville, Ohio 

The picture depends on 

the film, far more than on 

lens or on camera. 

66 99 eee im , ee SS SSS SSS Se ee SESE : 

my ; { Here is a Poultry House Covered with Rex Flintkote 
; ye On request we will send vou a book showing @// kinds of structures 

pe ; ‘ |@)| from poultry houses to railroad terminals and public buildings cov- 
ered with this same remarkable roofing. 

: Ne a He at | There is only one reason for this wonderful range of uses. 

ce a i $ ¥ : t - e 

lg I LM PR hy aie! Tl Rex Flintkote 
ROOFING 

ily laid as a carpet. Tin will rust 
behind it—it’s not in the SS E bg Net ow off Blaze at the touch ofa spark. Both 

experimental stage. ) : . 

has 20 years of experience 

WE SEND SAMPLES FREE 
Make your own tests. Read our Free Book on roofing 

Look for Eastman on the box. 7 : @ Pa ay The best dealers keep Rex F lintkote. Of course, ther 
a —_ % ‘ as-zood”’ kinds, made to sell at bigger profi or the 

Look for Kodak on the spool. 1 T , and less roofing-value for yon. Y our protection is t 
\ trade mark. ‘*Look for the Boy’’ on every roll. 

EASTMAN KODAK CO. : sz LY, te J. A. & W. BIRD & CO. 
\ ABD Vai 29 India Street, Boston, Mass. 

Ask your dealer or us to put Rochester, N. Y. ~ ESRS se te We Have Agents Everywhere 
your name on list for spring A 8 
catalogue ‘when ready.” The Kodak City. 
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OLD HICKORY $1.05 
SPINDLE BACK CHAIR 

Guaranteed most serviceable, comfortable, attractive Chair for Porch 

Will stand all 

Solidly constructed of genuine white hickory with 

Seat 18 inches long, 16 inches deep; height over all 40 

inches. Price, $1.75, freight prepaid east of Mississippi River. 120 

other styles of Chairs, Settees, Tables, etc., $1.50 up. 

MAGAZINE 

and Lawn use ever sold at this remarkably low price. 

sorts of weather. 

bark on. 

“> beg leave to acknowledge receipt: of your favor of the 28th ult., and yesterday 
had the pleasure of unpacking the chairs which have been received. I highly appreciate 
your kindness in selecting these pieces of furniture for me, and can assure you that they 
are pre-eminently satisfactory. I shall take pleasure in recommending them and show- 
ing them to my friends, and trust that they may find favor with them even as they have 
with me.” E. W. MacPHERRAN, Marquette, Mich. 

“We are more than delighted with your furniture. Please send catalogue to my 
cousin, Mrs. Geo. Hull, Tuxedo Park, N. J.” MRS. HOWARD TRACY, a 

Evanston, II]. 

We think they are fine and cannot be equaled anywhere.” 
J. W. STUART, Braddock, Pa. 

~“Chairs arrived O. K. 

Be sure to get the ** Old Hickory ’’ Furniture and see that our 

trade-mark is on every piece. If your dealer will not supply you, remit 

direct to us. Ask for new 48-page illustrated calalogue and our 

Special Introductory Offer FREE. 

THE OLD HICKORY CHAIR CO., 

123 Cherry Street, = = = = = 

Style No. 24 

Martinsville, Ind. 

“ The Original ‘ Old Hickory’ Furniture Manufacturers.” 

EVERYONE WANTS A HOME And wants it to be as Beautifu | 
: Comfortable, Well Planned and | 

Well Built as can be had for the money. Such Houses I show in my Books of , | 
Designs, or make specially Zo Vour Order and Satisfaction. I ‘have been_| 
called a Mind Reader in this line. a 
A Book of Bungalows, ready in March. Price by mail, $2. 
New Picturesque Cottages. Containing Original and Beautiful Designs for 

Suburban Homes, from $2,800 to $6,000. Price by mail, $1.00. 
Picturesque Summer Cottages, Vol. III, Designs for Stone, Shingle andj 

Rustic Summer Cottages and Bungalows. Price by mail, $1.00, : 
For Complete, Clear Drawings and Definite Specifications, Original and } 

Artistic Interior and Exterior Effects, Buy Ay Plans. "| 

E. E. HOLMAN, Architect | 
Espen Building, Philadelphia, Pa. 

DOUBLE THE STRAWBERRY CROP 
No extra expense for new plants or fertilizer. Full story in catalog—lifetime experience of 
largest fruit grower in America. To o/d@ friends and new wanting Berries, Peaches, Plums, 
Asparagus, Rhubarb, etc., it’s free. J. H. HALE, So. Glastonbury, Conn. 

ej Mey 

Y aie Wy 
WieY 

et NE Ss 
Oy 

Bi 2 ee! For GHOSE beautiful effects in landscape- 

sy ir gardening, fountains, cascades, shady 

ir pools and luxuriant foliage, in short, 

wherever an abundance of water is re- 

quired, try a Hot-Air Pump. It is 

independent of wind or weather, and 

supplies up to 100,000 gallons daily. 

Descriptive7Catalogue ‘‘U”’ sent free on application. 

Rider-Ericsson Engine Co. 
35 Warren St., New York. 239 Franklin St., Boston. _]iIj 
234 Craig St.,West, Montreal, P. Q. 4o N. 7th St., Philadelphia. x 
22 Pitt St., Sydney, N.S. W. 40 Dearborn St., Chicago. “335 

Teniente-Rey 71, Havana, Cuba. The Hot-air Pump 

MaRcH, 1906 

moist continually, but not wet. When the 
weather is cloudy and damp remove the glass 
to prevent too much moisture. Seedlings 
that like a dry soil, such as the geranium, 
must not be allowed to become as dry at any 
time as is best for large plants; and the sorts 
that like a moist soil, gloxinia, etc., must 
be kept moderately moist at all times. 
When the second leaves appear prick off 

the seedlings into tiny pots, which can be made 
of heavy manila paper, fastening it together 
with pins in the form of pots. After this it 
is necessary to keep a careful watch that the 
soil may not dry out; if this occurs even once 
it greatly injures the plants. When the soil 
becomes filled with roots transplant into 
larger pots, which can be done without dis- 
turbing the roots, by unpinning the paper pots 
from around them. After this the seedlings 
will require the same treatment as small 
plants propagated from cuttings. 

Maine. Hattie L. KNIGHT. 

Domesticating Fringed Gentians 

And Cardinal Flowers 

HAVE raised cardinal flowers for years, 
and find them easy to domesticate. They 

do well on high, dry land and give very bril- 
liant flowers. My only trouble with them is 
about the drainage of the young plants, forthey 
easily mildew and ‘damp offi” when small. 

I plant the seed in the house about the 
middle of January in an eight-inch pot, put- 
ting about one inch of broken pottery and 
about one and a half inches of soil in the 
bottom. I insert a cork stopper in the hole in 
the bottom of a three-inch pot and stand 
it directly in the middle of the larger pot 
on the soil, fill in between it and the sides of 
the larger one with fine earth to within three- 
quarters of an inch of the top,and on this I 
sprinkle the seeds of cardinal flowers or of 
fringed gentians and press them down 
lightly. The small pot is then filled with 
water, covered with an inverted saucer and 
put ina warm place. In three days I uncover 
it, lay a sheet of glass on top and place in 
the sun. I watch it every day and lift off 
the glass, wiping it dry. In a day or two IT 
discard the glass except at night, and in 
severe weather move the pot near the register 
at night and on cloudy days. 

Fringed gentians are tender, but can be 
raised in this way. They are slow in 
erowth for weeks. When the ground gets 
warm in June I have the cardinal flowers all 
transplanted and ready to go in; while the 
fringed gentians I move but once, letting 
them remain in the pot in which they 
were planted. I break the pot and cut the 
earth between the plants, not disturbing the 
tap root that runs to the bottom of the pot. 
They will flower the second year. 

One thing I have learned is never to let 
any water get on the young plants except 
the moisture that filters through the pot 
in the centre. The cardinal flowers usually 
sprout in three days, and fringed gentians 
in three days to a week. If very long 
spikes of flowers are wanted I cut off all 
but one or two stalks from each crown. 

Massachusetts. ABBIE S. NICKERSON. 
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SASK: 

GOOD THINGS 

ENDERSON'S SEEDS 
HENDERSON’S GIANT INVINCIBLE ASTERS 

The highest achievement in China Asters. A superior type in 
every way. massive, paeony-like flowers four to five inches across, 
double to the very centers, borne on long stems, unequalled as cut 
flowers and magnificent for garden beds. Our leaflet ‘‘ Latest and 
Best Methods of Aster Culture,’’ free to every purchaser. Price of 
Seed: Rosepink, White, Crimson, Lavender, Blue, or Mixed 
Colors, per packet, I5c. 

COUNTESS SPENCER SWEET PEA 
The most beautiful Sweet Pea in the world. A healthy grower, 

producing abundantly long-stemmed flowers—three and often four 
flowers toa stem. The flowers are of gigantic size with open wavy 
standards The coloring is an exquisite harmony in shell pinks; 
warm blush with deeper rose-pink tintings and margins. As a cut 
flower it 1s usually preferred to all other sorts Countess Spencer is 
the first sweet pea with an open keel, thus exposing the polenizing 
organs and facilitating natural hybridization, in consquence it 
sports somewhat—- perhaps ten per cent. may produce flowers of deep 
rose, salmon-pink and blush white, but all of the highly desirable 
Countess Spencer size and form Price, per packet, 10c. 

HENDERSON’S GIANT RAINBOW PANSIES 
Our “ TrialGround Blend ’’ Pansies are an important feature in 

our Flower Seed Department and in conseauence we test the newer 
varieties of every Pansy Seed grower in the world that we know of. 
Every morning during the pansy season these trials are examined 

3 by our experts, and any plant of superlative merit or novelty is 
| marked witha stake The seed is then gathered from these “‘staked”’ 
‘plants, thus giving us a blend of only the best German, French, Eng- 
lish, Scotch and American Pansies in grand mixture. Price, per 
packet, 10c. 

HENDERSON’S “SUGAR SWEET” CORN “HIAWATHA” 
Earliness, productiveness, and above all, delicious quality are the 

pronounced merits of this new Sweet Corn. The plant grows about 
five feet high, bearing two and often three earstoastalk. Thee rs, 
about eight inches long, are compactly filled with long, pearly wnite 
kernels that remain long ‘‘in the milk’’; lusciously tender and sweet, 
almost ‘“‘melting in your mouth ’’ A perfect corn tor the home table. 
Price, mailed free. 20c. per packet (sufficient for 25 hills). 

HENDERSON’S « TENDERHEART” LETTUCE 
The finest large early head Lettuce Every plant uniformly per- 

fect, about ten inches across and nearly all head, compactly formed 
of waxy-cream heart leaves of splendid substance, tender, sweet and 
crisp. It is suited for both garden and cold frame culture and it also 
resists summer heat splendidly, standing fully two weeks after fully 
headed before it bolts to seed. Price, 15c. per packet. 

HENDERSON’S « PONDEROSA” TOMATO 
The Grandest Tomato on Earth It has received more enthus- 

jastic praise from users and taken more first premiums than any 
other six vegetables combined. Henderson’s Ponderosa is in every 
way splendid, the handsomest and largest fruited tomato grown, 
frequently weighing two pounds each, and sometimes much more. 
It is almost as solid as beefsteak; nearly seedless, with firm, red 
flesh of the finest quality; unequallcd either sliced, cooked or canned. 
It is growneverywhere. Price, 10c. per packet. 

To give, “ Six Good Things ’’ the greatest possible distribution 
we make the following liberal offer: 

EVERY EMPTY ENVELOPE COUNTS AS CASH 
To every purchaser who will state where this advertisement was seen, 
we will send each packet of the seed ordered enclosed in coupon en- 
velope, any one of which, whenemptied and returned will be accepted, 
at the price paid for it as a cash payment on every dollar’s worth 
purchased from our Catalogue. (One coupon envelope on a $12.00 
order, two on a $2.00 order, etc.) 

In addition we will send free of charge 

HENDERSON’S 1906 CATALOGUE. “Everything for the Garden’’ 

188 pages, beautifully illustrated from photographs, 8 colored and 
6 duotone plates with much gardening information, besides descrip- 
tions of everything that is best in seeds, plants, bulbs and garden 
accessories. 

35 AND 37 
CORTLANDT ST., 
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Gathering Nasturtium Pods for 

_. Seed -or: Pickling 

A* SOON as the seeds get as large as peas 
- go along the vines and with the thumb 
and the tips of the fingers feel the seeds to 
see if they fall off readily into your hand. 
Gather all that come off readily and spread 
them to dry ina cool, shady place. There they 
shrivel up and turn brown, in fact they look 

| as if no life were left in them, and the inex- 
perienced gardener will generally be tempted 
to throw them away as of no possible value. 
Don’t do it. They are at their best and 
ready to grow next spring. 

Nasturtium seeds are troublesome to 
gather, because vou must go over the vines 

Residence of E. L. Atkins, 
Paducah, Ks 

Equipped with Kewanee Water Supply Outfit 

The work will be done WELL—EASILY=SAFELY and 
YOULL HAVE A GRATEFUL SERVANT | in Your Country Home 

A KEWANEE PNEUMATIC TANK 
in the cellar or buried in the ground, delivers water 
to all hydrants and plumbing connections by air preasure. 
Every comfort and convenience of a city water supply. 
Fresh, pure water at any moment of the day or night—just 
turn on the faucet. Splendid fire protection. No elevated 
tank to freeze or blo er. No leaky attic tank. Will last 
a lifetime without additional expense. 4000 in operation. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. Read what a few users say. 

E. T. Crawford, Augusta, O. “Equal to any city water 

SS = Se — 

'_ For the Protection and | 
| Adornment of Lawns, Schools, Parks, 
Cemeteries, Cemetery Lots and pub- 

| lic and private places generally, no fence can 

compare with the Hartman Steel Picket Fence. | 
ev. - J- Wilbur Chapman, New York, “Perfectly de- 

a. a Spaiiord. N. Bennington, Vt. “Does all you claim, 
and more ioo.” 

U. R. Fishel, Hope, Ind. “My Kewanee System is giv- 
ing splendid results. 
Write for names of users in your state and 
illustrated catalog No. 16, free if you mention 
The Garden emBYineazine.) 

KEWANEE | Fruits of the nasturtium to be used for pickling | for beauty and durability. The first fence we made 
must be gathered before the inner core has begun | Was put up sixteen years ago and is in as good con- 

WATER SUPPLY co. fare harden; they must become properly ripened if | dition now as the day it waserected. The Hartman 
they are to be Kept as seed | Fence protects and adorns a lawn without conces 

Drawer S. KEWANEE, ILL. 2 ingit. It can be erected upon uneven as well as 
level surfaces—on stone walls or wooden bases as 
wellasin the ground. No mechanical skill isrequired 

every two or three days and collect all that | ff) toerectit. All first-class dealers handle the Hartman 
= c 5 fa Steel Picket -e. Jf yours doesn’t, write for illus- are loose and fall easily. If you do not look Pied bltone a AR 

aiter them the seeds will fall to the ground | GLEN MEG. CO.. 149 Mill St., Ellwood City, Pa. 

and be lost. i | 

ee OED VEBGSIGL ECIEE P A E¢ YN I E A choice collection 

| For capers far better than any you can ze : of 200° vasicties 720 
buy: Every morning pick the nasturtian select from. The destin the world. Lists free. 

seeds clinging fast to the stems they have | E. J. SHAYLOR, Wellesley Hills, Mass. 

grown on, and drop them into a glass jar 
half full of vinegar. Every day or two - C O] LL E Cc ei I O N S 
repeat the process s until the seeds come up to 
the top of the vinegar. Then strain them ot Seeds 

NATIVE PERENNIALS out of that vinegar, and boil them lightly in 
ae 3 (pee : aes No. f of Vegetable Seeds FOR THE WILD GARDEN | some that is fresh. Then seal up as you do Bet oe cae ve 

Fine Digitalis for Massing in the any pickle. Use in exactly the same manner fies. Valuesich eee 
Shrubh as ordinary capers that are bought; and you paid $1.25. 

Tu e eo - aaa a . 4 

ey j will find them much more spicy and piquant. No.2 of Vegetable Seeds 
Hardy Herbaceous Perennials for the So say the women of my family, who have a BM —Containing 32 Standard Varie- 

Garden Border been using these pickles for years. | | ties. Value $2.60 for $2.00. Postpaid $2.40. 

Care must be taken that the iruits are No 3 of Flower Seeds—Containing § Choice Varieties 
Gr O ICE IR TSE S: small when pickled. iti large enough to Annuals. Walue«o cts. for 25 cents postpaid. 

CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION grow they will have a hard centre, which is No. 4 of Flower Seeds— Containing 16 Choice Varie- 
c 5 = ages ties, Annuals. Value So cts. for 50 cts. postpaid. 

SHA TEMUC NURSERIES, not so good for the purpose of pickles. Our Illustrated ie a eee 
of these Collections maiwed free for asking. 

BARRYTOWN, DUTCHESS CO., N. ¥. Virginia CAROLINE M. Brown . E. MARSHALL & CO., 146 W. 23d St. NEW YORK 
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Dreer’s Old-Fashioned Hardy Garden Plants 
This class of plants is one of our leading specialties. They have come into popular favor so rapidly as to astonish the most sanguine enthusiast of these gems 
of the garden. Their popularity is not at all surprising when we consider the many, varied and pleasant changes which take place throughout the entire grow- 
ing season in a well arranged hardy border. Beginning in April, early-flowering varieties open up 
their flowers, often before snow has entirely disappeared, and continuing, with constantly changing 
variety throughout the Summer until late in Fall, when severe freezing only will stop such persistent 
late bloomers as the Japanese Windflowers, Pompone Chrysanthemums, etc., etc. We are con- 
tinually adding new, rare and desirable sorts to our list, which is admitted to be the most 
complete and up-to-date collection in the country. 

For those who are not acquainted with the different varieties, we offer collections 
which when once planted will, with very little care, keep the garden gay with flowers 
from the time the frost leaves the ground until late in Autumn. ‘These collections are 
supplied as under: 

100 Distinct species and varieties, our selection, $9.00 
50 ce oe cé¢ oe ‘ ce 5.00 

25 Hy ‘“ our selection, 2.75 
12 ce oe (33 “e 1.50 

The above is but one of our many specialties; of others may be mentioned: 
Vegetable Seeds in all the best and improved sorts. 
Flower Seeds of every good sort, our collection consisting of over 1,000 

species and varieties including many new and rare kinds obtainable only from us. 
Garden and Greenhouse Plants such as Cannas, Dahlias, Roses, 

Palms and Ferns being grown by the million, requiring a large part of our 
17 acres of greenhouses and frames and 200 acres of land for their production. 

Water Lilies, Shrubs, Climbers and Garden Requisites of 
all kinds in almost unlimited quantity, all of which are described and 
many illustrated in our 224 page 

GARDEN BOOK FOR 1906, 
acknowledged to be the best, most complete, and comprehensive cat- 
alogue ever published. You should have a copy, which will be 
sent FREE on application if you mention this magazine. 

NN A. DREER, 
714 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Hardy Plants Worth Owning 
MONG the beauties in our extensive collection you will find many an old floral friend, 

for our great assortment includes all of the best of the old-fashioned hardy plants as 

well as the most worthy of the new introduction. 

@ There’s a world of interest in our useful catalogue. It is well written, nicely printed 

and finely illustrated. The very suggestions you need are doubtless contained in it—if 

not, we'll give them by mail—and the many hints it gives will interest you. 
Magnolia Stellata ts but one of our many 

. beautiful sorts. 

@ Our assortment is immense, yet we are specialists, growing only HARDY ORNAMENTALS and only the highest quality at that. 

Almost every hardy plant you may want which is worth owning is in stock, be it a hardy tree, shrub, vine, evergreen or perennial. The 

catalogue tells about these in a readable style and makes a good number of special offers—offers which save money for you. 

@ Take advantage of the proposition we make and send for our catalogue and read these instructive chapters: 

“The Only Kind of Rhododendrons to Plant.” “Fruits of the Right Kind.” 

“Most Interesting Tree in America.” “Most Satisfactory Hardy Perennials.” 

‘Magnolias Produce Great Displays.” “Greatest of the Garden Flags.” 

“The Katsura Tree is of Great Beauty.” ‘Great Bargains in Hardy Gardens.” 

“Big Shrubs at a Big Bargain.” ‘Magnificent Japanese Maples.” 

“Roses of Unusual Value.” And Dozens of Others. 

SPECIAL OFFER.—Send 10c and ask us to place your name on our Mailing List. We will then send you our catalogue and 

also the booklets, folders, special offers mailed from time to time. You will also receive the full benefits of our SPECIAL INFORMA- 

TION DEPARTMENT, a service which may save dollars for you, as it Annually Saves Thousands for Our Friends. 

(MEO wNSe Ve SVAN <= SONS, Iime,, 
Box R, Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa. 

GROWERS OF THE HIGHEST GRADE OF HARDY TREES AND PLANTS. 
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HIGH CLASS 

Flower and Vegetable Seeds 
T has been our aim to first look for quality in the selec- 

tion of Plants for seed purposes. our strains of Flowers 
and Vegetables show this care taken. We will mention 

a few most prominent: 

ASTER, RAWSON’S MID-SUMMER ANTIRRHINUM, NEW GIANTS 
AQUILEGIA, RAWSON’S LONG SPIRAEA 
CYCLAMEN, RAWSON’S ROYAL STRAIN 
PANSY, RAWSON’S ARLINGTON PRIZE 
PRIMULA, RAWSON’S GOLD MEDAL STRAIN 
STOCKS, RAWSON’S FLOWER MARKET 

: In Vegetables we have an excep- 
tional large list. All will be found in our Catalogue of “Ar- | 
lington Tested Seeds’’ for 1906. It has been compiled with 
the greatest care as to descriptions and illustrations of a com- 
plete collection of Flower and Vegetable Seeds. 

@ We want you to receive this catalogue. 

@ Write us; we will send it. 

W. W RAWSON & CO. 
SEEDSMEN 

12 and 13 Faneuil Hall Square, BOSTON, MASS. 

HEALTHY NATIVE-GROWN OOD, big “mealy” potatoes can 
FRUIT TREES not be produced without a liberal 

ORNAMENTAL TREES, VINES, SHRUBS, ETC. amount of Porasu in the fertilizer— 

It pays you many times over to take pains to get | nOt less than ten per cent. It must be 
reliable and healthy stock. The well-known Dwyer | jy the form of Sulphate of PotasH of 

stock can always be relied on, for it is all selected highest lity : 

stock, grown on our home grounds and receiving samee lee a 

constant expert inspection. ** Plant Food” and “‘ Truck Farming ”’ are two practical 
We guarantee that every specimen is true to name books which tell of the successful growing of potatoes 

Tyee ieom dsonse. andl sre de stow. We also do and the other garden truck—sent free to those who write 

a i pe e us for them. 
landscape gardening. Wuitenow for our 

FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE Address, GERMAN KALI WORKS, 

Ms y: DWYER & COMPANY, Box 4, Cornwall, N. ) (e 93 Nassau Street, New York. 

HOW TO BUY LIFE INSURANCE 

N this book is given the information everyone 
] needs who takes out or now owns an insur- 

ance policy. For years educated people have 
been buying insurance without even reading the 
policy; have been paying high prices for benefit 
that they can never receive. This book gives in- 
formation which has never been available before 
inasimple form. A book that it is a duty to read. 

One volume, 12mo, $1.30 net, postpaid. 

THE GARDEN COVNTRY LIFE () THE WORLDS 
MAGAZINE ‘ede IN AMERICA J WORK 

DOVBLEDAY PAGE « CO NEW YORK 

_A New Remed 

uf FE 
si 

y for the Chicken 
Nuisance 

me | ‘HE garden I have in mind is open in every 
direction, except as hedges of lilacs 

and roses are disposed to give the sense 
of retirement but so as not to keep out the 
air or the sun. Though neighbors are near 
who have fowls in plenty, which might under 
ordinary circumstances be unendurably try- 
ing, no stray chicken or duck or turkey ever 
ventures into the sacred precinct. The cause 
of this lies in the presiding genius of the place 
in the shape of a big, ugly looking hawk 
chained to a pear tree in the very centre of 
the garden, so placed as to be seen from 
every direction. If a chicken ventures any- 
where in sight he gets away alive as soon as 
the instinct of self-preservation will permit, 
and it is certain that the stolen visit will never 
be repeated. 

The two questions that arise at once are: 
(1) How do you get the hawk? (2) How do 
you keep him alive and useful ? 

(x) In the nearby country hawks are plen- 
tiful. They feed largely upon field mice, and 
are seen skimming over the fields and pounc- 
ing now and again upon their victims. 
Often they select a tall stump or pole as a 
vantage point in their hunting trips. It is 
easy to take advantage of this fact, place 

_ asteel trap securely at the top of the pole, and 
catch the hawk. If the pole is not found in 
_ place, one can be erected at some convenient 
spot and the trap set. It is possible that a 
substitute could be had for a hawk in the 
shape of a crow, which can be more easily 
tamed. An owl would be even more effect- 
ive than a hawk. It is probable that, in case 
of a local scarcity, an advertisement offering 

_a reasonable sum for such a bird of prey 
would bring forth plenty of responses. 

(2) As to feeding the hawk or owl there 
seems to be no serious trouble. Mice and 

rats would, of course, be eagerly devoured, 
as well as young woodchucks and other pesst 

_ of the farm, such as Enelish sparrows, moles, 
| rabbits, etc. Much refuse from the table 
would also be edible. Fresh meat in any 
form is acceptable to either bird. But most 
important of all, a bowl of clear, fresh water 

_must be kept near. 
Experience shows that such an addition to 

the garden force makes a new object of inter- 
_ est to the whole household and comparatively 
| little trouble. A tame crow can be easily 
| wintered, but the hawk or owl would ordi- 
narily be given up when the winter comes on, 
though many might like to keep it. 

Maine. Woop-Warp. 
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GRAPE VINES 
N?® garden is complete without a sufficient number | 

of grape vines to supply an abundance of this 
For nearly 40 years we have been 

furnishing high-grade vines for this purpose. 
We will send ten large vines of the best table varieties. including 

delicious fruit. 

three red, three white and four black, for $1.00, delivered free. Send 
for our elegant Illustrated Descriptive Catalogue and Price List. It 
will tell you hew to=plant, cultivate and train them. 

T.S. HUBBARD CO. 

Grape Vine Specialists FREDONIA, N. Y. 

EVERY LOVER OF 

PALMS and HOUSE PLANTS 
should have a copy of 
our book “The Care of 
Palms,” and should also 
know why house plants thrive ° 
better in “Bombayreed” Jardi- 
nieres than in the ordinary kind, 

Upon receipt of your name and 
address, we will send you free a valuable 
booklet entitled ‘‘The Care of Palms.’’ 
This booklet is an expert treatise on 
how to care for house plants, exhilarate 
their growth and preserve them in healthy ana 
beautiful condition. We will also send you our 
handsome catalogue in colors, showing a variety 
of palms, ferns, etc., as they appear in ‘“‘ Bombay- 
reed’’ Jardinieres. Every woman who owns and 
appreciates house plants should have a copy of 
this book. 

“* Bombayreed ’’ Jardinieres are far more decora- 
tive in any room than the old-fashioned glazed 
article. They are practically indestructible, im- 
pervious to damp moisture, and will stand endless 
wear and usage. ‘* Bombayreed’’ Jardinieres are 
made in a great variety of colors—reds, greens, 
yellows in various shades, gold, etc. Special colors, 
all shades, to harmonize, are made to order at a 
small extra cost. 
WRITE FOR OUR BOOKLET TO-DAY. 

You will be delighted with the pictures and the 
valuable information on the care of your house 
plants. A postal card will bring them. Address 

Carolina Glass Co., Dept. D., Columbia, S. C. 
E xclusive agents for “ Bombayreed”™ Jardinieres wanted 

in all cities. 
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TOMATOES GROWING IN COLD FRAMES 

TOMATOES FOUR WEEKS EARLY 
Now is the time to plant tomato seeds direct in your hot 

beds, either to have good strong growthy plants to set out 
early i in the garden, or by leaving them right in the frames 
(with no transplanting shock to set them back), a full 
month can be gained. The same thing can be done with 
corn, melons, cucumbers, egg plant, etc. Lettuce sown 
middle of February will mature last of April. Radishes a 
good bit quicker. Frames set over rhubarb and asparagus 
will give you a month’s lead. 

This charming little booklet on the “ PLEASURE 
AND PROFIT OF COLD FRAMES ”’ tells about the 
flowers and vegetables you can grow in frames; 
makes some suggestions on getting started; is freely 
illustrated, showing various growing methods, best 
situations, etc. A thoroughly practical and inter- 
esting bit of printing. Send for it. 

Burnham-Hitchings-Pierson Co. 
Greenhouse Designers and Manufacturers 

Cor. 26th Street, New York 

Boston BrancH: 819 TREMONT BUILDING 

1133 Broadway, 

FRUIT BOOK 
shows in NATURAL COLORS and 

accurately describes 216 varieties of 
fruit. Send for our liberal terms of distri- 

bution to planters.—Stark Bro’s, Louisiana- Me 

$25 REWARD 

TUBEROSE BULBS 
led Pearl. with great Bio on of blossoms w anted. Offers 

wi a sample and pric thousand and ten=thousandzto 

EUGO FINK, NOCERA (PROV. SALERNO), ITALY 

Ones | OINb es 
is hereby offered for the arrest, conviction and im- 
prisonment of any person obtaining money under false 
pretenses for subscriptions to THE GARDEN MAGAZINE 
or to any other periodical published by the members 
of this Association. In view of the number of frauds 
now operating throughout the country, the public is 
hereby cautioned to subscribe for no periodical what- 
ever, without first satisfying themselves that the one 
who solicits their subscription is duly authorized to 
receive Same. 

THE PERIODICAL PUBLISHERS’ ASSOCIATION 

Of America 

32 Waverly Place, New York. Secretary: 

HARDY PLANTS 
AND FLOWER SEEDS 

have a reputation of their own. If you want plants that will last 
from year to year, get them from a hardy climate like Verraont. 
New catalogue for 1906 offers all the most desirable kinds for the 
decoration of summer homes, without confusing the purchaser with 
the names of so many plants of doubtful hardiness and durability. 
It includes herbaceous plants, wild flowers and ferns,. shrubs, 
trees, vines, bulbs, etc., for wet or dry ground, sun or shade, and 
all for outdoor culture. Ask for it 

ERE Dek He HORSE ORD, 
Charlotte, Vermont. 
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THE GARDEN UNIT PACKET 

Adams Seeds 
A NEW IDEA FOR YOUR GARDEN 

and original 

of putting up 

my new 

method 

garden seeds. Saves you 

lowest possible figure and reduces 

your gardening to an exact science. 

guaranteed to fully plant one 10-foot 

row of garden; 2 packets planting 

two Jo-foot rows; 3 packets planting 

three 1o-foot rows, etc. 

day for prices —3c.— up. 

NASTURTIUMS 

a 

and Acorn Shirley Poppies are my specialties. My | 
Flowerlover’s Mixtures in both varieties are un- 
surpassed, being especially mixed by my own for- 
mulae, insuring you giant flowers of the most rare 
and beautiful colors so highly prized by connoisseurs 

MY SPECIAL OFFER 
Send 10 cents to-day and become a member of the Flower- 

lover’s Club, get my Little Green Book for the Garden for | 
Igo6, my Little Brown Book of Dutch Bulbs and the Flower- 
lover’s Bulletin for one year with hints by Peter the Gardener. 

roc Covers all roc 

SEEDS 

BULBS 

PLANTS 

Henry Saxton Adams 
Jamaica Plain and Wellesley, Mass 

A WOMAN FLORIST 
HARDY EVERBLOOMING C 

6 ROSES 2s seats 25 
Sent to any address post-paid; guaranteed to reach you 

in good growing condition. 
GEM ROSE COLLECTION ; 
Burbank, deep rose. 
Cardinal, bright red. 
Killarney, grandest pink. 
General McArthur, deep re‘, 
Snowflake, pure white. 
Bouquet of Gold, golden 

yellow. 

SPECIAL BARGAINS 
6 Carnations, the ‘‘Divine 

Flower,’’ all colors, 25c. 
8 Prize-Winning Chrys- 
anthemums, .. 25c. 

8 Beautiful Coleus, 5 
4 Grand Orchid Cannas, a 
8 Sweet-Scented Tuberoses, . 
6 Fuchsias, alldifferent, . 

10 Lovely Gladiolus, coe tae 5 
10 Superb Pansy Plants, . 25c. \ 
15 Pkts. FlowerSeeds, all different, 25¢. . 
Any Five Collections for One Dollar, Post-Paid 

Guarantee satisfaction. Once acustomer, always one, Catalog Free. 

MISS ELLA V. BAINES, Box 96 Springfield, Ohio 

Make sure a yield of quantity and 
quality. When your father planted 
Ferry’s, they were the best on the 
market, but they have been improv- 
ing ever since. We are experts in 
flower and vegetable seeds. 
1906 Seed Annual, beautifully illus- 
trated, free to allapplicants. 

D. M. FERRY & CO., Detroit, Mich. 

EVERY LOVER of the | 
garden should know of J 

time, trouble and worry, | 

cuts down your expenditure to the } 

Seeds are now put up in packets | 

Write to- | 

MARCH, 

The Disgraceful ‘‘Annual 

Cleaning” 

Has it ever occurred to you that the old- 
fashioned spring cleaning orgy is not a thing 
to be proud of? 

It is just as easy to keep the yard clean all 
the year round, as it is nicer and healthier. 

It ought to be a criminal offense to let all 
the house refuse accumulate near the house 
in one undifferentiated heap. 

Have a regular place for coal ashes, an- 
other for cans, glass and iron, another for 
inflammable material, such as paper, and a 
compost heap for leaves, manure, and even 
kitchen scraps, if covered. 

The arrangement of these four heaps is 
the one thing you cannot trust to “hired 
help.” Such matters are a part of landscape 
gardening. ‘Their arrangement requires the 
constructive imagination of a statesman. 

The ideal is an easily accessible place 
screened by evergreen planting. 

Coal ashes are not supposed to have any 
plant food, but we occasionally hear of a 
garden that has been made more productive 
by using them. Spade them into your soil 
if you have no manure. They will improve 
the texture of clay or heavy soils. 

Coal ashes mixed with broken glass are 
dangerous to handle; mixed w ith garbage 
they are an abomination. 

If garbage is not gathered daily you can 
use it to your profit. Dig a hole five feet 
deep and sprinkle earth every day over the 
garbage, so that there will never be anything 
unpleasant to see or smell. After a year or 
so that spot will bear wonderful crops. 
Make a compost heap of manure and 

earth and keep it under cover, if you can, 
so that the rains will not wash away the plant 
food. 

Make another of autumn leaves atl earth. 
You will find it invaluable for potting plants 
and making flower beds. Do not allow any- 
one to put stones or glass into such a heap. 

Must we have a grand cleaning upthis year ? 
Let’s do it, then, and never have another. 

The Happy Owner of a Hotbed 

If you have a range of hotbeds and cold- 
frames you may now be enjoying pansies, 
violets,. English daisies, primroses, polyan- 
thus and auricula. 

Also lettuce, radishes and spinach. 
If you want fresh, home-grown vegetables 

in April sow lettuce and radish in March. 
For May use you can have, besides those 

just named, spinach and mustard for 
greens, garden cress and endive for salads, 
and beets. 

For June use you can have the following 
vegetables a month earlier than you could 
without the aid of a hotbed: cucumbers, 
cauliflower, tomatoes, and with very good 
management, a few eggplants and peppers. 

Have you ever tried the “ 
ture”? The way to get large mild onions 
is to start the seed in a hotbed in March and 
transplant the young onions to the garden 
in April. 

new onion cul- . 

TREES 
FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL 

Evergreens 
Shrubs Roses 
Hardy Plants 

All the Best and Hardiest Varieties 

Largest and Most Varied Collections in America 

ELLWANGER & BARRY 
Nurserymen—Horticulturists 

MOUNT HOPE NURSERIES 

Established 1840 

ROCHESTER NEW YORK 

Illustrated Descriptive Catalogue (144 pages), 
also Descriptive List of Novelties and Special” 
ties with beautiful colored plate of the New 
Hardy W nite Rose Frau Druschki, mailed FREE 

EENS 
Do you know Green ?— 

—Chas. A. Green, the man who, losing his 

fortune as Bank President in the panic of 1873, 

retired to a farm and succeeded as a , fruit 

grower? 

Well, Green is the head of GREEN’S NURSERY CO. 

Proprietor of ‘‘GREEN’S FRUIT GROWER,” and an ad- 

mitted authority the world over on fruits. 

He has mastered his business by 30 years of good, hard 

digging, and what he vows he has put into a book, which 

you may get free, if you ask for it. 

This book of Green’s is filled with big illustrations, and 

fractical information about growing Apples, Pears, Peaches, 

Plums, Grapes, Berries, etc., and how to get the des? results, 

whether you are growing for pleasure or profit. 

It explains how you can secure bargains in Asparagus Plants, 
Poplar and Apple Trees, new hardy roses, Blackberries, Grapes 
and other specialties for which Green is famous. So, if you 
want this valuable catalog and a copy of ‘‘GREEN’S FRUIT 
GROWER ”’—free—just say so ona postal card and they will 
come atonce. Address, 

GREEN’S NURSERY COMPANY, 39 Well St., ROCHESTER. N. Y. 

CALIFO RNTASEEDS 

AN Because California's superb growing cli- i 
mate and soils insure a plumper seed with 

more vitality, and hence having positive germin- 
(Vf ating qualities. Be convinced of this fact by sending a 

trial order for one or more of these superb collections of 

SURE-GROWING]J SEEDS 

Pkts. California Nasturtiums, all 
6 named, three tall and three dwarf ) G 

varieties + : 

Pkts. California Sweet Peas, 
6 the finest named strains, full 2 Gs 

weight 
Pkts. California Wild Flowers, 

6 such as Escholtzia, hares, 2 G 
Cream Cup, etc. fi 

The Three Collections otis 50c. 
together witha copy of our monograph giving cultural 

directions, descriptions and illustrations of Cali- 
Sa fornia flowers and vegetables, together with 

our special list of strong field-grown 

CALIFORNIA ROSES 

F. P GILMAN TAYLOR SEED CO, 
Gf GLENDALECAL. 

1906 
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HOME STUDY COURSES 
VERYONE interested 

E in farming or garden- 

ing, everyone who 

Owns or who expects to own 

asuburban oracountry home, 

should know about the 

Home Study Courses in Agri- 

culture, Horticulture, Land- 

scape Gardening and Flori- 

culture, which we offer under 

Prof. Wm. P. Brooks of the 

Massachusetts Agricultural 

College and Prof. John Craig 

of Cornell University. 

| There is money and pleasure, 
too, in farming and gardening, in 
the growing of fruit and of flowers, 
forthose who understand the ways 
how and the reasons why of 
moder agriculture. A knowledge 

JOHN CRAIG of landscape gardening and flori- 
Professor of Horticulture in Cornell University culture is indispensable to those 

who would ever have the pleasantest homes. 
F Every reader of the GARDEN MAGAZINE who is interested in these matters 
is invited to send fora free copy of our eighty-page catalogue and full infor- 
mation in regard’to our home study courses. 

THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL 
Dept. 8, SPRINGFIELD, MASS. 

Andorras eet 
~ Will Bloom This Spring 

F planted early our strong 

clumps will produce an 

immediate effect and give 

complete satisfaction. Our 

popular collection comprises 

over 200 selected varieties of 

double and single flowers. 

SPRING OFFER 

$ 3.50 per doz. 
Twelve Named Sorts f 14.00 per 50 

( 27:50 per 100 

Ask for Peony Booklet of 

New and Rare Varieties 
Reproduced from photo of Andorra’s Peones 

ANDORRA NURSERIES 
WM. WARNER HARPER, Prop. 

Chestnut Hill Philadelphia, Penna. 

A Complete Manual of House Building i in the Country 

THE 
COUNTRY 

H OUSE 
BY 

CHARLES EDW. 
HOOPER 

HIS volume 

gives compe- 
tently and in detail, 

yet without techni- 
calities, all the in- 

formation neces- 

sary in the building 
of a country house. 
Its practical value is unlimited. Nearly 300 illus- 
trations. Net, $3.00. (Postage, 30 cents.) 

THE GARDEN Ce COVNTRY LIFE Ss) THE WORLDS 
MAGAZINE IN AMERICA WORK 

DOVBLEDAY PAGE « CO NEW YORK 
Wr RR. GRAY, 

Baby Rambler 
The new everblooming dwarf 

Crimson Rambler. Strong 
plants, by mail, with buds and 
bloom 20¢ each. 

New Roses 
Any of the following varieties 

by mail 15c each, or 2-year 
plants by express 4oc each.— 
Gen. McArthur, Franz Deegan, 
Sou De Pierre Notting, Ameri- 
can Beauty, Coronet, Winnie 
Davis, Yellow Cochet. 

Send for Catalogue 
which gives over 60 of the finest 
varieties of roses in cultivation 
at 8c each, by mail, including 
such as W hite and Pink Cochet, 
Kaiserine, Pres. Carnot, the La 
France Roses, and others of 
equal value. 
The same in strong 2-year old 

plants, by express, for 25c 
each. 
Also a list of over too of the 

best of the older varieties by 
mad) at 5c each, and in strong 
-year-old plants by express at 
‘Se each, 

In Dahlias 
We grow 50 of the finest 

Cactus, Show, Fancy, Quilled 
and Pompon Varieties. Also 
all varieties of Carnations, 

The above represents one of our mailing size 

rose plants. Note the special pot it is grown 

in—it is 3 inches deep—which gives greater ca- 

pacity for soil, better root formation, and helps chy SoS, Beg oe ie ep 
us to grow the finest young rose plants) in and all greenhouse an ed- 

America. ding plants. 

BOX 6, OAKTON, FAIR- 
FAX COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
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BODDINGTON’ So 

Were awarded ne ae pe 

Silver Medal (the highest award) 
by the American Institute of the 
City of New York at the Annual 

Cheon Exhibition, held in New York City, @ce 
31st to Nov. 3d, 1905. @ THe Propuct of Boddington’s 
Seeds won 90 per cent. of all First Prizes for Vegetables and 
Annuals awarded in the year 1905 by the Lenox, Mass., 

Horticultural Society. 
Our new Catalogue, superbly illustrated from Nature, 
sent free on request. Write for it to-day. 

ACTUALLY FREE Wai’ur. 70 CENTS 
1 large Packet Hardy Larkspur (Delphinium) 
1 «6 ~~ Columbine (Aquilegia) 

For trial: These two 35c packets sent free to all who say where they 

saw this advertisement and enclose five (wo-cent stamps, to cover mailing. 

ARTHUR T. BODDINGTON, sa2w-msi. New York 

Lambert’s Pure Culture 
Mushroom Spawn, 

Produced by new grafting process from 
selected and prolific specimens thoroughly 
acclimatized, has never failed to run. 

Sold by Leading Seedsmen._ Practical 
Instructions on ‘‘Mushroom Culture ’’ 
mailed free on application. 

MINNESOTA SPAWN CO., St. Paul. 

A beautiful colored plate of our 

NEW EATON 

Red Raspberry 
and our strawberry catalog of valuable in- 
formation about varieties with instructions 
for beginners. Free to all. 
THE FLANSBURGH & POTTER CoO., 

Leslie, Michigan. 

WT) 

Model Tomato ana Plant Support 
The best support for tomatoes and heavily flowered plants 

such as Dahlias, Peonies, Chrysanthemums, etc. Tomatoes grown 

with supports produce a much larger crop 

and of better quality. Constructed of heavy 

galvanized wire, they are light, strong, and 

easily applied. More than two million in use. 

F. O. B. Harrison, N. J. 

Per doz. 50 

Prices $1.75 $7.00 $10.00 
Remit Cash With Order. 

NOTICE 

The various garden fixtures manufactured 

by the Parker-Bruen Mfg. Co. are so well 

known that comment as to the quality of the 

Only one of our 

Gross 

$18.00 

1-2 Gross 

product is unnecessary. Diamond Anchor, Dest adaptable 
for hard soil most popular articles is here illustrated, 

Screw Anchor, best adaptable 
for loose or plowed soil 

New York City 

and it is requested that you send for our price list and catalog. 

PARKER-BRUEN MFG. CO., St. James Bldg., 
Factory: Harrison, N. J. 

The Wild Lady’s-Slipper Tamed 

[_ APY’S- SLIPPER, or Cypripedium spec- 
fabile, was found growing under such 

varying conditions that not all of them could 
be imitated. In bringing it under cultiva- 
tion I found it growing in swamps, on sandy 
hillsides, and in moist but not wet woods. 
Apparently one necessary condition was that 
the ground should be moist. Whatever suc- 
cess IJ met with in cultivating this plant I 
am inclined to ascribe to the fact that I 
always kept this in mind and neyer allowed 
the soil to become hard and dry. All the 
plants of Cypripedium spectabile which I ever 
had were taken up when in bud or flower. 
In transplanting great care was exercised 
not to injure the roots, a ball of earth always 
being lifted with them and the plants so pro- 
tected in carrying them home that they never 
became wilted. 

Our wild flower garden was a narrow strip 
of ground on a city lot. It lay along the 
north side of a high, tight board fence and 
was further shadowed by closely built houses, 
so there was always partial shade. The soil 
was not naturally very good, so for the cypri- 

Lady’s-Slippers (Cypripedium 

transplanted while in bud or bloom and suffer no 

spectabile) may be 

ill effects. The soil must never become dry 

pediums I dug out about a foot of this garden 
loam, mixed it with leaf mold and sand in about 
equal proportions, poured water in before I set 
the roots, and the plants went on growing and 
blossoming as if they had never been disturbed. 

Every fall the bed was covered with leaves, 
and in the spring those were carefully dug 
in around the roots of the plants. This was 
all the care the cypripediums received, but 
for several years the clump continued to 
flourish and increase in size, bearing numer- 
ous blossoms and furnishing the crowning 
glory of our little wildwood garden. After 
five or six years, however, they gradually 
failed, and as the plants were becoming 
scarce in our vicinity no effort was made to 
renew our supply. 
Now dealers are offering them for sale, and 

it is not necessary to rob the woods in order 
to procure plants. I think, too, that plants 
already accustomed to cultivation will suc- 
ceed better in ordinary gardens than those 
transplanted from the woods. Plenty of 
moisture and partial shade ensure success. 

New York. FLORENCE BECKWITH. 
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18 
D.&C. 
Roses 
$1.00 

Fornearly fifty years we have 
made Rose growing a spe- 
cialty. With seventy green- 
houses and a stock of over one 
million plants, we may fairly 

y claim to be the Leading Rose 
rowers of America. Once a 

year we make this special offer of 
Our Great Trial Collection of 18 
D. & C. Roses for #1.00. Sent by 
mail postpaid anywhere in the United 
States. Satisfaction and safe arrival 
guaranteed. Each variety labeled. 

*’ Superb, strong, hardy ever-blooming 
5 kinds; no two alike. All on their own 

roots. Will bloom continuously this 
ear. ‘The collection includes the famous 
aby Rambler Rose that blooms every 
day in the year; Keystone, the only 
hardy ever-blooming Yellow Climbing 
Rose; also Pink Muman Cochet, the 
queen of all pink garden Roses. Orders 
booked for delivery when directed. 

If you mention this magazine when 
a ordering, we will send you a return 
check for 25 cents which we will accept as cash 
in a future order. Free to all who ask for it, 

whether ordering the above collection or not, 
the 37th annual edition of Our New Guide to Rose 
Culture for 1906 - the Leading Rose Catalogue of 
America. 116 pages. Tells how to grow and describes 
our famous Roses and all other flowers worth grow- 
ing. Offers at lowest prices a complete list of Flower 

and Vegetable Seeds. 

GPO THE DINGEE & CONARD CO., West Grove, Pa. 
70 Greenhouses. Established 1850, 

STRAWBERRY 
REANT S 

Virginia and Chesapeake, winners of $100 GOLD PRIZE offers; also 
Cardinal, Commonwealth, North Shore, Oaks Early, New York, Glen 
Mary, Stevens Chainpion, and go others; best list, good stock, reason- 
able prices. Dewberries: Lucretia and Austin’s. Cabbage: New 
Volga and 20 other S E E D S OMIA aE 

» es insuia Prize, varieties. ~ 
Allen’s Pride of the Markét, Arlington Spine, Shamrock, etc. 
Cantaloupes: Allen’s First Choice, True Rocky Ford. Toma- 
toes: Livingston s Globe, Allen’s Best, Chalk Jewel, Maule’s Ear- 
liest, Earliana, etc. Kansas King, Eighty Day Yellow Dent, Mary- 
land Queen Field Corn. Best new and standard Garden, Field and 
Flower seeds, Asparagus Roots, Special Agricultural Implements, etc. 
60 PAGE CATALOGUE FREE. Send address on postal 

NOW. It tells about lots of good things for the farm and garden and 
where to get them. i 

| SEWAGE AND GARBAGE DISPOSAL | 

| W.F. ALLEN, Dept. 42, Salisbury, Md. 

\ 

& i We 
“4h BARING © j 

TOWNSEND GAVE TO THE WORLD 

The Ball-Bearing Lawn Mower 
His mowers are more imitated than 

any others. 
We make more high-grade mowers 

than any other firm and they are all 
ball-bearing. 
We make the best Lawn Mower in 

the world. 
We make the best Horse Lawn 

Mower in the world. 
We makethe best Roller Mower in 

the world 
We repair and sharpen all kinds of 

Mowers.’ 

S. P. TOWNSEND & CO., Orange, N. J. 
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“4 Little Wook 

For thirteen years I have lived in an atmos- 
phere of roses, thought of them, toiled among 
them and—yes—loved them. 

With me rose growing was a hobby—passion— 
call it what you will. 

And to-day my enthusiasm still increases. 
Last year I launched this business—to-day it is 

in the front rank. 
Why? 
Twelve years of untiring, earnest effort taught 

me what roses to grow—how best to produce 
them—how to get them to you in Florida or 
Manitoba with every branch and bud full of 
freshness and vitality. 

Did I do it? 

Washburn College, Topeka, Kan., Feb. 11, 1905. 
“ After reading the big padded catalogues in which the 

most common things, even trash, are described in the su- 
perlative, it isa tonicto take up a little book like yours 
that dares to tell the truth.”” (Prof.) W. A. Harshbarger. 

MAILED 

Strong Roses for greenhouse culture shipped at any time. 

Gaon PETER S.© 

problems are solved for Country Homes and Summer 
Camps by 

INTERNATIONAL INCINERATORS 
Sanitary, odorless, thoroughly practical. Illustrated book- 
let and prices on request. Special proposition to agents. 

INTERNATIONAL INCINERATOR CO., 648 Prudential Bldg., Buffalo, N.Y. 

About Woses”’ 
Are You Interested 

in Roses? I Am. 

After a very busy shipping season, working 
day and night—not a single complaint—over 
forty absolutely unsolicited testimonials which 
a disinterested horticulturist says are the finest 
he ever saw. 

Some day, by sheer force of merit, my roses 
will win a place in your garden and then—you 
will regret that you did not plant them hefore. 

Why not try them the coming season ? 

Have you seen a copy of “@ Wittle Wook 
About Roses’? 

It’s different from most catalogues—very dif- 
ferent. It appeals to intelligent, thinking people 
—it tells the truth. 

Tufts College, Mass., Feb. 6, 1905. 
“Your modest catalogue, just received, is worth some 

whole volumes on account of its concise and complete 
directions on the culture of the rose, and I own a good 
many works on floriculture.”’ G. W. Bullard 

? to intending purchasers, on request 
{to others on receipt of 10c. 

Rose gardens designed, laid out and planted. 

ROSE AND PEONY SPECIALIST 

FeAcIR--L AWN, Ni. N , Je 

FLOWERING SHRUBS 
| in large assortment. Also complete 
| line of Fruit and Ornamental Trees, 
| Roses, Plants. Write for our hand- 
| some illustrated catalog. It’s free. Buy 
| direct from grower at wholesale prices. 

GROVER NURSERY CO., 

94 Trust Building, Rochester, N. Y. 

(AWARRED Two Grand Prizes at the St. Louis Exposition, one for Seeds and an- 
other for Vegetables, also a Silver Medal for Hyacinths and Crocus. 

Siw 
x 

VEE 

We are every day receiving congratulations on the artistic merit 
and general excellence of Our 1906 Catalogue—the 1o5th successive 
annual edition. 

Besides being a work of art, it is a valuable text-book of agricul- 
ture and horticulture, and should be in the home of everybody 
interested in gardening. 

No garden annual published can compare With it. Mailed free on application. 

If you have not yet received it, send for it NOW. 

J. M. THORBURN & CO., 36 Cortlandt St., New York 
Established 1802 
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Fifty-two Lily Blossoms from a 
Hopeless Bulb 

ee bulb of an auratum lily was given to 
me one fall, by a man who said it was 

a Japanese water-lily which should be grown 
in the house in a bowl of water. 

Following these directions, I put the bulb 
in a bowl of water with some stones. After 
several weeks the odor became so dreadful ie TT Be : ‘ : OF 
that I determined to give up and throw it NITRATE SODA 
away. On further thought I decided to bury i Peppy d 
it and watch results. — ig an GC 

It was put in the ground very much as one Se ae ea AWN ARD EN ; 
would bury a dead animal. The spot was 
marked, and in the spring a strong stalk ap- NO FORM OF NITROGEN 

: i ickly available, itive in i sine Ela dieer (3800 ft elevation) lead oulckly salle 0: 3 a 
Saginaw, N.C. for shrubbery or trees as a top dressing of 

and Best 

AIA SMALL LOTS NITRATE 2 SODA 
OR CAR LOTS (THE STANDARD FERTILIZER) 

dro a The most unique Send Joe name and address on Post=Card and we will 

known is and ‘beautiful ** Food for Plants ”” 
a most valuable book of 237 pages, dealing with the use 
of Nitrate of Soda as a fertilizer, giving detailed informa- 
tion coveringa long list of trials at Agricultural Experiment 
Stations throughout the United States and on all sorts of 

plant catalog pub- 
lished (exclusive- 
ly Native Plants) 

CATAW- 
BIENSE 

The True Caro- to those interest- ie oom NITRATE PROPAGANDA : 
lina Mt. Species, ed. owt oom 125, 12-16 John Street, News York 

or owue only alt Har Lan P. KELSEY 

HIGHLANDS Owner 
NURSERY 6 BEACON ST., BOSTON What Flowers Shall I Plant? 

For 10 years I have solved the question satis- 
factorily for others, let me do it for you. 

NEW, RARE AND 

BEAUTIFUL PLANTS 

From the World Over 

Choicest Palms, Ferns, and all Deco- 
rative stock; Tropical Fruit and Econo- 
mic Trees; Bamboos, Orange Trees, 
Conifers, Aquatics, etc. Established in 
1883. Send for unique and interesting 
Catalogue. Our naturally grown plants 

are much superior to hothouse stock in every way. We send by 
mail, express and freight to all parts of the world, every week in 
the year—sa/ely. 

REASONER BROS., ONECcO, FLORIDA 

Send me 50 cents and I will 
send you a generous supply of 
the choicest flower seeds appro- 
priate to your locality, my book- 
let, ‘“‘Culture of Flowers,’’ and 

my catalog; also my surprise 
packet of 20 varieties (400 seeds) 
choice annuals mixed and cer- 
tificate of competition for flowers 
grown fromit. 1st prize, $100. 

Catalog gives particulars. 

Send to-day, and if you are 
not highly pleased with my se- 
lection keep the booklet, return 
the seeds and I will promptly 

is : ; < ca ae es NICOTIANA SANDER refund your money. sD ie: , re i -—— ee ee ae If you prefer to make your own selection let me send 
A gold-banded lily of Japan (Lilium auratum) that you my pretty catalog. It is free. 

was rescued after having been nearly Killed as an MISS EMMA Vv. WHITE 

aquatic. It flourished and bore fifty-two flowers when Sectesaman 

pnologepied 3010 Aldrich Ave. So., Minneapolis, Minn. ox 

peared on which one bud developed. When 
it opened I found that I had a wonderful aura- 

wuts lily. It tes left alone, having been Everbearing Crimson Winter Rhubarb 
mulched well in the fall with old manure. . | 15 choice plants, our selection, all different, for 81.00 

. Special 20 varieties Cactus and Suceulents for %1.00 
The next year it had seven blossoms. The ————_ 12 plants of Crimson Winter Rhubarb for 81.50 
third year there were twenty-one blossoms, 

IMleadquarters for 

SEEDS, BULBS, PLANTS, CACTUS | One barrel 
| of Dormant Sod Brand 

Pulverized Sheep Manure 
| is equal in fertilizing strength—will go 

i further and is more satisfactory—than two : 1 packet seeds Shasta Daisy, t packet Good 
Mail Offer Venture Begonia, 1 packet Good Venture 25c 

| wagon loads of barnyard manure for gar- Geranium, 1 packet Rare Stocks for 

| HI den end) aaa ES es eho HO then thirty-nine, the fifth year fifty-two, one Send roc. for Catalogue and Special Crimson Rhubarb Circular 

large stalk having been destroyed just as the Mention this Magazine. THEODOSIA B. SHEPHERD CO., Ventura, Cal. 

buds formed. I had it taken up, separated, 
the bulbs potted and put in a coldframe. 
Five of the plants that I had by spring were 
planted in the centre of a round bed with 
some speciosum lilies, two I gave away, and 
two I planted near some rocks where the soil 
had not been specially prepared. Those in 
the round bed developed well and had forty- 
three fine large buds when suddenly some 
disease attacked them—they died and the 
bulbs rotted. Those by the rocks flourished, 
perhaps because of the drainage of the 
rocks, blossomed, and bid fair to rival the 
parent bulb. 

New Jersey. 1Bl, JBL Jel, 

Z-OUR CATALOGUE 
opens with a triumphant arch, made up of over 40 
varieties of vegetables the world has learned to 
value, and of which we were the original introducers. 
It has some, both new and good for this season, and 
a vast variety of standard vegetable and flower seed, 
with intelligent instructions for the cultivating of 
all of them. Catalogue FREE. 

J. J. H. GREGORY & SON 
Marblehead,Mass. 

Fall and Spring are best times to put down 
Sheep Manure and get results desired. 

Full barrel Pulverized Sheep Manure deliv- 
ered, freight prepaidto any pointinthe U. S. east 
of Denver #4.00. Remittance must accompany 
order. Write for quantity prices and booklet. 

Dormant Sod Co. 
19 Union Stock Yards, Chicago. 
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BY US WITH BALL OF EARTH 
Weight of ball, 10 to 15 tons 

LARGE TREE PLANTED 
Diameter of tree, 15 inches. 

LARGE TREES MOVED. NO? 
SUCCESSFUL ? YES. 
Which has it been With you > 

We have 
Large trees 

—=4 

Expertence ts the best teacher. 
Or are you waiting for advice? If so, Write us. 
had success with others, why not With you > 
properly prepared and moved Will live. 

GET YOUR ORDERS IN EARLY 

We have noW a full assortment of choice Nursery Stock. 
Everything for Ornamental Planting, or Avenues, Parks, 
Lawns, Flower or Fruit Gardens, Orchards, etc. Large 
Tree Planting and Landscape Gardening a specialty 
with us. Send for our Free Catalogue. Address 

The STEPHEN HOYT’S SONS CoO. 
TOs LED SPE, CE NEW CANAAN, CONN. 

Wire Fencing Or 
namental Iron— 
Work,Lawn Fue 
niture, Tree Guards 
Tennis Court Enclos- 
ures A Specialty. 

8 

F-E-CARPENTER: @ 
7&9 WARREN ST 

5 DOGWOOD 
CGCORNOSNELOR 

OU can search the world 
over and not find a more 

charming tree, and we naturally 
feel a loyal pride in such a posses- 

sion. lts every line is of grace, and when in bloom it presents 
a spectacle of rare beauty. This is especially true of well 
developed specimens and groups of them. It is fortunately a long 
lived tree, increasing in picturesqueness each vear, withstands 
almost every exposure and soil and most fortunately actually 
thrives under the shade of trees, which gives it a peculiar value. 

Plant this beautiful native tree freely, as a specimen, in generous groups, 
along the woodland border, skirt the driveways with it, in fact, use it as 
freely as nature sometimes does and equally charming results are sure to 
follow. 

= Specimens, each 8-10 ft., $3.00 perio . $25.00 
Prices of “ ce O-S eit 200 mse XO. =o shes ey 5°00 
Cornus Florida Nice Plants ‘‘ 5-6 ft., 1.00 ‘* Io 8.00 

E aS CO A= tts gee 75 IO 6.00 

e stock we send out. Write for a copy of our newest catalogue, it lists about all 
the "worth having" kinds of Fruit and Ornamental trees, including a splendid collection 
of choice Evergreens, Shrubs, Vines, Roses, Herbaceous-plants, Lilies, specimen Bay- 
trees, Boxes, etc., etc. It is yours for the asking. 

The Elm City Nursery Co. 
Visitors are always welcome at the Nursery. 

NEW HAVEN, 
CONN. F 

Pre AUTO-SPRAY © 
is the one perfect spray pump for hand 

work. 15 seconds work at its plunger 

charges it with power enough to run 

your hose 15 minutes. We make it in 

40 STYLES AND SIZES 
From hand atcmizers up to power 
rigs. Style No. 1, here shown, is 

almost ideal for all-purpose work. A 

brass cylinder holding three gallons o 

solution and one of compressed air, 

and two pumpings will discharge en- 

tire contents. Solid brass pump, stop 

cock, nozzles, etc. Our patent Auto- 

Pop valve controls spray perfectly and 

absolutely prevents clogging. Com- 
plete with hose, nozzle, etc. , 

Only One Auto-Spray, but numer- 
ous imitations. Get the genuine. 

Used at State and Government 

Experiment Stations, on estates 

of Vanderbilt, Astor, Hill, etc. 

Ours is the most complete line of 
hand and power sprayers in 

America. 

2 

AUTO-SPRAY No. 1. 

Write for free catalog and copy of most comprehensive and valuable 

spraying calendar ever issued. All our products fully warranted. 

E. C, Brown Company, No. 34 Jay St., Rochester, N. Y. 
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, Hardy Garden Flowers 
{pee Larkspur is the loveliest of all the tall blue-flowered hardy perennials. 

abundantly in mid-summer and can be had later on by cutting off the first spikes. 
Thus it is possible to have flowers right through until frost. 

The blue in Larkspur flowers runs through the whole gamut from the palest sky tints 
to the deepest and most exquisite hues of amethyst and purple, glistening with a wondrous 
metallic sheen peculiar to this lovely flower. 
breeze transform the garden into a swelling sea of glory. 
quality of lending distance and depth to the garden, and will increase its apparent area. 

We have a magnificent stock in the following varieties and prices: 

THE GARDEN.MAGAZINE 

Number 2 
It blooms 

The stately spikes of flowers waving in the 
Blue has the extraordinary 

NAME A COLOR HEIGHT PRICK 

D. Belladonna Turquoise blue » 3 to 4 ft. 25c. each; $2.50 per doz.; $20.00 per 100 

D. Chinese Dark and light blue 18 in. to 2 ft. | 15c. each; $1.50 per doz.; $12.00 per 100 

D. Formosum _| Dark blue 2 to 3 ft. 20c. each; $2.00 per doz.; $15.00 per 100 

D. Hybridum Light, medium and dark blue “3to4ft. | 20c. each; $2.00 per doz.; $15.00 per 100 
D. Mesopotanicum _Large dark blue with white eye 4 to S ft. 20c. each; $2.00 per doz.; $15.00 per 100 

D. Sulphureum Sulphur yellow 3 to 4 ft. 25c. each; $2.50 per doz.; $20.00 per 100 

D. Choice Mixed Varieties 3 to 5 ft. 20c. each; $2.00 per doz.; $20.00 per 100 

- so Larkspur is but a single example of the beauty and distinction of the Hardy 
arden. 

Send for our 1906 illustrated 
catalogue of Hardy Perennials 

~ 

Plant such a garden this year and you will have new flowers in gorgeous masses, 
of color every month from April to November, and year after year this will go ony 
the garden increasing in charm and _ loveliness. 

J. B. KELLER SONS 1023 South Avenue 
Rochester, N. Y._ 
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The Investigators’ Club 
HE “Investigators’ Club” is an organ- 

ization without constitution, officers, 
meetings, annual reports or dues, which 
nevertheless manages to get a good deal of 
“fun” out of life.. The object is to make con- 
tributions to our knowledge of horticulture. 
It is composed exclusively of amateurs—no 
experiment station workers, professional 
gardeners or tradesmen. 

The method of co-operation is simple: 
Each man does what he wants to and reports 
the results to THE GARDEN MaGazIne. We 
are glad to pay rather more for such articles 
than for common ones, but no one should 
undertake these investigations who wants to 
get a cent out of them. They are purely for 
the love of the thing. 

The editorial and art staff of THE GARDEN 
MacGazINE can be of assistance in these 
ways: 

1. We can suggest subjects. We have a 
long list of cultural problems like that of the 
fringed gentian which need solution, and 
of monographic and _ plant-breeding work 
which promises definite returns in three years 
or less. 

2. We can find out for you what is known 
and what is unknown about your subject, 
thus simplifying the investigation. Since 
we are nearer the great herbaria and the 
great collections of books than most of you, 
we will gladly do our best to find out what 
others have done before you begin. 

3. We can usually send a staff photo- 
grapher, or otherwise solve the problem of 
getting the best possible pictures. In mono- 
graphic work we can, if desired, supply the 
botanical element, especially the “ key” 
which is necessary in the series of articles 
entitled ‘‘Little Monographs.” 

4. We can help in miscellaneous ways, e. g., 
by suggesting where to get rare plants, etc. 

Incidentally we distribute every spring and 
fall to members of the club new, rare and in- 
teresting seeds, plants and bulbs to those who 
have the proper conditions for growing them 
and who agree to take good care of them and 
report the results. 

There are also other advantages which can 
hardly be mentioned publicly. 

We shall be glad to correspond with any 
one who is willing to spend twenty-five dollars 
for humanity’s sake in the hope of adding 
something worth while to the art or science 
of horticulture. 

Thirty-five problems that need solving 
have already been published (November, 
1905, page 180; and January, 1906, page 
282), but we are reserving a choice set for 
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: [' you wantto tread exultantly on a soft, 
a springy, rich, velvety turf, you must sow bet- 

ee ee ter grass seed than you can commonly buy. 
ae There is as much difference in seeds as there 

is in hats or shoes. 
Much of the grass seed sold weighs only six- 

teen pounds to the bushel because it contains 
chaff and light weight seeds. Our lawn mixture 
weighs twenty-two pounds to the bushel, indicat- 
ing the complete absence of chaff, and is com- 
posed of the finest and purest seeds that it is 
possible to secure. 

Different grasses are at their best at different 
times. Our seed is carefully mixed so that the 
kinds composing it succeed one another in bright- 
ness of foliage with the result that the lawn, 
even in its first year, will have that bright rich 
green appearance from early Spring until covered 
with snow in Winter. 
We have given this branch of our business 

years of careful study and believe our mixture 
is as perfect, scientifically and practically, as study 
and experimenting can make it. 

Our grass seed is used on such notable estates 
as those of W. K. Vanderbilt, John A. McCall, C. D. 
Wetmore, William Waldorf Astor, Whitelaw Reid, 
Comelius N. Bliss, Clarence Mackey, Ogden Mills, 

and E. D. Morgan. In order to acquaint the readers of THE GARDEN MAGAZINE with the excellence of our lawn seed we make this inducement. On orders 
sent from this advertisement before March 15th, we will include the following premiums— 

On x Qt. Order—r1 oz. Giant Flowering Sweet Peas. PiReCGlESe Delivered free, including our catalogue of VEGETABLE AND FLOWER 
4 74 Ci oA “ “ « és SEEDS, anywhere in the United States. 
ee “ce ee ) 2 “ec “ee ce “e ce 

8 TiO even “« - Nasturtium Tall or Dwarf. 1 Quart = 30c. We also have a Shady Place mixture for shaded locations; a Terrace mixture for 

Capen ask i i Bs ower tyeas Tall 4 Quarts = $ 1.00 terrace and sloping situations; Tennis Court, Golf Link, and Pasture mixtures. 

2 % - eo ae Dwarf. 8 “c i! My 1.50 
8 oz. Sweet Peas Giant Flowering. 5 W 

On = Bushel Order 4 5 Nasturtium a fe Fale 1 Bushel (22 Ibs.) 5.00 STUMPP & ALTER CO. 
4 wart. 

La Collection 12 varieties Flower Seed. Sr cen ClLLOlbs2)24-00 50 BARCLAY STREET INSEE iOURCKe Gales 

Hardy 

Perennial 

Plame s 

INGE HING for the cost will add so much cheer to the home grounds and make them attractive 
A NEW Hardy Pink that excels all others, It and interesting, from early spring until late in the fall, as Hardy Perennial Plants ; yielding, as 

forms a dense tuft of attractive, grass-like they do, a wealth of flowers of an almost endless variety of form and color, not only during the 
glacuous green leaves, from which are constantly year planted, but for many years —from a single planting. They supply flowers to brighten and 
thrown up, on slender, wiry stems, large fringed embellish the dining table, the parlor and the sickroom, as well as the garden and lawn. They 
pure white flowers — richly clove scented — from flourish in almost every soil, need but little care and require no special knowledge to succeed with 
early spring until the ground fr 4 a them. That those who have never ordered of me may, at a small outlay, learn ot the excellence of 

oneiaes arene the plants quickly oe ie bees my Hardy Perennial Plants, I offer the following special collections by mail, postpaid ; all well de- 
and the flowers are produced in such great num- veloped plants that will bloom freely the first season: 

bers as to present the appearance, at times, of 12 Double Hollyhocks, all different, - $1.00 12 Hardy Phlox. no twoalike - - - $1.00 
pancloping the plants in a white blanket. The 15 German Iris, choicest sorts, -  - 1.00 10 Hardy Pinks, including Perpetual Snow, 1.00 
owers closely resemble fine, white carnations and 12 Hardy Chrysanthemums, choice named,1.00 6 Foxgloves, no two alike, - - .50 

are as sweetly fragrant. The plants are absolute- 6 Larkspurs, no two alike Se ie eye) 10 Hardy Asters, no two alike - - 1.00 
ly hardy and from a few square feet devoted to 10 Day Lilies, no two alike a od 1.00 10 Hardy Grasses, 5 kinds - = eT ROG 
them a lovely bouquet may be gathered every day i eee : . : for fully six months. Perpetual Snow is but one All are choice named varieties, I will send the 10 collections by express for $7.50, purchaser paying 
of a thousand varieties of beautiful flowers which charges. My catalogue of Hardy Perennial Plants is a profusely illustrated and beautifully printed 
are described and priced in my catalogue of book of fifty pages. Its descriptions are accurate and it is replete with information of value to all who 
Hardy Perennial Plants. are interested in flowers; mailed free for the asking. 

ae LOVE rT LITTLE SILVER NEW JERSEY 
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Ideal Sport 
A Fine Day 
A Good Dog 

Tt*s just as natural for 
a girl to want to shoot 

m as fora boy. It does her 
just as much good. Gives 
her healthy, invigorating | 
outdoor exercise, 
quickensher eye, steadies | 
her nerve,and makes 

aj her self-reliant. 

Catalog Free 
describing‘‘Stevens”” ° : 4 
guns of every sort | 
and style, for hunter, 
marksman, girl or boy. 140 | 

pages. Sent free to 
any one interested 

in guns, sending 4 cents in stamps to 
cover postage. 

If your dealer cannot supply you 
write to us. 

J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL CO. 
420 High Street 

. Chicopee Falls, Mass., U.S. A, 

ALL THE PLATES IN 

Garden Magazine 

ARE MADE BY 

THE ENGRAVING 
GGL IL COMPANY 

140 Fifth Avenue, New York 

Choice 
Roses 

\> ' We grow only for those 
who demand the finest, and 

to introduce our stock we 
will send for $1.50 the fol- 
lowing Superb Hardy 

Two Year Old Roses 
La France 
Marshall P. Wilder 
Mabel Morrison 
Persian Yellow 
Prince Camille De Rohan 
Baby Rambler 
Clio " 

Remember, they are all strong hardy 
two year old bushes. 

Send for free catalogue of roses, 
small fruits and nursery stock. 

ALLEN L. WOOD 
Wholesale Grower 

Rochester, N.Y. 

THE GARDEN MAGAZINE 

such members as are received in 1906. Also 
it is better if you suggest your own subject. 

These investigations are along three main 
lines: 

1. Cultural experiments, e. g., how to grow 
plants that are difficult of cultivation, as ar- 
butus; the best methods of training tomatoes; 
lime-loving and lime-hating plants, etc. 

2. Growing complete collections of some 
one kind of plant,e.g., lilies, funkias, etc.,— 
not thousand-dollar orchids or plants of 
mere botanical interest, but all the species 
and varieties of horticultural promise that 
are available to the public. 

The results may be published in full else- 
where, but we should like the soul of the 
thing for THE GARDEN MAGAZINE. 

3. The improvement of flowers. The 
“mutation theory”? now provides a quicker 
way of getting new varieties with larger 
flowers and more of them, new colors and 
easier methods of cultivation. We can sug- 
gest several subjects that ought to show re- 
sults in two or three vears. 

How to Get Penny Packets 

of Seed 

Ge penny packet of seeds is one of the 
best ideas for civic and village improve- 

ment yet invented. This year a quarter of a 
million packets were sold—not given away— 
in Cleveland alone. It is a simple, easy 
thing to sell them to the school children, and 
the cultivation of these flowers at their homes 
will transform the whole appearance of a 
city in less time, and with less effort and ex- 
pense, than any scheme yet devised. 

The sale of penny packets does not an- 
tagonize the seedsmen, because it does not 
compete with their five-and-ten-cent pack- 
ages. On the contrary, they unanimously 
agree that it makes new business for them. 
The penny packets are sold only to children, 
and the bulk of them are taken by children 
who would not buy five-cent packages this 
year but are almost certain to do so here- 
after. A member of one of the oldest estab- 
lished firms in the city declared that his sales 
of seeds has increased 33 per cent. since the 
organization of the Home Gardening Asso- 
ciation, and contributes money to the cause, 
though we buy our seeds elsewhere. This is 
because the Association’s seeds are sold only 
to children, and the parents becoming inter- 
ested, buy of the seedsmen. 

Sometimes a local dealer can be induced to 
put up penny packages in a city where there 
is a flourishing improvement association, but 
if you cannot arrange this you are welcome 
to write to the Home Gardening Association 
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BOOK ome 
FREE S05 

The Book that beats them all because it tells how big crops 
of big fancy strawberries can be grown every year and how to 
pick and pack them for big prices. It keeps Experienced Growers 
posted on new discoveries in plant breeding and latest cultural 
methods. It takes beginners through a complete course of 
instruction ; tells just when and how to do everything to get Big 
Results, and how to start a Profitable Berry Farm with little 
capital. Beautifully illustrated with photo-engravings. Don’t 
order your plants until you read this book. It is free. 

R. M. KELLOGG CO., Box 690, THREE RIVERS, MICH. 

OLD-FASHIONED 
FLOWER GARDEN 

The sweet old-fashioned flowers grandmother used to 
plant are again coming into prominence. Nothing so 
sweet and pretty for cut flowers as those of olden 
times. A corner of your garden devoted to them will 
be a delight the whole season through. 
For 20ce. (cash or 2c. stamps) we will mail you postpaid 
our ‘‘ Grandmother’s Flower Garden,’’ with full cul- 
tural directions. Consists of 10 full-size packets of 
seed of these beautiful flowers. Don’t miss this op- 
portunity for securing hours of enjoyment. 
This offer we can afford to make only as a means of- 
introducing ourselves to new customers. We send with _ 
the collection our 72-page illustrated catalogue describ- 
ing the best things in flowers and plants. Honest, 
truthful descriptions with no exaggeration, therefore 
no disappointments. 

Send to-day before our supply of collections is exhausted 

MONADNOCK GREENHOUSES 
KEENE, N. H. 

my. ROSES (icc) FRI 
ro large two-year-olds, $1. 4 for 50c. \ Postpaid 
24 strong young plants, $1. 11 for 50c. 

Best sorts, vigorous roots, true labels, free booklet. 

TINUE LEEDLE FLORAL CO., Springfield. Ohio, 

SESE 

AKERHILL es fem 
Nurser All kinds of Trees, 
Shrubs, Roses, etc., from grower to 
planter. Free Book, 62 pages, gives 
prices,describes 528 varieties, tells how 
to plant and care for them. 

NORTHERN SEED 
EARLY CROPS 

If you are growing potatoes or other garden truck for the early 
market, plant our Northern Grown Seed and get top prices. 
Our Extra Early Petoskey is quickest maturing potato grow- 
ing. Heavy yield. Try some this year and see the difference. 
For 25c, stamps or coin, will send one large seed potato and com- 
plete catalogue of our Hardy, Quick Growing Seeds. Catalogue 
alone free. 
DARLING & BEAHAN, 

Write for YOUNG'S ! 
SEED BOOK Don’t plant your 

vegetable or flower 
garden until you get Young’s New Annual Catalogue. 
This great book contains a choice collection of vegeta- 
bles, flowers, bulbs and plants; also a lot of valuable in- 
formation forthe planter. Whatever other catalogue 
you may have, besure you get Young’s. Write for free 

Copy to-day. JoSiAH YOUNG, 23 GrandSt., Troy, N. Yop 

405 Michigan St., PETOSKEY, MICH. 



Gann Le ne re 
EVERGREENS For Hedges, Windbreaks, and Ornament 

Fe es ieee: 
For nearly forty years these Nurseries have been 
shipping Evergreens with perfect success to all 
parts of the Union, from the New England 
States to the Pacific Coast. Send for Catalogue 

~wqVEW people there are who do not love Evergreens, but there 
4 are thousands who have few, or none, on their premises 

because fear of failure to make them live and thrive has 
withheld them from making the effort. Many have tried and 
failed, but failure has always been traceable to either a misun- 
derstanding of the proper methods of handling and packing at the 
nursery, else to a lack of necessary information for the planting 
and care. Our nearly forty years of experience in raising and 
digging all kinds of trees, and packing Evergreens for shipment 
long distances, has put us in the front ranks of successful ship- 
pers, and we claim the distinction of being able to so pack Ever- 
greens that they will carry safely to any part of the United States 
and to Foreign lands. The proper planting and care of Ever- 
greens is now a science that is not confined to few but is widely 
known and practiced. Each year hundreds of large estates are 
being thickly dotted with Evergreens, driveways bordered with 
beautiful Hedges, and thousands of country, village, and city 
homes are being wonderfully improved and beautified with Ever- 
green Hedges and specimen trees. THE EVERGREEN NUR- 
SERIES alone furnishing the trees for thousands of such plant- 
ings every year. To those of our customers who doubt their 
ability to plant successfully, we will furnish, gratis, up-to-date 
instructions setting forth the most approved methods of planting. 
If you are desirous of improving your premises with Evergreens 
or Deciduous trees, a Hedge, Windbreak, or a Screen, write us, 
giving an outline, near as possible, of what you want, and we 
will give you, gratis, the benefit of our long years of experience. 
We are confident that our stock will give you satisfaction, as it 
has to thousands of others. We will serve you well and faithfully. 
Our Catalog shows many beautiful Evergreen Hedges and Groves. 

———SS 

The illustrationsin this adv. are all from photo- 
graphs of trees bought from us, and the photo- 
graphs taken expressly for us. Our FREE CAT- 
ALOGUE tells all about them and many more 

ARBOR VITAE HEDGE, MICHIGAN. GROVE OF PINES, ETC., NEBRASKA. 

) Evergreen Nursery Company, Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin | 

NORWAY SPRUCE WINDBREAK, INDIANA. 

A FRUIT ORCHARD FOR $1250 | 
OOKING at it from the standpoint of ; sand trees. We make these special offers: 
either pleasure or profit, is there ‘) { FOR A ONE-ACRE PEACH AND APPLE ORCHARD 
n i rchard ? 50 Elberta Peach Trees, fine one-year-old stock ? 

a ything that SUMPEISES aha © 5 ard 50 Yellow Transparent or Baldwin Apple Trees § $12.50 
When the pleasure of it only is considered, i 
Ou have early in the spring a gorgeous FOR A ONE-ACRE PEAR AND APPLE ORCHARD 

A 2 so Bartlett Pear Trees 5 Gees 
burst of blossoms, in midsummer the ripen- 
ing fruit, in the late summer luscious 
home-grown fruit, and enough over, if you 
have a part laid out in apples, to store 

50 Yellow Transparent or Baldwin Apple Trees$ 

FOR A ONE-ACRE APPLE ORCHARD 

too Yellow Transparent or Baldwin Apple Trees’. 15.00 

FOR A ONE-ACKRE PLUM AND PEACH ORCHARD 

7 1 4 o Elberta Peach Trees. . and enjoy the winter through. eapAbaadanceNPlumiclsees $a 20s) ah ape ts.08 

If the orchard is looked at and desired FOR A ONE-ACRE CHERRY AND APPLE ORCHARD: 
merely for profit, the results are even more so Early Richmond Cherry Trees pe 
interesting. For example, one of our cus- 50 Yellow Transparent or Baldwin Apple Trees$ 

tomers netted last season $14 from one 
four-year-old Elberta Peach Tree. An 
acre, at this rate, would yield a profit of 
$z,400! Another netted $8 from one ten- 
year-old Yellow Transparent Apple Tree. 
heen $6 from one four-year-old Abun- 
dance Plum Tree. Still another customer 
wrote us that a single Bartlett Pear Tree 
gave him a profit of $10. 

It is not necessary to go into this thing 
in a large way, and we make the planting 
of a small orchard a matter of trifling ex- 
pense. This is possible because we are 
one of the largest growers of fruit trees in 
America, having more than a thousand 

Any other, varieties of the fruits included 
in these combinations may be substituted 
for those listed. Those mentioned, how- 
ever, are the most popular varieties among 
the orchardists, who naturally select the 

best for yield and quality. 
The trees in these offers are all fine 

stock, and are just what we supply to the 
commercial orchardist. This stock is grown 
in the rich Maryland soil, and is perfectly 
hardy in severe Northern climates. 

Lay out some of your unused land in 
orchard. It requires but a little attention 
and will yield you large dividends in pleasure 
and profit. We shall be glad to advise any 

acres in our nurseries, and sell to the reader of THE GARDEN MaGaZzInE relative 
large orchardists of the country in car- to the planting of an orchard, whether large 

load lots. We frequently sell for single Isn’t it worth while to get a yield like this every year? You can or small, and suggest other combinations 
orchards from fifty to one hundred thou- plant a hundred trees for fifteen dollars than those offered above. Write us today. 

J. G. HARRISON & SONS, Nurserymen, BERLIN, MD. 
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March Opportunities 
Seeds and Bulbs Every Gardener Needs Now 

This big flower seed offer—a complete flower garden—liberal packets, sent 
prepaid for one dollar. (Sow these seeds in the house or hotbed in March to set 
out plants in the spring for early flowers.) 

Pkt. Pkt. 
INESERTOOID = Go onbogson a pdoo oo dobUSOnODODONND Ae, Lobelia, finest border and ribbon plant ...... 5c. 
Shee ASM. nots soososescosooRsnoszpess 5c. Sweet Mignonette, giant spikes... ......... 5c. 
Alyssum, compacta, perfect little ball of Petunia, single frilled and ruffled............ roc. 
bloom es icp erctcinctels iste tererelemreyeloeriete eicivteisrarsrerele : Petunia, double fringed ......--..-...-.--.. roc 

Asters, in choicest sorts ............--+220- ° Salvia Splendens................. ....-.--+ 10C. 
Coreopsis, large flowered B Snapdragon, brilliant colors...........--..-. 5c 
Candytuft, Giant Hyacinth............ .. sa Gs Nicotiana Sanderi.....-....... [pete ne eeeeeee IcCc 
Chrysanthemum, hardy garden sorts......... 10C. Pansies, Berger's Never Fail, superb col- 
Dahlias, Burbank’s single fancy............. 10C. lectionieyeemes seer fy cacy cyenise opaiseci 0c. 
Daisies, Burbank’s Shasta sorts... ....-..-- 10c. Verbena, mammoth mixture of superb sorts.. 10. 

roc. PWralltlawers y1Ke distaste pteleral-ielisieteietsiesieinls 5c. Heliotropes, in mixture...............-.---- 
These 20 large packets of TESTED PRIME FLOWER SEEDS for $1.00 

Enclose the money to-day and merely ask for “‘ March Flower Seed Collection.” 

Double fringed petunias four 
inches across. 

lf you want to gain a month on your flower bed 
this year order these now 

Start these bulbs in the house or hotbed in MARCH to have fine young plants 
for the garden in spring. SPECIAL—in addition to low prices—we will prepay 
express charges on a dollar’s worth or more of these bulbs if ordered now, to 
introduce our new catalogue. 

Cannas 
Red, yellow, tigered, white, rose, vermilion; sep- 

arate named sorts: each, 1oc.; doz , $1.00. 
Cannas in fine mixture: each, 8c., doz., 85c. 

Tuberous Rooted Begonias 

Single white, rose, crimson, scarlet, salmon yel- 
low, orange in separate colors: each, 7c.; doz., 
75C. 

All colors mixed: each, 6c.; doz., 65c. 

Caladium (Elephant’s Ears) 
Large bulbs: each, 15c.; doz., $1.50. 

For $1.00 we will send you fifteen of these bulbs prepaid by express, our 
5 selection, including Elephant’s Ears, Fancy Leaved Caladium, 

Cannas, and Begonias. 

Caladiums, Fancy Leaved 

Superb coloring, named sorts: each, 15c.; doz. $1.50 

Tuberous Begonia. 

The special prices are to This timely collection of seeds and bulbs will mean success to your garden. 
introduce 

OUR 28th ANNUAL CATALOGUE 

now ready. It willinterest you. Full lists of all sorts Iris, Paeonias, Cannas, Gladioli, Lily Bulbs, also seeds, 
shrubs, etc. Made especially attractive to both large and small buyers. Sezd for it to-day. Address: 

H. H. BERGER & CO., 47 Barclay St, New York. Est. 1878 

BABY RAMBLER 
In the garden in summer, or in the house in winter, it is never out of bloom. 
The plants are very vigorous, grow to a height of 24 inches. The foliage is dark, glossy, profuse and re- 

markably free from insects and fungus. 
The flowers are borne in clusters; 30 40 and 50 flowers to a cluster. No garden or window should be with- 

out it, just like the Crimson Rambler, excepting it is dwarf, and is never out of bloom, also it is perfectly hardy 
in the coldest climates. Ome yearolds 20c each, 3 for 50c; two-year-olds 50c each. 

N. C. BANGHAIMI, Florist & Seedman, = = South Plum Street, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO 

TWENTY YEARS EXPERIENCE 
| inclose practical touch with large and small estates in 
| all parts of the country enables us to offer to every 

owner of Grounds and Gardens our special help in 
Designs and suggestions for the improvement of such, 
and with great economy and saving. We study to meet 
the individual requirements of each place, and supply 
both Plans and Material in the most economical 
manner. 

Our practical suggestions enable you to plant any 
other portion of your place with a great saving, and we 
ask you to write us and we will help you. 
We send men of experience at any time at nominal 

rates to advise upon every leading question of Land- 
scape work. Formal and Old-fashioned Gardens and 
every feature of Landscape work we give close and 
careful attention to. Werefer to many hundreds of 
private properties in all parts of the United States. 

Our Nurseries are among the largest in the United 
States, and we ask but reasonable profit. 
We offer every known hardy form of Trees, 

Shrubs, Rhododendrons, Evergreens, Herbaceous 
Plants, Vines, Dahlias, Bulbs, etc., at prices which 
will attract your close attention. 

If you have any problem to solve, we are willing to 
assist, and will be glad to have you write us. 

WRITE US AND SEE OUR CATALOGUES 

(55 Milk St., corner of Broad, {BOSTON, MASS. 

The Ga rdenMaga Ene 

THE SHADY HILL NURSERY 60., 

of Cleveland. We sold 157,000 packets last 
year to forty-seven societies and schools out- 
side the city. It is true that we make a little 
money out of such transactions on account 
of the great quantity put up, but every cent 
we make we put back into the movement, 
which is essentially a philanthropic enter- 
prise. We buy our seeds in bulk from regular 
importing seedsmen, and they are put up in 
penny packages by women who have had five © 
years’ experience in this work. The Associa- 
tion is able to put up seeds much more cheaply 
than smaller organizations of less experience, 
which have to buy in smaller quantities. 

The beauty of this penny-packet scheme 
is that anyone can start it who is willing to 
spend five dollars, and twenty-five hours time 
for the improvement of his city. You donot 
have to organize a society, attend committee 
meetings, and get the approval of a lot of 
people with conflicting interests before you 
can do anything. Of course the ideal thing 
is to have a large and lively association, but 
when you have that the seed problem will 
take care of itself. Meanwhile, here is a 
practical way to start. 

The list of seeds we sell includes asters, 
bachelor’s-buttons, balsam, calliopsis, China 
pinks, four-o’clocks, marigolds, moruing- 
glories, nasturtiums, phloxes, verbenas, zin- 
nias and gladiolus bulbs, corn, beans, let- 
tuce, radishes, beets and onions. 

In the spring envelopes are sent to the 
schools or organizations which have applied 
(we do not deal with individuals). One en- 
velope is put on each child’s desk before the 
close of school in the evening. On it is 
printed the names of the different kinds of 
flower and vegetable seeds, with general direc- 
tions for preparation of the soil, time of plant- 
ing, etc. The envelopes are taken home, 
and each child marks beside the name of the 
flower the number of packages desired. He 
writes his address in the proper space and 
returns the envelope with his money to the 
teacher. The money is sent to the treasurer 
of the Association, and the envelope to the 
distributing centre where the orders are filled. 
Each package has specific directions for plant- 
ing and care of the seeds contained therein. 

In 1905 we distributed 389,895 packets of 
seeds and bulbs. Of these 234,000 packets 
were used in Cleveland, besides 27,440 bulbs 
of gladiolus. Last year we reached 50,000 
families. The children have all the pleasure of 
raising flowers during the summer and bring- 
ing them to the schools for the autumn flower 
shows. As a consequence, backyards have been 
cleared up and the city is in a more sanitary 
and beautiful condition than ever before. 

The Slavic Alliance of Cleveland sold and 
distributed in 1905 about 12,000 packages of 
seeds, an increase of almost roo per cent. over 
1903. ‘This Alliance published a pamphlet 
in four different Slavic languages, namely, 
Bohemian, Polish, Slovac and Slovenic, 
which gave an outline of its progress and also 
contained a treatise on floriculture in general, 
and special directions for every kind of flower 
seed offered for sale that year. 

LovuisE Kiem MILLER, 

Curator of School Gardens, Cleveland Public 
School, Cleveland, O. 
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Arbors, Trellises, Iron 
and Wire Fences 

WE design and build wrought iron arbors 
and trellises of all descriptions for vines 

and fruit trees. Write for catalogue No. 29 A 
illustrating our specialties for gardens and 
showing as well a great variety of wrought 
iron railings, entrance gates and fences for 
all purposes. 

ANCHOR POST IRON WORKS 
OFFICE AND SALES-ROOMS 

15 Cortlandt St. New York 

y >] Bridgeman’s 
Vegetable, Farm 
and Flower Seeds 
GARDEN TOOLS 
and HORTICUL- 
TURAL BOOKS 

| Descriptive illustrated catalogue 
mailed free on application 

& 

cs 

BRIDGEMAN’S SEED WAREHOUSE 
37 East 19th Street, New York City 
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HICKS TREES 
Save years of waiting for ordinary Nursery stock. One 

perfectly developed tree is worth several small trees and 

is the most economical investment. 

Grown 8 to 25 feet apart, highly cultivated, and dug 

with the full natural root system—a delicate lace work of 

fine feeding roots, they transplant with the minimum check. 

A class of stock that people want. It is within the means 

of the average purse. Trees 16 to 30 feet high by the 

carload. : 

The usual sizes of trees, shrubs, old-fashioned flowers, 

and formal garden material, in quantity. 

Evergreen, oak and chestnut seedlings by the 100,000 

grown from Long Island seed to fit the conditions of 

Long Island and north eastern United States. The fore- 

sight and skill of the Westbury Nurseries makes possible 

reforesting barren land, the planting of windbreaks, shelter 

belts and screens. 

Send for price list of transplanted and seedling ever- 

greens, white, Austrian, Scotch, and Pitch Pines, Spruces, 

at low rates in quantity. 

We have prepared for moving, on Hicks Patent Tree- 

movers, large shade trees up to 50 feet high and 30 

feet spread of roots and top. Large evergreens up to 45 

feet high. 

12 TREE MOVERS—EXPERT MEN—SENT ANYWHERE 

ISAAC HICKS AND SON 
Nurserymen and Scientific Treemovers SOA EEE EEE eee eee 

Telephone 76 W 

NURSERY STOCK 
SPECIALTIES 

Norway Maple, Large Specimen Trees 
Horse Chestnut, ‘“ ee G 
Oriental Plane, ee ce ug 
Catalpa Speciosa, “ cs ws 
Hemlock Spruce, Specimen, Sheared Trees 

Catalpa Bungeii 
Carolina Poplar 
Japan Maple 
Concolor Fir 

Blue Spruce, Koster Variety 
Rhododendron Hybrids 
Rhododendron Maximun,, in car lots 
Kalmia Latifolia, in car lots 

Dwarf Box for Edging 
Full line of stock for landscape work. Write for prices. 

Sree on application. 

P. A. KEEN FORMERLY OF 
KEENE & FOULK 

1 MADISON AVENUE - NEW YORK CITY 

Catalogue 

“EADY GAY” 
Y new seedling rambler rose, 

originated at Woods Hole, 

Mass., a source of wonder at the rose 

exhibition in England last year, and 

there awarded two gold medals. Per- 

fectly hardy and most floriferous. 

The new hardy hybrid 

“Dean Hole,” 

an Teplitz. 

tea rose 

Killarney, Gruss 

The new hybrid perpetual: ‘Frau 

Karl Druschki,’”’ the best white rose 

yet introduced. 

Hollyhocks, Paeonies and Phlox in 

choicest varieties. 

My descriptive catalogue of roses, holly- 

hocks, paeonies, and phlox mailed on request. 

First quality stock guaranteed, when shipped, 

M. H. WALSH, 
ROSE SPECIALIST, 

WOODS HOLE, MASSACHUSETTS. 

WESTBURY STATION, LONG ISLAND 

GLADIOLI 
“All the colors of the 

Rain bow”’ 
The Diamond Seleetion 

“VIRGINIA’’ 
“NEWARK” ” 
“WAYNE” 
“ARCADIA” 
“AGNES” 
“GRACE” 
ce NAN ” 

“CORONADO” 
“PASSADENA” 
“CORNELL” 
“SUSANNAH ” 
“DEL MONTE”’ 

$5.00 for the 12 
Agents Wanted 

Stephen Fish Sherman 
Proprietor of 

Willow Bank Nursery 
Newark, Wayne Co.. N. Y. Virginia. 

Lombardy Poplars Pryamidal Birch 

Are Y ou Going to Plant? 
@ Of 35 species of Birches the best are the following (varieties 
of the European White Birch), namely : 

1. The Cut-leaved Weeping 

2. Young’s Weeping 

3. Pyramidal, (Betula Fastigiata.) 

@ Their white bark, slender branches and graceful forms make 
them attractive at all seasons. They are as hardy as an Oak, 

adapt themselves to all soils and grow rapidly. 

@ THE PYRAMIDAL VARIETY shown in the photograph was 
planted at the same time as the Poplars. It was only four to 
five feet high and the Poplars were ten to twelve feet, which 

shows its rapid growth, since Poplars are known to be the most 
rapid growing of all trees. 

@ Our Catalogue ‘full of valuable hints, lists the BEST 
TREES both Fruit and Omamental. Spring Supplement 
gives revised prices of Trees and Shrubs. 

@ Our Stock of Norway and Sugar Maples in sizes 
up to twenty feet is unexcelled. 

@ We are Headquarters for Roses. No wonder our 
trade doubles every year, since our customers are so enthusiastic 
as to say to their friends: “There is only one place to buy Roses 
and that is the ROSEDALE NURSERIES.” 

@ Other Specialties: Gladioli, Dahlias, Phlox, Iris and 
Other Hardy Plants, Rhododendron and Mountain Laurel. 

S. G. HARRIS, Tarrytown, N. Y. 
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Sis a 

Plan your garden now; take plenty of tim- 
for it; enjoy it; and have your vege- 
tables early and better than you can buy. 
You can’t get the best results unless you 
select the latest and best varieties. 

When you plant sugar corn let your first 
planting be our 

New White Mexican 

SUGAR CORN 
It has the same remarkable sweetness and 

delicious flavor that characterized the old- 
time well-known Black Mexican. It is very 
early, good size and delicious. 

10c pkt.; 25c pt.; 40c qt. 

Other choice vegetables and flowers described in our 

GARDEN AND FARM 
MANUAL—FREE 

with actual photographs of what you can raise from our 
thoroughbred tesred seeds. 

217-219 Market St., JOHNSON & STOKES, “‘Phitadciphia, 

SS aS re 
Was ENG 

a 

Gillett’s Ferns and Flowers ae 
Shady Places 
=, While we grow many thousands of the hardy garden flowers 
which require open sunlight for their growth, like Phloxes, Cam- 
panulas, Peonies, Digitalis, etc., there is a demand for something to 
grow in dark shady places where the hardy garden plants will not 
thrive. We find just such a class of plants in the HARDY WILD 
FERN AND FLOWERS of New England. These we have been 
studying and growing for 25 years, and can help you in your selec- 
tions. ‘They are adapted for a great many places, and selections can 
be made for beautifying the dark corner by the porch, the shaded 
wall of hedge, shady hillsides, wet places in both open sun, deep 
shade, dry woods and rocky places. Brilliant lobelias for planting 
in small brooks; dainty gentians for planting by brookside. Before 
purchasing send for my illustrated descriptive catalogue of over 50 
pages, which tell about this class of plants. 

EDW. GILLETT, Southwick, Mass. 

ASTER 
Giant Flowenng 

THE KING 
& ASTERS s 

Grand and mag- 

nificent large double 

flowers, colors beau- 

For Dark 

ay 

tiful, clear and rich. 

No flower can ap- 

proach in many im- e 

portant respects this wondertul variety. As a bedding 

plant, has no superior. 

we will send you a packet of Formonly Gictsy oe ee ee 
trial, including free copy of our Grand New B OO K 

NORTHERN GROWN SEEDS 
which contains all Good Things, worth growing to date, 

at the right prices. 3 two-cent stamps will bring this bar- 

gain to your address by return mail. Send to-day, this 

offer will not appear again. 

L. L. MAY & CO., St. Paul, Minn. 

| you have not done so already. 

Seven Delights of March 
Planting sweet peas. 
Eating asparagus that has been forced 

outdoors under a barrel. Put a barrel over 
a couple of hills in February. Fresh manure, 
heaped outside, supplies the heat. 

Ditto rhubarb. 
Parsley from a potted plant in the cellar 

window. 
Ditto mint, to go with lamb. 
Corn salad, sown last October and win- 

tered outdoors under some litter. 
Gloating over the first flowers: snow- 

drops, crocuses, hepaticas, the blue Anemone 
blanda, glory-of-the-snow (Chinodoxa), win- 
ter aconite, Christmas rose, and the harbin- 
ger of spring (Brigenia bulbosa). 

Watching for the first green tips that pierce 
the soil in the beds of tulip, narcissus, and 
other bulbs. 

Important Indoor Jobs 

Start flower seeds in “‘flats” on the kitchen 
window sill or, better still, make a plant table. 

Make two cold storage rooms in your cellar, 
one for fruit and one for vegetables. You 
still ought to have apples, pears and plenty 
of pickles, preserves and jellies. 

Look over the vegetable roots. If you have 
managed well you should have potatoes, sweet 
potatoes, celery, onions, oyster plant, horse- 
radish, beets, carrots, parsnips, cabbage, 
pumpkin, squash and turnip. 

Inspect your flowering roots and bulbs: 
cannas, dahlias, gladioli, poker plants, cin- 
namon vine, tuberose and elephant’s ear. 
The last needs a warmer place than the others. 

Clean and sharpen the tools and fix a neat 
place for them in which you can take pride. 

The Californian’s Reminder 

March is the best month for lawn-making, 
unless the spring is late, when you should 
wait until April. 

Sow artichoke, corn, melon, pumpkin and 
squash. Also those mentioned in February if 

Propagate ageratum, alternanthera, coleus, 
salvias and bedding plants in general. 

Propagate violets. 
Plant second lot of gladioli, also tuberous 

begonias and tigridias. 
In light, warm soils plant dahlia roots. 
Plant carnations. 
Cultivate and water old clumps of chrys- 

anthemums to get new growth for April and 
May propagation from cuttings. 

Divide clumps of larkspur, golden rod, 
sunflower, phlox and rudbeckia. 

Plant more gladioli and some tritonias. 
Prune bignonias and bougainvilleas. 

The New Century Lawn Sprinkler 
Revolves freely with any pressure. 
over circle from three to fifty feet in diameter. 

Equal spray 

Head and Body 

Arms of Black 

} Polished Brass Enameled 

~ Wheels 

f Mounted 

on Wide Base Red Enameled 

SIMPLE AND DURABLE 

Your money back if not entirely satisfactory. Sent 
express prepaid anywhere in United States east of 
Rocky Mountains for only $2.50. Discriptive 
circular free. 

THE YOST ELECTRIC MFG. CO., 
Toledo, Ohio., U. S. A. 

Old 
Colony Nurseries 

Hardy Shrubs, 

Trees, Vines, 

Evergreens 

1840 1906 

and 

Perenntals 
A large and fine stock of well-rooted plants, 

grown in sandy Joam. Good plants; best sizes for 
planting; very cheap. Priced catalogue free on 
application. 

T. R. WATSON, Plymouth, Mass. 

HODODENDRON MAXIMUM, Kal- 

Wild Aczaleas, 

grown plants, in carload lots. 

CG (Ge GUWIRTIS. 

Callicoon Depot, Sullivan County, N. Y. 

LAWN FENCE 
Many designs. Cheap as_ wood. . 
32 page Catalogue free. Special 
prices to cemeteries and 
churches. Address 

COILED SPRING FENCE CO., 
Box 260 Winchester, Ind. 

EEDS 4x2 PLANT 
Grown by specialists from stock of best vitality, 
quality and production. Catalogue free— 
Many photographic reproductions and cultural 

—— mias, and Hemlocks—Native 

directions. 
F. D. VAN WAGENEN, SEEDSMAN. FULTON, N. Y. 

WAS Ait WY \ ne 

Ten cents brings you one packet Vick’s 
Branching Aster mixed, our 1906 Catalogue, 4 
and a coupon good for 10 cents on first order 
of $1.00. Vick Quality stands out in our new 
Violet King and Mikado Asters, both offered 4 
for the first time. Send for the Guide anyway. { 
It’s free. 

JAMES VICK’S SONS, 
2 Main St. Rochester, N. Y. 
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OARBER py 
This exquisite Japanese shrub (Berberis Thunbergii) makes the most beautiful hedge of any deciduous 

plant. Nearly all hedge plants have one fatal defect—they get bare at the base unless very carefully pruned; the Barberry attains 
a bushy, luxuriant growth in its lowest branches first and then grows up. ‘Thus it is always well furnished at the base with dense 
luxuriant feathery foliage. 

No plant can outdo the Barberry in the brilliancy of its Autumn color, which runs the whole gamut from green, bronze and purple to the most vivid scarlet, making 
a gorgeous display. But it is in winter that the transcendant merit of the Barberry shines forth. The fall of the leaves reveals the exquisite tracery of its multitude of 
slender branches hanging gracefully with red berries. Against the snow the fiery berries give the ]andscape warmth and cosiness that cannot be equalled. It is the only 
shrub whose berries remain attractive all winter and even until May, and almost the only one whose bright berries are not eaten by the birds. 

The Barberry is also finely adapted for mass planting on the lawn. é 
From our magnificent stock can be planted a complete full-grown hedge of six to ten year old plants, from 25 to 50 cents per lineal foot. For lawn planting we have 

six and seven year old bushy plants, $2.00 and $3.00 per dozen. 

FOR THE ROSE GARDEN 
There are hundreds of hardy roses all having some merit, and it is difficult for the amateur to make a selection. We have had long experience in growing roses 

suitable for the American climate, and have selected from our extensive stock, comprising the finest collection in America, the following best all around varieties : 

The Best Hardy Garden Rose Prccminently the best all: Killarney around hardy garden rose is 
DELICATE SHELL PINK, WITH FINE SATINY PETALS AND AN EXQUISITE FRAGRANCE. 

Strong one year old plants, $4.00 per doz. ‘Iwo year old plants, $6.00 per doz. Three year old bushes, $9.00 per doz. Special prices on larger quantities. 
The TT el e Best Everbloomin Roses Killarney, glowing shell pink. Kaiserin Augusta Victoria, large creamy white. Liberty, crimson. American Beauty, brilliant carmine pink- 

W Vv g Mrs. Sharman Crawford, silvery pink shaded rose. Madame Carolina Testout, soft rosy pink. Victory, deep pink. Maman Cochet, rosy pink- 
Maman Cochet, white. La France, soft violet pink. Clothilde Loupert, white with pink centre. Chattenay, apricot pink. Strong two and three yr. old bushes. Collection, $5.00. 

The Twenty-five Best Hardy Garden Roses Fisher Holmes. Anna de Diesbach. Baroness Rothschild. Captain Cristy. Clio. Duke of Teck. Gen. Washington. John Hopper. Mme, 
Eugene Verdier, Magna Charta. Marshall P. Wilder. PaulNeyron. Victor Verdier. Alfred Colomb. Baron Bonstetten. Chas. Margottin, 

Cheshunt Hybrid. Duke of Edinburgh. Gen. Jacqueminot. Jean Libaud. Jules Margottin. Mme. Gabriel Luizet. Margaret Dickson. Mrs. John Laing. Ulrich Brunner. Strong 2and 3 year old bushes—Collection $10.00, 

A COMPLETE ROSE GARDEN of 100 selected strong rosebushes of all the above named varieties, two and three year old bushes, $35.00. The same in one and two year old plants, $25.00. F 
We have one of the most complete nurseries in the country, where we grow frees, Shrubs and Hardy Plants in endless variety. Landscape Gardening and Contracting. Planting plans and estimates 

submitted without charge. Where planted by us we guarantee our stock to grow. WRITE FOR OUR HAND-BOOK, THE BEAUTIFYING OF COUNTRY HOMES.” 

ROSE HILL NURSERIES, Siebrecht & Son Nurseries: New Rochelle, N. Y. Fifth Avenue and 38th Street, New York 

30 Roses : Fi 

for $1.00 
All Charges Prepaid 

All Guaranteed to Grow 

THIRTY THOUSAND ACRES 
~ OF RHODODENDRONS! 

This is the stock from which you can select 

Native and Hybrid 

Rhododendrons, Kalmias and Azaleas 
and which, if for nothing else, 

makes the Reading Nurseries one 

of the most notable in the country. 

It controls the largest collecting 

area in America, comprising 

thirty thousand acres, and is able to supply the very choicest stock 

of these shade-loving evergreens in any size and quantity. It is sup- 

N 
i. 

Here are some of the varieties included in this offer: 

Baby Rambler Philadelphia Rambler 
The perpetual ever-blooming . The best hardy Crimson Climb- 

Dwarf Crimson Rambler. Blooms ing Rosetodate. Blooms two weeks 

Rhododendron Maximum 

outside all Summer and inside all earlier than the old Crimson Ram- 
Winter, infact, is never without flowers. bler. The flowers are an intense 
The individual flowers and trusses are deep crimson and will not fade, bleach or 
larger and of a brighter crimsonthan those wash out, but hold their dazzling color to 
of the Crimson Rambler. Hardy asanoak. the last. Hardy everywhere. Strong plants, 
Strong plants, 20c. each; large 2-year-old 15¢. each; extra strong 2-year-old plants, 
plants sent in bud and bloom, 40e. 40c. each. 

posed that there is not s more extensive singlestock in the world. 

The Reading handbook. which is quite different from. the ordinary 

nurserymen’s catalogue, lists these in detail with price. 

Are You Interested in Berry-Bearing Plants? 
If so, there is a book for you. Mr. Manning is writing a series of 

Keystone American Beauty 
The only hardy ever-blooming yellow _This magnificent flower needs no intro- 

climbing rose. Flowers deep lemon yellow, duction. It isthe grandest and most beau- 
with delicious fragrance. A free-grower, tiful rose grown. For immensity of size, 
attaining a height of 15 feet in a single rich color, exquisite form and delicious 
season. Perfectly hardy. Strong plants, fragrance, it is unsurpassed. Strong plants, 
15c. each; large 2-year-old plants, o0c. each. 25c. each; 2-year-old plants, 60c. each. 

READ THESE WONDERFUL OFFERS 
OFFER NO. 1C. Forcnly $1.00 we will send one strong plant of each of the above 

named roses and 26 others of the best known varieties, including such grand roses as 
Pink Cochet, White Cochet, Bride, Helen Gould und Mad. ®. Kruger, making 30 rose 
plants in all, all on their own roots, all charges prepaid, and with written yuarantee that 
they will grow. We will send the same 30 roses in large, strong 2-year-old plants for 
$4.00, all charges paid. (Note. No climbing roses except Philadelphia Rambler and 
Keystone will be included in this offer.) Order as offer No. 1C. 

OFFER NO. 2C. For only $1.00 we will OFFER NO. 3C. For only $1.00 we will 
send the four roses named and described send, all charges prepuid, 40 chrysanthe- 
above, together with 13 bush roses and 13 mums, including the best and largest vari- 
climbing roses, making 30 plantsin all, all eties grown. Order as Offer No. 3C. 
charges prepaid, and guaranteed to grow. 

monographs on live horticultural subjects, to be published from time to 

time. The first discusses berry-bearing plants. It is a forty-page 

booklet on the two hundred and fifty kinds of berried plants which 

haye distinctive ornamental value. It has been said that this is one 

of the most important contributions to horticultural literature that has 

been published on the subiect. 

The Gardeners’ Chronicle of England in its issue of May 30, 1905 

has this to say of it: 

MANNING'S MONOGRAPHS—‘ . . . The treatise 
on berry-bearing plants is really a valuable gardening 
monograph from the number and variety of the subjects 
treated of, and specially from the way in which those sub- 
jects are handled. Many of the popular names are not 
familiar here, but this inconvenience is compensated for 1 t 3 : by the addition of the botanicz E b ardy 

The same 30 roses in large 2-year-old plants OFFER NO. 4C._For only $1.00 we will send shrubs will be astonished at sche aalEitdevGe Ga tor $4.00, charges paid. Order as Offer No. 40 Coleus, n 15 different varieties, all plants that are mentioned.” = 
2c. charges prepaid. Order as Offer No. 4C. 

A copy of this monog-aph will be sent on request to those who 

are really interested. 

THE READING NURSERIES 
J. Woodward Manning, Proprietor READING, MASS. 

N. B.—The second mcnograph in the series will be on Rhododen- 
drons. Ready in March. 

ORDER EARLY—STOCK IS LIMITED 
Remember that any one of the above four offers will be sent to any address in the 

United States for only $1.00. We pay all the charges, and we will guarantee that the 
plants will grow. No change can be made in any of these offers, and none should be asked. 
Canadian orders must add 10c. to each offer. Write for our 1906 catalogue beautifully 
illustrated in colors. It is Free. Address 

THE SPRINGFIELD FLORAL COMPANY, Box 103, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO 
Japanese Oleaster 
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An Orchard ina Small Garden 
(peas of having half a dozen kinds of orchard fruit in the compass of your small garden! This is possible 

by planting dwarf trained and pyramidal fruit trees. Grown along the border of the garden against a wall 
or a trellis they do not take up any considerable space, and even a small city plot will contain a dozen 

without sacrificing anything else. And you will not have to wait years for the trees to come into bearing as in 
jhe case of ordinary orchard trees. We can supply bearing trees that should fruit the first year. 

Not only do these Cwarf trained fruit trees save time and space, but they are far easier to spray, prune 
and care for, since you have everything 
within reach. Moreover, the fruit is 
bome profusely, it ripens much better, 
it is greatly superior in quality to that 
of ordinary fruit trees, and has a finer 
flavor. 

By planting a number of dwarf trees 
of different varieties on a small plot you 
can supply your table with a succession 
of extra quality fruit all summer. 

We have made a specialty of dwarf 
fruit trees and have a fine stock of 
Apples, Pears, Peaches, Plums, Cher- 
ries, Apricots, Nectarines, etc. 

The prices range from $2.00 each up, 
according to the form and variety. Send 
for our special price list of these trained 
fruit trees and English pot-grown grape 
vines. 

We ee the net of ROSES 
in the country, comprising 150,000 two-year-old plants for Spring delivery. They represent the choicest grown 
and imported by us from all parts of the world, consisting of Hybrid Perpetual, Tea, Climbing, Bourbon, 
Noisette, Wichuraiana, Lord Penzance Sweet Briar, and others. White and Pink Cochet, White and Pink 
Kaiserin, Baby Rambler, Frau Karl Druschki, and Mrs, R. G. Sharman Crawford are superb novelties. 

ye 4b 

aden et Wee 

collection 

We offer. these at special prices for immediate acceptance, $2.00 per dozen, $15 per hundred. Rare varie 
ties, $3.00 to $6.00 per dozen. Send for special detailed price sheets. 

We have also an extensive stock of choice 

Evergreens and Conifers Hardy Old Fashioned Flowers 
Shade Trees and Flowering Shrubs Bay Trees, Boxwood and Blue Spruce 

English Hardy and Maximum Rhododendrons 

Send for our new illustrated general catalogue. 

BOBBINK & ATKINS, Nurserymen and Florists, RUTHERFORD, N. J. 

Dwarf Trained Fruit Trees 
ISN SS all sizes and forms 

MN \ 

Le ue : 
REE \\ Hot House Grape Vines 

Strong 2 and 3 year old canes 
to $2.00 each 

Send for catalogue 

ROSE HILL NURSERIES 
Gizbrecht@aSoni@ot 5th Ave. and 38th St., New York 

Nurseries: New Rochelle, N. Y. 

GARDEN 
AND FLORAL 

| Contains many new Premium Offers. You should know 

about Vick’s Violet King and Mikado Asters, 
now offered for the first time. Send ten cents and re- 
ceive a packet of Vick’s Branching Aster, in Six 
Colors, and coupon good for 10 cents on purchase of 
$1.00 or over from 1906 Guide. Send for the Catalogue 
anyway, it's free. 

JAMES VICK’S SONS, 
362 Main St. Rochester, N. Y. 

75 cents 

The Bay State Nurseries 

North Abington, Mass. 

Owners of many large Estates are buying their Shade 

Roses, Herbaceous Perennials etc., 

direct from our nutseries. We 

make a srecialty of growing High grade nursery stock, 

Trees, Shrubs, 

We have no agents. 

selling it at reasonable rates. We have unsurpassed facil- 

ities tor the proper handling of orders, and are so located 

that quick delivery is assured. Upon request we witl 

place in your hands one of the finest illustrated Nursery 

Books published. Write for it to-day. 

Rollers Made from Drain-pipes 

HERE are six of us suburbanites — 
“town farmers’ the people around 

here call us. We all had lawn mowers, but 
not one owned a roller. Rollers are heavy 
things and very difficult to get out from town, 
so we went without them and the lawns 
suffered. 

A simple, cheap and effective lawn roller which 

can be made from a piece of drain tile. 

I looked out one morning and saw my 
neighbor pushing a big roller up and down 
his front lawn. It wasn’t long before I went 
over to see him, or rather his roller. I found 
he had constructed about as serviceable a 
thing as one needed. 

Fasten together two pieces of wood at the same 

distance as the length of your pipe. In the centre of 

each bore a hole; running through these a broom 

handle, which becomes the axle of the roller. 

When his well had been dug, two or three 
of the big terra-cotta pipes with which it was 
lined had been left over. He had taken one 
of these—it was two feet in diameter and 
about eighteen inches long—and fitted it up 
as a roller. 

“Why, it’s simplicity itself!” I exclaimed, 
as I looked it over. “All great inventions 
are,” he replied, grandly. ‘Now you fel- 
lows go and copy it, and don’t come borrow- 
ing mine.” 

I did copy it, and now I possess a roller. 
This is how it’s made: 
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THE PRIZE GARDENS O 
win MISS C. H. LIPPINCOTT sx 

“The Seeds That Keep Faith With You” 

FIRST PRIZE $20 Was given Mrs. Geo. W. Crane, of 833 Harrison Street, Topeka, Kansas, for the finest lawn and flowers 
grown from Miss Lippincott seeds in 1905. She spent less than $5 to produce such results—the beautiful 

Salvia hedge is alone worth five times that amount. As her home occupies the most prominent residence lot in town, facing the State House 
Park, this beautiful lawn has naturally attracted much attention. Mrs. Crane has always found my seeds free germinaters, resulting in 
flowers much healthier than the average, due to my always providing fresh seeds. A Fine Collection of Cypripedium 

The tropical Lady Slippers have always held a remarkable 
fascination for lovers of choice and interesting plants. Con- 
noisseurs oftener make collections of Cypripedium than of 
any other kind of orchids. This is partly because of their ease 
of culture, for they can be grown in potting soil since they do 
not get their food from the air. But the real secret of their 
popularity is the beauty of their form and the extraordinary 
range of colors. In some species the foliage is beautifully 
tessellated after the fashion of the mosaic. 

The following collection has been specially made for readers 
of THz GARDEN MaGazine. It comprises the most distinct § 
types, the lower priced species and the kinds that are most 
easily grown by the beginner. 

As a special inducement we offer this collection of 8 strong 
plants for the round sum of $15.00: 1 Cypripedium LOSE, 
I C. Charlesworthit, 1 C. insigne, 1 C. favanicum, 1 C. Lau- 
yenceanum, I C. Leeanum, IC. Spicertanum, 1 C. Venustum. 
We have many other kinds of Cypripediums and are spe- 

cialists in Orchids. If you are a beginner we will help you 
select the best varieties. If you are an expert, write us about 
any rare plant which you cannot get elsewhere. 

JULIUS ROEHRS COMPANY 

Exotic Nurseries © Rutherford, N. J. 

Mrs. Elizabeth Armstrong, 1087 Parker Mrs. T. W. Moulton, South Road, Athol, George Tanner, Albion, Pa., was awarded 
Ave., Chicago, was awarded one of the fifteen | Mass., was awarded one of the three second] another of the fifteen $1 prizes. This beauti- 
$1 prizes. With less than a dollar's outlay, she | prizes vot le This Rea of bloom was] ful lawn and terrace aM feet long, were pro- 
transformed a back yard, with soil none too |secured with $2 worth of seeds without the| duced by a bushel 1 of my lawn mixture. e 
rich, into this bower of beauty, andhasbrought |aid of a ehot house. The picture, she writes] terrace is at an angle of 45 degrees. Yet 
pleasure to many an invalid with its treasures. | me, does not do the flowers justice. in six weeks it was ready to mow. 

I show above four of the 28 prize gardens grown with my seeds in the season of 1905. It would be a pleasure to reproduce 
illustrations of all, but I can give only the names of the successful competitors: 

$20.00 MRS. G. W. CRANE, Topeka, Kansas 
$10.00 Mrs. G. W. Moulton Athol, Mass. $5 ‘09 Mrs. L. D. Toliver = - Abilene, Kan. 
$10.00 Thomas Lord - - - New Haven, Mo. $5.00 Miss Louise Stake - - - Granby, Minn. 
$10.00 Mrs. Clarissa Cannon - Empona, Kans. $2.50 Mrs. Jas. V. Cushing - - Loveland, Ohio 

.00 Mrs. L. iller - Co ‘aucoma, lowa $2.50 Ralph B. Preisoniillc - - Casey, Ill 
_E. Hefflefinge - = = Harrisburg, Pa. $2.50 Mrs. Jacob Crosmer - - = Tripp, So. Dak. 

$5. 00 J. Wm. Eckhardt - = - - Baltimore, Md. $2.50 Jno. P. Calvin - - - - - Seattle, Wash. 

The names of the fifteen one dollar prize winners will be furnished if requested. The same prizes will be given this season. 

Time To Think About Your Lawn 
The rarest flowers and plants, the most sightly beds lose much of their charm 
unless surrounded by stretches of soft velvety turf. A beautiful lawn itself is 
enough to make a home attractive. If you are making a new lawn this 
spring or reseeding the old, you want my famous Lawn Grass Seed—a careful 
mixture of various grasses best adapted to produce a permanent satisfying turf. 

SWEET CORN 
WOULD YOU LIKE TO RAISE THE MOST 
DELICIOUS CORN EVER GROWN? 

Then you should plant none but ORDWAY’S GOLDEN, 
because this wonderful variety has the leading qualities of 
the ideal corn which win favor at every well-ordered dinner 
table—early, tender, juicy and sweet. Testimonials from 
a large number of customers verify the assertions we make, 
and assure us that we cannot praise ORDWAY’S GOLDEN 
too highly. Carefully selected seed of this variety sent by 
return mail on receipt of price. Trial packet containing 
enough seed for thirty-five hills, 10c; half-pint, 20c; pint, 
35c; quart, 65c. 

O. P. ORDWAY, 
SAXONVILLE, MASS. 

Per quart, 25 cents; two quarts, 45 cents; peck, $1.15; bushel, $4.00. 
Peck or bushel by express at purchaser's expense. A bushel will seed 
one fourth acre and other quantities in like proportion. April first is the 
best time to make lawn—be prepared. 

FREE—“‘Floral Culture," my 14th Annual Catalog, with its great 
list of rare seed bargains and details of $100 prize offer for 1906. 

Fence, Hitching and Clothes Posts All FREE for the asking. Write me today—not tomorrow. 

Standard Stel Fence Posts forsupporine | A MTS S C, H. LIPPINCOTT 
posts, clothes posts and street signs. Far Pioneer Seedswoman of America 

more durable and handsome than wooden 706 10th Street, South, :: :: Minneapolis, Minnesota 
posts and can beset by driving into the : 
ground, thus obviating the digging of holes. 

Write for catalogue and price list. 

== J. H. DOWNS, 235 Broadway, New York Six varietes of Healthy, Thrifty, one and two year old Roots. Alsoa 
full line of Trees. Plants, Vines, California Privet. Garden Tools, Spray 

W ANTED Capital to develop a 
7 Southern industry 

Pumps and Mixtures. Write for catalog and valuable Spraying ee 

that will appeal especially to the | [p= 3 mee | 7 BEAUTIFUL PORCH VINES, 25c 

It’s free. Arthur J. Collins, Box N. Moorestown, 

Ses 4 s : % The best vines for quick growth (zo to 25 feet in the season), dense shade anc (OEE. bloom 
readers of THE GARDEN MAGAZINE. i a . . are Thunbergia, Giant Nasturtiums, Perennial Pea, Cobea Scandens, Japanese Giant 

araavt r rs Morning-Glories, Japanese Variegated Hop, White Moonflower. 4 /uél-size packet of 

Business has been established twenty Ouse] Five Fi S sta S Five Fine Annual Hedge Plants, 25c. 
S55 0 d The best Plants for Hedges are The Gorgeous Dwarf Crimson Zinia Jace inot, Th 

years and will easily pay 12 per cent. c 5 BS UInIneHICAlIKCoen ia Scorer i cTcophvlla the malo renin Vine or Petriwinkle, The Well. 
h AI f h A Known Four O’ <lock and the Drak Bush New Sunflower Stella. A full size packet of 

= FS 3 5 h, enough in each packet for so feet of hedge, five packets in all, 25 cents. on the investment. or further par- EON ae can : : ie Be as = NO SPECIAL 25c. Seed Collections 
. ‘ A “* Grandmother’s Garden,’’ 10 pkts. OG: Hardy Border Collection, 8 pKts.. 25c. 

ticulars address, i y ee / ‘* Fragrant Favorites ”’ 10 25c. “White Cemetery ”’ 10 25c. 
+ . 4 Any collection 25c.; any 3 collections 6cc.; all six collections for $1.00 

INVESTMENT, | 4 : i R Large Illustrated Catalogue Flora! Gems, Free. Address plainly. 

care THe GARDEN MaGazine | | seer 3 The McGregor Bros. Co. BoxA, Springfield, Ohio 
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: +s = ae Don't let your valuable furs and clothing hang around Take a piece of good, strong joist (mine is EDS DE mm BE 

3x14 inches). Saw two lengths from it : 
about one-sixteenth inch longer than the R e d Cc e d ar Cc h est 

inside-diameter measurement of your pipe. The Piedmont Cedar Chest gives as absolute protection from 
Fasten these two pleces together at the same the ravages of moths and all injurious insects, as would cold storage, 

F 2 which nearly equals in a year the price ofa chest. Will lasta lifetime, 
distance as the length of your pipe. In the | and keeps articles sweet, clean, fresh and ready for immediate use. 

© ‘he Piedmont, with its delicious, enduring cedar odor, it beth 
| centre of each bore a round hole and run | dust and moth proof. Made in several sizes, of fragrant = 

Southern Red Cedar, and fitted with handsome trimmings. §& 
hrough an old broomstick, allowing it to : , Paonia broomstick, allowing it to |, Beautiful Wedding or Birthday. Gift 

-projectout three inches each end (see the You run no risk, if you are not perfectly gag 
illustration). Make this. fixture very heavy | satistied with the chest, return it in five 

days at our expense and get your money 
1 ick’ i back. and strong. Nail the broomstick’so there is ac Sen aaret nae eee 

no chance of its revolving; it must be rigid. | home, freight prepaid. 
Write for booklet with full infor- 

mation and special factory prices. 

Piedmont Furniture Co. 
Dept. A. Statesville, N.'C. 

Increase the Yield 

of Your Garden 
by using the IGOE TOMATO AND. PLANT 
SUPPORTS. They will mean a more abundant 
crop of Tomatoes of superior quality, and more 
beauty and success of your heavily flowered plants, | 
such as Peonies, Dahlias, Golden Glow, Chrysan- 
themums, etc. The best and strongest support 
made. 

REPAYS MADE 

THE COST STRONG 

MANY AND LIGHT 

TIMES OFHEAVY 
OVER GALVAN- 

IN A SINGLE IZED 

SEASON WIRE 

Dixie Giant. (Natural Size.) 

Largest and most prolific variety ever produced. Should be 
grown in every garden. Write for our special offer of seed with 
our Journal and illustrated treatise on ‘‘Peanut Culture.” 

AMERICAN NuT JouRNAL., PETERSBURG, VA. 

Make a well-braced handle with holes at each 

end to allow for the broomstick to be inserted PRICES 
= Peridozent. see oh 7D 

[== Per 50, $7.00; per 100, $12.50 ()) = 
Send for Price List and Catalogue. 

THE IGOE CARNATION SUPPORTS are 
equally important for the success of your Carna- 
tions. 2-ring, $3.50 per 100; 3-ring, $4.00 per 100 

FOR YOUR ROSES: The Igoe Rose 
Stakes, made of galvanized wire, take the place 
of the old-fashioned insect-harboring, decaying, 

When complete pound the fixture into the 
drain pipe. It must fit very tight, but there SHEEP MANURE TEE OE eae 
is no difficulty in making it stay if your meas- Shed dried: Is the best. None of the volatile elements driven off. 
urements are correct. too Ib. Sacks. Barrels. Car-lots. Write for prices. 

Next make a well-braced handle, as shown, WESTERN SHEEP & CATTLE CO., 
with holes at each end to allow for the 
broomstick to be pushed through. ‘These é : : 
holes must of course be larger than the Children’s P lay-Garden Bridges 

ROCKFORD, ILL. 

Bode ey ey ae Be ee ay stick, to allow it to revolve freely. Before Towers, castles, mills. (with wheels that go) steps, seats etc. 
wl not rust. ade ina sizes (an prices), . S a S architecturally designed and built to stand weather 

springing on the handle place on it two Stock patterns or made to order in any size. looped and straight, 65c. to $1 65 per roo. 

You also need some Tying Wire which does 
not rot nor untie. No 18, galvanized, 12 lbs. for 

85c.; No. 19, $1.00. 

IGOE BROTHERS 
228 North 9th Street Brooklyn, N. Y. 

eight-sided wooden washers like the one See Child’s Garden article page 27, February number of the 

shown in the lower right corner of the sketch 
below and then adjust. 

You will have a good, strong, heavy roller, 
and it will have cost vou practically nothing. 

Garden Magazine. Sketches and priceson application. 

W.S. Dopp, Twinflower Farm, E. Corinth, Vt. 

Hardy Trees, Plants and Seeds 
A1200 acre nursery in Minnesota, founded in 1868 

and devoted to hardy Fruit and Ornamental Stock, 
Flower and Vegetable Seeds. 5 complete FREE Cata- 
logs. 50-page book of horticultural SUGGESTIONS free 

“3p, 08 application Prices moderate. 2 year guar- 
iis, antee with allstock. Reliable Agents Wanted. 

THE JEWELL NURSERIES 

Lake City, Minn. 

. A Sensational 
Discovery 

Silver King Hardy Celery 
3cropsinone season. First cro early in 
May. Root hardy, everlasting. Multi lies 
rapidly like asparagus. Guaranteed as 
represented. Agents make $5 to $20 a day. 

THE GREENING NURSERY COMPANY 
$8 Maple St., Monroe, Michigan, 

Nothing adds more to the beauty and value of a home 
place than a nice lawn. Our Lawn Book tells how to 
make and keep a beautiful velvety lawn. Of great 
interest and worth dollars to every one who hasa 
small place, but we will be glad to furnish you a copy 
of same free if you mention this paper. Our large 

When complete, pound the fixture into the drain | Catalogue of Seeds, Plants, Shrubs, etc. would also be 
pipe. It must fit tightly. Before putting onthe handle | Of value to you. Better ask for it. 
place a wooden washer at each end of the axle IOWA SEED CO., Des Moines, Iowa. 
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HIS is an age of luxury. @In 

perfect harmony with all of its 

demands for ease and beauty 

stands the Studebaker ideal 

Never have vehicles presented such comfor: 

for the body, and such charm for the eye a 

those which come from this maker. Yet 

above even these qualities, there is one which 

is the keystone of the Studebaker reputa- 
@ Studebaker har- 

are typical of the 
ion—perfect reliability. 

ness and accessories 

vehicles. 

Studebaker Bros. Mfg. Co. 

SOUTH BEND, IND. 

Local Agencies Everywhere. 

Factory and Executive Offices: 

SOUTH BEND, IND. 

TRADE-MARK i 6 
] W Is Guaranteed to go twice 

: as faras paste or liquid polishes. K-Ray 
gives a quick, brilliant lustre and 

OFF. 
FREE Sample sent 77 you address Dept. 9. 

LAMONT, CORLISS & CO., Agts., 78 Hudson St., New York 

DOES NOT BURN 

Running Water in 
Your Country Home 
can be had simply by installing the 

RIFE HYDRAULIC ENGINE 
Operated Automatically 

by the power furnished by any brook or stream, 
however small, producing a constant flow in your 
house at any distance or any height. As it oper- 
ates automatically there is abso- 
lutely no cost of maintenance and 
it requires no attention. We make 
a specialty of equipping coun- 
try places with a complete water- 
works system, extending to stable, 
garden, greenhouses, etc. 4,500 
in successful operation. Cat- 
alogue and estimates on request. 

RIFE HYDRAULIC ENGINE CO. 
2109 TRINITY BLDG. NEW YORK CITY. 

STUDEBAKER. 

AP IECIB, Er AIR IDS IN WOE. 74 IUIN/ 8; 

ip» 
LSis@ \lfee 

\\| 
|} i} 

iG 
HE Landaulet and other Stude- 

baker automobile, electric and 

/ 
iif | 1} 
2! 

gasoline, are models of mechan- 

ical simplicity and efficienc.y 

= i r. 4 Ss @ Lightness, speed and beauty they have, 
1 

hn but never at the expense of safety and durability. 

@ While every feature of them is of the latest 

type, nothing is experimental. They employ 

only the most recent patent devices that have 

Above all things, they 

are common sense cars, built to add to their 

been proved worthy, 

owner's pleasure and comfort, and to the 

fame of Studebaker. 

Studebaker Automobile Co. 

SOUTH BEND, IND. 

REPOSITORIES: 
New York City, Broadway and 7th Ave., at 48th St. Portland, Ore., 330-336 East Morrison St. Denver, 

Member of Association Automobile Manufacturers 

Chicago, Ill., 378-388 Wabash Ave. Kansas City, ‘olo., Corner 15th and Blake Sts. Salt Lake City, 
Mo., 810-814 Walnut St. San Francisco, Cal.,Cor- Utah, 157-159 State St. Dallas, Texas, 317-319 Agencies in all Principal Cities 
ner Market and 10th Sts. Elm St. 

Beautiful Trees tor Country Homes 
as well as the cheaper varieties for wind-breaks, 
hedges and forestculture. We offer in specimen 
trees—dug with ball and sewed in burlap: 

Colorado Blue Spruce 
Koster’s Grafted Blue 

Hemlock Spruce 
Pyramidal and Dwarf 

Spruce Arborvitae 
Weeping Blue Spruce Retinosporas 
Norway Spruce White Pine 
Black Hill Spruce Scotch Pine 
Douglas Spruce Dwarf Mt. Pine 

We grow White Pine by the millions and can furnish this 
variety in any size and quantity. Large Scotch Pine in car 
lots—z to 3 and 3 to 4 ft. Am. Arborvitae, suitable for 
hedges, ornamental planting and screens or windbreaks. 
Special rate on car lots. All varieties of deciduous trees 
and shrubs. Extra fine clumps of snowballs and large, 
heavy lilacs. Am. Elms and Lindens from 1 to ro inch 
diameter. Send for large illustrated catalog and price list. 

D. HILL, Evergreen Specialist, DUNDEE, ILL. 

FOR THE HARDY 
AND TENDER GARDEN 
HARDY PERENNIALS May Soon BE PLANTED 

We Offer a Choice Collection 

especially in PHLOx, Harpy SUNFLOWERS, 
P#oniEs, IRIs, etc. Also THE BEST CHRYS- 
ANTHEMUMS, CARNATIONS, CANNAS, GERA- 
NIUMS, and OTHER TENDER STOCK. 

Send for Profusely Illustrated Catalogue, 
containing Mony Special Offers — and 

ORDER STOCK NOW! 

IN| AN AD Jel AN IN SME I AP ISt= we © INI 

32 Nio Mamie Site, Mclean Wlicin. 

IF ANY DEALER 

GEORGE FROST CO., Makers, 

Boston, Massachusetts, U. S. A. 

OFFERS YOU A SUBSTITUTE, INSIST ON HAVING THE GENUINE 
EVERY PAIR Never Slips 
WARRANTED nor Tears 

50c. Mailed on 
receipt of price. 

CUSHION BUTTON 

HOSE SUPPORTER FOR THE NAME 
ON EVERY LOOP LOOK 
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THE FENCE ORNAMENTAL 

Trellis 

heeloc Flower-Bed Guard 
Lawn Fence 

The latest and most practical method and that which makes the strongest and most 
durable fence is by using large wires without twisting or bending in any way to weaken 
them, fastening the strands together at intersecting points by locking clamps, as employed 
in the making of the WHEELOCK FENCE. : 

THE WHEELOCK TRELLIS 
May be arranged into arches and other forms simple or highly ornamental. IdealZfor all 
running vines. 

The 

Prices, per lineal foot: 13 in. wide, 10c. 
19 in. wide, 12c. 

THe WHEELOCK FLOWER BED GUARD (Pat’d.) 

Unobtrusively protects gardens, lawns, cemetery lots, etc. Is easily set up. Will lasta 
lifetime. Easily removed. Galvanized after weaving and guaranteed rust proof. 

Prices, per lineal foot: 16 in. high, 10c. 
22 in. high, 12c. 

THE WHEELOCK FENCE FOR LAWNS, ETC. 
SS ee 
Either of galvanized wire or galvanized after weaving. We manufacture and erect the 
best, most practical, and neatest ornamental wire fence made. Prices for material com- 
plete or for fence erected upon receipt of diagram giving all dimensions. The only 
fence guaranteed rust proof. 

New LAwn GUARD 1 inches x 18 inches high, with posts 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue 

IF YOUR DEALER DOESN’T CARRY THIS LINE, SEND HIS NAME AND AN ORDER DIRECT TO US. 

71 HAMMOND STREET 
WRIGHT WIRE CO., WORCESTER,MASSACHUSETTS 

2 o 8 We take pleasure in offering here, for the first time, 
these three hardy, ever-blooming Daisies in the 
three national colors, Red, White and Blue. We feel 
that the greatest discovery ever made in plant life 

was made when our botanists brought these to perfection after years of trial, and they bid fair to be- 
come the most popular bedding plant for lawn massing. They are noted for their freedom of bloom 
and easy culture from seeds. We will send one packet each of the Blue, White and Red postpaid 
for 25 cents. Stamps not accepted. Address BUCKEYE CONSERVATORIES, 

Growers of Fine Specimen Plants, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO 

SEND FOR COUPONS 
SIX COUPONS RETURNED TO US IN MARCH 

Will bring you to a portfolio of eight pictures, 11x16 inches, entitled “‘ Homes of 
Famous Americans,” and valued at $3.50. The pictures are suitable for framing, 
and aside from their historical interest, are superb engravings of old fashioned gardens 
and beautiful homes. 

The portfolio and pictures will be sent to you free as a premium for the six trial sub- 
scriptions represented by the six coupons signed by your friends. 

Send to us for some of the coupons. They will be mailed to you, together with premium 
list, prepaid. Your name on the back identifies the coupons and when they are returned to 
us by your friends or yourself, yor =re entitled to premiums of pictures, books or magazines. 

These coupons were mailed to subscribers just before the holidays, and in many 
cases were doubtless overlooked. If you overlooked them send for particulars now. 

Address for coupons, CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT, THE GARDEN MAGAZINE, 

133 East SIXTEENTH STREET, NEW YoRK. 

One suburbanite out here made his roller 
by simply standing the drain pipe on one end 
and inserting through the centre a one-inch 
pipe. Running this water pipe into the 
ground three inches, he left the same length 
projecting out the other end and poured 
into the drain pipe a lot of very small stones 
and cement. This was allowed to stand for 
a week to set. The same kind of ahandleas 
described was used. 

Maryland. FRANK E. CHANNON. 

A Device for Reaching Over 
the Border 

ie reach the back part of the border 
without walking all over the front of 

it and yet be in a comfortable enough posi- 
tion to allow me to pull weeds, cultivate 

The “bridge” as long as a spade, twelve inches 

wide, and six inches high. The lower leg has a board 

attached which prevents it from sinKing into the soil 

when placed on the border 

and set plants in the spring was a hard 
problem until I had built the bridge shown 
in the illustrations. By its use the work 
is made much easier. It is long enough 

By its use the work of weeding, cultivating and plant: 

ing is made easier in the border 

to reach to the back of the border, is high 
enough not to injure the young plants, and 
is made broad enough not to sink into the 
soil or tip over. 

Illinois. Jno. K. ALren. 
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No. 516. Stanhope. Price complete. $68.00. As good as 
sells for $25 more 

33 YEARS SELLING DIRECT 
Our vehicles and hamess have been sold direct from 

our factory to user for a third of a century. We ship for 
examination and approval and guarantee safe delivery. 
You are out nothing if not satisfied as to style, quality 
and price. Weare the largest manutacturers 
in the world selling to the consumer exclusively. We 
make 200 styles of Vehicles, 65 styles of Harness. Send 
for large free catalog. 

FOR MAKING THE WATER GARDEN. 
W* manufacture a great va- 

nety of Ground Basins 
with Fountain Subjects for water 
gardens and lawn fountains. The 
basins are ample in size for the 
growing of water lilies and aqua- 

tic plants. The Fountain Statuary 
is made in cast spelter and is 
rendered in bronze metal if pre- 
ferred. 

For the water garden the ground 
basin can be sunk to the level of 
the earth and the edges measurably 
hidden by moisture loving plants. 
We also manufacture a great va- 
riety of ornamental! fixtures for 
country grounds. 

Flower Vases in Cast Iron 
and Bronze 

Statuary, Settees and Chairs, 
Tree Guards, Railings and 

Entrance Gates, Gas 
and Electric Light Posts and 

Lamps, Stable and Cattle House 
Fittings. 

We issue a separate catalogue of each ot 

the above, which will be sent on request. 
Please specify catalogue desired. 

Address Ornamental Department, THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS, 

84 to 90 Beekman Street, NEW YORK CITY. 

ELKHART CARRIAGE & HARNESS MFG. CO., ELKHART, IND. 

we ao 
got” agent ithe.) Con ede Acts Sal 

No. 646. Combination Top Buggy. Price complete with 
extra stick seat, $50.50. As good as sells for $25 more. 

Dried and Ground 

—Sheep Manure 

Buys This Rubber Tire Wagon 
Union Quality. Fully Guaranteed. Best hickory wheels, 34 in. 

Rubber Tire, long distance, dust proof, high arched axles ; oil tempered 

we springs. First quality material and finish. Worth 

; nearly double our Factory Price. We ship for your ex- 

amination, without a cent in advance, if desired and allow 

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL 
Money refunded on all purchases not satisfactory, You save dealer’s 

profits. We build 150 styles of Vehicles, from $26.50 to $150.00. 50 Pure and Unadulterated 

A Good Fertilizer for Trucking 

Plant Food 

styles Harness, $5.00 to $60.00. Write to-day for our 200 page Illus- 

trated Style Book. Free for the asking. 

UNION BUGGY CO., 32 Saginaw Street, PONTIAC, MICH. Excellent 

NATURAL GUANO COMPANY 

Aurora, Illinois 

Lawn Fertilizer 
eae MANURE is unequaled for top 

dressing the lawn in early Spring. It 
makes a complete fertilizer and is especially 
richin nitrogen. Spread on evenly while the 
ground is still frozen; the Spring rains will 

wash in the fertilizing elements ready for 
the young roots immediately growth starts. 
There is no danger of carrying in weed 
seeds if sheep manure is used. 

It is also excellent for fertilizing the 

Vegetable Garden and Orchard 

promoting a steady, rapid growth. It is 
non-odorous, is cleaner, and richer than 

stable manure. 

10 Ibs....$0.35 
50 Ibs.... 1.00 

100 Ibs .. $1.50 
Per ton....25.00 

CAIRNSMUIR Farm, New City, N. Y. 

Producing the most satisfactory results in the harvest 

Are What We Sell 

Grown especially for Market Gardeners and Florists 

and therefore best for private use. 

OUR Vegetable Seeds are grown from 

selected stocks and are used by the most critical 

Gardeners and Truckers in this country. 

Our Flower Seeds are noted for their striking 

colors and large size of blooms. 

Our Lawn Seed is composed of the best 

grasses, free from weeds and used on some of the 

largest estates in this country. 

Our Perfection Lawn Fertilizer makes 
the Lawn green, bright and durable. It should be 

scattered on the Lawn about the middle of March. 

Descriptions of the above will be found 
i our 1900 catalogue, which ts free and 
will be mailed to anyone interested. 

We also carry a complete line of Poultry Supplies; 
Cyphers’ Incubators and Brooders; in fact— 

“Everything for the Poultry Vard.” 

J. F. NOLL & CO. 

115 Mulberry St. Newark, N. J. 

This 

Sun Dial 

Pedestal 
is in 

white Pompeian stone 

$65.00 

GARDEN FURNITURE, 

FOUNTAINS, PERGO- 

LAS, WELLS, VASDE 

Lions, SPHYNXEs, 

ETC., IN MARBLE, 

STONE, BRONZE AND 

Woop : 

We shall be pleased to send 
illustrations and estimates 
upon request . : : : 

aN 

Henry Erkins & Co. 

} 6 West Fifteenth Street, 

no eet’ INSERVVaenys OFR Keo a G@ilipnyes 
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The New Method of Killing the San 

Jose Scale 

A SOLUTION THAT IS BOTH EFFECTIVE AND IN- 

EXPENSIVE IN DESTROYING THE PERNICIOUS 

SAN JOSE SCALE, PSYLLA, ETC. 

This new preparation supplants the lime- 

sulphur wash with its bothersome preparation, 

boiling of ingredients and danger of serious 

injury to the clothes and hands. 

The following is an extract concerning it 

from the January 15th, 1906, Bulletin issued 

by Professor S. A. Forbes, State Entomologist, 

Urbana, IIll.: 

“The time and labor necessary to the preparation of the 

sulphur wash may be greatly saved by using as a substitute 

a spray of soluble petroleum, made by diluting one part of 

the commercial preparation known as ‘ Scalecide’ with nine- 

This material, made by the B. G. Pratt 

Company, No. 11 Broadway, New York City, while more 

teen parts of water. 

expensive than the sulphur wash, may be used to advantage 

in a small orchard or in a town lot.” 

The above estimate by Professor Forbes was probably based 

on small retail quantities, as the following extract from the 

Rural New Yorker, January 20th, 1906, page 51, reporting 

the N. J. State Hort. Society Meet: 

“The soluble oils are cheap and convenient, requiring only 

mixture with a proper amount of water, and make ideal appli- 

cations from the sprayer’s standpoint. A comparative trial 

made by the Pennsylvania Railroad Company in spraying 

fourteen miles of Osage orange hedge showed the soluble oils 

to be cheaper than lime and sulphur when all charges for labor 

and fuel, as well as first cost of materials, were reckoned 

up. ” 

Furthermore, one gallon of ‘Scalecide” spray, 

costing less than 3 cents per gallon delivered at 

at any railroad station in the United States, will | 

cover as much surface as one and one-half to | 

two gallons of lime, sulphur and salt wash. 

Professor Haughton, Delaware Experiment Station, writes of 

“Scalecide””: “TI used your preparation this spring on Apple, 

Pear, Peach and Plum trees, badly infected with San Jose 

Scale, at the rate of I part to 20 parts of water, with very 

satisfactory results.” 

Prof. John B. Smith, Entomologist, New Jersey Agricultural 

Experiment Station, New Brunswick, N. J., July 27, 1905, 

writes of “ Scalecide ”: “ T believe that applied at the right time 

and in a thorough manner, this is as good, if not a better 

remedy, for this pernicious insect, than any we have up to 

the present time.” 

Mr. John R. Parker, Freehold, N. J., writes: “I have 

closely examined my trees from time to time since July rst, 

and can say that I have found no young scale on trees sprayed 

with ‘ Scalecide ’ last March. 

“Mr. R. A. Ellis obtained some ‘Scalecide’ from me, and 

from results he says he has no fear of the scale.” 

Prof. H. A. Gossard, Entomologist, 

Experiment Station, Wooster, Ohio, writes: 

Ohio Agricultural 

“The oil we 

used on San Jose Scale seems to be quite satisfactory.” 

It has long been known that petroleum oils 
would kill the scale if they could be mixed with 
water so as to be conveniently applied. Scale- 
cide is such a unique practical triumph. It is a 
perfect mixture of oils that thoroughly satu- 
rates the scale, causing it to curl up and die, 
and fall off. 

For further information, reports of Experi- 
ment Stations, and samples address B. G. Pratt 
Company, 11 Broadway, New York City. 

Manual of the Trees of North America. Ex- 
clusive of Mexico. By CharlesSprague Sargent. Houghton, 
Mifflin & Co., Boston, 1905. 534x82@inches. 826 pages. 
644 drawings by Charles E. Faxon. Price $6.00 net. 

Few purely botanical works approach per- 
fection as nearly as this. It is an abridge- 
ment of the peerless ‘‘Silva of North America.” 

“The Vegetable Garden.” From the French of 
Vilmorin-Andrieux, translated under the direction of W. 
Robinson, New York, E. P. Dutton & Co. pp. 782, 
Price $4.75. 

This is a new edition of the well-known and 
classic treatise on garden vegetables first 
issued in English in 1885, and is a valuable 
reference book to the student. The treatment 
is on the dictionary plan. All the common 
vegetables and nearly all the rare ones are 
included in the new edition, but some of the 
rarest have been dropped. The cultural 
instructions being applicable only to English 
and French conditions, as a practical work 
it is inadequate for the American reader, but 
to the student who goes beyond the mere 
eating of garden crops the book is invaluable. 

Recipe for Lime-Sulphur Wash 
To make the lime-sulphur wash bring a 

couple of gallons of water to boil in an old 
kettle and to it add two pounds of good quality 
freshly burnt or stone lime. Then add one 
and one-half pounds of sulphur which has 
been made into a paste by stirring with a 
little water so that it will mix better. Stir 
thoroughly. Boil at least half an hour— 
better an hour—then remove and _ strain 
thoroughly through netting or sieve and 
dilute to make five gallons. This should 
cover five four-year-old peach trees. For 
larger amounts make in the same way, using 
twenty pounds of lime and fifteen of sulphur 
to fifty gallons of water. Where much is 
being made and steam is available, it can 
often be boiled right in the barrel by using 
a jet of steam. It is sticky, disagreeable stuff 
and old clothes and gloves will be needed in 
its application. The uses of this wash are 
fully discussed on page 64. 

PRATIT’S “SCALECIDE” 
Soluble Petroleum 

| The most reliable remedy for 

SAN JOSE SCALE 

COTTONY MAPLE SCALE 

PEAR PSYLLA, Etc. 

Five times stronger than petroleumemulsion. Cheaper than lime 
sulphur and salt. Notrouble to prepare. No damage to trees. 

For Samples, Prices and Endorsements by Experiment Stations, 
address 

B. G. PRATT CO., 11 Broadway, - NEW YORK 

Old English 

GARDEN SEATS AND RUSTIC FURNITURE 
in a variety of sizes and designs. 

Old English Garden Seats are much used in Gardens and 
Estates in England. They are finished in both white and 
green. 

Hardy Flowers and Ferns, Cactus Dahlias 

Send for Catalogue. 
NORTH SHORE FERNERIES Beverly, Mass. 

BUG KILLERS 
Insecticides, Fertilizers. 

Whale Oil Soap“ s% 
$6.00 

Kerosene Emulsion, Tobacco Extracts, 
Tobacco Dust, Tobacco Stems, 
Tobacco Soap, Kerosene Soap, Bord- 
eaux Mixture, Fir Tree Oil, Lemon Oil, 
Sprayers, Powder Guns, etc. 

STUMPP & WALTER CO,, 
50 BARCLAY ST., N. Y. 

Architects’ Directorp 

The Agricultural Experts Association 
GEORGE T. POWELL, President 

120 Broadway - - NEW YORK 

XAMINATION of soils to determine condition and methods 
for improvement. Laying out of country estates, including 

architect’s services, residences, greenhouses and other buildings. 
Building and landscape gardening. Problems relating to engineer- 
ing and sanitation. Selection and purchase of blooded stock. 
Consultation on all land problems. Correspondence invited. 

Ellsworth & Kirkpatrick 
LANDSCAPE ARCHIE Caws 

Rural, Hydraulic and Sanitary Engineers 

18 Dwight Street, Holyoke, Mass. 

EMORY A. ELLSWORTH, M. Am. Soc. C. E., Consulting Engineer 

HUBBARD & ARNOLD 
TAINS € AUP, 
ARCHITECTS 

60 State Street, Boston 
CORRESPONDENCE INVITED 

Let Me Arrange Your Yard Artistically 
and suggest the best trees, shrubs, vines, plants and seeds for your 
location. I can save you money and insure a beautiful yard. I have 
nothing to sell. I will answer inquiries. Send diagram showing house, 
trees, etc., with $1. W.O.Graham, 3042 Flora Av., Kansas City, Mo. 
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ie uers AN INTIMATE 

Few realize that they can keep bees. 

are afraid of stings. 

in the least. They can be made very profitable. 

Few specialties are so much so. Two or three 

colonies with a little care can be made to supply 

a family with honey, and a surplus for selling. 

Bee-keeping is a fascinating occupation. It is a 

fine fad. The more you learn about the little 

fellows the more you like them. 

Our printed matter isa great help to those 

who are studying the bee. It will teach you how 

to become a successful bee-keeper. We shall 

be pleased to send, free of charge to those who 

are interested, any of the following pamphlets : 

“My First Season’s Experience with the Honey- 

bee,” “‘ Habits of the Honey-bee,”’ “ Books for 

Bee-keepers,’’ “‘ Facts about Bees,’’ “Outfits for 

Beginners.”’ 

If you wish to purchase an outfit of bees, write 

us, We can furnish you with everything you 

need. We have seven branch houses, and many 

agents all over the United States, and can sup- 

ply you promptly and at a saving of freight. 

We will send a man to install an outfit at your 

home if desired. 

THE A. 1. ROOT COMPANY, 
Factory AND EXECUTIVE OFFICE, 

MEDINA, OHIO. 

Branches in the United States: 

Cuicaco, Iv., 144 East Erie St. 

PHILADELPHIA, Pa., 10 Vine St. 

New Yor« Ciry, N. Y., 44 Vesey St. 

SyracusE, N. Y. 

Mecuanic Fatts, Me. 

Sr. Pau, M1nn., 1024 Mississippi St. 

WasuincTon, D.C., 1100 Maryland Ave. 

Agencies Everywhere. 

od 

“EVERBLOOMING jar SN 

P ROSES 25% & 
Vigorous growers and abundant bloomers. 

Bridesmaid, satin pink; Empress Aug. Victoria, pure 
white; Etoile de Lyon, pure yellow; Helen Gould, bright 
red; Mile. F. Kruger, copper yellow; Clothilde Sou- 
pert, shell pink. The six, all strong plants on own roots, 
postpaid for 25 cents. Will bloom profusely this summer. 

14 Choicest Roses for 50c. 
The above 6 roses and 8 others, our selection, all different, 
prepaid for 50c. Large 2-year-old roses, strong, bushy 
plants, our selection, no two alike, 3 for 50 cents, or 8 for 
$1.00, charges paid. 

8 Chrysanthemums 25c. 6 Carnations 25c. 
6 Geraniums......... ». 26c. 8 Coleus...... 26c. 
These four collections and the 6 roses named above, 

34 plants In all, for $1.00. 
We pay all postage and guarantee safe arrival. Our large 

1906 catalogue FREE TO ALL. Ask for it. 

GEO. H. MELLEN CO., Box H, Springfield, O. 
Innisfallen Greenhouses. Established 1877. 

= Wir se SE ST 

9. 

ACQUAINTANCE with the BEE“ 

They 

If you learn the habits of 

the bee and how to handle them there is no danger 

FEB HSE IIA HE ADH AEA OAH AHN 
| 
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“QR This TRADE-MARK insures 

THE BURPEE QUALITY 
OF THE 

“BEST SEEDS THAT GROW” 
Burpee’s Seeds sri sates sla 

commercial grades—and yet are 
worth much more. At our own 

farms in Pennsylvania and New Jersey—as well as in the gardens of planters everywhere 
—Butrpee’s Seeds are proved by test to be the Best Seeds that Grow. Consequently 
we hold the largest mail-order seed trade in the world. Our ‘Silent Salesman,” neatly 
dressed in a ‘coat of many colors,’’ and telling the plain truth, with photographic 
pictures of the superior products of Burpee’s “Seeds that Grow,” will be sent by 
return mail—if YOU will write a postal card for 

FARM ANNUAL for 1906 
1876 Thirtieth Anniversary 

Edition of ‘‘The Leading 
1906 American Seed Catalogue’’ 
a ol @ This is a handsome book of 168 

pages, carefully edited and neatly 
printed, bound in cover lithographed in nine colors, it shows painted from nature, Seven 
Superb Specialties in Vegetables of unequaled merit and Six Novelties in Flowers—including 
LUTHER BURBANK’S NeW Floral Wonder. 

5 4 S, to write for our New Complete Catalogue and then participate in the Special Celebration of our 
This Invitation Thirtieth Anniversary is given to all planters who delight in raising the Choicest Vegetables or 
most Beautiful Flowers. If you intend to garden this Spring you will want to lay your plans, and therefore we urge you to 
WRITE TO-DAY!—the very day you read this advertisement. Mention this paper and address 

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., Seed Growers, Philadelphia, Pa. 

RUNNING WATER IN THE GARDEN 
Is a convenience and all you want can be obtained by installing a 

NIAGARA HYDRAULIC RAM 
Will work wherever there isa spring or running stream. Costs less than a windmill or gasolene en- 
gine and has no whirligigs to get out of repair. Requires no fuel, attention or expense of mainte- 
nance. Purely automatic and will pump a large or small amount, according to size. Used and endorsed 
by United States Government and Pennsylvania Railroad. 

Catalog free. Correspondence invited 

NIAGARA HYDRAULIC ENGINE COMPANY. 
Factory: Chester, Pa, 140 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK. 

rican Bee 
€@ | Blooming in 

: oses. your own yard 
FROM MAY TO OCTOBER 

For the Price of One Florist’s Bouquet 

If you grow them yourself—in your own garden. 

By our method you can easily grow them and have 

flowers to cut a short time after planting—at the 

and a little pleasurable cost of a slight expense 

and healthful work. 

We grow them through the difficult time—the baby age—and deliver them to you two and three 
years old—ready to go ahead and grow with but slight care and live for years, producing hundreds of 
beautiful flowers that will give you much more pleasure than the “store” kind. With our bushes and 
directions you cannot fail. By the old method of planting weak little hot house slips, the results were 
almost always disappointing. Our beautiful new catalogue, ‘‘Over the Garden Wall”’ is most 
valuable to amateur rose growers; it tells all about our method, gives mew ideas on 
garden rose culturé and descriptions of all the new and rare kinds of roses and carnations 
with complete directions for their culture. Send for it to-day. It’s FREE. 

e HELLER BROTHERS 
> 962 SOUTH MAIN ST. NEW CASTLE, INDIANA 
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Cut yo 
(COUPON) 

The CONARD & JONES CO., Box 
P West Grove, Pa. Pleasesend 

me free of charge your book 
“How to Grow 
Roses’ and your 

136-page Catalogue 

of Roses and 
other choice 

Key to Roses 

. Souv. de Pres. Carnot 4. Helen Gould | i 
Kaiserine Augusta Victoria 5. Dorothy Perkins—growing 

. Killamey : as you see it, incold New England wna 

You can grow roses right in your 
own garden—plenty of them. It is easy. 

p Our Book ‘‘How to Grow Roses’’ tells 

you how: with good plants YOU can do the rest. 
We are the pioneer rose growers of America, and have 

made roses a life-study. We know them from beginning to 
end, and we know that the only way to get lots of flowers is 
to have plants with good, vigorous roots. 

Try some of these special favorites selected from the hundreds of choice varieties which we grow. 

1 Fine Rose 6 Beautiful Climbing Roses 
Frau Karl Druschki (All own root plants) 

Philadelphia Rambler (The New Crimson Rambler). ~ 
Dorothy Perkins, pink. 

One of the grandest, hardy pure white Roses ever introduced. 
Makes splendid buds and immense flowers, and is deliciously Climbing Clotilde Soupert, cream. 
fragrant, durable and handsome. A healthy vigorous grower, Ruby Queen, ruby. 
entirely hardy, and blooms all summer long. Strong, Two-year May Queen, charming pink, 
Plants (own roots), $1.00 each, $10.00 per dozen. (Budded Gardenia, golden yellow. 
Plants), 60 cents each, $6.00 per dozen, by express. Strong, heavy three-year-old plants of the above collection, $3.00; 

12 Superb Roses two-year-old plants, $2.00; delivered free in U. S. by express. 

Al our own roots except *) Send us your order now, 

Enough for a bed 3 feet x 6 feet, or 244 x g feet. 

Frau Karl Druschki, large pure white. We guarantee these Roses to be first-class and to give results 

Anna de Diebach, bright pink, beautiful shade. (we prefer to return the purchase money rather than have a 
General Jack, brilliant crimson. c 6 
Magna Charta, rich pink. dissatisfied customer). 
Paul Neyron, deep rose, very large. 

Kaiserine Aug. Victoria, large creamy white. You should have our two books, ‘* How to 
Baby Rambler, the dwarf Crimson Rambler. R ne a the 136 R : Cc | 

*Killarney, glowing light_pink. Ss an the -page ose atalogue 
Gruss an Teplitz, the reddest of red roses. Grow se c pag) Sun 
Hermosa, the old-fashioned pink rose. to help you in your plans. They are free. 
La France, soft violet pink. 
White Maman Cochet, pure white, beautiful form. 

All specially selected two-year plants. Above collection of 
12 for = pa free in U. S. by express. ; THE CONARD & JONES 

ten Nae COMPANY 
Enough for a bed 3 feet x 12 feet, 5 feet x 6 feet, or a border “ Growers of the best Roses in America” 

bed 18 feet long and 2% feet wide. 

The twelve roses mentioned, besides the following: Box P West Grove, Pa. 
xlelen Gould, rich, rosy crimson. 

Mad. Camille, clear rosy pink. 
Maman Cochet, pink, rich, rosy pink. 
Mrs. B. R. Cant, lovely light red. 
Souv. de Pres. Carnot, exquisitely shaded pink. 
Coquette des Alps, large pure white. 

Glorie Lyonaisse, creamy white with yellow tinge. 
Jolin Hopper, clear rosy pink. 

La Reine, large rich pink. 
Oakmont, most productive, peach pink, 

Mad. Gabrielle Luizet, clear bright pink. 
Prince Camille, deep velvety crimson. 
Uirich Brunner, bright cherry red. 

The aboye collection o‘ 
25 for $10.00, delivered 
free in U. S. by 
express. 



Vaughan’s 
Annual 

Seed Catalogue 

“Gardening Illustrated” is the name which best describes this 
complete book, covering as it does 

Four Great Departments of Gardening 
The Flowers The Vegetables 

The Plants And the Shrubs 

Located as we are at New York and Chicago, two cities nearest 
to the finest country homes in Amenica, not only are we called upon to 
supply the best everyday stocks in all these departments but also the new 
and rare kinds; in fact, for every variety which shows an advance made 

in flowers, vegetables, shrubs or vines. We keep pace with and aid 

this growing interest and have made Vaughan’s Gardening Illustrated 
for 1906 a most comprehensive list of the best in Horticulture, old and 
new. Among the many good novelties, we may mention the Burbank 
Specialties, many of which are offered for the first time, are contracted 
by us, and cannot be purchased elsewhere. Some of these are: 

New Yellow Calla (bulbs) Crimson Winter Rhubarb 
Burbank Dahlia Seed (seeds and plants) 
New Hybnd Amaryllis (bulbs) | Hybrid Crinums (bulbs) 

Potato Seed (new varieties) 
The Burbank coilection of Dahlia Plants 

This 150 page catalogue is mailed free to all who 
mention the Garden Magazine 

Vaughan’s Seed Store 
C(NCORPORATED) 

NEW YORK CHICAGO 
14 Barclay Street 84-86 Randolph Street 

Greenhouses, Trial Grounds and Nurseries, WESTERN SPRINGS, ILL. 

Awards at 

St. Louis: 

2 Grand Prizes, 
3 Gold Medals, 
8 Silver Medals, 
1 Bronze Medal. 

Awards at 

Buffalo: 

2 Gold Medals for 
Cannas and Pan- 
sies. Six other 
awards. 3 

Award at 

Portland: 

Gold Medal for ex- 
~hibition of plants. 

At the Great 

Coliseum 

Flower Show 

Chicago, Novem- 
ber, 1905, our gar- 
dens were awarded 
a Silver Medal. :: 

HE advan- 
tages of the 

Vaughan Seed 
Stores at Chicago 
and New York are 
realized by all those 
who plant or own 
gardens. It does 
not always. satisfy 
the planter to se- 
cure a_ bundle of 
seeds by mail. He 
needs advice and 
counsel on special 
seeds. These we 
supply at our retail 
store counters. 



Vaughan’s New Orchid 

Flowering Sweet Peas 
Countess of Spencer Hybrids 

The New Orchid Flowering Sweet Peas. 

1520. Here we have a new and distinct type and form in Sweet Peas. 
The flower stems are unusually long and the flowers are so set on the stem 
that there is a graceful fluffiness to a bunch of them in distinct contrast to 
the ordinary kinds of Sweet Peas. So far but a few colors have developed 
in this novelty class, and some of thése sport or change more or less in flow- 
ering. The wings and standards of the flowers are very large, and its grace- 
ful form with the immense size make it certain to supersede all older kinds 
of Sweet Peas, as fast as standard colors appear and become fixed. In our 
mixture of this new class will be found deep pink, light pink, orange pink, 
white, with pink edging. Every lover of Sweet Peas should plant 
Vaughan’s Countess of Spencer Mixture. Price, prepaid everywhere, 
Pkt., 10c.; oz., 26c.; 2 ozs., 30c.; 14 Ib., 50c.; Ib., $1.50. 

Vaughan’s ‘‘Twelve Best’? Sweet Peas 
WHITE, Dorothy Eckford. CRIMSON STRIPED, Vaughan’s America, 
SCARLET, King Edward VII. BLUE, Flora Norton. 
SHELL PINK, Prima Donna. ORANGE PINK, Miss Willmott. 
MAROON, Black Knight. ROSE, Bridesmaid. 
YELLOW, Hon. Mrs. E. KENYON. MAUVE, Dorothy Tennant. 
LAVENDER, Mrs. Geo. Higginson, Jr. PICOITE EDGED, Dainty. 

One regular size packet each of the above 12 

12 Pkts. Best Sect Pee Ge offer No. 48A.) for $0.25 
12 Ozs One ounce each of the above selection of 12 60 TYPE OF THE 

Best Sweet Peas, (special offer No. 48B.) for NEW CLASS OF 
No. 1594. The 12 Best Sweet Peas, Mixed. Per oz., 15c.; 2 ozs., 25c.; SWEET PEAS 

V4 lb., 35c.; Ib., $1.10, postpaid. 

Vaughan’s ‘‘Twenty Best” 
The Above ‘‘ TWELVE BEST’’ and the following: 

PINK AND WHITE, Florence Frazer, WHITE, BLUE EDGED, Lottie Eckford. 
PRIMROSE, Speckled Beauty. CREAM PINK, Countess of Lathom. 
PURPLE, Duke of Westminster. ROSE-=CRIMSON, Prince of Wales. 
INDIGO BLUE, Navy Blue. PRIMROSE-STRIPED, Sunset. 

20 Pkts One regular size packet each of the above 20 $0 50 

Best Sweet Peas, (special offer No. 48C.) for 
20 Ozs One ounce each of the above 20 Best Sweet $I 00 

Peas, (special offer No. 48D.) for - - - - 
No. 1595. The 20 Best Sweet Peas, Mixed. Per oz., 15c.; 2 ozs., 25c.; a 

Columbian Exposition Y4 lb., 35c.3 Ib., $1.10, postpaid. St. Louis Gold Medal 

This most popular mixture is prepared by us from the best named 
Sweet Peas kinds of the whole Sweet Pea list. The proportion of right shades is carefully . P 

made up with light colors predominating. No seeds saved from mixed fields There 1S Nothing 
of Sweet Peas will prove satisfactory or in the right proportions of colors ) 

Vaughan S because the poor purples and darker shades produce so much more seed than Better Anywhere 
other kinds. We aim to make Vaughan’s Prize the best general mixture pos- 

5 G ibl dless of price. J 
Prize Mixture é «Order ND. 1636,. Vaueneiee Prize Mixture, prepaid, pkt., 10c.; 2 ozs., at Any P rice 

25c.; YIb., 35c.; Ib., $1.10; 2 Ibs., $2.00. 

Vaughan’s Seed Stores, Chicago, New York 

ouncés of Sweet Pea Seed 9 
No. 1520, No. 1594, No. 1595, No. 1626, accepting Ore 
this coupon as partial payment to the extent of ; 
ten cents if not less than two ounces are taken. 

Name 
84 and 86 Randolph Street, CHICAGO. 14 Barclay Street, NEW YORK. 

Cross out the numbers not wanted. 
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A Small Greenhouse 
and Some Things it Grew 

OU see this man has attached his little greenhouse to the stable, 
with the tiny shingled workroom adjoining. The boiler supplying 

hot water heating for the greenhouse is located under the stable, and 

heats two orthree rooms of it as well. Really quite acompact, practicable 

arrangement. You may be able todo similarly, or better yet for your own 

convenience, attach directly to your dwelling ; but don’t get it confused 

with a conservatory ; keep it a greenhouse pure and simple. We can 

make it conform just as pleasingly with the architecture of your house as 

this one does in its placing. 

But first you want to know what such a house will grow : 

will take for example one of these single compartment houses and tell you 

just what we saw growing in it the middle of last October. It was 

filled around the side beds with strong stocky carnations just showing bud; 

chrysanthemums, the cluster kinds in plumey whiteness, and those stately, 

resplendent yellow chaps with single blooms, full five and a half inches 

across. Setting in the centre beds were two large thrifty branching var- 

iety rubber plants, some half adozen potted begonias with a profusion of 

pink flower clusters ; numerous other potted plants besides several strings 

of smilax, a couple of palms and some vigorous asparagus ferns, that 

So we 

queen of bouquet foliage. 

| 
« The old Scotch gardener—a real character—said he “raised 

all his volets, pansies, lettuce, radishes and spinach, in the coldframes 

just doon in the garthen.’? You see, by this use of the frames he 

teally added a cool compartment to the greenhouse and permitted the 

exclusive use of the house for plants demanding the higher temperatures. 

Along in December, this gardener expected to sow, direct from seed, 

some tomatocs and cucumbers on the east side beds. Hehasa method of 

trimming off all laterals, inducing the tomato plants to yield clusters of 

fruit at each joint in full rotation. He also hoped to force some azaleas 

and lily bulbs for Easter—and this is just a glimpse of what can be done 
with one of these little houses. You may have been thinking a good 

deal on this greenhouse question ; perhaps even talked it over a bit with 

““her’’; why not write us just what you have in mind and we will tell 

you the probable cost, the best way to locate it and the many other things 

you will likely want to know. Besides we will send you cuts showing 

several small houses; many larger ones and a number of conservatories. 

We have collected these cuts in a little portfolio and call it 

You’ll probably ““ Some Greenhouses We Have Built.’’ 

want this collection anyway. 

SECTION 

Lord and Burnham Co. 
Greenhouse Designers and Manufacturers 

1133 Broadway, Cor. 26th Street, New York 
Boston Branch: $19 Tremont Building. 
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TIFFANY & CoO. 
DiaMonD AND GEM MERCHANTS 
STricTLy ReTArILers No AGENTS 

Gold Brooches 

All 14-Karat Gold Photographs Upon Request 

Oval Amethyst in gold scroll border, - - - $ 9.00 

Five-point Coronet, with 5 baroque pearls, 4 oval 
pearls, leaves and bands set with half-pearls, - $| 6.00 

Sweet Pea, pink and green enamel, with solitaire 

diamond, c = - - - - - $22.00 

Spray of Bleeding-hearts, pink-and- eieen enamel, 
set with 4 diamonds, = - - - $26.00 

Iris, enameled leaves, large baroque ver with 3 
diamonds - a - - - - - $40.00 

Fancy Gold Scroll, green enamel, with oblong 
peridot, 3 diamonds and | pearl - - - $48.00 

Gold Barettes for the Hair 
All 14-Karat Gold Fhotographs Upon Request 

Roman gold, 2% in. long, open-work design,  - $] 1.00 

Oval Pearl Loop, | ao in. fone. contairiing 49 half- 

pearls, - > - $16.50 
Elliptical-shaped, wld wire, 21% in. ee with 16 
baroque pearls - 2 cI = = $24.00 

Oval, | Yi In. long, eee and net work effect set 

with 51 whole pearls, — - - - = - $33.00 
Designs of Richer Brooches or Barettes Upon Request 

Jewelry on Approval 
Upon receipt of satisfactory references from any National Bank or res- 
ponsible business house, Tiffany & Co. will send on approval selections 
from their stock to any part of the United States 

Fifth Avenue New York 
37th Street Formerly at Union Square 

Comparison 
of Prices 

Tiffany & Co. always 
welcome a compari- 
son of prices and an 
examination of their 
merchandise. This 
applies to their entire 
stock of rich as well as 
inexpensive jewelry, 
silverware, watches, 
clocks, bronzes, fine 
pottery, glassware and 
other artistic objects, 

~ on all of which their 
prices are as reasona- 
ble as is consistent with 
the standard of qual- 
ity maintained by the 
house. 

Tiffany Blue 
Book 

The 1906 edition of 
the Tiffany Blue Book 
is the first to be issued 
from the firm’s new 
Fifth Avenue marble 
building, and itconcise- 
ly describes the large- 
ly increased stock. As 
heretofore, there are 
no illustrations of Tiff- 
any & Co.’s wares, a 
convenient alphabeti- 
cal side-index giving 
quick access to the 
diversified stock of 

this great establish- 

ment. 
er a5 IM BECHING. 

To all persons at a 

distance fr om trade 
centres this Blue Book 
isa great convenience, 

as it conveys sugges- 

tions and gives prices 

of articles suitable for 
gifts. It is often as 
difficult to think of an 
appropriate gift as to 
find money to pay for 
it. The Tiffany Blue 
Book obviates the 
first difficulty. 

—- 2 WN Barece e 

A copy of the Book 
will be sent upon re- 
quest. Address 

Tiffany & Co. 
New York 



OUTDOOR AND 
PRACTICAL BOOKS 

For any information concerning any publications, address 

GARDEN BOOK DIRECTORY, THE GARDEN MAGAZINE 

Nos. 133-137 EAST SIXTEENTH STREET, NEW YORK CITY. 

into every home, and to give you an idea of the high character of my 

SCRIBNER’S NEW GARDEN BOOKS | 
SUPERB GARDEN VIEWS 

THE GARDENS OF ITALY 
Being a Series of Illustrations from Photographs of the Most Famous Examples of the Gardens of 

Italy by CHARLES LATHAM. With descriptive text by E. Marcu PuHILLipps. With 300 beautiful 
half-tone illustrations. 2vols., folio, $18.00, net. 

A superbly illustrated work, treating most completely the deservedly famous and beautiful Gardens of Italy, fascinating 
alike to the lovers of Gardening, Architecture, Art and History. 

GARDENS OLD AND NEW-—Second Series 
Containing Additional Examples, Beautifully Illustrated, of the “‘ Country House and Its Garden 

Environment.’’ 4to, Profusely illustrated, $12.00 net. Also GARDENS OLD anD NEW—First 
Series. Profusely illustrated, 4to, $12.00 net. 

THE ENGLISH FLOWER GARDEN 
Design and Arrangement shown by existing examples of gardens in Great Britain and Ireland, fol- 

lowed by a Description of the Plants, Shrubs and Trees for the Open-air Garden and their Cul- 
ture. By W. Rosinson, author of ‘‘ The Wild Garden.’? With many beautiful engravings 
on wood. Eighth Edition. Large 8vo, $6.00 net. 

THE BOOK OF GARDENING 
A Hanpsook OF HortTicuLTurRE. By Various Writers Edited by W. D. Drury. 

full-page plates and over 700 text illustrations. "Chick 8vo, $6.50 net. 

GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS 
A Hand-Book to the Garden. By E. T. Coox, Joint Editor of ‘“‘ The Garden,’’? and Garden 

Editor of ‘‘ Country Life,’’ assisted by Experts in the various branches of Horticulture. With 
nearly 100 diagrams in the text, and 90 full-page illustrations from photographs of selected 
Specimens of Plants, Flowers, Trees, Shrubs, Fruits, ete. New and enlarged Edition. 8yo, 
$3.75 net. 

THE SEASONS IN A FLOWER GARDEN 
A Handbook of Instruction and Information for the Amateur 

By LOUISE SHELTON 

With numerous 

A practical guide for amateurs who have small gardens where space must be 

economized in order to secure a variety of constantly flowering plants from 

April to November. The chapters follow the order of the months, each of 

which has a list of its flowering plants with practical hints for garden work 

during that month. The book also contains a great variety of general in- 

formation regarding the culture of flowers. The work will be published shortly. 

For further particulars in regards to price, size, contracts, etc., address 

CHARLES SCRIBNER’S SONS 
153 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 

THE GARDEN MAGAZINE 

colors, and in monotone. T want my new catalogue of beautiful pictures in color to get ; 
= Greeting Cards. 

POSTCARDS Thave the finest assortment of Souvenir Post- 
cards—thousands of subjects—in_ exquisite 

Also new importation of Easter and 
Specials for this month :—Set of 10 Buster Brown, 

line of oil and water color pictures—suitable for every purpose 
(framing, oil and water color painting and china decoration)—I will 
send to any address for only 25 cents, the two lovely pictures shown 
in thisadv’t—Roses by Paul de Longpré, and Sweet Peas, each 10x35, 
inches. These two studies alone sell for $1.00. My new 36-page 
catalogue illustrates hundreds of subjects, and will be sent anywhere 
on request, Send now. All orders filled same day as received. 

15C.; 6 exquisite views, 15c.; 6 Japanese scenes, 30C.; 6 Easter 
(Chickens), 25c.; 6 Easter (little Chicks), 25c.; 4 Easter (little 
Piggies), 20c. ; 3 Easter (silver), r5c.; 6 Birthday, 25c. ; ro Menu, 
4oc.; 10 Kittens, bromide, 5oc.: 10 Puppies, bromide, 5oc.; 6 Old 
Masters, gold bevel edge, soc. Order at once to be in time as they 
go quickly. All of these sets, 83 different cards, for $3.00, These are 
all latest and finest new goods in the Souvenir Postcard line. W.A. 
OERTEL, Art !?ub’r, P. O. Fox 69, BranchO, NEW YORK. 
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“Che Book of Books,” says Coun- 

try Life in America, for those who 

would like to go into the country, 

“live a new and most healthy life, 

and incidentally to make it pay’”’ is 

QA Self Supporting bome 

By Mrs. Saint Maur 
Illustrated, Cloth, $1.75 net. (Postage, 14 cents.) 

The book abounds in an uncom- 

mon quality of commonsense, 

showing how the poultry, pet stock, 

and the gardens which naturally 

belong to a country home, can be 

turned to its support. “‘ The book 

is wonderfully helpful,’’ says Amer- 

ican Homes and Gardens. 

ADDRESS 

MACMILLAN & COMPANY 

Publishers, 65 Fifth Avenue, New York 

PLANS FOR 100 MODERN HOMES 
OF MODERATE COST. Interiors, Articles on the 
correct planning of each room. Hints on construction. 
Reliable Estimates of Cost. 128 pages beautifully 
illustrated. Price, $1.50, prepaid. A REAL HELP 
in planning your new home. Send me your ideas. 

FREDERIC J. KLEIN, ARCHITECT. 
Box 217. Peoria, Illinois 

E will send 

this hand- 

somely bound vol- 

ume, size 12x14 

in., containing one 

€ thousand __ illustra- 

tions of Antique, 

Medieval and Modern Sculpture from 

the Museums, Historical Castles and 

Gardens of Europe, etc., for three dollars. 

Published by 

Henry Exkins & Company 
4 West Fifteenth Street 143-145 Varick Street 

New York 

Makers of 

Garden, Conservatory and 
Hall Furniture 

Fountains, Statuary, Columns, Pergolas, Balus- 
trades, Standards, Sun Dials, Pedestals, Benches, 
Tables, Vases, Lions, Sphynxes, etc., in Marble, 
Bronze, Wood, Stone and Artificial Stone that 
successfully withstands the weather. 
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PICTORIAL 
GARDENING 

SERIES 
A wonderful new library of indispensable little volumes 
that go to the heart of modern gardening ina comprehen- 

sive way. Most convenient for carrying into the garden. 

“The least experienced can read and understand them and put their 
teaching into actual and safe practice—those who are inexperienced 
will discover much that is of value and interest.” —/ournal of 
Horticulture. 

Pictorial Practical Carnation Growing $0.60 
(Profuse Illustrations) 

Pictorial Practical Rose Growing 
(zoo Illustrations) 

Pictorial Greenhouse Management 
(100 Illustrations) 

Pictorial Practical Vegetable Growing 
(roo Illustrations) 

Pictorial Practical Gardening 
(x40 Illustrations) 

Pictorial Practical Fruit Growing 
(zoo Jllustrations) 

Pictorial Tree and Shrub Culture 
(zoo Illustrations) 

Pictorial Practical Flower Gardening 
(soo Illustrations) 

Pictorial Chrysanthemum Culture 
(zoo Illustrations) 

Pictorial Practical Bulb Growing 
(zoo Illustrations) 

Profitable Home Farming 

How to Manage a Horse 

(A practical ‘‘Black Beauty,’’ everybody should read it) 

Each 5x7 1-2, strong cloth binding, about 150 pages 

SPECIAL OFFER 

These twelve necessary volumes will be sent to any 

one address for $6.00. Your choice of any six titles for 

$3.25. Prepaid on receipt of price. 

CASSELL & COMPANY, 
LIMITED 

43 and 45 East 19th Street, New York 

To know 
the Wild Flowers. 
at a glance, their names, family and rela- 

tives in field, wood and garden; what 

poets have said of them, and the many 

— curious facts concerning them. Carry in 

your pocket the little case of 

“@” ature Studies 
Each series, complete in itself, 25 cents, postpaid. 

"The Wild Flowers of Early Spring" 

"Spring Wild Flowers, April--May" 

Each series contained in a special- 

ly designed and artistic carrying 

case, that slips easily into the 

pocket, and accompanied by a 

guide card with illustrated direc- 

tions. 

he “A” Company 
PUBLISHERS 

Box 846-h PHILADELPHIA 

Send for illustrated folder 
with drawings of the 

Slowers. 

FOR THE FRUIT GROWER 

‘The Orchard and Fruit Garden 
By E. P. POWELL 

Author of “THE Country Home”’ 

A volume that is indispensable to everyone who is anxious to get the 
best results from his fruit and berries, whether he grows them for the 
market or his own table. Every known variety of fruit that grows in 
America is considered. 

“This thoroughly practical volume embodies all the latest developments and sums up 
all available information on the selection and cultivation of fruits.” —W. V. Herald. 

Profusely Illustrated, Cloth, Net, $1.50; Postpaid, $1.68. 

Send for prospectus of the Country Home Library 

- McCLURE, SEs 2 COMPANY 
44 East 23d Street, - NEW YORK 

THESE FOUR 
me PICTURES 

IN COLORS 

FREE 
O every reader of this periodical who loves nature and 

animals and outdoor life, we will send without, charge 

the four beautiful pictures 

illustration, which retail at 50 cents each. 

wonderful examples of the art of color photography, being 

shown in the accompanying 

These pictures are 

printed on heavy art paper by the most improved process- 

Framed at moderate cost they will make splendid decorations 

for den or cozy comer, or they can be used just as they are 

in any room of the house. The subjects represented are such 

as will appeal to nature lovers generally. Exact size of 

pictures, 10%4 x 734 inches. 

Why We Make This Offer 
The object of this offer is to acquaint you with our new “Library of Natural 

History’’ which has just been published after years of !abor and at an enormous ex_ 

pense. It is the only work of its kind in existence illustrated from actual photo- 

. graphs, of which it contains over 2,000, beside many full-page plates showing 

<< = birds and animals in their natural colors. Every living creature on earth— 

3 Sy animal and man—is describedand pictured. In many cases special expeditions 

armed with cameras and dry plates had to be sent to foreign lands to secure the 

photographs from which the illustrations were made. The work is not tech- 

nical or dry, but teems with the most interesting and instructive stories of animaj 

life, told by famous naturalists and explorers. Over 2,000,000 copies have 

already been sold in Germany and England. 

No Obligation 
Your application for the pictures imposes no obligations to § 

ie / purchase the library. We will forward the pictures, together 

with a description of the books, by mail, postpaid and you will 

not be bothered by 

agents OF Canyvassers; 
; pa ee Eee ae 

this Society transacts CUT THIS OUT 
all its business by THE UNIVERSITY SOCIETY, New Yorx 

correspondence. Please mail the accompanying coupon 

promptly, as the supply of pictures is limited, and this 

advertisement will not appear again. 

The University Society, 7eyyaaceny 

Do not coniuse these with 

cheap pictures. They Sell at 

Art Stores for 50 cents each. 

Please send me by mail, postpaid, the four pictures 
you offer, « gether with a description of the “‘Library 
of Natural Hist ory.’’ It is understood that the send- 
ing of this coupon does not in any way obligate me to- 
buy anything. (Gar.-4-06.) 

Name 

Address 
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IMPLEMENTS 
For any information concerning the purchase or use 

of any garden or farm implement, etc., address 

IMPLEMENT DEPARTMENT, THE GARDEN MAGAZINE 

NOS. 133-137 EAST SIXTEENTH STREET, NEW YORK CITY 

— 

Coldwell Lawn Mowers 
HAND, HORSE AND MOTOR POWER 

Over 600 in use on the parks of GREATER NEw YORK 

where they have been used exclusively 

FOR OVER TWELVE YEARS 

COLDWELL’S MOTOR LAWN MOWER 

We make all styles, sizes and grades. If your dealer does ~ 

not sell them we will quote you special 

prices and terms. 

SEND WOR GIC A UA O Cree 

COLDWELL LAWN MOWER CO. 

30 Coldwell Street a ae Newburgh, N. Y. 

-Knapsack ° 
; Spramotor 

destroys all insects or fungi on potatoes, 
berry bushes, trees, plants or vegetables. 

Copper tank $15, galvanized $12. 
Agents Wanted. 

Ask for 86-page treatise K. 

SPRAMOTOR CO. 
Buffalo, N. Y. London, Ont. 

¥ . ; It Is Worth While 
Buy a machine that does the work right— 
that cleans its strainerautomatically with § 
a brush, mixes liquid mechanically so that J 
foliage is never burned, but gets its due § 
proportion. 

Empire King, and 
Orchard Monarch 

do these things. They throw finest spray, 
are easiest to work and they never clog. 
You ought to know more about them. 
Write for instruction book on spraying, 
formulas, etc. Mailed free. 

FIELD FORCE PUMP CO., 
No. 48 11th Street, Elmira, N.Y. 

| time. 
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Repairing the Lawn 
ae best time to lay down a new lawn 

or repair an old one is from the middle 
of March to the middle of April. The grass 
seed if sown at this time has a much better 
chance to secure a good hold upon the soil 
than if planted later in the warmer weather. 

Upon looking over the lawn there are likely 
to be found many weeds—such as dandelions, 
plantains and daisies. These should be cut 
out. An old caseknife with a sharp, square 
end will be found very useful. Cut off the roots 
as far below the surface as pessible, so as to 
reduce the chances of the plant making a new 
start. Cutting is far better than pulling the 
weeds, as it will not disturb the grass roots 
nearly as much. Each hole made by re- 
moving a weed must be filled with soil, 
which should be firmed; then drop a pinch 
of grass-seed mixture on it. 

Fill all the hollows with good, rich soil, 
which should be firmed by pounding with 
the back of the spade or with a tamper, that 
can be made from a heavy block of wood to 
which a handle is fitted; and sow some grass 
seed on the surface. 

With an iron-toothed rake scarify the en- 
tire surface of the lawn, following this with a 
sowing of the seed. 

A good lawn-seed mixture for re, airing 
lawns is as follows: 

to parts Kentucky blue-grass. 
3 “Rhode Island bent-grass. 
B Redtop grass. 

Ten pounds of this mixture is enough for a 
lawn 40 x 100 ft. 

From now on, the roller should be run over 
the lawn once or twice a week. This will 
firm the soil which has been loosened by the 
frost, giving the roots a much better chance to 
come in contact with the soil and will prevent 
its drying out too rapidly. 

A gcod dressing of fertilizer will help to 
give the lawn the dark, rich green color so 
so much desired. Well-decomposed stable 
manure is excellent, but it is liable to in- 
troduce more weeds’ seeds; further, it is more 
or less unsightly, and has an obnoxious oder. 
Sheep manure has not this cbjection. 

Unleached hardwood ashes are very bene- 
ficial. These can be used instead of com- 
mercial fertilizer. ‘The application of these 

/ seems to unlock the food which is stored in the 
ground. They give the grass a dark, rich, 
green color. They may be applied at any 

The ashes come in barrels containing 
200 pounds, which is enough to give a lawn 
about 40 x 100 feet in size. 

Nitrate of soda is a good fertilizer for quick 
results but they are not lasting. Twenty 
pounds will be ample for the above sized lawn 
and its effect will be noticed in a week. 
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Se. G SOWING SEED, state of productiveness with the least labor. 
| In the Iron Age Book you read about the wondertul Iron 

GARDENIN 
FOR PROFIT OR PASTIME 

OU READ THE GARDEN MAGAZINE because you are interested in gardening, 
Y and get from its pages many helpful suggestions for making the garden more 

successtul, For the same reason you should read the Iron Age Book, describing 
the most modern, approved and scientific tools for bringing the garden to the highest 

Age Tools, from which it gets its title—not “tools” as you usually think of them, but 
implements, so marvelous in their range of work, so accurate in their performances 
that they seem almost “ human.” 

Just think of a tool so light a child can manage it; so strong the heaviest hand will not injure 
it—that will, with its various attachments, break and open the ground, distribute the fertilizer, 
plant the seed in hills or drills and cover it at uniform depth—that’s planting! 
cultivation, this same tool will hoe, rake, plow, harrow and weed. 

When it comes to 

Think of all this controlled by-one pair of handles, and you have an idea of one—only one—ot 
the many Iron Age Tools, the only complete line of practical, labor-saving, crop-insuring farm and 
garden implements made in the world. 

To undertake to get the best from a garden without reading this Iron Age Book, and at least 
learning of the opportunities it affords you, is like trying to run a railroad without watch or time- 
table. Let us send you THIS PROFIT MAKING BOOK FREE. 

BATEMAN MFG. C0., Box 535, Grenloch, N. J. 

ss! 

No. | IN OPERATION. 

SPRAYING INDOOR PLANTS 
How much mother 
would like one ! — 
she has so many 

%/ plants. 

“*Tt Gathers 
as itSweeps’’ 

‘‘Apollo’”’ Sweeper 
is an ideal time and labor-saving machine for the care of 

Lawns, Golf-greens, Porches, Walks, Barn-iloors; 

THE 

If your dealer does not 

have it, Send 50c. and 

A cake of Tobacco Soap and Booklet free with each. 
Make a suds and spray ; your plants will surprise you. 

THE LENOX MFG. CO. 

etc. It takes the place of broom and shovel, sweeping and gathering all in 
one operation. The sweepings are carried into the box attached, (see cut) 
doing away with the need of basket or cart for collecting the sweepings. 

Beautiful Lawns 
are produced by the use of the ‘“APOLLO”’ sweeper, because instead of 
injuring the grass or tearing it up as a rake does, the action Of the fibre 

S bristles promotes the growth of the turf, makes the grass thick and pro- 
= = = duces a rich, green, ‘‘velvety’’ appearance, instead of a dull gray or brown 

color. It removes every particle of cut and dead grass, leaves, twigs, manure, dirt, etc. If your dealer cannot supply you, write 
us and we will send a sweeper on 10 Days Approval. Booklet Free. 

THE GREENE MFG. COMPANY, 34 Sycamore St., SPRINGFIELD, O. (Good Canvassers Wanted.) 1296 BROADWAY NEW YORK 
—————n 

GET THE BEST! 
A Good Spray Pump earns big profits 

and lasts years. 

THE ECLIPSE 
is a good pump. As prac- 

Lawn or Golf Green Roller : 
This new pattern Roller is made with our 

Improved Wood Handle strongly braced, hav- 

tical fruit growers, we ing counterpoise balance ., = 
were using the common weights on shaft for hold- Size A 

O : i 5 
sprayers in our own ing the handle up when | 150 lbs., 

hanae—f Al dache al roller is not in use. 2.25 
orchards oun their de- The best roller made. 87.25 

Indispensable Implements 
Gardening Without Backache 
“The wheel hoe is the mostimportant garden 

toolinvented within acentury.’’ (see GARDEN 
MAGAZINE, February, 1905, page 28). 

This Wheel Hoe 
and Cultivator is a new and attractive im- 
plement, with five attachments, including one 

fects and then invented 

The Eclipse 
Its success practically 

forced us into manufactur- 
ing on a large scale. You 

=~ take no chances. We’ve 
ae done all the experimenting 

Large fully illustrated Catalogue and Treatise 
on Spraying Free. 

MORRILL & MORLEY 
Benton Harbor, [lich. 

These special prices 

are for this month Size B, 
mN only, 225 lbs., e 

Read ne - 811.00 
Can Affor - o = A 
to Garden 
Without a Als ’ : Sty Roller’? larger | Coldwell’s Imperial Lawn Mower. es 
page 67 sizes = M 05 : ; : 
Maren 05: 3a up fs The best of all lawn mowers. The ready adjust- ieaeRERonibis The Giics auecss sae 
Magazine. soo lbs | ment of the revolving cutter to the bottom knife | ¢55,3%to ro inches. This is a most effective 

and the sharpening of same also its easy and 
noiseless running, place the Imperial ahead of 
all others now made. Wheel eight inches. 

16 in. with Four Blades Net, 6.80 

and economical tool for large or small garden 
operations. 

PRICE, COMPLETE 
(if ordered this month) ; $3.25 

Indispensable for successful lawn and garden 
work this month, and tennis courts, drive- 
ways, walks and paths. 

Our new Catalogue ‘‘N,’’ containing over 600 illustrations of Tools and Implements for the Field, Farm and 
Garden, mazled free, if you mention THE GARDEN MAGAZINE. 

JI.S. WOODHOUSE, 191-195 Water Street, NEW YORK 
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The New Century Lawn Sprinkler 
Revolves freely with any pressure. Equal spray ah 

TOWNSEND 
over circle from three to fifty feet in diameter. 

Head and Body 

Arms of Black 

Polished Brass 

TOWNSEND GAVE *%0 THE WORLD 

The Ball-Bearing Lawn Mower 
His mowers are more imitated than 

any others. 

We make more high-grade mowers 
than any other firm and they are all 
ball-bearing. 
We make the best Lawn Mower in 

the world. 
We make the best Horse Lawn 

Mower in the world. 
We make the best Roller Mower in 

Wheels 

Mounted 

on Wide Base Red Enameled 

SIMPLE AND DURABLE 

Your money back if not entirely satisfactory. Sent 
express prepaid anywhere in United States east of 
Rocky Mountains for only $2.50. Discriptive 
circular free. 

the world 
THE YOST ELECTRIC MFG. Co., We repair and sharpen all kinds of 

Toledo, Ohio., U. S. A. Mowers. 
S. P. TOWNSEND & CO., - Orange, N. J. 

$1.00 eins / | Adiustable Garden Cultivator 
The most useful hand garden tool on the 
market. A one-dollar bill mailed to-day will 

b this lab t 4 2 SPECIAL ring thts labor saver to you without delay 

GEERER It will pull out the weeds, pulverize the ground thoroughly, 
leaving it level. Works where other implements fail. 

FOR APRIL Tt will work Between the Rows, or the Center Shovel can be 
removed, and Straddle the Row if desired. 

: : It is Adjustable in width by sliding the Top Plate. 
Xe > == >. IT COSTS YOU} It is the Lightest, weighing but 3 pounds complete with long 

e eS ONLY $1.00 handle, and the Strongest, as the blades are forged out of a solid 
"=~ and EXPRESS CHARGES steel rod. Wise gardeners will possess themselves of it early. 

Saye time, worry, and expense; write us about your needs Now. We are the New York headquarters for all the 
best manufacturers and you save money by dealing with us. Catalogue _N,” containing oyer 600 illustrations of the 
best Tools and Implements made for the Field, Farm, and Garden, mailed free, if you mention THE GARDEN MAGAZINE 

Ss. WOODHOUSE, 191-195 Water Street, NEW YORK 

/ <a Cuts from A THRIFTY GARDEN $s Rhodes Double Cut LEA | woth sices of 
Se at i o limb and does 

; not bruise 
the bark. 
We pay Ex- 

press charges 
on all orders. 
W rite for 

circular and 
prices. 

whether large or small, needs proper tools for seeding and cultivating. 
We make garden implemenis of all kinds, a tool for every purpose. | Shear 

MATTHEWS’ NEW UNIVERSAL HAND | 

SEEDERS AND CULTIVATORS 
| 

i r combined with Hoes, Plows, Rakes, | 
s,etc. Over2ostyles. Free Book- | 

description, prices and valuable | 
m mailed to any address. Sendior | 

~ ee | 9 K FRUIT BOOK 

RHODES MF6E. CO. 
1 West Bridge St., Grand Rapids, Mich he co 

pri ay ee tang eel shows in NATURAL COLORS and 
accurately describes 216 varieties of 

fruit. Send for our liberal terms of distri- 
AMES PLOW CO., 20 Market Street, Boston, Mass. | 

= ask Io ee SA en bution to planters.—Stark Bro’s, Louisiana. Mae 

“THENEW 2 
“DEAL 

Meeker Disc Smoothing Harrow 
wa into pleasure. Why use | 

ee Sue EO Onion Seed Drills, and Wheel Hoes 
ye its cost in one day's use, To F 

4 territory we offer to DELIVER Southport Globe Onion Seed 

% frst person who will accept "our | Send for Catalogue and Prices 

Ideal Manufacturing Co. THE C. 0. JELLIFF MFG. CORP., 
f 190 High St. Factoryville, Pennsylvania Southport, Connecticut 

Cosmos until November 

N ORDER to have cosmos next fall when 
the other tender flowers are gone start 

now, and if you give your plants good care 
you can cut flowers until November first. 

It is a late-blooming annual; in fact, it 
blooms so late that in localities subjected to 
early frosts it will have time to open only 
a few flowers before being cut down. 

There are two varieties, white and pink, 
and the flowers measure one and one-half to 
two inches across. 

Seed should be sown indoors in March, 
and the young plants grown along as rapidly 
as possible. As it is a plant which does not 
transplant easily, it is best to grow it in pots. 
When danger of frost is past, set them in 

some place in the garden where they may 
be covered when the early fall frosts come. 

Persons living in the Northern states, 
where cosmos cannot be flowered out of doors 
because of the shortness of the season, can 
succeed by the following method; many flor- 
ists, in fact, handle the plant in this way, 
that they may extend the flowering season. 

Instead of planting cosmos in the open 
ground, grow it in pots. Shift the plants 
gradually from two-inch to four-inch, from 
four-inch to six-inch, and from the sixes to 
nine-inch pots, always taking care not to 
allow them to become potbound before shift- 
ing. Flower them in the nine-inch pots. 

Boxes will answer the purpose just as well, 
using boxes about a foot or fifteen inches 
square for each plant. Transfer the plants 
from the four-inch pots to the boxes. In 
making so large a shift there is always danger 
of the soil becoming sour because more water 
is given than can be used by the plant; there- 
fore, until the box has become fairly well 
filled with roots, avoid over-watering. 

Any good garden soil will grow cosmos. 
It will be found advisable to incorporate 
some sand in the soil, unless it is naturally 
sandy, as it will keep the soil well drained. 
Well-rotted horse manure may be added at 
the rate of one part manure to three of soil. 

Be sure to have several holes in the bottom 
of the box—four or five, one inch in di- 
ameter—and about two inches of broken 
pots, stones, or coal clinkers, for. drainage. 

The cosmos will grow six feet or more high, 
but this is undesirable where the plants are 
to be brought into the house in the fall. To 
keep them down, and secure stocky plants, 
pinch out the end of the stem when it is six 
inches high, and repeat this just as soon as 
the new shoots have made four inches of 
growth. The pinching may be kept up until 
the middle of July. This will give compact 
plants, three or four feet high, in the fall. 
A stout stake should be given the plant for 
support. : 

Tf the boxes or pots are plunged in coal 
ashes during the summer the roots will be 
kept cool, and earthworms will not enter the 
soil either, but they must be taken up about 
once a week, lifting them high enough to 
break any roots which are seeking food 
outside the pots. 

After the soil has become well filled with 
roots, manure water of the color of weak tea 
may be given once o. twice a week. 

Massachusetts. W. CLARK. 
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Architects’ Directory 

Landscape Gardenirs& 

Collected Rhododendron 
Laurel, Evergreen, Shrubs and 
Shade Trees, Hardy Plants for 
Hardy Gardening. Special at- 
tention to work in Westchester 
Co. Competent men furnished 
and advice given in regard to 
the proper arrangement of large 
and small estates. We growand 
deal largely in plants and nurs- 
ery stock. Excellent references. 

DUMMETT & WAGNER 
Office: Nurseries at Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 

Telephone $45 Mt. Vernon. 

Ellsworth & Kirkpatrick 
Baw SCAPE -ARCHITECTS 

Rural, Hydraulic and Sanitary Engineers 

18 Dwight Street, Holyoke, Mass. 

EMORY A. ELLSWORTH, M. Am. Soc. C. E., Consulting Engineer 

HUBBARD & ARNOLD 
LANDSCAPE 
ARCHITECTS 

60 State Street, Boston 
CORRESPONDENCE INVITED 

JOHN NOLEN offers his services as landscape 
architect to owners of private places; park commission- 
ers; hotel proprietors; owners of factories; real estate 
companies and yoluntary improvement associations. 
Plans furnished showing the best location for buildings, 
paths, roads and other constructions; also planting 
plans. For further information address 

JOHN NOLEN, Landscape Architect 
Harvard Square, Cambridge, Mass. 

The Agricultural Experts Association 
GEORGE T. POWELL, President 

120 Broadway NEW YORK 
XAMINATION of soils to determine condition and methods 

for improvement. Laying out of country estates, including 
architect’s services, residences, greenhouses and other buildings. 
Building and landscape gardening. Problems relating to engineer- 
ing and sanitation. Selection and purchase of blooded stock. 
Consultation on all land problems. Correspondence invited. 

WANTED 
RELIABLE SALESMEN 

to sell our hardy Nursery Stock. We pay liberal salaries 
and commissions. Write to-day for terms. 

KALAMAZOO NURSERIES, 
KALAMAZOO, MICH. 

| 

| 
| 

UCH VAST IMPROVEMENTS have been made in this stately flower during recent vears as to render it one of the most 
decorative and beautiful of Hardy Perennials. The flowers of the double varieties are very large and so double that each 

ese Mo 
I thirty ac 

cellence of my Hardy 
the first season. 

All are choice nar 
Perennial Plants is a beautt 
free for the asking. 

mixed - 
, a floral prodigy 

of other varieties and 

utlay, learn of the ex- 
ts which will bloom freely 

TEXAS RAIN LILIES) 
(Cooperia pedunculata and Cooperia drummondii) 

The Lily the Fairies Love | 
In the South they bloom in three days after a rai. 

Excellent for naturalizing in lawns, andare remarkaby 
cheap. They are fine for summer use in Norther 
gardens or for pot plants for window decoration. You 
can mow the lawn on Saturday and have it covered 
with white stars by the middle of the next week. Easily 
planted by dropping the bulbs in holes punched with 
a crowbar. 

Small lots by mail, large shipments by express and freight. 

Clematis coccinea, red; Crispa, blue, and other Texas shrubs 
and evergreens. Valuable new varieties of fruits. Dewberries 
and Blackberries and crosses between them and new fruits. 

Write for Catalogue : 
Ramsey’s Austin Nursery, Austin, Texas 

RUNNING WATER IN THE GARDEN 
Is a convenience and all you want can be obtained by installing a 

F NIAGARA HYDRAULIC RAM 
Will work wherever there isa spring or running stream. Costs lessthan a windmillor gasolene en- 
gine and Sas no whirligigs to get out of repair. Requires no fuel, attention or expense of mainte- 
nance. Purely automatic and will pump a large or small amount, according to size. Used and endorsed 
by United States Government and Pennsylvania Railroad. 

Catalog free. Correspondence invited 

NIAGARA HYDRAULIC ENGINE COMPANY. 
Factory: Chester, Pa, 140 NASSAU STREET. NEW YORK. 

7 BEAUTIFUL PORCH VINES, 25c 
Five Fine Annual Hedge Plants, 25¢ 

SPECIAL 25c. Seed Collections 
**Grandmother’s Garden,’’ 10 pkis., 25c. | Hardy Border Coliection, 8pkts., 25c. 
** Fragrant Favorites’ 10S 25c. ** White Cemetery ** 10" 25c. 

Any 

The McGregor Bros. Co., Box A, Springfield, Ohio. 
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Poultry Directory 
Information about the selection or care of poultry will be gladly given. Address 

INFORMATION DEPARTMENT, THE GARDEN MAGAZINE, 133 E. 16th St, New York 

FOR 
EGGS SALE FOWLS 
As an inducement to secure new customers I will sell eggs 
this spring at the following low prices: 

Per setting Per setting 
Buff P. Rocks...--- 13 $1 00 R. C. B. Leghorns. -13 $1 00 
Barred P. Rocks-.--13 1 00 Black Minorcas....- 13 1 00 
White P. Rocks...-. 13 100 £Partridge W’d’s.-.-13 1 50 
Light Brahmas..... ey G0 0X0) SHOp Ey Orpingtons..13 1 50 
B. Wyandottes.-..--13 1 00 SC Pas Orpine ns- 13 2 00 
S. Wyandottes..-.--13 100 R.C.B.Orping’ns..15 3 00 
W. Wyandottes -.-.13 100 S.C.W. Crping’ns..15 3 00 
Buff Leghorns.....-13 1 00 R.C. W. Orping’ns..13 3 00 
S.C.W.& B. L’2’ns 13 100 #£4R.C.B’k Orping’ns 13 3 00 
S. C. Buff Orpington eggs, $3 for 30; $8 for 100; R. C. Buff Black 
and White Orpington eggs $5 for 26; $10 for 60; All other 
eggs $6 per 100. 40 years among poultry and now have the 
largest and best equipped ] poultry establishments i in America. 

Circular Free 

LEWIS C. BEATTY, Box174, WASHINGTON, N. J. 

GEDNEY FARM POULTRY YARDS r 
S. C. Buff Orpingtons 
S. C. Black Minorcas 

We breed our prize Winners and can sell you birds that will enable you to do the same. | 

At Madison Square Garden we won first and Club special on S. C. Buff Orpington pen— 
14 pens competing. Also third pullet—39 pullets in the class. 

At Albany, N. Y., we made a clean sweep. Our Buff Orpingtons won every regular prize 
offered, except one third—64 Buffs competing. Also eight specials, including silver cup for best 
display—all varieties competing. On C. I. Games we won two 1st, four 2d and three 3d at 
the same show. 

Our Black Minorcas are bred for egg production and shown for exhibition only. Stock and eggs for 

sale atright prices. Satisfaction guaranteed. FRANK W. GAYLOR, Mgr., White Plains, N. Y. 

lows: 7 firsts, 9 seconds, 7 thirds, 4 fourths, and 5 fifths 
and these in the strongest class of Orpingtons ever put to- 

gether, there being 370 birds competing. We also won National S. C. Comb Buff Orping- 
ton Club Silver Cup for best display of Buff Orpingtons. Also American Orpinpton Club 
Silver Cup for best black female. Also Cup for best white male and Cup for best white 
female. It was a clean sweep, nothing ever approaching it. We won the most prizes of any 
breeder in these same classes. 

One week later at Boston with a smaller entry we won thirty-one prizes and one week 
later at Newark, N. J., upon twenty-six entries won 13 firsts, 11 seconds, and 2 thirds and 
also the Ivory Soap $25.00 Silver Cup for whitest birdinshow. We have the stock and es- 
tablished winning breeding lines. But buying high grade stock and eggs cannot safely be 
done upon the strength of the mere argument a breeder has room to advance in his 
advertisements. 

Now we want you tosend for our catalogue, testimonial book and a very elaborate six- 
teen page mating list, describing over forty different breeding yards and prices of eggs from 

same. Our catalogue showing views from our farm are taken from real photographs and 
are not sketches of an imaginary plant. Do not be fooled or misled by mis-advertising 
but come to the fountain head to get your stock. 

WILLOW BROOK FARM, Berlin, Conn., U. S. A. 
W. L. Davis, Prop. Box 11 

Cornish Indian Games | 
White Wyandottes 

i ch hegre ear eee 

At the late Madison Square Garden Show, New York, in 
the S. C. Buff, Black and White Orpington classes as fol- 

Catalogue Free—Exhibition 
Barred, White and Buff Plymouth 

Rock Eggs $3.00, also $2.00 per 15. 

Grand Pekin Duck Eggs $2.00, also § 
B1.00 per 11. 

the 1000. 

Rhode Island Reds 
WHITE AND BARRED ROCKS, 
WHITE WYANDOTTES AND 
LEGHORNS, LIGHT BRAHMAS 

Hardy, prohee, farm bred, pure stock. For 
BIRDS (moderate prices) or “EGGS to 
HATCH ” at eight cents each, write 

WALTER SHERMAN 
Meadowslope Newport, R. I. 

Greider’s Fine Catalog 
of Prize-Winning Poultry for 1906. 
This book is printed inseveral Beautiful 
Colors and is larger than ever. Contains 
a Fine Chromo of lifelike fowls. It 
illustrates and describes 60 varieties of 
poultry, ducks, geese, pigeons, etc. It 
shows best equipped poultry yards and 
houses—how to build houses; cure for 
diseases, and all kinds of information in- 
dispensable to poultry keepers. Send 10 
cents tor this noted book. 
B.H.GRFIDER, :: RHEEMS, PA. 

Incubator eggs by 

Stock for sale. 

Plymouth Poultry Farm Co. 
Route 22, York, Pa. 

HALLOCK’S WHITE WYANDOTTES 
ARE THE BEST 

Won first hen, first cockerel, first pullet, first pen at 
Madison Square Garden Show in competition with 
485 White Wyandottes. Write for free egg circular to 

Rose C. H. Hallock 
6306 Clifton Avenue, St. Louis, Mo. 

BRED TO LAY BRED TO WIN 
The Triumph Strain of 

White Wyandottes 

USS REGISM HR 
AND STUD BOOK 

400 addresses, 539 descriptions 
LINE-BRED for fifth of a century. For 67 illustrations, $2.00 cloth; $3.00 

heavy BROWN EGG production and SHOW leather, Gilt top. 
ROOM HONORS tthis STRAIN is to-day 
recognized as the leader. Choice cockerels THE CATTARIAN 
and “pullets yet to spare. Finely illustrated roc. a copy. $x a year. 
catalogue free. Write your wants to 1113 O St., 
HARRY W. BRITTON, Moorestown, N. J. 

N. W. Washington. 

Originators of all the Orpington Fowls 

WM. COOK & SONS 
Box 33, Scotch Plains, New Jersey 
(also of England and S. Africa). Est. 1873. 

If you want the dest Ordingtons, 
any of the ten varieties, it is zatural 
that you zzzs¢ send to us, their origi- 

» nators, for them. Winners of over 
8,500 cupsand prizes. Largest winners 

\ wherever we show. 
EGGS from the finest Orpingtons 

in the world, $10 per setting; from 
exceptionally ‘fine stock, $5 per setting. 
All guaranteed. 

Send for our illustrated catalogue, 
68 pages, 10 cents to cover postage. 

ORPINGTON PourtTry JouRNAL, 5 cts.; yearly, 60 cts. 
We have thousands of Orpingtons ‘mated up. 

Inspection of. poultry farms cordially invited. Trains met. 
Advice free. 

BUFF WYANDOTTES 
All purpose fowl, ideal broiler, winter layer. Eggs $2.00 per 13. 

Incubator Eggs $5.00 per roo. 

MARION FARM, - SMYRNA, GA. 

POULTRY 
and Almanac for 1906 contains 224 pages, with many 
fine colored plates of fowls true to life. It tells all about 
chickens, their care, diseases and remedies. All about 
incubators and how to operate them. All about poultry 
houses and how to build them. It’s really an encyclo_ 
pedia of chickendom. Youneedit. Price only 15 cts_ 

C. C. SHOEMAKER, Box 457, Freeport, Iif. 

HOMING PIGEONS 
A Source of Pleasure and Profit 

Our Homers 

are Nest-Mated 

and produce 

large plump 

SHOEMAKER’S 

BOOK on 

Start a pigeon 

flying club; it is 

good sport and 

profitable also. 
; hich 

Write for par- squab Mia 
: market in 4 

ticulars on fly- 
: weeks at top 
ing. 

prices. 

Enclose stamp for free Preniloes on squab raising. 

Bay State Squab Co., Dept. G, Wakefield, Mass. 

SQUABS PAY 
if you have the best HOTIER 
PIGEONS. Wecan supply a 
limited number of’ very choice 
breeders at right prices. 

NEWARK SQUAB CO. 
NEWARK NEW YORK 

Raising Little Chicks— 
successfully isn’t a matter of luck. It’s as sure as 
anything can be, if you give them the proper food 
and care. 
We have the bestsupplies of every sort from Chick Manna and 

““Vigor” Foods to Cyphers’ Incubators and Brooders. 
Send for our free Illustrated Poultry Supply Book and 

find out all about them. 217-219 Market Street 

(JoHNsoN & STOKES 717-7 Randeinhia 

EYSTONE 
INCUBATOR. 

has ‘‘ success ” stamped all over it. 
»You’ll know wHy when you learn 
HOw it’s built and operates. New 
catalog tells wHy and How. Free. } 

Write for it today. 

Box 610. Easton, Pa. 

STAR Incubators and Brooders 
They make poultry raising profitable, easy & 

you safe. Free catalog tells why. Write. 
STAR INCUBATOR CO. 

THE_ DIEHL-SCHILLING CO. 

never brought you greater success than will 

and certain. Sold ona guarantee that makes 

682 Church Street, Bound Brook, N. J, 
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KENNEL DIRECTORY 
Information about the selection or care of dogs will be 

gladly given. Address, Information Department, THE 
GARDEN MAGAZINE. 133 E. 16th St., New York 

Scottish Terriers 
Offered as companions. Not 

given to fighting or roaming— 

Best for children’s pets. 

NEWCASTLE KENNELS 

Brookline, Mass. 

Collies and Bull Terriers 
4 =A beautiful male Collie, sable and full white collar, one year old, $20. 

Two fine tri-colors with full white collars, one year old, $15 each. 
Sire of the three an imported winner anda grand dog; fully pedigreed. 

PUPS, $10.00 EACH 
Two fine white Bull Terrier males, one year old, fine dispositions. One 
at $20 is out of the great old champion Woodcote Wonder strain. The 
other is a good one at $15. Sold for no fau‘ts. Speak quick. 

W. W. KULP, Box 22, Pottstown, Pa. 

Cairnsmur Fox Terriers 
Major G. M.CARNOCHAN 

NEW CIty, ROCKLAND CO., NEW 
YORK (N. Y. office 44 New St.,) offers 
young puppies, either wire or smooth 
haired,to be shippedas soon as weaned, 
DOGS $15, BITCHES $10. This is an 
excellent opportunity to obtain the 
Cairnsmuir blood at very reasonable 
prices. Purchasers should send cheque 
with order, stating sex and variety. 
Grown dogs and older puppies for sale 
atall times. Also Welsh terriers. 

AT STUD FEE $50.00 

The English Bulldog 

Clyde Nestor 

Nancie. Color brindle; weight 

45 pounds. Stock for Sale. 

= R. L. BROWN 

SBE) Fisher Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 

ainereushbred Boston Terriers 
PUPPIES AND GROWN STOCK FOR SALE 

P. Herbert Reeder, Melrose, Mass. 

Setters ForSale tiers ene 
Good watch dogs. 

W. Geo. SmiTH, MarypELL, Mb. 

COLLIE PUPS. fistaers 
sable and white and tri-color pups, from eight weeks to 
eight months old. 1 are eligible for registration, 
being very highly pedigreed and combining the blood 
of the present day winning strains with that of practi- 
cally all of the famous collies of the past. Price 
from $10.00 up, according to age and quality. Corre- 
spondence invited, but please state wants specifically. 

HARVALE FARM KENNELS, Midland Park, N. J. 

FOR SALE 
High class English Beagles, 

io months old, 2 females, 
I male 

These puppies are from my 
prize winner ‘‘LoNESOME 

at Madison Square. 

e Poplar Grove Farm 
Hackensack Ave. 

Hackensack, NJ. 

HANDSOME 

Have you ever thought of keeping Bees ? 
We have started thousands of successful bee- 

keepers in the past 14 years, and would 
like to start you right. 

A complete outfit for $19.90. Small outfit, 
$7.80. 

Personal attention given each order. 
A booklet “‘Hints to Beginners” 10 cents. 

Catalog free. 

1. J. STRINGHAM, 
Apiaries, Glen Cove, L. I. 105 Park Place, N. Y. City. 

The Ideal Garden Fertilizer for . . . 
Kitchen Gardens, Flowers and Lawns 

BLATCHFORD’S 

Plant Grower and Land Renovator 
Composed only of Pure Rose Growers Bone Meal, Nitrate Soda, 

Peruvian Guano, Sulphate Ammonia, Sulphate Potash and 
Gypsum, of the best qualities and in the correct proportions. 
A Sample 100 Ib. bag shipped on receipt of $2.75. 

Address: BLATCHFORD’S CALF MEAL FACTORY AND AGRICUL- 

TURAL WORKS, = Waukegan, Illinois. 

L stablished at Leicester, England, tn 1800. 

Dr. PaAyNe’s SANITARY PouLTRY Houser 
has given universal satisfaction. Plans for nests, 
roosts and house mailed upon receipt of $1.00 

12] 

IMPORTED CHOICE ENGLISH 

LAwN GRass SEED. 
We are the only exclusive Importers of this fine Seed. Anyone 

desiring a beautiful and luxuriant Lawn, similar to the best Eng- 

us. Sample 5 lb. Bag, sufficient for 75x75 feet, sent anywhere 

in the Central and Eastern States, express paid, on receipt of $1.50. 

Address: 

Blatchford’s Calf Meal Factory & Agricultural Works 

Established at Leicester, England, in 1809, Waukegan, Illinois 

METAL MOTHERS 
Complete fire-proof hatching and brooding 
plant for $7.50. 2 qts. oil hatches 50 eggs 

No. 8212. Sire, King Edward, ex Clyde | 

and raises chicks. Catalogue free. CYCLE 
HATCHER CO., Box 289, Salem. New Vork. 

THE 

GARDEN MAGAZINE | 
VOLUME IL. 

August, 1905 to January, 1906, inclusive 

Price, Bound, Complete, (0.2%) $1.35 
OR WE WILL BIND YOUR OWN COPIES FOR 75c. 

It is not too late also to purchase Vol- 

ume I. (February, 1905, to July, inclu- 

sive) and thus own the set of beautiful, 

practical and interesting books, from the 

beginning: ‘The price of Volume I. while 

the few copies we have remain unsold, will 

A. V. PAYNE, M.D. 524 Flatbush Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

THE GARDEN 
MAGAZIN 

Bi 

be $2.00. 

We have the attractive permanent cloth bindings for Volume I. 
and Volume II., gold stamped, for your local binder to stitch on. 
Price, 50 cents each (postage 12 cents each volume, if mailed.) 

Or, if the six copies of either volume are returned to us by ex- 
press, prepaid, we will return the volume neatly bound. Our charge 
for the binder and the work is 75 cents for each volume. Postage 32 cents. 

Back numbers 10 cents each, prepaid, excepting October, which is 
25 cents, prepaid, and February, and April 1905, which are out of 
print. Any copies of incomplete files which are returned to us pre- 
paid (with no duplicate numbers) will be credited on this bill for 
bound volumes at 1o cents each. 

Indexes for Volume I. and Volume II. sent free on request to 
those who bind their own volumes. 

In returning copies mark your name and address plainly on the package. 

Cut out coupon along this line se to 

{G. M.-April 06) 

DousLepay, PaGE & Co., 133-137 East 16th St.. New York 

Enclosed find $ (note credit for Please credit me 10 cents each for copies for 
copies returned), for which please fill my order 
as follows : 

One Permanent Cloth Cover for returned to-day and apply on $1.35 order. 
Wolme Ils 6 6 6 oo 5 stOaSW) 

Cross One Volume II. bound, com- Yours truly 
es plete ion nr cheseorey ae . 2.00 
mot One Volume II. bound with WAvdireas 
needed copies returned to you to-day 75 

One Volume I. bound com- 
ll plete 2 65 Sete JUSS) = 

If you wish us to mail volumes add 32c each for postage, or 12c each for mating the covers 
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WASHINGTON AS A COUNTRY GENTLEMAN The funny side of every- 
day life in a small village 

Letters and Recollections of 
George Washington 

BEING HIS CORRESPONDENCE WITH TOBIAS LEAR AND OTHERS, TOGETHER WITH A DIARY 

OF WASHINGTON’S LAST DAYS, KEPT BY MR. LEAR 

A Few 
Neighbors 
By HENRY A. SHUSE 

: f : Author of 

OH! Was leanne Ine ae Mic Wermen, so i. “The Real Diary of a Real Boy ” 

much does it contain of information as to 

HIS volume is no less than a revelation 

The reader’s face = ssiecue 
property, farm, methods of handling servants ax \ as it would at actually seeing 
and the like. Illustrated with rare portraits, etc. the inimitable townsfolk and 

their unavoidable complica- 
($2.75 postpaid.) 

tions. 

COUNTRY LIFE THE WoRLD’S WORK oP THE GARDEN 
IN AMERICA FARMING MAGAZINE 

DOUBLEDAY. PAGE &Co. NEW YORK. 

($1.10 postpaid.) 

COUNTRY LIFE THE WorLo’s WoRK a Tue GARDEN 
IN AMERICA FARMING MAGAZINE 

DOUBLEDAY. PAGE & Co. NEw YORK. 

COUNTRY HOMES OF FAMOUS AMERICANS By OLIVER BRONSON CAPEN. 

“A BOOK TO ADMIRE, TO GLOAT OVER, TO ENJOY.’—Cuicaco RECORD-HERALD. 

PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED FROM BEAUTIFUL PHOTOGRAPHS, Net $5.00 (Postage soc.) 

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY, 133 East 16th Street, - - New York CIty. 

COUNTRY LIFE IN AMERICA 
FOR APRIL 

Beautiful, practical, helpful and inspiring. It is one of the largest 

issues we have ever printed and at this time of year will do good to 

everyone who owns a country home. The April issue will be ready 

March 26th and can be procured through any newsdealer.. Price, 35c. 

A year’s subscription for $4.00 includes three double (fifty-cent) numbers—$4.65 for 
$4.00. Subscriptions also received through booksellers and newsdealers, or may be 
sent direct on this blank : 

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY, 133 East 16th Street, New York. 

Please enter my name as a subscriber, beginning with April number, for one year, for which I enclose $4.00. 
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_ lo Our New Friends 
_ HIS month perhaps you see THE GARDEN MAc- 

| AZINE for the first time. If this number is helpful 

and interesting to you do you not think that 

the magazine will, in the twelve months to 

come, bring you inspiration and suggestions 

worth a dollar for the whole year. 

We have planned for the coming year 

a series of issues that will each one deal 

with an important phase of gardening 

vital to the complete success of the gar- 

den—things that you find pleasure and 

profit in knowing at the proper time. 

We mention below a few of the subjects 

our editors are already working upon. St 

In June we shall tell you a new and better way of | their growth. This large double issue will also cover very 
planting your melon, cucumber and other vegetable vines, | comprehensively the subject of hardy perennials for Fall 
as well as the tender bedding plants, such as Cannas. This | planting, and the bulbs that bloom in the Spring. 
number will be out on May rsth. The November number deals more helpfully with 

The July number will have the best directions for | the subject of ‘‘The Winter Protection of Plants” than 
getting succession crops of vegetables, that have ever | the subject has ever before been treated in any magazine, 
appeared. It will tell you everything that you ought to | and readers may make a great saving in trees, shrubs and 
plant in July in order to have plenty of fresh vegetables | flowers. Next month, in the May issue, we shall tell you 
even in October and November, and through the winter. “Why Your Plants Died Last Winter ”—although it was 

August is the best month in the year to build a | apparently the mildest on record. 
greenhouse, and we shall show an incredible variety of December and January are the months of window gar- 
little greenhouses, conservatories, window gardens, etc., | dens, greenhouses, and the recounting of the achievements 
costing less than $300. of the year past, made up of the contributions of our readers. aa a 

The Great Fall Planting Number in October will | Thesenumbers also plan out the work of the coming season. Je WATER GARDEN! 
be a complete manual for the increasing number of peo- During the year there will be many more planting 
ple who believe the Autumn is the season for setting out | plans such as appear in this number. They should be 
orchards, trees, shrubs, fruits and vines, to gain a year in | worth $150 to anyone who wishes to use them. 

An investment of $1.00 in this way is simply garden insurance— 
your garden cannot fail. ‘* THE GARDEN MAGAZINE is as necessary to 
my garden as sunshine,’’ writes a gardener of some repute. 

$1.00 A YEAR - 10c. A COPY - DOUBLE NUMBERS 25c. 
Use this coupon now, in time for the important May number (ready April 15th) 
a eee 

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY, 133-137 East 16th St., New York. 

Enclosed find One Dollar for a year’s subscription to THE GARDEN MAGAZINE, 

including all double numbers. Commence with May. 

Value of twelve numbers if Address 

purchased separately, $1.50 
G. M.—Apr.'06 
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TO readers of THE GARDEN MaGAZINE who have not 

seen or subscribed to our new magazine, 

FARMING: 
‘THIS is a practical and beautiful monthly publica- 

experienced tiller of the soil, all that is new and useful 

in the world of farming. Each month these special 

departments are covered: 

Field Crops 

Good Roads 

The Dairy 

Poultry 

The Farm Home 

Implements 

How to Keep Well 

Cattle, Horses and Sheep 

BtcuDtenm bates 

The Farm House 

The Young Farmer 

The Housewife 

The Orchard 

THE April issue is especially devoted to planting for 

record crops. ‘This issue alone might easily be worth a 

hundred times the price of a year’s subscription. 

tion which tells the farmer, be he amateur or venerable, 

Sign this and enclose $1.00 and mail to 

DouBLEDAY, PAGE & Co., 

133 East 16th Street, New York: 

Enclosed find $1.00 for a year’s subscription to FARMING. 

Name 

Address 

AGENTS FEBRUARY AND APRIL, 

anted 1905, numbers of THE 
GARDEN MAGAZINE. 

For unsoiled, complete copies of these two 
issues (mailed to the address we shall send 
you) we will allow six months subscription 

who represent THE GARDEN MaGaZzINE receive large 

special inducements for work done during the Spring. 

Write for samples and particulars. You will prob- 

ably wish to represent THE GARDEN MAGAZINE 

regularly in your locality. It pays: Good agents 

find THE GarpeN MacGaziNnE the most profitable 

one to work for. Address: 

to THE GaRDEN Macazinsg. The subscrip- 
tion may be sent to any address in the 
United States or Canada, or may be added 
to the date of expiration of your own sub- 
scription. Write us before you send them. 

THE GARDEN MAGAZINE, 

{33 East l6th Street, New York. 
THE GARDEN MAGAZINE, 

133 East 16th St., N. Y. City. 

The first adequate treatment 

of the Dog in America 

The Dog 
Book 
By JAMES WATSON 

What Others Say: 

New York Times 
“Author, artist, publishers, have 
evidently combined their talents, 

their enterprize,and their patience 

to make ‘The Dog Book’ the 

most magnificent literary and 

artistic monument ever created 

in honor and in explanation of 

‘man’s most faithful friend.’ A 

really unequalled publication.” 

New York Sun 
“If any man knows about dogs it 

is Mr. Watson.”’ 

New York Telegram 
“There has been nothing written 

or published pertaining to dogs 

which has quite equalled this 

work.” 

Boston Transcript 
““The Dog Book’ proves itself 

of the greatest value to every dog 

lover.”’ 

To be in ten parts, six now ready 

Price, each, $1.10 
(Subscription) 

Write for special terms and 

monthly-payment plan, men- 

tioning THE GARDEN Mac- 

AZINE. 

‘ 

COUNTRY LIFE THE WorRLv's WoRK (®) Tue GARDEN 
INAMERICA FARMING LE MAGAZINE 

DOUBLEDAY. PAGE & Co. NEW YORK. 
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mee New Cyclopedia 

American Horticulture 
{A aew and enlarged edition of the work edited by Trofessor Liberty H. Bailey, and formerly published in four \olumes. ) 

is now in process of publica- 

tion, and will soon be ready 

for delivery. In the mean- 

time special inducements 

are offered to “ Before-Pub- 

lication” subscribers. Write 

for fuil particulars. 

Every man or woman 

who cares for cutdoor mat- 

ters actually needs this — 

Cyclopedia. 1 will be he one great authority, containing in its six great 

quarto volumes 2,100 pages of: 

1. Descriptions, alphabetically arranged, of all—over a thousand—of the native trees, plants and 
flowers worth cultivating, with keys enabling you to name any species as well as to find out all about it. 

2. Fullest cultural instructions for every flower, fruit and vegetable, trees and ornamental plants 
you may want to grow. | ys 

3. Hundreds of elaborate articles on such subjects as the tools necessary for all sorts of 
work in the ground, railroad gardening, spraying, thinning, transplanting, and so on. 

4. Over 4,357 articles in all, by 450 expert writers, occupying about 2,100 pages and 

covering 24,434 plant names. 

5. 2,800 detailed illustrations, enormously increasing the ease of identifica- 
tion to the amateur, and 146 beautiful full-page plates. 

6. An inexhaustible mine of information from practical cultivators 
on culture, marketing, localities, and the horticultural capabilities of 

each State and section. 

Poe vrs ® 
. DOVBLEDAY PAGE «CO NEW YORK 

133-135-137 EAST 16TH STREET, NEW YORK 
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““THE GARDEN” GROWS 

This is the season when THE GARDEN MAG- 
AZINE is supposed to do its readers the most 
good. This Planting Number (April) has 
been planned a year in advance; it is bigger, 
and we hope better, than all the numbers 
which have preceded it—more copies, more 
advertising, and more pages are printed than 
ever before. 

If you find it good, will you not tell a gar- 
dening friend about it? If you are willing to 
take a few subscriptions, write us for terms; 
we will pay you well for your trouble. 

THE OPENING FIELD 

It is true, we believe, that the gentle art of 
garden-making has advanced more during 
the last five years than for the twenty pre- 
ceding years. When we began the publica- 
tion of Country Life in America there was 
hardly a friend who did not prophesy failure; 
they could see no market for a magazine for 
country lovers unless it were a farm journal. 
In five years Country Life in America has be- 
come an institution. We believe that it has 
done much to help make country living pop- 
ular, and here is one of many proofs of it: 

The real estate department of that mag- 
azine, which prints every month many 
pages of advertisements of homes in the 
country for sale, has caused to be sold 
through its columns but little less than two 
million dollars’s worth of property. Attrac- 
tive country houses are no longer a “‘drug in 
the market’”—they are not sacrificed now- 
adays unless the house or land is undesirable 
for some cause. 

A year ago THE GARDEN MAGAZINE found 
readers keen for a magazine which would 
cultivate and foster the love for the garden, 
and satisfy the need for practical advice. 
That it was needed has been shown by the 
success of some of the advertisements—a 
severe and true test of a magazine’s useful- 
ness. 

Nurserymen and seedsmen have been loud 
in their praises of the results the magazine is 
bringing them, but what is more remarkable 
is that even the general advertisers are reap- 
ing unusally large returns. A few days ago 
we received a letter from a furniture manu- 
facturer which reads in part as follows: 
“We have ordered Geo. Batten & Company to run 

another four-inch advertisement in-TnE GARDEN MaGa- 

‘THE: TALK: OF- THE - OFFICE: | 

\atattil 
ATI 
Sta 

“To business that we rise betime 

And go to ’t with delight.’’—Antony and Cleopatra 

ZINE for April. Excellent results were produced from 
the February number. We wish THE GaRDEN Mac- 
AZINE had a circulation of about a million, as we think we 
would confine ourselves almost exclusively to it.” 

A few days later a publisher who used the 
March issue for the first time wrote us: 

“Thus far we have received more responses from the 
advertisement in your magazine than we have from any 
ten publications that we have heretofore used.’’ 

We look forward to the day when the gar- 
den will be universal in this country, as it is 
in England; when everyone from the poorest 
to the richest will have a personal garden, and 
information on all the subjects which have 
to do with gardening will be of interest to 
everybody. THE GARDEN MAGAZINE sets for 
itself the task of helping along this movement, 
and in five years it confidently expects to 
have done as much in its field as Country 
Lije in America has accomplished. It is a 
congenial task because every garden means 
a home. 

OUR NEW MAGAZINE—FARMING” 

It was a rather surprising thing to dis- 
cover that when we advertised our new peri- 
odical baby in our other magazines The 
World’s Work, Country Life in America, and 
THE GARDEN MAGAzINE, the largest returns 
came from The World’s Work and the next 
largest from Country Lije in America, in 
proportion to space used. 

Several thousand people sent one dollar 
in advance on the announcement, so we 
have no cause to complain and are striving 
to make full return for the money so trust- 
fully remitted. 
We wonder if THE GARDEN MAGAZINE 

readers know that we publish a new magazine 
called Farming. If you are not interested in 
poultry, horses, cows, and sheep; in the 
growing of crops and the dairy; in the won- 
derful advances made in the art of farming; 
in the selection of seed and the proper feed- 
ing of the land to get the best yield; and in 
the farm home—you won’t want Farming. 

Ii you are interested in these subjects, the 
magazine will be worth at least the $1.00 a 
year it costs. Begin with the first issue while 
we have copies, and remit the dollar bill 
now. 

ARE YOU GOING TO BUILD? 

If you are, you have made up your mind 
to spend more or less money—less, probably. 
We believe it will pay you to invest $3.30 ina 
very complete and valuable book by Chas. 

4 ae LIN Si 
\ Sob Awa, 

me 
in ‘I 

Edw. Hooper (an architect and experienced 
builder), ‘“‘The Country House.” There 
are scores of attractive houses pictured, plans 
and specifications, more practical and money- 
saving information, than was ever put into a 
book before. Our mail-order department 
will send it on approval if desired. ‘eal 

THE CYCLOPEDIA OF HORTICULTURE, 

Just a year ago we expected to issue this 
revised and enlarged edition of Professor 
Liberty H. Bailey’s great work. It has 
taken a whole year to get itready. There are 
soo illustrations. We will not attempt to 
describe it here; look at the advertisement on 

page 125. It is a work every garden lover 
needs, and now is the time to get it. Pay for 
it while you are using it. It costs $3.00 a 
month for eight months (if ordered now; 
later we shall raise the price to ten payments 
of $3.00 each) for the complete set in six 
large volumes uniform in style with “The 
Nature Library,” or $22.80 cash, sent on 
approval. 

OUR SERVICE DEPARTMENTS 

Before Service Departments get to be so 
much a matter of custom with magazines 
that we may be accused of adopting the idea 
from someone else, we should like to call at- 
tention to the ground covered by the various 
services offered by our different magazines 
as follows: 

In connection with Country Life in Amer- 
ica we provide information to our subscrib- 
ers and readers about 
Real Estate, 
Poultry, Dogs, and Cattle, 
Country House Furnishings and Decorations, 
Landscape Work, 
and all that constitute the needs of the owner of a country 
home; 

The World's Work: 

Business Helps Service, Life Insurance Service, 
Building Aids; 

THE GARDEN MAGAZINE: 

Garden Supplies, Implements, 
Trees, Plants, and Seeds; 

Farming: 

Farms for Sale, Farm Implements, tl 
Crop Seeds, and Supplies. Fertilizers, 

These questions sent to us are put in the 
hands of experts for reply. Already our 
Service letters are numbered by the thousand, 
and we are thankful to say that we have ac- 
complished some good to our readers. The 
Service is entirely free; all we are trying to 
do is to make new friends and to keep old 
ones. 
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the above. 

country home. 

graphic illustrations. Net $2.00. (Post- 

age 20Cc.) 

Ferns and How to 

Grow Them 
By G. A. Wootson. 

An authoritative little hand-book, dealing 

with the growing of hardy ferns both in 

the garden and indoors. Profusely 

illustrated. Net, $1.10. (Postage 10c.) 

Roses and How to 

Grow Them 
A very practical volume, uniform with 

Profusely illustrated. Net, 

$1.10. (Postage 10c.) 

How to Make a 

Vegetable Garden 
By Epirx L. FULLERTON. 

A real necessity for a suburban or a 

250 beautiful photo- 

P ical folks for the oe 
How To Make a 

Flower Garden 
A charming and practical book by ex- 

perts on every branch of the subject. 

219 beautiful photographic illustrations. 

Net, $1.60. (Postage 16c.) 

How To Make 

School Gardens 
By H. D. Hemenway. 

Illustrated. $1.10 postpaid. 

How To Plan the 

Home Grounds 
By SAMUEL PARSONS, JR. 

Illustrated. $1.10 postpaid. 

A Plea for Hardy 
Plants 

By J. W. Extiorr. 

Beautifully illustrated. $1.76 postpaid. 

COUNTRY LIFE 
IN AMERICA +3 THE WoRLD’s WORK 

FARMING 

DOUBLEDAY. PAGE &Co. NEW YorRK. 

THE GARDEN 
MAGAZINE 
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YOUR GOOD TASTE BESPEAKS A COPY OF 

he International Cook Book 
By ALEXANDER FILIPPINI 

formerly of Delmonico’s Author of “The Table” 

;e@sHIS is the world’s cook book. 
jig] deliciously original dishes, drawn from the author’s wide ex- 

perience and years of travel here and abroad. 

It is replete with rare and 

There are 

nearly 3,500 recipes in all—a veritable encyclopedia representing 
countries all over the globe. 

Two washable bindings, white seal grain and red morocco grain. Net, $4.80 (postage 48 cents). 

COUNTRY LIFE 
IN AMERICA 

THE WoRLD'S WORK 
FARMING 

THE GARDEN 
MAGAZINE 

DOUBLEDAY. PAGE &Co. NEW YORK. 
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JAPANESE IRIS 
Some years ago a set of Japanese Iris (I. Kempferi) were sent to us from Japan to test, which were said to be identical with the collection in the 

Royal Gardens. We cannot vouch for this statement, as we have never been in Japan, but we have never seen another collection in America or Europe that 
would equal it in any way. The collection contained many colors and varieties we had never seen before, and the flowers were of remarkable size and beauty. 
When these Irises were in bloom they excited the greatest admiration and enthusiasm, and it was hard to convince people that these unique and exquisitely 
beautiful flowers were as hardy as apple trees, and as easily grown as potatoes. They will thrive in any good garden soil, but if the soil is made very rich and 
deep, and flooded with water for a month before and during their blooming season, they will produce flowers of a wonderful size, sometimes ten to twelve 
inches across. These Irises should be planted in full exposure to the sun. 

Since the above collection was received we have annually added ‘to it the newest varieties from Japan and new varieties selected from thousands of 
seedlings grown on our own grounds, until we now have what is unquestionably the finest and most complete collection of Japanese Iris in the world. 

PRICES OF JAPANESE IRIS 
50 Named Varieties, 35 cts. each, $3.50 per doz., $6.50 for 25, $20 per 100; 4 few rare varieties, 50 cts., 75 cts. and $1.0o0oeach. American-grown, fine mixed,$1.25 per doz., $6 per 100, $50 per 1,000. 

s 5 

THE SPRING-TIME GLORY OF THE JAPANESE IRIS IN JAPAN (From The Country Calendar) 

THESE GLORIOUS IRISES SUCCEED JUST AS WELL IN AMERICAN GARDENS | 
We have the largest, finest and most comprehensive stock of Hardy Plants in America, including three hundred varieties of the choicest Peonies, one hundred yarieties of Japanese and Euro- 

pean Tree Pzonies, a superb collection of old English garden and wild roses; and also an unsurpassed collection of named Phloxes- Our illustrated catalogue describing these and hundreds of other 

Hardy Plants, Trees and Shrubs will be sent on request. 

‘“*A Plea For Wardy Plants,” by J. Wilkinson Elliott, contains much information about Hardy Gardens, with plans for their arrangement. 
We have made arrangements with the publishers of this book to furnish it to customers at a very low price. Particulars on request. 

ELLIOTT NURSERY CoO., Pittsburg, Pa. 
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How to Avoid the Spring Rush 

and Have a Better Garden 

eget ee: planning and planting of a garden 
can be divided into about fifty items 

which are classified and numbered below. 
Go over these now and strike out the items 

that do not concern you, e. g., hotbeds, if you 
cannot have them this year. 

Next put a check mark against the items 
you will do yourself and a cross against the 
work which you will have done “by hired 
labor. The invariable tendency is to at- 
tempt too much. Unless you have a mental 
picture of yourself doing the work at the 
right time and in the best possible way put 
it on the hired man’s list. Let us take no 
chances this year. 
Then concentrate on the items that can 

be done evenings before April roth. 
The rest is easy; for the secret of success in 

gardening is to plan everything before the 
ground is fit to dig. 

Check off each item as fast as it is done. 
Use this “‘check list” faithfully during April 
and you are bound to have a better garden. 

This “check list” is an annual feature of 
Tue GARDEN MaGazIne. If you see any way 
of improving it or of simplifyi ing the work of 
gardening in the one month w hen ev erything 
has to be done at once, please give us the 
benefit of your experience. 

The chief improvement this year consists 
in giving references to articles in the mag- 
azine containing the best available sugges- 
tions for each piece of work. The numbers 
refer to volumes and pages. They show 
what a valuable reference work the bound 
volumes have become. 

Do you realize that there are two bound 
volumes of THe GARDEN MAGAZINE already 
and that the easiest, cheapest and pleasantest 
way to secure a working library on home 
gardening is to have your set bound? If 
you do not, you will never refer to the back 
numbers and they will get lost. Without an 
index they will be of no use. Do you know 
that the publishers supply indexes free to 
subscribers? Better arrange with the pub- 

lishers now for bound 

too late and you will always regret it. 

ty 
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. Fertilize (a: $2), 

volumes or it will be 

INDOORS BEFORE APRIL Ist. 

. Send postals for catalogues of adver- 
tising seedsmen and nurserymen. Let 
us start right by getting new and in- 
spiring ideas. We need many points 
of view. 

Arrange for manure or buy fertilizers 
(G52 7552260): 
Plan the vegetable garden (2: 
Plan the flower garden (1: 17). 
Order seeds, plants, trees. 
Order better tools (1: 134, 67). 
Order complete spraying outfit (1: 32, 
22, 68). 

261). 

. Buy some good books on gardening,e.g., 
“How to Make a Vegetable Garden” 
and “How to Make a Flower Garden” 
(2: 220). 

. Get outfit for canning fruits and vege- 
tables (2: 69). 
Make separate and better facilities for 
storing vegetables and roots (1: 76); and 
plan to have plenty of fresh vegetables 
all winter. 
Make veranda boxes (1: 228) and bird 
houses (Country Lije in America, 6: 88, 
186; 5 : 344)- 

. Write all labels and mark on them the 

distance apart the plants should stand 
when thinned or transplanted. 

. Look over roots in cellar (1: 57} 
Clean and sharpen tools (1:57). 
Start flower seeds in window. 
Take slips of geraniums (2: 164). 

. Plan a children’s garden. 
Start a garden diary (1: 
Join a civic or village 
society or start one. 

265). 
improvement 

OUT OF DOORS BEFCRE APRIL 1st. 
(or before farmers begin to plow) 

. Clean up ! 

. Put all the manure you can get on the 
vegetable garden. 

. Manure asparagus and rhubarb beds or 
fertilize with nitrate of soda (1: 140). 

roll and repair the 
Good time to make 

America, 
lawn (i: 146). 
new ones (Country Lije in 
March, 1906). 
Any grading or draining? 

. Prune fruit trees (1:64) and grapes 
(1:18) not berry bushes or early-bloom- 
ing shrubs (1: 225). 

. Prune hardy roses, already planted, by 
March 1 sth. 

..Train berry bushes (1: 88) and grapes 
(z: 18). 
Spray fruit trees, berry bushes and orna- 
mental shrubs with lime-sulphur before 
the buds open (1: 22). 

2g. Get Paris green and Bordeaux mixture 
ready for later sprayings (1: 144). 

30. Get pea brush or chicken wire ready; 
provide poles for beans and tomatoes. 
Trim paths and borders. 
Buy or make a hotbed (1: 
frame (1:30 ). 

. Plant deciduous trees and shrubs. 

. Plant fruit trees (1: 122, 183), and berry 

bushes (1: 106, 125). 
. Plant new hardy roses about March 
25th (r:129). Sowsweet peas (1: 150). 
Sow a few seeds of extra early round 
peas and Golden Bantam corn (1: 105). 

On 

LS | 58) and a cold- 

Oo Os Oo - Go 

Go on 
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OUTDOORS ON APRIL 15th. 

(or as soon as the land is fit to dig and 
before the danger of frost is past). 

37. Plow and harrow the garden, or dig and 
rake it. 

38. Sow seeds of hardy vegetables (1: r10). 
Practically everything except beans, 
corn, vines and tomato family. 

39- Plant onion sets and early potatoes. 
40. Transplant hardy vegetables from cold- 

frame to garden, especially cabbage and 
cauliflower plants. 

41. Sow seeds of all hardy flowers (1: 117). 
42. Prepare for frost (1: 169). 
43. Divide and rearrange perennials; give 

surplus to neighbors who cannot buy 
them. If you want a large mass of one 
kind of perennial flower propagate by 
cuttings (2: 116). 

44. Prune tender roses (1: 2G): 
45. Spray roses with whale oil soap toward 

end of April (1: 120). 
46. Plant evergreen trees and shrubs. 

HOTBEDS AND COLDFRAMES 

This is the busiest month for hotbeds and 
coldframes. They need the closest care on 
account of sudden rains, hail, changes of tem- 
perature, frost, rapid alternation of clouds 
and sunshine, and the dangers of drying out, 
burning foliage, spindling plants, etc. 
47. Sow tender annuals in hotbeds before 

April ist, e. g., cosmos and others which 
cannot stand frost (1: 34). 

48. Start cannas by April 1st and the early 
crops of dahlias and gladioli, also dahl- 
ias for propagating; main crop out- 
doors in May. 

4g. Harden cabbage and other vegetables 
that can stand frost. Have them ready 
to move from coldirames to open by 
April 15th. Harden tender vegetables 
and flowers by transferring them to 
coldirames April 15th, from which they 
may be set out-doors the first or second 
week of May. 

50. Sow seeds of perennial flowers that will 
bloom the first year from seed if sown 
now in coldframes (3:140). 



Flowering Shrubs from April to November—By Leonard Barron 3% 
SEVEN BUSHES THAT WILL GROW ANYWHERE AND WILL FILL OUT 

THE BIG GAPS THAT ORDINARILY OCCUR IN MIDSUMMER AND FALL 

T ISa perfectly easy matter to have flowers 
in the shrub garden for seven months of 

the year. Here for example is a list of seven 
shrubs or small trees that will maintain a con- 
tinuous performance of bloom from frost to 
frost: Forsythia, lilac, deutzia, spirea, smoke 

bush, hy drangea, and witch-hazel. Allare 
well-known shrubs that can be had from any 

nurseryman. They will grow in any ordi- 

nary garden soil, and are hardy in the New 
York district. “All are pictured here. 

APRIL—_THE GOLDEN BELLS 

Although the fragrant yellow jasmin 
(Jasminum nudiflorum) may open its flowers 
a few davs earlier than the golden bells 
(Forsythia) still it does not make so showy a 
plant and the huge masses of bright yellow 
blossoms that the golden bell bushes give in 
the early spring are familiar to all. Almost 
simultaneously with the returning warmth 
of spring the shrubbery becomes aglow. I 
do not know cf a better shrub to plant in the 
foreground of others than the drooping 
golden bell (F. suspensa). Yet strangely 
the one mest. commonly seen is the erect 
(F. viridissima) which has the further disad- 

vantage of being also less hardy in the ex- 

treme North. The drooping golden bell 
makes a very graceful shrub in a very short 

time and its willowy branches, scmetimes 

eight feet long, are studded with the large 
flowers from end to end. It can be used asa 

vine to cover up to a height of eight feet 
which it will attain in the course of three 

years from the cutting in any good soil. If 
you want an upright golden bell plant that 

April. 

known as Fortune’s (F. Vali: 
Fortunet); 
pensa, var. Sieboldi, which also has more 
slender branches and is suitable for small 

gardens and places where there is not room 
for free growth. 

SUS Pensa, 

MAY—TBE LILACS 

The common lilac (Syringa vulgaris) is 
the most characteristic flowering shrub of the 
month of May: Of recent years there have 
been so many improved varieties introduced 
that the cld fashioned flower is in danger of 
being eclipsed. Yet it is not surpassed in 
profusion of bloom nor in the delightful fra- 
grance. This is the best lilac for ordinary 
planting and is exempt from the attacks of 
borers—but it is a welcome home for the 
scale! One thing that must be done to keep 
lilacs with a decent appearance is to cut out 
all weak growths that spring up from the base. 
This ts one of the troubles with this delightful 
flowering shrub and results in the dey elop- 
ment of a tall plant all open at the base and 
bearing its flowers up on top away out of 
reach. Remove the old flower-clusters as 
soon as the season’s bloom is past and never 
prune in the winter—that is don’t cut back 
the shoots then because the next season’s 
crop of flowers appears on the shoots that 
will be made this summer. Lilac bushes 
grow rapidly for the first six years, and after- 
ward add ahout one foot each year until the 
height of about twelve feet is attained. If 
planted at the back of the shrubbery they 
may be aliowed to develop in their own way 
as the lewer part will be hidden by the fore- 

The"first?showy spring flowers in the shrubbery are those of the golden bells (Forsythia suspensa 

and its varieties, Fortunet and Steboldi are the best). Will grow eight feet high in three years 

130 

a smaller growing one is F. sus-_ 
ground plantings of smaller growing things. 
Here are some good varieties worth growing, 
all newer hybrids of the old common lilac: 
Marie Legraye (white); Jacques Callot (rosy 
pink), remarkabl e for the very large flowers; 
Ludwig Spath (dark purple-red). The best 
doubles are probably Madame Lemoine 
(white); Charles Joly (dark red). All the 
varieties of the common lilac are best planted 
in the fall, because they begin to grow so very 
early in the year. There are several other 
species which may be planted in the spring, 
such as the Chinese (S$. Chinensis), blooming 
about the same time as the cemmon one, 
and is valuable because of the large size of its 
flower-clusters; the Persian lilac (S. Persica) 
growing only six feet high; and the Pekin 
lilac Gi Pekinensis) growing fifteen feet high, 
but it does not flower until June, so has not 
a proper place in this discussion. The 
lilacs are by all odds the best tall-growing 
flowering shrubs. 

JUNE—THE SPIREAS 

A shrubbery-garden without some of the 
host of spireas is hard toimagine. We simply 
must have them. ‘There are many to choose 
from, but the one that is transcendently the 

best isthe bridal wreath (S. Van Houttez). 
There is the more recent S. arguta which 
some consider to he even more beautiful than 
the former favorite. You will make no mis- 
take in planting either or both these lovely 
shrubs; or even S. Thunbergii or S. triloba. 
All those named produce their immense 
wreaths of snow-white flowers in May, 
June or July. The one illustrated is the 

In May, the common lilac (Syringa bulgaris) and_its 
varieties, Will reach a height of twelve feet} 
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best known and is good enough to satisfy 
the most fastidious, surely. It does not 
grow more than five feet high and will easily 
reach its maximum in four years from the 
cutting, so even if very small plants are set 
out¥one does not have to wait long for best 
results. My own fancy is to plant these very 
showy spireeas as isolated specimens on the 
lawn. ‘They are good enough to stand a 
close inspection. How to prune for the great- 
est quantity of flowers was told on page 225 
of the first volume of TH GARDEN Mac- 
AZINE. 

JULY—THE DEUTZIA 

In June and July we look for the tassels of 
the deutzias. Of course this is also the 
month of the roses, but they are as things 
apart, not shrubs of the month for general 
planting. The deutzias are moderately low 
growing shrubs that bear a profusion of 
white flowers and are especially suitable for 
foregrounds or as lawn specimens. The 
nurserymen offer hybrids under the names ot 
Lemoinei and Pride of Rochester, both of 
which will give more satisfaction than the 
older species. The first named is the one 
for general planting; it is not only the show- 
iest but is also quite hardy, while some of 
the others may not beso. These make low, 
rounded bushes of three feet in height. D. 
scabra grows six feet or more in four or 
five years, but is not always to be relied upon 
north of New York. 

AUGUST—THE SMOKE BUSH 

Really;a tree, but capable of being grown 
as ‘a shrub, the smoke bush or Venice sumach 
(Rhus Cotinus) is a suitable addition to the 
border for the dense masses of its much- 
plumed inflorescences. Left to itself this 
tree will reach a height of 30 feet, in time, 
but it is a very slow grower. In the first six 
years it will perhaps make a bush six feet 
high at which it may be kept by annually 
cutting back the current season’s growth. 
Left to itself it will in all probability not make 
more than a few inches growth each year 
after it has reached that height. It is a cur- 
iously attractive shrub and makes a good 
lawn specimen. Unfortunately it is attacked 
by the borers. There isa variety with much 
darker ‘‘smoke” that is known as the purple 
smoke bush. ‘The foliage colors well in the 
fall, and it is a pity that the plant has fallen 
down the scale of popularity. 

SEPTEMBER—THE HYDRANGEA 

The one flowering shrub that everyone 
plants for this month is the hardy hydrangea 
(H. paniculata, var. grandiflora). And no 
wonder, too, for there is really nothing to 
compare with it. The rose of Sharon is a 
hardy enough late-season shrub, but cannot 
begin to be classed with the hydrangea as a 
gorgeous flowering subject. I grant that it 
grows taller and that there is more variety in 
the flowers but for rich, almost luxuriant pro- 
fusion of result give me the hydrangea. You 
can prune this very severely in the winter or 
spring and the more you prune the more pro- 
fuse will be the flower, but hard pruning 
makes willowy branches that somehow are 
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June. The deutzias, low spreading bushes, generally with white flowers. 

These shrubs are best planted in the foreground. 

not in character with the plant—at least that 
is my fancy. Plant the hydrangea alone, 
not nestling among trees. It likes a rich soil 
and will repay feeding with fertilizer in the 
spring. It will attain a height of five or six 
feet in four or five years from either hard- 
wood or soft-wood cuttings. The type 
species is a still more rapid grower than the 
grandiflora variety, and taller, too. It will 
reach six feet in three years from the cutting. 

OCTOBER—THE WITCH-HAZEL 

The American Witch-hazel (Humamelis 
Virgimiana) should be planted wherever a 
corner can be found for it. During this 
month and in November its quaint flowers of 
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D. Lemoinei is one of the best. 

D, scabra grows six feet high in four or five years 

brown and yellow add a cheery touch of 
color to the garden when there is nothing left 
unless one has a few chrysanthemums. At 
the same time as it flowers the fruits of the 
previous crop of flowers are on the tree and 
the noisy explosions of the bursting seed- 
pods in the October days if brought indoors 
are an added attraction to the tree. There is 
another species that comes from Japan (/Z. 
Japonica) which is quite different as it does 
not flower until the early spring. The na- 
tive witch-hazel is a shrub or sinall tree, 
from ten to thirty feet, but grows slowly 
after it has reached a height of eight or ten 
feet, which it will do in about six years from 
the seed. 

July. Many of the spireas flower during June and July. The bridal wreath (S, Wan Houttei) is the most 

beautiful of all. Plant as an isolated specimen, preferably. Attains five feet in four years 



August. The plumose flowers of the smoKe bush 

(Rhus Cotinus). A tree thirty feet high, but which can 

be grown as a shrub by Keeping it cut back to six 

feet in height. After that it grows slowly 

In stating the rates of growth above, refer- 
ence has been to growth from cuttings in 
every case but this last, which is best raised 
from seed. The nurserymen generally offer 
three- or four-year-old plants which cost 
about fifty centseach. They do not have any 
“spread ” but will attain that in a couple of 
vears or so after planting. 

NOTHING EASTER TO GROW 

The successful cultivation of shrubbery 
depends upon the simple principles of ordin- 
ary gardening: First, proper preparation of 
the ground—-which is merely digging or 
plowing a foot or two deep and seeing that 
there is a supply of fertile soil, properly 
drained. If the original soil is poor get some 
good loam, or preferably the top soil from an 
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old pasture, and fill in the site for the shrub- 
bery with this. Very often the buiiders 
carefully spread over the rest of the lot the 
poor bottom soil from the cellar excavation 
and so the surface-soil that confronts the 
gardener is about as inert as anything can be. 
Don’t expect to grow good plants in such a 
medium. And don’t blame the nurseryman 
for the failure. It is a wise economy to 
spend a little extra money in the beginning 
and provide good soil. A good dressing of 
well-rotted stable manure spread over the 
surface of the bed and dug in will achieve 
wonders. Spread it on the ground to a 
depth of two or three inches and dig it in. 
Fresh, or ‘‘green” manure is not advisable as 
the heating that will take place will injure 
the tender roots of the newly planted shrubs. 
No matter how carefully the plants may 
have been taken up the roots will have suf- 
fered and the new fibers that they will make 
as soon as they are planted out must be en- 
couraged to grow. If you cannot get any- 
thing but fresh manure spread it over the 
surface of the bed after the planting is done 
and it will serve a double purpose. Rains or 
watering will dissolve some plant food, and it 
willact as a mulch to preserve the soil moisture. 

The second point of importance to consider 
in planting is whether you want to have done 
with the work once and for all or whether 
you will carefully tend the plantation for the 
next few years. ‘To be sure the ideal way is 
to plant a little thickly—that is to plant a few 
more than can later on be comfortably accom- 
modated upon the space, and to thin out in 
succeeding years as the various plants attain 
greater size. 

This necessitates an acquaintance with 
the future possibilities of the plants them- 
selves. All shrubs do not develop at the 
same rate of growth, some again grow rapidly 
for the first few years and then make but 
slight increase year by year. 

September. The hardy hydrangea, the flowers of which, opening white, turn pink as they age, and can 

be cut for indoor decoration in November. Grows five to six feet high in five years 
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October and November. The American witch 

hazel has curious yellow and brown flowers at this 

season. The fruits of the previous year are.[also 

seen. Grows to ten feet in the first six years 

Most shrubberies in suburban gardens 
that have been planted some years look 
ragged, and each plant crowds its neighbors 
just because this little matter of thinning out 
has not been properly done. 

ERRORS IN PRUNING 

Most amateurs worry themselves over 
what they consider the intricate problem of 
pruning. My advice is simply this: Don’t 
prune! Avoid the annual trimming that 
ruins so many of our gardens. ‘There are 
more shrubs ruined by the pruning mania 
than by any other one cause and the worst 
part of it all is that the damage is suffered by 
just those people who would most appreciate 
having a few good shrubs. After the thinning 
out of surplus specimens the only attention 
that the shrubbery needs is a thinning out of 
the old growths to make room for the new sea- 
son’s wood and of course the removal of any 
dead or dying branches. Remember that 
shrubs do not need the attention of the pru- 
ner to make them grow; pruning is only a 
means to make the garden look neater. And 
remember this golden rule: prune after flower- 
ing. ‘This means that a late flowering shrub 
like the hydrangea can be pruned in the 
spring because the flowers are produced 
on the growths that it will make in the sum- 
mer, but it is just as satisfactory to prune it in 
the winter time. The early flowering shrubs 
that flower on the growths of the previous 
season may be pruned in the spring, but not 
until after they have done flowering. ‘There- 
fore spireas, lilacs, deutzias, golden bells, and 
such like must not be cut back if you want 
to have flowers the same season. They will 
in all probability require some reduction of 
the top, but it must be done by reducing 
the number of the growths, rather than by 
shortening. 

a 



The rock garden, at Smith College, made up of specially prepared pockets of soil 

and every sort of exposure to suit the greatest variety of plants 

To grow alpines from seed, start them in cold frames in some sheltered nook. 

Best results will generally follow from summer or fall sowing 

Alpine Flowers of Easiest Cultivation—By James T. Scott, *% 
TREASURES FROM HIGH ALTITUDES THAT WILL GROW IN 

CARPET BARE ROCKS AND ROADSIDE LEDGES HOW TO 

Ape alpine plants worth growing in Amer- 
ica are chiefly hardy perennial herbs 

that make tufts or rosettes, or carpet the 
ground with a continuous sheet of flowers. 
Examples are the famous gentians, pinks and 
primroses of Switzerland. These plants are 
not confined to the European Alps, but come 
from all high mountains and therefore, in 
horticultural literature, the word “alpine”’ 
has become so generalized that it is no longer 
capitalized 

Unfortunately some of the choicest alpines 
can be grown only in a special rockery, 
where they can have cool air, plenty of light, 
but without shade, with constant moisture, 
but perfect drainage. Yet there are plenty 
that can be grown in the ordinary border 
which are able to withstand the alternate 
freezing and thawing of American winters. 
These are the subject of the present article, 
and also plants that will cover rocks that have 
only two or three inches of soil above them. 

The sort of rock garden where alpines will not grow. 

No soil and no moisture present 

The one best plant for such a situation is 
the moss pink Phlox subulata. This will 
subsist upon a very meagre fare. Two or 
three inches of good soil on the top of a rock 
or a gravelly bank will suffice. It forms a 
complete mat in a very short time, and will 
stand the heat and drought of summer on 
an exposed bank, where grass will refuse to 
grow. In spring and early summer (April, 
May and June) it will produce a blaze of 
pink blossoms that will last for two or three 
months. Small clumps are pretty in odd 
corners, or in mixed borders, but can be ap- 
preciated at its true value only when seen in 

The simplest sort of rocKery that anyone can make. 

Thoroughly practical, and with no special soil pocKets 
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LOWLAND GARDENS WITHOUT A SPECIAL ROCKERY— 

WITH FLOWERS THAT ONLY NEED A PINCH OF SOIL 

large masses, with no other color around 
save the surrounding green. After the flush 
of flowers i over its glory is past for a year, 
but it will remain green and thrifty through- 
out the .ummer. When buying, get pot- 
grown plants if possible, as they are prac- 
tically sure to live, but if dug from the 
open ground, and shipped any distance, 
there is danger from drying out. Ii planted 
one foot apart each way they will com- 

Grows in any soil, but will do amazingly if highly 

fed. Garden anemone (A. coronaria) 
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The native bloodroot (Sanguinaria Canadensis) delights in having its roats, in a rocKy crevice. It must be Kept 

well within bounds, however, as it is hard to eradicate 

pletely cover the ground by the end of the 
season. 

THE LONGEST SEASON OF BLOOM 

About the beginning or middle of May a 
few seeds of rose moss (Portulaca grand- 
iflora) may be sown very thinly, and covered 
over with a handful of fresh soil. They will 
produce flowers best under these conditions, 
intermittingly from June till frost. The 
season can still further be lengthened by 
planting a few bulbs cf crocus, snowdrorys, 
sparaxis, scilla, ixia, Spanish iris, cr grane 
hyacinths, in the fall. They will bleom in 
early spring, before the phlox. 

Thus, for a small o utlay, an otherwise bare 

spet can be made to look bright and cheerful 
frcm early spring till late fall, with almost no 
attention w hatever other than an annual top 
dressing (which is desirable) cf good soil and 
manure mixed in equal proportions, and 
applied in spring or fall, about one to two 
inches deep, to replace the wastage from 
washing by rain, which will always occur in 
elevated, exposed situations. 

To prepare such a bed, commence in early 
spring. Cover the whole spot three or 
four inches deep with a mixture of good soil 
and well-rotted animal manure in equal 
parts. Fork this over, and incorporate 
whatever good top soil is already there. 
This will all pack down together, and be less 
liable to wash away. 

REQUIRING MORE SOIL THAN PHLOX 

The rock cress (Arabis albida) delights 
in a dry situation and produces a profusion 
of white flowers from early spring till early 
summer. 

The purple reck cress (Aubrietia del- 
toides) makes excellent mass effects. When 
planted in pockets in the rocks, it gives 
the greatest satisfaction. It loves a rich soil, 
with cocl root environment :uch as is fourd 
in rock pockets. It flowers in early summer, 
and gives a color and effect which is uncom- 
mon at that time. It is not quite so hardy as 
the others, but with a slight protection of 
dead leaves in winter, it will survive all 
right. 

Bold, solid masses of one plant give richer effects than a mixture of many on the same space. 

colors of the Alpine flowers are realized only in large sheets 
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For a mass of yellow, grow golden-tuift 
(Alyssum saxatile) which is gorgeous in April 
and May. 

IDEAL" FORE SAND 

For a sandy soil and sunny situation the 
sea pink (Armeria maritima) is ideal. It 
flowers in summer and is quite distinct from 
any of the plants just named. The flower 
heads are borne six inches along the ground. 
The leaves are a glaucous green, and the 
plant is beautiful, even when not in flower. 

THE BEST WHITE-LEAVED ALPINES 

Woolly-leaved chickweed (Cerastium to- 
mentosum) and the edelweiss (Leonto podium 
alpinum, known to the trade as Gnapha- 
lium Leontopodium) are suitable for massing 
in sunny places. Both have white, downy 
foliage, and whited flower heads, forming a 
dense mat of growth, their beautiful foliage 
conspicuous at all times. 

THE BEST KIND FOR CREVICES 

But the rocky spots are not always to be 
found in the open, where the summer sun 
beats incessantly from early morning until 
late in the afternoon. There are sheltered 
spots below the trees, in the shade of build- 
ings, and in the corner of the woods. There 
are precipitous slopes where the falling rains 
have washed the rocks bare, and in the inter- 
vening crevices the young seedlings have been 
washed away before they got sufficient foot- 
hold. These bare rocks, with their ragged 
edges, usually have intersecting crevices, how- 
ever, that can be used to advantage; and often 
a few rocks can be so placed as to form re- 
ceptacles that will hold enough soil to accom- 
modate many suitable plants that will change 
the whole aspect of a place. Such a place 
cannot be made. It is nature’s handiwork, 
but man can improve it. Soil should be 
added wherever space can be found to hold 
it. Small spaces are not desirable; they 
should be three square feet, at least. Plant 
in masses; patchwork looks artificial, and 
shows too clearly the human trail. 

The well-known lily-of-the-valley (Con- 
vallaria majalis) is a gem that can stand close 
inspection. Plant it as near the bottom—or 
edge—as possible, just as soon as the ground 
is fit to work in spring, and if established 
clumps are used they will flower freely the 
second season. 

There are the forget-me-not (Myosotis pal- 
ustris), and windflower (Anemon Canaden- 
sis, known to the trade as A. Pennsyl- 
vanica), St. Brigid’s anemone (Anemone cor- 
onaria, var. St. Brigid), Pasque flower (Ane- 
mone Pulsatilla), and snowdrop anemone, 

(Anemone sylvestris, var. flore-pleno). 
The common English primrose (Primula 

vulgaris), the cowslip (Primula officinalis) 
and polyanthus (Primula Polyantha, known 
to the trade as P. variabilis) are all hardy, 

if given a slight covering of leaves in winter. 
The heart-leaved saxifrage (Saxijraga 

cordifolia) is one of the most striking of rock- 
ery plants. It has bold, showy, heart-shaped 
leaves, and large heads of pink flowers. It 
is at home among rockery surroundings, 
and is perfectly able to take care of itself. 
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® The native bloodroot (Sanguinaria Can- 
adensis) interests as much by ‘ts handsome 
white-coated foliage as by its pretty white 
flower. The situation described is ideal for 
it. The thick, fleshy rootstocks find their way 
into the rock crevice:, and when once estab- 
lished this plant is hard to depose. 

FALL-PLANTED BULBS 

The spring-flowering bulbs already men- 
tioned, and also most of the varieties of nar- 
cissus and jonquils, should be planted in the 
fall, between such late-flowering subjects as 
foxglove (Digitalis purpurea), columbine 
(Aquilegia Canadensis), and blanket flower 
(Gaillardia aristata, known to the trade as G. 
grandiflora). The one succeeding the other 
prolongs the flowering period. The glory- 
of-the-snow (Chionodoxa Lucilig, known to 
the trade as C. grandiflora) is one of the pret- 
tiest of spring-flowering bulbs. 

ROCK PLANTS FOR SUNNY PLACES 

TEN KINDS FLOWERING IN APRIL Color 

Spring adonis Adonis vernalis Yellow 
Golden-tuft Alyssum saxatile, var. 

com pactum Yellow 

Silver-tuft Alyssum argenteum Yellow 

Columbine Aquilegia Canadensis Red 

Rock cress Arabis albida White 
Woolly-leaved chick- Cerastium tomentosum White 

weed. 

Candytuft Iberis sempervirens White 

Forget-me-not Myosotis palustris Blue 
Moss pink Phlox subulata Pink 
Thick-leaved saxifrage Saxifraga crassifolia Pink 

TEN KINDS FLOWERING IN MAY 

Bugle-weed Ajuga reptans Blue 
Sea pink Armeria maritima Pink 

Edelweiss Leontopodium alpinum White 

Coral bells Heuchera sanguinea Scarlet 

Iceland poppy Papaver nudtcale Yellow 
Purple moss pink Phlox amena Purple 
Wild Sweet William Phlox divaricata Blue 

Periwinkle Vinca minor Blue 

Mother of thyme Thymus Serphyllum Pink 
Bachelor’s button Ranunculus acris, var. 

flore-pleno Yellow 

TEN KINDS FLOWERING IN JUNE 

Mountain aster Aster alpinus Blue 
Poppy mallow Callirhoe involucrata Magenta 
Hawkweed 
Chinese dwarf iris 

Bird’s foot trefoil 
Evening primrose 

Hieracium aurantiacum Red 

Tris tectorum Lavender 

Lotus corniculatus Yellow 

(Enothera Missouriensis Yellow 

Prickly pear Opuntia Rafinesquit Yellow 
Hairy Ruellia Ruellia ciliosa Blue 
Sea lavender Statice latifolia Lavender 
Hoary speedwell Veronica incana, 

var. candida Blue 

TEN KINDS FLOWERING IN JULY 

Downy milfoil Achillea tomentosa Yellow 
Mountain aster Aster alpinus Blue 
Self-heal Brunella grandiflora Blue 
Carpathian bellflower Campanula Carpatica Blue 
Beard-tongue Pentstemon barbatus Red 
Stone crop Sedum album White 
Love entangled Sedum sexangulare Yellow 
Hybrid stone crop Sedum H ybridum Yellow 
Woolly woundwort Stachys lanata Pink 
Feathered columbine Thalictrum aquile- 

gifolium Pink 

TEN KINDS FLOWERING IN AUGUST 

Red tickseed Coreopsis rosea Rose 
Blanket flower Gaillardia aristata Bronze 
Red cranesbill Geranium sanguineum Red 
Beard tongue Pentstemon diffusus Blue 
Showy sedum Sedum spectabilts Pink 
Blue sage Salvia azurea Blue 
Stokes’s aster Stokesia cyanea Blue 
Baby’s breath Gypsophila paniculata White 
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The early spring bulbs may be planted in a bed with some late appearing plant, which will occupy the space 

later. 

TEN KINDS FLOWERING IN SEPTEMBER 

Yarrow Achillea millifolium, var- 
roseum Rose 

Japanese anemone Anemone Faponica, vat. 
alga White 

Japanese anemone Anemone Faponica, vat. 

elegantissima Rose 

Anemone Queen Char- An2mone Faponica, var. 

lotte Queen Cha-lotte Pink 
Anemone Whirlwind Anzmone Faponica, var. 

alba White 

Michalmas daisy Aster Nove-Angliz Purple 
Michelmas daisy Aster Novz-Anglta, var. 

rosea Rose 

Autumn crocus Colchicum autumnale Purple 

Mist flower Conoclinium celestinum, 

(Eupatorium celest:- 

num) Blue 

Blue Jeadwort Ceratostigma 

inoides, known 1n - 

trade as Plumbago Lar- 

Blue 

plumbag- 

peniz 

ROCK PLANTS SUITABLE FOR SHADY PLACES 

FIVE KINDS THAT FLOWER IN APRIL 

Anemone St. Brigid Anemone coronaria, var. 

St. Brigid Various 

Pasque flower Anemone Pulsatilla Blue 

Wood anemone Anemone sylvestris White 

Glory-of-the-snow ( Chionodora gigantea ) 

Dodecatheon Meadta Pink 

Mertensia pulmonarioides Blue 

Shooting star 

Blue bells 

FIVE KINDS THAT FLOWER IN MAY 

Lily-of-the-valley Conzallaria mayjalis White 

Spotted cranesbill Geranium maculatum Pink 

Mea-ow cranesbill Geranium pratense Purple 
Jacob’s ladder Polemonium reptans Blue 
False goat’s-beard Astilbe Faponica, var. 

com pactum, ( Spira a fapon- 

ica, Var. compactum) White 

FIVE KINDS THAT FLOWER IN JUNE 

Cohosh ata White 
Perennial foxglove amb igua, 

randaiflora) eds 
Digitalis purpurea Foxglove 

Mountain spurge 

Horned violet 

Pachysandra procumbens } 

Viola cornuta 

FIVE KINDS THAT FLOWER IN JULY AND LATER 

Plantain lily Funkia cordtfolia 
White pla t in lily 

Purple 

Funkia subcordata,known 

11 trade as F. Faponica White 

Plantain lily Blue 
Varjggated plantain lily Funkia lancifolia, var. 

undulata (F. 

lata vartegata) 

Tricyrtis 

Funkia lancifal-a 

undu- 

Variegated 
hirta, var. Toad lily 

Brownish nigra 71g7a 

All the anemones find a happy home in the alpine garden. and thrives cA. Canadensis flowers in summer, 

in moist, shady or open places 
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One of the best of all alpine plants is the heart-leaved saxifrage (Saxifraga cordifolia). A vigorous growing 

plant, with thick fleshy leaves, dark green above, purplish red beneath, and has pink flowers 
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When conditions are right, say when the 
space is large enough, or when a background 
has to be formed, the planting list need not 
be confined to strictly alpine herbaceous 
plants and a rich variety is available. 

TALL PLANTS FOR BACKGROUNDS 

The great laurel (Rhododendron maximum) 
and mountain laurel (Kalmia latifolia) are 
€specially useful for the purpose, as also are 
the lily-of-the-valley tree (Pieris floribunda, 
known in the trade as Andromeda floribunda), 
the Japanese andromeda (Pieris Japonica, 
known to the trade as Andromeda Japonica), 
the dwarf, showy azalea (Azalea Indica, var. 
amena, known to the trade as A. amena), 
the flame-flowered azalea (Azalea calendu- 
lacea), the pinxter flower (Azalea nudiflora), 
the Pontica azalea (Azalea Pontica) and the 
Ghent azalea (Azalea Gandavensis). 

LIME-LOVERS AND LIME-HATERS 

Plants of the pea family and most alpine 
plants revel in a limy soil; hence in rock- 
eries it is advisable to use limestone in their 
construction. 

On the other hand, plants belonging to the 
heath family (and this includes rhododen- 
drons, mountain laure] and azaleas) are ap- 
parently averse to lime. They require a 
denser, more compact, moisture-retaining 
environment, with large quantities of hu- 
mic matter; nor are animal manures suitable, 
the changes there are too rapid, and the heat 
given off too severe to suit the slow growth 
which such plants make. Peat, and well 
rotted leaf mold answer the requirements 

Ideal Edging Plants for Walks and Flower Beds—By Jens Jensen grge 
FORTY LOW-GROWING FLOWERS THAT WILL ’REMAIN ATTRACTIVE THROUGHOUT THE 

SEASON: COLORS, HEIGHTS AND SUITABILITY FOR SPECIAL SITUATIONS AND PURPOSES 

[Nore.—The author of this article is superintendent of the West Side Park System of Chicago. But the edging plants here recommended are not the 
conventional ‘‘park matertal,’’ 1. e., tender, costly plants which must be replaced after their brief show ts past. They are hardy plants for the home garden. 

NG EDGING plants put the finishing 
touches to a garden, it is of great im- 

portance that only those plants be selected 
for edging which remain in good form during 
the entire season. The next point of import- 
ance is the selection of colors that harmonize 
with the surroundings. Edging plants are 
as a rule not suited to the informal or natur- 
alistic border planting of mixed plants; their 
proper place is along walks and more or less 
formal places. 

For convenience’s sake let us classify edg- 
ing plants for the various purposes for which 
they are best fitted: 
r. Suitable for walks, open green, and terrace 

edging. 
. Suitable for pools and fountains. 
. Suitable for flower beds. 
. Suitable for formal shrubbery. 
The well-known evergreen box (Buxus 

sempervirens) is perhaps more used than 
any other edging plant, and is admirable 
where it will thrive; it is not hardy in the 

northern parts of the prairie states. 
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The only hardy conifer of my acquaintance 
that is adapted for edging of open grounds or 
terraces is Thuya accidentalis, var. Little 

Gem, a pretty little variety of the arborvite, 
but not very plentiful in the nurseries. It 
has dark green foliage, and grows broader 
than high. Another desirable hardy plant 
for this purpose is the well-known Adam’s 
needle, (Yucca filamentosa), always pleasing 
with its evergreen foliage, and pretty when in 
bloom. It is one of the most effective plants 
in cultivation for edging the terrace slope or 
wall. It has sword-shaped leaves which 
form a rosette, twelve to eighteen inches 
high. In July it has a branching stalk three 
to four feet high, covered with creamy white 
pendulous flowers. 

The Japanese grass (Miscanthus Sinensis, 
known in the trade as Eulalia Japonica) 
makes a large clump, two to three feet high. 
There are several varieties: var. zebrinits, 
with yellow banded leaves; var. vuriegatus, 
with yellow striped foliage; and var. gra- 
cillimus, which has leaves about one half 

the width of the type, or about half an 
inch 

The pretty annual grasses (Pennisetum 
villosum, or P. longistylum of the florists, and 
P. Ruwppellii) send up flower spikes one to 
two feet high which all summer are covered 
with long feathery tassels of pale brown, 
almost white. 

FOR EDGING POOLS AND FOUNTAINS 
For edging formal pools or ‘basins, the 

blue African lily (Agapanthus umbellatus) 
is one of the most beautiful. In the north 
this pretty plant is not hardy, so must be 
lifted every fall, and wintered in the cool 
greenhouse or dry cellar. It has dark green 
strap-like foliage about two feet long, which 
arches over gracefully, and flower stalks 
bearing from twenty to fifty blossoms of the 
most beautiful blue color. 

The well-known umbrella plant (Cyperus 
alternijolius) varies from one and one-half 
to three and one-half feet in height. It has 
very straight upright stems which are crowned 
with tufts of narrow leaves eight inches iong. 

| 
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The formal growth of the plantain lilies 
(Funkia) makes them desirable for edging a 
basin of geometric design. ‘They have dark 
green foliage and grow from twelve to twenty 
inches high. The flower spike of white or 
blue flowers overtops the foliage by six to 
nine inches. The broad-leaved forms, F. 
subcordata, var. grandiflora; F. ovata, and 
its variegated form, var. marginata, with 
white margined leaves, and the narrow-leaved 
F. lancifolia are equally desirable for this 
purpose. 

THE WEALTH OF THE FLAG FAMILY 

The grass- leaved flag (Acorus gramineus) 
is a semi-aquatic plant forming compact 
ae -like tufts eight to twelve inches high. 
t is specially suited for foreground planting 

along swamps or lagoons. The common 
blue flag (ris versicolor), grows one and one 
half to two feet high, and has violet-blue 
flowers in July. For variegated foliage in a 
swampy place, plant the variegated sweet 
flag, Acorus calamus, var. variegatus, which 
grows about two feet high. The leaves 
have stripes of deep yellow when young, 
which fades to a lighter color during the sum- 
mer. 

The German irises come in many colors. 
They have stiff, flat, light green leaves, which 
reach one to one and a half feet. The flowers, 
which come in May or June, are borne on 
stems two to three feet high, and have a great 
range of color, varying from pure white 
through all the shades of mauve and blue to 
dark purple. 

Quite different is the Siberian flag (Iris 
Sibirica). It is distinct from all other irises 
in having grass-like foliage, which grows in 
compact tufts two or three feet high. The 
fowers, which are borne in June, vary from 
very light to deep blue. There is one vari- 
ety having pure white flowers. 

The Spanish iris (7. Xiphium) is a bulbous 
kind, growing one to two feet high. It 
blooms in late June, and has flowers of pur- 
ple, yellow, or bronze. 

One of the prettiest of all the plants pos- 
sible for this situation is the ribbon grass 
(Phalaris arundinacaea, var. variegata); 
leaves one-half inch or less wide, which are 
striped rosy-white when voung, changing to 
yellow when old. 

THE PROBLEM OF THE FLOWER BEDS 

It is far more difficult to select proper edg- 
ings for different groups of flowers than it 
is to find a suitable fringe for a pool. The 
delicate shades of rose or blue need careful 
handling. If there exists any question as to 
what to select, decide on white and green, and 
you will never go astray. Scarlet and yellow 
in certain. shades harmonize well, and a light 
yellow edging for a group of pale blue flowers 
is charming. . 

Such foliage plants as the coleus, which 
may be had in endless; shades, and the achy- 
ranthes, with its. highly. ‘colored leaves of va- 
rious shades oft red and, green, are suitable 
for gay flower beds. ~ Both can be kept in 
form by pinching. 

The variegated salvia’ (Salvia pratensis, 
var. variegata) is very desirable. It is a peren- 
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nial, growing about two feet high, with pale 
blue flowers, and submits well to pinching 
and trimming. 

For low edging the common sage (Salvia 
officinalis, var. tricolor) is very attractive. 
It has tri-colored leaves, gray-green, yellow- 
ish white and pink, becoming rose or deep 
red. 

The variegated sweet alyssum is very at- 
tractive, but demands a dry situation. It 
grows six inches high, has white flowers, and 
white-edged leaves. 

Lavender cotton (Santolina chamecy par- 
issus, var. incana), is a small evergreen with 
silver gray, finely cut leaves, and yellow flow- 
ers; it grows one and one-half to two feet 
high. Thyme, especially the variegated 
form, is very useful for this purpose. Both 
these plants appeal to the passer-by on 
account of their spicy fragrance. 

The quaint little fire cracker plant (Cuphea 

; Pansies are the most showy of all dwarf plants used for edging. 

their period of bloom ‘does not extend throughout the season. 

and labor is available for replanting, pansies are excellent sought, 
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ignea, known in the nurseries as C. platycen- 
tra) is pretty for edging. Some of the cup- 
heas are not unlike box in their appearance 
when not in flower. They are rarely seen in 
our gardens, and need a greenhouse for pro- 
pagation. The foliage is usually dark green 
and they are from one to two feet high. 

The numerous variegated geraniums in 
the market are not all thrifty in growth, and 
therefore are not always desirable for edging. 
Three of the old standbys are Madame 
Salleroi, Cloth of Gold, and Mountain of 
Snow. Geranium Madame Salleroi is the 
best. It hardly ever flowers, and you have 
therefore only to consider its white and green 
variegated foliage. On most of the other 
varieties the color of the flowers should not be 
overlooked, or they are liable to cause con- 
siderable disturbance. They attain a height 
of about six inches. 

The double-flowered sweet alyssum is 
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iThey are not ideal plants, however, as 

In public places, where immediate effect is 



On the right a border of horned violet (Viola cornuta) 

and white annual phlox, which blooms all the season. 

White is always a safe color to use as an edging 

For the narrow informal path in the woodland, use 

periwinkle (Vinca minor). It is evergreen, and grows 

under the shade of trees where nothing else will. 

another desirable edging plant, delighting us 
with its white, sweet-scented flowers until 
late summer. As it is only propagated from 
cuttings, it must be grown in the house dur- 
ing the winter months. It reaches a height 
of six inches. 

Lobelias, also charming when in bloom, 
are less satisfactory for edgings, their flower- 
ing period being rather short. The trailing 
L. erinus is perhaps the most satisfactory, as 
it flowers the entire summer. 

The feverfew (Chrysanthemum Parth- 
enium) is another pretty edging plant, and as 
it is grown from seed every spring, no garden 
need be without it. When not trimmed, it 
grows about nine inches high. The foliage 
is yellow, but will become green later in the 
season, especially when the flowers are al- 
lowed to form. 

Alternantheras in all varieties and colors 
are useful for edging, and submit to the sheep 
shears better than any other plant. They 
do not keep their brilliancy of color through- 
out the entire season, and too much heat or 
too much cold weather has an injurious 
effect. 

When an edging of a light color is desirable, 
no plant equals dusty miller (Senecio Cine- 
raria, or Cineraria maritima of the trade). 
Tt stands pinching well, and can be-had in 
height from six to sixteen inches. It has a 
white, woolly foliage. Not very unlike this 
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plant is the siilver-leaved knap-weed (Cen- 
taurea gymnocarpa). Both plants are raised 
from seed sown in frames or greenhouse in 
late January or early February. 

FOREGROUNDS FOR SHRUBBERY 

Formal shrubbery groups or borders are 
often improved by edgings of herbaceous 
perennials or annuals. Some desirable 
plants are: 

The Chinese bellflower (Platycodon grandi- 
florum) forms a dense branching bush one 

to two feet high, with blue or pale white 
flowers often three inches in diameter. It is 
a herbaceous perennial. The yellow day 
lilies (Hemerocallis), grow one and one- 
half to two and one-half feet high, with 
grass-like foliage and yellow flowers. 

The pyrethrum (Chrysanthemum coccine- 
um, or Pyrethrum roseum of the catalogues), 
is one to two feet high, has finely cut foliage, 
and flowers in red, white or intermediate 
shades. 

The Giant daisy (Chrysanthemum uligino- 
sum, Pyreithrum uliginosum), makes a stout 
bush, four to five feet high, with light green 
foliage and white flowers two to three inches 
across, like those of the common wild daisy 
of the roadsides. 

Nothing is superior to the pompon chry- 
santhemums for late flower. The plants 
grow from one to five feet high, and may be 
had in white, red or yellow, 

For a low growing plant, with clusters of 
delicate white chrvsanthemum-like flowers 
in summer, grow the pearl achillea or double- 
flowered sneezewort, which attains a height 
of from one to two feet. 

All through the summer until frost the 
showy flower heads of perennial phlox will 
make the border gay. The large clusters of 
purple, white or red flowers can be had 
at almost any season by cutting back the 
successive growths. 

The red-hot poker plant (Kuiphofia wva- 
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A strip of grass bordering the walk is the most 

practical edging. Back of this plant some dwarf 

flowering plant. White rock cress (Arabis altida) 

flowers successfully, if cut back 

ria), is a good subject for distant effects. It 
has a somewhat ragged appearance when 
near it. Its long, weak, narrow leaves arch 
down to the ground. The fiery red flower 
spikes, four to eight inches long, on stalks 
about five feet long, are well known to all. 

Last summer I noticed a shrubbery border, 
a straight walk edged with a Cassia. It 
was one of the prettiest edgings I have seen in 
many aday. ‘This Cassia must be taken up 
in fall and cuttings made from it during the 
winter. 

It can also be cut back and planted out 
again the following spring. 

Candytuit is a valuable plant growing wild in any sort of soil. Flowers pure white 



Classified Planting List for Annuals—By P. T. Barnes 
Eos the purpose of reckoning dates, New 

York city is generally taken as a stan- 
dard. In making calculations for other 
sections allow six days’ difference for every 
hundred miles of latitude. 

DATES FOR PLANTING 

January 15th.—Sow indoors tender annuals 
and biennials which are to be treated as 
annuals. 

February 15th.—Successional sowing of bien- 
nials and annuals indoors. 

March 1st.—Sow all kinds indoors for later 
transplanting outdoors. 

March r1s5th.—Sow sweet peas outdoors: 
risk a few other very hardy seeds on light 
soils. 

April rst.—If ground is free from frost, sow 
hardy annuals in the garden. 

April 15th.—Sow all hardy seeds outdoors. 

New 
York 

May ist.—Sow more seed of hardy annuals 
in the garden. Risk first tender an- 
nuals. 

May 15th.—Sow all tender annuals outdoors. 
Plant out from indoors and complete the 
garden. 

June 1st.—Plant out bedding stock, cannas, 
and other subtropical plants. 

September 15th.—Sow sweet peas and other 
hardy annuals outdoors. 

TEN ANNUALS anne AS” Cur FLOWERS — 

| WHEN To sow | DEE ae WHEN THEY FLOWER | DURA_ | 
COMMON NAME 79 sow ™ ee | COLOR | OTHER POINTS 

Indoors {Outdoors | | (inches) | eeaxcs) | Early Crop | | Wwetn Gon | (inches) | | (feet) 

Sweet alyssum March April 4 12x12 July Aug. 20 white 4 |Alyssum maritimum. Dainty little flower, 
| Sept. | | to Sept. | | _|__sweet-scented. Cut back for more. 

China aster | Feb. | May 4 |18x18| July | Sept. 6 red, white, 1 (Callistephus hortensis. Use wood ashes and 
April | | /to Aug. | to Oct. blue tobacco water to prevent lice on roots. 

Baby’s breath March) Bray i sal Smee | juke nw white, rosy 2 to 3 Gypsophila muralis. Compact, mound-shaped 
| April | | to Oct. | ___|_ little plant, covered with flowers. 

Annual coreopsis March Nias | | ky? Hee 12 une my ATS: 12 | yellow, brown 12 |\Coreopsis tinctoria. Useful in border. Has 
| to Nov. ae small, velvety brown, flowers {-1} in. across. 

Daisy, Swan March "May | $ \15x24| June | July 12 blue, white 1 to 14/Brachycome tberidifolia. Gaga little annua 
River | April | Nokes me etoOctal | | suited for borders; daisy-like flowers. ~ 

Nasturtium, dwf. March May I 10x12 June | July | 8to1o scarlet, yellow, 1to5 |Tropeolum majus, climbing, and T. minus, 
fall | April | | 12 x 30 | to Oct. maroon dwarf. Leaves used as salad. 

Pansy | Jan. | June 4 6x12 > May | Sept. | 6to8 purple, blue, 3 to 1 Viola tricolor. August-sown flowers in May. 
| Feb. to Aug.) | to June | to Oct. | white, yellow | Give slight winter cover. Best spring bedder. 

Sweec pea April Qo | Ase af July | 4to8 white, scarlet, 4 to 6 Lathyrus odoratus. November-sown early flow- 
| June | _to Oct. ; blue, yellow _ ers. Trench deep. Keep seed-pods picked. 

Pink, Chinese Feb. M arch 1-16/6x12| May | Aug. | 4to6 | white, rose, [a [Dianthus Chinensis, var. Heddewigi (D. Hed- 
April | | | maroon | dewigi). Give warm, well-drained land. 

Stock, ten-weeks March Vicia eee Taxt2 une | Pauly, 10 white, pink, | 1 |Matthiola incana, var. annua. Double white 
| fall purple __|__ especially useful. Flowers very lasting. 

SIX FRAGRANT-FLOWERED ANNUALS 

Bartonia March| May # (12x 12{ June | July 15 yellow | 1 to 3 Mentzelia Lindley: (Bartonia aurea). Flowers 
April | | | to Sept. | | | 2% inches across. Fragrant in evening. 

Mignonette Feb. | April) 4 |i2x12| May July | 3to4 greenish | 1 Reseda odorata. Hard to transplant. Make 
March) Aug. | | to July | to Oct. | | succession sowings; the last for winter. 

Sweet pea April) 3 4 X 24) July 4 to 8 | white, scarlet, 4 to 6 Lath yrus odoratus. Sow for succession. Syringe 
June | | to Oct. | blue, yellow | well and regularly for red spider. 

Stock, ten-weeks March) May | 4 12x12 June July | 10 "pink, purple, | 1 (Matthiola incana, var. annua. Sweet-scented 
| WH | | at night. Good as cut flower. 

Sweet sultan “March May 3 (Ms tal |iune July | wn to 6 | white, | 2 (Centaurea moschata. Good cut flower. Lasts 
| April | | | Aug. __yellow, purple | | ten days. 

Sweet alyssum March April) 4 12x12 July Aug. 20 white 4 Alyssum maritimum. Low-spreading plant. 
| | Sept. | See uP _| Good for edgings, border, rockeries. te 

SIx CLIMBING ANNUALS 
Balloon vine | May | 4 12) Aug. 10 white 10 |Cardiospermum Halicacabum. Rapid grower. 

| | | | | | | Has curious inflated seed vessels. 

Hyacinth bean May | 2 12 | July 12 purple, 10 to Dolichos Lablab. Killed by first frost. Rapidi 
| | to Oct. white | 20 grower. Good on trellises or old fences. 

Cypress vine (March) May | 34 6 | June July 10 scarlet 10 to Ipom@a Quamoclit. Beautiful in foliage and 
| _ April | 20 flower. Scald seeds before sowing. 

Japanese hop March, May | 3 24 | foliage Ie | | inconspicuous | 8 to Humulus Faponicus. Very quick grower. 
| | | plant 20 Pretty mottled foliage. 

Moon-flower Jan. to May | 3 18 | July | Aug. 1© | white 15 to Ipom@a Bona-nox. Rapid grower. Night 
March | | | | to Sept. | | 30 flowering. Good cut flower for evening. 

Morning-glory March May 4 a || jeme |) 2 pally 10 purple 1 to Ipomea purpurea. Rapid grower, bearing 
April | | | Aug. | to white | 20 | many flowers. Has good double variety. 
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_ SIX ANNUALS SEWAGE RE- ‘SOW THEMSELVES 

we EN TO SOW | DEPTH | mx oon | WHEN THEY FLOWER | _DURA- 
COMMON NAME Soe SS TOUSO Wi tees : SAKE COLOR Geo OTHER POINTS 

Toe Out:oors | (inches) | (ne ches) Early Crop Main Crop _ (weeks) ; 

Japanese hop March May 4 \24x 72) foliage plant insignificant 8 to 20 Humulus Ffaponicus. Once established, seeds 
Apnl start when soil gets warm. 

Morning glory March) May |) 1 |12x 72| July Aug. 10 red, blue, 15 to30 1pome@a hederacea. Rapid grower. Good for 
April | to Oct. white temporary screens, coyer unsightly objects. 

Poppy March) % |6x12) June Aug. 3 to 4 _ pink, scarlet, 4to 2 Papaver Rhewas, and P.somniferum. Self-sown 
May | to July to Sept. white seed come up and bloom first. 

Rose moss March) May | don’t |10x12| June July 12 white, red, | 4 to } Portulaca grandiflora. Many forms and _bril- 
April Neoven to Oct. magenta liant colors. Single bloom earlier than double. 

Pot marigold March, May % |8x12| June July 15 orange, yelerg -1to2 Calendula officinalis. Flower heads for flavyor- 
| April | | | to Oct. | ing soups. Delights in warm soil. 

Tobacco Feb. | May | don’t 24x 60| June pe 5 red and white 3 to 5 Nicotiana Tabacum. Good temporary screen. 
i cover | J Aug. aes __ Produces showy flowers. Rich soil. 

SIx ANNUALS FOR SUNNY PLACES 

Love-lies-bl<e iing |March| May + 18x24! June ijulyanG red 3 to § Amarantus candatus. Large drooping spikes; 
April | also varieties with yellowish and whitish spikes 

Balsam March May 4 24x24) June July to 8to1o red, white, 1 to 2 Impatiens Balsamina. Prefers rich, sandy loam, 
April | | | Ose. yellow abundance of moisture, full sun. 

Hyacinth bean | May 2 1D 3x2 OO) July to 12 purple, white 10-20 Dolichos Lablab. Fragrant flowers. Good ! 
| ct. temporary screen and cut flower. 

Gaillardia March) May + i24x24' July July to 10 red and yellow 2 Gaillardia pulchella, and var. picta. Showy 
April Oct. flowers. Last well on plants, or cut. 

Nasturtium, dwf. March) May I |tox12| June | July to | 8 to 10 scarlet, 1to 5 Tropeolum minus, TI. majus. Rapid growers; 
# tall | April 12 x 36 cE yellow, maroon profuse bloomers. ‘alls good for screens. 

Rose moss March) May don’t tox 12 June Aug. 12 white, red, 3 to} Portulaca grandiflora. Delights in hottest 
April CONCISE Sis ge magenta exposure. Flowers close in shade. | 

S1x ANNUALS FOR SHADY PLACES 

Godlee March| May | i 18 x 18), ~ June July 8 to IO 5 “eds white I to2 GEipoe amena, E. Whitneyi. Very showy 
April : to Oct. | flowers, with satiny lustre. 

Musk March May t 6x6 | June alyae s yellow tot Mimulus moschatus. Irregularly mottled and 
April a Aug. dotted. Give cool, moist situation. 

Nemophila March) April; ¢ 6x6 | June July 6to14 blue, white 1 to 3 Nemophila insignis and N. Menzies. Plant 
Aug. to Oct. in cool, moist, partially shaded places. | 

Pansy Jan. June 4 |6x12|) May Sept. 6to 8 purple blue, $to1 Viola tricolor. Sown in cool, moist place in 
Feb. to Aug. to June to Oct. white, vellow June, July. Good fall bloomers. 

‘Tarweed May + /12x 12 July 12 yellow 1to 2 Madiaelegans. Gracefulopen habit. Flowers 
to Oct. _ open morning and evening. 

Wish-bone flower March |) Ok © July 12 to 15 yellow, purple, 4 Torenia Fournteri. Low, bushy, floriferous. 
: April pa ; a toOce lue __ Good bedding plant. Pansy substitute. 

Six ANNUALS FOR ROCKY PLACES 

Annual phlox.  /March May $ 8x8 | June July 12 ted, white 1 to 1} Phlox Drummondi. In poor, dry soil stop 
April to Oct. ; _ flowering in midsummer. 

Candytuft March April 4 4x8 | May July 4 red, white 4to 14J/beris amara. Fall-sown flower first. Needs 
Sept. to Sept slight protection. Sow for succession. 

Catch-fly March May + |6x10!| June July 8 red, white 1 to 14 Silene Armeria and 8S. pendula. Prefers sandy 
April hea Aug. loam in sunny situation. 

Clarkia March May 4 |6x12| June July 8 purple, rose, 13 Clarkia elegans, thrives in full sun, partial shade; 
April June to Oct white warm, light soil, double forms. 

Nasturtium, dwf. March May i |nO©xe 1) fan July 8toto scarlet, 1 Tropeolum minus. Flowers earlier and more 
eves pete wee} to Oct yellow, maroon abundantly than taller species. 

Rose moss March May | don’t 10x12) June Aug 12 white, red, 3 to? Portulaca grandiflora, blooms freely in any sit- 
Apull|__|_cover Sept. | ud magenta uation. Excellent for edgings. 

FIVE EVERLASTING- FLOWERED ANNUALS 

Globe amaranth {3 @ | May + |18'x 18 Aug. 10 red 1 to 13,Gomphrena globosa. A good bedding plant. : 
es a | Sept. Flowers globular, one inch across. 

Immortelles 2 3) May + |18 x 18) Aug 4 yellow, orange 1to2 Helichrysum bracteatum. Flowers 1-23 inches 
ex By | across. Pick before fully open. 

Rhodanthe ee a | Mleny - |18x 18 July 6 to 8 pink, white, 1 to 13 Helipterum Manglesti (Rhodanthe Manglesit) 
|. £ ss | | Aug. dark red and H. roseum. Two of the best. 

Palafoxia 225| May + (18x 18 July 15 red 1 to 4 Polypterts Hooker1ana (Palafoxta Hookertana). 
‘5 |-3 = =| ; Oct. Handsome plant; flowers one inch across. 

Everlasting | Se ©) May | + 18x18 Aug. 12 to 15 purple 14 to 2 Xeranthemum annuum. Flower 1-14 inches 
pps lina Sept. across. Purple, rose or white. 
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ze Six ANNUALS THAT Resist DROUGHT 
WHEN TO SOW wo DEPTH ™N ton | WHEN THEY FLOWER | _DURA- Race Ae HASPLANT | TION OF HEIGHT 7 

a es Bs Indoors Outdoors eae (inches Early Crop | Main Crop fection aia eer) Cees eras 

Hyacinth bean May 2 12 eee) lay, 12 purple, white 10 to2z0 Dolichos Lablab. Good temporary screen: 
a al mai | to! Oct. | | Thrives in any soil. Flowers very variable: 
Ice-plant April May 4 | 12)x 2) uly Aug. 7 white trailing! Mesembryanthemum crystallinum. Esteemed 
Leh ae i oe Sept. 3 | * for its foliage, which has glistening glands. 
Nasturtium, dwf. March May I |fox12) June | July | 8 toro scarlet, | 1 to 5 Tropa@olum minus, T. majus. Never flags in 

z tall = April | 12x x 36) to Oct. yellow, maroon | hottest weather. Abundance of bloom. 

Petunia March} May | don’t 12x12) May | July TOM MueiMacentaye mn! Tato Petunia hybrida. Rather weedy habit. Profuse 
a AN cover | to Sept. | white | | bloomer; sweet-scented. 

Portulaca March May don’t 6x6 June Aug. 12 | white, 4 to ? |Portulaca Ea rere Succulent plants. Seeds 
April cover red, magenta | |_need high temperature to sprout. 

Zinnia March April 4 6x12| June | July |12to 15| red, scarlet |r to 2 Zinnia elegans. Garden flowers 23-3 inches 
| May | Lite Now. oo "yellow, » Magenta across. One of the best garden annuals. 

SDK eae FOR SANDY SOILS 

Clarkia March May 2) Oxo 12") june July 8 purple, rose, | 14 (Clarkia elegans. Good for edgings; double 
April June eae Oct. white | forms showy, but single are satisfactory. 

Poppy | March) 3 6x6 July 6 white to red 4to2 _Papaver somniferum. Hard to transplant. 
> 2 Se April to Aug. Early sown seed does better. Showy. 

Godetia March May $ (18x18) June July 8to1o  ted,white, 1to2 Gnothera amena, EE. Whitney. The latter 
| April | to Oct. p species produces the larger flowers. 

Nasturtium, dwf. March May I |1o.x 12) “June July 8to1o0 scarlet, yellow, 1to5 Tropeolum minus, T. majus. Beautiful cut 
tall | April | 12x 26 to/Oct. }, maroon flowers. Dwarfs good edgings. 

Rose moss March May don’t 6xvo June | July 12 white, red, 4to% Portulaca grandiflora. Killed by the first frost. 
April coven | to Sept. magenta Valuable for hot, rather dry situations. 

Zinnia March April x liz x 12) June July 12to15 red, scarlet, 14 to 2Zinnia elegans. ‘Thrives in any deep rich soil. 
| May | | to Nov. _ magenta | Best for distance masses. 

SX “ANNUALS FOR HEAVY SOIL 

Annual chrysan-|March} May | 2 (18x 18, July July iG. | anh, yellow | 1 to 2 |Chrysanthemum coronarium. Coarse grower, 
themum Apmil =) | to Oct producing many flowers. 

Godetia /March May # |18x18/ June | July |8to 10 pink, red, 1 to 2 Enothera amena, 2. Whitneyi. Showy flowers 
Me | pr | eee | to Oct. | ees purple | _ one to four inches across. OP ae uianoe t 

Sweet pea | April | 3 | 4x24) | July | 4to8 | white, scarlet, 4 to 6 Lath yrus odoratus. Plant early in deep, rich, 
| June | | | to Oct. | blue, yellow | moist soil, for cut flowers. 

Petunia “March May | aon’t 12x12} May | Sept. | 10 magenta, white 1 to 2 Petunia hybrida. Give open, sunny situations. 
_ April | cover | | | Furnishes mass of bloom till. frost. eS 

Sweet alyssum — March) April | 2 {12x 12) July | Aug. 20 white 4 Alyssum maritimum. Thrives in any soil. Sow 
| Sept. | Septem een _early spring, thickly, to form masses. oh 

Pot marigold /March| May | 4 |8x12| June July 12 to 15] orange, yellow | 1 to 14,Calendula officinalis. For flavoring soups. 

ue _ April cael ‘ to Oct. | i I ___ Profuse bloomer, even after first frost. 

SIX ANNUALS FOR VERY. Comp CLIMATES 
Sweet alyssum | March April 1 Irasnal july | Aug. 20 white 4 | Alyseurn | maritimum. Sow September for May 

| Sept. to Sept. | | | bloom. Flowers six months. 

Clarkia March) May © (Gs) ume | elle |B | nuns reoan | ac |Clarkia elegans. ‘Thrives in light warm soil in 
April | | to Oct. white sun or shade. Good edging. 

Marigold Feb. | April | 2° |12x12| June | Aug. 8 light yellow, }to2 Tagetes patula, T. erecta. Lasts well after first 
March) May | | | orange, brown | frosts. Dwarf kinds good borders. | 

Pansy Jan. | June 4 6x6 May | Sept. 6to8 purple, blue, 4$to1 Viola tricolor. Good plants can be grown out- 
Feb. |to Aug. June Oct. white, yellow side, but better to winter in coldframe __ 

Sweet pea | | April RQ || ADA | | July 4to 8 | white, scarlet, | 4 to 6 Lath yrus ‘odoratus. Make three sowings, last 
: | June | to Oct. blue, yellow gene one between the two earlier for shade. 

Stock, ten-weeks | March May ex 12) June July IO white, pink, | 14 Matthiola incana, var. annua. Good bedder. 
April purple | Rich soil produces more doubles. 

SIX ANNUALS That BLOOM AFTER Frost i 
Sweet alyssum - March JaNjpyeilll |) gy | 1008 338 1123 July Aug. 20 white 4 Alyssum maritimum. Stands the early fall 

| Sept. to Sept. frosts. _ Very satisfactory plant for edging. 

Candytutt | April TO Exar June 4 red, white 4 Iberis amara. Good cut flower and for masses. 
July to Sept. | Sow every two weeks for succession. 

Comic: | lame | April $ 6x6 June 12 rose, white, 2 to 3 Centaurea Cyanus. Once started, they resow 
| blue themselves. Good for border or cutting. 

Marigold UFeby | Apnll| ES | aser2| Myjune Ane, || 8 light yellow, }$to2 Tagetes patula, T. erecta. Bright ‘colors which 
March May | orange, brown light up the garden after frosts. 4 

Annual phlox Feb. |March) # 4x6) May July 4 to12 yellow, maroon, 4 to 1 Dies Dea cetEe Best low plant for general 
May to Aug. white, red | purposes. Selfsows. Abundant water. _ 

Stock, ten-weeks March May | Teo)2| Ne unene |) uly 10 white, pink, 14 Matthiolaincana, var. annua. May-sown seeds 
April purple flower after most annuals are dead. 



Tree heliotropes for decorating porches or dark halls. 

crops of flowers between May and October next year. 

A Bedding Plant Grown as a Tree—By W. N. Craig: ssc 

Young plants bought this April can be easily trained to tree form without a greenhouse and should give four 

The picture shows them recuperating after three weeKs’ absence from full sunlight 

THE HELIOTROPE OR ‘‘CHERRY PIE’’ AS A PLANT FOR PIAZZA 

OR FORMAL PLACES—A PLANT THAT CAN BE RAISED FROM 

SEED, AND WHICH WILL BLOOM FOUR TIMES IN ONE {SEASON 

ey plants are more useful for piazza 
decoration than heliotropes, when 

grown in standard or tree forms. The rich 
deep mauve color of the flowers, and their 

delicious fragrance make the heliotrope a 
favorite with everyone. As ordinarily grown 
it is not a very conspicuous object. If given 
a light situation, where they can get a reason- 
able amount of sunshine, and be watered 
carefully, they will flower nearly all summer. 
Even under a heavily-shaded piazza or in a 
hallway they will keep well for two or three 
weeks, after which they should be placed 
outdcors in a sunny position, pruned back a 
little, syringed two or three times daily, and 
carefully watered. Within a month they 
will again be a mass of blcom. Four good 
crops of flowers can thus easily be secured be- 
tween May and October. 

There is nothing specially difficult in the 
growing or training of this type of heliotrope. 
In March or April secure a few small, vigor- 
ous plants from a local florist, which should 
be potted along as required, taking care never 

Photograph by Henry Troth 

to allow the plant to become matted with roots 
or potbound. The top must not be pinched 
irom the main stem until the desired height 
is reached, but all flowers and side shoots 
should be carefully removed, and the stem 
tied to a stake sufficiently stout to keep it 
firm. The stem can be run up to any de- 
sired length hefore being topped; the usua! 
height is about four feet. A number of side 
shoots will soon appear, which, when they 
have made a growth of five or six inches, are 
pinched, and this pinching is continued until 
the plant carries a head of the desired size. 

A cutting rooted in the spring will produce 
large heads during the summer of the year 
following. If started in the fall, and grown 
ail winter in a moderately warm house stand- 
ards can be had the following July. Seed- 
lings make better standards than cuttings. 

The plants may he flowered in either large 
pots or tubs, preference being given to the 
latter. We use tubs sixteen inches square, and 
round ones of the same diameter. These 
will carry a plant several years if liberal top 
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dressing and liquid stimulants are given. It 
is a good plan to raise a few standards each 
year: the older plants can then be set out in 
beds or borders, where they are very effective. 

Heliotropes are best grown outdoors from 
June ist until the first frost. They can be 
carried over in a temperature of fifty degrees 
in a greenhouse or light cellar, and should be 
kept moderately dry during the severe winter 
months. 

Care must always be taken to see that the 
plants are securely staked, as otherwise 
strong winds would break or seriously injure 
them. A compost of two-thirds turf loam, 
one-third well dried cow manure, in which 
there is a good dash of sand is excellent. 

The one cultural fact that makes for suc- 
cess with heliotrope, is to keep the plant 
growing. It suffers more than most plants 
if it once gets dried out, and must be kept 
fairly moist at all times. 

There are several varieties offered by the 
florists and seedsmen, but the best is prob- 
ably Queen of Violets. 

— 



Round, scabby, irregular and oval potatoes. The iirst is of ideal shape for convenient and economical handling, though the fourth is preferred in some markets. 

Irregular potatoes are wasteful. Scabby potatoes are unsightly when baked. You cannot raise quality potatoes without spraying with Paris green and Bordeaux mixture 

Quality Potatoes for the Home Table—By Effie M. Barron * 
METHODS OF CULTIVATION AND WAYS OF COOKING—THE THE BEST VARIETIES, 

N 

FIRST OF A SERIES OF ARTICLES ON “‘QUALITY VEGETABLES FOR THE HOME TABLE’”’ 

Note.—As Mrs. Fullerton’s “‘ How to Make a Vegetable Garden”’ marked a new era in horticultural literature by combining kitchen recipes with 
garden practice and by confining the subject to the home garden, so Mrs. Barron’s series of articles marks a step in advance by focussing the attention upon 
quality and how to get it. 

At last we have some articles containing a good deal about cooking which can be read by ‘‘ men folks’’ with wakefulness and perhaps interest. For, 
here we have no string of recipes, but reasons why one way is better than another: no tyrannical judgments on matters of taste, but a sincere effort to show the 
latest results of science in three departments hitherto absurdly divorced—cultiyation, varieties, cooking. 

Mrs. Barron was formerly cookery teacher under the London School Board. In cultural,matters she will be assisted by her husband, Mr. Leonard 
Barron, who spent his youtli in the gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society at Chiswick, England, and is experienced in judging vegetables at American 
exhibitions. Both Mr. and Mrs. Barron have for years tried the novelties by 
stations, for they have raised, cooked and eaten them. 

HERE are two radically different kinds 
of perfection in potatoes. The ideal 

potato for baking becomes light, dry and 
mealy; it has a floury texture. The ideal 
potato for salads makes thin, firm slices; it 
has a waxy texture. European varieties are 

mostly of the latter 
type, Americans of the 
former. A wet, soggy 

potato is our abomina- 
tion; the same quality 
is in potato salads a 
virtue. You can make 
a mealy variety soggy 
by growing it on wet, 
heavy clay; the best 
flavored potatoes are 
grown on light sandy 
loam. 

While the potato is the commonest of all 
vegetables, it is doubtless prepared with more 
waste and less skill than any other. It is too 
easy to raise and too easy to cook in a pass- 
able manner. The chief vices of potato cul- 
ture are growing them on heavy soil which 
makes big crops and large tubers but poor 
quality. In wet soils potatoes are imperfectly 
ripened and therefore of poorer flavor and 

Dark part gluten; 

light partstarch. Save 

the best part of the 

tuber by thin peeling 

Damaged and discolored potatoes are unsightly 

when ccoKed whole, and wasteful, as so much has 

to be cut away. They are best used for mashing 

standards which mean more to us than the mere cultural tests of the experiment 
Anyone who has known yarieties or methods better than those here recommended is invited to send 

proofs to the Editor of THE GARDEN MaGaZINeE who will provide some fair way of testing and:reporting on them. 

keeping quality; also they are more liable to 
rot and scab. A scabby baked potato is not 
a pleasant sight on the table. Heavy soils 
tend to develop the hollow heart and black 
spot in the centre. 

If the cultivation of potatoes on wet heavy 
sols is the commonest fault of the farmer, 

The right and wrong way of testing a boiled potato. 

SKewer punctures; fork breaks 

the besetting sin of the home gardener is that 
he does not spray his potato vines with a 
cembination of Paris green and Bordeaux 
mixture to destroy the beetles, scab and rot. 
Even if you have enough potatoes and do not 
mind small ones, the chances are that they 

“ Ricing’”’ potatoes—one ot the easiest and most 

attractive of the ““fancy"’ ways of serving. A good 

way to use spoiled potatoes 
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will be imperfectly ripened. You cannot 
grow high-quality potatoes unless you spray. 

THOSE WITH MOST GLUTEN ARE BEST 

Most people, I suppose, take it for granted 
that the best potatoes are the ones that con- 
tain the most starch. On the contrary, it is 
the ones that contain the most gluten, be- 
cause gluten is an albuminous food, and 
starch is much cheaper than albumen. 
Now cut a potato open and look at the 

smali illustration and we shall learn some- 
thing worth knowing about this gluten. 

First comes the skin of the potato. Ina 
rew potato it is thin and clear; while a corky 
skin indicates a mature potato, and one 
more likely to be mealy. 

Secend is a thin layer varving from one- 
eighth of an inch to one-half an inch in 
thickness. This is the gluten. 

Third comes the largest part of the pot: 
the starch. Ii this is very dense t 
will be mealy, but if non-uniform t 
will be of poor quality. 

Fourth is the very centre of 
which contains little starch and a great deal 
of water. If this a hes out into the 
starch the potato will not be a good cooker. 

the tuber 

Round vs. irregular potatoes for baking. The ends 

of oblong potatoes often soggy when the middle is 

done 
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The wrong way of peeling potatoes—thumb too far 

from Knife. Makes thick irregular slices 

It is true, therefore, that the best part of 
the potato lies next to the skin and that is 
why thin peeling is so important. This pro- 
cess can be transformed from a dirty, tedious 
job to a fine art. If you will scrub the 
potatoes till clean the work of peeling will be 
much easier and pleasanter. Use cold water 
and an ordinary five-cent nail-brush, kept 
for this purpose. Make the knife follow 
your thumb closely all the time you are peel- 
ing or you will have no control over it. 
Potato peelers can be bought for five cents. 
While they force thin peeling they are not 
often very sharp and soon get out of order. 
New potatoes do not require peeling as the 
skin is very thin; they must be scraped. 

THE BEST AND WORST WAYS OF COOKING 

The commonest mistakes we make in cook- 
ing potatoes are that we use too many fried 
and boiled potatoes. Fried potatoes are 
less easily digestible than food cooked in 
other ways. The most wasteful way to cook 
potatoes is to peel them, put them in cold 
water and bring them slowly toaboil. This 
method allows the water to penetrate to the 
centre of the potato so that a good deal of 
the starch may be dissolyed and lost and 
the potato becomes soggy because it has not 
been “cooked dry.” On the other hand, if 
you put peeled or cut potatoes into boiling 
water the gluten is hardened at once (as is 
that other common albuminous food—the 
white of an egg) thus preventing the water 
from getting to the starch and thereby ensur- 
ing a mealy potato. : 

The best way to cook potatoes is to bake 
them, because a dry heat being used none 
of the food value is lost. Next in nutritive 
order is the boiling of potatoes with their 
skinson. Next comes steaming which every- 
one should practice instead of the common 
way of boiling because it wastes less starch, 
while giving the same kind of flavor and tex- 
ture. Frying is the least rational process 
Of the “fancy” methods “‘ricing” is one of 
the easiest and most attractive and it has the 
great advantage of being useful for potatoes 
unfit for other uses. 

THE BEST WAY OF BAKING’ 

In baking a hot oven is necessary, or the 
skin will not be crisp. Choose large, well- 
matured tubers, as small potatoes are not 
aitractive and new ones are not mealy 
enough. A round one is better than an 
oblong one, for the pointed ends of the latter 
remain hard and soggy while the rounded 
part is floury and well cooked. Prick the 
skin, to allow the steam to escape, when the 
potatoes are nearly cooked, otherwise the 
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potato will probably burst. Potatoes can be 
beautifully baked on the top of the gas range, 
instead of heating the oven for one dish. 
Use the asbestos mats that you can get at 
any hardware store, two for five cents. 
Place a mat on one of your top burners, put 
on your potatoes, and cover to keep in the 
heat. Bake as usual, turning frequently. 

THE BEST WAY OF BOIL 

It is better to boil potatoes with their skins 
on than te cut and peel them, because a 

Showing relative size of cooKed starch grains at 

the right and uncooked at the left; paucity of starch 

in internal medullary area; abundance of starch in 

external medullary area. (Courtesy Cornell Countryman) 

great deal of the starch is dissolved by boiling 
water and thrown away with it. Put the 
potatoes into cold water, which draws out 
the disagreeable acid in the skin of the potato. 
After scrubbing the potatoes, put them in 
cold water, bring it to the boil, and then boil 

A good, cheap substitute for the ideal steamer shown 

below. A ten-cent home contraption 

the potatoes briskly for about twenty-five 
minutes. When done, drain off every drop 
of water, shake the pan gently to break the 
skin, so as to let the steam escape. Now 
put the pan near the fire for about ten 
minutes with a soft cloth on the top. to ab- 

which costs $1.55, but soon An ideal steamer, 

pays for itself by saving what is wasted in the com- 

mon method of boiling 

APRIL, 19:06 

Make the Knife follow your thumb closely, or you 

will have no control over it 

sorb the steam. Peel them, and send them 
hot to the table. 

STEAMING BETTER THAN BOILING 

The next method in order of merit is 
steaming. Here the potatoes are not 
dropped into the water, but cooked entirely 
by the steam from boiling water. Special 
steam cookers can be bought for the purpose, 
hut I have often improvised one that answers 
the same purpose. A ten-cent frying basket 
fitted on an ordinary saucepan will do very 
well. The only thing to be careful about is 
that the lid fits pretty snugly, or the steam 
will escape, and the potatoes will take much 
longer to cook. Peel the potatoes, and have 
the water boiling in the lower part of the 
steamer. Put the top part on, lay the pota- 
toes in that, put the lid on, and leave them. 
By this method, which is the best way to get 
“boiled” potatoes, you can leave them alone 
for an hour or more without fear of their be- 
ing over-done or breaking. 

To find out if they are soft try them with 
a skewer or knitting needle. Push it into 
the potato, and if it goes in quite easily the 
potato is done. Do not use a fork, as so 
many people do, or you will break the potato 
and spoil its table appearance. When the 
potatoes are cooked sufficiently, take the 
steamer part off the lower saucepan, shake 
the potatoes gently, and finish as for potatoes 
boiled in their jackets. Sprinkle with salt 
just before taking the pan from the fire. 

THE BEST WAY TO BOIL PEELED POTATOES 

Choose potatoes of equal size as nearly 
as possible, e. g., all large ones one day, all 
small ones the next. If obliged to cook 
large and small at the same time do not 
cut the large ones to make them the same 
size as the small, but ccok the larger ones 
about eight or ten minutes before the small 
ones are put in. 

Have ready a saucepan with plenty of boil- 
ing water. Prepare the potatoes the same 
way as for steaming. If you do not require 
the potatoes at once after peeling, lay them 
in cold water until needed; this makes them a 
good color when cooked. Peel the potatoes 
and plunge them into boiling water, boil 
gently and evenly (if boiled very fast they will 
“break), try them with a skewer, and if done, 
proceed the same as with potatoes cooked in 
their skins. 

Potatoes that have been orenionied or 
cooked too fast and have broken in the water, 
can be turned into a dainty and palatable 
vegetable by mashing. Pass them through 
a potato “ricer,” or beat them with two 
forks. with the prongs joined together. 



End of May. Daffodils gone. German iris dom- 

inant. A good background of other foliage 

A, oT Par 

( Peonies 

past). Alyssum, platycodon and Shasta daisy in flower 

A BIT OF HARDY BORDER FROM THE SAME VIEW-POINT IN SPRING, SUMMER AND AUTUMN, SHOWING A REMARKABLE SUCCESSION OF FLOWERS 

July. Phlox and hydrangeas dominant. In front Hydrangeas now deep pink. 

is blue spirea, which never shows well in a picture 

September. 

A Constant Succession of Hardy Flowers_sy u.c. Taylor 
THE STORY OF A COMMUTER WHO HAS FLOWERS EVERY DAY FROM APRIL TO OCTOBER— 

SEVEN YEARS OF STEADY PROGRESS TOWARDS COLOR HARMONY AND FLORAL SUCCESSION 

iy the January number of Tor GARDEN 
Macazine I told how I began garden- 

ing seven years ago in my 50 x 75 backyard by 
making meaningless flower beds of geomet- 
rical design in the middle of the lawn and 
how I changed to the border system. I now 
have irregular borders of hardy flowers all 
round the yard, and every year I have shifted 
plants and added new ones, until I can hon- 
estly say that I have plenty of flowers every 
day for seven months and that there is not a 
vacant or ragged spot anywhere. As to color 
harmony I make no boast, for that is a 
matter of taste and mine may be bad, but I 
know that I have suppressed color discords 
as fast as they appeared, and every year I 
have made new and better color combina- 
tions. 

AN INGENIOUS SCHEME 

My borders are divided—on paper—into 
twenty-five-foot units. Diagrams are drawn to 
scale and show the position of every plant. 
In the summer I note on those plans every- 
thing that is a failure in any way. During 
the winter I pore over these war maps and 
mark every move of the campaign. If 42 and 
43 make a color discord and 43 would look 
better next to 105. I draw a line from 43 to 

Plan of the 6x30 strip shown above. Numbers refer totable, in the next column. 

Photographs by the author 

105 and next spring I know exactly what I 
want to do when the plants are fit to move. 

MARCH AND APRIL GLORIES 

Before the flowers in my borders begin to 
bloom I have a show in the lawn itself, from 

the snowdrops, scillas and crocus which are 
scattered, in the grass. These bulbs have to 
be planted in the fall in such a way as not to 
‘mar the lawn. 

THE SECRET OF PRODUCTIVENESS 

It is only telling sober fact to say that my 
flowers are larger, better-colored and more 
numerous than those of ordinary gardens 
simply because the soil has been more thor- 
oughly prepared—trenched to the depth of 
two and a half feet instead of the depth of an 
ordinary spade. 
My planting has been criticised as being 

too thick, but I have experienced no trouble. 
Whenever I fear a group of plants may be 
insufficiently nourished I simply use liquid 
manure. I have always been better satisfied 
with thick planting and frequent division 
than more open placing and the expectation 
that the distances between the plants would 
be just right after several seasons’ growth, 
the spaces to be occupied by annuals mean- 

(If the diagram were placed 

vertically you would get the same view-point as in the pictures) 
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while. One reason is that you have to shift 
plants to places where they will look better. 

FIFTEEN FLOWERS IN PERFECT SUCCESSION 

The following flowers are the ones shown in the 
pictures. The numbers refer to the diagram. 

April 
Key P 
No. Variety Color 

37. Crown imperial.... Red and yellow 
48. Narcissus#....-.--- Yellow and white 

May 

45. German iris....... Mixed 

June 
a3ee JReoniesworeecei eee Red and white 
Ae Gaillaxditata:. 111-1. Bronze 

July 

35. Shasta daisy .....- White 
36. Hydrangea panicu- 

lata, var. grandi- 
lOPBaseccscvocde 

38. Platycodon grandt- 
florum, var. mar- 

White, turning to pink 

LESTE NCE ee eet ees Blue 

39. Phlox ‘‘Lumineux’’ Pink 
aie, Alieer Ihicooe sede Orange 
46. Phlox ‘*Coquelicot’’ Scarlet 
a7, Clan Wee ©° Il Ine 

Penn? so ce6oo00r White 
Sweet alyssum 

elomune hum bees ; 
planted to cover 48 White 

August 

40. Liatris pycnostachya Rose purple 

September 

44. Blue spirea (Cary- 
opteris Masta- 
(UTMHIG)) o556 S65 Biue 

A good way to plan a border is to write 
down the names of your twelve favorite per- 
ennials and arrange them by months, color 
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and height as in the table below. Then 
pick out the flowers that are to be dominant 
at each of the twelve periods between April 
1st and November 1st. 

Then make three charts—one each for 
spring, summer and autumn effect, and use 
colored pencils for your big masses. 

Lastly fill in with your flowers of minor 
importance. 

TWO CROPS OF FLOWERS ON THE SAME 
GROUND 

My narcissus is planted in a belt about 
eight inches wide and after they have bloomed 
the same space is covered for three months 
with the blossoms of ‘““Tom Thumb” sweet 
alyssum. The narcissus bulbs stay in the 
same place for several years and the alyssum 
seeds are sown right above them early in 
May. Alyssum begins to bloom in July and 
continues for the rest of the season. 

The space occupied by the crown imperial 
is later covered over by the foliage of the 
phlox and Shasta daisy. 

TRAINING THE OBSTREPEROUS ACHILLEA 

The phlox “‘Coquelicot” and “Pearl” 
achillea are alternated in a row about a foot 
apart and a foot back from the front of the 
border. ‘‘The Pearl” achillea is most useful 
because it blooms the greater part of the sum- 
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mer and because white is a great pacifier of 
conflicting colors. 

As the stems are inclined to fall over, one 
year I pegged the two-foot stalks along the 
ground, over the narcissus, where the up- 
lifted bloom made an excellent edging. The 
second year I was better satisfied with the 
result of cutting off the tops when the plants 
were six inches high. This made them 
bushy and the indiv idual stalks lighter, and 
they appeared to better advantage, using the 
leaves of the German iris behind them for 
support. An occasional bent wire was 
inserted to prevent their crowding too closely 
upon the phlox which was interspersed for 
contrasts. 

HOW THE BLUE SPIREA HIDES THE DEFECT 

OF THE PEONIES 

About a foot behind my irises, and alterna- 
ting with the peonies which are just behind, 
is the blue spirea (Caryopteris Mastacan- 
thus), the plants of which are set five feet 
apart. This is a very profuse bloomer and 
eventually hides the foliage of the peonies 
which is liable to become unsightly late in the 
season. The blue spirea attracts innumer- 
able bees whose humming is most de- 
lightful. 

About fifteen inches behind the blue 

APRIL, 1906 

spirea is a row of peonies and hydrangeas 
which alternate and are about two feet apart. 
The hydrangeas commence flowering in July, 
the flowers lasting till long after frost, gradu- 
ally turning from white to deep pink. They 
are pruned in February and the peony tops 
are cut off late in the fall. 

Between these and the fence—back of the 
border—is a row of tiger lilies in clumps 
about two feet apart. 

THREE POINTS ABOUT PHLOX 

The phloxes are more effective when 
planted in groups or masses of separate 
colors. They will do better for being raised 
a little above the level of the bed. It will 
prevent damping off. 

Should you mourn because the phlox is 
just coming into bloom when you are leaving 
home for two or three weeks, nip off the 
heads and the side shoots will have a display 
nearly ready to greet you upon your return. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE 6 x 356 BORDER 

My German iris is planted in clumps about 
two feet apart in a row a foot and a half from 
the phlox and achillea. Each clump is a 
color by itself, but the different clumps 
have different colors—white, blue or yellow. 
After the flowers are gone the foliage is very 
effective. 

How to Use a Planting Plan—By I. G. Tabor % 
A COMPLETE CHART FOR A 50x100 LOT, SHOWING EXACTLY WHERE TO SET EVERY TREE AND SHRUB, AND HOW TO . 

TRANSFER THE PLAN TO THE GROUND—A FEATURE NEVER BEFORE PRESENTED IN ANY HORTICULTURAL PERIODICAL 

Publisher's Note. Tf you want an artistic garden, you must learn how to make and use plans. A plan like this would probably cost you about $150. It solves one of the 
hardest and commonest problems—how to lay out a typical suburban lot, or rather, a pair of lots measuring 25 x Ico (the common unit near New York and several other large 
cities). The shallowness of the lot makes it difficult to screen unsightly objects and create a landscape picture. Both these results are accomplished below, and the plants 
are also selected with reference to permanence, ease of culture, harmony of color-effect, and year-round interest. We shal] be glad to be of further service to anyone who in- 

tends planting a place in accordance with these plans. 
The planting plans hitherto given in THe GarpEN MaGazine and Country Life in America have met with a cordial reception because they have given more specific directions 

than any other plans that have been published in American periodicals. They have told what to plant, the cost, and the general position of the various plants. The present plap 
goes a step farther; it shows exactly where to place each plant. It also illustrates how to transfer any other plan from the paper to the ground. This additional detail requires 
an enormous amount of work on the part of the landscape gardener, and an inordinate amount of space in the magazine. Therefore we cannot allow ourselves this luxury, as a regular 
thing, unless there is a well-defined demand for it, but anyone who will take the pains now to find out how to use a planting plan will be able to use to advantage subsequent plans 
containing less detail. There is a little knack in using plans. They always look more formidable than they really are. 

from it and drive another stake. pent from a plan, though a very 
simple matter when you know how, 

looks difficult when first approached, and 
for this reason I think many people shrink 
from attempting to follow one. For the 
sake of argument let us assume that one 
object is to transfer to the garden the plan 
given on the next page. First of all the tools: 

(1) A 5 ft. stick or rod, on which the 
divisions into single feet are plainly marked. 

(2) A dozen or two wooden stakes, pointed 
at one end so that they may be eas ty driven 
into the ground. 

(@) A “heavy cord or twine about 25 ft. 
long. 

Armed with these tools and the plan, which 
has been marked off in 5 ft. squares, let 
us start at the southwest corner and lay out 
the border planting of shrubs and perennials 
which forms the boundary along the south 
side of the lot. On the western boundary line 
measure 5 ft. north by laying the rod on the 
ground with one end at the corner. Drive a 
stake at this point, and measure 5 ft. north 

This gives 
which is more than the width of this 

That we 

TOMts 

border excepting in one place. 
will consider when we come to it. 

Now, beginning again at the corner, 
measure 5 ft. east on the southern boundary 
line and drive a stake, repeating four times, 
which will give a distance of 29 ft. At this 
point—2oS on plan—measure north 5 ft. and 
drive a stake. From this stake stretch the 
cord to the stake at 5W—the first one 
driven—and you have enclosed the area of 
the first four squares. 

Starting once more from the corner meas- 
ure 5 ft. east, this time on the stretched 
cord instead of on the southern boundary 
line. Lay the measuring rod from the point 
found on the cord to the first stake on the 
southern boundary—ssS on plan—and you 
have enclosed the area of the first square. 
In the centre of this square the plan calls for 
No. 27. The hole for it may be dug at once, 
or its location staked, as is most convenient. 

It is better, usually, to put in stakes for all 

the plants of one kind, then dig the holes and 
set them before proceeding to the next lot. 

The next three squares will now be meas- 
ured off in the same way, and the stake driven 
in the centre, before any holes are dug. Then 
the four plants of elder (Sambucus nigra) 
may be planted atthesametime. After these 
are set, go back to the second square, and 

4 ft. from its western edge, on the line 
marked by the cord, drive a stake to indicate 
one of the plants of No 1, high cranberry 
(Viburnum O pulus). In the same way stake 
the place for the last honeysuckle No. 3 
(Lonicera Morrowi)—in the fourth square. 
Dig the holes for these and set them at once, 
if it is your purpose to set out the perennials 
as well as the trees and shrubs. Of course, the 
heavy shrubs must always go in before the 
lighter things. 

Three plants of No. 20, Sweet William, 
fall within the line of the cord—one is almost 
on the SCENE! of the second square, the next 
one is r4 ft. on the first, in the third square, 
and the third 14 ft. removed from the second. 
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Onz plant of No. 28, baby’s breath, is 14 ft. 
from the northeast corner of the fourth square 
and a second plant of this is on the line which 
separates the fourth from the fifth square. 
Drive stakes for these five plants, fastening a 
number or label to each stake to avoid con- 
fusion, so that when the actual planting time 
arrives everything goes at once to its place. 

From the stake opposite, or north of, 20S, 
measure north again 5 ft. and drive a 
stake. This gives ro ft. from the southern 
boundary and is therefore opposite, and east 
of, roW. From the stake at roW stretch the 
cord to the stake just driven—and now the 
northern boundary of the second set of 
squares is found. In the first one are two 
plants of No. 1. Dig the holes and plant 
these at once. 

Now proceed to stake off the perennials in 
order as they come; three plants of No. 30, 
(Yucca) in the first square; two of the same 
in the second square; seven of No. 20 (Sweet 
William), in the second square with one on 
the line and two of the same in square three; 
five of No.29 (gold flower) in this square with 
three of the same in the fourth square and 
one of No. 28 (baby’s breath), to make the 
planting complete up to the fifth set of 
squares. 

All the planting within the space bounded 
by the lines 0 to roW, 10W to X, X to 20S 
and 20S to o may now be finished, before 
pulling up stakes and proceeding east another 
20 feet. 

For the next section measure in just the 
same way on the southern boundary 20 ft., 
driving a stake every 5 ft., then at the point 
405, measure north 5 ft., drive a stake 
and stretch the cord from it back to the stake 
5 ft. north of 20S. Stake off the big shrubs 
and plant them just as in the first sec- 
tion and drive stakes for the smaller stuff. 
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Then measure 5 ft. north again, just as in 
the first section, and plant the shrubs in this 
space, and al] of the perennials of this sec- 
tion. 

Now on the lines running north from 40S 
and 30S measure another 5 ft. and stretch 
the cord from the stakes at these two points. 
This encloses the two squares which contain 
the three plants of No. 24 (Hydrangea), and 
also gives a line from which to measure for 
the tree. This is 24% ft. east of the eastern 
boundary of these squares and 1 ft. south of 
their northern boundary. It should be 

planted before the hydrangea. 
Proceed in the same way the length of the 

border, dividing it into 20-ft. spaces and these 
in turn into 5-ft. squares. The same method 

applies to all planting wherever it may 
be. Around the building measure from the 
building in just the same way. 

PLANTING LIST 
SHRUBS AND HERBACEOUS PLANTS 

Van Houtte’s spirea 
Japanese spindle tree 
Purple barberry 

Pompon chrysanthe- 
mums 

Spiraea Van Houtter 

Euonymus alatus 

Berberts vulgaris, var. atro- 
purpurea 

Chrysanthemum Indrcum 

ENGLISH STANDARD AND TRADE 
NAME NAME 

1 High cranberry Viburnum O pulus 
2 Rhodotypos Rhodoty pos kerrtoides 
3 Bush honeysuckle Lonicera Morrow 
4 Snowberry Sym phoricarpos racemosus 
5 Peonies Peonta officinalis 
6 

7 
8 

10 Dogwood Cornus alba 
11 Dockmackie Viburnum acertfolium 
12 Thunberg’s spirea Spiraea Thunbergit 
13, Wayfaring tree Viburnum Lantana 

14 Golden bell Forsythia suspensa, var. 
Fortunei (F. Fortune?) 

15 Michaelmas daisy Aster Nove-Anglie 
16 Japanese anemone Anemone Faponica 
17 Japanese barberry Berberis Thunbergii 
18 Lily Lilium speciosum 
19 Sneezewort Achillea Ptarmica, var. The 

Pearl 
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To transfer a plan from paper to the ground, first ruie off the drawing into squares at, say, \ntervals of five feet on the scale. 

proposed garden, at corresponding intervals, and by stretchtng cords to intersecting points, the exact place for a given plant can be determined. 

the places indicated, and label or number to agree with planting list 

Sweet William 

Polyanthus 
Marsh mallow 

Rose of Sharon 

Hardy hydrangea 

Smooth sumach 

Tickseed 

European elder 
Baby’s breath 
Gold flower 

Adam’s needle 

Lilac 

Sweet pepperbush 

Ghent azaleas 

German iris in variety 
Perennial Jarkspur 
Kinnikinnik 
Arrow-wood 

Foxglove in variety 
New Jersey tea 
Deutzia Pride of Ro- 

chester 

Christmas rose 

Rugosa rose 

Hollyhock 
Garden columbine 

Hardy ferns in variety 

VINE 

Hall’s honeysuckle 

English ivy 
Wistaria 

Japanese virgin, bower 
Jackman Clematis 

Crimson rambler rose 

Climbing hydrangea 
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Dianthus barbatus 

Primula Polyantha 

Hibiscus Moscheutos 

Hibiscus Syritacus, var. 

Feanne d’ Arc 

Hydrangea paniculata, var. 
grandiflora 

Rhus glabra 

Coreopsis lanceolata 

Sambucus nigra 

Gypsophila paniculata 

Hypericum Mosertanum 

Yucca filamentosa 

Syringa vulgaris; white 
and colored 

Clethra alnifolia 

Azalea Gandavensis 

Pontica) 
Tris Germanica 

Delphinium, formosum 
Cornus Amomum 

Viburnum dentatum 

Digitalis 

Ceanothus Americanus 
Deutzia scabra, var. crenata 

flore plena 

Helleborus niger 
Rosa rugosa, (a- var. alba; 

b-var. rubra) 
Althea rosea 

Aquilegia vulgaris 

(A, 

Ss 

Lonicera ‘faponica, var. 

Halliana, (L. Halliana) 
Hedera Helix 

Wistaria  Chinensis (in 
trade as W. Sinensis) 

Clematis paniculata 
Clematis lanuginosa, var. 
Fackmant 

Rosa multiflora, var. Crim- 
son Rambler 

Hydrangea pettolaris 

TREES 

European white birch 

Sugar maple 
Maidenhair tree 

Flowering dogwood 

Mugho pine 

Betula alba 

Acer saccharum 

Ginkgo biloba 
Cornus florida 

Pinus mentana, var. Mug- 
hus (P- Mughus) 

Lesave 

<p Ne 

Stake out the'boundary lines ofthe 

Drive stakes in 



Three parallel straight borders; the central one of dahlia Countess of Lonsdale, 

snapdragons, gladioli and lemon verbena; side borders of sweet peas, carnations 

or opium poppies, China asters and mignonette, edged with alyssum 

A Kaleidoscopic Series of Small Gardens—By John F. 

Two irregular borders in which chrysanthemums are the main display. In 

the background sweet peas, larKspurs and hollyhocKs maintain a succession of 

bloom until the chrysanthemums are ready 

Long 

Island Johnston 

HOW A VEGETABLE GARDEN DIVIDED INTO COMPARTMENTS BY ROWS OF 

GRAPE VINES WAS TRANSFORMED IN ONE YEAR INTO A SERIES OF 

THIRTEEN DISTINCT FLORAL PICTURES EACH HIDDEN FROM THE OTHER 

SINGULAR circumstance enabled Mr. 
Paul Dana to have at his summer home, 

Dosoris, Long Island, a series of “surprise 
gardens.” He had decided to change an old 
vegetable garden into a flower garden. This 
vegetable garden was separated into thirteen 
compartments each thirty feet wide and 
from one hundred to a hundred and thirty 
feet long by rows of grape vines, the foliage 
of which was so dense that each compartment 
was hidden from the other. This suggested 
the idea of making each one of these compart- 
ments a distinct landscape composition, so 
that as a person drives or walks along, 
he is struck by a succession of floral pic- 

Shrubbery 
etc. 

fose walk — 360 feet Tong 

Rough sketch of the Kaleidoscopic series of gar- 

dens. There are thirteen of them (although the 

diagram shows only twelve). A long row of grapes 

hides each garden from the next one 

tures, each as different as possible from the 
other. 

Since the gardens were only made last year, 
they naturally lack perfection of detail, be- 
cause it is impossible to get a perfect lawn in 
one year. Every garden ought to contain 
some lawn, since a bit of green is needed to 
rest the eve from the vivid colors of the flow- 
ers. Nevertheless, the scheme as a whole has 
received such favorable comment from visit- 
ors that it seems worth while to show some 
of the pictures and to raise the question 
whether a garden of this kind is not more 
interesting than one which can be taken in 
at a single glance. 

Irregular borders of annuals selecied for their vivid colors. 

cosmos at the back, scarlet sage burning in the middle and marigolds to make 

Half circles“of heliotrone and cornilower the autumn yellow. 

Sunflowers ani 
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A hardy border with a straight edge. 

nialsfand the idea is to getithe utmost variety of color and form throughout the 

season. =Few_of a Kind are} used 

This is composed chiefly of peren- 



A garden of two scroll-like beds. Each of the circles is composed of General 

The two narrow beds planted with 

yellow Tom Thumb snapdragons and Begonia semperflorens 

Grant geranium carpeted with alyssum. 

The founder of the estate, the late Charles 

A. Dana, editor of the New York Sun, was 
very fond of dwarf fruit trees trained against 
walls and in various symmetrical shapes. 
There is a growing interest in such trees in this 
country because they occupy so little room 
and enable one to get fruit of higher quality 
than with the full-sized trees. Such trees are 
particularly suited to suburban gardens, and 
whenever it is planned to make them a per- 
manent feature of the kitchen garden it 
might be well to arrange them in such a way 
that the entire garden cannot be seen from 
any one point of view. Ora vegetable garden 
could be arranged for decorative effect. 

A NOVEL USE OF GRAPE VINES 

It must be said, however, that dwarf- 
trained fruit trees require the constant atten- 
tion of an expert, and where it is impossible 
to guarantee this it would be much simpler, 
safer and more economical to use grape vines 
instead. 

It might be well, for the sake of contrast, 
to have a formal garden followed by a nature- 
like garden, a very vivid garden by one that 
will be green most of the season, one of robust 
growth by one of slender and diminutive 
growth and so on. 

The flowers that are contained in each of 
the miniature gardens here shown are men- 
tioned beneath their picture. There seems 
no reason why the culture of each should be 
given in detail as they are all familiar flowers, 
but a summary of the operations is here given. 

FLOWERS PLANTED IN EARLY FALL (SEP- 

TEMBER) 

All hardy perennials and biennials pro- 
tected by mulch during winter. Examples: 
ne and pansies, phloxes, larkspurs, holly- 
ocks. 

FLOWERS PLANTED IN EARLY SPRING 

As soon as the ground is free from frost: 
Hardy perennials and biennials, 

This will eventually be a rose garden. 

China asters and phlox this year: the circular one has roses edged with verbenas. 

The trained fruit trees combine to frame the picture 

The four straight beds are filled with 

SEEDS OF ANNUALS 

A. Sawn where intended to flower 

AA. Sown in the greenhou 

B. Started as early tn the season as possible after all danger 

from frost is past 

Sweet peas 

Sweet alyssum 

All poppies 
R.B. Started later, or early in May. 

in March and April 

Godetia Nasturnum Sunflower 
Mignonnette Lupir Phlox Drummondi 

Clarkia Candytuft Marigolds 
Linum Cornflower (Centaurea) 
Stocks Snapdragon Vincas 

The more tender annuals and hardier 
kinds, which are wanted for early bloom and 
require transplanting from seed boxes, and 
are placed out-of-doors in some sheltered 
spot to gradually harden before planting in 
the garden: 
Asters Verbenas 

Phlox Drummond: Cosmos 
Salvia splendens Zinnias 
Balsams Morning glories 
Nicotiana alata (N. affints) Begonia semperflorens 

« Sanderi Petunias 

Nemesia Suttont Lobelia 

A semi-formal effect—two circular beds flanked by irregular borders. 

foreground at either side blazes Kelway'’s golden marguerite (Anthems tinctoria, var. 

Kelwayt). Near the vines are stately hollyhocks, foxgloves, dahlias and cosmos 

In the A very simple 
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formal 

fortensis, edged with annual phlox and China asters. 

show and the asters are not yet in bloom 

circular beds of 

The phlox is too dark to 

garden—merely two 



The Rantankerous Brood of Aphides—By E. Dwight Sanderson Sui. 
A GROUP OF INTERESTING BUT TROUBLESOME INSECTS ON WHICH WE YEARLY SQUANDER 

SEVERAL TONS- OF PARIS GREEN IN 

pee as the apple buds burst open in 
the spring close examination will re- 

veal many little green aphides assem- 
bled upon them. Usually they remain un- 
noticed for two or three weeks, until the 
foliage commences to curl up, and inside of 
the rolled leaf are found myriads of the little 
villains. Had the twigs been carefully ex- 
amined during the winter especially around 
the buds, there would have been seen many 
tiny, glossy black eggs, which were laid the 
previous autumn while the leaves were fall- 

A familiar sight as the apple buds are opening. 

Myriads of green aphis sucking ou! the juices 

ing. From each egg a young aphis is 
hatched a few days before the first buds 
open, who at once stations herself upon a 
swelling bud ready for a meal as soon as the 
first bit of foliage peeps out. The young 
aphis grows rapidly. 

The outer skin ofall insects is more or 
less hardened, and when a certain amount 
of growth has taken place, further increase 
is impossible owing tothe unyielding nature 
of the skin. It therefore splits down the 
centre of the back and is thrown off, and 
while the new skin is ARRUSIINE growth 
occurs. Thus, feeding all the time and 
growing rapidly, the young aphis discards 
her old dress ev ery few days. In a week or 
ten days she is full-grown, with her fifth and 
last new garb. Where aphides are numerous 
these little white molted skins become quite 
abundant. Mrs. Aphis now proceeds to 
rear her family, which is exceedingly large 
and grows rapidly: from three to five or six 
young are born directly, without eggs, every 
day or so for ten days or two weeks, a colony 

The white molied sKins—they are shed five times— 

often disfigure the leaves. Portion of lily leaf 

BLISSFUL IGNORANCE 

of fifty to a hundred young being thus formed 
around each mother by the end of this time. 
In this way the aphides soon cover the young 
leaves and unfolding apple blossoms. Each 
one grows to maturity in about the same 
length of time and likewise becomes a mother 
in ten days or two weeks after birth, for cur- 
iously all the aphides during the spring and 
summer are females. The individua] which 
hatched from the egg may thus become the 

grandmother of hundreds of young before 
she dies. It is to this remarkable power of 
rapid reproduction that injury by aphides is 
due, for the damage done by an individual 
is usually insignificant. Thus with the aphi- 
des of the pea-vines, commonly called pea 
lice, where on May first but one aphis could 
be found after several minutes search, by the 
end of June its progeny will have so increased 
that all the vines over many acres are covered. 

Mrs. Aphis is an exceedingly sharp-tongued 
individual. Her head is prolonged into a 
long tube-like beak which rests upon the 
surface of the leaf. Within it are four very 
slender, bristle-like little lancets which are 
plunged into the tissues of the leaf until it is 
so lacerated that the sap exudes and is drawn 
up into the mouth through the beak. With 
thousands upon thousands of these little 
pumps drawing out its life, is it any wonder 
that the leaves of the tree or plant curl up 
and fall exhausted? With the food plant 
ruined, starvation for the aphides would en- 
sue were it not that when food becomes 
scarce, their style of dress changes and with 
the last molt they become w inged and can 

Ants “farm” the aphides for the honey-dew that 

they secrete. In this photograph an ant is seen gently 

tapping an aphis. The corn aphis is specially nursed 

by the ants and lays her eggs in the ants’ nest 

fly to new pastures. “Fly to new pastures”’ 
in many cases they do literally, for after one 
or two generations occur upon the apple, one 
species migrates to various grasses; another 
which occurs in early spring on plums mi- 
grates to hops; and many kinds migrate 
from one weed to another as the season of 
each passes. 

In such migrations they are often aided by 
their foster-mothers, the ants, for many species 
are carefully cared for and guarded by the 
ever diligent ants. A peculiar, sweetish 
liquid called “honey dew,” is secreted by 
the aphides of which the ants are extremely 
fond. To secure this they herd the aphides, 
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OF THE TRUE REMEDY 

much as if they were little green cattle. 
Frequently an ant may be seen tapping an 
aphid with her antennz, upon which a drop 
of the honey dew is exuded and quickly 
lapped up. Thus, the ants are probably en- 
tirely responsible for carrying the young 
aphides which affect the strawberry roots 
in Delaware, Maryland, New Jersey and 
elsewhere, from the foliage down to the roots, 
and for carrying them irom plant to plant, as 
the plants wither from their injury. The 
melon louse is similarly carried by the ants 

The mother aphis and one of her numerous progeny 

newly born. The pea aphis (enlarged twelve times) 

from hill to hill. But most remarkable of all 
is the case of the corn-root aphis, which lays 
its eggs in ants’ nests in the fall, where they 
are carefully guarded all winter and in the 
spring the young aphides are carried by the 
ants to the roots of their favorite food plants. 

But the aphides have enemies as well as 
friends, to whom we are the more indebted. 
Small, parasitic wasp-like flies lay their eggs 
upon or within them, and from which little 
white maggots hatch and feed within the 
aphides, soon killing them. As it dies the 

skin of the aphid distends into a- small 
brown bladder-like shell, from which the 
adult parasite emerges through a neat round 
door, which it cuts out for its exit. Such 
parisitized aphides should never be destroyed, 
so that the beneficial parasites may multiply. 
These parasites multiply even more rapidly 
than the aphides in warm, sunshiny weather, 
so that within a few days myriads of aphides 
which were destroying a crop may very 
quickly disappear through their good work. 
Many other larger insects, such as the well- 

The winter eggs of the aphis may be seen on twigs 

of various plants. This is a portion of willow 
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A natural enemy of the aphis is one of the saw: 

* flies, which lays eggs in the aphis. The adult parasite 

emerges through a neat round door. Dead straw- 

berry-root aphis and the parasitic fly 

known lady-bird beetles and their little alli- 
gator-like Jarve find the aphides dainty 
morsels and devour large numbers of them, 
as do the larve of the hlack-and-yellow 
banded syrphus flies which are always found 
hovering around a colony of aphides, the 
larve of the aphis lions, and many others. 
In some cases fungous diseases kill out 
hordes of aphides in a few days when damp 
weather favors the growth of the dis- 
ease. 

To describe all the different sorts of 
aphides would require a book; they affect 
almost all the garden crops, trees, and field 
crops. The black peach aphis curls up the 

Toward the end of the season the winged aphides 

appear. An apple leaf in fall 
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tender terminals, while its yellow cousins 
corrugate the leaves of the raspberry. 
Melons, cucumbers and all the melon family 
are seriously injured in the field and 
green-house by a little green and _ black 
species. 

Cabbages, turnips, etc., are devoured by the 
well-known cabbage aphis, while other famil- 
iar species attack the rose, carnation, or 
chrysanthemum. The snowball bush is 
particularly troubled by a brownish kind 
which curls up the leaves in disgusting 
shape. 

As frost approaches many of the creatures 
become winged and fly to the plants upon 
which the winter eggs are to be laid. Thus 
in October and November the apple leaves 
are often covered with the winged aphides 
which give birth to forms quite different 
from those during the summer. Some are 
small, with long legs and long antennz, or 
feelers, and run around nervously as if filled 
with their importance. These are the males 
and occur but this once in a year. Others 
are true females which lay the winter eggs. 
With many species the eggs have never been 
observed, but they probably occur at some 
out-of-the-way time and place and so have 
eluded discovery. It is apparent that to 
combat aphides successfully they must be 
handled while still few in numbers, for when 
they have so increased as to curl up the foli- 
age it is practically impossible to reach them 
by ordinary means. So be on the lookout 
for them, have the apparatus and insecticides 
ready for immediate warfare, and waste no 
time before exterminating the first few 
found. 

Being sucking insects, Paris green and 
other arsenical poisons for coating the sur- 
faces of the leaves are of no value whatever. 
The aphides quickly succumb to sprays of 
kerosene emulsion, tobacco water, or whale 
oil soap. The soap may be used in a 
solution of one pound to five or six gallons of 
water on most plants. and with it may be 
combined Bordeaux mixture for diseases 
and Paris green for biting insects if necessary, 
as was advised in the March GARDEN MaGa- 
ZINE. Many times tobacco dust freely used 
will prove effective upon small plants. The 
work must needs be thoroughly done, as 
every individual aphis must be hit with 
these insecticides. The sprays should be 
applied in a fine mist and just enough used 
to wet the foliage thoroughly. 

Where the leaves are badly curled it is im- 
possible to reach the aphides within with a 
spray. Fumigation is therefore often feas- 
ible. In greenhouses this is the best method 
for the control of aphides. A tobacco pow- 
der, known as the “‘fumigating kind” is used 
extensively by florists and seems to be the 
best all-round fumigant. It is placed in 
shallow pans, a-little kerosene poured on 
to start burning, and when lit it burns 
slowly, giving off a smudge which is fatal to 
aphides and many similar insects. Ordin- 
ary tobacco powder does not answer. Various 
extracts of tobacco are similarly used, being 
evaporated over a flame or upon steam pipes 
or by throwing hot irons into the containers. 
I have been very successful by covering 
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As a result of the puncture by many aphides the 

leaves curl up. It is then very hard to reach the 

insects by a spray 

melon vines out-of-doors with oiled canvas 
over a frame and fumigating the vine beneath 
with one of the special preparations of paper 
soaked in tobacco extract, and which are 
very handy for such use. It would be easy 
to make covers for plants such as chrysan- 
themums, growing in rows so that they 
could be readily fumigated out-of-doors. The 
value of fumigating over spraying lies in 
the fact that the gas penetrates everywhere 
and kills practically every aphis. 

Is it any wonder thatthe leaves of plants curl up 

when they are infested by a host like tais? Back 

of an apple leaf 
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SOME SUGGESTIVE GARDENS 
GARDENS THAT MEAN SOMETHING, STAND FOR DEFINITE IDEAS, SHOW ORIGINALTY AND STIMULATE THE CREATIVE 

IMAGINATION—A YEARLY FEATURE:OF THE SPRING PLANTING NUMBER TO WHICH READERS ARE INVITED TO CONTRIBUTE 

A secluded rose garden with a large amount of open lawn anda smal! central An outdoor living room that combines privacy with an inspiring view. Showing 

pond for water-lilies. A well screened garden how formal and landscape gardening may co-operate. Near Philadelphia 

The most informal formal-garden in America—that of Captain Larz Anderson at Brookline, Mass. Notice how the feathery blossoms of spirea soften the hard7out- 

lines of architecture and consider how cold and formal the evergreens would be without their foil. The vines also subdue the work of man 
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A terrace garden in Sewickley, Pa., the most beautiful suburb of Pittsburg. A front-yard garden in Pittsburg hidden from the street by trees. Beds of 

Naturally suggested by the hilltop location. See picture below various shapes and sizes with grassy walks between 

The outlook from the terrace garden. The Annunciation lily (L. candidum) is A garden hidden by informal planting, which consists of a broad winding grass 
in bloom. J. Wilkinson Elliott, landscape architect walk bordered by hardy flcwers. South Lancaster, Mass. 

{ A modest roadside garden at Roslyn, L. I., which is gay with annuals ‘all This wall is covered with nasturtiums and a line of portulacas which grow in 
summer. Suggestion for a steep and shallow front yard a thin layer of soil and bloom three months 
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This rustic summer house, the former home of President Madison, offers a shaded ante-room where one may await friends for a stroll through the garden. 

Unlike the other arbors, it has no seats, so that no one will be tempted to neglect the beauties of the garden 

An old-fashioned garden, with formal beds, of geometrical shapes. edged with dwarf box and filled with hardy perennial flowers 
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Pot-herbs or greens are grown for their leaves which are served cccked. 

Classified Planting List for Vegetables—By P. T. B. ¥ 
A GUIDE TO THE BEST WAY OF GROWING THE EVERYDAY VEGE- es eae 
TABLES AND SUGGESTIONS FOR SUCCESSION ALL THE SEASON 

Pot-HERBS OR GREENS 

In erder that they may be tender and crisp they should be grown 
rapidly. Give the ground good tillage, supply an abundance of quickly available nitrogenous fertilizer, particularly when nearing maturity. As a rule theyare cool-loving plants and are cropped for part of season only, ; so are usually grown as succession or companion crops. 

WHEN TO sow aac THIN OR TRANSPLANT | READY TO EAT | Pine ies, eae : 
NAME maalie ees ; S-Seeds Thin Ni Traneplenthl| ; | OTHER POINTS 

BES IBY CHO}D Mere Cee eee (inches) jinches high) (inches) ae fare Witevin CHO \e ine 4 ely data Nise, Senate eat 

Asparagus April Seis Ix Ons 24x36) Third | April | Cut all foliage in fall and burn; dress with salt and 
oO ak |_ year | Jume | Ineany Cont tmemines 

Cabbage Feb.Mar.) May 4 6 24x 36| July 1oo | 
indoors June Needs rich soil. Transplant, if possible, on cloudy 
April | day—store late crop. 

outdoors) | ent oat a 4 il rears 2 ee EN LN Oe PSS eis 
Cauliflower |Feb.Mar.| May $ 6 24x 36| July 110 | Must not be checked in growth at any time—needs 

indoors une ae } . ae _tich soil; start in coldframe. AN etc Nee me 
Celery ree a peut in | barely rai oe ies Weel | 17° | Early crop in hotbed, two transplantings. Plant 

OMe Coane. need ee [eaoceces eo early varieties close to self blanch. 

Beet April June ie 9 ei Io ey mel 9x 18 r June 50 y Seed germinate quicker when soaked over night 

May to Aug. LIDAR Mn Wateiane Ulver hie See weeny 
Spinach Sept. March | 1 6x 18 Tee ~| March 30 Can pick two or three times; give slight protection 

to May in winter. 

with plenty of moisture. 

SALAD PLANTS AND SWEET HERBS 
Silid plants and sweet herds mry be us2d uncooked. ‘aey prefer cool, moist soil. In the kinds which are grown for their leaves a quick 

growth is necessary and can be secured by applications of quickly available nitrogenous fertilizers. Give clean, thorough tillage and rich ground 

Pettace ree to| Apulto | 4 | 8x 12 Suiger| 8 x Le | April ae 05 | Sow for early crop in boxes or coldframe. Give 
ae to Aug. 1 | | | ay rich soil, plenty of sun. 

Cae Feb. in Aprilin barely frst 2 | 3x48 July 170 Transplant ewice before putting in trench, makes 
hotbed | seedbox cover | second6 6 x 48 | ! | | better root system. i oS ate 

Parsley Sept. | April tee Gexare) a) | May  50to 75 4Soak seed over night in warm water, seeds start 
; | | | __ quicker. Fall-sown seed need protection. _ 

SEEDS AND FRUITS 
Seeds and fruits which we eat are, with the exception of the pea, warm-season plants—they are tender to frost and must not be planted until 

the ground is warm.- The tomatoes, eggplant and peppers are started in heat early; it is necessary in order to get a good crop. The cucumbers 
and their kin resent having their roots disturbed, so when they are started early indoors it is usually on inverted sods. 

Beans, Lima|April15| May 1 2 36 x 36 5 | Aug. | Put the eye down. Set pole first, putting beans 
outdoors | | KO SEmoRTeI  eURO NON TABI se eR ely cei 

Beans, snap May : Bei tix on is July | 45 | The later varieties bear heavier crops. Three or 

to Aug. |____|_fouw pplemmiazs caus wor sul vemnliye 
Corn April June to | rearly | 12x 24 3 July | 55 to go) Needs plenty of moisture at roots and good culti- 

to May| Aug. 1 % late |__| vation. Large varieties need more room. _ 

Cucumber |Feb:Mar.| wiay | 4% °| 36x 36 Ie sek 36x36 © July | 50 to 75 | Sow seed edgewise, about six toa hill. _When bugs 
indoors | to July | | | : |__are gone thin out to two plants to a hill. 

Eggplant Feb. ivlar. aS 3 30x30] July |80 to 160 Start in March—transplant to open about June roth. 
indoors | indoors | | | Must not receive the slightest check in growth. 

Muskmelon April Wen 9 Vi | Coxe Ge) 4 | 60x60 | Aug 100 Plant seeds on edge. Pinch ends to induce growth 
indoors | to June | | Ne '|_cof fruit-bearmg side shoots. 

Peas March April en eee on May | 36to 80 Plant early crop in double rows six to eight inches 
outdoors) to June \pekietce, apart; use brush or wire support. ae Ps 

Pepper March | £ i ) 18 x 24 - 140tor50, Hen-manure or guano best fertilizer; put it in below 
indoors | | the roots. Start in house or coldframe. — Be 

Pumpkin Mayan | Senn moSsaros |i wg | 120 | Give plenty of fertilizer. Plant away from melons ° 
to June and cucumbers. eens in: 

Squash March May } 198 ‘P HEA | Co a 65 nee | Needs room and rich fertilizer; late kinds should 
mdoers | to Jie Jha Ke Sept | be gathered before frost. 

Tomato Feb.Mar. April mu 36x48 | thin 3 | 36x48 | July | 150 For early crop, sow in house or coldframe; accus- 
indoors | seedbed tr. | tom to cold before planting out after frost is past. 
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ROOT CROPS are cool-loving plants, so do better in spring and fall rather than in summer. 
not transplanted. Some are main-season and others are secondary crops. 

APRIL, 1906 

They should be grown in rows and, as a rule, are 
They are all easily grown, no special skill being necessary. 

D EPTH TO 
| WHEN TO SOW | sow | ___ THIN OR TRANSPLANT READY TO EAT 

NAME Ra a s eee Thin At | Transplant PEG rae | at hes OTHER POINTS 
| Ear TO Main Cro - | 2 

258 J ‘ ra manne: , (Gann) (inches) _ inches high (inches) _ Early Crop | Main Crop 

1 Dts ae 
ere vee TS | ee oe T2 9x18 Bereatsa ifm) 2s ion May 50 Store the roots in cellar for _winter,use; cut tops off 

neue | OuUteooTs) to Aug. 1 eee to June 1 inch from the root. 
5 7 al, - Z ~| | ZI = 

Carrot April tay Bp Weill 3 July 100 =~), Give deep, sandy loam. Early crop must be used 
Ee satiety Se et mae 8}| [Sabai £3] at once. 

: | eG : == — _ Z mene == 

Onion | Aug. Hs Mar. | - 2 5 Xx 14 | 3 5x14 May 100 to ae ; : 
aes [sere | | | _ 160 Spanish onions are bigger and, better when sown in 

| Perviee| | coldframe and transplanted. | outdoors | | | 
Ses 3 ea = OS eS | | ee | 1 A | iz Taare ape a ; i Parsnip | April 2 OTs 3 140 Fine, deep soil best. Roots may be left in ground 

chr Na tos als [ig SS is |e are fl San ee or stored in cellar. : | : § 2 dad : 
Radish | Feb. April 4 | 3x8 2 6 30 a) 45 | 5 4 ¢ F ; 

_to Mar. to Sept April ow every ten days for succession. For early crop, 
indoors | sow in boxes in house. 
seer — a Ss = | 

Sweet | ee | R83 when frost 18x 24, | 120 to | Start in coldframe. Transplant when danger of 

See IENGOOESs IC apiaing sek7|ries. is past | 156 frost is gone. : | =; & Day ess 3 
Turnip | April. | june 2 4x 18 3 | | June 70 Pull before they become corky. May be stored 

| to Aug like carrots for winter use. 

Type VARIETIES FOR SUCCESSION 

‘An effortis here made to give a guide to the inexperienced gardener. 

varieties are given merely as types—the names may 

NAME FIRST EARLY SECOND EARLY 

Beans, , bush Lima 

| 

Henderson’s Dreer’s 

Beans, pole Li ma, Early Sieva Karly Jersey 

One will, of course, succeed equally well with a totally different list. 
not be in your seedsman’s catalogue; but he can supply varieties that will give equivalent results if you 

candidly ask for someting like the one here gucleds OL latest sowing use an pera variety.| 

These 

MAIN SEASON CROP | 

~ Large Bush 

Large White — 

peasineisin SEASON CROr OTHER POINTS 

Henderson’s Early crop start in pots; sow main crop when leaves are 
well developed. Put the eye down. _ Use fertilizer. 

Dreer’s Pole Use poles ro ft. long; 5 beans to hill: quart will 
plant 100 hills. Dry and shell surplus for winter use. 

Beans, snap | EarlyyValentine | Kefugee Wax Golden Wax Early Valentine | Quick growth makes crisp, delicious snap-beans. 
ewes iS |e ere me ae Da: cE Nene Sow every two weeks from May Ist. 

Beets Egyptian Eclipse Edmunds Eclipse Prefers light, rich, sandy loam.‘#f{Sow early var- 
to AE a es DOGIEe Butt Eee ial SM Mauss Leaf see ieties every two weeks until July Ist. 
Cabbage Early Jersey | All Head | Late Flat Dutch jersey Wakefield | For home use try the Savoy variety, excellent for salads 

i | Wakefield aaa é ave wet Sh _ Late crop can use same ground as early peas had. 

Carrot Early Forcing Karly {Hor Danver’s Long Orange | Sow early crop as soon as ground can be worked. 
: Rea ia Pesos its eet Guerande fea | Late crop June ist. Store in cellar in damp sand. 

Cauliflower | Earliest. Dwarf | E. Snowball Algiers Earliest. Dwarf Prefers cool climate, rich, moist soil. To keep heads, 
URNS EN | Erfurt teed RAE aay a Erfurt | tie outer leaves together or break over flower. 

Celery White Plume — | Golden | Pascal | | Grow two crops: early summer and winter. Store in 
cee es bese EERO Self-blanching _ | | cellar, packing roots in damp sand. 

Corn Cory Crosby | Country Cory _ For very early, sow seeds in pots in house. Some 
bate? ee Fit ee eee Gentleman | people prefer to sow an early variety every two weeks 

Cucumber Early White Cool and Crisp | Long Green Early White Spine Forearly crop start few on inverted sods in coldframe. 
ra STL __ Spine Ei Oe lies? eae Main crop outdoors. Dust with woodashes for beetle. 

Lettuce | Grand Rapids | Curled Simpson Salamander Grand Rapids | Sow every two weeks for succession. Try the Cos 
eA PESIES Pe - | Eee 4 __ lettuce; blanch it by tying top of leaves together. 

Muskmelon | Netted Gem Kmerlad Gem Long Island - Start early crop on inverted sod in coldframe. Main 
fal dae Ole a ameter. Beauty | crop outdoors. Prefers sandy soil and lots of sun. 

Onion | Sets White Globe | Prizetaker | Early onions to eat raw, plant onion sets. Prizetaker 
ASD ES jee Sala cmt se URAC Nee | should be planted in coldframe and transplanted. 

Parsnip: Early Round Improved Hollow | Needs a rich, deep loam. Dig some for winter use, 
Sete SUS ele A UT __ Crown i Brae storing in cellar. Leave rest in ground till spring. 

Peas Daniel O'Rourke | Nott’s Excelsior | Champion of | Daniel O’Rourke | Wrinkled kinds are sweeter. Medium and late var- 
: penn | ey Ba Si | England a nies ieties must be planted early; early kinds until Aug. 15. 
Potato Early Rose - Beauty of Hebron Carman Nor. | Green Mountain | For early crop, sprout the tubers before planting. 

we ie DAE Bian Shad eee : I Spray with Bordeaux and Paris green fortnightly 
Radish | Early Scarlet | French Breakfast | ~ Long Scarlet Half-Long Black) The small round ones are earliest. The Chinese and 

al _ Turnip Forcing” feta ates bbe Sal Spanish Spanish varieties make good winter eating. 
Squash White Bush Yellow Crookneck| Boston Marrow Hubbard The scallops and crooknecks are for summer use. 

ae ae Bae Scallop oi | tao others for winter. Store winter kinds in dry place; 

Tomato Farliana | Acme | Stone Train on trellis or to stakes. Season may be extend- 
Sa Ros Nh oe Se ee na eS | Pail ed by bringing green fruits into the house to ripen. 

Turnip Early Milan Purple-top Yellow Globe Rutabaga Let them follow the early peas or potatoes. This 
White Globe | will give time to mature before winter. 
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Crimson Rambler 
‘*The Rose That Never Fails”’ 

ae? If ever there was such a rose, that rose is Philadelphia Crimson Rambler.”’ 

“Philadelphia”? is the rambler among ramblers— noted for its magnificent, rich, brilliant roses, and 

big, solid, heavy clusters. And bloom! One plant alone often bears 15,000 to 20,000 blossoms a 
season. [his exceptional rose begins blooming two weeks ahead of other ramblers, and the bush stays radiant with 
beauty for more than a month. “Philadelphia” is a great climber — often grows ten feet in one season—the very 
finest rose for training up porches, arbors, pergolas, archways, fences, etc. 

Special Prices—Express Prepaid in U.S. A. 
Two-year pot-plants, 2 for$1; 10 for $4. Extra size, field-grown plants (pruned, ready for planting) 2 to 3 ft., 75c. each; 5 for $3. 

Three to 4 feet, $1 each; 5 for $4. Four to 5 feet, $1.50 each; 5 for $6. 

Favorite Roses for Your Garden and Table 
Cut-flowers in your Home all Summer 

Here are three special offers of some of the best bloomers, selected from the many choice varieties which we grow. It’s the root that makes the rose. 
You can’t get an abundant supply of large beautiful roses without strong, vigorous roots. Our whole business life and study has been spent growing 
““the Best Roses in America.’’ We test all the new fine varieties and add to our stock only such roses as come up to our standard for root and bloom. 

One Fine Rose.—Frau Karl Druschki 
One of the grandest pure white Roses everintroduced. Makes splendid buds and immense flowers, and is deliciously fragrant, durable and handsome. 

A healthy, vigorous grower, entirely hardy, and blooms all summer long. Strong, Two-Year Plants (own roots) $1 each, $10 perdozen. (Budded Plants) 
60 cents each, $6 per dozen, by express. (Not prepaid.) 

Twelve Superb Roses (All on own roots, except*) 
Enough for a bed 3 feet x 6 feet, 2% feet x 9 feet.; 

Frau Karl Druschki, large pure white. Paul Neyron, deep rose, very large. Gruss an Teplitz, the reddest of Red Roses. 

Anna de Diebach, bright pink, beautiful shade. Kaiserin Aug. Victoria, large, creamy white. Harmosa, the old-fashioned pink rose. 

General Jack, brilliant crimsor Baby Rambler, the Dwarf Crimson Rambler. La France, soft violet pink. 
Magna Charta, rich pink. *Killarney, glowing light pink. White Maman Cochet, pure white, beautiful form. 

All specially selected 2-year plants. Above collection of 12 for $5, or the last 6 for $2.75, delivered in U. S. A. free, by express. 

Twenty-five Choice Roses 
Enough for a bed 3 feet x 12 feet, 5 feet x 6 feet, or a border bed 18 feet long and 2% feet wide. 

The 12 Roses above, besides the following: Souv. de Pres. Carnot, exquisitely shaded pink. Oakmont, most productive, peach pink. 
Helen Gould, rich rosy crimson. Coquette des Alps, large pure white. : Mad. Gabriel Luizet, clear bright pink. 
Mad. Camille, clear rosy pink. Gloria Lyonaisse, creamy white with yellow tinge. Prince Camille, deep velvety crimson. 
Maman Cochet, pink, rich rosy pink. John Hopper, clear rosy pink. Ulrich Brunner, bright cherry red. 
Mrs. B. R. Cant, lovely light red. La Reine, large rich pink. 

The above collection of 25 for $10, deliveredjin U. S. A.ffree, by express. 

Six Beautiful Climbing Roses. (All own root plants.) 

Philadelphia Rambler, (The New Crimson Rambler.) Climbing Clotilde Soupert, cream. May Queen, charming pink. 
Dorothy Perkins, pink. Ruby Queen, ruby. Gardenia, golden yellow. 

Strong, heavy 3-year-old plants of the above collection $3, 2-year-old plants $2, delivered in U.S. A. free, by express. 

Send us your order now. We guarantee these Roses to be first-class and to give results (we prefer to return the purchase money ratlrer than have a disatisfied 
customer), You should have our two books: *‘How to Grow Roses,”’ and the 136-page Rose Catalogue, to help you in your plans. They are free. 

; The Conard & Jones Company, Box P, West Grove, Pa. 
“Growers of the Best Roses in America.”’ 
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“We are advertised 

Ly our loving friends.”” 

GEORGE W. GILE 
One of our loving friends. 

you in feeding your baby? Does his food disagree 

with him? Does. he lose in weight? Docs: it eiseeins sas toe he 

never would stop crying? Then Mellin’s Food will help your baby 

and we will prove it, if you will write us just what the trouble is and what 

you are doing. As soon as your letter reaches us, we will send you a sample 

of Mellin’s Food and a book of helpful directions. We will aiso write you a 

personal letter and tell you exactly how to use Mellin’s Food for your baby. 

We have helped thousands of babies and we can help yours—if you will let us. 

BO GPDaIC OPNMEPVAINi Ye, BOSTON, MASS. 

Are you having trouble 

MELLIN’S 

Buys This Rubber Tire Wagon 
Union Quality. Fully Guaranteed. Best hickory wheels, 34 in. 

ubber Tire, long distance, dust proof, high arched axles ; oil tempered 

springs. First quality material and finish. Worth 

nearly double our Factory Price. We ship for your ex- 

amination, without a cent in advance, if desired and allow 

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL 
Money refunded on all purchases not satisfactory. You save dealer’s 

Z = profits. We build 150 styles of Vehicles, from $26.50 to $150.00. 50 

Se = Se styles Harness, $5.00 to $60.09. Write to-day for our 200-page Illus- 

trated Style Book. Free for the asking. 

UNION BUGGY CO., 32 Saginaw Street, PONTIAC, MICH. 
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Growing Quality Potatoes 
HE idea! soil for potatoes, as for most 

crops, isasandyloam. If your garden 
is a wet heavy clay, it ought to be drained. 
Plow in the fall, if possible, and make wide 
ridges. In the spring fill the furrows with 
manure, or use for a plot 100x 100 feet: 

Lbs. Cost 
Nitrate of soda, 7 $ .35 
Dissolved rock, 8 16 
Wood ashes, 55 1.10 

70 $1.61 

Once in a long while an enthusiast whose 
soil is in excellent condition uses too much 
manure, and his potatoes “‘run to vine,” at 
the expense of tubers, which need large 
quantities of potash, but most gardens do 
not have enough nitrogen—the element 
that makes for growth, as opposed to flowers 
and fruit. You may use sulphate of potash 
for potatoes, but not muriate. 

If you have raised your own potatoes you 
can afford to use small whole tubers for 
“seed,” but if they are full of eyes they will 
probably make so many shoots that they will 
all be weak for the want of sufficient food, 
therefore some should be cut off, leaving a 
few strong shoots. Another method isto cut 
large potatoes to one or more eyes to each 

piece. There is endless dispute as to which 
plan is better. 

Plant the potatoes eight or ten inches 
apart, and cover to a depth of from four to 
six inches. The temperature and moisture 
at this depth are more nearly uniform than 
at a depth of two or three inches. 

Spray the vines at least four times during 
the season, with a combination of Paris green 
and Bordeaux mixture. The former is for 
biting insects; the latter for all fungous dis- 
eases (rot, scab, blight), and strangely enough 
it is the only thing that helps to repel the 
flea beetle, that mean little black imsect 
which jumps-like a flea, and riddles the 
leaves with holes the size of a pin head. 
Begin spraying before the larvze of the potato 
beetle appear, and keep the foliage covered 
with the poison the whole season. 

= KEEPING POTATOES 

In no case should potatoes be kept in the 
light. They will often become of a greenish 
color (in which condition they are poisonous) 
and will also begin to sprout. The best way 
to keep them is to bury them. Dig a pit and 
sink your barrel in it, with straw at the 
bottom for drainage; straw at the top, and 
then the lid. This wil] keep them cool 
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DIGITALIS 
(Foxglove) 

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL OF ALL EARLY 
SUMMER FLOWERING HARDY PLANTS 

With but trifling attention they will give a 
wealth of flowers during July and August ranging 

in color from pure white to deep rose. When planted 
in masses or in partial shade among shrubbery they produce 

ya grand effect and give an abundance of cut flowers. °°,’ 
‘Gg We will send prepaid to any place in the U. S. or Canada one dozen assorted colors for $1.50. Extra 

large plants, 6 for $2.00. One dozen, $3.00. Twenty-five for $5.00. @ To Canada or west of the 
Rocky Mountains remit $1.00 extra with orders for extra large plants, to cover additional transportation charges. 4 

SWEET PEAS FROM SPRING UNTIL FROST 
There is scarcely any flower so temporary and with such an undesirable foliage as the tender sweet pea, dying just in 

the middle of the summer season when everything should be green and attractive. While often used for screening 
purposes, their early decay makes them a complete failure. The Perennial Pea will give som (ne Senne 

beautiful blossoms as the annual or tender varieties and will give them in great aburdance from early 

summer until stopped by heavy frost. With the Perennial Pea the annual expense and trouble 
of replanting is entirely eliminated, while the foliage is a very desirable feature. Where it is 

not too exposed to the sun, it will remain a lovely green until after snow falls. For screens 
it is all that can be desired, and, being almost an evergreen, it scarcely has an equal. 

It also attains a more desirable height, often growing over ten feet high, 

making a complete mass of beautiful green. They are perfectly hardy 
and require no care whatever. ale O60 .- 

@ One year old field-grown plants, white, pink, and red, 3 fo 

50 cents, 7 for $1.00, and $1.50 per dozen 

(We will use our best efforts to send these true 

to color, although we cannot guarantee them.) 

We have a fine lot of two year old 
y 

field-grown plants, colored delicate 

pink, at 50C each; 3 fo 

". $1, or $3 pe! doz. 
“i All charges prepaid 

anywhere in 
. an 

We_grow_all Write for cat- 

ene choice ana Wagner Park ConservatOries arocor--rant: 
: and Plans fcr 

most desirable 
Beautiful Sur- 

hardy flowers Box 16 SIDNEY, OHIO Box 16 roundings.’’ 
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So rat : 
A Dae The Power Behind 

the Windmill 
If you could open the door and look within 

the tower or structure, which supports many a 

windmill, you would find the little inconspicu- 

machine, in the 

works independent of wind or weather. 

ous shown picture, which 

Be- 

cause it is always dependable, it is preferred 

by every user of water, who has been through 

a ‘‘wind-mill experience.” ‘If the owners of 

wind power find it necessary to supplement 

their mills by installing a 

Hot Air Pump _ 
is it not therefore wise to profit by™,their ex- 

perience, and before going to the expense of 

erecting an elaborate tower or a cheap and un- 

sightly structure, to investigate, first, the 

merits of the Hot Air Pump; It is a 

machine of low power, which cannot ex- 

enn 3 
— 

LS 

adie aks 5 

igs = Mh 

plode, so simple in construction as to be 

one of the wonders of the Twentieth 

Century, so easy of operation that any 

child can start or stop it, as required. 

Practically automatic, the cost of maintenance 

is almost nil: Capacity 100 to 100,000 galions of 

One of these pumps, repre- 

senting a permanent investment which will out- 

water per diem. 

ali 

N St Oe ei ee 
ASS —— ie ae SS 

My 
last a generation, can now be bought at the 

very low price of $108. Descriptive catalogue **U”’ sent free on 

“=== application, 

Rider-Ericsson Engine Co. 
35 Warren Street, New York 239 Franklin Street, Boston 40 Dearborn Street, Chicago 

Teniente-Rey 71, Havana, Cuba 4o N. 7th Street, Philadelphia 22 Pitt Street, Sydney, N. S. W. 

SS 234 Craig Street West, Montreal, P. Q. 

Hardy Trees, Plants and Seeds 
A 1200 acre nursery in Minnesota, founded in 1868 

and devoted to hardy Fruit and Ornamental Stock, 
y Flower and Vegetable Seeds. 5 complete FREE Cata- 

logs. 50-page book of horticultural SUGGESTIONS free 
“p onapplication Prices moderate. 2 year guar- 

antee with allstock. Reliable Agents Wanted. 

THE JEWELL NURSERIES | 

36 lake City, Minn. ; 

EMS LR Heme GOO 

HILL -RIE 
NursER All kinds of Trees, 
Shrubs, ‘Roses, etc., from grower to 
planter. Free Book, 62 pages, gives 
prices,describes 528 varieties, tells how 
to plant and care for them. 

[10 Main 8t. 

Newark, N. Y. 

A beautiful colored plate of our 
Headquarters for 

| SEEDS, BULBS, PLANTS, CACTUS NEW EATON xd 
Everbearing Crim Wi Rhubarb EGON 

| see eens Saco Lineman Aine for #1.00 Red Raspberry i NM! 

12 Pie sh so amaon anton Rhubarb for $1.50 
. 1 packet seeds Shasta Daisy, 1 packet Good 

Mail Offer Venture Begonia, 1 packet Good Venture 25c 

20 varieties Cactus and Succulents for 81.00 | SVN, 

Si FAW BERRIES) and our strawberry catalog of valuable in- 
formation about varieties with instructions 
for beginners. Free to all. 
TIE FLANSBURGH & POTTER CoO., 

Leslie, Michigan. 

: Geranium, 1 packet Rare Stocks for 
| Send 10c. for Catalogue and Special Crimson Rhubarb Circular 

| Mention this Magazine. THEODOSIA B. SHEPHERD CO.. Ventura, Cal. | 
| 

without freezing, and is convenient. You 
can put potatoes on straw on your cellar 
floor, covering them first with straw, and 
heaping up earth over them. 

VARIETIES THAT STAND FOR QUALITY 

The earliest variety of all is from Bermuda, 
“Triumph,” and there is another good one, 
““Ashleaf Kidney.” These are both waxy, 
in fact, the early ones nearly always are, as 
they are not grown to maturity. 

If you want another and later waxy potato, 
try Magnum Bonum. 

The following are all good varieties for 
home culture, that will be mealy when 
properly cooked. 

Among the best floury varieties, when 
cooked, are these: 

For early, Early Rose, Early Irish Cobbler, 
Early Puritan, Bovee. 

For the main crop try any of the following: 
Rural New Yorker, Green Mountain, Sir 
Walter Raleigh, New White Peachblow, and 
Noroton Beauty, a new variety introduced 
only last year. : 

For late planting use Uncle Sam, Carman 
No. 3, State of Maine, New White Peach- 

blow. 
For waxy potatoes for salads the earliest 

of all, from Bermuda, Triumph is a good 
one, and for the main crop, Magnum Bonum. 

For long keeping purposes either late cr 
main crop potatoes can be used. Some that 
may be recommended are: Uncle Sam, late 
Puritan, Carman No. 3, Green Mountain, 
Rural New Yorker. 
New York. L. and E. M. Barron. 

Californian’ Reminder 

PRIL is the last month for 
planting. 

Plant out caladiums, cannas, dahlias, and 
tropical bedding plants. April-planted gla- 
dioli usually give best flowers. 

Propagate chrysanthemums from cuttings. 
Don’t forget some more sweet peas. 
Put in bulbs of tigridias and tuberoses. 
Don’t wait longer for the planting out of 

egg-plant, pepper and tomato plants. = 
This is the best month to put out sweet 

potato plants; don’t let the roots dry out 
during transplanting. 

You may still plant the following vegetables: 
Plants: Cabbage, cauliflower, horseradish, 

onion (Sets), potato and rhubatrb. - ‘ 
Seeds: Asparagus, beet, bean, cabbage 

(late), carrot, cauliflower, corn (sweet), 
cucumber, lettuce, melon (musk and‘ water), 
onion, parsnip, pea, pumpkin, tomato and 
turnip. | 

Los Angeles. 

spring 

ERNEST BRAUNTON. 
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Pst PROOF FENCING 
Trellis 

The Flower-bed Guard 
Ce OC Lawn Fence 

Lawn Border 
Tree Guards, etc. 

The only fencing made that is galvanized after weaving and 

GWAR ALIN IEIGIE ID IRI) Ii eae OO@ 

The latest and most practical method and that which makes the strongest and most durable fence is by using large 
wires without twisting or bending in any way to weaken them, fastening the strands together at intersecting points by 
locking clamps, as employed in the making of THE WHEELOCK FENCINGs. 

iE WHEELOCK ARECLIS 
Muy be arranged into arches and other forms simple, strong and highly ornamental. Ideal for all running vines 

Prices, per lineal foot; 13 in. wide, 10c.; 19 in, wide, 12c. 

HE WHEELOCK FLOWER-BED GUARD 
Unobtrusively protects gardens, lawns, cemetery lots, etc. Is easilysetup. Will lasta lifetime. Easily removed. 

Prices, per lineal foot: 16 in, high, J0c,; 22 ig. high, I2c. 

hire tee LOCK RENCE EOR TUAW NS. Etc. 
Either of galvanized wire or galvanized after weaving. We manufacture the best, most practical and neatest orna- 
mental wire fence made. Prices for material complete upon receipt of diagram giving all dimensions. Posts, gates, 
and all fittings, plain or galvanized. 

WHEELOCK LAWN BORDER, 12 inches and 18 inches high, with posts. 

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. If your dealer doesn’t carry this line send his name and an order direct to us. 

WRIGHT WIRE CO. SORere Ree 

PID INV Cit IPO) IR INI I 2 WW IR IO) Sots) 

s 
} 

ete PER gy PRICES: — | 
eet OME STUDY COURSES 

Hand and Pony ia No.3—18in. “ 7-00 PF vie, ee VERYONE interested : : : 
] IN@s iano, © 8.00 A. in farming or garden- 

Pony—24 in. “ 18.00 ing, everyone who 

owns or who expects to own Lawn Mowers 7— 
= | Wealso manufacture Marine Gas- 

_ olene Engines, 2 to 8 Horse Power asuburban or acountry home, 

should know about the 

Home Study Courses in Agri- 

culture, Horticulture, Land- 

a scape Gardening and Flori- 

8 culture, which we offer under 

Prof. Wm. P. Brooks of the 

Massachusetts Agricultural 

College and Prof. John Craig 

of Cornell University. 

will cut short 28D) PLEASE SEND DRAFT, MONEY 

ORDER OR REGISTERED LETTER 

tall grass and weeds. 
a) Clipper Lawn Mower Co. 

| DIXON, ILL. 

% There is money and pleasure, 
too, in farming and gardening, in 
the growing of fruit and of flowers, 
forthose who understand the ways 

Ae how and the reasons why of 
TE modem agriculture. A knowledge 

JOHN CRAIG of landscape gardening and flori- 
Professor of Horticulture in Cornell University culture is indispensable to those 

who would ever have the pleasantest homes. 
¢ Every reader of the GARDEN MAGAZINE who is interested in these matters 
is invited to send for a free copy of our eighty-page catalogue and full infor- 
mation in regard to our home study courses. 

hy, | $ THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL 

Dept. 8, SPRINGFIELD, MASS. 
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LOOK FOR KODAK ON THE SPOOL END. 

The picture depends on 

the film, far more than on 

lens or on camera. 

“KODAK 
FILM 

has 20 years of experience 

behind it—it is not in the 

experimental stage. 

Make sure that you get the 

genuine Kodak Film by 

examining the spool end. 

EASTMAN KODAK CoO. 
Ask your dealer or us to put 
your name on list for sprig 
catalogue of Kodaks and 
Brownies. 

Rochester, N. Y. 

The Kodak City. 

VEGETABLE AND FLOWERS RK EET) S 

W & D’ S SPECIALTIES “The Don’ 

Forcing Tomato. 

Nasturtiums, Giant Flowering, all Colors. 

Sweet Peas, Selected Mixture; Lawn Grass, Central Park; Mush- 

“English and Pure Culture.” room Spawn, 

Illustrated Catalogue Free. 

WEEBER & DON 

Seed Merchants and Growers 

114 Chambers St. NEW YORK, N.Y. 

Growing the Edelweiss from 
Seed 

LTHOUGH the common belief is 
that the edelweiss—that treasure of the 

the Swiss Alps— is a hard plant to grow, 
still it may be readily grown from seed, as it 
requires no more attention than is given to 

asters or to zinneas. 
The seeds should be sown in April or May, 

the earlier the better, for it gives the seed- 
lings time to make strong plants the first 
season. When sown in July or August, 
they are apt to die during the winter. Sow 
thinly in a flat which is ‘about three inches 
deep, in a seed bed of light soil, in rows one 
inch apart, cover to a depth of twice the dia- 

(Leontopodium alpinium) seedlings Six 
The secret of cultivation is abundance 

Edelweiss 
months old. 
of moisture, but thorough drainage, with protection 
from hot sun 

meter of the seed, with finely screened soil, 
water thoroughly with a fine-rosed watering 
pot, and shade with a sheet of newspaper. 

Like all other seeds, those of the edelweiss 
will do better if they can be germinated and 
the young plants obtain a good start before 
the second watering is given. 

The seed will germinate in about two 
weeks. The seedlings will be very small, 
and will grow slowly at first. In six weeks 
the second pair of leaves should be well de- 
veloped. The plant at this stage looks like 
a small piece of cotton, an eighth of an inch 
in diameter. 

They are easily handled now, as they have 
a compact, fibrous root system. Transplant 

_ them into flats two inches apart, or use two- 
inch pots, putting one plant in each, the flats 
are easier and handier. Place the flats in a 
coldframe, or cool section of greenhouse, pro- 
tecting the young plants from strong sun for 
about a week. If watering is carefully at- 
tended to, they will grow quickly, and should 

| be ready to plant i in the open ground in four 
or six weeks, and will be one and a half to 

two inches across. 

I find that if allowed to get even moderate- 
Ifthe fo- ly dry, a large percentage will die. 

liage is kept wet, or in a close atmosphere, 
the leaves will turn black and drop off but 
many of them may be induced to make a 

| fresh start from the root by placing the plants 
in a cool, airy place. 

The edelweiss does not like a damp, close 
atmosphere, but enjoys plenty of moisture at 
the root, with a good circulation of air, so 
when ready to plant in the rockery or border 
a spot near water should be selected. Usea 

| loose but not rich soil, and avoid manure, or 

fertilizer of any kind, as they will cause them 
to grow soft, and wilt badly in a hot spell, or 
in ‘continued wet, muggy weather, to drop 

| off. Ina poor soil they grow firm ‘and com- 
pact, and can withstand our climatic changes 

IF YOU MUST CHEW 

GUM 
CHEW 

THE HIGHEST PRICE 

10° 
BUT THE 

FINEST QUALITY. 

Bridgeman’ S 
HIGH GRADE 

Vegetable, Farm | 
and Flower Seeds 
GARDEN TOOLS 
and HORTICUL- 
TURAL BOOKS 

‘i Descriptive illustrated catalogue 
mailed free on application 

BRIDGEMAN'S SEED WAREHOUSE 
37 East 19th Street, New York City 

ORCHIDS 
Largest importers and growers of 
OrcuHiIps in the United States 
LAGER &® HURRELL 

Orchid Growers and Importers SUMMIT, N. J. 

Lambert’s Pure Culture 
Mushroom Spawn 

Produced by new grafting process from 
selected and prolific specimens thoroughly 
acclimatized, has never failed to run. 

Sold by Leading Seedsmen. Practical 
Instructions on ‘‘Mushroom Culture’’ 

f= mailed free on application. 

American Spawn Co., St, Paul, Minn. 

E 
TH 

any JAMES VICKS 
A IN| | ST. { inocHesr 

A New and Distinct Variety of ASTER, teeming ‘with 

4h VICK QUALITY” 
Send 25c. with your request for catalogue and we will send 

you a packet of 

Vick’s Violet King Aster 
and a Coupon 

good for ten cents on your first crder from the catalogue. 
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THE TAKE DOWN 
FEATURE OF A 

appeals to its 
Owner every time 
he has to clean it, 
pack it in small 
space, or for any 
reason wants to 
take it apart. 
Merely turning a 

thumb - screw, 
which goesthrough 
the frame, frees 
the barrel from 
the stock. 

Our 140-page 
Catalogue FREE 

tells all about the fam- 
ous Stevens shotguns, 
rifles and pistols; the 
care of firearms, notes 
on ammunition, sights, 
targets, cleaning rods, 
reloading implements, 
and much more valu- 
able information. Send 
four cents in_ stamps 
and we will mail it free. 

Stevens firearms sent, 
express paid, if dealers won’t supply. 

J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL CO, 
420 High Street, 

Chicopee Falls, Mass., U. S. A, 

SPECIAL 

Flower Seed Offer 
To get our Spring Catalogue to as many 

flower lovers as possible, we will send Three 
Large Packages of seeds with the catalogue 
if vou will send us your name and address, 
with 10 cents for packing and mailing. 

We will send enough Firebrand Salvia seed (Scarlet 
Sage) for two beds, enough Great Double Spike Holly- 
hocks for both sides of the fence, and a Large Packet of 
Rainbow Mixture Sweet Peas. The Salvia shows its 
dazzling, scarlet color early in the summer and lasts till 
frost. The Hollyhocks are the grand, old-fashioned 
summer flowering kind, rich in tone and variety. The 
Sweet Peas are the newest shades and show perfect 
galaxy of color. This is an offer you cannot duplicate 
anywhere. Our catalogue contains the largest assortment 
of seeds, is beautifully illustrated, and contains much 
information for flower growers. 

WILLIAM ELLIOTT & SONS 
Established 60 Years 215 Fulton Street, New York 

——— 

SSI OOo 

Now is the time to save your 

Orchards, Trees and Shrubs from 

San Jose Scale 
by using 

PVOMES ON SOIR) sklele: 

SIEBRECHT & SON 

425 Fifth Ave., N.Y. New Rochelle, N.Y. 

SS SS 

This g@=m%Write Us 
B ook a me i For It 

On Artistic Inexpen- Tod ay 
sive Home Arrange= 
ment 2 | Don’t miss this oppor= 

\tunity of getting a lot 
F R E E of good original ideas 

F R E E e 

This is the most elaborate 

and practical book on 

wookfinishing ever pub- 

lished. 

Livery person who desires to 
make the heme more beautt- 
ful and comfortable cannot 
afford to be without this book. 

Do It Now—Write for the above book “The Proper Treatment for Floors, Woodwoik and Furniture’ 
and see how easily and inexpensively you can beautify your home. This book tells all about woods 
wood-cleaning, finishing and polishing—the result of 23 years’ experience of a practical wood finisher 
Explains how you can finish soft pine to look like beautiful hardwood. Don’t wait—write now. This 
book sent FREE by the manufacturers of 

Johnson’s Prepared Wax 
“A Complete Finish and Polish for All Wood” —————s 

Unequaled for Woodwork, Furniture and Floors 
Applied with cloth to bare or finished wood, it produces a lasting, artistic, sanitary finish to which 

dust and dirt will not adhere. It will not crack, blister, peel off, show laps, scratches or heel marks. 
Johnson’s Prepared Wax is far superior to any other, one reason is that it contains the most polishing 

wax to the pound. Fine for preserving and polishing oilcloth and linoleum. Just try it. 

Johnson’s Prepared Wax is sold by all dealers in paint —'% lb. can, 30 cents; 
1 and 2 lb. cans 60 cents per pound; 4, 5 and 8 Jb. cans, 50 cents per pound. 

Special Refinishing Outfit —te gir eos aes 
and to supply the demand from persons who desire to refinish old pieces of 
furniture and woodwork and do the work themselves we have decided to 

make this offer. We will send you, charges prepaid, 

1 pint can Johnson’s Electric Solvo ; for removing all finish 2 40 cents 
y pint can Johnson’s Wood Dye; for the artistic coloring of wood —_30 cents oe : 

Any of these shades— Weathered Oak, Flemish Oak, Mission fe RPARED 
Oak, Light and Dark Mahogany, Light and Dark Oak. 

x 1b. can Johnson’s Prepared Wax for finishing and polishing wood 30 cents 

Including the above book for > 2 2 - $1.00 

Only one outfit to a family. If a dealer in your town handles our goods we will make delivery 
through him. Send order now. Write today for above book and mention edition GM4. 

S.C. JOHNSON & SON, = Racine, Wis. 
““ The Wood-Finishing Authorities.” 

CHOMCEV GRAPE VINES Bf oect Tae Tee Pane Vines te 
Write for Catalog. ARTHUR J. COLLINS, Box N, MOORESTOWN, N. J. 

SPRING STYLES There is fashion in paints as well as in clothing 

Repainting may be from desire for change as well as 

from necessity, If a different style in house-dress is desired, what so convenient, so 

economical as a high grade prepared paint based on Oxide of Zinc? Where, too, 

such variety of choice? 

FREE -— Our practical pamphlets: ‘The Paint Question,’’ ‘‘Paints in Architecture,’’ ‘‘Specifications for Architects,” *‘French 

Government Decrees” and ‘‘Paint: Why, How and When.”’ 

THE NEW JERSEY ‘ZINC CO., 

71 BROADWAY, NEW YORK * 

.We do not grind zinc in oil. A list of manufacturers of high grade zinc paints will be furnished on application. 
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“Qld Hickory” yee 
Andrew Jackson Chair Gee 

For comfort, serviceability, style and durability this chair is 
perfection. Just the thing for Porch, Lawn and Out-door use, as 
the weather cannot affect it. Made entirely of genuine white 
hickory with beautiful natural bark finish. An exact duplicate 
of the Old Andrew Jackson Chair. Seat 17 inches wide, 15 
inches deep; height over all, 36 inches. Price, $2.75; 2 for 
$5.00. _ Freight prepaid east of Mississippi River. 120 other 
styles of ‘*Old Hickory” Chairs, Settees, Tables, etc., from 
$1.50 to $25.00. 

Old Hickory Furniture Pleases Everyone. 

“Wea € are more than delighted with your furniture. Please send cat- 
alogue to my cousin, Mrs. Geo. H. Hull, Tuxedo Park, N. J.” 

I remain, very truly, MRS. HOWARD TRACY, Evanston, IIl. 

“Chairs arrived O. K. We think they are fine and cannot be equaled 
anywhere.” J. W. STUART, Braddock, Pa. 

“The two chairs ordered of you were received and we are delighted 
with them. I expect you will receive orders soon from several of my 
friends who have seen the chairs and your catalogue. I herewith en- 
close postal order for $5.00 and will be glad to have you ship me as early 
as convenient to W Badinent Ala.. one No. 93 Roc 

W. S. REYN Sips Woodlawn, Ala. 

Be sure to get the “Old Hickory” Furniture. If your dealer will not supply you, remit to us and we will 
ship promptly. Write for new FREE 48-page I!lustrated Catalogue and Special Introductory Offer. 

THE OLD HICKORY CHAIR CO. 
204) CHER ERS Yor Sylanko Ee Ea, MARTINSYVUCEE, 

“The Original Old Hickory Furniture Manufacturers.’’ 

IND. 

The Colors of Cabot’s Shinale Stains are like velvet ; 
soft and deep, yet transparent, so as to 
show the grain of the wood. ‘They give 
a finishing touch of beauty which is a 
constant joy to the householder, and 
they “grow old gracefully.” 

on the practical side, they wear as well as 
the best paint, cost one-halfless in material 
and labor, and thoroughly preserve the wood, 
while other colorings do not. 

Stained wood samples and color studies sent free on request. 

Samuel Cabot, Sole Mfr. 

I Oliver St.,Boston Mass. 

Agents atall Central Points 

Cabot’s Sheathing ‘‘Quilt’’ : aie a 
warms the whole family. Little, Brown & Moore, Boston, | See 

Woodruff Leeming, New York, { Architects. 

Ghe ANGLE 
LAMP 

For Lighting City and 
Country Homes 

Positive Proof of -how entirely different The Angle 
Lamp is from the ordinary kind is the class of people who 
use it. 

What other lamp—or what other lighting system for 
that matter—can show endorsements from ex-President 
Cleveland, the Carnegies, Rockefellers and thousands of 
others of almost equal prominence? 

These people would not think of using ordinary oil 
lamps, vet they have chosen THIS oil-burn- 
ing lamp for lighting their homes and es- 
tates in preference to gas, electricity, gasolene, acetylene 
or any other method, because they have found that 
while as SS 

CONVENIENT AS GAS 

OR ELECTRICITY 

to opera te, ight is more brilliant than either. and of 
the beauti soit, restful quality for which kerosene is so 
justly y fanious. 

But vou need not take even this evidence of the superiority of Yhe Angie Lamp. For the very fact that The Angle Lamp - 
always surprises and deli hts even the most particular®people, enables us to offer you better proof yet— 

A THIRTY DAYS’ TRIAL 
*in your own home, where you vourself can prove that it is the best, the cheapest and the 

7 : 3 ‘ing methods. Lighted and extinguished like gas. Filled while lighted with perfect safety. 
equires fi iD but once or twice a week. Burned hi gh or low without odor. No smoke: no danger. 
Just one thi ng more—Economy. If sp lendid li ght and convenience were the only features of The Angle Lamp, it might be 

eonsidered a im But, as this ‘lamp actually costs less to burn than even the troublesome, old-fashioned kind, it becomes an 
€cessit 

of any lamp listed in Catalogue ‘“‘4r’ 

Write for Catalog “41,” listing 32 varieties from $1.80 up. 

THE ANGLE ‘MEG. CO., .78-80 Murray Street, NEW YORK 
ee 

. 

A northern exposure, protected from sun 
in fall and spring is best. If planted in a 
position exposed to sun for the greater part 
of the day, a light cover of leaves and loose 
litter should be given. This covering is only 
necessary in dry, freezing weather, when 
there is no snow on the ground. It stops 
evaporation from the foliage, when the roots 
are dormant. 
New York. Tuomas MuRRAY. 

Poppies As Cut Flowers 

OPPIES are usually considered as un- 
desirable as cut flowers because they 

will not keep. I use them freely for cut 
flowers every summer with this precaution. 
Tn the evening I pick off all blooms that have 
not already lost their petals so that in the 
morning all the open flowers will be new 
ones. These are cut as early as possible 
even while the dew is still on them and 
plunged immediately into deep water. After 
they are well soaked, say an hour, they can 
be distributed into vases and many of them 
will last two days. 

I buy single mixed seed of the annuals 
which includes the Shirley poppy (Papaver 
Rheas, var. Shirley) and the single and semi- ~ 
double opium poppies (Papaver somnijerum). 

I sow them in rather broad rows with al- 
ternate rows of asters which make their 
growth and flower after the poppies are gone, 
but sometimes I plant them by scattering the 
seed broadcast and raking it in. 

The poppies should be thinned out after 
they are up a few inches retaining only the 
strongest plants. After the first year it is 
seldom necessary to buy seeds as they bloom 
and seed so freely that one can save all the 
seeds wanted. When they are in bloom all 
the unattractive colors and weak plants should 
be removed so they will not ripen seed. 

Pull up all the dead plants as soon as they 
finish blooming and if they are not there 
already, plant late asters or other plants from 
the nursery rows. 

Nothing self-sows so readily as do the pop- 
pies. If the ground is gently raked the fol- 
lowing spring, to soften and even the surface, 
the poppies will come up so thickly that they 
will probably need thinning. These self 
sown plants are in their glory on the fourth 
of July, while the spring-sown ones are gen- 
erally two or three weeks later. The same 
result may be obtained by preparing a bed 
and sowing in the fall. Two or three spring 
sowings can be made for a succession. 

Poppy seed may be scattered among young 
perennials, and serve to fill up the space 
during the early part of the summer. By the 
time the perennials want the room the pop- 
pies are gone; or it can be sown among newly 
planted shrubs, with gladioli for later bloom. 

One of the most interesting things I have 
observed about poppies is the crossing of the 
diferent varieties. Nearly every year I have 
one or more colorings that I did not have the 
year before. 

They love moisture, and if it is not a wet 
summer, when they are at their best, they 
must be watered freely. 

ILLINOIS. EpItH GRANGER. 
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GaMOREHW: pe a 
SA OE oF PRESIDENT Rooseveit. 

ETER HENDERSON & ©. 

| BE. 

Choice 
Roses 

We grow only for those 
who demand the finest, and 
to introduce our stock we 4 
will send for $1.50 the fol- (3! 
lowing Superb Hardy 

Two Year Old Roses 
La France 
Marshall P. Wilder 
Mabel Morrison 
Persian Yellow 
Prince Camifle De Rohan 
Baby Rambler 
Clio 

Remember, they are all strong hardy 
two year old bushes. 

Send for free catalogue of roses, 
small fruits and nursery stock. 

ALLEN L. WOOD 
Wholesale Grower 

Rochester, N.Y. 

THE Dios. 

BEAUTIFUL LAWNS 

In America Are Made With It. 

In 4 to 6 Weeks Time it Produces a Perfect and 

Permanent Lawn of Luxuriant Richness 

Its composition of various native and foreign fine leaved. inter- 
weaving, deep-rooting grasses, that flourish under our varied 
conditions of soil and’climate, insure a smooth, velvety sward, 
free from clumps. Its deep green color is maintained from snow 
to snow, year after year. 
We have made the formation and renovation of lawns a study 

for years, and thousands of the finest lawns and grass plots in 
America were obtained by following our instructions and using 

The ‘‘Henderson’’ Lawn Grass Seed 
The famous lawn of “Sagamore Hill,” the home of President 

Roosevelt (here shown), was made with it. 

It is Used and Praised from Maine to California 
“The Henderson Lawn Grass Seed sent me worked like magic; itmade a good lawn 

in one month from sowing and has kept thickening up eve= since It was the wonder 
of the town to see such a lawn on June ist on ground plowed on May 2nd.”’ 

S. R. PRENTISS, Bangor, Me. 

‘“For quick, permanent and beauti alts, the Henderson Lawn Grass is pre- 
eminent; it gives us greater satisfaction than any we ever tried.” ie = 

ROBT. CaMPBELL, Superintendent, Cave Hill Cemetery, Louisville, Ky. 

had the most satisf Its ever achieved with the Henderson Lawn Mixture: 
= e. On the advice of some parties I also sowed 

some Kentucky Blue Grass, but it does not compare with the mixture you sent me- 
F. M. CARTER, Washington, D- C- 

“Tt is just six weeks since I sowed ycur Lawn Grass Seed and we have had to cut it 
three times; every one v ty stops to look and ark the beauty of our lawn. 

Mrs. R. W. COLLINS, 63 Chattangova Street, San Francisco, Cal. 

Price of the ‘‘Henderson’’ Lawn Grass Seed 
25 cents per quart; 85 cents for 4 quarts; $1.50 peck; $5.00 
per bushel of 20 pounds. Delivered free in the U. S. at above 
prices to those who mention THE GARDEN MAGAZINE. 

The quantity required tor making new lawns: I quart for a plot 15x20 feet. 
5 bushels for an acre. For renovating old lawns, use about half quantities: 

Henderson’s Brochure ‘‘Lawn Formation and Care.”’ 
bound with our Catalogue, “Everything for the Lawn,” mailed free to those 
mentioning THE GARDEN MAGAZINE. 

Hardy Ferns : ’ 

Gillett S and Flowers 

For Dark, Shady Places 
While we grow many!thousands of the hardy 

garden flowers which require open sunlight 
for their growth, like Phloxes, Campanulas, 
Peonies, Digitalis, etc., there is a demand for 
something to grow in dark shady places where 
the hardy garden plants will not thrive. We 
find just such a class of plants in the 

Hardy Wild Ferns and Flowers 
of New England. These we have been study- 
ing and growing for 25 years, and can help you 
in your selections. They are adapted for a 
great many places, and selections can be made 
for beautifying the dark comer by the porch, 
the shaded wall or hedge, shady hillsides, wet 
places in deep shade, dry woods and rocky 
places. Brilliant lobelias for planting in small 
brooks; dainty gentians for planting by brook- 
side. Before purchasing send for my illustrated 
descriptive catalogue of over 50 pages, which 
tells about this class of plants and 

Hardy American Shrubs 

EDV. GILeEaLt 

Southwick Mass. 

35 AND37 
CORTLANDT ST., 

NO FORM OF NITROGEN 
is so quickly available, or so positive in its 
results for the vegetable garden, on the lawn, 
for shrubbery or trees as a top dressing of 

NITRATE °£ SODA 
(THE STANDARD FERTILIZER) 

Send your name and address on Post=-Card and we will 
send you 

** Food for Plants ’” 
a most valuable book of 237 pages, dealing with the use 
of Nitrate of Soda as a fertilizer, giving detailed informa- 
tion covering a list of triels at Agricultural Experiment 
Stations throughout the United States and on all sorts of 
crops. 

NITRATE PROPAGANDA 

Room 125, 12-16 John Street, New York 
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The house pictured 
below has a roof that is 

proof against sun, rain, snow 
and chemical action, and danger 

of fire from falling sparks— 

BECAUSE IT IS COVERED WITH 

Rex Flintkote 
ROOFING 

This is unlike any other prepared roofing ever 
made. Itcontains no paperortar. It is made of 
long-fibre wool, chemically treated, both sides 

covered with a fire-proof compound, the underside 
protected by a covering of flint to prevent 

rot. It can’t rust like tin—can’t warp, 
blow off, and burn at touch of a spark 

like shingles—and unlike either 

of them, is laid as easily as 
though it were cioth. 

This @ trade = mark 
is your protection against 

a host of Rex Flintkote imita- 
tors. They cost about half as much 

to make, but sell at almost the Rex 
Flintkote selling price, a chance for profits that 

means temptation to some dealers. 
The best dealer prefers to sell the genuine Rex 

Flintkote, for he knows that in years to come he 
will get, not your criticism, but your thanks — 
which, to an honest dealer, is better than question- 
able profits any day. 

Our Book on Roofing, Free 
It tells you facts that every house owner should 
know. Send for free sample of Rex Flint- 

kote to make your own tests. That is 
the best way to learn why Rex Flint- 

kote has set the standard in quality 
and price. 

J *.& W. BIRD & CO. 
29 \ndia St., Boston 
igents everywhere 

AND 

Lawn Settees 
Manufactured by 

McDONALD 

Growing China Asters Free From 
Disease, 

DOES can be grown successfully in 
almost any soil, provided it is cul- 

tivated deeply, and plenty of decayed farm- 
yard manure is used. The secret or success 
lies in continous growth, without a check. 

For blooms in July and August, sow the 
seeds in a cold-frame, hotbed, or boxes in the 
greenhouse the latter part of March, or early 
part of April; or for September and October 
blooms, sow in open ground in May. Cover 
seed about half an inch. 
When the seedlings have made three or 

four leaves they may be transplanted, placing 
them eighteen inches apart, and watering 
them well to settle the soil around. 

WOOD ASHES A SPECIFIC | 

One drawback in the raising of asters is 
the so-called ‘‘aster disease,’ which is caused 
by a blue aphis which feeds on the tender 
parts of the roots. But this can be overcome 
by giving the plants a good start, never letting 
them suffer a check in growth, and by feeding 
well. Wood ashes is almost a specific for the 
disease. Stir a handful of ashes into the 
soil around each plant, when it is set out. 
Just before the buds appear give an appli- 
cation of tobacco water, prepared as follows: 

Put a good armful of tobacco stems in a 
water-barrel or other receptacle which can 
be covered tightly, pour hot water over them 
until it covers the stems entirely. Cover 
tightly for four or five hours, then add double 
the amount of water and give this liquid to 
the plants, watering around each plant, so 
that all the roots get a thorough soaking. 
The tobacco water should be used the same 
day as made, as it quickly ferments, and be- 
comes valueless. 

Pull out a plant or two a couple of days 
afterwards, and if there is-blue aphis left, the 
liquid used was not strong enough. Give 
them another watering. This seems to be a 
good deal of work. but it pays in the end. 
When the buds have formed, dissolve a 

quarter of a pound of nitrate of soda in 
twenty gallons of water, and give each plant 
one watering with the solution. It will 
result in blooms of fine color and large size. 

The best asters I ever raised were planted, 
as described above, in a spent hotbed, ten 
inches apart, and ten inches in the row. If 
asters are treated as suggested above and 
watered copiously during dry weather, fine 
flowers will surely be produced. 

Another troublesome pest is the aster 
beetle, and it is not easily destroyed without 
injury to the bloom. I find handpicking is 
the best remedy. ‘Take a vessel containing 
a little kerosene, benzine, or gasoline, give 
the flower a light tap, and the beetle will fall 
into the vessel. This should be done twice 
a day for eight or ten days, for the little 
beetle appears for about this length of time 
only. Paris green may also be used, one part 
of Paris green to twenty parts of land plaster 
or air-slacked lime, dusting it on with a 
bellows; but it has to be washed off when 

Beautiful Lawns 
Are the pride of the home; why disfigure 
with ugly clothes posts? 

Hill’s Lawn Clothes Dryers 
hold 100 to 150 feet of line, take small space, 
quickly removed when not in use. Make 
a neat and tasty appearance, last a life-time. 

More than 2 million people use them. 
No traveling in wet grass. No snow to 
shovel. The line comes to you. Also 

Balcony and Roof Clothes Dryers. 
If not found at your hardware store write 

HILL DRYER CO. 
359 Park Ave., Worcester, Mass. 
Write for Cat. 39.4 

x 

HORSF ORDe. 
HARDY PLANS 

AND FLOWER SEEDS 

have a reputation of their own. If you want plants that will last 
from year to year, get them from a hardy climate like Vermont. 
New catalogue for 1906 offers all the most desirable kinds for the 
decoration of summer homes, without confusing the purchaser with 
the names of so many plants of doubtful hardiness and durability. 
It includes herbaceous plants, wild flowers and ferns, shrubs, 
trees, vines, bulbs, etc., for wet or dry ground, sun or shade, and 
all for outdoor culture. Ask for it. 

FRED’K H. HORSFORD- 
Charlotte, Vt. 

A Beautiful Flower Garden for $1.00 

Neff’s Celebrated Collection of 
20 leading kinds of Flower Seeds, 
6 plants of Phlox. Miss Lingard, 
white, perfectly hardy; the finest 
variety known for 50cts. in stamps. 

Post paid; No Catalogue. 

L. I. NEFF, FLor\st, 

218 Sixth Street, Pittsburg, Pa. 

A WOMAN FLORIST 
HARDY _EVERBLOOMING C 

6 ROSE ous their own. ata y) 5 

SUMMER, 

Sent to any address post-paid; guaranteed to reach you 
in good growing condition. 

GEM ROSE COLLECTION 
Burbank, deep rose. 
Cardinal, bright red. 
iollarney grandest pink. 
General McArthur, deep re, 
Snowflake, pure white. 
Bouquet of Gold, golden 

yellow. 
SPECIAL BARGAINS 
6 Carnations, the ‘Divine 

Flower,”’ all colors, 25c. 
8 Prize-Winning Chrys- 
anthemums, . . 25c. 

8 Beautiful Coleus, Oo 1d 
4 Grand Orchid Cannas, 5 
8 Sweet-Scented Tuberoses, . . 
6 Fuchsias, all different, 

BRO COLUM US: 10 Lovely Gladiolus, . . . . . 5c. 
oo 10 Superb Pansy Plants, . . . 25c. 

15 Pkts. Flower Seeds, all different, 25c. 

Any Five Collections for One Dollar, Post-Paid 
Guarantee satisfaction. Onceacustomer, always one. Catalog Free. 
MISS ELLA V. BAINES, Box 96 Springfield, Ohio 

the flowers are cut for use, which is an in- 
convenience. 
New Jersey. 

manufacturers of 
Send 

The largest 
these goods in America. 
for catalogue. 

N. BUTTERBACH. 
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PENTA, 

“Bombayreed ” Jardinieres 
Ideal for Home Decoration 

Bombayreed Jardinieres represent the first successful effort to produce ar 
artistic jardiniere at a moderate cost. Their introduction has proven an im- 
mediate success, both from a decorative view point and for their beneficial 
effect upon the plants they contain. 

@ Glazed jardinieres choke a plant. Bombayreed Jardinieres allow the house 
plant to breathe—their construction allows the necessary ventilation and drain- 
age. Your palms and ferns will live longer and grow more beautiful in Bom- 
bayreed Jardinieres. _ 

These jardinieres are constructed of a peculiar reed, imported from the 
Malay Peninsula, especially for this purpose. These illustrations show a 
variety of shapes—but the beautiful colors can only be appreciated in the jar- 
dinieres themselyes. Made in Greens, Yellows, Gold, Maroon. Red. etc.—or 
especially colored to harmonize with or match anyroom. The colors as well as 
the reeds are absolutely impervious to water. The reed isof great strength and 
elasticity. Bombayreed jardinieres cannot bebroken: their decorative qualities 
are unequalled. 

PARTIAL PRICE LIST 
Made for Sinch pot 1@inch pot 3 Made for Sinch pot 10 

No.1 Persian, $1.00 $1.50 mNo.2 Grecian, $1.50 $1.75 
No.3 Roman, 1.25 1.75 {No.4 Arabian, .go 1.25 
No.5 Egyptian, 1.00 1.25 No.6 Cingalese, .75 [1.00 
No.7 Japanese, 1.50 1.75 

Write for Complete Price List 

Jardinieres are also made to fit I2 and I4-ineh pots, and larger ones are made to order. 
Express prepaid to all parts of U. 8S. when two or more Jardinieres are ordered. 

@ Write at once for catalogue in colors, describing Bombayreed Jardinieres in 
detail, and giving full price list for any size pot—also special sizes and coloring. 

FREE.—An expert treatise. ** The Care of Palms,** which tells in detail how to eare for 
honse“plants. Send your name and address and that of your florist, and we will mail 

yon copy of the booklet and eatalogue in eolor. 

a, 4 WRITE TO-DAY.: 

Ae Carolina Glass Co. 
Columbia, S. C. 

{ 

q RRERREAEA AAW 
Cay 

Luda 
i 
i 
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WARDED Two Grand Prizes at the St. Louis Exposition, one for Seeds and an- 
other for Vegetables, also a Silver Medal for Hyacinths and Crocus. 

GP" 
If youzare interested in Gardening you cannot afford to be with- 

out our 1906 Catalogue. It is without exception the most complete 

and most reliable Garden Annual published, and besides being a work 

of art, is a valuable text-book of horticulture and agriculture. It con- 

tains a full description of our celebrated new Noroton Beauty Potato, 

introduced by us last year, besides many other valuable novelties offered 

for the first time this season. 

Mailed free—Send for it now if you have not yet received it. 

J. M. THORBURN & CO., 36 Cortlandt St., New York 
Established 1802 

For Liquor and 
Drug Using 

A ‘scientific temedy which has been 

thes skilfully and successfully administered by 

medical specialists for the past 25 years 

AT THE FOLLOWING KEELEY INSTITUTES: 

Birmingham, Ala. Washington, D. C., - Des” Moines, Ta. Buffalo, N. ¥- Harrisburg, Pa. 
Ifot Springs, Ark. 211 N. Capitol St. Lexington, Mass. White Plains, N. Y. Pittsburg, Pa. 
Sani Reanclicen@ale Dwight, Il. I ortland, Me. Columbus, ae 4246 Fifth Ave. 

1190 Market § Mari Ind St. Louis, Mo.. 108% N. Dennison Aye. Providence “EE 
arket St. Marion, ind. 2803 Locust St.* Philadelphia, Pa., eo 

West Haven, Conn. Plainfield. Ind. North Conway. N. H.9 8122sN. Broad St. Salt Lake7City, Utah, 

i” Greatest ROSE OFFER \ 
Every year we offer a remarkable collection of fine roses at an exceptionally low price. 

Our 1906 offer includes as aspecial attraction the famous BABY RAMBLER shown in illus- 

ty Our i 

tration—the rose that blooms every day in the year. For fifty years we have been cultivating 
Roses. With over seventy greenhouses and stock of over one million piants, we may fairly claim to 

be the LEADING ROSE GROWERS OF AMERICA. This year we offer 

18 D. & G. ROSES to $7.90 
Superb, strong, hardy ever-blooming kinds ; no two alike. Allon their own roots. Sent by mail post- 
paid anywhere in the United States. Satisfaction and safe arrival guaranteed. Each variety labeled. 
Will bloom continuously this year. Other famous Roses in this collection are the KEYSTO 
the only hardy, ever blooming Yellow Climbing Rose: also PINK MAMAN COCHET, 

the queen of all pink garden Roses. Orders booked for delivery when directed. 
If yon mention this magazine when ordering, we will send you a return check for 25 cents which we 

will accept as cash ina future order. free to all who ask for it, whether ordering the above 
collection or not, the 37th annual edition of Our New Guide to Rose Culture for 1906— 

the Leading Rose Catalogue of America. 116 pages. Tells how to grow and de- 
~eribes our famous Roses and all other flowers worth growing. Offers at 

lowest prices a complete list of Flower and Vegetable Seeds. 

THE DINGEE & CONARD CO , West Grove, Pa. 
70 Greenhouses Established 1850 

APRIL, 1906 

CheeseiGlonk Provecene for 
Garden Seeds 

HH winds, hot sun, beating rains, in- 
sect and feathered enemies have a 

tendency to make the amateur’s attempts to 
raise flowers from seed in the open garden 
an almost hopelesstask. In addition to these 
troubles, the soil in my garden has a ten- 
dency to bake, and a rain will form a hard 
crust over the most carefully prepared seed 
bed. Covering with sand, shading with 
boards or newspapers has not been entirely 
successful, so J made a cheese-cloth cover, 
which gave me one little spot completely 
under my control. 

The first time I made one small frame 
three by four feet using material two inches 
square; at each corner were uprights 18 
inches high, made from the same-sized lum- 
ber. The top edges were made of one-half 
by three-quarter inch strips. This I covered, 
top and sides, with cheese-cloth, tacked all 
around. It was light enough to be easily 
lifted and set to one side while working or on 
cloudy days, yet heavy enough to keep its 
place in a high wind. Seeds were sown in 
this as follows: Siberian columbine (A quile- 
gia Sibirica) in the middle of June, Canter- 
bury bells in July and pansies in August. 

Last season I made two frames three feet 
by six feet and one foot high. They were 
made of three-quarter inch by one and one- 
quarter inch cypress strips. It took just four 
yards of cheese-cloth to cover each frame 
The materials cost less than fifty cents for 
each. 

Here I planted seeds of phlox, poppies, 
petunias, schizanthus and other annuals as 
early in the spring as the ground would allow. 
They were exposed to two late snow storms 
without suffering the slightest damage. 
In June Nicotiana Sandere, delphiniums, - 
anemone, Australian star flower and snap- 
dragons were sown. Later, after these were 
transplanted, the frames were used for fox- 
gloves, Canterbury bells and a collection of 
many perennials. 

The smallest slow-germinating seeds of 
perennials and annuals were started with the 
most gratifying success. I used the frames 
in early spring, midsummer and late fall. 
They were invaluable for protecting tender 
plants and cuttings from sun, high winds 
and frost, and were not unsightly in the 
garden. 

For one who has no hotbeds or coldirames, 
one or two covers of this kind are a great aid 
in discounting unfavorable weather. 

Wisconsin. F. B. DRAKE. 
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FAIRFAX ROSES 
Cannot be Equalled in Quality or Price 

IF YOU BUY CHEAPER ROSES YOU BUY A CHEAP PRODUCT 

We will send you any of the following varieties in Strong two-year-old Dormant Plants at 15c. each. 
Madam E. Lambert Bon Silene Permets Triumph Safrano Helen Gambier 
Countess Eva Starhem- Queen Virginia Etoile De Lyon Helen Gould 

berg White Bougere Enchantress Golden Gate Mrs. Cant 
Malmaison Bride Duchess De Brabant Clothilde Soupert Papa Gontier 
Christine De Noue Hermosa Burbank Queens Scarlet Rainbow 
Sombreuil Marie Van Houtte Bridesmaid ‘ Catherine Murmet Crimson Rambler 
Princess Sagan Pearl La Princess Vera Chatenay Climbing Soupert 
Coquette De Lyon Marechal Niei 

And many others. Any of these, mailing size, postpaid, at 

5 Cents Each 

We have also all the finest Hybrid Perpetuals and the newer roses, at prices ranging from 8 to 

15 cents postpaid, and 20 to 40 cents for two-year-old stock. 

DAHLIAS A SPECIALTY 
We believe the following twenty kinds include the finest in America and we will send one each 

in strong, growing plants. 

Prepaid for $1.65 

Island Queen, Lavender Pink Cactus Grand Duke Alexis, Largest and Finest 
A 1, Cri Cactus White Show 

Clifford W. Bruton, Largest Yellow Show 
ed Nymphia, Light Pink 
ge, Red and Gold Seu’ De Moreau, Pink Show 

, Royal Purple Fern Leaf Beauty, Fancy 
Crimson 2oth Century, Extra Large Single Crimson 

and White 

Also twenty-five other varieties at from 5 to 8 cents each 

CATALOGUE FREE 

Box 6, Oakton, Fairfax Co., Va. 

COUNTRY 

HOUSE. 
BY 

CHARLES EDW. 
HOOPER 

HIS volume 
gives compe- 

tently and in detail, 
yet without techni- 
calities, all the in- 
formation neces- 
sary in the building 
of a country house. 
Its practical value is unlimited. Nearly 300 illus- 
trations. Net, $3.00. (Postage, 30 cents.) 

FENCE AND 
ENTRANCE 
GAd = S 

SOS 
Wire Fencin¢ Or 
namental Iron- 
Work,Lawn Fur 
niture, Tree Guards 
Tennis Court Enclos- 
ures A Specialty. 

<=95 =] 

‘E-CARPENTER:@ 
&-9-WARREN-ST- 

r 
7 
NEW YORK: Country Lire THE WORLD's WORK THe GaRDEQ 

iM AMERICA FARMING MAGAZINE 

D OUBLEDAY PAGE &Co. 
133-135-137 EasT 167* STREET, NEW YORK 
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TIGER SKINS 
LEOPARD SKINS 
BEAR SKINS i 
WOLF, FOX. ETC. 

To introduce my direct 
importations of 

SPECIAL MOTH 
PROOF FURS 

pb «Tf you will apply for my cat- 
alogue I wil! send to you a 
beautifully mounted 

CHINESE 
LEOPARD SKIN 

(average 714 feet) 

London quotation £15,for | 

$35.00 
A similar introductory 

offer for mounted 

Game Heads 
on application. 

OS'T¢ ‘passorp 

“UIYS UMLY UPUUIaD [RUG 

F. C. JONES, Importer 

176 FEDERAL STREET, - - - BOSTON, MASS. 

Pure Foop Law 
Senate Expected to Pass It 

There will be no change in the 

cure of 

Ferris Hams ano Bacon 
because we have never used 

injurious preservatives 

INSIST UPON THE BEST 

No. 62834. Top Buggy with Large Phaeton Seat and 114 
inch cushion tires. Price complete, $71.00. As good as 
sells for $30.00 more. 

33 Years Selling Direct 
Our vehicles and harness have been sold direct 

from our factory to user for a third of a century. 
We ship for examination and approval and guaran- 
tee safe delivery. You are out nothing if not sat- 
isfied as to style, quality and_price. We are the 
largest manufacturers in the world selling to 
the consumer exclusively. We make 200 styles of 
Vehicles, 65 styles of Harness. Send for large 
free catalog. 

ELKHART CARRIAGE & HARNESS MFG. CO., ELKHART, IND. 

Single Curved Breast Collar Harness. Price 
As good as sells for $5.00 more. 

No. 4%. 
complete, $10.75. 

The Secrets of Growing Good 
Sweet Peas 

E think our success with sweet peas is 
due to the depth and quality of the 

soil, deep planting, and frequent cultivation. 
Our first bed was laid out with the rows 

running east and west, and this has proved 
more favorable to the plants, as the hot 
afternoon sun does not beat down upon the 
entire side of a row, as it will with north and 
south rows. 

First, we took up the sod, two feet wide, 
and fifty feet long, cutting it into convenient 
lengths to handle, and laid it to one side. 
All the soil was taken out, toa depth of twenty 

Cut sweet peas in the morning before the sun 

strikes them. Pulling the vines loosens the roots and 

the plant dies 

inches. In the bottom of the trench thus 
made the sods were placed, roots up; next 
came a six-inch layer of well-rotted cow 
manure. The hose was turned on this, to 
thoroughly settle it. 

Then the trench was filled level full with a 
soil prepared by thoroughly mixing equal 

| parts of good garden loam, old manure, and 
| woods’ earth. This was firmed down, and 
| the trench filled again. 

A furrow six inches deep was made the 
length of the strip, in which the seeds were 
planted one inch apart, and covered with 
two inches of soil, which was pressed firmly 
by means of a two-inch strip. 

Strong posts were set ten feet apart, to 
which was fastened some five-foot wire net- 
ting, and the bed given a thorough watering. 
“Our aim is to get the seed into the ground 

between the 15th and the 25th of March. 
One spring it was the fifth of April, and the 
vines were not as strong that year. It is our 

' experience that the earlier the planting can 
be done, the better the success, and it pays 
to plant only the best seed. 

As soon as the young plants reach a height 
of two inches, draw the soil in from the sides 

LIEBIG COMPANYS 
Cook Book 

i) 

SW} 
ff f 

Company's Extract of Beef 
Send postal asking for New Cook Bookto ~~ 

Liebig’s Extract of Meat Co., Ltd., 
120 Hudson St., New York. 

Axt and Utility 
combined is becoming more and more of a feature 
in articles made by American manufacturers for 
household use and decoration. 

Perhaps one of the most successful examples is 
the “Bombayreed” jardinieres of which a half-dozen 
styles and colors are illustrated on a back cover 
page. The common ugly glazed pot is doomed if 
the favor with which “Bombayreed” jardinieres are 
meeting is any indication. 

A few exclusive features of “Bombayreed” jar- 
dinieres will show why every house-owner and palm 
lover should prefer them. They are unbreakable; 

the imported reed is elastic and will stand any 
amount of wear. Both reed and coloring are im- 
pervious to damp or moisture. 

Besides the great variety of colorings the makers 
agree to produce special colors to match or har- 
monize with the color scheme of your room at a 
small extra cost. 

Be sure to look forthe styles displayed on another 
page. and note that the makers offer to send you 
atext book free on “The Care of Palms.” This 
shouldinterest every lover of house-plants. 

See full page advertisement. 

Strawberry Plants That Grow 
BEST STANDARD VARIETIES 

Also Raspberry, Blackberry, Currant and Grape Plants, Asparagus 
Roots and Seed Potatoes in assortment. All stock warranted 
high grade and true to mame. Forty-page Catalogue with 
cultural instructions, Free. 

C. E. WHITTEN, 

DIC 
S 
P 

a 
N 
(S 

Fa 

Box 10, BRIDGMAN, MICH. 

}] THE BEST IS 
' NONE TOO GOOD. 

My Challenge 

BRANCHING ASTER 
White, Pink, Laven- 
der, Crimson, Purple 
Is the Best. 

| Pkt. 250 Seeds 15c. ea. 
5 for 5oc. 

Mixed 500 Seeds, 25c. 

0. H. Dickinson, 
Seedsman 

Springfield, Mass. 

KINSON'S SEEDS 

C4 ii 
W-HMUCLODUMDS 
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ba 
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N° garden is complete without a sufficient number 
of grape vines to supply an abundance of this 

delicious fruit. For nearly 40 years we have been 
furnishing high-grade vines for this purpose. 

We will send ten large vines of the best table varieties, including 
three red, three white and four black, for $1.00, delivered free. _ Send 
for our elegant Illustrated Descriptive Catalogue and Price List. It 
will tell you how to plant, cultivate and train them. 

T.S. HUBBARD CO. 
Grape Vine Specialists FREDONIA, N. Y. 

RARE CACTUS DAHLIAS. 
This class of flowersis prohably the most popular 

of all decorative cut-flowers im homes of refinement and 
culture. Our Mr. Vaughan has selected the six kinds 
named below for special introductory offer tothe readers 
of this paper: 

_ _KRIEMHILDE—An exquisite, delicate shell-pink, shad- 
ing tocream in the center; the finest and best pink. 

BURBANK.—New, clear dark red with a sheen of pur- 
plish crimson, never shows. an open center no matter 
how dry the weather or poor the suil. 

COUNTESS OF LONSDALE.—A perfect Apricot color, 
shading toward the edges of the petals to carmine pink. 
Early flowering. 

VOLKER.—Clear golden yellow, a German novelty. 
AUNT CHLOE.—Darkest color, nearly black. 
BRUNHILDE.—Bright plum color, of perfect form. 
Wewill mail on and after April 15th six fine started 

plants, one each of the above splendid sorts with our 
complete 152 page catalogue for $1.00 (regular price, $1.40.) 

_— + 

Guahans}eed Store 
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STODEBAKER 
Automobiles for 1906 

Model F Touring Car, 28-32 H. P. Price $3,000 

OW that the great automobile shows of New York and Chicago are at an end, 

thousands of prospective buyers are debating the salient points of one car as 

compared with another; doubtless wondering in greatest perplexity why each 

enthusiastic salesman insists upon the fact that his car is the best. 

Permit us to suggest that in regard to extreme accuracy and scientific painstaking in 

both design and construction there is little or no material difference between the products 

of several of the more reputable and substantial builders. The buying public has but one 

great, important consideration to fall back upon—reputation. The first and last essen- 

tial in automobile buying is the reputation of the manufacturer back of the machine. 

We believe the Studebaker equal to any car offered. We know that its design is up 

to date and that its construction is thorough. We offer the most liberal guarantee based 

upon this knowledge. 

Catalogue and detailed information direct or through our nearest agency will be fur- 

nished with pleasure upon inquiry. 

Studebaker Automobile Company 
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA 

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers 

BRANCH AGENCIES in New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Washington, 
Chicago, Denver, Kansas City, Dallas, Salt Lake City, Portland, Ore., San 

Francisco, and many other places. 

15 Packets of Choice Named Sweet Peas, 25¢ 
including 3 packets Cupzd Sweet Peas e 

5 Packets of New Nastur'iums, ineclud- 25c¢ 
ing one ounce Mad. Gunther’s Hybrids e 

Packets of the Finest Asters, all dif- 
6 Ferentreicicvocrssateroessclaciecterreiclerias setae 25¢. 

Packets of the Choicest Early Vege- 
12 (INES Sooqccncdca ee Weer ey 25¢. 

Packets of Giant-Flowered Pansies, 
6 MaAMeChVAnletiesteeeersi teil sateiiatctt 25¢. 

All of the above 44 packets, regular 
value, $2.60, sent postpaid for peas iN $1 .00 

Catalog free Address 

STANDARD SEED CO. 
210 EAST STREET VALPARAISO, IND. 
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A BED OF CANNAS 

Free to Our Customers 
We offer the following beautiful kaleidoscopic assortment of colors: 

RED, SCARLET, PINK, YELLOW, SALMON, 

CRIMSON DARK FOLIAGE, YELLOW SPOTTED RED, 

RED EDGED YELLOW, RED SPOTTED YELLOW, WHITE SPOTTED ROSE, 

and a GRAND. TALL GROWING DARK FOLIAGE VARIETY. 

WHITE, 

These Cannas will bloom continuously until frost. and will give a brilliant and 
gorgeous effect if massed in a bed or planted against a house or wall, or they may be 
arranged to screen a fence or an unsightly spot. 

All are strong, dormant roots, which may be started at any time. If you wish 
to gain a few weeks’ bloom before the usual long flowering season, you may start them 
at once in boxes or pots in the house or hotbed. 

We will send one of each of the twelve (12) different colors, or your own choice 
of any one or several colors, for one dollar ($1.00). You may get these twelve roots free 
by following out the conditions of the attached coupon. Send the coupon, accom- 
panied by a one-dollar bill—the twelve Cannas and a due bill worth one dollar will be 
returned to you together with our handsomely illustrated catalogue. You may return 
the due bill to us at any time during the season, and we will accept it as a one-dollar 
payment on any order from our catalogue, for seeds or bulbs amounting to three dollars 
($3.00) or more, providing no other premium is selected. 

ARTHUR T. BODDINGTON, Seedsman 

342 West 14th Street, New York City. 

CUT OFF THE COUPON HERE 

ARTHUR T. BODDINGTON, Seedsman, 
342 West 14th Street, New York City. 

Enclosed find one dollar. Please send me the one-dollar collection of Cannas, the one-dollar 
due bill and your 1906 catalogue. 

APRIL, 1906 

of the furrow, until half their height is 
covered. Repeat this as the plants grow, 
until the furrow is completely filled. 

Twice a week the bed is given a thorough 
watering, at evening, and every second week 
a light covering of manure is hoed under. 
When July comes, a light mulch of lawn 
clippings is given, which is removed and a 
fresh one put on when the semi-monthly 
cultivating is done. 

No blossom is ever allowed to form seed, 
and it is particularly insisted that the flowers 
shall be cué—not picked—as the pulling at 
the stems loosens the roots, killing the vines. 
Usually the cutting is done in early morning 
or evening, as the blossoms keep better than 
if cut when the sun is on them. The vines 
generally begin to bloom within two months 
after the seed is planted, and with this care, 
continue to blossom until frost. = 4. 

In the fall the vines are pulled up, and a 
generous covering of manure forked under, 

Sweet peas will bloom eight weeks after planting. 

Mulched with litter, watered thoroughly and all flowers 

picked every day, they will flower till frost 

and_a covering of manure is then put on, and 
left over winter. Generally this is forked 
in before planting time, but several times we 

‘simply ran the furrow after raking the bed 
over, and found the results equally as good. 
New Jersey. K. W. Lawson. 

Sowing Sweet Peas for 
Succession 

A PERFECT succession of sweet peas is 
secured by planting at least three rows, 

sowing each at a different time. One row may 
be planted in September (except in the ex- 
treme northern states) another as early in 
the spring as the ground can be prepared, 
and the third five or six weeks later. The 
last row is planted in the center, in order that 
it may be somewhat protected from the sun 
by the taller vines of the two outside rows. 
This method insures sweet peas of a good 
quality, from spring until frost. 
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Increase the Yield) 

of Your Garden 
by using the IGOE TOMATO AND PLANT 
SUPPORTS. They will mean a more abundant 
crop of Tomatoes of superior quality, and more 
beauty and success of your heavily flowered plants, 
such as Peonies, Dahlias, Golden Glow, Chrysan- 
themums, etc. The best and strongest support 
made, 

i 

( | ) 

REPAYS MADE \ 
THE COST STRONG 

MANY AND LIGHT 

TIMES OFHEAVY 
OVER GALVAN- 

IN A SINGLE IZED 

SEASON WIRE 

——— 

PRICES 
— Per dozen.....-.. $5.75 
= = Per 50, $7.00; per 100, $12.50 = 

Send for Price List and Catalogue. 

THE IGOE CARNATION SUPPORTS are 
equally important for the success of your Carna- 
tions. 2-ring, $3.50 per 100; 3-ring, $4.00 per 100. 
FOR YOUR ROSES: The Igoe Rose 

Stakes, made of galvanized wire, take the place 
of the old-fashioned insect-harboring, decaying, 
wooden supports. They are neat, strong, and 
will not rust. Made in all sizes (and prices), 
looped and straight, 65c. to $1.65 per 100. 

You also need some Tying Wire which does 
not rot nor untie. No 18, galvanized, 12 lbs. for 

85c.; No. 19, $1.00. 

IGOE BROTHERS 
228 North 9th Street Brooklyn, N. Y. 

S a renovator of soil and as a 

food for stock, the cow-pea 

is unsurpassed. ‘To get the largest 

possible yield of cow-peas from any 

given soil, a plentiful application of 

POTASH is necessary. 
The best methods leading to certain success are fully explained 

in the 65-page illustrated bouk, which we send free to farmers who 
writefor it. It tells of the remarkable results attained with cow- 
peas nourished upon Porasu. 

Address, GERMAN KALI WORKS, 
93 Nassau Street, New York. 

TWENTY YEARS AGO 
we were the first of American Nurseries to 
realize that American gardens and grounds 
could not be laid out and planted under our 
severe Climatic restrictions without a practical 
and expert study of plant life and conditions, 
especially where advice and sound judgment 
in determining results were needed. We have 
worked twenty years on this basis, and many 
hundreds of the most attractive estates in all 
parts of this country, planned by us, prove that 
we were right. We can refer to them. 

Thousands of plans are made on paper, 
but real success requires a practical expert 
knowledge, which comes only with a life study 
of the relative value of every tree, shrub and 
flowering plant. 

We offer this experience as plantsmen to 
secure for every client, no matter where, a fine == 
ished and beautiful result, and at comparatively small cost. 

We not only prepare plans for every form of garden and grounds, through the medium of sketches 
; sent by mail, but send promptly men of experience at reasonable rates to advise upon every leading 

feature of landscape work. 
We call special attention to our catalogues, which are hardly equalled for detail, cultural advice and 

thoroughness. Our large catalogue is regarded as the very best practical work in this country. 
Our Nurseries are among the largest in the United States, and we sell at exceptionally reasonable 

prices. We offer every known hardy form of Trees, Shrubs, Rhododendrons, Evergreens, Herba- 
ceous Plants, Vines, Bulbs at prices with quality, which will command your attention. 

We will be prompt in taking up any garden problem, or will advise upon the smallest question 
which any one interested in this work may wish to bring to our attention. 

Write us early and get our special views or advice and prices. 

SHADY HILL NURSERY COMPANY, BEDFORD, MASS. 
BOSTON OFFICE, 155 MILK ST., COR. BROAD ST. 

BURBANK’S NEW PHENOMENAL RED 
RASPBERRY BEATS THEM ALL 

Giving a Crate of Berries to a Plant Fourteen Months From Planting 

Returns this season over $1,400 per acre 

» The berries are 3 inches long and 3% inches in cir- 
’ cumference; they will ship 1,000 miles easily. Large 
numbers are being planted in California for Canning 
Purposes, and the plants are in great demand. 

We have a limited quantity of strong plants re- 
ceived direct from the California nurseries, 
which we will deliver by mail or express, prepaid, 
at 5oc. each or $5.00 per dozen. 

THE THOMPSON SEED CO. SCRANTON, PA. 

Collections of Seeds, Etc. 
VEC ABEE. SEEDS 

No, 1—Containing 22 standard varieties. Value, $1.30 for $1.00; g 2 
Be he postpaid, $1.25. 

: No. 2—Containing 32 standard varieties. Value, $2.60 for $2.00; 
postpaid, $2.40. 

FLOWER SEEDS 

No. 3—Containing 8 choice varieties, annuals. Value 4oc. for 25c., postpaid. 
No. 4—Containing 16 choice varieties, annuals. Value 8oc. for 50c., postpaid. 
No. 5—Containing 30 choice varieties, annuals. Value $1.50 for $1.00, postpaid. 
No. 8—Containing 7 varieties of climbing annuals. Value, 35c. for 25c., postpaid. 

SUMMER FLOWERING BULBS 
No. 9—Containing 50 selected bulbs, 8 varieties. Value $1.40 for $1.00 or $1.25 postpaid. 

Special Offer of Plant Food— | FREE With any order of $1.00 will give gratis one 

We will send free by mail collection of the new annual sweet-scented 
one package of our genuine tobacco plant Nicotiana Sander in 8 separate colors as 

; illustrated above. Value, 35c. 
Natunall Perunuen Plant Food Our illustrated catalogue and full particulars of these col- 
for 20c. in stamps. lections mailed free for asking. 

W.E. MARSHALL & CO., 146 West 23d Street, New York 
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Hardy Garden Flowers. Number 3 
_The charming Japanese Anemone is the loveliest white flower of the late autumn. It 

glorifies the garden after the Phlox is gone. _ It survives a succession of late frosts and lasts well 
inte October or November until the killing frosts devastate the garden. 

While one of the most delicate and beautiful of all flowers, the Japanese Anemone is not 
critical for it will grow in any location either in sun or shade, demanding only a fairly good 
garden soil. 

Its blossoms are either a pure white or an exquisite shade of pink and massed against a 
dark background make a strikingly beautiful effect for the autumn garden. The Anemone is 
excellent for cutting, and will furnish flowers for the house in great abundance. 

Of all our stock of hardy perennials none surpasses our collection of Japanese Anemones. 
They are s'rong one-year-old plants that will bloom profusely this fall. The Queen Charlotte 
with its large pink flowers, is especially beautiful. 

PINK WHITE 
POU EES Japonica Rubra. Carmine with vellow SINGLE—A. Japonica alba. Fine large white flower. 
eats Fears ane a August to November. 

Ae ica Queen ariotte. owers a DOUBLE—A. i /hirlwi 7 
besutitul and pleasing shade of pink, semi-double e ae = Sono ene» ower rehire 
very large, fine for cutting. 

PRICE, 15c EACH, $150 PER DOZEN. $10 PER HUNDRED 

The exquisite garden effect pictured above can easily be produced for $1.50 

The Anemone is beautiful—notably beautiful, but i i i y beautiful, but is not exceptional among hardy perennials, for the hard 
garden abounds with such charming flowers. Each day, from frost to frost there is bloom, succession after ce 
cession. in every color and shade with always something new and interesting. 

The garden of hardy flowers is the garden of character. Plant one this spring. 
We grow hardy perennials exclusively and have a superb stock such as only a specialist can have. 

Our 1906 catalogue of Hardy 
sept ts yours for the i eboxe I. Be KELLER SONS, Rochester, N. Ve 

Nothing is more essential to the growth 
of good sweet peas with long stems than to 
plant them early. The rows should run 
north and south. 
When the vines are about four inches high, 

begin training them on strings, chicken 
wire, or brush. Sweet peas require an 
abundance of moisture, and need to be 
watered frequently during dry weather. 
The vines should also be syringed with a hose, 
or force pump, once or twice a week, to keep 
down the red spider, especial care being 
taken to hit the under side of the leaves with 
considerable force. 
When the plants have grown too high, 

they may be cut back to within three or four 
feet of the ground. They will soon grow up 
and bloom again. The blooming period 
will be much prolonged if the flowers are 
picked daily. It is always best to buy new 
seed each year. 

Portland, Ore. James H. SPENCER. 

Sweet Peas Worth Growing 
HE average seed catalogue with its long 

list of varieties is a bewildering maze 
to even the professional grower. Most of 
them offer from fifty to one hundred varieties, 
and many of the kinds are duplicates or so 
near alike that it takes an expert to tell the 
difference. While it is true that some will 
do better in one locality than in another, yet 
one cannot attempt to grow them all unless 
a whole farm is at his disposal. 
Many of the failures and disappointments 

in sweet-pea growing have been the result of 
late sowing. To ensure success the young 
plants must have a good start before the 
advent of hot weather. 

The seeds must be sown thinly, and 
covered to a depth of three or four inches. 
They germinate slowly. When about six 
inches high, draw the soil toward them on 
both sides, making a slight mound, two to 
three inches high. At the same time put up 
the supports, for if once allowed to fall over, 
they never do as well. After this apply the 
mulching, and water liberally in dry weather. 

I give here a list of the cream of the vari- 
eties in their colors as I have found them 
and am satisfied that they are sufficient for 
all purposes: 

White:—Blanche Burpee (profuse bloom- 
er), Dorothy Eckford (large flower), White 
Wonder (long stemmed) and White Cupid 
(very dwarf). 

Pink and white:—Cupid (dwarf), Dainty 
(edged with pink), Earliest-of-All (very 
early), Mrs. Joseph Chamberlain (striped 
pink). 

Light pink:—Blanche Ferry (very early), 
Countess Spencer. 

Other varieties:—America (white, striped 
with scarlet), Grey Friar (white with pep- 
pered markings of purple), Lovely (shell 
pink), Janet Scott (dark pink, long stemmed), 
Miss Willmott (orange-pink, long stemmed), 
Salopian (scarlet), King Eward VII. (very 
brilliant crimson), Prince of Wales (rose), 
The Hon. Mrs. E. Kenyon (primrose yellow), 
Lady Grizel Hamilton (lavender), Othello 
(maroon), Navy Blue (blue). 
New York. James T. Scott. 
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The first time that all the 
hardy species known to 
science have been offered. 
The exquisitely beautiful 
flowers and luxuriant healthy 
foliage of the Magnolias 
make this rare opportunity, 
for buying them in quantity 
at low rates, one of the rich- 
est offerings of the season. 
Plant them by the dozen— 
by the hundred, on the lawn, 
along the border of wood- 
land andswamp. Hedge the 
garden with M. glauca, the 

Sweet Bay. The thick glossy foliage and creamy cups 
make an effective background for the flower border 

that is new and artistically good. Special offer M. 

Macnolia tripetel: 
foliage. ture wh 
inches across. Sh 
fruit. 

EACH PER 10 PER 100 

Magnolia tripetela, 12 ft. 25 2.00 18.00 
M. os 2-3 ft. -40 3.50 
M. : 4-5 ft .60 5-50 
M. §. 5-6 ft. 1.00 9.00 
M. glauca, Sweet Bay, 3 in. 205 40 
Meas 1 ft. ae 2.00 
Mp 2 ft. -49 3-50 
M. macrophylla, rs ft. 1.25 11.00 
M. stellata, 2 in. .08 .7o 

a 136 ft I 12.00 M. é it. : 
M. Kobus, M. hypoleuca, 2 ft., at $1.00. M. Watsonii, M. parriflora, M. Yulan, : ft., at $1.00. 

M. soulangeana, M. salicifolia. 

General Nursery Stock Old Fashioned Flowers 

ISAAC HICKS AND SON, see 24 ae Tree-movers, 
Telephone 76W WESTBURY STATION, LONG ISLAND, N. Y- 

a ee ee 

42 ow that planting time has 
: come, have you consid- 

ered what you should 
plant to beautify your 
grounds? To get the best 

results in landscape architecture 
requires a liberal use of individual 
specimens that are certain to 
evince their characteristic beau- 
ties. Such investments_ prove 
permanent and meaterially en- 
hance the value of your property. 
Moreover, good plants are sure 
to live, and better effects can be 
produced with smaller quanti- 
ties. Many of our specimens are 
sold at very low prices, consider- 
ing the cost of production,and our 
customers get better bargains than 
purchasers of inferior plants at 
lower prices. Our entire stock has 
been personally selected from 
the finest nurseries and gardens 
at home and abroad, has been 
carefully developed and ac- 
climated and is now the most 
extensive collection of fine 
specimens in existence. 

COTTAGE GARDENS Co. 

Queens, L.I. 

N. Y. 

6'RosESLIC. 
Vigorous Growers 

Abundant Bloomers 

Upon receipt of only 25 cents we 
will send one strong, healthy, vigor- 

ous plant of each of the 6 superb roses 
described below, prepaid to any address. 

All Roses on their own roots. Safe arrival 

guaranteed. 
Bridesmaid—The most popular 

Fine for bedding out. Wery free flowering. 

Kaiserin Aug. Victoria—One of the finest white 
roses in existence, has long pointed buds, richly perfumed. 

Etoile de Lyon—A_ beautiful yellow rose with large, 
full, double flowers, deliciously fragrant. 

Helen Gould—Wam, rosy crimson. 
pointed, opening out into perfect double flowers. 

Mile. F. Kruger—A strikingly handsome rose. Large, symmetrical 
flowers of a unique coppery yellow shade. One of the best. 

Clothilde Soupert—A compact, vigorous grower and profuse bloomer. 
Flowers white, shading to rosy blush in the center. Withstands the 

hottest weather. 

14 CHOICE ROSES,50c. 

pink tea rose. 

Beautiful buds, long and 

The above 6 roses and 8 others of our selection, all equally good, all 
different, will be sent prepaid upon receipt of only 50 cents. (Large, 2=year- 
old Roses, all strong, bushy, well-rooted plants, our selection, no two alike, 3 
for 50 cents, or $ for $1.00, prepaid.) 

8 Chrysanthemums, 25c. 8 Vari-colored Coleus, 25c. 
6 Geraniums, 25c. 6 Fine Carnations, 25c. 

These 4 sets and the 6 roses named above, 34 plants in all, $1.00 

Remember, we pay all charges and guarantee safe arrival. Our large, beautifully illustrated 
1906 CATALOG FREE toall. Write for it. 

THE GEO. H. MELLEN CO. 
Box G 4, SPRINGFIELD, O. 

Clanisfallen Greenhouse, Established 1877) 

PETERSON’S ROSES 
Sed ea NEW ShANDARD 

Just to show you what they are like and what they 
accomplish in the way of bloom even the first season, 
I offer the following: 

BEST TWELVE HYBRID PERPETUALS 
Alfred Colomb..---...-- 
Anne de Diesbach.......- 

Clio see! ee 
Fisher Holmes... - 

Mrs. John Laing---.----- 
Mrs. R. G. Sharman- 

Crawford... 
Paul Neyron.-.....--..-- 
Ulrich Brunner.....-.-. 

The Set for $3.60 

These are very large, strong, 
dormant plants which have been 
grown two full years out-doors, 
and are the hardiest of all roses. 

I also offer 100 of the World’s 
best roses including ETOILE 
de FRANCE, 85c. FRAU 
KARL DRUSCH KI, 45c. 
KILLARNEY, 50c. BESSIE 

_ BROWN, 45c, MILDRED 
Killarney GRANT, 55c., ete. 

“@ Little Book About Roses,” 
which is far-and-away ahead of anything of its kind ever 
published, and which an enthusiastic reader calls “A 
Little Rose Classic,’’ will be mailed to you on receipt of 
10 cents in stamps—deductible from your first order. 

Gok PE LE RS ON 
Rose and Peony Specialist, Fair Lawn, N. J. 



Abies 
Acacia 
Acer 
Achillea 
Aconitum 
Acorus 
Actinidia 
Aesculus 
Ailanthus 
Akebia 
Alders 
Almonds 
Alnus 
Althaeas 
Alyssum 
Amelanchier 
Amorpha 
Ampelopsis 
Amsonia 
Andromeda 
Anemones 
Anthemus 
Apios 
feples 
Aquilegia 
Asabisws 
Aralia 
Arborvitae 
Arenaria 
Aristolochia 
Arundo 
Asclepias 
Ash 
Ashes 
Asparagus 
Asperula 
Aster 
Astilbe 
Azalea 
Baby Rambler 
Balsam 
Baptisia 
Barberry 
Bay Trees 
Basswood 

Bee Larkspur 
Bell Flower 
Bellis 
Berberis 
Bergamot 
Betula 
Biota 
Birches 
Bitter Sweet 
Black Alder 
Blackberries 
Blanket Flower 
Bleeding Heart 
Blue Bells 
Blue Spruce 
Bocconia 
Boltonia 
Bone 
Boston Ivy 
Box 
Buttercup 
Butterfly Weed 
Buttc 

Calycanthus 
Campanula 
Candytuft 
Caragana 
Carpinus 
Carya 
Castanea 
Catalpa 
Ceanothus 
Cedar 
Celastrus 
Celtis 
Centranthus 

Chionanthus 
Chrysanthemum 
Cladrastis 

Be sure and 

packed under t 

| Clematis 
Clethra 
Coffee Tree 
Colutea 
Columbine 
Coneflower 
Convallaria 
Coreopsis 
Cornus 
Cotoneaster 
Crabs, fl. 
Craetagus 
Currant 
Cydonia 
Cypress 
Cytisus 
Daphne 
Daisy 
Day Lily 
Delphinium 
Desmodium 
Deutzias 
Dianthus 
Dicentra 
Dictamnus 
Digitalis 
Dogwood 
Douglas Spruce 
Dutch Pipe 
Echinacea 
Eleagnus 
Elders 
Elms 
English Ivy 
Erianthus 
Eulalia 
Euphorbia 
Eunonymous 
Evergreens 
Exochorda 
Fagus 
False Indigo 
Fern Sumac 
Festuca 
Firs 
Flags 
Forget-me-not 
Forsythia 
Fox Glove 
Fraxinella 
Fraxinus 
Fruits 
Funkia 
Garden Roots 
German Iris 
Giant Reed 
Gingko 
Gleditschia 
Globe, fi. 
Golden Bell 
Golden Elder 
Golden Glow 
Golden Rod 
Golden Spiraea 
Gooseberries 
Grapes 
Grasses 
Grass Seed 

Halesia 
Hamamelis 
Hazelnut 
Hedera 
Hedge Plants 
Helenium 
Heleopsis 
Helianthus 
Helleoborus 
Hemerocallis 
Hemlock 
Herbaceous 

NOW IS 
ORDERING 

SEASON :: 

The following catalog 

you. 

See Dla Gas hp ee Oe. 
New Haven : : 

Visitors always welcome at the Nursery 

. ° 
e e 

index gives an idea of what 

you can order at the Nursery 

to your special 

Send for this catalog now and 

a copy will be forwarded im- 

mediately, without cost to 

Ab:idged Catalog Index 
Indigo Shrub 
Iris 
Itea 
Jacob’s Ladder 
Jamesia 
Japan Quince 
Japan Maples 
Judas Tree 
Juglans 
Juniper 
Kalmia 
Kerria 
Kniphofia 
Koelreuteria 
Larch 
Larkspur 
Lathyrus 
Lemon Lily 
Lespedeza 
Leucothoe 
Ligustrum 
Lilacs 
Lilium 
Lily of Valiey 
Lindens 
Liquidamber 
Lirodendron 
Locust 
Lonicera 
Lotus 
Lychnis 
Lycium 
Magnolia 
Mahonia 
Maidenhair 
Mallow 
Maples 
Matrimony 
Meadow Rue 
Meadow Sweet 
Milkweed 
Miscanthus 
Miscellaneous 
Monarda 
Monkshood 
Mountain Ash 
Morus 
Mulberry. 
Myosotis 
Myrica 
Myrtle 
Neilleia 
Nepeta 
Nyssa 
Oak 
Orange 
Pachysandra 
Padanthus 
Paeonia 
Pansy 
Papaver 
Pea 
Peaches 
Pears 
Penstemon 
Periploca 
Periwinkle 
Phellopendron 
Philadeiphus 
Phlox 
Photina 
Physocarpus 
Physostegia 
Picea 
Pieris 
Pines 
Pinks 
Plane 
Platycodon 
Plums 
Polemonium 
Poplar 

Poppy 
Privet 
Prunus | 
Pseudotsuga 
Ptelea 
Pyrethrum 
Pyrus 
Quercus 
Quinces 
Ragged Robin 

} Ranunculus 
Raspberries 
Red Bud 
Red Poker 

send for our catalog before ordering. We have 
such an extensive stock to select from and all orders are dug and 

he supervision of trained men, so we are quite 
sure to please even the most critical buyer. 

THE ELM CITY NURSERY CO., NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

Connecticut 

advantage. 

Retinisporas 
Rhamnus 
Rhododendrons 
Rhodotyphos 
Rhus 
Ribes 
Robina 
Rock Cress 
Rosa Rugosa 
Rose Acacia 
Roses 
Rubus 
Kudbeckia 
Salisburia 
Salix 
Salvia 
Sambucus 
Saxifraga 
Scabiosa 
Schizophragma 
Sciadopytis 
Sea Pink 
Sedum 
Shasta Daisy 
Silk Vine 
Silver Thorn 
Solidago 
Smoke Tree 
Sneezeweed 
Snowballs 
Snowberry 
Snowdrop Tree 
Sophora 
Sorbaria 
Sorbus 
Speedwell 
Spiraea 
Spruces 

Spruge 
Stachys 
Statice 
Stephanandra 
St. John’s Wort 
Stokesia 
Strawberries 
Sumach 
Sunflower 
Sweet Flag 
Sweet Gum 
Sweet William 
Sycamore 
Syringa 
Syringo 
Tamarix 
Taxodium 
Taxus 
Tecoma 
Thalictrum 
Thorns 
Thuya 
Torch Lily 
Tradescanthia 
Trees 
Tritoma 
Trollius 
Trumpet 
Tsuga 
‘Tulip Tree 
Tupelo 
Ulmaria 
Ulmus 
Uniola 
Valeriana 
Veronica 
Viburnum 
Vinca 
Vines 
Viola 
Virginia 
Virgins Bower 
Vitex 
Vitis 
Walnut 
Weigela 
Willows 
Wistaria 
Windfiower 
Woodbine 
Woodruff 
Xanthoceras 
Xanthorriza 
Xanthoxyllum 
Yarrow 
Yellow Wood 
Yews 
Yucca 

A 12xgQ ft. Greenhouse for $100 
(Photographs by HEpwic Roun.) 

HE cost of my hothouse, including the 
heating apparatus, excavation, and bank- 

ing up outside, was $100. It is twelve feet 
long, nine feet wide, and eight and one-half 
feet high inthe centre. The benches on each 
side of the house are three feet wide with a 
foot-wide bench at the end, to leave room 
for the heating apparatus. It was built in 
September, 1904. 

There is one small ventilator, which takes 
the place of one and a half panes of glass. It is 
raised and lowered by a long stick, with holes 
in the lower end, which is slipped over a long 
nail protruding from the side of the house. 

The heater is an old laundry stove, using 
through the colder weather —zero, and even 
several degrees lower—one hod of coal a 
day, costing, I think, about ten cents, and 
requiring attention at six in the morning- 
and again at five in the afternoon. Some- 
times on very cold days, the draughts were 

This small greenhouse cost $1 a square foot to build 
and ten cents a day for heating 

examined three times, and coal put on. The 
thermometer ranged from 50° to 60° on the 
coldest mornings at six o’clock and between 
60° and 80° through the day, according to 
the amount of sunshine and the requirements 
of the plants. 

The stove is sunk in a pit, 40 by 43 inches, 
bricked on four sides, and deep enough for the 
top of the stove to be on a level with the floor, 
which gives plenty of heat under the benches. 

Memorandum of cost: 

Costioflhouses.m soe aoe eee $86.00 

Stove andestovepipe aie eee 6.00 
Digging pit for stove and bricking 

TEND cera os) 22 sia Suey 6.00 

xtra shelvess. scour ee eee 2.00 

$100.00 

| The simple heating arrangement is very 
satisfactory, and I have never experienced 
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Meehan’s Helpful 
Tree Catalogue 

You will surely say our valuable cata- 
logue is the most interesting, most 
useful you ever read. Hundreds of 
GARDEN MaGAZINE readers have said 
more than this in its favor. It’s honest, 
enticing; a real treasure. 

It offers every hardy plant you need 
that’s worth owning—and at attractive. 
money-saving rates. We grow an 
immense collection of extra good, extra 
grade Hardy Ornamentals, and can well 
afford to make tempting offers. We 
ship everywhere. : 

Be quick—send for one now before the 1,240 
Temaining copies are gone. Describe your 
garden and grounds, and we will write a special 
letter full of valuable suggestions. We aid you 
to obtain prompt and artistic results. Read our 
dozens of attractive offers. Notice that you can 
not buy the rare and wonderful Franklin Tree 
—only $1.50—anywhere else in the world. 

Thomas Meehan & Sons, Inc. 
Box R, Germantown, Phila. 

FENCE, HITCHING 
and CLOTHES POSTS 
Standard Steel Fence Posts for 
supporting lawn and field fenc- 
ing, and for hitching posts, 
clothes posts and street signs. 
Far more durable and handsome 
than wooden posts, and can be 
set by driving in the ground, 
thus obviating the digging of 
holes. Write for catalogue and 

= price list. J. H. DOWNS, 
235 Broadway, New York 

grown in from all 
new houses F R EE diseases, 

io large two-year-olds, $1. 4 for Sa i 

24 strong young plants, $1. x11 for 5o0c. Postpaid 

Best sorts, vigorous roots, true labels, free booklet. 
THE LEEDLE FLORAL CO., Springfield, Ohio. 

LAWN FENCE 
Many designs. Cheap as_ wood. 
32 page Catalogue free. Special 
prices to cemeteries and 
churches. Address 

COILED SPRING FENCE CO., 
Box 360 Winchester, Ind. 

ADAMS SEEDS 
Have you tried the new Adams 10 foot packet? 

T solves the problem of your spring planting. Does 
away with all guesswork. Enables you to estimate the 

exact cost of your garden and the number of seed packets re- 
quired to plant it. Write to-day, sending roc for 3 sample 
packets, enough lettuce, radish and mignonette for thirty feet. 

NASTURTIUMS 
are my specialty, my Flowerlover’s mixtures are unsurpassed, 
mixed by my own formulae insuring you giant flowers of the 
most beautiful colors and proportions. Price roc per liberal 
packet, tall or dwarf. 

MY SPECIAL OFFER 
They include 

Membership in the Flowerlovers’ Club, including 
premium packet of mixed vine seeds. 

My Little Green Book for the Garden for 1906 _ 
My Little Brown Book of Dutch Bulbs, out in Aug. 

25c. covers all 25c. 

Henry Saxton Adams 
Wellesley, Mass 
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Cactus and DEVE LAS pecans 
We have one of the most complete lists of the 

choicest and latest varieties in this country 

N° other flower enjoys more popularity at pres- 

ent than the Dahlia and no garden can be 

complete without a choice collection. 

Our catalogue for 1906 of “‘Arlington Tested 

Seeds” gives a complete list also of Flower and Veg- 

etable seeds. It is our aim *9 lock first for auality ; 

ourstrains of Flower and 

Vegetable seeds show 

BEAUTIFYING YOUR GROUNDS this care ; our catalogue ees an exceptionally large list. It 
It would be difficult to conceive a plant that would add o iptions 

more to the beauty of your grounds than the everblooming has been compiled with the greatest care = to inne 

+“ ” and illustrations of a complete collection of Flower and Veg- 
It has b Se Seas t dh bl Pl a 2 | as Deen plant= ma parts 0. le country, an as 

never failed to develop into a hardy and stuidy plant. It etable seeds, ants and Shrubs. 
grows from 24 to 30 inches in height and blos-oms continu- x . 1 
ously from early Juue to sever: frost ; think of roses every day We want you to receive this catalogue > write 
from June to November. As many as 129 individual flowers us and we will send it 
have been counted on a single panicle. The foliage is of a fine 7 
polished dark green. Every plant we ship is exceedingly sturdy 
and is guaranteed to be healthy and perfect in every respect. 

Our landscape department is complete in its various depart- 
W. W. RAWSON & CO. 

ments. Can it be of service to you? Our beautiful catalogue 
illustrating ornamental trees, vines, shrubs, flowering and fruit- SEEDSMEN 
bearing plants is sent free on application. : T. J. DWYER & CO, Box 4, Cornwall, NLY. 12 and 13 Faneuil Hall Square, BOSTON, MASS 

NURSERY STOCK 
SPECIALTIES 

Norway Maple, Large Specimen Trees 
Horse Chestnut, “ ‘ 
Oriental Plane, ‘“ ce a 
Catalpa Speciosa, “ a se 
Hemlock Spruce, Specimen, Sheared Trees 

Catalpa Bungeii Blue Spruce, Koster Variety 
Carolina Poplar Rhododendron Hybrids 
Japan Maple Rhododendron Maximun,, in car lots 
Concolor Fir Kalmia Latifolia, in car lots 

Dwarf Box for Edging 
Full line of stock for landscape work. Write for prices. Catalogue 

Sree on application. 

P. A. KEENE ieee « rourx 
t MADISON AVENUE NEW YORK CITY 

LIVE-FOREVER PINK ROSE AS A HEDGE. 10 to 20 cts. EACH PLANT : 
This hardy and beautiful rose blooms abundantly every year, 500 roses on one bush, and succeeds everywhere. It is especially desirable for bedding, for the 
rose hedge or as a climbing rose. No garden is complete without this rose which endures more neglect than any other, and is less troubled by insects. Price 
of Live-forever Rose; 2 year bushes, 20c. each, 12 for $2.00, 50 for $7.50. Price of x year bushes by mail post-paid for hedges, 10c, each, 12 fur $1.00, 50 for $4.00. 
TREES FOR SALE All of the best hardy varieties of fruit trees, small fruit plants and vines true toname. Buy direct from grower and save 35 per 

ent. Green's New Illustrated Catalog, also a copy of Green’s Big Fruit Grower Magazine Free, Send postal card for them to-day, 
Address, GREEN’S NURSERY CO., 418 Wall St., Rochester, N. Y. 

The Glen Steel Folding Mat 
Preyents Anyone Tracking Mud or Snow Into the House. 

One scrape of the foot in any direction across a Glen Steel Mat takes off all those balls of mud 
and snow which cling so tenaciously and resist all the ordinary mats. The Glen Mat is neat and 
attractive, is easily cleaned, does not curl up. Its wonderful construction and flexibility will make 
it wear a lifetime. Unexcelled for residences and entrances to all public and private buildings. All 

Gl>aGbaG] first class dealers handle the Glen, if yours don’t, write today for catalog and particulars. Wemake 
I> bar and soda-fountain mats onsame principle. 

CJ . s, 
enye Glen Mfg. Go., 149 Mill St., Ellwood Gity, Pa. 

GI Also Mfrs. Hartman Steel Picket Fence, Hartman Flexible Wire Mats and Hartman Stockade Woven 
Wire Fence. 

TRUE—AMERICAN BEAUTY ROSES—-NEW 
Last year on our immense Rose Farm there were discovered so many new varieties that so far outclassed the old 

ones that we have devoted our entire attention to putting these on the market and have disposed of all other varieties. 

Chief among these there were four which have caused wonder and amazement among the judges at the latest flower 

shows. They have been termed the Pink, White, Striped and improved Red American Beauties, because in every way, 

S excepting color, they exactly resemble that World-famed American Beauty Rose, but to the delight of Rose growers 
beautiful Lawn Fences 
we make—strong, beauti- 

ful, durable and very inexpen- 
Sive considering the quality. 
Made of heavy woven netting, with 
the patented Anchor Post Construc- 

tion—a patented and galbanized Post 
that keeps the fence in perfect align- 
ment forever, and fully protects it 
against rust. 

_ We also make and erect—on one contract—all 
kinds of Iron and Wire Railings, Fences and 
Gates, for Lawns, Gardens and Farms. Original 
Designs and Estimates free. Ifyou really want the 
highest possible quality, write for Catalog No. 30 A. 

Anchor Post Iron Works, 15 Cortlandt St., N. Y. 

, | ‘HIS is one of the many 

have proven to be the most profuse bloomers of any rose yet introduced, and are so hardy will live outdoors the year 

round in the coldest climates. We are positively the only place where these wonders can be purchased. We discovered 

them, we named them, and we are introducing them for the first time. We have grown a large quantity of these roses 

in both sizes, and offer them to you at an extremely low price—-less than cost of single bud at the cut flower stores. We 

will send this collection of roses in two sizes, both strong and well matured plants, all charges prepaid, and guarantee 

to arrive in good growing condition. Postage stamps not acceptable. 

Price for I-year-olds, the Red (zzprvoved), Pink, White and Striped, 
25c. each, the 4 for $1.00. 2-year-olds, 50c. each, the 4 for $2.00 

Address American Beauty Rose Co., spPRINGFIELD, OHIO 
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A REMINDER FOR PLANTERS 

ORDER NOW 

We shall be pleased to send our Booklet of 

Novelties and Specialties and Generali Cata- 

logue (144 pages) describing best Fruits, Omamental 

Trees, Flowering Shrubs, Roses, Hardy Plants, with 

colored plate of New Rose Frau Karl Druschki, by 

mail free on request. 

Particular attention is directed to the following: 

BECHTEL’S CRAB—Large double flowers. Very 
ornamental. 

BISMARCK APPLE—A showy, large, red Fall 
apple; bears while quite young; a market variety. 

BANANA APPLE—Beautiful yellow Winter apple. 

WALTER PEASE—Handsome red Fall apple. 

BARRY APPLE—Valuable 
apple. 

BARRY PEAR—Best late 
keeper; high quality, large. 

PERFECTION CURRANT—Nevy, best red currant; 
fine quality. 

JOSSELYN GOOSEBERRY—Large, red. 
market. 

late-keeping Winter 

pear; extraordinary 

For 

Shrubs and Plants 

LEMOINE’S NEW DOUBLE LILACS—Marvel- 
ously beautiful. 

LEMOINE’S NEW HYBRID DEUTZIAS. 

HARDY PERENNIAL PHLOX—In great variety. 

DOUBLE AND SINGLE PEONIES—Select as- 
sortment. 

JAPAN AND GERMAN IRIS—Of best kinds. 

New Climbing and Rambling 
Roses 

RUBIN—Ruby red. 

PHILADELPHIA RAMBLER—Improved crimson 
rambler. 

HELENE— Violet rose, showy, abundant bloomer. 

DOROTHY PERKINS—Most beautiful, 
pink yariety. 

delicate 

New Hybrid Perpetual Rose 
FRAU KARL DRUSCHKI—Best hardy white rose 

yet introduced ; beautiful in bud and when fully 

open; abundant, continuous bloomer; great ac- 

quisition. 

New Dwarf Hardy Crimson 
Perpetual Blooming Rose, 
known as Baby Rambler 

A very valuable new rose, particularly desirable for 

planting out of doors in beds, masses, borders, 

etc., being hardy and producing all Summer long 

crimson flowers in clusters. It is also a fine 

house plant, being constantly in bloom. 

ELLWANGER & BARRY 
Nurserymen Horticulturists 

MOUNT HOPE NURSERIES 
ROCHESTER. NEW YORK 

any difficulty with coal gas, as the draught is 
direct and strong. The stovepipe goes 
through a sheet of galvanized iron in the roof 
directly over the stove. This galvanized iron 
takes the place of a pane of glass. 

In 1904 under the benches I started ixias, 
paper-white narcissi, freesias, Roman hya- 
cinths, alliums, and callas. On the benches 
were carnations, snapdragons, asparagus 
and nasturtium vines, cyclamen, cinerarias 
and small ferns for the house, also a lemon 
tree, an orange tree, a small camellia, gar- 
denia and genista in pots. 

Mushrooms, ixias, narcissus, freesias, hyacinths, 
snapdragons, carnations, and’nasturtiums grew in this 

house all winter 

In 1905, three-quarters of the house was 
divided equally between snapdragons and 
carnations, and the rest kept for callas, ferns, 
and potted things. Under the bench, near 
the door, is a three-foot-square mushroom 
bed, which bore a good crop. 

It takes about one load each of compost 
and leaf mold to fill the benches. 

Pennsylvania. BP. C. Purves: 

Growing Alpine Plants from 
Seeds and Cuttings 

AGEINE plants can easily be increased 
by dividing the plants in early spring, 

when growth is commencing or cuttings can 
be taken from the young shoots when they 
are two inches long, and treated as other 
cuttings. Put them in a coldframe, water, 
and shade them from the warm sun. When 
rooted, pot them in small pots, plunge in a 
coldframe, and leave them there over the 
first winter. During the severest weather 
give them a covering of salt hay or other 
loose, warm material. The plants will be 
more advanced in the spring and will trans- 
plant much more satisfactorily for the extra 
trouble of potting. 

Alpine plants are easily grown from seeds, 
sown in the coldframe during July, sowing in 
any fine garden soil. Cover very lightly—not 
more than a quarter of an inch—and never 
allow the soil to become dry. Protect from 
the sun either by cheese-cloth screens, or 
white-washed glass, the sashes being raised 
to a good height to admit plenty of air. 
New York. T. S. ORCHARD. 
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The New Method of Killing the San 
Jose Scale 

A SOLUTION THAT IS BOTH EFFECTIVE AND INEXPENSIVE 

IN DESTROYING THE PERNICIOUS SAN JOSE 

SCALE, PSYLLA, ETC. 

This new preparation supplants the lime- 
sulphur wash with its bothersome preparation, 
boiling of ingredients and danger of serious 
injury to the clothes and hands. 

The following is an extract concerning it 
from the January 15th, 1906, Bulletin issued 
by Professor $. A. Forbes, State Entomologist, 
Urbana, Ill. 

““The time and labor necessary to the preparation of 
the sulphur wash may be greatly saved by using as a 
substitute a spray of soluble petroleum, made by dilut- 
ing one part of the commercial preparation known as 
‘Scalecide’ with nineteen parts of water. This mater- 
ial, made by the B. G. Pratt Company, No. 11 Broad- 
way, New York City, while more expensive than the 
sulphur wash, may be used to advantage in a small 
orchard or in a town lot.” 

The above estimate by Professor Forbes was prob- 
ably based on smal] retail quantities, as will be seen 
by the following extract from the Rural New Yorker, 
January 20th, 1906, page 51, reporting the N. J. State 
Hort. Society Meet: 

““The soluble oils are cheap and convenient, requir- 
ing only mixture with a proper amount of water, and 
make ideal applications from the sprayer’s standpoint. 
A comparative trial made by the Pennsylvania Rail- 
road Company in spraying fourteen miles of Osage 
orange hedge showed the soluble oils to be cheaper than 
lime and sulphur when all charges for labor and fuel, 
as well as first cost of materials, were reckoned up.’” 

For further information, reports of Experiment Sta- 
tions and samples, address : 

B. G. PRAT I Coe 
11 Broadway, New York City 

Colony Nurseries 
Hardy Shrubs, 

Trees, Vines, 

Evergreens 

and 

Perenntals 
A large and fine stock of well-rooted plants, 

grown in sandy loam. , Good plants; best sizes for 
planting; very cheap.* Priced catalogue free on 
application. 

ji T. R. WATSON, Plymouth, Mass. 

1840 2906 

SAVE YOUR TREES 
from the Ravage of SAN JOSE, COTTONY MAPLE 

SCALE, PSYLLA, Etc. 
ALL YOU NEED IS 

” AND A GOOD 
“SCALE GUIDE: Water, spray pump. 

Simple, more effective and cheaper than LIME, SULPHUR and SALT 

For sample, testimonials and price de- 
livered at your Railroad station, address 

B. G. PRATT CO., 11 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 

AND AQUARIA SUPPLIES 
SEND FOR PRICE LIST 

KEENAN’S SEED STORE 
6112-6114 Wentworth Avenue, CHICAGC 
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Rosedale Nurseries 
SPECIAL PRICES ON LARGE ORDERS 

We handled one order of 10,200 trees because our previous ship- 

ments had been so satisfactory. For the same reason we received 

from a noted rosarian an order for rose plants amounting to $1200. 

OUR CATALOGUE GIVES SiZES and PRICES 

of all the best varieties suitable to adorn a large estate. 

ROSES: Hybrid teas, H. P. rugosa, climbers 2 and 3 years. 

TREES: Fruit and ornamental up to 20 feet. 

SHRUBS AND VINES: In great variety including Rhodo- 
dendron and Mt. Laurel. 

GLADIOLI: America, Choice New Pink, Princess, Grofi’s Hy- 

brids and others. 

DAHLIAS: Best old and new. 

HARDY PERENNIALS: Alpine Flowers, Foxgloves, Delphi- 
niums, Peonies, Phlox, Iris, Hardy “ minus,”’ Hollyhocks, etc. 

Landscape Design a Specialty 

S. G. HARRIS, M.s. 
TARRYTOWN, N. Y., Office: 68 Hamilton Place 

Evergreen 
and 

Ornamental 

irces. 

Shrubs, 

Vines, 

Etc. 

Wholesale and Retail 

me DOUGLAS SONS 
WAUKEGAN, ILLINOIS 

( 

There is a Better Way than This 

Our Ironing Machine 
will iron your household linen better, easier, 

cheaper, and in one-tenth the time. 

light the gas in the iron, feed the goods into 

Simply 

the machine, turn the handle, and the ironing 

is done ready for folding. 

Write for booklet. 

AMERICAN IRONING MACHINE CO. 
179 Washington Street, Chicago, III. 

a 

— 

ree VOT OsSPRAY” 
is the one perfect spray pump for hand 

work. 15 seconds work at its plunger 
charges it with power enough to run 

your hose 15 minutes. We make it in 

40 STYLES AND SIZES 
From hand atomizers up to power 
rigs. Style No. 1, here shown, is 

almost ideal for all-purpose work. A 
brass cylinder holding three gallons of 

solution and one of compressed air, 

and two pumpings will discharge en- 

tire contents. Solid brass pump, stop 
cock, nozzles, etc. Our patent Auto- 

Pop valve controls spray perfectly and 

absolutely prevents clogging. Com- 
plete with hose, nozzle, etc. 

Only One Auto-Spray, but numer- 
ous imitations. Get the genuine. 

Used at State and Government 
Experiment Stations, on estates 
of Vanderbilt, Astor, Hill, etc. 

Ours is the most complete line of 

SoS: hand and power sprayers in 
AUTO-SPRAY No. 1. America. 

Write for free catalog and copy of most comprehensive and valuable 
spraying calendar ever issued. All our products fully warranted. 

E, C, Brown Company, No. 34 Jay St., Rochester, N. Y. 
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AN HOUR OR SO] 
A DAY IN YOUR | 
GREENHOUSE 

Who loves a garden, 
Loves a greenhouse too.—Cow#er. 

O those who would list to nature’s 
C teaching the whole year through, 

the greenhouse with its never- 
ending bloom, its never-ceasing 

interest, adds much to the pleasures of 
life. The fragrance of the blue-eyed 
violet, the spiciness of the carnation— 
not in occasional numbers from the flor- 
ists—but in continuous bloom from Octo- 
ber to April and from April to October, 
if you but will. 

To have nurtured them, cared for them, 
watched them grow yourself, spending 
perchance an hour or so a day among 
your flower friends—to these the green- 
house is indispensable. To those who 
have not yet tasted the joys, appeals the 

U-BAR Greenhouses, 

The Best Greenhouses Built. 

The best, because of their extreme 

lightness, durability and adaptability. 
No type of greenhouse construction so 
perfectly meets all horticultural and ar- 
chitectural requirements, In their light- 
ness and lines of beauty they are veritable 
bubbles of glass. Look intothe U-Bar 
construction. Either correspond or let 
us confer in person. 

Pierson U-BAR Company | 
Designers and Builders of 

U-BAR GREENHOUSES 
METROPOLITAN BUILDING 

4th Avenue and 23d Street, NEW YorK | 

Cardinal Flowers as Annuals 

HAVE been very successful in growing the 
cardinal flower Lobelia cardinalis from 

seed, which may be sown any time before 
April first. 

The seeds which I collected from plants 
growing in a neighboring swamp in the fall 
of 1903 were sown on the following Feb 15th 
in a shallow box of soil. ‘The boxes, or flats, 
Iuse are easily made, by ripping empty 
canned-goods boxes—obtained at the near- 
est grocery for a few cents—into shallow flats, 
two and one-half or three inches in depth. 
Several of these I place together on the floor 
of my potting room, and partly fill them 
with soil from the compost heap, which has 
been passed through a_ half-inch sieve. 
This soil is composed of three parts thor- 
oughly rotted sods to one of barnyard manure. 
The surface of each box is finished off with 
soil sifted through a quarter-inch mesh sieve, 
smoothed with a piece of board or a trowel, 
and the seeds sown, a wooden pot-label being 
previously written for each box. Small 
seeds, like the lobelias, are simply sprinkled 
on the surface of the soil, lightly pressed in 
with a piece of smooth board, and watered 
by partly submerging the box in a half barrel 
or tub of water. 

I placed the flat containing the cardinal- 
flower seeds in common with other boxes, on 
a bench in a warm greenhouse, where there 
was a night temperature of about 65 degrees. 

The coarser seeds may be watered with 
a fine-rose watering pot, but with lobelias 
and other fine seeds, I always partly sub- 
merge the boxes, as the falling water from a 
watering can, no matter how fine the spray, 
is apt to dislodge the minute seeds. 

The lobelias were very slow to germinate, 
not showing signs of life for five or six weeks. 
In a short time after they started, the box 
was green with hundreds of minute seedlings. 
No especial care was given them after this 
during the busy spring season, other than 
watering, and they were quite frequently 
given a good soaking, direct from the hose. 

About the beginning of June, or fully 
three months from sowing, I transplanted 
enough of them to fill a bed forty feet long 
by four feet wide, setting the plants about 
six inches apart. Our soil is that of an old 
truck patch, transformed into a flower gar- 
den. It is not very deep, but thoroughly 
prepared by deep digging. 

This phrase, ‘‘deep digging,” or rather 
the old English term, “bastard trenching,” 
indicates a much different way of digging 
from that of the ordinary one-spit-deep pro- 
cess. It is briefly as follows: 

Beginning at one end of the bed or border, 
remove all the soil for the space of about a 
yard wide, and one spade deep, either piling 
it aside, or wheeling it to the other end of the 
border. Shovel out all the loose soil, and if 
your top soil is not very deep, remove a little, 
but not too much, of the subsoil. The bot- 
tom of the hole is then turned over with a 
spade, or loosened up, if hard, as it often is, 
witha pick. On this loosened subsoil dump 
a barrow load of manure, litter, leaves, or 
any trash you have that will rot and make 
humus. ‘The topsoil from the next space of 

29 

Running Water in 
Your Country Home 
can be had simply by installing the 

RIFE HyDRAULIC ENGINE 
Operated Automatically 

by the power furnished by any brook or stream, 
however small, producing a constant flow in yorr 
house at any distance or any height. As it o, er- 
ates automatically there is abso- 
lutely no cost of maintenance and 
it requires no attention. We make 
a specialty of equipping coun- 
try places with a complete water- 
works system, extendingto stable, 
garden, greenhouses, etc. 4,500 
in successful operation. Cat- 
alogue and estimates on request. 

RIFE HYDRAULIC ENC GINE ECO. 
2109 TRINITY BLDG. NEW YORK CITY. 

arDp Old Fashioned 
Plants Flower Gardens 

including Phloxes, Bell Flowers, Larkspurs, Poppies, Pzonies, 

Iris, Garden Pinks, Day Lilies, etc. Also fine collection of 

novelties. Catalogue on application. 

FREDERIC J. REA Norwood, Mass. 

Baby Rambler Rose 
The Everblooming Dwarf Crimson Rambler 

Brooms daily the entire year if under glass; if 
out doors it will bloom every day from June 

until frost. It is the Crimson Rambler in Dwarf 
Form and with improved color. It seldom grows 
higher than two feet. It is a tremendous bloomer, 
120 individual flowers having been counted on a 
single panicle. Order some NOW. You will want 
more later. 

Our Free Nursery Guide Book describes 
over 500 varieties of Roses, Shrubs, Fruit Trees, 
etc., and tells how to plant and care for them. 

In order that we may become better acquainted 
with the readers of THE GARDEN MAGAZINE, we 
will send you the above book free and on the Baby 
Rambler Rose we will make you the following 

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICES: 
Very nice, Well-Rooted Small Plants, 15 cents each, 
$1.50 per dozen. Splendid Two year, Field Grown 
Plants, 40 cents each, 3 for $1.00. Extra choice Three- 
year, Field Grown Plants, 60 cents each, 3 for $1.50. 

Send your order for Roses and Free Book to-day. Representatives 
wanted to handle our complete line of Nursery Stock. 

Wholesale Nurserymeu 
Emmons « Co., 7 Union St., Newark, N. y. 
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MENNEN'S (RAYS c= BORATED TALCUM Crvs 

TOILET. POWDER 7 
TAL 

sf *s s - on Sas > eu,.*9) 

Domino (22 HAVEMEYERS & ELDER. 
17 WALL ST_NEW YORK 

=L 

2 FP ps). e 
if 7. tg Pare as the Lipo 

O NEN thful and refreshing; that is why MEN. 
EN is always used and recommended by 

physicians and nurses. Its perfect purity and abso- 
ae uniformity have won for it universal esteem. In 
the nursery itissupreme, unequalled for chafing, 

nettle-rash, chapped hands, ctc., it is Ronen 
sanitary and healing. MENNEN’S face on every box—see 
that you get the genuine. For sale everywhere or by mail, 
25c. Samplefree. MENNEN’S VIOLET (Borated) TAL- 
CUM has the scent of fresh cut violets. 

= ‘’ ~ 5 + x z 

Sold only in olb. seale 
IMAGINATION COULD NOT CONCEIVE OF A HANDIER AND PRETTIER FORM THAN JS PRESENTED IN CRYSTAL DOMINO SUGAR. 

NEITHER COULD THE MOST PARTICULAR PEOPLE ASK FOR MORE PERFECT. PURITY OR ECONOMICAL PEOPLE FOR LESS WASTE. 

HIGHEST GRADE INTHE WORLD. BEST SUGAR FOR TEA AND COFFEE. 
exo By grocers everywhere. oxo 

GERHARD MENNEN CO.— NEWARK.N.J. 

12 HARDY PERENNIAL PLANTS, $1.00 

OTHING for the cost will add so much cheer to the home grounds and make them attractive 
and interesting from early Spring until late in the Fall as Hardy Perennial Plants, yielding, as 

they do, a wealth of flowers of an almost endless variety of form and color, not only during the 
year planted, but for many years—from a single planting. They supply flowers to brighten and 
embellish the dining table, the parlor and the sickroom, as well as the garden and lawn. They 
flourish in almost every soil, need but little care and require no special knowledge to succeed with 
them. That those who have never ordered of me may, at a small outlay, learn of the excellence of 
my Hardy Perennial Plants, I offer the following special collection by mail, postpaid; all well de- 
veloped plants that will bloom freely the first season: Remuticerice 

3 clump Stokesia Cyanea, 5 5 S 5 A $ .15 
4“ Gaiilardia Grand, - a 6 > < 35 
3 ‘“* Coreopsis Lanceolata, 5 2 ~ = a5 
4“ Hardy Phlox, 5 4 5 . : : 15 
4 “ MHedianthus (new), 15 
7 other choice and popular tardyioladts of the latest introductions, 1.00 

412 Plants postpaid worth $1.75 for $1.00 

Don’t wait for seeds to grow when you can get these hardy clumps that stay in the ground 
Winter and Summer, that will flower for the next ten years with plenty of beautiful flowers. This 
fine collection is the best offer ever puton the American market; don’t miss it. Send at once 
for this grand offer. Postage stamps not acceptable. Address 

HOME CITY FLORAL CO., SPRINGFIELD, OHIO 

MAULE’S SEEDS LEAD ALL 
Illustrated Catalogue free 

WM. WENRY MAT 

i 

A HAMMOCK THAT’S RIGHT 
The only hammock made that combines Quality, 

Durability, and Beauty with Comfort. Can be 
used indoors or out. For further particulars write 

QUEEN HAMMOCK CoO. 

188 West North St. Kalamazoo, Mich., U. S. A. 

SWEET PEAS INOCULATED JAPANESE GARDENS 
with nitro-culture produce magnificent flowers on soil hitherto found 
unfavorable. Innoculated seed. Eckford’s finest varieties mailed 

r ro cents per ounce. M : LE 

BINGHAMTON SEED CO., BINGHASITON, N. Y. ' HINODE FLORIST COMPANY, Whitestone, Long Island | 1701 Filbert Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

and plants. Extensive nurseries in Japan and America. 
Send for Catalogue. 

IF ANY DEALER OFFERS YOU A SUBSTITUTE, INSIST ON HAVING THE GENUINE 

HOSE strren 
SUPPORTER 

EVERY PAIR 
__ WARRANTED 

Never Slips 
nor Tears 

The 

Sample pair. Mer. 25c. 
Silk, 50c. Mailed on 
receipt of price 

GEORGE FROST COMPANY, Makers, Boston, Mass., U. S. A. UO 0) CRS Ee ae 
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REAL PARISIAN LIFE 
TALES MORE FASCINATING AND EXCITING 
THAN BALZAC OR FRENCH COURT MEMOIRS 

I have secured the sets*of Paul de Kock which were awarded 
Rather than rebind them—they 

are slightly rubbed through handling—I will sell them at Za/7 
price as long as they last, and upon small monthiy payments. 

the Gold Medal at St. Louis. 

has written sparkling, witty, amusing riveting novels—anti- 
The stories, literally translated, race 

nothing didactic or dull; as original as Boc- 
caccio, as mirthful as Gil Blas, more fascinating than Sterne 

dotes for melancholy. 
merrily along, 

oO 

Lever. 

book value ever o 

Water Supply A City 

For Your 

Country Home 
F you live in the country there is a way for you to 
enjoy ail the comforts and conveniences of @ City 
water supply, without a penny for water tax. 

It is accomplished by the Kewanee System. 
With the Kewanee System you get even more 

than city service, because. in addition to every benefit 
the latter affords, you may have— 
—Sojt water in your bathroom and laundry. 

The old-fashioned gravity system meant pumping water 
up in order to get it down again. 
Now, to give the necessary pressure for fire protection 

and service, the elevated tank must be located on top of a 
tall tower. This is expensive, unsightly, and unsafe. 

The water freezes in winter, becomes warm and stag- 
nant in summer, and repairs are a big item of expense. 
The attic tank doesn’t give sufficient pressure for fire 

protection. Its weight is apt to crack the plastering, and 
when it leaks (as it is pretty sv7¢ to do) your house is 
flooded. Just one such expensive accident may cost you 
many times the price ofa Kewanee Outfi 
—Which cannot flood the house because the tank is rest- 

ing on solid ground, where it can do no damage. 
The installation of a Kewanee Pneumatic 

Tank and Outfit in the cellar (or in the ground) 
Ineans: 
—Plenty of pure. fresh water, | 
—Cool water in the summer, 
—No freezing water in winter, 
—Apbsolute protection from fire, 
—Decrease in insurance rates, 
—A plant that will last a lifetime, 
—No expensive repairs— 
—It solves the country water problem completely. 

Think of it—a hardy ever-lasting cel- 

ery—3 crops in one season. First crop 
in May. Write for complete history 

of the plant and how we sellit. This 

is the greatest and best discovery in 
years—Guaranteed. Sold only by 
THE GREENING NURSERY COMPANY 

8 Maple St., Monroe, Michigan 

PAUL DE KOCK 
The Merriest French Humorist 

r Smollett. 

SHORT FASCINATING STORIES 
“Paul de Kock isa tonic in booksinstead of bottles.”? Maz O’ Rell. 

charming characters seem to be under the influence of champagne.’? Chavrdes 
“He has kept France laughing for years—the Smollett of France.” 

Boston Herald. | dislike the superlative but I believe this the best and richest 
1 ] . The set contains the most delicate and artistic French 
illustrations made specially for this work by Glackens, Sloan, Wenzell, Stemer 

% 

ered. 

and many other famous artists. 

giving you full particulars and sample pages of this rare set of books, but you 
must write to-day, stating whether you are interested in cloth or half morocco 

ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET FREE 

binding. 

eed 

CLINTON T. BRAINARD, 425 Fifth Ave.,New York. 

Please send me particulars. 1 am interested in the 

(G. M. Apr., ’06,. 

The Kewanee System will take care of ai your 
needs—for home, garden, lawn, stables, poultry houses, 
etc. x kK OX 

Our Kewanee Outfits are complete. 
Not an engine only—which in itself cannot give youa 

water supply—nor a tank only, which is useless unless 
you have some form of pumping power— 
—But, we furnish the wole thing—a complete system of 

water supply. 
Our engineering department is prepared to solve your 

water problem—no matter how difficult that problem 
may now .appear. 
Kewanee Outfits are made in sizes, suited to 

the smallest cottage or largest building—or group of 
buildings. 
We guarantee every Kewanee Outfit to give per- 

Fect service. 
Send for catalogue No. 16, giving names of users in 

your state—free if you mention this paper. 

KEWANEE WATER SUPPLY CO. 
Drawer S, Kewanee, Ill. 

The Hardiest and Best Rhododendron known is 

CATAWBIENSE 
The True Carolina Mt. Species, grown 

only at HicHLtanps NuRsERyY (3,800 

feet elevation), Saginaw, N.C. . - 

SmaLL Lots or Car Lots 

The most unique and beautiful plant 
catalog published (exclusively Native 
Plants) to those interested. . 

HARLAN P. KELSEY, Owner, Salem, Mass. 

“His 

binding | 

ground is now turned over upon this litter, 
and the surface finished off. The operation 
is repeated until the end of the border is 
reached. The last trench is filled, and fin- 
ished with the soil removed from the first 
one. In this way long manure from the 
stable, leaves, and all the dead plants I can 
get, are used up. No litter is burned, but 
everything that will rot, even wood chips, 
are used, and help to keep the soil open. 
Remember that manure used in this way is 
not buried, and away from the plant, but is 
covered in, not more than one foot from the 
surface, and where it is within easy reach of 
the plants. 

The lobelia seedlings were shaded during 
the hot summer months by stretching and 
tacking a width of the light shade cloth, sold 
by seedsmen for the purpose, over a light 
framework of wood. They were watered as 
often as necessary. That fall (1904) many 
of them flowered, and almost as well as 
the half-dozen parent plants at the end of 
the bed, which had been transplanted from 
their native swamps not quite one year before. 

Were I to grow more, I would sow the 
seed as soon as collected, in a coldframe, and 
shut it up for the winter, awaiting develop- 
ments In spring. 

Pennsylvania. ALEXANDER MACELWEE. 

How We Sold oes Bulbs to 
School Children 

ROBABLY inno city in the country has 
there been such an extensive and suc- 

cessful bulb culture in connection with the 
public schools as in Cleveland, Ohio. It had 
its great impetus in the prizes which were 
offered for the flower shows. In 1904 the 
schools were divided into four groups, ac- 
cording to size and location. A first prize 
of $10 was offered for the best show in each 
group; and $5 for the second best. In ad- 
dition to this, Judge Dellenbaugh presented 
a thousand bulbs for outdoor planting to 
every school which had a creditable flower 
show and offered prizes for the best home 
gardens in each ward. These prizes were: 

Class A: for best flower garden in each 
ward, plot 30-foot front or less; first prize, 
200e tulip bulbs; second prize, 100 tulip 
bulbs; 

Class B: for the best flower garden in 
each ward, plot 30 to 50 foot front, first prize, 
300 tulip bulbs; second prize, 100 tulip 
bulbs; 

Class C: for the best window boxes in 
each ward, first prize, too tulip bulbs, and 
second prize, 100 crocus bulbs. 

Large numbers of bulbs, of crocuses, tulips, 
narcissus, daffodils and hyacinths were or- 
dered from Holland, and sold to the teachers 
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New Sweet Peas 
we will mail, postpaid, cne 

For 25 Cents regular retail packet each of: 

The New Gigantic “Orchid-flowered” JOHN INGMAN, 

the best and most beautiful rose-crimson, as shown on Colored 

Pilate in our New Catalogue; FLORA NORTON, the bist 

clear light blue,—and JANET SCOTT, largest and most 

lovely deep bright pink. 

| _ Also one full-size packet (seventy to ninety seeds) each of 
DOROTHY ECKFORD, the largest white, —the famous 
pink-edged white BURPEE’S DAINTY—the lovely blended 
pink and buff AGNES JOHNSTON,—the largest pure red 
KING EDWARD VIL., and a large packet of the unequalled 
special new Giantjflowered BURPEE’S BEST MIXED 
FOR 1906. 
QG7In each Collection Bag we include our up-to-date Leaflet on Culture, 

and also one packet of a beautiful new Sfectad Strain of the Annual 
Gypsophila Elegans,easily grown and of which the graceful dainty sprays 
impart such an attractive appearance to a bouquet of Sweet Peas. 

25 Cents buys the Complete Collection of Nine Packets» 
postpaid. Five Collections mailed for ¢1.00- 

F 50 C t we will mail all the above and also 
or @NUS one regular packet each of Buz-fee’s 

Re-selected “ Earliest of All,” —the 
new Marchioness of Cholmondeley, best buff and pink,—J/s. 
George Higginson, Jr., the charming new ‘“‘sky blue, ”—JZss 
Willmott, \arge orange-pink,— Burfee’s Navy Blue, the best 
dark blue; Barpee’s Sunuproof Salopian, and a large packet of 
the New Gigantic “Orchid-flowered’’ Seedlings of Countess 
Spencer. (es In all, 16 pkts. for 50 cents, a truly Magiz- 
JSicent Collection ! 

we will send all the above and 
For One Dollar also one regular fifteen-cent packet 

each of the Trae Countess Spencer 
and Helex Lewis, shown on Colored Plate, also David R. 
Williamson, and the remarkable Burfee’s Earliest White, 
now first offered; also a ten-cent packet each of the new He/ex 
Perce, Scarlet Gem, and Burpee’s Earliest Sunbeans ;—also 
a regular packet (70 to go seeds) of /Jesste Cuthbertson,—Hon. 
Mrs. E. Kenyon,—Mrs. Dugdale,—Othello,—Eckford’s Sadie 
Burpee, and Prince of Wales. 

(eam In all these Twenty-nine Packets, at regular rates 
“her pkt.,”’ amount to $2.40, but all are included in this 

Special DOLLAR BOX,—mailed postpaid, to any address 
in the United States. 

Mention THr GARDEN MaGazine and we will include an- 
other Grand New Novelty, making 30 pKts. in the Box, worth 
$2.65 for only One Dollar! If not already received, be sure to 
ask for the New THIRTIETH ANNIVERSARY EDITION of 

BURPEE’S 1906 Farm Annual 
Long known as ‘‘The Leading American Seed Catalogue,’’— 
this is now brighter and better than ever before. An elegant 
book of 168 pages, it tells the plain truth about the Best Seeds 
That Grow! 

WRITE TO-DAY! This advertisement will 
not appear again 

W. Atlee Burpee & Co., Philadelphia 

{RICHARDSON ENGINEERING ca. HARTFORD. ConW.———~" ING C0. ——— 

‘POULTRY SUPPLIES 
We sell everything the poultryman needs. Incubators, 
Brooders, Foods, Tonics, Powders, Fences, Bone 

Cutters, Egg Boxes, ete. Write to-day for a free 
copy of our Poultry Supply Catalogue. You’ll be 

surprised how much you can save by 
buying all your supplies from one place. 

JOSIAH YOUNC, 
23 Crand Street, Troy, N. Y. 
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Improve Your Dairy 
No matter how good a herd of cows you have, or how well they 

are taken care of, or how carefully they are fed, your efforts are more or 
less wasted if the milk, the result of it all,is not taken care of in the bes 
way possible. 

Before cream or butter can be obtained the mill must, of course 

be skimmed, and to do the skimming most effectively you need a 

U.S. Cream Separator 
in your dairy. If the gravity or setting method is now used, a U. S. will 
increase your butter yield from 1-4 to 1-2. This is, if the skimmed milk 

from the old way was to be run through a U. S. Separator it would take 

out from 1-4 to I-2 as much cream as was obtained by hand skimming. 

Now there are other cream separators which will effect a saving 

over gravity system, but because the U. S. Separator holds the World’s 
Record for clean skimming, it is a greater saver and bigger moneymaker 
than any other. 

We want to tell you how this record was made, and what it means— 

our attractive new catalogue will do it, and at the same time fully explain 

the construction of the U. S. We'll be glad to mail you a copy on re- 

U. S. Separator run by Electric Motor quest. Write us now, addressing, 

VERMONT FARM MACHINE CO., Bellows Falls, Vt. 
Eighteen centrally located distributing warehouses throughout the U. S. and Canada. 

San Jose Scale on a Pears 

Site 
Champion Duster 

CLEMATIS FOR SPRING 

a x 

Madam Andre (red); Jackmanii (purple), Price 50c. each; $6.00 per dozen. 

Get Our GARDEN COLLECTION or SMALL FRUITS for $2.75 by mail 
to any address, enough to plant a large garden 68 strong plants, Grafes, Currants, 
Berries, etc. 

Send for catalogue. 

FISHKILL-ON-HUDSON, 

ses “HORICUM” tses 
TRADE MARK 

THE SAN JOSE SCALE KILLER 
ForFall or Spring use 

We aim to kill scale and not trees. One spraying will not kill all the scale. Many of 
them get under the rough bark. They are very minute, but their multitude makes the San 
Jose Scale a plague like the plagues of Egypt. 

“Horicum’’ is Simple, Strong, and Ready For Use 

SOLD BY SEEDSMEN. SEND for pamphlets on Bugs and Blights, worth having, to 

HAMMOND’S SLUG SHOT WORKS 
NEW YORK 

The Problem of Spraying 
END for Legget?’s Spray Calendar, illustrated,a free booklet to those interested, showing the 

whole subject at a glance: what to apply and when to doit. This concise information will be 

of the greatest value to any grower. A ostal card will bring you the booklet. The 

DUS TW SIR AMIS IRS 

are the most effective, easiest and swiftest for all vegetables and fruits. Two acres of potatoes per 

hour; no barrel of water to haul; does the work of a power machine; dusts two rows as fast as a man 

can walk; adjustable. Will not get out of order and will last for years. 

LEGGETT & BRO., York City Bom eeanliestreety am New, 

PLANTING 
The most gorgeous flowering 
vine for porch and trellis. It 
will festoon the veranda with 
a profusion of large, white 
red or purple flowers. 

We can supply fine 2-year- 
old, strong, heavy field-grown 
roots which will blossom next 
August. 

VARIETIES: Henryii (white) ; 

H. S. WILEY & SON, Drawer 47, 
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ANNOUNCEMENT 

Hit GHINGS é GOOF 
We are pleased to 

and patrons that we 

inform our friends 

have resumed busi- 

ness under our old and well-known firm 

name of HITCHINGS & CO., with 

Sales Offices at 1170 Broadway, New 

York City; General Offices and Works at 

West Side Avenue, Jersey City; Found- 

ries and Boiler Shops at Garfield Avenue 

and Union Street, Jersey City, N. J. 

The Officers of the Company are 

E. W. Hitchings, Prest.; Charles Armi- 

tage, Secy. and Treas.; William Sefton, 

Supt. of Works. 

We trust our friends will favor us with 

the same liberal patronage and confidence 

we have enjoyed for so many years. 

HITCHINGS & CO. 

Greenhouse Builders and Designers 

4170 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 

HARDY ROSES corizfrions 
FOR THE ROSE GARDEN 

I )OR the convenience of those who are unacquainted with the various 
varieties of roses, we have prepared lists emoracing the best sorts. 
Great care has been taken in arranging the selections, so as to 

embrace a variety of color, etc. The plants offered are the regular 
grade, strong. dormant, field grown, and should flower abundantly 
this year. With every coll2ction of 25 or over, one strong plant ofthe 
New Crimson Rambler Rose “ Rubin ’ will be sent 

HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSS 
CRIMSON 

Baron de Bonstetten 
Prince Camille de Rohan 
Eugene Furst 

John Hopper 
Paul Neyron 
Magna Charta 

RED LIGHT 
Lady Helen Stewart 
General Jacqueminot 
Ulrich Brunner 

PINK 

Baroness Rothschild 
Mrs. John Laing 
Madame Gabriel Luizet 

WHITE 

Margaret Dickson 

F One each of above, 
PINK $3.00 ; two each, 

5 50; four each, 
I0.00. 

WICHURIANA AND HYBRIDS 
Climbing, Rambling and Trailing Roses 

Dorothy Perkins, pink 
Edwin Lons‘lale, lemon white. 
Evergreen Gem, yellow changing to white 
Farquhar, pink 
Gardenia, yellow 

RUGOSA AND HYBRIDS 

Valuable for their Flowers, 
Ornamental Fruit and 

Hardiness 

Rugosa alba, single white 
Rugosa rubra, single red 
Madame G. Bruant, double white 

All form Beautiful Shrubs. 

One each of the above, $1.00 

One each of the aboue, $2.00 

RAMBLERS, CLIMBERS 
Baltimore Bede, white 
Crimson Rambler, crimson 
Philadelphia Rambler, crimson 
Leuchstern, rose color, white 

center 

Rubin, ruby red 
Queen of Prairies, pink 
White Rambler, whire 
Pink Rambler. pink 
Yell «ww Rambler, yellow 
Helene pale rose 

One each of the above, $2.00 

Ruby-Colored Ramu. -r Rose 

“ RUBIN ” 
We have a fine stock uf this dis- 

tinct and beautiful Rambler Ros= 
—a good companion for the Criin- 
son. The flowers are ruby-red 
and contrast well with those of 
the crimson. 5oc. 

HELENE—Another showy, free 
blooming, distinct variety. soc. 

All three can be planted to- 
gether with pleasing effects. 

One cach of the above, namely : 
CRIMSON RAMBLER 

RUBIN, HELENE (for $1.00. 

STRONG, DORMANT PLANTS 

Tessiz Brown, creamy white, 27.90 
Gruss an TeEpiitz. scarlet shading to 

velvety crimson, 50c. 
HeExMosA, bright rose, 50c. 
Katserin Aucusta Victoria, white, 50c. 
KILiakney, flesh color. 5c. 
La FRANCE, silvery rose. A0c. 
MaApaME Cano.ine TEstour, bright roze, 

50c. 
Mama Cocuet, carmine rose, 50c. 
Souvenir pu PresipENT CaRNor, rosy 

flesh, 50c. 
Witt Maman Cocuet, 50c. 

The set of ten Everblooming 

Roses, one each, for $5.00 

New Hardy Perpetual-Flowering White 
Rose FRAU KARL DRUSCHKI, 50c. 

New Hardy Everblooming Bedding Ruse 
BABY RAMBLER, d0c. 

ELLWANGER & BARRY 
Mt. Hope Nurseries 
I ee ee Y 

Rochester, N. Y. 
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and children at the lowest wholesale cost. 
The experiment proved a great success, and 
40,000 bulbs bloomed in the schoolrooms and 

homes last winter. The bulbs were ordered 
from one of the best and largest bulb farms in 
Holland and were of the very highest grade. 
In 1904, in addition to flower seeds, the Home 
Gardening Association offered gladiolus 
bulbs at a penny apiece, and sold 27,440 to 
the children and teachers. 

The Home Gardening Association was 
asked by the principals and teachers to order 
bulbs in t905 and as a result 80,000 were 
distributed. The orders were sent in before 
June 20th. Each order was put up sepa- 
rately in Holland, and delivered to the schools 
in October. Some of the bulbs were used 
for home planting, others for school window 
boxes, and many were used in school yards. 

Cash prizes for the flower shows were 
entirely eliminated in 1905, and bulbs 
substituted. Forty schools were entitled to 
compete for the three prizes that were offered: 
the Dellenbaugh prize, assorted narcissus, 
offered by Judge Dellenbaugh; Lathrop-Pack 
prize, tulip bulbs offered by Charles L. Pack, 
and the Home Gardening Association prize, 
Spanish iris and Barri narcissus. Beside the 
bulbs off ered for the flower shows, 2,000 were 
given as prizes to the School Gardens, and 
I,500 were given to produce a bright spot in 
theExchange Garden in the spring. The prac- 
tical instruction the children receive, in plant- 
ing the bulbs in boxes, pots and school yards, 
makes it possible for them to care for their 
bulbs at home with good judgment. 

Cards, giving the following directions for 
house and outdoor bulb culture were sent 
to each school. 

FOR HOUSE CULTURE 

“ Plant at once in pots or boxes, using enough good soil 
to cover the bulbs. Put one variety in a pot and do not 
crowd them. Bury the pots in the ground so that there 
will be six inches of soil over the top of the pots; or the pots 
can be put in a cool, dark closet or cellar, and the soil should 

be kept moist. About Dec. Ist, cover the ground with 
plenty of straw, leaves, manure or boards, so as to keep the 

ground from freezing, or the pots may be placed in some 
dark room and watered often enough to keep the scil moist. 
About Jan. 1st, take up the pots and place them for two or 
three days in some place away from a window, so as to ac- 
custom them to the light gradually. Then place near a 
window, sunny one if possible, but not too near a stove or 
flue. Water freely every day, placing a plate or saucer 
under the pot to catch the water which may run through. 
They will stand some frost, but should be moved away from 
tne window on very cold nights. A hood made of news- 
papers makes a very good protection against very cold 
weather. If by accident, they should be frozen, sprinkle 
with cold water before the room becomes warm. If the 

stem Is too frail to support the flower, tie it to a stick. The 
bulbs will not flower satisfactorily again in the house, but 
if planted outdoors after they are through flowering, they 
will give fairly good bloom next season. Do not cut the 
leaves off the bulbs, but allow them to die naturally. 

FOR OUTDOOR CULTURE 

Plant the bulbs at once, the bulbs, three inches deep, six 

inches apart, in good soil where they will not be trodden 
upon or disturbed. After planting, give them a good water- 
ing, so as to thoroughly soak the soil around the bulbs. 
They will make a better show if each variety is planted in 
one place. The crocuses will do better if planted out- 
doors than in pot house-culture. Do not disturb the bulbs 
after flowering, but allow the leaves to die down and the 
bulbs will flower again next year. Blossoms may be ex- 
pected in April. By following these directions faithfully 
the results will be satisfactory. ” 

LovisE KLEIN MILLER, 
Curator of School Gardens, Cleveland Pub- 
lic Schools, Cleveland O. 

a 

ULVERIZED 
SHEEP MANURE 

og BIE 

One barre ‘ 
of Dormant Sod Brand } 

SS— 

Pulverized Sheep Manure 
js equal in fertilizing strength—will go 
further and is more satisfactory—than two 
wagon loads of barnyard manure for gar= 
den and Jawn. No waste, no odor, no 
refuse to blow about or rake up. 

Fall and Spring are best times to put down 
Sheep Manure and get results desired. 

Full barrel Pulverfzed Sheep Manure deliv- | I 
ered, freight prepaidto any pointinthe U.S. east 
of Denver®4.00. Remittance must accompany y 
order. Write for quantity prices and booklet. 

Dormant Sod Co. if 
19 Union Stock Yards, Chicago. i” 

Rustic Work and Old English Garden Seats 
Herbaceous Perennials. Send for catalogue. 

North Shore Ferneries Beverly, Mass. 

OF S 

STRAWBERRIES 
AND HOW TO 

1906 GROW THEM 
BOO K vee its 

FREE Cole 
The Book that beats them all because it tells how big crops 

of big fancy strawberries can be grown every year and how to 
pick and pack them for big prices. It keeps Experienced Growers 
posted on new discoveries in plant breeding and latest cultural 
methods. It takes beginners through a complete course of 
instruction ; tells just when and how to do everything to get Big 
Results, and how to start a Profitable Berry Farm wit! 
capital. Beautifully illustrated with photo-engravings. Don’t 
order your plants until you read this book. It is free. 

R. M. KELLOGG CQ. Box 690, THREE RIVERS, MICH. 

little ~ 

a 
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H le you wantto tread exultantly on a soft, 
springy, rich, velvety turf, you must sow bet- 
ter grass seed than you can commonly buy. 

There is as much difference in seeds as there 
is in hats or shoes. 

Much of the grass seed sold weighs only six- 
teen pounds to the bushel because it contains 
chaff and light weight seeds. Our lawn mixture 
weighs twenty-two pounds to the bushel, indicat- 
ing the complete absence of chaff, and is com- 
posed of the finest and purest seeds that it is 
possible to secure. 

Different grasses are at their best at different 
times. Our seed is carefully mixed so that the 
kinds composing it succeed one another in bright- 
ness of foliage with the result that the lawn, 

even in its first year, will have that bright rich 
green appearance from early Spring until covered 
with snow in Winter. 
We have given this branch of our business 

years of careful study and believe our mixture 
is as perfect, scientifically and practically, as study 
and experimenting can make it. 

Our grass seed is used on such notable estates 
as those of W. K. Vanderbilt, John A. McCall, C. D. 
Wetmore, William Waldorf Astor, Whitelaw Reid, 
Comelius N. Bliss, Clarence Mackey, Ogden Mills, 

and E. D. Morgan. In order to acquaint the readers of THE GARDEN MAGAZINE with the excellence of our lawn seed we make this inducement. On orders 
sent from this advertisement before March 15th, we will include the following premiums— 
On I Qt. Order—1 oz. Giant Flowering Sweet Peas. & aircth 4 oz. Giant Flowering Sweet Peas 8 oz. Sweet Peas Giant Flowering. 

4 —2 f , n 1 Bush. Zee oo i Nasturtium, Tall Aube Nasturtium ssc oG Tall. 
“3 is ee 4 2 s ‘s “c y «< a GG ce ce « ony srart On 5 Bushel Order 4 “ “ «e ce Dwarf. 

2 - Nasturtium, Tall or Dwarf. Lx Collection 12 varieties Flower Seed. 

PakeliGyES= 

1 Quart, 30c. 4 Quarts, $1.00 8 Quarts, $1.50 1 Bushel (22 lIbs.), $5.00 5 Bushels (1101bs.), $24.00 

We also have a Shady Place mixture for shaded locations; a Terrace mixture for terrace and sloping situations; Tennis Court, Golf Link, and Pasture mixtures. 

OUR VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS 
are as well known for quality as our Grass Seed. Our aim has been to sell only the finest seeds that can be grown. They are used by the most critical 
gardeners in the country who demand heavy yield and fine quality. If you have never had seeds that quite suited you, let us fill a trial order for you this 
year To readers of THE GARDEN MAGAZINE we offer the following collections embracing complete selections of the most desirable vegetables and the 
most popniar flowes : 

COLLECTION A, $1. I COLLECTION D, 
, $1.00 COLLECTION B, $1.50 COLLECTION C, $3.00 HARDY GARDEN CARNATIONS 

(This collection if purchased separately The same varieties of vegetabr«s as | Collection C contains the vegetable and We have a large stock of these exquisite and fra- 

would cost $1.70). contained in Collection A, and including flower seeds contained in Collections A grant garden plants. 
¥ pint Beans, Stringless Green Pod the following Flower Seed : | and B, and also the following Summer Their wonderful richness of color combination, 
yo“ iY « Wax (This collection if purchased separately | flowering Buss : the long period of bloom and their value for use 

1 pkt. Beet Blood Turnip would cost $2.25.) (This collection if purchased separately as cut flowers makes them extremely desirable, 
ae PecGrscarlet Horn 1 pkt. Sweet Alyssum would cost $4.00.) pale following VERS are the very finest and are 

aici Com ely Sraniseill 1 © Aster, Semples Branching 6 Begonias. Single mixed aa eaNe eachndozairoo 

1 pkt Cieaben Cool and Cris r ‘« Balsam, fine mixed 3 Bessera Elegans Carnation, Early French Chauband mxd. .10 aloo 
a & jigs, ieee Bastar P r “ Calendula, Prince of Orange 6 Summer Flowering Hyacinths « aN a eP liek cemniced averete BS pats 
a G@ Orton. Wntee Gio xr “ Candytuft, finest mixed 6 Cannas, mixed “ Dee Wan & ae aes FS 
= G parsley Double Curled x ‘* Carnation, Margaret mixed 6 Gladiolus, finest mixed “ Perpetual or Tree “ ts 1.50 Taran 
rapingpes Remerteera \Wiencep x “ Corn Flower, Emp. William 3 Milla Biflora « 7 Scarlet ) 32 . 

% “* Peas, Champion of England z i Cosines, Warman Movers 6 Montbratias mixed ne « White | 2s Sle Radish Seale Globe $4 Boy Morning Glory, Japanese Mixed 3 Tuberoses, Dwarf Pearl «“ « Shika =e) 

Te OMISS Chard eee Garden ike 2 Migridias, mixed « §Rosy | & zs Cah ae 
“ = : I our ocks xalis | sf : 2 

: Oz eee herons ate i ixed co, Bitmose Pushes ie os (abe aE 3 
He OSS TETAS 1S OOPS VS 1 ‘* Marigolds, African e ; re ae 

0 1 “ Mignonette, Golden Queen Collection 1 plant each of the above 9 varieties 
1 oz. Nasturtium, Tall Mixed fer $1.00, or collection 12 each of the above 9 varie- 

ties, 108 plants, fur $10.00. 

Express charges paid on all seeds and plants offered above. 

| Stumpp & Walter Co. Se" airhaet New York City | pp alter Co. 404 East 34th Street IN@W YorK City 
The varieties of seeds offered will produce 

_ Crisp, juicy string beans, well flavored carrots — compact, delicately flavored cauliflower ~ large, mild onions, delicious, sugary com, etc. aw: 

QF 
Ov 
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TAKE THEM DOWN FROM THE HOOKS 
Spring is a dangerous time for furs, for that is when moths, 

dampness and dust are at their worst. Protect your clothing in a 

Piedmont Cedar Chest 
No need to use ‘“‘moth-balls” or ‘camphor trunks.” 
The Piedmont Cedar Chest gives as absolute protection from 

the ravages of moths and all injurious insects, as would cold storage, 
which nearly equals ina year the price ofa chest. Lasts a lifetime 
and keeps articles sweet, clean, fresh and ready for immediate use. 
The Piedmont, with its delicious, enduring cedar odor, is 

both dustand mo‘h proof. Made in several sizes, offra- gf 
grant Southern Red Cedar, fitted with handsome trimmings. )\& 

An Ideal Wedding or Birthday Gift : 
_ Yourun no risk. If not perfectly sat- 
isfied with the chest. return it in five days 
at our expense and get your money back. 
They are shipped direct from factory 

to your home, freight prepaid. ) 

Write for booklet with full infor. 
mation and factory prices. 

Piedmont Furniture Company 
Dept. W., Statesville, N. C. 

ORCHID PLANTS 
(Easily Grow) 

The ten most popular varieties which will flower 
the first season, together with directions for grow- 
ing them, $20.00. 

Cattleya Labiata 
Cattleya Citrina 
Laelia Anceps 

Coelogyne Cristata 
Odontoglossum Citrosmum 
Dendrobium Nobilius 

Laelia Autumnalis Cypripedium Insigne 
Laelia Albida Oncidium Cavandishianum 

ORCHID PEAF AND MOSS 

SIEBRECHT & SON, 

Rose Hill Nurseries, -:- New Rochelle, N. Y. 

FROM 

WILLOW 

BANK 

NURSERY 
NEWARK, 
Wayne Co. 

New York 

} Stephen Fish Sherman 

Proprietor 
Virginia. 

Send 50 cents 

and receive 12 Bulbs of the 

“SILVER SELECTION” 
post paid to any place in 
United States or Canada. 

Dept. G. Catalogue Free 

ce 

A Perennial for Late Shimer 

Flowers 
HE turtle head (Chelone Lyont) is one 

of the best of hardy border plants. It 
forms in one season, a handsome, com- 
pact-growing plant, three to four feet high, 
with bright attractive foliage, which is 
crowned with close-growing spikes of deep 
rose-purple flowers resembling a_ turtle’s 
head. It continues in bloom for several 
weeks during August and September. 

A more common form is the white turtle’s 
head (Chelone glabra). It has a more slender 
growth, and does not possess that compact, 
symmetrical habit of C. Lyont. 

The red turtle head (Chelone Lyoni) flowers during 

August and September in a moist shady place} 

Some growers give a very heavy mulching of 
manure during the summer months, and, as 
the plants are very gross feeders, this is no 
doubt beneficial, but I have always success- 
fully grown turtle heads without it. They will 
sometimes grow in an open, exposed posi- 
tion, but their leaves are generally burned, 
and their blooming qualities greatly reduced. 
Turtle heads grow very readily on all soils 
where moisture and partial shade are given. 

The blooming period may be extended 
one month, and their height reduced nearly 
one half by cutting back in the spring. 

The plant may be increased by division 
in the spring (March to May). Each small 
piece of the crown that can be taken off with 
a root attached will make a flowering plant 
by October. Seeds may be sown as soon as 
they are ripe in late summer. 

Connecticut. HERBERT GREENSMITH. 

Countess Life ins fnrveicis Daf 
MASSED RHODODENDRONS ON A NEW ENGLAND ESTATE 

We Can Save You Money 
Rhododendron Massa and Kalmia Latifolia 

Write us for prices on hundred, thousand 
or carload lots. We guarantee the quality of 
the plants to be the finest obtainable. Our 
nurseries of over 100 acres contain a stock of 
Shrubs, Trees and Evergreens which cannot 
be surpassed. Send us your list of wants. 

New descriptive catalogue on application. 

THADDEUS N. YATES & CO. 
Mount Airy Nurseries 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

PLANT A PATCH OF PEANUTS 

Dixie Giant. (Natural Size.) 

There are varieties of peanuts adapted to every section of America. 
We will send a quart of the two varieties (large and small) best adapted 
to the section in which they are tobe grown, together with our illustrated 
treatise on **PEANUT CULTURE” and the Am. Nut Journal, = year, 
for $1.00, the regular price of the Journal alone. Write at once. 

AMERICAN Nut JOURNAL, PETERSBURG, VA. 

STRAWBERRY 
PLANTS 

Virginia and Chesapeake, winners of $1oo GOLD PRIZE offers; also 
Cardinal, Commonwealth, North Shore, Oaks Early, New York, Glen 
Mary, Stevens’ Champion, and 90 others; best list, good stock, reason- 

Dewberries: Lucretia and Austin’s. Cabbage: New 

Volga and 20 other Cucumbers: Pen- 
varieties. S E E D insula Prize, 

Allen’s Pride of the Market, Arlington Spine, Shamrock, etc. 
Cantaloupes: Allen’s First Choice, True Rocky Ford. Toma- 
toes: Livingston s Globe, Allen’s Best, Chalk Jewel, Maule’s Ear- 
liest, Earliana, etc. Kansas King, Eighty Day Yellow Dent, Mary- 
land Queen Field Corn. Best new and standard Garden, Field and 
Flower Seeds, Asparagus Roots, Special Agricultural Implements, etc. 
60 PAGE CATALOGUE FREE. Send address on postal 

NOW. It tells about lots of good things for the farm and garden and 
where to get them. 

W.F. ALLEN, Dept. 42, Salisbury, Md. 

able prices. 

BURT’S 

SUP ER BDA EE Aags 
Grand Prize—St. Louis Gold Medal—Buffalo 

Highest Possible Honor at Both_Expositions. 
20 kinds (my selection) $1.00. Catalogue. 

H. F. BURT Taunton, Mass. 

SUN-DIALS 
.. with or without PEDESTALS 

: i Send for Illustrated Price List 7 

Hartmann Bros. Mfg. Co. 

Mt. Vernon, N. Y. | New York Office, 1123 Broadway 
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ROSES 
$1.20 

MPORTED stock of dwarf, hardy 
varieties, fresh from Holland, ready 

for planting now. 
One variety in each bundle of ten—no 

assortment. One dozen assorted varie- 
ties, your own selection, for $2.00. 
We sold 5,000 like these last fall, and 

received plenty of compliments from our 
customers as well as many duplicate 
orders. 

Here are the varieties. Send your or- 
ders promptly to avoid disappointment. 

Gloire de Dijon, salmon and yellow. 
La France, silvery. 
General Jacqueminot, brilliant crimson. 
Caroline Testout, lilac monthly. 
Ulrich Brunner, cherry red. 
Duke of Edinburgh, bright crimson. 
Gloire de Margottin, lively red. 
Fisher Holmes, velvety crimson. 
Baroness Rothschild, light rose. 
John Hopper, rose, crimson center. 
John Laing, soft pink. 
Magna Charta, lovely pink. 
Anna de Diesbach, lively carmine. 
Prince Camille De Rohan, deep velvety crimson. 
Mme. Chas. Wood, reddish crimson, very free. 
General Washington, red shaded crimson. 
Perle des Blanches, pure white. . 
Crimson Rambler, crimson. 
Paul Neyron, dark rose. 
Mme. Plantier, white. 
Geant de Battailles. 
Gruss an Teplitz, crimson red. 
Frau Karl Druschki, pure white (and a good one). 

STANDARD OR TREE ROSES 
6 in a lot, $1.45 

All the above colors strong standards. 

HARDY RHODODENDRONS 
75c.; Doz., $7.80 

Prince Camille de Rohan, white with rose. 
Herbert Parsons, violet. 
Parsons’ Gloriosa, rosy white. 
Catawbiense Alba, white. 
Roseum Elegans, rosy purple. 
Cunninghami, white. 
Ponticum, tinged white. 

CLEMATIS 
6 in a lot of one variety, $1.25 

Jackmani, rich royal purple. 
Gypsy Queen, rich purple. 
Fairy Queen, pale flesh, pink bar. 
Genie, lavender blue. 

Azalea Mollis, orange yellow flowers, 50c.; per 
dozen, $4.80. 

Single Tuberous Begonias, crimson, white, 
pink and salmon, 60c. doz. 

Double, same colors, 5oc. doz. 

Gloxinias, spotted and mottled, $1.00 doz. 

Hydrangea paniculata grandiflora, 
dwarf, 20c.; $15.00 per 100. 

Hydrangea p. g., tree shape, good heads, 50c.; 
$5.00 per doz. 

River Oky HEDGING 
AGE HEIGHT PER 100 PER 1,000 

Strong 1-year-old, 18 to 24 inches. . $2.50 $20.00 
ie 2 i 24to 30 . 3.50 30.00 

: Ou ae 30 to60 55:00 40.00 
Selected 2 s 36to42 . 6.00 50.00 

We are holding auctions every Tuesday and Friday at 
11.30,and woud be pleased to mail you our lists. 

_Address Auction Dept. 

WIM  BEEIOTI é& SONS 
215 Fulton Street, New York> 

A New Dwarf Hardy Crimson 

Ever Blooming Rose 

For Low Hedges, Borders, Beds, Massing, 

Pot Growing or Single Planting. 

NEVER before has such a rose been produced. Covered all summer long from 

June to frost out-of-doors, and every day of the year indoors, with clusters 

of crimson flowers. Grows only about 2 ft. high. Needs no support, perfectly 

hardy. Wecan scarcely convey an idea of the beautiful effect of long borders 

of this rose along drives or shorter hedges and formal beds or masses in suitable 

places. Itts the famous crimson rambler dwarted and made richer in color. 

We discovered this rose 3 years ago in France. We 
secured exclusive control of it for America. We have 

carried our plants through the past two severe winters 
in Rochester without protection. We have placed 

specimens with all U. S. Experiment Stations to 
whom we would respectfully refer. The owners 
of large estates will find many uses for Baby 

Rambler. We would be pleased to have 
our landscape gardeners make suggestions 
for you. 

Express Paid Anywhere in the U. S. 

DORMANT PLANTS 

Extra Strong, 3 years, cach $2.00; per doz. $20.00 

tee oe Deis 2 i L508 ee tS) 00 

oy aa LS ot OOK ae = Sat ORO.O) 

POTTED PLANTS 

Strong pot plants, 12to 18 in. high, in full 
bloom, $1.00 each, $10.00 per dozen. 

Strong plants, smaller size, in leaf, will 
bloom freely all summer, 50c. each, per 
dozen, $5.00. 

Order Some of these Roses NOW; you will 
want more later. CATALOG FREE. 

Brown Brothers Nurseries 
Growers ofall kinds of Fruit and Ornamental 

Trees, Shrubs ana Hardy Perennials 

Suggestious Sor Parks, Grounds, Estates, 
Surntished on request. 

ROCHESTER, N.Y. The Flower City 
Representatives Wanted Everv~here. 
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Bees 

and Honey 

Are you fond of 
raising your own eggs, 
fruit and vegetables? 
Why not enjoy the 
luxury of fuze honey, 
comb or extracted, as 

you prefer, raised un- 
der your own super- 
vision, by your own bees, 

right near your door. You can 
do it with less trouble than is 
required for any of the above men- 
tioned, and besides there isa pleasure 
in it peculiarly its own. Italian bees 
of the right strain are not cross, but 
are handled for months at a time 
without a sting. 

Shall we tell you how to raise your 
own honey? First get a good book, 

F good hive and good bees. 

Outfit No. 5 
z “ATB C of Bee Culture’ -_ -  -  $r. 
1 year s sub. to‘‘Gleanings in Bee Culture’’1.00 

& 

1 Junior Corneilsmoker - - = - 65 
1 No. 2 bee-veil - = - - - -50 
1 bee-hat =e ee - - -25 
I pair bee-gloves  - - - - - 35 
1 colony of Italian bees in 8frame hive 7.50 
1 tested red-clover queen for same - 2.00 
2 hives for new swarms, nailed and painted, 

with comb-honey super - - 5.70 

Total - - = = - $18.95 

This outfit is particularly intended for those 
just beginning bee culture, who have neither 
bees, hives nor any equipment. Write for 
“Outfits for Beginners”’ frée. 

The A. I. Root Company 
Medina, Ohio 

New York City, Box 1037 
Chicago, Ill., 144 E. Erie 

Philadelphia, Pa., 10 Vine St. 
Washington, D. C., 1100 Maryland Ave. 

GARDENER who is thoroughly competent to take entire charge of gentle- 
Wante man’s place, and who is well versed in landscape gardening, greenhouses 

and gardens. Only strictly first class man need apply. Married man 

With small family preferred. A permanent place with good wages and pleasant home for 

right man. 
Address, giving full information with reference, 

Tcuxeno, P. 0. Box 822, New York City 

MONEY IN FARMING 
AND GARDENING 

When you sow Hardy Northern Grown Seeds producedon 
our great Minnesota Seed Farms. Renowned for being extremely 
hardy, of the most vigorous growth, early maturity, and great 
productiveness. Rare novelties of unusual merit in Vegetable 
and Flower Seeds, in Seed Grain, Seed Corn and Seed Potatoes. 
Large illustrated catalog with full descriptions free; or send 10c. 
for one packet each of our New Peerless Tree Tomato and Fire 
Ball Astor with catalog. 
FARMER SEED CO., 25 4th Street, 

Children’s Play-Garden Bridges, 
Towers, Castles, mills, (with wheels that go) 
steps, seats, etc. architecturally designed 
and built to stand weather. Stock patterns 
or made to order in any size. 

See Child’s Garden article page 27, February number 
of THE GARDEN MAGAZINE. Sketches and 

prices on application. 

W. S. Dopp, Twinflower Farm, 
E. CORINTH, VERMONT 

Faribault, Minn. 

Starting Cannas and Dahlias 

Ce and dahlias for next summer 
should be started during the latter part 

of March cr early in April. 
Cannas are usually increased by division 

of the rootstock, seeds being used only when 
raising new varieties. The roots which 
you saved last fall can be divided into pieces | 
having at least one bud. If you have plenty 
of material it is better not to divide the plants 
closely, three or four buds to a piece are better. 

Put the pieces of roots in pots, using a rich, 
well-drained soil, and place in a hotbed or 
warm place in the house. They will soon 
start, and with ordinary care they will be | 
strong plants by planting-out time. 

Harden them off before planting in the 
open. They cannot stand frost. 

Division of the roots is by far the easiest 
and most satisfactory method for the ama- 
teur to use when reproducing dahlias. The 
potato-like tubers are separated from each 
other but care must be taken to secure with 
each tuber a piece of the crown. The tubers 
do not have buds as do potatoes, so are unable 
to develop plants without a piece of woody 
crown which buds. 

Another good way is to put the whole root 
in the gentle heat of a hotbed, covering it 
with soil. When the plants start they can 
then be divided. By this method the inex- 
perienced operator can see just what he is 
doing when making the division. 

Although the chief reason for growing dahl- 
ias from seeds is to secure new varieties, 

many people who wish a mass of color and 
not the finely formed blooms grow many this 
way each year. Seeds should be sown in 
March; such plants will give a good show of 
flowers before frost. Treat them as annuals 
as described elsewhere in this number. 

The first bulbs of gladiolus should be 
planted as soon as the ground is fit to work. 
These will bloom in July and August. The 
season may be prolonged until frost by mak- 
ing successive plantings every two weeks un- 
til about July rst. 

If you grew gladioli last year you will 
probably find on looking them over that they 
are now in clusters. Separate them, or the 
plants will be crowded this year. 

Avoid fresh stable manure, and, instead, 
use 600 to 1,000 pounds of a complete com- 
mercial fertilizer per acre, or 1 or 2 oz. toa 
square yard. 

Plant the bulbs two inches apart and four 
inches deep and, while it is not necessary, it is 
better to set them right side up. 

It takes three years to grow bulbs of flower- 
ing size from seed. 
New York. P. T. BARNES. 
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How to Build’ 
-aTelephone Line 

to Your Farm - 
FR FE We have just published 

several new books, which 
_ SSE ee will send free to parties 
interested. They tell you just 
how to proceed to build a tele- 
phone line to your farm; howto in- 
terest your neighbors; how to or- 
ganize the company, and how easily 
and cheaply such a line can be built. 
One of the books describes 

Stromberg-Carlson 
Telephones 

the kind that makes rural_lines suc- 
cessful. Write for book 180-J, “How 
the Telephone Helps the-farmer,” 
and also for the book, “How to Build 
a Rural Telephone Line.” They will 
furnish you valuable information you 
can get in No other way. Simply dro 

us a posta 
eard asking 
for them, 
and forany 
other facts 
you may 
desire. Do 
it today 
and save 
delay. 

Stromberg- 
Carlson Tel. 
Mfg. Co., 

Rochester, 
Nowe 

Chicago, 
Ti, 

GREENHOUSES 

Lawn Fertilizer 
Gar MANURE is unequaled for top 

dressing the lawn in early Spring. It 
makes a complete fertilizer and is especially 
richin nitrogen. Spread on evenly while the 
ground is still frozen; the Spring rains will 
wash in the fertilizing elements ready for 
the young roots immediately growth starts. 
There is no danger of carrying in weed 
seeds if sheep manure is used. 

It is also excellent for fertilizing the 

Vegetable Garden and Orchard 
promoting a steady, rapid growth. It is 
non-odorous, is cleaner, and richer than 
stable manure. 

10 Ibs...-$0.35 
50 Ibs.... 1.00 

100 Ibs... .$1.50 
Per ton....25.00 

CAIRNSMUIR Farm, New City, N.Y. 

‘OLD-FASHIONED 
FLOWER GARDEN 

The sweet old-fashioned flowers grandmother used to 
plant are again coming into prominence. Nothing so 
sweet and pretty for cut flowers as those of olden 
times. A corner of your garden devoted to them will 
be a delight the whole season through. 
For 2oc. (cash or 2c. stamps) we will mail you postpaid 
our ‘‘Grandmother’s Flower Garden,’’ with full cul- 
tural directions. Consists of 10 full-size packets of 
seed of these beautiful flowers. Don’t miss this op- 
portunity for securing hours of enjoyment. 
This offer we can afford to make only as a means of 
introducing ourselves to new customers. We send with 
the collection our 72-page illustrated catalogue describ- 
ing the best things in flowers and plants: Honest, 
truthful descriptions with no exaggeration, therefore 
no disappointments. 

Send to-day before our supply of collections is exhausted 

MONADNOCK GREENHOUSES 
KEENE, N. H. 
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The Three Most 

Fashionable Shrubs 
The three hardy flowering shrubs that so- 

ciety discusses at Newport and other fashion- 

able resorts are Rhododendron, Azalea, and 

Mountain Laurel. And no wonder, for 

while they lack the fragrance and sentiment 

of the rose they are immeasurably superior to 

the rose in the variety of colors, in size of 

flower clusters, and above all, in the magni- 

ficence of their background for no other 

plants of any kind have their flowers set off 

by so rich and dense a mass of broad, glossy 

dark green leaves. Even in Winter they are 

full of hope and cheer and promise, with their 

evergreen foliage topped by huge flower buds. 

Superb effects are obtained by planting in 

the woods, along the drive leading to the 

house on an estate, or in the shady locations 

close to the house, and for lawn specimens on 

shady lawns. 

Thousands of dollars have been squandered 

on Rhododendrons by people who have plan- 

ted them in sunny positions or in the wrong 

kind of soil, or without the proper mulch. 

In order to prevent these enormous losses I 

have written a book on Rhododendrons, Kal- 

mias and Azaleas, which I prefér not to sell 

because I want to make it a contribution to 

American Floriculture. I will gladly send this 

to anyone who is interested. 

We control the largest collecting area in 

America, comprising 30,000 acres, and are 

able to supply the very choicest stock of these 

evergreens in any size and quantity. There 

is, we believe, not a more extensive single 

stock in the world. In addition to these ever- 

greens we have a fine stock of Trees, Shrubs 

and Hardy Plants. Our illustrated catalogue 

describes these in detail. 

READING NURSERIES 

J. Woodward Manning, Prop., Reading, Mass. 

ake, 108825 
Kes, All strong growing & free flowering. 

My Surprise Rose Collection 
® contains only the choicest varieties. 

either grown in pots or planted 
out in the garden. 

AN re: 

S= O65 ORDER NOW. DON’T WAIT 
10 WUSES‘c Send for free Catalog. 

y WSEQ ENTS. My Bargain Plant Collectiors 
10 Chrysanthemums, Prize-winning varieties, . . 25 cts. 
10 Gorgeous Coleus, Charming bedders, . . . . 25 
10 Mammoth Flowering Verbenas, all colors, . . 25 “ 
10 Gladiolus, the loveliest and prettiest of all, . . 25° 
8 Assorted Plants, for garden or potculture, . . 25 “ 
8 Sweet-scented Dwarf Pearl Tuberoses, . . . 25 “ 
8 Beautiful Flowering Fuchsias, Ear drops, Sg eS 
6 Splendid Flowering Geraniums, double and single, 25 “ 
6 Carnation Pinks, the Divine Flower, assorted, . 25 
6 Splendid Flowering Begonias, assorted, . . . 
5 Grand Orchid Flowering Cann ae ty eg eR 
SPECIAL OFFER nae Sets for $1 25, or theentire 

MISS MARTHA HISER, Box 40, URBANA, CHIO 
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granite and stone. 
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tels, tables, statuary, altars, fonts, monuments and mausoleums, in marble, 

Also invite inspection of the pieces in stock. Designs and prices sent upon request. 

Fe Wn Se 

Copyright, 1903. by the ¥. L. Mott Iron Works. 

ORNAMENTAL DEPT., 

The J. L. Mott Iron Works,** to pOnB Eek man Street, 

FOR THE HARDY AND TENDER GARDEN 
HARDY PERENNIALS MAY NOW BE PLANTED 

especially in PHLOX, HARDY SUNFLOWERS, P/EONIES, IRIS, ete. Also 

the BEST CHRYSANTHEMUMS, CARNATIONS, CANNAS, GERANIUMS, 
and OTHER TENDER STOCK. 

Send for Profusely IMlustrated Catalogue, containing Many Special Offers—and 

IN ZATRISEAIN, SIMU Wisl @e GOIN 

42 W. Maumee Street, 6 = 3 EB 

Ornamental Fixtures for Country Grounds 

LELAND & HALL CO. 

WORKERS IN STONE 

557 FIFTH AVENUE 

NEW YORK 

STUDIOS § PIETRASANTA, ITALY 
(LONG ILLAND CILY 

WORKS: BARRE, VT. 

~~ 

Invite special attention to their unequalled 

facilities for designing and executing the 

highest grade of garden adornments, man- 

We Offer a Choice Collection 

ORDER STOCK NOW ! 

Adrian, Michigan 

Lawn and Park Fountains 
Aquaria and Aquarium Fountains 

Drinking Fountains 
Flower Vases in Cast Iron and Bronze 
Statuary, Settees and Chairs, Tree Guards 

Railings and Entrance Gates 

Gas and Electric Light Posts ana Lamps 
Stable and Cattle House Fittings and 

Weather Vanes 
We issue 

separate cata- 

logue of each 

of the above, 

which will be 

sent on re 

quest. 

Address 
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Shrubs for Continuous Bloom 
Ts usual shrubbery border is without flowers from June until the advent of the charming 

Hydrangea in September. 
We can tell you how to have your grounds gay with flowers from April through to 

November. Wecan make you a plan of carefully selected shrubs that massed on the 
lawn or border will give you exquisite masses of color all season through, culminating in 
Autumn with brilliant foliage and berry effects. There will be no gaps in mid-summer when 

you want to enjoy your 
garden most. 

Moreover, we can tell 
you the best shrubs for 
special situations, é. g., the 
plants that make the best 
hedges ; shrubs for cov- 
ering steep banks; for 
rocky places; for damp 
spots; for wind-swept lo- 
cations, and red-berried 
shrubs that will make 
your garden cosy and at- 
tractive all winter. 

Is it not better to have 
nS f such expert suggestion? 

co The Carden Merete For example, what gar- 
den do you know that 
has flowers in March? 

We can suggest for such early bloom a perfect shrub that is covered with beautiful starry white 
flowers three inches across, toward the end of March—Magunolia stellzta, totally unlike the 
common Magnolias, because of its exquisite star-like flowers. And do you know that rare and 

interesting shrub, the Purple Callicarpa, which has brilliant flowers in August and September ? 
It will be a pleasure for our landscape department to assist you, without charge, in suggest- 

ing effective landscape arrangements, and help you solve any difficult problems you may have. 
With a nursery complete in every particular we can supply every variety of Shrubs, choice Blue 
Spruce, Evergreens and Conifers, Ornamental Shade and Weeping Trees, Hedge Plants, Native 
Rhododendrons and English Hybrids. Roses, Hardy Vines, Hardy Ferns and Grasses, Old 
Fashioned Hardy Flowers, Trained and Other Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, etc. 

These are all described in our New Illustrated Catalogue which we shall be glad to send to serious inquirers.- 

Altheas (Rose of Sharon) planted asa hedge. A shrub that flowers all Summer. 

Our Landscape Department will be pleased to correspond with parties intending to lay out or improve | 
their grounds. The general supervision of private estates, and old-fashioned gardens a specialty. 

Visitors to our Nurseries are always welcome. 

BOBBINK & ATKINS, 
Nurserymen, Florists and Landscape Gardeners, RUTHERFORD, N. J. 

I SRE GRATE Waco DREER’ S "srecare tO es 
for Garden Culture 

All carefully selected 2-year-old field-grown stock 
that will produce a full crop of flowers this year. 
In our GarDEN Book we offer over 150 of the 
choicest Hybrid Perpetual, Hybrid Tea, Tea, 
Moss, Sweet Brier, Climbing and other Roses. 
We especially recommend our collections as under: 
TWELVE BEST HYBRID PERPETUALS 

Anna de Diesbach, Baron de Bonstettin, Baroness 
Rothschild, Gen. Jacqueminot, Gloire Lyonnaise, 
Magna Charta, Margaret Dickson, Mrs. Crawford, 
Mrs. Laing, Paul Neyron, Prince Camille de 
Rohan, Ulrich Brunner. Price $4.00 per doz., 
strong 2-year-old. 

TWELVE BEST HYBRID TEAS 

Killarney, Belle Siebrecht, Bessie Brown, Cap. 

Christy, Caroline Testout, Ideal, Kaiserin Augusta 
Victoria, La France, Souv. de Wootten, Gruss an 
Teplitz, Helen Gould, Viscountess Folkestone. 
Price $5.00 per doz., strong 2-year-old. 

All are fully described in our GarpEn Book, 
which is acknowledged to be the finest and most complete catalogue of Seeds, Plants and 
Bulbs published. A copy will be sent HRZE to those who mention this magazine. 

HENRY A. DREER, 714 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
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A Record-Breaking Nasturtium 
I HAD an unusually large plant of dwarf 

nasturtium last season. It was so large 
that it crowded out all the other plants in 
its vicinity. 

On the twelfth of May I put ten seeds of a 
dwarf nasturtium in a row in the garden 
between two rows of vegetables which were 
four feet apart. The seeds were one foot 
apart in the row. 

The soil and the exposed location seemed 
just suited to their needs, for they thrived 
from their first appearance above ground. 
The one which proved such a wonder was 
extra large and thrifty from the start, and 
especially attractive, as the foliage was a 
delicate apple green. Before long the plants 
on either side began to be crowded by the 
growth of this one, so I pulled them 
out; two or three weeks later it became neces- 
sary to dispose of the next pair of plants; 
then the vegetables on either side fell before 
the onslaught. Drought had no effect in 
checking the spread; for when small bushes 
near it withered and died during a hot spell 
when I was away and no one took sufficient 
interest in them to water them, this one 
seemed undisturbed and devoted its energies 
to covering ground. 

On the second of October when the photo- 

The dwarf nasturtium (Tropaeolum minus) is one of 

the best hardy annuals for quick results. This one 

grew 22 inches high and six feet in diameter 

graph was taken, the plant was twenty-two 
inches high and five feet across. There were 
at that time but few blossoms, all the energy 
had apparently gone into leaves, but it was 
full of buds. By the twentieth of the month 
it wasa mass of bloom and had increased 
to six feet in diameter. A week later it was 
killed by the frost, but had shown no signs of 
diminished ardor. A whole flower bed eigh- 
teen feet around is a large one, and when 
one thinks of a single plant occupying so 
much space it seems incredible. 

The bush shown in the photograph, imme- 
diately by the side of the big one, is six feet in 
circumference and is unusually large for a 
dwarf nasturtium, but seems a veritable pigmy 
in comparison with its huge neighbor. 

No unusual attention was paid to this 
plant, except on the first of August I dug up 
the ground about it and piled the earth 
firmly about the roots; after that it was left 
alone and it has no water except the 
rain. No fertilizer was applied except the 
regular top dressing that had been scattered 
over the entire garden in the spring; so the 
bush is not the outcome of a forcing process. 

Long Island. Grace L. WEEKS. 
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{LIAS ror THE GARDEN 
Flowers from July to Late Frost 

We offer this magnificent collection of the four most important types, decor- 
ative, show, cactus and single, with an astonishing range of colors; all blooming 
first season. 
1. Mrs. Roosevelt (Decorative) 7. General Buller (Cactus) 

Immense flower of the most exquisite delicate rose. Rich velvety crimson, each petal tipped white— 

2. Clifford W. Bruton (Decorative) splendid. 
Finest canary yellow. 8. Perle de la Tete d’Or 

3. Henry Patrick (Decorative) Grandest white decorative, resembling a rich, 
Pure waxy white, pointed petals. white chrysanthemum. 

4. Wm. Agnew (Decorative) 9. 20th Century 
Grandest single variety, rosy crimson tipped white, Finest glistening scarlet-—crimson. : é 
changing to almost pure white. 

5. A.D. Livoni (Show) 
Soft clear rose, great bloomer. 10. Zulu : 

6. Kriemhilde (Cactus) Jet black changing to deepest maroon. 

Exquisite shell pink, twisted petals. 

SPECIAL: We furnish, EXPRESS PREPAID, strong 
* field roots of any one of above for 20 cents, or 

six for $1. The collection of 10 will be sent prepaid for $1.50. 

We also offer Dahlias, choice assortment of colors, in strong undivided field roots per dozen $1.00, per 100, $6.00, 
not prepaid. 

Our March offer, page 102 THE GARDEN MAZAZINE for March, holds good for April. 

Ue i 

CACTUS DAMULIA, 

Send for our new 
With every collection we send free a package of rare Dahlia seed. S pec ial Dahlia 

On application we mail you our 28th ANNUAL CATALOGUE of 
flower seeds, bulbs, plants, etc. 

Hi. H. BERGER & CO., 47 Barclay Street, New York City 

Catalogue 

Mrs. Roosevelt blooms are 6 inches to 8 inches 

a a Pe HS TheGarben Magazine 
the eee or 7 aes ep 

A snapshot of our young apple orchard seven years old. One tree produced one and a half 
bushels the third year. Same trees with over one barrel this year. 

Are You Waiting For Advice P 
If So, Write Us 

Experience is the best teacher. We have had years of tt and 
Will gibe the benefit to you. Let us be of assistance. . «+» 

GET YOUR ORDER IN NOW 

We have a full assortment of chotce Nursery Stock in Fruit, Forest 
and Ornamental Trees ready for Spring planting, also Shrubbery, 
Roses, Asparagus, Vines, Small Fruits, Herbaceous Plants, and Califor- 
nia Privet. Ewerything for the Ornamental Planting of Avenues, 
Parks, Lawns, Flower or Fruit Gardens, etc. Large Tree Planting and 
Landscape Gardening a specialty with us. Send for our Free catalogue. 
Address 

The STEPHEN HOYT’S SONS CO., 

Telephone, 148-2 South Norwalk, Conn. NEW CANAAN, CONN. 

An exquisite effect produced by massing Foxgloves. 

Hardy Flowers for the Old-Fashioned Garden 
Charming Foxglove for massing in the shrubbery ; stately 

Iris, Campanulas, Columbine, Phlox, Golden Glow, Trilliums, 
and all good Hardy Herbaceous Perennials for the garden border 

Native Perennials for the Wild Garden 
Our stock of native plants is based largely upon the 

rich, wild flora indigenous to this soil. Having been given 
nursery treatment, they are now unequalled for making beauti- 
ful wild gardens. Have you ever tried a wild garden? Located 
in some secluded spot, it will prove a continuous delight to you. 
Let us help you make one this year. 

Catalogue sent on application. Expert advice, plans, etc. 

SHATEMUC NURSERIES 
BARRYTOWN, DUTCHESS COUNTY, NEW YORK 
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Shrubs Always in Bloom 
Y the proper selection of shrubs you can have a gorgeous display of flowers in the 

shrubbery border or massed on the lawn from April until November. 

There are so many shrubs of varying merit that it is often difficult for the amateur to 

make proper selection. From our extensive stock, which embraces every good variety, we 

have made a careful selection of the best for continuous bloom. They number twenty-two, 

and are as s follows Ss: 

APRIL AND MAY JUNE AND JULY AUG. AND SEPT. 

2 Magnolias, pink and white 2 Silver Bells (Halesia) 1 Aralia Spinosa (Hercules 
2 Forsythia (Golden Bell), yel-|4 Lilacs, pink, white, purple and Club) 

low mauve 3 Berberis in colors, red berries 
2 Dogwood (Cornus florida) 2 Lonicera (Bush Honeysuckle) all winter 
3 Spirea, white, three varieties |1 Azalea nudiflora 1 Clethra alnifolia, pink and 
3 Deutzias, pink and white, three|4 Weigela, pink, white, red and white (Sweet Pepper 

varieties crimson Bush) 
1 Flowering Almond, double pink|3 Hawthorns, white, red and pink|2 Hydrangea 
x Calycanthus floridus 4 Syringas (Mock Orange, Phila-/3 Hibiscus, Rose of Sharon, 

delphus), orange _blos- white, pink and crim- 
soms, four varieties son. 

Goldcn Chain (Laburnum), yel- 
ow 

3 Snow Bells, Viburnum 
3 Japanese Rosa Rugosa 

We offer this superb collection of fifty fine shrubs, which will bloom this year, for $25 

RHODODENDRON MAXIMUM 
This species of Rhododendron is rapidly becoming popular, and justly so, for it is the 

most ornamental hardy evergreen plant in cultivation. It gives immediate and permanent 
effect and is beautiful every season of the year. We have given the Rhododendron more 
study and attention than has perhaps any other nursery, and we have solved the problem 
of transplanting Rhododendron Maximum with succes . Our stock is grown in the open, 
where it becomes full and compact, and is set well wit. buds. We have under our sole 
control nearly 3,500 acres. We book orders by the carload, f. 0. b. your station. We have 
now booked nearly 100 cars for April delivery. Special prices on carload lots. 

The Garden Mayors RHODODENDRON — HARDY HYBRID 
Rhodsdenarons Carefully Planted in Varying Si Size for Mass Effect, and We have the largest collection of strictly hardy Hybrid Rhododendrons in America. 
A Fringing Border of Deutzias Not half hardy, but only such as will stand the winter without protection. We have them 

in all sizes and varieties. Prices on application. 

We have one of the most complete nurseries in the country, where we grow Trees, Shrubs and Hardy Plants in endless variety. Landscape Gardening and Contracting. 

Planting plans and estimates submitted. Where planted by us we guarantee our stock to grow. Write for our handbook, ** The Beautifying of Country Homes.” 

ROSE HILL NURSERIES, Siebrecht & Son vig avers ace oo eee 

66 99 “Nature's Plant Food” 

O~ N OD R. “The Elicir of Plant Life”’ 

THE Most WONDERFUL AND EFFICIENT CONCENTRATED QUICK ACTING 

FERTILIZER EVER PREPARED. USE ‘‘ BONORA”’ INYOUR GARDEN AND ENJOY 

TENDER, JUICY, EARLY VEGETABLES 
READ THE ANALYSIS UALITY in vegetables is the result of quick growth—the less time from planting to 

Nitrogen. é 17 per cent. O table the better they are—but to assure this rapid growth and development they 
Equal to enone . . 20 percent, | must have an abundance of Nitrogen. ‘ BONORA” contains 17 per cent. of this neces- 
Potash : é : 4 per cent. | Sary element, much more than any other fertilizer, in a perfectly soluble state, so that the 
Phosphoric Acid. : 6 per cent, | Plants absorb and use it as soon as ‘“‘ BONORA” is applied. The result is an abundant 

yield of finest quality much earlier than is possible without its use. ‘BONORA™” is not 
only especially strong in Nitrogen, but is a well balanced, quick acting, all around plant 
food, and should be used on all flowers, shrubs, berries, small fruits, etc., etc. 

“BONORA” is put up in dry and liquid 

form as follows (one gallon makes 100 GREEN, VELVETY LAWNS 

gallons twuhen diluted with water): : 3 ; ; 
Which will remain so throughout the Summer, may be produced by the application of 
“BONORA” now. The Nitrogen forces a quick, healthy growth of grass, while the 
Phosphoric Acid and Potash, which it also contains, makes strong, vigorous, deep roots. 

Put up indry form in all size packages as The fact that ““ BONORA ” is used on the Cagztol Grounds at Washington, by the Parks 

I, 2,5 and ro-gallon kegs, per gallon, $2.00 

Barrels (cont. 50 gals.) ‘“ as 1.50 

follows: of Greater New York, and on hundreds of the most beautiful country estates, is ample 

1 1b. making 28 gals., postpaid $0.65 proof of its efficiency as a lawn maker. Here are the names of a few upon whose country 
1% Ib., « 65 pints “ zo | homes “ BONORA”’ is used, not only upon the lawns, but in the greenhouses and 

5 lbs,  « 140 - - 2.50 | Conservatories as well: Hon. Jos. H. Choate, John D. Rockefeller, Jr., Hon. Cornelius 
ro Ibs.  « SR - - 5.00 | N. Bliss, A. G. Vanderbilt, J. P. Morgan, etc., etc. Would they buy it if it was not the best? 

40 lbs, “ 1,120 « - = 20.00 You need ““BONORA.” Even a small package will convince you of its value. 
too lbs., ce 25800, & - - 42.50 

200 Ibs. “ 5,600 “ - - 7.00} BONORA CHEMICAL CO., 584 Broadway, New York 
OR ALL SMEDSMEN 



Plant for Immediate Effect 
LVot for Future Generations 

Start with the largest 

wock that-ean bie 

secured! It takes over 

twenty years to grow 

such Trees and Shrubs 

as we offer. 

We do the long wait- 

mg—thus enabling 

you to secure trees 

and shrubs that give 

an immediate effect. 

A FEW SPECIAL ITEMS 

FOR SPRING PLANTING 

IN EVERGREENS 

Nordman Firs so Wyo) @ IO) trast 

IRetinosporasnem yin aie na lis 

Arbor Vitaea 

Blue Spruce 

White Spruce 

White Pines 

Hemlocks 

: ; Ss we geleeCeracn Nazse! Norway Spruce 
A large Juniper being burlapped, preparatory to shipping—the ball has heen combed out to show the fine fibrous roots : 

IN DECIDUOUS TREES 

Norway Maples up to 25 ft. and up to 10 in. diameter Purple Beech . up to 18 ft. with spread of 14 ft. 

Horse Chestnut “ 16 ‘ i Asis . American Elms “18 “ and up to 5 in. diameter 

Tin Oak Nis aoe a oie Ss ne Bs Oriental Planes “ 18 © “ AY fg 

American Lindens up to 20 ft. and up to 6 in. diameter 

= ¥ 

ANDORRA NURSERIES 
WM. WARNER HARPER, Prop. 

SPRING PRICE LIST NOW READY _ CHEstTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PENNA. 
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yor" in their habits. 
The yellow box is the guarantee, not only that the brush has been sterilized, but 

that it has not been lying exposed in a dealer’s show-case tray to be fingered by anyone who comes along. 
The Prophylactic after being sterilized knows no hand but yours. Each brush has a hook on which it can 
be hung to dry in the free air, therefore, the Prophylactic is not only clean when you get it, but is kept 
clean while you use it. : 

The long crown tufted bristles instead of simply slipping over the fiat surfaces, as does the ordinary 
brush, penetrate every crevice, reaching completely around even the backmost teeth. The curved handle 
makes it as easy to reach the inner as the outer surfaces. 

LOOK FOR THE YELLOW BOX 
The Prophylactic is made in two styles—‘‘ Prephylactic ”’ rigid handle, and “‘ P. S.’’ (Prophylactic Special). new flexible handle ; 

and in three sizes—Adults’, 35 cents; Youths’, 25 cents; Child’s, 25 cents. All these in soft, medium and hard bristles, as you prefer. 

Any good dealer wi.l supply your exact choice. @ Send for the Prophylactic literature, FREE, telling more about these superlative 

brushes. We will send them postpaid if your dealer does not keep them and will not get them on your request. Insist. 

FLORENCE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 181 Pine Street, Florence, Mass. 
Makers of Pro-phv-lac-tic Tooth Brushes, Hair Brushes, Nail Brushes, Military Brushes. 
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M AY _ Hardy Flowers Exhibition Chrysanthemums Spireas 

Fragrant Annuals Flowers After Frost A New Rose 

Home Grapes Tomatoes for Preserves Wall Fruit $1.00 a Year 

THE GARDEN > 
~ MAGAZINE 

The World’s Work &) Country Life in America Farming 

139 Eat sitenth suet DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY iss ston buncing 



“BRANDED WITH THE DEVIL, BUT FIT FOR THE GODS.” 
NOTHING LIKE IT IN THE WORLD. 

Underwood’s Original Deviled Ham makes sandwiches that fairly melt in your mouth, and is 
delicious as a relish to fish and game cooked over the camp fire. Made only of the finest sugar-cured 
ham and the choicest of spices—always the same. If you want pure deviled ham, call for Under- 
wood’s, and look on the can for the little red devil. 

Some kinds of so-called Deviled Ham retail for 10 cents per % lb. can—Underwood’s sells for 
more than twice as much. Try it and you will see why! 

No sham in Underwood’s, but All Ham.—That’s the reason. 
Avoid imitations: buy the genuine Original Red Devil Brand, for sale by all first-class grocers. 

If your grocer does not keep it, send his name and 15 cents and we will send you a % |b. can. 

WILLIAM UNDERWOOD CO., = = = Boston, Mass. 
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TIFFANY & CoO. 
DIAMOND AND GEM MERCHANTS 
STRICTLY RETAILERS No AGENTS 

For June Brides 
Upon receipt of satisfactory references from any Na- 
tional Bank or responsible business house, Tiffany & 
Co. will send on approval selections from their stock 
to any part of the United States 

Gold Wedding Rings 
Engravings showing style, width and thickness sent 
upon request Prices according to size and weight 

18-karat Beek cy aN ar eaten $5.00, $6.50, $7.00 upward 
22- “ - cone e OD Oo Dy Sey) 

Fork and Spoon Chests 

Tiffany & Co.’s copyrighted patterns of Sterling 
Silver Forks and Spoons, 925/1000 fine, in sets 
of 5 to 18 dozen and upward Prices include hand- 
some, compact, hardwood chests, with lock and key 

Cuts of Patterns Sent Upon Request 

5 doz. Sets, 

Table and Dessert Forks; Table, Tea, - $100 to $200 
and Dessert Spoons, 

6 doz. Sets, 
Like 5 doz. Sets, with Breakfast be cet a $140 to $250 

7 doz. Sets, ) 
Like 6 doz. Sets, with Table Knives, { fi $175 to $300 

8 doz. Sets, t 
Like 7 doz. Sets, with Dessert Knives, 5 i $250 to $350 

37th Street Formerly at Union Square 

Tiffany & Co. always 

welcome a compari- 

son of prices 

Wedding 
Stationery 

Marriage announce- 

ments, invitations for 

house or church wed- 

dings, admission cards, 

etc. 

Mantel 

Clocks 
Tiffany & Co. 8-day 

movement, gilt-bronze 

frame, glass. panels; 

striking: hours: and 

half-hours on Cathe- 

dral gong. Height, 10 

to 14% inches Pho- 

tographs upon re- 

quest $20, $35 and 

$55 upward 

Tiffany & Co. 
1906 

Blue Book 

A compact catalogue, 

without tllustra- 

tions — 530 pages, 

with an alphabetical 

side-index affording 

quick access to 

Tiffany & Co.'s stock, 

with the minimum 

and maximum prices. 

Patrons will find this 

little book filled with 

helpful suggestions of 

artistic merchandise 

suitable for wedding 

presents and other 

gifts 

Blue Book sent upon 

request without 

charge 
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OUTDOOR AND 
PRACTICAL BOOKS 

For any information concerning any publications, address 

GARDEN BOOK DIRECTORY, THE GARDEN MAGAZINE 

Nos. 133-137 EAST SIXTEENTH STREET, NEW YORK CITY. 

GOOD. CAR DEN (2 Obras 

With descriptive text by E. Marcu PHILLIPPs. 

the lovers of Gardening, Architecture, Art, and History. 

GARDENS OLD AND NEW-—Firsst Series 

Profusely illustrated. 4to., $12.00 zet. “‘One could not, if one 
would, over praise the charm of this beautiful book. As an 
example of the beautiful in books, it is a long time since we 
chanced on anything so noteworthy as ‘Gardens Old and 
New’ ’—Birmingham, [Eng.] Dazly Post. 

GARDENS OLD AND NEW-—Seeond Series 

Containing Additional Examples, Beautifully Illustrated, of the 
“Country House and Its Garden Environment.” 4to., Dro- 
JFusely illustrated, $12.00 net. 

THE ENGLISH FLOWER GARDEN 

And HomeGrounds. Design and arrangement shown by exist- 
ing examples of Gardens in Great Britain and Ireland, fol- 
lowed by a Description of the Plants, Shrubs and Trees for the 
open-air Garden and their culture. By W. Rosinson, 
Eighth Edition. Profusely illustrated. 8v0., $6.00 et. 

ROSES FOR ENGLISH GARDENS 

By Miss GERTRUDE JEKYLL and Mr. E. Mawtey. A Com- 
plete Rose Manual. Treating of: The Old Roses of English 
Gardens; New Roses for Free Pictorial Use; including 
Bowers, Arches and Pergolas; Roses in Gardens Formal, and 
Free on Houses, Walls, etc. Profusely tllustrated. 8vo., 
$3.75 zet. 

THE GARDENS OF ITALY 
Being a series of Illustrations from Photographs of the most Famous Examples of The Gardens of Italy by CHartes LatHam 

With 300 beautiful half-tone illustrations. 
superbly illustrated work, treating most completely the deservedly famous and beautiful Gardens of Italy, fascinating alike to 

2 vols., folio, $18.00 zez. A 

TREES AND SHRUBS FOR ENGLISH GARDENS 

By E. T. Cook, Garden Editor of ‘Country Life.’”’ W72th 
numerous illustrations. [The ‘Country Life’’ Library.] 8vo., 
$3.75 et. 

THE BOOK OF GARDENING 
A Hand-Book of Horticulture. By Various Writers, and edited 
Py Ww. yp: Drury. With many illustrations. Thick 8vo., 

50 2eL. 

GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS 
A Hand-Book to the Garden. By E. T. Coox, Joint Editor of 

“‘The Garden’”’ and Garden Editor of “Country Life,’’ assisted 
by Experts in various branches of Horticulture. W2th nearly 
00 diagrams in the text, and 90 full-page illustrations from 
Photographs of selected specimens of Plants, Flowers, Trees, 
PA etc. New and Enlarged Edition. 8vo., 
$3.75 net. 

WALL AND WATER GARDENS 
Their Making and Planting. By Miss GERTRUDE JEKYLL, 

author of “Wood and Garden,”’ ““Home and Garden.”” W2th 
over 130 full-page illustrations. 8vo., $3.75 net- 

LILIES FOR ENGLISH GARDENS 
A Guide for Amateurs. By GertTrRUDE JEKYLL. Compiled 
from information published lately in ““The Garden,’’ with the 
addition of some original chapters. Beautifully illustrated. 
8vo., $2.50 wet. 

PEGI IL LS SalI Le iS, 
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Boys’ Summer Camp 
“Wildmere” in the Maine Woods 

(Sebago Lake Region) 
The kind of vacation that does good. Mountain 
climbing, canoeing, fishing—the life a boy loves. 
Coaching trip through the White Mountains. 
Supervision aud companionship of college-bred 
leaders and masters. Tutoring if desired. Sev- 

, enth season beginsJune 28. Booklet on request. 
IRVING V. WOODMAN, Ph. B., 

Adelphi Academy, Brooklyn, N.Y. 

Common Sense 

Gardens 
By Cornelius V. V. Sewell 

The author maintains that the flower garden is one of 

the most important rooms of the house, and that the plan- 

ning and planting of it should be carried out under the 

personal supervision of the owner, and should reflect his 

or her individuality as much as the library or drawing 
room. The book aims to help the owners of small 

country places to lay out their grounds and make their 

gardens in an inexpensive as well as effective way. 

Profusely Illustrated 

Large 12 mo., 400 pages, handsomely printed and 

bound. Price, $2.00 net. (Postage 20 cents.) 

JUST READY 
THE GRAFTON PRESS PUBLISHERS 

70 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YorK 

Classics, “for a Song” 
Hundreds of the world’s best, at Ie. to Ie. Big list free. 
“Bargains in Worth While Books ;”’ big catalogue free, Any book supplied 

—lowest prices anywhere. 
‘*Where Is It?” A unique index to everything; 10e., postpaid. 
“The Ideal Binder,”’ for pamphlets, 12mo size, [We.; 8vo, 15e.3; magazines, 

25e.; the best made at any price. 
“‘Library of Universal Literature,” all times, all languages, translated. 

The best, less than one-fourth the cost of others. 
The Ideal Cyelopedia: one of the largest and latest made, and best for 

use of any at any price, at one-third the cost of any rival. 

ALDEN BROTHERS, Publishers, 413 Bible House, N. Y. 

HAVE YOU SEEN THE OFFER OF GARDEN BOOKS ON 

PAGE 198 OF THIS MAGAZINE—FREE AS PREMIUMS. 

Ouse 
i Garaen 
A Monthly Magazine 

embodies the best efforts of the world’s 
leading architects, landscape designers 
and writers on house and garden topics. 
Every number is finely illustrated witha 
wide range of photographs and plans 
—beautiful country places, garden scenes 
and other interesting subjects. 

$3.00 Yearly 25 cents a Copy 
Cut out this advertisement and send it to 
us with your name and address and $1.00 
and it will pay for a five months’ trial 
subscription. Very special so write to-day. 

THE JOHN C. WINSTON CO., 

1008 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

PICTORIAL 
GARDENING 

SERIES 
A wonderful new library of indispensable little volumes 
that go to the heart of modern gardening in a comprehen- 
sive way. Most convenient for carrying into the garden. 

“The least experienced can read and understand them and put their 
teaching into actual and safe practice—those who are inexperienced 
will discover much that is of value and interest.""—/ournal of 
Horticulture. 

Pictorial Practical Carnation Growing 
(Profuse Illustrations) 

Pictorial Practical Rose Growing 
(roo Illustrations) 

Pictorial Greenhouse Management 
(roo Illustrations) 

Pictorial Practical Vegetable Growing 
(zoo Illustrations) 

Pictorial Practical Gardening 
(140 Illustrations) 

Pictorial Practical Fruit Growing 
(roo Illustrations) 

Pictorial Tree and Shrub Culture 
(100 Illustrations) 

Pictorial Practical Flower Gardening 
(x00 Illustrations) 

$0.60 

60 

Pictorial Chrysanthemum Culture 
(100 Illustrations) 

Pictorial Practical Bulb Growing 
(x00 Illustrations) 

Profitable Home Farming 

How to Manage a Horse 

(A practical ‘‘Black Beauty,’’ everybody should read it) 

Each 5x7 1-2, strong cloth binding, about 150 pages 

SPECIAL OFFER 

These twelve necessary volumes will be sent to any 

one address for $6.00. Your choice of any six titles for 

$3.25. Prepaid on receipt of price. 

CASSELL & COMPANY, 
LIMITED 

43 and 4 East 19th Street, New York 

-The Wild Flowers 
As every lover of Nature desires to know them 

hi 3 u He t, que est and simplest way 
& | et 1s by means o! 

(SF “A” Nature Studies 
These enable you to identify each flower ata glance. You have 

at hand a picture of the plant; its classification and analysis in sim— 
ple English; its history and its place in legend and poetry. Blank space 
for mounting each specimen and for making your own memoranda. 

Each series of fifteen studies, identifying twenty-five or more dif 
ferent wild flowers, which blossom at about the same season, is con- 

tained in a specially designed and artistic 
case that slips easily into the pocket, and 
is accompanied by a guide card, with illus- 
trated directions. Each series complete in 
itself, 25 cents, postpaid. 

!lst series—“The Wild Flowers of Early Spring” 

2nd series—“Spring Wild Flowers, April-May” 

8rd series—‘‘May Flowers” 

Send for folder with miniature 
Teproductions of many flowers 

The “A” Company 
Box 846 H, Philadelphia, Pa. 
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“How toDo It” Books 
Edited by PAUL N. HASLUCK 

Strong, neat cloth binding, size 4x7. 160 pages, 

50 cents each, postpaid. Any five volumes prepaid 

| for $2.00. 

A Series of 27 Practical Manuals, each profusely 
illustrated and chock full of practical advice. Among 
the titles are: 

Taxidermy—108 Engravings and Diagrams. 
Skinning, stuffing and mounting birds, mam- 
mals, fish. Preserving skins, insects, birds’ 
eggs, etc. 

Photography —7o Illustrations. 

Cycle Building and Repairing—New and Re- 
vised Edition. 190 Illustrations. 

Wood Finishing—Staining, Varnishing, Polish- 
ing, etc. Engravings and Diagrams. 

Sewing Machines. Their Construction, Ad- 
justment, and Repair—177 Illustrations. 

Violins and other Stringed Instruments— 
180 Illustrations. 

House Decoration—Whitewashing, Paperhang- 
ing, Painting, Etc. 79 Engravings. 

Harness Making—197 Engravings. 

Saddlery—g9 Engravings. 

Upholstery—162 Engravings. 

Beehives and Bee Keepers’ Appliances — 155 
illustrations. 

A list of all the titles and contents mailed free. 
You may return any book if not satisfied, 

CASSELL & COMPANY, Limited 
43 EAST 19th STREET NEW YORK 

Two New Indispensable Volumes Comprising 

The American 

Horticultural Manual 
In Two Volumes 

By Prorrssors N. E. Hansen ano J. L. Bupp 

Send for catalogue and circulars of many of the best 
books in Horticulture Science. Free on application 

JOHN WILEY & SONS, Publishers 

43 and 45 East 19th Street, New York 

BEAUTIFUL GROUNDS 

We furnish professional advice and 

thorough plans for the artistic and 

economic development of land- 

scape without the usual prohibitive 

commissions. We have a corps of 

competent superintendents and 

foremen, four sizes of the most 

modern tree-moving machines and 

a@ WO-acre collection of specimen 

trees, shrubs, evergreens and 

garden plants, the most progres- 

sive facilities of any nursery in 

the country. 

COTTAGE GARDENS COMPANY 
Queens, Long Island, N. Y. 
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QyF Ws ie GE ING IN WIR ye 

SPECIAL GARDEN ARTICLES 
NELLY CUSTIS IN THE 

MOUNT VERNON GARDEN 

A beautiful colored frontispiece by Anna Whelan 
Betts of ‘‘Nelly Custis in the Mount Vernon 
Garden,” gives distinction to the first ‘‘Garden 
Number of the Century.” 

THE OLD GARDEN AT MT. VERNON 

By Francis E. Leupp. A brief sketch of 
Washington’s garden, which was laid out with the 
precision so characteristic of him. Illustrated by 
Guérin. Also an account of a visit to Mount 
Vernon in the time of Washington, with plan of the 
grounds. 

WHERE TO PLANT WHAT 

By George W. Cable. <A study in effects to pro- 
duce a harmonious whole, taking into consideration 
natural and artificial surroundings, soil, light etc. 
Illustrated. 

THE GARDENS OF CORNISH 

By Frances Duncan, author of ‘‘ Mary’s Garden,” 
showing the places of Stephen Parrish, Maxfield 
Parrish, Charles A. Platt, Norman Hapgood, Au- 
gustus Saint-Gaudens, Kenyon Cox and many 
others. Profusely illustrated. 

AN ANCIENT GARDEN 

By Helen Evertson Smith. A delightful account 
of a garden at Sharon, Conn., that was planned or 
“sketched in”’ at the close of the Revolution. The 
narrative is full of the personal element and beauti- 
fully illustrated by Guérin. 

THE ARCHITECTURAL TREATMENT 

OF A SMALL GARDEN 

After conversations with Mr. Charles A. Platt. 
How to make the garden an effective supplement to 
the house to secure an artistic whole 

OTHER GREAT FEATURES 
THE GARDEN OF THE SUN 

By the late William Sharp. The second article de- 
scribing the charm of this 
new Mecca of the traveler, 
Sicily. _Profusely illustrated 
by Jay Hambidge, who made 
a special trip to Sicily tomake 
the pictures. 

REFLEX LIGHT 
FROM AFRICA 

By Charles Francis Adams. 
After studying English meth- 
ods at Cairoand at Khartoum, 
and the African at home, Mr. 
Adams changed his views in 
regard to the Negro Problem 
in America. He states his 
reasons and conclusions with 
great force. 

THE TRAINING OF THE HUMAN PLANT 

By Luther Burbank. A powerful and _ significant 
article by the California wiz- 
ard on the possibility of train- 
ing the human species to gain 
the same remarkable results 
obtained in the vegetable 
kingdom, particularly in this 
country owing to the enor- 
mous immigration. Food and 
environment greater factors 
than heredity. 

The Great Serials 

Short Stories 

Poems 

Pictures in Color 

Departments, etc. 

Landscape Architects 

LANDSCAPE 
G E WILLIAM PLUMB ARDENER 

St. James Bldg., New York City 
Is prepared to undertake the construction and equipment of estates, parks, eto. Plans and 

estimates cheerfully furnished for large or small places. All operations under personal sup- 
ervision. Twenty-five years’ experience. Absolute satisfaction guaranteed. Correspon- 
dence solicited. 

The Agricultural Experts Association 
GEORGE T. POWELL, President 

120 Broadway, N. Y. 

1D EEE OP MIE INGG of Country Places; Examinations made of 
Land with full reports and Suggestions for Improvement; 

Advice on General Management; Policies Outlined; Location of 
Buildings; Landscape Work; Orchard Development; Care of 
Forest Land and Live Stock. Correspondence invited. 

JOHN NOLEN 
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT 

HARVARD SQUARE CAMBRIDGE 

MASSACHUSETTS 

Ellsworth & Kirkpatrick 
ANNES GARE GAR GE lk Gass 

Rural, Hydraulic and Sanitary Engineers 

18 Dwight Street, Holyoke, Mass. 

EMORY A. ELLSWORTH, M. Am. Soc. C. E., Consulting Engineer 
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| Ewergreens 
FOR EARLY 

MAY PLANTING 
You have wanted evergreens and here is the best opportunity to get them. These 

are the kinds that will thrive on dry hills, cover land too poor for grass, and cheaper 
than mowing. They are beautiful, make quick growth, make efficient windbreaks, 
screens, hedges. They are low in price, abundant, easy to make grow, hardy. Plant the 
smaller evergreens in beds, mulch to keep down weeds and they grow at minimum 
expense. Plant some among the shrubs and on the lawn. Larger evergreens for imme- 
diate effect in quantity which we move by the best method. 

4 rug", 

White Pine 

2", ryr. seedlings, -50 
3°5/,2yr. g 

2yr.transpl. .50 4.00 

Pitch Pine 

6-14'',2 yr. seedlings 
6-14”, 2 yr. transpl. .40 

Scotch Pine 

6-14, 2 yr. seedlings, 
6-14”, 2 yr.{transpl. .50 

Austrian Pine 

2-4", r-yr. seedlings, 
-8", 2-yr transpl. 1.00 

General Nursery Stock 

PRICES 
Densiflora Pine 10 100 
4-6". 2yr. transpl. 1.00 8.00 

1.00 1-114" 1.80 15.00 

Bhotan Pine 
2", 1 yr. seedlings, 3.00 

White Spruce 
1-3, 1 yr. seedlings, 3.00 
4-8”, 2yr. seedlings .80 7.00 

Norway Spruce 
I.40 12.00 

1-50 72: 2.25 20.00 

Colorado Spruce 
2-5, 2 yr. transpl. 1.50 10.00 

Engleman’s Spruce 
-90 3-6", 2-yr. transpl. 1.50 10.00 

Prices 
Io 100 

PACKING AT COST 

Old Fashioned Flowers 
Shade and Evergreen Trees up to 30 ft. high shipped by the carload 

Send for Catalogue, ‘Trees for Long Island,” and price list 

12 Tree-movers for various types of trees and soil, carrying trees up to 2 ft. diam., 60 ft. high by 45 ft. wide, with the /ué2 natural root system 
spreading 30-40 feet. The permanently successful method. 

ISAAC RICKS AND SON, Nurserymen and Scientific Tree-movers 

Telephone 76W 

MASSED RHODODEND2 INS ON A NEW ENGLAND ESTATE 

WE CAN SAVE YOU 
MONEY 

Rhododendron Maxine and Kalmia Latifolia 

Write us for prices on hundred, thou- 
sand or carload lots. We guarantee the 
quality of the plants to be the finest ob- 
tainable. 

Our nurseries of over 100 acres con- 
tain a stock of Shrubs, Trees and Ever- 
greens which cannot be surpassed. Send 
us your list of wants. 

New descriptive catalogue on application. 

THADDEUS N. YATES & CO. 
Mount Airy Nurseries, Philadelphia, Pa. 

AUTOMATIC RIFE fyoratuc }=9RAM 
(Water pumped by water power) 

No Attention No Expense Runs Continuously 

COUNTRY HOMES - FORMAL GARDENS 
FARMS TOWN PLANTS 

RAILROAD TANKS IRRIGATION 
DAIRIES, ETC. 

5000 IN OPERATION 

80% efficiency developed 

Catalog and estimate free. 

RIFE ENGINE CO. 
2109 Tninity Building, New York City. 

WESTBURY STATION, LONG ISLAND, N. Y. 

A 
=8 This is the kind that you get when you buy hose 

bearing our name and brand. 

“THE7KIND THAT LASTS” 

You can make a positive saving of 50 per 
cent or more in cost of Lawn Hose by buying 
the genuine 

“BULL-FROG BRAND 
SEAMLESS TUBE. 

Because ‘‘BULL FROG” BRAND costsno more and lasts over 
twice as long as the oldstyle lapped tube kind. Nine-tenths 
of all hose trouble is because of faulty seams. (See Cuts.) 

SPECIAL OFFER:—To widely distribute ‘‘BULL-FROG” 
BRAND. We will, if your dealer does not handle it, ship 
you, upon receipt ot price on 30 Days’ Free Trial, 50-ft. 
“-in. 3-ply with brass couplings and nozzle complete for 
87.50, express prepaid East of the Mississippi River and N orth 
of the Tennessee line; equalized beyond. Money backif not 

FREE! Upon request valuable book on “Lawns, 
their making and care.”’ Dealers should write and learn 
how they can increase their Lawn Hose business. 47 Summit St. 

T LEDO, 0. 
The Toledo Rubber Co. "OER. 

Reference any bank in Toledo. 

This is the kind you no 
doubt have bought 7, Be 
the past. 

satisfied. 

Established 
1590. 

Arizona Petrified Wood 
Sections of logs and small specimens, unpolished, very cheap. 

FOR GARDEN ORNAMENTS, ROCKERIES 
AND FOUNTAINS 

Closing Out Entire Stock 

DRAKE CO., Drake Block, St. Paul, Minn. 

SUN-DIALS 
= with or without PEDESTALS 

} Send for Illustrated Price List H 
=A 

~~— Hartmann Bros. Mfg. Co. — SS 

New York Office, 1123 Broadway Mt. Ver-on, N.Y. 

How to Get Any Plant You Want 

Pye flower lover who has tried to get 
a complete collection of any one group 

of plants, as lilies, peonies, columbines, cam- 
panulas, etc., hasfound that the rarer kinds 
must be imported from Europe. Nearly 
everyone who has imported hardy perennia? 
plants in small quantities has had a costly 
and discouraging experience. The young 
plants are generally weakened beyond re- 
covery, because they have not had special care 
on the steamer, and they lie around in the cus- 
toms while the man wanting them ss unable to 
get them. Often go per cent. is lost. 
This unhappy state of affairs has held 

back the scientific side of floriculture in 
America, because the skilled amateur cannot 
afford to import complete collections, such 
as are required for the ‘‘ Little Monographs”” 
series in THE GARDEN MAGAZINE. ~ 

The hardship has been also felt by ama- 
teurs who wish to get only one plant at a time 
—particularly of novelties. ‘There are half 
a dozen European catalogues of hardy per- 
ennials containing two or three times as 
many entries as the largest American cat- 
alogue. It is tantalizing to read of some 
bell flower, pyrethrum, gentian, larkspur, or 
peony that is said to have larger flowers than 
any hitherto known. After you have spent 
three evenings searching American catalogues 
for it in vain, you are in a mood to appeal to 
the President of the United States. 

As a matter of fact, most of the ‘rare 
plants” that amateurs ‘‘can’t find anywhere’” 
could be found by some such simple device 
as getting a packet of postal cards, and ask- 
ing all the nurserymen and seedsmen who 
advertise in THE GARDEN MAGAZINE for 
catalogues, or if they have the plant. 

Anyone who has tried this and failed is wel- 
come to write to THE GARDEN MAGAZINE 
for further assistance, as we are in touch 
with many unusual sources of supply, and 
can often help our readers. 

The Brugmansia as a Houseplant 

HE Brugmansia will thrive in any good 
garden soil with ordinary care, and I 

don’t know of a better subject of the like 
habit fora house plant; it is a welcome change 
from rubbers, ferns and palms. By the mid- 
dle of February or earlier the plant always 
shows indications of being in need of a well- 
earned rest; one by one the leaves turn yellow 
and drop off. It is then watered sparingly 
until it starts into life again, late in April, and 
puts on a new lot of leaves. 

Michigan Huco ERIcHson. 
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OME BIG 
IN HARDY BLOOMING 

Can be grown by everybody anywhere. 

Special Offer of Six Popular Hardy Plants 
The six hardy plants offered below will all bloom this year. 

We have selected them with a view of making a collection that 
will do well in all sections; one that we can recommend to give 
good results the first year. [he plants are extra strong, vigorous 
and sure to bloom this year. “They will grow larger and stronger 
each year. We offer this collection at an extremely low price 
considering the fine strong plants that will be sent. We have an 
immense stock and would like all lovers of hardy plants to give it 
a trial. We will send the six hardy plants, jall charges prepaid, for 
75 cents, or three collections for $2.00. 

Coreopsis Lanceolata Grandiflora 
WY Wy : A very popular, hardy 

flower. The plant grows 

15 to 18 inches high. The 

flowers are rich golden yel- 

low, produced on stems 2 

to 3 feet high. Excellent for 

cutting purposes. Flowers 

usually come in June and 
continue more or less the 

entire surnmer. 

ee. H 

Se ts 

Price, 15c. each; $1.50 per dozen; 
half dozen at dozen rates. 

Eulalia Gracilis 
A beautiful grass, growing to a height of 4 or 5 feet. It has graceful 

narrow foliage of beautiful bright green, with mid rib of silvery white. It pro- 
duces plumes of silver gray, borne well above the foliage. May be used for 
center of vases, but is usually grown as a single specimen or in groups on the 
lawn. 

Price 15c. each; $1.50 per dozen; half dozen at dozen rates. 

Gaillardia Grandiflora (Blanket Flower) 
A very desirable hardy plant, blooming profusely from June until November. 

Center of flower deep maroon, petals orange, crimson and red, shaded into rings of 
color. Flowers 3 to 4 inches in diameter and of perfect form. Excellent for cutting. 

Price, 15c. each; $1.50 per dozen; half dozen at dozen rates. 

Hibiscus Crimson Eye 
A beautiful hardy plant, bearing hundreds of 

handsome large flowers during summer and fall. 
The flowers are immense, measuring from 15 to 
20 inches in circumference. Pure snow white, 
with large spot of deep velvety crimson at base of 

petals. Price, 15c. each; $1.50 per dozen; half 
g dozen at dozen rates. 

Tritoma Uvaria (Red-Hot Poker) 
A very attractive plant, throwing up tall spikes 

of bright orange red flowers very freely during 
summer and fall. A very effective plant for garden 
or lawn decoration. (See illustration. ) 

Price, 15c. each; $1.50 per dozen; half dozen 
at dozen rates. 

Achillea (The Pearl) 
(The Great Cemetery Plant) 

A plant that will produce hundreds of flowers the 
first Summer. It commences to bloom early in July, 
is a perfect mass of beautiful flowers till frost, the 
same bloom keeping perfect two or three months. 
Its flowers are pure white, perfectly double and 

We seyiee- produced in large sprays, making it one of the finest 
eH cut flowers for bouquets, vases, baskets, etc., or for 

any kind of decoration. 

ITT eee beste rae ea Price, 10c. each; 3 for 25c.; 12 for 70c. 
For Zo cents in coin I will send one large packet each of Pansies, 

Nasturtiums, Sweet Peas and Asters. 

N. C. BANGHA FLORIST, 
<4 ~ AND SEEDSMAN ~x ~ 

BARGAINS 
PLANTS AND ROSES 

Plant where they are to remain. 

True American Beauty Roses—New 
Last year on our immense Rose Farm there were discovered so 

many new varieties that so far outclassed the old ones that we have 
devoted our entire attention to putting these on the marke’ and have 
disposed of all other varieties. Chief among these were four which 
have caused wonder and amazement among the judges at the latest 
flower shows. They have been termed the Pink, White, Striped and 
improved Red American Beauties, because in every way, excepting 
color, they exactly resemble that World-famed American Beauty Rose, 
but to the delight of Rose growers have proven to be the most profuse 
bloomers of any rose yet introduced, and are so hardy will live out- 
doors the year round in the coldest climates. We discovered them, 
we named them, and we are introducing them for the first time. We 
have grown a large quantity of these roses in both sizes, and offer them 
to you at an extremely low price—less than cost of single bud at 
the cut flower stores. We will send this collection of roses in two 
sizes, both strong and well matured plants, all charges prepaid, and 
guaranteed to arrive in good growing condition. 

Price for 1-year-olds, the Red (improved), Pink, White and Striped, 
25c. each, the 4 for $1.00. 2-year-olds, 50c. each, the 4 for $2.00 

The Grand New Tea Rose 

There have been numerous 
roses sold as tea roses, but 

never yet have we seen a rose 
that has given the satisfaction 
that can be had from this grand 
new tea rose, ‘‘The Giant.’’ 
This name is rightly given to 
it because of its strong grow- 
ing and free blooming quali- 
ties. We were much delighted 
when we discovered this great 
rose in the summer of 1904, 
but were still more delighted 
when we found we were blessed 
by having it in the three colors, 
and we called them the “‘Crim- 
son Giant,’’ ‘‘White Giant,’’ 

and ‘‘Pink Giant,’’ bringing 
to you the richest color to be 
had in these threecolors. Con- 
sidering the quality of the 
roses, and the great demand 

there is for them, we offer them 

for the first time at an ex- 
tremely low price. These pos- 
itively cannot be purchased 
elsewhere. 

Price for one-year-olds, 20c. each, the 
three colors for 50 cents. 

Two-year-olds, 40c. each, the three 
colors for $1.00. 

All charges prepaid by us. 
The blooms of the new Rose “Giant?” in three colors, ‘Never out of Bloom.’* 

Some extra good bargains in FINE BEDDING PLANTS of good size, 

There is a growing demand for bedding stock, so start your order with a selec- 
tion from the following and select your borders accordingly. A bed of this kind of 
stock will give you bloom from early summer until Jack Frost lights upon them. 

SPECIAL OFFERS 
Fine large Geraniums in any color desired 6 per doz., 75 cents 
Fine large plants of Coleus in 12 varieties per doz., 75 cents 
Fine collection of Cannas in all kinds 9 per doz., 75 cents 
Fine large Verbenas in all colors . per doz.. 75 cents 
Fine large Salvias in four varieties nN. letirety fac nts soe per doz., 75 cents 
Fine large collection of yellow Coleus to border any bed per doz., 75 cents 

I will send the above collections (six dozen plants in all) postpaid for $4.00, or 
six of each collection (three dozen in all) for $2.00. No postage stamps accepted 
on any of the above offers. 

NURSERYMAN Springfield, Ohio 
In order to introduce a new Aster and Pansy, I will send a packet of each free with each order 
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Rhododendrons on grounds of Walter H. Hunnewell, Wellesley, Mass. 

(Frontispiece of Monograph on Rhododendrons) 

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN 
RHODODENDRONS AND 
MOUNTAIN LAUREL 

[: their selection; in their planting or their care, you 
should read the Monograph “Hardy Rhododendrons, 
Azaleas and the Mountain Laurel’’ by J. Woodward 
Manning, who has probably spent more time in their 

study than anyother person in the country,and s a specialist 
in growing them. Mr. Manning undertook the writing of 
this Monograph because.so many people have suffered serious 
loss in the improper planting of Rhododendrons.due to the utter 
lack of knowledge concerning the right varieties to plant under 
different conditions. His desire wasto make ita contribution 
to practical horticultural literature. It is one of the most 
comprehensive treatises on the subject that has been pub- 
lished inthis country. Among the many interesting chapters 
are the following: 
Hybrid Rhododendrons 
Tender or Obsolete Varieties 
Varieties of Doubtful Hardihood American evergreen species 
The Ironclad List (with descrip- Other evergreen species 

tions) Azaleas 
Propagation Mountain Laurel 

CULTURAL REQUIREMENTS 

Soil H 
Exposure 
Plantin=s 

Protection 

single stock 
of Hybrid Rhodo- 

THE READING NURSERIES 
J. Woodward Manning, Prop. READING, MASS. 

In ad o reens, we have 2 fine stock of Trees, 
y s Our illustrated catalogue describes 

esee 

Competent Gardeners 
The comforts and products of acountry home are increased by 

employing a competent gardener ; if you want to engage one, write 

Please give particulars regarding place and say whether 

We have been supplying them for 

years to the best people everywhere. No fee asked. PETER 

HENDERSON & CO., Seedsmen and Florists, 35 and 37 Cortlandt 

Street, New York City. 

Gardeners’ Register 
High-class men, with good records, can be 
obtained at VWAUGHAN’S SEED STORE, 

14 Barclay Street, New York City. No fee. 
84 Randolph Street, Chicago. =——— 

to us. 

married or single man is wanted. 

= aa : Soot SS aa ae 

Fertilizing the Home Garden 
ae practical fertilizer questions that 

the amateur wants answered are just 
these: What to use, in what quantities? 

Most of the articles and all the books on 
fertilizers lay special stress upon the food 
values and costs. Though of great impor- 
tance to the farmer, these details are only 
of minor interest to the amateur. The 
great problem for the home gardener is 
how to get earlier, larger, better fruit, 
vegetables and flowers. 

There are three great plant foods: ni- 
trogen, phosphoric acid, and potash. 

The one most likely to be deficient in the 
soil is nitrogen. The trouble is that the 
salts that are available for the plant are so 
soluble that they are quickly washed out of 
the soil. Stable manure gives nitrogen in 
small quantities over a comparatively long 
period, and is valuable on that account. 
Its vegetable matter (giving humus and 
holding water), is also an important factor, 
rendering it especially valuable on light 
or sandy soils. 
Many people have a notion that a black 

soil must of necessity be a rich one. But, 
on the contrary, it may be almost devoid of 
nitrogen, and so stands in need of some 
fertilizer. Whilst it is true that garden soils 
in general have a sufficiency of both potash 
and phosphoric acid in them, the chances 
are that these two food materials are to 
a certain extent “locked up’—that is, 
they are not immediately available to the 
plant, and are only taken out by slow degrees. 

Therefore, the amateur gardener will 
find that the best all-round fertilizer for 
him to buy is one with an abundance of 
nitrogen, and moderate quantities of the 
other two substances. Of course, for large 
operations, special compounds of fertilizers 
are an economy, and, while the same thing 
holds good in theory on the small scale, 
yet in practice, as the amount involved is 
so little, it is wiser to have one all-round 
fertilizer. Succulent vegetables particularly 
will thrive on nitrogen. It makes them 
grow rapidly, and that means tenderness. 
Potash is used to improve the quality. 
Phosphoric acid helps to build the tissue 
of the plant. What a fertilizer contains 
can always be ascertained by reading the 
analysis which must accompany it. Look 
only for those three terms. Don’t regard 
anything else. 
How much to use? Of course, the answer 

largely depends on the grade of fertilizer. 
Stable manure can be spread on three inches 
thick. A pound of nitrate of soda is suffi- 
cient to cover from eighty to one hundred 
square feet. B. B. 
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ANOTHER SIDE 

TO GREENHOUSES 

It’s the pleasure side of a greenhouse that makes it 

such an interesting proposition. 

The pleasure of taking seemingly dead bulbs and 

seeds, nursing them to life, watching them grow daily 

into strong, healthy plants, and then to reap the 

enjoyment of this pleasure-work in luxuriant blooms 

and perfect fruits and vegetables. 

Just because you yourself have grown these 

flowers, fruits and vegetables seems to add to them 

an indefinite something which more than repays the 

really little time you have devoted to them. 

We make small greenhouses as well as big, and 

conservatories of all sizes. 

HITCHINGS & COMPANY 

Greenhouse Builders and Designers 
Manufacturers of Heating and Ventilating Apparatus 

1170 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 

40,000 PEACH TREES 
That must be sold; all clean, thrifty, healthy, beauti- 
ful trees. Prices right. Apple, Plum, Cherry and 

Pears. Asparagus Roots. Strawberry Plants. FREE 
catalogue has valuable Spraying Chart. Send to-day. 

ARTHUR J. COLLINS, 
Box N, Moorestown, New Jersey. 

Serden I ecezine 

The Hardy Border 
We have a fine collection of Hardy 

Phlox and other Hardy plants. Collected 
Laurel and Rhododendron, Evergreens, 
Shrubs and Trees. 

See our stock or send us list of wants 
for prices. 

Competent men furnished and advice 
given regarding the proper arrangement of 
large or smallestates. Excellent references. 

DUMMETT & WAGNER 
Office, Conservatories and Nurseries at 

MOUNT VERNON, N. Y. 
Telephone, 845 Mount Vernon. 
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TWENTY YEARS AGO Bf 
we were the first of American Nurseries to 
realize that American gardens and grounds 
could not be laid out and planted under our 
severe climatic restrictions without a practical 
and expert study of plant life and conditions, 
especially where advice and sound judgment 
in determining results were needed. We have 
worked twenty years on this basis, and many 
hundreds of the most attractive estates in all 
parts of this country, planned by us, prove that 
we were right. Wecan refer to them. 

Thousands of plans are made on paper, 
but real success requires a practical expert 
knowledge, which comes only with a life study 
of the relative value of every tree, shrub and 
flowering plant. 

We offer this experience as plantsmen to 
secure for every client, no matter where, a fin- - 
ished and beautiful result, and at comparatively small cost. 

We not only prepare plans for every form of garden and grounds, through the medium of sketches 
sent by mail, but send promptly men of experience at reasonable rates to advise upon every leading 
feature of landscape work. 

We call special attention to our catalogues, which are hardly equalled for detail, cultural advice and 
thoroughness. Our large catalogue is regarded as the very best practical work in this country. 

Our Nurseries are among the largest in the United States, and we sell at exceptionally reasonable 
prices. We offer every known hardy form of Trees, Shrubs, Rhododendrons, Evergreens, Herba- 
ceous Plants, Vines, Bulbs at prices with quality, which will command your attention. 

We will be prompt in taking up any garden problem, or will advise upon the smallest question 
which any one interested in this work may wish to bring to our attention. 

White us early and get our special views or advice and prices. 

SHADY HILL NURSERY COMPANY, BEDFORD, MASS. 
BOSTON OFFICE, 155 MILK ST., COR. BROAD ST. 

00 IN TIME 

e SAVES MANY 

Increase the Yield 
of Your Garden 
by using the IGOE TOMATO AND PLANT 
SUPPORTS. They will mean a more abundant 
crop of Tomatoes of superior quality, and more 
beauty and success of your heavily flowered plants, 
such as Peonies, Dahlias, Golden Glow, Chrysan- 
themums, ete. The best and strongest support 
made. 

MADE 

STRONG 

AND LIGHT 

OF HEAVY 

GALVAN- 
IZED 
WIRE 

REPAYS 

THE COST 

MANY 

TIMES 

OVER 
IN A SINGLE 

SEASON 

h 

Adjustable Garden Cultivator 
The most useful hand garden tool on the market. A one-dollar bili 

wmatled to-day will bring this labor saver to you without delay. 

° ie OUR It will pull out the weeds, pulverize the ground thoroughly, leaving it level. 
Rn Works where o.her implements fail. Jt will work betweea the Rows or the 

SPECIAL Center Shovel can be removed, and straddle the Row if desired. Itis adjust- 
able in width by sliding the Top Plate. Jt is the Lightest, weighing but 3 
pounds complete with long kandle, and the Stronge<t as the blades are forged 
out of a solid steel rod. Wise gardeners will poss <s_ m elves of it early. 

OFFER 
a RS Na MAY 

Si _IT COSTS YOU! 
ONLY $1.00 

- and EXPRESS CHARGES 

PRICES 
= Per dozen.....-.. $1.75 \ 

== => Per 50, $7.09; pzr 109, $12.50 = 

Send for Price List and Catalogue. 

THE IGOE CARNATION SUPPORTS are 
equally important for the success of your Carna- 
ions. 2-ring, $3.50 per 100; 3-ring, $4.00 per 100 

FOR YOUR ROSES: The Igoe Rose 
Stakes, made of galvanized wire, take the place 
of the old-fashioned insect-harboring, decaying, 
wooden supports. They are neat, strong, and 
will not rust. Made in all sizes (and prices), 
looped and straight, 65c. to $1.65 per 100. 

You also need some Tying Wire which does 
not rot nor untie. No 18, galvanized, 12 Ibs. for 

85c.; No. 19, $1.00. 

IGOE BROTHERS 
228 North 9th Street Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Catalogue “‘N.’’ containing over 600 illustrations of the best Tools and Imple- 
ments made for the Field, Farm, and Garden, mailed free, if you mention THE 
GARDEN MAGAZINE. 

J. S. WOODHOUSE, 91-195 Water Street, NEW YORK 
\ 

WASHINGTON AS A COUNTRY GENTLEMAN 

Letters and Recollections of 

George Washington 
BEING HIS CORRESPONDENCE WITH TOBIAS LEAR AND OTHERS, TOGETHER WITH A DIARY 

OF WASHINGTON’S LAST DAYS, KEPT BY MR. JILEAR 

HIS volume is no less than a revelation 

DON’T DIG WEEDS Of the home lite at Mt. VEEROL, so 

cS much does it contain of information as to 

property, farm, methods of handling servants 

and the like. Illustrated with rare portraits, etc. 

($2.75 postpaid.) 

> Kill them with “‘Thistleine;” spray the 
a ee ZS walks, driveways and gutters with 

nS ~ THISTLEINE. One spraying will 
keep them free from weeds and grass 

: the entire season 

whe Kills Dandelions, Burdock and 
On Canada Thistles 

5 Ib. can of THISTLEINE will make sufficient THE WoRLD's WoRK THE GARDEN 
_ solution to spray 40,000 sq. feet. Price, $2.00. If COU eAL FARMING MAGAZINE 

your dealer doesn’t keep it, send money direct to 

(” The LINDGREN CHEMICAL CO. DOUBLEDAY. PAGE & Co. NEw YORK. 
1 ‘ 26 Scribner St., Grand Rapids, Mich. 
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TO SUBSCRIBERS 
E HAVE made some attrac- 

tive new coin cards, to carry 
fifty cents securely through 

the mails. A description of the 
practical usefulness of THE GARDEN 
MAGAZINE is printed on the reverse 
side, also a blank for a new subscriber 
to write his name. 
May we not send you a few of these 

cards—you simply to hand them to 
your friends who are interested in 
gardening or in beautifying their 
home grounds? 

Each card that comes back to us, 
(the card is numbered and we identify 
it) secures for you a premium without 
one cent of expense to you. 

“INDER THE SHRUBEERY. 
AND MAIL TO ae aS 

YOUR NAME AND: ADDRESS or”: HE SCHER SIDE; 

Four cards entitle you to a Dollar Book, prepaid by us. 

One card counts as 25 cents toward any of the following premiums—our best publications. 
Thus eight cards will secure $2.00 worth of books. We prepay all express charges. 

A List oft the Premiums 
How to Make a Flower Garden (Fullerton), Roses and How to Grow Them, $1.00. The Poultry Book (3 Vols.), $13.60, subscrip- 

$1.60. Country Life In America—one year, $4.00 tion. 
How to Make a Vegetable Garden (Fullerton), (6 months, $2.00). 

$2.00. 
The First Book of Farming (Goodrich), $1.00. 
Farming—a year’s subscription, $1.00. 

The Dog Book, price per part—subscription, 
$1.10 

THe Garpen Macazine, $1.00 a year (sent 

How to Plan the Home Grounds (Parsons), 
$1.00. 

Also a long list of popular novels and other 
How to Keep Bees (Comstock), $1.00. to any address). books—list on application. 

Two yearly subscriptions to THE GARDEN MAGAZINE (your own renewal and a new subscription from a friend, not 

a renewal) sent in at any time this month or next with $2.00 remittance, will count as four cards toward any of the above 

premiums. 

You would undoubtedly like to own one or more of these practical books, and probably you would be interested to tell 

your friends about THE GARDEN MAGAZINE. 

send you some of the cards now, at the time when your friends will be most benefited by the magazine? 

Will you not drop us a postal card, or fill out this coupon, so that we may 

Let us send you six, a dozen, or 
a hundred or more cards. au oat. ; 

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO., G.M. 5 ’06 

133-137 East 16th St., New York. 

oulmuayccldin 6 

coin cards, postage prepaid, without any ex- DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO. ll 
123-127 Last 16th st., News Vonks 

pense to me whatever. 

Yours truly, 

Address = 
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Practical Books 

for the Garden 

Ferns and Hlow to 

Grow them 

By G. A. WooLson. 

An authoritative little hand-book, deal- 

ing with the growing of hardy ferns 

both in the garden and indoors. Pro- 

fusely illustrated. Net, $1.10. (Post- 

age 10C.) 

Roses and Flow to 
Grow them 

A very practical volume, uniform with 

the above. Profusely illustrated. Net, 

$1.10.' (Postage roc.) 

Flow to Make a 
Vegetable Garden 

By Epirx L. FULLERTON. 

A real necessity for a suburban or a 

250 beautiful photo- 

Net 

country home. 

graphic illustrations. 

(Postage 20.) 

$2.00. 

Flow to Make a 

Flower Garden 

A charming and practical book by ex- 

perts on:every branch of the subject. 

219 beautiful photographic illustrations. 

Net, $1.60. (Postage 16c.) 

Flow to Make 

School Gardens 

By H. D. Hemenway. 

Illustrated, ($1.10 postpaid.) 

How to Plan the 

Home Grounds 

By SAMUEL ParSONS, JR. 

Illustrated. ($1.10 postpaid.) 

A Plea for Hardy 
Plants 

By J. W. Exxiorr. 

Beautifully illustrated. ($1.76 postpaid.) 

COUNTRY LIFE THE WoRLD’s WoRK 
INAMERICA FARMING 

DOUBLEDAY. PAGE & Co. NEW York. 

THe GARDEN 
MAGAZINE 
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initia Ou Lf. POULT RY 
OU can learn all that is known about the raising, breeding, care and sale of every 

kind of feathered product in The Poultry Book. It is the most complete and 
authoritative book on the subject ever printed in America. Superbly illustrated, in color 
and black-and-white, by Harrison WEIR. 

($13.60, sold by subscription) 

DOUBLEDAY. PAGE &Co. NEw YORK. 

THE GARDEN 
MAGAZINE 

THE WoRLD’S WORK 
FARMING 

COUNTRY LIFE 
IN AMERICA 

SPECIAL NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS 

Reprinting Volume One 
Che Garden Maqasine 

O many orders for Volume One of Che Garden Magazine have 
remained unfilled the few weeks past, it has been deemed advis- 

able to print new editions of several issues which have long been 
out of print. @If your file of the magazine is incomplete, this is 
your opportunity. 

VOLUME ONE (for $2.00), Sent Express Prepaid for $2.32 
(February to July, 1905, inclusive) 

VOLUME TWO (for $1.35) Sent Express Prepaid for $1.6¢ 
(August 1905 to January 1906, inclusive) 

@ Remember these beautiful bound volumes contain much of the 
best practical information extant on many branches of gardening. 
They are completely indexed for immediate and handy reference, 
and are in themselves an inexhaustive garden library to be added to 
year by year at comparatively slight expense. 
q IF WE BIND YOUR OWN COPIES the charge is 75 cents (or $1.07 including the express charges for 
return of the volumes to you,) @ Or, if we send the cover (for permanent binding) to you for your own 
binder to stitch on, the charge is 50 cents (62 cents including postage). 

BACK NUMBERS 10 CENTS EACH, prepaid, excepting October and April which are 25 cents each, pre- 
paid. Any copies of incomplete files which are returned to us prepaid (with no duplicate numbers) will 
be credited on an order for bound volumes at 10 cents each. @ Indexes for volume one and volume two 
sent free on request to those who bind their own volumes. 

IN RETURNING COPIES MARK YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS PLAINLY ON THE PACKAGE 

— ee This Coupon is Supplied for Your Convenience - — - — — — — —— — — — —— - 

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY, G.M. 5 ’06, 

133-137 East 16th Street, New York City. 

THE GARDEN 
MAGAZINE 

Enclosed find $ Also credit me $———_for 
copies (at 10 cents each) returned, prepaid, to you to-day for the 
following months (no duplicate): 

Send me the following:— 
(ies One, bound complete ($2.00), express prepaid, $2.32 
Volume Two, bound complete ($1.35), express prepaid, $1.67 

Cross Out | Volume One, bound with copies returned to you to-day, 
Lines POR RIE sacoocogavgcwoonennedonanosoKK $1.07 
Not Volume Two, bound with copies returned to you to-day, 

Needed T5ceNprepaldues eee tee $1.07 
ne Permanent Cloth Cover for Volume One, prepaid.... $0.62 

One Permanent Cloth Cover for Volume Two, prepaid... $0.62 

Total of my order, covered by above cash remittance, and credit $ 

Yours truly, 

L 
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Poultry Directory will be gladly given. 

DEPARTMENT, THE GARDEN MAGAZINE, 

Information about the selection or care of poultry 

Address INFORMATION 

33 East 16th Street, New York. 

i female. 

We win 
# gether, there being 370 birds competing. We also won National S. C. Comb Buff Orping- 
ton Club Silver Cup for best display of Buff Orpingtons. 
Silver Cup for best black female. 

It was a clean sweep, nothing ever approaching it. 

At the late Madison Square Garden Show, New York, in 
the S. C. Buff, Black and White Orpington classes as fol- 
was: 7 firsts, 9 seconds, 7 thirds, 4 fourths,and 5 fifths 
lodthese in the strongest class of Orpingtons ever put to- 

Also American Orpington Club 
Also Cup for best white male and Gup for best white 

We won the most prizes of any 
'# breeder in these same classes. 

advertisements. 

same. 

BW. L. Davis, Prop. 

f One week later at Boston with a smaller entry we won thirty-one prizes and one week 
} later at Newark, N. J., upon twenty-six entries won 13 firsts, 11 seconds, and 2 thirds and 
also the Ivory Soap $25.00 Silver Cup for whitest bird in show. 
tablished winning breeding lines. But buying high grade stock and eggs cannot safely be 

{| done upon the strength of the mere argument a breeder has room to advance in his 

We have the stock and es- 

Now we want you tosend for our catalogue, testimonial book and a very elaborate six- 
teenpage mating list, describing over forty different breeding yards and prices of eggs from 

Our catalogue showing views from our farm are taken from real photographs and 
are not sketches of an imaginary plant. 
but come to the fountain head to get your stock. 

WILLOW BROOK FARM, Berlin, Conn., U. S. A. 

Do not be fooled or misled by mis-advertising 

Box 11 

GEDNEY FARM POULTRY YARDS : a 

S. C. BUFF ORPINGTONS 
S. B. BUFF MINORCAS 

14 pens competing. Also third pullet—3zg pullets in the class. 

At Albany, N. Y., we made a clean sweep. Our Buff Orpingtons wont every regular prize 
i Also eight specials, including silver cup for best 

On C. I. Games we won two ist, four 2d and three 3d at 
Our Black Minorcas are bred for egg production and shown for exhibition only. 

offered, except one third—64 Buffs competing. 
display—all varieties competing. 
the same show. 
Stock and eggs for sale at right prices. 

FRANK W. GAYLOR, Megr., 

SHOEMAKER’S vores POULTRY 
and Almanae for 1906 contains 224 pages, with many 
fine colored plates of fowls true to life. It tells all about 

Satisfaction guaranteed. 

ators and how to operate them. 
and how to build them. 

of chickendom. 

All about poultry 
It’s really an encyclo- 

You needit. Price only 15 cts, 

C. C. SHOEMAKER, Box 457, Freeport, Iii. 

Rhode Island Reds 
WHITE AND BARRED ROCKS, 
WHITE WYANDOTTES AND 
LEGHORNS, LIGHT BRAHMAS 

Hardy, prolific, farm bred, pure stock. For 
BIRDS (moderate prices) or “EGGS to 
HATCH ”’ at eight cents each, write 

WALTER SHERMAN 
Meadowslope, Newport, R. I. 

Dr. Paynes Sanitary Poultry House 

CORNISH INDIAN GAMES 

WHITE WYANDOTTES 
We breed our prize Winners and can sell you birds that will enable you to do the same. 

At Madison Square Garden we won first and Club special on S. C. Buff Orpington pen— 

chickens, their care, diseases and remedies. All about | 
i I 

Has given universal satisfaction. Plans complete for build=- | 
ing House, Self cleaning Roosts Sanitary Nests for $1.00. 

SANITARY POULTRY SUPPLY CO. 
195 Franklin Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Chick Diseases— 
a-e prevented by dry, comfortable quarters, 
<nd are cured by the right remedies. 
Our Illustrated Poultry Supply Book tells about these 

various cures as well as Cyphers’ Incubators and Brooders and 
other poultry supplies. 

JOHNSON & STOKES 217=219 Market Street 
Philadelphia 

POULTRY SUPPLIES 
We sell everything the poultryman needs. Incubators, 
Brooders, Foods, Tonies, Powders, Fences, Bone 

Cutters, Egg Boxes, ete. Write to-day for a free 
copy of our Poultry Supply Catalogue. You’ll be 

surprised how much you can save by 
buying all your supplies from one place. 

JOSIAH YOUNC, 
23 Crand Street, Troy, N. Y. 

Frog Raising. 
A Business which requires small 
investment and brings large re- 
turns. Our book, “How to Breed, 
Feed and Raise Frogs,” gives you 
the practical knowledge. 

Price postpaid, $1.00. 
- Meadow Brook Farm, Allendale, N. J. 

White Plains, N. Y. Saas a PUFF ORPINGTON PULLET. 

Originators of all the Orpington Fowls 

= a Sa» WM. COOK & SONS 
Box 33, Scotch Plains, New Jersey 
(also of England and S. Africa). Est. 1873. 

If you want the dest Ordingtons, 
any of the ten varieties, it is zafura/ 
that you zzzs¢t send to us, their origi- 
nators, for them. Winners of over 
$,500 cupsand prizes. Largest winners 
wherever we show. ‘ 

EGGS from the finest Orping- 
tons in the world, $ro per 

setting; from exceptionally fine stock, 
: $5 per setting. All guaranteed. 

ORPINGTON PouLTRY JOURNAL, 5 cts.; yearly, 60 cts. 
_ We have thousands of Orpingtons mated up. 

Inspection of poultry farms cordially invited. Trains met. 
Advice free. 

BUFF WYANDOTTES 
All purpose fowl, ideal broiler, winter layer. Eggs $2.00 per 13. 

200 Head Stock for Sale Reasonable. 

MARION FARM, - SMYRNA, GA. 

BRED TO LAY BRED TO WIN 
The Triumph Strain of 

White Wyandottes 
LINE-BRED for fifth of a century. For 

heavy BROWN EGG production and SHOW 
ROOM HONORS this STRAIN is to-day 
recognized as the leader. Choice cockerels 
and pullets yet to spare. Finely illustrated 

“a0 catalogue free. Write your wants to 
HARRY W. BRITTON, Moorestown, N. J. 

BEAUTY AND 242 EGGS 
I can prove I have the greatest strain of Brown Leghorns in 

the world, Lay to 242 Eggs toa pullet, Big Birds, and Largest Eggs 
of any Leghorns. Brown Rose and Single Combs, and White. 

White Wyandots, Barred and Buff. Rocks—Eggs $2.00 per 15; 
Catalogue. $5.00 per 45. 

- Pottstown, Pa., Box 22. 

EVERY HOME should raise SQUABS- 

SQUABS area delicious 

table delicacy ready to eat in only 4 weeks. 

as well as eggs. 

No care, fine eating, easily prepared— 

taised for 15 cts. per pair, are marketed 

for 5) to 80 cents. LARGE PROFITS are 

made raising them for market. Send to-day 

for free circulars; enclose stamp. 

Bay State Squab Co., Dept. G, Wakefield, Mass, 
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sennel Directory 
Cairnsmuir Fox ‘Terriers 

Major G. M. CARNOCHAN 

New City, ROCKLAND Co., NEW 
YORK (N.Y. office 44 New St. ), offers 
young puppies either wire or smooth 
haired to be shipped as soon as weaned. 
DOGS $15, BITCHES $10. This is an 
excellent opportunity to obtain the 
Cairnsmuir blood at very reasonable 
prices, Purchasers should send cheque 
with order, stating sex and variety. 
Grown dogs and older puppies for sale 
atall times. Also Welsh terriers. 

Beautiful Collie Puppies 
I offer four white ones, beauties, all white but around the 

ears, $10 and $15 each. Five sable and white, ail beautifully 
| marked with white, including collar, $10 each. I have four 
that are as near perfect in markings as man can breed, $15 each. 

| Several spayed females $ro each, all from two to tliree months 
old. Fully pedigreed and the finest blood. Send for catalogue. 

W. W. KULP, Box 22, Pottstown, Pa. 

COLLIE PUPS 322 
Sable and white and tri-color pups, from eight weeks to 
eight months old. All are eligible for registration, being 
very highly pedigreed and combining the blood of the 
present day winning strains with that of practically all 
of the famous collies of the past. Price from $10.00 up, 
according to age and quality. Correspondence invited, 
but please state wants specifically. 

Midland Park, N. J. HARVALE FARM KENNELS, 

THOROUGHBRED BOSTON TERRIERS 
Puppies from Registered Stock 

P. HERBERT REEDER MeELRosE, Mass. 

Setters For Sale eae 
W. Geo. SmitTH, MARYDELL, MD. 

Scottish Terriers 
Offered as companions. Not 
given to fighting or roaming— 

Best for children’s pets. 

NEWCASTLE KENNELS 

Brookline, Mass. 

AIREDALE TERRIERS 
MOORESTOWN KENNELS 

Pups and a few grown dogs for sale. Winners and 

full brothers and sisters of winners. Champion Clon- 

mel Monarch and Champion Master Briar blood. 

W. F. REEVE 
31 MARKET STREET 

Four setter dogs, 

CAMDEN, N. J. 
— 

P< 
SiH “hey 

Sin cede 

Za PK 

AND AQUARIA SUPPLIES 
SEND FOR PRICE LIST 

KEENAN’S SEED STORE 
6112-6114 Wentworth Avenue, CHICAGO 

BEES 
Few people realize the interest and profit 

in keeping bees. My business is to supply 
bees and Apiarian material. I have pre- 
pared a little booklet on bees, giving details 
of management, and the profits to be de- 
rived from them. Sent on receipt of 10 
cents, including catalog. Bees require 
little care, increase rapidly and each hive 
produces from 30 to 50 Ibs. of honey a year. 

I. J. STRINGHAM, 105 Park Place, N. Y. 

APIARIES, Glen Cove, L. I. 
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"THESE letters are trom people who 
have each paid $1.00 for a year’s sub- 

scription to our new magazine. 

“FARMING” 
is an illustrated home magazine of 

the living and growing things 
on the farm. 

“JT wish to congratulate you upon the advent of a clean, wholesome and dignified 
farm paper that an intelligent hired man can read without feeling degraded and insulted 
by the insinuation that it is published for an ignorant and narrow-minded class. Your 
advertising pages are delightful.”—/. B. D., Monona Farm, Madison, Wis. 

“The first number is the finest in that line of anything that I have seen; and I 
wish to order another for one of my friends.”—/. R. A., Mount Vernon, Lowa. 

“Am much pleased with your latest paper and consider it a credit to your presses. 
One of our neighbors saw the paper and at once wanted it sent to his brother on an Indiana 
farm.” —(Mrs.) J. R. M., Joliet, Ll. 

“It is simply excellent for the farmer, the first number alone being easily worth 
the dollar, and I have read it through with pleasure and will do all I can to extol its use- 
fulness and worth.”—W. F-. /., Sax Francisco, Cal. 

“Tam much pleased with the first number of FARMING. I believe you will make a great suc- 
cess of it..—F. A. M., The Home Correspondence School, Springfield, Mass. 

“T believe that it is destined to take its place alongside of Country Life in America and The 
Garden Magazine in popular opinion, as wellas supplying the direct need of those especially interested 
in farming —Zhomas Havens, The C. E. S. Co., New York City. 

“This paper is bound to be a success.—H. RF. S., Batavia, NV. V. 

“To those who have told you ‘that farmers will not pay the price’ just send them the Febru- 
ary number of FARMING in which one article, ‘The Ideal Farm Home and How to Have It,’ is well 
worth a year’s subscription —S. G. H., Tarrytown, NV. Y. 

Wit this testimony perhaps you will risk 
a DOLLAR for a year’s subscription, especially 
as we promise that the magazine will be a great 
improvement upon the first numbers, and we 
will return the dollar if you are dissatisfied. 

=====- -CUT OFF HERE------ 

G.M., 5, ‘06. DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & Co., 

133-137 East 16th St., 

New York City. 

Enclosed find $1.00 for a year’s subscription 
to FarMING, beginning with the May number, to 
be sent to 

COUNTRY LIFE THE WORLD'S WoRK bid SEITE GIA RD ENN Semnt centre Perea | eed an 0, Cie ans crate en ar ars vaccine pce reece iar ame 
IN AMERICA FARMING MAGAZINE 

DOUBLEDAY. PAGE & Co. NEw YORK. 
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““THE GARDEN MAGAZINE ”’ 

A striking evidence of the permanent value 
and of the popularity of THE GARDEN 
MacGaziIneE is the demand for bound volumes 
of it. This demand is greater than any 
that we before have experienced. We 
have been obliged to reprint the February 
and April numbers, and by the time this 
reaches our readers we expect to be able to 
supply all the numbers of Volume 1. 

The same interesting story is told by letters 
like this from a subscriber in Haverford, 
Pa.—and we are receiving many such: 

“Tn sending another subscription for a friend, I want to 
say that there is nothing printed that is so full of practical 
help to those who want to enjoy the benefits of a good 
garden. I would not take $50 for my April number, if I 
could not replace it with another copy.” 

The June number will contain a notable 
article on the glorious family of magnolia, 
the most stately and beautiful of all the early 
flowering trees. The proper tillage of the 
orchard will be discussed in all its details. 
The Eastern vegetable gardener will read 
with interest about the difficulties and strange 
problems that confront his brother in the 
prairie states. There is vet time to plant 
chrysanthemums for late flower, and two 
important articles are devoted to the subject. 
An entirely new scheme for making a garden 
of grasses will be explained with superb 
illustrations of the most suitable kinds for 
use as garden plants. 

““PARMING ” FOR MAY 

There is necessary work to be done on the 
farm at thisseason of the year. The care of 
the live stock, field and -orchard and the 
other departments of farm activities are 
carefully covered by men who are authorities 
in their lines. 

The May number of Farming tells how 
the farmer may produce pure milk, how 
he may reduce the number of bacteria in a 
teaspoonful from twenty million to less than 
a hundred; and how cleanliness enormously 
increases profit. 

“Black Rock” the grand champion steer 
at the International Live Stock Show, and 
the great hornless beef-producing breed that 
he is a representative of—the Aberdeen 
Angus—are discussed—with a noble photo- 
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““To business that we love we rise betime 

And go to ’t with delight.” —A xtony and Cleopatra 

graph; also what kind of stock to raise and 
how to feed them. 
New inventions in farm implements, 

harrow-carts, cultivator seeder, etc. 
The large profits in growing early to- 

matoes, the kind to grow, and how to grow 
them. 

A government warning against indiscrim- 
inate inoculation of the soil. 

“The Woman’s Workshop” shows her 
how to make life easy in the kitchen, not by 
the expenditure of a large amount of money, 
but by a few labor-saving devices that will 
make what is ordinarily drudgery almost a 
pleasure. 

The usual departments are included: 
Poultry and Pigeons—Wood Lot and For- 
est—Dairy Notes—Bees—How to Keep 
Well—Government Land—Farm  Imple- 
ments and Co-operation—Horse Flies and 
How to Suppress Them. 

“COUNTRY LIFE IN AMERICA”? FOR MAY 

It covers 

in spring. 
is an issue of springtime fullness. 
the whole range of country life 
Here are some of the articles: 

The Beautiful Garden at Bar Harbor, Maine, of De 
Witt Clinton Blair, Esq. 

A Garden Made Perfect in its Second Season by Skillful 
Planting. 

Shall We Plant Fruit Trees for Beauty? With five 
superb full-page illustrations. An account of the character 
and effect of fruit blossoms and the true value of fruit trees 
for ornamental purposes. 

Love and War Among the Blue Birds, by John Bur- 
roughs. A charming account of a double mating and a 
double duel. 

The Songs of Nature. With two magnificent full-page 
illustrations from photographs by Henry Troth. Five 
more of Henry Van Dyke’s selection of the sixty best nature 
poems ever written. 
What it Costs To Run an Automobile. The testimony 

of two owners. Expert information of great practical 
value, with itemized expense sheets. 

Buying a Horse. 

Wild Foods of the United States in May, by H. H. Rusby. 
Things Worth Knowing About Oriental Rugs, by George 

Leland Hunter. 
A Bird Garden, by Frank M. Chapman, photo- 

graphs by the author. How food, drink, and a nest site 

may be provided. How to attract and hold the birds. 
Raising Thoroughbred Poultry as a Business, by H. H. 

Fike. 

‘“THE WORLD’S WORK’’ FOR MAY 
tells the extraordinary story of the way in 
which diseased meat is sold from the Chicago 
packing houses—a menace to the health of 
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the whole people. There are three articles— 
one by Dr. Jaques, formerly in charge of the 
local inspection, who shows that the local 
inspection is ineffective; another by T. H. 
McKee, a New York lawyer, whom the mag- 
azine sent out to investigate the subject, and 
who shows that the Federal law does not 
cover the meats and meat products used in 
the United States—that the federal law is,- 
in fact, used by some of the packers as a de- 
ceptive advertisement; and the third article 
by Dr. Hedger who practises medicine in 
Packingtown and shows the unhealthful 
conditions of living there. All these articles 
are published to point a way to a remedy for 
this national scandal and danger to health. 
The remedy is plain, and sorely needed. 

Mrs. Fraser has written from Japan an ac- 
count of the private life of the emperor— 
the first time that a study of this remarkable 
man has been published in the outside world. 
She makes clear the relations of this ruler to 
his people as never done before. 

BOOKS FOR THE GARDEN 

The enlarged edition of the ‘‘New Cyclo- 
pedia of Horticulture,” edited by Professor 
Liberty H. Bailey, in six large quarto vol- 
umes, containing 2,100 pages, 4,357 articles 
by 450 expert writers, 2,800 illustrations, 
besides 146 beautiful full-page plates, is an 
inexhaustible mine of practical information. 
Every man and woman who wishes really to 
know outdoor life must use it. Ask for the 
offer that we make of it. 
“How to Make a Fruit Garden” is for 

those who wish to grow quality fruits in the 
home garden, rather than the kinds which 
they can procure in the ordinary markets. 
There has been nothing of the sort available 
until Professor S. W. Fletcher’s volume gave 
just the information necessary. His vast 
experience as a practical horticulturalist 
in both Eastern and Western states has 
peculiarly fitted him for the task. It is a 
beautiful book, too, full of striking illustra- 
tions; not merely of portraits of varieties of 
trees, but portraying in a vast, comprehen- 
sive manner those little practical details of 
manipulation which the professional fruit- 
culturist always seems to assume that every- 
body knows by instinct. Ready in May. 
(About 200 photographs—$2.00 net.) 
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IRONING DAY 

Don’t Do Your Ironing This Way 
It is a hard, hot, tedious task to iron with flat irons 

near a hot stove. Don’t do it. 

There Is a Better Way 
The ‘‘ Simplex ” Ironing Machine, heated by gas (or 
gasolene ) for less than one cent per hour, will iron all 
the household linen easily in one-tenth the time— 

A Whole Day’s Ironing In One Hour 

Popular in price. Write for booklet 

AMERICAN IRONING MACHINE CoO. 
179 E. Washington Street, Chicago, III. 

We have eberything to make your grounds beautiful and garden useful 

| Bay Trees and Boxwood 
We have a grand collection of these 

popular decorative trees in both Stand- 

ard and Pyramidal forms. 

Blue Spruce, 

Evergreens 

and Conifers 

in Tubs and Baskets 

Pot-grown Roses, both Standard and Bush form, 

English Ivy in all sizes, Clematis and other Vines. 

Japanese Maples from 1 to 6 feet, in pots and tubs. 

It will be a pleasure for our landscape de- 
partment to assist you, without charge, in sug- 
gesting effective landscape arrangements, and 
help you solve any difficult problems you may 
have. With a nursery complete in every par- 
ticular, we can supply every variety of Shrubs, 
choice Blue Spruce, Evergreens and Conifers, 

Ornamental Shade and Weeping Trees, Hedge Plants, Native Rhododen- 
drons and English Hybrids, Roses, Hardy Vines, Hardy Ferns and Grasses, 
Old-fashioned Hardy Flowers, Trained and other Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, etc. 

These are all described in our New Illustrated Catalogue, which we shall 
be glad to send to serious inquirers. Our Landscape department will be 
pleased to correspond with parties intending to lay out or improve their 
grounds. The general supervision of private estates and old-fashioned 
gardens a specialty. Visitors to our Nurseries are always welcome. 

BOBBINK S ATKINS 
Nurserymen, Florists and Landscape Gardeners RUTHERFORD, N. J. 
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CONCERNING THE “QUARTER (4%) GRAND” 

TS Tone Quality is superior to that of an Upright. @ It occupies practically no 

more space than an Upright. @It costs no more than the large Upright. 

@ It weighs less than the larger Uprights. @ It is a more artistic piece of 

furniture than an Upright. @ It has all the desirable qualities of the larger Grand 

Pianos. @ It can be moved through stairways and spaces smaller than will admit 

even the small Uprights. @ Catalogue upon request. 

CHICKERING & SONS, 827 Tremont Street, Fenway Station, BOSTON 
Established 1823 
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BE GARDENERS @ 

Good News for Late Beginners 

© April 15th, when this number ap- 
pears, practically all the old sub- 

scribers to THE GARDEN MAGAZINE will have 
finished their planting plans and the actual 
work will be started under better auspices 
than ever, because of the ‘‘ Planting Tables” 
and other features of the Spring Planting 
Number. 

But on May-day thousands of people will 
be moving to the country or suburbs and, by 
the time they are settled, they will be two or 
three weeks late in planting their gardens. 

Several thousand people who read this 
number of THE GARDEN MAGAZINE will not 
have seen a copy before. 

It is fair to assume that most of these new 
friends, will have rented places and will, 
therefore, want to have the best possible gar- 
dens for the least money. 

Also we shall assume that everyone of 
them has had no previous experience in 
gardening. 

Are you one of this goodly company? If 
so, we welcome you to the ranks of a most un- 
selfish and good-natured brotherhood of 
honest outdoor enthusiasts. 

Every gardener loves a beginner. It will 
be a pleasure if we can be of service to you. 
If you cannot find what you want in the mag- 
azine, do not be afraid to ask specific ques- 
tions. We are never too busy to help be- 
ginners, and if you will write at the top of 
your letter “‘ Beginners’ Troubles,” you may 
be sure of a prompt reply. 

A CLEAN-CUT, PRACTICAL PROGRAM 

The whole work of making a garden con- 
sists of just about fifty operations of the first 
importance, which are duly numbered and 
listed in the April (Spring Planting) Number. 
After each item you will find a reference to an 
article about it. 

The cheapest way to make a garden, there- 
fore, is to buy that number. It costs twenty- 
five cents, and will certainly save much 
strength, expense and vexation of spirit that 
comes from consulting many books when a 
man has no time to apply principles. 

What the belated beginner wants to know 
is, how deep to plant, how far apart, when to 
thin or transplant and how, when the crop 
should be ready, etc. 
We give you our word of honor that never 

before have these questions been answered 
so well as in these April “Planting Tables.” 

PLANTING PLANS WORTH $300 

If you can afford to spend $5.00 on garden- 
ing this year (and we will show you that it 
will pay you to do it) the best investment you 
can make is to buy the first two volumes of 
THE GARDEN MAGAZINE. 

These bound volumes, containing 596 
pages of practical information for the am- 
ateur, with 886 pictures, will cost you $3.35 
and they will save you more than their cost in 
one season, because they will enable you to 
raise crops worth $3.35 with which you 
would otherwise fail. 

Moreover these volumes contain planting 
plans that would cost you $300 if you got 
them in the regular way from a landscape 
gardener. 

FOR EXAMPLE 

If you have a 50x 100 lot, you will find a 
diagram on page 139 for April, 1906, showing 
exactly where to place each tree, shrub and 
flower. That would cost you $100. 

If you have only 25 x 35 feet in your back 
yard, you will find four original designs in 
January, 1906, page 271, which would cost 
you $25. 

If you want a 6x 50 border of hardy per- 
ennial flowers you will find a detailed plan in 
this May number that is worth $50. 

If you want a combination vegetable and 
flower garden of one acre, half an acre, one- 
third of an acre or 60 x 60 feet, you will find 
the most detailed instructions you ever saw in 
January, 1906, page 265. A landscape gar- 
dener would charge you $100 for such plans 
and they would not be as good as these. 

If you can only spend ten minutes a day, by 
all means make your vegetable garden 15 x 
30 and follow the directions on page 71 of 
the March number. You can raise $12.55 
worth of vegetables—sixteen kinds—at a cost 
of $1.00 and save a fee of $25. 

If you have only three in your family and 
have plenty of time, make your vegetable 
garden 22 x 34, follow the plan on page 268 
of January, 1906, and your garden should 
yield $25 worth of vegetables—three cents a 
square foot! Isn’t that plan worth $25? 

HOW TO SAVE ON TOOLS AND FERTILIZERS 

For a spraying outfit, see Volume I, page 
Bae 

For two outfits of tools, see Volume I, 

page 134. ( 
For fertilizers, buy the chemicals men- 

tioned on page 236, Volume I, which will 
cost you about $2.00 if bought separately. 
They might cost you more if bought in the 
form of ready-made, complete fertilizers sold 
under a brand. Do not forget, however, 
that analysis does not convey all that lies in a 
fertilizer and if you know of a brand that 
gives adequate results on your soil, by all 
means use it again. 

NINETY DOLLARS FOR ANYTHING BETTER 

Everybody knows that ready-made plans 
are not all that could be desired. Original, 
personal things are best. 

Granting that all the bitter things you feel 
like saying about ready-made garden plans 
are true, how can you get anything better 
for the beginner ? 
Anybody can improve on any plan after 

one year’s experience. “Improvement” is 
merely adaptation to your personality and 
your own conditions. There is no special 
credit in that. 
We will gladly pay $50 for any illustrated 

article by a beginner telling how he started 
his garden after May 1, 1906 on an original 
plan conceived on or after April 15th, pro- 
vided the information is as practical and de- 
tailed as any of the planting plans mentioned 
above. 

To experienced gardeners who are inclined 
to scoff at the “‘ready-made” idea we make 
this offer: Send us the planting plan for the 
best vegetables or flower garden you ever 
made, even if you do not think it generally 
adaptable, and we will gladly pay $40 for the 
article, provided it is as interesting and ac- 
curate as the one entitled ““A Complete Garden 
for a Family of Six” on page 265 of January, 
1906. 

HINTS TO OLD SUBSCRIBERS 

There are twenty-six things to be done in 
May, after the fifty things mentioned in the 
April Gardener’s Reminder have been done. 

These you will find in the Gardener’s 
Reminder for May, 1905, at page 169. 

Can you think of any important items that 
should be added ? 

IF FROST THREATENS 

1. Cover tender vegetables and flowers. 
2. Rake the litter back upon the straw- 

berry patch if the plants are in blossom, or 
on a small patch cover with cheesecloth— 
a very slight covering will do wonders. 

3. Spray plants with cold water from the 
hose at dusk. Early next morning see if 
anything important is touched by frost. If 
so, cover it from the sun and let it thaw out 
as slowly}as possible. Spraying with ice cold 
water will nearly always save a slightly frozen 
plant. 



Rchester. All the Spireas Worth Growing—By John Dunbar, “8% 
ARTICLE VII. IN THE “LITTLE MONOGRAPHS” SERIES, A PROTEST AGAINST THAT TIME-HONORED 

FRAUD THE ‘“‘ALPHABETIC ARTICLE’’ WHICH MAKES A BRAVE SHOW OF LEARNING BUT IS OF NO USE 

PERE are fifty species of Spirza in cul- 
tivation in this country, but there are 

probably only fourteen whose horticultural 
merits can be set forth in the English lan- 
guage with sufficient vividness and attrac- 
tiveness to induce anyone to grow them. 
These are the subject of the present article. 
If anyone can show that any other species is 
better than any of these, or can give some 
clear-cut reason that justifies its addition to 
this list, the pages of this magazine are open 
to him, and he is invited to furnish a picture 
to prove his point. 

The fifty species in cultivation are class- 
ified in the “Cyclopedia of American Hor- 
ticulture”’ according to a scheme that the 
ordinary person can never grasp, for no one 
buys a plant because its leaves are entire or 
serrate, and only the botanist understands 
the distinctions between umbels, panicles, 
racemes and corymbs. 

To go straight to the heart of the matter, 
the fourteen species worth cultivating belong 
to two great natural groups; the early 
bloomers, which are white-flowered; and the 
late bloomers, which are some shade of pink, 
with only two exceptions. The first group 
needs to be pruned in June; the second in 
winter. 

THE FIVE TYPES OF FLOWERS 

There are five styles of flower cluster in 
spirea that any man can see at once; if bo- 
tanical dust has not been thrown into his 
eyes; 

1. Small flat clusters 
2. Large flat clusters 
3. Ropes of bloom 
4. Dense narrow cones 
5. Loose feathery pyramids 

Exactly what these words mean is shown by 
the five pictures on page 207. 

The early-blooming kinds have mostly 
branches and branchlets diffused into a fine 
spray, and the main stems arching and 
spreading. The late-blooming kinds have no 
spray, and their usually upright or erect stems 
give them a somewhat stiff appearance, but 
their showy flowers are very useful in the 
shrubbery in midsummer, for we have few 
good shrubs in flower after June. 

THEIR CULTURE—SIMPLICITY ITSELF 

Any of the spireas* can be planted success- 
fully in either spring or fall, but my own ex- 
perience is that in the more northern parts of 
the country results are more certain from 
fall planting, because the plants start into 
growth so early in the spring that they be- 
come established before the summer drought. 

*When used as an English word itis proper to write 
spirea, following the analogy of peony, but when used in 
scientific language it should be spelled Spirea. 

The very soul of beauty in the early-blooming spireas is in these long ropes of bloom and therefore these branches ought never to be cut back, But the 

ignorant laborer will do it every time, the only beauty he sees is a compact, round bush, All that is necessary is to cvt out the old wood, 

206 
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First type, the small flat cluster. Example Spiraea 

Van Houttei, “‘the best all-round spirea” 

Any common garden soil, light or heavy, wet 
or dry, it seems, will answer for the spireas. 
the one essential condition being that it con- 
tain sufficient humus to preserve an ordinary 
supply of moisture. They are sometimes 
bothered by green or black fly, which must 
be fought with kerosene emulsion, or other 
suitable insecticide. (See March GARDEN 
MAGAZINE, page 65). These: aphides are 
persistent pests, and spraying must be done 
severaltimes. Scale willsometimes be found 
on the late-blooming kinds, for which I have 
found a 20 per cent. mixture of crude pe- 
troleum or kerosene sprayed on in late winter 
is thoroughly effective. 

HOW TO HAVE THE MOST FLOWERS 

The early-blooming species (those that 
will flower before the middle of June) bear 
their flowers on the young wood which is 
formed the previous season—therefore if 
you prune these species in early spring you 
throw away a lot of flower buds. Imme- 
diately after they are through blooming, cut 

4% 

Third type, ropes of bloom. Example, S. aryuta 

showier but less common than S, Thunbergi, of 

which it is a hybrid. 

THE GARDEN MAGAZINE 

out the old flowering shoots, to leave room 
for the younger ones to grow and form their 
buds for the following season’s bloom. I 
do not advise any more attention until the 
winter, when surplus branches in crowded 
bushes can be cut out. 

The late-blooming kinds flower on the 
growth of the current year, which is made in 
the spring and summer. If the shoots are 
cut back one-fourth or one-half during the 
winter, they will flower all the more strongly 
in the summer. They may even be cut 
right to the ground, but if the bushes are 
healthy, there is nothing to be gained by this 
treatment. Remove the flower clusters as 
soon as the blooming season is over. 

THE TWO EARLIEST SPIREAS 

Thunberg’s spirea (Spirgea Thunbergi) is 
the earliest to bloom, beginning at the end of 
April, and is usually at its best with me 
about the fifth or sixth of May. It grows 
about five feet tall, and forms a dense, spread- 
ing, graceful bush, with the numerous 
branchlets at the ends of the branches form- 
ing a fine spray, thickly covered with white 

Second type, the large flat cluster, of which the 

most famous (or infamous) example is Anthony 

Waterer. This is S, albiflora, another late blooming 

species of upright habit, very different from the 

arching grace of the first type 

flowers. Throughout the season, when not 
in bloom, this spirea, with its delicate olive- 
green foliage, which in the fall turns to 
orange red, is perhaps the most ornamental 
of the entire family. No wonder it is a 
favorite where it succeeds, but unfortunately 
it is not quite hardy in Western New York 
and the tips of the branches are sometimes 
injured in severe winters. 

Blooming two or three days later than 
Thunberg’s spirea when they are grown side 
by side, and as a garden plant perhaps far 
better, is the large-flowered hardy Spirea 
arguta, a hybrid from Thunberg’s spirea. 
In general appearance, when young, the 
plant resembles its parent, but it has a stiffer 
and more erect habit of growth, and in time 
reaches a height of from five to seven feet. 
The leaves, too, are larger, and deeper green. 
The flowers are produced in the same man- 
ner in both plants, but the individual flow- 
ers of the showy S.arguta are larger. An- 
other advantage is its perfect hardiness, 
and when the branches are clothed to the 
tips with white blossoms, they look like 

Fourth type, the dense narrow pyramid. Ait left S. 

Lenneana; at right S. Menziesii 

a mass of floral ropes. With all these ad- 
vantages, however, Thunberg’s spirea is the 
better plant when out of bloom. 

THE BEST DOUBLE-FLOWERED SPECIES 

There are only two double-flowered 
spireas in cultivation. The very popular one 
known as Bridal-wreath (Spirea prunijolia, 
var. jlore-pleno) is better than the double 
form of S. Cantoniensis. Indeed there is no 
good reason for growing a second. It is 
usually in full flower about the tenth or 
twelfth of May. It grows from six to eight 
feet tall, and in rich soil on Long Island I 
have seen it ten feet in height, but that 
is unusual. The branches are slightly 
arching, and the individual white flowers 
in clusters along the branches look like 
miniature buttons. The best effect of a 
well-grown specimen of this spirea is at 
some distance from it; then it looks 
beautiful indeed. At close range there is not 

which S. aba 

is an example. This is Spiraea artaefolia of the nur- 

series, which should now be called Scirzonotus 

discolor var. ariaefolius 

Fifth type, the loose pyramid of 

THE FIVE TYPES OF FLOWER-CLUSTER IN SPIREA WITHOUT THE BOTANICAL CANT 
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much attractiveness in the individual blos- 
soms. The leaves are shining dark green 
throughout the season, and assume a rich 
claret red late in the fall, so it is a worthy 
shrub even for a small garden. 

THE BEST ALL-ROUND SPIREA 

Spirea Van Houtter is the most useful, 
hardy, showy spirea, as far north as On- 
tario. It comes into bloom about May 2zoth, 
and occasionally, in late seasons, will be in 
bloom the first of June. It generally grows 
from six to eight feet tall. The stout, curving 
stems are diffused into numerous pendent 
branchlets, which are thickly covered with 
small, flat flower clusters, and they form 
a showy panoply of gracefully drooping 
festoons. As a single individual on the edge 
of a lawn, showing the graceful outlines 
when in bloom, it can hardly be surpassed. 

ITS SOUTHERN RIVAL 

A close rival of Van Houtte’s spirea, 
where it proves hardy, and flowering about 
the same time, is Reeves’s spirea (S. Can- 
toniensis, usually catalogued as S. Kee- 
vesiana) a most beautiful shrub, but unfor- 
tunately not hardy in western New York. 
It is sometimes mistaken for Van Houtte’s 
spirea, but can always be distinguished from 
the latter by its oblong, lance-shaped leaves. 
Also the individual flowers are larger, and a 
purer, better white. Further south there 
is undoubtedly little to choose between the 
two. I have seen it in Baltimore in hand- 
some bushes, seven to eight feet tall, whereas 
it seldom exceeds three and a half feet with 
us. The lower branches, that are sometimes 
buried beneath the winter’s snow, and en- 
tirely escape injury, are exceedingly beau- 
tiful, festooned to the tips with the pure 
white flower clusters. About New York city 
Reeves’s spirea is a favorite lawn shrub, 
and well-established plants are gorgeous 
sights. 

A WORTHY DWARF SHRUB 

A neat little shrub is the scollop-leaf 
spirea (S. crenata) which seldom exceeds 
two and a half feet in height, and blossoms 
two or three days after Van Houtte’s spirea. 
The branches are somewhat spreading on the 
top, and give the bush a flattened appearance. 
The small, flat and slightly globular clusters 
are produced in great profusion along the 
branches, but the flowers are duller than 
those of Van Houtte’s spirea. It is excellent 
for foreground planting, in connection with 
groups of other shrubs, and for small front 
yards is about the most satisfactory early- 
flowering shrub one can plant. 

ATTRACTIVE WHEN OUT OF BLOOM 

The round-leaved spirea (S. bracteata, but 
known to nursery men as S. rotundifolia, var. 
alba). It is a robust-growing, intricately 
branched shrub, with the young shoots 
yellowish brown in winter. It is readily 
distinguished from all others of the family 
iby the almost round leaves, slightly tapering 
toward the base, very dark green above, 
bluish green beneath, which is of thick, 
leathery texture. It comes into bloom about 
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the first week in June, and is usually in good 
flower until June fifteenth. The small, flat 
flower clusters are slightly cone-shaped. It is 
a very characteristic ornamental shrub when 
out of bloom, and retains its foliage green 
and fresh looking until quite late in the fall. 

PINKISH FLOWERS ALL SUMMER 

If it were not for the magenta-pink color 
of its flowers, there could be no possible 
shadow of an objection to Spirea Bumalda. 
Magenta is not bad in itself as many think, 
but it is used too much and in combination 
with its enemies, yellow and red. It is an 
erect, compact, neat shrub, from two to three 
and a half feet tall, with large flat clusters of 
deep pink flowers, which are quite showy, 
and after all, it is perhaps the most useful 
pink-flowered spirea in this section. Com- 
mencing to bloom about June fifteenth, it 
continues more or less in flower throughout 
July, and if the dead flower clusters are cut 
off, this useful little shrub will produce a 
second crop of blossoms, and continue it 
fully until frost arrives. A marked charac- 

A universal favorite: the bridal wreath (Spiraea prunifolia, var. flore-pleno). 

showy that people do not grow it. 
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teristic of this spirea is that on all individuals 
there are a few leaves with strikingly clear 
variegations or markings of pinkish yellow. 

The form of it that you see everywhere is 
S. Anthony Waterer, a smaller variety, with 
brighter, darker crimson-red flowers; it is 
much used in small plants for edgings and 
borders. 

A DWARF SHRUB WITH PURPLE SHOOTS 

The purple-tipped spirea (S. Japonica, 
found in many trade lists under the name of 
S. callosa) which comes into bloom toward 
the end of June, or first of July is easily 
recognized in early spring by the bright 
purplish-red color of the young unfolding 
leaves. Moreover, they are larger than in 
the other species, usually one and one-quarter 
inches wide, and three inches long. The 

large, flat pink clusters at the ends of the 
branches are much divided on strong shoots, 
and occasionally as many as twenty-seven 
clusters will form a broad, loose, almost 
flat, top. It grows from three to four feet 
tall, with stiff, erect, brownish stems in 

The single form is so much less 

The best double spirea ey 
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winter. There are a number of varieties of 
this species in cultivation differing in the 
deeper pink flowers, broader leaves, etc., but 
they do not appear to be any improvement 
on the type. 

THE LATEST OF ALL SPIREAS 

Another woolly-leaved one is the hardhack 
(Spirea tomentosa,) which is also the latest 
blooming of all their great family, coming into 
bloom about the end of July or first of 
August, and continuing to bloom until the 
first of September. The purple-pink flow- 
ers are produced in dense cones at the ends 
of the branches. The leaves, like those of 
Spirea Douglasi, are densely downy be- 
neath, but are brownish yellow instead of 
white. 

THE LARGEST DROOPING PINK TASSELS 

There is one spirea not commonly in cul- 
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tivation which deserves more attention from 
planters because it has the largest pyramidal 
clusters of the pink-flowered spireas. 

This is Billard’s spirea (S. Billardiz) of 
which Lenneana rubra and Californica are 
garden torms. It differs from other spireas 
in its own class by its drooping or arching 
branches, particularly when in full bloom; 
an effect which is due to the large and dense 
flower clusters. On the left-hand side of the 
illustration, and partly in the center, the 
drooping branches of the form known as 
Spirea Lenneana may be observed. It is in 
full flower about July fifteenth. 

TWO LATE WHITE-FLOWERED SPECIES 

The late white spirea (S. albiflora, usually 
old under the name of Spirea callosa, var. 
alba) is, I believe, the only late-flowering 
Spirea with flat clusters, and as such may be 
easily recognized. It forms a neat little 

This is typical of millions of flowering shrubs that go without thinning for ten or fifteen years. It 

ought to be a solid mass of bloom. Cut out the old wood and give the younger canes a chance 
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shrub, with upright stems and grows from one 
and a half to two feet tall. The largest 
clusters terminate the branches, with a 
number of smaller ones lower down. It 
comes into bloom about July first, and con- 
tinues flowering until the early part of Aug- 
ust, giving fully six weeks of color. As it is 
not quite hardy, it should be planted in a 
sheltered situation—a very slight protection 
will suffice to keep it safely, and in most 
shrubberies this little attention can be given 
very easily. 

Its companion in season of bloom but 
with flowers in pyramids is the meadow- 
sweet (Spirea alba), which is conspicuous 
among the late-flowering spireas because 
it is the only late white-flowering kind that 
is free from every trace of pink. It grows 
from four to six feet tall, with upright stems, 
and comes into bloom about July first. The 
flower clusters are in broad, loose pyramids. 
On stout stems the clusters are sometimes 
much branched, and form large candelabra- 
like heads. It is a good-natured sort of a 
plant, too, and though it does well in damp, 
badly-drained situations, which seem to be 
its natural preference, it also does well, as the 
illustration shows, in a light, dryish, sandy 
loam. 

ONE WITH NARROW CONES 

Among the late-flowering spireas with 
narrow cones of flowers is the Douglas spirea 
(S. Douglasi), which blooms throughout the 
month of July and has deep pink flower 
clusters in narrow—hardly ever broad—cones 
or pyramids. It is said to grow eight feet 
tall, and perhaps it does, somewhere else, 
but with me it never exceeds four feet. No 
other spirea has the under side of the leaves 
so densely covered with white down. It 
spreads rapidly by suckers, and if planted in 
a group with other shrubs must be given 
constant attention to keep it within its pre- 
scribed area, or it will crowd and rob its 
neighbors. 

A KEY TO THE SPIREAS 

This shows in the least possible space how 
each species differs from every other. If 
you have a specimen in flower and want to be 
sure of its name choose first between A. and 
AA. Suppose your flower comes under AA. 
Then choose between B. and BB. and so on 
until you are directed straight to the name 
of your specimen. 

But this is unlike any other key you ever 
saw. It has nothing to do with herbarium 
characters. If you want those, go to the 
“Cyclopedia of American Horticulture.” 
This is a guide to the horticultural value of 
the species. 

A. Blossoming early on, last year’s 
growth. (Prune after flower- 
ing). 

B. Clusters in ropes along the 
branches, stalkless. 

C. Blooming in April and May: 
flowers single. 

D. Branches arching: lvs. bright 
GING odiassoesqosasdode 

DD. Branches only slightly arch- 
1. Thunbergii 

ing: leaves dull green.... 2. arguta 
CC. Blooming in May: flowers 

doubleneceenW rcpes ee cies 3. prunifolia, 
var. 

flore-pleno 
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BB. Clusters small 
stalked 

C. Height 6-8 ft. 
D. Foliage attractive all year: 

and flattish 

voeeroun dene eee 4. bracteata 
DD. Foliage less attractive: lvs. 

lanceolatevaeeeen eee 5. Van Houttei 
CC. Height 3-4 ft. 

; 6. crenata 
DD. Blooming May and June: 

lvs. 1-24 in. long, green 
till@latewtall Peer eee 

AA. Blooming late on this year’s 
wood: (Prune in late winter or 
early in spring, before growth 
starts). 

B. Clusters large and flat: 

7. Cantoniensis 

Flowers After the Fall Frosts—By Herbert Greensmit 

THE GARDEN MAGAZINE 

C. Color of flowers, white....... 8. albiflora 
CC. Color of flowers, pink or deep 

pink 
D. Height 2-24 ft. unfolding 

lvs. not purple-tipped.... 9. Bumalda, 
var. Anthony Waterer 

DD. Height 4 ft.: lvs. 14 inches 
wide; unfolding leaves pur- 
plectipped esse neeeeeee 10. Japonica 

BB. Clusters broad, loose pyramids 
or narrow cones. 

C. Color of fis. white 
CC. Color of fis. pink to purple 

D. Height 4 ft.: lvs. velvety 
brown beneath.......... 

DD. Height 6-8 ft. 
E. Color bright pink: lvs. 

usually grayish beneath.. 13. Billardii 

. alba 

12. tomentosa 
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EE. Color deep pink: lvs. velvety 
white beneath. .......... 14. Douglasi 

INDEX 

Species in black face type; synonyms in tfalic; 
varieties in roman 

alba—11 crenata—6 

albiflora—8 Douglasi—14 
Anthony Waterer—9 Japonica—ro 
arguta—2 Lenneana—13 
Billardii—13 
bracteata—4 
Bumalda—g 
Californica—13 
callosa—1o Thunbergii—1 
Cantoniensis—7 tomentosa—12 

Van Houttei—5 

prunifolia—3 
Reevesitana—7 
rotundifolia—4 
rubra—13, 
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THREE INGENIOUS METHODS OF SECURING BLOOMS ON MICHAELMAS DAISIES, PINKS, LARKSPURS, AND SNEEZEWEED, AT 

A'TIME WHEN THE AVERAGE GARDEN IS DEVOID OF COLOR—GOOD REASONS FOR LATE DIVISION OF HARDY PERENNIALS 

COMMON source of trouble with most 
amateurs’ gardens is that the first frost 

sees the end of all floral brightness except, per- 
haps, for a few hardy chrysanthemums. 

By manipulation I have been able to se- 
cure flowers from some of the hardy her- 
baceous perennials much later in the season 
than they are accustomed to blossom and at 
a time when there is nothing else in flower. 

The Snowflake aster ordinarily grows 
three or four feet high and two feet or more 
across, with flowers in early September, but 
I have been able to retard and dwarf it. 

DELAYING THE ASTERS 

After the plants have commenced to grow 
in the spring, when three or four inches high, 
they are dug up, and divided, not in very 
small pieces at first, then placed in three-inch 
pots, set aside in a frame, and watered spar- 
ingly until they get thoroughly established. 
Then they are again shaken out, and this time 
are divided into single stems, with a few roots 
attached to each, placed in two-inch pots, 
and kept growing until the latter part of 
June, when they are planted in the open 
ground where wanted. Should they com- 
mence to throw up flower stems before this, 
pinch them off. After planting in the border 
encourage them to grow, if need be, by 
an occasional watering. The two distinct 
checks given them, combined with the late 
planting, retard their growth. When full 
grown the plants are not more than a 
foot high, about eighteen inches to two feet 
across, and are completely covered with snow- 
white blossoms, long after most of the other 
late-flowering asters have gone, and the sharp 
frosts have carried away the tender-flowering 
plants. Many other asters will yield to simi- 
lar treatment, but not with such good results. 

There are two asters which ought to be 
found in every garden where late flowers are 
desired; namely, the showy aster (Aster gran- 
diflorus), which grows from two to four feet 
high, with small, bright, clean foliage, and 
a sturdy, upright, non-spreading habit, and 
yielding in November and December a mass 
of gold and purple flowers that hard frosts 
seem to have no effect on; and the beautiful 

three-nerved aster (Aster trinervis), which 
sometimes in sheltered positions will flower 
later still. I have seen it from late division 
and planting, a mass of flowers in late No- 
vember. Another native species, the heart- 
leaved aster (A. cordifolius), may be had 
equally as late. 

BLOOMING FROM SEED 

A large amount of bloom is in store for the 
one who will sow, in liberal quantities, in late 
March or early April, seeds of the New Eng- 
land aster (Aster Nove-Anglia), the yarrow- 
leaved aster (Aster ptarmicoides) and the 
great lobelia (Lobelia syphilitica), giving 
them careful attention and keeping them 

The tender flowers of the Japanese anemones (A. 

Faponica) will be produced for several weeks after 

frost in places where slight protection can be given 

growing, which is not at all difficult. If a 
coldframe is at hand so much the better, as 
seed can then be sown much earlier, and the 
transplanting and care of the seedlings is 
made much easier; but all three species are 
very easily managed without the frame, 
needing only ordinary care in sowing the seed, 
transplanting to the nursery row when large 
enough, and again to the border or bed. I 

greatly prefer a good-sized bed, planting 
them in masses, as then they are much more 
effective. Before the cold nights have ar- 
rived it may be necessary to place a sash or 
some other protection over the lobelias as 
the constant freezing by night and thawing 
by day are apt to damage the foliage and 
flowering stems; but when given this pro- 
tection the fall, if continued good weather 
reigns, will be far too short for the crop of 
flowers. Theasters, being of a much hardier 
nature, will not need any protection, and both 
will survive the winter. 

SECOND BLOOM OF LARKSPURS 

It is well known that the larkspurs (Del- 
phiniums), if not allowed to produce seed, 
but have their stems removed immediately 
when through blooming, produce a second 
crop of flowers. These are not so large as 
the first, but are very acceptable in late fall. 

Another way, which I like better, and by 
which good spikes of bloom may be had, is 
to sow seed late in April, or very early in 
May. They soon germinate, and can be 
easily transplanted or potted up singly, and 
grown on until the latter part of June, then 
placed in the border, wherever there is an 
opening. You will be rewarded by a crop 
of delightful flowers. The showy larkspur 
(Delphinium formosum) is best adapted for 
this purpose. 

BLUE FLOWERS TILL SNOW COMES 

The Chinese larkspur (Delphinium grandt- 
florum, var. Chinensis), pretty both in foliage 
and flower, though not nearly so robust as the 
former, may be sown at the same time in the 
border, and the first year, if not too crowded, 
will give flowers of delicate blue, until 
smothered by snow. 

The large-flowering fleabane (Erigeron 
grandiflorus), which flowers in June, if cut 
back will produce another crop of equally 
large flowers in late fall. Villars’s fleabane 
(Erigeron Villarsii), from spring-sown seed, 
will be in its prime during September and 
October, and isa very presentable plant, both 
in the color of its flowers and in _ its 
habit. 
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The yellow-flowered foxglove (Digitalis 
ambigua) from seed sown in the open ground 
in early April, and transplanted into its flower- 
ing quarters as soon as large enough to handle, 
and shaded for a few days until it gets es- 
tablished, will give both variety, tone, and 
color to the border not usually found at this 
season of the year. 

The fall-blooming sneezeweeds (Helen- 
ium) treated in the same way as the asters, will 
also be much later in coming into bloom; 
while the early-flowering forms, if their old 
flower heads are cut away as soon as they 
are through flowering, will give lovely heads of 
bloom which are very acceptable both in the 
border and the house in late fall months if 
encouraged into new growth by stirring up the 
soil around them, giving a little mulch and 
an occasional watering. 

EARLY BUDS PINCHED OUT 

The old-fashioned garden pinks usually 
flowering so abundantly in June, and giving 
us beautiful grassy mounds of foliage the 
rest of the season, are now being superseded 
by the new, everblooming ones, which give us 
flowers from June till frost, and plants of 
these are now to be had at trifling cost. 

CARNATIONS TILL FROST 

The Napoleon III. carnation (Dianthus 
Caryophyllus, var. Napoleon III.) is espe- 
cially to be recommended as a perpetual 
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bloomer; but if a large crop is desired after 
frosts have carried away the tender plants, 
the flower buds should be removed as fast as 
they appear until August, which will cause 
the plants to increase in vigor and size, form- 
ing tufts of beautiful green foliage, and after- 
ward such a wealth of deep rich crimson 
flowers the like of which is not to be found 
in any other member of this useful and in- 
teresting family. 

Seed of Dianthus latifolius should be sown 
in early April, and the best and brightest 
forms selected and planted in the border, 
picking off all dead flowers in this case, not 
allowing them to go to seed, and flowers will 
be produced until snow comes. 

The hardy pompon chrysanthemums and 
perhaps a few of the very early large-flower- 
ing forms should find a place in every garden; 
for if grown outside, they prepare themselves 
to resist the early frosts by hardening their 
wood, and will cheer both the garden and 
home in the dark, sombre autumn days. 

PLANTS NEEDING SHELTER 

The Japanese anemones (Anemone Japon- 
ica) are indispensable, and should be grown 
where they can be temporarily protected 
during severe frosty nights, as the flowers 
are very easily damaged. ‘These exceed- 
ingly beautiful but frail flowers can, by a 
little protection, be prolonged for several 
weeks. 

f 
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The larKspur (Delphinium) will flower in late fall from early sownseed. Old 

in July, will produce a second crop in 

October, if cut back as soon as the first flowers are over 

plants, which bloom naturally 

9 oie | 
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In a partially shaded spot, where its 
foliage is kept from being burnt during the 
summer months, the Japanese bugbane (C7- 
micifuga fetida, var. simplex) is one of the 
most lovely of the autumn flowers. It with- 
stands our early frosts exceedingly well, push- 
ing out its spikes of creamy white bloom 
amidst its bright, glossy green foliage in the 
most pleasing manner. 

TOAD-LILIES IN OCTOBER 

The lovely purple-spotted flowers of the 
toad-lily (Tvicyrtis hirta) commence to un- 
fold during the latter part of September, but 
it must be grown in a somewhat shaded 
position, or the sun will burn its leaves, which 
makes it unsightly, and impairs its flowering 
qualities. I have found that by dividing it 
every year as late as possible in the spring, 
and replanting in single crowns about four 
inches apart each way, it grows only twelve 
to eighteen inches high—about half its nor- 
mal height—and its flowering period is re- 
tarded, making it last until the closing days 
of October. 

OTHER POSSIBILITIES 

Other plants, such as coreopsis, gaillardias, 
gentians, inulas, trollius, hardy phloxes, knip- 
hofias, rudbeckias, eryngiums, physostegias, 
can be made to bloom into late autumn, add- 
ing lustre and beauty to the fast-fading 
glories of the autumn landscape. 

The native shrubby asters or Michaelmas daisies will yield a wealth of tlow- 

ers in October and November from late propagated or late divided plants. The 

best one to growin this manneris the Snow flake. This one is Aster cordtfolius 



Hardy Flowers for the Suburban Garden—By I. New 
York G. Tabor, 

HOW A STRIP 43 x50 FEET CAN BE MADE A PERFECT COLOR HARMONY, 

WITH AN ABUNDANCE OF FLOWERS TO CUT FROM AT ALL TIMES 

HAT your garden is a small one is no 
excuse for having a nondescript bor- 

der. A great deal can be done in very little 
space by giving a little thought. This plant- 
ing plan, for a border 44 x 50 feet has been 
arranged with reference to the height of the 
plants, season of bloom, and color harmony. 
The taller growing plants are placed at the 
back, this border having been planned for 
use against a fence or wall. The charts 
showing season of bloom and color harmony 
are necessarily somewhat unreal. Firstly, 
as to seasons: Each period has some flowers 
that carry over from the preceding or that 
lap upon the following one. The Christmas 
rose, for instance, may blossom all winter, 
under the snow, but in the chart it is shown 
as a spring bloomer. Secondly, as to color: 
The terms used on the charts and in the 
planting table are generic, not exact. 

EXTENDING LARGER GARDENS 

If the border given in the plan is not suffi- 
ciently long for the situation to be planted, 
an extension may be made by beginning 
again and repeating as much as is necessary. 
For instance, the plan shows a clump of 
phlox (No. 34) and plantain lily (No. 15) at 
one end, with Lilium auratum (No. 26) and 
peonies (No. 31) at the other end. These 
may be placed alongside of each other, and 
the border continued to the right with Turk’s 
cap lily, The Pearl achillea, and Christmas 
rose (Nos. 28, 1, 19) etc., 

WHITE THE HARMONIZER 

Many groups of white flowers are scattered 
through the plantings. These reconcile 
otherwise impossible colors, and hold to- 
gether the whole as nothing else can. With- 
out the free use of white, a mixed border is 
bound to be a tiresome, disjointed mass of 
shrieking colors, no matter how carefully it 
is planned. 

COLOR IMPRESSIONS 

Yellow is a color that will quarrel with 
almost everything within reach, yet it is the 
happiest of all in its right place. It has a 
glow of warmth and cheer that nothing else 
equals, and nature uses it profusely. 

Nearly always we must put white along- 
side, and lead off from it gradually. Some 
of the irises are good next to it, because of 
the touches of yellow that nearly always 
mark the iris flowers. 

Blues, lavenders, and grays are the restful 
cooling colors for warm weather, conse- 
quently our planting is done to have those 
hues, with the invaluable white to keep them 
in harmony, predominate in the midsummer 
flowering plants. 

The shades of pink and red are welcome 
at any time, but one needs to be careful in 
their grouping, to avoid the magenta shades. 

Sketches by the author 

Lavenders are the middle colors between 
pinks and blues, and in the right selections 
will blend with both, at the same time har- 
monizing with some of the delicate yellows. 

The general principle of arrangement of 
colors is based upon the fundamental opposi- 
tion of.the three primary colors. These— 
pure red, pure yellow, and pure blue—never 

PLANTING LIST 

. HEIGHT MONTH OF 
COMMON NAME STANDARD AND TRADE NAMES COLOR wee Be ee 

1. Double sneezewort.......... Achillea Ptarmica, var. The Pearl...| white ...... Dace July to Aug. 

2. Queen Charlotte anemone...) Anemone Japonica, var. Queen 
Gharlotte a: eee eee Dink: aces PNG) Gobooc Sept.to Nov. 

3. Whirlwind anemone ....... Anemone Japonica, var. Whirlwind. .| white ...... 2103 Sept. to Nov. 

4. Michelmas daisy .......... Aster Nove Anglia, var. roseus.....- TOSCR ree aeieae sutOnSeneer Sept. to Oct. 

5. Peach-leaved bell flower ....| Campanula persicifolia...........- IVES saocacae If........--| June, July 

6. Carpathian bell flower ...... Campanula Carpatica, var. alba..... white)... == Bun wcce-= July, Aug. 

7. Pompon chrysanthemum....| Chrysanthemum Indicum........... yellow ...... Zornes cerns Sept. Oct. 

ISVatce reve vere GeAGY toner hrysan hay Pale 
oe CB OE ESAS TO Nee ae a th to 2....| June to Sept. 
Quisibetianilarkspurseseeenieee .| Delphinium grandiflorum. ......... blue, purple. .| 6 to 7 June to Aug. 

TO, Sowa lard owe 5 on050000000 Delphinium formosum............-- TAGE) oc cw c 2to3 June to Aug. 

Tre Vellowtoxelovelemciees cere Digitalis ambigua (D. grandiflora)...| yellow ...... 2) COMeseee June, July 

12. Woolly foxglove. ........... IDS HAOS NOG AOHE, sco oeoedannnaeoaae TAS soceos 2t03 June to Aug. 
13. Common foxglove .......... Digitalis PuUrpure@ ~----cescee ees. purple 2 to 3..--- June, July 

14. White Sweet William ....... Dranthusivar basemen TKD Goa es Tse May, June 

LS eee lantbainilily-eeptemerer ne Pe cveneas Funkia subcordata .............-....| white ...... THsisieislaiateste July, Aug. 

16. Lemonlily ........- l.....| Hemerocallis AOvas wasn vee vellowaneeene 2. sees pune 

7pGoldhowerseey seer eee Hypericum Mosertanum..........- yellow ...... neues July, Sept. 

18. Swamp marsh mallow ...... Hibiscus Moscheutos.............- Dinksecej-u eee 4 tos Aug. to Oct. 

RO, ote perAagsos® coosasnoacocvs ielleborutsmiger eee white ...... F nec. eree Feb. to April 

20. White hollyhock ........... Althea rosea, var. flore pleno...... white ...... 4 tO 5..... June te Aug 
arebinisholly hocks Althea rosea, var. flore pleno........ salmon-pink .| 4 to 5 June to Avg. 

22. Single hollyhock ........... Allth@airoseas cnn ce eee red to white .| 4 to 5 June te Ar 
23enbalelblueclirisismiene emcee ras: palladas seer ee eee lavender ....| 3 to4 Jone 

Py, SIP RGIS 6 oon ccoco0dKs Iris Germanica, var. Silver King ....| white ...... 2 to 3 May, June 

AG Jobers soa6onsc00000000 Tris Germantca, var. Jultetie........ yellow ...... 2 to3- May. June 

26. Gold banded lily ........... Lilium auratum..................- white, banded] 2:to:3.---| Ivly, Aug, 
Agia, MEGA TIN? = 5500000500006 Lilium candidum.:. .............. white einen (Gpenocees || Jie 
28. American Turk’s-cap lily ....| Lilium superbum.................- Orange ..... 3tc 6 July, Aug. 

29 orget-me-not-menleiieiene Myosotis palustris, var. semper- 
MOrens a Rh ee coe ee eee blue! serene rs elo April to June 

Bowlcelandipoppyseereeenine Papavermudtcale......s.+--+0s0e0 VOOR? Soobo-|) 2p opecoos Mty to July 

31. Mad. Chaumy peony ........ Paonia officinalis, var. Mad. Chaumy| rose-pink ....| 2 to3 Miy, June 

32. Fennel-leaved peony ....... IAAT OVAPOGOW). socccoasndnvoc0e crimson ..... 2 t03 April, May 

33. Large-flowered Chinese peony | Paonia albiflora, var. festva........ white 2. ie ses 2 to3 May 

34. Jeanne d’Arc phlox ........ Phlox pantculata, var. Jenne d’Arc. ..| white ....... By esate July to Oct. 

35. Japanese bell-flower ....... Platycodon grandiflora ........... bluey ese cee 2. -.. -|Juneto Oct. 

Foleo a OG OCT UU UCTS oN 

2 pele REE, ry 
3 A es Gee oe Nie begets Boe 
EO By OSG Ope 20 Bo nah OO | c og issps of lt sgeeete Es 

MP ajo e ho o/s oss eds 2 

Complete planting plan for the 4 1-2 x 50 foot border. The exact location of each plant is shown 

Flowering chart for spring: Peony, irises, Christmas rose, forget-me-not, Sweet William 

In the heat of summer the blues and lavenders are abundant. Tall larkKspurs, canterbury bells chiefly; also 

pale iris, foxgloves. Pearl achillea, day lily and phlox for white harmonizers 

earaee 
Late flowering plants—September to November—include Japanese anemone, gold flower, Shasta daisy, 

native asters, hardy chrysanthemums and swamp mallow 
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can harmonize, or be made to live peaceably 
as near neighbors. 

COLORS WHICH DO NOT BLEND 

Avoiding combinations of the primary 
colors, the step from one to another is made 
by means of the secondary color. For in- 
stance, pass from yellow to red by means of 
orange, from blue to yellow by means of 
green, and from blue to red by means of 
lavender or purple. This is not the easiest 
thing to do when planting; even a skilled 
colorist, working with paints on canvas, 
finds it hard, and it would be hopeless for 
the gardener to attempt, were it not for the 
ever obliging and convenient white. Use 
white flowers freely, for they offer the only 
practicable color foils for the garden. 

ESSENTIALS. OF CULTIVATION 

Success in growing hardy perennial plants 
of any sort rests upon the thoroughness of 
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the preparation of the bed before they are 
planted. 

The ground must be well dug. Two feet 
is none too deep to go, and into the loosened 
soil, thoroughly work well-rotted horse or 
cow manure—a layer six inches deep will 
not be excessive. Make the earth firm, with 
no hard lumps. If grass has been growing 
on the place where the border is to be, chop 
the sod into small pieces and spade it under 
with the manure. 

PLANT EARLY 

Planting should be done in April, if pos- 
sible, or very early in May at the latest. 

Set each plant deeply—right up to the 
crown, but not covering it—and press the 
earth firmly around the plant. Make no 
mistake here: set them so firmly that a good 
pull with one hand will not dislodge the 
plant. 

The border being once planted and es- 
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tablished, the first attention it needs each 
spring, as soon as every plant has shown 
even a tiny bit of its green head, will be the 
loosening of the top soil by a light hoeing. 
In this process the manure which it is usual 
to spread in the fall may be worked under. 
This done, the border takes care of itself, 
except that weeds must be pulled and water 
given. A light cultivation after rains (after 
the surface is dried a little) will also help 
wonderfully. Late afternoon is the proper 
time to water, but give water at any time, 
rather than let the plants suffer. 

ALL SNUG FOR WINTER 

In the fall, after the very last blossom has 
passed, cut off the dead tops of everything 
to within three inches of the ground, and 
cover with a mulch of manure or dead leaves. 
This feeds the plants, and also protects the 
roots from heaving through alternate freez- 
ing and thawing. 

The Art of Growing Exhibition Chrysanthemums—By I. L. Powell 
A MANUAL FOR THE PRODUCTION OF MAMMOTH BLOOMS UNDER GLASS—MAY Isr THE LATEST 

DATE FOR STARTING CUTTINGS, IF YOU WOULD WIN HONORS AT THE NOVEMBER SHOWS 

[Eprror’s Nore—The author is superintendent for Mr. Samuel Thorne, at Millbrook, N. Y., and has a long record as a successful grower of exhibition 
chrysanthemums. He grew and exhibited what good judges have declared to be the most perfect specimen plant ever seen in America. 
in diameter and four feet high; and carried at one time 324 good blooms. ] 

a GROW large specimen blooms of 
chrysanthemums, cuttings can be made 

and started any time between January 1st and 
May ist. With most varieties, those that 
are started during March will give the best 

Single stem The way to raise exhibition blooms. 

plants growing on a bench, one bloom to a plant 

blooms, although good results may be had 
from cuttings made as late as April 15th. 

STARTING THE CUTTINGS 

Propagation demands a bed of clean, 
sharp sand, in a fairly light situation, where 
a reasonably close atmosphere, with some 
ventilation, and a temperature of 45° to 55° 
can be maintained. The regulation north- 
side propagating house is good. I have 
made an excellent propagating frame from a 

large box, about ten inches deep, boring 
holes in the bottom, for drainage, putting in 
three or four inches of sand, and after the 
cuttings were in, covering the top with glass, 
which could be removed, or raised, for ven- 
tilation, as the occasion required. The 
sand should be pounded firmly, before in- 
serting the cuttings. Propagate from healthy 
growths only, and place the cuttings in water 
as soon as they are removed from the stock 
plant, never allowing them to wilt. A good 
cutting should be from two to three inches 
long, having the two or three lower leaves 
removed, and the remainder somewhat 
shortened. Insert in the sand to a depth of 
1 to 14 inches, water thoroughly, shade from 
bright sunshine, and ventilate sufficiently to 
keep the air sweet. Cuttings should be well 
rooted in from three to four weeks, and 
should be potted as soon as the roots are 
from one half inch to one inch long. 
When the plants are ready to be shifted 

from their first pots, they may be planted in 
the place where they are to be grown and 
flowered. ‘This may be in benches, boxes, 
or six-inch pots, although plants for growing 
in six-inch pots are better for being started 
about the middle to last of April. For the 
amateur or private gardener, boxes about 
four feet long, that will accommodate from 
six to ten plants, are very convenient. By 
growing only one variety in a box, the plants 
may be taken to a cool house or storage room 
when the blooms are perfectly developed, 
and cut as needed, whereas if grown in 
benches, as soon as the blooms reach their 
growth, they must be cut, or they will spoil. 

All pots, boxes, or benches in which chrys- 
anthemums are to be grown, must be pro- 

It measured nine feet 

vided with thorough drainage. This is 
very important. For the bottom of the 
smallest pots, a pinch of moss, or rough 
material of any kind, will do, but at the 
second, and all subsequent pottings, broken 
crocks or coal clinkers should be used 
liberally. Two inches of such material will 
not be excessive for the largest size of pots, 
boxes, or on the benches. 

The soil to be used for cuttings at the first 
potting should consist of one-fifth clean sand 

Cuttings 

for these largest plants should be rooted in January 

A prize-winning ‘standard’ on exhibition, 



An excellent example of a specimen bush plant. 

one-fifth leaf mold, or old well-decayed 
manure and three-fifths fresh loam, thor- 

oughly mixed. 
The mechanical condition of the soil in 

which chrysanthemums are to be grown is 
of as much, or even greater, importance 
than its richness. Sand, muck, or clay are 
not good. What is known as a friable 
clay loam is the best. This should be pre- 
pared in the fall, previous to the time that 
it will be needed, or if not convenient to get 
it in the fall, it must be prepared very early 
in the spring. If possible it should be taken 
from the surface of an old pasture, or field. 
Removing the sod and three or four inches of 
the surface soil, this should be placed, grass 
side down, in a flat pile in layers alternating 
with a layer of good cow manure, if it can be 
had, using one part of manure to three parts 
of soil. Fresh manure may be used in the 
fall; but if the compost is not prepared until 
spring, fairly well-rotted manure will be 
better. Horse manure may be used if cow 
manure cannot be obtained, but it must be 
well rotted. After the soil and manure have 
been collected and piled, the whole should be 
chopped down with a spade, thus thor- 
oughly mixing the soil and manure. This 

Loosely incurved bloom. Evidently froma crown 

bud—the stem is bare 

A. J. Baliour, pink 

mixing should be done twice, and three times 
will be better, allowing about two weeks 
interval between the mixings. Before the 
final mixing, add good bone meal at the rate 
of one half peck to each cubic yard of com- 
post. This compost, if properly prepared, 
is all that will be required for subsequent 
pottings, or for filling boxes or benches for 
growing cut blooms. 

The soil for potting or planting should 
always be in a moderately moist condition, 
so that, when taken in the hand and pressed 
firmly, it will when released retain the im- 
prints of the fingers, and yet fall apart read- 
ily. Such soil is in ideal condition. In 
potting, the soil should be made reasonably 
firm, and the lighter it is, the firmer it should 
be made. 

WHEN TO REPOT 

Plants should always be repotted as soon 
as the roots have made such growth that the 
ball of earth is full of fibres, and the roots are 
showing outside, which may be determined 
by knocking out one ball, to examine it. 
This ‘‘shifting” is done successively, as 
necessary. Do not let them remain until 
nothing but a mass of roots can be seen when 

A good example ofthe Japanesetype. Madam Paul 

Galade. Foliage up to the flower—from terminal bud 
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The pompons are not often grown as specimens. Many blooms, but small 

the plant is turned out of the pot. This con- 
dition is what is termed ‘‘pot bound.” In 
the pots or boxes, ample room should be left 
from the surface of the soil to rim of pot for 
water. This will vary from one-half inch for 
the small pots to one inch in the six-inch size. 

WATER AND HEAT 

The chrysanthemums require an abun- 
dance of water during the growing season, 
which is until they are through flowering, 
and if thorough drainage has been provided 
in the potting, there is practically no danger 
of over-watering. When watering plants 
that have been recently repotted, be careful 
to apply the water sparingly, as otherwise 
the soil will become sour before the roots 
have had time to penetrate. 

Chrysanthemums thrive best in a tem- 
perature ranging from 45 ° to 50° at night to 
from 60° to 75°-during the day. During 
the summer, of course, it-is much warmer 
than the temperatures g ven, and every ef- 
fort should be made to keep the temperature 
as low as possible, by abundant ventilation at 
alltimes. For this reason the best sort of 
house is one where both top and side venti- 
lation can be given. Syringe the plants freely 

be ~ 

A reflexed Japanese—Madame Carnot, white, one ci 

the largest flowers. Has a very weak stem 
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The “ 
plants, for house decoration. 

anemone” Useful in small sized bush 

Garza, white 

type. 

during the growing season, and, in extremely 
hot weather, syringe them overhead two or 
three times during the heat of the day. 
Also, frequently dampen the walks and walls 
of the house, by means of the hose. 

The main stems of plants which are to 
give specimen blooms must not be stopped, 
and all side shoots should be removed. 

SYRINGING ROUTS RED SPIDER 

If syringing is done thoroughly and con- 
sistently, there will be no trouble from red 
spider; but otherwise this pest may become 
a serious menace. Green and black fly, or 
aphides, and thrips, will be more or less 
troublesome. These can be kept in sub- 
jection only by eternal vigilance, aided by 
one of the many available insecticides, re- 
ferred to in the April issue of THE GARDEN 
Macaztne. Tobacco stems or dust, or the 
various special nicotine preparations on the 
market may be used for fumigating. Spray- 
ing with whale-oil soap in solution, at the 
rate of one pound of soap to ten gallons of 
water, is also effective. Grasshoppers are 
sometimes troublesome, and can be fought 
only by hand picking. 

Mildew will attack the plants at times, 
particularly after the nights begin to get 
cool in the fall. Careful attention to ven- 
tilation, avoiding draughts as much as possi- 
ble, and dusting the plants with flowers of 
sulphur, will generally keep it within bounds. 

SUMMER FEEDING 

About July 15th if the plants are healthy 
and growing vigorously, they will be ready for 
special feeding. Use a weak liquid manure at 
first. Make it by soaking about a bushel of 
good fresh cow manure in a 50-gallon barrel 
of water allowing it to stand 24 hours before 
using, and then diluting with one half its 
bulk of clean water. In applying liquid 
food of any kind, be sure that the roots are 
not dry when it is applied. It is good prac- 
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tice to water the plants with clean water 
before applying the liquid manure. Every 
second day is often enough to give liquid 
fertilizer, and the form in which it is given 
should be changed at least once a week. 
Nitrate of soda, and sulphate of ammonia 
in solution at the rate of one half ounce to 
two gallons water, may be given alternately, 
and any good commercial fertilizer can be 
used in the same proportion. Surface dress- 
ings of wood ashes, partly decomposed cow 
manure, bone meal and commercial fer- 
tilizers will prove beneficial. 

Surface dressings may be used to better 
effect on plants grown on benches than 
on those grown in pots. 

THE CRITICAL TIME, “‘ TAKING” THE BUD 

It is in the early part of August that the 
chrysanthemum grower, makes or mars his 
year’s work. No matter how carefully the 
preliminary work has been carried out, all 
hopes of raising prize blooms will be easily 
shattered by an error of judgment. The 
matter of “‘taking” the bud is now para- 

William Duckham 

Compare with illustration 

Specimen blooms on exhibition. 

pink, from crown buds. 

on opposite page showing blooms from terminal 

buds 

mount. Taking, in this sense means retain- 
ing. About August 1st, sometimes earlier, 
but generally a little later, the growing tip of 
the plant will push out from the axils of the 
young leaves, generally three branches, and 
in these will appear a small elongated bud. 
This is a “crown” bud. Jf the time is right 
for “taking” this crown bud the three or 
more young branches must be carefully re- 
moved without damaging the “crown” > bud. 
Should the time not be right for “taking” 
the “crown” bud, let these young branches 
grow for a few days and then remove all but 
the best one. Three or four weeks later 
another bud will appear at the end of this 
growth, this is the ‘‘terminal” bud. It will 
be surrounded by several other small buds. 
Should this late set of buds be removed, 
there will be no bloom from the plant, as this 
cluster of buds terminates the season’s growth. 
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The time for “‘taking” crown buds is from 
August 1st to 15th for the very early vari- 
eties, such as Lady Fitzwygram, j- E. 
Lager, Kate Brown, Polly Rose, Glory of the 
Pacific, and Soliel d’ Octobre. 

For ‘exhibition blooms, crown buds that 
form before August 2oth are generally of no 
value and should not be “taken,” as they will 
at best make rough, ill-formed blooms. In 
case of buds that form as early as August 20th 
it will be well to allow the young terminal 
branches to remain for a few days, removing 
them one at a time. After August 25th 
crown buds may be “‘taken” with the as- 
surance that they will generally develop intc 
first-class blooms. 

RADICAL DIFFERENCES IN ONE VARIETY 

The blooms from crown buds and termi- 
nal buds are radically different in the same 
variety. Those from terminals are invari- 
ably smaller, not nearly so full, but more 
regular in form, and with a weaker stem. 
Generally the foliage is s closer to the bloom, 
and in case of pink varieties, the blooms are 
of better color. The difference in size, form 
and fullness is generally very decided, 
much so that, other things being equal, the 
blooms from crown buds will almost invari- 
ably prove winners on the exhibition table. 
There are no secrets connected with the mat- 
ter, however; it is only a question of watch- 
ing the plants closely at the time when they 
are forming their buds, and caring for those 
that appear at the right time. 

BUILDING UP EXHIBITION BLOOMS 

As soon as it has been decided which buds 
are to be “‘taken” or leit, all other buds must 
be removed. At this time special effort 
should be made to keep the plants free from 
vermin of all kinds; for, if red spider or 
aphides are allowed to remain on the plants 
they will find their way into the blooms which 
will be ruined. Great care must also be 
exercised after the blooms begin to open to 
keep the air as dry as possible. If moisture 
is allowed to condense on the petals during 

One of the very earliest chrysanthemums, Baronne 

Briailles, white, one of the few large flowered varieties 

that does well outdoors 
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the night, and the sun comes out bright in 
the morning, the tips of the petals will be 
scalded, and the blooms ruined. All syring- 
ing must be discontinued, and necessary 
watering done as early in the day as possible. 
After the blooms begin to show color all 
feeding must stop. 

After the blooms are partly developed, 
should there occur a period of warm, humid 
weather, many petals on some of the finest 
varieties will appear to rot. This at times 

William Duckham, pink, one of the best of the incurved class. 

becomes quite serious, and is very discourag- 
ing. There is, however, no known preven- 
tive, except keeping the atmosphere as cool 
and as dry as possible, and carefully remoy- 
ing the decaying petals to prevent them from 
touching and damaging others. 

GROWING LARGE SPECIMEN PLANTS 

For large specimen plants carrying a 
quantity of blooms a start must be made 
very early. Cuttings may be made as early as 
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December 1st or as late as February rst. 
If started too early, some of the plants may 
make flower buds in March in which case all 
hopes of growing show plants must be aban- 
doned. My own preference is to take cut- 
tings during January, putting in two or three 
batches, so that if one lot fails I have another 
to depend upon. 

After the plants have become well estab- 
lished in their first pots, they should be 
“‘stopped” that is, the point of the growth 

This bloom is from a terminal bud 

should be pinched out with the finger and 
thumb. This will cause three to five 
branches to start lower down. 
When ready for repotting, use four-inch 

pots using the regular potting soil that has 
been described. As soon as the plants are 
established in these pots and the branches 
that started after the ‘‘stopping” have made 
two or three leaves, they should be again 
stopped. A good base can be formed for 
the future specimen by letting the young 
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shoots grow to a length of three or four inches, 
and then tying down the point of the shoot in 
an almost horizontal position, by means of 
stakes. Stopping should be continued until 
the first week of July. The tying may also 
be continued if in the judgment of the 
grower it is required. Upon the proper per- 
formance of these two operations depends 
the form and symmetry of the future plant. 
Care must be exercised, however, in tying 
the shoots down, as they break very easily. 
After the plants have made several breaks, 
the stopping should be done every two or 
three days, as there will be a few shoots that 
will need to be stopped nearly every day, and 
it is better to stop a few at a time than to let 
them go until there are so many to stop that 
the plant is likely to receive a check. 

Repotting must be done as required, shift- 
ing the plants from 4-inch pots to 6-inch, 
from 6-inch to 8-inch, and from 8-inch 
to r0-, 12- or 14-inch as desired for flower- 
ing the plants. If the plants are doing well 
a 14-inch pot is not too large, as plants can 
be grown that will carry two to three hun- 
dred blooms. At the last potting some fresh 
sod should be placed over the crocks in the 
bottom of the pots, and a small amount of 
some kind of fertilizing material may be 
added to the soil. If everything has gone well, 
by July rst to 15th, the plants will be ready 
to take some special feeding as already 
described. Whether this is required must be 
determined by the grower. 

TRAINING AND STAKING 

After the plants have been grown all sum- 
mer the next operation of importance will be 
supporting and tying the blooms in position. 
There are two good methods: one is by tying 
to stakes of bamboo or other light material, 
and the other is tying to a wire frame. Ob- 
jection has been made that wire frames give 
the plants a stiff, formal appearance. Noth- 
ing could be farther from the real facts. 
There may be other objections to the use of 
the wire frames, but the one mentioned will 
not hold for a moment. Should you desire 
to use the frames, proceed as follows: 

For large plants use stakes made from 
2-in. rods. For smaller plants No. 8 galvan- 
ized wire will do. The stakes should be 
from 23 to 34 ft. long according to the size 
of the plants. If they are made with a loop 
at the top they will be more convenient. 
Place one stake as nearly as possible in the 
centre of the pot driving it firmly in the soil. 
Now divide the circumference of the rim of 
the pot into five equal parts, and place a 
stake at each of the divisions at an angle of 
50 or 60 degrees, driving them firmly into the 
soil, then wire them fast to the rim of the pot, 
by means of light wires fastened to a heavier 
wire placed beneath the rim of the pot. If 
this work has been well done two men can, 
by taking hold of the stakes, lift the plant and 
carry it without difficulty. Now take a 
piece of No. 12 or No. 14 wire and make a 
circle about the plant fastening it to the ends 
of the stakes that have been placed at an 
angle. Next take some short pieces of the 
same size wire and fasten one from the cen- 
tre stake to each of the side stakes, also one 



Large flowered anemone varieties are rarely grown. 

from the centre stake to the wire circle, mid- 
way between each two side stakes. This 
will form an umbrella-like frame with ten 
divisions. 
Now count the number of blooms on your 

plant, divide the number by ten and place 
the corresponding number of blooms in each 
division. Some of the blooms can be tied to 
the wires, others can be tied to pieces of green 
smilax twine, tied between each two wires. 
If this entire operation has been properly 
performed you will have a plant that is by no 
means stifi yet neat looking. er 

The treatment for standard plants is the 
same as for specimen plants except that in- 
stead of stopping the plants while in their 
first pots, they are grown with a single stem 
to the desired height, say 20 to 30 in. then 
stopped and the same treatment given as to 
the specimen plants and the same method of 
supporting the blooms may be adopted, ex- 
cept that a stout wood stake must be used for 
the centre of the plant, and the wires fastened 
to this stake. 

VARIETIES FOR SPECIMEN PLANTS 

Among the few varieties for this are: 
White. Polly Rose: earliest goecd white; 

reflexed. Ivory: early midseason, smal] and 
compact, one of the best Japanese incurved. 
Mrs. J. W. Trantor; Mrs. H. Weeks; 
rather tall grcwing, but can te grown to a 
beautiful plant; Japanese incurved. 

Pink. Miss A. Dalskov: pink sport from 
Ivory, with all its farent’s gccd qualities. 
A. J. Balfour: the best of its color; Japancse 
incurved. WViviand-Morel: will make cne 
of the best bush plants; Japanese reflexed. 
Dr. Enguehard: incurved; one of the novel- 
ties. 

Yellow. Col. D. Appelton: rather tall, 
but a good grower; large blooms; Japanese 
incurved. Clinton Chalfont: Chinese in- 

curved. W. H. Lincoln: strong grower, one 
of the very best; Japanese incurved. 

Red. George W. Childs: will make good 
plants if not overfed; Japanese incurved. 
The Bard: one of the best. Red Warrior. 
John Shrimpton: good foliage, will not make 
a large plant; Japanese reflexed. 

Bronze. Charles Davis: sport from Viv- 
iand-Morel. Kate Broomhead: rather tall, 
good grower. 

VARIETIES FOR CUT BLOOMS 

White. Mrs. H. Weeks: one of the best 
varieties when properly handled; Japanese 
incurved. Mrs. H. Robinson: the best early 
white; Japanese incurved. Merza: dwar, 
good foliage, good for six-inch pots; Japan- 
ese incurved. Mrs. D. V. West: an excel- 
lent new variety; Japanese reflexed. Nellie 
Pockett: a prominent prize winner at many 
exhibitions. Timothy Eaton: very large, 
coarse, but a good grower and long keeper; 
Japanese incurved. Beatrice May: one of 
the latest introductions, and promises to be 
one of the best of its class; Japanese incurved. 
Alice Byron: a splendid variety, very refined 
effect, but not of the largest size; Japanese 
incurved. 

Pink. W. Duckham: the best midseason 
variety of its color; Japanese incurved. 
Leila Filkins: dwarf grower, fine blooms; 
Japanese reflexed. A. J. Balfour: the finest 
color of all pink varieties; Japanese incurved. 
F. A. Cobbold: strong grower. 

Yellow. Col. D. Appleton: the standard 
of its color, and an excellent variety. F. S. 
Vallis: dwarf grower, splendid blooms; Jap- 
anese reflexed. Mrs. Wm. Knox: a promis- 
ing new variety; Japanese reflexed. Golden 
Wedding: the best color of this class, 
good useful sort; Japanese. Chrysanthemiste 
Montigney: lemon yellow, large and 
fine. 
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They are not so showy as the other types, but worth growing because the blooms cannot be bought 

Red. Mrs. J. A. Miller: very large. 
Merstham Red: dwarf grower; medium 
size; Japanese reflexed. 

Crimson. John Shrimpton: Japanese re- 
flexed. Merstham Crimson: large blooms, 
a new and very promising variety; reflexed. 
S. T. Wright: a good standard variety. 
Maynell: with bronze reverse, very large 
blooms; reflexed. 

Bronze. Mary Inglis: very large, good 
grower. Mrs. George Hearmie: a new and 
fine variety; dwarf grower; Japanese. Kate 
Broomhead: a good standard variety; Jap- 
anese incurved. 

Flesh pink. Ben Wells: a splendid flower, 
and good grower; Japanese. T. Richard- 
son: new, and very promising. 

Other colors. Mrs. John E. Dunne, pink- 
ish terra-cotta; new, promises to be a remark- 
ably fine variety; reflexed. W. R. Church: 
purplish crimson, massive blooms; Japan- 
ese incurved. Mrs. Henry Partridge: purple 
with bronze reverse, new and promising. 

WINTERING THE OLD PLANTS 

To have good plants or good blooms the 
ucceeding season, make preparations as 
oon as the flowers are well developed, in the 
current year. Decide what varieties you 
wish to grow again. Mark such plants 
“stock,” giving the name of the variety. As 
soon as the flowers are cut, store these stock 
plants away in some cool house, or cold- 
frame, where they can be freely ventilated, 
and receive a fair amount of light. Light 
frost will do them no harm, provided they are 
not subjected to bright sunshine while frozen. 
I winter my stock in a deep coldirame. 
Plants are taken out as needed for propaga- 
ting, and put in a cool greenhouse, where the 
temperature ranges from 45 to 60 degrees. 
Here the plants soon start into growth, and 
an abundance of cuttings may be secured. 
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The ripe gourds hanging from the branches of a tree give a weird effect in the 

The bottle gourd grows two feet long garden, 

Growing Gourds for Fun—By E. E. Willcox, *< 

Gourds of all shapes and sizes! 

five feet, is the longest; the smaller varieties are exquisitely colored 

Hercules’ club, sometimes reaching a length of 

ersey 

A MULTITUDE OF DECORATIVE POSSIBILITIES THAT ARE OFFERED BY THE ORNAMENTAL GOURDS—THE 

EASIEST AND SUREST WAY OF COVERING WASTE PLACES AND AFFORDING AMUSEMENT FOR THE CHILDREN 

KNOW of nothing that grows more 
freely and produces more blossoms in 

return for so little work than a gourd vine, 
and the curious fruits hanging in clusters, 
scattered over trees, or drooping from arbors 

A dead tree is an excellent framework for 

Plant close to the support 

a vine. 

add novelty and attractiveness to the garden. 
The vines have a thrifty growth and results 
are obtained the first vear, as the plants are 
annuals. 

Gourds are grown in the same manner as 
pumpkins, squashes, or cucumbers. 

They are tender—are injured by frosts— 
so that seed should not be planted until 
about May roth in the neighborhood of New 
York. If larger crops are wanted seed may 
be started in pots in the house, in March, 
and transferred to the open when all danger 
from frost is past. 

They must be trained on some support, 
such as arbors, fences and trellises or even 
allowed to run over a brush-heap (if the 
large-fruited varieties are used), and trained 
so that the gourds will hang clear. All the 
large ones except Hercules’ club must have 
supports underneath the fruit. Pinch off 
all shoots near the supports, so that the fruit 
will hang clear when it is once formed. 
When it turns yellow you may know it is prop- 
erly developed. If the gourds appear to be 
rotting, it is best to remove the insides at 
once, and allow them to hang in the sun, or 
near some artificial heat. 

The best results are obtained from plant- 
ing fully exposed to the sun. A tree-top is 
an excellent thing to train them over. Go 
into the woods or fields and find a small tree 
or an old top as long as you can handle, nail 
any old limbs, roots or sticks on in irregular 
fashion, but not too close together, and plant 
a few nest-egg gourds at its base. If you 
want to cover a fence, or some objectionable 
place, use the small varieties, such as 
miniature bottle, dishrag, spoon, mock 
orange, lemon, or any that in case of a wind- 
storm will not be damaged, as would the 
larger varieties. 
When a gourd is once scratched, the blem- 
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ish will always remain, no matter how small 
it may be; and if the puncture is large, the 
fruit will rot or blast. Advantage may be 
taken of this, and a little engraving done on 
the gourd when it is small. 

The tree two months later. Use small fruited varieties 

in situations exposed to high winds 



The Hercules’ club must hang clear from obstruction 

Hercules’ club must be grown so as to 
hang clear, and when the fruit is well formed 
the stems must be tied to some support. If 

The nest-egg gourd may fool the fowl 

you wait until it shows signs of breaking, the 
stem is likely to crack lengthwise, causing 
early decay. Large bottles and sugar-troughs 

Large gourds must be supported from below 

Rustic supports are easily made from dead branches 

must have a box to iest on; or, if high up, a 
rude stand can be placed to support them. 
If this is not done, the first wind will undo all 
your summer work, and your fruit, if large, 
will be torn away from the parent vine. Dip- 
per gourds need no such support, and if 
trained high, will be very attractive. 

Gourds may be used in many ways. With 
a little ingenuity many ornaments as well as 
useful things can be made from them, and as 
souvenirs of your garden work they are in- 
teresting. The dipper gourd can be used as 
its name suggests, when half the bowl is cut 
away; or aS a vase, or when, with a small 

opening in it, it is hung up in the bushes near 
your house, it will be sure to holda blue 
bird’s nest in the spring. 

Sugar-troughs can be used as jardinieres 
and as work-baskets. Nest-eggs will de- 
ceive the old hen and _ the city boarders. 
They can be used as ornaments, or to serve 
as supports to the bottoms of the large, round 

The dipper gourd is ever useful 
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Tie the young gourd vine to its support 

varieties. Hercules’ clubs, with their beau- 
tiful pure-white blossoms, are the most 
pleasing. If grown properly, the ‘‘clubs” 

but this is too much to swallow! 

will be from two to five feet long. ‘The vine 
grows to a great length, with a host of side 
shoots bearing beautiful foliage. 

Turk’s Turban is one of the flat type 



The way many backyard grape vines looK—a tangle of canes. 

Get a few strong canes, and reduce the bear small bunches of inferior quality. 

number of buds to 25 to 50 

Such vines The grape arbor. Put only strong growing varieties like Concord, Herbe- 

mont or Scuppernong upon it. A judicious thinning of crowded canes and 

renewal would help to distribute the vines over the arbor more evenly than this 

Michigan Agri- Superior Home-Grown Grapes—By S. W. Fletcher, “rete 
WHY THEY SHOULD BE THE PERFECT GARDEN FRUIT, BUT NEVER ARE—PRUNING AND TRAIN- 

ING RULES THAT RESULT IN A TABLE TRIUMPH—FEWER BUNCHES BUT BIGGER AND BETTER 

SUALLY there is little or no choice 
about the place to plant, for the site 

of the home fruit garden is determined by 
the site of the house, and the vines will natur- 
ally be planted close to the house. How- 

ever, if there is an op- 
portunity to choose be- 
tween several sites, give 
preference to one that 
is sunny and _ well 
drained. It need not 
necessarily be the south 
side of a steep hill, as 
many people still sup- 
pose. However, it 
should have sufficient 
slope to provide good 
air and water drainage. 
If the land is not well 
drained naturally, tile 
drain it. Flat lands 
are apt to be_ poorly 
drained, and even some 

slopes need it. Grapes love warmth, and 
are impatient of wet soil. 

While preference should be given to a 
southern or eastern exposure, it makes no 
great amount of difference whether the 
grapes get the ““morning sun” or the “‘after- 
noon sun.” 

There is also much latitude possible in the 
selection of soil. If possible, put the home 
vineyard in a warm and porous soil, rather 
than on a cold and heavy one, but any soil 
of moderate fertility and fair texture will 
grow good grapes under careful manage- 
ment. Avoid a soil rich in nitrogen, such as 
deep, black bottom land. If this stimula- 
ting plant tonic is near in large quantities, 
grapes are apt to “‘run to wood.” 

| On left, short cut- 

tings of one joint. On 

right, long cutting of 

‘short jointed variety. 

Single eye cutting in 

middle 

Put the land in mellow condition by deep 
and thorough plowing and fitting. If only 
a few vines are to be planted, it will pay to 
dig a very large and very deep hole for each 
one —four feet each way is none too much. 
A half-peck of old bones in the bottom of the 
hole will make rich feeding for the vines 
later on, and the hole filled with compost, or 
rich soil. If there are to be several rows of 
vines trained to a trellis, run the rows north 
and south, as the foliage then shades the 
stem and roots. 

The distance between the plants depends 
upon the variety grown, the location of the 
garden, and the strength of the soil. Strong- 
growing varieties, like Concord and Niagara 
are commonly planted in the North in rows 
nine or ten feet apart, with plants eight feet 
in the rows. In the same region, for short- 
growing varieties, such as Delaware and 
Elvira, seven feet apart each way is sufficient 
on light soils. In the South grapes are com- 
monly planted farther apart than in the 
North. The Herbemont and Post Oak 
grape hybrids usually need to be twelve to 
fifteen feet apart in the row, with rows 
ten feet apart. In California, the vinif- 
era varieties are planted about eight by 
eight feet. 

VARIETIES 

In selecting varieties remember that those 
which have sprung from species native to 
your section will be most likely to succeed 
best. Thus, for the North, varieties of Vitis 
Labrusca; for the South, the muscadines, 
varieties of the native V. rotundifolia; and 
in the Gulf states the Post Oak hybrids. 
Hybrids between the native and the Euro- 
pean grapes are especially interesting to the 
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amateur because of their very high quality 
and he can forgive their weak growth and 
susceptibility to disease. (See March Country 
Lije in America for recommendations on 
varieties.) 

BUYING AND PLANTING THE VINES 

Grapes can be propagated at home easily 
and cheaply, but young nursery plants cost 
so little—not over 10 cents each, for stan- 
dard varieties—that it is better for the aver- 
age man to buy them; and they are apt to be 
more thrifty than those propagated at home, 
unless the home fruitgrower is an adept. 
Buy first-class—not second-class—one-year- 
old plants. In buying two-year-old plants, 
you are liable to get the culls left over from 
last year, and very little is gained in earlier 
fruiting. 

In summer, rub off sucKers that start from the 

roots or main stem. Train the renewal canes for 

next season, pinch back others. Keep canes from: 

dragging on ground by tying 
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Heel the plants into soil as soon as re- 
ceived from the nursery. If possible, plant 
on a cloudy day or in the cool of early even- 
ing. The hole should be dug as broad and 
deep as if a large three-year-old apple tree 
were to be planted, instead of a small grape 
vine, one year old from the cutting. Mound 
up the dirt into a cone in the bottom of the 
hole so the roots will hang down over it 
naturally. Cut back the top to three or 
four strong buds, and trim in the roots 
slightly. Use rich dirt around the roots. 
Plant firmly. When the soil is leveled off 
the buds should be above ground. If plant- 
ing in the fall, which is rarely advisable, 
mulch the plant with strawy manure. This 
is a good plan after spring planting, also. 

CARE THE FIRST SEASON 

Force all growth into one cane; keep 
all suckers from the roots rubbed off, and 
nip off the ends of side shoots that would 
deflect growth from the main cane. The 
first season is the most important in the 
growth of the vines. In most systems of 
training the vine is cut back to three or four 
strong buds at the end of the first season. 

TRAINING AND PRUNING 

Grapes are pruned to reduce the amount 
of wood, so that the quantity of fruit borne 
will be limited, and also to keep the vines in 
a small space, so that they can be managed 
easily. All methods of training seek to 
hang the vines up in the air and sunshine, so 
that the fruit may ripen well. A novice will 
not go far astray if he remembers that fact. 
The fruit is borne only on shoots of the 
present season, which develop from buds 
borne on the shoots of last season. From 
each of the large, brown winter buds may 
come a shoot from one to several feet in 
length, bearing from one to four bunches of 
grapes. Only the largest and strongest of 
these winter buds have in them the possibili- 
ties of grapes; the weaker ones become shoots. 

Vines of our common native varieties, 
over four years old should bear only from 
twenty-five to fifty clusters. This means 
that there will be left on the vine after prun- 
ing from twelve to twenty-five strong buds. 
The most common mistake of amateurs is to 
allow the vines to retain too much bearing 
wood, so that there is a waste of energy in 
producing a large number of very small 

Make the hole atleast deep enough to accommo- 

date the roots when they are extended downward. 

Let the top of the original cutting appear just above 

the ground. Spread out the roots naturally and 

filter dirt over and between them with the fingers 

THE GARDEN MAGAZINE 

A two-year-old and one-year-old plant of Concord. 

The two-ryear-old plant will give quicker results, but 

the one-yezr-old plant wil! be more likely to live, 

since it has more roots 

Prune in this way before planting 

bunches. Do not hesitate to cut off two- 
thirds of the vine, if this is necessary to give 
it a-reasonable amount of bearing surface. 

The aim of the grape pruner should be to 
get as much bearing wood as possible in the 
smallest space. This means that there 
must be some method of securing, from time 
to time, new canes from near the base. 

The Vertical Trellis is the most common 
method of training. It need not be erected 
until the second season. The posts should 
be of the most durable wood obtainable, 
about 8 feet long, 6 to 8 inches thick, 
and the ends that are to go in the ground 
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should be charred or tarred. These pre- 
cautions will save much vexation from rotten 
posts, which are apt to give way when the 
vines are laden with fruit. The end posts 
of a row should be braced on the inside with 
a 2 x 4 Scantling about 8 feet long, one end 
fitting into a notch in the post and the other 
against a wooden stub in the ground. Put 
one post to every three vines or ordinarily 
about 26 feet apart. Set them at least 18 
inches deep. Make a perfectly straight 
row; the wire will stretch easier. Plant the 
vines on the lee side. One, two, or three 
wires may be used. The three-wire trellis 
is most common, the wires being placed 
about 24, 36, and 48 inches from the ground, 
respectively. 

The vines are distributed over a vertical 
trellis chiefly in two ways—by the renewal 
system and by the spur system. The re- 
newal system is especially valuable for 
strong-growing varieties of the Concord type. 
It is one of the simplest to practise and since 
it usually gives a high grade of fruit, it is 
especially desirable for the amateur, partic- 
ularly in the North and East. Renewal 
may be by single-arm, or double-arm, method. 

In the first method but one wire is needed. 
A single cane is trained to the wire the 
second year, and is tied there making the 
trunk. The next year a single cane is al- 
lowed to grow from near the top of this 
trunk, to a length of 8 to 10 feet, when it is 
checked. All the canes on a row of vines 
are trained the same direction. The follow- 
ing year, while this cane bears fruit, another 
long cane is started from nearly opposite the 
first and in the opposite direction. At the 
end of the season the cane that has borne 
fruit is cut off completely at the head, leaving 
but one cane which will bear fruit the next 
year. Subsequent training and pruning is a 
repetition of that of the fourth year. The 
single-arm renewal system gives a limited 
amount of very choice fruit. 

More fruit is secured from the double-arm 
renewal, which is exactly similar to the 
preceding, except that two new canes are 
grown each year instead of one, so that two 
canes fruit each year. It is necessary to use 
at least two wires in this system. The two 
new canes are trained one each way, on the 
lower wire; they are carried to the upper 

Z his 

The vertical trellis with vines pruned on the four 

arm spur system. In pruning the drooping shoots 

will be cut back to one or two buds which will send 

out bearing shoots next year 



Spur system on single wire trellis, before 

pruning, (wire five feet from the ground). The arms 

must be renewed every few years 

wire for fruiting when the old canes are taken 
out. The horizontal double-arm renewal 
system is, all things considered, one of the 
best for the home fruit grower when varieties 
that lend themselves to it are grown. 

The Horizontal Trellis differs from the 
preceding chiefly in the method of spreading 
out the vine. Asingle line of posts is set as for 
the vertical trellis. Across the top of each post, 
and at right angles to the row, is spiked a 
2x4 cross piece about 24feet long. From 
three to five wires, usually three, are stapled 
to the upper side of this cross piece. The 
vine is grown the first season on a stake and 
is carried to the middle wire, where it is tied. 
At this point it is nipped back and two 
branches formed, which are tied in each 
direction, on the middle wire, becoming 
permanent arms. These arms should be 
shortened at the end of that season. They 
are extended the second season until 3 
to 6 feet long. The bearing wood arising 
from these arms is treated as in the spur 
system or a modified renewal system may be 
practised. The important point about the 
horizontal trellis or ‘‘canopy” system, how- 
ever, is not that either spurs or renewals are 
used in fruit bearing, but that the fruiting 
shoots are not tied, but hang loosely, droop- 
ing from the wires toward the ground. This 
makes horizontal trellis training very easy 
and the least expensive to manage, although 
the first cost of the trellis is slightly larger. 
A form of it popular in the North, is known 
as the “Kniffen” system; in the South a 
modification of it known as the ‘‘ Munson” 
system, in which the centre wire is several 
inches lower than the two outer wires, is meet- 
ing general approval. The chief advantages 
of the horizontal trellis are that it is cheap, 
no expensive summer tying being necessary, 
and that the vines shade and protect the 
trunk and roots. For the latter reason it 
is an especial favorite in the South. A 
disadvantage is that the vines cannot be 
sprayed so easily. The horizontal trellis 
with drooping shoots is certainly the easiest 
way to handle grape vines in many parts of 
the country, and the quality of fruit pro- 
duced is fully up to the standard of the ver- 
tical trellis under a renewal system. It is 
more satisfactory for strong-growing, than 
for weak-growing, varieties. 

THE GARDEN 

Same vine with bearing wood cut back to spurs, 

each one bearing one or two large buds, from which 

will come a bearing shoot 

The Arbor. Oftentimes grapes can be 
made both serviceable and ornamental, 
especially near the house or garden, by being 
trained on arbors or porches. Even'in such 
cases, it is not usually best, however, to let 
the vines run so much at random as is com- 
mon. ‘They should be trained to the arbor, 
porch, fence or wall just as though it were 
an upright trellis. Permanent arms, with 
many renewal canes leading from them, can 
easily be secured and the foliage effect will 
not be injured, while the fruiting value of 
the vines will be much enhanced. Many 
grape arbors have little value but for shade, 
when they might just as well produce a quan- 
tity of fairly good fruit. Keep the number 
of canes reduced and prune as rigidly as 
possible without making the arbor thatch 
too thin. The Scuppernong and other vari- 
eties of the muscadine type it is not best to 
touch at all when grown on arbors. These 
varieties often do excellently if trained to an 
upright trellis and severely pruned according 
to either the spur or renewal systems in the 
fall after the leaves have dropped. As a 
tule, however, they do best when allowed to 
ramble unchecked over an arbor about 7 
feet high. 

If grapes are trained upon a building, the 
vine should be securely fastened to it with 

The horizontal trellis. The bearing shoots hang 

down, not tied. Requires less labor than other 

methods. Popular in the south 
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strips of leather or it may be trained upon 
woven wire fencing which is stretched a 
foot or more away from the side of the 
building. 

PRUNING AND TILLAGE 

Grapes can be pruned any time after the 
leaves drop until the buds open, but it is 
best not to prune when the wood is frozen, or 
after the sap flows. The “bleeding” that 
follows late-spring pruning, while not as 
injurious as is commonly supposed, is cer- 
tainly somewhat detrimental to the plant. 
Fall pruning, after the leaves have dropped, 
is recommended. Burn the prunings and 
put the ashes around the vines. A little 
summer pruning and training is necessary. 
Rub off all suckers from the roots and other 
shoots that are not wanted. Especially dur- 
ing the first two summers it will pay to keep 
a sharp lookout for these robbers—they 
start and get a lead in a very short time. 
Pinch off the side branches of the canes you 
wish to save for next year, so as to throw 
growth into the ends. When these canes 
have reached the right length pinch off their 
tips. Keep them tied snugly to the wires as 
they grow, if the vertical trellis is used; 
heavy winds are apt to tear them loose. 
Next year’s canes, on which another crop 
depends, are apt to get lost in the mass of 
foliage unless they are hunted out and 
favored. After a bearing shoot has set two 
bunches of grapes, it is commonly thought 
best to pinch it off about 10 inches beyond 
the second bunch. This starts the lateral 
buds of these shoots into growth, but these 
small side shoots need not be pinched. 

It is best to till grapes, yet it must be said 
that grapes will stand neglect better than 
most fruits. They are rather shallow-rooted 
plants, hence the plowing and cultivating 
should not be deep. In the home grounds 
vines planted along the border or close to a 
building may often be mulched, instead of 
tilled. Stop tillage when the fruit begins to 
weight the vines close to the ground. A 
catch crop sowed at this time, will keep the 
rain from spattering dirt upon the bunches 
and will add humus. 

A common mistake. Too many old canes. 

Start out one or two new canes from the roots, to 

renew the top 



Unusual Tomatoes for Preserves and Pickles—By I. M. Angell, 
New 
York 

OLD-TIME FAVORITES THAT ARE USUALLY PASSED OVER NOWADAYS IN FAVOR OF THE LARGER SALAD 

SORTS, BUT WHICH ARE BETTER FOR COOKING AND PRESERVES BECAUSE THEY ARE STRONGER FLAVORED 

A HUNT through more than a dozen seed 
catalogues last spring enabled us to 

grow a strangely interesting collection of 
fifteen different pickling or preserving to- 
matoes. There was a good deal of fun and 
curiosity in raising them and in testing the 
fruits later. They are worth while only 
for that reason; as salad tomatoes the or- 
dinary kinds are of course much better, but 
there is a richness of flavor in these small 
currants and eggs that stands well the trials 
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The best way to grow tomatoes for the amateur 

with a small garden 

of cooking. For sauces these little fruits 
are unsurpassed. 

Here is the full list: Yellow Cherry, 
Red Cherry, Yellow Peach, Red Peach, 
Yellow Pear, Red Pear, Yellow Plum, Red 
Plum, White Apple, Red Currant, Husk, 
Yellow Egg, Burbank Preserving, Large 
Yellow, Diadem (streaked). 
A glance at the illustrations will show the 

relative sizes of the various varieties. The 
white dishes used being seven inches in 
length. 

THE SMALLEST OF THE HOST 

The smallest fruit of all was the cur- 
rant tomato, three-eighths of an inch in 
diameter. It grows in long, slender, string- 
like bunches similar to its namesake, a 

Photographs by the author and L. Barron 

dozen or so to the stem and sometimes as 
many as forty ‘‘strings” to a plant; a really 
pretty object in the garden. A good-sized 
Ponderosa tomato, the largest of the salad 
kinds, placed beside a currant tomato shows 
a surprising comparison. It is hard to be- 
lieve that they are the same sort of vegetable. 
This was the only one of the entire collection 
that was not worth bothering with. It is too 
small and too seedy to be seriously regarded. 
The plants are somewhat different from the 
common tomato, being more vine-like, with 
delicate stems and foliage. 

The yellow cherry was next in size, three- 
quarters of an inch in diameter. A teacup 
will hold forty of these yellow cherries. They 
are desirable plants for the children’s garden. 
Their small size, beautiful color and good 
flavor would be appreciated by the younger 
members of a family. We gathered nearly 
two hundred from one plant. They grow in 
many fruited clusters, as do all of these small 
tomatoes. The red cherries are somewhat 
larger than the yellow ones, being an inch in 
diameter, but were not quite so attractive, 
either in looks or flavor, as the yellow counter- 
parts, although more productive. We picked 
over 270 from one plant. 

The Burbank Preserving tomato grows in 
thick-set clusters of small red fruit, the pro- 
portions of the individual fruit are those of 
the ordinary tomato, but the size is that of 
the red-cherry tomato, or even smaller. The 
clusters sometimes take the form of a bunch 
of grapes. They lacked acid and were gen- 
erally pronounced insipid; we did not like 
them. Perhaps we did not get the best re- 
sults from the plants, for the Cyclopedia 
of American Horticulture speaks of “the 
cherrylike, exquisite-flavored Burbank’s Pre- 
serving tomato.” The plants belong to the 
dwarf-growing type and were only one- 
foot high when ordinary tomato vines had 
made three feet of growth. The foliage is 
strong, thick-set and somewhat like that of 
a potato. 

Next larger in size are the “‘pear”’ and 
“plum” sorts each of which is two inches 

These small, old-time varieties are generally named from their shape. Egg 

Deficient in flavor tomatoes, one and one-half inches long. 
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The white apple tomato has so little acid as to be insipid. 

crop. 

or less in length. The kind advertised as 
egg tomato seems, in every way, identical 
with the plum. ‘These are wonderfully pro- 
lific; we counted 260 fruits on one plant. 
The yellow plums are among the best flav- 
ored of the small tomatoes, and the most used 
for culinary purposes and as a fruit to eat out 
of the hand. Pear tomatoes are attractive 
in color, shape and flavor, but their hold on 
the stem is so slight that they drop to the 
ground when the plant is jarred. While 
this makes them bothersome to gather, yet 
they are productive enough to make up for 
it. One plant yielded almost two hundred 
pears. 

The Diadem tomato is peculiarly streaked 
and blotched with yellow. It is meaty and 
of good size and flavor, but its odd markings 
seem to penetrate the skin; the flesh adheres 
tightly in the lighter places so that it is not 
easily peeled. We had some of these eleven 
inches in circumference. 

The white apple is a curious sort, round 
and solid, with little acid, and practically 
tasteless; and moreover it bore but a light 
crop. The largest of all in this collection of 
out-of-the common tomatoes was the Golden 
Sunrise. This sometimes almost reached the 
proportions of the giant Ponderosa. It has 
a good flavor and for color and good even 
appearance has never been surpassed by any 
of the family that we have grown. One 
good-sized fruit measured thirteen inches in 
circumference. 

A GOOD DESSERT FRUIT 

As a dessert fruit, to be eaten out of hand 
the peach tomato is by far the best. The 
red sort has the shape, color, size and even 
bloom of the real peach; the flavor is more 
sweet and fruity than that of most of the to- 
mato family. One great advantage is that 
the skin, so tough in some kinds, is in these 
very thin and tender, almost like a peach 
skin. It has the reputation of being very 
prolific; but ours did not bear more than a 
hundred to a plant. It is spoken of by 
others who have tried it as “‘firm and well- 

ee 

It bore a very light 

Fruit pale pink, solid flesh 
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flavored, with few seeds.” It will stand a 
rainy season better than some kinds and one 
fall was the mainstay for canning, a long 
fall rain having rotted the ordinary sorts. 

Green peach tomatoes are excellent for 
pickles, because they are so firm and chop 
well, and because the vines are generally 
loaded when picking time comes. 

THE HUSK-TOMATO FAMILY 

An odd, fruitlike vegetable, to which has 
been given the name of “‘tomato,” is the 
physalis, sometimes called ground cherry, 
husk tomato, cape gooseberry, strawberry 
tomato, Chinese lantern plant and other 
names, according to the variety or locality. 
I have raised the common yellow-fruited 
garden sort (P. pubescens) and cooked the 
berries like preserves. They are very good 
eating. It is claimed, too, that they make 
excellent pies. ‘The plant seems to be not 
particular as to soil, although rich and sandy 
ground gives the best results; for it grows 
very easily and comes up each year from self- 
sown seed. The season can be lengthened 
by starting indoors. The fruit will keep 
till the holidays if stored in a cool dry place 
with the husks left on. It is recommended 
for putting into cakes, when dried like figs. 
The red-husked sort (P. Alkakengi) makes a 
showy Christmas decoration, if picked with 
long stems and dried carefully. It is a 
troublesome plant in a flower garden, how- 
ever, as it spreads by underground stems and 
soon overruns its own space. 

ECONOMY OF THE SEED 

A package of seed of éach of these va- 
rieties of tomato is not at all an expensive 
investment and will repay amply for all the 
attention of raising the seedlings. You do 
not have to sow all theseed at once, either. 

It is long lived and can be relied upon to pro- 
duce plants for several years. ‘The ordinary 
packet will contain a great deal more seed 
than one is likely to need in one year. 

A sufficient quantity of tomato plants to 
supply an ordinary family can be started in 
one ten-inch flower-pot in a sunny kitchen 
window. Young seedlings must not be 
overwatered, but full-grown plants in the 
open garden call for a good supply of moist- 
ure. Ours were started in a sunny window, 
on various dates, from March ist to April 

AV EISE  GASROD EN) MvAN Gs ACZa1 NE: 

11th, and were set outdoors when safety 
from frost was assured. For succession 
crops we had some self-sown plants that 
ripened fruit the first part of September. 
Some seeds were sown in the open ground 
the first of May and the plants began to 
yield just four months later. On July 4th as 
an experiment we planted some seed for a 
pickling crop which gave us green tomatoes 
over eight inches in circumference in Octo- 
ber. As a usual thing the earlier plants will 
provide all the green tomatoes wanted for 
pickles, but in case of a belated garden it is 
better to sow a few seeds than to depend on 
an uncertain grocer for green tomatoes. As 
we did not attempt to raise an extra early 
crop, the bearing season was shortened to 
two months, the season might as well have 
been even three times as long, by starting 
some plants with a view to extra early bear- 

The so-called husk tomatoes are Kinds of physalis. 

They make an excellent fig-like preserve 

ing, ard then at the end of the season bring- 
ing plants and picked tomatoes under shelter, 
where they would have ripened till the holi- 
days. In other years we have thus length- 
ened the season from October to the first 
week of January. 

The first pruning and training were given 
about the middle of July, and after that there 
was no rest; for the plants grew so fast that 
we could not catch up with them. 

STARTING INDOORS 

Seeds should be sowed indoors six or seven 
weeks before planting-out time, and the 
young plants not put outside until all danger 
of frost is past; nor should the work be done 
during cold, dry, windy weather. Two or 
three weeks from sowing, the seedlings may 
be set into other boxes indoors, three or four 
inches apart. Repeated transplanting and 
pruning back will not give the best results in 
the long run, if plants are wanted for pro- 
ducing throughout the season. One trans- 

Diadem red with yellow splashes. The sKin adheres tightly to the flesh Golden Sunrise, 
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planting when very small, and after that a 
constant and steady growth, is the best 
treatment for tomatoes in the home garden. 

The best ground for a tomato patch is soil 
that has been richly manured the previous 
year, but, if it is necessary to fertilize it the 
season of planting, be sure that the added 
material is very thoroughly mixed with the 
soil. A commercial fertilizer containing ni- 
trogen and potash (less of the former than is 
required by potatoes) will agree with the to- 
mato. ‘This may be worked into the ground 
when setting out the plants, reserving a third 
of the supply to work ina month later. Ma- 
nure must not touch the plants, but the 
ground must be rich enough or they will not 
give the best results. On the other hand, an 
oversupply of nitrogen will show in a growth 
of vine at the expense of fruit. I think, too, 
that excessive drought results in irregular 
and wrinkled fruits. Tomatoes require an 
open spot, exposed to the sun, and warm soil. 

SPECIAL POINTS FOR AMATEURS 

The amateur should grow the plants on 
some sort of support rather than let them 
spread over the ground. It means earlier 
fruit of better size and color. Training to a 
single stem is recommended by the best au- 
thorities for “fancy” results, but, as the 
pinching and pruning will be almost con- 
stant, an otherwise busy gardener will prob- 
ably be satisfied with some less strict method. 
_A leaning trellis or rack to support the vines 
above the ground will be found to help the 
development of the fruit and reduce liability 
to rot. A steady growth from seed to har- 
vest is desirable as any check affects un- 
favorably the quantity and quality of the 
fruit. 

If training to a single stake, watch the 
plant for the first bunch of blossoms and 
prune off all side branches starting below it. 
Above the blossoms the plant will divide and 
these two main stems, or only o ne, as pre- 
ferred, can be left to grow. They must be 
tied frequently, as the growth increases, to 
keep the plant upright and all later lateral 
branches must be cut offs. To avoid disease 
plant in a well- drained oil. 

Cultivate early and often, so that the 
plants will have the mellowest soil possible. 
Begin this treatment the day after the young 
plants are set out and keep it up till they 

yellow ‘fruit is excellent as a salad a large, 
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Generally said to be very sweet, 

preserving. 

reach ful] growth, but do not cultivate deeply 
after the roots have spread through the soil. 

For extra earliness the rules for the best 
flavor and size are set at naught, but, for 
home use, size and quality are of more im- 
portance than earliness. 

A FIG-LIKE CONFECTION 

The yellow-pear tomato may be made into 
a confection resembling figs. By the fol- 
lowing rule: Scald and remove the skins 
of ripe tomatoes. Put a layer of tomatoes in 
a porcelain kettle and sprinkle 
thickly with sugar. Put over a 
slow fire and cook slowly until the 
sugar penetrates the tomatoes. 
Lift each one separately and 
flatten on a shallow dish. Stand 
in hot sun, screened from insects, 
for a couple of days to dry. Dur- 
ing this time sprinkle several times 
with granulated sugar. When 
dry pack in jars with layers of 
sugar between. Of course, they 
must not be exposed to rain or 
dampness while drying. As our 
tomatoes were very juicy, we kept 
them in a cool oven or on the 
warming shelf over the stove for several days, 
until they reached the gummy stage, and then 
put them up in jars as a sort of preserve. 

The peach 

EGG TOMATO PRESERVE 

The ordinary egg-tomato preserve is pre- 
pared thus: Select smooth egg tomatoes, not 
overripe, scald, peel, and weigh. To each 
pound of fruit put one pound of sugar, the 
juice and rind of a half lemon and a small 

Cherry tomatoes, one inch in diameter. 

one mouthful. 

THE 

but which with us was insipid. 

The plant is dwarf, and needs no support. 

Very prolific and just the right size for 

Red and yellow varieties 
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Burbank 

Fruit one inch across 

piece of ginger root cut into thin slices. 
Put altogether into a porcelain kettle and 
cook very slowly for three hours. ‘The to- 
matoes must not cook long enough to lose their 
shape, but must be clear and tender. Put 
them into jars and stand them where they 
will cool, after which tie them up with two 
thicknesses of tissue paper moistening the 
top with white of egg. These tomato “plums” 
are very popular with some of our friends. 
We have also tried pickling small toma- 

toes. They were looked upon as quite a 
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The currant tomato in red or yellow. RemarKably prolific and highly flavored 

but it has too many seeds in proportion to size 

looking dish. Scald and skin whatever 
quantity is wanted, put them in a porcelain 
kettle and cook thirty minutes. Then put 
in the same quantity of grated pineapple as 
you have of tomatoes. To each pound of 
this mixture add one pound of granulated 
sugar. Cook slowly for one hour and jar 
as directed for egg tomato preserves. 

For a dish called tomato honey a good 
authority gives this recipe: “Select ripe 
yellow tomatoes, weigh them, cut them into 
pieces, and put into a porcelain kettle; for 

each pound allow the grated rind 

tomato is a good dessert fruit; delicate in flavor, 

“bloom’”’ on the sKin. Well worth growing 

novelty when used for picnics. Choose 
small ‘‘fancy”? green tomatoes of desired 
size and shape; prick them with a pin to pre- 
vent bursting. Put them in glass or stone 
jars, add a half cup of nasturtium seeds and 
cover with cold cider vinegar. In two weeks 
they can be used or will keep all winter if 
closely covered. 

Yellow tomato marmalade will appeal to 
some people and certainly is an attractive- 

and having a 

=; of onelemon. Simmer very gently 
for thirty minutes, then drain and 
press through cheese-cloth. Meas- 
ure the liquor and pour back into 
the kettle, and for each pint allow 
one pound of sugar, granulated, 
and four table-spoons of lemon 
juice. Boil twenty minutes or 
more till a thick syrup. Put in 
bottles or tumblers. 

Green peach tomatoes make 
a first-class pickle. First chop 
them into pieces, then squeeze 
off the juice, salt them, and let 
them stand over night. Chop some 

cabbage, salt it and set aside also. Do the same 
with a few onions. The next day press out all 
the brine and put the chopped vegetables into 
an earthen jar, and pour over them the 
following mixture: heated vinegar enough 
to cover, to which has been added a little 
sugar, some small pieces of horse-radish, a 
little celery seed, some black pepper, a red 
pepper, chopped, and some mustard seed. 
The pickles will be ready to use in a week. 

The pear tomatoes are one and one-half inches long and are the best flavored 

of these small types. They drop from the vine as soon as ripe 



The Most Fragrant Annual Flowers—By Florence Beckwith New 
York 

INCONSPICUOUS-FLOWERED PLANTS THAT SHOULD BE SOWN IN OBSCURE CORNERS OF THE GARDEN, 

TO EXHALE THEIR ODORS UNSEEN—SUGGESTIONS FOR A SUBTLE AND CHARMING FEATURE 

HE night-scented stock (Afatthiola 
bicornis) is a hardy annual with a 

small unpretentious pink flower which gives 
off a delicious odor at night. It was one 
of the pleasant surprises of last year’s gar- 
dening. 

The seeds were sown in the open ground 
in the early spring, just as soon as the soil 
was in a fit condition to work. The plants 
came up thickly; and later they were thinned 
somewhat, though not so much but that they 
grew in a rather compact mass. They are 
naturally rather weak stemmed and need 
support, so this did not prove to be a dis- 
advantage. Up to the time of blooming, 
the plants, with their inconspicuous, grayish- 
green foliage, gave little promise of the pleas- 
ure they held in store, so, when the earliest 
blossoms opened, a slight feeling of dis- 
appointment was experienced; for they were 
not, at first sight, very attractive, being 
single and of an unobtrusive pinkish-lilac 
color. One of the family expressed the 
opinion that the flowers were no prettier than 
radish blossoms, to which, it must be con- 

Photograph by the author 

fessed, they do bear some resemblance, only 
they are larger. But when evening ap- 
proached, the rather sprawling plants 
seeemed to stiffen and straighten, and the 
flowers, which until then had been utterly 
without fragrance, suddenly exhaled a 
most entrancing odor, as charming as it was 
unexpected. 

It was particularly interesting to watch 
the plants as evening approached and wait 
for the coming of the fragrance. One 
moment the flowers were scentless, the next 
a fragrance was distilled that filled the garden 
with a delicious, spicy odor, not in the least 
heavy or cloying, but which seemed to 
overpower that of every other flower in its 
neighborhood. 

So very modest is this night-scented stock 
that its merits are not fully appreciated, and it 
is not listed in some catalogues. It is one 
of the sweetest, most charming evening 
bloomers. It will make no show in the 
garden, and therefore it is best planted in a 
mass in some retired spot, or, preferably, near 
the verandah where you are accustomed to 

sit at evening: the delightful fragrance will 
lend an added charm to the _ twilight 
hour. 

The maze flower (Schizopetalon Walkeri) 
deserves to be better known. It is a hardy 
annual about a foot high, with white flowers, 
and makes a welcome addition to the garden 
because of its delightfully spicy odor, resem- 
bling that of almonds. The curiously cut 
petals remind one of the maze occasionally 
seen in old-fashioned gardens. ‘The seed 
should be sown where it is to flower, as the 
plant is very impatient of any meddling with 
its roots. 

The well-known mignonette (Reseda ode- 
rata) is a very pretty annual, giving off an 
odor that reminds one somewhat of the sweet- 
scented blue violets—penetrating, yet light 
and agreeable. 

Seeds may be sown out-of-doors at any time 
after April rst, and successional sowings, made 
every three weeks, will continue the bloom 
until frost. Seeds sown in July will make 
good flowering plants for the window garden 
next winter. 

There appears to be much confusion about this night-scented stock (Matthiola bicornis). 

Scentless by day they suddenly become very fragrant at night. 
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It is an annual with a straggly habit and inconspicuous pink flowers. 

The plants are limp during the daytime, becoming rigid and standing erect at night 
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New Book Write Today 
On wood-finishing, Use coupon below. 
cleaning and polish- ; 
ing for the home Do it now, and 

you'll be pleased Sent FREE 

THe amen RAN 
peY oot? 4 

veer purl 
ant 

Printed in six colors to 

give true color effects on 

wood. Much larger 

pages and more of them 

than our last book 

Livery home should have this 

book. Lt eclipses everything 

ever published on this subject. 

Brimful of valuable ideas 

and suggestions 

We have just printed a brand new edition of our popular book, “« The Proper Treatment for Floors, 
Woodwork and Furniture.’’ {t js decidedly more elaborate and larger than our previous editions—illus- 
trated from life and printed throughout in colors, 

This book tells how you can easily and inexpensively beautify your home. It explains how you ord) ones 
duce all the latest wood-finishes and polishes. How to make soft pine look like beautiful hardwood. It is the 
advice of a wood-finishing expert of over 23 years’ experience. The nominal price of 25 cents has been placed on 
it, but for the present at least we shall send this book FREE to anyone on request. Don’t delay—send today, 
coupon below. 

Johnson’s Prepared Wax | 
“A Complete Finish and Polish For All Wood” 

Unequaled for Woodwork, Furniture and Floors 

Applied with cloth to bare or finished wood, it produces a lasting, artistic, sanitary 
finish to which dust and dirt will not adhere. It will not crack, blister, peel off, show laps, eS : 
scratches or heel marks. Johnson’s. Wax is far superior to any other; one reason is that oes it contains the most polishing wax to the pound. Fine for preserving and polishing oil- i ee 

cloth and linoleum. Just tye ite fp To 
Johnson’s Prepared Wax is sold by all dealers in paint. Half- /S.C. Johnson 

pound can, 30 cents; one and two-pound cans, 60 cents per pound; four, o & Sen 

ee five and eight-pound cans, 50 cents per pound. Us ee Wis. 
/ 

for Floors & inferior funish 
‘. e = Sue = ee : < I mention edition G.M. 5. , , Send coupon today for book, or write and ABs fee eee 

7 your illustrated book, 

, “The Proper Treatment for 

¢ Floors, Woodwork and Furni- 

eeeG JOHNSON & SON 9 (°Oo* 
4 

2 Name ts sells 

RACINE, WIS. Z 
« Address. 

‘The Wood-Finishing Authorities’ my 
f 

‘ 

f 
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The Solution of 

Perfect Sanitation 
is exemplified in the 
SY-CLO Closet, the 
construction and action 
of which ends at once 
all the subtle dangers of 
disease arising from im- 
proper cleansing; the 
escape of sewer gas; the 
absorption of poison by 
the material of which 
common closets are made 
(iron for instance); and 

the gradual discoloration of those interior 
parts which furnish a prolific breeding- 
ground for millions of death-dealing bacilli. 

The action of the SY-CLO is two-fold. 
Besides the copious flush of water, there 
is an irresistible syphonic action, which, 
like a powerful pump, literally pulls the 
contents through the outlet channel, cleans- 
ing, scouring, polishing as it goes, leaving 
the INSIDE of the pipe as clean and 
smooth as a china bowl. And this is 
a truism because the SY-CLO is solidly 
constructed of china—puve white china— 
without joint or break or rough place 
inside or out to furnish lodgment for dirt 
or disease germs. 

SY-CLO 
Closet cut 
in half 

showing the 
interior 

construction 

Examine your closet; if it is made of 
enameled iron or has just an ordinary flush, 
discard it at the first opportunity for a 
SY-CLO. Your doctor pays the bill. If 
you are building a house or buying one, 
insist on SY-CLO Closets with the trade 
mark name burned in the china. ‘The 
fact that 

7 

TRADE MARK 

Closets cost but little more than other 
closets—that, with ordinary care, they will 
last as long as the house in which they are 
installed, leaves no further excuse for sewer 
sickness. Ask the plumber. A book on 
“Household Health” mailed free if you 
send the name of your plumber. 

Lavatories of every size and design 
made of the same material, and on the 
same principle, as the SY-CLO. 

POTTERIES SELLING COMPANY, 
Trenton, N. J. 

Note the 
deep water 
seal, making 

the escape 
of gas 
iunpossible 

33 Years Selling Direct 
Our vehicles and harness have been sold direct from our factory to 

We ship for examination and ap- 
You are out nothing if not sat- 

isfied as to style, quality and price. 

We are the Largest 
Manufacturers in the World 

selling to the consumer exclusively. 
We make 200 styles of Vehicles, 
65 styles of Hamess. 
large free catalogue M. 

user for a third of a century. 
proval and guarantee safe delivery. 

No. 64%. Top Buggy. Prce complete, 
$40.00. As good as sells for $25 more. 

Send for 
No. 881. Canopy Top Surrey. Price complete, $65.50 

As good as sells for $25 more. 

Elkhart Carriage & Harness Mfg. Co. 
Elkhart, Indiana. 

A Portable Tomato Trellis 

HE TOMATO trellis which I am using 
in my garden is superior to the one de- 

scribed in the November issue of THE 
GARDEN MAGAZINE in that it is portable. 

Tomato plants trained on a trellis of this pattern are prop 

erly exposed tothe sun. It should be run east and west. 

Fifteen feet long, cross piece one foot apart, accommodates 

five plants on each side 

It is an A-shaped frame with horizontal 
bars. The uprights are 1x3 inch strips, 5 
feet long, and a pair is fastened together at 
the top by a 23-inch bolt. There are three 
of these pairs of uprights placed about five 

i 

Five years old and as good as new. When winter comes the 

trellis is taken up and stored until the next season 
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Of good house paint is OXIDE OF ZINC—without the keystone 

an arch cannot stand. To a certain extent and with due limitations, 

it matters less what other ingredients a paint may contain than that it 

shall consist largely of OXIDE OF ZINC and pure linseed oil, Some 

house-paints are composed of zinc and lead, some of zinc and an inert 

material, some of all three, and in every case such paints are better than 

any paint than can be made without the ZINC. OXIDE OF ZINC 

in a paint insures a finer lustre, purer tints, greater covering power, vastly BEAUTIFYING YOUR GROUNDS 
It wouldbe difficult to conceive a plant that would add 

more to the beauty of your grounds than the everblooming increased durability—it also insures greater permanence of lustre and tint “BABY RAMBLER” yf 8 I? ? 
It has been planted in all parts of the country, and has 

never failed to develop into a hardy and sturdy plant. It 
grows from 24 to 30 inches in height and blossoms continu- 
ously from early Juue fo severe frost ; think of roses CHa day é A 
from June to November. As many as 120 individual flowers A Suggestive Pamphlet Th N Z C 
have been counted on a single panicle. The foliage is of a fine “ Paint: a ro pe eee rs e CW ersey In Cc O. 
polished dark green. Every plant we ship is exceedingly sturdy fs Ys 2 
and is guaranteed to be healthy and perfect in every respect. FREE to property owners. 

Our landscape department is complete in its various depart- 
ments. Can it be of service to you? Our beautiful catalogue 
illustrating ornamental trees, vines, shrubs, flowering and fruit- 

bearing plants is sent free on application. We do not grind zinc in off, A list of manufacturers of zinc paints sent on application. 
T. J. DWYER & CO., Box 4, Cornwall, N.Y. 

71 Broadway, New York 

Don’t Raise Bugs ATTRACTIVE BUNGALOWS near N.Y. Gi 
in spouse orchards and gardens but get rid of them A gentleman having a farm in Westchester County, with acreage greater 
by using than he needs and wishing to secure good neighbors, is selling a portion of 

his land—at moderate prices—to desirable parties for the erection of coun- 
DEMI N G try homes. Healso has a few bungalows for rent. The farm is situated 

on high, well drained land in the vicinity of four golf clubs, within easy 
SPR A Y PUM PS commuting distance of N. Y. City with choice of two railroads. 

Address; HOLMLEA FARMS, Care of THE GARDEN MAGAZINE 
Hand or Power Outfits, Century, Success, 
Knapsack. Good for all kinds of spraying and 
whitewashing. 

Everything for WATER SUPPLY 
Pumps, Wind Mills, Tanks, Gasolene Pumps, 

Pneumatic System. 

Write for Catalogue M. 

R. B. CARTER CO., 47 Dey St., New York 

Lambert’s Pure Culture 
Mushroom Spawn 

Produced by new grafting process from 
selected and prolific specimens thoroughly 
acclimatized, has never failed to run. 

Sold by Leading Seedsmen. Practical 
Instructions on ‘‘Mushroom Culture’’ 
mailed free on application. 

American Spawn Co., St, Paul, Minn. 

RUNNING WATER IN THE GARDEN 
Is a convenience and all you want can be obtained by installing a 

NIAGARA HYDRAULIC RAM 
Will work wherever there isa spring or running stream. Costs lessthan a windmill or gasolene en- 
gine and kas no whirligigs to get out of repair. Requires no fuel, attention or expense of mainte- 
nance. Purely automatic and will pump a large or small amount, according to size. Used and endcrsed 
by United States Government and Pennsylvania Railroad. 

Catalog free. Correspondence invited 

NIAGARA HYDRAULIC ENGINE COMPANY. 
Factory: Chester, Pa, 140 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK. 

This Cut Shows the Roof 

of the St. Louis Music Hall. 
It is Covered with Rex Flintkote 

Here’s the why: The roof has a large unbroken 
surface and had to be absolutely leak-proof in rain 

or snow. { The builders builded for the future—they 
wanted a roofing that would wear as long as the walls, some- 

thing that would not rust like tin, or warp, crack and blow off 
like shingles. ] It must be fire-resisting—they could not take 
chances with fires from falling sparks or brands. J It must be 
easily laid—labor forms a large item in an extensive roof like this. 

Rex Flintkote Roofing 
filled these requirements better than any other roofing, irrespective 
of name or price. 

WE SEND SAMPLES FREE 
Test it yourself and see why it has set the standard of quality 

easily commands the highest price. We will also mail you 
free a book showing all kinds of buildings which are stand- 

ing testimonials of Rex Flintkote excellence. 
Look out for substitutes—preparations containing 

tar or paper that are made to sell at big profits 
for the dealer and possible loss to you. 

* Look for the Boy”’ on every roll. 

J. A. & W. BIRD & CO. 
29 IndiaSt, Boston, Mass 

Agents Everiwhere 

your plants’ 

Early 
KILL the bugs before they get a 

z chance’to destroy your plants and 
= flowers. Do it now—with THOM P- 

SON’S ROSE-NICOTINE (Juve 
nicotine from tobacco). It will be 
harder if you let themgeta start. It 

quickly kills insects and vermin wher- 
ever found—on plants, vegetables, 
fruits; on cats, dogs, fowls; on human 
head or body; in clothing, carpets. 
furniture, bedding or woodwork, hen- 

: houses, dog kennels, etc. Sold by 
druggists, 25c. and soc. cans; the Rose-Nicotine 
Fumigator, 25c., convenient for household and 
hen-house fumigation to kiil vermin. No odor after- 
ward. 

If you send us the name of your druggist. we will send free our valu- 
able booklet (32 pages) “How to Destroy Plant Insects and Vermin.” 

50c. can prepaid 60c.; 25c.can or Fumizator 40c. or both 6(c., if your 
Oruggist won't supply you. (Not mailable.) 

F. A. THOMPSON & CO., Mfg. Chemists, 
530 Trombley Ave., Detroit, Mich. 

Bok). a 
‘i . is colorless, odorless, stainless, and 

t 
j 

A 
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feet apart. The horizontal pieces are 1 x14 
inch strips, fifteen feet long, and they are 
placed one foot apart and to which the plants 
are tied as they grow. 

This frame will accommodate five plants, 
one each side, if they have been set three feet 
apart in the row. The soil beneath it is 
easily reached to cultivate with a hoe. My 
frame has the advantage of being light and 
easy to move about. In the fall, when the 
crop is finished, it is stored under cover for 
the winter. It is just as good to-day as it 
was five years ago when it was made. 

It has another excellent point: the vines 
are held at a slant so are more readily ac- 
cessible for removing side-shoots and picking 
fruit and the fruits are better exposed to the 
sun than on an upright trellis. 

Missouri jo Ro Bras: 

Tomatoes as Wall Fruit 
NSEC the middle of our garden is a re- 

taining wall 5 feet high and 45 feet 
long with the earth on the upper side level 
with the top. Early in the spring a row of 
holes was dug about a foot square and a foot 
deep, three feet back from the wall and filled 
to the top with fresh cow manure. As 
early as the weather would permit a row of 
tomato plants was set halfway between that 
and the wall with the idea of training the 
vines down over the wall instead of staking 
them up. The manure pits were kept well 
watered, but no water was applied to the 
surface of the ground. The idea was that 
the water from the manure pits would find 
its way to the roots of the vines. The vines 
grew thriftily and unusually vigorously and 
naturally went down over the wall. They 
soon reached the bottom and bore great 
clusters of tomatoes. The foliage entirely 
hid the wall and the effect of the great bank 
of vines with the ripe tomatoes peeping out 
was pleasing. The sun shone directly 
against the wall for many hours each day and 

Har dy Garden Flowers No. + p = asa oe we picked the first ripe tomatoes 
June 15th. 

O YOU know the Campanulas or Bell Flowers? That charming family that includes the Blue be 2 
Bells of Scotland as well as the towering Chimney Flower that bursts into bloom way above Sak Ohio CuARLES A. HARTLEY. 

es its fellows? Nothing can surpass in beauty the grace of the clusters of delicate blue or : A 
white flower bells which distinguish the Campanulas. § The dominant color of this extensive and 3 Dodging the Cut-worm 
exquisite family is blue, but there are also white varieties and a few run to shades of purple. 
Blue is the rare color in flowers and is the most desirable for the garden, especially in mid- . 
summer sone the bell flowers bloom then. {In the Campanula family there is as great a range [; OR inokshalyy years I have been successful in 
eee ne Possibilities as there is in size, for there is a blue flower for every possible situa- is saving my tomato plants from the rav- 

> m the cool, moist, shaded location to the exposed, sun-baked position. : } : 3 
The following varieties are the most popular, and we have an exceedingly choice stock: pac! ages of cut-worm by simply wrapping around 

NAME COLOR aoe OF || exena LS Se ene ay the stem of the plant a piece of paper of 
2 alae White MOEN | ue EEycents $1.50 such width as to cover it an inch or so below 

- Carpatica Clear blue All summer : oe I-50 oe 

G «wean aE eee a = = the surface of the ground and the same dis 

e CD var. coelestina Light blue All summer in. @ 1.50 fs tance above. The paper affords complete 
C. Garaganic i = T ; Beate = ; : : 

a anaes Sune Sone | ze 250 protection and does not at all bind the stem 
- glomerata (Clustered Bill Flower) Light blue July and August : os 1.50 o 5 6-0 5 

S ae, WATE Deenibhie TaIaneAGETSt 3 = os in its growth. It is important to have it well 

aS EEG aes BEI) | VaTIONS IO Zoe 150 above the surface as the worm will some- 
: persicifolia Blue June and July 15 1.50 4 o 6 . . 

Cl ivarsalba White jane aaaU aly = ao times cut quite a distance above. Sometimes 
e aa eras Blue Tan cael ky =a meO when the precaution has been omitted, a 

: var. alba flore-pleno White June and July 15 150 5 . 

S var. Backhouse White aie = = ring of pasteboard, forced into the ground 

C. var. Merheimi gigantea _| White Jjanelandipuly, 25 2.50 around the plant and extending a little above 
C. pyramidalis (Chimney Flower) Blue Septemher 4 5 ft. 25 2:50 
GivotiiidifSliaCBINGIBEIIS|OHSGSdanan || Bing SS eee 7 = the surface, has served the purpose. 

©. Gana EATpISKVbINe Tai SIPoRates ae EO Sometimes the plants have become, before 
eqeabinets Violet blue Tune ai g 1.50 i: planting, too tall to stand up if planted with 

. punctata White spotted rose) May and June H 1.50 
- UC. e 

Are you planting a hardy garden this Spring? If not, you will miss the beauty of the Iris, the Larkspur, only the root below ground In s h cas 

the Anemone, the Foxglove, the Hollyhock, and all the old-fashioned flowers of character and beauty which { lay the stem in a trench, turning up the end 
follow in succession and give you bloom from earliest Spring until frost. : : 

We are specialists in hardy perennials and grow a superb stock of all the kinds. sufficiently to make a top that will answer and 

FE sea J. B. KELLER SONS, Rochester, N.Y. |f coverjwith the (paper gy casa eae 
The plant will root in the trench and will be 
all the better for the additional feeding surface. 
New Jersey J. A. ANDERSON. 
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tah “AU TO-SPRAY” 
is the one perfect spray pump for hand 

work. 15 seconds work at its plunger 
charges it with power enough to run 

your hose 15 minutes. We make it in 

40 STYLES AND SIZES 
He STERNY. From hand atomizers up to power 

rigs. Style No. 1, here shown, is 
almost ideal for all-purpose work. A 

brass cylinder holding three gallons of 

solution and one of compressed air, 

and two pumpings will discharge en- 
tire contents. Solid brass pump, stop 
cock, nozzles, etc. Our patent Auto- 
Pop valve controls spray perfectly and 

absolutely prevents clogging. Com- 
plete with hose, nozzle, etc. 

Only One Auto-Spray, but numer- 

ous imitations. Get the genuine. 
Used at State and Government 

Experiment Stations, on estates 

of Vanderbilt, Astor, Hill, etc. 

Ours is the most complete line of 

AUTO-SPRAY No. 1. America. 

Write for free catalog and copy of most comprehensive and valuable 
spraying calendar ever issued. All our products fully warranted. 

E. C, Brown Company, No. 34 Jay St., Rochester, N. Y. 

hand and power sprayers in 

A Complete Manual of House Building in the Country 

THE 
COUNTRY 

HOUSE. 
BY 

CHARLES EDW. 
HOOPER 

HIS volume 
gives compe- 

tently and in detail, 

yet without techni- 
calities, all the in- 

formation neces- 
sary in the building 
of a country house. 
Its practical value is unlimited. 380 illus- 
trations. Net, $3.00. (Postage, 30 cents.) 

Country LIFB THE WORLD's WORK Tue GaRDEn 
IN AMERICA FARMING MAGAZINB 

D OUBLEDAY PAGE &COo. 
133-135-137 EAST 167 STREET, NEW YORK 

HOME SEUDY COURSES 
VERYONE interested 

E in farming or garden- 

ing, everyone who 

owns or who expects to own 

asuburban or acountry home; 

should know about the 

Home Study Courses in Agri- 

culture, Horticulture, Land- 

scape Gardening and Flori- 

culture, which we offer under 

Prof. Wm. P. Brooks of the 

Massachusetts Agricultural 

College and Prof. John Craig 

of Cornell University. 

There is money and pleasure, 
too, in farming and gardening, in 
the growing of fruit and of flowers, 
for those who understand the ways 
how and the reasons why of 
modern agriculture. A knowledge 

JOHN CRAIG of landscape gardening and flori- 
Professor of Horticulture in Cornell University culture is indispensable to those 

who would ever have the pleasantest homes. 
¢ Every reader of THE GARDEN MAGAZINE who is interested in these matters 
is invited to send for a free copy of our eighty-page catalogue and full infor- 
mation in regard to our home study courses. 

THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL 

Dept. 8, SPRINGFIELD, MASS. 

CEIPPER PRICES: 
No. 1—12 in. Mowers $5.00 

NOs 2—— TE Seilen 6.00 

Hand and Pony No.3—18 in. “ 7,00 
ee No. 4—2rin. ‘“ 8.00 

Pony—24 in. “ 13.00 

Lawn Mowers We also manufacture Marine Gas 

olene Engines, 2 to 8 Horse Powe: 

will cut short grass, PLEASE SEND DRAFT, MONEY 
ORDER OR REGISTERED LETTER 

tall grass and weeds. 
Clipper Lawn Mower Co. 

DIXON, ILL. 



Used by U.S. Signal Corps 

Geneva Superior 
Binocular 

Our handsome book, The Near 

Distance, sent free on request. 

Its magnifying power, field view 
and clearness of definition is 
seldom equalled. 

Price $15, delivered. If not sat- 
isfactory, return at our expense. 
We refund your money. 

GENEVA OPTICAL COMPANY 
51 Linden Street, Genevy, a, N, Y. 

Exclusive Sales Agents: 
H. C. Watts, Syracuse. N. Y. 
F. &. Wilson, Ithaca, N. Y. 
Buffalo Optical Co., 532 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y. 
E. E. Bausch & Son, E. Main Street, Rochester, N. Y. 
C. H. Wood. 1153 Washington Street, Oakland, Cal. 

TOWNSEND GAVE TO THE WORLD 

The Ball-Bearing Lawn Mower 
His mowers are more imitated than 

any others. 
We make more high-grade mowers 

than any other firm and they are all 
ball-bearing. 

We make the best Lawn Mower in 
the world. 

We make the best Horse Lawn 
Mower in the world. 
We make the best Roller Mower in 

the world 
We repair and sharpen all kinds of 

Mowers. 

S. P. TOWNSEND & CO., - Orange, N. J. 
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A Sure Way to Have Grapes Free 
From Blemish 

MMEDIATELY after the grapes have 
blossomed, cover the bunches with two- or 

three- pound manila grocers’ bags, according 
to the size of the variety. This is preéminently 
a fruit-garden method, although commercial 
growers often use it. It is the surest and 
often the most practical way of securing per- 
fect bunches. Tie or pin the mouth of the 
bag firmly; leave no opening to catch water. 
Cut a small piece off the lower corner of the 
bag, so that no water will stay in it. Leave 
the bag on until the fruit is ready to pick. 
It gives almost complete protection from the 
berry moth, black rot, mildew, the depreda- 

tions of birds and wasps, and preserves the 
bloom. The flavor of the fruit is slightly 
improved by bagging. The total cost, 
including bags and labor, is about half a 
cent a pound, which is very little to pay for 
immunity. Bagging grapes has been very 
successful in many parts of the country, and 
is often the most expedient method for the 
man who has only a few vines. It may 
take the place of spraying, but it will usually 
pay to spray twice, once before the buds 
burst, and again just before the bags are 
put on. 

SOME OF THE CHIEF TROUBLES 

The enemies oi the grape are really not so 
numerous or so virulent as to keep any- 
body from growing grapes at home. The 
most serious ‘troubles are easily controlled by 
three to six sprayings during the season, of 
Bordeaux mixture. On the whole, no other 
fruit is benefited so much by Bordeaux spray- 
ing as the grape, especially since the vines 
are close to the ground where they can be 
sprayed very conveniently. It costs, on an 
average, from three to five cents per vine to 
protect grapes from their fungous enemies. 
In the humid parts of the country, especially 
in the South, black rot and mildew ruin many 
promising crops of grapes in the home gar- 
den. A few inexpensive sprayings will pre- 
vent most of this loss. 

THE FIVE SERIOUS INSECTS 

The phylloxera is a root-louse that is very 
destructive only to the European varieties. This 
insect, and the downy mildew are chiefly re- 
sponible for the failure of the European varie- 
ties in the East, and threatened at one time to 
wipe out the grape industry of Europe. The 
phylloxera destroyed 2,500,000 acres of grapes 
in France alone. Most of our native grapes 
are immune to the attack of this insect. Hence 
the practice of grafting the European varieties 

Beautiful Lawn 
Are the pride of the home; why disfigure 
with ugly clothes posts? 

Hill’s Lawn Clothes Dryers 
hold 100 to 150 feet of line, take small space, 
quickly removed when not in use. Make 
a neat and tasty appearance, last a life-time. 

More than 2 million people use them. 
No traveling in wet grass. No snow to 
shovel. The line comes to you. Also 

Balcony and Roof Clothes Dryers. 
If not found at your hardware store write 

HILL DRYER CO. 
359 Park Ave., Worcester, Masse 
Write for Cat. 39: 

A HAMMOCK THAT'S RIGHT 
The only hammock made that combines Quality, 

Durability, and Beauty with Comfort. Can be 
used indoors or out. For further particulars write 

QUEEN HAMMOCK CoO. 
188 West North St. Kalamazoo, Mich., U.S. A. 

acdy Trees, Plants ana seeds } 
4 A1200 acre nursery in Minnesota, founded in 1868 

and devoted to hardy Fruit and Ornamental Stock, 
Flower and Vegetable Seeds. 5 complete FREE Cata- 
logs. 60-page book of horticultural SUGGESTIONS free 

on application Prices moderate. 2 year guar- 
7S antee withallstock. Reliable Agents Wanted. 

THE JEWELL NURSERIES 

Lake City, Minn. 
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ADD TO YOUR SUMMER 
COMFORT 

by buying one of our rustic adjustable Hammock 
Seats. It is convenient, attractive, ornamental, and 

the slight motion immeasurably increases the pleasure of the occupant. 
It is larger, stronger and more comfortable than others, and the back 
may be adjusted to any position. With the addition of a few pillows 
makes an ideal hammock which will not sag in the center. 

SUPERIOR QUALITY LAWN FURNITURE 

NITRATE * SoDA 
. © LAWN 24 GARDEN always makes. he home attractive and summer life more enjoyable ata 

minimum of expense. Discriminating people, those who want the best 
material ; truly comfortable, durable designs; sensible, attractive finish—such as only skilled mechanics, men 
who know by experience how to make things correctly, can produce, should ask the dealer for i 
SUPERIOR QUALITY stock. Itisthe acme of perfection in all these points. It represents (esthzay 
the very finest quality and greatest intrinsic value at prices all can afforod. e UPERIOR: NO FORM OF NITROGEN 

We make all kinds of Summer Furniture. 50 designs to choose from. Every genuine an 
is so quickly available, or so positive in its | article bears this mark. It is your guarantee. Do not allow the dealer to substitute other furniture. 
results for the vegetable garden, on the lawn, 
for shrubbery or trees as a top dressing of | | f OUR NOVELTY RECLINING TETE-A-TETE SWING 

L makes life wort living: so cool, comfortable and soothing in warm weather. Any position from upright to 
N IT RAT E OF S O DA horizontal may be obtained without effort. Words cannot describe the eas2 

— and pleasure of this clever idea. If you delight ina swinging motion the possi- 

(THE STANDARD FERTILIZER) 

Send your name and address on Post-Card and we will 

bility of enjoying this movement while in a slightly reclining position mul- 
tiplies the pleasure tenfold. We can furnish w-th it awning if desired and also 

send you 
4é tPF Food for Plants 

a most valuable book of 237 pages, dealing with the use 

produce this reclining feature in six other forms adapted 
for out-door life and invalid use. 

of Nitrate of Soda as a fertilizer, giving detailed informa- 
tion covering a list of trials at Agricultural Experiment 

If your dealer cannot furnish our SUPERIOR QUAL- 
ITY furmiture write us for prices and catalog No. 22, in 

Stations throughout the United States and on all sorts of 
crops. 

colors. Cut out this ‘‘ ad.” as it will not appear again. 

KALAMAZOO SLED CO. 
932 Third Street ‘ 

KALAMAZOO = = MICHIGAN y) 
NITRATE PROPAGANDA 

Room 125, 12-16 John Street, New York 

Buys This Rubber Tire Wagon 
Union Quality. Fully Guaranteed. Best hickory wheels, 34 in. 

- Rubber Tire, long distance, dust proof, high arched axles ; oil tempered 

springs. First quality material and finish. Worth 

nearly double our Factory Price. We ship for your ex- 

amination, without a cent in advance, if desired and allow 

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL 
Money refunded on al! purchases not satisfactory. You save dealer’s 

profits. We build 150 styles of Vehicles, from $26.50 to $150.00. 50 

SWEET CORN 
WOULD YOU LIKE TO RAISE THE MOST | 

DELICIOUS CORN EVER GROWN? 

Then you should plant none but ORDWAY’S GOLDEN, 
because this wonderful variety has the leading qualities of 
the ideal com which win favorat every well-ordered dinner 
table—early, tender, juicy and sweet. Testimonials from 
a large number of customers verify the assertions we make, 
and assure us that wecannot praise ORDWAY’S GOLDEN 
too highly. Carefully selected seed of this variety sent 
by return mail on receipt of price. Trial packet contain- 
ing enough seed for thirty-five hills, roc; half-pint, 20c; 
pint, 35¢; quart, 65c. 

O. P. ORDWAY, 
SAXONVILLE, - - MASS. 

| eee CRYSTAL : 

0 for a Living ?’’ 

is the title of CHARLES F. a D om i! ale 
WINGATE’S book—the result 
of twenty years’ study and 
investigation. Not only does 
the author set forth a line of 
conduct for young men who 
would succeed, but he has 
interviewed hundreds of suc- 
cessful Americans on this 
subject and quotes their opin- : — “a 
ions and suggestions. a d ae = 

eae ~ Sold only in 5 Ib. sealed boxes! 
courrn Lt ree Wonsiawons Pes une | IMAGINATION COULD NOT CONCEIVE OF A HANDIER AND PRETTIER FORM THAN JS PRESENTED IN “CRYSTAL DOMINO SUGAR. 

styles Harness, $5.00 to $60.00. Write to-day for our 200-page Illus- 

trated Style Book. Free for the asking. 

UNION BUGGY CO., 32 Saginaw Street, PONTIAC, MICH. 

NEITHER COULD THE MOST PARTICULAR PEOPLE ASK FOR MORE PERFECT PURITY OR ECONOMICAL PEOPLE FOR LESS WASTE. 

ee psc HIGHEST GRADE INTHEWORLD. BEST SUGAR FOR TEA AND COFFEE. 
a ae ex By grocers every where. Gx® 
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SOLD BY SEED DEALERS FROM MAINE TO CALIFORNIA 

he 

“SLUG SHOT” 
Used from Ocean to Ocean 

A light, composite, fine powder, easily distributed either by duster, bellows, or in 
water by spraying. Thoroughly reliable in killing Currant Worms, Potato Bugs, Cab- 
bage Worms, Lice, Slugs, Sow Bugs, etc., and it is also strongly impregnated with 
fungicides. Put up in Popular Packages at Popular Prices. 

For Blights, Rots or Mildews 
Hammond’s Solution of Copper—Dilute with 100 parts of water. French Bordeaux [lixture, genuine. True Blue 

and Butterfine—dilute 25 or 50 gallons with water. Grape Dust for mildew on roses, violets, carnations, gooseberries or grapes. 

For Scale 
Horicum kills San José Scale. Thrip Juice No. 1, used for the past 20 years on orange 

trees, kills all sorts of scale. Dilutes 500 to 1,000 times with water. 

For Gypsy Moth (rena 
——$$—$—_=— i 

hg . 
Kerosene Emulsion No. 2, arseniated. (This would knock Satan out if you could cetsh Glazin Putty) 

ALI. V ee | catch him.) Kerosene Emulsion greatly recommended for very many things. aaa 

For Hotbeds, Greenhouses, @c., good as gold 
Twemlow’s Old English Liquid Glazing Putty. Hammond’s Greenhouse White 

Paint—original and genuine. Twemlow’s Green Stain. 
Send for pamphlets worth having to 

Hammond’s Paint and Slug Shot Works, Fishkill-on-Hudson, N. Y. 
(&~ Ask the man who sells your seeds for these goods. 

ORCHIDS 
Largest importers and growers of 
ORCHIDS in the United States 
LAGER & HURRELL 

Orchid Growers and Importers SUMMIT, N. J. 

arbp «DMD Fashioned 
Olants flower Gardens 

including Phloxes, Bell Flowers, Larkspurs, Poppies, Ponies, 

Iris, Garden Pinks, Day Lilies, etc. Also fine collection of 

novelties. Catalogue on application. 

FREDERIC J. REA Norwood, Mass. 

Greatest ROSE OFFER « 
Every year we offer a remarkable collection of fine roses at an exceptionally Iow price, 

Our 1906 offer includes as a special attraction the famous BABY RAMBLER shown in illus- 
tration—the rose that blooms every day in the year. For fifty years we have been cultivating 

Roses. With over seventy greenhouses and stock of overone million piants, we may fairly claim to 
be the LEADING ROSE GROWERS OF AMERICA, This year we offer 

18 D. & GC. ROSES to: $7,090 
Superb, strong, hardy ever-blooming kinds; no two alike. Allon their own roots. Sent by mail post- 
paid anywhere in the United States. Satisfaction and safe arrival guaranteed. Each variety labeled. SP 
Will bloom continuously this year. Other famous Roses in this collection are the KEYSTON. : 
the only hardy, ever blooming Yellow Climbing Rose: also PINK MAMAN COCHET, 

the queen of all pink garden Roses. Orders booked for delivery when directed. 
If you mention this magazine when ordering, we will send you a return check for 25 cents which we 

will accept as cash ina future order. Free to all who ask for it, whether ordering the above 
collection or not, the 37th annual edition of Our New Guide to Rose Oulture for 1906— 

the Leading Rose Catalogue of America. 116 pages. Tells how to grow and de- 
Scribes our famous Koses and all other flowers worth growing. Offers at 

lowest prices a complete list of Flower and Vegetable Seeds. 

THE DINGEE & CONARD CO., West Grove, Pa. 
70 Greenhouses Established 1850 

Neer imme G 

upon “resistant roots’’ of native grapes has be- 
come necessary. This method has saved the 
grape growing industry of Europe and of Cali- 
fornia. 

The grape cane-borer attacks the young 
shoots in the spring, causing them to droop 
suddenly or break off. A brown beetle will 
be found in a channel leading from a small 
hole which is above the base of the withered 
shoot. This insect is especially troublesome 
in the South, often killing a large part of the 
new growth. It breeds in old and diseased 
canes. ‘The preventive is to promptly burn 
all diseased wood and all prunings, and to cut 
out and destroy injured shoots as soon as 
seen. 

The grape berry moth is the parent of a 
minute worm which burrows into the pulp 
of the grape when it is still green, but of full 
size, making a discolored spot. Often 
several of the shrivelled and discolored 
berries are stuck together. All varieties are 
attacked, especially the tender-skinned sorts. 
The insect is destructive to grapes all over 
the country. Bagging the bunches is the 
best preventive in the fruit garden. All 
rubbish, prunings, and fallen leaves should 
be destroyed. 

The borer, a worm about one and one half 
inches long, works in the roots and often 
destroys the vines. Bank soil around the 
base of the vine. Dig out the borers. 

The rose beetle, a light brown bug about 
three-fourths of an inch long, often attacks 
grapes, feeding upon all parts of the plant. 
It is most common on sandy land and is very 
difficult to handle. The simplest method 
practicable when only a few vines are grown 
is hand picking. Spraying with kerosene 
emulsion is of considerable value. Poisons 
are rarely effective. Clean tillage helps to 
keep the insects from breeding. Bagging 
the fruit is beneficial. 

THE COMMON FUNGUS DISEASES 

Black rot. The disease attacks berries 
nearly full grown, making them hard, dry, 
shrivelled and black. Burn all diseased 
prunings, rotten fruits, etc. Spraying with 
Bordeaux is successful. The first spraying 
is made after the fruit has set and from three 
to sixapplications follow. It may be preceded 
by a spraying before the buds burst. Bag- 
ging the fruit may be more feasible in the 
small garden. 
Downy mildew. ‘This disease makes 

brownish-white patches on the under side of 
the leaves and the rotting of grapes is mostly 
caused by this disease. ‘The berries do not 
become shrivelled, as in black rot, and are 
brown or gray instead of black. It is worse 
on Delaware, Roger’s hybrids and other 
thin-leaved varieties and hybrids. The 
treatment suggested for black rot controls 
this also. Another rot similar to the ripe 
rot of apples is also managed in the same way. 

Anthracnose. This fungus makes deep 
pits and scars on the old or young 
shoots and canes and discolors the leaves. 
Spray with copper sulphate, 4 pounds to 
50 gallons, before the buds burst. The 
spraying with Bordeaux, suggested for 
black rot, gives good results. 

Michigan S. W. FLETCHER. 
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The sense Z 
of security afforded by 

the possession of a reliable 
revolver is worth many times 

its cost. And when called upon, 
you can depend on an 

H & R Revolver 
““ The reliable kind.’ 

Absolutely SAFE. Sold by leading 
dealers everywhere. Write for 
catalog. 

Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. 

373 Park Avenue, Worcester, SN 

Mass. 

Pure Foop 
No destructive chemicals ever 

used in the cure of 

Ferris Hams ano Bacon 
They will stand rigid inspec- 

tion under all pure 

food laws 

INSIST UPON THE BEST 

Take a 
Good Man’s 

W ord 
A PROMINENT GARDENER AND FLORIST 

OF IRONDEQUOIT, N. Y., WRITES AS FOL- 
LOWS: 
“When I placed an order with your agent for some of the Dor- 

mant Sod Brand Pulverized Sheep Manure I made an arrangement 
with him whereby I should try a small sample before taking the 
entire shipment, as I had never used any of this fertilizerbefore. I 
wish to inform you that I have used this sample on new planted 
lettuce in my greenhouses and I can say that it is the best fertilizer 
I have ever gotten hold of. I commenced to see the benefit of a 
little sprinkling of it soon after planting, and shall make use of my 
full order in the near future.’’ 

Price $4.00 per large barrel full Pulverized Sheep 

Manure ; equal in fertilizing strength to two wagon 

loads of barnyard manure. Delivered to any point in 

the United States (east of Denver) freight prepaid. 

Special prices on larger quantities. Write for booklet. 

DORMANT SOD COMPANY 
19 EXCHANGE AVENUE 

Union Stock Yards Chicago, III. 
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An Interesting Fact About Lighting 
Did you ever stop to think why from one toa dozen kerosene (or coal oil) lamps 

are used in practically every home in the United States—not only in the country dis- 
tricts where gas or electric light systems don’t reach, but in the cities as well. 

Take your own case, for instance. You may consider the ordinary lamp a 
smoky, smelly nuisance; you may be using gas or electricity because of their con- 
venience (or wish you could), yet we venture to state that the first thing you do 
when you sit down for a pleasant evening at home is to light up that good old 

kerosene lamp. 
With all its faults, you stick to the oil lamp light 

because you simply can’t replaceit. For neither 
gas, electricity, gasolene, acetylene, nor any other 
illumivant has yet been invented which can begin 
to compare with common kerosene in soft, rich, 
restiul brilliancy of light or in small cost to burn— 
two of the three most important features of any 
lighting method. That’s a fact; isn’t it? 
Now we want to tell you about a lamp that 

supplies also the third feature—convenience. 
We want to send you our catalog “ 41,” which 
tells why 

The ANGLE LAMP 
combines kerosene light and kerosene economy 
with the convenience of gas and electricity, 
which explains how, by employing an entirely 

new principle of burning oil, all the smoke, odorand bother of ordinary lamps has been so completely done 
away with, that such people as Ex-Pres. Cleveland, the Rockefellers, Carnegies, Cookes, etc.—people who 
would not think of using ordinary lamps—have chosen THIS oil-burning lamp in preference to gas, elec- 
tricity, gasolene, acetylene, or any other system for lighting their homes and estates. And when you have 
read this catalog and found that it describes exactly the lighting method which for years you have been 
seeking, we offer to prove our statement by sending any lamp you select on 30 DAYS’ TRIAL. 

If you are interested in SATISFACTORY ILLUMINATION—and by ‘‘satisfactory illumination’’ we mean not 
merely one that gives a brilliant light but one that combines brilliancy with soft, rich, restful quality, that is con- 
venient as gas, safe as acandle, and yet more economical than even the troublesome old-style lamp. If you are 
interested in that kind of satisfactory illumination, write for catalog ‘‘41 ’’ at once. 

THE ANGLE MFG. CO. =35 78-80 Murray Street 53s NEW YORK 

Free to Intending Builders 

The Book of 100 Houses 
Containing over 100 photographic reproductions of 
handsome houses in all parts of the country designed 
by leading architects and stained with 

Cabot’s Shingle Stains 
Small houses, large houses, cheap houses, and ex- 
pensive houses, full of suggestions to those who con- 
template building and seek an artistic result. 

SAMUEL CABOT, 1 Oliver Street, Boston, Mass. 
A. W. LonGFELLow, Jr., ARCHITECT, BosTON. Agents at all Central Points. 

OLD HICKORY $1 75 
SPINDLE BACK CHAIR - 

Guaranteed most serviceable, comfortable, attractive Chair for Porch 

and Lawn use ever sold at this remarkably low price. Will stand all 

sorts of weather. Solidly constructed of genuine white hickory with 

bark on. Seat 18 inches long, 16 inches deep; height over all 40 

inches. Price, $1.75, freight prepaid east of Mississippi River. 120 

other styles of Chairs, Settees, Tables, etc., $1.50 up. 
“The furniture purchased from you arrived safely, several days since. It is simply 

grand, and we are more than pleased with it.”’ L. E. McLAIN, 
Canon City, Colo. 

‘The Old Hickory Chairs reached us O. K. last Saturday, and to use Mrs. Wiles’ 
expression: ‘Weare tickled to pieces’ over them. They are the pride of the neighbor- 
hood I think T shall want another piece of your artistic furniture later. Many thanks 
for your favor to me.”’ ERNEST P. WILES, 

Muncie, Ind. 
““We are more than delighted with your furniture. Please send catalogue to my 

cousin, Mrs. Geo. Hull, Tuxedo Park, N. J.’’ MRS. HUWARD TRACY, 
Evanston, Ill. 

“Chairs arrived O. K. We think they are fine and cannot be equaled anywhere.”’ 
J. W. STUART, Braddock, Pa. 

Be sure to get the “ Old Hickory ’’ Furniture and see that our 
trade-mark is on every piece. If your dealer will not supply you, remit 
direct to us. Ask for new 48-page illustrated catalogue and our 

Special Introductory Offer FREE. Style No. 24. 

THE OLD HICKORY CHAIR CO., 

125 Cherry Street, = = = = = Martinsville, Ind. 

““The Original ‘Old Hickory’ Furniture Manufacturers.’’ 
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Coldwell Lawn Mowers 
HAND, HORSE AND MOTOR POWER 

We make all styles, sizes and grades. If your dealer does 

not sell them we will quote you special 

prices and terms. 

SIINID OR CALA ILOG Ww Is 

Over 600 in use on the parks of GREATER NEw York 

where they have been used exclusively 

FOR OVER TWELVE YEARS 

COLDWELL’S MOTOR LAWN MOWER 

COLDWELL LAWN MOWER CO. 
30 Coldwell Street a ie Newburgh, N. Y. 

grown in from all 
ROSES new houses FREE 

10 large two-year-olds, $1. 4 for seo) 5 
24 strong young plants, $x. 11 for soc. Postpaid 

Best sorts, vigorous roots, true labels, 

HIGH GRADE 

Bridgeman’s gf 
Vegetable, Farm aa 
and Flower Seeds 
GARDEN TOOLS 
and HORTICUL- 
TURAL BOOKS 

\c| Descriptive illustrated catalogue 
WES mailed free on application 

BRIDGEMAN'S SEED WAREHOUSE 
37 East 19th Street, New York City 

diseases, 

free booklet. 
THE LEEDLE FLORAL CO., Springfield, Ohio. 

MAULE’S SEEDS LEAD ALL 
Illustrated Catalogue free 

WM. HENRY MAULE 

1701 Filbert Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

§ Bo produce fine flavored, highly 
colored fruit, sufficient POTASH 

must be used in fertilizers for 
orchards or vineyards. 

One thousand pounds of fertilizer 
per acre, containing ten per cent. of 
POTASH, is the standard. 

Our practical books on successful fertilizing sent free of cost or 
obligation, to any farmer who will write us. 

Address, GERMAN KALI WORKS, 

93 Nassau Street, New York. 

Garden Problems 
We Want to Solve 

More that 

ie the November number, page 180, and 
in the January number, page 282, we 

mentioned thirty-five problems which would 
make delightful studies for amateurs. Here 
are some more. We offer $5.00 for the best 
answer to any of these questions. For con- 
ditions, see the November number. 

36. How can we get rid of the spots that — 
ruin the foliage of a tulip tree without an 
expensive spraying outfit? 

37. How can we get a substitute for the 
snowball, which is cheaper than the Japanese 
variety and is naturally resistant to plant 
lice 2 

38. What amateur has produced any 
variety of fruit, vegetable or flower that is 
naturally resistant to insects and disease, so 
as to make spraying unnecessary ? 

39. How can you keep a collection of 
columbines, true to name, for ten years or 
more, with the least trouble and expense ? 

40. Who can prove that he has naturalized 
trumpet daffodils ? 

41. Who can show the best record for 
home propagation of tulips ? 

42. Who has grown a collection of all the 
available species of crocus, and can tell us 
what inducement there is to grow each one? 

43. Who has had a satisfactory experience 
with a big colony of winter aconite (Eranthis 
hyemalis) 2 

44. Who has naturalized lotus and solved 
the muskrat problem ? 

45. Who has had a satisfactory experience 
with hardy cyclamen (this does not mean 
the shooting star, dodecatheon, which is 
sometimes called wild cyclamen) ? 

46. Who has saved $200 on a $1,000 green- 
house, or done anything in greenhouse con- 
struction comparable to such a feat ? 

47. Who can show the cheapest way to 
maintain a small greenhouse without a gar- 
dener ? 

48. Is it possible to have a successful gar- 
den in the Japanese style, but with lots of 
flowers in it? 

49. Has anyone ever grown Indian pipes ? 
50. Who has kept tree peonies a very long 

time and had them bear bigger flowers than 
the herbaceous kinds? 

51. Who has made a genuine.success of 
growing any hardy native orchids other than 
Cypripedium s pectabile ? 

52. The catalogues offer a large number of 
perennial species of larkspur. What are 
their individual differences which make them 
valuable for growing in the garden ? 
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MENNEN'S 
BORATED {2 TALCUM 

1906 

Welcome & Refreshing 
as the first flowers of Spring is 

the soothing touch of MENNEN’S. 
Gives immediate and positive relief 

from PRICKLY HEAT, CHAF- 
ING, SUNBURN, and all skin 
troubles, Mennen’s face on every 
box, see that you get the genuine. 
For sale everywhere, or by mail 
25c. Sample free. 
Gerhard Mennen Co., Newark,N.J. 

Try Mennen’s Violet (Borated) Talcum. 

Jasco Coffee 
Delicious beyond expression, 

A blend that will please you even if 
you are the most critical connoisseur. 

| Jasco Coffee is blended from a selec- 
tion of choicest coffees into a harmony 
that will delight you. Sold at the price 
of ordinary coffee. 

Put up in air-tight screw-top tins that 
preserve the aroma and keep the coffee 
perfectly fresh until used. 

5 Ib. ‘CAN, $1. 60 Express prepaid. 

Ground, Siar or bean. 
Our broad guarantee—Y our money back if not satisfactorv. 
Send for a sample carton, mailed free if you mention THE 

GARDEN MaGazine. 

A.J. SHELDON CO., Importers, 100 Front St., New York 

THIS 

SUN DIAL PEDESTAL 
1S A DIRECT REPRODUCTION FROM 

ORIGINAL IN THE VATICAN 

Pempeien Stone, Height 46 in., Price $65.00 
Marble, “46 in., +“ $300.00 

HENRY ERKINS & COMPANY 
6 West 15th Street, New York 

MAKERS OF 
Garden, 

Conservatory and 
Hall Furniture 

Fountains, Statu- 
ary, Columns, Per- 
golas, Balustrades, 

Standatds, Sun 
Dials, Pedestals, 
Benches, ‘Tables, 
Vases, Lions, 
Sphynxes, etc., in 
Marble, Bronze, 
Stone and Pom- 
peian Stone that 
successfully with- 
stands the Ameri- 
can weather. 

THE GARDEN MAGAZINE 

A City Water Supply 

For Your 

Country Home 
F you live in the country there is a way for you to 
enjoy ali the comforts and conveniences of @ cily 
water supply, without a penny for water tax. 

It is accomplished by the Kewanee System. 
With the Kewanee System you get even more 

than city service, because, in addition to every benefit 
the latter affords, you may have— 
—Soft water in your bathroom and laundry. 

* * * 

The old-fashioned gravity system meant pumping water 
up in order to get it down again. 
Now, to give the necessary pressure for fire protection 

and service, the elevated tank must be located on top of a 
tall tower. This is expensive, unsightly, and unsafe. 
The water freezes in winter, becomes warm and stag- 

nant in summer, and repairs are a big item of expense. 
The attic tank doesn’t give sufficient pressure for fire 

protection. Its weight i is apt to crack the plastering, and 
when it leaks (as it is pretty swe to do) your house is 
flooded. Just one such expensive accident may cost you 
many times the price of a Kewanee Outfit— 
—Which cannot flood the house because the tank is rest- 

ing on solid ground, where it can do no damage. 
The installation of a Kewanee Pneumatic 

Tank and Outfit in the cellar (or in the ground) 
means: 
—Plenty of pure, fresh water, 
—Cool water in the summer, 
—No freezing water in winter, 
—Absolute protection from fire, 
—Decrease in insurance rates, 
—A plant that will last a lifetime, 
;—Ne expensive repairs— 
tlt solves the country water problem completely. 
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The Kewanee System will take care of all your 
needs—for home, garden, lawn, stables, poultry houses, 
ete. * oe x 

Our Kewanee Outfits are complete. 
Not an engine only—which in itself cannot give you a 

water supply—nor a tank only, which is useless unless 
you have some form of pumping power— 
—But, we furnish the whole thing—a complete system of 

water supply. 
Our engineering department is prepared to solve your 

water problem—no matter how difficult that problem 
may now appear. 
Kewanee Outfits are made in sizes, suited to 

the smallest cottage or largest building — or group of 
buildings. 
We guarantee every Kewanee Outfit to give per- 

Sect service. 
Send for catalogue No. 16, giving names of users in 

your state—free if you mention this paper. 

KEWANEE WATER SUPPLY CO. 
Drawer S, Kewanee, III. 

The Celebrated Furman Boilers 

As an Investment, Furman Boilers return large Dividends in 
improved Health, increased Comfort and Fuel Saved. 

SELLING AGENTS: 
E.S. DEAN, Bloomington, Ill. E. K. BARR, La Crosse, Wis. 

Valuable Catalogue and Beeklet “Warmth” mailed free. Ad- 
dress The Herendeen Manufacturing Company, 

5 Plant Street, Geneva, N. Y. 
NEW YORK Office and Show Room 296 Pearl Street. 

Improve Your Dairy 
No matter how good a herd of cows you have, or how well they 

are taken care of, or how carefully they are fed, your efforts are more or 
less wasted if the milk, the result of it all, is not taken care of in the 

best way possible. 

Before cream or butter can be obtained the milk must, of course, 

be skimmed, and to do the skimming most effectively you need a 

U.S. 
in your dairy. 
increase your butter yield from 1-4 to 1-2. 

Cream Separator 
If the gravity or setting method is now used, a U.S. will 

That is, if the skimmed milk 

from the old way were run througha U. S. Separator it would take 
out from 1-4 to 1-2 as much cream as was obtained by hand skimming. 

Now there are other cream separators which will effect a saving 
over gravity system, but because the U. S. Separator holds the World’s 
Record for clean skimming, it is a greater saver and bigger money- 
maker than any other. 

We want to tell you how this record was made, and what it 

means—our attractive new catalogue will do it, and at the same time 

fully explain the construction of the U. S. 
copy on request. 

We'll be glad to mail you a 
Send for our big handsome catalogue No. 71. Write 

U. S. Separator run by Electric Motor Ss 20W, addressing, 

VERMONT FARM MACHINE CO., Bellows Falls, Vt. 
Eighteen centrally located distributing warehouses throughout the U. S. and Canada. 
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Gillett’s Ferns and Flowers 
For Dark, Shady Places 

While we grow many thousands of the hardy garden flowers 
which require open sunlight for their growth, like Phloxes, Cam- 
panulas, Peonies, Digitalis, etc., there is a demand for something 
to grow in dark shady places where the hardy garden plants will 
not thrive. We find just such a class of plants in the HARDY 
WILD FERN AND FLOWERS of New England. These we have 
been studying and growing for 25 years, and can help you in 
your selections. They are adapted for a great many places, and 
selections can be made for beautifying the dark corner by the 
porch, the shaded wall or hedge, shady hillsides, wet places in 
both open sun, deep shade, dry woodsand rocky places. Brilliant 
lobelias for planting in small brooks; dainty gentians for planting 
by brookside. Also Rhododendrons and other American shrubs, 

Send for my Illustrated Descriptive 

Catalogue of over 50 pages, which 

tell about this class of plants. 

EDW. GILLETT, — -:- Southwick, Mass. 

OLD ENGLISIE 

GARDEN SEATS AND RUSTIC FURNITURE 
in a variety of sizes and designs. 

Old English Garden Seats are much used in gardens and 
estates in England. They are finished in both white and 
green. Send for Catalogue. 

NORTH SHORE FERNERIES Beverly, Mass. 

es K FRUIT BOOK 
shows in NATURAL COLORS and 

accurately describes 216 varieties 0: 
fruit. Send for our liberal terms of distri- 

bution to planters.—Stark Bro’s, Louisiana. Mo. 

Amateur Dahlia Growers 
FOR SALE—r00 of the best and finest Cactus Dahlias grown. 

Prize winners. 

H. PREST - - © Providence, R. I. 

BUISTF*S 
Garden Seeds 

Farm Seeds 

Grass Seeds 
MOST RELIABLE TO SOW 

as they will produce the most profitable 
crops, all being grown from : : ; 2 

SELECTED SEED STOCK 
SPECIAL PRICES ON APPLICATION 

Send for our Garden Guide 
and Price Lists. Mailed free 

ROBERT Buist COMPANY 

iat Tet, AIO) 15) 1 Et A A 

A New Type of American Rose 

HE new rose, Wellesley, is one of a type 
which professional rose growers are 

at present ‘endeavoring to perfect. The 
problem which presents itself to the hybridist 
is to produce a_perpetual-flowering rose 
which shall have all the good points of the tea 
family, and at the same time the wide range 
of beautiful colors found only in the hybrids. 
The hybrids, which, as a rule, blossom only 
once a year, include nearly all the brilliant 
colors, the pinks and the reds. The teas, 
on the other hand, are perpetual flowering, 
but, unfortunately, they embrace only the 
lighter shades. The logical sequence is to 
cross the two races, thereby producing what 
have been named hybrid teas. 

Progress along this line has been very slow. 
While some very good pink hybrid teas were 
early produced, it was not until recent years, 
when the beautiful crimson rose, Liberty, was 
presented to the world of rose lovers, that 
the rosarian has been able to make satis- 
factory progress in the darker shades. But 
even Liberty, good as it is, is not the ideal 
rose which the grower of cut flowers has in 
mind, and it will be necessary to get still 
more tea blood into it before we can approach 
the standard which has been set. 

Bridesmaid, which is a tea rose, is, in the 
estimation of the majority of professional 
rose growers, the one which most nearly 
approaches the perfect forcing type. Many 
extravagant claims have been made for 
various new sorts which have come and 
gone, but Bridesmaid to-day is still the best. 

Having in our greenhouses two such 
beautiful roses as these, why not use them 
as the progenitors of a new race, which shall 
combine the best features of each? It was 
early observed that Liberty would make a 
good seed bearer, but, on the other hand, 
Bridesmaid, although we had hundreds of 
blooms in our greenhouses, produced scarcely 
a grain of pollen. This condition is prob- 
ably accounted for by the continual forcing 
to which this rose has been subjected, year 
after year, whereby the stamens were grad- 
ually deformed, and reappeared in the shape 
of additional petals. In the spring of 1900, 
sufficient pollen was gathered however to 
fertilize a flower of Liberty. 

The seeds were carefully sown, and, just 
a year from the time the cross was made, one 
little seedling pushed its way up through the 
soil. At this stage, the tiny plant makes its 
struggle for existence: on the one hand it is 
exposed to the attacks of mildew and various 
other fungi, and if it survives these it is liable 
to be eaten in a single night by one of the 
many little bugs which are always on the 
lookout for such a rare and delicate little 
morsel. In a year from the time that the 
plant first made its appearance above ground, 
we had concluded that it had sufficient 
points of merit to ask rose lovers to make a 
place for it in their gardens. 

Wellesly is a good begining in the direction 
named. It is a strong growing rose, the 
petals very light pink inside but a much 
deeper shade on the outer surface. To those 
who know La France it may well be likene 
to that rose but lacking its peculiar lilac tint. 
Massachusetts. A. MonrTcoMERY, Jr. 

HIS is one of the many 
beautiful Lawn Fences 
we make—strong, beauti- 

ful, durable and very inexpen- 
Sive considering the quality. 
Made of heavy woven netting, with 
the patented Anchor Post Construc- 

flon—a patented and galbanized Post 
that keeps the fence in perfect align- 
Ment forever, and fully protects it 
against rust. 

Designs and Esti 
highest possible 

= 
| a bh OUR. a"! 

BULBS produce blooms which are verily 

“ Queen of the May.’? Remember this when you —“* 
again order bulbs. 

VICK QUALITY SEEDS S&S 
the standard for over fifty-five years, will make them- 

selves evident this year more than ever in 

FRAGRANT FLOWERS 
DELICIOUS VEGETABLES 

LUSCIOUS FRUITS 
It is not yet too late for vour order to be filled 

promptly. Send for free catalogue. 

JAS. VICK’S SONS 
362 Main Street, Rochester, N.Y. 

THE BEST IS 
NONE TOO GOOD. 

My Challenge 

BRANCHING ASTER 
White, Pink, Laven- 
der, Crimson, Purple 
Is the Best. 

Pkt. 250 Seeds 15c. ea. 
: 5 for soc. 

Mixed 500 Seeds, 25c. 

0. H. Dickinson, 
Seedsman 

Springfield, Mass. 

LAWN FENCE 
Py | Many designs. Cheap as wood. 
y me YYKK KY, me YY KY G 32 page Catalogue free. Special 
Xe OOOO Bes §6prices to cemeteries and 
XT RLDDIXDDSU MIXX) churches. Address dres: 

COILED SPRING FENCE CO., | ROO OM GOO! 
Oe en, Box 360 Winchester, Ind. 

The Ideai Garden Fertilizer 
FOR GARDENS, LAWNS AND VEGETABLES ‘\ 

Blatchford’s Plant Grower 
and Land Renovator 

Composed only of Pure Rose Growers’ Bone Meal, Nitrate Soda, 
Peruvian Guano, Sulphate Ammonia, Sulphate Potash and Gypsum 
of the best qualities and in the correct proportions, As a complete 
plant food it has neyer been surpassed. A sample 100 Ib. Bag 
shipped on receipt of $2.75. Address: 

Blatchford’s Calf Meal Factory 
And Agricultural Works 
WAUKEGAN, ILL. 

ESTABLISHED AT LEICESTER, ENGLAND, IN 1800 
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The 3 Best Peonies. 

The 6 Best Peonies. 

Sima, pink, and Felix Crousse, red. First size meee 
roots, regular price, $2.25. CRC 

Collection No. 460 Including the three in No. 450, one each Lady $3.25 
Bramwell, rose pink, Jeanne d*Are, blush Prennad 
pink,and Edulis Superba, bright pink. First —{&PA‘E 
size roots, regular price, $3.75. 

Collection No. 461 Including No. 459 and 460 and one each, Marie $6.50 
Lemoine, ivory white; Triomphe de l Exp. de Pron 
Lille, shell pink; Festiva, white: La Tulipe. eed 

———————— 
Tne lz best Peonies. 

creamy 

du Grand Homme, crimson. 

For Other 

Wricut Wire Co. 
(1 HAMMOND STREET 

WORCESTER, MASS. 

Vaughan’s True Baby Rambler 

LEONIES 
Collection No. 459 One each, Festiva Maxima, white Delicatis- 

_ white; 
First size roots, regular price, $7.20. 

Peonies See Our Catalog—We List Over 70 Choice Sorts. 

PA~UGHANS SEED STORE 

THE GARDEN 

Steen 

La Rosiere, white; Etendard 

-50 a2 
Dormant plants can only be supplied up to May 15th, after which we send pot plants. 

TREE BABY RAMBLE 

Jar of Bar-Le-Duc Currant Jelly 
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Vaughan’s | rue Baby Rambler Rose 
THE NEW EVERBLOOMING DWARF CRIMSON RAMBLER 

The Greatest Bedding and Pot Rose 

It Blooms Every Day from May Until November 

It is Perfectly Hardy and Grows Only Twenty-four Inches High 

Prepaid. Not Prepaid. 
Baby Rambler. Pot Plants. By Express. 

Prices. Size. Each For 3 12 100 
Size A 26 in. $0.25 $0.60 $2.00 $15 00 
Size B 4 in. 00 25 4.50 35.00 
Size C Seine yi) 2.00 7.50 60.00 
Size CC 6 in. 1.00 2.50 9.00 70.00 
Size D Dormant Field rs . 

Grown 2 yr. 1.25 4.50 35.00 

R—We have a limited quantity of this grand rose grafted on dogwood in 
the tree or standard shape with bushy 2-year-old heads, which will give youa tree rose in flower all 
summer. Price, while steck lasts, each, $4.00; 2 for $7.00; 6 for $18.00, 
all by express. 

New White Currant, Bar-Le-Duc 

This excellent Currant comes from the place whose name it 
bears and * the same after which this famous Currant Jelly is 
named. Theclusters have from 12-14 large white transparent 
berries which are very sweet. The berries are whitish and not 
yellowisindike other white Currants. They only have from 2-3 
little seeds while other sorts have from 4-6 which are larger than 
those of the Bar-le-Duc. The berries have, therefore, a great 
deal more juice and meat. We have had a great deal of 
difficulty in securing the true stock of this since it was held very 
closely in the locality where it originated so as to assure monop- 
oly of the stock. The plants we offer are genuine and are ex- 
cellent, strong and vigorous. 

Strong 3-year-old plants, each $1.00; per doz., 

$10.00; strong 4-year-old plants, each, $1.25; 
per doz., $12.00 by express. 

OUR BEAUTIFUL 148-PAGE CATALOG 

IS SENT FREE ON APPLICATION 

Special Offer No. 462—One each of the 10 new Phlox for 
S$1.75, postpaid. 

Special Offer No. 457—Set of 12 German Iris for $1.50, 
Eo postpaid. 

Special Offer No. 419—One each of 15 Japanese Iris tor 
$3.25 by Express. 

84 and 86 Randolph St., CHICAGO 
14 Barclay St., NEW YORK 

Greenhouses and Nurseries, Western Springs, Ill. 

RUST 
The 

Wheelock 
The only fencing made that is galvantzed after 
Weaving and GUARANTEED RUST PROOF 

The latest and most practical method and that 
which makes the strongest and most durable fence 
is by using large wires without twisting or bend- 
ing in any way to weaken them, fastening the 
strands together at intersecting points by locking 
clamps, as employed in the making of THE 
WHEELOCK FENCINGS. 

THE WHEELOCK TRELLIS | 
May be arranged into arches and other forms 
simple, strong and highly ornamental. Ideal for 
all running vines. 

Prices per lineal foot: 13 in. wide, 10c. 
19 in. wide, 12c. 

THE WHEELOCK FLOWER-BED 

GUARD 
Unobtrusively protects gardens, lawns, cemetery 
lots, etc. Is easily set up. Will last a lifetime. 
Easily removed. 

Prices per lineal foot: 16 in. high, 10c. 
22 in. high, 12c. 

THE WHEELOCK FENCE FOR 

LAWNS, Etc. 
Either of galvanized wire or galvanized after 
weaving. We manufacture the best, most prac- 
tical and neatest ornamental wire fence made. 
Prices for material complete upon receipt of dia- 
gram giving al! dimensions. Posts, gates and all fit- 
tings, plain or galvanized. 

WHEELOCK LAWN BORDER 
12 inches and 18 inches high, with posts. 

FENCING 
Trellis 
Flower-bed Guard 
Lawn Fence 
Lawn Border 
Tree Guards, etc. 

PROOF 

Lf your dealer doesn’t carry this line 
send his name and an order direct to us. 
Send for illustrated catalogue. 

FENCES FOR ALL PURPOSES 

pe Oldians 
Fashioned Hardy Plants 

HIS class of plants is one of our leading specialties. 
They have come into popular favor so rapidly as to 
astonish the most sanguine enthusiast of these gems 

of the garden. Their popularity is notatall surprising when 
we consider the many, varied and pleasant changes which 
take place throughout the entire growing season ina well. 
arranged hardy border. Beginning in April, early-flower, 
ing varieties open up their flowers, often before snow has 
entirely disappeared, and, continuing, with constantly 
changing variety throughout the Summer until late in Fall, 
when severe freezing only will stop such persistent late 
bloomers as the Japanese Windflowers, Pompone Chrys- 

anthemums, éetc., etc. i 
For those who are not acquainted with the different 

varieties, we offer collections which, when once planted, 
will, with very little care, keep the garden gay with flowers 
from the time the frost leaves 
the ground until late in Autumn. 
These collections are supplied as 
under: 

Dreer’s 

5.00 
25) £ our selection, 275! 
2 « “ “ ‘“ 1.50 

The above is but one of our many 
specialties; of others may be men- 
tioned : 

Vegetable Seeds, Flower Seeds, 

Garden and Greenhouse Plants, 

Water Lilies, Shrubs, Climbers 

and Garden Requisites 

of all kinds in almost unlimited 
quantity, al] of which are described 
and many illustrated in our 224- 
page 

GARDEN BOOK for 1906, 
acknowledged to be the best, most 
complete and comprehensive cata- 
logue ever published. You should 
have a copy, which will be sent 
free on application if you mention 
this magazine. 5 

, or Red Hot Pokers 

HENRY A. DREER, 
714 Chestnut Street PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
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“IN ON THE INSIDE OF OUR GREENHOUSE LIN 
“iN POTTING ROOMS LIN 
A\N We have told you of the charms of our little greenhouses, their delightful possi- LIN 

LIN bilities, how they are joy and health giving—but perhaps you have wanted to know AN 

ZN about the work room, han the boiler was located and all that sort of thing. So here is . a 

AN an interior view of a plain working proposition. rin 

The boiler is in the open cellar, down the stairs at the right. This cellar is just 

large enough for the boiler, the coal and plenty of elbow room for yourself. A ee ® 

W out and coal up in the moming, more coal at night—not complicated, this matter of wW 

y heating, —if you have the right boiler. W 

W Placing the work bench beneath the casement windows makes an opportunity for a W 

NW pleasant outlook. Under the bench you would always have a bin of rich dirt and leaf W 

NY mold, another bin for pots, and the W 

: s Site third for odds and ends. ° 

W g Some, also, shelter their garden tools W 

NY in these little houses. W 

W We keep these potting houses as simple W 
and inexpensive as possible. Frequently VW 

W it is feasible to attach the greenhouse to W 

WV the garden too] shed or some other build- x 

W ing you already have; so much the better, W 

W for then you can put all your money in W 

W serosa , ___ the sentons. W 

Wy LORD & BURNHAM CO. W 
W Greenhouse Designers and Manufacturers WW 
W 1132 Broadway, Com 20th St. Nene W 
Wy Boston Branch: 819 Tremont Building. W 

S. 
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GARDEN TOOLS Spray Pumps, Spraying Mixtures, a full line of 
Nursery Stock, Trees, Plants, Vines, etc. Write 

for a catalogue: contains valuable Spraying Chart, etc. 
ARTHUR J. COLLINS, Box N, Moorestown, N. J. 

DISTRIBUTE 
INSECTICIDES 

9 Leggett’s Dusters iseeticbes 
Saving Fruit and Vegetable Crops when other methods fail. 

NO BARREL OF WATER TO HAUL 

ge, LEGGETT'S 
Se CHAMPION 

WILSON’ 2 OUTSIDE VENETIAN 
Blind and Awning 

Combined 

The most unique, practical 
and satisfactory solution of 
the awning problem yet de- 
vised. Easily operated. Very 
durable and artistic. Pulls 
up out of sight when desired. 

Illustrated leaflet and testi- 
monials mailed free. Models 
on view 2t Saiesroom. 

? JAS.G. WILSON MFG.CO. 

Two acres of potatoes dusted per hour. 

SEVERAL STYLES FOR 

GARDEN, FIELD 
OR ORCHARD 

Our Spray Calendar gives concise in- 
w th formation regarding spraying, and about 

5 -29thSt. New York Dusters and Materials. Send for it. 
cturers of Rolling Mailed free on request. 

Woodand 

| egeett & Bia. 301 Pearl St., New York 

AN | 
AX | 
AN | 

‘Ihe Fastest Growing Vine 
HARDY, ornamental, twining climber 

. to cover unsightly places, or to climb 
over verandahs is the Kudzu vine (Pueraria 
Thunbergiana, known in the trade as Dolichos 
Japonicus). There is probably no other 
hardy vine which will make as much growth 
in a season as this attractive plant when once 
it has become well established. 

I do not know the extent of its powers of 
growth when cultivated in rich soil, but my 
root, planted in a clay bank, produces an 
almost incredible amount of stems and 
foliage, and, being rather unusual, attracts 
much attention, as it is trained to the second 
story of the house and around the sides. 
The stems are not hardy here, being killed 
vack to within three or four feet of the 

The Kudzu vine, because ofits rapid growth, has a 

r-marKkable covering capacity. Good for growing on 

porches, trellises, pergolas, and over unsightly objects 

ground each winter; but, once started, they 
grow very rapidly. 

The stems are thick, rounded, and brown- 
ish, bearing three- parted large leaves on long 
stems, abet a foot apart. A subsidiary, 

stem starts in the crotch formed by each leaf 
stalk and, as each of the main stems grows to 
forty feet or so in a season, its covering 
capacity will be seen to be very exceptional. 
It does not flower here, in this latitude. 

This plant is one of Mr. Thomas Hogg’s 
introductions from Southern Japan, where it 
is much grown, It does not seem to be well 
distributed, or in general cultivation owing 
perhaps to some difficulty in propagating it 
from cuttings, and seeds do not seem to be 
available. It can be propagated in the spring 
before growth starts by division or cuttings of 
the roots, but these go to such a depth as to 
discourage an ordinary seeker after new stock. 
It may, however, be increased in August by 
layering the stems, preferably in pots. As the 
young plants do not make new roots rapidly, 
the first winter they should be kept ina frost- 
proof place. 

New Jersey. J. N. GERARD. 
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GLASS 
We carry a com- 

plete stock of best 

Hotbed and 

Greenhouse Glass 

Don’t fail to write 

us before buying. . 

SHARP, PARTRIDGE & CO. 
22d and Lumber Streets - - Chicago 

New Baby Rambler Roses in bud and bloom, soc. each, 
f5.co per dozen. Small plants 25c. each, $2.50 per dozen. 

30,000 Rudbeckia Golden Glow $4.00 per hundred, 
$30.00 per thousand. 

20,000 Helenium Autummale, $5.00 per hundred, $40.00 
per thousand. 

5,000 Helenium Grandicephalum Striatum, $6.05 
per hundred, $50.00 per thousand. 

10,000 Rudbeckia Fulgida, $5.00 per hundred, $40.00 
per thousand. Any of above 75c. per dozen. 

A collection of 15 varieties of hardy plants for $1.00. 

Send for Catalogue. 

NORTH SHORE FERNERIES 
BEVERLY, TASS. 

The New Century Lawn Sprinkler 
Revolves freely with any pressure. Equal spray 
over circle from three to fifty feet in diameter. 

Head and 

Arms of 

Polished Brass 

Body 

Black 

Enameled 

Wheels 

Mounted 

on Wide Base Red Enameled 

SIMPLE AND DURABLE 

Your money back if not entirely satisfactory. Sent 
express prepaid anywhere in United States east of 
Rocky Mountains for only $2.50. Discriptive 

# circular free. 

THE YOST ELECTRIC MFG. CO., 

Toledo, Ohio., U. S. A. 

WIS IB, GA IR ID) 1S, INE WHE EWE e AZZ IE INE 38 

Ss ne Nc ee 
Copyright, 1903, by the F¥. L. Mott Iron Works. 

ORNAMENTAL DEPT., 

Lawn and Park Fountains 

Aquaria and Aquarium Fountains 
Drinking Fountains 

Flower Vases in Cast Iron and Bronze 
Statuary, Settees and Chairs, Tree Guards 

Railings and Entrance Gates 
Gas and Electric Light Posts and Lamps 
Stable and Cattle House Fittings and 

Weather Vanes 
We 

separate cata- 

issue 

logue of each 

of the above, 

which will be 

sent on re- 

quest. 

Address 

The J. L. Mott Iron Works,** ° New Yore 

DO YOU WANT A BEAUTIFUL HOME ? 

Like this, from my Book of Bungalows, or one equally 
beautiful in a different style? Then Buy your Plans of 
me. My Designs are Original, Artistic and Economi- 
cally planned. My Plans and Specifications are Full 
and Complete. And I can design you just the house 
you want, for the least possible money, if you prefer 
to have one specially designed. 
Let me hear from you. My books are: 
A BOOK OF BUNGALOWS. A Unique and Artistic book, con- 
taining Designs for One and One and One-Half Story Bungalows 
in various styles, from $1000 up. Price by mail, $2.00. 
NEW PICTURESQUE COTTAGES, Containing Original and 
Beautiful Designs for Suburban Homes, from $2800 to $6000. 
Price by mail, $1.00. 
PICTURESQUE SUMMER COTTAGES, Vol III, Designs for 
Stone, Shingle and Rustic Summer Cottages and Bungalows. 
Price by mail, $1.00. 

E. E. Holman, Architect 

Espen Building Philadelphia, Pa. 

LELAND & HALL CO. 
WORKERS IN STONE 

557 FIFTH AVENUE 

NEW YORK 

. { PIETRASANTA, ITALY 
STUDIOS | | ONG ISLAND ‘CITY 

WORKS: BARRE, VT. 

Invite special attention to their unequallec facilities for designing and executing 
the highest grade of garden adornments, mantels, tables, statuary, altars, fonts, 
monuments and mausoleums, in marble, granite and stone. 

Also invite inspection of the pieces in stock. Designs and prices sent upon request. 
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A supply of water for country residences, hotels, 

schools, etc., being a necessity rather than a luxury, 

the importance of having the supply ‘constan‘, as 

well as easily procured, is self-evident. Before the 

invention of the 

Rider and Ericsson Engines 
this question of water supply was a vexed one, and not often satisfactorily solved. Since the invention 

of these engines many thousand residences, schools, hotels, stock farms, etc., have had a constant daily 

supply of water without danger, complication or material expense. Many of the largest colleges, such 

as Harvard, Comell, Columbia, University of Michigan, and many others have the engines in their 

mechanical laboratories as being the standard machine for illustrating to their students. Thousands of 

the most prominent citizens of this country, as well as other countries, use them; many of the rulers of 

other countries, including King Edward VII and the Khedive of Egypt, have the engines in their palaces. 

The heads of the greatest engineering establishments in this country, such as the Baldwin Locomotive 

Works, Westinghouse Machine Works and Allis-Chalmers Company, pump the water at their country 

places with Rider or Ericsson engines. Almost every public school in New York City has one or more 

of the engines supplying water for the use of the students. Many of the most prominent stock farms in 

this country pump all of the water for their fine cattle with Rider or Ericsson engines. These facts may 

not be conclusive, but to the average mind are important. Such people do not buy inferior machines if 

better ones are in existence. The celebrated Captain Ericsson, of Monitor fame, the inventor of the 

Ericsson Hot-Air Pumps, considered the Ericsson pump the most important, from a utilitarian standpoint, 

of all his inventions. A boy who can build a fire in an ordinary stove is competent to take entire charge 

of a Rider or Ericsson Pump, and the cost of running them, with any kind of fuel, is practically nothing. 

Their absolute safety under all circumstances is not an unimportant consideration. Owing to the recent 

reduction in the price of many materials we are able to make a discount of Io per cent. from our present 

list prices without in any way affecting the quality of the engines. In writing to any of our stores for 

information delay will be saved by stating the conditions under which a pump would have to work 

Catalogue U free on application to nearest store. 

Rider-Ericsson Engine Co. 
35 Warren Street; New York 40 Dearborn Street, Chicago 

2359 Franklin Street, Boston 40 North 7th Street, Philadelphia 

234 Craig St. West, Montreal, P. Q. 22 Pitt St., Sydney, N. S. W. 

Teniente-Rey 71, Havana, Cuba 

A Surplus Stock Native Rhododendrons 
(Rhododendron Maximum) 

The best broad leaved evergreen and the most satisfactory 
plant grown for massing. have a surplus of about 20,000 

G: H. PETERSON 

ROSE AND PEONY SPECIALIST 
(Catalogue on application) 

FAIR LAWN 

plants, well budded, bushy, thrifty and strong, in sizes from 2 to 
10 feet in height. ell me how many you could use and I will 
send prices that will please you. The month of May is the right 
time to plant Rhododendrons. 

Cc. E. PERSONS - - = 
NEW JERSEY 

OVERLOOKING SAUGATUCK VALLEY 
AND LONG ISLAND SOUND 

90-acre Farm on gentle sloping hill, beautiful views—an ideal 
site for country home. Good farm buildings. Only 114 
hours from New York. An exceptional opportunity in 
rapidly improving locality. Address 

J. N. NICKERSON, REDDING, CONN. 
or Edward Deacon, Bridgeport, Conn. 

Westfield, N. Y. 

and most 
Largest complete Stock of 

Hardy Plants in America 
Catalogues on Application 

ELLIOTT NURSERY CO., Pittsgure, Pa. 

TREES AND SHRUBS FOR CALIFORNIA 

Q. Will the flowering magnolia, the com- 
mon barberry, the purple barberry, and 
Schwedler’s maple do well in Southern Cali- 
fornia ? 

A. Our climate is generally too dry for any 
of these plants, although in a few cases they 
do fairly well. High altitudes or near the 
sea shore will suit them best. If planted in- 
land they should be wholly or partially in 
the shade of tall trees or buildings. Low 
damp lawns, where stagnant water is present 
at times, does not seem to disagree with them. 

California ERNEST BRAUNTON 

KEEPING BULBS AND ROOTS 

Q. What is the best way to keep over win- 
ter these roots and bulbs: Japanese iris (I7is 
levigata, known in the trade as I. Kemp- 
jeri.), St. Bernard’s Lily (Anthericum Lih- 
ago), Japanese anemone, and tuberous be- 
gonias? They are expected to arrive from 
Holland too early for spring planting and too 
late for fall. 

London, Canada Mi Eevee 
A. Begonia tubers should be kept in a dry 

place at a temperature of 40° without any 
covering. The others can be loosely packed 
in damp moss at a temperature of 35° to 40° 
or else covered with earth and placed in a 
fairly dry cellar at a temperature of 30° to 35°. 

New York City W. E. M. 

PLANT BREEDING AS A BUSINESS 

Q. Would you advise me to go into plant 
breeding as a business ? 

Decaiur, ILL. A. R. W. 

A. No, sir. You’d starve to death. Get 
your living some other way and make plant 
breeding a back-yard hobby outside of office 
hours. 

PRUNING SHADE TREES 

Q. When is the best time to prune shade 
trees that were planted last fall? 

Jamaica, N. Y. Riv Saas 

A. The trees should have been pruned 
when planted and if it was properly done 
at that time they will not need further 
attention for three or four years. But if, 
before then, limbs are found rubbing against 
one another, injuring the bark, cut ou. one 
of them. In young trees the head should 
be kept long and narrow rather than short 
and broad. Pruning had best be done in 
March before the sap runs as then the 
wound will heal quicker except in the maples 
which should be pruned in summer after sap 
stops flowing. 

New York City IBs 13, 40. 
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Perhaps you 

have been thinking 
about having a greenhouse—one 
that would give you not only 
flowers and fresh vegetables all the 
year round, but a pleasant pastime 
as well—a pastime that brings you 
double satisfaction by also adding 
to the pleasure of those about you. 

A greenhouse is a_ scientific 
affair, not a mere house of glass. To 
grow plants successfully, economi- 
cally, your house must be con- 
structed to meet every need of 
plant life. 

U-Bar Greenhouses 
are the Best Greenhouses Built 
because they are constructed to 
meet all these requirements. No 
other form of construction gives to 
the plants as much light—none are 
so durable—none so adaptable, or 
conform so pleasingly with any 
surrounding. The U-Bar is a pat- 
ented construction. Before build- 
ing know about the U-Bar. 

PIERSON U-BAR COMPANY 
DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS 

U-BAR GREENHOUSES 
Metropolitan Building 

Fourth Avenue and Twenty-third Street 
NEW YORK 

GLADIOLI for 

the GARDEN 
If you want a garden of rich colors 
and a variety of exquisite shades 

you should plant Groff’s Hybrid 
Gladioli. There is no flower of 
such easy culture, embracing the 
great range of color with endless 

combinations and varieties, as these 

Hybrid Gladioli. The graceful 
stalks with their burst of gorgeous 
coloring make the garden averitable 
fairy land. Every shade or combi- 
nation of shade can be produced. 

I am the United States representa- 

tive and grower of Groff’s Hybrids. 
Awarded the Grand Prize, World’s 

Fair, St. Louis, 1904. 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE 

THE 

66 99 Apollo” Sweeper 
is an ideal time and labor-saving machine for the care of 

Lawns, Golf-greens, Porches, Walks, Barn-iloors; 
etc. It takes the place of broom and shovel, sweeping and gathering all in 
one operation. The sweepings are carried into the box attached, (see cut) 
doing away with the need of basket or cart for collecting the sweepings. 

Beautiful Lawns 
are produced by the use of the ““APOLLO” sweeper, because instead of 
injuring the grass or tearing it up as a rake does, the action Of the fibre 
bristles promotes the growth of the turf, makes the grass thick and pro- 

oF duces a rich, green, “‘velvety’’ appearance, instead of a dull gray or brown 
t color. It removes every particle of cut and dead grass, leaves, twigs, manure, dirt, etc. If your dealer cannot supply you, write 

**It Gathers 
asitSweeps’’ 

us and we will send a sweeper on 10 Days Approval. Booklet Free. 

THE GREENE MFG. CO., 34 Sycamore St., SPRINGFIELD, OHIO. (Good Canvassers Wanted.) 

YOUR GOOD TASTE BESPEAKS A COPY OF 

The International Cook Book 
bye ek xO AN DER] FIeIPP ENT 

Formerly of Delmonico’s Author of “The Table” 

fe eeL1IS is the world’s cook book. It is replete with rare and 
deliciously original dishes, drawn from the author’s wide ex- 
perience and years of travel here and abroad. There are 

nearly 3,500 recipes in all—a veritable encyclopedia representing 
countries all over the globe. 

Two washable bindings, white seal grain and red morocco grain. 

S 
DOUBLEDAY. PAGE &Co. NEW YORK. 

Net, $4.80 (postage 48 cents). 

THE GARDEN THE WoRLD's WORK 
MAGAZINE FARMING 
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| The Elm City Nursery Co. 

Desirable 

i 

| alba should be taken in the fall, using the : To introduce my direct 7 
| | young, pliable, but ripened, wood of the a JEITONE ORS: 3 and 2 2 z ’ é 3) o 
| same year’s growth. These are made into | ‘5 = SPECIAL MOTH 2 

ii | | lengths of ten inches or so, tied in bund- S = “a P. soe a URS Se 
. . . you Wi ormy new 

Beautitul i | les, and buried in sand or well-drained ‘Fs b caerioeuedl willl <eadteolyen Ene) 
5 2 5 Sues a beautifully mounted 5 @ 

soil, then early in the spring they are planted | 4 3 CHINESE ~ 3 | ns ieee ; : ; ~ 2 aa 
| | with their tip only appearing above ground. ce LEOPARD SKIN oS e 

Se Thunbergit, arguta and prunijolia will == (averse pm) Ss 
SSeS -asss | | root from cuttings of the growing wood taken Pe London quotation £15, for @. 

Japanese Magnolias in variety, in balls, 3 to 7 ft. | in June, and placed in shaded hotbeds, but S 2 $35.00 5D 
Flowering Dogwood, white, pink, red,3toSit. | they require close attention. They will root Og Augie jaucduemee is) 
Japanese Maples in variety, from pots, I to 4 ft. more readily from cuttings of the growing a Ss offer for mounted & 

EVERGREEN TREES ieee % cane g 
Japanese Umbrella Pines, in balls, 1 to 5 ft. plants forced an the greenhouse a Wits rm Game Fees 
Japanese Yew (Cuspidata) in balls, 1 to 2 ft. ter, and placed in the propagating bench. | @ 
Koster’s Blue Spruce, in balls, 1 to 5 ft. If seeds are sown, as Soon as ripe, in flats, 

DECIDUOUS SHRUBS and placed in coldframes, they will germinate 
Azaleas in great variety, in balls, 1 to 4 it. 
New Fem-leaf Sumach (Staghorn), 1 to 6 ft. 

Choice Lilacs in great variety, 1 to 6 ft. 
EVERGREEN SHRUBS 

Rhododendrons, hardy named sorts, I to 3 it. 
Rhododendron Maximum (also car-load lots), 

I to 10 ft. 
Kalmia or Laurel (also car-loads), 1 to 5 ft. 

HARDY VINES : ‘ 
Actinidia, new and desirable, 1 to 6 ft. borers. Can you suggest a remedy which Herbaceous Perennials 
Wistaria Multijuga, rare, 2 to ro ft. will kill them? 

| Clematis in variety, strong roots. Massachusetts, Bde Ne FOR THE GARDEN BORDER 

ry GARDEN ROSES! 
Killamey, strong dormant plants. 
Frau Karl Druschki, strong dormant plants. 
Baby Rambler, dormant plants and pot grown. 

HERBACEOUS PLANTS 
Hardy Chrysanthemums in variety, in pots. 
Japanese Anemones in variety, field grown. 
Shasta Daisies (Alaska), strong field grown. 

FORMAL TREES IN TUBS 
Specimen Bays (Laurus), a grand lot. 
Specimen Box, standard and pyramidal. 
Specimen Hydrangeas (large), for summer use. 

HEDGE PLANTS 
California Privet, large stock, 1 to 6 ft. 
Japanese Barberry (Thunbergii), 1 to 3 it. 
American Hemlock (Tsuga), I to 3 ft. 

FRUIT TREES, ETC. 
Apples, Pears, Cherries, Peaches, Quinces, 

Plums, etc., 4 to 8 ft. | 
Giape Vines, Berry Bushes, Asparagus 

Plants, etc., large stock. | 

«Just a few ’’ of the many desirable things to be obtained at | 
our Nursery are noted above. All of them are listed with sizes 
and prices in our NEW CATALOG justissued. You should | 
have a copy of this NEW CATALOG, and we will gladly | 
send you a copy promptly on request; there is no charge. 

New Haven : : : Conn. 
Visitors always welcome at the Nursery. 

L) 

{ 
if 

HORBURN’S N’S SEEDS 
THE BEST AND MOST RELIABLE. If you are interested in 

gZse Mailed free. 

J. M. THORBURN & CO., 36 Cortlandt St., New York 

gardening send for our beautiful GarDEN ANNUAL. 

THE GARDEN MAGAZINE 

PROPAGATION OF SPIREAS 
Q. We have some spireas in our yard from 

which we would like to secure some young 
plants. How shall we go about it? 

jee 
A. Cuttings of Spirea Van Houttei, Can- 

toniensis, crenata, Bumalda, Japonica and 

the first or second year after ripening, when 
the seedlings must be slightly shaded for a 
short time. 

Rochester, N. Y. 

ELM BARK BORERS 
Q. Our elm trees are being girdled by 

J. DUNBAR. 

A. The elm borer is a rather difficult in- 
sect to control, because the destructive larve 
(worms) work under the bark, where they 
can not be easily reached. I would advise 
the immediate removal of all the dead wood 
and some of the more badly infested limbs, 
provided the trees are not in such a bad con- 
dition that the latter can not be cut away 
without serious damage. Should this be the 
case it will probably be wiser to cut and burn 
the worst infested trees rather than to at- 
tempt to restore them to a healthy condition. 
The pruning might be followed by carefully 
shaving down the bark over the other in- 
fested portions, which can not be cut away, 
removing the tissues till the grubs are nearly 
exposed, and then paint with a strong kero- 
sene emulsion or a carbolic-soap wash pre- 
pared according to this formula: In six 
gallons of saturated solution of washing 
soda, dissolve one gallon of soft soap, add 
one pint of carbolic acid, mix thoroughly, 
slack enough lime in four gallons of water so 
that when added to the mixture a thick white- 
wash will result, then add half a pound of 
Paris green. ‘This is also valuable to pre- 
vent egglaying on bark. It may be necessary 
to make two applications at intervals of a 
week or ten days and then the injured parts 
should be protected by a thick plaster of 
fresh cow dung and lime, held in place, if 
necessary, by burlap. This treatment should 
result in the destruction of considerable num- 
bers of the grubs, and, if judicious pruning 
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TIGER SKINS _ GAME HEADS 
LEOPARD SKINS 
BEAR SKINS 
WOLF, FOX, ETC. 

FRANKLIN C. JONES, Importer 
174 FEDERAL STREET, BOSTON, MASS 

| 
| 

Choice Pompon Chrysanthemums 
and Cactus Dahlias 

Send for Catalogue 

SHATEMUC NURSERIES 
Barrytown, Dutchess Co., N.Y. 

A IMPORTED ‘ 
——CHOICE— 

ENGLISH LAWN GRASS SEED 
Weare the only exclusive Importers of this fine seed. Anyone 
desiring a beautiful and luxuriant lawn similar in every respect to the 
best English lawns and free from weed seeds and coarse grasses, 
write us. Samples lb. bag, sufficient for 75 x 75 feet, sent anywhere in 
the Central and Eastern States, express paid, on receipt of $1.50. 

Address, Blatchford’s Calf Meal Factory 
AND AGRICULTURAL WORKS V4 

WAUKEGAN, ILL, 
EsTABLISHED AT LEICESTER, ENGLAND, IN 1800. 

Standard Steel Posts 
Can be Driven 

One-Third Cheaper Thap 
Wood Posts. They Last 

... Forever... 
Can be used with plain, lawn or woven 
wire fencing. Posts made for all require- 
ments. Hitching, clothes, lawn and field 
posts. Thousands in use and thousaids 
ready for immediate delivery. Write for 

Descriptive Circular and Price List. 

— 235 Broadway, 
ges J. H. DOWDS, New York City. 

has been given, the trees should recover, pro- 
vided there is a fair opportunity for growth. 
It might be advisable to supplement the 
above measures by digging around the trees 
for a distance of some ten to fifteen feet, 
depending upon their size, and manuring 
heavily. IDs ee, LOS 

perday. Straddles 
time. Wheels ad- 

yidths. Sprays to 
d gearing of pump to wheel 

tic dgitator and suction 
x clogs. Free instruction 

famou field, Empire King, Orchard 
. Write for it. 

48 Eleventh St., Elmira, N. Y. 

exS he 

| FIELD FORCE PUMP CO., 
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PR scnCAL plans for picturesque Automobile and Animal Houses, Arbors, 
Bridges, Summer Houses, Boat Houses, Cabins, Camps, Dens, Fumiture for 
house and garden, Fences, Gates, Lodges, Pergolas, Play houses, Umbrellas 

and all other kinds of rustic structures for gardens and estates. 
Original designs adapted to site. State what you want to build, and describe the 

; site selected. Estimates furnished for rustic con- 
“ struction to be erected by most competent workmen 

in my employ. ; 
To facilitate business with those living at a long distance 

from New York, I will send by registered mail or express to 
any part of the United States or Canada, upon receipt of 
$5.00, complete working drawings, as follows: 

Sheet No.1. Two fence designs with covered gateway 
“ 2. Summer house, 12 feet in diameter 
< 3. Bridge design, adaptable to different lengths 

4. Chairs and settees in several designs 
S 5. Two grape arbor desiens, also adaptable 

6. Small log cabin, suitable for play-house, studio, 
or work-shop 

Any one sheet of plans for $1.00. Address 

USTIC BUILDER, 
; eS J. Hi. TROY, Nee Rochelle, N. Y. 

‘ New York City Office, 24 East 34th Street 

Andorras Peonies 
WILL BLOOM THIS SPRING 

SPECIAL 
E HAVE purchased the 

\ entire stock of Peonies 
from one of the largest 

Nurseries, closing them out on 

this line. The list was originally 

Kelways and are his introduc- 

tions. They are four and five 

year clumps. 

SPECIAL OFFER 

Per Dozen 
12t3 PS) SR e ic CET 

Per 100 

Zt 4 Ask for Peony Booklet of 
iY © ee New and Rare Varieties 

Reproduced from photo of Andorra’s Peonies. 

ANDORRA NURSERIES 
Won. WarnNER Harper, Prop. 

Chestnut Hill Philadelphia, Penna. 
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Sudeep Megaz-« = 

That is our business and has been for a great many years. We can show you fine 
places with beautiful trees and shrubs which we fumished that could not help but please 
you. We are situated in the center of a fast growing community and are very accessible 
to many new homes that are being made. This is an advantage, as stock can be planted 
soon after being dug. Let us visit your place, and see what you need. We can furnish 
all you wish in the way of 

Ornamental Trees, Shrubbery, Hedge Plants, Evergreens, 
Fruit Trees, Roses, Paeonies,jVines and Herbaceous Plants 

We have a large collection of the 

Old Fashioned Perennials and Dwarf Box for Flower Gardens 

Also 

RARE RHODODENDRONS 
The largest to be found in the country, from 10 to 15 feet high with a spread of 12 
feet, moved with a ball of earth. Many years of waiting saved in getting these plants. 
Visit the Nurseries and see our stock; if you cannot come, send for a catalogue, and if you 
do not find what you want, wnitte for further information. Correspondence solicited. 

THE STEPHEN HOYT’S SONS CO. 

Telephone 148-2 So. Norwalk, Ct. NEW CANAAN, CONN. 

- 

Manlove Self-Opening Gate 
Always in order. Has been in general use for many years. 
It is opened or closed by any vehicle without assistance 

or stopping. By its use runaway accidents are avoided. The 

gate can be placed at any driveway entrance, attached to ordi- 

nary posts, and soon pays for itself in time saved. Machinery 

is all above ground, and so simple it never gets out of order. 

It adds to the beauty, value and convenience of any home. 

Address 

MANLOVE GATE «COMPANY 
272 HURON STREET, CHICAGO 
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ONE 
OF THE SECRETS OF 

SWEET PEA 
GROWING IS TO HAVE 

QUALITY SEED 

SWEET PEAS 
““THE ORCHID OF THE GARDEN’? 

The following varieties of Sweet Peas are recog- 
nized by the leading florists and growers of cut 
flowers for market as the best in their respective 
color and productiveness: 

COLOR NAME PKT. OZ. 

WHITE White Wonder. . . 5c. 10c. 

YELLOW . Primrose . . . . 5c. 10c. 

LAVENDER Lady Grisel Hamilton 5c. 10c. 

PINK dg 0 6 WOMANI S66 56 Se, ihe, 

-PINK AND WHITE Apple Blossom. . . 5c. 10c. 

MAROON . Duke of Clarence. . 5c. 10c. 

BLUE Captain of the Blues . 5c. 10c. 

SCARLET. ine flyaera ae eee er COCs 

STRIPED . Golden Rose . . 5c; 10c: 

Boddington’s Quality Mixture—all colors mixed 5c. 10c. 

PLANTS FOR SHADY PLACES 

Q. Can you give me the names of some tall- 
growing plants which can be planted along 
the fence in front of my house which faces 
northeast? The fence is thirty feet from 
the house and there is a row of trees outside 
the fence which gives a partial shade to the 
border. It does not have sufficient sunlight 
for geraniums or nasturtiums. What can be 
grown in boxes on a partially shaded ver- 
andah? Will fuchsias do, and is there any- 
thing that would look well with them ? 

Connecticut. Jabs 
A. You do not give the name of the trees 

which cause the shade in your garden, and 
the difficulty you have may be due to the 
exhaustion of the soil by the trees referred to. 
For instance, if they are spruces, the con- 
tinuous shade will render it almost impossible 
for anything else to grow. If they are elms, 
they will take so much water out of the 
ground that the cultural problem is very 
much complicated. 
We would suggest, however, that you try 

a hedge of the Diervilla florida (usually 
spoken of by the nurserymen as Weigelia 
rosea). Other plants which might do well 
are the wild ferns, foxgloves, Canterbury 
bells (Campanulas) and the tarweed (Madia 
elegans). This last has the perculiar habit 
of opening only in morning or evening or in 
the shade. It always closes in the sunshine. 

For the verandah boxes, petunias might 
answer, but, of course, they would hardly 
harmonize with fuchsias. The moneywort 
(Lysimachia nummularia) would make a 
pretty trailing edge to the box, and would 
harmonize with anything. Some of the 
prettier geraniums might be used, but cer- 
tainly the fuchsias are the best-flowering 
plants for shade and if you are handling 
them at all, why not transplant each season 
in front of the hedge? 

Of course, if you will take tender plants, 
the shady position you describe would be 
ideal for tuberous-rooted begonias. Have 
you ever tried them? 
New York. H. M. B. 

WHERE TO GET TREE NAMES 

Q. Our town has many trees on its common 
and along it roads for which we desire names. 
Where can we secure the names and how 
will we go about it? 

Massachusetts. Tree Warden. 
A. The Bureau of Forestry of the U. S. 

Department of Agriculture has extended the 
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Comfort, Convenience 
and Cleanliness 

Are assured by the use of BISSELL’S ““CYCO” 
BEARING Carpet Sweeper. You can double its bene- 
fits by having twosweepers, one for upstairs and one for 
down ; this saves the work of carrying the sweeper up 
and down stairs, besides you always have a Sweeper at 
your command when you want it. 

There is no article in the home at double the cost 
that contributes as much comfort or that saves as much 
hard labor and fatigue as 

4 BISSELL 
“Cyco” Bearing sweeper. 

It operates easily, silent- 
ly and thoroughly, 
raises no dust, bright- 
ens and preserves 
your carpets and 
rugs, will last 

longer than fifty 

corn brooms. 

Look for the 
name — 

BISSELL’S. 

For sale by all 
first-class dealers. 

PRICES : 
$2.50 $3.50 $5.00 
3.00 3.75 5.50 
3.25 4.00 

Buy a“ Cyco”’ Bear- 
ing Bissell now, send 

us the purchase 
slip and receive 
a neat, useful 
present free. 

BISSELL CARPET SWEEPER CO. 
Dept. 18 A, Grand Rapids, Michigan 

(Largest Sweeper Makers in the World) 

“¥ : a Z E 
16 Wan xe @ 1 HOLS 

WROUGHT 
TRON FEN- 
CES AND 
ENTRANCE 
GATES 
FOR 

COUNTRY 
SEATS, FINE 

| 54) 
RESIDENCES , PUB- 
LIC BUILDINGS AND 

- CEMETERIES = 
F-E- CARRENTER:G 

7&9 WARREN ST 

——— ae 
DAHLIAS THE ROYAL COLLECTION 

OF ENGLISH NOVELTY SWEET PEAS 
distributed for the first time in America 

EVELYN BYATT JOHN INGRAM 

PHYLLIS UNWIN BLACK MICHAEL 

HELEN LEWIS ROMOLO PIOZZANI 

HELEN PIERCE DAVID R. WILLIAMSON 

use of its facilities, for determining plant 
names, to any town or city needing assistance. 

There are two ways in which the names 
can be had: First, if there are a large num- 
ber of trees to be named, a representative 
will visit the town or city giving the names 
on the spot; and, second, gather specimens 

If you are looking for something zeq and wish to keep 
up-to-date, send for free catalogue to winner of stlver 
medal. Highest award to any American Firm for 
growing exhibit at World’s Fair, St. Louis, 1904. 
May is the month to plant Dahlias. 

EAST BRIDGEWATER DAHLIA GARDEN 
J. K. Alexander, Prop. EAST BRIDGEWATER, MASS. 

For full descripti page 8 tal gor or fu escription see page 8 my catalogue. ] ll of the various trees and send them to the -Knapsack & | The collection of eight varieties, $2.50 Bureau which will return you names for them. 
The above collections of Sweet Peas in packets 

or ounces mailed free to any part of the United 
States, with our 64-page catalogue containing 
nearly 100 full-page and other illustrations, and 
containing a ‘‘ world of information.’’ 

ARTHUR T. BODDINGTON, Seedsman 
342 W. 14th St., New York City 

These specimens should be about ten to 
twelve inches long and should contain not 
only leaves but the flowers or the fruit (seeds). 
The fruit specimens are more important 
than the flowers because with some kinds of 
trees a botanist can only tell them apart by 
the fruits. In collecting these specimens, 

Spramotor 
destroys all insects or fungi on potatoes, 
berry bushes, trees, plants or vegetables. 

Copper tank $15, galvanized $12. 
gents anted. 

Ask for 86-page treatise K. 

SPRAMOTOR CO. 
: Buffalo, N. Y. London, Ont. 
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valuable clothing, etc., packed in a Piedmont Red Cedar Chest are per- 

fectly secure from moths, dust and F 
dampness, and kept clean, sweet and 

fresh. They are always ready to wear. 

No need of airing to destroy the odor of 
moth-balls, etc., which donot thoroughly 
protect. 

Made in several sizes and fitted with 
handsome trimmings. 

An Ideal Wedding or 

Birthday Gift 
You run no risk—if not perfectly satisfied 

with the chest, return it in five days at our ex- 
pense and get your money back. 

They are shipped direct from face 
tory to your home, freight prepaid. 

Write for booklet with full information and 
factory prices. 

PIEDMONT FURNITURE Co. 
Dept. W, Statesville, N. C. 

“via dar Chest s «||| A Piedmont Red Cedar Ches 
R = in the home saves the trouble and expense of putting your furs in cold storage. Z: 
Y Y The cost is about the same as that of a season’s cold storage, du¢ the chest 
S Ss Zasts a lifetime. Is always in your home and easy of access. 

A Our A It does all that cold storage does—and more; imparts that delicate odor of 
N N the genuine Southern Red Cedar to your furs, and absolutely protects them 
T Specialt T from moths and insects, which at this season are laying their eggs and 

H Pelayo preparing their work of destruction on furs and woolens. Furs, blankets, 
E E 
M M 
U U 
M M 
S Ss 

Pres. Roosevelt 

Pres. Roosevelt — Our Leader for 1906 
BEAUTIFUL LIGHT ROSE 

Strong Plants 50c. each, postpaid 
Twenty years of Successful Culture has given us En- 

viable Prominence in the Chrysanthemum World. Our 

Productions are leaders in every American Collection 

and included in the best European Lists. 

Send for Large Illustrated Catalogue 
We offer also the Most Desirable Hardy Perennials 

Smith’s Chrysanthemum Manual—Second and Revised Edi- 
tion. The Most Complete Treatise on Chrysanthemums in 
America, covering all necessary cultural directions, from Stock 
Plants and Propagation to Staging of Exhibition Blooms. 

Cloth Binding—100 Pages—Profusely Illustrated 

Only 40c. postpaid 

NATHAN SMITH & SON 
25 W. Maumee Street, Adrian, Mich. 

Lawn Fertilizer The Grand Japan Iris Kaempferi 
Se MANURE is unequaled for top 

dressing the lawn in early Spring. It 
makes a complete fertilizer and is especially 
Tich in nitrogen. Spread on evenly while the 
ground is still frozen; the Spring rains will 

wash in the fertilizing elements ready for 
the young roots immediately growth starts. 
There is no danger of carrying in weed 
seeds if sheep manure is used. 

FLOWERS MEASURE 8 TO 12 INCHES ACROSS 

—MASSES OF BLOOM THE FIRST SEASON 

One strong clump, postpaid....... Blasi ole Micysyalictets Reacieeey Myatatetevere He 

Sixty express) pal deci: seri utieretepree crceusronre sen eraeinrs pk foes so odane-) bys) 

GERMAN IRIS 
BSUS aio @eallecs woetgetiuig ie As Beautiful as Orchids—AIl Colors of Rainbow 

Vegetable Garden and Orchard OneistronesiloweLnemroofmpostpaldemncr emetic -.-.-10C 
promoting a steady, rapid growth. It is Soe SHO iO WON NOKOUS, PNOSPAMG! 55 S050 caoncccugdcabdcD 500 ...--50c 

non-odorous, is cleaner, and richer than dwelveystrongan owenn groots;spostpaldecns se ance seericcicincisieere cies 90c 
stable manure. 

Send for our 28th Annual Catalogue 10 Ibs....$0.35 100 Ibs... .$1.50 
50 Ibs.... 1.00 Per ton... .25.00 JAPAN IRIS 

CAIRNSMUIR FARM, 
New City, Rock~anp Co., NEw York. Address H. H. BERGER & CO = ee ee 

Oe aE OP Es OE MEE ANS HELEFUL FAIRFAX ROSES SWEET PEAS INCCULATED 
TREE CATALOGUE FOR 1906 REMAIN. with nitro-culture produce magnificent flowers on soil hitherto found 
Shall we send you one? You will find it the most interesting and | CANNOT BE EQUALLED Catalogue free unfavorable. Innoculated seed. Eckfoyd’s finest varieties mailed 
useful catalogue you have ever read. . for 10 cents per ounce. 

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS, Inc., Box R, Germantown Phila., Pa. W. R. GRAY, Box 6, OAKTON, FAIRFAX CO., PA. BINGHAIITON SEED CO., BINGHAIITON, N. Y. 

IF ANY DEALER OFFERS YOU A SUBSTITUTE, INSIST ON HAVING THE GENUINE 

Never Slips EVERY PAIR 
nor Tears WARRANTED = CUSHION 

: BU MeelEOrRN 

RTER 
Sample pair. Mer. 25c. 
Silk, 50c. Mailed on 
receipt of price 

GEORGE FROST COMPANY, Makers, Boston, Mass., U. S. A. LOOK Ane 
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No Repairs. When you roof your 

buildings with Amatite, your first cost 

covers @// cost. After it is put on you 

can forget all about it, for it will require 

no repairs—painting, patching or tinkering 

If your of any sort—for many years. 

Amatite roof costs you $10.00 to begin 

with, the cost ends there. And it is all 

because it is made to weayand does not 

rot, crack or peel off in a few years. 

Send to our nearest office for free 

sample and see for yourself how much better it is than the ordinary kinds. 
New Barrett Manuracturinc Co., 

ROOQKING 

Kansas City, New Orleans, Cleveland, St. Louis, Cincinnati, Minneapolis, Boston. 

THE GARDEN MAGAZINE 

York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Allegheny, 

ORCHID PLANTS 
Easily Grown 

The ten most popular varieties which will flower 
the first season, together with directions for grow- 
ing them, $20.00. 

Cattleya Labiata 
Cattleya Citrina 
Laelia Anceps 

Coelogyne Cristata 
Odontoglossum Citrosmum 
Dendrobium Nobilis 

Laelia Autumnalis Cypripedium Insigne 
Laelia Albida Oncidium Cavandishianum 

ORCHID PEAT AND MOSss 

SIEBRECHT & SON, 
Rose Hill Nurseries, -:- New Rochelle, N. Y. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS 
FOR EXHIBITION 

I make a specialty of handling 
the very finest exhibition varieties 
and have all the novelties of the 
year as well as the standard 
kinds. Fine, splendid varieties 
are Morton F. Plant, Mrs. John 
E. Dunne, Mrs. Geo. Heaume, 
Mrs. Henry Partridge, Mrs. F. 
F. Thompson. Send for my com- 
plete Catalogue No. 2 of exhibi- 
tion and hardy varieties. 

CHARLES H. TOTTY MADISON 
NEW JERSEY 

ANNUAL FLOWER SEEDS 
SPECIAL OFFER TO READERS 

|Six Packets for 20 cents 
We will mail free any classified collection of six 
varieties selected from the April number of THE 
GaRDEN MaGaAZINE on pages 139, 140 or 141 for 
20 cents in stamps or coin. 
When ordering, state which class you wish. 
Illustrated catalogue of seeds free for asking, 

with premium offers. 

W. E. MARSHALL & CO. 

1 146 West 23d Street New York 

Rosedale Wurseries 

Tarrptown, TA. WD. 

LANDSCAPE DESIGN A SPECIALTY 

S. G. HARRIS, M, S. 

GOLD MEDAL 
ST. Louis 

EXPOSITION 
1904 

TELEPHONE 261FR 

ROSES BARGAIN DAY. See itlegeod 22S —————————— 

To close out we offer a few choice plants 

aS lees Ee EO ha GP Gala 

tion must be left partly to us. émong 

others are Hybrid Teas, Bessie Brown, Kil< 

larney, Franz Deegan, Lady Bettersea, 

Chatenay, Antoine Riyoire, Enchantress, 

Belle Siebrecht, Gladys Harkness, Grace 

Darling, Liberty, Gustave Regis, Madam 

Cadeau Ramey, Le France, Lady Clanmorris, 

Pres. Carnot and Viscountess Folkenstone, 

Frau Karl Druschki, Prince Camille de 

Rohan, Ulrich Brunner, and a few others of the 

best Hybrid Perpetuals. 

aH. NEN, 

Zoe reg 
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twigs from several parts of the tree should be 
taken so as to show all the leaf forms. 

Give all the specimens from an individual 
tree the same number which should be also 
attached to the tree,so when the names come 
you will know to what tree they belong. 

Connecticut. GaE 

SUGGESTION FOR WALLFLOWER GROWING 

Q. I have started some wallflowers in my 
window garden for planting out-of-doors. 
What position in the garden is best? 

Connecticut. AX. MBE 
A. If you do not get flowers this year, do 

not be disappointed. The wallflower is 
a hardy perennial plant which grows one or 
two feet high, and usually blooms the second 
year from seed. 

The drainage is the most important item 
in growing good wallflowers. Plant in a 
slightly shaded situation where the soil is 
rich and deep. Take out a foot of the soil 
of the border, put in two or three inches of 
broken brick and old mortar, and replace 
the earth. In its native place, the plant is 
partial to old walls, and grows naturally on 
the chalk cliffs. 

New York. (SID), 

CALIBORNIA 2 
‘DEFARTAENE 

al 

gn 
% iy y & 7 

The Californian’s Reminder | 

YACINTHS, narcissi and other fall 
planted bulbs will now be ripening 

their tops and may be lifted and stored away 
till next season. These bulbs should be 
placed in boxes of damp sand, if sand is ob- 
tainable and the bulbs will “‘cure” as the sand 
dries. : 

You should have annual flowering plants to 
put in their places; if not, plant some at once. 

Plant another lot of gladiolus bulbs. 
Dahlias may still be planted. 
Fill a box of sand with chrysanthemum 

cuttings at once if you have none propagated. 
If your climbing roses, Cherokee, Banksia, 

Glazenwood, and Ophir have stopped 
flowering, prune if necessary. 

Watch deciduous shrubs like deutzia, 
philadelphus, spirea, and weigela and give 
necessary pruning when past flowering. 

The following vegetables may be planted: 
Beans, cabbage (seeds and plants), carrot, 
cauliflower (plants), corn (sweet), cucumber, 
egg plant (seeds or plants), lettuce, melons 
(musk and water), onion (seeds or sets), 
peas, peppers (seeds or plants), potato, sweet 

(plants), pumpkin, radish, spinach, tomato 
(seeds or plants), turnips. 

Garden squashes planted this month give 
best returns. 

Watch sweet corn closely; irrigate and 
cultivate often. 

California ERNEST BRAUNTON 
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, BONORA 
7. “NATURE’S PLANT FOOD” ‘ 

A 
£ 
SP 

The Greatest Fertilizer Discovery of Modern Times 
DOPTED after test on the Capitol Grounds at Washington, D. C., the Botanical Gardens, Soldiers’ Home, on the 

Parks of Greater New York, Albany, Lowell, Mass., Paterson, N. J., etc. 

authority in America— Luther Burbank. Read what he has to say on the subject: 

Horticultural Novelties 

New Creations in Trees, Fruits and Flowers LUTHER BURBANK 
Office and Residence, 204 Santa Rosa Avenue 

Bonora Chemical Company, New York. 
Dear Sirs: The keg of liquid ‘““‘BONORA’” which you sent me last fall was received. 

Also used and endorsed by the greatest 

BURBANK’S EXPERIMENT FARMS 

Santa Rosa, Cal., March 2oth, 1906. 

I have lately made use of it 
under several conditions and found it a powerful and very convenient fertilizer, especially for plants, greenhouse work, etc., etc. 

As to its economy, compared with other fertilizers, I have no means of judging, but from its lack of odor, its 
immediate effects and convenience, it is, no doubt, a valuable form of liquid plant food. Respectfully yours, 

LUTHER BURBANK. 

Adopted for use on the private estates of A. G. Vanderbilt, Geo. W. Vanderbilt, John D. Rockefeller, Jr., Senator Aldrich, 
Hon. Joseph H. Choate, J. P. Morgan, William Astor, M. C. D. Borden, W. F. Havemeyer, and many others. 

‘““BONORA ” contains more Nitrogen than any other plant food in existence. 
“BONORA”’ is a complete fertilizer, giving new life to old plants and new ones as well. 

“BONORA”’ will make your early vegetables tender, juicy and crisp, 
Your fruit trees, grape vines, shrubbery and rose bushes need new life — 
‘““BONORA” will make your flowers bloom profusely. 

phoric Acid and Potash. 
It will make your lawn look like velvet. 
maturing them two to three weeks earlier. 
“ BONORA”’ will give it to them. 
applications will give them a lasting and healthy growth. 

READ WHAT EMINENT AUTHORITIES ON THIS CONTINENT HAVE TO SAY 
ARDWICK, Mp., Oct. 23d, 1905. 

Bonora Chemical Company, New York. 
Gentlemen: I take the liberty of telling you of 

My success in growing melons and tomatoes with 
“BONORA.”’ I was fully three weeks behind my 
neighbors in planting both, and I was using both to- 
matoes and melons three days ahead of them. I 
think “BONORA” is a great thing for vegetables, 
and intend to use it extensively next season. 

Very truly yours, 
L. MAHL. 

P. S. It was Mr. Duff, Gardener at the United 
States Capitol, Washington, D. C., who recommended 
““BONORA”’ to me. 

Bonora Chemical Company, New York. 
Gentlemen: Answering your letter about how well 

I was pleased with ‘““‘BONORA,” wish to say that it 
gave us great satisfaction. We tried it sparingly, as 
we have been fooled with so many different things, 
and [I thought it was best to go slowly with it. 

It not only highly pleased me, but all those that 
have seen it notice the great difference between 
where it is used and where it is not used. I am 
very sorry I did not get more earlier in the season, 
as we could use it to great advantage. 

I used it on evergreens, trees, lawns, and on flow- 
ering plants. Expect to use a large quantity the 
coming season, and shall send you the order direct, 
if your representative does not call early enough. 

Very truly yours, 
C. G. CHADER, 

Gardener to J. D. Rockefeller, Jr. 

THE COUNTRY GENTLEMAN 
or AtBany, N. Y. 

““BONORA.’’—A sample of this new fertilizer has 
been tested for The Country Gentleman by the ac- 
complished Superintendent of the Albany Parks, 
who is also President of the National Association of 
Park Superintendents, Mr. W. S. Egerton. 
port is as below: 

The sample of ‘‘ BONORA ”’ you gave me I handed to 
the gardener, with instructions to try the solution, in the 
proportions given, on various plants and seedlings in the 
greenhouse stock. The gardener reports the following : 

Case 1. Polystichunz Wolastont. This fem was dor- 
mant for two months, with ordinary watering and care. 
After two applications of the ‘“BONORA”’ solution 
growth started and continued with good results. 

Case 2. Crotons in variety. “ BONORA ”’ solution tried 
on old plants cut back and dormant. After two weeks’ 
application of solution, growth commenced and continued 
vigorously, with normal colors emphasized. 

Case 3. Eucharia Amazonica. Bulbs were sending up 
delicate, sickly leaves. After the third application of solu- 
tion there was a decided improvement in the color and size 
of the foliage. 

Case 4. Acalypha Macafeana. After watering twice with 
the solution there was a decided improvement in the growth 
and color of the foliage. 

Case 5. Thrinax Parviflora. This palm was becoming 
sickly. After watering three times with the ““ BONORA ” 
solution it began to pick up, and has continued to improve. 

Case 6. Gloxinia seedlings that were almost at a stand- 
still, after three waterings with the solution, started grow- 
ing, and have continued to do so since these applications. 

The results speak for themselves without comment. 

His re- 

Also contains an abundance of Phos- 

Two to three 

**BONORA” ON GOLF LINKS 

I. S. MACKIE 
GOLF PROFESSIONAL FOX HILL GOLF CLUB 

STaPLEeTon, S.I., March 9th, 1906. 
Bonora Chemical Company, New York. 
Gentlemen: Our greens having been killed off with 

the frost last winter, we were recommended to try 
“BONORA,” as being a quick and sure reviver. We 
gave the greens two applications, and had them in 
perfect shape for the Metropolitan Championship, 
which took place in the middle of May, and they 
withstood the summer heat and have come out of 
thls winter in first-class shape. We can recommend 
“BONORA” highly for starting the young grass 
and holding same throughout the season. 

Yours respectfully, 
I. S. MACKIE. 

Oceanic, N. J., Nov. 22, 1905. 
Bonora Chemical Company, New York. 
Gentlemen: I am using your “‘BONORA” for the 

last two years, and the longer I use it and the better 
I get acquainted with it the more I like it. 
The ferns I have grown with “* BONORA”’ received 

prizes at the last show, and the Chrysanthemums 
grown with “BONORA”’ got first prizes; also the 
Lettuce. I grow my vegetables under glass with 
the same fertilizer with splendid results; in fact, I 
would not be without it. 

Very truly yours, 
N. BUTTERBACH, 

Supt. to Hon. Cornelius N. Bliss. 

‘*BONORA” IS PUT UP IN DRY AND LIQUID FORM AS FOLLOWS: 

$2.00 

1.75 
1.50 

2, 5 and ro-gallon kegs, per gal. 
Half Barrels (cont. 25 gals.) «“ 
Barrels (cont. 50 gals.) <« 

One gallon makes 100 gallons of 
fertilizer when diluted with water 

Put up indry form in all size packages as follows: 

1 lb., making 28 gallons (by mail) $0.65 
5 lbs., <* 140 OS GM Oe ag DO 2.50 

1o lbs., « 280 Cre ene aes 5.00 

50 lbs., making 1,400 gallons 
100 lbs., 66 2,800 ¢§ 

200 lbs., “6 5,600 ‘§ 

Order direct or through your Seedsman 

Bonora Chemical Company, 588 Broadway, New 
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Plenty of Roses 
Fresh Every Morning from Your Own Garden 

You can have the finest roses all summer long at trifling cost—the very roses that 
bring fancy prices at your florist’s—if you get good stocky plants. 

We have spent our best years in the culture of roses, and devote our time to the 
choicest varieties that make sturdy, luxuriant growers, and persistent bloomers. 

Our roses are the very best—for variety, beauty, fragrance, abundant bloom, and 
strong, well-rooted plants. 

The roses named below are ready for immediate planting, and will bloom this summer 
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New ‘‘Birdie Blye” Rose 
is one of the finest new roses, and is introduced by us exclusively. You can get it nowhere 
else this year. : 

Buds are beautiful carmine, and open into a full bright satiny double rose 3 inches 
jn diameter. Particularly fragrant; bush grows 3 to 4 feet high; and blooms constantly 
from early June until freezing weather. 2-year-old plants, 50c. each; extra size, 75c¢. each. 

17 Favorites Ready to Bloom 
All these roses are strong 2-year-old field-grown plants, started in pots, ready to 

plant, and go right on growing and blooming this summer, without interruption. 

Special Late-Season Prices: 30c. Each; $2.50 Per Dozen 
All seventeen varieties and ‘‘ Birdie Blye”’ rose, $4.co. 

For delivery anywhere in the United States, by express, add soc. per dozen (7s5c. for the 18) to above prices. 

Beauty cf Rosemawr, rosy red Mad. Eugene E. Marlitt, rich carmine red 
Gruss an Teplitz, reddest of red roses Maddalena Scalarandis, magnificent lilac pink 
Mrs. R. B. Cant, deep rose pink Maman Cochet, exceedingly rich flesh color 
Etoile d¢ Lyon, largest and hardiest yellow Kaiserin Augusta Victoria, pure white 
Perle des Jardine, rich gold color Clothilde Soupert, white with centre of blush pink 
Bessie Brown, beautiful pink Bride, white 
Hermosa, old-fashioned rose White Maman Cochet, creamy white 
Lady Roberts, rich apricot, shading to coppery red ** Philadelphia’? Rambler, best of Hardy 
La France, unsurpassed Climbers. (The improved Crimson Rambler) 

Order to-day. Write anyway for our Art Book, “‘How to Grow Roses’ and our new Floral 
Guide (136 pages) about roses and many other flowers. Both free. 

The Conard & Jones Company, Box P, West Grove, Pa. 

New 

* Birdie Blyc ” 

Rose. 

2-year-old, 50c. each 
Extra size, 75c. each 

Hardy Vines and Creepers 
CLEMATIS 

LARGE-FLOWERING VARIETIES 
The Clematis we offer this season are exceptionally fine strong plants, two years old; we have reduced 

the number of varieties to such sorts as from experience we know to succeed best in ourclimate. Many 
failures in the growing of Clematis are the result of too shallow planting; the crown of the roots should 
be set at least three inches below the surface of the soil. For covering walls, trellises and verandas 
they have scarcely an equal. 

Jackmanni. The best-known and most valued variety of this popular family. 
bloom when in full flower. Color, dark, rich, royal purple. soc. each. 

Duchess of Edinburgh. This variety is perfectly double, like a rosette. 
and equally hardy and vigorous with the others. soc. each. 

A perfect mass of 

It is sweetly fragrant, 
A beautiful 

Clematis = 
display on Bangholm Belle. Large and very fine pure white. 4oc. each. 

the lattice airy Queen. White, with light lilac bars. soc. each. 
Gipsy Queen. Rich,dark purple. 4oc. each. 

Henryii. Pure white, large and remarkably handsome. 4oc. each. 

Madame Baron Veillard. Light lilac; a peculiar but fascinating and distinct shade. soc. each. 

Sieboldii. Lavender blue; large, strong, vigorous grower. 4oc. each. 

M. Koster. A very free-flowering variety, bright rosy carmine. Each $1.00; doz , $10.00. 

Collection, 1 plant each of above 9 varieties for $4.00, delivered free anywhere in the United States. 

SMALL-FLOWERING VARIETY F 
Paniculata (Japanese Virgin’s Bower). This handsome hardy climber is one of the choicest and 

The plant is of strong, rapid growth, with small, dense, cheerful green foliage, giving ita grace and beauty possessed by no other hardy climber, 
i The flowers appear in the greatest profusion during August, and continue until late in the fall, are of a white color 

is it well adapted to run up all kinds of supports, but is just as useful for planting among rockwork, 
Strong one-year-old-plants, each, 15c.; doz., $1.50. 

A notable garden picture made by covering a garden house with Trumpet Creeper 

most satisfactory climbing flowering plants we know. i 
and even did it not flower at all it would be one of our most desirable vines. 
and most deliciously fragrant. The plant succeeds in almost any position, not onl 
sloping banks, covering graves, or, in fact, any position where a graceful vine is desired Strong, two-year-old plants, each, 25¢.; ,doz. $2.50. 

AMPELOPSIS VEITCHII 

Sometimes Called Boston Ivy andzJapan Ivy 

This is the most deservedly poputar of all climbing*pfants, being 
entirely hardy in the most exposed places, attaining a height of 30 
feet in two or three years, clinging to stones, brick or woodwork 
with the greatest tenacity. During the summer the leaves are a rich 
shade of green and lap over each other with great regularity, likea 
coat of mail or like slates on a roof. But it is in the fall that it 
shows its exquisite beauty. The leaves then change to the bright- 
est tints of scarlet, crimson and orange, so dazzling as to be seen 
at a great distance. First size plants 25c. each, $2.50 per doz. 
Extra size plants 35c. each, $3.50 per doz. 

Ampelopsis quinquefolia. Virginia creeper. 2s5c. each, 
$2.50 per doz. 

Ampelopsis Veitchii robusta purpurea. Similar to 
Veitchii, but the leaves show a more intense color in the fall. 
soc. each, $5.00 per doz. 

AKEBIA 
Quinata. Singular Japanese climbing shrub, with fine foliage, 
purple flowers and omamental fruit. 25c. each, $2.50 per doz. 

STUMPP & WALTER CO., 

| 

50 Barclay Street 

ARISTOLOCHIA 
Sipho. Dutchman’s pipe. A native species, of climbing habit 

and rapid growth, with magnificent -ight green foliage; 10 to 12 
inches in diameter, and curious pipe-shaped, yellowish brown 
flowers. 5oc. each, $5.00 per dozen. 

TRUMPET CREEPER (Tecoma radicans) 

For covering unsightly places, stumps, rockwork, or planting in 
e-ev -es in ledges, the Bignonias will be found very useful. The 
flowess are large, attractive and showy, and borne profusely when 
the plant attains a fair size. soc. each, $5.00 per doz. 

HONEYSUCKLE 
H. aurea-sreticulata (Golden Variegated Honeysuckle). 

Foliage handsomely variegated with gold and green during 
summer, and adding a charming tint of pink during the winter 
months. 35c. each, $3.50 per doz. 

H. Halleana (Hall’s Japan Honeysuckle). A strong, vigorous, 
almost evergreen sort, white flowers changing to yellow; very 
fragrant; flowering from July to December; holds its leaves 
nearly allwinter. 35c. each, $3.50 per doz. 

Small one-year-old plants, 20c. each, $2.00 per doz. 

and 404 East 34th Street, 

Scarlet Trumpet Honeysuckle. This and its varieties are 
the handsomest in cultivation. Itisa strong, rapid grower, and 
produces scarlet, inodorous flowers. 35c. each, $3.50 per doz. 

WISTARIA 
W. Sinensis (Chinese Wistaria). A most beautiful climber of 

rapid growth. When well established it makes an enormous 
growth, 15 to 20 feet in a season. . Has long,~pendulous: clusters. 
of pale blue flowers in May and June. 35c. each, $3.50 per doz. 

W. White. 35c. each, $3.50 per doz. 

MATRIMONY VINE 
A vigorous, hardy climbing plant. It coversa great amount of 

space in a short time, and every new growth is at once covered 
with bright purple flowers, which are succeeded by brilliant scarlet 
terries nearly an inch long. It will grow and thrive in any situa- 
tion, either shade or bright sunlight. 35c. each, $3.50 per doz. 

JAPANESE KUDZU VINES 
These roots are imported from Japan and will, if planted early, 

grow 20 to 30 feet the first season. Very hardy and a splendid vine 
for general use. Small size 35c. each, $3.50 per doz. Large size 

NEW YORK CITY 



yee BEE-BOOK 
You Should Get 

This Spring the Time to Begin 
April and May are the ideal months for getting everything ready for the summer 

harvest of honey. You will learn more, your bees will earn more if you both get started 
early. By the time you get your outfit and have studied your new arrivals it will be 
time for them to gather pollen and nectar from many blossoms. DO IT NOW. 

Beginners Need an Authoritative 
Bee Paper 

where you can ask practical questions and get direct, intelligent answers. ‘‘ Gleanings 
in Bee Culture” is a semi-monthly averaging over 1200 pages annually. Gives latest 

news on bee-keeping from all over the world ; print- 
EZ - ed on good paper; illustrated with halftones. Fore- 
I z y | Z most bee-keepers and bee-editors answer your ques- 

F tions and contribute wide-awake instructive ar- 
ticles. 30,000 beekeepers read it. Subscription, 
31.00 per year. 

6 Months Trial, 25c. 
We want every person interested in bees to know 

how good “ Gleanings in Bee Culture” is. So we 
make the above trial offer—over 600 pages of live 
reading matter for merely 25ec. Sample copy free. 

10c. Bee Books Free 
We have six little bee books — intensely interest 

ing ina hundred ways—10c. each if bought alone. 
But we send all six free witha year’s subscription or 
with an order for an outfit. Wesend one only with 
trial subscription to “* Gleanings.” Here are the 
titles: 1— My First Season’s Experience with the 

MEDINAMIORIC. Honey Bee ;”" 2—" Habits of Honey Bees ;’’ 3—Bee- 
> ; 4 keeping for Women ;’’ 4— “A Clergyman and His 

7 OUT Ra ”” 5—**Facts About Bees;”? 6—** Outfits for Bees oa ; AG 
Beginners.’’ Send in your subscription NOW. 

Bee-keeping by Mail 
We also have a correspondence course in bee-keeping especially planned for men and 

women seeking a fascinating, profitable business. It covers thoroughly every practical 
point in every phase of bee-keeping. Rearing, breeding, handling bees; their anatomy, 
habits, peculiarities, their diseases, etc. Getting honey, selling it in best markets, ete. 
Flowers, nectar, pollen, bee-food, etc.— these are but a few of the many important sub- 
Pees ONY taught by our correspondence course. Our synopsis is free. Write for 
1 ay. 

The A. I. ROOT CO. 

CHRISTMAS 
1905 

THE Al ROOT Co. 

Medina, Ohio. 

New York City, Box 1037 Philadelphia, Pa., 10 VineSt. 

Chicago, Ill., 144 E. Erie St. Washington, D. C., 1100 Md. Ave. 

How to Start 

Keeping 

BEES 
Tending bees (after a little experience) is ab- 

sorbing, attractive work, taking but little time 
and affording a healthful, out-door occupation 
coupled with rare pleasure and considerable 
profit in money. Honey is always in great de- 
mand, especially (like fresh eggs), when it can 
be bought directly from the apiary. We know 
how to start you in this pleasurable business at a 
small cost. We tell you how to avoid discourag- 
ing accidents and mistakes. The first thing you 
need is 

A Good Bee-Book 
We recommend the “A BC OF BEE CUL- 

TURE ”’ which we show at the left ; a book of 
500 pages, illustrated with 500 small engravings, 
and 50 full-page half tones. _ Revised 1905. 
Now in its 100th thousand. Best seller of all 
bee-books. It is arranged like a cyclopedia 
from A to Z and tells everything a bee-keeper 
needs to know whether beginner or veteran. 

ais Costs $1 with goods or $1.20 by mail. After 
you have read a few articles in this fascinating book you'll need bees, hives, 
ete. To get started right you must use great caution in buying and 

Get Good-Tempered Bees 
Our breed of Red-Clover Bees are well-known all over the United States, 

Canada and in foreign countries for their gentleness. They are the race par 
excellence for honey-gathering, freedom from disease and ease in rearing and 
handling. They are hardy, vigorous, resist most weather changes without 
weakening. Consequently they pass cold winters with but very little loss. 

Money and Pleasure with Them 
With a little experience handling bees you will readily see the great possi- 

bilities in profit from the remarkable amount of honey your faithful workers 
will gather and store. The pleasure and fascination in tending them will ex- 
tend to:the whole family — little folks and all. In a few weeks the fear of 
stings will pass away when our gentle, Red-Clover Bees will be understood. 

We have six different beginners’ outfits running from $13.00 to $30.00. 
Outfits Nos. 1 to 4 have no bees ; Nos. 5 and 6 we list. Send your order to 
the nearest branch mentioned below. Hives, bees, queens, every separate 
article is absolutely guaranteed. We will promptly refund every cent you send 
us if our goods are not just as we claim for them. 

Our hives, both for workmanship and clearness of stock, cannot be ex- 
celled. They are accurate, close-fitting and are no trouble to put together 
when ordered flat. 

Outfit No. 5 for Dove- 

tailed Hive 

Outfit No. 6 for Dan- 

zenbaker Hive 
1 ABC of Bee Culture.,..........-$1.00 | 1 A BCof Bee Culture............- $1.00 
1 year’s subscription to “ Gleanings in 1 year’s subscription to “ Gleanings in 

Bee Culture... ..--------.-- 1.00 CR cot CLL Cee ee TOO 

1 Junior Corneil smoker......-.---- -65 | 7 Junior Corneil smoker............ 65 
TeNOweibeecvelluqe en seein. cre Set cies °0 | 1 pair Bee-gloves (small, medium or 
ip Bee late eee eee ee Boooes 25 ATES ete eee 35 
I pair, bee-gloves (small; medium or ~— | 1 No. @bee-veil.................-. “50 

JALSE) Brg ee kee cae : CeHI. || iisysyerel aPA Hs a ae eM MS enn aL 25 
1 Colony of Italian bees in 8-frame, 

Dovetailed hive with bottom- 
board and cover and super ..-.-. 7.50 

1 Tested Red Clover queen for same . 2.00 
2 Hives for new swarms, nailed and 

painted with comb-honey super. . 5.70 

1 full colony of Italian bees in Danzen- 
baker hive with a bottom, cover 
and super .... 

1 Tested Red-Clover queen ......-.. 2.00 
2Danzenbaker hives complete for 

comb honey, ready for the bees, 
nailed and painted, at $3.10 ..... 6.20 

TOE soe dobdiosasc 18.95 

This outfit is particularly intended 
for those just beginning bee culture who 
have neither bees, hives, nor any equip- 
ment. More bees can be added to this 
outfit if desired. 

Motalewerricyertiote 19.95 

("This outfit is intended for begin- 
ners who wish to adopt the Danzenbaker 
hive. 

Syracuse, N.Y., 1631 W. Gen. St. 

St. Paul, Minn., 1024 Miss. St. Mechanic Falls, Maine. 



And in the Sunset Days—KODAK. 

KODAK 
Pictures are everywhere. Anybody can make them and everybody enjoys 
them. And the travel pictures are by no means the only ones that are 
worth while. There is a wealth of photographic subjects in and about 
every home. 

Daylight all the way by the Kodak System. Loading, unloading, developing, printing—all without 

_a dark-room. 

Kodaks, $5.00 to $108.00. Brownies, $1.00 to $12.00. 
EASTMAN KODAK CO. 

Catalogue at the dealers or by mail. ROCHESTER, N. Y., The Kodak City. 

SEAMAN 



JUNE [mportant Gardening Work forJune 10Oc. 
1906 : The Peerless Magnolias—A Flower That Blooms in Three Days—The Gayest Flowers for Late Fall 

Vol. Ill. No. 5 —Beauty in Garden Grasses—Large Flowered Chrysanthemums Outdoors—Tilling the Home Orchard $1.00 a Year 

The World’s Work &) Country Life in America Farming 

NEW YORK 
1515 ae ait DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY ae ae Sixteenth St. 



The Greatest Fertilizer Discovery of Modern Times 
ONORA, the new fertilizer discovery which surpasses any fertilizer ever prepared, is a perfect plant food. 

It contains in the right proportion the elements necessary to plant life. Bonora contains more nitro- 
gen, the most essential element to plant life, in larger quantities than any other complete fertilizer, and 

has also an abundance of phosphoric acid and potash which makes its fertilizing quality complete. 
Bonora matures vegetables from two to three weeks earlier, and makes them more juicy, tender and 

crisp; and in the flower garden, the shrubbery beds and the fruit garden, it produces almost magical effects. 
The lawn fed with Bonora will become green and velvety, and will remain so throughout the summer. 
Bonora forces a quick, healthy growth of grass, and makes strong, vigorous, deep roots. - 

Bonora has already been adopted for use on the notable private estates of A. G. Vanderbilt, John D. 
Rockefeller, Jr., Senator Aldrich, Hon. Joseph H. Choate, J. P. Morgan, William Astor, M. C. D. Borden, 
W. F. Havemeyer, and many others. It has also been adopted, after test, on the Capitol grounds at 
Washington, D. C., the Botanical Gardens, and many of the great park systems of the country. 

The strongest evidence of what Bonora does is contained in the following letters from those who have 
made careful tests: 

Remarkable Results on Melons and Tomatoes Bonora on the Lawn 
ARDWICK, MD., Oct. 23d, 1905, L. S. MACKIE 

Bonora Chemical Company, Gocf Professional, Fox Hill Golf Club 
584 Broadway, New York. STAPLETON, S.1I., March gth, 1905. 

Gentlemen: I take the liberty of telling you of my success in Bonora Chemical Company, New York. 
growing melons and tomatoes with ‘‘BUNORA.” I was fully three Gentlemen: Our greens having been kllled off with the frost 
weeks behind my neighbors in planting both, and I was using both last winter, we were recommended to try ‘‘BONORA™ as being a 
tomatoes and melons three days ahead of them. I think ‘““BON- quick and sure reviver. We gave the greens two applications, and 
ORA” is a great thing for vegetables, and intend to use it exten- had them in perfect shape for the Metropolitan Championship, 
sively next season. which took place in the middle of May, and they withstood the 

Very truly yours, summer heat and have come out of this winter in first-class shape. 
L. MAHL. We can recommend ‘‘BONORA" highly for starting the young 

P. S.—It was Mr. Duff, Gardener at the United States Capitol, grass and holding same through the season, Yours respectfully, 
Washington, D. C., who recommended ‘‘BONORA” to me. (Signed) I. S. MACKIE. 

Put up in dry form in packages as follows: 
1 lb2, mapine ae gallons, byymeG 5 6 9 4 SOLOS | 50 Ibs., making 1,400 gallons, : - $25.00 
5 Ibs., ‘ So XY 100 lbs., ‘ 2,800 C Ree Aye 

N@ jis SS Ze c 8 0 4 5 BUD 200 lbs., ‘“* 5,600 “ 2 . 70.00 
Bonora was used on the plant to the left! Just compare its ——— 

vigor and size with the other plant fed with one of the ordinary, 2, 5 and 10-gallon kegs, _ per gal. $2.00) One gallon makes 100 gallons of A a f ‘ we i 
BORG CD MCTEEN CORIZCTS Hele Barrels toon oe es “ 1.50) fertilizer when diluted with water 

ORDER. DIRECT OR THROUGH YOUR SEEDSMAN 

BONORA CHEMICAL COMPANY, Dept. A, 584 Broadway, New York 

FHE SEA TRIP 
of the 

OLD DOMINION LINE 
makes the most attractive route to 

PLEASURE EVIDENCES NORFOLK 
oe THE MAN who gives of his best to his family— OLD POINT COMFORT 

whose pleasure and reward lies in their happiness, 
there is one investment which pays a dividend RICHMOND, VA., and 

every day in the year in added enjoyment, pleasure and os 
ge le that investment is a greenhouse. WASHINGTON, D..G. 

How much pleasure there is in visiting a friend who 
has a greenhouse. No matter the season of a year, we Steamers sail daily, except Sunday, at 3 P. M. 
find in every room evidences in fresh cut blooms an : ; 
plants exhaling their sweet fragrance, so refreshing and so from Pier 26, North River, foot of Beach Street, 

soothing, and if we dine, there is sure to be further New York. 
evidences of the forethought of our host in out-of-season 3 
vegetables and fruits of his own growing. It is these For full information apply to 
little things that give pleasure not to be measured by a 

ney value. 
is eae you had such a greenhouse? Write to us OLD DOMINION STEAMSHIP CO. 
giving particulars of your requirements. Rha PIER 26, N. R., NEW YORK, N. Y. 

HITCHINGS & CO. | 
GREENHOUSE DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS 

1170 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 

J. J. Brown 
GIPwe 

N © Ir A 



tie GARDEN MAGAZINE 

‘TIFFANY & CoO. 
DIAMOND AND GEM MERCHANTS 
GOLD AND SILVERSMITHS, STATIONERS 
AND DEALERS IN ARTISTIC MERCHANDISE 

Gold Bangles and Bracelets 

Bangles and Bracelets quoted are in 14-Karat Gold 

Plain gold bangles, each — $13.50, $15.50, $17.00, $20.00 

Plain gold link bracelets, each - 
- . - $15.00, $17.00, $20. 00, $25. 00, $35. 00 

Plain gold engagement bracelets, with permanent 
locking catch, each - - $18.50, $27.00, $28.00, $36.00 

Jeweled Gold Link Bracelets 

Carved wreath pattern, with pearls and amethysts, 
éach - - = - - - 2 = 

Fancy scroll and pany TELS set with pearls and 
sapphires,each - - - - $32.00 

Ornamental links, East Indian effect, with half pearls 
and square cut amethysts, each - - 

Carved and pierced links with oval peridots, each $40.00 

Carved scroll links with sapphires, each - $43.00 

Pond lily design in ornamental links with peridots, 
each - - - - - = = 

Photographs of above or richer bracelets sent upon request 

Tiffany & Co. are strictly retailers “They do not em- 
ploy agents or sell their wares through other dealers 

Fifth Avenue New York 
37th Street Formerly at Union Square 

Gold Bags 
14-karat gold- 

mesh wrist bags 

$105, $145, $165, 

$225 upward 

Photographs up- 

on request 

Tiffany & Co. 

always wel- 

come a com- 

parison of 

prices 

Stationery 
Department 

Wedding Invi- 
tations and an- 
nouncements cor- 
rect in phrase- 
ology, superior in 
workmanship 
and in sizes ap- 
proved by refined 
taste Samples 
and prices upon 
request 

Jewelry on 
Approval 

Upon receipt of 
satisfactory refer- 
ences from any 
National Bank or 
responsible busi- 
ness house,  Tif- 
fany & Co. will 
send on approval 
selections from 
their stock to any 
part of the United 
States 

Tiffany & Co. 
1906 Blue Book 

Second edition, 
530 page cata- 

logue, without 
pictures or cuts, 
but replete with 
descriptions and 
prices, sent free 
upon request 



THE GARDEN MAGAZINE 

ARDEN BOOK 

OUTDOOR-AND 
PRACTICAL BOOKS 

For any information concerning any publications, address 

DIRECTORY, THE GARDEN MAGAZINE 
S. 1320137 EAST SIXTEENTH STREET, NEW YORK CITY. 

To Know the Wild Flowers 
as every lover of Namre desiresto know them. The best, quickest 

and simplest way is by means of 
<9 Ar NATURE =LUDIES 

These enable you to identify each flower ata glance. You have 
at hand a picture of the plant ; its classification and analysis in simple 
English ; its history and its place in lexendand poetry. Blank space 
for mounting each specimen and i for making your own memoranda. 

Each series of fifteen studies, identifying twenty-five or more 
different wild flowers, which blossom at about the same Season, is 
contained ina specially designed and artistic case, that slips easily 
into the pocket, and is accompanied by a guide card, with illustrated 
directions. Each series complete in itself, 25 cents, postpaid. 
SPECIAL OFFER—We will send four cifferent series con- 

taining sixty studies, which identify over one hundred and 
twenty different flowers_together with twenty-five blank mounting 
cards, all postpaid, if you will enclose a dollar bill in an envelope 
and send to us. 

THE ‘A’ COMPANY, Box 846 H, Philadelphia 

The Garden Magazine 
THE NEW TEMPORARY BINDER 

Is very convenient and will hold copies unul 

volume is complete and ready for permanent 
binding. It is worth its cost several times over 

each year. You will have the copies together 

when you need them, and it will last for years 

for succeeding volumes. Black cloth neatly 

stamped in gold. Made on an improved pattern. 

JOrice $1.00 prepaid 

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY 
133-137 East 16th Street, New York 

A Handbook of Information and Instruction 
for the Amateur 

THE SEASONS IN A 
FLOWER GARDEN 

LOUISE SHELTON 

Especially prepared for those with small gardens who 
wish to have a variety of constantly flowering plants from 
Api to November. Arranged in order of months giving 
a list of flowering plants and practical hints for garden 
work during each month. 

Iflustrated. 

CHARLES SCRIBNER’S SONS 
153-157 Fifth Avenue, New York. 

MUSICAL HANDBOOK FREE = haar 
2) toany one thinking of purchasinga musical instru- 

ment. Containsillustrations, descriptionsand the 
lowest prices on 25,000 instruments and supplies of 
artistic musical quality. Alsomuch valuable infor- 
mation. Ourname for#2vearshasbeenthestandard. 

PIANOS, VIOLINS, MANDOLINS, 
Band SESS Talking Machines, ete. Gere. 
thing known in music issold by us. Write today. 

LYON & HEALY, \a'ndamest., cnicage 

ARE YOU FOND OF MOTORING? 
Read THE MOTOR PIRATE, and 
THE CRUISE OF THE CONQUEROR: 

or The Further Adventures of The Motor Pirate. 

Prepaid, $1.50 Each. 

L. C. Page & Company, =t= 

$1.00 net. Postage 10 Cents. 

Boston. 

If your file of the magazine is incomplete, this is your opportunity. 

The Garden Magazine 
bound volumes contain much of the best practical information extant on many branches 
of gardening. They are completely indexed for immediate and handy reference, and 
are in themselves an inexhaustive garden library to be added to year by year at com- 
paratively slizht expense. 

VOLUME ONE (for $2.00), Sent Express Prepaid for $2.32 
(February to July, 1905, inclusive) 

VOLUME TW0)(= $1.35); be 66 $1.6¢ 
(August 1905 to January 1906, inclusive) 

@ IF WE BIND YOUR OWN COPIES the charge is 75 cents (or $1.07 including the express charges for 
return cx the volumes to you.) 
binder to stitch on, the charge is 50 cents. 

G Or, if we send the cover (for permanent binding) to you for your own 
(62 cents including postage.) 

BACK NUMBERS 10 CENTS EACH, prepaid, excepting October and April which are 25 cents each, pre- 
paid. Any copies of incomplete files which are returned to us prepaid (with no duplicate numbers) will 
be credited on an order for bound volumes at 10 cents each. @ Indexes for volume one and volume two 
sent fre. on request to those who bind their own volumes. 

IN RETURNING COPIES MARK YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS PLAINLY ON THE PACKAGE 

Doubleday, Page & Co., 133-137 East 16th St., New York. 

1906 

“How toDo It” Books 
Edited by PAUL N. HASLUCK 

JUNE, 

Strong, neat cloth binding, size 4x7. 160 pages, 

50 cents each, postpaid. Any five volumes prepaid 

A Series of 27 Practical Manuals, each profusely 
illustrated and chock full of practical advice. Among 
the titles are: 

Taxidermy— 108 Engravings and Diagrams. 
Skinning, stuffing and mounting birds, mam- 
mals, fish. Preserving skins, insects, birds’ 
eggs, etc. 

Photography —7o Illustrations. 

Cycle Building and Repairing—New and Re- 
vised Edition. 1go Illustrations. 

Wood Finishing—Staining, Varnishing, Polish- 
ing, etc. Engravings and Diagrams. 

Sewing Machines. Their Construction, Ad- 
justment, and Repair—177 Illustrations. 

Violins and other Stringed Instruments— 
180 Illustrations. 

House Decoration—Whitewashing, Paperhang- 
ing, Painting, Etc. 79 Engravings. 

Harness [Making—197 Engravings. 

Saddlery—g9 Engravings. 

Upholstery—162 Engravings. 

Beehives and Bee Keepers’ Appliances — 155 
illustrations. 

A list of all the titles and contents mailed free. 
You may return any book if not satisfied. 

CASSELL & COMPANY, Limited 
43 EAST 19th STREET NEW YORK 

maBoys’ Summer Camp 
“Wildmere” in the Maine Woods. 

(Sebago Lake Region) 
gf The kind of vacation that does good. Mountain 
N climbing, canoeing. fishing—the life a boy loves. 
Coaching trip through the White Mountains. 
Supervision and companionship of college-bred 
leaders and masters. Tutoring if desired. Sev- 

sj enth season beginsJune 28. Booklet on request. 
IRVING V. WOODMAN, Ph. B., 

Adelphi Academy, Brooklyn, N.Y. 

The American Horticultural Manual 
By Professors J. L. Budd and N. E. Hansen. 

2 vols. Priee $I.50 each. 

JOHN WILEY & Seo 
43 and 45 East 19TH STREET, - 

SUN-DIALS 
_ with or without PEDESTALS 

i Send for lilustrated Price List H 

Hartmann Bros. Mfg. Co. 

Mt. Verron, N. Y. 

New York. 

New York Office, 1123 Broadway 

Gardeners’ Register 
High-ciass men with good records, can be 
obtained at VAUGHAN’S SEED STORE, 

14 Barclay Street, New York City. No fee. 
84 Randolph Street, Chicago. 

Service for Readers 
of The Garden Magazine | 

The publishers of THE GARDEN MaGaZzINE will be 
glad to give its readers information on points relating to | 
gardening, the country home and grounds, and advise 
where equipment and supplies not found in the 
advertising pages can be obtained. Address 

SERVICE DEPT., THE GARDEN 
New York. 

READERS’ 
MAGAZINE, 133-137 East 16th Street, 
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FOR THE OPEN AIR READER 
L. D f No reader of this magazine can fail tc be interested 
ibrary o 

in these volumes, from which he will get as much help 

as entertainment. Though each is complete and _ in- Country Lite 

in America 
dependent, these books are closely connected for out- 

door people. 

“ The Country House,” by Chas. “ Driving,” by Francis M. Ware. 

Edw. Hooper, 380 illustrations. 100 photographs, elaborate bind- 

($3.30 postpaid.) ($10.38 postpaid.) ing. 

“The Poultry Book.” ‘Thiee ‘““How to Make a Flower Gar- 
” 

great volumes, with 36 color den. More than 200 photo- 

plates and. 636 other pictures. graphs. ($1.76 postpaid.) 

($13.60 subscription.) 
“How to Make a Vegetable 

“ The Dog Book,” by James Wat- Garden,” by Edith L. Fuller- 

son. In ten parts, seven now ready. ton. 250 photographs. ($2.20 

(Each $1.10 subscription.) postpaid. ) 

READY BY JUNE TENTH. 

“ How to Make a Fruit Garden,” by S. W. Fletcher. An eminently practical 

work on the subject of Fruits for the Home. Nearly 200 photographs by the author. 

($2 20 postpaid.) 

This is the first series of low-priced, practical handbooks on home gardening with 

beautiful illustrations that has ever appeared in America. The volumes will cover every 

important department of fruit, vegetable and flower growing from the home point of view, 

and will be written in fresh, crisp and lively style. 

The Garden 

lea b fa ty 

NOW READY: 

“ Roses and How to Grow Them.”’ 

IN PREPARATION: 

Daffodils and How to Grow Them. In text, practical ; in subject and quality of illus- 

trations, beautiful. ($1.10 postpaid.) 
The Water Garden. Lawns, Tulips. 

“ Ferns and How to Grow Them.”’ 
Rhododendrons. Vines. Lilies. 

By G. A. Woolson. The growing of hardy 

ferns both in the garden and indoors. (1.10 

postpaid. ) 
Chrysanthemums. Irises. Annuals. 

We have planned for years a library which should do for the 

farmer what the Nature Liprary does for the student and lover 

of nature. The first volume, ““COTTON,’’ by C. W. Burkett and 

Clarence H. Poe is ready, and others are to follow at the rate of 

two or three a year. Here every farmer, every man who has a 

country place, every person who has anything to do with the soil, will 

find an interesting, readable, practical, specific guide to the whole 

The Farm 

abr at y 

subject. The volumes will be approximately as follows: 

I. SOILS: How to Handle and Improve Them, by S. W. Fletcher. More than 100 

photographs. Ready in spring of 1907. Net, $2.00. 

Il. FARM ANIMALS: Cow, Horse, Sheep, Swine. 

Ill. FARM EQUIPMENT: Houses, Barns, Tools and Planning Home Grounds. 

IV.to VI. FIELD CROPS: Cereals, Forage Crops, Fibre Crops, Tobacco and so on. 

VII. SPECIAL INDUSTRIES. 

VIII. FARMING AS A BUSINESS. Accounts, Law. 

IX. FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. The Farm Home. 

NOW READY: 

VOLUME V. COTTON. By CuHartes W. Burkett AND CLARENCE H. Por, 

The only book in existence covering every side of this great subject. Illustrated. ($2.20 postpaid.) 

COUNTRY LIFE THE WORLD'S WORK 
IN AMERICA FARMING 

DOUBLEDAY. PAGE &Co. NEW YORK. 

ah ih i ie 

THE GARDEN 
MAGAZINE 
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Country Life in America 

Ready to leave Moose Lake camp 

FIFTY VACA hie 
esei0 NOT READ the June Country Life in America f you never 
op-:| intend to take another vacation. It will upset all your plans. 

You have never known how many delightful ways there are of 
spending an outdoor vacation. 

This magazine is as exhilarating as a draught of mountain air. It 
carries you to the hills and fields, to the woods and waters. 

The June number tells of fifty different sorts of outings—giving all 
the practical information about them that one wants to know—how 
to do everything, the costs, where to go, and photographs. 

A FEW Sil BIECTS 
Fishing For the Golden Trout A Florida Key Cruise 
A Nine Weeks’ English Trip for $125 A Canal Boat Vacation 
Driving in the~ Hill Country An Island Camp in Greater New York 
The Abandoned Farm Ciub Twenty Thousand Miles in a Motor Boat 
Building a Practical House Boat Mountain Camping in California 
Two Women Outdoors in Idaho The Wilderness Near Home 

Pee ies _ Songs of Nature 

GOS HN aA oie ary CUT OFF HERE...-.-.. 00-0 -.-2 00005 Price 35 cents—BUT it is included with eleven 

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY, Gaon other equally interesting numbers in a year’s sub- 
133-137 East 16th Street, New York City, 3 scription, at $4.00. Send your name now: 

Please send Country Life in America for one year, beginning with -| 
the June Vacation Number, to al WE APPEND A COUPON FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE 

INCU Papp eB HOO GE EOECO SEE ROS occas eos pou A SOO CORD EDDA CHOOSE ZO ERE CounTRY LIKE THE*YORLD’s WORK ‘THE GARDEN 
5 IN AMERICA FARMING MAGAZINE 

; 

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & Co. NEW YORK. 
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“* Two days overdue, THE WORLD’S WORK has not yet reached me. 
rather not have to resort to violence.” MARK ‘TWAIN. 

Pray make a note of this. I would 

ANDREW CARNEGIE 

“JT think Tue 

Wor.tp’s WorRK rte- 

markuable.” 

Sir GILBERT PARKER 

“T consider it 

the most interesting 

magazine in the world.” 

Copyright, 1906, by Brown Bros. 

THE WORLD’S WORK 
has never been received with so much favor as now, when there is a rebound from the sensationalism 
and pessimism of yellow periodical literature ; for it has kept its steady course as a magazine of con- 
structive achievement. It aims to build up American character and institutions —it is made for 
men who believe in our country and have a stake in it. 

To take this tide of approval at its flood, we offer subscribers to our other magazines who may wish 
to test THe Wor tp’s Work also, a special low introductory rate of $7.00 on these seven months. Use 
the coupon at bottom. 

ites Wplinc< Number 
The July number will be the annual “ Uplift ’* number, in which the best work in the great departments of higher activity is 

summarized. Among the contents will be “Our Moral Clean-Up in Financial Life”; “The Greatest Cathedral in the 

United States”; “The Uplift in Public Life”; “Physical Life of the Greatest Efficiency”; “A Revolutionary Change in 
Higher Education ”; “The Plans and the Spirit of the Rebuilding of San Francisco”; “The Jamestown Historical Exposition 
in Virginia”; Summaries of Progress in all the Important Departments of Constructive Work, by Experts. 

THE WORLD’S WORK has acharacter, a quality, a method, a 
flavor of its own. Each number contains : 

“The March of Events,” which is an editorial explanation of 
present things set in their right relation. ‘* Your magazine is a guide 
to my thought, ’’ writes one of the best informed and most public spirit- 
ed men in New England. A New York bank president binds up the 
“* March of Events ’’ and preserves it, as the best history of our time. 

An article on “The Making of Investments ””—the right use of 
money in small sums, meant especially for the average man of sound 
habits and thrifty ambition, making for the building up of character 
and the discouragement of recklessness in business. 

The New Science of Business—Short articles explaining the best 
modern methods of organization, of time-saving devices and ways— 

in a word, of greater efficiency in your business, whatever it may be, 
written out of the experience of others. 

The numbers planned ahead will be especially rich and helpful in 
finely illustrated articles, of great variety; for THE WoRLD’s WORK is 
as beautiful a magazine as it is helpful. Among them will be ‘‘ The 
Wonders of Marine Photography,’’ with photographs more vivid 
than painting ; ‘‘ Unknown Scenic Beauties of the United States ’’— 
with remarkable photographs of western scenery. Another series will 
give an explanation of our social and economic tendencies by articles 
telling precisely how the people live in different classes of society and 
in different parts of the country—‘‘ The Life of Luxury,’’ ‘* The 
Life of Success,’’ ‘‘ The Life of Poverty,’’ ‘‘ Life in the Country,’’ 
“Life in the Smal! Town,”’’ etc. 

For reliable news of the world, I have seen no equal to it. Every 
number is like a new, interesting book; we begin at the beginning 
and read to the end.—R. R. Cranford, Wellsboro, Ind. 

It is clean, to the point, and the best educator I have been able 
to find among magazines.—Charles Baughman, Latonia, Texas. 

I have been reading leading magazines for fifty years. None 
have interested me more, and but few as much.—W. H. Watkins, 
Ramseur, N.C. 

Messrs DouBLEDAY PaGE ©& Co., 

I 

133 East 16TH STREET, NEW York Clty. 

am a subscriber now to The Garden Magazine. 

the July ‘‘ Uplift’’ number to 

Please find enclosed 
$1.00 for which send The World’s Work for seven months beginning with 

259 

G. M., 6,’06 
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The first adequate treatment 

of the Dog in America 
How to CONSIDER: This is the only book on Life 

Insurance which treats a policy 
Buy as merchandise, and tells the man who is thinking of insuring 

Life how to buy intelligently. A book that it isa duty to read— 

and written in words simpler than your policy. ec O 
[nsurance 

Bye a Onb ($1.30 postpaid.) 

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO., 133 E. 16TH St., New York City Book 

By JAMES WATSON 

What Others Say: 

New York Times 
“Author, artist, publishers, have 

evidently combined their talents, 

their enterprise,and their patience 

to make ‘The Dog Book’ the 

most magnificent literary and 

artistic monument ever created 

in honor and in explanation of 

‘man’s most faithful friend.’ A 

really unequalled publication.” 

New York Sun 
“Tf any man knows about dogs it 

ALLOUL DOORS FOR3 MONTHS-$1°°. [ia 
New York Telegram 

OES the city begin to seem hot, stale and unprofitable to you? | “There has been nothing written 
Are you one of the increasing thousands who at this time | | or published pertaining to dogs 
begin to rake, not ‘‘muck,’’ but good, honest brown which has quite equalled this 

earth—to perform those familiar garden miracles of creating work.” 
delights for the eye and the palate? 

Or do you care for any sort of work or .un under the open sky? B Ty ‘ 
We have three open air magazines so comprehensively arranged oston L£ranscript 

that no one guilty of outdoor activities, or even longings, can escape. | | The Dog Book’ proves itself 
COUNTRY LIFE IN AMERICA is the most beautiful and sumptuous magazine j of the greatest value to every dog 

published. 35 cents a copy; $4.00 a year. lover.” 
THE GARDEN MAGAZINE is a practical manual indispensable to every 

gardener, amateur or professional. 10 cents; $1.00 a year. 
FARMING is the only national, beautiful monthly of up-to-date information for 

the intelligent man who makes his living from the soil. 10c.; $1.00 a year. 

To be in ten parts, eight now ready 

Price, each, $1.10 
To convince you that you need them all we will send you all three for three months for paed j (Subscription) 

$1.00, a little over half price. Only one subscription to a person. 

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY, 133 East 16th Street, New York | | | Write for special terms and 
P. S.—You are invited to visit our library salesroom to examine these magazines and our out-of-door books. monthly-payment plan, men- 

tioning THE GARDEN Maca- 

ZINE. 
= (GUA UOBRE oe) i ee eee ne meena ho hee caee noi 

DovusLepDay, PAGE & Company, 133 E. 16th St., New York. 
Enclosed find $1.00 for three months’ subscription to CouNTRY LIFE IN AMERICA, THE 

GARDEN MaGazINeE, and FARMING. Send to 
ia» 

COUNTRY LIFE THEWorRLD'SWoRK [ =? )) THe GARDEN 
INAMERICA FARMING AY = —MAGAZINE 

DOUBLEDAY. PAGE &Co. NEw YORK. 
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a eel Tt 
“To business that we love we rise betime 

THE GARDEN MAGAZINE FOR JULY 

It is not true that the middle of June sees 
the end of the gardening season, as the July 
GARDEN MacazineE will prove most emphat- 
ically. As a matter of fact, the month of 
July should be a very busy time for anyone 
who is anxious to have a cellarful of vege- 
tables to carry over the winter. Two 
articles are especially interesting in this re- 
spect; one explains what was actually done 
in a garden last year, in which nothing was 
planted before the Fourth of July. The 
second article takes up the proper succession 
of crops, where to plant them, and just what 
kinds to grow, following out the suggestions 
laid down in the January number. Another 
seasonable contribution deals with the 
peppers. Another of Prof. Fletcher’s prac- 
tical fruit talks for the home gardener takes 
up raspberries, blackberries, and dewberries, 
which everybody should have so much better 
than they can possibly be bought—they are 
so very easy to grow. In the Quality Vege- 
table series, lettuces are treated, and other 
articles deal with the day blooming tender 
water-lilies, and with the delightful com- 
panions of the rhododendron, the heaths and 
andromedas, which have such subtle charms. 
Every page of this unique summer number 
teems with practical advice, and is an in- 
spiration for effort toward rich results for 
next fall and winter. 

THE NEW CYCLOPEDIA OF HORTICULTURE 

To every reader of THE GARDEN MaAc- 
AZINE we offer the new and revised edition 

And go to “t with delight. —Antony and Cleopatra 

of Professor Liberty H. Bailey’s ‘“‘Cyclo- 
pedia of American Horticulture” at $4 a 
Volume. The regular price is $5. The 
price of the complete set in six volumes is 
$30, or $24 net to the readers of this maga- 
zine for the first printing. 

THE NATURE LIBRARY 
is one other necessary work for country 
lovers. Here is what one recent purchaser 
said of the set: “Every volume of the set 
is so clearly written that it would interest 
even a small child. The illustrations, true to 
the nature of the subject, seem to imbue 
one with a thirst to read and to have it as a 
reliable guide to the haunts and homes of 
birds, animals, flowers, etc.” 

VOLUME I. IN PRINT AGAIN 
The demand for the bound volumes of 

THe GARDEN MAGAZINE has made it nec- 
essary to reprint two numbers at a good deal 
of inconvenience, and at more expense than 
the numbers will bring. It is a great source 
of gratification that so many readers want the 
early issues. For a time at least, now, we 
can supply any number of THE GARDEN 
MAGAZINE. 

COUNTRY LIFE IN AMERICA FOR JUNE 
is the useful and beautiful vacation annual, 
a manual of where to go and how to manage 
an unusual summer holiday. It tells of 
some fifty ways of spending a vacation. 

FARMING FOR JUNE 
Our new magazine prospers finely. If 

any reader has a farm or ever hopes to own 
a farm, we wish he would risk a dollar for a 

We the 

The 
will refund year’s subscription. 

dollar if he is not entirely satisfied. 
June number is filled with live articles di- 
rect from the experiences of successful men, 
and covering a wide field of farm activity. 

THE WORLD’S WORK 
The June issue is like its predecessors, 

a cheerful record of progress—not alone in 
America. Among the notable articles that 
will appear is “Bridging the Gorge of the 
Zambesi,”’ the story ‘of ‘the cantilever span 
flung across a canyon 350 feet deep; ‘‘The 
New State of Oklahoma,” by Mr. M. G. 
Cunniff, showing how our new commonwealth 
has become a full-grown state; ‘‘The Scenic 
Marvel of Idaho,” an account of a thousand- 
mile stream (the Snake River) which flows 
through the bad lands, over a precipice 50 
feet higher than Niagara. 

THE SPUR 
How Kin Severne, latent literary genius, 

sells his future to another man to get his 
chance, and gets it—with what result ?—is 
the story of “The Spur’ by “G. B. Lan- 
caster.”’ It is a book about which much will 
be heard. $1.50. 

IMPORTANT FACTS ABOUT LIFE INSURANCE 
There has been a mass of literature written 

on the subject of life insurance, but ‘‘How 
to Buy Life Insurance”’ is the first book 
that has been prepared from a purely im. 
partial point of view in the interest of the 
policy-holder. It is an invaluable work on 
a subject on which every man should be 
informed; $1.30, postpaid. 

Use one of these coupons Now to complete your list of DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY’S magazines. 

CUT CORP MERE cmceooeo. 7  Gaoooaooe CUT OF HERE == =-=--- (0) ———=--—-—. CUD OFF HERE = ——— = —= 

For COUNTRY eae IN AMERICA | 
M. G. M., 6, "06 

For THE WORLD’S WORK. © ew For FARMING 

Enclosed find $3.00 for one year’s subscrip- | Enclosed find $1.00, for one year’s subscrip- Enclosed find $4.00, for one year’s subscrip- 

tion. | tion. 
| | 
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: A bafhroom eguipp ed with 

Standar Porcelain 
Enameled Baths 

& One-Piece Lavatories 
Kee 

Mark Twain 
in HARPER’S WEEKLY: 

“‘A year and a quarter ago Mr. 
Foley began to do school-boy poems 
in a fire-new and blood-curdling and 
criminal fashion of spelling which 
no self-respecting eye could endure.”’ 
sage Yet the “‘public kept on 
reading the poems in order to curse 
the spelling, and of course the natural 
thing happened ; familiarity with the 
spelling modified the reader’s hostility 
to it, then reconciled him to it, and 
at last made him fall in love with it; 
and now—weil, now Mr. Foley’s 
school-boy is a pet.’’ 

Songs of 
Schooldays 

By J. WW BOER 

Health, cleanliness and luxurious comfort environ 

every home equipped with the beautiful ‘Standard’ porce- 
lain enameled ware. 

Its artistic, simple beauty holds a decorative charm that adds the final touch of 

These inimitable 
poems chronicle 

various romantic and tragic 
> ; : Re 

elegance to the modern home. Its white purity makes its every use a joy. “Standard” episodes in the life of hennry 
Ware is sanitarily perfect, yet underneath its smooth china-like surface is the inde- 1} beamus.’’ For instance: 
structibility of iron. Its cost is moderate; its installation the most economical — its 
comfort-value inestimable. No home can be sanitary, convenient or even modernly 
pleasant and healthful without “Stardard” Porcelain Enameled Ware. 

“Of the Upper Class Girl’ 
““she gradjewaits tooday ann says goodbi to 
skooldaze fore she nose it all ann i 
must sea her go far owt upon the way 

8 uy life aloan wile i kan onley stay 

The famous slant seat  NATUE )’”’ closet is now supplied in “Standard” Ware. 

Our book “MODERN BATHROOMS” tells you how to CAUTION: Every piece of “Standard” Ware bears our 
plan, buy and arrange your bathroom and illustrates many “Stavdard” ** Green and Gold” guarantee label, and has 
beautiful and inexpensive rooms, showing the cost of each our trode-mark “Stavdard” cast on the outside. Unless the fore yeers ann yeers until i reech the spott 
fants in detail, Gesu with many hints on decoration, label and trade-mark are on the fixture it is not“! weare she stands now. ann then ile be fourgott 
tiling, etc. It is the most complete and beautiful booklet Weare. Refuse substitutes—they are allinferior and will fie = : Renn 
on the subject and contains 100 -pages, i cost you more inthe end. The word Standard is stamped on bi hur hoo i have wurshipt aw] these [EES 

THE ABOVE FIXTURES NO. “Standard” P-29, cost approximately all of our nickeled brass fittings ; specify them and see that : in sileunce. = pe = ete: 
$187.00—not counting freight, labor or piping. you get the genuine trimmings with your buth and lavatory, etc. 

Standard Sanitary M)fg.Co. Dept. 37, Pittsburgh, U. S. A. 
Offices and Showrooms in New York: ‘Statfaté’ Building, 35-37 West 31st Street 

London, England, 22 Holborn Viaduct. E. C. 

Illustrated with silhouettes by 
Katharine G. Buffum. 

($1.38 postpaid) 

Another Book of Laughter 

A Few Neighbors 
By HENRY A. SHUTE 

A book of irresistible humor by the 
author of ““The Real Diary of a Real 
Boy.”? Uniform with “A Few Re- 
marks.” ($1.10 postpaid ) 

READY BY JUNE 10th 

HOW TO MAKE A FRUIT GARDEN 
By S. W. Fletcher 

An eminently practical work on the subject of fruits for the home, the best and most beautifully illus- 
trated book on the subject ever published. Nearly 200 photographs by the Author. ($2.20 postpaid.) 

THE WORLD’s WORK THE GARDEN 
FARMING MAGAZINE 

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & Co. NEW YORK. 
THE WORLD'S WORE THE GARDEN COUNTRY LIFE 

IN AMERICA © FARMING MAGAZINE 

DOUBLEDAY. PAGE & Co. NEW YORK. 
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Here is one of the most fascinat- 
ing nature books it has ever 
been our good fortune to pub- 
lish : 

The Frog Book 
By MARY C. DICKERSON 

The easiest and the pleasantest 
way to know the trees is through 

The Tree Book 
By JULIA E. ROGERS. 

“This is the most valuable, accurate 

and elaborate book ever published in 

America on our native trees.’,— New York 

Herald. 

Frogs and toads have been comparatively neglected in na- 
ture study, but this book contains a wealth of original 
observation and pioneer work that is a real contribution 
to science. It is an ideal volume in the nature series we 
have long been issuing—a work of reference which is 
authoritative and complete, yet full of vital interest and 
as readable as “‘ nature fiction.”’ 

The 350 beautiful photographic tllustra- 

tions show bud, blossom. full leaf, fruit and 

wood of all the important species. 16 plates 

in color. Net, $4.00 ( Postage, 34c.) 16 plates in color and nearly 300 black and white photographs from life by the 

author. Net, $4.00 ( Postage, 40c.) 

133 East 
16th Street New York City DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY 
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FROM NOW UNTIL 

July ist 
Not Later 

There is no more useful garden material than what 
are known as Dutch Bulbs, Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissi, 
Crocus, etc. They give for a small outlay of time and 
money an abundance of flowers in the house from 
December until April, and in the garden almost before 
the snow is off the ground in the spring until the middle 
of May. These Bulbs are grown almost exclusively in 
Holland, and in enormous quantities, where they are 
sold at very low prices. Usually they pass through 
the hands of two dealers, and more than double in price 
before reaching the retail buyer in America. 

By ordering from us now instead of waiting 
until fall, you save from 25 to 50 per cent. in 
cost, get a superior quality of Bulbs not to be 
obtained at any price in this country, and have 
a much larger list of varieties to select from. Our 
orders are selected and packed in Holland, and 

are delivered to our customers in the original packages 
immediately upon their arrival from Holland, perfectly 
fresh and in the best possible condition. 

If you wish to take advantage of our very low prices, 
we must have your order not later than July Ist, 
as we import Bulbs to order only. They need not be 
paid for until after delivery, or taken if not of a 
satisfactory quality. (References required from new 
customers. ) 

Our import price list, the most comprehensive 
catalogue of Bulbs published, is now ready and may be 
had for the asking. 

A few of the Prices: 

Fine Mixed Hyacinths 
Fine Mixed Tulips 
Fine Mixed Crocus 
Narcissus Poeticus 
Double Daffodils 
Narcissus Bicolor Empress 
Narcissus Empero1 : : 
Narcissus Golden Spur. ; 3 
Narcissus “‘ Extravaganza Hybrids,” a 

superb and exclusive novelty : 27-50 

ELLIOTT NURSERY 3e©: 
PITTSBURGH 
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pone DOLLAR A YEAR 
TEN CENTS A Copy 

Not All Sentiment and Roses 

ip. * year a Hartford editor with a sense 
of poetry and humor objected because 

we intimated there was gardening work to do 
in June. 

He said that June was for love’s young 
dream and roses. 
We have no objection to love’s young 

dream, but the bugs will eat all the roses, 
unless you spray them with arsenate of 
lead—one pound to ten gallons of water. 

Also, folks must eat; dreams don’t kill 
weeds; weeds check vegetables, and make 
woody food for dreamers. 

If you use a wheel hoe, you can kill weeds 
quicker, insure the garden against drought, 
and gain time for dreaming. - 

Unhappily, there are no self-thinning 
vegetables and flowers. They are their own 
worst enemy. And no substitute for work 
has been invented. Even dreamers must 
awake and do things. 

The big thing to do in June is to thin out 
vegetables and flowers. You need a cold, 
stern heart for thinning, and you need to 
study pages 155, 156 of the April GARDEN 
MAGAZINE. 

What shall love’s young dream feed upon 
next fall and winter? Wormy apples? 
Scabby pears? 

Without thinning and spraying in June 
you cannot have quality fruits, vegetables 
and flowers. 

Even if you cannot have L S 
D you can have the next best thing— 
garden work in June. 

TO THOSE WHO WON’T WORK 

Visit the best nurseries and gardens you 
can hear of, and see them at their best. 
There are no trees and shrubs to speak of 
that flower after June. 

Start a sensible garden note-book—not a 
diary. You will tire of that, and of the 
secret hope of beating “‘Elizabeth and Her 
German Garden.” No book on gardening, 
with chapters labelled ‘‘ June,” ‘‘ July,” etc., 
has ever proved of permanent value. 

Instead of a diary, why not note the best 

color combinations you see elsewhere; the 
worst In your own gardens; and make a 
shift in September. 

THE VEGETABLE GARDEN 

May 15th, or four days before the last pos- 
sible frost, sow seeds of tender vegetables: 
corn, lima beans, okra, and the vines— 
cucumber, pumpkin, squash, muskmelon, 
and watermelon. 

To get early tomatoes, train to a trellis, 
and pinch off all side-shoots, so that all the 
strength will go into one stalk. 

Train your pole limas after every rain, 
rake the garden, to keep the moisture in the 
ground from evaporating. 
‘Stop cutting asparagus, cultivate, and 

fertilize. (1:140) 
This reference and those that follow refer 

to the volume and page in THE GarDEN 
MAGAZINE. 
Hand weeding is essential for onions. 

The young plants are more easily choked by 
weeds than any other vegetable. 
When thinning beets, do not destroy the 

superfluous little plants. Cut off most of 
the leafage, transplant, and water, and they 
will make good beets. 
* Plow up strawberry beds that have borne 
two: crops, and use the land for celery, or 
any other late-planted crop. 

HOW TO SAVE TIME, TROUBLE, EXPENSE 

Lay shingles near squash plants, and kill 
the bugs under them every morning. 

Protect melon and squash plants from 
bugs by boxes covered with cheesecloth or 
mosquito netting. 

Insure squash vines against borers by 
layering them. (Press down the joints, and 
cover with moist soil.) 

Keep tomatoes off the ground, and you 
can avoid rot. 

To avoid sandy strawberries, mulch them 
with grass cut from the lawn. 

To avoid wormy cherries and plums, let 
the chickens run under the trees, and eat 
the curculios. 

If you see gum or sawdust near the base 
of a peach, plum, or cherry, dig out the 
borers, or they will kill your trees. 

If a strawberry plant collapses, dig it up 
and kill the white grubs on the roots. 

To give all the grape clusters a chance at 
the light, pinch out lateral growths to one © 
or two eyes. 

To save tearing flesh, while tying prickly 
canes, and the expense of posts and wires, 
cut out all three-year old canes of berry 
bushes, pinch out tips of young shoots, when 
two and a half feet high, and they will make 
compact, branching bushes next year. 
Buy cabbage and cauliflower plants, and 

set in rich soil. Cabbages like a well drained 
clay soil. 

Buy plants of tomatoes, peppers, and egg- 
plants, and set them out the last week of 
May, or a week after the latest possible date 
for frost in your vicinity. 

FIVE SPRAYING JOBS 

Spray all fruit trees and berry bushes 
twice in June with a combination of Bor- 
deaux mixture and arsenate of lead—never 
while trees are in bloom. 

Spray currant bushes with Paris green 
before the worms appear and until the fruit 
is set. 

To foil the striped cucumber beetle, 
spray with Bordeaux mixture, or dust 
heavily with land plaster or ashes. 

Spray asparagus for the beetle. 
Look out for scurfy and oyster scale. 

Use whale-oil soap. (1:234) 
Spray tomato vines with Bordeaux mix- 

ture, thin the foliage, and keep the vines off 
the ground, and you will have no blight. 

THE FLOWER GARDEN 

Prune all the flowering shrubs that bloom 
before the leaves appear. (1: 225) 

Mulch small fruits, young trees, ever- 
greens, and shrubs, to protect them from 
drought, and save watering. 

If drought comes, water at night, and hoe 
the next morning. 

Stake dahlias. 
Get some new ideas about veranda boxes. 

(I: 229) 
Lift bedding or April-blooming tulip bulbs 

and store in the cellar to ripen. 
Take cuttings of chrysanthemums, or buy 

young plants for November bloom indoors. 
To extend the season of flowers, pick pods 

daily—the smaller, the better. 
Syringe daily, palms and other house plants 

that are put outdoors for summer. 

ROSES 

May 17, spray roses with potassium sul- 
phide, to prevent mildew and black spot. 
G27) 
May 24th spray roses the second time 

with potassium sulphide. 
June tst, or when hybird perpetual roses 

begin to bloom, spray for the third time 
with potassium sulphide. 

June 7th and 14th, or when roses are in 
height of bloom, spray with arsenate of lead, 
for beetles, commonly called ‘“‘rose-bugs.” 
(Gis1277) 

June 21st, spray roses for last time with 
solution of whale-oil soap, for plant lice. 

June 28th, or when hybrid teas bloom, 
spray with arsenate of lead for beetles. 

For other reminders see page 304. 



The best white-flowered tree that blooms before the leaves, the white Chinese 

magnolia—M. Yulan. Fragrant white cup-like flowers six inches acrossin April 

All the Magnolias Worth Growing—By Wilhelm Miller 

The magnolias that bloom before the leaves look best against a house or background 

of evergreens—not deciduous trees. Grace Church, on Broadway, New York 

New 
Jersey 

THE TREES THAT HAVE THE LARGEST FLOWERS, AND WHY THEY SHOULD BE PLANTED NOW, 

AND NEVER IN THE FALL—WHAT EXCUSE THERE IS FOR GROWING EACH PARTICULAR KIND 

[Epitoriat Norr.—This is the eighth of the heretical “ Little Monographs ”? which do not parade botanical knowledge but aim to discover the real, comparative horti- 

cultural value of every species. No plant is mentioned without telling in plain English what inducement it offers for us to part with our hard-earned cash. These articles 

contain a new kind of “key,’’ which shows how each species differs from every other—not in terms of dead herbarium specimens, but in live garden characters, such as 

the color and size of the flowers. 

AVE you never seen in April a small 
tree in city yards flowering before the 

leaves, and bearing more than a thousand of 
fragrant white cuplike flowers six inches 
across and pinkish outside? Then you 
have lived in vain, for you have missed the 
best large-flowered tree in cultivation—Mag- 
nolia Soulangeana. 

This Magnolia Soulangeana is the type of 
a group of hybrids that get all their good 
points, save one, from the white Chinese 
magnolia (Magnolia Yulan, often called 
conspicua.) ‘The beautiful rosy color is de- 
rived from a tender shrub that has no other 
merit—the purple magnolia (M. obovaia.) 
Let us get a clear picture of these two parents 
and we shall appreciate the wonder and 
beauty of the Soulangeana hybrids. 

THE WHITE CHINESE MAGNOLIA—YULAN 

Look at the photograph of Yulan shown 
above and imagine a symmetrical tree,20 x 20 
feet, evenly laden throughout with thousands 
of these white chalices that turn to stars 
just before the flowers drop their petals and 
make a snowbank on the lawn. Nothing 

Corrections are invited.] 

purer or sweeter can be imagined. But it is 
a little cold for the time of year. The first 
flowers of spring are pallid, but when the 
magnolia blooms, the pink of the peach 
blossoms is symbolizing the return to life, the 
joy of youth, the jubilant certainty of spring. 
Who can make red blood appear in the mar- 
ble cheek of this flower? 

THE SOURCE OF ROSINESS—OBOVATA 

All the magnolias are white, or nearly so. 
Every ruddy tint that any of them shows 
may be considered a dilution of the color 
which is found in the purple magnolia 
(M. obovata.) The most splendid of the tender 
species show this color in the heart of the 
flower—the filaments of the stamens. Ob- 
ovata is the only species that has it on the 
petals, and there only on the outside and at 
the base. No magnolia has the color on the 
inside of the petals—more’s the pity! 

Except for its value in plant-breeding I see 
no inducement to grow obovata. While 
two nurserymen as far north as New York 
manage to grow it in sheltered spots it is 
essentially a tender species and I fear it is too 
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purple. The flower has no fragrance and all 
of its hybrids are better than it. 

THE WONDERFUL SOULANGEANA HYBIRDS 

From such a source are derived those 
lovely tints of pink, rose, carmine and crim- 
son that animate the varieties known to 
nurserymen as Magnolia Alexandrina, Len- 
net, Norbertiana, Soulangeana, speciosa, 
speciosa nova, cyathiformis, rustica rubra, 
spectabilis, superba and triumphans, the last 
four of which appear in foreign catalogues. 
I confess that I cannot sharply discriminate 
these kinds, but this much seems certain: 
Soulangeana is the cheapest and most pop- 
ular; Alexandrina blooms a week earlier and 
is one of the largest and brightest of the pinks; 
speciosa is a little smaller and lighter than 
Soulangeana and about a week later; Lennei 
is one of the darkest colored. Judging from 
the colored plates, the new one, rustica rubra, 
is the best of all. 

THE EARLIEST MAGNOLIA—-STELLATA 

The best white-flowered shrub that 

blooms toward the end of March is Hall’s 
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magnolia (M. stellata, formerly M. Hall- 
cana.) Unlike all the other magnolias, save 
Kobus, this has a starry, instead of a bell- 
shaped, flower. It has twice as many petals 
as the common kinds (g—18), and they are 
long and narrow. You cannot get acquainted 
with this lovely shrub too quickly. It makes 
a compact, shapely bush, rarely eight feet 
high. ‘The flowers are only three inches across 
but the plant has every virtue, including 
the astonishing trait of blooming freely when 
only two feet high. It sometimes flowers 
before the last flurry of snow has gone. 
Hardy at Boston. It was introduced from 
Japan by Dr. G. R. Hall of Rhode Island. 

A TREE MAGNOLIA WITH STELLATE FLOWERS 

Thurber’s magnolia (M. Kobus) 
promises to be the hardiest of all magnolias. 
(The Japanese species grow wild at higher 
altitudes than the American.) It is a 
pyramidal tree attaining fifty feet in its native 
country, and has star-shaped flowers four 
or five inches across which appear in May. 
They are not as pure a white as stellata. 
No starry magnolia can ever compete 

for popular interest with the cup-shaped 
forms, but this species deserves trial every- 
where. Some say it blossoms freely and 
has abundant and showy fruit, and claim that 
it is the hardiest and quickest-growing mag- 
nolia for New England. Others complain 
that it is a shy bloomer. 

BLOOMING AFTER THE LEAVES 

SOLD IN THE STREETS—GLAUCA 

The magnolia blossoms that are sold by 
street fakirs in New York and Philadelphia 
in May are those of the sweet bay (Magnolia 
glauca.) ‘These flowers, though small for a 
magnolia, are two or three inches across, 
white and fragrant. This species grows in 
swamps from Florida to Gloucester, Mass. 
It is a deciduous shrub in the North, but in 
the South it is a splendid evergreen tree, 
second only to Magnolia grandiflora in beauty, 
and, in the opinion of some, having the ad- 
vantage over the latter in odor. You can 
always tell this species from other magnolias 
by the powdery white bloom on the under 
side of the leaves from which it gets its name 
glauca. It is also called the swamp, or 
laurel magnolia, and its friends declare that 
it is even showier in fruit than in flower. 

THE BEST AVENUE TREE—ACUMINATA 

The cucumber tree (Magnolia acuminata) 
gets its name from the fact that its upright 
fruits, when green, look something like 
cucumbers. All magnolias have attractive 
rosy fruits with an astonishing habit of sus- 
pending their bright red seeds on incredibly 
slender threads as shown on page 268. 

The flowers of the cucumber tree are in- 
conspicuous—a miserable greenish yellow, 
only an inch or two across and as a rule par- 
tially hidden by the foliage. (They are 
also peculiar in having upright petals.) As 
an ornamental tree its chief merit is its fruit, 
but it has the stately pyramidal habit of its 
relative, the tulip tree, and is also quick grow- 
ing and generally free from insect troubles, 
which cannot always be said of the Lirio- 
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dendron. While native no farther north 
than Southern New York, it is hardy in New 
England. It is the easiest of all magnolias to 
transplant and therefore best adapted to use 
as an avenue tree. 

THE SHOWIEST IN FRUIT—TRIPETALA 

The umbrella tree (M. tripetala), owes its 
common name to the fact that the leaves are 
clustered at the ends of the branches in such 
a way as to suggest an umbrella. Its specific 
name refers to the three petal-like sepals 
which are recurved only in this species. 
This splendid tree has flowers eight to ten 
inches across, borne in June, but unfor- 
tunately they are of a disagreeable odor. 
The fruits are the largest of any hardy 
species—sometimes six inches. While this 
species grows wild no farther north than 
Southeastern Pennsylvania, it is hardy at 
New York and Rochester and may perhaps 
surpass the cucumber tree for avenues. 
As a lawn tree it is already superior. 

FLOWERS A FOOT ACROSS—-MACROPHYLLA 

The great-leaved magnolia has leaves a 
yard long and flowers a foot across in June. 
It is not merely the largest flowered magnolia 
but the largest flowered tree of any kind that 
can be grown in temperate regions. A 
unique feature of the flower is the purple spot 
at the base of each of the inner petals. It is 
fragrant, too, but I cannot rejoice over it. 
It is too big and so are the leaves, which are 

The best March-blooming, white-flowered hardy shrub in cultivation, Magnolia stellata. 

white flowers three inches across, not cup-shaped but flat and star-like 
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ridiculously thin, so that they are whipped 
into tatters unless sheltered by a windbreak 
as they are at Dosoris, Long Island. 

THE TENDER MAGNOLIAS 

Of the two important species that bloom 
before the leaves, the purple magnolia (M. 
obovata) has been described on page 266. 

THREE PURE-WHITE-FLOWERED SPECIES 

Magnolia pumila is worth growing though 
its flowers are only an inch and a quarter 
across, because there are enough of them and 
they are set off by evergreen foliage. This 
shrub seldom grows more than five feet high. 
It isin bloom nearly all the year and the flowers 
have the odor of pineapple. Unfortunately, 
the plant is injured by only ten degrees of 
frost. It is known to Southern nurserymen 
as Talauma pumila. 

The ear-leaved umbrella tree (M. Fraseri) 
is the only magnolia that has the base of the 
leaf prolonged like the lobes of the ear. Its 
flowers are six to nine inches across and have 
enough of a yellowish tinge to be called 
milky white or even canary yellow. The 
odor is generally considered agreeable. 
As it is a native of the Southern Appala- 
chians it ought to be hardier than the other 
Southern magnolias and I have seen one 
good-sized tree on Long Island behind a 
windbreak, but whether it can survive north 
of New York is yet to be demonstrated. 

4 
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It has flat, star-shaped 



Detail of Magnolia stellata, showing that it has twice as 

many petals as the others 

If so, it must come into competition with 
M. tripetala of which it probably has the ad- 
vantage only in fragrance. Its maxi- 
mum height in the wild is fifty feet. 

Thompson’s magnolia is known to nur- 
serymen as M. glauca, var. major, but it 
would better be called M. Thompsoniana. 
This is believed tobe better than our sweet 
bay in some respects. Certainly the flower 
is twice as large (5-6 inches). It is of garden 
origin and supposed to be a hybrid between 
M. glauca and M. tripetala. It resembles the 
former in being a shrub or small tree which 
is evergreen in the South and deciduous 
North, and it has a little of the peculiar 
whiteness on the under side of the leaves. 
The main evidence of tripetala blood, I 

Magnolia Soulangeana. prototype ofthe hybrids which 

have all the virtues of MV, Yulan, plus color 

suppose, resides in the sepals which are 
shorter than the petals and yellowish. For- 
tunately, it does not resemble tripetala in the 
odor of its flowers. It probably blooms 
later than its parents (June-July). 

FOUR FLOWERS WITH A TOUCH OF RED 

The only distinctive merit of M. parviflora 
that I can discern is its pink sepals which 
are rather large. The flowers are not so 
very small (3—4 inches). Its rival is Watson’s 
magnolia (MZ. Watsont). The beauty of 
both is much enchanced by the brilliant 
red filaments. 

Watson’s magnolia has the advantage of 
a larger flower (5-6 inches) but although it 
has been much praised it is not generally 

Magnolia Kobus, perhaps the hardiest magnolia that blooms 

before the leaves, but less showy than others 

available to the public. It has failed in 
England and I do not know of any American 
nurseryman who has it. It is to be hoped 
that one of these species will prove hardy, 
for we have no hardy representative of the 
magnolias with the brilliant red centres. 

Perhaps Magnolia hypoleuca will beat the 
two preceding species, for it is said to be al- 
most as hardy as M. macrophylla, which 
thrives in sheltered positions near New York. 
Let us hope so, for it has the largest flowers 
(6-7 inches) and the noble pyramidal habit 
of the tulip tree. It attains roo feet in Japan 
(whence all these three species come) and is 
the species from which Japanese sword 
sheaths are made. Also its charcoal is used 
in making lacquer work. The name hypo- 

M. Lennet, one of the darkest colored flowers among 

the hybrids that bloom before the leaves 

The grandest broad-leaved evergreen tree of temper- 

ate regions, the bull bay (Magnolia grandiflora) 
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Magnolia fruits, showing how the berries slip_out and 

hang by threads. M. Kobus 
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leuca means greenish white, referring to the 
under side of the leaves which is almost as 
white as in our native M. glauca. This 
species resembles our native umbrella trees 
in having the leaves bunched at the ends of 
the branches, while those of the two pre- 
ceding are scattered along the branches. 

THE BEST EVERGREEN MAGNOLIA ' 

“Tn the bull bay, as it is sometimes called,” 
writes Mr. Nicholson, ‘‘the temperate 
countries of the world have the most beau- 
tiful evergreen tree known to gardens.” 
This grand pyramidal tree grows eighty feet 
high in the South, and has white flowers 
seven or eight inches across, with purple 
stamens. The flowers have a superb back- 
ground in the broad, thick, dark green, 
glossy leaves which are five to eight inches 
long. There is a great difference of opinion 
about their odor. Professor Sargent has 
called this species M. fetida. 

This is the species whose leaves are used 
for Christmas decoration because of their 
magnificent evergreen character and the 
warm rusty red coat that covers the under 
side of the leaves like felt. I shall never 
buy these leaves again after learning that the 
easiest way to gather them for the Northern 
market is to cut down whole trees. The 
species ought to be called the great laurel 
magnolia. It is precariously hardy as far 
north as Philadelphia, but even in Washing- 
ton the leaves are often disfigured by 
freezing. 

Mr. Berckmans advises that the leaves of 
young trees of M. grandiflora should be re- 
moved before planting, if the trees have been 
grown in the open ground. With two-year- 
old pot-grown plants, which are smaller and 
cheaper, this precaution is not necessary but 
a four-year-old tree grown in the open will 
probably bloom a year or two sooner. 

Probably the showiest form of Magnolia 
grandiflora is the variety gloriosa whose 
flowers, Mr. Berckmans says, often measure a 
foot across and sometimes fourteen inches! 
There are half a dozen varieties offered by 
European nurserymen. The one called 

M. macrophylla, leaves a yard long, and flowers a foot 
across. The largest flowered garden tree 
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Sweet bay (M. glauca,) has flowers two or three inches 

across. Evergreen tree south, deciduous shrub north. 

Exoniensis, which belongs to the group known 
to botanists as variety /anceolata, is said to be 
more nearly hardy in Europe than the others. 
The flowers are described as double and the 
tree is said to bear flowers when only a foot 
high. The variety Gallisonieri is said to be 
hardy farther north in California than the 
other varieties of MW. grandiflora. 

THE BIG PISH——STILL UNCAUGHT 

It is possible that even Magnolia grandi- 
flora may be surpassed, for the botanical ex- 
plorer, Dr. Henry, has seen one evergreen 
magnolia tree in the Far East that has leaves 
two feet and a half long and nine inches wide! 
Let us hope that some enterprising American 
will have the honor of introducing this glori- 
ous species. 

THREE YELLOWISH FLOWERS 

How good a yellow is possessed by M. cor- 
data, J cannot say, but it is described as 
canary color which ought to mean a bright, 
lively hue and not a sickly, greenish apology. 
This small tree is closely related to the cu- 
cumber tree and has been described as a 
variety of it. The flowers are about four 
inches across. ‘The leaves not always cordate 
and then only slightly so. The exact coun- 
terpart of this species has not been rediscov- 
ered in the wild. 

The brown-flowered banana shrub, known 
to nurserymen as Magnolia fuscata is now 
placed in a separate genus distinguished by 
technical characters of no interest to the 
horticulturist. Its proper name is Michelia 
fuscata. It is called banana shrub be- 
cause of its odor. The flowers are brownish- 
yellow edged with carmine and are only 1—14 
inches across. Mr. Berckmans says it is 
one of the most popular shrubs in the South. 
Its season is from the end of April until June. 
A Chinese species. 

The other important Michelia is M. Cham- 
paca, a tall Himalayan tree with pale yellow 
flowers two inches across. Whether it has 
any merit not possessed by Magnolia cordata 
is not clear. 
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INDEX TO MAGNOLIAS 

Species in black face type; synonyms in italic; varie- 
ties in roman. 

acuminata, 7 

Alexandrina, 1 
Banana shrub, 20 
Brown-flowered shrub, 20 
Bull bay, 17 
Campbelli, 10 
Champaca, 19 

Thompsoniana, 13 
Thurber’s, 4 
Great laurel, 17 

Great-leaved, 8 
Halleana, 3 

Heart-leaved, 18 
hypoleuca, 16 

conspicua, 12 Kobus, 4 
cordata, 18 Laurel, 5 

Cucumber tree, 7 Lennei, 1 
macrophylla, 8 
Norbertiana, 1 

cyathiformis, 1 
Ear-leaved, 12 

Fraseri, 12 obovata, 9 
fuscata, 20 parviflora, 14 

glauca, 5 pumila, 11 
glauca, var.*major, 13 Purple, 9 
grandiflora, 17 purpurea, 9 
speciosa, I rustica rubra, 1 
spectabilis, 1 tripetala, 6 
stellata, 3 triumphans, 1 

superba, I Umbrella tree, 6 
Swamp, 5 Watsoni, 15 
Sweet bay, 5 White Chinese, 2 

A GUIDE TO THE REAL MERITS OF THE 

DIFFERENT MAGNOLIAS 

A. The hardy species, 2. €., those 
which will survive the win- 
ters of New York. 

B. Blooming before the leaves 
appear, in April. 

C. Color of fls. pink to pur- 
plesoutsidesys -r)-rr-t 1. Soulangeana 

CC. Color of fis. white. 
D. Shape of fis. bell-like.... 2. Yulan 

DD. Shape of fis. flat, star-like. 
E. A bush: petals 9-18.... 3. stellata 

ES Astuee: petalsy6/)-1-11-1-r- 4. Kobus 

BB. Blooming after the leaves 
appear, in May or later. 

C. Color of fls. pure white. 
D. Size of fls.2-3in....... 5. glauca 

DD. Size of fis. 8-10 in...... 6. tripetala 
CC. Color of fis. greenish.... 7. acuminata 

CCC. Color white, inner petals 
purple-spotted at 

8. macrophylla 

AA. The tender species, not re- 
liable north of Washington. 

B. Blooming before the leaves 
appear. 

C. Color purple outside; fis. 
scentless....--.---.- 9. obovata 

CC. Color pink shaded purple 
outside, fis. fragrant..... 

BB. Blooming after the lvs. 
C. Color pure white. 
D. Size of fls. small, 1} in- 

ches: evergreen shrub. . 
DD. Size of fis. large, 5-9 in- 

ches. 
E. Fils. 6-9 inches across: ; 

lvs. deciduous, eared.. 12. Fraseri 

EE. Fls. 5-6 inches across: 
lvs. evergreen---.--- 

C. Color white, except pink 
sepals and filaments: fis. 
3-4 im. across.-..----- 

CC. Color white, except red 
filaments. 

D. Foliage deciduous. 
E. Lys. 4-7 in. long, scat- 

tered along branches. - 
EE. Lys. 8-20 in. long, mostly 

clustered at the ends of 
the branches..-..--- 16. hypoleuca 

DD. Foliage evergreen... -. 17- grandiflora 
CCC. Color pale or brownish 

yellow. 
D. Size of fils. about 4 in. 

across: color canary yel- 
lows ns noc ee 

DD. Size of fis. 1-2 in. across. 
E. Color pale yellow.. 19. Michelia Champaca 

EE. Color brownish yellow..20. Michelia fuscata 

10. Campbelli 

II. pumila 

13. Thompsoniana 

14. parviflora 

15. Watsoni 

18. cordata 



Beauty in Garden Grasses—By Parker T. Barnes New 
York 

CLEAR-CUT PEN PORTRAITS OF THE TWENTY-EIGHT BEST BAMBOOS AND OTHER GRASSES. — THEIR 

PECULIAR MERITS AND ADAPTATIONS TO DIFFERENT SITUATIONS—GROWING PLUMES FOR WINTER EFFECT 

Jose because they are in the catalogues 
as “‘grasses,”’ the average amateur is apt 

to pass by a host of very valuable garden 
plants: grasses generally mean to him lawns 
and pastures. But there are taller growing 
kinds that lend a grace to the border, and 
many are worth growing for their handsome 
flowers or “‘plumes.” Not particular as to 
soil, they will grow where many showy 
flowers fail, and in late fall give a character 
and tone to a garden that distinguish it 
from the average. If you want something 
easy and singular, grow grasses. 

For convenience, they may be considered 
under four main sections. 

I. GRASSES FOR BEDS AND MASSES 

The tallest and most stately of all the 
ornamental grasses is the great reed (Arundo 
Donax). Its tall, reedy stalks, rising afresh 
each year, attain a height of eight to fifteen 
feet, according to situation. The plumes 
are rather insignificant, especially when com- 
pared with those of the pampas grass, and 
are not produced until just before the 
frosts. 

It is an excellent plant for the centre of 
large, formal beds, and, as a specimen plant 
in emphatic points in the border, it is one of 
the best grasses in cultivation. It must have 
a rich, moist soil, and, although it is a per- 
ennial, and perfectly hardy, it is wisdom to 
give it a mulch on the approach of cold 
weather, at which time the long stalks should 
be cut down. 

The great reed has two varieties: the 

In the north the eulalia (Miscanthus Sinensis) is an excellent substitute for the tender pampas grass. 

Silvery plumes adorn the garden after the foliage has fallen from the trees. 

variegated reed (Arundo Donax, var. varie- 
gata), not as tall nor as hardy as the type, 
usually grows from four to seven feet, but 
sometimes reaches twelve feet, and is well 
worth the extra care which is necessary for 
its existence. The other variety, sometimes 
called the giant reed (Arundo Donax, var. 
macrophylla, usually spoken of by the florists 
as A. macrophylla, var. glauca), has large 
leaves of a decidedly bluish tinge, and is one 
of the most effective of border plants. 

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL OF ALL GRASSES 

The pampas grass (Cortaderia argentea, 
known among florists as Gynerium argen- 
teum) is the most beautiful of all the taller 
grasses. It forms large tufts from which, 
during the latter part of the season, are 
produced the long stalks bearing beautiful 
silvery-white plumes. There are also varie- 
ties with plumes ranging from rose to car- 
mine, violet, and purple. The plume it- 
self, when grown in California, often reaches 
three feet in length. If left to mature on 
the plants, the plumes become frayed, and 
assume a dirty- white appearance, but this 
does not diminish their value in the land- 
scape, and they will last in fairly good con- 
dition until the cold weather approaches. 

The foliage is long, narrow and drooping, 
and its fountain-like habit would alone make 
it a desirable plant for the garden. Ex- 
clusive of its plume-bearing stalk, which 
sometimes rises to a height of eight or ten 
feet, it makes a beautifully symmetrical 
plant, six to eight feet high. The best 

The 

Dwarf bamboo (Arundinazria 

Faronica, Known in the trade as Bambusa Metake) in the foreground 
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plumes are produced on the seed-bearing 
plants. 

The popular name of ‘“‘pampas” grass is 
misleading, for it does not come from the 
pampas of South America, but from the 
mountains, and usually is found growing 
alongside water-courses, or in depressions, 
where there is a constant supply of moisture 
from some underground source. 

The plant is a perennial, but, unfortunately, 
is not hardy in the Northern states; so, in 
order to carry it over, it must be dug up in 
the fall, the leaves trimmed off to within a 
foot of the ground, and the ball stored in a 
damp, but not wet, cellar where frost will 
not reach it. In May, the plants are brought 
out of storage, all the loose leaves removed, 
but not the old stalks, and the clump is 
planted at the same depth as before. 

As far north as Rochester, N. Y., plants 
have been wintered out-of-doors, in sheltered 
places, by first giving a heavy mulch, and 
then covering with an inverted box filled 
with dry leaves, hay or straw. 

For perfect specimens, plant in light, rich 
soil, with a moderate amount of moisture, at 
least during the early period of growth. 

The plant is easily increased by dividing 
the roots in the spring, or by seeds, which will 
produce flowering plants in two years. 

There are many varieties in the trade, and 
all have Latin names. These differ from 
the type in height, variegation of foliage, or 
color of the plume. 

TWO RARER COLORED PAMPAS GRASSES 

Another species of pampas grass, which 
competent critics say is better than the com- 
mon one, is the lavender-plumed (Cortaderia 
jubata, known in the trade as Gynerium 
arcuato-nebulosum and Gynerium jubatum). 
It differs from the true pampas grass in 
having laxer, more graceful and nodding 
plumes which are lavender colored instead of 
white. Though it is sometimes killed by 
zero weather, it merits cultivation and is not 
nearly as well known as it should be. 

The uva grass (Gynerium saccharotdes) 
has beautiful purple spikes, but is so tender 
that it cannot be grown even in California. 
It is only for the Southern states, and grows 
in damp places, often reaching a height of 
thirty feet. 

A SUBSTITUTE FOR THE PAMPAS GRASS 

The best hardy substitute for the pampas 
grass is the Ravenna grass (Erianthus Ra- 
venn@), a hardy perennial, growing four to 
seven feet high. In the Northern states, it 
stands next to the arundo for beauty and as 
a bedding plant. It is equally effective 
when planted as single specimens or in 
masses. It forms graceful clumps of foliage, 
from which rise long, handsome plumes, 
resembling those of the pampas grass, but 
smaller. They also may be cut and dried 
for winter decorations. 
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As a lawn specimen the most effective and 

tallest grass is the blue giant reed (Arundo Donax, var. 

macrophylla). Sometimes reaches thirty feet high. 
Hardy perennial 

It is not at all particular as to where it is 
placed, but prefers a sunny situation, and 
lends itself admirably for use in aquatic 
groups. ; 

It is easy to increase by division of the 
clumps in early spring; and flowering speci- 
mens can be grown in a single season from 
seed sown indoors in February or March. 

TWO GOOD GRASSES FOR AQUATIC EFFECTS 

A grass which is, somehow, but seldom 
grown, yet is admirably adapted for effects 
around ponds and along streams is the reed 
canary grass (Phalaris arundinacea). It is 
a hardy perennial, growing five or six feet 
high, with beautiful whitish, drooping, 
spike -like flower panicles and narrow 
leaves. 

One word of caution about this plant: It 
is very apt to spread too freely by means of 
its underground shoots, and must be rig- 
orously kept within bounds. It is most 
easily increased by means of these same 
underground shoots. It may also be grown 
from seed. This grass is found growing 
wild in wet ground through North America. 
A much better-known plant is its varie- 

gated form, the common ribbon grass 
(Phalaris arundinacea, var. variegata, some- 
times known in the trade as var. picta). 
The leaves are longitudinally striped with 
white. This must be looked after as sharply 
as the type, as it has the same propensity for 
spreading rapidly. A small piece planted 
in the garden soon makes a large clump. It 
can be controlled by planting in a sunken 
drain tile. 

II. GRASSES FOR SPECIMENS 

ON THE LAWN 

The pampas and Ravenna grasses are ex- 
cellent subjects for planting as single lawn 
specimens. So are the eulalias, which rank 
among the first six popular grasses cultivated . 
for ornamental purposes. They endure our 
rigorous northern winters with little or no 
protection. 
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The common eulalia (Miscanthus Sinen- 
sis, known in the trade as Eulalia Japo- 
nica) makes a beautiful, compact plant, four 
to nine feet high; with long, narrow and 
drooping leaves which arch over most grace- 
fully. Old, well-established plants will form 
clumps eighteen feet in circumference. 

There are several varieties: The striped 
eulalia (M. Sinensis, var. variegatus) has 
leaves which are longitudinally striped with 
yellow; the zebra grass (M. Sinensis, var. 
zebrinus, known in the trade as Eulalia ze- 
brina) has leaves which are banded with 
yellow, a very curious and puzzling charac- 
teristic. It is not quite as hardy as the plain 
green form. The Japanese rush (M. Sinen- 
sis, var. gracillimus, known in the trade as 
Eulalia univittata) has leaves about one half 
as wide as the type, or about one-half inch, 
and is a delightful plant for small gardens, 
exceedingly effective as a background to the 
herbaceous border. 

There is a native grass which is little 

Mass planting. The variegated eulalia (Miscanthus 

Sinensis, var. variegatus) has striped foliage—some- 

times reaches eight feet high 

grown in our gardens, but really a beau- 
tiful plant, particularly after the flowering 
time (July). This is the spike grass (Uni- 
ola latifolia), a hardy perennial growing two 
to four feet high. The spikelets are large and 
thin, and, when ripe, droop on their slender 
stems, which makes it very graceful in effect. 

III. GRASSES FOR EDGINGS 

AND BORDERS 

I think the best dwarf grass is the pen- 
nisetum (Pennisetum villoswm, known in the 
trade as P. longistylum). It is not hardy, 
but may be grown each year from seed 
started in February or early March. Old 
plants, dug in the fall and stored away from 
frost over winter, can be propagated from 
the following spring. The plants attain a 
height of one or two feet, and bear very 
feathery brownish spikes two to four inches 
long. It is particularly valuable for edging 
beds and borders. The leaves are long, 
narrow, and drooping. 

More graceful, but slightly taller, is Rup- 
pell’s grass (Pennisetum Ruppelli1, known 
to the trade as P. Rupelianum). It has 
longer spikes, and was a conspicuous grass 
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in the grounds of the Pan-American Ex- 
position in 1902. 

A GRASS FOR SHADY CORNERS 

The blue fescue grass (Festuca glauca) is 
valuable because it will flourish in moderately 
shady places. It is a very handsome hardy 
perennial, which grows in little tufts, and has 
leaves of a deep silvery blue. For color 
value alone it is worth growing, and answers 
as an edging plant along a border on the sun- 
less side of the garden—a place which is al- 
ways difficult to plant. 

AN IDEAL EDGING GRASS 

The hare’s-tail grass (Lagurus ovatus) is 
such a delightfully pretty little plant that I 
am sure, if you grow it, you will always want 
it in the future. The tuft of leaves grows 
only about eight inches high, and the leaves 
are densely covered with soft, whitish down. 
They bend downward, and the plant is 
ideal for use as an edging to the flower bed, 
or along the walks. Its flower head can be 
likened to a pampas-grass plume in minia- 
ture. It is borne on an upright stem, several 
inches above the foliage, is of a glistening 
white color and silky texture. The plumes 
can be cut and used for indoor decoration, 
and will take dyes as well as the pampas 
plumes. The plant is a hardy annual, and 
seems to flourish equally well on heavy or 
light soil; provided it receives a fair supply 
of water. 

A GRASS FOR GREENHOUSE BENCHES 

The isolepis grass (Scirpus cernuus, known 
in the trade as Isolepis gracilis) is the only 
grass that makes a good greenhouse plant. 
It is indeed invaluable for edging benches, 
relieving the stiffness of the painted wood and 
hiding the pots of other plants. 

The leaves are three to twelve inches long, 
slender and cylindrical, and those on the out- 
side of the tuft droop, while those of the 

Giant reed edged by eulalia. 

Both are permanent grasses, and may be edged by 

a different flower or annual grass each year 

Border planting. 
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The bamboos are the most dignified looking of all the grasses. Though hardy, they must be carefully 

nursed for the first few years after transplanting. Many people fail with hardy bamboos because they 

neglect this detail. (4rundinaria Japonica, Known in the trade as Bambusa Metake) 

centre stand upright; a combination which . 
produces a very pretty effect. 

A DELIGHT FOR THE YOUNG FOLK 

If you want to grow something for the 
children, sow a hill of Job’s tears (Coix 
Lacryma-J obi), and let them gather the large 
pearly seeds in due season. It is quite hardy, 
and will make a good growth, even in a city 
back yard. Better results will follow from 
starting them early in the house, in pots. 
The plant looks uncommonly like corn 
until it begins to flower, and derives its 
name from the curiously pear-shaped seeds, 
which are made into necklaces. 

IV. GRASSES FOR SUBTROPICAL 

BRFFECD 

What a pity we do not grow the bamboos 

more commonly. They are grasses on a 
big scale, but without any appearance of 
coarseness. Happily, they are being used 
more and more in landscape gardening, 
particularly around buildings. Some of the 
lower-growing kinds are very useful in break- 
ing the lines between buildings and the 
lawn. A good example of this may be 
found in Washington, where they have been 
used around some of the public buildings. 

SECRETS OF BAMBOO HARDINESS 

The most effective way of growing these 
bamboos is in pots, or tubs, for porch or 
conservatory decoration. Even the hardy 
ones are used this way. 

The bamboos grow well after they be- 
come established, but need great care during 
the first few years after they are planted out. 

A native grass worth growing in our gardens. Spike grass (Uniola latifolia) useful for winter bouquets 
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Even the perfectly hardy species are delicate 
during this early period, and they do not 
show the vigor and beauty that they attain 
in after years. The most critical period 
will be during the first winter. 

Plant in a deep, rich, well-drained situation 
which has an abundance of moisture, and 
which is protected from the prevailing winds 
of winter, and slightly shaded. A mulch 
will also be found a great help, particularly 
while the plants are being established. 

Increase is by division of the roots in the 
spring, before growth commences. All that 
is necessary is to dig the plants and carefully 
separate the underground stems. Some of 
the species spread very rapidly by means of 
these rhizomes. _ 

THE SEVEN BEST KINDS 

While there are about two dozen bamboos 
with which the Northern connoisseur might 
experiment for hardiness, there are seven 
species which are sure to please. The com- 
monest and best of all is the broad-leaved 
bamboo (Arundinaria Japonica, known in 
the trade as Bambusa Metake). It has the 
largest and broadest leaves of all the tall 
bamboos. It also has leaf sheaths, which 
start from the joints, and are so large and 
broad as to almost cover the stem. It 
grows six to ten feet high. Specially recom- 
mended for planting in city gardens. 

The black bamboo (Phyllostachys nigra, 
known in the trade as Bambusa nigra), has 
the peculiarity of black stems. At first they 
are green, becoming black in the second 
year. The canes grow ten to twenty feet 
high. This bamboo is the one from which 
the Japanese make their best fancy furniture. 

A variety of this is the spotted bamboo (P. 
nigra, var. punctata), which has the yellow 
stems covered with black spots. 

The golden-stemmed bamboo (Phyllo- 
stachys aurea, known in the trade as Bambusa 
aurea) grows ten to fifteen feet high. Although 
this is called the golden-stemmed bamboo, 
there are several other kinds whose stems be- 
come yellow as they ripen. 

Another kind, which has a very zigzag 
habit of growth, is Riviere’s bamboo (Phyl- 
lostachys viridi-glaucescens). ‘This species 
is very hardy and quite common. It grows 
from ten to eighteen feet in height. 

The tallest of all the hardy bamboos is 
Simon’s bamboo, ( Arundinaria Simoni), 
growing canes of ten to twenty feet in 
height in the North. Unfortunately, it starts 
its growth very late in the season, and more 
stems are produced than the plant can 
properly mature; therefore, remove the 
weaker ones. Its leaves are an inch wide, 
eight to twelve long, and taper gradually 
to a long, fine point. 

The smallest of all is the pygmy bamboo 
(Bambusa pygmea); it is often a nuisance in 
the border because it spreads so rapidly, but 
for covering ground in rocky places it is in- 
valuable. 

The only variegated kind which is perfectly 
hardy in the North is Fortune’s bamboo 
(Arundinaria Fortunet), an old favorite, and 
quite common. It has white-striped foliage, 
and grows three or four feet high. 



A Flower that Blooms in Three Days—By R.T. F., #2 Acstin 

THE “FAIRY LILY|”? AND ‘‘EVENING STAR,’’ TWO SOUTHERN WILDFLOWERS THAT BLOOM THREE DAYS AFTER A 

RAIN AND CAN BE NATURALIZED IN SOUTHERN LAWNS OR GROWN IN NORTHERN GARDENS IF THE BULBS ARE 

STORED OVER WINTER—THE SAME BULBS SOMETIMES FLOWER TWO OR THREE TIMES IN ONE SEASON IN THE SOUTH 

HE southern rain lily, or fairy lily 
(Cooperia pedunculata), has waxy 

white, fragrant, night-blooming flowers about 
two inches across, with a tube about an inch 
and a half long. The flowers are tinged red 

The rain lily (Cooperta pedunculata), a fragrant, white, 

night-blooming Southern bulb which is cultivated in 

Northern gardens and deserves to be planted by the 

_thousands in Southern lawns. 

outside and are more or less greenish within. 
The blossoms remain wide open for three 
successive nights and days; on the fourth 
they are nearly closed. 

The accompanying pictures show the 
rain lily in detail and in mass. Normally 
the flower has six perianth lobes, but if you 
hunt steadily for half a day you may find one 
or two flowers with seven or eight. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR NATURALIZING THEM 

The lower picture which shows rain lilies 
growing wild by the thousand on the campus 
of the Texas State University, suggests how 
easily these bulbs might be naturalized on 
southern lawns. Fancy a thousand of them 
nodding three days after a rain! Cows will 
clip them close to the ground but they will 
bloom just as well. Every few years our 
temperature reaches zero, yet the bulbs are 
never injured. ‘They do especially well in 
the black soil around Austin, where, after a 
heavy rain we can see hills for a hundred 
miles lighted by myriads of these white little 
stars. The Cooperias are free from all dis- 
eases and insect pests. The greatest num- 
ber bloom after the first good April rain, but 
there are plenty to delight one after every 
good rain during the spring and first part of 
the summer. The same bulbs will flower 
two or three times in a season. 

The bulbs go down in hard soil four to six 
inches and the man who digs them for the 
florist at $10 a thousand earns his money. 
They bear seed freely but we have lots to 
learn yet about raising them from seed 
successfully, and the best way to propagate 
them is by offsets. When the young lily 
bulbs are about a year old they are the size 
of a pencil and about an inch long, and not 
until the bulbs sink to the proper depth does 
it assume its amaryllis form. 

The rain lily bulb is the size of a small 
amaryllis—about an inch thick. It holds 

on to life with great tenacity. Lay the bulb 
on a shelf for a whole year, and if given a 
smell of dampness it will throw up a flower 
shoot six inches high and greet you with 
a six-pointed star. 

GARDEN CULTURE IN THE SOUTH 

These flowers are also suitable for general 
cultivation in the South and when planted at 
the edge of the grass they present a pretty 
appearance. The best time to plant them 
is from March to July, but they can be 
planted any time, when the ground is not 
frozen. Set the bulbs four inches deep and 
three or four inches apart. In Texas their 
main blooming season is from April rst to 
June ist with scattering blooms as late as 
September. 

GARDEN CULTURE IN THE NORTH 

Thousands of rain lily bulbs are shipped to 
the Eastern states every year, and even some 
of them to Europe. In the North the bulbs 
should be taken up in autumn and stored 
during the winter in dry soil. Of course, 
they will not respond as quickly to the rain 
in the North as in the South. A drouth 
and then a rain or good soaking brings a 
“shower of stars.” Plant them in May in 
the North in a compost of peat, loam and 
leaf mold in equal parts. 
August. 

If kept in pots in a cool greenhouse or 
coldframe they should be repotted in Janu- 
ary or February. Water moderately until 

They flower in 

growth begins, then freely, but discon- 
tinue watering after September and keep 
the soil dry during the winter. They should 
be kept at a temperature of 40° to 45° and 
from 50° to 55° from February to May. 
Propagate by offsets in February. 

THE EVENING STAR 

The evening star (Cooperia Drummondi), 
is found in the valley of the Colorado 
River chiefly. The tube of the flower is 
much longer (3-5 inches) and the flat portion 
less wide (an inch or less). It blooms later 
in the season than the rain lily and the flower 
does not last as long. The bulb has a shorter 
neck than that of C. pedunculata. Both 
species are cultivated in the same way. 

SOME NEAR RELATIVES 

Close relatives of the rain lily and evening 
star are the zephyr lilies (Zephyranthes), 
which may be grown in the same way. 
There are four which are really good ones 
to grow. Two of the zephyr lilies (Z. 
candida and Z. rosea) bloom in the autumn; 
one, the Atamasco lily (Z. Atamuasco), flowers 
in spring and Z. carinata is a summer flow- 
ering species. Zephyranthes rosea is a red 
one and is the most common one in culti- 
vation, at least, it is the one which is most 
frequently catalogued, but Z. candida is the 
most beautiful of all. Its leaves do not ap- 
pear until the fall, when the white flowers 
also appear, and the leaves have been known 
to last all winter, in sheltered places. 

Rain lilies which spring up by the thousand in three days after a rain on the campus of the Texas State 

University. 
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They can be grazed by cows without damage., 



Large-Flowered Chrysanthemums Outdoors—By H. G. Taylor, New 
Jersey 

AN AMATEUR’S ACCOUNT OF HIS SUCCESS WITH THE FLORISTS’ SHOW VARIETIES 

AS HARDY BORDER PLANTS—EXACT INSTRUCTIONS FOR GROWING FOUR-INCH 

BLOOMS, AND A COMPLETE EXPOSITION OF THE DELICATE ART OF DISBUDDING 

(Gseee was my satisfaction in demon- 
strating that the early varieties of the 

large-flowered chrysanthemums could be 
successfully grown out of doors. I prefer 
to have my plants in the open border, where 
they lend their beauty to the general scheme 
of the garden. I have no greenhouse, and 
I do not want one! 

Planting out is done the latter half of April, 
either from division of the old roots that have 

Bead 

been outdoors all winter, or from new plants 
that I buy from the florists, as I try a few 
novelties each year. 

Division of the old plants and roots and 
replanting each spring is a necessary detail 
if you want flowers. of size and quality. 
Plants that have wintered in the open ground 
are dug up as soon as they have made new 
growths of two or three inches. They are 
carefully broken into separate pieces, taking 

The best quality chrysanthemum blooms are generally produced by terminal buds, but crown buds give the 

larger flowers. 

pinching, and when to do it. 

Figs. 4 and 6, crown buds; Figs. 1,2 and 10 terminal buds; Figs. 5, 6, 7, show methods of 

Fig. 3 a terminal cluster after disbudding. Figs. 9 and 10 show how disbudding 

makes the solitary bloom larger than when several buds are left on the stem. Fig. 8, development of Fig. 7 
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some roots with each sprout, if possible, 
as I find that this gives the plant an earlier 
start, which makes it much stronger. 

As chrysanthemums are what the gardeners 
call ‘‘gross feeders,” the ground is made 
very rich by spading in an abundance of 
old manure. The bed in which they are 
planted is raised slightly above the general 
surface of the garden, so as to secure good 
drainage, and all through the season I am 
careful to keep plenty of free space around 
the chrysanthemum plants, so that they are 
open to both light and air, which results in 
a healthy sturdy growth, that counts for 
much when flowering time comes. 

If I want to grow the plants to a single 
bloom, one foot apart is ample space to 
allow when planting. If they are to be 
allowed to make four or five stems they 
will need at least eighteen inches, and not 
less than two feet in each direction if the 
plants are to be pinched back several times, 

so as to make large bushes. 
After the plants have been set out, there is 

very little attention required other than 
training. I do not know of any plant that 
grows so easily as the chrysanthemum, if 
given anything like a fair chance. 

THE ART OF DISBUDDING 

To grow large flowers in my backyard I 
have to follow the methods of the professional 
florist so far as disbudding and staking the 
plants is concerned. It means a lot of work 
and close attention all the season, and in 
midsummer I may feel like giving up, but 
when the October blooms come I feel that 
after all I am well repaid! 

The largest flowers are grown on plants 
which are allowed to develop but one stem, 
and only one bud on that stem. All side 
shoots are removed as soon as they appear, 
in order to throw the entire strength into 
the one flower. The art of chrysanthemum 
growing centres in a knowledge of the differ- 
ent flower buds and their qualities. A ref- 
erence to the photographs will make this 
plainer. The plant produces two kinds of 
bud —‘“‘crown”? and ‘“‘terminal.” The 
“‘crown”’ is a solitary bud, and the first to 
appear, forming on the top of the stalk be- 
fore the branches start (Figs. 4and 6). Ter- 
minal buds come in clusters at the ends of 
the final branches which the plant sends out, 
and which terminate the season’s growth, 
(Figs. 1, 2, Io). 

CROWN BUDS FOR LARGEST FLOWERS 

When growing for an individual flower 
of the largest size, a crown bud is generally 
selected, and all side shoots nipped off as 
soon as they start (Fig. 6). The first crown 
bud (Fig. 6), although capable of producing 
an immense flower, is often deficient in 
coloring matter, and otherwise lacking in 
the essentials of a perfect flower. Therefore 
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what is called the second crown is generally 
chosen as being more certain to give satis- 
faction. It requires expert knowledge to 
decide on the propriety of using the first 
crown, but for the amateur it is much 
better to rely on the second. 

This is obtained by pinching out the tip 
of the stalk (Fig. 5-A) in June, or when the 
stalk is eight or ten inches high, before the 
first crown has appeared, and then allowing 
a shoot (Fig. 5-B) to grow from the base, or 
axil of one of the leaves, just below the top. 
This in turn is kept free from branches in 
the manner shown in Fig. 6, and develops 
a single bud, which produces the desired 
quality, and flowers four inches across. 

By thus removing the tip, without first 
waiting for the first crown to form, one saves 
time, and what is very important, is likely 
to secure a stouter growth. Should the 
branch (Fig. 5-B) end in a cluster of buds, 
nip out all but one, leaving the strongest, 
which is generally at the top. 

MORE FLOWERS FROM TERMINAL, BUDS 

I prefer to grow the terminals, and three 
to a stem. Although the flowers are not so 
large, they are more graceful, both in the 
garden and when cut. When the young 
plant is about five inches high nip off the 
top (Fig. 7). Shoots then start from the base 
of the leaves, forming a plant with three to 
five branches (Fig. 8). Each of these stems 
will probably terminate in a cluster of buds 
(Fig 2) which are thinned (disbudded) as 
necessary at the stage shown in Fig. 1. I 
leave three good buds, well separated, which 
will develop as shown in Fig. 3. 

These clusters could be reduced to one 
bud to a stem for larger flowers, or allowed 
to develop naturally into a number of flowers 
(Fig. 10). The latter, however, are too 
crowded to give perfect flowers. 

MAKING A BUSH PLANT 

For a bush plant, start with one of the size 
of Fig. 7, pinch out the tip, and when each 
branch is five inches long, and looks about 
like Fig. 7, pinch out the top of each shoot, 
and in turn treat their branches: similarly. 
When the clusters of terminal buds appear, 
remove all but the centre bud, if you want 
the finest flowers. The more buds you 
leave, the smaller the individual flowers. 

TRAINING FOR STANDARDS 

f I like to grow a few plants in tree or 
standard form, just for variety. I start as 
for single stem plants and, when the stem is 
about three feet high, nip out the top. This 
induces branching, but only the upper five 
or six branches are retained, all the others 
being rubbed off. The subsequent treatment 
is as for bush plants. They need careful 
staking. 

STAKING A NECESSARY EVIL 

Unfortunately, the plants which are des- 
tined to grow large flowers will not stand 
alone. One stake to a plant is generally 
enough when growing but a few stems to 
a plant, but when more are required they 
become quite unsightly. Galvanized steel 
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The final glory of the garden. 

the garden after frost has cut down all else. 

wire can be used, and is less obtrusive. If 
several plants are growing together, drive 
a five-foot stake at each end of the row, and 
connect them by wires placed a foot apart, to 
which the stems are tied as they grow. 

An invisible support of my own devising 
is perhaps the best of all—when growing a 
clump or bush. As the plant increases in size, 
drive a heavy stake (a broom-stick painted 
green), so the top will be in the centre of the 
clump, the bottom sometimes slanting out 
slightly, to avoid the roots as much as pos- 

Early flowering varieties of the large flowering chrysanthemum flourishing in 

(Flashlight photograph) 

sible. From this suspend by four strings a 
heavy wire ring about eighteen inches in 
diameter, and with hooked ends, to allow its 
being joined around the plant and brought 
up from below. The strings are tied to the 
ring in slip knots, to permit of the latter 
being raised or lowered as the plant may 
require. The plants completely hide the 
stake, which can be driven quite low, and 
the method of support is not noticed. 

Aside from the staking and disbudding 
details, the routine of work is simple. See 

See 

To protect the tender flowers, a wire frame is erected in September, which is covered over with burlap when 

frost threatens. The petals will be injured by frost though the plant itself is perfectly hardy 
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that the plants do not want for water, and 
early in July spread a mulch of about two 
inches of old manure around the roots to pre- 
vent the ground from baking. From July 
until the buds begin to show color I water 
once a week with liquid sheep manure, which 
is made by soaking five pounds of sheep 
manure in forty-five gallons of water. Often 
and weak, rather than seldom and strong, 
being my guiding principle in the feeding 
of the plants. 

The black and green aphides are always 
very troublesome, but they can be held in 
check by the frequent use of tobacco dust. 

PROTECTION FROM EARLY FROST 

Though the plants themselves are per- 
fectly hardy, the flowers of the large-flowered 
chrysanthemums are more or less tender 
and must be shielded from early frosts. 
About the middle of September six-foot 
stakes six feet apart are driven into the bed 
parallel with and two feet in from the edge. 
The stakes are connected by a wire fastened 
well above the tops of the plants. Over the 

Tilling the Home Orchard—By S. W. Fletcher 
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frame thus formed strips of burlap, long 
enough to rest on the grass in front and 
extend well down on the other side of the 
wire fence in back of the bed, are thrown 
whenever frost threatens. The strips are 
weighted at each end with a stick. Other 
material, such as muslin or canvas, would 
answer as a cover, but the burlap is both 
tougher and cheaper, the cover used last fall 
being good after several seasons’ wear. 

WINTER PROTECTION 

After the flowers have matured, or have 
been cut, and frost settles down for winter, 
the old stems are cut off close to the ground 
and the stools covered with about eight 
inches of loose, strawy material. Leaves 
alone proved too compact. 

I understand that some people prefer to 
dig up the roots and store the balls of earth 
close together in a corner of the cellar, where 
it is cool but not freezing, but I never have 
done so. Indeed, the old roots are not 
disturbed until the spring division, and with 
me they have done very well out of doors. 
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Any of the following early-flowering va- 
rieties may be expected to do well. I 
would always include the Glory of the Pa- 
cific, and its sports, Cremo and Polly Rose. 

Dwarf: Cremo, light yellow; Glory of 
the Pacific, pink; Ivory, white, globular; 
Lady Harriet, deep pink, incurved; Pink 
Ivory, pink sport from Ivory; Polly Rose, 
white. 
Medium: George W. Childs, crimson; 

Lady Fitzwygram, white; Marion Hender- 
son, yellow; Merry Monarch, white; Mon- 
rovia, bright yellow; Yellow Fitzwygram. 

Tall: Soleil d’Octobre, yellow. The tall 
varieties are not well adapted to outdoor 
cultivation. 

The plants can be bought from florists 
for $1.00 to $1.50 a dozen, and if they are 
to be grown for just one flower it should be 
so stated when buying, as otherwise you 
may receive plants with the tops nipped out, 
causing the plant to branch and form a 
bush. If you want to try any not named 
above, be sure to ask for early, large-flowering 
varieties. 

Michigan Agricul- 

tural College 

THE MOST PRACTICAL WAYS OF SUPPLYING MOISTURE TO THE ROOTS OF FRUIT TREES WITHOUT GIVING 

WATER—WHAT CROPS MAY BE SAFELY GROWN BETWEEN THE ROWS—THE DANGER OF LATE CULTIVATION 

OUNG fruit trees set in tilled soil 
generally do better than if set in sod 

land, even though that is to be plowed later. 
If possible, it is still better to put the proposed 
orchard site into a cultivated crop, as corn 
or potatoes, for one or two years before 

Corn grown between peaches the first season. 

Plant no crop within five feet of the trees 

planting the trees. This not only shows up 
the poorly drained places, but also warms up 
the soil, puts it in better texture, and fur- 
nishes a large supply of quickly available 
plant food to give the young trees an early 
and vigorous start. 
When setting out an orchard, it does not 

pay to be in a great hurry, if you wish it to 
live to be a comfort in your declining years. 
A year or two of tillage preceding the setting 
of an orchard is a very decided benefit to the 
trees. This is especially true when the 
orchard site is virgin soil or land that has 
been in sod for many years, or on soil that 
is inclined to be wet or sour. 

If the fruit-garden soil is somewhat hard 
or shallow, and especially if it has a hard- 
pan that comes close to the surface in some 
places, begin the tillage of your trees before 
they are planted, by subsoiling or by tile 
drainage. Under-drainage and tillage are 
co-ordinate factors in supplying fruit trees 
with plenty of water; under-drainage not 
only carries off the surplus water in a wet 
time, but also, what is still more important, 
deepens the soil so that it can hold more 
water in a dry time. This latter point is 
often overlooked. Another way to increase 
the water-holding capacity of some soils is by 
subsoiling. Only in orchards of consider- 
able size would it pay to use the subsoil plow 
which follows behind the ordinary plow, 
stirring the soil at the bottom of the furrow 
to a depth of several inches. 

The benefits of this deep loosening of the 
soil may be observed on some soils for 
several seasons, or until the loosened soil has 
settled back, which it usually does in two to 
four years. Sometimes subsoiling is posi- 
tively injurious to rather heavy land that is 
to be used for annual crops, principally be- 
cause it breaks up the earthworm burrows 
that lighten and aérate it. 

This disadvantage should not hold for 
tree fruits. If the fruit garden soil needs 
deepening, but the orchard area is so small 
that subsoil plowing is impracticable, at 
least deepen the soil with a spade for several 
feet around the place where each tree is to 
be planted. 

THE SPRING PLOWING 

The fruit garden, especially the orchard, 
should be plowed as early in spring as the 

ground can be worked; that is, whenever 
it has dried out enough so that the ground 
will work up loose and mellow, not lumpy 
and wet. This time varies with the season; 
there may be several weeks’ difference 
between succeeding years. 

The chief reason why it is commonly 
advised to plow very early is that this results 
in a great saving of soil water. The sooner 
a mulch of loose soil is spread over the garden 
or orchard, the quicker will the loss of water 
from it by evaporation be checked. In 
regions having a rather scanty rainfall, this 
is a very important point. An incidental 

The depth of The root system of an apple tree, 

the roots depends more on the soil and the variety 

than upon tillage or lack of tillage, contrary to the 

common idea 
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Washing away ofsoiland fertility. The cultivator 

furrows become water courses. To prevent this, 

sow a cover crop in the autumn 

advantage of early plowing is that weeds are 
buried before they get well started. In the 
case of apples, the decaying leaves of last 
season harbor over winter the spores of the 
scab disease, becoming a source of infection 
in the spring. Early plowing helps to con- 
trol this and some of the other diseases. 
Spring is a busy season for everybody who 
has a garden, especially a vegetable garden, 
and the plowing of the orchard is often 
neglected until late in the spring. By 
this time weeds have taken possession 
of the land, so that they make trouble all 
summer; or the cover-crop has grown so tall 
and rank that it can be plowed under only 
with difficulty and is so woody that it decays 
slowly; and the surface soil is hard and dry. 
First-class tillage later in the season cannot 
compensate for tardiness in beginning it. On 
land that has been deeply prepared by trench- 
ing the benefits of tillage are most marked 
all through the season. The spring plow- 
ing should be deep. 
Deep plowing in- 
creases the capacity 
of the soil to hold 
water; it also has a 
tendency to deflect 
the roots of the young 
trees downward so 
that they become 
anchored deeply in 
the soil and the trees 
can withstand drought 
better. The latter 
effect of deep tillage 
on young trees, while 
commonly accepted, 
has been much ques- 
tioned of late. It is 
probable that the root- 
ing habit of a tree is 
affected much more 
by the natural root 
tendencies of the va- 
riety and also by the 
character of the lower 
strata of soil than it is by any surface tillage. 
When the space between rows of young 

trees is not to be used for any crop that 
requires cultivation, it is a common practice 
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to plow only three or four furrows on each 
side of the row the first year, widening the 
plowed area by one or more furrows a year 
as the trees grow. In some cases, especially 
on very light soils, it is best not to plow the 
orchard every year. The soil may be 
thoroughly worked up in spring with a 
spring-tooth, disk, or spading harrow, but 
it is not usually wise to dispense with plowing 
more often than alternate years. 

After being plowed and when the furrows 
have dried out so that the soil crumbles, the 
land should be fitted, until it is uniformly 
mellow, using any of the deep-working 
harrows. Here is the place for extreme 
thoroughness. One extra turn with the 
harrow at this time may be equal to two or 
three cultivations later on; for the more 
thorough this preparatory tillage, the more 
efficient will be the soil mulch that is estab- 
lished later on. I once saw a field of buck- 
wheat one half of which outyielded the other 
half by nearly 20 per cent. for no reason 
except that it was harrowed six times be- 
fore seeding and the other half harrowed 
twice. 

SUMMER TILLAGE 

This should be rather shallow, and as 
level as possible. After the soil is fitted, 
the objects of subsequent tillage are mainly 
to keep down weeds and to prevent the es- 
cape of water. Both are gained most 
economically by using shallow working tools, 
such as the spike-tooth harrow or cultivator, 
or the acme harrow. ‘Two inches of loose 
soil on the surface is about as effective in pre- 
venting the escape of water as four inches. 
It is expensive to move soil, so we shall do 
no more of it than is necessary. 

THE QUESTION OF TOOLS 

The kind of a tool that it will be best to 
use for preserving this mulch depends very 

Tilling the orchard with the spring-tooth harrow. This is one of the best tools for making and preserving 

a soil mulch. These high-headed trees permi close tillage 

largely upon the character of the soil. On 
some stiff, lumpy, or rocky soils the vig- 
orous scratching of a spring-tooth harrow is 
necessary in order to make a satisfactory 

Dwarf apple trees under clean tillage. Excellent 

results are to be had by this system 

mulch. On fairly mellow soils, free from 
rocks, the spike-tooth harrow is preferred. 
Some soils need the action of the broad, 
rounded teeth on the ordinary garden 
cultivator. 

It is as impracticable to advise what kind 
of tool to use, without knowing the soil, as to 
advise what varieties to plant, without know- 
ing the tastes of the family. A good gardener 
will find the tool that fits his soil and his type 
of gardening, and will not copy the methods 
of anybody else. 

When it is necessary to use, for the sum- 
mer tillage, a broad-toothed harrow or culti- 
vator, the soil will be left in rather high ridges. 
It will pay to level these, especially if the 
orchard is in a region where every drop of 
water counts or if the summer is exceptionally 
dry. The more surface the soil has exposed 
to evaporation, the greater will be its loss of 
moisture. Level off the ridges with a section 
of a spike-toothed harrow or with a joist, 

say, four by six inches, 
or a heavy iron pipe, 
any of which may 
drag behind the deep 
working harrow. 

In the very small 
fruit garden, an iron 
rake scratched over 
the soil two or three 
times a week, makes 
a most effective tool 
for preserving the soil 
mulch that has so 
much to do with the 
success of the crop. 

That depends upon 
the locality, the kind 
of soil, the age of the 
trees, the season, and 
the crop. It ranges 
from two to, perhaps, 
twenty times, as the 
judgment and the 
energy of the gardener 
dictate. The kernel 

of the whole matter is to till as often as is 
needed to give the trees enough moisture for 
growth of wood and fruit. The dryer the 
region, the more urgent is the necessity for 
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tillage. For example, fruit gardens in those 
parts of Eastern Washington that have a 
rainfall of twelve to fifteen inches and are 
without irrigation, must obviously be tilled 
much more often than fruit gardens just 
across the Cascade Mountains on the Puget 
Sound, where there is a rainfall of forty to 
sixty inches. 

THE DIFFERENCES OF SOILS 

Soils vary greatly in their moisture-holding 
power; even in the same locality, and per- 
haps on the same farm, there may be soils 
that differ very markedly in this respect. 
Light and loose soils deficient in humus, stiff 
clay soils, and shallow soils dry out quicker, 
and hence need to be cultivated more fre- 
quently than deep, mellow, humus-laden 
soils. Especially in those parts of the 
Northern states that were glaciated, there 
is likely to be little uniformity in soils, and 
hence no uniformity of tillage is possible. 

YOUNG TREES NEED MOST TILLAGE 

The younger the trees, the more often 
should they be tilled; they have especial 
need of a vigorous growth when young and 
are more affected by lack of water than 
older trees. Obviously, trees loaded with 
fruit should be tilled more often and later in 
the season than barren trees; the fruit is 
mostly water. The dryer the season, the 
greater the necessity for tillage. I have seen 
a thrifty and profitable unirrigated home 
orchard in a region which had but eight 
inches of rainfall—it was tilled until the 
surface soil was like road dust. 

No good gardener tills his fruit trees the 
same number of times each season. The 
infallible guides are the dryness of the soil 
and the growth of the trees. The only 
general statement worth making is that 
most home orchards in the humid sections 
of the country should be tilled from five to 
ten times during the season. Wherever a 
crust is formed on the surface, especially 
after a beating rain, it is a sign that water is 
escaping and tillage is necessary to break it 
up and restore the mulch. 

RIPENING THE WOOD 

Some fruit trees are ruined by being tilled 
too late in the season. A tree under natural 
conditions, in sod, makes most of its growth 
during spring and early summer, when the 
soil is moist, and grows more slowly as 
the dryness of summer increases. It goes 
into the winter with well-matured wood. 

Late tillage prolongs growth and may 
carry the tree into the winter with green wood 
and undeveloped buds, which are likely to 
winter kill. After a particularly trying 
winter it is a common observation that the 
late-growing orchards are usually the most 
injured. Not as many fruit trees are injured 
by being tilled too late as by being tilled too 
little, but unquestionably many are ruined 
by injudicious tillage. Therein is the great 
advantage of using a cover-crop. The 
cover-crop system is the most important 
development in orchard practice, next to 
spraying, during the past twenty-five years. 
When to stop tillage depends upon all the 
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factors already mentioned, especially upon 
whether the trees are laden with fruit, which 
must have water in order to swell to a large 
size. In the Northern states the date of the 
last tillage, as usually recommended, is from 
the middle of July to the middle of August; 
in the Southern states proportionately earlier. 
In most regions, over go per cent. of the 
growth of fruit trees is made by the first of 
July, and the chief reason for any subse- 
quent tillage would be to “‘carry out” a crop. 
In some seasons it would be much better if 
orchards on deep, moisture-holding soils 
were not tilled at all after the spring plowing. 
Let the season, the soil, the crop, and the 
growth of the trees decide this. We have 
got so thoroughly into the habit of advising 
the tilling of fruit trees—which is certainly 
the safest advice to give in a majority of 
cases—that quite often orchards are tilled 
too much. Like many other excellent 
orchard methods, tillage can become detri- 
mental in the hands of an injudicious man. 

The advantages of using a cover-crop to 
fill the gap between the last tillage and the 
spring plowing, were pointed out in THE 
GARDEN MAGAZINE for March, page 68. 

WHAT MAY BE GROWN BETWEEN THE TREES 

The home orchardist, especially the man 
whose garden area is limited, is tempted to 
grow other crops between the trees. Within 
certain limits, this practice is justifiable; but 
some kinds of double cropping are ruinous 
to orchards. The farmer who sows wheat 
in his orchard usually garners each fall a 
little grain and a very disappointing crop of 
fruit. When the trees are small and until 
the time when their branches and roots 
appropriate most of the sunlight above and 
soil below, the interspaces may be used, if 
necessary, for some other crop. But never 
a grain crop. Nothing is more detrimental 
to the trees, not so much because the grains 
exhaust the soil or plant food, as that they 
rob the trees of moisture. Every stalk of 
wheat is a pump, sucking out of the soil not 
only the water needed to perfect its own 
growth, but also evaporating a large amount 
through its leaves. 

The chief objection to grains in the orchard, 
or any other sown crop, is that they do not 
permit of tillage, which is usually essential 
to the welfare of young trees. The only 
exception to this is when over-vigorous trees 
are seeded to grain for the express purpose 
of checking their growth and throwing them 
into bearing. If strips of tilled land ‘are 
left on either side of newly set trees, how- 
ever, the remaining space may be sown. 

The common advice, born of many dis- 
appointing experiences, is to plant a hoed 
crop, not a sown crop, in the orchard. Any 
annual vegetable can be grown to advantage. 
Potatoes and corn, although most commonly 
used, are not as desirable as some other 
vegetable, because they both draw so heavily 
on the soil moisture, and if the corn is allowed 
to grow rank close to the young trees, it may 
shade and injure them. Put rows of corn 
at some distance from the trees, not closer 
than five feet the first season. Never plant 
any closer to the trees than the roots extend, 
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which means that nothing is planted within 
four feet of the area covered by the spread 
of the branches, and that the cropped area 
is diminished each year. 

Strawberries can be grown between trees, 
if necessary, but, since these have only a small 
tillable area the second year, unless grown in 
the hedgerow system, they are not usually 
as desirable for this purpose as annual 
vegetables. Vegetables that need cultivation 
after the time when tillage of the trees should 
cease, should not be chosen. 
Two things must be adhered to faithfully 

if. this double cropping is practised: the 
tillage of the garden crop must be such as 
is needed by the trees; and the land must be 
fertilized, if fertilizing is necessary, suffi- 
ciently to support both crops. 

PRACTICAL POINTS IN ORCHARD TILLAGE 

The man who tills young trees should have 
far more solicitude for them than the average 
plowman. Countless fruit trees are ruined 
by tillage tools. One scrape of the iron end 
of a whiffle-tree will make an incurable 
wound on a tender young tree. Some careful 
men wrap the ends of the whiffle-tree with 
burlap, if they have to plow close to trees, 
and use one not over eighteen inches 
long. A plow with a set-over beam is useful 
for this purpose. Remove the projecting 
ends of the hames, which scrape the bark 
from the under side of the limbs under which 
the horse passes, and substitute a strap. 

Put a muzzle on the horse when tilling 
young trees; one nip in an unguarded mo- 
ment may permanently destroy the symmetry 
of a choice young tree. If the trees are 
headed low—as they should be for the most 
economical management—there will be 
trouble in trying to till beneath them. Two 
sections of a spike-tooth harrow or other 
tillage tool may be separated, so that one 
section works beneath the trees and the 
other between the rows. ‘There is less need 
for tillage beneath the trees than between 
them, for the moisture-hungry roots are 
mostly out between the rows. In many 
cases no tillage beneath the trees is necessary, 
only an occasional hoeing. Some people 
even prefer to let their trees stand in a strip 
of sod and till only the space between the 
rows, which is about as wide as the sod strip. 
In such cases straw mulch should be spread 
beneath the trees. This plan has especial 
merit when the orchard site is sloping 
and washing is bad, in which case the sod 
strips and rows should run across the slope. 
If it has been decided to adopt the tillage sys- 
tem, it is best to till the entire area. 

Avoid the mistake, the effects of which are 
common in older orchards, of plowing the 
same way every year. After a while the 
trees are on ridges, with depressions some- 
times of two or three feet in depth, between 
the rows. A good plan, when the trees are 
young, is to plow around the orchard just as 
though no trees were there. If the soil is 
thrown toward a row of trees one year, reverse 
the operation the next year. As a tree gets 
older it is bound to work out of the ground 

- but the hill and valley contour of many old 
orchards could have been avoided. 
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The Gayest Flowers for Late Fall—By Allen French Massa- 
chusetts 

THE ONE PLANT OF REMARKABLE VIGOR OF GROWTH AND PROFUSION OF BLOOM 

BURSTING INTO COLOR WHEN OTHER PLANTS SUCCUMB TO THE FROST 

[Epiror’s Notre—The author of that deservedly successful novel ‘‘ The Colonials’’ is not too proud to garden with his own hands. He told the 

story of his conversion from golf to gardening in ‘‘ Country Life in America ”’ for May, 1905, page 96. Photographs by the author.] 

A Rees pompon chrysanthemum rewards 
the grower better than most flowers, 

as it is that rare thing, a hardy autumn plant, 
keeping in bloom for a month after almost 
everything else has gone, and able with its 
masses of blossoms to maintain a gay looking 
garden. 

Whenever I see the strange shapes of the 
odd chrysanthemums on which the pro- 
fessionals so pride themselves, and whenever 

I note how quickly those queer flowers fade, 
I think with satisfaction of my own unpre- 
tentious but prolific plantation. Not one 
flower to a stem, but often more than fifty; 
not tender to frost, but hardy, not soon fad- 
ing in the house, but usually keeping more 
than a fortnight; regular in shape, beauti- 
ful in color, requiring no skill to grow, no 
investment and no great care. 

I am ready to admit that there is beauty 

The hardy chrysanthemum is the most profuse late-flowering hardy plant. Although an armful of flowers 

has just been picked from these plants, there is still an abundance of bloom. Frost has killed the sneezeweed; 

stocks and sweet alyssum are almo+et over, but the chrysanthemums stand erect 
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in many of the large-flowering chrysanthe- 
mums, but when I think of the care needed in 
growing them, as well as in keeping them 
after they are cut, and consider how little 
time the average home-gardener and house- 
keeper can give to both these, I make my 
decision in favor of the less showy but more 
cheaply and more easily grown kinds. 

THE INCREASE OF SEVEN YEARS 

I started seven years ago with perhaps a 
dozen small plants of two varieties, red and 
yellow. The yellow kind has done better 
than the red, and it now makes a row of about 
twenty-two feet long, while the red ones fill 
only sixteen feet. Yet that is doing very 
well, considering three complete transplant- 
ings, the many roots given away, and the 
fact that not until recently have the plants 
had really good earth. Having been told 
that they would “‘live anywhere,” and being 
an ignorant rather than a careless cultivator, 
I did not realize, until I tried it, the difference 
between living upon scant rations and flour- 
ishing upon plenty. There are now so 
many new plants springing from the roots 
that in another year I shall be able to nearly 
double each row. 
Though they are an old-fashioned plant, 

and somewhat neglected just now, they are 
offered by seedsmen and nurserymen, who 
carry (according to their catalogues) some 
as few as four, one as many as forty-seven 
named varieties, and one offers the seed. 

They have the same characteristic shaped 
leaves as the show flowers, but are smaller, 
and bear their own small, symmetrical, more 
or less double flowers, in great profusion. 
The blossoms vary in size with the varieties, 
my small reds being seldom more than an 
inch across, while the yellows are two inches; 
and I have seen other varieties whose flowers 
were aS much as two and a half inches in 
diameter. It is possible to produce larger 
flowers by disbudding and growing only a 
few to a stem, but this required more time 
and trouble than I have been able to give 
to them. 

POMPONS AS A SCREEN 

I use these hardy chrysanthemums to 
screen my piazza lattice, which is never truly 
handsome, and which, as the summer ad- 
vances, they cover to perfection, even to the 
height of four and a half feet. As they grow 
they require support, for although the red 
ones are very stiff, they bend in wind or rain;. 
the yellows droop naturally. We support 
them with light bamboos tied across the 
rows; the uncompromising reds reveal their 
support, but the yellows completely cover 
theirs. ; 

As a low screen they are therefore perfect, 
and give besides a good background for the 
flowers which stand in front of them. I 
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As ascreen to the porch lattice the hardy chrysanthemum serves a dual purpose. 
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In summer its leaves 

make a green background to the earlier flowers: in the late fall it bursts into a sheet of glowing color when 

all else is dead or dying 

know of no plant which I would exchange 
for them for this purpose. 

FLOWERS IN A FROST-DESOLATED 

LANDSCAPE 

The pompon chrysanthemums become 
really valuable about the time when other 
plants give up the fight. I have the ill- 
fortune to live where my flowers get frost 
earlier and harder than my near neighbors’ 
It is a particular satisfaction, therefore, to 
have my chrysanthemums come into bloom 
about the time that everything else is killed. 
My sneezeweed and sweet alyssum were the 
only flowers left to me, except some very 
feeble stocks, when the chrysanthemums 
were large enough to pick last year, and even 
those were soon gone. Last fall the first 
killing frost came September 27th; the frosts 
came almost nightly after the first week in 
October; the flowers were in bloom, large 
enough to pick, on October 12th, and they 
gave a constant supply from that time on. 
The last picking was on November 12th, the 
plants having twice gone through frosts of 
eighteen degrees; but for some time longer 
the flowers were effective when seen from a 
distance, although too much injured to look 
well at close quarters in the house. 

As cut flowers some of the bunches lasted 
three weeks; but after they had suffered 
from many frosts they lasted less than a week. 

HOW TO GET MORE FLOWERS 

The pompon chrysanthemums are easily 
increased by division of the roots. Each 
spring the old plant sends out numerous new 
shoots, called suckers, which, if taken from 
the old plant with a few roots if possible, will 
make blooming plants the following fall. 
Should the suckers not have roots they should 
be put in a pot or box of sand, and given the 

same treatment which is given to the ordin 
ary “‘slip,” or cutting. These suckers will 
produce new roots very quickly. When the 
plants become large they can be divided in 
the spring by cutting them with a spade into 
two or more pieces. 

If young plants are not wanted the suckers 
should be removed, or else the plants will 
stand too closely. Grown as ours are for a 
screen, we let them stand at two to three 
inches apart, and feed them heavily. Their 
roots are shallow, therefore they must be 
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cultivated carefully. It is a good plan to 
mulch with lawn clippings. So far, with us, 
they have had no pests or diseases. a small 
black plant-louse which comes in the middle 
of summer always disappearing without 
doing any harm. ‘They should be watered 
while in flower, if the ground is at all dry. 

Protection of the plants is a very simple 
matter, grown asoursare. ‘Twice their buds, 
while very young, have been killed by un- 
expected early, heavy frosts, against which we 
did not guard; but once in bloom, both 
flowers and buds seem to be able to stand 
almost anything. However, I cover ours at 
night with cotton cloths which are attached 
to the bottom of the piazza railing, and folded 
back by day. In winter the only protection is 
their own tops, cut off and laid over the roots. 
Thinning, fertilizing, mulching, supporting, 
covering against frosts, and breaking down 
the tops in fall, is all the care needed for 
plants that yield us more flowers than any 
others. 

There are two classes of hardy chrysan- 
themums which may be had—the Japanese 
and the pompons. ‘The latter are usually 
far more satisfactory as they are much 
hardier, yet it is possible to grow out of 
doors excellent flowers of the Japanese sorts 
four, five, and even six inches in diameter. 
There is nothing else in the garden just like 
these pompon ~-chrysanthemums. Their 
colors are very vivid, and harmonise with 
nothing else, and because of their striking 
appearance it is better to grow them in 
masses by themselves. 

The range of color among the pompons is 
as great as in their larger relatives, the green- 
house chrysanthemums; and for: one who 
has not the advantage of a glass structure in 
which to grow the larger kinds, all the pleas- 
ure which they bring can be had in these 
smaller and hardier varieties. 

The garden in October and Novemberis redeemed by the profuse flowering of the bright hardy chrysanthemums 

Plants may be divided each year, in spring; merely cut the old clump into pieces with a spade 



Radishes flourish and mature in thirty days. White 

Icing, Long Scarlet White Tip and Scarlet Globe 

Perfect onions are easily grown in a deep, rich, 

loose soil. Southport White Globe 

Mild flavored Ruby King peppers are excellen 

stuffed or in picKles 

A Vegetable Garden in the Semi-Arid Region—By Viola McColm, B= 
HOW GARDENING ON THE PRAIRIES DIFFERS FROM THAT IN THE EAST—LAND A PLENTY 

BUT A SCARCITY OF WATER—THE PECULIAR CONSEQUENCE OF THE DRY WINTERS 

[Nore.—This is the first of a series of articles on home gardening in every part of the United States and Canada, to which our readers are cordially invited to 

contribute. We need articles from Southern Florida, Texas, New Mexico, Oregon, Alaska, Manitoba, and every other region that has peculiar conditions. Won’t you tell us what 

these conditions are, describe your successful garden, give a calendar for all important operations, make your article intensely practical for people in your region and interesting 

to everybody else ? Instead of writing us “Why don’t you have articles about our region,’ won't you tell us who are the successful amateurs in your region 2] 

Cus in the Western prairies, the garden 
has a new set of conditions, but the 

commoner vegetables are easily grown in 
this semi-arid region if the garden be irri- 
gated. The soil is deep, rich, and com- 
paratively new, so there is no need to add 

Squash, pumpKins and melons are successfully 

grown without irrigation 

fertilizer. The one thing needed here at 
2,428 feet elevation is water in the earliest 
spring. And for economy’s sake our vege- 
table gardens are placed sufficiently near to 
the house so that the one well can serve 
the two. Cultivation is by hand tools 
or by horse power, generally the latter, 
because it is so much the cheaper, and then, 
too, the necessity of getting much in a little 
space, which is one of the controlling factors. 
of Eastern gardening, does not bother us at 
all. When horse power is used, more ground 
is occupied, but land is cheap here. 

WATERING BEFORE PLANTING 

During the four months, November, 
December, January and February, the aver- 
age monthly rainfall is only about half an 
inch, yet the average annual precipitation is 
20.35 inches. This means that, while in the 

spring and summer months there is a liberal 
supply of moisture, the ground may be so 
dry in the early spring that the garden plot 
must actually be watered before it can be 
put in good condition for planting. Fancy 
that, you Easterners! 

Luckily there are good wells, and one well 
will, besides affording water for house use 
and for many head of stock, supply plenty 
of water to irrigate a large garden; and the 
wind will lift the water. 
When once the crops are well established, 

the rain comes in abundance, and sometimes, 
for several weeks together, there will be no 
need to water the garden. 

The garden is just south of the barn lots, 
so the buildings afford protection when the 
wind happens to be in the north. That 
however, is an incident. The main reason 
for selecting this place is that the ground in 
this direction slopes from the well. Near 
by is a fifty-barrel stock tank where the 
stock drinks, and which also serves as a 
storage reservoir for water to be used in the 
garden. 

In our first summer we irrigated until after 
mid-summer by means of pipe and hose. 
But cheaper, and really more satisfactory, is 
the method or small ditches or trenches 
which was installed the second year. Lead- 

A typical prairie garden—open to all the winds that blow. Irrigation is its salvation 
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ing from the tank to the garden and down 
one end of it is the main trench, and in every 
other space between the rows we make a 
trench with a hoe, when ready to water the 
garden. When the water is flowing in the 
main trench, it can be directed into the de- 
sired trenches between the rows, by dam- 
ming up witha hoe the ends of those 
trenches where water is not needed. 

If we are busy with other affairs, and can- 
not well afford time to look after the spread- 
ing of water in the various channels, the 
windmill can be left pumping, and the over- 
flow from the full tank will flood along and 
over the one or more trenches left open. 
Watering is then done slowly. 
A quicker way, taking about thirty min- 

utes, is to draw the plug from a two-inch 
auger hole in the bottom of the tank, and 
by opening and closing the ends of trenches 
at the main trench with a hoe, distribute 
fifty barrels of water on the garden. If the 
soil is well pulverized, so that the water 
quickly soaks into it, this rapid rush of water 
is the better method. What we use is 
practically a system of sub-irrigation. The 
trenches are never filled to overflowing. 
The water soaking through from the trenches 
directly to the roots of the plants, and the 
surface soil is retained unaltered. It is 
ideal watering. 

After each irrigation, when the surface of 
the ground is sufficiently dry, it is cultivated. 

WHAT THE GARDEN GREW 

Our vegetable plot is exactly 5x6 rods 
(or 824 x gg feet), and it yielded all one 
family wanted, and compares well, I think, 
with what you of the East can do. 

The first outdoor planting was on April 
13th when seeds of lettuce, radishes, beets, 
parsnips, onions and peas were planted. 
Later sowings were of string beans, lima 
beans, sweet corn, Irish potatoes, squash, 
cucumbers and peppers. The squashes were 
raised among the sweet corn. 

Cabbage and tomato plants were raised 
in a hotbed and celery in a box, and trans- 
planted to the garden when ready. 

After the dead pea vines were removed, 
late plants of All-head Early cabbage were 
set in their places. The cucumber vines 
were ready to cover the space left vacant by 
the Irish potatoes. Later, two rows of 
celery were set where the potatoes had been. 

A SUCCESSION OF CROPS 

There is no reason for the majority of 
people out here to bother about close suc- 
cession, but we do it just as much for fun as 
for anything else. Three crops on the same 
bed is like doing something after all. Be- 
sides raising a second crop where peas and 
Irish potatoes were raised, two crops were 
produced on one small bed, and three on 
another, each five feet by ten feet insize. On 
April 13th, seeds of three varieties of rad- 
ishes were planted in one, and three varieties 
of lettuce in another. In the latter were also 
planted seeds of Quickest Forcing radish. 
The soil was in good condition, except that 
it was not sufficiently moist, so as soon as the 
seeds were covered, the beds were watered. 
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Two crops of radishes. The first in flower; the second just in condition to gather. Succession of crops is 

not a matter of necessity when land is plenty. Photographed June 18th 

Cabbage set in the radish rows, and tomatoes among the lettuce. Some of the lettuce was left for seed. 

and formed a unique support for the lower branches of the tomatoes. Photographed July 23rd 

The garden in fall; beets and parsnips. These and other root crops furnished an abundant supply for the 

winter. Photographed October 18th. 
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Repeated irrigations kept the soil con- 
tinually moist, but we saw to it that the 
water did not wash the soil away from the 
seeds or tender plants. When the radishes 
were well started, they were watered once a 
day. They were ready for use just one 
month after planting. 

Although most of the days were warm 
the nights were very cool. A few of the 
Quickest Forcing radishes were ready in 
less than thirty days, but this variety is too 
tender to withstand our climate. Cool 
weather, and a continual abundance of water 
unite to produce radishes of exceeding 
tenderness and sweetness. Those who 
have never eaten radishes grown under 
such conditions have no conception of the 
excellence of this vegetable. 

On the day that we pulled the first rad- 
ishes, seeds were planted between the rows, 
to raise a second crop. The bed had been 
purposely allowed to become dry enough to 
be in good condition for the space between 
the rows to be hoed and planted. After 
this, however, the bed was kept very wet— 
sometimes being watered at about sunset, 
and again early the next morning. 

The second crop came up nicely in five 
days, and three weeks after planting we 
commenced to use them. ‘There were about 
five hundred radishes in the first crop, and 
three hundred in the second. 

A TOMATO MYSTERY 

The tomato is the one great crop that 
we cannot have equally as good as in the 
East. We cannot grow them at all for an 
early crop, but after the middle of August 
we get plenty of nice smooth fruits, though 
never large. 

The difficulty is peculiar: Until the sea- 
son is well advanced, the tomatoes will shed 
their fruits as quickly as they are set. I do 
not think the wind is wholly responsible. 
From the earliest flowers a large percentage 
of the fruit breaks off where it joins the 
tiny stem. Perhaps the failure is due 
to the presence of too much moisture in 
the air. 

LETTUCE A BELATED CROP 

It seems that early lettuce cannot be 
raised here. I believe the cool nights, owing 
to the rather high altitude, retard the growth 
while the lettuce is small. After it attains 
some size, it develops rapidly, and after 
the rst of June we had lettuce in abundance. 

A QUEER TOMATO SUPPORT 

Some lettuce was left to produce seed, and 
their sturdy stems furnished some support 
to the tomato plants, which were set in the 
bed June roth. Five days earlier, cabbage 
plants were set between the second crop of 
radishes. Irrigation was continued, and 
the crop of both tomatoes and cabbages 
was as good as if they had been planted in 
ground that had not previously produced 
that season, one or two crops. 

The beets were ready to use by the middle 
of June. From that date until the middle 
of July we had peas too. From July ist 
until October 1st we had beans. The 
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cucumbers were ready for slicing on the ist 
of July. We commenced to use cabbage on 
July 15th, celery on September 20th, and 
had plenty of both until spring. Other 
crops for winter and spring use were onions, 
beets, squashes, and parsnips. 

There were also cucumber pickles, canned 
beans and tomatoes, Celestial peppers for 
seasoning, and mangoes, made by filling the 
Ruby King peppers. ‘There were six bushels 
of onions. 

BEETS WEIGHING 11+ POUNDS 

The first killing frost was on October 
25th—after that we dug twelve bushels of 
immense tender beets from the two rows, 
each five rods in length. Two early Bassano 
beets weighed 114 pounds each. 

VEGETABLES THAT SUCCEED WITHOUT 

IRRIGATION 

The following vegetables will usually 
succeed here without irrigation, and it is 
well to raise the main supply elsewhere than 
in the irrigated garden, for not only is it 
cheaper to raise these things without irriga- 
tion, but by planting out in the field, one 
saves the expense of fencing such a large 
plot with poultry net. 

POTATOES 

The ground should be put in good con- 
dition with plow and harrow as early as 
possible in the spring, and the potatoes should 
be planted as early as the weather is fit— 
some seasons it is possible to plant them the 
first of March. The potato patch must be 
thoroughly cultivated, not alone that the soil 
may be kept mellow about the roots, but 
that the loose mulch of soil on the surface 
may conserve the soil moisture. When 
planted early, and given this care there is 
usually a good yield of potatoes of fair size 
and excellent quality. The potatoes may be 
planted where chickens have a free range. 

SWEET POTATOES A SURE CROP 

These need to be given just the same good 
care that one should give them anywhere 
else, and they are almost certain to produce 
tubers of fair table size and of superior 
quality without irrigation. Chickens should 
not have access to the sweet potatoes, for 
they tear the ridges down. 

THE MELON, SQUASH, AND PUMPKIN 

Seeds should be planted on the first 
breaking of sod. A good place to select is a 
rather low spot in a field, where sorghum, or 
some other tall growing crop will afford 
shelter on one or more sides from the wind. 
A similar place should be chosen for the 
squashes and pumpkins. No one relishes 
melons that are mixed with pumpkins or 
squashes, so the melons must have a separate 
patch. The mere planting of seeds is all the 
work that is necessary, for melons, squashes, 
and pumpkins do well on first breaking of 
sod, without either hoeing or cultivation. 
These vegetables may be raised out in the 
field or land not so new, but first sod 
is preferred. 
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DISCOVERIES 
An Old Palm Re-discovered 

Bok many years (a score, perhaps) 
students of the palms have marvelled 

at the great diversity of growth in our weep- 
ing palms (Washingtonias), without more 
than a mere suspicion that we were growing 
two distinct species as different types of one 
(Washingtonia filifera). 
That the identity of the other species, (W. 

robusta) was not sooner discovered, is remark- 
ably strange in view of the fact that careful 
measurements of our oldest palms prove that 
robusta. grows just four times faster than 
filifera. Grown under identically the same 
conditions, IW. robusta, at twenty years of age, 
had made forty feet of solid (matured) trunk, 
while the more common species had made but 
ten. Thedeeperand more constant green of 
the robusta palm is a strong point in its favor 
asa decorative plant. Other points wherein 

A false The weeping palm (Washingtonia filifera). 

impression is current that it is not as hardy as W. 

robusta. The reverse is true 

it differs from the more common species, (W. 
jilifera), are: its shorter petiole or leaf stem, 
its more compact habit and the darker color 
of all its parts. The base and edges of the 
petiole are light brown in W. filijera, but 
violet-black in W. robusta. The same dif- 
ference of color is noticeable even in the 
trunk, W. robusta being much the darker of 
the two. . The seeds of robusta are only 
about one half as large as those of filifera 
and differ in shape. What difference there 
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GARDEN NECESSITIES 
INEXPENSIVE LITTLE THINGS THAT PAY FOR THEMSELVES IMMEDIATELY 

IN INCREASED CROPS AND LABOR-SAVING 

MODEL TOMATO AND PLANT SUPPORT 
The best support for tomatoes and heavily flowered plants, such as Dahlias, Peonies, 
Chrysanthemums, etc. Tomatoes grown with supports produce a much larger crop and of 
better quality. Constructed of galvanized wire, they are light, strong and easily applied, with 
screw or diamond anchor. 

PER DOZ., $1.75; 50, $7.50; % GROSS, $10.00; GROSS, $18.00 

MODEL ROSE AND LILY STAKES 
Strong, light, more sightly than wooden stakes. Made with or without loop with screw or 
prong anchor. Do not harbor insects. Made of galvanized wire, proof against rust. All sizes. 

AMERICAN BEAUTY SUPPORT 
This support is made especially for heavily flowered plants, and can be adjusted to any 
height from two to eight feet. 

MODEL EXTENSION CARNATION WIRE SUPPORT 
Light, strong, easily applied with screw or diamond anchor. Every grower of Carnations 
should use these. 

MODEL POT HANGER 
Adjustable to pots of all sizes up to ten inches. Can be put on quickly and taken off easily. 
The only practical device for converting ordinary flower pots into hanging baskets. 

For the 
Greenhouse 
and 
Garden 

Write for Illustrated Pamphlet, ‘‘FOR THE GREENHOUSE AND GARDEN’”’ 

PARKER-BRUEN MFG. CO. 
ST, JAMES BUILDING, NEW YORK 

FACTORY: HARRISON, N. J. 

We have eberything to make your grounds beautiful and garden useful 

BAY TREES, BOXWOOD 
AND ENGLISH IVIES 

We have a grand collection of these 
popular decorative trees in both Stand- 
ard and Pyramidal forms. 

Magnolias, 

Blue Spruce, 

Evergreens 
and Conifers 

in Tubs and Baskets 

Phoenix Palms 
< 

‘“Saved Twenty Times Its Cost”’ 
“JT am writing this,” says E. C. Parmelee, Highlands, N. J., “ by the light of one of 

your Angle Lamns. In fact, I would not think of using any other light. They are the lamps. 

Pot-grown Roses, both Standard and Bush form, 

English Ivy in all sizes, Clematis and other Vines. 
Japanese Maples from 1 to 6 feet, in pots and tubs. 

It will be a pleasure for our landscape de- 
partment to assist you, without charge, in sug> 
gesting effective landscape arrangements, and 
help you solve any diffcult problems you may 
have. With a nursery complete in every par- 
ticular, we can supply every variety of Shrubs, 
choice Blue Spruce, Evergreens and Conifers, 

Ornamental Shade and Weeping Trees, Hedge Plants, Native Rhododen- 

drons and English Hybrids, Roses, Hardy Vines, Hardy Ferns and Grasses, 

Old-Fashioned Hardy Flowers, Fruit Trees,Small Fruits, etc. 

These are all described in our New Illustrated Catalogue, which we shall 

be glad to send to serious inquirers. Our Landscape department will be 

pleased to correspond with parties intending to lay out or improve their 

grounds. The general supervision of private estates and old-fashioned 

gardens a specialty. Visitors to our Nurseries are always welcome. 

BOBBINK & ATKINS 

Nurserymen, Florists and Landscape Gardeners RUTHERFORD, N. J. 

Everyone who has seen mine is impressed with them. Why, I have saved at least twenty 
times their cost in oil, burners, chimneys and ‘cuss words.’”’ 

The Angle Lamp is not an improvement on the old style lamp but an entirely new 
principle of oil lighting which has made common kerosene (or coal oil) the most satisfactory 
of all lighting methods. Safer and more reliable than gasoline, or acetylzne, yet as con- 

convenient to operate as gas or electricity. 

The ANGLE LAM 
is lighted and extinguished like gas. May be turned high or low without odor. No smoke, 
no danger. Filled while lighted and without moving. Requires filling but once or twice a 
week. Lt floods a room with its beautiful, soft, mellow light that has no equal. Write 

for our Catalog ‘‘ 41’ and our proposition for a 

30 DAYS’ FREE TRIAL 
4r, listing thirty-two varieties of The Angle Lamp, from Write for our catalog y 

$1.80 up, now—before you forget it —before you turn this le vives 
you the benefit of our ten years of experience with @// lighting methods. 

THE ANGLE MBG. CO., 78-80 Murray St., New York 
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Why a Garden tor 
Six Months Only 

| ree you have tasted the health-giving joys of your flower or 
kitchen garden, felt lonesome and out of sorts when the all too 
short season ended. You had slept better, held a bigger feeling 

for all humanity those days you were diggiag, coddling your garden 
favorites. Now with the return of beautiful spring comes all the antici- 
pation of renewed friendship with Mother Earth, but don’t forget the 
short span of summer’s lease and how soon again come the dull months 

of winter wastes. 
Why not have a glass enclosed garden the whole year round? A 

garden giving you choice flowers, adding their fragrance and beauty to 
your home, and out of season vegetables to increase the pleasures of 
your table. Then with it all comes that unmistakable soothing of the 
nerves, that “straightening out of the kinks” which an hour or so a day 
in a greenhouse surely brings. Right now is the time to talk this build- 
ing matter over with us, so your house will be all ready not later than 
the last of July to get your plants and other things prepared. Then 
November, with its dreary days, will find your house filled with bloom ; 
your Christmas table graced with its regal bunch of American Beauty 
roses, and the guests smacking their lips over crispy cucumbers or 
luscious melons —“ all from my own greenhouse.” 

END for our cold frame brochure, 

which also tells a good bit about 

greenhouse things you want to know. 
LORD & BURNHAM CO. 

Greenhouse Designers 
and Manufacturers 

1133 Broadway, Cor. 26th St., New York 
Boston Branch, 819 Tremont Building 

Prices range from $500 up. 

MAULE’S SEEDS LEAD ALL 
Illustrated Catalogue free 

WM. HENRY MAULE 

1701 Filbert Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

FAIRFAX ROSES 
CANNOT BE EQUALLED 

Box 6, OAKTON, FAIRFAX CO., VA 

Catalogue free 

W. R. GRAY, 

The Celebrated Furman Boilers 

Valuable Catalogue and Booklet ‘‘Warmth” mailed free. Ad- 
dress The Herendeen Manufacturing Company, 

6 Plant Street, Geneva, N. Y. 
NEW YORK Office and Show Room 296 Pearl Street. 

As an Investment, Furman Boilers return large Dividends in 
improved Health, increased Comfort and Fuel Saved. 

SELLING AGENTS: 
E.S. DEAN, Bloomington, Ill. E.K. BARR, LaCrosse, Wis, 

may be in the floral structure, it is hoped to 
determine during the coming summer. 

Washingtonia robusta has grown rapidly 
in public favor during the past few years, due 
to the fact that it is superior, for many 
purposes, to the commoner W. filifera. 
When we had watched it for several years 
and noted its rapid growth, it became evident 
that for street alignment it surpassed all 
palms heretofore used for the purpose. 

The claim so often made by dealers that 
W. robusta is the hardier of the two species, 
is utterly without foundation, W. jfilijera 
being the hardier. The claim is based, no 
doubt, on the fact that W. robusta does not 
get ‘‘rusty”’ on the leaf tips as does the com- 
mon species. This rustiness does not come 
from the leaf being nipped by the frost, for 
often the greatest part of such discoloration 
comes in late summer. 

It may be as well to correct a popular mis- 
understanding regarding the needs of these 
plants. They do not ‘‘grow in the desert 
sands without water.”’ Neither do they 

Washingtonia robusta. Same age as tree of W. filiera 

shown in illustration on page 284. Grows four times 

as fast, and is better as a street tree 

grow on the desert at all, nor in the sand, nor 
without a constant supply of water. They 
grow in the canyons and depressions of the 
foothills bordering the desert, usually in 
black ‘‘adobe” or “gumbo” soil and where 
they get a considerable water supply. This 
water generally holds in solution so much 
alkali that it can not be used for drink by 
man or beast. 

Wendland, in his original description of 
W. robusta, says it is native to the Sacramento 
River region. This was certainly a mistake 
on his part unless there be a Sacramento 
River in Northern Mexico. Doubtless he 
meant the Colorado River, for the northern 
range of this palm is not far from the mouth 
of that stream. 

California. ERNEST BRAUNTON. 
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The New Century Lawn Sprinkler M I 9 
Revolves freely with any pressure. Equal spray 
over circle from three to fifty feet in diameter. 

Head and 

Arms of Black 

Polished Brass Enameled 

Wheels 

Mounted \ 

on Wide Base Red Enameled 

SIMPLE AND DURABLE 

Your money back if not entirely satisfactory. Sent 
express prepaid anywhere in United States east of 
Rocky Mountains for only $2.50. Descriptive 
circular free. 

THE YOST ELECTRIC MFG. CO., 

Toledo, Ohio., U. S. A. 

ORCHIDS 
Largest importers and growers of 
ORCHIDS in the United States 
LAGER & HURRELL 

Orchid Growers and Importers SUMMIT, N. J. 

ap _, Wld Fashioned 
Plants Slower Gardens 

including Phloxes, Bell Flowers, Larkspurs, Poppies, Pzonies, 

Iris, Garden Pinks, Day Lilies, etc. Also fine collection of 
novelties. Catalogue on application. ‘*Man’s work is from sun to sun, 

-FREDERIC J. REA Norwood, Mass. But woman’s wore is never done.’” 

MARY RYMERS 

A Mellin’s Food Girl. 

MELLIN’S FOOD is really an assurance of healthy, happy child- 
hood, and robust manhood and womanhood, for proper feeding in 
infancy lays a foundation of good health upon which, later on, 
strong men and women are developed; not only strong physically, 
but strong mentally, for the mind is dependent on the body. 
Therefore see to it that the infant’s food is right, ¢#. e, use 

MELLIN’S FOOD. Send for a free sample for your baby. 

Mellin’s Food Company, Boston, Mass. 
£.G. W. Dietrich, Arch’t, New York 

Plenty of Evidence 
can be furnished to prove the artistic 
durable and economical character of 

Cabot’s Shingle Stains 
“Five years ago ibis pone Hl ned my house stained wie 

your moss-green and ruby-red shingle (creosote) stains, an ee 
it looks almostas well to-day asthen. . . . House was Be Sa ep 
stained in April, 1900-—never touched since. SVC CRS 

Englewood, N. J., April 22, 1905. WILLARD SMITH. 

60) “GREE 
oe x 

agg THE 

‘‘Apollo” Sweeper 
ZA is an ideal time and labor-saving machine for the care of 

Le Lawns, Goli-greens, Porches, Walks, Barn-iloors, 
S etc. It takes the place of broom and shovel, sweeping and gathering all in 

one operation. The sweepings are carried into the box attached, (see cut) 
doing away with the need of basket or cart for collecting the sweepings. 

Beautiful Lawns 
are produced by the use of the ‘“APOLLO”’ sweeper, because instead of 
njuring the grass or tearing it up as a rake does, the action of the fibre 

” bristles promotes the growth of the turf, makes the grass thick and pro- 
= = duces a rich, green, ‘‘velvety’”’ appearance, instead of a dull gray or brown 

color. It removes every particle of cut and dead grass, leaves, twigs, manure, dirt, etc. If your dealer cannot supply you, write 
us and we will send a sweeper on 10 Days Approval. Booklet Free. 
THE GREENE MEG. CO., 34 Sycamore St., SPRINGFIELD, OHIO. (Good Canvassers Wanted.) 

“April 23, 1903, [ bought No. 302 green shingle stain from 
you, which we used onanewresidence. . . . Same has 
proved very satisfactory, and I now want to place an order 
for three barrels of this same No. 302 Creosote shingle stain 
for a new property which I am now building.” 

Billings, Mont., June 1, 1905. Austin NortTH. 
Last or West, North or South, the only re- 
liable, guaranteed, wood-preserving stains. 

Stained wood samples, catalogue and color-chart, free. 

SAMUEL CABOT, 1! Oliver St., Boston, Mass. 
Agents at all Central Points. 
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To Make Cheap Gas-light 

for Country Homes 

AKE a common Clay Pipe. 
Put a simple ‘‘ Acetylene’’ Gasburner on itsstem. 
Bind the two in position with a tight-fitting piece 

of Rubber Hose. 
Then fill the bowl of the pipe with fine-ground Cal- 

cium Carbide. 
Next tie a moistened rag over head of the bow] to keep 

jn the Carbide. 

Now put the pipe into a Glass of Water, as in picture. 

There you havea complete Gas plant for 25 cents. 

Touch a match to the Burner— 
and you'll get a beautiful White 
Gas-light. 

Of course, this is only an ex- 
periment, but it shows the won- Co 
derful simplicity of Acetylene = a 
Lighting. —_—— =e 

That very simplicity gave Pe SS 
Acetylene Light a setback at Vz SS 
first. 

It seemed so simple to turn Cal- 
cium Carbide into Gas- light that 
over 600 different kinds of *tanks’’ 
and ‘‘ Acetylene Machines’”’ were in- 
vented, patented, and marketed for 
the purpose by about as many 
different people. 

ey Sa ZEEE 

Well, the thing to be expected certainly happened! 

About 530 of these ‘‘ Acetylene Machines’’ had been in- 
vented and sold by people who knew more about 77n- 
ware than they did about Gas-making. 

The *‘Calcium Carbide’’ was all right all the time, but 
530 of the machines for turning it into Gas were all 
wrong aii the time. 

So Acetylene Gas “got a bad name,’’ though itis 
clear enough ow that-it never deserved it at any time. 

It was like selling Wood Stoves to burn Hard Coal in 
and then blaming the Coal for not burning. 

* * * 

Lots of things happened to grieve the Owners of these 
530 makes of alleged ‘‘ Acetylene Machines.”’ 

But very few accidents occured from them even in the 
days of rank experiment and dense ignorance among 
““Generator’’ Makers. 

, a gun will go off unexpectedly, now and 
rigger be pulled by a person who “didn’t 

But, that’s no fault of the Ammunition—is it? 

Well, finally the Insurance Companies got after these 
530 odd makes of “Acetylene Machines” that wouldn't 
Acetylate, and the Insurance Board made an investi- 
gation of all Generators that were submitted to them. 

Then, out of the 600 odd “‘Machines’’ patented, only 
about were ‘‘permitted’’ by the Insurance Board to 
be u 

Oh, what a howl was there! 

By ‘‘permitted’’ I mean that the Insurance Board 
was willing that any building should be Insured, without 
extra charge, which used any one of these 70 Acetylene 
Generators it had found safe, and effective, just as it 
permitted houses to be piped for City Gas or wired for 
Electricity, under proper conditions. 

Now, the Insurance Companies ought to know whether 
or not these 70 different makes of Acetylene Generators 
were absolutely Safe to use. 

Because, they have to pay the bills, if Fire or Ex- 
plosion occurs, from any one of the Acetylene Generators 
they authorize. 

And, here’s a proof of their good judgment. 

Though there are now Two Million people using Acety- 
lene Light in America, there have only been jour Fires 
from it in one year, against 8865 Fires from Kerosene 
and Gasoline. 

There have also been 4601 Fires from Electricity, 1707 
Fires from City Gas and 520 Fires from Candles. 

Besides these there have been 26 Fires from the Sun’s 
trays, But—only jour Fires from Acetylene. 

That shows how careful the Insurance Board was in 
its examination of Acetylene Generators, and in “‘per- 
mitting’’ only the 70 makes that were ‘above suspicion 
out of the 600 experiments that were once on the market. 

x * * 

Well —the boom in Acetylene Lighting made lower 
prices possible on the material it is derived from, viz. 
Calcium Carbide, a material that looks like Granite but 
acts like Magic. 

Today, Acetylene Light is a full third cheaper than 
Kerosene Light, or Gasoline Light, per Candle Power. 

It is not more than halj the price of Electric Light, nor 
three-jourths that of City Gas. 

If I can’t prove these statements to your full satis- 
faction my name is not “‘Acetylene Jones.”’ 

But Acetylene is more than the safest and cheapest 
Light of the year 1906. 

It is also the Whitest Light—the nearest to natural 
Sunlight in health-giving Blue and Violet rays, and be- 
cause of this, with its freedom from flicker, it is the 
easiest of all Artifical Light on the Eyes. 

It is so much like rea] Sunlight that it has made plants 
grow 24 hours per day in dark cellars where no ray of 
Sunlight could reach them. It made them grow twice 
as fast as similar plants that had only the Sunlight of 
day-time, viz., half the time. 

That was proven by Cornell University in a three 
months’ experiment made this very year. 

* * * 

Now, I’ve saved up for the last a point more important 
to you than all the others about Acetylene Light. 

It consumes only one-fourth as much of the vital 
Oxygen from the Air of Living rooms or bed-rooms, as 
either Kerosene or City Gas-Light consumes. 

That’s a tremendous difference in a lifetime, mark you— 
three-fourths of a difference. 

Because—Oxygen is Life. 

And every bit of Oxygen stolen from the lungs of 
Women, Children and Men, through Lighting, is a loss 
that can never be made good again. 

A 24 Candle-Power Acetylene Light costs you only 
two-fijths of a cent per hour. 

That’s about $5.85 per year, if burned every night in 
the year for four steady hours. 

A Kerosene Lamp of equal capacity would cost you 
a third more, viz.: three-fifths of a cent per hour for 
Kerosene alone, or $8.75 per year. 

That’s exclusive of broken lamp chimneys, new wicks, 
and the everlasting drudgery and danger of cleaning, 
filling and trimming daily. 

I want to prove these figures to you, Reader, if vou 
are a house-owner or store-keeper. 

Tell me how many rooms you've got and I'll tell you 
what it will cost to light them with brilliant, beautiful, 
Sanitary, eye-saving Acetylene. 

Write me today for my Free Book about “‘Sunlight 
on Tap.” 

Just address me here as— 

““Acetylene B Jones, 

160 Michigan Ave., 

Chicago, Ills. 

” 
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Some Insects that Bother the 

Melon Patch 

pale the little melon seedlings push their 
way up through the soil in June they 

are immediately attacked by a little yellow- 
and-black-striped beetle, who seems to have 
been actually waiting for the seedling’s 
appearance. Often these striped beetles 
occur in such numbers that, where only afew 
seedlings are growing, there is no chance 
whatever of any surviving the assault. Many 
growers, therefore, plant the seed very 
thickly in rows, so that the beetles may 
have plenty of food. As soon as their 
appetites have been partially satisfied, the 
rows are thinned out into hills the desired 
distance apart. 

A few hills may be protected very easily 
by a cover the frame of which is made from 

Make a light frame six feet square and cover it 
with canvas which has been soaked in linseed oil. 
Have the ends long enough to be covered with soil to 

prevent the smoke from escaping 

two barrel hoops. Cut one into two pieces 
and cross the two halves, tacking them to- 
gether at the centre and their ends to the 
hoop. Thus a dome-shaped frame is formed 
which may be covered with mosquito netting 
or cheese-cloth. They are cheap, easily 
made, and may be kept from year to year. 

If the young plants are kept thoroughly 
coated with Bordeaux mixture, they are 
protected from the beetles. 

Early squashes, planted around the melons, 
will attract the beetles first; and by keeping 
the squashes well poisoned with Paris green, 
many of the beetles are destroyed, and the 
melons remain untouched. Further north, 
where the beetles attack young squashes, the 
best method is to drive them off with frequent 
applications of tobacco dust, or any of the 
cheaper, non-poisonous powder insecticides. 

A second brood of the beetles appears 
later in the season, and is often troublesome 
on late squashes. Much may be done to re- 
duce the numbers of this annoying pest by 
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mer PPER PRICES: 

No. 1—12 in. Mowers $5.00 

No. Date 1D “ 6.00 

Hand and Pony 1 ee aes No. 4—21in. “ 8.00 4 M Pony —24 in. “ 18.00 

awn Oowers We also manufacture Marine Gas- 

will cut short EER s PLEASE SEND DRAFT, MONEY 

tall grass and weeds. 

DIXON, ILL. 

THE GARDEN 

olene Engines, 2 to 8 Horse Power 

ORDER OR REGISTERED LETTER 

Clipper Lawn Mower Co. 
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DREER’S WATER LILIES 
NELUMBIUMS, NYIIPH4EAS, VICTORIAS, ETC. 

The most complete list to select from and 
the finest quality plants supplied. Our 
‘‘Water Lily Leaflet ”’ tells how to care 
for these plants, and makes the work a 
pleasure. A copy will be mailed free. 

DREER’S GARDEN BOOK 

contains a large list of aquatics, besides much 
other information about Seeds, Plants, and 
Bulbs of all kinds. Write for a copy free 
and mention this magazine. 

HENRY = -A~ DREER 
Philadelphia, Pa. 714 Chestnut Street 

A Complete Manual of House Building in the Country 

THE 
COUNTRY 
HOUSE. 

BY 
CHARLES EDW. 

HOOPER 

HIS volume 

gives compe- 
tently and in detail, 

yet without techni- 
calities, all the in- 

formation neces- 

sary in the building 

of a country house. 

Its practical value is unlimited. 380 illus- 

trations. Net, $3.00. (Postage, 30 cents.) 

D OUBLEDAY PAGE &CO. 
133-135-137 EAST 167 STREET, NEW YORK 

HOME STUDY COURSES 
VERYONE interested 

| By in farming or garden- 

ing, everyone who 

owns or who expects to own 

asuburban oracountry home, 

should know about the 

Home Study Courses in Agri- 

culture, Horticulture, Land- 

scape Gardening and Flori- 

culture, which we offer under 

Prof. Wm. P. Brooks of the 

Massachusetts Agricultural 

College and Prof. John Craig 

of Cornell University. 

¢ There is money and pleasure, 
too, in farming and gardening, in 
the growing of fruit and of flowers, 
forthose who understand the ways 
how and the reasons why of 
modem agriculture. A knowledge 
of landscape gardening and flori- JOHN CRAIG 

Professor of Horticulture in Cornell University culture is indispensable to those 

who would ever have the pleasantest homes. 
¢ Every reader of THE GARDEN MAGAZINE who is interested in these matters 
is invited to send for a free copy of our eighty-page catalogue and full infor- 
mation in regard to our home study courses. 

THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL 

Dept. 8, SPRINGFIELD, MASS. 
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Hardy Garden Flowers 
No. 5 

Nothing imparts such gaiety and joyous exuber- 
ance to a garden as an abundance of Gaillardias. 
Their honest open faces greet you every day from 
August to October. How they revel in the sun- 
shine! What tumbling billowy masses of red and 
yellow! They are the largest flowered hardy peren- 
nial members of the “‘composite’’ family during the 
month of August, and even when the big sunflowers 
appear in September the Gaillardias are most 
welcome because of their dwarfer and more compact 
habit, their warm red colors and their distinctive 

shape. A garden without gaillardias would be likea 
home without the merry voices of happy children. 

Plant some now. 

$1.50 Per Doz. $10.00 Per 100. 

Tt is not teo late even now to plant a hardy 
garden for thissummer’s enjoyment. It will mean 
for you a profusion of flowers all summer long, and 
untillatein the autumn—flowers of every size and 
shade succeeding one another in endless variety. 

Let us help you. Our stock of hardy perennials is 
unsurpassed because we grow them exclusively and 
devote all our attention to their culture. 

Send for our 1906 Catalogue. 

{OB IEE RSONS 
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK 

keeping the plants of the late crop well 
poisoned. 

As the vines get larger, a leaf or a tip is 
now and then found wilted, due to the work 
of the common Squash Bug, which in New 
England is called the ‘“‘Mohawk.” This 
well-known, large brown bug is one of the 
most common enemies of the cucurbits, and, 
when numerous, often one of the most 

difficult to handle. Its eggs are laid in 
small bunches, each egg separate from the 
others, and of a glistening golden brown 
color. They are easily found on the under 
sides of the leaves, which should be examined 
for them. Hand-picking seems the most 
satisfactory means of handling this pest, and 
where abundant the vines must be gone over 
frequently. 

Shingles or small boards, laid lightly on the 
surface of the soil, furnish a warm cover under 
which the bugs pass the night, and from 
which they can readily be gathered early in 
the morning. Early planted squashes are 
also of use as a trap crop, planted alternately 
or here and there among the rows of melons 
and cucumbers. 
When the vines are a foot or so long, a hill 

here and there is found covered with little 
green aphides. They must be attacked at 
once, for, if left alone, they will soon be so 
numerous as to be beyond control. 

THE EVER PRESENT APHID 

When you see curled leaves, examine the 
hill for aphides. Spray with weak kerosene 
emulsion—one made according to the for- 
mula in the March number of THE GARDEN 
MAGAZINE, page 65, and diluted twelve 
times, will answer—whale-oil soap at the rate 
of one pound to six or seven gallons of water 
or tobacco water. 

Do not use too strong a spray, for the vines 
are easily injured. Turn the vines over, so 

that all the under surface of the leaf is 
thoroughly sprayed, as only those aphides 
are killed which are hit by the spray, and a 
few escaping will soon restock the patch. 
When the aphides become abundant on 
larger vines, with fruit nearly ripe, it is a 
difficult matter to control them, and often the 
crop is sacrificed to them as a result of early 
neglect. 

Fumigation with tobacco smoke is the 
most successful method. First bunch up the 
vine as much as possible without breaking, 
then place over it a cover under which the 
smoke is generated. This cover should be a 
light frame covered with canvas soaked in lin- 
seed oil. The edges form a flap, extending 
out for six or eight inches on all sides, over 
which the earth may be hoed up, to prevent 
the escape of the fumes. The commercial 
prepared fumigating paper (which has been 
soaked in a tobacco extract) is the easiest 
fumigant to use. The amount and length 
of time of fumigation will vary according 
to the size of the cover, but can readily be 
determined by a few trials. 

In a small garden one of these covers and 
a supply of the prepared tobacco paper will 
enable one to handle the melon aphides and 
many similar pests of other plants. 

E. DwicGHT SANDERSON. 
Entomologist, New Hampshire Experiment 
Station. 

Wash Fabrics, 

DELICATE 
SUMMER WEAR, §& 
COLORED OR 
WHITE, LINEN, & 
LACE, SILK, wil @e 
last twice as long Se 
when washed with Hs 

Pearlines gentle treatment 
WITHOUT RUB- 
BING or help of any 
sort, loosens all dirt, 
and EASY RINSING | 

BAR SOAP cannot be | 
made which ninses so 
easily; quickly, and thor- | 
oughly as PEARLINE 
"A chemical analysis or 
practical home test will 
prove this slatement. 

Used by U.S. Signal Corps 

Geneva Superior 
Binocwlam 

Our handsome book, The Near 
Distance, sent free on request. 

Its magnifying power, field view 
and clearness of definition is 
seldom equalled. 
_ Price $15, delivered. If not sat- 
isfactory, return at our expense. 
We refund your money 

GENEVA OPTICAL COMPANY 
51 Linden Street, Geneva, N, Y. 

Lixclusive Sales Agents: 
te se Watts, Syracuse, N. ¥ 

rf ale Outeal Oo; 582 Mal St BR N. uffalo Optical Co., 5 ain Str » N. 
. E. Bausch & Son, E. Main Pati te eA N.Y. 
e If. Wood. 1153 Washington Street. Oakland. Cal. 

THE 

sit 
™ Four Row Potato Sprayer 
\ Covers 30 to 40 acres perday. Straddles 

2 rows, sprays 4 at a time. Wheels ad- 
just for different widths. Sprays to 

any fineness and gearing of pump to wheel 
of cart gives any pressure desired. Automatic agitator and suction 
strainer cleaner. it never spoils foliage nor clogs. Free instruction 
and formula book shows the famous Garfield, Empire King, Orchard 
Monarch and other Sprayers. Write for it. 

}FIELD FORCE PUMP CO., 48 Eleventh St., Elmira, N. Y. 

wt. 25 ounces. MUSHROOMS {2° Are you getting such re- 
If you would 

like to grow better mushrooms and get larger yields, 
let us send you our booklet on ‘Mushroom Spawn and 
Guide to Mushroom Culture’. 

PURE CULTURE SPAWN CO., 

sults from the spawn you are using? 

Box 95. Pacific, Mo. 
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mowers 8 | Coldwell Lawn Mowers 
HAND, HORSE AND MOTOR POWER 

Over 600 in use on the parks of GreaTER New York 

where they have been used exclusively 

FOR OVER TWELVE YEARS TOWNSEND GAVE TO THE WORLD 

The Ball-Bearing Lawn Mower 
His mowers are more imitated than 

any others. 
We make more high-grade mowers 

than any other firm and they are all 
ball-bearing. 
We make the best Lawn Mower in 

the world. 
We make the best Horse Lawn 

Mower in the world. 
We make the best Roller Mower in 

the world. 
We repair and sharpen all kinds of 

Mowers. 

S. P. TOWNSEND & CO., - Orange, N. J. 

KILL THE WEEDS 
and GRASS that deface your WALKS and DRIVES with 

FAIRMOUNT WEED-KILLER 
(Imitations are not cheap.) 

and do it effectively and thoroughly at smal cost. 

No Failures 
In Eleven Years of Severe Tests. 

List oF Prices—{Net, F.O.B., Philadelpnia)—¥% gal. in 
tin (makes 25 gals. treating liquid), 75c.; 1 gal. tin (makes 50 
gals, Reanng liquid), $1.25; 5-gal. keg (makes 2 50 gals. treating 
liquid), $6; 10-gal. keg (makes 500 gals. treating liquid) , $11, 
50-gal. barrel (makes 2500 gals. treating liquid), S5- 

Can vou hoe out weeds for the same money: 
(Send orders to dealers, or direct to 

FAIRMOUNT CHEMICAL LABORATORIES, 
Only Makers, Office N.W.Cor. Broad and Fairmount, 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

COLDWELL’S MOTOR LAWN MOWER 

We make all styles, sizes and grades. If your dealer does 

not sell them we will quote you special 

prices and terms. 

Sie DID) IOI = Gal IEA OLEATE 

MENNEN’S 
See EL TALCUM COLDWELL LAWN MOWER CO. 

30 Coldwell Street a os Newburgh, N. Y. 

THE BEST AND MOST RELIABLE. If you are interested in | no powder—no odor. Used for years by florists and kennels. Cheapest 
gardening send for our beautiful GakDEN ANNUAL. Mailed free | and best. If not sold by your seedsman write us. 

J. M. THORBURN & CO., 36 Cortlandt St.. New York Weatherby Bros., Baltimore, Md. 

For Liquor and 
Drug Using 

ih A scientific remedy which has been 
aS skilfully and successfully administered by 

medical specialists for the past 25 years 
Hil 
/ AT THE FOLLOWING KEELEY INSTITUTES: 

The She ee of Dpste 
and balmy June days are not more delightful and 
refreshing than the soothing touch of Mennen’s. 
Gives immediate and positive relief from Prickly 
Heat, Chafing, Sunburn and al! skin troubles. 
Everywhere used and recommended by physicians 
and nurses forits perfect purity and absolute uni- 
formity. Mennen’s face on every box. See that 

you get the genuine. For sale every~ 
where, or by mail, 25c. Sample free. 

z z Birmingham, Ala. Washington, D. ©., Des Moines, Ta. Buffalo, N. ¥. Harrisburg, Pe. 
Gerhard Mennen Co., Newark,N.J- Hot Springs, Ark. 211 N. Capitol St. eee unicorns N. ¥. eee nee mee 

spl 305 he San Francisco, Cal. Dwight, Ill. i<, ‘ * Der = 
Try Mennen’s Violet (Borated) Talcum- ieeenclecogual ere a. St Louis, Mow Philadeiphlgy Pay Ave Providence. B.L 

West Haven, Conn. Plainfield. Ind. North Conway. N. J. 81 Broad 8t. Salt Lake City, Utah 
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A Quarter-T'on of Grapes 
Se oe q 

7 ag NS Se 

ve AON a pes i< Pes in this grapery 
or 

in one year from 16 

vines, each vine yield- 

ing 30 pounds. This 

is not a record break- 
The Culture of Magnolias 

Ing instance €1 ther, THe weak point about the magnolia is 
its soft, spongy, brittle, punklike roots. 

Therefore be careful to preserve all the fine 
but simply what any- 

one can do with one roots, always planting them with a ball of earth 
and never in the autumn. It does not pay to 

of our houses. buy a cheap year-old magnolia or an older 
one that has never been properly prepared 

Se SN” Corde oa lt for transplanting. It is better to pay three 

Have you ever tasted grapes from a grapery along in May and June—big lucious to five dollars for a tree that has been several 
fruit in all its unequalled flavor—a start on Dame Nature of full four months? Of times transplanted and has a good ball of 
course they can be grown just as easily for Thanksgiving or Christmas. earth, : A 

U-Bar Graperies are the Best It makes all the difference in the world. 

and give the nearest possible to an outdoors-ripened fruit because of their extreme whether your magnolia has a dark back- 
lightness of construction and least possible shading, the sun getting to the vines in all ground or not, if it blooms before the leaves. 
its strength and flavor-giving power. The flowers show off best when seen against 

The U-Bar is a patented construction and we are the only ones building U-Bar evergreens or against a dark-colored house. 
Graperies and Greenhouses. Send for cuts. 

PIERSON U=-BAR COMPANY 
Designers and Builders Metropolitan Bldg,, 4th Ave. and 23d St. 

U-BAR GREENHOUSES NEW YORK 

TEXAS RAIN LILIES 
(Cooperta pendunculata and Cooperia Drummondit) 

THE LILY THE FAIRIFS LOVE 
In the South they bloom in three days after a rain. Excellent for 

naturalizing in lawns, and are remarkably cheap. They <re fine for 
summer use in Northern gardens or for pot plants for window deccra- 
tion. You can mow the lawn on Saturday and have it covered with 
white stars by the middle of the next week. Easily planted by drop- 
ping the bulbs in holes punched with a crowbar. 
Cooperia pedunculata (Rain Lily, Fairy Lily), by mail or express 

prepaid, 20 for $1; 100 for $3. By express, not prepaid, rov, $2; 
1,000, $12. 

Clematis coccinnea (red), C. crispa (blue), hardy everywhere ; 
by mail, 25 cents ; by express, 15 cents. 
Pavonia lasiopetala, hardy shrub, rosy pink, flowers all summer ; 

by mail, 25 cents; large blooming root, by express, 20 cents. 
Malvaviscus Drummondii, hardy, 2 ft.; brilliant red flowers all 

summer; by mail, 25 cents ; by express, 20 cents. 
Valuable new varieties of fruits. Dewberries and blackberries Salvia Texana, Biue Salvia, perennial ; by mail, 2 for 25 cents; 

and crosses between them, and new fruits. Write for catalogue. by express, 10 cents each. 

RAMSEY’S AUSTIN NURSERY, AUSTIN, TEXAS 

ny 
Texas Rain Lilies Naturalized 

Magnolia WNorbertiana, one of the later flowering of 

YOUR GOOD TASTE BESPEAKS A COPY OF the numerous hybrids between M, Yulan and M., obobata 

bs Don’t get your magnolia in the middle of the 
| ll Ifld 10nd (00) (0 lawn or in front of deciduous trees. The 

front yard is the time-honored place for it. 
Nothing is too good for your magnolias. 

By ALEXANDER FILIPPINI Dig a big hole, fill it with rich earth, mulch 
the surface heavily and water freely until 

formerly of Delmonico’s Author of “The Table” the tree is established. 

: : : It is a slow business to raise magnolias 
HIS is the world’s cook book. It is replete with rare and from’ seed ut if you want tolay i acento 

deliciously original dishes, drawn from the author’s wide ex- have the seeds packed in damp clay before 
: A f leat Al ais BR TT they are sent to you. Magnolia seeds have 

perience an years O trave ere an abroad. Ere are so much oil in them that they travel badly. 

nearly 3,500 recipes in all—a veritable encyclopedia representing But in clay they will preserve their germi- 
¢ nating power for several months. 

countries all over the globe. Magnolias can be sately planted until the 
Two washable bindings, white seal grain and red Morocco grain. Net, $4.80 (postage 48 cents). second week in June, if you buy trees with 

: a large ball of earth that is covered with 
DOUBLEDAY, PaGE & CoO., 133 East 16th Street, New York City cloth to protect them from sun and air. 

New York. W. M. 
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Increase the Yield 

of Your Garden 
by using the IGOE TOMATO AND PLANT 
SUPPORTS. They will mean a more abundant 
crop of Tomatoes of superior quality, and more 
beauty and success of your heavily flowered plants, 
such as Peonies, Dahlias, Golden Glow, Chrysan- 
themums, etc. The best and strongest support 
made. 

MADE 

STRONG 

REPAYS 

THE COST 

MANY AND LIGHT 

TIMES OF HEAVY 

OVER GALVAN- 
IN A SINGLE IZED 

SEASON WIRE 

PRICES 
=— Per dozen .....-.- $4.75 
=~ Per 50, $7.00; per 100, $12.50 ())= 

Send for Price List and Catalogue. 

THE IGOE CARNATION SUPPORTS are 
equally important for the success of your Carna- 
ions. 2-ring, $3.50 per 100; 3-ring, $4.00 per 100 

FOR YOUR ROSES: The Igoe Rose 
Stakes, made of galvanized wire, take the place 
of the old-fashioned insect-harboring, decaying, 
wooden supports. They are neat, strong, and 
will mot rust. Made in all sizes (and prices), 
looped and straight, 65c. to $1.65 per 100. 

You also need some Tying Wire which does 
not rot nor untie. No 18, galvanized, 12 lbs. for 
85c.; No. 19, $1.00. 

IGOE BROTHERS 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 228 North 9th Street 

LAWN FENCE 
Many designs. Cheap as_ wood. 
32 page Catalogue free. Special 
prices to cemeteries and TY Bt XXX It KK 

TX LIXDSSUN AIX) «churches. Address 
0 Wa DXDT LB TNIV COILED SPRING FENCE CO., 
SI ieee §=6Box 360 Winchester, Ind. 

‘Knapsack ag 
Spramotor 

\ destroys all insects or fungi on potatoes, 
berry bushes, trees, plants or vegetables. 

Copper tank $15, galvanized $12. 
Agents Wanted. 

Ask for 86-page treatise K. 

SPRAMOTOR CO. 
: Buffalo, N. Y. London, Ont. 

A Piedmont Red Cedar Che 
in the home saves the trouble and expense of putting your furs in cold storage. 

The cost is about the same as that of a season’s cold storage, but the chest 
lasts a lifetime. It is always in your home and easy of access. 

It does all that cold storage does—and more; imparts that delicate odor of the 
genuine Southern Red Cedar to your furs, and absolutely protects them from moths 
and insects, which at this season are laying their eggs and preparing 
for their work of destruction to furs and woolens. Furs, blankets, valuable 
clothing, etc. packed in a Piedmont Red Cedar Chest are perfectly secure 
from moths, dust and dampness, and are kept clean, sweet and fresh. 
They are always ready to wear. No 
need of days of airing to destroy the 
odor of moth-balls, ete., which only 
partially protects. 

Made in several sizes and fitted 
with handsome trimmings. 

An Ideal Wedding or 

Birthday Gift 

You run no risk—if not perfectly satisfied 
with the chest, return it in five days at our ex- 
pense and get your money back. 

They are shipped direct from fac-= 

tory to your home, freight prepaid, 

Write for booklet with full information and 
factory prices. 

PIEDMONT FURNITURE CO. 

Dept. W. Statesville, N. C. 

Plant for Immediate Effect 
Not for Future Generations 

Start with the largest stock that can be secured! It takes over twenty years 
to grow such Trees and Shrubs as we offer. 

We do the long waiting—thus enabling you to secure trees and shrubs that give an 
immediate effect. Spring Price List Now Ready. 

ANDORRA NURSERIES bata 
WM. WARNER HARPER, PROPRIETOR 

LELAND & HALL CO. 
WORKERS IN STONE 

557 FIFTH AVENUE 

NEW YORK 

{ PIETRASANTA, ITALY 
STUDIOS | [ONG ISLAND CITY 

WORKS: BARRE, VT. 

Invite special attention to their unequalled facilities for designing and executing 

the highest grade of garden adornments, mantels, tables, statuary, altars, fonts, 

monuments and mausoleums, in marble, granite and stone. 

Also invite inspection of the pieces in stock 

Designs and prices sent upon request 
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SOLD BY SEED DEALERS FROM MAINE TO CALIFORNIA 

“SLUG SHOT” 
Used from Ocean to Ocean 

A light, composite, fine powder, easily distributed either by duster, bellows, or in 
water by spraying, Thoroughly reliable in killing Currant Worms, Potato Bugs, Cab- 
bage Worms, Lice, Slugs, Sow Bugs, etc., and it is also strongly impregnated with 
fungicides. Put up in Popular Packages at Popular Prices. 

For Blights, Rots or Mildews 
Hammond’s Solution of Copper—Dilute with 100 parts of water. French Bordeaux [ixture, genuine. True Blue 

and Butterfine—dilute 25 or 50 gallons with water. Grape Dust for mildew on roses, violets, carnations, 

For Scale 
Horicum kills San José Scale. Thrip Juice No. 1, used for the past 20 years on orange 

trees, kills all sorts of scale. Dilutes 500 to 1,000 times with water. 

For Gypsy Moth 
Kerosene Emulsion No. 2, arseniated. (This would knock Satan out if you could 

catch him.) Kerosene Emulsion greatly recommended for very many things. 

For Hotbeds, Greenhouses, @c., good as gold 
Twemlow’s Old English Liquid Glazing Putty. Hammond’s Greenhouse White 

Paint—original and genuine. Twemlow’s Green Stain. 

Send for pamphlets worth having to 

Hammond’s Paint and Slug Shot Works, Fishkill-on-Hudson, N. Y. 
(&~ Ask the man who sells your seeds for these goods. 

gooseberries or grapes. 

I am in everybody’s mouth three times a day—or ought to be. 
Sold Only in a Yellow Box—for your protection. Curved handle and face to fit the mouth. Bristles in 

irregular tufts—eleans between the teeth. Hole in handle and hook to hold 
This means much to cleanly per- 

ane= tine only ones who 
ware a i *% like our brush. 

S00 i) Hil | 

mA i See 

WASHINGTON AS A COUNTRY GENTLEMAN 

——— 
Wt ae Adults’ 35c. Youths’ 25c, 

Children's 25c, By mail or at dealers. 
Send for our free bocklet, ‘* Tooth Truths.” 

FLORENCE MFG. ©0.. 181 Pine S8t., Florence, Mass. 

Letters and Recollections of 

George Washington 
BEING HIS CORRESPONDENCE WITH TOBIAS LEAR AND OTHERS, TOGETHER WITH A DIARY 

OF WASHINGTON’S LAST DAYS, KEPT BY MR. LEAR 

HIS volume 

of the 

much does it 

is no less than a revelation 

Mt. 

information as to 

home life at Vernon, so 

contain of 

property, farm, methods of handling servants 

® and the like. Illustrated with rare portraits, etc. 

Ready in June ($2.75 postpaid.) 

DOUBLEDAY. PAGE & Co. NEW YORK. 

THE GARDEN 
MAGAZINE 

THE WORLD'S WORK 
FARMING 

COUNTRY LIFE 
IN AMERICA 

7 WINDOW GARDEN 

Carnations for Cut Flowers 

Next Winter 

Ne is the time to start in order to 
secure good plants of carnations for 

your window garden next winter. If your 
plants are put out in the garden before all 
danger of frost is over, it will do no harm, for 
if the plants have been properly hardened off, 
a little frost will do them no harm. 

Procure from your neighboring florist 
some of this spring’s cuttings which have 
become established in two or three inch pots, 
and which have not become pot bound. Ii 
they are healthy it will make no difference 
if they look rather lank or leggy, because 
about the first thing to do will be to pinch 

| them back—pinch out the tops. 

WHERE TO GROW 

During the summer grow the plants out of 
doors. Select a well drained portion of the 
garden, spade it as deeply as possible with 
a spading fork, turning under at the same 
time a dressing of well decomposed manure 
which has been spread on the ground about 
three inches thick. After spading thor- 
oughly rake the soil until it is fine and smooth, 
and all the stones have been removed. Set 
the plants eighteen inches apart, in rows 
which are eighteen to twenty-four inches 
apart. Cultivate the ground thoroughly all 
summer long. I have found it an excellent 
scheme to go over the garden about once in 
two weeks, loosening up the soil with a spad- 
ing fork, to a depth of about three inches. 

Water freely all summer, do not give 
them a little sprinkling every day, which 
will do more harm than good—give them a 
thorough soaking once or twice a week, after 
which the surface soil must be stirred with a 
wheel hoe, or other tool, to form a soil mulch, 
to prevent the evaporation of moisture. Ihad 
a plot about too feet square, of sandy soil, 
with a gravelly subsoil, so there was no dan- 
ger of overwatering. This little garden plot 
held a miscellaneous collection of plants 
which were grown for potting up in the late 
summer, for winter flowers, and on this plot 
a hose ran every day. Some part of the 
garden had a thorough soaking each day, 
and each part had a watering about twice a 
week, so you can see that if your ground is 
well drained, you need not fear of over- 
watering your plants or garden. 

SECURE STOCKY PLANTS 

As soon as the plants start to grow, pinch 
out the top. This is easily done with the 
thumb and forefinger. This pinching 
should continue all summer, at intervals of 
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> Sas 
DRINK TEA~ AND YOUR SYSTEM WILL 

GRADUALLY BE POISONED BY TANNIC ACID~- 

|aee Sg 
0, COFFEE 2 

ae COFFEE~ AND YOU WILL 

BECOME A NERVOUS WRECK ~ 

| COCOA 
: io tp 

I A J] DRINK COCOA 
{;-g2 FOR BREAKFAST, LUNCH 

J AND SUPPER 
AND YOU WILL ENJOY PERFECT HEALTH ~ 

COCOA IS A BUILDER OF STRENGTH & VITALIT 

OF COURSE 
IT'S od 

YOU WANT, 

ALL GROCERS. IT IS THE PUREST & BEST. 

When Buying a Camera 
you must remember that photographs like those shown in this ad- 
vertisement are almost impossible with the lenses usually furnished 
and that the most interesting views you would like to photograph 
are often the most difficult to get. The /ens is the all important 
part of a camera. The new Tessar Lens, now furnished with all 
Kodaks, Premos, Century and Hawkeye Cameras, will make pic- 

tures such as those shown here as easily as any other kind. It will 
make any kind of a picture from a racing automobile to a portrait. 
TESSAR is only one of many fine photographic lenses made by the 
Bausch & Lomb Optical Company and described in a beautifully 
illustrated booklet, ‘ Aids to Artistic Aims,”’ just issued, sent free on 
request. Ask your dealer to show you cameras with the new 
TEssaR Lenses. 

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Rochester, N.Y. 
NEW YORK BOSTON WASHINGTON CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO 

Bridgeman’s| 
HIGH GRADE 

Vegetable, Farm ‘ 
and Flower Seeds 
GARDEN TOOLS 
and HORTICUL- 
TURAL BOOKS 

=| Descriptive illustrated catalogue 
mailed free on application 

BRIDGEMAN'S SEED WAREHOUSE 
37 East 19th Street, New York City 

{ You can learn all that is known about 

the raising, breeding, care and sale of 

every kind of feathered product in 

The 

a oultry Book 
§] It is the most complete and authorita- 

tive book on the subject ever printed in 

America. 

Superbly illustrated in color and 

black-and-white, by Harrison Weir 

$13.60, sold by subscription. 

COUNTRY LIFE THE WORLD'S WORK ‘The GARDEN 
IN AMERICA FARMING MAGAZINE 

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE &Co. NEW YORK. 

If the Skies Rained Oil, Paint Would Never "Chalk" 
Chalking paint is absorbent paint, and as the skies rain water and not oil, 
absorbent paint does not protect the surface under it. 
Chalking is prevented by the addition of OXIDE OF ZINC—combination 
paints based on OXIDE OF ZINC do not become "chalky" or absorbent, 

neither do they discolor, and, furthermore, they are very durable and economical. 

71 BROADWAY 
‘The New Jersey Zinc Co. NEW YORK 

**Paint: Why, How and When’? és »» WE DO NOT GRIND ZINC IN OIL. A LIST OF MANUFACTURERS 
e Grcciticatioes for Archiiec’? OF ZINC WHITE PAINTS WILL BE FURNISHED ON APPLICATION 

FREE — our practical pamphiets : 
“The Paint Question” 
“Paints in Architecture” 

Domino 
CRYSTAL | 

HAVEMEYE 
117 WALL 

ST. NEW YORK. 

Sold only in 5Ib. sealed boxes! _ 
|MAGINATION COULD NOT CONCEIVE OF A HANDIER AND PRETTIER FORM THAN JS PRESENTED IN “CRYSTAL DOMINO SUGAR .. 

NEITHER COULD THE MOST PARTICULAR PEOPLE ASK FOR MORE PERFECT. PURITY OR ECONOMICAL PEOPLE FOR LESS WASTE. 

HIGHEST GRADE IN THE WORLD. 
Or® By grocers everywhere. CxO _ 

- BEST SUGAR FOR TEA AND COFFEE. 



iding Blind 
require no built-in pockets, no trimmings, no 
hinges; are inexpensive and easy to install. 
take up little room, and do not interfere with 
window curtains. Suitable for any window. 
adjustable to admit light from any_part of 
window and may be instantly removed. Noth- 
ing to get out of order, rattle or sag. We 
also make Burlington Venetian Blinds, Screens 
and Screen Doors. Made to order only, of any 
size, wood and finish. 

Send for catalogue and estimates 

BURLINGTON VENETIAN BLIND COMPANY 
$25 Lake St.. BURLINGTON VT. 

Hydraulic Ram 
(Water Pumped by Water Power) 

No Attention No Expense 

Runs Continuously 

Country Homes Formal Gardens 

Farms Town Plants Irrigation 

Railroad Tanks 

5000 inOperation 80% efficiency developed 

Catalog and Estimate Free 

RIFE ENGINE CO., 2109 Trinity Bldg., New York 

Take a 
Good Man’s 

W ord 
A PROMINENT GARDENER AND FLORIST 

OF IRONDEQUOIT, N. Y., WRITES AS FOL- 
LOWS: 
“When I placed an order with your agent for some of the Dor- 

mant Sod Brand Pulverized Sheep Manure I made an arrangement 
with him whereby I should try a small sample before taking the 
entire shipment, as I had never used any of this fertilizer before. I 
wish to inform you that I have used this sample on new planted 
lettuce in my greenhouses and I can say that it is the best fertilizer 
I have ever gotten hold of. I commenced to see the benefit of a 
little sprinkling of it soon after planting, and shall make use of my 
full order in the near future.’’ 

Dairies, Etc. 

Price $4.00 per large barrel full Pulverized Sheep 

Manure; equal in fertilizing strength to two wagon 

loads of barnyard manure. Delivered to any point in 

the United States (east of Denver) freight prepaid. 

Special prices on larger quantities. Write for booklet. 

DORMANT SOD COMPANY 
19 EXCHANGE AVENUE 

Union Stock Yards Chicago, IIl. 
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ten days or two weeks, or when the new 
shoots which start as a result of the pinching 
have made about an inch or an inch and a 
half of growth. Be careful to note the dif- 
ference between the leaves and stems. The 
new leaves frequently stick out straight and 
round, like a stem. 

This constant pinching will secure round, 
stocky plants, six or eight inches in diameter. 
If the plants are allowed to run up to a 
single stem, and flower, they will be of 
little use for next winter. 

LIFTING AND POTTING 

About the middle of August is a good 
time to transplant the plants into pots and 
boxes—their permanent quarters for next 
winter. If you have a small greenhouse, 
and want to plant them out on a bench, this 
is the time to do it. 

As a general rule people soak the ground 
just before lifting the plants, or do this work 
after a rain. I have found the contrary to 
be true. I got much better results from 
allowing ground to dry out a little. This 
however, cannot always be done on heavy 
soil, nor will it work as well either unless the 
soil is full of humus, but on my sandy soil it 
gave me great long feeding roots which I 
otherwise would have lost. 

Plants grown as I have described will need 
pots six or seven inches in diameter—they 
may be put in boxes, or on benches, and 
planted a foot apart. 

Do not “‘over-pot” them. When you are 
putting them in the sized pots mentioned 
you will feel that you are crowding them, but 
you forget that the new soil which you are 
putting around them is full of plant food, so 
that they will not need to have a large 
amount of soil in which to forage. 

I found that a soil consisting of equal parts 
of rotten sod, leaf-mold, well decomposed 
horse manure, and sand, made a good 
medium in which to grow the plants. If 
you can mix your soil up a week in advance, 
put in a five-inch potful of bone meal to a 
wheelbarrowful of soil. This must be done 
beforehand, as it ferments, which would 
hurt the roots if it were added just before 
potting the plants in it. 

Be sure that the roots are spread out as 
much as possible, and that the soil is worked 
well in among the roots. This can be done 
by filling up the pot, and then holding the 
plant by the stem, gently lift it up and down. 
You will be surprised to find how much soil 
will work in around the roots which you 
could not get in there by any other method. 
Firm—do not pack—the soil, first with 

the hands, and then with a potting stick. 
This stick should be a piece of white pine, 
because it is soft; about a foot long, an inch 
to an inch and a half wide, and about three- 
quarters of an inch thick, rounded at the ends 
and the corners smoothed off, so as not to 
hurt the hands. 

CARE AFTER POTTING 

When potted, water the plants, giving 
them enough so that all the soil in the pots is 
thoroughly moistened,and set them in a shady 
place for a few days, where they are sheltered 
from the wind. The watering will help 

)/)LAWN HOSE < 
“THE KIND THAT LASTS” ~ 

8 This is the kind that you get when you buy hose 
bearing our name and brand. 

You can make a positive saving of 50 per 
cent or more in cost of Lawn Hose by buying 
the genuine 

“BULL-FROG BRAND 
SEAMLESS TUBE. 

Because ‘““BULL FROG” BRAND costs no more and lasts over 
twice as long as the oldstyle lapped tube kind. Nine-tenths 
of all hose trouble is because of faulty seams. (See Cuts.) 

SPECIAL OFFER:—To widely distribute ** LL-FROG” 
BRAND. We will, if your dealer does not handle it, ship 
you, upon receipt of price on 30 Days’ Free Trial, 50-ft. 
%-in. 3-ply with bras. couplings and nozzle complete for 
$7.50, express prepaid East of the Mississippi River and North 
of the Tennessee line; equalized beyond. Money backif not 
satisfied. FREE! Upon request valuable book on “Lawns, 

their making and care.” Dealers should write and learn 
how they can increase their Lawn Hose business. 417 Summit St. 

DO, 0. 
The Toledo Rubber Co, 70429 

Reference any bank in Toledo. 

Established 
1590. 

This is the kind you no 
doubt have bought in 

te 

(Pure Nicotine from Tobacco) 
Sure death to every form of Plant Inseefs on 

§ flowers, vegetables, trees, vines or shruls; ver- 
min in the household, dog-kennels, hen-houses, 
on does, cats, fowls and the human head or 
ody. 

4 Guaranteed to do its work satisfactorily and 
f, without injury to the most delicate flowers, fabric 

or pet animals. 2 
Colorless, stainless and odorless. Spray or bath 

# costs less than two cents per quart. Sold by all 
leading druggists in 25c. and 5oc. cans. For in- 
§ door and plant fumization, we recom- 
mend the Rose-Nicoline Fnumizator 

| (25c.), for its thoroughness and easy 
application. No odor after fumigation. 
If you send us the name cf your drug- 
gist, we will send free our valuable 

booklet (32 pages) ‘‘How to Destroy 
Plant Insects and Vermin " soc. can pre- 

paid, 6oc; 25c. can or Fumigator 4oc. or 
both 6oc. if druggist won’t supply you (not 

mailable). 
F. A. THOMPSON & CO., Mfz. Chemists 

530 Trombley Ave., Detroit, Mich, 

G. H. PETERSON 

Rose and Peony Specialist 
(Catalogue on Application 

FAIR LAWN NEW JERSEY 

: § 
GAMES) (SONS) 

» ) 

GLADIOLUS 
Our most satisfactory 

~/ summer-flowering bulb 
because they thrive in 
most any soil and require 
so little attention. You 
can plant ’em ’till June 

1st. Over 150 varieties to choose from in our 
catalogue which is free. First quality mixed 
each, 5c.; dozen, 35c.; hundred, $2.50 

Orders received to-day will go out to-morrow. 
Leave selection tous, if you wish. Don’t delay. 

JAS. VICK’S SONSHSak tee 
362 Main St. East Rochester, N. Y. 



ORNAMENTAL FIXTURES FOR 
COUNTRY GROUNDS 

Lawn and Park Fountains, Aquaria and Aquarium 
Fountains, Drinking Fountains, Flower Vases in 
Cast Iron and Bronze, Statuary, Settees and Chairs, 

Tree Guards, Railings and Entrance Gates Gas 
and Electric Light Posts and Lamps, Stable and 
Cattle House Fittings and Weather Vanes. 

We issue separate Catalogue of each of the 
above, which will be sent on request 

Address 

ORNAMENTAL DEPT. 

THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS 
84 to 90 BEEKMAN ST., NEW YORK 

“The Seal of Quality’”’ 

Sixty four page catalogue 

mailed free. 

Pompon Che wantiernans 

It isnot too late to plant the beautiful 

Aquilegias, Pyrethrum roseum, Digitalis, 

They should 

Send for Catalogue. 

Pompon Chrysanthemums. 

be ordered now. 

SHATEMUC NURSERIES, 

Barrytown, = Dutchess Co., N. Y. 

THE GARDEN MAGAZINE 
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Beautiful Gardens 

Blooming with June 
flowers, followed in 
season by luxuriant 
crops of delicious 

ida early vegetables — 
#4 all those wonderful 

foliageeffects which 
only a constant and 
abundant water 

x supply will produce, 
a are easily at hand, 
a if you own a 

Hot Air Pump 

Descriptive Catalogue ‘‘ U ”’ 
sent free on application 

i 

{! Mh ii § Hh it 
i i. Thi = 

———— 

Rider-Ericsson Engine Co. 

DUTCH BULBS 
Sold by the growers direct to the planter 
We are the only dealers in the United States owning and working 

nurseries in the Sassenheim district of Holland. 
Orders taken during June will be filled direct from our nurseries, 

and healthy, first-class, true-to-name bulbs guaranteed. 

Send for our Catalogue. 

FRANKEN BROS. = - Lake Forrest, IIl. 

$1.00 GOLDEN GLOW $1.00. 
PERFECTLY HARDY 

For $1.00 we willship sufficient plants Golden 

Glow to plant bed five feet in diameter. 

EDW. J. TAYLOR’ - - — Southport, Conn. 

Slee. — 

i ree 
ae 

35 Warren St., N. Y. 
239 Franklin St., Boston. 40 
40 Dearborn St., Chicago. 

234 Craig St. W., Montreal, P.Q- _} 
N. 7th St., Philadelphia. x 

22 Pitt St., Sydney, N. S. W. 
Teniente-Rey 71, Havana, Cuba. 

CACTUS 
SUCCULENTS, ODD and RARE PLANTS 

Largest Importer and Grower in United States 

F. WEINBERG, Woodside, L. I. 
Illustrated Catalogue on Application 

The Hot-Air Pump 

are the best. 4/ways o 
in the United States. § 
ence. Flower and Ve 
with every order. Write fi 

NEW GUIDE TO 
for 1996—the le: 
scribes over 1,000 vz 5 
Established 1850. 70 greenhous 
THE DINGEE & CONARD CO. = 
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hkacht*c 
ave oasf 

fates 
HE Quoin Club of New York, an association 

of the leading periodicals of national circula- 
? i 

Wik ion fecine pfactically every intelligent English-speaking family in the 

KS Unitpst tes ana Canada), introduces Mr. Frederick E. Scotford, who 

i will represent it on the Pacific Coast in a movement that is of the great- 
i 
NN \ estimportance to everyone interested in the upbuilding ofthe Pacific Coast 

»\ States. He will co-operate with the various interests of the Coast in 

SAN ean b btaining proper publicity for their communities and their industries 
\ t 

| Among capitalists, settlers and’tourists. 

At this moment Mr. Scotford has offices in Seattle, but will go in per- 

son, or by letter, to any place on the Coast where a Chamber of Commerce 

or other organized body wishes to know how it can be benefited—as other 

wcities and communities have been—by the aid of the magazines. 

{\learing-house of Information for the Pacific Coast. ws CaN 

Ino 

Scotford’ ee the Quoin Club has undertaken to act as a clearing- 

= r to assure the greatest degree of helpfulness, through Mr. 

house, putting everyone interested in close touch with reliable sources of 

information on all matters pertaining to the Pacific Coast States—their 

topographical and climatic advantages, business opportunities, etc. 

Address all inquiries either to Mr Scotford, 476 Arcade Building, 

Seattle, Washington, or to 

SECRETARY 

THE QUOIN CLUB 
NEW YORK CITY 

IS YOUR BEAUTIFU i LAWN DIS- 
FIGURED BY UGLY LEANING 
CLOTHES POSTS that are a constant eye 
sore? Get 

HILL’S FAMOUS 
LAWN DRYER 

It always looks neat and tidy. Holds 100 to 150 
feet of line, quickly removed after the wash. Lasts 
a lifetime; saves line and clothes. No tramping in 
wet grass or snow; line comes to you. More than 
two_ million people use them. Also Balcony 
and Roof Dryers. 

If not found at hardware store, write 

Cathey 89 HILL DRYER CO., 359 Park Avenue, Worcester, Mass. 

settle soil among the roots. In order to 
help the plants recover from the shock of 
transplanting, syringe the foliage three or 
four times a day, doing it early in the morn- 
ing and late in the afternoon, with a couple 
of syringings in the middle of the day. Take 
care, however, not to give them so much 
water that the soil in the pots will be kept 
very wet, because if you do the soil will 
sour. Great care must be exercised to keep 
the soil moist but not water-logged. At 
this time the plants are forming new work- 
ing roots, so they can take only a small 
quantity of water from the soil. 

In a couple of weeks when the new roots 
will have commenced to form and to work, 
the plants should be gradually brought into 
the positions more exposed to the sun. 
When the plants are first potted, they will 
wilt some during the day, but so long as they 
have a fresh, bright, crisp appearance each 
morning, you need have no fear of losing 
them. 

When the plants have become established 
they may be brought into the house, or, they 
may be set in a deep coldframe, or any 
other place where they can be easily cared 
for, have plenty of sunlight, and be protected 
from the cold nights. 

I do not know the names of those which 
I grew, but here are six varieties suitable for 
window boxes, which will give you good re- 
turns, as they are compact growing, free 
blooming kinds: Enchantress, pale pink; 
Mrs. Nelson, deep pink; May Naylor, white; 
Boston Market, white; Portia, scarlet; Eldo- 
rado, yellow. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS NEED THE SAME CARE 

I have described how I grew my carna- 
tions. In this same plot of ground I always 
grew a lot of chrysanthemums. They were 
plants which were started in the spring, and 
were large enough so that some of them 
were in five-inch pots when I planted 
them out late in May, sometimes before the 
last frosts, but these will not injure them. 
They were given the same treatment as 
were the carnations, except the pinching 
out of the ends of the shoots. This was 
done regularly; every day or two the plants 
were gone over, the ends of some of the 
shoots being pinched out. As a rule I 
usually allowed a new shoot to make about 
two inches of stem before stopping it, but I 
varied it, as was necessary in order to se- 
cure a symmetrical plant. Pinching out the 
ends of the shoots must stop not later than 
the first of August. Some of the profes- 
sional growers do not stop the shoots after 
the middle of July. 

Plants given the treatment described will 
need pots from eight to ten inches in dia- 
meter, with possibly a few exceptions, when 
eleven and twelve inch sizes may be needed 
—never larger than that. Soap boxes will 
make very good receptacles for them, and 
they are much cheaper, as several boxes can 
be gotten from the grocer for the price of 
one pot. Provide good drainage, by making 
four or five holes in the bottom of the box 
and putting in a layer one cr two inches 
deep of stones or clinkers. 
New York. P. T. BARNES. 
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FOR EXHIBITION 
I make a specialty of handling 
the very finest exhibition varieties 
and have all the novelties of the 
year as well as the standard 
kinds. Five splendid varieties 
are Morton F. Plant, Mrs. John 
E. Dunne, Mrs. Geo. Heaume, 
Mrs. Henry Partridge, Mrs. F. 

-F. Thompson. Send for my com- 
plete Catalogue No. 2 of exhibi- 
tion and hardy varieties. 

CIEUNRILES Ink TOW MADISON 
NEW JERSEY 

BEAUTIFY YOUR LAWN 
wiih 

TERRA COTTA VASES 

Vase No. 8 made of vitrified fire clay, height 46 
1-2 in., diam. of pot 21 1-2 in. Flowers grow to 
perfection in these vases as the porous clay does 
not heat and the air circulated freely through these - 
vases. Many designs, from 8 in. to 28 in. in diam. 
Prices ranging from $ .50 to $20.00. Plain and 
fancy flower pots, extra large, 12 to 20 in. in diam. 
A specialty in hanging baskets, squab nests. The 
best that experience of thirty years can make. 
Tell us what you want. All our goods packed by 
experienced packers, and shipped all overthe U.S. 

Address 

TERRA COTTA VASE CQ. 
TIFFIN, OHIO 

At popular prices is a 20th-Century possibility, and, 

with our patented one-lever control, is absolutely safe and 

reliable, free from complications and care. No skill 

being required to operate them, we can guarantee you 

satisfaction and the most health-giving pleasure money 

can buy you. Others may make this claim, we deliver 

the goods. A complete line of boats for inspection, 

trial and prompt delivery will be found at our different 
branches. Let us show you Racine worth. 

New York, 

Boston, 

Camden, N, J., 

Chicago, 

Detroit, [ich., 

Seattle, 

122 W.34thSt., - = 
509 Tremont St., = 2 

38 Delaware Ave., = 

1321 Michigan Ave., s 

182 Jefferson Ave., 0 

321 Ist Ave. S., a) Ss 
and all other principal cities. 

Tf interested in Steam or Sail Yachts, Motor Boats, 

Auto Boats, Row or Hunting Boats, Dingheys or Canoes 

for pleasure or business, write for illustrated truth to the 

Racine Boat Mfg. Company, Box 48, Muskegon, Mich. 

A DAY WELL SPENT 
JUNE IS THE TIME to see the magnificent 

Gold Medal Collection of 

80,000 PEONIES and 

40,000 HARDY RHODODENDRONS 

In FULL BLOOM at the 

COTTAGE GARDENS NURSERIES 
QUEENS, LONG ISLAND 

Queens is reached by all Long Island Electric and Steam trains from Brooklyn, 

also Garden City and Hempstead trains from Long Island City. 

Call Long Distance ’Phone 91 L. Jamaica and conveyance will meet any train. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS 
We Have the Largest Collection in America. 

, Originators and Disseminators of the Very Best to 
oy Date. a arge Ilowered Varieties, 12 Distinct Sorts 

from Standard List A 

12 Selections, including many new Austra- 
lian Giants, 6 6 5 0 

IJardy Garden or Pompon Varieties, 40 
Distinct Sorts. Collection of 12 for 50c. 

>) Oddand Artistic Forms, collection of 12 for $1.00 

EVERYTHING FOR THE FLOWER GARDEN: 
Carnations, Cannas, Geraniums and other Tender 

Plants, also an extensive Hardy Perennial List. 

Send for Large Illustrated Catalogue. 

NATHAN SMITH & SON, 
62 West Maumee Street, Adrian, Mich. 

50c. 

$1.00 

POMPON CHRYSANTHEMUMS EXHIBITION BLOOMS 

READERS OF THIS MAGAZINE 
are invited to visit our library salesroom 
to examine our books and magazines. 

We shall be especially pleased to show you the new 

and enlarged edition of 

The Cyclopedia of American Horticulture, in six 

volumes. 

The Nature Library, in ten large octavo volumes. 

The Gallery of Masterpieces, fifty beautiful photo- 

mezzotints. 
The Home Library of Law, six handy little books. 

The Little Nature Library, seven dainty illustrated 

volumes. 
Bound Volumes and Files of Our Magazines, “THE 

Wor p’s Work,” “‘CouNTRY LIFE IN AMERICA,” 
ce c ” 

THE GARDEN MAGAZINE” and “FARMING. 

133-137 East 16TH St., BET. IRVING PLACE AND 3D AVENUE 

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY, Publishers 



Residence of L. Atkins 
Paducah, Ky. 

Equipped with Kewanee Water Supply Outfit 

IN YOUR COUNTRY HOME 

A Kewanee Pneumatic Tank 
in the cellar, or buried in the ground, delivers 

water to all hydrants and plumbing connections by 
air pressure. Every comfort and convenience of a 
city water supply. Fresh, pure water at any mo- 
ment of the day or night—just turn on the faucet. 
Splendid fire protection. No elevated tank to 
freeze or blow over. No leaky attic tank. Will 
last a lifetime without additional expense. 4,000 
in operation. Satisfaction guaranteed. Read 
what a few users say: 

E. T. Crawford, Augusta, O. 
city water works.” 

Rev. J. Wilbur Chapman, New York. 
fectly delighted.” 

H. I. Spaffoid, N. Bennington, Vt. 
all you claim and more too.” 

U. R. Fishel, Hope, Ind., “My Kewanee 
System is giving splendid results ” 

Write for names of users in your State and 
illustrated catalog No. 16, free if you mention 
The Garden Magazine. 

Kewanee Water Supply Co. 
Drawer S. He wenge: Il. 

“Equal to any 

“Per- 

“ Does 

a FRUIT BOOK 
shows in NATURAL COLORS and 

accurately describes 216 varieties of 
fruit. Send for our liberal terms of distri- 

bution to planters.—Stark Bro’s, Louisiana. Ma. 

Abandoned Farm $5.60 an acre 
Deer, Quail, Trout. Lake Winnepesaukee fishing. Grand views. 
1200 cords wood. 2 story ro room house, barn, stable, etc. $300 
down. Details post free. P.O. Box 1344, Boston, Mass. 

Lambert’s Pure Culture 
Mushroom Spawn 

Produced by new grafting process from 
selected and prolific specimens thoroughly 
acclimatized, has never failed to run. 

Sold by Leading Seedsmen. Practica 
Instructions on ‘‘Mushroom Culture’’ 
mailed free on application. 

American Spawn Co., St, Paul, Minn. 

THE GARDEN MAGAZINE 

Setting out the Summer Bed- 

ding Plants 

S A RULE, in the vicinity of New York, 
it is not safe to set out the tender bed- 

ding plants—cannas, geraniums and such 
like—until the first of June unless one is 

The best blue-flowered bedding plant for continu- 

ous bloom is ageratum Stella Gurney. Others com 

in shades of blue and even white ? 

prepared to cover the plants on cool nights 
when frosts threaten. 

If the summer bedding plants are to occupy 
the place where the spring bulbs stand, these 

For edging and carpeting in solid masses the florists” 

verbena (V, hAybrida) offers a variety of color 

latter must be carefully dug up and laid ina 
shady dry place to finish ripening. Spread 
over the bed a dressing of well decomposed 
manure three or four inches thick, and with 
a spading fork turn it under. Rake off the 
bed giving it a very slight crown—the centre 
three to four inches higher than the edges. 
Now mark out the rows where the plants 
are to be, putting the first row far enough in 
so that when the plants have made their 
growth there will be a clear space of six inches 

JUNE, 1906 

Planting Plans 
for Gardens, 

Flowers and Shrubs 
Send us the size of your yard, garden or 

grounds, together with a rough plan of same 
showing the location of your builditigs, of sur- 
rounding buildings together with such trees 
and plants as you have already growing. Indi- 
cate the points of the compass on the sketch 
and our landscape gardeners will be able to 
furnish you with a plan for an appropriate, 
artistic arrangement of your grounds. Our 
charges for such plans are surprisingly small. 
Write us to-day. 

We solicit large or small commissions in 
landscape gardening. 

Plant Department 
We are the largest growers in the West of 

Boxwood Trees, Bay Trees, Palms, Ferns, 
Blooming Plants, Orchids, etc. 

GEO. WITTBOLD CO. 
1657 Buckingham Place = CHICAGO 

Landscape Gardeners and Growers of Plants and Flowers 

1) Snap 
FOR THE MAN WITH THE HOSE 

BECAUSE IT 
Snaps Is made tight by the water pressure 
Saves Time Will not let hose twist or kink 
Saves his Hose Cannot lose the washer 
Saves his Temper Will not wear out 
Saves his Wife's Temper Will not leak 
Also his Wife’s Fingers and Skirts Swivels 

. 1S WARRANTED TO WORK 
The Snap Hose Coupling is a supplementary coupling to be placed between tha 

bydraut aod bose, between two pieces of bose, between the Lose and the nozzle, or 
siny place where a quick avd easy convection is desired. The parts of the coupling 
will fit on any bydrant or hose thread 

Its value lies in its convenience and usefulness. 

FOR SALE BY YOUR DEALER 
Or Sent Postpaid f or 35c Each, 3 for $1.05, and Worthit 

Descriptive Circular Free. 

Manuf'd at Peoria, Ill. Al]mail orders filledfrom Boulder. 
Nelson & Morrison, Box 57, Boulder, Colorado 

a oe Japanese Bamboo Stakes 
Durable year to year. Indispensable for tying 

Lilies, Roses, Chrysanthemums, Dahlias. 

3 to 4 feet stakes, r00 for 75 cents ; 1000 for $4.00 
6 feet stakes, rcofor $1.00; 1000 for $6.00 

(25 at 100 rate ; 250 at 1000 rate) 

Address H.H. BERGER & CO., 47 Barclay St., New York 

The only hammock made that combines Quality, 
Durability, and Beauty with Comfort. Can be 
used indoors or out. For further particulars write 

QUEEN HAMMOCK CoO. 

188 West North St. Kalamazoo, Mich., U.S. A. 
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ROCKING 
NO EXTRAS. Everything needed to lay Amatite goes in the 

package, and you or the hired man or boy can lay it. It’s so easy. 

Amatite is wind, rain and weather proof. To 
summer heat and winter freezing it is alike impervi- 
ous. It will give as perfect service on roofs in 
Panama and Alaska as here. It requires no painting 
nor coating and is the best ready roofing in EVERY 
RESPECT for the money. 

Pails to catch leaks are never needed under 
Amatite. 

TEST A SAMPLE—Our nearest office will 
send one to you free upon request, and also mail you 
a copy of our booklet about it. 

Barrett Manufacturing Co. 

THE WHEELOCK 

RUST-PROOF 
Is the only guaranteed fencing. GALVANIZED AFTER 
WEAV:NG. The Wheelock Trellis, Flower Bed Guard, 
Lawn Fence, Lawn Guard, Tiee Guard, etc. are economi- 
cal and beautiful. New York Chicago Minneapolis 

If your dealer has it not, send order to us. Boston Allegheny Philadelphia Cleveland 
WRIGHT WIRE Co. 71 Hammond St. St. Louis New Orleans Kansas City Cincinnati 

9 Worcester, Mass. 
Large Catalogue on request. 
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Fountains, 
Flower Y == itera SS Flower Pots, ete. 

Large variety. 
Beautiful designs. 

Send for Catalogue. 
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N CO. ST. LOUIS § 
392 Wainwright Building 

Yrry 9224 Walnut Street, Philadelphia SUN DIAL 

The Agricultural Experts Association 
GEORGE T. POWELL, President 

120 Broadway, N. Y. 
Do You Want a House Like This? 
Comfortable, Well Planned and Well Built as can be had for the mone ? 

[DEVELOPMENT of Country Places; Examinations made of ae : es : Such Houses I show in my Books of Designs, or make specially To Your 
Land with full reports and Suggestions for Improvement; ; a Bind ‘ > Order and Satisfaction. 2 

‘Advice on General Management; Policies Outlined; Location of se = Bah: ‘ BOOK OF BUNGALOWS, {906—A unique and artistic book, contain- 
‘Buildings; Landscape Work; Orchard Development; Care of 7 3 —— —E : ing designs for one and one anda half story Bungalows in various styles 
‘Forest Land and Live Stock. Correspondence invited. ; F a $x ,ooo up. Printed in Sepia tones. Price by mail, $2.00. 
eee , J a : NEW PICTURESQUE COTTAGES—Containing Original and Beauti- 
} ; a [ : 3 ful Designs for Suburban Homes from $2,800 to $6,000. Price by mail, $1.00. 

Nistor cacavalouounantibooid eae Ony ig cic ' PICTURESQUE SUMMER COTTAGES, Vol. IlI— Uesigns for Stone, 
Roses Kom Cicowey loses and QUE NENT : : Shingle and Rustic Summer Cottages. Price by mail, $1.00. 

Floral Guide—FREE. cs : For complete, Clear Drawings and Definite Specifications, Original and Artistic 

CONARD & JONES CO., Box P, West Grove, Pa. Interior and Exterior Effects, Buy My Plans. 
Growers of ‘‘ the Best Roses in America.” E. E. HOLMAN, Architect, ESPEN BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA, PA 

| 

EVERY PAIR Never Slips 
WARRANTED nor Tears 

H SE CUSHION 
BU el niOun 

Sample pair. Mer. 25¢. 
Silk, soc. Mailed on ke 
receipt of price be) 

= NEN / 
GEORGE FROST COMPANY, Makers, Boston, Mass., U. S. A. LOOK FOr ee ae == ya 2 <= = 

———— 
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between them and the edge of the bed. 
Give the plants a thorough soaking with | § HAVE YOU A DAIRY ? 
water when you are ready to plant them, and 
you will be surprised to find how easily they DO Gan aaa Gone ome ancl Geum fon. 

slip out of the pots. Take your plants to the j churns, pails, pans and separators free from 
bed, placing each plant on it, just where you every atom of grease, dirt and soured fats? 
are going to plant it. Now you are ready to If so, you will be interested in 

us DAIRY 

TRIOLET 
the new dairy cleanser. It will keep your 
dairy apparatus sweet and clean, free from 
all grease and dirt. It removes the soured 
fats and greases where soap will not. It 
contains no acids, potash nor poisons. and 
is absolutely harmless. 

A Perfect Antiseptic and Purifier 
Triolet will also prevent rust from forming on 
apparatus and tinware, being absolutely non- 
corrosive, non-caustic and non-poisonous. 
It softens water, leaving the hands of the 
Operatives soft and clean. 
Test Triolet carefully, critically. If you are not satisfied 
with it we will refund the purchase price. 

25 pound ctns. - § 2.50 
50 “*  ctns. e 00 

450 “ barrels . 37.00 
f. o, b. New York 

THE TRIOLET COMPANY 
164 Front Street . New York City 
Ask your grocer for HOUSEHOLD TRIOLET and test it on 
glassware and in the laundry. It is so effectual that it cleanses 
as if by magic,so harmless that it will notinjure the most deli- 
cate fabric. 
1f your grocer does not have it order direct from us. 

: the 
toh rel % 

yal MU 
beget in it mil 

EFOROLTONS 
i a CLA = 
sole SMELT (OMEN 

THE Ce acme 
SETS 

What’s in a Name? 
More, perhaps, than you think Castor oil plants, dwarf cannas and scarlet sage 

IF YOU PAINT make a very effective border against buildings 

lant. Dig the hole a little larger than the 
Turpentine adulterated with petroleum is Shae and ae your trowel apne ground A VISIT TO TH E 

named ‘‘ pure’? turpentine by many dealers, near by where it is handy, then take up the R d ] N e 

and sold at attractive prices—much below plant, place the stem between the first and OSC a Cc urScrices 
the price of genuine turpentine. 

This is why a painter writes us that he can- 

not afford to use Allpine Painters’ Turpen- 

tine, because he is buying ‘‘ pure ’’ turpen- 

tine at 45 cents per gallon. 

The market on turpentine during the past 

year has been between 61 and 72% cents per 

gallon. Petroleum, the favorite adulterant 

of turpentine, sells for 15 cents a gallon. 

Can’t you see what you get when you buy 

the ordinary ‘‘pure’’ turpentine of commerce? 

When turpentine represents such a trivial 

part of your painting expense can you really 

afford to use the adulterated article because 

it is a few cents a gallon cheaper? Just try 

the really pure turpentine once and notice 
the difference. 

Allpine Painters’ Turpentine 

Offers a rare opportunity to select just 
what one needs to plant a place, 
large or small. 
We number among our customers 

many of the keenest buyers in the 
country. 

Our catalogue will post you on 
sizes and prices. 

S.G. HARRIS, Tarrytown, N. Y. 

JUST A FEW COPIES OF MEEHAN’S HELPFUL 
TREE CATALOGUE FOR 1906 REMAIN. 
Shall we send you one? You will find it the most interesting and 
useful catalogue you have ever read. 

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS, Inc., Box R, Germantown, Phila., Pa. 

Bedding Plants 
10,000 Geraniums, 4 in. pots, large, six 
colors, 10c. each; by the hundred, 8c. 
Pansies, immense blooms, $2.00 per hun- 
dred. Prompt shipment. 
STEPHEN CHASE, sts Nashua, N. H. 

is pure. It is put in sealed cans like the 
above, and is guaranteed to be free from any 
adulterant. 

Ten Gallons (2 cans in case) $8.50 
If your dealer won’t supply you with All- Water the plants; then distribute, placing each one 

pine Turpentine, we will, and we will pay just where they want to grow. To remove the plant 

th ight. from the pot invert it and tap the rim of the pot on 

THE CHG E. SHOLES COMPANY aOcbem ait P’ fA N STE S h » [Ep : . My Celebrated Pansies are the best Pansies in the 
164 Front Street New York City plant up side down and gently knock the rim country, both for sizes of blossoms, colors and 

44 South Water Street, Philadelphia, Pa. of the pot on the trowel handle. If you have markings. Send for a trial order. Fine, large 
a Sele Selling Agents of the 77 never done this before you will be surprised Fall transplanted plants all ready to set out. Price 

ei etown nemica orks, eoy; own, ». . . . me 7 ae cots to see how easily the plant slips from the pot, per doz. by mail, 60c., per 100 by express, $2.50, 
‘ie [eill OF eamth mot Grea @eackiaw. Ihe per 1,000, $20.00. Leonard Cousins, Jr., Concord Junc., Mass. g. 
plant is placed in the hole and soil drawn 

Sh M L F AP around it and firmed. When finished the CHEAP! CHEAP! -CHEAPRI 
eep anure awn erti izer plant should be just a little deeper in the We have the finest stock of Bedding plants: Cannas, 50 leading 

kinds, 10, 50c.; 100, $4.00.. Chrysanthemums, ro exhibition kinds, 
is unequalled ios sob) dressing the lawn. It is a complete fertilizer ground—not over half an inch—than it was x9, Hocis Too, Fsioey panlay SORA ES eso coe 00, Hace 
and is especially rich in nitrogen. ere is no danger of carrying c amation, ro_kinds, 339 , $3.00. ‘ ; 
in vee sam a ste, pai is peed It Ha leo a excellent in the pot. When all the plants are set sol enc Veibanas, pion Doane, Scarlet Babe Stee 
fertilizer for the Vegetable an ower Garden an rchard, promoting . ° , , ny UC, +3, BOO, +00. J f 
asteady, rapid growth. tis non-odorous, is cleaner and richer than give the bed a thorough soaking to settle the Hore, eas vest eldsclaaius a ueeies Galatta eras 

see te 3 tPeptcS en Es Bs ie Ba soil. Date seen chin. ple or WIENS) eae 5003 100, Bice. 
Ray eed as s . ice list one large packet of Giant Pansy Seed free. CAIRNSMUIR FARM New, City, RocKLAND Co, NEw York The distance apart at which the plants THPEAIAL SEED Ke PLANE G0, GRANGE, O.y BALTTNORE, MD. 
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Pedigree Strawberry Plants 
Pot Grown 

UR PLANTS are grown with the greatest care, 
and the healthy, strong condition they are in 

when shipped by us will give a full crop by next year. 
Order now for July delivery. Early orders get best 
selection of stock. 
VERY EARLY VARIETIES: Fairfield, Success, Lady Thomp- 

son, Climax. 

MID-SEASON VARIETIES: Wm. Belt, McKinley, New York, 
Oom Paul, Nick Ohmer, Glen Mary, Sample, Marshall, Bis- 

= marck, Senator Dunlop, Warfield, Clyde, Bubach, 

LATE VARIETIES: Gandy, Lester Lovett, Arline, Aroma, 
Joe, Late Champion. 

Price per dozen, 75 cents; per 100, $3.50; per 1,000, $25.00. 
Catalogue and Cultural directions mailed free. 

STUMPP & WALTER CO., 
' 50 Barclay St., New York 

WROUGHT IRON 
FENCE 48° ENTRANCE 

*GATES ° 
ORNAMENTAL TRON WORK 
TREE GUARDS, LAWN= 
*FURNITURE ETC: 

TENNIS COURT ENCLOS 
URES A SPECIALTY 

RE: JOU ERIE CO: 
7&9 WARREN ST 

NEW YORK 

STANDARD, 
PYRAMID 

Box ®* and EDGING 

No finer lot in the country to select from. 

GARDEN GRASSES 

Bays 

Large clumps for immediate effect. 

EVERGREENS with balls 
of earth 

Splendid 
Specimen 

THE ELM CITY NURSERY CO. 
New Haven, Conn. 

Write for descriptive Catalog. 

THE GARDEN MAGAZINE 
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It’s What’s Inside the Can or Tin that Counts, 
Whenever you see the name of 

Wm. Underwood Co. on the 

OUSIDE olesanican syourn may. 
count on the QUALITY of what’s 
INSIDE. 

UNDERWOOD’S 
ORIGINAL 

DEVILED HAM 
is ABSOLUTELY PURE! 

There is not one particle 
of coloring matter nor 
preservative in Under: 
wood’s goods. 

The Little Red Devil Brand is made of the Finest Sugar Cured Hams of our own curing and 
Pure Spices and Nothing Else! 

IT IS “BRANDED WITH THE DEVIL, 
BUT FIT FOR THE GODS,” Wm. Underwood Co., Boston, Mass. 

ATTRACTIVE BUNGALOWS near N. Y. CITy 
A gentleman having a farm in Westchester County, with acreage greater 
than he needs and wishing to secure good neighbors, is selling a portion of 
his land—at moderate prices—to desirable parties for the erection of coun- 

The farm is situated on high, well drained land in the 
vicinity of four golf clubs, within easy commuting distance of N. Y. City 
try homes. 

with choice of two raiJroads. 

Address; HOLMLEA FARMS, Care of THE GARDEN MAGAZINE 

Competent Gardeners 
The comfort. and products of a country home are increased by 

employing a competent gardener; if you want to engage one, write 

to us. Please give particulars regarding place znd say whether 

married or single man is wanted. We have been supplying them for 

years to the best people everywhere. No ‘ee asked. PETER 

HENDERSON & CO., Seedsmen and Florists, 35 and 37 Cortlandt 

Street, New York City. 

2 Bee-QOutfits For 

We are film specialists and believe our 
10c. per methods give you better results than you 
R O L L have ever had. 

All Sizes It will pay you to mail us one roll as an 
experiment and let us show you. 

Velox Prints, Brownies, 3 cents , 32x32, 

COLE & CO., ASBURY PARK, N. J. 

34 x 44, 4cents; 34 x 52, 4.x 5, 5 cents. 

Honey and Money 
Now’s a good time to start keeping Bees. Hours of 

genuine, healthful pleasure and great possibilities in 
profit are in store for every owner of our hard workers 
—the gentle, Red Clover strain of bees. They gather 
aremarkable quantity of honey. Order your outfit now 
and let them get to work on the flowers and blossoms 
near you. At the end of the season you'll be surprised 3 g 
at how little trouble they have been and how much ? 
honey you'll have to sell. 

paper—semi-monthly, over 1,200 pages annually 
Gleanings in Bee-Culture, the leading bee- 25° 

—answers your questions. $la year. 
6 months trial eccccsccsccce 

OUR BEGINNERS’ OUTFITS ARE REASONABLE 
Everything guaranteed. Every cent returned to you if goods do not prove as we claim. 

Outfit No. 5 for Dove-tailed Hive 
1 ABC of Bee Culture $1.00 
1 year’s subscription to ““Gleaningsin Bee Culture” 1. ne 
1 Junior Corneil smoker 
1 No. 2 bee-veil 

1 pair bee-gloves (small. medium, or large). 
1 Colony of Italian bees in 8- -frame Doye-tailed hive 

with bottom-board and cover and super 
1 Tested red-clover queen for same 
2 Hives for new swarms, nailed and painted, with 
Comb-honeyAsupermpereceeeeeeccneeeeeaacccees ot 

This outfit is particularly intended for those just BS 
ginning bee-culture who have neither bees, hives, nor 

any equipment. More bees can be added to ‘this outfit. 

Outfit No. 6 for Danzenbaker Hive 

1AB Cc of Bee Culture 
lyear’s subscription to ‘‘Glea 
1 Junior Corneil] smoker 
1 pair bee-gloves (small, medium, or large) 
1 No. 2 bee-veil 

1 full colony of Italian bees in Danzenbaker hive, 
with a bottom, cover and super 

1 Tested red-clover queen 
2 Danzenbaker hives complete for comb- ONE 
ready for the bees, nailed and painted, at $3.10 . 6.20 20 

Total $19 $19 95 

This outfit is intended for beginners who wish to 
adopt the Danzenbaker hive 

The A. . Root es Medina N.Y. City Chicago, Ill. Philadelphia, Pa. Washington, D.C. St. Paul, Minn. Syracuse, N.Y. 
ohig Bo 8 144 E. Erie 10 Vine St. 1100 Md. Ave. 1024 Miss St. 1631 W. Gen. St. 
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SETTLE 

HIS is one of the many 
beautiful Lawn Fences 
we make—strong, beauti- 

ful, durable and very inexpen- 
Sive considering the quality. 
Made of heavy woven netting, with 
the patented Anchor Post Construc- 

tion—a patentedand galbanized Post 
that keeps the fence in perfect align- 
Ment forever, and fully protects it 
against rust. 
We also make and erect—on one contract—all 

kinds of Iron and Wire Railings, Fences and 
Gates, for Lawns, Gardensand Farms. Original 
Designs and Estimates free. If you really want the 
highest possible quality, write for Catalog No. 30A. 

ANCHOR POST IRON WORKS 

40 Park Row, N. Y. 

WILSON’S OUTSIDE VENETIAN 
Blind and Awning 

Combined 

The most unique, practical 
and satisfactory solution of 
the awning problem yet de- 
vised. Easily operated. Very 
durable and artistic. Pulls 
up out of sight when desired. 

Illustrated leaflet and testi- 
mopials mailed free. Models 
on view at salesroom. 

JAS.G. WILSON MFG.CO. 

5 W.29thSt. New York 

Also manufacturers of Rolling 
Steel Shutters and W ood and Steel 
Rolling Doors and Partitions. 

The Apple Tree 

NOW 1S TEE Iv 
when nature is in full bloom to arrange for further 
planting. A great deal depends upon harmony of 
color ; select now, and arrange your Trees, Plants and 
Flowers so as to have continualcolor. Our Landscape 
Architect can assist you. Visit the nursery and see 
the stock. We have everything necessary to beautify 
your homes, from the Apple Tree which blooms in 
May, to Herbaceous Plants and Perenniala for the 
summer gardens, and all kinds of Forest Trees, that 
lend cooling shade in the summer and brilliant foliage 
in the fall. Do not wait until time to plant, but 
arrange now. Send for Catalogue. Address 

THE STEPHEN HOYT’S SONS CO. 
Tel. 148-2 So. Norwalk, Ct. NEW CANAAN, CONN. 
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should be set varies with the kind as follows 
(distance in inches): Ageratum, 6 to 9; an- 
nual phlox, 4 to 6; Begonia Vernon, 6 to 8; 
cannas, 12, except the orchid-flowered ones 
(like Italia) which should have 18; coleus, 
g to 10; geraniums, except the dwarf ones, 
12; dwarf geraniums (Madame _ Salleroi) 
6 to 9; heliotrope, 12 to 18; lantanas, 8 to 12; 
salvias, 12 to 18; verbenas, 6 to 12. 

Cannas make a very effective bed or border 
plant either alone or with other kinds. A 
bed of them surrounded by low growing 
plants like geraniums or ageratums is good 
to look at. There are many varieties, some 
of the good kinds are: Alphonse Bouvier, 
crimson, 6 feet; President McKinley, crim- 
son with scarlet shadings, 3 feet; Buttercup, 
almost a clear yellow, 3 feet; Egandale, red 
with bronze foliage, 4 feet; Florence Vaughan 
golden yellow with red spots, 4 feet, Madame 
Crozy, scarlet with golden edges, 4 feet. 

Some good geraniums are: Gen. Grant, 
scarlet; Madame Bruant, carmine; Alphonse 
Riccard, scarlet; Beauté Poitevine, salmon 
pink; S. A. Nutt, dark crimson. The dwarf 
varigated-leaved ones, like Madame Salleroi 
make very good edging plants and must 
not be grown for flowers. 

There are many kinds of coleus, but the 
best are: Golden Bedder, yellow; Rainbow, 
maroon; Verschaffelti, dark crimson. The 
best ageratum, Stella Gurney, has bright 
blue flowers. The best bedding begonia is 
Vernon, it has bronze-like foliage and red 
flowers. The best heliotrope is Queen of 
the Violets, a rich violet blue. 
New York. W. CLARK 

Things Worth Trying 
FTER the “June drop” thin the crop 

of tree fruits and grapes. Leave about 
half, work for quality, not quantity. 

Pot strawberry runners now, if you want 
to save a year on the fruit. Pinch off the 
ends, after the first joint, and let them root 
on an inverted sod, or in 2 inch pots set 
level with the ground. 

Do your canning outdoors. (1: 230, 2:69) 
Can surplus strawberries, cherries, and 
Swiss chard. (1:254) These references re- 
fer to the volume and page of THE GARDEN 
MAGAZINE. 

Try some tuberous-rooted begonias or 
tarweed (Madia elegans) in a shady bed 
where other plants fail. 

Set out sprouted dahlia roots the first 
week in June. (1: 235) 

June 2oth plant some gladioli in your 
shrubbery border for late September flowers, 
and make a planting July 1st. 

Plant Virginia creeper against the cellar 
window, to keep the cellar cool. (1: 133) 

Peg down petunias and verbenas, and they 
will hide the ground. 
Make a lath-house for your palms, and 

they will be much easier to care for this 
summer, and much healthier next winter. 
(1: 227) 

One of the best and easiest ways to keep a 
greenhouse attractive all summer, with 
little care, is to grow a collection of fancy 
leaved caladiums. 

Buy Mrs. Comstock’s delightful “How to 
Keep Bees,” and get an observation hive. 

Gillett’s Ferns and Flowers 
For Dark, Shady Places 

While we grow many thousands of the hardy garden flowers 
which require open sunlight for their growth, like Phloxes, Cam- 
panulas, Peonies, Digitalis, etc., there is a demand for something 
to grow in dark shady places where the hardy garden plants will 
not thrive. We find just such a class of plants in the HARDY 
WILD FERN AND FLOWERS of New England. These we have 
been studying and growing for 25 years, and can help you in 
your Selections. They are adapted for a great many places, and 
selections can be made for beautifying the dark corner by the 
porch, the shaded wall or hedge, shady hillsides, wet places in 
both open sun, deep shade, dry woodsand rocky places. Brilliant 
lobelias for planting in small brooks; dainty gentians for planting 
by brookside. Also Rhododendrons and other American shrubs. 

Send for my Illustrated Descriptive 

Catalogue of over 50 pages, which 

tells about this class of plants. . . 

EDW. GILLETT, -:- Southwick, Mass. 

Jasco Coffee 
Delicious beyond expression. 

A blend that will please you even if 
you are the most critical connoisseur. 

Jasco Coffee is blended from a selec- 
] tion of choicest coffees into a harmony 

that will delight you. Sold at the price 
of ordinary coffee. 

j #Putup in air-tight screw-top tins that 
f preserve the aroma and keep the coffee 

&Y perfectly fresh until used. 

5 Ib. CAN, $1.60 Express prepaia. 
Ground, pulverized or bean. 

Our broad guarantee—Y our money back if not satisfactory. 
Send for a sample, mailed free if you mention THE 

GARDEN MAGAZINE. 

A.J. SHELDON CO., Importers, 100 Front St., New York 

THE THOUSAND 

ISLANDS 

will be more attractive than ever this 

season. The New York Central Lines 

Four-Track Series No. 10, “The St. 

Lawrence River from the Thousand 

Islands to the Saguenay” contains the 

finest map ever made of this region. 

Copy will be sent free, postpaid, on 

receipt of a two-cent stamp by George 

H. Daniels, Manager, General Advertis- 

ing Department, Grand Central Station, 

New York. 

THE 

REACH THE THOUSAND 
ISLANDS FROM EVERY 
DIRECTION 

C. F. DALY W. J. LYNCH 

Passenger Traffic Mer. Passenger Traffic Mgr. 

New YorkK CHICAGO 
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Cairnsmuir Fox Terriers 
MAJjor G. M. CARNOCHAN 

NEw City, ROCKLAND Co., NEW 
YorK (N.Y. office 44 New St. ), offers 
young puppies either wire or smooth 
haired to beshipped assoonas weaned. 
DOGS $15, BITCHES $10. This is an 
excellent opportunity to obtain the 
Cairnsmuir blood at very reasonable 
prices, Purchasers should send cheque 
with order, stating sex and variety. 
Grown dogs and older puppies for sale 
at all times. Also Welsh terriers. 

VIGOROUS COLLIE PUPS titesss 
Sable and white and tri-color pups, from eight weeks to 
eight months old. All are eligible for registration, 
being very highly pedigreed and combining the blood 
of the present day winning strains with that of practi- 
cally all of the famous collies of the past. Price 
from $10.00 up, according to age and quality. Corre- 
spondence invited, but please state wants specifically. 

HARVALE FARM KENNELS, Midland Park, N. J. 

Dachshunde 
I have always on hand 
extra fine black and 
tan, red and brown 
Dachshunde of the 
best imported stock. 

Dr. CARL O. FOLKENS, 639 Superior St., Cleveland, Ohio 
S tt F $ | Four setter dogs, 

brok 5 CCLENS FOP Dale wor one 
W. GEO. SMITH, MARYDELL, MD. 

THOROUGHBRED BOSTON TERRIERS 
Puppies from Registered Stock 

P. HERBERT REEDER MeEtrose, Mass. 

HANDSOWE 

Monroe Boarding Kennels, “xis, 
THOMAS HOLDEN, Proprietor 

DOGS BOARDED, CONDITIONED AND EXHIBITED. BREEDER 

oF HIGH CLASS BULL TERRIERS 

Scottish Terriers 
Offered as companions. Not 

given to fighting or roaming—| 

Best for children’s pets. \ 

NEWCASTLE KENNELS 

Brookline, Mass. 

POULTRY SUPPLIES 
We sell everything the poultryman needs. Incubators, 
Brooders, Foods, Tonics, Powders, Fences, Bone Cut- 

ters, Ege Boxes, ete. Wealso sell Farm Imple- 
ments. Write to-day for a free copy of our Poultry 

Supply Catalogue and Farm Book. You’ll 
be surprised how much you can save by 
buying all your supplies from one place. 
JOSIAH YOUNG, 23 Grand St., Troy, N.Y. 

“ One Dollar a Pound” 
OUR NEW BOOK 
JUST PUBLISHED 

How to Breed, Feed and Raise Frogs 

Sent Postpaid for $1.00 
Yi 

i The Meadow Brook Farm 
2 ALLENDALE, N, J. 

= “s Bye > Ze 

The best food for GOLDFISH 
is Mulertt’s Condensed « [XL ” 

25c. a box, five fora dollar; trial size, 10c., medi- 
cated, 25c., prepaid by mail. Hugo Mulertt, 
Sole Manufacturer, Established 1869. 

w.S. STOCKTON, 
General Agent for U. S., -i- ELMHURST, N. Y. 

AGH ZOMG NE 
iT alt 1, % % | yet 
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t- 
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AND AQUARIA SUPPLIES 
SEND FOR PRICE LIST 

KEENAN’S SEED STORE 
6112-6114 Wentworth Avenue, CHICAGO 

Poultry, Kennel and Live Stock Directory 
Information about the selection or care of dogs, poultry and live stock will be gladly given. 

Address INFORMATION DEPARTMENT, THE GARDEN MAGAZINE, 133 E. 16th St., New York 

lows: 7 firsts, 9 seconds, 7 thirds, 4 fourths, and 5 fifths 
and these in the strongest class of Orpingtons ever put to- 

gether, there being 370 birds competing. We also won National S. C. Comb Buff Orping- 
ton Club Silver Cup for best display of Buff Orpingtons. Also American Orpington Club 
Silver Cup for best black female. Also Cup for best white male and Cup for best white 
female. It was a clean sweep, nothing ever approaching it. We won the most prizes of any 
breeder in these same classes. 

One week later at Boston with a smaller entry we won thirty-one prizes and one week 
later at Newark, N. J., upon twenty-six entries won 13 firsts, 11 seconds, and 2 thirds and 
also the Ivory Soap $25.00 Silver Cup for whitest birdinshow. We have the stock and es- 
tablished winning breeding lines. But buying high grade stock and eggs cannot safely be 

| done upon the strength of the mere argument a breeder has room to advance in his 
advertisements. 

Now we want you tosend for our catalogue, testimonial book and a very elaborate six- 
teen page mating list, describing over forty different breeding yards and prices of eggs from 
same. Our catalogue showing views from our farm are taken from real photographs and 
are not sketches of an imaginary plant. Do not be fooled or misled by mis-advertising 
but come to the fountain head to get your stock. 

WILLOW BROOK FARM, Berlin, Conn., U. S. A. 
W. L. Davis, Prop. Box 11 

GEDNEY FARM POULTRY YARDS 
S.C. BUFF ORPINGTONS CORNISH INDIAN GAMES 
S.C. BLACK MINORCAS WHITE WYANDOTTES 

We breed our prize Winners and can sell you birds that will enable you to do the same. 

At Madison Square Garden we won first and Club special on S. C. Buff Orpington pen— 
14 pens competing. Also third pullet—39 pullets in the class. 

At Albany, N. Y., we made a clean sweep. Our Buff Orpingtons won every regular prize 
offered, except one third—64 Buffs competing. Also eight specials, including silver cup for best 
display—all varieties competing. On C. I. Games we won two st, four 2d and three 3d at 

At the late Madison Square Garden Show, New York, in 
the S. C. Buff, Black and White Orpington classes as fol- 

the same show. Our Black Minorcasare bred for egg production and shown for exhibition only, 
Stock and eggs for sale at right prices. 

FRANK W. GAYLOR, Megr., 

Satisfaction guaranteed. 

WHITE WYANDOTTE HEN. White Plains, N. Y. 

EGGS, EGGS 
As an inducement to secure new customers I will sell eggs 
this spring at the following low prices: 

Per setting 
Buff P. Rocks.....- 13 $1 00 

WM. COOK & SONS 
Per setting Box 33, Scotch Plains, New Jersey 

R. C. B. Leghorns. .13 $1 00 
Barred P. Rocks....13 100 Black Minorcas.....13 1 00 (Gio ese ey bmalenls: Lasts), 18S athe 
White P. Rocks..... 13 100 #£Partridge W’d’s--. 13 1 50 If you want the dest Orfpingtons, 
Light Brahmas..... 13 100 £S.C.B.Orpingtons..13 1 50 any of the ten varieties, it is xatural 
B. Wyandottes...... 13 100 S.C.B’k Orping’ns. 13 2 00 that you 7zzst send to us, their origi- 
S. Wyandottes......13 100 R.C.B.Orping’ns..15 3 00 nators, for them. Winners of over 
W. Wyandottes...-.13 1 00 S.C.W. Orping’ns..15 3 00 8,500 cupsand prizes. Largest winners 

Buff Leghorns...... 13 100 £R.C.W. Orping’ns..13 3 00 wherever we show. 
S.C.W. & B.L’ge’ns 13 100 R.C.B’k Orping’ns.13 3 00 EGGS {tom, the finest, Orping- 

: tons in the world, $10 per 
setting; from exceptionally fine stock, 
$5 per setting. All guaranteed. 

OrpPINGTON PouLTRY JOURNAL, 5 Cts.; yearly, 60 cts, 
We have thousands of Orpingtons mated up. 

Inspection of poultry farms cordially invited. Trains met. 
Advice free. 

S. C. Buff Orpington eggs, $3 for 30; $8 for roo; R. C. Buff Black 
and White Orpington eggs $5 for 26; $10 for 60; All other 
eggs $6 per too. 40 years among poultry and now have the 
largest and best equipped poultry establishments in America. 

Circular Free 

LEWIS C. BEATTY, Box174, WASHINGTON, N. J. 

Dr. Payne’s Sanitary Poultry House 
Has given universal satisfaction, Plans complete for build- 
ing House, Self cleaning Roosts, Sanitary Nests for $1.00. 

SANITARY POULTRY SUPPLY CO. 
219 Schaefer Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

BUFF WYANDOTTES 
All purpose fowl, ideal broiler, winter layer. Eggs $2.00 per 13. 

Pane 200 Head Stock for Sale Reasonable. 3 
FARM, - SMYRNA, GA. 

BRED TO LAY BRED TO WIN 

The Triumph Strain of 
WHITE WYANDOTTES 

LINE-BRED for fifth of a century. For 
heavy BROWN EGG production and SHOW 
ROOM HONORS this STRAIN is to-day 
recognized as the leader. Eggs from our superb 
exhibition matings will produce youngsters 
which for egg producers, table fowl, or show 
stock cannot be equalled. Finely illustrated 
catalogue iree. 
HARRY W. BRITTON, Moorestown, N.J. 

HOMERS FOR SALE 
Guaranteed mated and producing squabs. These Homers are 
bred exclusively for squab-raising. One hundred pairs from 
our best stock; large handsome birds, 8 to 14 months old. 

$1.50 PER PAIR 
Better Homers for this special industry cannot be produced. 

LOCUST FARMS, Eatontown, N. J. 

Rhode Island Reds 
WHITE AND BARRED ROCKS, 
WHITE WYANDOTTES AND 
LEGHORNS, LIGHT BRAHMAS 

Hardy, prolific, farm bred, pure stock. For 
BIRDS (moderate prices) or “EGGS to 
HATCH ”’ at eight cents each, write 

i WALTER SHERMAN 
= Meadowslope, Newport, R. I. 

“Anything from a White Mouse to a White Elephant.” 

pW an Pet Deer 
(1 buck and 2 
does). Just the | MARION 
thing for any 
one wanting to 
start a herd of | 

} tame Deer. 

| 

Also a great variety of wild and domestic WATERFOWL; 
(White, Black and Wild Swans; Canada, Snow and Brant Geese, 
Canvasback, Redhead, Widgeon, Teal, Wood, Mandarin, Pin- 
tail, Scaup and other Ducks). 

No Catalogues or Price-lists. 

Dr. Cecil French, Naturalist - Washington, D. C. | 
Write for what you want. 

BEES 
Have you ever thought of keeping bees ? 
We have started thousands of successful 

beekeepers for the past 14 years, and 
would like to start you right. 

A complete outfit for $19.90. Small outfit, 

$7.80. 
Personal attention given each order. 
A booklet “Hints to Beginners’’ 10 cents. 

Catalog free. 

I. J. STRINGHAM, 105 Park Place, N. Y. 

APIARIES, Glen Cove, L.I. 
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takes the just as good Button. 

He insists on the GENUINE 

ONE-PIECE 

““Krementz’’ 
He knows the quality is 

stamped on back of button. 

Madein gold and rolled plate. 

Easy to button and unbutton. 

Stays buttoned. If damaged 

in any way, exchange it for a new 

one at any dealer. All jewelers 
and Haberdashers. Booklet “Story of 

Collar Button”? will 
post you. Shows all styles and sizes. Send for it, 

KREMENTZ G& Co. 

95 Chestnut ie 

Street 

NEWARK, N. J. 

THE GARDEN MAGAZINE 

GLADIOLI 
$5.00 

For the “‘Diamond’’ , 
Collection. 

“All the tints of the Rainbow”’ 

Send 

50 Cents 
and receive 12 

f bulbs of the 

“SILVER SELECTION” 

postpaid to any place 

in the United States 

i or Canada. 

j Catalogue Free. 

LADIES GOLD WATCH FREE 
To Lady sending, before June Ist, the greatest num- 
ber of words made from word ‘‘ GLADIOLI,”’ and 
ten cents for 1,000 Golden Poppy Seeds. 
Willow Bank Nurseries, Specialist in Gladioli, Dept. M., 

Newark, Wayne County, New York: 

sketches. 
building. 

«COUNTRY AND SUBURBAN HOUSES ” 
$6,500 to $30. 000, (1906 edition), price $2.00 
$2,000 to $15,000, (1904 edition), price $2.00 

Both of these books are beautifully printed, the exteriors being illustrated by half-tone engrayings made 
from photographs and water color drawings; the floor plans are illustrated from carefully figured draw- 
ings. Also up-to-date estimates of cost, general specifications, chapters on decoration (illustrated), and 
general information on planning and building. COLONIAL, ARTISTIC, ENGLISH HALF-TIMBER and 
other styles of ARCHITECTURE. Plans and specifications drawn for all classes of buildings. Special 

Houses altered and remodeled. The books are of valuable assistance to one intending 

WILLIAM D. DEWSNAP, Architect 

American Tract Society Building, New York City 

Country Homes of Famous Americans 

Lowell’s House in Winter 

Washington’s Flower Garden 

Side View of Emerson’s House 

If you send ®2.00 for two subscriptions to THE GARDEN MAGAZINE (your own and that ofa friend who is not already a sub- 
scriber), also the names of six people interested in gardening (not already subscribers) we will send you the portfolio **IMfTomes of 
Famous Americans,” eight art half-tone engravings, size 11 x 1€ inches, express prepaid, as a premium. The pictures are suitable for 
framing; and aside from their historical interest, are superb engravings of old-fashioned gardens and beautiful homes. The portfolio was 
formerly sold by subscription for $2.00. It is sent prepaid without any expense to you. 

William Cullen Bryant at Cedarmere 

The Eight Pictures are as Follows: 

A Winter View of Longfellow’s Home 

Arlington, the Home of Robert E. Lee 

The Whittier Kitchen at Haverhill 

The Old-Fashioned Garden at Cedarmere 

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO., 133-137 East 16th St., New York 

NO arden 
A Monthly Magazine 
embodies the best efforts of the world’s 
leading architects, landscape designers 
and writers on house and garden topics. 
Every number is finely illustrated with a 
wide range of photographs and plans— 
beautiful country places, garden scenes 

and other interesting subjects. 

$3.00 Yearly 25 cents a Copy 
Cut out this advertisement and send it to 
us with your name and address and $1.00 
and it will pay for a five months’ trial 
subscription. Very special, so write to-day. 

THE JOHN C. WINSTON CO. 

1003 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

DAHLIAS 
If you are looking for something zea and wish to keep 
up-to-date, send for free catalogue to winner of silver 
medal, Highest award to any American Firm for 
growing exhibit at World’s Fair, St. Louis, 1904. 
May is the month to plant Dahlias. 

EAST BRIDGEWATER DAHLIA GARDEN 
J. K. Alexander, Prop. EAST BRIDGEWATER, MASS. 

No. 45. This seat all boxed ready for shipment 
$40.00. 9 feet length of front. 

Old English Garden Seats 

and Rustic Furniture..... 
Send for Catalogue. 

North Shore Ferneries, - Beverly, Mass. 
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past been giving the subscribers of The Garden Magazine 
individual answers to specific questions; a service that it is 
most pleased to render. Many subscribers have written ex 
pressing the opinion that a great deal of the special infor- 
mation thus given would be of immense interest to others, 
and have suggested an enlargement of this department of 
Questions and Answers. It is in response to this expression 
that the present form of arrangement is adopted. | 

PROPAGATING PENNISETUMS 

G. R., New Yorx.—Pennisetums are often treated as 
annuals, the seeds being sown in February in a warm 
place. Where large amounts are used, the pennisetums 
are treated asa perennial; but, because it is tender, it must 
be wintered in a frost-proof place. Dig up the roots be- 
fore severe frosts arrive. In February or March, the 
latter month being early enough in the Northern states, 
divide the clumps into pieces small enough to go into three= 
or four-inch pots. Cut back the old leaves to within five 
or six inches of the crown and trim the roots. At first it 
will be better to place the clumps close together in flats, 
surrounding each piece with rich sandy soil, and placing 
them in a warm place—a greenhouse, hotbed or a warm 
nook in the window garden. When the new roots are well 
started (in about a month) shift the plants to the pots al- 
ready mentioned and transfer to coldframes, where they 
can be grown until planting-out time. 

SUMMERING FORCED AZALEAS 

C. A. K., On10—Keep your azaleas in a light place, like 
a window, until all danger of frost is past, when they may be 
put out of doors. Azaleas, like all members of the heath 
family, are easily injured by too much or too little water; 
therefore see that the soil is always moist, never let it get 
dry, nor water-logged. Put the plants out of doors, when 
danger of frost is past. Better plunge them to the rim of 
the pot in well drained soil or coal ashes. This will keep 
the pots cool, preventing evaporation of water from them. 
Some people put their azaleas in the full sunlight during 
the summer; but it is better generally to put them where 
they can have the early morning and late afternoon sun, but 
are shaded during the midday. Syringe the foliage late 
each afternoon with the hose or force pump, and see that the 
under sides of the leaves are hit by the water, in order to 
dislodge the red spiders and thrips, which will do a great 
deal of harm, if not checked. In the fall store the plants 
in a cool, light place, where the temperature is from 35° to 
45°. Keep them here until you are ready to force them. 

KILL THE CUTWORM! 

J. V., lowa—The Oklahoma Experiment Station recom- 
mends this: Thoroughly mix while dry, one pound of Paris 
green and fifty pounds of wheat bran, make moist, but not 
sloppy, by adding water in which a quart of cheap molasses 
has been dissolved. Place this mixture in spoonful piles 
where the worms are working. It also has been found 
to be a good grasshopper poison. 

VINES FOR SCREENS 

R. L. S., OrEcon—The Logan berry would probably 
be insufficient for a screen. Things which would cover your 
trellis, and give you a good show, are Clematis Fackmant 
and C. paniculata planted together; the bittersweet 
(Celastrus), which has bright red fruits; the Dutchman’s 
pipe, (Aristolochia macrophylla) with its curiously shaped 
flowers, and foliage of a deep, rich green color. A better 
foliage can be had in Akebia quinata, which bears clusters 
of dull wine-colored flowers. A good vine, which will 
make a dense screen, is the Actinidia. It has white, 
fragrant, inconspicuous flowers. The trumpet vine 
(Tecoma radicans), is a strong growing vine, with dark 
green foliage and showy orange and scarlet flowers four 
inches long which are borne in profusion from July to 
September. It climbs by means of aérial roots. 



YOUR IRONING MADE EAS Ye 

You can save your strength, Wwolry and three- 

quarters of your ironing time by using the Simplex 
Ironing Machine. It is the simplest, most practi- 

cal and durable de- 

vice of its kind on 

The first time that a// the 
hardy species known to 
science have been offered. 
The exquisitely beautiful 
flowers and luxuriant healthy 
foliage of the Magnolias 2 > Costs 
make this arare opportunity, Only : the market. It 1S 
for buying them in quantity icant YE a 
at low rates, one of the rich- nenhaan / endorsed wherever 
est offerings of the season. 
Plant them by the dozen— 

: by the hundred, on the lawn, 

oe ee eee Aude cke 
eaite dawersis inches across. land and swainp. Hedge the 

SS a garden with M. glauca, the 
Sweet Bay. The thick glossy foliage and creamy cups 
make an effective background for the flower border 

that is new and artistically good. 
EACH PER I0 PER 100 

to 

Operate 

: 2[> TE Seta 5 Get Our 
Booklet } Jue } Me Approval 

FREE pe ony nee 

Magnolia tripetala, 1-2 ft. .25 2.00 18.00 
M. ss 2-3 ft. -40 3.50 
M. & 4-5 ft. 60 5.50 50.00 
M. rs ‘ 5-6 ft. 1.00 9.00 80.00 etyenswcrmorin “eS THE SIMPLEX IRONING MACHINE 
Miter 4 2 ft. Ue Aes 29.68 ““The World’s Standard ’”’ 
M. macrophylla, 16 ft. 1.25 11.00 
M. stellata, 2 in. onis 1.20 10,00 

Does the best work and costs only one cent per hour to heat by gas or 
gasoline. Anyone can easily operate it. It makes ironing day pleasant 
for the entire household, besides saving labor and time for the women folks. 

, 134 ft. 1.50 12.00 
a Kobus, M. hypoleuca, 2 ft.,at $1.00. M. Watsoni, M. parviflora, M.Yulan, 1 ft., at $1.00, 
I. Soulangeana. 3 ft. $1.50. Some can be shipped immediately and some reserved for the next 

season. Packing at cost. 

General Nursery Stock Old Fashioned Flowers 
Shade and evergreen trees up to 30 ft. high shipped by the carload 
Send for our beautifully illustrated new catalogue. Visit the Nurseries in June. 

| 12 Tree-movers for various types of trees and soil, carrying trees up to 2 ft. diam. 60 ft. high, by 
45 ft. wide, with the /2/ xaturalroot systent spreading 30-40 ft. The permanently successful method 

ISAAC HICKS @ SON, Nurservmen and Scientific Tree-movers. 

Telephone 76 W WESTBURY STATION, LONG ISLAND, N. Y. 

Let us explain our new approval offer. It will surely interest you, Write 
for FREE illustrated booklet, "The Passing of the Household Drudge." 

AMERICAN IRONING MACHINE CO. 

179 E. Washington Street Chicago, III. 

U U: 

World’s Champion Cow | 
The Guernsey cow here illustrated has proved herself the biggest butter producer in 

the world. This letter tells the story. 
“ Milwaukee, Wis., Feb. 12, 1906. 

My Guernsey cow, Yeksa Sun- 
beam, No. 15439, holds the 
World’s record for a yearly but- 
ter-fat production, having made 
in a year 857.15 pounds of butter- 
fat. She also made 14920.8 
pounds of milk testing 5.75% 
fat, this is the largest amount of 
milk produced in a year by any 
Guernsey cow. 

The butter exhibited from my farm was awarded FIRST PRIZE over all 
at the State Dairymen’s Convention at Waukesha, Wis., scoring 97% points. 

I use the United States Cream Separator, of which.| have three 
on as many farms. FRED RIETBROCK.” 

Don’t miss the point or this story: GOOD COWS and the 

U. S. CREAM SEPARATOR 

Keep Your Drives Clean. 

“4,,0© Don’t Dig Weeds 
Kill them with THISTLEINE. Spray the walks, 

driveways and gutters with THISTLEINE. ONE 

SPRAYING WILL KEEP THEM FREE 

FROM WEEDS AND GRASS THE ENTIRE 

SEASON. _ Kills Dandelions, Burdock and Canada Thistles. 

VERMONT FARM MACHINE CoO. 5-POUND CAN OF THISTLEINE will make 
Bellows Falls, Vermont sufficient solution TO SPRAY 40,000 SQUARE FEET. 

Eighteen centrally located distributing warehouses throughout the United States : 3 g * end Caidaceromnsecelivery: 8 ase Price, $2.00. If your dealer doesn’t keep it, send money direct to 
Nl LINDGREN CHEMICAL CO., 26 Scribner St., Grand Rapids, Mich. 

Used for four vears by city of Grand Rapids and offictally endorsed, 

is a combination that means biggest profit todairymen. You feed your 
cows to produce rich milk, and to get the most butter-fat from that 
milk you need a U.S. Cream Separator because it Holds the WORLD’S 
RECORD for CLEAN SKIMMING. 

Our new, handsome 1906 catalogue tells a.. aoout the U S. Read it berore you ee 
any money into a cream separator. Just write us, ‘Send catalogue number 
SEVEN”. You’l] get one by return mail. Better lay cnis peper dov n and write us 
now while you think of it. 



It’s daylight all the way by the 

KODAK System. Loading, un- 

loading, developing, printing —all 

without a dark-room. 

‘© 4 Kodak Morning.’’ 

The Kodak, 
The Kodak Tank Developer, and Velox Paper, have made the 

process of finishing the pictures as simple as pressing the button. | 

Kodaks, $5 to $108. Kodak Tank Developers, $2.50 to $7.50. ; s 

EASTMAN KODAK CO. 
Catalogue free at the dealers or by matt. ROCHESTER, N. Y., Zhe Kodak City. 

i a 

THE WORLD'S WORK PRESS, NEW YORK 



JULY A Garden Planted After July 4th—Hot Weather Salads, Fruits 10c. 
Vol Saree F and Flowers—Vegetables for July Planting—Midsummer Suggestions 

r By il es 

$1.00 a Year 

The World’s Work Country Life in America Farming 
CHICAGO 

1515 Heyworth Building DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY semen 
37 East Sixteenth St. 



The Only Way ses‘: ¢ Strawberries 
the first season after planting is to plant 

YTRAWBERRY PLANTS 
Offer 

the following select varieties for all purposes for delivery 

in July and August at 75c. per 12; $3.50 per 100; 

$25.00 per 1000. 

August Luther. Extra-early;per- Gandy. Late; perfect flowering. 
fect. Glen Mary. Midseason; perfect. 

Bederwood. Early; perfect flow- Marshall. Midseason; perfect. 
ering. McKinley. Midseason; perfect. 

Brandywine. Midseason to lates New York. Midseason; perfect 
perfect flowering. President. Midseason; pistillate. 

Bubach. Midseason; pistillate. Sharpless. Midseason; perfect. 
Clyde. Early; perfect flowering. Uncle Jim. Midseason to late; 
Excelsior. Extra-early; perfect. perfect. 

Wm. Belt. Midseason; perfect. 

For other varieties, also large quantities, write. 

Spring Catalogue on application. Fall Bulb Catalogue now in course of preparation. 

Both are free; send in your name and have it registered. 

ARTHUR T. BODDINGTON, 342 West 14th Street, New York City 

Ii ce 

Al Man's Hobby 

Gard eet 

VERY MAN should have a hobby; most men have, 
and its amusing to note the enthusiasm with which 

each man talks about 4zs hobby. ‘Take the man who 
makes a hobby of his greenhouse: he may start in with 
a fondness for flowers, plants and all sorts of growing 
things, but with this sort of hobby there is a fascination in 
the work which grows from day to day, and in return for 
the small amount of time he gives it; he gets actual tan- 
gible returns not alone in fresh blooms, and vegetables of 
rare delicacy and flavor, but in this working with Mother 
Earth he unconsciously breathes in a healthfulness that 
invigorates his tired and jaded physical and mental body. 

Of course, this speaking of the greenhouse as a hobby 
is simply the story of what many men get out of it, but 
there’s a deal of truth running between the lines well 
worth thinking about. Talk it over with us zow. 

HITCHINGS AND COMPANY 
Greenhouse Designers and Builders 

Manufacturers of Heating and Ventilating Apparatus 

1170 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 

tb co 

Keep Your Drives Clean. 

& Don’t Dig Weeds 
Kill them with THISTLEINE. Spray the walks, 

driveways and gutters with THISTLEINE. ONE 
SPRAYING WILL KEEP THEM FREE 

FROM WEEDS AND GRASS THE ENTIRE 

5-POUND CAN OF THISTLEINE will make 

f sufficient solution TO SPRAY 40,000 SQUARE FEET. | 

Price, $2.00. If your dealer doesn’t keep it, send money direct to 

LINDGREN CHEMICAL CO., 26 Scribner Sf., Grand Rapids, Mich. 

Used for four years by city of Grand Rapids and officially endorsed. 
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TIFFANY & CoO. 
Fifth Avenue and 37th Street, New York 

Silverware at Attractive Prices 

Tiffany & Co. are strictly retailers, and as they manu- 
facture solely for their own trade, their designs do not 
lose individuality through over production or extensive 
sale by other dealers 

Articles quoted are of English Sterling quality, 925-1,000 fine 

Bonbon and Hors d (Euvre dishes, each, o oO 

-" ~ $4.50, $7.00, $8.00, $9.00, $10.00, $12.00 upward 
Candlesticks, each, - $5.00, $10.00, $12.50, $16.00 upward 

Tall Baskets for bonbons or flowers, each, a 

$10.00, $11.00, $15.00 upward 

Tall Compotiers, each, $13.50, $16.00, $21.00, $25.00 upward 

~ - ~ ~ ~ 

Flower Vases, each, 2 : 

= - $15.00, $20.00, $23. 00, $25. 00, $32 00. upward 

Bowls for berries or fruits, each, - - 

- - $20.00, $25.00, $28.00, $30. 00, $35, 00 upward 

Tete-a-T ete Sets, $48.00, $55.00, $64.00, $70.00 upward 

Coffee Sets, = $50.00, $55.00, $65.00, $80.00 upward 

Cuts or Photographs Upon Request 

Silverware on Approval 

Upon receipt of satisfactory references from any National 
Bank or responsible business house, Tiffany & Co. will 
send on approval selections from their stock to any part 

of the United States 

Fifth Avenue New York 

Tiffany and Co. always welcome a comparison of prices 

Sterling Silver 

Forks & Spoons 

$1.00 

per Ounce 

This method of 
marking prices fur- 
nishes purchasers 
with exact informa- 
tion as to weights 
and enables them to 
compare values 
more readily with 
articles for similar 
uses sold elsewhere 

Prices per Dozen 

Tea Spoons, 
$11 to $19 

Dessert Spoons, 
18 to $30 

Soup or Table 
Spoons, $25 to $46 

Breakfast, Entr ee 
or Dessert Forks, 

$17 to $28 

Dinner or Table 
Forks, $23 to $39 

Wedding 

Stationery 

Marriage an- 
nouncements, invi- 
tations for house or 
church weddings, 

admission cards,etc. 
Samples and prices 
upon request 

Tiffany & Co. 

1906 Blue Book 

Second Edition 

A compact 530- 
page catalogue, 

without pictures or 
cuts, butreplete 
with descriptions, 
prices and helpful 
suggestions of 
artistic merchandise 
suitable for wed- 
ding presents, sent 
free upon request 

dll 
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Here is one of the most fascinat- ‘ Ready in Fune 

ing nature books it has ever g¢ : 
been our good fortune to pub- 
lish: 

The Tree Book The Frog Book 
By JULIA E. ROGERS : 

The easiest and the pleasantest 
way to know the trees is through 

By MARY C. DICKERSON 

“This is the most valuable, accurate ? : 
and “clabomne BOOK “eee gublisheds an Frogs and toads have been comparatively neglected in na- 
Re vetia OO URITALI TS LEE. eNO UTE ture study, but this book contains a wealth of original 

Herald. observation and pioneer work that is a reai contribution 
to science. It is an ideal volume in the nature series we 

have long been issuing—a work of reference which is 
The 350 beautiful photographic illustra- authoritative and complete, yet full of vital interest and 

tions show bud, blossom. full leaf, fruit and as readable as ‘‘ nature fiction.’’ 

wood of all the important species. 16 plates 

in color. Net, $4.00 ( Postage, 34c.) 16 plates in color and nearly 300 black and white photographs from life by the 

author. Net, $4.00 ( Postage, 40c.) 

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY | gas, New York City 

e _ || |SERVICE FOR READERS 

tow | CONSIDER: ie wits were | ||| oo 
Buy oe The publishers of THE GARDEN MaGa- 

ZINE will be glad to give its readers 
Life how to buy intelligently. A book that it is a duty to read— information on points relating to 

gardening, the country home and 
grounds, and advise where equipment 
and supplies not found in the advertis- 
ing pages can be obtained. Address 

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO, 122) Ee 16TH ome NiEWaviORKe Cine, READERS’ SERVICE DEPT.,THE GARDEN MAGAZINE 
133-137 EAST 1t6éth STREET, NEW YORK 

as merchandise, and tells the man who is thinking of insuring 

and written in words simpler than your policy. 
L[nsurance 

By °F @, BP” ($1.30 postpaid.) 

The Garden Wagasine 
THE NEW TEMPORARY BINDER 

Is very convenient 

and will hold copies 

until volume is com- 

plete and ready for 

permanent binding. 

It is worth its cost 

several times over 

each year. You will 

have the copies to- 
gether when you need 

them, and it will last 

for years for succeed- 

ing volumes. Black cloth, neatly stamped in 

gold. Made on an improved pattern. 

JPrice $1.00 prepaid 

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY 
133-137 East 16th Street, New York 

YOUR GOOD TASTE BESPEAKS A COPY OF 

The International Cook Book 
By ALEXANDER FILIPPINI 

Author of “The Table” Formerly of Delmonico’s - THE GARDEN 

+ MAGAZINE — 

feeseeHIIS is the world’s cook book. It is replete with rare and 
i deliciously original dishes, drawn from the author’s wide ex- 

perience and years of travel here and abroad. There are 
nearly 3,500 recipes in all—a veritable encyclopedia representing 
countries all over the globe. 

Two washable bindings, white seal grain and red Morocco grain. Net, $4.80 (postage 48 cents) . 

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & Co., 133 East 16th Street, New York City 
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BOUND VOLUMES 

Volume III of THe GARDEN MAGAZINE 
ends with the July Number. 

THE GARDEN MAGAZINE is a permanent 
cyclopedia of useful information to everyone 
interested in the growing of flowers, or vege- 
tables for the table. The price of these 
bound volumes is $1.35, while they last, or we 
can furnish a cover for local binders for 50 
cents. Should our readers desire it, we will 

THE GARDEN 
AGAZ IN E 

bind their copies for them for 75 cents, they 
to pay the expressage both ways. The great 
demand for these bound volumes is evidenced 
by the fact that Volumes I and II are now 
selling at a premium—$2.00 per volume. 

THE GARDEN MAGAZINE FOR AUGUST 

August is the month for planting ever- 
greens, and Mr. John W. Duncan, of Boston, 
tells of the Best Ten Conifers. He gives 
information as to the kinds best adapted for 
various purposes, whether they are to be used 
as windbreaks, or as specimen trees. Miss 
I. G. Taber contributes a plan for planting 
an evergreen border. ‘This plan is entirely 
new, and has many unique features; it is 
laid out in ‘‘bays”’ to increase the perspective 
of the yard. A planting list of the best va- 
rieties to use is given, and how to plant them. 
Now is the time to get the greenhouse 

built, if it is to be ready for the winter. ‘The 

THE GARDEN MAGAZINE 

“To business that we love we rise betime 

And go to ’t with delight.”’-—A xtony and Cleopatra 

Real Thing in Greenhouses”’ is an article by 
Mr. Leonard Barron, and tells all one needs 
to know about the best types. To have 
flowers from Christmas to May without much 
trouble is an attractive proposition, and how 
to do this, with a small greenhouse, is told by 
Mr Pi I Barnes in’ “he Wonders ofa 
Cool House.’’ Other articles are: 

Currants and Gooseberries, by Prof. S. W. Fletcher. 
Our Native Orchids, 

Bulbs for August Planting, 

Growing Herbaceous Plants from Seed, 

and many others. 

THE JULY FARMING 

The keynote of the July Number of Farm- 
ing is the work that is timely for that month. 
“Getting the Full Value of the Hay Crop”: 
it is believed that the value in the United 
States is next to wheat, yet it is perhaps the 
most neglected crop that farmers raise. The 
Angora goat has been much talked about, 
and the possibilities they possess for farmers 
in the various parts of the country are dis- 
cussed in ‘“‘The Truth about Angora Goats.” 
The alfalfa expert, Mr. J. M. Westgate, in a 
well illustrated article, describes the possi- 
bilities of alfalfa for farmers. Any crop that 
can be cut five times in one year is worth 
knowing about. In the United States there 
are about 1,000,000,0co acres which, until 

recently, have been unavailable for agri- 
culture on account of insufficient rainfall. 
“The Possibilities of Dry Farming” tells of 
subsurface packing to obtain moisture, and 
dry mulching to prevent its evaporation, 
which will make a large portion of the vast 
tract available for agricultural purposes. 
Polled Herefords are a new and very promis- 
ing breed that has been originated in response 
to a general demand, and they are discussed 
at length for, perhaps, the first time in an 
agricultural magazine. 

This is the time above all others to read 
and study Nature Books. For some years 
we have been at work building up a list of 
books on this subject in all its various 
branches. Here is a bare list. 

The Nature Library: 

Bird Neighbors, Moths, 
Game Birds, Butterflies, 

Bird Homes, Insects, 

Animals, Wild Flowers, 

Fishes, Mushrooms. 

Send for prices in various bindings— 
Buckram, Half Leather, and Full morocco. 

The Little Nature Library: 
How to Attract the Birds.......... $1.35 net 
Natures Biopraphiesine =e. yee 1.35 net 
Nature and the Camera........... 1.35 net 

hes Natures Studyallicealee sss sear 1.00 net 

Among the Water Fowl........... 1.35 net 
Moe Wiel Woes sssccesessceeace 1.35 net 
Ours Natives Oxchids espera ener 1.35 net 

Flashlights on Nature............. 1.35 net 

Other Nature Books 
Whe Was Oko sccsccasncodesese $4.00 net 
Mne IWrey TMOG) scgsonncosbanseeno 4.00 net 
Color Key to North American Birds . 2.50 net 
The First Rook on Farming...... . 1.00 net 

North American Birds’ Eggs....... 2.50 net 
Add 10% for postage if ordered by mail. 

If you are in New York, call in and ex- 
amine our books, magazines, and_ pictures. 
Our Library Salesroom is for your conven- 
lence. é 

THE WORLD’S WORK UPLIFT NUMBER 

The World’s Work has alw ays been a cheer- 

ful and optimistic magazine, but this year it 
devotes nearly the whole of the July issue to 
the good things which are being done in the 
work of the world. 

Readers of THE GarDEN MAGAZINE will 
take pleasure we are sure, in receiving The 

World’s Work, and we ask them to send $1.00 
for a ‘“‘rest of the year” subscription. Use 
this blank: 

PAGE & COMPANY 
133 East 16th Street, New York City 

Enclosed find $1 C0 to pay for a ‘‘rest of 
the year’’ subscription to The World’s Wor7k 
July to December, 1906, inclusive 

DOUBLEDAY, 
t 
| 
| 
| 
I 
j 

l 
I 

! Address 

I 
l 
I 
| 
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Che Hest Gay to Study Pature 
John Burroughs tells us that most of our song birds have three notes, expressive of love, 

alarm and fellowship. In the bluebird, for instance, he says : “ I recognize a simple plaintive call 

uttered in the air by the migrating birds, both fall and spring,and which is like the word ‘pure,’ 

‘pure’; then the animated warbling calls and twitterings, during the mating season, which are 

uttered in a fond, reassuring tone, usually accompanied by that pretty wing gesture; then the 

call of alarm when some enemy approaches the nest, or a hawk appears. This last note is soft 

like the other, but the tone is different : it is sorrowful and apprehensive.” 

Any one who has had even a little dip into the delights of nature, knows with what a thrill 

each bird friend is welcomed back in the spring, and is watched during the summer, and how much 

a friendship with some of the flowers, and trees and insects, has added to the joy of living. 

Country Life in America 

has founded for the bene- 

fits of its readers ‘THE 

NaTURE CLUB OF AMER- 

1cA. The objects of the 

Nature Club is is to fur- 

nish persons interested 

in nature the utmost as- 

sistance possible in their 

studies. The work of 

the Club will be con- 

ducted by some of the 

most eminent naturalists 

in this country, and thus 

it will be possible for 

every member to get per- 

sonally any particular 

nature information © he 

wants, and to be sure 

that it is authoritative. 

Membership to THE Na- 

TURE CLUB OF AMERICA 

is absolutely free to sub- 

scribers of the magazine. 

You may now study 

nature, either by yourself JOHN BURROUGHS AT SLABSIDES 

or with a Local Club 

Chapter, and get all the 

advice and suggestions ‘ 

you want free of cost. 

The Nature Club is 

really a correspondence 

course in Nature Study, 

but without any red tape. 

You simply use it when 

you need it. 

The Officers of the Nature 

Club of America 

Secretary, ANNA BoTsFORD 

COMSTOCK 
a distinguished toacher of Nature 

Study at Cornell University 

ADVISORY BOARD 

JouHN BurroucHs 

Dr. B. W. EVERMANN 

U.S. Bureau of Fisheries 

C. Wn. BEEBE 
New York Zodélogical Park 

ERNEST THOMPSON SETON 

A. RADCLYFFE DUGMORE 

Dr. L. O. HOWARD 

Chief of Bureau of Entomology, 

U.S. Department of Agriculture 

Juia E. ROGERS 

CUbat Mature Club Members Till Get: 
I. Personal Advice and Aid in Nature Work 

Members will receive from the National Secretary advice 
on any nature matter, help in the identification of field 
specimens, suggestions as to books, courses of study, and 
soon. You have only to write to the Secretary. 

TI. Plans for Field Excursions 
Furnished by the Secretary ; where to go, what to study, 
what to take. 

ITI. Oversight of Local Clubs 
Direction of meetings, courses of study, field work. 

LV. The Nature Club Lecture Bureau 
Any grcup of members forming a local chapter will be sup- 
plied from time to time with lectures written by prominent 
naturalists and illustrated by 75 to 100 photographic stere- 
opticon slides. 

V. As the official organ of The Nature Club, Coun- 

uy Life in America each month will devote one 

or more pages to club interests: questions and 

answers, reports of meetings, etc. 

In Tue Nature Cus or AMERICA Country Life in America gives its subscribers benefits 
that no other organization could give. 
enthusiasm and co-operation of its members. 

But it can only be made a great organization by the 
We want your support. 

Send your name to the Secretary and a membership certificate will be forwarded at once free of charge. 
N. B.—A pamphlet fully describing THE Nature Crus or America and outlining special advantages to local cluts, satel be for- 

warded upon request. 

SS APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP — — — — — — — — — — 
G. M , 7,06 

THE SETRETARY—THE NATURE CLUB OF AMERICA 

133 East 16th Street, New York 

LT hereby apply for membership in The Nature Club of America. 

Name. 

Address 2 

L enclose $4.00 for a year’s subscription to Country Life in Amertca. 
(Lf you are now a subscriber, cross out the above line and send no money. ) 

Practical Books 

for the Garden 

Ferns and How to 

Grow them 

By G. A. Wootson. 

An authoritative little hand-book, deal 

ing with the growing of hardy ferns 

both in the garden and indoors.  Pro- 

fusely illustrated. Net, $1.10. (Post- 

age I0C.) 

Roses and How to 

Grow them 

A very practical volume, uniform with 

the above. Profusely illustrated. Net, 

$1.10. (Postage roc.) 

Flow to Make a 

Vegetable Garden 

By Epirx L. FULLERTON. 

A real necessity for a suburban or a 

country home. 250 beautiful photo- 

graphic illustrations. Net $2.00. 

(Postage 20C.) 

How to Make a 

Flower Garden 

A charming and practical book by cx- 

perts on every branch of the subject. 

219 beautiful photographic illustrations. 

Net, $1.60. (Postage 16c.) 

How to Make 

School Gardens 

By H. D. Hemenway. 

Illustrated, ($1.10 postpaid.) 

Hlow to Plan the 

FHlome Grounds 

By SAMUEL PARSONS, JR. 

Illustrated. ($1.10 postpaid.) 

A Plea for Hardy 

Plants 

By J. W. Exviort. 

Beautifully illustrated. ($i.76 postpaid.) 

COUNTRY LIFE THEWORLD's WORK ‘THe GARDEN 
IN AMERICA FARMING MAGAZINE 

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE &Co. NEW YORK. 
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with healthfulness in “Standard” Porcelain 

Enameled Baths and One - Piece Lavatories. 

Each piece of “Standard” Ware is the most beautiful — the 
most economical and satisfactory for whatever purpose it is 
designed. 

“Standard” Ware adds a distinctive note of good taste to 
the home — brings the self-gratification of owning the best 
and the keen satisfaction of lasting service. Its hard, smooth, 
china-like surface is sanitary perfection, yet underneath is the 
durability of iron. “Standard” Ware is 
a modern home necessity — indispensable 
to the health, comfort and convenience 
of every family. Its always moderate 
cost is only true economy when measured 
by the service test. 

on ” CAUTION: Every piece of “Standard” Ware bears our “Standard” 
Our book “MODERN BATHROOMS” tells you how to plan, buy and “Green and Gold” guarantee label, and has cur trade-mark “Standard” 

arrange your bathroom and illustrates many beautiful and inexpensive cast on the outside. Unless the label and trade-mark are on the fixture it ; “8+ ” Ww 9 ae 
howi h f h fixt in detail, together with man is not “Standar ore Refuse STEN are all inferior and 

SOOT QUOTES UNE Cees Os CAC UTC ge Cea ly OBC Y will cost you more in the end. The word “Standatd” is stamped on all of 

It is the most complete and beautiful our nickeled fittings; specify them and see that you get the genuine with your hints on decoration, tiling, etc. 
bath and lavatory, etc. 

booklet on the subject and contains 100 pages. 

Standard Sanitary Ti) fg. Co. Dept. 37, Pittsburgh, U.S. A. 
Offices and Showrooms in New York: “Stavdard” Building, 35=37 West 31st Street. 

London, England, 22 Holborn Viaduct, E. C. 



Daffodils (Narcissi) naturalized in the grass. 

way of using Spring Flowering Bulbs 

THE GARDEN MAGAZINE 

] 
| Slagazine.| 

The most effective as well as most inexpensive and permanent 

JULY, 

BULBS 
Imported 
to Order 
HERE is no more useful garden material 

than what are known as Dutch Bulbs, 

Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissi, Crocus, etc. 

They give for a small outlay of time and money 

an abundance of flowers in the house from 

December until April, and in the garden almost 

before the snow is off the ground in the spring 

until the middle of May. These Bulbs are grown 

almost exclusively in Holland, and in enormous 

quantities, where they are sold at very low 

prices. Usually, they pass through the hands of 

two dealers, and more than double in price be- 

fore reaching the retail buyer in America. 

lf you order from us NOW, you 

save from 25 to 50 per cent. 

in cost, get a superior quality of Bulbs not 

usually to be obtained at any price in this 

country. Our orders are selected and packed 

in Holland, and are delivered to our customers 

in the original packages immediately upon their arrival from Holland, perfectly fresh and in the best possible condition. 

If you wish to take advantage of our very low prices, make out your order on this sheet, and mail it at once. Send 

reference (bank or responsible business house) with order, and you need not pay for the Bulbs until after delivery, or take them, if not 

of a satisfactory quality. Our price-list, the most comprehensive catalogue of Trees, Shrubs, Hardy Plants, and Bulbs published, may 

be had for the asking, but if you wait to see it before ordering, you will probably be too late. 

ORDER BLANK 

fo ELLIOT NURSERY ICOMPANYS Pittsburos Par 
(J. WILKINSON ELLIOTT, Pres.) 

uantity Per 
Wanted DENSON daz: 

ae Nia CiSSUSmIROCLICUS seer neil iete -$0.15 $ 
.- Narcissus Poeticus Ornatus (the best Poev’ Ss 

Daffodil) safe aeons -20 
Narcissus Barri Conspicuus 

SCE R ORR e toner ocous eeronsoctos 25 
.. Narcissus Van Sion (Double Daffodil)..... .25 

.-Narcissus Orange Phoenix, lovely.......-.. .30 

. Narcissus Sulphur Phoenix, splendid....... .65 

a Narcissuspolne lemon Wl sapere een eeerr ee +15 
. Narcissus Bicolor Empress, one of the best 

Oral PASSES Gosanca, econo on000as0 -60 
.. Narcissus Emperor, magnificent .......... .60 

.- Narcissus Golden Spur, Yellow Trumpet... .40 

-. Narcissus Princeps, Yellow Trumpet......  .25 
. Narcissus Alba Stella, lovely......... 20 

.... Narcissus Cynosure, v ‘ry distinct. . 5 bas 
. Narcissus Sir Watkin, immense “Gone er, 

SIG) sasoodoncs soobsocs0s coos soedeco “45 

Szened 

DU 

oy 

PRICES (6 at the dozen rate, 50 at the 100 rate) 

Per Quantity Perum bex 
Wanted UES doz. 100 

IBS Wbberel Srheyalescan cosasoanbode Snoooes $ .. $ .85 
.... Extra Fine Mixed Single SECO) 
...-Extra Fine Mixed Double ... ao ag 

. Extra Fine Mixed Parrot . -25 1.50 
se Chrysolora,, Hime Wellowrese-oe see cer E25 eu 25) 

- Keizerkroon, Red and Gold, splendid .-... +35 2-50 
a leal Reine, WOSye Wi Mitese ernie nettles cA nS 

=~. Le lmmaculeé, Pure Wiliitess. - e-l- -l ie 25 1.50 
Gon deeimlovmiachi; SRS i 6 ocr aecconaconacau ens 50 3.50 

-- Murillo, Pink, finest double....... .. .... -40 3.00 
..--Gesneriana (True), magnificent late variety .30 2.90 
.--. Bouton d’ Or, Yellow, late, splendid... 30) 1-05 

.-Blushing Bride, late, Rose- Pink, superb 
anddistinct es ce eee ee 50 3-50 

HYACINTHS 

poowmals INGsaaloss acooos 5 OSS) S25 
-Single Mixed, White .. -Q5 4-25 

----Sing'e Mixed. Red .... 60 3.75 
.-Single Mixed, Blue... 60 3-75 

5 per cent. may be deducted if cash is sent with order 

Per Quantity HY ACINTHS—Continued Per Per Per 
500 Wanted doz. 100 500 

5 $3.75 . Single Mixed Miniature Bulbs........... $ .40 $2.35 $ .. 
4.50 ..-.Lord Macaulay, best Red................ 8. 
6.00 ...-.Charles Dickens, best Pink.......... 
625 ....King of the Blues, best Dark Blue. 
4.90 «..--.Queen of the Blues, best Light Blue 
g.50 «..--la Grandesse, best White................ 
QL canola, lish WOMNOn?socosscscosoosanscoosa0s 
59 

ee CROCUSES 

“ne ....Fine Mixed, not recommended......- Bose elxe 
6.75 .... Baron von Brunow, Dark Blue..-.... +70 3.05 

: soocGnainGl Wallac, MEO. scsccosossesa0nas5 -85 3-95 
13.00 .-Mont Blanc, best White ..... . .65 2.88 
fe ...-Sir Walter Scott, best Striped yc jmeee- .65 2-95 

.-Large Yellow Mammoth Bulbs........... ~O51 375 

oe MISCELLANEOUS 
... Allium Neapolitanum -.-....-.:..-.--.-. <19)) Tez) o3e50 
....-Chionodoxa Lucille (Glory of the Snow). .25 1.60 6.00 
poo Wins, lneAbigin Niel oo geoosss000975250000 .30 2.25 8.50 
1... Iris, Spanish Wheel 55 5 .seses- consdocess = SiS Ome) 
cou nlbot, Heyer Wheat Ssonn-ngonnecodoce I.25 6.00 25.00 
.--- Iris, German, named 25 varieties.....-..- 1.25 8.00 25.00 
noo kG laliECiadnss TAS so56scsssccuoco oN 70m ears) 
...-Grape Hyacinths, White. . 50 .20. I-40 4.00 
...- Scilla. Si irica. blue, lovely for naturalizing STS mWOOmNAC2s: 

. Sooxsclhions; Sima ssaccedesn sso cosas +15 1.00 4.13 
. .Snowdrops, Giant ....-. BadadouscodoGasoo .20 1.00 4.00 
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How to Make your Garden 
Cost you Nothing 

HERE is a Canadian amateur who has 
spent about $300 for seeds, plants, and 

bulbs during the last ten years, and every 
cent of it has come out of the garden, al- 
though he has never sold a thing. 

The prizes that he wins have covered all the 
cost of his garden—tools, fertilizers and all— 
for nearly fifteen years. It doesn’t pay for 
his time, but no amateur has a right to count 
that. The point is that this prize money 
enables him to try all sorts of new things 
which he could not otherwise afford. 

Is it too late for you to compete for any 
of the prizes offered by your local improve- 
ment society, or by the seedsmen? Better 
make sure. Don’t guess. 

If it is too late, here is a chance for you to 
make a little something without compro- 
mising your dignity or amateur standing. 

Read ‘‘Record-Breaking Experiences in 
Gardening,” in the Christmas number. 
The amateurs who wrote those articles re- 
ceived anywhere from $5 to $15. You can 
do something like that, and it may pay you 
better than any prize your county fair offers 
to gardeners. 
We will pay $5 for every acceptable photo- 

graph, accompanied by dates, figures, and 
methods of cultivation, showing that you have 
improved upon anything pictured or describ- 
ed in any number of the GARDEN MAca- 
ZINE, provided you remind us of this offer. 

But, of course, we shall take more pleasure 
in awarding these prizes for new and original 
experiences. What are you cultivating that 
is new, earlier, bigger, longer in season, or of 
better quality ? 

You still have time to concentrate upon 
some record-making achievement. If you 
are at a loss for ideas, consider whether you 
can do any of the things suggested on this 
page. If you can beat any of the dates here 
mentioned, it should constitute an achieve- 
ment worth photographing and recording. 

For example, we want to publish in our 
Spring Planting Number for April, 1907, the 
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best article that has ever appeared on “‘ How 
to Have Vegetables in the Cellar All Winter.”’ 
We never expect to find any one person who 
has had a sufficiently wide and satisfactory 
experience to write this article. So we want 
suggestions from every part of the country. 

Won't you help us get a planting table for 
winter vegetables, and photographs of all 
sorts of devices for storing them? 

THREE CROPS ON THE SAME GROUND 

These are not theoretical propositions. 
Every one of them has been carried out by 
Mr. William Scott, of Tarrytown, New York. 
Follow these plans, and you will exhaust 
your soil less than if you grow peas after 
peas, etc. Also, you will avoid some trouble- 
some insects and diseases which you might 
get by planting some two members of the 
same botanical family in succession. If you 
know any better combinations for the same 
period, won’t you tell us? We might be 
grateful to the extent of $5. 

t. Plant Purple-top turnips June 17th, 
after early cabbage, (set out April 14th.) 
The turnips should be harvested by August 
18th, and the plot can be sown to winter beets. 

2. Sow early Valentine beans June rsth, 
or whenever your first crop of spinach is gone. 
The beans should be ready August 16th, after- 
wards sow Yellow Stone turnips for winter. 

3. Transplant young lettuce June 18th, 
or whenever early beets have been harvested. 
This crop of lettuce should be harvested by 
August first, and string beans can follow. 

4. Sow corn June 2oth, on land from which 
you harvested early peas, sown April 6th. 

5. Sow lettuce June 20th, on land where 
early turnips sown April 6th have been har- 
vested. This lettuce should be harvested 
by August 20th, when you can sow spinach, 
for October use. 

6. Set out cabbage plants June 27th on 
land from which early carrots sown April 8th 
have been harvested. 

7. Sow winter carrots June 28th, on land 
from which string beans sown April 18th 
have been harvested. 

8. Plant winter celery July 25th on land 
from which early corn planted April r5th 
should be harvested. 

INSURE AGAINST FALL SHORTAGE 

The chief reason why most gardens have 
so little variety in September, and almost 
nothing in October, is that somebody neg- 
lected to plant succession crops in July. 
Try some of these schemes, and keep a full 
accurate account of what you get. 

It is not necessary for you to beat these 
particular dates, or their equivalents for 
your locality. Quantity, length of yield, 
and quality are more important. 

First, and most important, sow Cory 
sweet corn July rst and rsth, for September 
use. (It has been known to mature in less 
than 60 days.) 

Next to corn, the most important vegetable 
for succession is the snap bean. You should 
sow Early Valentine every fortnight from 
June 15th to August rst, if you don’t want a 
big gap in September and October (Beans 
should mature in 45 days). 

Sow Daniel O’Rourke or other early peas 
June 15th, July rst and rsth, in a cool, 
partially shaded spot, for September use. 
Peas don’t like hot weather, but these three 
plantings should give you one good crop 
when your neighbors have none. (Record 
36 days.) 

You can’t have fresh cucumbers in Septem- 
ber unless you sow them about June rsth. 
Use the Early White Spine. The normal 
time to sow cucumbers for pickles is June 
15th to July 7th. Thus you avoid fighting 
the beetle. 

Sow Eclipse beet July 1st and rsth for fall 
use—not for storage. Should mature in 
50 days. 

Get acquainted with summer and autumn 
radishes. Sow White Stuttgart about July 
tst. In 6 or 8 weeks it becomes 3 or 4 inches 
in diameter, and does not get pithy in hot 
weather for a long time. 

Nature’s hot weather substitutes for 
lettuce and spinach are endive and New 
Zealand spinach. Sow each once in June 
and once in July, “for August delivery.” 

A SEED ORDER IN JULY! 

Who ever heard of such a thing? No one! 
But that’s no matter. Try these new 
things, and you will not regret it. Clinch 
the matter by ordering the seeds to-day. We 
venture to say you do not know half of these 
varieties. 
Any time in July buy celery plants of some 

winter variety (e. g. Pascal, Fin de Siécle) not 
the early sorts, like White Plume. 

Sow Hubbard squash before June 2oth, 
for winter use. Plant among corn, 1 inch 
deep and allow them 4 x 6 feet. Should 
mature in 125 days. 

Ask your seedsman for an improved va- 
riety of Purple-top turnip. Sow once any 
time from June to August. 

Sow Long Orange or Danvers carrot before 
July 20th. To be stored in boxes of damp 
sand in the cellar. 

Do you know the pleasure of having winter 
radishes? Sow the Half-long Black Spanish 
winter radish once between June 15th and 
July 15th. The roots become 7 to Io inches 
long, and after being stored in a dry cellar 
require two or three months to mature. 
Flesh white, mild. crisp. 



Quality Lettuces for the Home Garden—By L. and E. M. Barron New 
York 

THE SECOND OF A SERIES OF ARTICLES BY TWO CONNOISSEURS IN WHICH THE ATTENTION IS CONSTANTLY FOCUSED 

UPON QUALITY FROM THREE POINTS OF VIEW HITHERTO ABSURDLY DIVORCED, VIZ., VARIETIES, CULTIVATION, COOKING 

With illustrations kindly furnished by the U. S. Department of Agriculture 

ITH more than a hundred really dis- 
tinct varieties (which are known in 

the trade under fully three times as many 
names) the amateur gardener may well stand 
aghast in the confusion when he wants to 
select one or two best lettuces for home use. 

Assuming that a wise selection of the vari- 
ety has been made in the first place, quality 
in lettuce depends upon the plants being 
grown ahead without a check, and in their 
being served at the table when fresh and 
full of water. A flagged lettuce is a bad 
lettuce. Take that as an axiom; and if 

you want to preserve the best that is in any 
variety, keep the cut heads cool, and in a 
place where the air is not drying. The 

Butter bunching. Leaves tender, generally pale 

or yellowish green. The highest quality in lettuces 

is found in the butter varieties. (Lancaster, medium 

quality, but grows well under shade, in the South) 

Leaves hard and generally 

Grand Rapids, 

- Crisp bunching. 

strong flavored. Good for shipping. 

one of the ten most largely grown varieties, chiefly 

for forcing. Poor quality outdoors 

THE SIX TYPES OF LETTUCE. THERE 

proper time to cut the heads is in the early 
morning, before the exhausting heat of the 
sun has had time to lower the water content; 

failing this, gather in the evening, after 
sundown, rather than in the middle of the 
day. But gather at any time, rather than go 
without lettuce for salad. 

The lettuce is a cool weather plant, and 
does not thrive in the South, except for early 
crops along the coast. It demands a moist, 
loose open soil, in which its roots can travel 
freely. Water it must have in abundance, 
but a constantly water-logged soil is bad. 

The grand fact about lettuce is that it 
will grow on almost any soil. For exact 
results, you should sow the seed in a bed of 

fine soil, or in a frame for early crop, trans- 
planting as needed. We have a habit of 
dropping a few lettuce seeds into odd spaces 
anywhere in the garden, and so always have 
plenty of young plants available. If they are 
not needed, the loss is nothing. When 
transplanted, set at twelve inches apart. 

Another way is to sow thickly, and thin out 
as the plants develop, using the thinnings 
as salad, even from the very first. These 
very young plants are a toothsome delicacy. 

The quickest growing lettuces, such as 
Tennis Ball White Seeded, a butter heading 
kind, mature in about 55 days; the latest 
require 85 to go days. But the majority of 
the popular kinds are intermediate, and 
mature in about 70 to 75 days. For quickest 
results the bunching kinds answer best, be- 
cause they can be cut at any stage, whereas 
a heading lettuce must be allowed to develop 
a solid heart. 

Lettuce may be divided culturally into two 
great groups: (1) suitable for growing in the 
open, and (2) suitable to indoor culture. A 
few fit into both divisions, but generally the 
distinctions are well marked. For the 
present only the garden kinds are considered. 

THE MAIN TYPES OF PLANTS 

There are three big groups of lettuce 

Cos loose. 

Does not bolt to seed. Popular in Europe, but little 

Large, late, good for summer use. 

grown in America. 

other cos varieties 

Bath cos not so coarse as the 
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which are easily recognized: 1, 
2a Crisp nas eos: 

Varieties of the ‘‘butter’’ class are most 
generally regarded as the best quality, and 
are especially valuable for home growing. 
Some of the best of these, such as Half 

Butter ; 

Butter heading. The ideal for the home gardener. 

Tender, delicate in flavor, and making a solid head. 

California Cream Butter succeeds well in all sec- 

tions. Good for summer and stands over winter 

Crisp heading. Valuable because it self-blanches 

and is so hard that it withstands rough handling. 

Hanson, one of the most largely grown varieties, 

and possibly the very best for summer use 

The best type for serving as 

The 

This variety, 

Cos bunching. 

cooked greens. Leaves hard, but very sweet. 

cos varieties are good for summer use. 

Express, is the earliest of its class 

ARE TWO MAIN DIVISIONS, (1) HEAD OR CABBAGE, AND (2) BUNCHING, OR LOOSE 
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Baltimore Oak-leaved butter bunching. A peculiar 

variety, with lobed leaves, grown in the South, but 

very poor quality. Slow to shoot to seed 

Century and Hartford Bronzed Head are 
so delicate and so tender that only real 
connoisseurs care to grow them. The 
leaves of this class are soft, almost oily in 
texture, the veins small, and the edge of the 
leaf smooth, or nearly so. 

The “‘crisp”’ varieties are harder of tex- 
ture, the leaf is more or less fringed, and the 
midrib and veins are large. Grand Rapids 
is a well-known variety of this type, which 
is a favorite with market gardeners, because 
the harder, crisper leaves stand shipping so 
much better than do the soft ones of the 
butter class. 

In the “‘cos”’ or “‘romaine”’ lettuce we get 
a totally distinct type of long, very hard leaf, 
with coarse midrib and veins. They stand 
shipping well, and are much stronger in 
flavor than either of the others. For table 
use the leaves generally have to be cut, as 
they do not break easily, and so they make a 
less attractive appearance than either butter 
or crisp kinds. English gardeners and 
English cooks rate the cos lettuces very 
highly, but its quality in America is not up 
to the British standard. ‘These varieties are 
good for hot weather, however, and have a 
pungency and sweetness quite different from 
what is found elsewhere. The amateur 
should try a few plants of Paris White Cos. 

THE ‘“‘CABBAGE” AND “BUNCHING”’ HEAD 

Not all lettuces make solid heads. People 
who like the young, tender, blanched inner 

Big Boston, a popular butter heading lettuce for 

late summer and autumn use. Grows well every: 

where, but there are better quality varieties 

A peculiar cos sort but little grown. Asparagus. 

Good for cooking; or the large hard midrib may be 

served like celery. The leaf is of very poor quality 

leaves of cabbage-head lettuce must be care- 
ful to select a variety that is not a ‘‘ buncher.” 
Each of the three classes already described 
contains varieties that are normally either 
heading, or bunching, though in describing 
the cos class the terms “self closing” and 
“‘loose’’ are used to express the same ideas. 

All these points are worth knowing when 
studying the catalogues to decide upon one’s 
purchase. We would never grow a bunch- 
ing variety for our own use, in spite of the 
big fact that Prize Head, a distinctly bunch- 
ing crisp, is the most largely grown of all the 
hundred varieties offered in the trade to-day. 

Broadly speaking, the season of a head 
lettuce is shorter than that of a bunching, 
because when it begins to “bolt” or “shoot” 
to seed, its head is spoilt, and it is rejected, 
whereas in a bunching variety the beginning 
of a “ bolt ” is not so evident. The remedy 
is to make many successive sowings. More- 
over, it is easier to grow the bunching varieties. 

COLOR AND QUALITY 

Generally the best quality (delicacy of 
flavor and tenderness of texture), is asso- 
ciated with pale, thin foliage. The thick, 
coarse, and green leaves of the Big Boston 
are decidedly poorer in all the ‘‘quality”’ 
attributes. Some varieties have more or 
less brown on the leaves, which is sometimes 
thought to indicate intensity of flavor, but it 
is an utterly unreliable guide to quality, as 
Hartford Bronzed Head is probably one of 

larger and slower to Asparagus Lobed-leaved, 

shoot to seed than Asparagus, but no better in quality. 

Rough, hard, and rank flavor, except the midrib 
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Prize Head is the most largely grown of all the 

crisp bunching varieties. Slowto shootto seed, and 

excellent for summer use. Quality good 

the very highest in quality—tender and de- 
licate to a superlative degree. 

LETTUCES FOR SPECIAL PURPOSES 

The most popular varieties—that is, those 
whose names have come to be a household 
word among us; Big Boston, Grand Rapids, 
and Prize Head, for example,—naturally do 
not represent the highest degree of quality. 
The most popularly known are those that are 
notoriously good shippers, whereas the actual 
standard of value for the home garden could 
be measured inversely by that standard. 
We want the tenderest, most delicately 

flavored, not necessarily large; and even the 
quality of cropping uniformly may be a 
disadvantage, giving a plethora of heads for 
a few days, and then nothing. Here are 
some selections by Mr. W. W. Tracy, Jr., 
of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, 
who has grown all the lettuces offered by the 
seedsmen. * 

FOR HOME USE 

Deacon, butter heading, thick, soft leaves, 
grows everywhere: Good for summer, inter- 
mediate season. 

Hartjord Bronzed Head (Crisp-as-Ice) 
butter heading, dark brown foliage, inter- 
mediate season, good for summer. 

* American Varieties of Lettuce, Bulletin No. 69. 

Bureau of Plant Industry. This is the best monograph 
of any vegetable yet published and it is to be hoped that 
others of the same stamp will be forthcoming. 

Black Seeded Simpson, crisp heading, is recom- 

mended for use in the dog days. Its quality is not 

of the best, but it is reliable and easily grown 
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Extreme type of crisp leaf, Denver Market. This is 

the most blistered and crumpled of all the lettuces 

New Vork, crisp heading, late. Sweet, 
but not butter flavor; a standard summer 
variety, useless for wintering. 

Prize Head, crisp bunching, early, leaf 
thin brown, grows well everywhere, and is 
especially favored in the west. Soon wilts 
when cut. 

Mignonette, crisp heading, small, second 
early, and does not quickly bolt to seed. 
Excellent quality, the tenderest and most 
delicate of the crisp varieties. Very hard 
head. Good for spring and fall sowing. 

Black Seeded Simpson, crisp bunching, 
intermediate to medium late. Grows any- 
where. This is the most easily grown, and 
most reliable of all lettuces. Does well in 
summer, when other kinds fail. Fair qual- 
ity, hard in texture. 

Paris White Cos, the best of its type, very 
large, late, and worth growing during the 
summer. The leaves are very crisp, firm, 
and sweet. Has all the quality of the butter 
types added to a crisp, hard leaf. Used for 
romaine salads. 

Calijornia Cream Butter, butter heading, 

First as Lettuce should be transplanted twice. 

soon as the plants canbe easily handled; second, 

when they have made a pair of true leaves. 

THE GARDEN MAGAZINE 

fairly late. Very hardy to cold; stands the 
winter well, and does well in summer. Suc- 
ceeds everywhere. One of the most buttery. 

Iceberg, crisp heading, valuable as a late 
variety, large, and does not bolt. Good 
quality, sweet. Good as a summer head 
lettuce. 

Tennis Ball Black Seeded, butter heading, 
intermediate season. Valuable because it is 
perhaps the most reliable at all seasons, and 
in all sections. Good for spring, summer, 
or autumn sowing. 

STANDARDS FOR QUALITY 

If all other considerations can be sacri- 
ficed, and a selection be made for quality 
alone, perhaps Half Century would head the 
list of desirable lettuces. It is better than 
Hartford Bronzed Head even. Mr. Tracy 
says of it, ‘Decidedly the most tender and 
delicate flavored of all varieties tested’’, and 
he draws his conclusions from several years 
tests with every kind that could be found in 
the trade up to two years ago. But you 
can’t get all the good points in one thing; 
the ideal is always a mental fancy. Against 
its high quality Half Century has an un- 
attractive dark color, uneven shape, the 
tender leaves break with the least handling; 
it is an uneven header, and needs good, 
careful cultivation. If you can’t supply 
that, don’t attempt to grow this variety. 

Next in order of merit come Hartford 
Bronzed Head, Deacon, Paris White Cos, 
Mignonette, New York, Tennis Ball Black 
Seeded, California Cream*Butter, Hubbard’s 
Market, and Golden Green. Excepting 
the two last, all these varieties have been 
described above. 

Hubbard’s Market is a butter heading, 
succeeding well in all parts of the country. 
A first class, all around variety for all seasons, 
for forcing, and for wintering outdoors. 
Darker green than Tennis Ball Black Seeded, 
which it otherwise resembles. 

Golden Queen, butter heading, small, very 
light green, firm texture, and approaching 
the crisp quality. For the earliest crops in 
frames this variety is well adapted, or for 
first early outdoors, but not for summer use. 

FOR AUTUMN CROPS 

No variety is better than Big Boston for 
late autumn use. It is a butter heading 
variety, and endures heat well. Though not 
equal in quality to the others named, it is a 
deservedly popular variety. Asa rule, those 
lettuces that are best in the heat of summer 
and autumn are not of the highest quality. 
Black Seeded Simpson is another example 
of this—a coarse lettuce, but sure of results, 
and often the most satisfactory for home use. 

PREPARATION FOR THE TABLE 

More than any other vegetable, lettuce pays 
for being picked and eaten within the hour. 
It is essentially a home garden vegetable, 
and cannot be had of the highest quality 
unless grown under the kitchen window. 
To be presentable at all, the heads must be 
fresh looking. If the leaves are wilted and 
flabby, put them into cold water with a little 
salt in, for about an hour before serving. 

Leaf of typical butter type, Deacon, one of the best 

for home use. Slightly blistered 

Remove the outer withered leaves, and 
carefully clean the inner ones removing all 
grit and insects; wash in cold water, with a 
little salt added, and then dry thoroughly. 
Do this by shaking the separated leaves in a 
clean cloth, and do it gently, so that the 
leaves will not be bruised. Rough handling 
will bruise, and cause discoloration of the 
leaves, entirely spoiling both appearance 
and flavor. 

Lettuce is generally served uncooked, as 
salad, either plain, with a simple dressing, as 
a summer salad; or as the foundation for 
almost any conceivable form of mixed salad, 
of fish, flesh, fowl or fruit. For serving 
plain, the crisp, or butter varieties are pre- 
ferred; the butter kinds we like best for’a 
dressed salad; and those who do not know 
the cos in the mixed salad have yet to live! 

In preparing for salad, be careful to 
drain the leaves thoroughly, for if the water 

Aspara= Typical leaves of the Cos type, on the right. 

gus Lobed-leaved (an unusual form), on the left 
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is allowed to remain, the sauce used will be 
watery and unappetizing. If the leaves are 
to be cut, use a silver knife, but it is far better 
to break them gently with the fingers. A 
steel knife should never be used, as it spoils 
the delicate flavor of the leaf. 

For salad, any vegetable in season, and to 
suit the taste of the consumer, can be used— 
radishes, beets, cucumbers, tomatoes, etc., 
and the addition of hard-boiled eggs is a 
great improvement. The yolks are to be 
beaten to a powder—a fork can be used for 
this purpose—or they can be rubbed through 
a wire sieve and mixed with the dressing, and 
the whites sliced and arranged alternately 
with slices of the deep red beet, make a most 
attractive dish. There are immense possi- 
bilities for original and attractive display in 
the making and decoration of salads. 

Typical head lettuce. The solid mass of 

blanched inner leaves is of the highest quality and 

delicate flavor. Just the thing for the amateur 

The Tender Day-Blooming Water-Lilies—By Henry S. Conar 
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Always break off the leaves, don’t cut them 

In making any salad dressing, the ingre- 
dients cannot be added too gradually, nor 
stirred too much. This is of great impor- 
tance, as a good dressing may be completely 
spoiled by the curdling of the oil and vinegar, 
unless correctly mixed. There is quite a 
knack in mixing a dressing. The only way 
to prevent curdling is to add drop by drop 
alternately, oil and vinegar, and to stir con- 
stantly, always in the same direction. 

The dressing may be made hours before 
use; in fact, if salads are constantly served, 
it saves much time and trouble to make at 
one time a sufficient quantity to last for a 
few days. It will remain good if tightly 
bottled. But do not add the dressing to the 
salad until ready to serve. 

Very often in a small family there will be 
lettuce left over which does not look fit to 
make an attractive appearance on the table 
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the next day. These old pieces of lettuce 
can be put into spring soup, and indeed into 
any sort of vegetable soup. Shredded finely, 
and added to cabbage or greens its delicacy of 
flavor does not interfere with that of the 
other vegetables, yet its influence is marked. 

Lettuce can also be served boiled, as an 
accompaniment to the meat course, and if 
carefully cooked, makes an excellent dish. 
The large white, or brown cos lettuces are 
best for this purpose. If very large, cut it 
in half—put into quite boiling salted water, 
boil for ten or fifteen minutes, and imme- 
diately drain very thoroughly, and serve on 
slices of buttered toast. This can be served 
with drawn butter sauce, or a rich brown 
gravy, very slightly flavored with onion. 

Typical bunching lettuce. Note the loose ar- 

rangement of the leaves in the centre. Can be 

used earlier than the head varieties 

Johns Hopkins 
University 

THEY ARE LARGER THAN THE HARDY KINDS, HAVE MORE COLORS, EXHIBIT WONDERFUL HABITS OF OPENING 

AND CLOSING, AND ARE UNRIVALLED IN THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM FOR BRILLIANCY AND INTENSITY OF COLOR 

[Epiror’s Norr.—This is the eighth article in the unique “Little Monographs” series which turns its back on the dull, pedantic, botanical style of writing and strives to 
“size up” plants in a human, interesting, practical way. Are you growing a large collection of any one annual or perennial flower? 
ahead a peg by doing so? We can furnish the pictures and the botany, if you will grow the plants.] 

HERE are two great groups of tender 
water-lilies. In one group the flowers 

expand in the evening, remain open all night, 
and close during the following morning. In 
the other group the flowers open at various 
hours during the morning, and close, as var- 
iously, in the afternoon. 

These day bloomers have sweet-scented 
flowers, six to twelve inches across, carried on 
strong stalks several inches above the water. 
The leaves are often very large (up to two 
feet) and float upon the water like those of 
the hardy kinds. The leaf margins are often 
wavy, while the hardy kinds always have 
smooth-edged leaves. In this group we 
have—or soon shall have—flowers in all 
colors: red, blue, yellow, and white! Splen- 
did creatures they are. It is no wonder the 
Egyptians carved pictures of them on their 
temple walls, painted them on their coffins, 
covered the dead with wreaths of them, and 
bore them in their processions, as offerings 
to gods. 

GLISTENING WITH BLUE AND GOLD 

The king of all the water-lily tribe is 
the Zanzibar water-lily (Nymphea Zanzi- 
bariensis). Its flowers are of the richest 
royal blue, often ten inches across, and borne 

on strong stalks thicker than one’s thumb, 
eight or ten inches above the water. The 
broad, blunt petals make a solid cup-shaped 
ring, surrounding a large number of stamens. 
These last are truly “gleaming with purple 
and gold’’—golden anthers, with carmine 
purple backs. In the centre of the flower, 
seen only on its first day of opening, is the 
cup-shaped golden yellow pistil, an inch in 
diameter. This lily opens on three, four, or 
rarely five successive days, ffom II a. m. 
until 5 p. m. 
A well grown plant has dark green leaves, 

mottled with brown, eighteen to twenty-four 
inches across, with deeply wavy margins, 
and the under side a dull purplish blue. 

FOR LARGE OR SMALL SPACE 

It will accommodate itself to a great 
variety of circumstances. It will flower even 
in a six-inch pot, sunk in a tub of water, but 
the blooms will be only three inches across, 
and the leaves small in proportion. The 
more room, the more and the larger the 
flowers and leaves will be. With a three 
foot tub for the roots and ten feet square of 
water surface, you can get the maximum 
results. A new flower comes up every two 
or three days, so you always have one, often 

If not, don’t you want to shove the world 

two or three blooms from a single root. It 
blossoms from the middle of July until kill- 
ing frosts arrive. 

PALE BLUE AND RED ZANZIBARS 

There are two forms and several hybrids 
of the Zanzibar water-lily, all of which de- 
serve a close acquaintance; the azure Zan- 
zibar (N. Zanzibariensis, var. azurea), with 
flowers of light blue, and leaves pale blue 
beneath; the pink Zanzibar (N. Zanzi- 
bariensis, var. rosea) which has flowers of 
bright rose pink, and leaves reddish beneath. 
There is a tinge of purple about the pink 
petals of the latter variety, which betrays its 
origin. Just how it sprang from its deep 
blue parent is not quite clear. It makes a 
massive, beautiful flower. 

THE GORGEOUS HYBRIDS 

Next to the two just mentioned must be 
placed the hybrids of similar color, N. Wil- 
liam Stone and N. Mrs.C.W.Ward. From 
a broad spreading circle of large green 
leaves the slender flower stalks rise, top- 
ped with graceful, starry blooms. William 
Stone is bright blue, Mrs. C. W. Ward is 
pink, with a tinge of purple. In both, the 
inside of the sepal shares somewhat of the 



N. Zanzibariensis. var. rosea, the best bright rose water- 

lily for common use. Open from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. 

N. Pennsylvania, the most prolific bloomer. Bright 

blue with a golden centre. Open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 

The most striking differences in water-lily flowers are only seen in their gorgeous coloring. 

color of the petals. They are from seed of 
the white flowered NV. flavo-virens (known 
in American gardens as N. gracilis but that is 
different from the plant of that name in 
Europe). The petals are narrow, and taper 
to an acute point. The flower is ‘“‘star- 
shaped,” the parts spreading out in all direc- 
tions, like rays of a star. They are borne on 
very tall stalks, afoot or more above the 
water. ‘The effect is very striking. 

A RED DERIVED FROM A BLUE 

Deserving of special notice is Nymphaea 
flavo-virens, var. rubra (The “‘red gracilis” 
of our gardens). It is much like Mrs. C. W. 
Ward, but the purple tone of the latter is 
eliminated, and we get a pure deep pink, 
approaching red. This is at once a pleasure 
to the cultivator and a notable triumph for 
the plant breeder, for it came from a blue 
parent NV. Zanzibariensis. 

A GOOD PINK FOR ANYBODY 

Another pink water-lily among the tender 
day bloomers is in this country, though not 
offered in catalogues. This is Nymphaea 
stellata, var. versicolor. The flower is from 
four to five inches in diameter, pure pink 

The leaves of tender water-lilies usually have 
wavy margins like this (N. gigantea). 

Kinds are always smooth. 
The hardy 

(A direct sun print) 

with few and rather narrow petals, rising 
but a few inches above the water. The 
leaves have wavy margins, are pink beneath, 
and about eight inches in diameter. While 
its size is not equal to that of many of its 
relatives, this variety is very pretty, and gives 
promise of value, as one easy to propagate. 

In the fall, the base of each leaf, where it 
separates from the short stem, develops a 
little, hard tuber. This tuber may be kept 
along with ordinary tender bulbs during the 
winter, and will produce one or more plants 
the following summer. The plant is native 
to India, Indo-China, and the Philippines. 

THE LONGEST ENDURING—GIGANTEA 

If for massive, dazzling splendor the Zan- 
zibar water-lily deserves kingly praise, cer- 
tainly the giant lily (Nymphea gigantea) is 
the queen of water-lilies. Its flower is a 
huge, airy head of soft azure blue, with a 
centre of purest gold. The original speci- 
men in the Kew herbarium is twelve inches 
across. The blossoms are borne a foot and 
a half above the water, on slender green 
stalks, slightly bending with the weight they 
carry. It is open on five to seven successive 
days from 8 to g a. m. until twilight; 
it is therefore of much longer duration than 
any other species. The petals are twenty to 
fifty in number, broad and rounded, and of 
a slightly crinkled texture, like crepe. The 
color shades from a deep blue at the point of 
the petal to a very pale blue at the base. The 
tints are exquisitely chaste and pure; the 
flower is an embodiment of grace and dig- 
nity. The leaves are large, a little more 
oval than round, dark green above, but deep 
Syrian purple beneath. The margins are 
very evenly scalloped, each wave ending in 
a sharp tooth. The plant is separated from 
all others of its kind, by several botanical 
differences, the most notable of which is that 
there are no gradations from petals to stamens. 
Nymphea gigantea is the most difficult of 

the day bloomers to cultivate. It can hardly 
be grown at Philadelphia without artificial 
heat. The one plant I had there was of 
good size when I procured it, and the sum- 
mer happened to be unusually hot. It 
flowered fairly well in a small tub in a still, 
warm pond. If you try it, get a large plant, 
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NN. Wm. Stone, one of the easiest to grow and Keeps 

over winter. Bright blue flowers 

In black and white they looK very much alike 

and have it shipped to you in the pot or 
basket in which it was grown. Set it out two 
weeks later than the other kinds, and hope 
for warm weather at the time of its arrival. 
Place it in your tank with the utmost care. . 
Any check in its growth is likely to cause it to 
stop growing, and drop its leaves. It can 
only be coaxed into growth in warm water 
after a rest, and it will be too late for the 
current season’s use. The perfect plant is so 
stately, so noble, that it is worth much 
effort and risk. 

THE ONE POPULAR WHITE 

Of blues and whites we may have a con- 
siderable assortment, inside the present 
group. NN. flavo-virens (commonly cata- 
logued in America as NV. gracilis), already 
mentioned, is the only well-known white. 
Its flowers are borne on tall, slender stalks. 
They open quite widely, and are arranged 
in a graceful star form. The very sweet- 
scented flower opens on three successive days 
from early morning until 5 or 6 p.m. The 
petals are narrow and pointed, and of a dull 
rather than a snowy whiteness. The leaves. 
reach a diameter of eighteen to twenty inches, 

The framework of the floating leaves is an inter-, 

esting study in mechanics. The under sides are 

often colored similarly to the flowers. N. Zanzibar- 

tensis is a purplish blue Y 
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and are bright green on both sides. While 
this is not a showy species, it is graceful 
and pleasing. 

It is very easily increased, either by seeds 
or tubers. In the fall the main stem, as big 
as one’s fist, or bigger, hardens and ripens 
into a rough tuber. It should be taken in- 
doors about the first of November, or earlier, 
if ripe, and kept in dry sand. Pringle says 
he has seen them lying on the ground in 
dried up pools in Mexico, like old pine cones. 
In spring each tuber gives rise to several 
lusty plants for summer blooming. This 
hardy character is shared by its offspring, 
William Stone and Mrs. C. W. Ward, mak- 
ing these the best ones for most of us. 

THE BEST WHITE NOT OFFERED 

A nearly allied species is Nymphea ampla, 
from tropical America. While it resembles 
NV. flavo-virens in color, the flower is larger 
(four to seven inches across) and the petals 
broader, and rounder. The leaf is often 
very large, twenty to twenty-four inches 
across, and reddish purple beneath. The 
sepals are marked with numerous black 
specks and lines, whereas those of N. flavo- 
virens are pure green, or very rarely with 
black markings. Unfortunately, this fine 
species has yet to be introduced to the Ameri- 
can trade; the plant commonly known in 
the American trade as N. ampla is N. Ama- 
zonum, a night bloomer. 

A BLUE GEM FOR THREE DAYS 

We have a native blue water-lily which is 
the daintiest of all its group, Nymphea ele- 
gans. The smooth-edged oval leaves lie 
separately on the water, without crowding 
one another. They are about eight inches 
long, by six inches wide, of very graceful out- 
line. The dark green upper surface is 
handsomely blotched with brown, the under 
surface a rich red-purple, with blue-black 
specks. Each flower lasts three days, and is 
open from 8 a. m. until r p. m. Think of 
the most delicate shade of violet in the rain- 
bow, and you have an idea of the color that 
plays on the petals and shades in and out 
between the golden stamens and the pale 
sepals of this charming little water-lily. It 
rarely exceeds six inches in diameter. Like 
all the others, it needs no special care in 
summer, and it is as easy as any blue kind 
to flower under glass in winter. 

THE REAL EGYPTIAN LOTUS 

The true Egyptian lotus, or blue lotus 
(Nymphea cerulea), is a water-lily of this 
class, and one of the easiest blues to raise. 
The flowers rise well above the water, 
and are open for three days, from 
7:30 a. m. until noon. They never open 
very widely, but remain in a broad, cup- 
shape, so that the four green sepals, with 
their characteristic copious black spots, are 
always evident. The petals are of a pale 
blue color, shading to dull white at base, 
not very numerous, and rather narrow. I 
have had flowers six and a half inches across, 
with petals three and a half inches long. 
The leaves reach a diameter of twenty inches 
under very favorable circumstances. They 
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are entire, dark green above, copiously 
spotted with black beneath. 

This species produces many seeds, which 
are easily grown. Its seeds have been known 
to,lie out in the mud of a pond near Phila- 
delphia over two winters, and to come up 
vigorously during the second summer. ‘The 
same thing occurred once with the Zan- 
zibar lily, the seedlings actually coming into 
bloom in September. 

OPEN AS LATE AS FOUR O’CLOCK 

The last real species of blue water-lily is 
Nymphea Capensis. It is a strong plant, 
with pale blue flowers like the azure Zanzi- 
bar. It differs from that chiefly in keeping 
its flowers open from 7 a. m. to 4 p. m., and 
in having the leaves pure green on both 
sides. ‘The sepals and petals are narrower. 
The flowers are very large, and of perfect 
shape, making this a desirable kind. 

THE BEST BLUE STAR 

From the blue lotus (Nymphea cerulea), 

The tender water-lilies, excepting N. gigantea, will flourish as far north as Massachusetts. 

about the middle of June, when the water has begun to temper. 

garden of Mr. Oakes Ames at North Easton 
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have sprung two hybrids of prominence, 
N. pulcherrima and N. Pennsylvania. N. 
pulcherrima has long been known as the 
best “stellate” light blue. By stellate is 
meant that the petals are few and narrow 
enough to give the flower a star-like shape. 
It is a fairly free bloomer, and produces very 
large flowers and leaves. Its big sharp, 
cone-shaped buds, heavily mottled with 
black dots, are very striking and characteris- 
tic. The leaves have wavy margins. 

A DANGEROUS RIVAL—PENNSYLVANIA 

It is said, however, that Nymphaea Penn- 
sylvama is to outshine Nymphea pulcher- 
vima. Pennsylvania is a most _ prolific 
bloomer, always having two or three flowers 
up at once. They remain open from 8 
a. m. until 5 p. m. Each one is a great, 
bright blue cup, with a golden centre. The 
buds are big, blunt, and egg-shaped. The 
four heavy sepals are thickly marked with 
black dots and lines. The original plant 
bore petals four and a half inches long. 

| 
| 4 

Plant outdoors 

N. Capensis and N, Zanzibartensis in the 
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In the North it is necessary to have the tender water-lilies grown under glass, if a long season of bloom is desired. 
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This picture shows the red and blue Zanzibar 

lilies in full flower in Mr. S. Untermeyer’s greenhouse at YonKers, on April 26th, long before plants could be put outdoors 

None of its kin surpasses it in size and free- 
dom of flowering. The leaves, too, are as 
large as those of any of its allies, spotted 
with brown above, and more or less bluish 
beneath. 

THE YELLOW GLORIES TO COME 

There are two treasures awaiting intro- 
duction, and which promise great things. 
Africa hides in its vast interior two yellow 
tender species, allied to the present blues and 
reds and whites. One has excellent double 
flowers six or seven inches across, (Nym- 
phea Stuhlmannit). The other, (Nym- 
phea sulphurea), is a pigmy, with flowers 
and leaves two to three inches in diameter. 
Aside from their individual attractions, 
think what a future they offer for hybridiza- 
tion! It is earnestly hoped that they will 
not long be absent from our gardens. 

THE WATER REQUIREMENTS 

As to the care of water-lilies of this class 
during summer, little need be said. They 
like tubs of earth, from two to four feet in 
diameter. A very good plan is to use a still 
larger tub, and set in it two or three roots. 
This insures constant and copious blooming. 
The water need not be more than ten inches 

deep, above the crown of the plant. A foot 
is better, and two feet will do no harm, if 
you can get heat enough. The shallower the 
pond, the more readily it is warmed by the 
sun. As all of these are tropical plants, 
they need as much heat as they can get. 
An especially hot summer at Philadelphia 
makes them luxuriant. Plants may be set 
out as soon as warm weather is fully and per- 
manently established, and the water has 
begun to temper—say June rst to 15th. 

HOW TO GET THE PLANTS 

All the true species seed freely, and may be 
easily raised from seed. These are JV. 
gigantea, elegans, gracilis, ampla, Capensis, 
Zanzibariensis, versicolor, and cerulea. Sow 
the seeds in February, in small pots or pans, 
cover them lightly with sand, and keep in 
warm water, about 80° F. When the plants 
have produced three or four leaves each, 
prick off into separate three-inch pots, with 
rich earth, and keep them in warm tanks. 
with plenty of sunshine. Let them grow as 
fast as possible, and repot when necessary. 
Harden off a little in cooler water before 
setting out. When set out they should have 
about three leaves, from three to six inches 
across. Persons who have no accommoda- 
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tions for all this will do best to purchase 
plants. They are not very costly. 

WINTERING—A PROBLEM 

Wintering is really a difficult matter, re- 
quiring some skill and a good deal of space. 
Full-grown plants may be taken up bodily 
before frost, either in their tubs, or with a 
big ball of earth, and wintered in a large, 
warm tank. They will keep on blooming, 
with plenty of heat and light, or will merely 
keep alive in lower temperatures. Plants 
which have grown large, and flowered, will 
not live over in any other way, excepting 
Nymphea flavo-virens, and its kin. Usu- 
ally, therefore, the old plants are left outside 
to die. 

MAKING TUBERS TO PROPAGATE 

All hybrids, however, are practically 
sterile, and must be propagated from the 
‘“‘roots.”? The same method may also be 
used for the true species. Indeed, one can 
never depend on the purity of seed where 
several kinds have been grown in the 
same tank. Natural hybrids are common. 
Hence, for pure stock we must commonly 
have recourse to the following method. 
Begin a year in advance. A young plant of 
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the desired kind is kept all summer in a six- 
inch pot, in very shallow water. It will 
make good growth for some time, and then 
all the leaves will die off. If this does 
not occur naturally, it must be induced in 
August or early September, by raising the 
plant to the surface of the water, or partly 
out. When the leaves are gone, a tuber the 
size of a robin’s egg should be found in the 
pot. Now remove the pot from the water, 
and let it become nearly dry. Take out the 
tuber, place it in clean sand, and keep it in a 
moist, temperate, or warm greenhouse until 
next March. Never let the tuber get hard 
and desiccated, nor should it get really wet. 
It wants only a gentle air-drying. 

Now, to propagate, set pot and sand and 
tuber in a warm tank in March. The tuber 
should be planted about an inch deep. Soon 
a shoot comes out, sends up leaves to the 
surface of the water, and makes roots. 
When one good floating leaf is established, 
wash away the sand from roots and tuber, 
carefully break off the shoot with its roots 
from the apex of the tuber, and replant both 
plantlet and tuber. Of course the plantlet 

A Round-Up of the Garden Peppers—By E. D. Darlington 
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now goes into rich earth. The tuber should 
give off at least one more shoot. The first 
plant is pushed forward for flowering, the 
next is kept to form a tuber for the following 
year. 

The easiest to grow, to keep over winter, 
and to increase from the tuber, are NV. flavo- 
virens, N. Wm. Stone, and N. Mrs. C. W. 
Ward. The easiest to grow from seeds are, 
the blue lotus, Zanzibar water-lily, and Nym- 
phea flavo-virens. 

KEY TO THE TENDER DAY-BLOOMING 

WATER-LILIES. 

A. Color of flowers white 
B. Lys. green beneath; petals 

. red-purple beneath; 
petals obtuse......... 

AA. Color of flowers pink or red 

B. Lys. with little wart-like 
pustules beneath...... 3. stellata, var. 

versicolor 

BB. Lys. not pustulate 
C. Petals broad and rounded 4. Zanzibariensis, 

var. rosea 

CC. Petals narrow; flower 
stellate 

D. Color of flowers pinkish 5. Mrs.C.W.Ward 
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flavo - virens, 
var. rubra 

DD. Flowers red......... 6. 

AAA. Color of flowers blue 
B. Sepals densely marked 

with black spots 
C. Fl. small; stamens 50 to 

GR. Maas coco Ando 7. 

CC. Fl. large; bud sharply 
conical; sterile...... 8. 

CCC. Fl. large; bud rounded 
OVOID see arerey ener Q. 

BB. Sepals pure green or with 
very few spots 

C. The stamens all round 10. 
CC. The outer stamens with 

broad flat stalks (fila- 
ments) 

D. Lys. entire; petals deli- 
CM OK: cadeca o¢ Il. 

DD. Lvs. sinuate, large 
E. Color of flower deep 

royal blue, cup- 
Sha pedenem rime re 

EE. Fl. azure blue 
F. Shape stellate; flower 

cerulea 

pulcherrima 

Pennsylvania 

gigantea 

elegans 

12. Zanzibariensis 

Stallatall eerie 13. Wm. Stone 

FF. Shape cup-like; fl. 
stalk shorter 

G. Lys. bluish beneath 14. Zanzibarien- 
sis, var. azurea 

GG. Lvs. pure 
beneath... 

green 
. 15. Capensis 

Penn- 
sylvania 

ILLUSTRATING THE WONDERFUL TRANSFORMATION FROM THE FIERY, HOT, SMALL, THIN-SKINNED, SEEDY, OLD- 

TIME PEPPER TO THE LARGE, MILD, SWEET, THICK-SKINNED,} FEW-SEEDED PEPPER PREFERRED BY CONNOISSEURS 

7 Eee the large sweet pepper is a 
most delicious vegetable it is but 

little known or appreciated. Contrary to 
one’s imagination, it is not hot, at least, the 
seeds are the only warm portion of the fruit, 
and these are removed before cooking. 
Until recently peppers have been a late 
summer or fall crop, the fruits being used 
as an ingredient for fancy pickles, pepper- 
hash and sauces. But now there is a de- 
mand for earlier large-fruited, meaty varieties 
to be served as a separate dish, or the fruits 
are stuffed with force meat, and baked. 

TYPES AND VARIETIES 

The Bull Nose, or Sweet Bell pepper 
(Fig. 1) has long been the standard variety 
for general use, its bright red fruits are from 
two to three inches in length, and about two 
inches broad at the shoulder or stem end, 
with a broad blunt, or slightly sunken point 
at the blossomend. The plants grow about 
two feet high, and are well branched. 

The Ruby King (Fig. 2) is a little later 
than the Bull-Nose, but produces a much 
larger and handsomer fruit, with thicker 
flesh, and a very mild, sweet flavor. The 

Fig. 1. 

the old standard variety for general use. 

three inches long 

The Bull Nose, or Sweet Bell pepper, 

Two to 

Fig. 2. Ruby King, larger and later than Bull Nose. 

Thick flesh, mild and sweet 

fruits measure four inches in length, and two 
and a half inches across at the shoulder. 
The plants grow three feet high and have 
a stiff, erect habit. 

An exceptionally mild, sweet, and very 
thick meated sort is the Chinese Giant (Fig. 3) 
with the same habit as Ruby King, but with 
larger fruits—five to seven inches long and 
from five to six inches across. It is especially 
esteemed for exhibition purposes. The 
flesh of both the Ruby King and the Chinese 
Giant is so sweet and mild that they may be 
eaten raw, and when sliced, they add a crisp 
piquancy to raw salads. 

In season the Chinese Giant is a little later 
than the Ruby King, but its very large size 
is not as acceptable for general use. 

THE EARLIEST VARIETY 

A very early and productive variety is the 
Neapolitan, which is a very desirable kind 
for the home garden, as it has a very mild 
flavor, and sets fruits very freely. It is so 
early that fruits from well grown plants in the 

open field have been picked in June, several 
weeks in advance of the earliest fruits of the 
Bull Nose, or Ruby King varieties grown 
under the same conditions. The fruits of 
this variety, when of full size, turn to a 
creamy yellow, then to a brilliant scarlet. 
The shape somewhat resembles that of Ruby 
King (Fig. 2), but they are rather longer and 
more slender, and sometimes are sharply 
pointed averaging three and a half to four 
inches in length, and from one and a half to 
two inches in diameter. 

The Neapolitan will probably become the 
leading variety, although the shape is not as 
desirable for stuffed peppers as the broader 
and blunter pointed varieties. The plant is of 
rather open branching habit, two and a half 
feet high. 

There are two excellent large-fruited 
peppers, in which the ripe fruits are of a deep, 
golden yellow the earlier being the Golden 
Dawn (Fig. 7) the other a larger, later variety 
the Golden Queen, which is the counterpart 
of the Ruby King, in all but coloring. These 

Fig. 3. Chinese Giant—a large, late variety, thick 

meated, and so sweet and mild that it may be eaten 

from the hand. Five to seven inches long and five 

to six inches across 
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Fig. 4. Mikado, the central specimen, 

shaped variety from Japan; and the Cherry 

which comes in red, orange and yellow 

type 

Fig. 5. Red Chili, fruits borne singly; and Red 

Cluster, with bright red, curiously twisted fruits. Two 

best of this type. Very strong 

Fig. 6. Cayenne, the best pepper for seasoning. 

Other varieties of this type are purple, yellow and 

brown; the red is the best Known 

yellow peppers are as good as the bright red 
ones, but for some reason are not as popular. 

SMALL FRUITED AND ORNAMENTAL PEPPERS 

As a general rule, the smaller a pepper is 
in size, the hotter and more pungent is the 
flesh. With us in the Northern states the 
small fruited varieties are chiefly grown for 
flavoring, or for using in mixed pickles, and 
a few varieties have been grown by florists 
for sale during the early winter, as decorative 
pot plants. The further south we travel the 
more general the use of these small, hot 
peppers becomes, and in Mexico, and other 
Spanish-American countries they form an 
ingredient of almost every dish prepared for 
the table. These very hot peppers have a 
longer season of growth before ripening 
their fruits than do our larger varieties and 
even with very early started plants only a few 
of the numerous fruits ripen before frost. 

The Birdseye, or Creole pepper (Fig. 8) 
makes a spreading bush about eighteen inches 
in height and breadth, with slender branches, 
and small foliage, bearing hundreds of small 
round, or slightly elongated fruits, 

The famous tobasco sauce is made from a 
variety bearing that name (Fig.8). ~ This 
variety grows about three feet high, and is 
immensely productive, but will not ripen in 
this vicinity. We have however a small 
dwarf bush variety, called the Coral Gem. 
which grows only twelve inches high, and 
sets small slender fruits in great profusion, 
and ripens early. The Coral Gem makes 
a beautiful pot plant, and the small, intensely 
hot fruits are very useful for seasoning. 

Another type of the small, hot peppers is 
shown in Fig. 5, the best of which are the 
Red Cluster and Red Chili, the first having 
clusters of slender bright scarlet fruits, two 
inches long, and curiously twisted, while on 
the Red Chili the long slender fruits come 
singly, and are slightly larger. 

These small, slender peppers 
Coral Gem, are the best types to 

and the 

grow for 

an odd- 
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seasoning in this section, as they bear pro- 
fusely, and ripen before frost. The fruits 
are so hot or pungent that two or three of the 
small peppers are sufficient to season and 
flavor a large pot of soup. To keep them 
for winter use, the bushes, with the fruit 
attached, may be cut off in the fall, and 
hung in a cool room to dry, or the ripe 
fruits may be gathered, and strung on stout 
threads, to dry. 

The largest of the peppers for seasoning is 
the Cayenne shown in Fig. 6 and while the best 
known variety has bright red fruits, there 
are others which have fruits of the same size 
and form, but deep purple, yellow or brown 
in color. Two varieties from Japan the Cel- 
estial and Kaleidoscope (Fig. g) are of com- 
pact bushy growth, and bear a profusion of 
fruits an inch to an inch and a half in length, 
which pass through various shades of cream 
and yellow before turning to a bright scarlet. 
These are the varieties which have lately 
been quite largely grown as pot-plants for 
early winter sale, the bright green leaves and 
variously colored fruits being very showy. 
They are distinct in that the Celestial is 
quite stiffly erect or bushy in growth, while 
the Kaleidoscope is more open and spreading, 
with fruits slightly smaller in size. 

In Fig. 4 the centre specimen shows the odd, 
flattened shaped variety called the Mikado 
which originally came from Japan, while 
the outer specimens are the so-called ‘‘ Cherry 
peppers,’ measuring from one half to one 
inch in diameter, and which may be had in 
different shades of red, orange and yellow, in 
different varieties. 

HOW TO GROW QUALITY PEPPERS 

Plant in a rich, light, well drained but 
moist soil in order that they may make a 
rapid growth. The slightest check is bad. 

To have plants of suitable size for planting 
out at the proper time, sow the seed in a 
warm greenhouse or hotbed early in February 
using a very rich, light compost. Old 
rotted manure from the bottom of a hotbed, 
or from the bottom of a manure heap, thor- 
oughly dried, and sifted through the ordinary 
ash sieve, either alone, or mixed with one- 
half its bulk of good fibrous loam, makes 
the best medium in which to plant the seed, 
and forward the growth of the young plants. 
I have found that where rotten manure can 
be gathered and stored in boxes or barrels 
under shelter for several months, it makes 
the best compost for starting voung plants. 

Fig. 7. This Golden Dawn, a yellow variety. 

and Golden Queen (larger and later) are as good as 

the large fruited, red varieties, but not as popular 
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Fig. 8. Tabasco, the centre specimen, does not 

ripen well in the North. It is the hottest variety. 

Outer fruits Birds-eye or Creole, a very prolific sort 

Fig. 9. Celestial and Kaleidoscope. The fruits 

turn from cream to yellow and then red—grown by 

florists as decorative plants 

Sins 

Fig. 10. Small red, 

require a longer season of growth than do the larger 

meatier sorts and are very pungent 

seedy peppers of this type 

The spent manure from a mushroom bed 
is also excellent for this purpose. 

As soon as the young plants are well es- 
tablished in the seed bed, and show two or 
three true leaves, they should be transplanted 
into small flower pots, or hotbeds, freshly 
filled with rich compost, the plants to stand 
three to four inches apart each way. If 
grown in pots, or boxes, they should be 
again transplanted as they grow or the pots 
moved farther apart, as crowding the young 
plants delays fruiting and diminishes the 
amount produced. 

WAIT FOR WARM WEATHER 

When the weather is warm enough to set 
the peppers in the open ground (which will 
not be until the thermometer stands at 
60° through the night and all danger of 
frost is past), the first blossoms should be 
showing. 
When setting the plants in the open ground, 

place a shovelful of well rotted manure in the 
hill where the pepper plant is to stand, to 
help make a strong, rapid growth in the 
plant and fruit. A few well fed and well 
grown plants, ripening smooth large fruits 
early in the season, will be more profitable 
than a larger number grown slowly in poor 
soil, which would give only a small quantity 
of fruit before being killed by frost in the 
fall. 
On light sandy soil, it is customary to plant 

the peppers in low ground, where the soil is 
move or less peaty in character, and retains 
moisture; but in heavier, clay loams, plant 
the peppers on elevated, well drained land, 
or on raised hills or ridges, or the plants will 
make too large a growth of foliage, and will 
be correspondingly later in fruiting. 

Picking the large fruited sorts begins as 
soon as the fruits reach good size, whether 
they are green, or well colored. For the 
home garden a dozen or fifteen well-grown 
plants of one of the large fruited sorts will 
give an ample supply for the average family. 



Raspberries, Blackberries and Dewberries—By S. W. Fletcher ¥°8u.:- 
WHY PEOPLE DO NOT KNOW 

“STORE’’ BERRIES 

4 Rees brambles are especial favorites be- 
cause they give quick returns, are 

easily grown, and yield so much fruit per 
square foot of space occupied. In small 
city or suburban gardens they should occupy 
a large proportion of the area. If there is any 
opportunity for choice, the brambles should 
be given that spot in the garden which has 
the most humus, coolness and moisture, but 
is well drained. A northern exposure is 
preferred. The chief essential in bramble 
growing is plenty of humus. The soil need 
not be very rich, and preferably not very 
heavy; but it should be full of decaying 
vegetable matter. That is why there is 
nothing better for brambles, in most cases, 
than stable manure; both as a preparation 
for planting and as an annual mulch. The 
black raspberries prefer a heavier soil than 
the red raspberries. Brambles will often 
do well on many of the lighter soils, so one 
should not forego the pleasure of having 
them merely because an ideal soil cannot be 
had; but it will pay to immediately set 
about improving a light soil, in which bram- 
bles are planted, by working into it heavy 
dressings of manure. If it is necessary to 
set berries in proximity to trees, plant the 
red raspberries or blackberries, as these are 
more successful in partial shade than black 
raspberries. 

One of the most satisfactory things about 
brambles is that the plants cost so little in 
proportion to the pleasure and profit they 
bring. Get suckers from young rather than 
from old plantations; they are more likely 
to be thrifty and not diseased. 

WHEN AND HOW TO PLANT 

Spring planting is preferable to fall plant- 
ing in a majority of cases because it is safer, 
and practically nothing is gained by fall 
planting as regards an earlier start. If 
planting late, small suckers of the present 
season’s growth may be lifted and trans- 
planted safely. If you buy plants of a nur- 
seryman, order them early, at least two 
months before the time for planting; late 
orders often result in a poor selection of 
plants, and they may not be delivered in 
season. On receiving the plants from the 
nursery, loosen the bundle, heel them in on 
the north side of a building or some other 
cool, moist spot. If the roots are dry, douse 
them in water or in thin mud before heeling 
them in. 

Plant early, just as soon as the ground is 
dry enough to work up mellow. Brambles 
love the cool, moist conditions of early spring; 
many @ berry garden has been a disappoint- 
ment because planting was delayed. Rasp- 
berries, blackberries, and dewberries may be 
planted in rows six or eight feet apart, with 
plants set two or three feet apart in the rows. 
In two or three years each row will be four 

THE HIGHEST QUALITY IN 

ARE SMALL, SOUR 

Photographs by the author 

feet wide if the growth of suckers is unre- 
stricted. Each plant may be kept ina hill by 
planting six feet apart in the row, so that 
they may be cultivated both ways, but the 
row system is usually better than hills. 

Dig a hole more than large enough to 
accomodate all the roots without twisting 
them—the harder the soil, the bigger should 
be the hole. It is an excellent plan to carry 
the plants in water when setting. Plant 
deeply; most amateurs err in the direction 
of shallow planting. The plant should be 
set several inches deeper than it stood in 
the ground before moving, as the soil settles. 
Put rich, surface soil around the roots. 
Plant black raspberry tips in the same rela- 
tive position as when they were attached to 
the parent plant; that is, do not set the piece 
of old cane upright, but so that the large bud 

Keep it out or it will Quack grass in raspberries. 

get ahead of you and ruin the canes 

in the centre of the mat of roots will be up- 
right. It is the bud, not the cane, which 
should grow strongest. This bud, however, 
should not be covered with more than two 
inches of soil. Tramp firmly around each 
plant; but throw a little loose soil over this 
tramped soil before leaving, to prevent evap- 
oration. Either before or after planting, 
head back the tops of canes one-third to one- 
half, unless this has been done by the nur- 
seryman, to balance the loss of roots by 
transplanting. 

CARE THE FIRST SEASON 

During the first season the essential thing 
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THESE BERRIES; THEY 

AND SEEDY—EXTRA CARE THAT IS NECESSARY 
PICK FRUIT TOO EARLY— 

FOR SUPERIOR QUALITY 

to do is to provide moisture and to promote 
a vigorous growth. Tillage does this; 
mulching may doit. Berries planted around 
the borders of a garden, or used as a hedge, 
may be mulched with straw or strawy manure 
often with excellent results, but tillage is 
generally advisable whenever practicable. 
Mulching makes the roots run close to the 
surface; for this reason, if once started, it 
should be continued. Begin tilling early; 
shiftless gardeners let weeds get a start and 
choke out the berry plants. Cultivate 
shallow, for all brambles are shallow rooted. 
Deep cultivation increases suckering. Vege- 
tables may be grown between the rows the 
first year, but this practice is of doubtful 
value unless necessary because of limited 
space. If the cultivator has teeth that will 
cut the suckers, it will save much hand 
hoeing. It is best to stop tillage about the 
first of August to ripen up the canes. A 
cover crop may then be sown if the soil is 
deficient in humus. 
When the black raspberry and blackberry 

shoots are about eighteen inches high, pinch 
off the ends so as to get branched canes. 
These bear more fruit than long, unbranched 
canes; are easier to handle, and winter-kill 
less. If shoots are not pinched, they make 
unmanageable canes. Red raspberries, how- 
ever, do not seem to be benefitted by this 
practice in most places and sometimes black 
raspberries and blackberries are not. There 
is much difference in opinion and in results 
of summer pinching, which shows that in 
some localities and on some soils it is best 
and under other conditions it is not. 

FERTILIZING FOR THE NEXT CROP 

In the fall of the first season each plant 
should have one or several strong canes ready 
to bear fruit the next season. This is a good 
time to put several generous forkfuls of 
manure around the base of each plant. 
Brambles are hearty eaters, and their special 
weakness in the way of victuals is rotted 
manure. The manure should be spaded, 
plowed or cultivated into the ground the 
following spring, unless it is to be used as a 
permanent mulch. [Ii the fruit is very soft, 
watery, and poorly flavored, and the canes 
grow rank and are unproductive, the soil has 
too much nitrogen and will be benefited by 
applications of potash and phosphoric acid. 

PRUNING AND TRAINING 

Some pruning will be needed early in the 
spring following planting, after severe 
weather is past, and before the buds start. 
Small, weak canes are cut out completely 
and the lateral branches of those that remain 
are shortened. These canes bear fruit that 
season, and new canes spring up from the 
roots. After the old canes have borne fruit 
they should be cut out at once and burned; 
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Black raspberry plant before pruning. The old 

this should be done every summer. Some 
people prefer to leave the old canes standing 
until the spring pruning, claiming that they 
protect the young canes somewhat; but the 
liability of their being diseased is a weighty 
argument against this practice. 

The second spring after planting, and 
every year thereafter, brambles need pruning. 
Two things need to be done—thin out weak 
or crowding canes and cut back laterals. 
First remove all very small canes, leaving 
only a limited number—eight to twelve per 
plant of red raspberries or blackberries 
planted in hills; or about eight inches apart 
if planted in rows. Fewer canes of black 
raspberries should be left, since these natur- 
ally make more branches. 

‘I Tsl 8 

canes should have been cut out after fruiting 

The second operation is to cut back the 
canes. The chief purpose of this is to thin 
the fruit. The laterals of black raspberries 
and blackberries are shortened to one to 
four feet, depending upon the variety and 
the development of the buds. Each bud 
should give rise to a shoot bearing a cluster of 
berries. The buds on the ends of the 
branches were developed last and may not 
be mature enough to give fruit. Cut back 
to strong buds, thus reducing the amount 
of fruit that will be borne and getting only 
large clusters. Varieties differ somewhat 
in fruit bearing; a few sorts bear their best 
clusters on the ends of the laterals but most 
varieties bear better lower down. If there 
has been winter injury cut to green wood. 

The same plant as above after pruning. The old and weak canes are cut out and the strong ones headed 

back. Red raspberries and blackberries are pruned in essentially the same way 
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Unbranched red raspberry canes may 
be shortened to about four or five feet 
high. The spring pruning may be done 
with hand shears, but a hooked knife or 
“hack,” inserted into a wooden handle 
about two and one-half feet long makes the 
task less onerous. In windy sections the 
canes may need some support. A wooden 
stake five feet high answers very well if the 
plants are grown in hills. If grown in rows 
the canes may be tied to a trellis such as is 
used for grapes, or they may be supported by 
two parellel wires or rails, one on each side 
of the row and about three to four feet from 
the ground. If the canes are headed low 
there is much less necessity for this. 

FRUIT WORTH THE TROUBLE 

There should be a small crop of fruit the 
second year, and a full crop the third and 
subsequent years. When a man has once 
tasted fresh, dead-ripe berries of his own 
raising, he will never be satisfied to go back 
to the half-ripe, sun-baked and fly-specked 
berries of the grocer. It is impossible to get 
really first-class blackberries and raspberries 
in the open market. The reason is that the 
berries have to be picked before they are 
fully ripe in order that they may endure the 
shipping. A blackberry is not ripe when 
it is black, any more than a winter apple is 
ripe when it is well colored. The apple 
must get soft, and so must the berry, before 
it is really ready to eat. 

CHOICE VARIETIES FOR THE AMATEUR 

The blackberries and the hybrid raspber- 
ries, like Shaffer and Columbian, usually 
yield more than the black raspberries and 
red raspberries, but the fruit garden should 
have a short row of each. The varieties 
are much more numerous than is commonly 
supposed. Since the introduction of the 
Dorchester blackberry in 1841 and the Ohio 
Everbearing in 1839, both pioneer varieties, 
the improvement that has been wrought in 
these native fruits isremarkable. Our native 
flora of the genus Rubus is very numerous 
and very variable; we may expect even greater 
progress in the future. At the present time 
our bramble growing is practically indepen- 
dent of Europe, for varieties. A few Euro- 
pean sorts, especially the Red Antwerp, are 
grown in the Hudson River valley, in the 
Pacific Northwest and in a few other places; 
but for the most part the European sorts are 
not hardy enough nor vigorous enough for 
American conditions. All of our varieties of 
blackberries, black raspberries, and dew- 
berries, come from native species; prac- 
tically all of our varieties of red raspberries 
are likewise of American lineage. The 
purple cane raspberries, which are hybrids 
between the native red and the native black 
raspberries, are common in the wild. They 
are valuable in the home garden for canning, 
because of their great vigor and productive- 
ness. Their fruits are soft, and of rather 
poor color when fresh, but they assume an 
attractive color when canned. The most 
popular and cosmopolitan varieties of the 
brambles seem to be Gregg, Kansas and 
Ohio of the black raspberries; Cuthbert 
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and Marlboro of the red raspberries; Shaffer 
and Columbian of the purple cane rasp- 
berries; and Snyder, Wilson, Kittaninny and 
Taylor of the blackberries. The white 
varieties of blackberries have little to com- 
mend them. ‘The subject of varieties for 
different sections of the country is considered 
in Country Life in America for March, 
April and May. 

DEWBERRIES EARLIER THAN BLACKBERRIES 

The chief claim of dewberries for a place 
in the home garden is that they ripen two 
weeks earlier than blackberries and so 
lengthen the blackberry season. Another 
advantage in some localities is that the vines 
can be protected in winter much easier than 
blackberries. But here the advantages end, 
for dewberries are much harder to manage, 
more variable in quality and less productive 
than blackberries. However, the man who 
is fond of blackberries will be likely to have 
a row of dewberries also. ‘Their culture is 
the same as that of blackberries, except as 
regards training. ‘The vines may be trained 
to a wire trellis, but are preferably planted 
and kept in hills and the vines of each hill 
trained to a stake about five feet high. The 
fruiting canes are tied to the stake in the 
spring and the new canes sprawl over the 
ground at will until the following spring, when 
they, in turn, are tied to the stake. The 
Lucretia is grown more than other sorts. 

THE WORST DISEASES 

As a rule, brambles are more free from 
insects and diseases than other fruits. Per- 
haps the most serious trouble is the anthrac- 
nose, which attacks the young canes of all 
brambles but is most serious on black rasp- 
berries. It appears in midsummer making 
pits in the canes. These are grayish with a 
purple edge. They may run together, and, 
in very serious cases, kill the canes com- 
pletely. The berries do not ripen on canes 
that are even slightly diseased. 

Treatment: Set no diseased plants, and 
do not take plants from a diseased plantation. 
Cut out diseased canes as soon as seen. Do 
not allow the canes to stand thickly. Spray 
the young shoots as soon as they appear 
with Bordeaux and repeat this once or twice 
at intervals of about two weeks. In some 
cases the disease refuses to yield to treatment 
and a new planting of young plants from 
healthy stock is necessary. 

The orange rust or red rust attacks black- 
berries, raspberries and dewberries. It 
makes orange colored spots, which are 
masses of spores, on the under sides of the 
leaves. There is no help for a plant once 
attacked; dig it up at once and burn it. 

The root gall or crown gall. Rough, 
knotty galls, often several inches in diameter, 
appear on the stem close to the ground or 
just beneath the surface. There are also 
smaller galls on the roots. The plants look 
sickly. The disease is partial to the red 
raspberry but also attacks other brambles. 
The cause of the trouble is still in dispute, 
but it is thought to beaslime mould. The 
only treatment suggested is to dig up and 
destroy diseased plants. Do not plant rasp- 
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Tipping raspberries. The ends of the branches are covered with soil in midsummer. By fall the tips will 

have rooted. They may be separated then or the following spring 

berries for several years where diseased 
plants have stood. Set no plants having 
suspicious swellings on the roots. 

INJURIOUS INSECTS 

The rose chafer or rose bug often attacks 
the brambles, eating both flowers and foliage. 
They are particularly destructive on light 
soils, in which they breed. Poisons, kerosene 
emulsion and pyrethrum are sometimes 
fairly effective, but all remedies for this in- 
sect often fail. Hand picking or some device 
for knocking them off and catching them is 
sometimes practicable. 

The raspberry saw-jly. The larve of 
this black fly, which may be seen around 
raspberries in May and June, feed upon the 
leaves and often defoliate the plants. They 
are green, and about one-half inch long. The 

remedy is to spray or dust the plants with 
hellebore or with an arsenite. 

The raspberry cane-borer works in the 
young shoots of raspberry and blackberry, 
causing them to wither and the ends to droop. 
One or two rows of punctures may be found 
encircling the shoot. The remedy is to cut 
off the shoot several inches below the punc- 
tures as soon as it begins to droop, and to 
destroy together with the borer inside. 
When an entire cane begins to die, in late 
summer, it should be cut off close to the 
ground and burned. 

With good care, the brambles may be kept 
in bearing for many years but it is seldom 
wise todo this. It pays to reset every four to 
six years. This gives the plants the benefits 
of a rotation and prevents disease and weeds 
from getting a foothold. 

Raspberries and blackberries bent over for winter protection. 

crop. 

This simple precaution will often save a 

Lift up the canes very early in the spring 



A Garden Planted after July Fourth—By Mc Aneel New 
York 

GOOD NEWS FOR THE BELATED MOVER—THREE MONTHS’ CROPS OF GOOD, FRESH VEGE- 

TABLES RAISED AFTER INDEPENDENCE DAY—ONE ESSENTIAL CULTURAL FACTOR 

ANY would-be gardeners who change 
their place of residence about the end 

of June miss the delights of the garden 
because they fear it is too late in the season 
to make the effort. 

But I have had great success in the vege- 
table patch when not a thing was planted 

Young Early Scarlet Short-horn carrots, sowed July 

6th and pulled October 9th 

before the Fourth of July. The photographs 
show actual results last year. 

These kinds of vegetables have more than 
paid for the risk of late planting: cucumbers 
squash, carrots, corn, lettuce, bush limas, 
pole string beans, parsley, radishes, and 
wax beans. 

Others that give fairly good results are, 

Bovee potatoes planted July 21st were dug October 

30th. Always select an early variety for late planting 

pole limas, tomatoes, potatoes, beets and 
kohlrabi. 

KINDS TO PLANT FOR CROPS 

The ever useful Henderson bush lima 
bean yielded a very good crop. The sowing 
of July 6th gave full sized beans the third 
week in September, 
and picking con- 
tinued until the end 
of October, at which 
time the plants were 
destroyed by frost. 
These beans are not 
as choice as the pole 
limas, but I reserve 
a space for them in 
the garden each year, 
because they are so 
much earlier and har- 
dier and less trouble 
to care for, beside 

. being very prolific. 
Late corn, from sowing Early Champion on July Ist. 
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After the pole limas are in bearing, the 
bush limas are used for either succotash, or 
to dry for winter. 

Cucumbers take kindly to midsummer 
planting, and make a good growth during 
the cool weather of early fall. The sowing 
of Japanese Climbing cucumber made July 
5th began bearing the last week in August, 
and gave us a continuous supply until the 
second week in October, when the frosty 
nights killed them. They would have borne 
still longer if frost had held off, as they 
were in good growing condition at that date. 

Plantings made July 5th, of crookneck 
squash, bore during late summer and early 
fall, and more than justified so tardy a 
start. 

A safe crop to sow at any time during July 
is carrots. The roots do not need time to 
mature before cold weather as they are ex- 
cellent for the table when young and tender— 
the younger the better, indeed—before they 
reach full growth. Ours were sowed July 
6th, and we began to pull them the latter 
part of September. The second week in 
November found them apparently unharmed 
by several sharp frosts that had killed the 
tender vegetables. 

One of the best vegetables for July 
planting is wax beans. The sowing of July 
6th was in bearing by the third week in 
August, and the beans were better and larger 
than those from earlier sowings from the 
same lot of seed. Pickings were made at 
intervals, until the first week in October. 
Two weeks later they began with a second 
crop of blossoms and beans, but were cut 
off by frost. 

Radishes, of course, can be planted in July 
and later, even in September. Our July 
6th planting was ready to eat in less than a 
month. 
We had no more sweet or tender corn from 

any of our eight sowings than that from an 
extra early sort sowed July sth. It is to be 
highly recommended for July planting. A 
twenty-five foot row gave us forty-five ears, 

the bearing season lasting from the last week 
in September to the first week in October. 

Pole string beans, Lazy Wife, planted 

These ears were picked October 27th 

July 7th had time to become even too large 
before the end of the season. 

Good sized plants of parsley were had in 
October from seeds sown July 6th. The 
plants were in excellent shape to pot for 
growing in the house during the winter. 

A most convenient plant for late sowing is 

CrooKkneck squash, sowed July 5th, picked Octo- 

ber 9th 

lettuce, as it will bear twenty degrees of frost, 
and not be killed. Last year I was still 
using full sized heads from the open ground, 
for more than two weeks after all the tender 
vegetables had been killed by frost. 

At a venture I tried a July planting of po- 
tatoes, an extra early variety being planted 
the third week in July. The vine made a 

Parsley from sowing made July 6th. Photographed on 

November 8th. Good for wintering in the window 

growth of three feet, and late in October the 
crop was dug, two potatoes that measured 
two and one-half inches in length. This 
was not a very profitable yield, but it was 
interesting as an experiment. 

Near a stout, tall castor bean that served 
as a bean pole, some pole lima beans were 

planted on July sth. 
The vines attained a 
length of eight feet, 
and bore full sized 
beans before frost 
caught them, but as 
a regular crop I 
should not advise 
planting them later 
than the middle of 

June, as they are very 
sensitive to frost, and 
do not have a chance 
to give a_ bearing 
season of any length, 
if sowed too late. 
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For a family that enjoys pickles even 
tomatoes are worth while sowing after 
Fourth of July. My seed was planted July 
5th, and, of course the earliest variety ob- 
tainable was used. In spite of the handicap 
of transplanting, I had green tomatoes in 
October that measured over eight inches in 
circumference, surely large enough for 
pickles. 

For winter use, beets are sowed in June, 
so the July 7th planting did not yield full 
sized roots, still young tender beets are the 
best of all and even very small ones make 
a good dish cooked with the leaves as greens. 

Kohlrabi is supposed to be one of the best 
vegetables for late sowing, but mine were 
not started soonenough. July 2oth did not 
give the bulbs time to form before the growing 
season was over. Next time I shall sow 
them the first of July. 

A CULTURAL NECESSITY 

An important element of success in July 
sowings is pressing of the soil into close con- 
tact with the planted seeds. This is essential 
for it causes the young plants to come up 
promptly, regularly, vigorously and straight, 
instead of feebly, unevenly and slowly, or 
else not at all, as often happens in mid- 
summer when the soil is left loose and dry 
above the plantings. The later growth 
and even the maturity of the crop also share 
in the good effects. The seedlings get a good 
start before the weed seeds, in the unrolled 
soil between the rows, have sprouted, so that 
the germinating vegetables can be cultivated 
before the weeds gain a foothold. In moist 
or heavy soils, or in early spring or late fall, 
when rains are probable, and the atmosphere 
is cool, this pressing of the soil is not so nec- 
essary, but in the loose, dry, crumbly soil, 
in which most of our summer planting must 
be done, it is important to firm every inch 
of soil above the seeds. It is not necessary 
to firm more than a narrow strip, except in 
the case of broadcast sowing. After firming 
lightly scratch the surface with a rake to 
form a mulch which helps to retain moisture 
and to prevent the formation of a crust 
through which it would be difficult for the 
seedlings to push their way. This principle 
applies to all kinds of seeds, and to trans- 
planted plants, which can thus be protected 
from the wilting and burning that so often 
follow careless transplanting, in hot dry 
weather, when the soil is not properly firmed. 
The soil may be pressed in various ways: by 
the foot, throwing the whole weight at every 
step; by pounding with the flat side of a 
spade or hoe; with a board which may be 
walked upon till the soil is firm; or with a 
roller. 

Experiments were made to prove the wis- 
dom of firming the soil. Patches of celery 
and cabbage were sowed, and part of each 
planting rolled. Where this was done the 
crops were good, but in the loose soil not one 
celery seed in a thousand germinated, and 
not one in a hundred of the cabbage seed. 
Corn and beets, sowed the first week in July, 
and rolled, came up in four days and per- 
fected their crop before the season ended, 
while the unrolled ones took twelve days 
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These tomatoes were photographed on October 9th. The seed was sown July 5th 

to germinate and did not mature before frost 
checked their growth. In August spinach 
and turnips were sown and a portion rolled. 
The rolled portion came up at once and 
yielded a good crop while those which were 
not rolled burned up because the loose soil 
allowed the dry air to penetrate to the roots. 

As will be seen by the table, a harvest of 
nearly three months will come from vege- 
tables sowed at Fourth of July, beginning 
with squash and wax beans about the 
middle of August and ending with carrots 
that do not mind the first frosts and can be 
left in the ground until November when 
the season is suitable. Where I have 
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Full grown pods of Extra Early Jersey lima beans, from sowing of July 5th. Photographed October 9th 

added the word ‘‘frost”’ the vegetables had 
not run their course and would have con- 
tinued bearing if the frost had been delayed. 

TABLE OF FOURTH OF JULY GARDEN. 

Vegetable Date planted First Picking Last 

Bush Lima July 6th Sept. 23rd Oct. 30-Frost 
Cucumbers July sth Aug. 29th Oct. 9-Frost 
Crookneck Squash July 5th Aug. 19th Oct. 11-Frost 
Carrots July 6th Sept. 26th Nov. 11 
Wax Beans July 6th Aug. 21st Oct. 21-Frost 
Corn July 5th Sept. 26th Oct. 7 
Potato Jelly arse Otis eed. —————— 
Pole Limas July 5th Oct. 21st ——-— Frost 

Beside these were six other vegetables 
for which I do not have the exact dates. 
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Important Vegetables for July Planting—By James T. Scott %% 
PROMPT ACTION NOW WILL INSURE A CELLAR FULL OF VEGETABLES THIS WINTER—THE LAST OPPORTUNITY, AND 

ONE THAT SHOULD NOT BE MISSED—EVERY HOME GARDENER SHOULD GROW TWO CROPS ON THE SAME GROUND 

ULY ought to be more a month of ac- 
tivity than even April or May. In 

spring everyone prepares for summer, and 
during the summer months the wealth of 
vegetables seems to have no limit. In winter 
there never seems to be quite enough to go 
round. Let us do a little thinking now, and 
get our gardens to work overtime a bit during 
the fall months, and the usual order of things 
will stand reversed. 

By July 1st many of the early crops have 
already matured and served their purpose. 
Clear the ground at once; don’t allow any 
spot to lie idle for a single day. It is erroneous 
to think that your garden is resting—or that 
it needs to rest in summer. ‘The long rest 
of winter is more than enough. Cropping 
and cultivating improve a garden. Exposure 
to the elements takes more out of a bare 
piece of ground than a crop does, and the 
elements don’t help to pay the taxes! 

CELERY MOST IMPORTANT 

The most important winter vegetable, 
(apart from the potato) is celery. If refer- 
ence be made to the plan for a vegetable 
garden in the January GARDEN MAGAZINE, 
page 266, it will be found that this crop is 
intended to succeed early potatoes, beets, 
spinach, etc. Celery needs an abundance of 
fertilizer and even though the ground was 
enriched in the early spring, give some man- 
ure now. Well-rotted animal manure is best 
as it retains the moisture—a very essential 
thing in celery culture. 

There are various ways of setting out celery. 
The man who grows acres for the market 
plants it so close in the row that the plants 
blanch one another. Some plant it on the 
surface, as they do other crops, and blanch 
by means of paper collars. Others use 
boards, and pack leaves between the plants. 
But I am old-fashioned enough to think 
that celery is always crisper and nicer when 
blanched with earth, in the old-fashioned 
way. It is the plan universally adopted 
by those who grow it for their own use, and 
there is no celery on the market that seems 
to taste just like your own, so this method 
must have virtue. 

BLANCHING FOR QUALITY 

Proceed as follows: Lay down your gar- 
den line, leaving two feet of space between 
it and whatever may be next to it. Pull 
your line tight, so that it will not be readily 
displaced. Measure two feet again, and 
lay down another line. Between these lines 
is the space for the celery. This should be 
dug out one foot deep, and the soil laid 
equally on either side. If more than one 
trench is needed, measure off again, leaving 
a space of two and one-half or three feet, and 
so on, as before. When your trenches are 
dug, level off the soil, and firm down with the 
back of the spade, to prevent it from washing 
into the trench again. 

This is the soil that you will use later for 
blanching. As, howeyer, it will not be 
needed for that purpose for two months you 
can easily harvest a crop of lettuce, spinach, 
or radishes from it. Plant or sow these now. 
You can walk in the bottom of the trench, 
and work from both sides, and this will pre- 
vent any breaking down of the soil. 

Next, add the manure in the trench. 
Three inches of well rotted material will be 
none too much. Dig this in with a fork, 
thoroughly mixing it with the soil. 

The trench will hold two rows of celery 
plants. Lay your garden line again, six 
inches from either side. This will leave a 
space of one foot between the lines of plants, 
and setting them one foot apart will give 
ample space. The plants should be about 
six inches high when set out. If you don’t 
have good ones buy them—they do not cost 
much. In setting just cover the roots. 
Many people cover the growing crowns, and 
then wonder why their plants don’t grow. 
Water the plants freely as soon as they have 
been planted, and at other times, if neces- 
sary. The best varieties (my choice) are 
White Plume for early and Golden Dwarf 
for late. The minimum quantity worth 
growing for a family of six would be 4oo 
plants; which would require two trenches 
each 100 feet long. 

CARROTS IN THE STRAWBERRY PATCH 

Another very important crop is winter 
carrots which should be sown about July rst. 
Unlike celery it does not want a rich soil, but 
one that has been deeply worked is essential. 
In a well ordered garden a patch of straw- 
berries has to be planted and an old one 
turned under every year; an old strawberry 
patch is an ideal place for carrots. ‘The 
berries are all picked by this time, and the 
plants may as well be turned under now as 
later on. 

Sow the carrots in rows about 18 inches 
apart, and thin out the plants when big 
enough, leaving two inches between each. 
The best varieties are Long Orange Im- 
proved, and Danvers Half-Long. The min- 
imum quantity for a family of six would be 
about 250 running feet. Two small later 
sowings can also be made in any vacant 
place, one in about two weeks, and one a 
month after that date. These young carrots 
are preferred by many to the larger ones for 
immediate use, and they are very palatable. 

WHERE THE PEAS AND CORN GREW 

Rutabagas (turnips) may be sown as early 
as July 15th, and up to August rst. About 
roo running feet of row should be sufficient, 
but this is a matter of taste. I sow twice 
that quantity. Sow in rows two feet apart— 
the ground having been previously manured 
—and later thin the plants to nine inches 
apart. The rutabagas may succeed the 
early peas and early corn. 
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Cabbage, Flat Dutch and Savoy; and 
cauliflower, Autumn Giant and Snowball, 
should be planted by the first of July. Both 
of these like a rich soil. ‘They want plenty 
of room, and should have at least 24 x 14 feet 
of space. One hundred heads of cabbage, 
and the same of cauliflower, are sufficient. 
The cabbage will be required for storage for 
winter use, and the quantity may be in- 
creased, if necessary. The Snowball cauli- 
flower will all be used before cold weather, 
but the Autumn Giant can be lifted and 
heeled-in in soil in the cellar, where it will 
keep in good condition until Christmas. 
The cabbage and cauliflower can be grown 
where the early beans, lettuce, spinach, or 
radishes have been. 

THREE SOWINGS OF CORN 

Three more sowings of corn can still be 
made. On July rst and 8th plant Country 
Gentleman, roo feet of row at each planting, 
and on July 16th plant Minnesota. It may 
just happen that this last planting will be 
cut down by early frosts, but if we have a 
late mild fall this extra late crop of sweet 
corn will be a treat, anyway it’s worth risking 
the seed on a chance. This last sowing can 
succeed early crops of cabbage, cauliflower, 
turnips, or peas. 

PEAS ON A CHANCE 

Peas are not usually very successful when 
sown at this time, but they are worth trying. 

Celery is the most important crop for July 

planting. The home gardener should grow it in 

double rows in trenches and blanch by earthing up 
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They are at least good for the ground. 
About August 1st more corn will have 
passed its usefulness, and the ground may 
as well be used for this crop. Sow some of 
the early dwarf varieties, such as Nott’s 
Excelsior, or American Wonder. 

A SURE CROP—BEANS 

Three more sowings can yet be made of 
string beans, from July 1st to August Ist. 
It may not be possible to get them all into 
one plot, but wherever an empty space is 
found, fill it up. By August rst you will 
find lots of room. 
By August 2oth the onions will have to be 

harvested, else they will start into growth 
again, which will spoil their keeping qualities. 
This ground can be used for Yellow Stone 
turnips, or for winter beets. Eclipse is a 
good keeping variety. 

BEETS AND TURNIPS 

The early muskmelons will also be past, 
and part of the ground on which they grew 
can be used for beets and turnips. One 
hundred running feet of turnips and two 
hundred of beets would be about the mini- 
mum quantity. 

The rest of the ground on which the musk- 
melons grew can be used for winter spinach. 
Make successive sowings of lettuce and 
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radishes throughout August, and lettuce 
even later, for transplanting to hotbeds. 

Make also another sowing of endive about 
July 1st. Fifty feet of row will be sufficient. 

SUCCESSION OF SPINACH 

Successive sowings of spinach should be 
made every two weeks up to the end of 
August. This is one of the healthiest of all 
vegetables, and a garden should never be 
without it, Small sowings, twenty-five to 
fifty feet at a time will do. You can always 
find this much space by watching carefully 
and a second crop of this can follow on the 
ground where one has just been cleared, and 
each will do well. 

CROPPING AIDS FERTILITY 

Your chief aim should be to keep your 
garden busy the whole year. You will 
always find in these planting tables some 
useful crop that will fill in where one has 
been harvested. If toward the end of the 
season—say the middle of August—you have 
more empty space than you need for suc- 
cessional sowing, it will pay to fork over the 
ground, and sow white mustard, or any green 
crop that grows quickly, to be turned under 
for manure. Remember this: An empty 
garden is always a weedy one. It is less 
trouble to sow such a crop than it is to hoe 
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the weeds, and there are no bad after effects. 
Aim to plant in each plot as nearly as possible 
such things as can be harvested about the 
same time. It facilitates the work greatly, 
and looks better. Imagine manuring and 
forking over three feet, then skipping ten or 
fifteen feet, and forking three feet more. 
More time is wasted than would be neces- 
sary to cultivate a whole plot. 

WORK ON A SYSTEM 

These small things are often overlooked, 
when greater things demand attention. It 
is well therefore to be methodical regarding 
them. Assign the job, to yourself or some- 
one else, to be done the last thing Saturday 
night, or first thing Monday morning. Make 
it a point to sow a few seeds once a week, and 
you will always have plants of suitable size 
to transplant. Very small sowings of the 
seed should be made, and transplant about 
two dozen plants at a time. This is better 
than planting a lot at one time and allowing 
them to go to waste. 

Carefully watch the successions, and as far 
as possible avoid having any kind succeed 
itself, or even an allied species (except in the 
case of spinach). They not only require the 
same soil ingredients, but they are subject 
to the same diseases, and by planting one 
after the other, you are borrowing trouble 

Time of Planting and Sowing for Winter Crops 

] DATE TO SOW | DISTANCE | DISTANCE | MINIMUM | 
OR DATE TO SOW | perwkEEN | BETWEEN | QUANTITY | 

KIND VARIETY FOR = PLANTS RuNNING FEET} TO SUCCEED TO SET OUT eee OR ROWS ete iene aA | 
PLANTS fs iz (inches) (inches) No. oF PrantTs| 

Cel White Plume, July 15 6 ae | ae Early peas, beets, beans, 
Soy. Golden Dwarf easy z 3 saad a carrots 

Long Orange Improved, July 10-25 Strawberries 
1 5 

Carrots Danvers Half Long July 1 Aug. 15 12 to 18 SUES) 250, tt. Give no manure 

: Purple top ¢ Fadl I 
Turnips Reuebaca July 15 | 24 9 100 ft. arly peas, early corn 

Flat Dutch, July 1 Beans, lettuce, spinach, 
Cabbage Soy (Grom May 10 | 30 18 100 plts. si ete 

g Snowball, July 1 | Beans, lettuce, spinach, 
é May O 15 to 18 100 plts. 

EELIOWED | eeoa Ghar Ca Lp 3 5 u radishes 

Country Gentleman, | Early cabbage, turnips, 
= Minnesota July 1, 8, 16 | 48 ahs 19D He cauliflower, peas 

ott’s Excelsior | 
Peas ee Winder August I 48 3 | 50 ft. | Early corn 

Golden Wax : 
_ Beans ied nae PG July 1, 10, 25 36 g setts Onions, melons, corn 

‘Turnips Yellow Stone Aug. 20 30 8 | 100 ft. Onions, melons, corn 

| 

Beets Eclipse Aug. 20 Sepia san ot 24 2 to 3 200 ft. Onions, melons, corn Pp g P 5 

: een Curled | ots 
Endive Se ? July 1 | 18 9 50 ft. Anything 

Lettuce Sagan eects Once a week 15 9 20 ft. Between lines of celery 

Radishes | Pe a sere Once a week 12 2 10 ft. Between lines of celery 

i d); oth 5 Sail Long Standing, | Aug. 22 (New ae }EFro = | 18 6 2g ft. | herent 
New Zealand | kinds: July 1, 10,25, Aug. 5, 15,25 



Pieris floribunda, excellent for edging; evergreen. 

Flower buds are carried all winter, opening in May 

Azalea Sinensis, flowers from orange to pink, late in 

May. One of the best early flowering shrubs 
Leucothoe Catesbaei, southern evergreen and much 

used as undergrowth in rhododendron beds 

The Best Hardy Plants of the Heath Family—By John Dunbar 3% 
THE GORGEOUS RHODODENDRONS, AZALEAS, MOUNTAIN LAURELS AND OTHER CHARMING PLANTS OF THE SAME 

BOTANICAL AND CULTURAL GROUP—SEVEN YEARS’ SUCCESS WITH THESE LIME-HATERS IN A LIMESTONE REGION 

[Nore.—This article makes an important contribution to horticultural knowledge by demonstrating that the secret of rhododendron culture is the plant’s hatred of lime. It 
shows how the difficulty can be overcome in limestone regions by the simplest means. Tt also explains why peat, though necessary, is only an incident. The author is Assistant 
Superintendent of Parks at Rochester, N. Y. He has special charge of the planting and collections at Highland Park which is gaining an international reputation for its combination 
of artistic planting and complete botanical collections of hardy trees and shrubs.] 

HERE is a large group of plants belong- 
ing to one great class, the heath family, 

the cultivation of which sometimes seems to 
be as elusive a problem as the plants them- 
selves are worthy. The rhododendrons, the 
most striking and gorgeous members of this 
galaxy, are planted by the carload, and un- 
fortunately frequently die in equal quan- 
tities. They have subtle requirements, 
but these once supplied, the rhododendrons 
the heaths, and the azaleas offer charming 
possibilities for our gardens. What more 
desirable for fringing the tall masses of the 
rhododendrons and azaleas than some of the 
dwarfer, more or less trailing, heaths, or the 
intermediate andromedas ? 

Over in England they are pleased to make 
““American Gardens,’”’ which means plant- 
ations of the rhododendron alliance, which 
will flourish in well-drained peaty soils. We 

can have real ‘‘American Gardens”’ here, 
carrying out the idea entirely with native 
shrubs of the heath family, but the con- 
ditions once provided, it is also possible to 
grow some of the most delightful genera of 
the whole world, and why not add the 
Scotch heather, the Irish and the Cornish 
heaths, and a few of the showy exotic azaleas ? 

THE SECRET OF GROWING RHODODENDRONS 

Twelve years ago I planted a small selec- 
tion of hardy Catawbiense hybrid rhodo- 
dendrons in a well protected ravine, in light 
loamy limestone soil (The soil in this 
region contains lime). The surface of the 
bed was annually mulched with leaf soil and 
leaves, and they were well watered, but they 
always looked unhappy. They struggled 
along, produced but few flowers, made little 
growth, and were scorched every winter. 

The sheep laurel (Kalmia angustifolia), has narrower, smaller leaves and darker flowers than the common 

mountain laurel. It begins to flower a little later, but finishes at the same time 
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Five years later another attempt was made 
on an entirely different plan. In this same 
ravine, which is thoroughly protected from 
the sweep of north, northwest, and west 
winds, an irregular area of about two thou- 
sand square feet was dug out, to a depth of 
from two to two and one-half feet. There 
being good natural drainage, the space was 
simply filled in with soil taken from a swamp, 
or a kind of sink hole amongst some small 
hills, containing a deposit of partially de- 
cayed organic matter—leaves, moss, fern 
roots, etc., forming a material intermediate 
between muck and peat. It did not show 
any evidence of sourness. Rotted cow 
manure, equal to about one-tenth the bulk 
of the new soil, was spread on the surface, 
and forked over with the top soil until quite 
fine. 

This bed was also planted with a selection 
of hardy Catawbiense hybrids, and during 
every year since, they have grown strongly 
and flowered freely; they are very happy and 
vigorous, and have had no special protec- 
tion, other than that afforded by the lay of 
the land.. I have been told that we could not 
overcome the lime in the soil beneath, and 
that it would work up, by capillarity. But 
the bed has flourished for seven years, and 
there are no evidences as yet of the lime 
working up. As a matter of fact, the water 
with which the bed is frequently soaked in 
the summer time contains lime, but even 
that does not seem to affect the plants. 

Even if there is no lime in the soil, the 
beds for rhododendrons should be prepared 
two, or two-and-a-half, feet deep; the top 
soil, or any that contains humus, being 
retained and mixed with leaf mold, or peaty 
soil and cow manure. 
When rhododendrons are growing in a 

congenial soil, they will stand more sunshine 
than is commonly believed, but they cannot, 
under any conditions, endure the sweep of 
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The hardy cross-leaved heath (Erica Tetralix). The 

bright green foliage makes it ideal for edging 

cold winds. They have always wintered 
well in Rochester, excepting during the 
severe period of 1903-4. I always give a 
mulching of leaves five or six inches deep in 
the fall. The mulch is not removed in the 
spring, and the leaves soon rot. 

During the past few years, various quar- 
ters have reported that the rhododendrons 
had been attacked by a species of lace bug, 
which sucks the cells on the under sides of 
the leaves, causing a brown discoloration, 
and if not checked the whole plant will soon 
turn yellow. Last year the insect appeared 
on our plants, but it was easily destroyed by 
applications of a solution of Ivory soap, half 
pound in three gallons of water. 

The rhododendrons are the most dignified and 

most popular members of the heath family. They 

must have perfect drainage, and deep humic soil 
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The laurels, (Kalmia), with their ex- 
quisite pink blossoms and handsome ever- 
green foliage, are the best companions for 
the rhododendrons and they are more easily 
grown because they need less humus. 

The commonest and best species is the 
mountain laurel (Kalmia latifolia), from 
four to ten feet in height in different sections, 
but never over four feet with us. It has 
smooth, oval, deep green leaves, with saucer 

shaped, pinkish red to white blossoms, in 
flattish clusters, from the first to the end of 
June. It is a common wild plant in many 
parts of the northeastern states. 

The sheep laurel, (K. angustifolia) is 
easily distinguished from the foregoing, by 
its narrower and smaller leaves and the 
reddish flower clusters from the middle to 
the end of June. It seldom exceeds two and 
a half to three feet in height, and so is well 
adapted for massing in the front of the rhodo- 
dendron beds. 

A third species, not over one and a half 
feet tall, and sprawling, with very pretty rose 
purplish blossoms at the ends of the branches 
about the middle of May, is the pale laurel 
(K. polifolia, sometimes called K. glauca in 
the nurseries). It is valuable because it 
flowers early, and when planted with other 
laurels along the edges, so that the flowers 
peep out, the straggling habit is not noticed. 

THREE MONTHS OF AZALEA BLOOM 

For gorgeous masses of brilliantly colored 
flowers before the rhododendrons bloom, 
what could surpass the azaleas? In a bed 
of mixed varieties all the beautiful tints and 
glows of sunset skies are reproduced. There 
are three color groups, red or pink, yellow, 
and white, and they flower in that order, 
from May to July. 

With the exception of A. nudiflora, which 
does well in any light moist soil even where 
there is lime, all the azaleas grow best in a 
soil rich in humus, peat, or leaf mold, and 
so may be planted in the rhododendron 
beds. The flowers vary through pink, rose 
and red. It grows from two to seven feet 
tall and comes into bloom about the middle of 
May with the expanding leaves. 

The earliest of all, and pertectly easy to 
grow, is the native rhodora (Azalea Cana- 
densis), a dwarf shrub, one to three feet high, 
with delicate lavender or pale purple flowers, 
opening the first of May. 

About the second week in May, the deli- 
cately tinted blossoms of the Carolina 
azalea (A. Vaseyz), about one and one-half 
inches across, pale pink to pale rose, with 
faint orange spots on the upper petal, unfold. 

About the same time the new hardy 
Indian azalea (A. Indica, var. Kempjeri), 
—aintroduced from Japan by Prof. C. S. 
Sargent—cpens its charming pinkish red 
blossoms in great profusion. This is a per- 
fectly hardy form of the florists’ azalea, and 
merits extended planting in our gardens. 
The foliage is evergreen. 

The Chinese azalea, (A. Sinensis) has 
very showy flowers ranging from orange to 
pink. A large number of named hybrids 
and varieties of this are in cultivation in a 
wide range of exceedingly bright colors; 
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The true Scotch heather (Calluna vulgaris) does 

not have the bell shaped flowers of a true heath 

(Erica), These popular names are often confused 

they bloom about May 2oth, and are fairly 
hardy. 

At the end of May and during early June, 
the showy orange yellow to intense red blos- 
soms of the flame colored azalea (A. calen- 
dulacea) always attract attention, and com- 
pletely change the color scheme of the 
plantation. It grows from four to eight feet 
tall. There are two other species that fit 

A successful rhododendron bed in a limestone 

region. Peaty soil, well fertilized, was filled in to a 

depth of two and a half feet 
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The Irish heath (Daboecia poltfolia) is worth the effort to grow it. 

Requires slight winter protection at Rochester. tinuously from July to fall. 

into the same group: The California azalea 
(A. occidentalis) shading from cream yellow 
to deep yellow, at the end of May. The 
leaves are distinctly yellowish green, and 
the plant grows about two feet tall. As 
this passes out of flower, it is succeeded by 
the creamy yellow and fragrant blossoms of 
the Pontic azalea (A. Pontica). It is easily 
distinguished from the California azalea by 
its rough and hairy leaves. The plant grows 
two to three feet high. 

The smooth azalea (A. arborescens) is 
said to grow, in its southern home, twenty 
feet tall, but I have never seen it over eight 
feet, in cultivation. The white flowers 
(sometimes slightly tinged with pink) ap- 
pear at the end of June and first of July. 
With blossoms of this, the latest flowering 

Grows about a foot high and flowers con- 

There are many color varieties 

species, the brighter colors give place to 
white, which seems an appropriate adap- 
tation to the increasing heat of the approach- 
ing summer. 

Flowering about the same time, and also 
having white blossoms, which are quite 
gummy on the outside, is the clammy azalea 
(A. viscosa). It can readily be distinguished 
from the other white flowered azaleas by the 
hairy leaves. 

The American azaleas have been hybrid- 
ized amongst themselves, and with others, 
to produce a race of beautiful hardy hybrids, 
known as Ghent azaleas (A. Gandavensis). 
These have long been in cultivation. 

THE HEATHS AND THE HEATHERS 

None of the true heaths (Erica) are natives 

Scotch heather (Calluna vulgaris) is the most easily grown of all the heaths, but field mice eat off the 

branches in winter. Small, purplish flowers in August. There are several varieties, including a white one 
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of the American Continent, but are quite 
common on the moors of the British Islands 
and Central and Northern Europe. 

They are well adapted for use as adjuncts 
or edgings to the azalea beds, because they 
are low growing, and destroy any ragged 
appearance that might arise from the lower 
leafless portion of the taller kinds. 

In early spring the flesh colored heath 
(Erica carnea) brings cheer to the gardens. 
Its numerous pinkish red blossoms, eagerly 
sought by bees, appear with the first breath 
of spring, and keep in good bloom for about 
four weeks. It is one of the hardiest of the 
heaths. The white-flowering form, which 
blooms at the same time, is sometimes known 
as Erica herbacea. These are the only 
spring-flowering hardy heaths. 

Contrary to popular belief the Scotch 
heather (Calluna vulgaris) is the most easily 
grown of the hardy heaths, thriving on a 
peaty soil. Field mice greatly enjoy making 
their winter homes in the heather clumps; 
they gnaw the branches, and a constant war 
has to be waged against them. It has small, 
purplish pink blossoms, carried in dense 
masses, in August. There are a number of 
named varieties in cultivation, including a 
pure white form. 

Blooming at the same time, and much 
more attractive, with its light purplish red 
blossoms,is the Cornish heath (Erica vagans). 
It forms dense cushions of bright green 
foliage, which when thickly covered with the 
bell shaped flowers, is very showy. The 
white flowering variety is not often seen, but 
is worthy of cultivation. 

In August and September the rosy-white 
flowers of the cross-leaved heath (Erica 
Tetralix) appear. The foliage is grayish 
green and the branches are somewhat pros- 
trate. It is a charming plant for edging, and 
is quite hardy with us. 

The Irish heath (Dabecia polifolia), is one 
of the daintiest of the true heaths. It grows 
about one foot tall, and the slender branches 
are terminated by long spikes of purple red 
blossoms in the typical bell form. There 
are varieties with variously colored blossoms 
but the pure white form, Dabecia polifolia 
var. alba, is one of the best. The flowers 
are produced continuously from July until 
fall. It is not quite hardy here, but with a 
light winter protection of dry oak leaves, and 
a few evergreen branches to hold the leaves 
in place, it can be successfully carried 
through. The Dabeecias are not easily 
grown, but they are such pretty things that 
they are well worth a special effort. 

A GROUP OF WHITE-FLOWERED SHRUBS 

I do not know of anything that makes a 
better foil to the bright colored plants than 
the beautiful andromedas which grow about 
eighteen inches high, and in May are covered 
with lily-of-the-valley-like flowers. Perhaps 
the best for general planting is the common 
andromeda (Pieris floribunda) making a 
compact, neat, evergreen bush. The flowers 
expand at the end of April. It does remark- 
ably well in light, sandy, moist soil, with a 
little surface mulching of leaf mold. 

(Continued on page 338) 
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pen NECESSITIES 
Inexpensive little things that pay for 
themselves immediately in increased 
crops and labor-saving. 

MODEL EXTENSION CARNATION 
WIRE SUPPORT 

Without the aid of supports, carna- 
tions soon fall and break from the 
weight of the bloom. Every grower 
of carnations should have our sup- 
port; they are strong, 
light, and easily applied 
with screw or diamond 
anchor. 

MODEL TOMATO 
& PLANT SUPPORT 

The best support for tomatoes and heavily 
flowered plants, such as Dahlias, Peonies, 
Chrysanthemums, etc. Tomatoes grown with 
supports produce a much larger crop and 
better quality. Constructed of galvanized 
wire. They are light, strong, and easily 
applied with screw or diamond anchor. 

Per Pozen, pee Half Gross, $16. 00 
50 7.50 Gross, . . 18.00 

We Bake see supports of all kinds. Write on illus- 
trated pamphlet, *‘For the Greenhouse and Garden.” 

Screw Anchor 

Parker-Bruen Mfg. Company, Inc. 
St. James Building, New York Factory: Harrison, N. J. 
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A Full Crop of Large Luscious Berries Next Season ‘eit of planting 

DREER’S we Ad 

BERRY PLANTS 
THIS SUMMER 

Dreer’s Mid-Summer Catalogue 
isnow ready. It tells all about the best varieties of Strawberries, also offers 

Celery, Cabbage and other Vegetable Plants, Palms, Ferns and Decorative 

Plants. Vegetable Seeds for planting during the Summer and Fall. Seeds 

of Old-fashioned Hardy Perennials and other Flowers for present sowing. 

Lawn Mowers and Garden Requisites of all kinds. A copy will be mailed 

free to all applicants who mention this magazine. Write for it to-day. 

HENRY Ay DREER 
714 Chestnut Street PHILADELPHIA, Pa. 

A Complete Manual of House Building in the Country 

THE 
COUNTRY 
HOUSE 

BY 
CHARLES EDW. 

HOOPER 

HIS volume 

gives compe- 

tently and in detail, 
yet without techni- 

calities, all the in- 

formation neces- 

sary in the building 
of a country house. 

Its practical value is unlimited. 380 illus- 
trations. Net, $3.00. (Postage, 30 cents.) 

Tue GarRD=n 

MAGAZINE 
THE WoORLD’s WORK 

FARMING 
Country LIFE 

IN AMERICA 

D OUBLEDAY PAGE &Co. 
133-135-137 East 167 STREET, NEW YORK 

hak oh A PREP 
of the 

OLD DOMINION LINE 
makes the most attractive route to 

NORFOLK 

OLD POINT COMFORT 

RICHMOND, VA., and 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

Steamers sail daily, except Sunday, at 3 P. M. 

from Pier 26, North River, foot of Beach Street, 

New York. 

For full information apply to 

OLD DOMINION STEAMSHIP CO. 
PIER 26, N. R., NEW YORK, N. Y. 

J. J. BRowN 
G. P. A. 
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OVER SEVEN | BUSHELS OF TOMATOES 
grown on one Lench in this greenhouse. Seven bushels (5 quarts 
to a plant) of splendid large Aristocrat tomatoes that were a joy to 
the owner all through the winter and right up to the middle of 
June. This was not an exceptional case either, but proof of the 
wonderful growing qualities of the U-Bar Greenhouses. 

U-BAR GREENHOUSES 

ARE THE BEST GREENHOUSES BUILT 

because with their wide spacing of glass, curved eave line and great reduction 
in heavy frame work, they are the lightest house possible, the nearest to an out- 
door condition that has ever been reached. 

We are the sole U-Bar builders. Send for Cuts. 

PIERSON U-BAR COMPANY 
DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS 

U-BAR GREENHOUSES 

Metropolitan Building 4th Avenue and 23rd Street New York 

50,000 Rhododendrons and Azaleas 
D ° and CG r) Ro SeS— fs all the hardy varieties 

are the best. 4/ways on their own roots. Plants mailed to any point 80,000 Peonies in over 450 varieties 
in the United States. Safe arrival eiarauteed: Over 50 years’ experi- | 3 > 

ence. Flower and Vegetable Seeds a specialty. A premium The choicest collections of these plants in existence. 
with every order. Write for 

NEW GUIDE TO ROSE CULTURE Send for prices. 
for 1906—the leading rose catalogue cf Americi. 116 pages. Mailed FREE. De- 

‘ibes 1,000 varieties. ls how to grow them and all other desirable flowers Thy scribes over 1,000 varieties. Tells COTTAGE GARDENS COMPANY 
THE DINGEE & CONARD CO. - = West Grove. Pa. | QUEENS, LONG ISLAND, N. Y. pI 

READERS OF THIS MAGAZINE 
are invited to visit our library salesroom 
to examine our books and magazines. 

We shall be especially pleased to show you the new 

and enlarged edition of 

The Cyclopedia of American Horticulture, in six 

volumes. 

The Nature Library, in ten large octavo volumes. 

The Gallery of Masterpieces, fifty beautiful photo- 

mezzotints. 

The Home Library of Law, six handy little books. 

The Little Nature Library, seven dainty illustrated 

volumes. 

Bound Volumes and Files of Our Magazines, ‘‘THE 

WORLD! s WorkK,’’ CouNTRY LIFE IN AMERICA,”’ 
“Tor GARDEN MAGAZINE” and “FARMING.”’ 

133-137 East 16TH ST., BET. IRVING PLACE AND 3D AVENUE 

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY, Publishers 

The Best Hardy Plants of the 

Heath Family 
(Continued from page 336) 

The Japanese andromeda (Pieris Japonica) 
is also evergreen, but a little larger growing. 
The long, drooping, white flower clusters 
which are crowded towards the ends of the 
branches open about the first of May. It is 
not quite as hardy as floribunda. 

A low-growing deciduous species that has 
very pretty drooping pure white blossoms in 
long clusters, at the end of May and first of 
June, is the stagger bush (Pieris Mariana). 
It grows abundantly on the Long Island 
plains in sandy soil but for some reason, 
perhaps on account of lime in the soil, it 
does not do well with us, unless planted in 
peaty soil! 

THREE BOG PLANTS FOR DRY SOILS 

The wild rosemary (Andromeda polifolia), 
common in some sphagnum bogs, is easily 
recognized by its grayish green leaves, and 
flesh-pink nodding flowers produced at the 
ends of the branches, in the end of April. 
Curiously enough, this plant, which always 
has ‘‘wet feet’? in native conditions, does 
splendidly with me in a light, sandy soil 
forming a much neater shrub than I ever saw 
in the wild. 

Another plant, that, like the stagger bush, 
inhabits wet sphagnum bogs, but which can 
be grown quite well in light, loamy, moist 
soil, is the leather cap (Chamedaphne caly- 
culata). The one-sided spikes of nodding 
white flowers appear with the first warm 
spell of spring. A much branched shrub 
growing one to three feet high. 

Flowering a little later, and of smaller size, 
about two feet high, the Labrador tea 
(Ledum latijolium) usually grows in shade 
in sphagnum bogs. The terminal clusters of 
showy white blossoms appear at the end of 
May and first of June. It never looks happy 
unless grown entirely in peat or humus and 
given abundance of water, but it does not 
require a boggy condition to be comfortable. 

PLANTS WITH STRIKING FOLIAGE 

Of late years much attention has been 
given to the merits of the southern Leucothoé 
(L. Catesb@i) as an undergrowth plant for 
rhododendrons. It has very beautiful ever- 
green leathery foliage, and retains its dark 
green color well throughout the winter 
months. White flowers are produced along 
the curving branches about the middle of 
May. In peaty soil, and with an abundance 
of moisture, it makes a rampant growth. 

The showy andromeda or lily-of-the- 
valley-bush (Zenobia speciosa) is a shrub 
about two and one-half feet tall, with whitish 
leaves, which are very beautiful. The large 
drooping clusters (often five inches long) of 
pure white, bell-shaped blossoms (one-third of 
an inch across) are very handsome at the 
end of May. With us the plant is a little 
tender, and we have some difficulty in grow- 
ing it, even in a good, peaty soil. 

A PLANT FOR EVERY GARDEN 

Certainly the easiest to grow of all this 
family is the pepper bush (Clethra alnifolia.) 
You may plant it in any ordinary light soil 
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THE WHEELOCK 

RUST-PROOF 
Is the only guaranteed fencing. GALVANIZED AFTER 
WEAVING. The Wheelock Trellis, Flower Bed Guard, 
Lawn Fence, Lawn Guard, Tree Guard, etc. are economi- 
cal and beautiful. 

If your dealer has it not, send order to us. 

WRIGHT WIRE CO. Wy menmone® 
Large Catalogue on request. 

Extensive Collections 

PAEONIES 
IRI JAPAN 

GERMAN 

PHLOXES 
Send for Catalogue 

THE ELM CITY NURSERY CO. | 
Connecticut § New Haven 

Visitors always ee at the Nursery. 

THE THOUSAND 

ISLANDS 

will be more attractive than ever this 

season. The New York Central Lines 

Four-Track Series No. 10, “The St. 

Lawrence River from the Thousand 

Islands to the Saguenay ” 

finest map ever made of this region. 

Copy will be sent free, postpaid, on 

receipt of a two-cent stamp by George 

H. Daniels, Manager, General A dvertis- 

ing Department, Grand Central Station, 

New York. 

THE 

contains the 

REACH THE THOUSAND 

ISLANDS FROM EVERY 

DIRECTION 

C. F. DALY, Passenger Traffic Mgr., New York 

iS 

< INDEPENDENCE 

THE GARDEN MAGAZINE 

In CONGRESS, JULY 4,1776. 
Ct . 6 

Ghe unanimous Declaration oftethiteen usted 
States of Sei 

Fat hae ae Life Lov Te, 
ss 

fO 

NATIONAL INDIVIDUALLY 
_ INDEPENDENCE | 

Ws ‘1906 ~ 

Life Insurance is Freedom 
From Present Anxiety and Future Worry 

THE PRUDENTIAL 
Policy Provides Family Independence for the future. 

Funds for Education of Children. 
Freedom in use of present Income, and Capital. 

Cash for later neecs,and many other advantages. 

You Want the Best in Life Insurance 

The Prudential Has the Best for You. 

Write now, tell us how much you can afford to invest every year in Life Insurance, 
how much insurance you would like to obtain, and> your age, and we will help you to a 
decision to your advantage. Address Dept. 15 

The Prudential Insurance Company of America 
Incorporated as a Stock Company by the State of New Jersey 

JOHN F. DRYDEN, President Home Office: NEWARK, N. J. 

The Only Real Stains 
If you have only seen the crude and tawdry colors 
of the thinned-paint imitations of 

Cabot’s Shingle Stains 
you have no idea of the beautiful coloring effects 
of the true Stains. They are soft and deep, like 
velvet, but transparent, bringing out the beauty 
of the wood grain. Half as expensive as paint, 
twice as handsome, and the only stains made of 
Creosoie, ‘‘the best wood preservative known.” 

Sanipleson wood and Catalogue sent free onreguest 

SAMUEL CABOT, Sole Manufacturer 

1 Oliver Street, Boston, Mass. 
A gents at all Central Points 

Chapman & Frazer, Architects. Boston. 

“Quilt,” the warmest sheathing paper. 

~“ 
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Water For Your Country Home 
F you live in the country there is a way for 

you to enjoy all the comforts and con- 
veniences of a city water supply without 

a penny for water tax. 
It is accomplished by the Kewanee System. 
With the Kewanee System you get even 

more than city service, because, in addition to 
every benefit the latter affords, you may have 

—Soft water in your bathroom and laundry. 
* ** * * 

The Kewanee System is easily explained; it 
consists simply of having a Kewanee Pneu- 
matic Tank set in your cellar or buried in the 
ground. 

The water from your own well or cistern is 
pumped into the Kewanee Tank. 

From the tank the water is delivered under 
pressure to the laundry tubs, kitchen sink, bath- 
rooms, outside hydrants or wherever wanted. 

When the tank is half full of water the air 
which originally filled the entire space will be 
compressed into the upper half of it. 

It is this pressure exerted on the water 
which delivers it to the plumbing fixtures and 
hydrants. 

An average pressure of 40 pounds may be 
maintained under ordinary conditions. This 
will carry water to a height of 80 feet, thus af- 
fording splendid fire protection. 

You see that the method, while perfectly 
simple, is based on a thoroughly scientific plan. 

The Kewanee Water Supply Company was 
the first to apply this principle successfully in 
supplying water to country houses, and after 
ten years of expertence the system has proved 
to be entirely practical and it is rapidly grow- 
ing in favor. 

Over 4,000 Kewanee Outfits now in use. 

The old style elevated tanks are passing 
— Because they stand no show in competition 

with the modern, no-trouble system—the 
Kewanee System. 

The old fashioned gravity system meant 
pumping water up in order to get it down again. 

Now, to give the necessary pressure for fire protection 
and service, fhe elevated tank must be located on top ofa 
tall tower. This is expensive, unsightly and unsafe. 

The water freezes in winter, becomes warm and stag- 
nant in summer, and repairs are a big item of expense. 

The attic tank doesn’t give sufficient pressure for fire 
protection. 

Its weight is apt to crack the plastering, and when it 
leaks (as it is pretty sure to do) your nouse is flooded. 
Just one such expensive accident may cost you many times 
the price of a Kewanee Outfit 
—Which cannot flood the house, because the tank is 

resting on solid ground where it can do no damage. 
The installation of a Kewanee Pneumatic Water 

System in your country home means 
—Plenty of pure, fresh water, 
—Cool water in the summer, 
—No freezing water in winter, 
—Absolute protection from fire, 
—Decrease in insurance rates, 
—A plant that will last a lifetime, 
—No expensive repairs. 
It solves the country water problem completely 
The Kewanee System will take care of al] your needs 

—for home, garden, lawn, stables, poultry houses, etc. 

* * * * 

Our Kewanee Outfits are complete. 
Not an engine only, which in itself cannot give youa 

water supply—nor a tank only, which is useless unless you 
have some form of pumping power— 

But, we furnish the whole thing—a complete system of 
water supply. 

Our engineering department is pre 
water problem—no matter how di 
may now appear. 

Kewanee Outfits are made in sizes suited to the small- 
‘est cottage—or largest building—or group of buildings. 

We guarantee every Kewanee Outfit to give perfect 
service. 

Send for catalog No. 16 giving names or users in your 
State—free if you mention tis paper. 

ared to solve your 
cult that problem 

Kewanee Water Supply Company, Drawer S, Kewanee, II. 

I clean between the teeth, hence I am a peculiar tooth brush. 
Sold Only in a Yellow Box—for your protection. Curved handle and face to fit the mouth. Bristles in 

a irregular tufts—cleans peter the teeth. Hole in handle and hook to hold 
‘e DS This means much to cleanly per- a‘ 

a yi), ac sons—the only ones who 
ily will ' like our brush. 

| 

if Ata CWO i 
A 

\W vii) 

Ve Naat 

MW . Al ! 
1,4 PATENTED 

i) Vi ML wecwer Geral 1288 Adults’ 35¢. Youths’ 25c. 
Children’s 25c. By mail or at dealers. 

Send for our free bocklet, ‘‘ Tooth Truths.” 
FLORENCE MFG. CO., 181 Pine S8t., Florence, Mass. 
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and be sure of success. The pyramidal 
clusters of fragrant white blossoms which 
terminate the branches, are very welcome 
in August, and are visited by immense 
numbers of bees. An allied species, Clethra 
acuminata, has thin clusters of white blos- 
soms, and can be grown in the same con- 
ditions. It is not quite as showy, but it 
flowers a month earlier. 

WHY FAILURES ARE COMMON 

Most of the failures in growing members of 
the heath family are due to an insufficient 
supply of water, and lack of proper drainage, 
granted, of course, that they have been 
planted in the right soil. But it cannot be 
said that the heath family is easily grown 
even when the conditions in the soil and 
atmosphere are favorable. 

The plants have fine, hairy roots, which 
are easily injured by drought, and the ever- 
green forms, especially such as rhododendron, 
kalmia, pieris and leucothoé, suffer greatly 
from lack of moisture in the soil throughout 
the fall and winter months. 

Some members of the family grow naturally 
in swampy conditions, some of the azaleas, 
wild rosemary(Andromeda polifolia), leather 
leaf (Chamedaphne calyculata), etc., but 
they also do very well—and indeed I 
think a good deal better—when planted 
under conditions of perfect drainage, and 
supplied with an abundance of moisture. 
I do not know of a single member of the 
family that demands a stagnant bog for its 
healthy development. 

There are a few species that do not seem 
to be over fastidious in the matter of the soil. 
The clethras, Andromeda polifolia, and the 
pinxter flower (Azalea nudiflora), flourish in 
light, loamy moist soil, and they also appear 
to be quite indifferent to the presence or 
absence of lime. 

The majority, however, like an abundance 
of humus or soil of a peaty nature, and show 
a positive dislike of lime in the soil. 

Rochester, N. Y. Joun Dunpar. 

Better Stakes or None 

ie cannot have quality tomatoes unless 
you keep them off the ground. There 

is nothing nastier in a garden than rotting 
tomatoes. If you want something to brag of, 
tie them to a tall, stout stake, and train them 
to a single stem, by pinching out every side 
shoot. 

Stakes are a nuisance at best, but there 
are some that you can have a certain pride in, 
for they add to the neatness of your garden. 
Home-made wooden ones cost nothing, 
but have no other merit. They are ugly, 
they rot, they are said to harbor insects, and 
are “‘impossible”’ for a refined flower garden. 
Bamboo canes are cheap, durable, and 

not very conspicuous. Galvanized iron rods 
cost more, but are more uniform, and last 
longer. Green-painted stakes are the least 
conspicuous, especially theround ones. The 
square stakes cost less. 

You can avoid staking Golden Glow and 
Boltonia by cutting back the plants severely 
in July, which will make them branch and 
flower later, but they have a mangled look. 

There is always a wind-storm in September 
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Hardy Garden Flowers 
No. 6 

Onental poppies! What a gorgeous image 

rises at the sound of those magic words! The 

largest poppies in the world—six to eight inches 
across—their blood red color fires the i imagina- 

tion with visions of the mystic Orient. The 
first glimpse of them transports one as on a 
magic carpet to the land of the Arabian nights. 

Their several weeks of bloom seems all too 
short, but you can have poppy flowers for a 
longer period by having in your garden other 
chapters of the fascinating poppy story. 

Do you know the Iceland poppy, that lovely Arctic 
treasure, which gives us the best yellows, whites and 
orange in the family? You can still enjoy these superb 
flowers this year! For, in addition to a splendid stock of 
field grown plants for Fall planting, we have a quantity 
of strong pot grown plants that can be planted during 
June, and will bloom profusely later in the Summer. 

Oriental Poppy (Papawer orientale) 
-00 per doz., $15.00 per 100 

Iceland Poppy (Papawer Nudicaule) 
-50 per doz., $10.00 per 100 

Do you know the hardy garden, of which the gor- 
geous poppy in its beauty is a representative flower? With 
a hardy garden you would now be revelling in Irises, 

hlox, Campanulas, Achilleas, Spireas and the other 
flowers of character that make the garden glorious. 

We grow hardy perennials exclusively. Our energies 
are altogether devoted to their culture, and we have a 
stock such as only a specialist could grow. 

Write for our illustrated catalogue. 

J. B. KELLER SONS 
Rochester, = = New York 

‘ » Bridgeman’s 
Vegetable, Farm 
and Flower Seeds 
GARDEN TOOLS 
and HORTICUL- 
TURAL BOOKS 

‘ Descriptive illustrated catalogue 
mailed free on application 

BRIDGEMAN’S SEED WAREHOUSE 
37 East 19th Street, New York City 
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An Every Day Garden 

Every Day in the Year 
OU have waited long weeks for your summer garden, with all its joys 

of caring for it—all its rewards in bloom or vegetables, however all 

too soon it will be gone again—But why not have an every day in the year 

garden? The kind that right at your very door-step in the bleakest, most 

discouraging winter day you can have the summer time again—the summer 

with its wealth of flower fragrance—its vegetables with their fresh crispiness, 

and all that comfort and joy of poking in the dirt around them—the delightful 

assisting of Nature in her wonder work—have it all in a greenhouse—the 

kind of a greenhouse that is conveniently arranged, attractive, a regular 

cheer place. 

LORD & BURNHAM CO. 
Greenhouse Designers 

and Manufacturers 

1133 Broadway, Cor. 26th St., New York 

Boston Branch, 819 Tremont Building 

We build that kind of a house—build them 

a little bit better than anyone else because 

we have been building them longer than 

anyone else. Send for our greenhouse 

brochure. 

MAULE’S SEEDS LEAD ALL 
Illustrated Catalogue free 

WM. WENRY MAUTLE 

1701 Filbert Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

FAIRFAX ROSES 
CANNOT BE EQUALLED Catalogue free 

Box 6, OAKTON, FAIRFAX CO., VA 

The Celebrated Furman Boilers 

Valuable Catalogue and Booklet ‘““Warmth” mailed free. 
Address The Herendeen Manufacturing Company 

7 Plant Street, Geneva, N. Y. 
NEW YORK Office and Show Room 206 Pearl Street. 

As an Investment, Furman Boilers return large Dividends in 
improved Health, increased Comfort and Fuel Saved. 

SELL ING AGENTS: 
E.S.DEAN, Bloomington, Ill. E.K. BARR, La Crosse, Wis. 
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Pedigree 5 rawberry Plants 

UR PLANTS are grown with the greatest care, 
and the healthy, strong condition they are in 

when shipped by us will give a full crop next year 
if plants are set out before September. Order now, 
early orders get the best selection of stock. 

VERY EARLY VARIETIES: Fairfield, Success, Lady Thomp- 
son, Climax. 

MID-SEASON VARIETIES: Wm. Belt, McKinley, New York, 
Oom Paul, Nick Ohmer, Glen Mary, Sample, Marshall, Bis- 
marck, Senator Dunlop, Warfield, Clyde, Bubach, 

LATE VARIETIES: Gandy, Lester Lovett, Arline, Aroma, 
Joe, Late Champion. 

Price per dozen, 75 cents; per 100, $3.50; per 1,000, $25.00. 

Catalogue and Cultural directions matled free. 

STUMPP & WALTER CO., 
50 Barclay St.-, New York 

arbp non DIO Fashioned 
Plants Flower Gardens 

including Phloxes, Bell Flowers, Larkspurs, Poppies, Pzonies, 

Iris, Garden Pinks, Day Lilies, etc. Also fine collection of 

novelties. Catalogue on application. 

FREDERIC J. REA Norwood, Mass. 

“B34 This is the kind that you get when you buy hose 
bearing our name and brand. 

You can make a positive saving of 50 per 
cent or more in cost of Lawn Hose by buying 
the genuine 

“BULL-FROG” BRAND 
LESS TUBE. 

Because ‘‘BULL FROG” BRAND costs no more and lasts over 
twice as long as the oldstylelappedtube kind. Nine-tenths 
of all hose trouble is because of faulty seams. (See Cuts.) 

SPECIAL OFFER:—To widely distribute ‘“*BULL-FROG” 
BRAND. We will, it your dealer does not handle it, ship 
you, upon receipt of price on 30 Days’ Free Trial, 50-ft. 
%-in. 3-ply with bras. couplings and nozzle complete for 
$7.50, express prepaid East of the Mississippi River and North 
of the Tennessee line; equalized beyond. Money back if not 
satisfied. FREE! Upon request valuable book on “Lawns, 

their making and care.” Dealers should write and learn 
how they can increase their Lawn Hose business. Summit St. 417, Established 

se 

10. The ToledoRubberCo, 701220. 
Reference any bank in Toledo. aa 

This is the kind you no 
doubt have bought in 
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that splits, wrenches, and siaughters the 
dahlias, unless they have been planted in a 
spot sheltered from the wind. 

Gladioli have no business in a flower bor- 
der. They have no decent foliage or habit 
and besides, tender plants don’t fit in a 
hardy border. Grow them in your vege- 
table garden, in rows, where you can culti- 
vate them with a wheel hoe, and where stakes 
don’t matter so much. Posts and wires are 
practical for fanciers of gladioli. 

A rose garden is usually the worst looking 
kind of garden there is, because the stakes 
and labels loom up like the stones in a grave- 
yard. Use iron stakes, or prune your plants 
so they won’t need stakes. Keep a book, 
showing the position of each rose, and thus 
avoid labels. 

Cosmos always wants to grow too high and 
bloom too late. It may be twenty years yet 
before we shall have dwarf, July-blooming 
varieties. Therefore, jam a spade down into 
the ground all round the cosmos, not too 
close, but near enough to check its growth 
and throw it into flower. Leave some other 
plants for comparison. If you have success, 
please send us photographs, dates, measure- 
ments, and other facts. 

Prepare for Fall and Winter 
Vegetables 

HE suggestions made in the Gardener’s 
Reminder this month are excellent, 

but I wish to note one important difference 
between New York and Philadelphia prac- 
tice and to add some other timely advice. 

July 17th would be too soon to plant early 
flat turnips in the latitude of Philadelphia 
for fall and winter use, as the bulbs would 
become hard and woody and would not be 
fitto put away for winter. August 15th to 18th 
is the proper time with us to sow these turnips 
for a winter supply. On the other hand 
August 18th is too late for us to sow Yellow 
Stone turnips for winter use. The Stone 
turnip as we know it is the Swede or Ruta- 
baga and with us these have to be sown 
early in July to reach a suitable size for win- 
ter use. Also we must plant winter beets in 
July in order to get them of sufficient size. 

TRY THIS KIND OF STORAGE 

The ordinary cellar is a very poor place for 
the storing of roots and vegetables for winter 
use by reason of the dryness and warmth 
caused by the heater which is usually present. 
By far the most satisfactory plan for keeping 
roots, cabbage and several other articles for 
winter, is to have barrels sunk for about two- 
thirds of their height or depth in the soil in 

le $5.01 “FOR THE “DIAMOND” 
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GLADIOLI 
COLLECTION 

‘All the tints of the Rain- 
bow,”’ including ** Virginia,” 
the Empress of all. 

) 
Send 
50 

Cents 
and receive 12_ bulbs 
of the ‘SILVER 
SELECTION” 
postpaid to any place 
in the United States 
or Canada. 

CATALOGUE 
FREE. 

LADIES’ GOLD WATCH FREE 
To Lady sending, before July rst the greatest number of words 
made from words “‘GLADIOLUS VIRGINIA” and ten cents 
for 1,000 Golden Poppy Seeds. 

WILLOW BANK NURSERIES, Specialist in Gladioli, 

Dept. B. Newark, Wayne County, New York. 

Four Row Potato Sprayer 
” Covers 30 to 40 acres perday. Straddles 

2 rows, Sprays 4 at a time. Wheels ad- 
just for different widths. Sprays to 

: any fineness and gearing of pump to wheel 
of cart gives any pressure desired. Automatic agitator and suction 
Strainer cleaner. it never spoils foliage nor clogs. Free instruction 
and formula book shows the famous Garfield, Empire King, Orchard 
Monarch and other Sprayers. Write for it. 

FIELD FORCE PUMP CO., 48 Eleventh St., Elmira, N. Y. 

Mexican Palm Leaf Hat 50c 
Hand woven by Mexicans in Mexicofrom 

< palm fiber. Double weave, durable and 
% light weight with colored design in brim. 

Retails at $1.00,sent post paid for 6 Oc to in- 
4\ troduce our Mexican hats and drawn work. 
Same hat plain, 40c; both for 75c. Large, 
medium and smallsizes. Fine for fishing, 
camping, seashore and gardening. Hat 
booklet free. 

The Francis E. Lester Co., Dept. J7, Mesilla Park, N.M. 

THORBURN’S SEEDS 
THE BEST AND MOST RELIABLE. If you are interested in 
gardening send for our beautiful GarpEN ANNUAL. Mailed free 

J. M. THORBURN & CO., 36 Cortlandt St., New York 

LAWN FENCE 
Many designs. Cheap as wood. 
32 page Catalogue free. Special 
prices to cemeteries and 
churches. Address 

COILED SPRING FENCE CO., 
Box 360 Winchester, Ind. 

LES 
Zz SIAP Pa 
LEE Eee " 
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The first adequate treatment 

of the Dog in America 

The Dog 
Book 
By JAMES WATSON 

What Others Say: 
New York Times 

“Author, artist, publishers, have 

evidently combined their talents, 

their enterprize,and their patience 

to make ‘The Dog Book’ the 

most magnificent literary and 

artistic monument ever created 

in honor and in explanation of 

‘man’s most faithful friend.’ A 

really unequalled publication.” 

New York Sun 
“If any man knows about dogs it 

is Mr. Watson.”’ 

New York Telegram 
“There has been nothing written 

or published pertaining to dogs 

which has quite equalled this 

work.”’ 

Boston Transcript 
“*The Dog Book’ proves itself 
of the greatest value to every dog 

lover.”’ 

To be in ten parts, eight now ready 

Price, each, $1.10 
(Subscription) 

Write for special terms and 

monthly-payment plan, men- 

tioning THE GARDEN MAG- 

THe WorRLD's WORK Tue GARDEN 
FARMING \ - MAGAZINE 

DOUBLEDAY. PAGE & Co. NEW York. 
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A Piedmont Red Cedar Chest 
——= in the home saves the trouble and expense of putting your furs in cold storage. 

The cost is about the same as that of a season’s cold storage, but the chest 
lasts a lifetime. It is always in your home and easy of access. 

It does all that cold storage does—and more; imparts that delicate odor of the 
genuine Southern Red Cedar to your furs, and absolutely protects them from moths 
and insects, which at this season are laying their eggs and preparing 
for their work of destruction to furs and woolens. Furs, blankets, valuable 
clothing, etc. packed in a Piedmont Red Cedar Chest are perfectly secure 
from moths, dust and dampness, and are kept clean, sweet and fresh. 
They are always ready to use. No 
need of airing to destroy the objection- 
able odor of moth-balls, etc., which 
only partially protect. 

Made in several sizes and fitted 
with handsome trimmings. 

An Ideal Wedding or 

Birthday Gift 

You run no risk—if not perfectly satisfied 
with the chest, return it in five days at our ex- 
pense and get your money back. 

They are shipped direct from fac- 

tory to your home, freight prepaid, 

Write for booklet with full information and 
factory prices. 

PIEDMONT FURNITURE CO. 

Dept. W. Statesville, N. C. 

Plant for Immediate Effect 
Not for Future Generations 

Start with the largest stock that can be secured! It takes over twenty years 

to grow such Trees and Shrubs as we offer. 

We do the long waiting—thus enabling you to secure trees and shrubs that give an 

immediate effect. Spring Price List Now Ready. 

ANDORRA NURSERIES baitio 
WM. WARNER HARPER, PROPRIETOR 

The Lens of the Camera 
is the most important feature. This year Kodaks, Premos, Hawk- 
eyes, Centuries and other cameras can be had fitted with the 

Tessar Lens, a lens that will make all kinds of pictures under 

all kinds of conditions. This lens requires only about half the 
light required by lenses usually furnished on cameras. It is there- 
fore possible to use it for home portraiture, photographing the 
babies, as well as the most rapid outdoor pictures, with equally 
good results. No other lens has so wide a range of usefulness 
and is at the same time so compact and perfect optically. 

Specify TEssarR when ordering your camera. 

Send for Booklet *‘Aids to Artistic Aims.” 

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 
Rochester, N. Y. 
WASHINGTON CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO NEW YORK BOSTON 
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THE NEVER 
LEAK ROOF 

AMATITE is the never-leak kind 

of roofing — you can depend 
upon it in any kind of weather 

It has a 
y mineral surface and can't rust, 

rot, crack, buckle nor 

creep. No better 
or more suitable 

and in any climate. 

ready roofing is 
made. It needs no 

painting nor coating 

and is easy to lay. 
Large-headed nails 

[|-- and cement free. 

Nea White to-day to our 
nearest office for 

lal 

test sample aid booklac 
giving full particulars. jy 
BARRETT MANUFACTURING CO. 
New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Cleveland, Minneapolis, Boston, 
Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Allegheny, New Orleans. 

ORCHIDS 
Largest importers and growers of 
OrcHIDS in the United States 
LAGER & HURRELL 

Orchid Growers and Importers SUMMIT, N. J. 

HARTMAN’S PATENTED FENCE FASTENER 
FOR CEMENT POSTS 

Can’t pull out. Fence easily fastened to post, or 
taken down. Farm rights and machine for making 
staples only $10.00. We sell staples at $7.00 per 
100 lbs. Free circular telis all about it. 
Hartman Cement Post Fastener Co. Conklin, Mich. 

If you understand Modern Methods and 
FARM INTELLIGENTLY. 

Every reader of THE GARDEN MAGAZINE 
who is interested in farming or gardening, in 
the growing of fruit or of flowers, is invited to 
send fora free copy of our 80-page catalogue 
and full information in regard to the tome 
Study Courses in Agriculture, Horticulture, 
Landscape Gardening and Floriculture which 
we offer under Prof. Brooks of the Massa- 
chusetts Agricultural College and Prof. Craig 
of the Cornell University. 

The Home Correspondence School 
Dept. 8 SPRINGFIELD, MASS. 

a well-drained location, having the barrels 
stand at least a clear foot apart. ‘The earth 
taken out in sinking the barrel is banked up 
around the upper portion so as to be level 
with the top of the barrel. The roots, cab- 
bage, etc. are gathered just before there is 
danger of freezing in the fall and carefully 
placed in these barrels, covered with boards 
and when hard frosts come the barrels should 
be covered with six inches or more of straw, 
hay or other material. Stored in this way 
the freshness of the vegetable is retained to 
the greatest degree and the mulch or cover- 
ing at the top of the barrels can easily be 
removed at any time to give access to the 
contents. One of our neighbors has a stor- 
age house of this character under the shelter 
of a growth of evergreens in which he has 
been very successful in keeping apples in the 
finest condition until quite late in the spring 
as the sun seldom penetrates to the location 
where this storage house is arranged. This 
plan of barrel storage in the open ground also 
is strongly advocated by Mr. Charles Allen, 
Floral Park, New York. 
We advise plantings of snap beans, such 

as the Early Valentine, at least once every 
two weeks from early spring until the last of 
July, planting only a short row at atime, say 
twenty to thirty feet, which will give pickings 
for two weeks for a family of eight. Thus 
you are sure of tender young pods at all 
times, while if a large planting is made at 
one time the pods soon become too old. 
There is little use for the ripened dry seed of 
the dark colored varieties. 

It pays to plant sweet corn every two weeks 
from the time that the weather becomes 
warm in the spring (about May 5 near Phila- 
delphia) until the last of July in this section, 
using two varieties of slightly different season 
at each planting and a dwarf extra early 
variety for the last two plantings in July. 

HOT WEATHER AND AUTUMN LETTUCE 

If you sow lettuce June 20th the heads are 
due in August, but this is the most difficult 
month in the whole year to head lettuce 
satisfactorily. In fact, it can only be accom- 
plished by using some of the crisp head 
varieties such as the Iceburg, New York and 
Brittle Ice, and to do so will require an ex- 
ceptionally rich, light soil which can be 
kept easily worked during the growth of 
the plants. 

It is better to concentrate on lettuce for 
fall use. First class head lettuce can be had 
in the garden more readily during October 
and early November than at any other month 
in the year. For this purpose the seed should 
be planted about August rst, August 15 
and September rst and if three or four kinds 
which will come on in succession are planted 
at the same time, a supply can be had from 
the first of October until the middle of 
November without difficulty. 

It is all right to sow spinach in July using 
a summer variety like the Victoria but an 
earlier as well as a later planting are desirable 
and our main plantings for spring use are 
made the latter part of October and the 
early part of November as fast as the land 
can be cleared and prepared for seeding. 

E. D. Dariincton. 
Doylestown, Pa. 

Pearline 
especially adapted 
to washing 

Ducks 
Linens 
Piques 
Lawns 
Madras 
Batistes 

Percales 
Cheviots 

Ginghams 
Organdies 
and all other 
Wash Fabrics. 

~Don't wear 
id wash-board. 

HOUT RUBBING. 
1 fabrics last twice 

(Pure Nicotine from Tobxzsco.) 

A colorless, stainless and odorless pro- 
duct that instantly kills every form of insect 
life, whether on plants or flowers, in the 
household, dog kennels, hen-houses, on 
the human body, on cats, dogs, fowls, etc. 
Can be used safely on the most delicate 
flowers, fabriesand pet animals, with positive 
and satisfactory results guaranteed. 

Sold by all druggisis; in 25c. and 50c. cans- 
For indoor and plant fumigation we recommend the 
Rose-Nicotine Fumigator, 25c., for its 
sHoreughnesd and easyapplication. No odor after- f 
ward. 

We will send you free our valuable booklet (32 
pages) ‘‘How to destroy plant insects and vermin” 
if you will send the name of your druggist. 50c. 
can prepaid 60c; 25c. can or Fumigator, 40c. or 
both G0c. if your druggist won’t supply you. (Not 
mailable.) 

F. A. THOMPSON & CO., Mfg. Chemists 
530 Trombley Ave., Detroit, Mich. 

CACTUS 
SUCCULENTS, ODD and RARE PLANTS 

Largest Importer and Grower in United States 

F. WEINBERG, Woodside, L.- I. 
Illustrated: Catalogue on Application 

KILL THE WEEDS 
and GRASS that deface your WALKS and DRIVES with 

FAIRMOUNT WEED-KILLER 
(Imitations are not cheap.) 

and do it effectively and thoroughly at smal cost. 

No Failures 
In Eleven Years of Severe Tests. 

List oF Prices—(Net, F.O.B., Philadelpnia)—% gal. in 
tin (makes 25 gals. treating liquid), 75c.; x gal. tin (makes 50 
als, treating liquid), $1.25; 5-gal. keg (makes 250 gals. treating 
iquid), $6; 10-gal. keg (makes soo gals, treating liquid), $11, 
50-gal. barrel (makes 2500 gals. treating liquid), $45. 

Can vou hoe out weeds for the same money‘ 
{=~ Send orders to dealers, or direct to 

FAIRMOUNT CHEMICAL LABORATORIES, 
Only Makers, Office N.W. Cor. Broad and Fairmount, 

Philadelphia, Pa. 
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Mark Twain 
in HARPER’S WEEKLY: 

“‘A year and a quarter ago Mr. 
Foley began to do school-boy poems 
in a fire-new and blood-curdling and 
criminal fashion of spelling which 
no self-respecting eye could endure.’ 
- . . . Yet the ‘‘public kept on 
reading the poems in order to curse 
the spelling, and of course the natural 
thing happened ; familiarity with the 
spelling modified the reader’s hostility 
to it, then reconciled him to it, and 
at last made him fall in love with it; 
and now—weil, now Mr. Foley’s 
school-boy is a pet.’’, 

ongs of 
Schooldays 

By J. W. FOLEY 

These inimitable 
UW | poems chronicle 

various romantic and tragic 
episodes in the life of ‘“hennry 
beamus.’”’ For instance: 

“Of the Upper Class Girl” 

““she gradjewaits tooday ann says goodbi to 
skooldaze fore she nose it all ann i 
must sea her go far owt upon the way 
uv life aloan wile i kan onley stay 
fore yeers ann yeers until i reech the spott 
weare she stands now. ann then ile be fourgott 
{bi hur hoo i have wurshipt awl these yeers 
in sileunce.”” . . . ete. 

Illustrated with silhouettes by 
Katharine G. Buffum. 

($1.38 postpaid) 

Another Book of Laughter 

A Few Neighbors 
By HENRY A. SHUTE 

A book of irresistible humor by the 
author of “The Real Diary of a Real 
Boy.” Uniform with “A Few Re- 
marks.’ ($1.10 postpaid ) 

COUNTRY LIFE THE WORLD'S WORE THE GARDEN 
IN AMERICA FARMING MAGAZINE 

DOUBLEDAY. PAGE & Co. NEW YORK. 

Send for 

Free 

Book 

on 

Household 

Health 

It preserves and beautifies. 

THE GARDEN MAGAZINE 

TEADE MARK 

The first step toward a proper understanding of the 
sanitation of the home is to get the book on ‘‘Household 
Health.’’ It is sent free on application. It explains the 
perfect principle of the wonderful SY-CLO Closet and 
shows why it is the safe closet. It tells how to detect the 
unsanitary closet—how to protect the health of the home. 

The SY-CLO Closet has a double cleansing action. A 

copious flush of water from above starts an irresistible 
syphonic action from below. The downward rush of the 

water through the pipes creates a vacuum—a powerful pump- 
like fwd/ which instantly empties the bowl of @/J its contents 
instead of merely diluting as does the ordinary closet. 

Being formed of a single piece of solid white china, the 

SY-CLO Closet is without crack, joint or seam for the lodge- 
ment of impurity. Nothing can adhere or be absorbed. 

By an unusually deep water seal between the closet bowl 
and the sewer connection making the escape of sewer gas 

into the home impossible, the SY-CLO Closet gives adequate 
health protection against the dangers from without. 

SY-CLO Closets are heavily constructed and have un- 

usual strength. With ordinary care, they will outlast the 
building,—a perpetual safeguard of health. 

SY-CLO stamped on a closet, no matter what other 
mark is on it, signifies that it is constructed of the best 

material, with the aid of the best engineering skill, under 

the direction of the Potteries Selling Co., and that eighteen 
of the leading potteries of the United States have agreed to 
maintain its standard of excellence. 

If your home contains a closet of imperfect construction, 
improper material, or one subject to rust, corrosion, or under- 

surface discoloration such as porcelain enameled iron, you 
may be unknowingly exposed to a dangerous source of 

disease. If you have such a closet, self defense demands that 
you replace it with the closet bearing the trade mark name 

of SY-CLO, the seal of safety, the safeguard of health. 

A book on ‘‘ Household Health’’ mailed free if you 
mention the name of your plumber. 

Lavatories of every size and design made of the 
same material as SY-CLO Closets. 

POTTERIES SELLING CO., Trenton, N J. 

PAINT--GOOD PAINT---Serves a dual purpose: 
It preserves simply by excluding “the weather ”; it beautifies 

by tint and color. The longer it excludes “the weather,” the longer it retains its 
original tint and color, the better is the paint. 
Paints based on OXIDE OF ZINC remain longer impervious than other paints and 
they retain their pure tones long after other paints have faded or darkened. 

FREE — Our practical pamphlets: 
“The Paint Question” 
**Paint: Why, How and When’” 
“Paints in Architecture” 
** Specifications for Architects’” 
“French Government Decrees’” 

The New Jersey Zinc Co. New vork 
WE DO NOT GRIND ZINC IN OIL. LISTS OF MANUFACTURERS 
OF OXIDE OF ZINC PAINTS WILL BE FURNISHED ON REQUEST 
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SAVE YOURSELF 
time and labor by using the 

Capitol Lawn Trimmer and Edger 
It does the work of shears clippers, 

etc.,—does it better, in about one- 
tenth the time. You stand erect— 
not down on your knees. ‘The first 
practical machine for this work. 

Ask your hardware dealer to show 
ou one or write to-day for Catalog 
““D” and prices. 

The Secrest Mfg. Company, Cleveland, Ohio 
Western Sales Agency, Denver, Colo. 

<i, MUSICAL HANDBOOK FREE 
BS) toany onethinking of purchasing a musical instru- 

ment. Contains illustrations, descriptionsand the 
lowest prices on 25,000 instruments and supplies of 
artistic musical quality. Alsomuch valuable infor- 
mation. Ourname for42yearshasbeenthestandard, 

PIANOS, VIOLINS, MANDOLINS, 
Band Instruments, Talking Machines, ete. Every- 
thing known in music is soJd by us. Write today. 

LYON & HEALY, Va'aaamest-, chicago 

The Agricultural Experts Association 
GEORGE T. POWELL, President 

120 Broadway, N. Y. 

EE LOEMEINEG of Country Places; Examinations made of 
Land with full reports and Suggestions for Improvement; 

Advice on General Management; Policies Outlined; Location of 
Buildings; Landscape Work; Orchard Development; Care of 
Forest Land and Live Stock. Correspondence invited. 

WROUGHT IRON 
FENCE “*° ENTRANCE 

> GATES > 
ORNAMENTAL IRON WORK 
TREE GUARDS, _LAWN= 
*FURNITURE ETC: 

TENNIS COURT ENCLOS 
URES A SPECIALTY 

-F-E-CARPENTER:CO- 
7&9 WARREN ST 

NEW YORK 

Spray Grapes Three Times 
in July 

F YOU want to have grapes of superior 
quality, better than those which your 

neighbors get on vines which receive no 
attention, you must wage a persistent war 

against the insects. 
Grape vines should be sprayed once every 

ten days or two weeks from April to August. 
If paris green, or arsenate of lead is com- 
bined with the Bordeaux mixture all the more 
important insect enemies of the grape will be 
killed at the same time. 

The extra poison for the insects must be~ 
used at the rate of one half pound of paris 
green, or two to three pounds of arsenate of 
lead, to each barrel (50 gallons) of Bordeaux 
mixture. 

Even before the grape buds open in early 
spring, there are little, steel-blue colored flea 

y Ne | 

When this sort of thing is seen spray and burn 

the leaves in the fall to destroy the grape-leaf rollers 

beetles, hungry after a long winter’s fast, 
which eagerly gnaw into the buds, and feed 
upon the unfolding foliage. These flea 
beetles hide their small white eggs in the 
crevices of the bark of the vine, and from 

The grape-leaf roller caterpillar which develops into 

a small black moth with white spotted wings 

them come small, brownish grubs which 
feed upon the surfaces of the leaves. They 
will soon disappear if the vines have been 
well sprayed. 

With the first warm days of summer the 
grape blossoms appear, upon which swarms 
of rose bugs or chafers will light, preventing 
the possibility of a crop, unless they are re- 
moved at once. Where the chafers are very 
abundant, as in New Jersey and Maryland, 
the only satisfactory method is hand picking, 
doing it twice a day, morning and evening. 
Where the chafers are not numerous pro- 
tection has been secured by several thorough 

Sure Seal 
Home canning of vege- 

tables, meat and fruit 
made easy and certain 
by The Economy Jar 
To give youan idea how easy 

it is to can fruits, soups, vege- 
tables, meats, etc., in the Econ- 

omy way—Note 
the wide mouth 
—how easy it is 
to put your hand 
in and thorough- 
ly clean the jar. 
No rough seams 
inside or out to 
catch lint, chip 
into food or 

scratch you. After pouring the 
contents in hot and 
wiping rim of jar, wie mourn 
clap on the gold-lac- == 
quered cap (acid- 
proot). No screwing 
twisting or prying. 
Just press the cap on 
gently. No bruises, 
burns, cuts or sprains 
when you use theC 
‘Gemennoae Economy. Put clamp 
Rp ‘on top to hold cap in 
—SSxposition while con- 

tents are cooling. 
The cooling forms a 
vacuum and _ holds 
capon firmly. Jar is 
then absolutely air- 
tight. Next day re- 

move clamp, which 
lifts off lightly. If the food 
was cooked enough cap is held 

8503 HLOOWS. 
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tight by vacuum, and contents 
cannot spoil, as no air can leak 
in, If cap loosens, contents 
were not cooked enough to ster- 
ilize, and can be heated again 
and saved. The Economy auto. 
matically informsyou 
if contents are in pro- 
per condition to put 
away. When ready 
to use, puncture cap 
with can opener and 
pry off lightly. No 
sprained wrists, no 
unscrewing, no hands 
gashed by broken glass. No glass 
particles in food; no smelly top; 
contents fresh and sweet 
as the day you put 

CAPS 20c doz. 
No separate rubber 
rings required. The 
Economy is the jar 
you will use with 
comfort and satisfac- 
tion year after year. 
There is absolutely 
no jarthat looks like, 
workslike, seals like, 
keeps like, or opens 

like the Economy. Using some 
other jar cannot give you any 
Notion of what the Economy 
really is and what it really will 
do. Try the Economy for your- 
self. Ask your dealer forit. Send 
his name and we will send you, 
free,a booklet of recipes. Write 
direct to main office. 

KERR GLASS MFG. C0. 
279 Hoyt Street 

PORTLAND, OREGON 
Eastern Office, Dept. N, Philadelphia, Pa 

Jasco Coffee 
Is blended with the nicest skill by ex- 
perts whose judgment and long experi- 
ence enable them to please the most 
exacting connoisseur. 

Every detail that helps to an exquisite 
table beverage—selection, roasting. blend- 
ing—is carefully attended to in the prep- 
aration of JASCO COFFEE, and insures 
uniformity of excellence in every cup. 

In air-tight screw-top tins that preserve the 
aroma and keep the coffee perfectly fresh. 

5 Ib. CAN, $1.60 
Sample Pound, 32 Cents, (Prepaid) 

Ground, pulverized or bean. 

Our broad guarantee—Your money back if not satisfactory. 
A.J. SHELDON CO., Importers, 100 Front St., New York 

ARE YOU FOND OF MOTORING? 
Read THE MOTOR PIRATE, and 
THE CRUISE oF THE CONQUEROR: 
or The Further Adventures of The Motor Pirate 

Prepaid, $1.50 Each 

L. C. Page & Company, Boston 

Roses 
Write to-day for our art booklet **How 

to Grow 
Floral Guide—FREE. 

CONARD & JONESCO., Box P, West Grove, Pa. 
Growers of ‘‘ the Best Roses in America. 

Roses”? and our New 

K FRUIT BOOK 
shows in NATURAL COLORS and 

accurately describes 216 varieties of 
fruit. Send for our liberal terms of distrie 

bution to planters.—Stark Bro’s, Louisiana. Moe 

Gardeners 
obtained at 

84 Randolph Street, 

High-class men, with good 

VAUGHAN’S SEED STORE, 

14 Barclay Street, New York City. 

Supplied 
records, can be 

No fee. 
Chicago. ———— 

Competent Gardeners 
The comforts and products of a country home are increased by 

employing a competent gardener; if you want to engage one, write 

Please give particulars regarding place and say whether 

married or single man is wanted. We have been supplying them for 

years to the best people everywhere. No fee asked. PETER 

HENDERSON & CO., Seedsmen and Florists, 35 and 37 Cortlandt 

Street, New York City. 

to us. 
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SSOP ta Po 3 

200.000 sa.FEET 
Terminal ‘Rex Flintkote Roorinc 

Station 

Ornamental Fixtures for 
Country Grounds The Atlanta Terminal rie There are two kinds 

one of the important build- : ig of prepared roofs. One 

ioe iG Teeeler vice ee x nex ntkote Roofing. 6 i} NT- 
This building was put up to stay. No PaaS wn try ee dodge you a year 

sane man will take chances with his roof, and m now. He values your future trade 
the builders threw wide the doors of compe- more than an immediate larger protit, 
tition in their search for something in which 

i quality should be the supreme consideration, Wocears nex Elntkote 
alle ree 

They Chose Rex Flintkote They explain its fire and water resisting 
A * ) qualities and durability. It can be laid by |. i it stood the requirements of this structure, any ordinary workman—eyverything re- Sa ee by pumenstor buildings animes to lay it is in every roll. 

y h m factory to poultry house. ufacturers of fing c imi- . Insist on REXFLINKOTE. It is desipned fat cheapxooting closely smi 

Flower Vases in Cast Iron and Bronze, Lawn 
and Park Fountains, Aquariaand Aquarium Foun. 
tains, Drinking Fountains, Statuary, Settees and 
Chairs, Tree Guards, Railings and Entrance Gates, 
Gas and Electric Light Posts and Lamps, Stable 
and Cattle House Fittings and Weather Vanes. 

We issue separate Catalogue of each of 

the above, which will be sent on request. 

THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS 
ORNAMENTAL DEPT. 

84 to 90 BEEKMAN ST., NEW YORK 

tate the outside appearance of 
for men who count long life and protec- FLINTKOTE—th is insi i p n Ly ‘—the value is inside, 

tion more than the immediate suv- shows only in years of honest 
ing of a half cent a foot, : service. ‘*Look for the Boy” 

Agents everywhere. 7 % on our trade mark, 

J. A. & W. BIRD & CO. Y ‘ 29 India St. Boston,Mass 

‘*Apollo”’ Sweeper 
“Te Gathers z -_ go is an ideal time and labor-saving machine for the care of 
asitSweeps’”’ g : S 

as b Lawns, Golf-greens, Porches, Walks, Barn=-floors; 

etc. It takes the place of broom and shovel, sweeping and gathering all in 
one operation. The sweepings are carried into the box attached, (see cut) 
doing away with the need of basket or cart for collecting the sweepings. 

Beautiful Lawns 
will be booked for first selec- are produced by the use of the ‘‘APOLLO” sweeper, because instead of 
tion such as the Pioneer Mail 4 : ‘ injuring the grass or tearing it up as a rake does, the action Of the fibre 
Order Seed House only knows how to take f = iy = bristles promotes the growth of the turf, makes the grass thick and pro- 

care of and to satisfy.  Fifty- === SSE duces a rich, green, “‘velvety’’ appearance, instead of a dull gray or brown 
five years of experience. | color. It removes every particle ot cut and dead grass, leaves, twigs, manure, dirt, etc. If your dealer cannot supply you, write 

‘ us and we will send a sweeper on 10 Days Approval. Booklet Free. 
JAMES VICK’S SONS THE GREENE MFG. CO., 34 Sycamore St., SPRINGFIELD, OHIO. (Good Canvassers Wanted.) 

362 MAIN STREET, ROCHESTER,N. Y. 

Sheep Manure Lawn Fertilizer f SUN-DIALS 

Not too early to think of 
beautification of the home in 
winter, or garden next spring, 
with BULBS of the VICK 
VICTORIOUS VARIETY. 
Our Bulb Catalogue will be 
ready Sept. rst, but in the 
meantime, your early wants 

Japanese Bamboo Stakes 
is unequalled for top dressing the lawn. It is a complete fertilizer 
and is especially rich in nitrogen. There is no danger of carrying with or without PEDESTALS Durable year to year. Indispensable for tying 
in weed seeds if sheep manure is used. It is also an excellent ae ib : , Lilies, Roses, Chrysanthemums, Dahlias. 
fertilizer for the Vegetable and Flower Garden and Orchard, promoting ‘ > a Send for Illustrated Price List H Titbia feet etuheentoo For seicentele toes Ton $1.c 

steady, rapid growth. It is non-odorous, is cleaner and richer than Fst 5 os , u 5 st) 4. 
Ce uieee anatomy L1MIWe. 2 $0.35 LONI see $150 eri Hartmann Bros. Mfg. Co. | 6 feet stakes, rco for $1.00; 1000 for $6.00 

50 lbs---- 1.00 Per ton..--25.00 New York Offi Se Tet Mtv 9.97 (25 at 100 rate ; 250 at 1000 rate) 

CAIRNSMUIR FARM New Ciry, ROCKLAND Co., NEW YORK alle SUES CRON SS NG Ne Address H.H. BERGER & CO., 47 Barclay St., New York 

Sold by Active Dealers in Seeds all ower America 

“Horicum” 
The San José Scale Killer 

“Copper Solution” 
For Blight 

“Bordeaux Mixture” 
True Blue and Butter Fine 

“SLUG SHOT” “Grape Dust” 
For Mildew 

Used from Ocean to Ocean 
66 99 

A light, composite, fine powder, easily distributed either by duster, bellows, or in water by spray- Cattle Comto rt 

ing, Thoroughly reliable in killing Currant Worms, Potato Bugs, Cabbage Worms, Lice, Slugs, 5 

Sow Bugs, etc., and it is also strongly impregnated with fungicides. (&@~Put up in Popular Pack- To Keep Off Flies 

ages at Popular Prices. Sold by Seed Dealers and Merchants. 

HAMMOND’S SLUG SHOT WORKS, FISHKILL-ON-HUDSON, N. Y. Send for pamphlets Bo having 
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The New Century Lawn Sprinkler 
Revolves freely with any pressure. Equal spray 
over circle from three to fifty feet in diameter. 

Head and i Body 

Arms of : Black 

Polished Brass : Enameled 

Wheels 

Mounted 

on Wide Base Red Enameled 

SIMPLE AND DURABLE 

Your money back if not entirely satisfactory. Sent 
express prepaid anywhere in United States east of 
Rocky Mountains for only $2.50. Descriptive 
circular free. 

THE YOST ELECTRIC MFG. CO., 
Toledo, Ohio., U. S. A. 

Rife Automatic 
Hydraulic Ram 

(Water Pumped by Water Power) 

No Attention No Expense 

Runs Continuously 

Country Homes Formal Gardens 

Farms Town Plants Irrigation 

Railroad Tanks Dairies, Etc. 

5000 in Operation 80% efficiency developed 

Catalog and Estimate Free ; 

RIFE ENGINE CO., 2109 Trinity Bldg., New York 

TOWNSEND 

TOWNSEND GAVE TO THE WORLD 

The Ball-Bearing Lawn Mower 
His mowers are more imitated than 

any others. 
We make more high-grade mowers 

than any other firm and they are all 
ball-bearing. 
We make the best Lawn Mower in 

the world. 
We make the best Horse Lawn 

Mower in the world. 
We makethe best Roller Mower in 

the world. 
We repair and sharpen all kinds of 

Mowers. 

S. P. TOWNSEND & CO., - Orange, N. J. 

sprayings with Bordeaux mixture in which 
there was a double portion of arsenate of 
lead—four to five pounds to the barrel. The 
rose chafer undergoes its development in the 
ground, preferably in loose, sandy soil, where 
its grub feeds upon the roots of weeds and 
shrubs, so that the grubs are rarely seen in 
the garden. 

There may frequently be seen especially 
during late summer, upon unsprayed vines, 
leaves which are rolled or folded together, and 
held by silken threads. Usually the leaf has 
been skeletonized, which is the work of the 
inmate of the fold, the grape leaf-folder. 

The hawk-moth caterpillar which strips the foliage 

in late summer 

When the silken strands which fasten his 
front door are broken, the little greenish 
caterpillar, scarce an inch long, wriggles out 
with violent contortions, and suspended by 
a silken thread, quickly drops to the 
ground, much as does a spider. Were one 
kept on a fresh leaf under a tumbler it would 
transform to a brown chrysalis, from which 
would come a handsome little black moth, 
with wings spotted with pure white. ‘There 
are two broods of the insect in a year, the 
last one passing the winter in the chrysalis 
stage within a folded leaf. The leaf-folder 
will rarely be troublesome where the vines 
have been sprayed; those which do survive 
the spraying may be readily crushed with 
the fingers, or by burning the fallen leaves in 
the autumn. 
Much damage has been done to the vine by 

the grape root-worm. The adult beetle 
feeds upon the foliage and may therefore be 

A welcome sight! A caterpillar covered with co- 

coons of a parasitic fly 

destroyed by using arsenate of lead. The 
grub lives in the ground, feeding upon the 
roots. Thorough and frequent cultivation 
and packing the soil, around the base of the 
vine are the best means of controlling it. 

It frequently happens that in late summer 
the whole tip of a branch may be found 
stripped of its foliage by the large green, or 
dark reddish-brown caterpillars of the hawk- 
moths, sometimes called the ‘‘humming- 
bird” moths. These large caterpillars are 
easily seen and destroyed, but will seldom 
occur where spraying has been frequent and 
thorough. Some of them will usually be 
found bearing what seem to be little white 
eggs. These are the cocoons of little, wasp- 
like flies, which develop within the cater- 
pillar, and kill it. These caterpillars bearing 
parasitic cocoons should never be destroyed. 

The last of the grape pests to be noticed is 

THE BURLINGTON 

Burlington Venetian Blinds are made for 
indoor and veranda use. They keep out the di- 
rect ravs of the sun without excluding the light, 
and may be regulated to prevent direct drafts and 
yet admit the air. For veranda use they are 
unexcelled—adding a room to your house—giving 
desired privacy and yet in no way obstructing 
the air or light. 
Inside Sliding Btinds—a great improvement 

over the old style folding variety. 
Window Screens and Screen Doors of 

improved design and highest quality material. 

MADE TO ORDER ONLY 
any size, wood and finish. 

Send for Free Catalogue. 

BURLINGTON VENETIAN BLIND CO. 
825 Lake Street, Burlington, Vt. 

Used by U.S. Signal Corps 

Geneva Supenior 
1 iMi@Cc Ublans 

Our handsome book, The Near 
Distance, sent free on request. 

Its magnifying power, field view 
and clearness of definition is 
seldom equalled. 

Price $15, delivered. If not sat- 
isfactory, return at our expense. 
We refund your money 

GENEVA OPTICAL COMPANY 
51 Linden Street, Geneva, N, Y. 

Lxclusive Sales Agents: 
IL. C. Watts, Syracuse. N. Y 
K'. G. Wilson, Ithaca, N. Y. 
Buffalo Optical Co., 582 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y. 
E. E. Bausch & Son, E. Main Street, Rochester, N. Y- 
C. HW. Wood, 1158 Washington Street, Oakland, Cal. 

4] You can learn all that is known about 

the raising, breeding, care and sale of 

every kind of feathered product in 

The 

Poultry Book 
§] It is the most complete and authorita- 

tive book on the subject ever printed in 

America. 

Superbly illustrated in colors and 

black-and-white, by Harrison Weir 

$13.60, sold by subscription. 

COUNTRY LIFE THE WORLD's WORK ‘Tae GaRDEA 
IN AMERICA FARMING MAGAZINE 

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE &Co. NEw YORK. 
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- 2 Bee-Outfits For 

1 Honey and Money 
Now’s a good time to start keeping Bees. Hours of 

genuine, healthful pleasure and great possibilities in 
profit are in store for every owner of our hard workers 
—the gentle, Red Clover strain of bees. They gather 
aremarkable quantity of honey. Order your outfit now 
and let them get to work on the flowers and blossoms 
near you. At the end of the season you'll be surprised 
at how little trouble they have been and how much 
honey you'll have to sell. ; 

Gleanings in Bee-Culture, the leading bee- 
paper—sem1-monthly, over 1,200 pages annually 
—answers your questions. $la year. . . . 

6 months trial o>. >» ez o : y >> 

OUR BEGINNERS’ OUTFITS ARE REASONABLE 
Everything guaranteed. Every cent returned to you if goods do not prove as we claim. 

IRONING WITHOUT LABOR Outfit No. 5 for Dove-tailed Hive Outfit No. 6 for Danzenbaker Hive 

Strength, worry and three-quarters of your ironing time i ABC of Bee Culture a ene ees 2a $1.00 AB C of Bee Culture ’ : $1.0 

can be ae by aes the Siaples Terie Madnine. No Tjesion oornal eee leanne move’ Culture DearS DSU ee CNET in Bee Culture” 

backache, headache or tired feet. Costs only one cent per 1 PRGe Wale tees uo air bee-gloves (small, medium, or large)... 
hour to heat by gas or gasoline. i pair bee-gloves (small, medium, or large). oe Weige No. BSE 

THE SIMPLEX i (HOLGER Or FEIN DOGS et etrame Doves) r : 1 full colony of Italian bees in Danzenbaker hive, 
IRONING MACHINE m™ 1 Tested red-clover queen for same : +. 2.00 1 wath a povtomicoveriand super 

: ‘ = i 2 Hives for new swarms, nailed and 3 2 Danzenbaker hives complete for comb-honey 
The most modern and practical device of its kind. It re- comb-honey super 5.70 ready for the bees, nailed and painted, at $3.10... 
lieves ironing day of all annoyances and is economical 100. iki a ee era SA ere Lie 

Write for our new approyal offer and free illustrated his outfit is particularly intendel for those just be- - wees : : 
3 5 ginning bee-culture who have neither bees, hives, nor This outfit is intended for beginners who wish to 

booklet ‘‘7e Passing of the Household Drudge.” . any equipment. More bees can be added to this outtit. adopt the Danzenbaker hive. o 

American lroning Machine Co. 2 The A. I. Root Co Medina N.Y. City Chicago, Ill. Philadelphia, Pa. Washington, D.C. St. Paul, Minn. Syracuse, N.Y. 
94 FIFTH AVENUE CHICAGO, ILL. , ; * Ohio ‘Bax 1037 thee E. Erie z Vine oe 1100 Md. Ave. 1024 Miss St. es) W. Gen. St. 

NS \%G 

FOR THE MAN WITH THE HOSE 
BECAUSE !IT 

Snaps Is made tight by the water pressure ° : Bi f ~ 
Sere une Willingt let hoseit we er kink if t ql 1 a Nn Ce f; Terra-cotta Garden 
aves his Mose nnot lose the washer y ~ L 

Save his zcennet Will not wear out tice & W “Fo ’ Statu ary, 
aves his Wife’s Temper Will not leak - ountains 

Also his Wife’s Fingers and Skirts Swivels F | O W e r = : : Blow ; 
1S WARRANTED TO WORK % PEs : BOWEL Pots, etc. 

TheS H Coupl iT BA lit L iF bet i ft 1 r oar i TEE Ou a Oe pt ; Gy Large variety. 
Sin Ab Deeheier aia ucNler leas fedpnccligals desired. ‘Tbe parts of the coupling 4 ots = Beautiful designs. 

Its value lies in its convenience and usefulness. : oy . Send for Ca alogue. 
FOR SALE BY YOUR DEALER 

Or Sent Postpaidf or 35c Each, 3for $1.05, and Worthit 
Descriptive Circular Free. VALNUT ST. 

Manuf’d at Peoria, Ill. AlImail orders filled from Boulder. POTTERY 
Nelson & Morrison, Box 57, Boulder, Colorado — - alone - : 

August and 
September Planting | Its Simplicity 

The fact that any little child can start or stop it 
; when required, that it has no complicated parts ft 

Should be Planned Now but is extremely simple in its operation is what 5 5 
recommends the 

We go long distances to assist those who | H A s Pp : i ot Alr rump | wish to get the best effects. We also make 
as a domestic water supply to every intelli- 

| gent user. It is not an engine of high 
proper data. | power, which might explode, under un- 

| planting plans for those who send us | 

We offer a fine line of stock in extra } | | skilled care, but absolutely 
: : ; safe and harmless under all 

sizes in Fruit, Evergreen and other orna- Sp 
conditions. 

mental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, Bulbs, 
, _ | Practically automatic, the cost of maintenance is 

Peonies, Iris, Phlox and other hardy almost nil: Capacity 100 to 100,000 gallons of 
| water perdiem. One of these pumps, representing 

a permanent investment which will outlast a gen- 
eration, can now be bought at the very low price 
of $108. Descriptive catalogue ‘““U”’ sent free 
on application. 

Perennials. 

Catalogue will post you on sizes and prices. 

RCSEDALE NURSERIES | Rider-Ericsson 
S. G. HARRIS, M. S. Engine Co. 

Office, 68 Hamilton Place 35 Warren St., New York. 239 Franklin St., Boston 
40 Dearborn St., Chicago. 4o N. 7th St., Philadelpzia 

TARRYTOWN, N. Y. 
22 Pitt St. Sydney. N.S W. Teniente-Rey 71 Havana,Cuba 

234 Craig St., West, Montreal, P. Q- 
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PULVERIZED = 
SHEEP MAN URE 

SSS 

Doubles the Growing Power of 
Lawn and Garden. 

To get best results apply Dormant Sod 
Brand Pulverized Sheep Manure several 
times, during growing season, to lawns, 

i gardens and around fruittrees. It stimu- ) 

Hf lates,invigorates and instantly renews old 

soil- 

You Can See Your Garden Grow 

}) One barrel pulverized sheep manure is equal 
| to two wagon loads of barn yard manure—no 
{ waste,no refuse, no weeds. 

Delivered anywhere in the United States east 
of Denver $4.00 per large barrel. Send 
money withorder. Booklet free. 

DORMANT SOD COMPANY 

Ig Exchange Ave., Union Stock Yards, Chicago “\y 

To Know the Wild Flowers 
as every lover of Natures desires to know them. The best, quickest 

aud simplest way is by means of 

“A” NATURE eee DIES 

These enable you to identify each flower at a glance. You have 
at hand a picture of the plant; its classification and analysis in simple 
English; its history ard its place in legend and poetry. Blank space 
for mounting each specimen and for making your own memoranda. 

Each serzs of fifteen studies, identifying ‘twenty-five or more 
different w ild flowers, which blossom at about the same season, is 
contained in a specially designed and artistic case, that slips easily 
into the pocket, ee is accompanied bya guide card, with illustrated 
directions. Each series complete in itself, 25 cents, postpaid. 
SPECIAL OFFER—W e will send four different series con- 

taining sixty studies, which identify over one hundred and 
twenty different flowers together with twenty-five blank mounting 
cards, all postpaid, if you will enclose a dollar bill in an env elope 
and send to us. 

THE “A’? COMPANY, Box 846 H, Philadelphia 

DUTCH BULBS 
Sold by the growers direct to the planter 
We are the only dealersin the United States owning and working 

nurseries in the Sassenheim district of Hoiland. 
Orders taken now, billed July 15th, will be filled direct from our 

nurseries, and healthy, first-class, true-to-name bulbs guaranteed. 

Send for our Catalogue. 

FRANKEN BROS. = = Lake Forrest, Ill. 

Old English Garden Seats 
Rustic Furniture 

Special Designs Made to Order. 
Send for Catalogue. 

NORTH SHORE FERNERIES 
Beverly, Massachusetts 

the berry-moth, whose caterpillar causes 
wormy grapes. It often becomes a serious 
pest. The first brood of the insect appears 
in spring, and the little caterpillars are 
forced to feed on the leaves and tender ten- 
drils. If these have been poisoned by spray- 
ing, most of the caterpillars will be destroy ed. 
Later in the season, after the little cater- 
pillar has become full grown, it cuts out a 
little fold from a leaf, from which it forms a 

The only way to Gast the grape vine free from 

insects is to spray every ten days or two weeks 

from April to August 

case, within which it transforms to a chrys- 
alis, and passes the winter. The destruction 
of the fallen leaves will control it. 

Where grapes are grown extensively the 
control of the numerous insect pests affecting 
them is no easy matter, but a few vines may 
be kept almost entirely free from them by 
thorough and frequent spraying, frequent 
cultivation, and the burning of all foliage and 
rubbish in the fall. 

E. Dwicut SANDERSON. 

Japanese Iris Excursion 

HE GARpDEN MAGAZINE suggests the de- 
sirability of excursions in all parts 

of the United States this month, to see 
large collections of the Japanese iris. 
This is the largest of all the irises, the flowers 
often being nine or ten inches across, and 
sometimes twelve or fourteen. They have a 
very wide range of color, and the variety of 
markings beggars description. 

The common impression that they will 
grow only in damp places, such as the bor- 
ders of water gardens, isa mistaken one. 
They do splendidly in ordinary gardens, if 
planted in a heavy soil, and given plenty ci 
water during dry spells. 

There are over a hundred named varieties 
in cultivation. Some are imported under the 
Japanese names, and comparison shows that 
some of the Japanese dealers are unscrupu- 
lous in substitution. Consequently it pays 
to see what you buy. 

A small group of persons particularly in- 
terested in irises will visit the largest private 
collection near New York, and will probably 
see some of the largest nursery collections on 
the way back. It will be an all-day excur- 
sion, and everybody who cares to attend is 
invited to send his address to the editor of 
THE GARDEN MAGAZINE, so that he may 
be notified of the proper time and place. 

BAY TT RebeasS 
For the formal garden, bordering the walk, at 

the entrance to the grounds or house. There is 

nothing that gives such a distinctive effect as the 

graceful Bay Tree. 

We have some fine 

specimens in tubs as 

follows : 

34 inch—36 inch head, 48 

inch stem, 7 feet tall, 

in 17 inch tubs, $13.25 

each. 

24 inch—26 inch head, 45 

inch—4$ inch stem, 6 

feet 10 inches tall, in 

13 in. tubs, $7.5€ each, 

In dozen lots 15 fer cent. 

discount. Alle refully packed, 

F. O. B. Rutherford. 

Ornamental stock for 
lawn and extertor 

decorations 

ORCHIDS 

JULIUS ROEHRS CO. 
Exotic Nurseries RUTHERFORD, N. J. 

Kills Bugs, prevents Blight, Rot and Scab, 

Increases crop on average 115 bushes to acre. 

Entirely automatic in operation. 

Send for free 84-page booklet M. 

25 SPRAMOTOR CO. 
BUFFALO, N. Y. LONDON, CANADA 

G. H. PETERSON 

Rose and Peony Specialist 
FAIR LAWN, N. J. 

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS FRUIT FARM 
FOR SA LE—177 acres in theheart of the fruit belt ; wellstocked 

orchards and small fruits ; excellent soil; good house; near 
station. E. J. Ayres, Villa Ridge, Ills., or P. W. Ayres, Con- 

irae cord, N 

DO NOT DELAY 
Spring and summer planting is over and we are now 

at liberty to assist you to arrange for Fall Planting. 

We have a full line of all kinds of Fruit, Forest, 

Ornamental Trees, and Evergreens, Vines, Shrubs, 

California Privet and Herbacious Plants. Our 

Landscape Architect will make a plan for your 

planting. Visit the Nursery, and select your stock ; 

if impossible to do so, write for Catalogue. Address 

STEPHEN HOYT’S SONS, CO. 
Tel. 148-2 So Norwalk. Ct. 

NEW CANAAN, CONNECTICUT 
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Gillett’s Ferns and Flowers 
For Dark, Shady Places 

While we grow many thousands of the hardy garden flowers 
which require open sunlight for their growth, like Phloxes, Cam- 
panulas, Peonies, Digitalis, etc., there is a demand for something 
to grow in dark shady places where the hardy garden plants will 
not thrive. We find just such a class of plants in the HARDY 
WILD FERN AND FLOWERS of New England. These we have 
been studying and growing for 25 years, and can help you in 
your selections. They are adapted for a great many places, and 
selections can be made for beautifying the dark corner by the 
porch, the shaded wall or hedge, shady hillsides, wet places in 
both open sun, deep shade, dry woodsand rocky places. Brilliant 
lobelias for planting in small brooks; da‘nty gentians for planting 
by brookside. Also Rhododendrons and other American shrubs. 

Send for my Illustrated Descriptive 

Catalogue of over 50 pages, which 

tells about this class of plants. 

fEDW. GILLETT, -: Southwick, Mass. 

NATIVE PERENNIALS 
for the Wild Garden 

CHOICE AZALEA MOLLIS 
Herbaceous Plants and Shrubs 

SHATEMUC NURSERIES 
BARRY TOWN, Dutchess Co.. NEW YORK 

BRIGHTEN YOUR GARDEN— 
BY PLANTING NOW 

TENDER BEDDING PLANTS 
Camations, Cannas, Geraniums, etc. Hardy Perennials in 

great variety. Chrysanthemums. 

Send for tilustrated catalogue. 

Nathan Smith & Son, 62 W, Maumee St., Adrian, Mich. 

The Carden flagoznie 

MUSH ROO MS 3 ‘buttons’. we. 25 ounces. 
Are you getting such re- 

sults from the spawn you are using? If you would 
like to grow better mushrooms and get larger yields, 
let us send you our booklet on ‘Mushroom Spawn and 
Guide to Mushroom Culture’. 

PURE CULTURE SPAWN CO., Box95._ Paci<ic, Mo. 
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LELAND & HALL CO. 
WORKERS IN STONE 

557 FIFTH AVENUE 

NEW YORK 
Ny 

iy 
N 

STVDIOS § PIETRASANTA, ITALY 
| LONG ISLAND CITY 

GRANITE WORKS: BARRE, VT. CVSS 
NFO Kr: 

Garden Furniture, Sun Dials, Benches, Fountains, Vases, Statuary, Columns, 

Pergolas, Tables, Wells, etc., in marble, stone, and bronze 

Monuments, Mauscleums, Altars, Fonts, etc., granite, marble and stone 

Designs sent free upon request 

IS YOUR BEAUTIFUL LAWN DIS. 
FIGURED BY UGLY LEANING 
CLOTHES POSTS that are a constant eye 
sore? Get 

HILL’S FAMOUS 
LAWN DRYER 

It always looks: neat and tidy. Holds 100 to 150 
feet of Jine, quickly removed after the wash. Lasts 
a lifetime; saves line and clothes. No tramping in 
wet gras or snow; lire comes to you. More than 
two_million people use them. Also Balcony 

se and Roof Dryers. 
etait - Se 1f not found at hardware store, write 

HILL DRYER CO., 359 Park Avenue, Worcester, Mass. 

“COUNTRY AND SUBURBAN HOUSES” 
1904 Edition—Designs costing $2,000 to $15,000. Price $2.00 
1906 Edition—Designs costing $6,000 to $30,000. Price $2.00 

The most beautiful and useful book on this subject published. 
The designs are iilustrated by fine half-tune engravings made from water color drawings and photo- 

graphs, showing the buildings as th y will actually appear when completed. Each design has also a first 
and second floor plan carefully worked out and figured, and in a number of instances the interiors are 
shown from photograph plates; also accurate estimates of cost, general sp~cifications and useful informa- 
tion on planning and building. Colontal, Artistic, Fnglish Maif Timber and other styles of Archi- 
tecture. Special designs and detailed p ans prepared. Mouses altered and remodeled. 

WILLIAM D EWSNAP, Arch itect, AmericanTract SocietyBldg.NewYork 

Write tor 
Catalog 89 

Tells plainly the “WHY” of it. Shows WHYthe U.S. Skims cleanest 
WHY the U. S. Holds the World’s Record 
WHY the U.S. Wears the Longest 
WHY the U. S. Is Simp!te in Construction 
WHY the U.S. Is Easy Running 
WHY the U. S. Is Easy to Clean, Easy to Handle, and Perfectly 

Safe to Operate 
48 pages of well-p-inted, easy reading, finely #lustrated FACTS for the farm-r who wan‘s to make his cows pay the 
biggest profit. ONE CENT brings you new Catalogue No. 7$. Write the postal today. 

VERMONT FARM MACHINE CO., 
BELLOWS FALLS, YT. 

Eighteen centrally located distributing warehouses throughout the U.S. and Canada. 

W2 Prompt delivery. 
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Poultry, Kennel and Live Stock Directory 
Information about the selection or care of dogs, poultry and live stock will be gladly given. 

Address INFORMATION DEPARTMENT, THE GarDEN MAGAZINE, 133 E. 16th St , New York 

GEDNEY FARM POULTRY YARDS 

S.C. BUFF ORPINGTONS CORNISH INDIAN GAMES 

5. C. BLACK MINORCAS WHITE WYANDOTTES 
We breed our prize Winners and can sell you birds that will enable you to do the same. 

At Madison Square Garden we won first and Club special on S. C. Buff Orpington pen— 
14 pens competing. Also third pullet—39 pullets in the class. 

At Albany, N. Y., we made a clean sweep. Our Buff Orpingtons won every regular prize 
offered, except one third—64 Buffs competing. Also eight specials, including silver cup for best 
display—all varieties competing. On C. I. Games we won two ist, four 2d and three 3d at 
the same show. Our Black Minorcas are bred for egg production and shown for exhibition only. 
Stock and eggs for sale atright prices. Satisfaction guaranteed. PANDANUS FROM SUCKERS 

TR CIS FRANK W. GAYLOR, Mgr., i i 
iP eae so ‘ Waite eins Ne H. W. W., Wisconsin—It will not injure your plant of 

Pandanus Veitchit to remove the sucker. Jt can be 
BUFF WYANDOTTES Dr. Payne’s Sanitary Poultry House taken off and treated as a cutting. Cut off half the leaves, 

Has given universal satisfaction, Plans complete for build- | Put itin damp sand, and it will root in a short time. 
All purpose fowl, ideal broiler, winter layer. Eggs $2.00 per 13. | ing House, Self cleaning Roosts, Sanitary Nests for $1.00. 

200 Head Stock for Sale Reasonable. 
SANITARY POULTRY SUPPLY CO. 

MARION FARM, - SMYRNA, GA. 219 Schaefer Street, R Brooklyn, N. Y. 

’ KILL THE APHIDEs! 

G. F., New Yorx—The green fly which is attacking the 
window plants is to all practical purposes identical with 

Squabs Pay Gardeners and Poultrymen those described by Prof. Sanderson, in the April GarpEN 
MaGazine, page 150. The only remedy is kerosene emul- 

If you have the best mated | SAVE ] IONEY ae your supplice from one sion. It is essential to strike the body of the insect with 
| z Place; you n It con- > c S 

HOMER PIGEONS | venient and cheap. I sell everything that you need. I some oil or else to fumigate thoroughly with some tobacco 
Send to-day for our free book, issue fcur catalogues— Seed, Poultry Supply, Implement preparation. Although no harm is at present apparent, 

“How to Make Money with andealt Bai: wate to-day for uit catalonte you want, these insects sucking the juices from the leaves will even- 
” » and you Wl at once realize the immense sayin Squabs. fhateatpossiblee Miatcojse liearmblmplementst = tually cause the death of the plants. 

NEWARK SQUAB CO. 
R ee mie JOSIAH YOUNG, 23 GRAND STREET, TROY, N. Y. 
No. 1 High St., ewark. N.Y. 

OLD PLASTER FOR LAND 

E. J., Mass.—The building plaster can do no injury to 
the land, and can be used in place of quick-lime. As it 
weighs heavier in proportion, you will need, say fifty bushels, 
or about a ton to the acre. There is no need of exactness 
in the quantities. 

The AIREDALE TERRIER | | Scottish Terriers 
The most intelligent, noble, game, and ‘ 
useful, Ricca red of dogs. Good Offered as companions. Not 
on farm, in country home or flat. Raise given to fighting or roaming— 
a litter of puppies this year from one Best for children’s pets. 
of our registered, prize-stock, brood- 
bitches. One pup sold out of the litter NEWCASTLE KENNELS 
will pay forthe bitch. Six magnificent Brookline, Mass. beine stored undercover. . This practice eee 
bitches for sale. Send stamp for gs ‘: 2) 5 ssary 
booklet to HELLO KENNELS, where the bulbs are to be followed by some deep-rooted 

Box 7 K, 116 Nassau St., New York. bedding plant, such as geranium or salvia. The bulbs, 
HANDSOME however, will be better for remaining in the ground to com- 

Q) l / ! I | i P l PS at plete their growth and ripen naturally. There are very few 

SUMMER FLOWERS FOR THE BULB BED 

H. W. M., New Jersry—It is the common practice 
among gardeners to dig up their spring-flowering bulbs, 
tulips, hyacinths, and narcissi. When they have finished | 
flowering, they are dug up and left to ripen in a shady place 

= Morristown, Sable and white and tri-color pups, from eight weeks to plants which can be used to follow the flowering bulbs, 
Monroe Boarding Ken nels, New Jersey eight months old. All are eligible for registration, when they are left in the ground, as practically all of the 

THOMAS HOLDEN, Proprietor pains very highly pedigreed and combine) the blood bedding plants require so much water that the bulbs cannot 
: a é r of the present day winning strains with that of practi- Se a 

DOGS BOARDED, CONDITIONED AND EXHIBITED. BREEDER cally all of the famous collies of the past. Price properly ripen. The annual phlox (Phlox Drummondit), 
OF HIGH CLASS BULL TERRIERS from $10.00 up, according to age and quality. Corre- sweet alyssum, and candytuft are good. In addition to 

spondence invited, but please state wants specifically. Ss ‘ r 
these, in beds in sunny situations, the rose moss (Portulaca 

D E E d HARVALE FARM KENNELS, Midland Park, N. J. grandiflora) is bound to succeed, no matter how dry the 
acnsnunde eee |) Sittiation) or the summer.) lt) wall eiveraubrallianticisplays 

T have always on hand - : : S all summer in bright weather, but during dull days the 
exim Ge Ilagk amél Cairnsmuir Fox Terriers flowers close. Sow the seed where it is to flower, putting it 

row Major G. M. CARNOCHAN in the ground after the soil has become thoroughly warmed. tan, red and brown NEW GUE. ROCK LA Nas COMINGS: g ghly 

Dachshunde of the YORK (N.Y. office 44 New St. ), offers 

best imported stock. 
yi TNT young puppies either wire or smooth ANTS IN THE LAWN 

haired to be shipped assoon as weaned. 
DOGS $15, BITCHES $10. This is an C. E. W., Mass.—Poison the ants in your lawn with 

Dr. CARL O. FOLKENS, 639 Superior St., Cleveland, Ohio Coat hearse obtain’ the the fumes of bisulphide of carbon. Pour into each hole 
eee prices, Hines should ag cheque about a tablespoonful of the liquid and cover with a mat. 

with order, stating sex and variety. : : : > A 
46 One Dollar a Pound 49 Gaon qGES antl cliles MunneS war ale Upon coming in contact with the air bisulphide of car- 

at all'times.| Also) Welshiterriers. bon vaporizes immediately. This vapor is heavier 
OUR NEW BOOK 

JUST PUBLISHED 

How to Breed, Feed and Raise Frogs 

Sent Postpaid for $1.00 

The Meadow Brook Farm 
ALLENDALE, WN. J. 

than air so sinks and will penetrate into the deepest of 
the ants’ runs, suffocating them. It is highly inflam- 
mable but may be handled with perfect safety so long as 
it is not brought near a flame. It is unnecessary to ex- 
plode the nests after putting in the liquid which often 
does harm by loosening the soil and breaking grass roots. 

THE TREE MORNING-GLORY 

Davin, [py Bias Wate, 1s M. E. P., Froripa—The tree ipomeea (J. fistulosa, var. 
Goodelli known in the trade as I. Goodelli) is a shrubby 
morning-glory. It is not hardy in the Northern states, 
but in the South it is hardy if the tops are cut back and 
the ground mulched with strawy manure or loose litter. 
The plants form a bush eight or ten feet high making a 
good specimen for the lawn. Its appearance can be 
much improved by pinching it back. The flowers are 
pale lavender pink with a darker throat. It produces 
seed sparingly but cuttings are very easily rooted. 

the most practical and beautiful 

volume on the subject you can 

own. 100illustrations. Richly 

bound. Net, $10.00 (Postage 

37 cents.) 

COUNTRY LIFE THE WoR-D's WORK THE GARDEN 
IN AMERICA FARMING MAGAZINE 

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & Co. NEw YORK. 

\) hee 
BOC 

. 
NUCOOG 

(GFA 

AND AQUARIA SUPPLIES 
SEND FOR PRICE LIST 

KEENAN’S SEED STORE 

6112-6114 Wentworth Avenue, CHICAGO 

Erratum:—The titles of the two magnolia pictures on 
page 269 should be transposed. 
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for Lighting the Country Home 
A DIRECTORY OF LIGHTING EQUIPMENT — GENERATORS, FIXTURES, SUPPLIES, ETc. 

A Service Department has been established by the publishers of THE 
GARDEN MAGAZINE to give readers information relating to any phase of 
the lighting problem of the country home. 

SERVICE DEPARTMENT, [THE GARDEN MaGaZINE, 133 East 16th Street, 

Address 

New York City 

IF YOU USE | 

ACETYLENE 
We want to send you 

A SAMPLE BRAY BURNER 

The "Beto" Burner will produce a 
greater amount of light than is possible 
with any other Burmer ever made for 
Acetylene. 

One "Beto" Burner will furnish sufh- 
cient light to illuminate any room in an 
ordinary house. 

One "Beto" Burner will give as much light as 
three ordinary Burners, and consumes but one-half 
the amount of gas. 

White us to-day, mention kind of generator used, 

enclose 10 cents to cover postage and packing, and 
we will send yu A SAMPLE BURNER. 

W. M. CRANE COMPANY 

Room No. 36, 1131-33 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 

— 

The Bray ‘‘Beto” 

\ ," JE issue a pamphlet, 
H 26, showing a 

complete line of 

Wood Pedestals 
that can be used inside the 
dwelling or porch to support 
a lamp or jardiniere of flow- 
ers, or on the lawn as a sup- 
port for a sundial. We fur- 
nish these with or without 
the dials as desired. 

Hartmann Bros. Mfg. Co. 
Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 

N. Y. Office, 1123 Broadway 

NASH 
GASOLINE ENGINES 
afford an economical, safe and reliable method of 

generating 

ELEctTRIC LIGHTS FOR COUNTRY HOMES 

The engine can also be used for furnishing do- 
mestic water supply and fire protection. 

COMPLETE PLANTS INSTALLED 

NATIONAL METER CO. 
MANUFACTURERS 

84-86 CHAMBERS ST., NEW YorRK 
BOSTON 

N an Early English or Mission Room, 
the lighting scheme should be consis- 

tent with the other decorations. Not only 
the lighting instrument, but the quality of 
light also, should be in keeping. 

A bracket such as illustrated here gives a plenty 
of light, but of a soft warm quality, appropriate to the 

character of such a 
room, and is equal- 
ly decorative during 
the hours it is not 
lighted. 

The Enos 
Company 

MAKERS OF 

LIGHTING 
FIXTURES 

Salesrooms, 5 West 39th Street, New York 
Baltimore, 519 N. Charles St.; Washington, 818 Connecticut Ave. ; San 

Francisco, 110 Geary St.; Toronto, 94 King St.,West.; Montreal, 
Bank or Toronto Building. 

WASHINGTON AS A COUNTRY GENTLEMAN 

Letters and Recollections of George Washington 
BEING HIS CORRESPONDENCE WITH TOBIAS LEAR AND OTHERS, TOGETHER WITH A DIARY 

OF WASHINGTON’S LAST DAYS, KEPT BY MR. LEAR 

of the 

much does 

IN AMERICA 

HIS volume is no less than a revelation 

property, farm, methods of handling servants 

| and the like. Illustrated with rare portraits, etc. 

Ready in June. 

COUNTRY LIFE THE WORLD'S WORK 

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & Co. NEW YorRK. 

home life at Mt. 

contain of 

Vernon, so 

information as to 

($2.75 postpaid.) 

THE GARDEN 
MA FARMING GAZINE 

AA 

Gathide: Feed 
Generators 

combine safety and wonderful 
brilliance with great economy. 

We Prove This in Our Free Book 

| explaining the Acetylene pri’ ciple, describing the Colt 
Generator and giving prices on all sizes from 10 
lights up, with scores of testimonials. 

State your needs and ask questions. 
Give us your hardware dealer’s name 
when you write. 

J.B COLT COMPANY 
Dept. M, No. 21 Barclay Street, New York 
Chicago Philadelphia Los Angeles 

Pile TAR Vile ssS Or 
MAKES LANTERNS 

Lamps, Elec- 

troliers, Candlesticks — in 

fact, anything in metal and 

Sconces, 

glass for the lighting and 

decoration of the home. 

4 

If you wish an individual 

lantern or other fixture for 

some special place, The 

Shop will-make it. 

* 

Send for Portfolio. 

& 

THE JARVIE SHOP 

Fine Arts Building 

This Sconce, copper $5.00 Chicago . . Illinois 

ar Al Badliane Lamp 
for the Country Grounds 

At the entrance and roadways a clear, constant 
light is necessary. 

The Dietz No. 3 
Is built for this service, and embodies every im- 
provement for couniry lighting 
It is economical, can be lighted and regulated 

from the outside, has no chimney, and is guaran- 
teed not to blow out. 

PRICE, $6.00 

May be had from dealers, or we will deliver it 
anywherein the United States or Canada at the 
above price. 

R.E. DIETZ COMPANY 
60 LAIGHT STREET 

Established 1840. NEW YORK 
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For fire Protection the Country Home 

THE GARDEN MAGAZINE Juty, 1906 

THe GARDEN MaGazine through its Service Department will be glad to serve its readers by giving them information 

relating to the subject of fire protection or put them in touch with reliable sources of information. 

Protection from Fire 

H weight. 

is endispensable. 

of steel wire in the strongest, sim- 

able fire escapes. 

The New Model Automatic 
Fire Escape is unbreakable, 
unburnable and will 

wear out. 

PRICE $15.00 

Send for Catalog. iliustrativg 
models A, B, C. 

PARKER-BRUEN 

MFG. CO., Inc. 

New Vork Office 

1133 BROADWAY 
Ladder under window Sil 

when not in use 

i A copy of 

HOME BUILDING 

AND FURNISHING 

will spare you much worry and expense. 
By it you will not only learn to build 
with discretion, but you will get at least a 
hundred ideas for furnishing. /+72s practically 

t helpful. By Price and Johnson. 

Illustrated, net, $1.00 (Postage, ro cents) 

®) 
DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & Co. NEw YORK, 

THE WORLD's WORK 
FARMING 

COUNTRY LIFE 
IN AMERICA 

ADDRESS 

READERS’ SERVICE, THE GARDEN MAGAZINE 133 East 16TH St., NEw York 

4 New Model Automatic § 

FIRE ESCAPE | 
A firm, strong steel ladder, 

upon which two persons may f 

@ descend abreast at one time. jf 

If necessary, 15 persons may 

use it at once, as each section 

PM is tested up to 2,000 pounds } 

For small houses of H 

itwo, three or four stories, it 

Constructed of two or three strands ff 

B plest manner, it affords a rigidity 
sand sense of safety when in use that J 
has hitherto been unknown to port- 

never § 

THE 

LIFE SAVING 
FIRE ESCAPE 

A Collapsible Steel Ladder tested to sustain 
1500 to 3500 pounds. kxtremely Simple, re- 

i markably Convenient, absoluiely Safe. Snugly 
packed awny inside a handsome window seat, out 

| of sight when notinuse. Readyin aninstant. 
Mj No puleys, no twists, no locks, no loops, no o.her 

complications. Can neither break nor burn. 
The only really practical fire escape ever designed 
for Residences, Dormitories, Apartment Houses, 

i Hotels, Factories, Sanitariums, ete. Can he used 
»hen other fire ladders are inaccessible, littered 

i with obstructions or coated with ice and sleet. 
No other so sensible, so convenient or so safe. 
Allin the home can escape in case of fire. Enables 
the strong to help the weak. You should have one 
sr more of them in your home. Our free booklet 
tells how to get and how to use them. Write forit. 

ADDRESS 

LIFE SAVING FIRE ESCAPE CO., 
Tremont Building, Boston, Mass. 

Your OWNFIRE apparatus 
gives the best 

protection be- 
cause it is o” 

the spot. 2 
A few Hand 

Extinguishers 

and Hand 
Grenades, a ~ 
ladder or two 
and a small 

CHEMICAL 
ENGINE 

} 

furnish an be 

efficient equip- : 
ment for fire protection of Country Homes and Es- 
tates EVERYWHERE. We will be glad to suggest 
equipment with cost. 

SEND FOR BOOKLET 4 
Also Headquarters for ‘‘Babcock’’ and ‘Patrol’ Extinguishers, 
Hayward Hand Grenades, portable fire escapes, fire hose reels, etc. 

S. F. HAYWARD .& CO., Chem. Deft. 
104 N. &th St., Philadelphia 
7 Wood St., Pittsburgh = 20 Warren St., New York 

Largest Dealers'in Fire Supplies in the United States 

THE ROYAL VENTILATOR| Always Ventilating, Day and Night 

Rain or Shine 

will prevent spontaneous combustion in your barns in 
summer and provides proper ventilation for your stock. 
It likewise provides perfect ventilation in your home, 

@ Our guarantee of 10 to 
@ Send for our 

At the same time Jet us give 
Whole where we have no agents. 

church, mill, and factory. 

20 years is worth something to you. 
booklet on ventilation. 
you an estimate. 

ROYAL VENTILATOR & MANUFACTURING Co. 
Main Office and Factory, 410 Locust Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

The Easiest Way to Can 

ANNING is more economical than 
preserving or jam making. It re- 

quires less labor, besides retaining the fresh 
natural flavor of the fruit. Sugar is not 
really necessary in canning, as it does not 
help preserve the fruit. It gives a rich syrup, 
making a richer more palatable dish. 

The fruits that are most suitable for can- 
ning are apples, pears, quinces, peaches, 
plums, pineapples and apricots. Of small 
fruits, cherries, strawberries, blackberries, 
raspberries, damsons and currants. Rhu- 
barb cut into small pieces is also successfully 
canned. 

Choose perfectly fresh, sound fruit, and 
remember that even one fruit that has started 
to decay will cause a whole jar to ferment, 
and you will lose, not only the fruit and sugar, 
but most probably the jar also, so it is false 
economy to use any but the freshest and best 
fruit. 

The most important thing to remember in 
canning is that your fruit must be put into 
the jars while it is boiling, and be sealed up 
at once. 
When dealing with large fruits that have 

to be peeled it is better only to prepare enough 
for a quart bottle at a time. Put them into 
cold water as they are prepared to prevent 
them from discoloring, 

Always have ready a number of clean jars, 
both large and small, with their tops and 
rubber rings fitting perfectly. Always re- 
member your jars must be air-tight, or the 
contents will surely spoil. 

AVOIDING WASTE 

Whenever you have a surplus of fruit after 
a meal don’t throw it away—can it! The 
method is easy. Just plainly stew the fruit 
until tender, either with or without sugar, in 
an agate or porcelain lined saucepan. Have 
a kettle of boiling water ready, with which to 
fill the jar, if necessary. Try your fruit with 
a clean broom straw, or skewer, and when 
tender and while boiling, pour it into the jar, 
which has previously been made hot with 
hot water. By putting a knitting needle or 
skewer into the jar, you will prevent its 
breaking when you pour into it the boiling 
fruit. Fill the jar to overflowing, and screw 
on the top. Turn the jar upside down until 
next morning, when it should be examined, 
and if it has not leaked it is air tight. If it 
has leaked, remove the fruit at once, to pre- 
vent the jar bursting, when the contents fer- 
ment. This fruit cannot be canned again. 
Use it at once. In this way, a jar at a time 
can be done with very little trouble, and you 
will soon have a large number on hand. 
Store in the dark, in a cool place. 

VEGETABLES FOR NEXT WINTER 

A few vegetables will also can well the 
same way—string beans, peas and tomatoes 
for example. 

Lima beans, asparagus and corn are better 
when put into the jars raw, and steamed for 
three or four hours, with the boiling water 
kept half way up the jars. Then fill to over- 
flowing with boiling water, and seal. 
New York. E. M. Barron. 



Greatest 

Plant Food 

in the World 

Thousands have 
tried it and attest to 
its wonderful merits. 
Used by the most 
prominent growers in 
the United States, and 
endorsed by Luther 
Burbank. It willinake 

your plants bloom in profusion, and your vegetables tender, juicy 
and sweet, maturing them two to three weeks earlier. BON- 
ORA will make all plant life grow where nothing else will. 
BONORA on your lawns will produce a dark luxunant 
growth, lasting throughout the season. ‘Those that use it 
will not do without it. 

Aa 

WITHOUT BONORA 

oa cs 

BONORA 

Bay Trees, Boxwood and English Ivies 
We havea grand collection of these popular decorative trees in both Standard and Pyramidal forms. 

LARGE VINES GROWING IN POTS 
FOR IMMEDIATE PLANTING 

We have a fine lot of Hardy Vines and Climbers growing in pots that can be planted now. 

Actinida Polygama. Excellent for covering walls, large trellises and screens. 75c. each; 
$§6.00 per dozen. 

Alkebia Quinata. A beautiful creeper and climber. Fine for any position. soc. ea.; $5.00 per doz. 

Ampelopsis EFngelmanni. A beautiful climber, Its magnificent brilliant scarlet foliage in 
Fall is very attractive. 75c. each; $6.00 per dozen. 

Ampelopsis Quinquefolia (American Ivy). Virginia Creeper, fine plants, 7 ft. 
$9.00 per dozen. 

Ampelopsis Veitchii (Boston Ivy). Very strong. 35c. each; $3.50 per dozen. 

Ampelopsis Veitchii Robusta Purpurea. A beautiful new vine. It is a decided 
improvement of the old form of Boston Ivy. Its name fully describes its distinct merits. 75c. 
each; $6.00 per dozen. 

Aristolochia Sipho (Dutchman’s Pipe). This is a very handsome climber for piazzas, per- 
golas, summer arbors, etc. 75c. each; $6.00 per doz. 

Bignonia Radicans (Trumpet Creeper). Splendid for covering 
unsightly stumps, dead trees and places where other vines will not 
grow. soc. each; $3.50 per dozen. 

Clematis. Large flowered Jackmanni varieties. 
each; $7.50 per dozen. 

Clematis Panieculata. This is a beautiful white-flowered Autumn 
flowering Japanese variety. 35c. each; $3.00 per dozen. 

Ivies. We have a splendid lot of both English and Irish varieties. 
Plants in all sizes from 15c. to $2.00. (Ask for particulars.) 

Hydrangea Scandens (Climbing Hydrangea). A very attractive 
climber. 75c. each; $6.00 per dozen. 

Kudzu Vine. This is the fastest growing vine ever introduced, often 
making a growth of 40 to 50 feet in one season. $1.00 each; 9.00 per doz. 

Lonicera (Honeysuckle). We have a quantity of fine pl»nts seven 
feet long in Belgica and other strong growing kinds. $1.50 each; 
$15.00 per dozen. 

Lonicera Halleana and Golden Varieties. 
each; $3.00 per dozen; $20.00 per 100. 

$1.00 each; 

All colors. 75c. 

Strong plants. 35¢. 

Periploca Grea (Silk Vine). A wonderfully rapid growing and 
attractive vine. soc. each; $5.00 per dozen. 

Polygonum Baldschuanicum. A very useful climbing plant. 

Put up as follows : 
1,2,5 and 0 gallon kegs, per gal., $2.00 Half Barrels, (cont. 25 gals.) per gal. $1.75 

Barrels, (cont. 5 gals.) sit oa 1.50 One gallon makes 100 g tllons. When in bloom it very much resembles Clematis Paniculati, but is 
Parana dlevtocmea ll si he fllawer far more handsome. {1.50 each. 

P 3 HO Wel EL GLAS /OeKe etfeS GS MOMS 8 Wistaria Chinensis. ‘This is the beautiful Japanese Wisteria. 
1 Ib., 28 gallons, postpaid, $ .65 59) Wosbo UNO PalllmnGssso6sco00e5s $20.00 Fine plants. $1.50 each; $15.00 per dozen. 
5 lbs, 140 Sieg Feceinaieicinisideeee 2.50 100 lbs., 28.4 Ce Seoounooanor as 37.50 ‘i 0 

“ i w These are all described in our New Illustrated Catalogue, 
I@ ila CSO —= SEN Wostosoconsdon 4.75 POO Woseq BSOD == Y cooteoo0ceqnca00 70.00 ayRion we eee be glad to send to Sots LOS 

BONOR A CHEMICAL CO BOBBINK & ATKINS 2isiicaseGardeners n & Landscape Gardeners 
584 Broadway 2 - - - NEW YORK RUTHERFORD, N. J. 

A Faluable Book for the Amateur 

An eminently practical work on the subject of fruits 
for they home: 

HOW TO MAKE A FRUIT GARDEN 
By Seen HUE RCH ER: 

HIS is the best and most beautifully illustrated book 
on the subject which has yet appeared. Nearly 

200 photographs by the author. ($2.20 postpaid. } 

UNIFORM WITH THE 

How to Make a Vegetable Garden BY Edith L. Fullerton. 
A real necessity for a suburban or country home. 250 beautiful 
photographic illustrations. ($2.20 postpaid.) 

How to Make a Flower Garden. 

A charming and practical book by experts on every branch of the 
subject. 219 beautiful photographic illustrations. ($1.76 postpaid. ) 

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & Co. NEW YorRK. 

ABOVE: 

THE GARDEN 
MAGAZINE 

COUNTRY LIFE THE WORLD’S WORK 

IN AMERICA FARMING 
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At the Seashore when a delicate skin is severely tried by wind and stint the Summer Girl realizes how indispensable 1s 
MENNEN’S. It is refreshing and delightful, even to the most delicate skin, and immediately relieves 

Prickly Heat, Chafing, Sunburn, and all other skin troubles of summer. 

MENNEN’S ravcum TOILET POWDER 
has for years been used and recommended by physicians and nurses for its perfect purity and absolute uniformity; in the nursery it 1s supreme; 
after bathing and after shaving it is a luxury. For the protection cf our patrons, we have perfected a non-refillable bex, which will guarantce 
that you get the genuine MENNEN’S. ' 

Don’t be misled into buying substitutes by a cheap price or a fancy package. It is the powder, not the box, which 
goes on your skin. MMENNEN’S face on top of the box is a guarantee of the powder inside. Get the genuine. 

Sold everywhere or by mail 25 cents. Sample free 

GERHARD MENNEN COMPANY, 76 ORANGE STREET, NEWARK, NEW JERSEY 
Try MENNEN'S VIOLET (Borated) TALCUM 
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